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i 

 

CERTIFICATE AS TO PARTIES, RULINGS, AND RELATED CASES 

 The Court consolidated the following cases for review: 
 

11-1302 (lead), 11-1315, 11-1323, 11-1329, 11-1338, 11-1340, 11-
1350, 11-1357, 11-1358, 11-1359, 11-1360, 11-1361, 11-1362, 11-
1363, 11-1364, 11-1365, 11-1366, 11-1367, 11-1368, 11-1369, 11-
1371, 11-1372, 11-1373, 11-1374, 11-1375, 11-1376, 11-1377, 11-
1378, 11-1379, 11-1380, 11-1381, 11-1382, 11-1383, 11-1384, 11-
1385, 11-1386, 11-1387, 11-1388, 11-1389, 11-1390, 11-1391, 11-
1392, 11-1393, 11-1394, and 11-1395 

 
(A) Parties, Intervenors, and Amici 
 
 Petitioners* 
 AEP Texas North Co.          
 Alabama Power Co. 
 American Coal Co. 
 American Energy Corp. 
 Appalachian Power Co. 
 ARIPPA  
 Big Brown Lignite Company, LLC 
 Big Brown Power Company, LLC 
 City of Ames, Iowa 

City of Springfield, Illinois, Office of Public Utilities, d/b/a City 
Water, Light and Power 

 Columbus Southern Power Co. 
 Consolidated Edison Company of New York 
 CPI USA North Carolina LLC 
 Dairyland Power Cooperative 
 DTE Stoneman, LLC 
 East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. 
 EME Homer City Generation, LP 
 Entergy Corp. 

                                      

* The petitioners that join this brief appear in bold. 
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ii 

 

Environmental Committee of the Florida Electric Power Coordinating 
Group 

 Environmental Energy Alliance of New York, LLC 
 GenOn Energy, Inc. 
 Georgia Power Co. 
 Gulf Power Co. 
 Indiana Michigan Power Co. 
 International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO 
 Kansas City Board of Public Utilities 
 Kansas Gas and Electric Co. 
 Kenamerica Resources, Inc. 
 Kentucky Power Co. 
 Lafayette Utilities System 
 Louisiana Chemical Association 
 Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality 
 Louisiana Public Service Commission 
 Luminant Big Brown Mining Company, LLC 
 Luminant Energy Company, LLC 
 Luminant Generation Company, LLC 
 Luminant Holding Company, LLC 
 Luminant Mining Company, LLC 
 Midwest Food Processors Association 
 Midwest Ozone Group 
 Mississippi Power Co. 
 Mississippi Public Service Commission 
 Municipal Electric Authority of Georgia 
 Murray Energy Corp. 
 National Mining Association 
 National Rural Electric Cooperative Association 
 Northern States Power Co. 
 Oak Grove Management Company, LLC 
 Ohio Power Co. 
 Ohio Valley Coal Co. 
 OhioAmerica Energy, Inc. 
 Peabody Energy Corp. 
 Public Service Company of Oklahoma 
 Public Utility Commission of Texas 
 Railroad Commission of Texas 
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iii 

 

 Sandow Power Company, LLC 
 South Mississippi Electric Power Association 
 Southern Company Services, Inc. 
 Southern Power Co. 
 Southwestern Electric Power Co. 
 Southwestern Public Service Co. 
 State of Alabama 
 State of Florida 
 State of Georgia 
 State of Indiana 
 State of Kansas 
 State of Louisiana 
 State of Michigan 
 State of Nebraska 
 State of Ohio 
 State of Oklahoma 
 State of South Carolina 
 State of Texas 
 State of Wisconsin 
 Sunbury Generation LP 
 Sunflower Electric Power Corp. 
 Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
 Texas General Land Office 
 United Mine Workers of America 
 UtahAmerica Energy, Inc. 
 Utility Air Regulatory Group 
 Westar Energy, Inc. 
 Western Farmers Electric Cooperative 
 Wisconsin Cast Metals Association 
 Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce 
 Wisconsin Paper Council, Inc. 
 Wisconsin Public Service Corp. 
 
 Intervenors for Petitioners 
 San Miguel Electric Cooperative 
 City of New York (Nos. 11-1388 and 11-1395 only) 
 State of New York (Nos. 11-1388 and 11-1395 only) 
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iv 

 

 Amici for Petitioners 
 Putnam County, Georgia 
 Industrial Energy Consumers of America 
 Southeastern Legal Foundation, Inc. 
 
 Respondents 
 United States Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) 

EPA Administrator Gina McCarthy (substituted for former EPA 
Administrator Lisa Perez Jackson) 

 
 Intervenors for Respondents 
 American Lung Association 
 Calpine Corp. 
 City of Bridgeport, Connecticut 
 City of Chicago 
 City of New York (all but Nos. 11-1388 and 11-1395) 
 City of Philadelphia 
 Clean Air Council 
 District of Columbia 
 Environmental Defense Fund 
 Exelon Corp. 
 Mayor and City Council of Baltimore 
 Natural Resources Defense Council 
 Public Service Enterprise Group, Inc. 
 Sierra Club 
 State of Connecticut 
 State of Delaware 
 State of Illinois 
 State of Maryland 
 State of Massachusetts 
 State of New York (all but Nos. 11-1388 and 11-1395) 
 State of North Carolina 
 State of Rhode Island 
 State of Vermont 
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(B) Rulings Under Review 
 
All petitions for review challenge EPA’s final rule entitled “Federal 

Implementation Plans: Interstate Transport of Fine Particulate Matter and Ozone 

and Correction of SIP Approvals,” 76 FR 48,208 (Aug. 8, 2011) (“the Transport 

Rule”), which appears at pages 277 to 552 of the joint appendix (“JA”). 

(C) Related Cases 
 
All of the petitions for review consolidated under Case No. 11-1302 are 

related. They have previously been reviewed by both this Court and the Supreme 

Court. See EPA v. EME Homer City Generation, L.P., 134 S. Ct. 1584 (2014); EME 

Homer City Generation, L.P. v. EPA, 696 F.3d 7 (D.C. Cir. 2012). The Rule 28(a)(1) 

statement in the Industry and Labor Petitioners’ opening brief on remand identifies 

and describes all other related cases. 
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GLOSSARY 

EPA   United States Environmental Protection Agency 
 
CAA   Clean Air Act 
 
CAIR Rule to Reduce Interstate Transport of Fine Particulate Matter 

and Ozone (Clean Air Interstate Rule); Revisions to Acid Rain 
Program; Revisions to the NOx SIP Call, 70 FR 25,162 (May 12, 
2005) 

 
FIP   Federal Implementation Plan 
 
JA   Joint Appendix 
 
NAAQS  National Ambient Air Quality Standard(s) 
 
SIP   State Implementation Plan 
 
Transport Rule Federal Implementation Plans: Interstate Transport of Fine 

Particulate Matter and Ozone and Correction of SIP Approvals 
76 FR 48,208 (Aug. 8, 2011) 
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JURISDICTION 

 EPA promulgated the Transport Rule on August 8, 2011 under 42 U.S.C. 

7601(a). Petitions for review were timely filed on or before October 7, 2011, 

invoking the Court’s jurisdiction under 42 U.S.C. 7607(b)(1). 

ISSUES 

 1. Whether EPA lacked statutory authority to impose federal 

implementation plans (“FIPs”) with respect to the 1997 national ambient air 

quality standards (“NAAQS”) on States whose state implementation plans 

(“SIPs”) addressing those standards had been fully approved by EPA. 

 2. Whether EPA’s implementation of the good-neighbor provision’s 

“interfere with maintenance” prong, 42 U.S.C. 7410(a)(2)(D)(i)(I), was unlawful. 

 3. Whether the Transport Rule is invalid as applied to several States. 

STATUTES AND REGULATIONS 

 The petitioners’ joint addendum pursuant to D.C. Circuit Rule 28(a)(5) 

reproduces the statutes and regulatory material cited in this brief. 

STATEMENT 

The facts and procedural history of these consolidated challenges to EPA’s 

Transport Rule are set forth in EME Homer City Generation, L.P. v. EPA, 696 F.3d 

7, 11–19 (D.C. Cir. 2012). Although the Supreme Court reversed this Court’s 

judgment vacating the rule, it agreed with significant portions of this Court’s 
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2 

analysis and identified challenges to be resolved on remand. EPA v. EME Homer 

City Generation, L.P., 134 S. Ct. 1584, 1599 n.12, 1608–09 (2014). 

The first of these challenges concerns EPA’s imposition of FIPs with respect 

to the two 1997 standards on several upwind States even though EPA had fully 

approved those States’ good-neighbor SIP revisions for the 1997 standards. See id. 

at 1599 n.12; 76 FR 48,208, 48,219–22 (Aug. 8, 2011); see also EME Homer, 696 

F.3d at 31 n.29 (noting this challenge). The second concerns EPA’s 

implementation of the good-neighbor provision’s “interfere with maintenance” 

prong. See EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1604 n.18; 76 FR at 48,233–36, 48,246–64; see 

also EME Homer, 696 F.3d at 27 n.25 (noting the limits of EPA’s authority under 

this prong). The third concerns whether the Transport Rule is invalid as applied to 

several States. See EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1608–09; infra Part III (citing the 

portions of the record that support the as-applied challenges presented in this 

brief). 

SUMMARY 

1. EPA’s approval of 22 States’ Clean Air Interstate Rule (“CAIR”) SIP 

revisions extinguished the agency’s authority under 42 U.S.C. 7410(c)(1) to impose 

Transport Rule FIPs on those States. EPA should have issued a SIP call under 

section 7410(k)(5), and its invocation of section 7410(k)(6) was unlawful for two 
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reasons. First, section 7410(k)(6) authorizes EPA to correct errors that were errors 

at the time they were made, not to retroactively rescind, based on later 

developments, earlier statements that had unavoidable legal consequences. Second, 

EPA made its “corrections” without using notice-and-comment rulemaking, but 

section 7410(k)(6) requires EPA to make any corrections “in the same manner as 

the approval.” EPA’s assertion that the SIPs it approved did not correct the 

deficiency that should have required disapproval is untenable, and because EPA’s 

errors infect a large number of the Transport Rule’s nonseverable FIPs, the proper 

relief is vacatur of the entire rule. 

 2. In concluding that CAIR was invalid, this Court explained that EPA was 

required to give independent effect to the good-neighbor provision’s “contribute 

significantly to nonattainment” and “interfere with maintenance” prongs. EPA, 

however, failed to do so in the Transport Rule. It instead adopted a single 

methodology for regulating emissions under both prongs, failing to consider 

whether the Transport Rule’s “maintenance” requirements were necessary to 

prevent upwind emissions from reaching specific downwind maintenance areas and 

threatening continued NAAQS attainment in those areas. That approach led EPA 

to require Transport Rule “maintenance” reductions that exceed what the Clean 

Air Act (“CAA”) and circuit precedent permit. 
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 3. The Supreme Court agreed with this Court that EPA may not regulate 

upwind States under the good-neighbor provision in a manner that is unnecessary 

to achieve NAAQS attainment in every downwind State to which an upwind State 

is linked. EPA violated this prohibition with respect to Texas and several other 

States that were linked to areas already attaining the standards addressed in the 

Transport Rule. 

EPA’s promulgation of the Transport Rule also violated notice-and-

comment requirements. This challenge, which was raised but not resolved in the 

initial phase of proceedings before this Court, likewise requires vacatur. 

 Finally, Kansas and Indiana argue that certain Transport Rule FIPs 

addressing the 2006 fine-particulate standard are unlawful because EPA’s 

Administrator signed the Transport Rule before the relevant SIP disapprovals were 

published in the Federal Register. 

STANDING 

 The Courts’ opinions in these cases demonstrate the petitioners’ standing. 

Petitioners are the objects of the action at issue, see Sierra Club v. EPA, 292 F.3d 

895, 899–900 (D.C. Cir. 2002), and the Transport Rule injures States by overriding 

their statutory right to control emissions through SIPs. See, e.g., 76 FR at 48,219–
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22. Vacating the rule would provide redress and prompt EPA to reconsider its 

action. See Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 518 (2007). 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

 The Court should vacate the Transport Rule upon concluding that it is 

arbitrary or capricious, is in excess of EPA’s statutory authority, or was 

promulgated without observance of required procedures. 42 U.S.C. 7607(d)(9). 

ARGUMENT 

I. EPA LACKED STATUTORY AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE FIPS FOR THE 1997 

NAAQS ON A MAJORITY OF THE TRANSPORT RULE STATES. 

A. EPA’s Approval Of CAIR SIPs Deprived The Agency Of FIP 
Authority For 22 Of The 27 Transport Rule States. 

 1. 42 U.S.C. 7410(c)(1) is the exclusive source of EPA’s FIP authority. EPA 

must promulgate a FIP whenever “a State has failed to make a required [SIP] 

submission” or EPA “disapproves a [SIP] submission in whole or in part.” 42 

U.S.C. 7410(c)(1)(A), (B). Section 7410(c)(1)’s final sentence, however, deprives 

EPA of FIP authority if “the State corrects the deficiency, and [EPA] approves the 

[SIP] or [SIP] revision, before [EPA] promulgates such [FIP].” “[T]he deficiency” 

is what allows EPA to make a finding of failure to submit a SIP under section 

7410(c)(1)(A) or to disapprove a SIP submission under section 7410(c)(1)(B). See 

EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1594 (explaining that EPA’s FIP authority derives from a 
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determination “that a State has failed to submit an adequate SIP”). A State 

“corrects th[at] deficiency” by submitting an adequate SIP. 42 U.S.C. 7410(c)(1). 

Under 42 U.S.C. 7410(k)(3), EPA has a nondiscretionary duty to approve a 

State’s “[SIP] submittal as a whole if it meets all of the applicable requirements of 

[the CAA].” And as EPA has explained, “[o]nce a SIP is fully approved, EPA no 

longer has authority for the FIP[]” that previously governed the State’s 

obligations, and the FIP must therefore be withdrawn. 72 FR 55,659, 55,660 (Oct. 

1, 2007) (describing a scenario in which EPA approves SIPs to replace FIPs). 

 2. In April 2005, EPA issued a blanket finding that “States ha[d] failed” to 

submit SIPs to satisfy their good-neighbor obligations with respect to the 1997 

ozone and fine-particulate NAAQS. 70 FR 21,147, 21,148 (Apr. 25, 2005); see 

JA3167–78. The next month, EPA promulgated CAIR, which defined the 1997-

NAAQS good-neighbor SIP requirements for 28 States, giving those States a year 

and a half to submit SIPs addressing their obligations under CAIR and thus prevent 

application of CAIR FIPs. 70 FR 25,162, 25,162, 25,167 (May 12, 2005); 71 FR 

25,328, 25,328, 25,330, 25,340 (Apr. 28, 2006). Consistent with 42 U.S.C. 

7410(c)(1) and (k)(3), EPA explained that approval of CAIR SIPs would extinguish 

its FIP authority for the 1997 NAAQS and lead to withdrawal of any CAIR FIPs 

that had already issued. 71 FR at 25,333. 
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 3. In North Carolina v. EPA, this Court sustained a number of challenges to 

CAIR but remanded the rule without vacatur. 531 F.3d 896, 930 (D.C. Cir. 2008), 

modified on reh’g, 550 F.3d 1176, 1178 (D.C. Cir. 2008). Accordingly, both before 

and after North Carolina, CAIR was effective and binding on EPA and the States. 

See 74 FR 62,496, 62,496 (Nov. 30, 2009). 

When presented with CAIR-compliant SIP revisions, EPA thus had a 

nondiscretionary duty to approve them “as a whole.” 42 U.S.C. 7410(k)(3); see 74 

FR 38,536, 38,537 (Aug. 4, 2009) (confirming that “EPA’s role is to approve State 

choices, provided that they meet the criteria of the [CAA]”). If EPA had concluded 

that any of those submissions failed to satisfy any portion of a State’s 1997 NAAQS 

good-neighbor obligations as defined in CAIR, EPA’s duty would have been to 

approve the submissions “in part and disapprove [them] in part,” 42 U.S.C. 

7410(k)(3), preserving EPA’s FIP authority (and obligation) to cure the remaining 

deficiencies. 

All told, EPA approved fifteen CAIR SIP revisions before North Carolina and 

seven thereafter. See 76 FR at 48,220–21 (citing approvals for Alabama, Arkansas, 

Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, 

Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New York, North 

Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia). None 
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of those submissions was disapproved, and none was approved in part and 

disapproved in part; rather, each of the 22 CAIR SIPs was approved in full. See id. 

In approving these 22 CAIR SIPs, EPA terminated, for each State, its FIP authority 

arising from the 2005 finding of failure. See supra Parts I.A.1–2. 

B. EPA’s Efforts To Revive Its 1997 NAAQS FIP Authority With 
Respect To These 22 States Were Unlawful. 

When EPA promulgated the Transport Rule, it recognized the threat to its 

1997-NAAQS FIP authority that approval of the 22 States’ CAIR SIPs presented. 

76 FR at 48,219 (acknowledging comments on this point). But because EPA wanted 

to maintain a single, accelerated timeline for all of the Transport Rule States, it 

attempted to “unring the bell” with respect to its CAIR SIP approvals and reclaim 

FIP authority arising from the 2005 finding of failure to submit SIPs—authority 

that EPA’s CAIR SIP approvals had extinguished. See id.; see also 76 FR at 48,213 

(Table III–1), 48,219 n.12 (reflecting imposition of 1997-NAAQS FIPs on 19 of the 

22 States whose CAIR SIPs had been fully approved). 

EPA deployed two maneuvers in its effort to accomplish that feat. First, it 

attempted to invoke 42 U.S.C. 7410(k)(6), see id. at 48,217, to alter the past to 

service its present need by “rescind[ing] any statements [in its CAIR SIP 

approvals] suggesting that the [CAIR] SIP submissions satisfied or relieved states 

of the obligation to submit SIPs to satisfy the requirements of [the good-neighbor 
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provision] or that EPA was relieved of its obligation and authority to promulgate 

FIPs under [that provision].” Id. at 48,219. Second, EPA contended that the CAIR 

SIPs it had initially approved failed to “correct[] the deficiency,” 42 U.S.C. 

7410(c)(1)(A), that had prompted it to issue the 2005 finding of failure. 76 FR at 

48,219. 

As explained below, neither maneuver was lawful. And because the 

Transport Rule’s FIPs are nonseverable, the Court should vacate the entire rule. 

1.  Section 7410(k)(6) cannot authorize retroactive—and 
immediate—nullification of EPA’s CAIR SIP approvals. 

a. This is not the first time in recent years that EPA has attempted to stretch 

the boundaries of its section-7410(k)(6) “[c]orrections” power. In connection with 

its regulation of greenhouse gases, EPA attempted to wield that power to 

retroactively change an earlier SIP “full approval” into a “partial approval, partial 

disapproval.” Texas v. EPA, 726 F.3d 180, 204 (D.C. Cir. 2013) (Kavanaugh, J., 

dissenting). Although the Texas majority did not address the merits of that effort, 

see id. at 199 (concluding that the petitioners lacked standing), the dissent observed 

that EPA’s invocation of section 7410(k)(6) was improper because, at the time of 

the full approval, the applicable authorities did not require partial disapproval. See 

id. at 204 (Kavanaugh, J., dissenting). 
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In Texas, EPA thus attempted to use section 7410(k)(6) to retroactively 

create SIP requirements where none existed before. See id. Here, EPA attempted to 

use section 7410(k)(6) to retroactively alter SIP requirements that did exist, had 

been satisfied, and led to EPA’s full approval of 22 SIPs. See supra Part I.A. Both 

invocations of section 7410(k)(6) were unlawful. Because the petitioners here have 

standing, the Court should hold that EPA lacked statutory authority to impose FIPs 

on the States subjected to EPA’s section-7410(k)(6) treatment in the Transport 

Rule and, in so doing, prevent further abuse of this provision. 

b. Entitled “Corrections,” section 7410(k)(6) was intended merely to 

“enable EPA to deal promptly with clerical errors or technical errors. It [wa]s not 

intended to offer a route for EPA to reevaluate its policy judgements,” Henry A. 

Waxman, et al., Roadmap to Title I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990: Bringing 

Blue Skies Back to America’s Cities, 21 ENVTL. L. 1843, 1924–25 (1991), or to give 

EPA the extraordinary power to undo the legal consequences of its past actions. As 

the Court has already suggested, the Transport Rule’s invocation of section 

7410(k)(6) was unlawful for two independent reasons. See EME Homer City, 696 

F.3d at 31 n.29. 

i. Section 7410(k)(6) authorizes corrections only when a past EPA action 

“was in error,” meaning that the action was erroneous under the law in existence 
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at the time. See Texas, 726 F.3d at 204 (Kavanaugh, J., dissenting). The provision 

cannot be used to rescind key statements in a SIP approval based on subsequent 

developments in judicial doctrine or agency rulemaking. That is the office of the 

preceding section, which requires EPA to issue a “SIP call” whenever it finds that 

a SIP is “substantially inadequate to attain or maintain the relevant [NAAQS] … or 

to otherwise comply with any requirement of [the CAA].” 42 U.S.C. 7410(k)(5). 

Yet EPA relied on section 7410(k)(6), not section 7410(k)(5), reasoning that 

North Carolina’s invalidation of CAIR “meant that the CAIR SIPs were not 

adequate to satisfy [the good neighbor provision’s] mandate.” 76 FR at 48,217, 

48,219. It bears emphasis, however, that EPA did not stop approving CAIR SIPs 

when North Carolina was decided. As already noted, seven of the subsequently 

“corrected” approvals post-date North Carolina. See id. at 48,221. In any event, 

EPA’s reasoning is flawed. 

To begin, condoning EPA’s use of section 7410(k)(6) would impermissibly 

allow the Transport Rule to apply retroactively, “altering the past legal 

consequences of past actions.” Bowen v. Georgetown Univ. Hosp., 488 U.S. 204, 219 

(1988) (Scalia, J., concurring) (emphasis omitted). The Transport Rule altered the 

past consequences of EPA’s CAIR SIP approvals, purporting to make them 

prolong, rather than terminate, EPA’s authority to issue FIPs. See 42 U.S.C. 
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7410(c)(1) (requiring a FIP to issue “within 2 years after” a finding of failure to 

submit a SIP or a SIP disapproval); 76 FR at 48,219 (referencing the 2005 finding of 

failure on which EPA premised its 2011 Transport Rule FIP authority for the States 

subjected to EPA’s section-7410(k)(6) treatment, see JA3167–78). That contradicts 

Bowen, which forbids retroactive rulemaking absent clear and unambiguous 

statutory authorization, 488 U.S. at 208, and the Administrative Procedure Act, 

which defines “rule” as “an agency statement of . . . future effect.” 5 U.S.C. 

551(4). Furthermore, it exceeds the admitted limits of EPA’s authority under 

section 7410(c)(1). See 76 FR at 48,219 & n.15, 48,220 (conceding that EPA lacks 

statutory authority to restart the “within 2 years” “FIP clock”). 

  EPA’s construction of “error” in section 7410(k)(6) also cannot be 

reconciled with section 7410(k)(5)’s SIP-call provision. Under section 7410(k)(5), 

EPA “shall” issue a SIP call whenever it finds a SIP “substantially inadequate” to 

maintain a NAAQS or comply with any CAA requirement. The provision requires 

EPA to “notify the State of the inadequacies” and provide an opportunity for the 

State to submit a revised SIP. 42 U.S.C. 7410(k)(5). A FIP cannot issue until after 

EPA finds that the State failed to submit the necessary SIP revisions. 42 U.S.C. 

7410(c)(1). 
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  EPA’s understanding of the word “error” extends section 7410(k)(6)’s 

correction power to every circumstance described in section 7410(k)(5). Whenever 

an EPA-approved SIP is found inadequate to comply with EPA’s current 

understanding of the CAA, EPA can simply declare its earlier approval an “error” 

and immediately impose a FIP without complying with section 7410(k)(5). That 

interpretation renders section 7410(k)(5)’s language meaningless and is therefore 

invalid. See Davis Cnty. Solid Waste Mgmt. v. EPA, 101 F.3d 1395, 1404 (D.C. Cir. 

1996). 

  In short, EPA’s SIP approvals were not in error when made. They were 

mandated under section 7410(k)(3), which directs EPA to “approve [a SIP] … if it 

meets all of the applicable requirements of [the CAA].” Accordingly, EPA could 

not use section 7410(k)(6) to “correct” its CAIR SIP approvals. 

  ii. EPA’s use of section 7410(k)(6) is unlawful for another, independent 

reason. Any revisions of past agency action must be made “in the same manner as” 

the putative erroneous action. 42 U.S.C. 7410(k)(6). Although EPA issued its SIP 

approvals through notice-and-comment rulemaking, see, e.g., 72 FR at 55,659, its 

“corrections” did not go through that process. 76 FR at 48,221. 

  EPA’s attempt to invoke the “good cause” exception of 5 U.S.C. 553(b)(B), 

76 FR at 48,221–22, fails. Two independent sources of law obligated EPA to use 
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notice and comment: 5 U.S.C. 553(b), which is subject to a “good cause” 

exception, and 42 U.S.C. 7410(k)(6), which is not. Agencies do not have a good-

cause license to violate their organic statutes. 

2.  EPA’s “correct[] the deficiency” argument fails. 

  As already noted, section 7410(c)(1)’s final sentence revokes EPA’s FIP 

authority when “the State corrects  the deficiency” and EPA “approves the [SIP] 

or [SIP] revision.” In the Transport Rule, EPA admitted it had approved the 22 

States’ CAIR SIPs but nevertheless claimed that, in light of North Carolina, those 

SIPs failed to “correct[] the deficiency,” 42 U.S.C. 7410(c)(1), and therefore did 

not terminate EPA’s FIP authority. 76 FR at 48,219. That position is untenable. 

  Again, “the deficiency” in section 7410(c)(1) is the deficiency that caused 

EPA to (A) find that a State failed to submit a SIP or (B) disapprove a SIP that was 

submitted. See supra Part I.A.1. It cannot mean a deficiency that arises only upon 

later developments. A State “corrects the deficiency” by submitting a new SIP that 

responds to the concerns that prompted EPA to act under section 7410(c)(1)(A) or 

(B) and that complies with every reasonably knowable legal obligation at the time of 

EPA’s disapproval or finding of failure. Each of the 22 States’ SIPs that EPA 

approved did so. See supra Part I.A.2–3. 
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  EPA’s construction of section 7410(c)(1) rewrites the statute to require a 

State to correct all deficiencies that are currently known and that may become 

known. That interpretation departs from the natural reading of the text and would 

render the final sentence of section 7410(c)(1) useless in constraining EPA’s 

power, allowing the agency to circumvent section 7410(k)(5)’s procedural 

protections merely by declaring a previously approved SIP deficient. No principle 

of deference allows an agency to interpret its organic statute in such an atexutal and 

self-aggrandizing manner. 

3.  This error requires vacatur of the entire rule. 

  As EPA explained in the Supreme Court, each State’s good-neighbor 

obligations are intertwined with other States’ good-neighbor obligations under the 

1997 and 2006 NAAQS. See Br. for Fed. Pet’rs 45–53, EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. 1584 

(2014) (No. 12-1182); see also EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1604 (noting that “the 

nonattainment of downwind States results from the collective and interwoven 

contributions of multiple upwind States”); 76 FR at 48,252–53 (Table VI.B–3 & 

n.a) (reflecting EPA’s conclusion that Transport Rule FIPs requiring more 

stringent emissions reductions in some States than others will cause emissions 

shifting, resulting in greater emissions in States whose Transport Rule FIPs are 

more lenient); cf. North Carolina, 531 F.3d at 929 (noting that CAIR’s components 
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“must stand or fall together”). The Transport Rule FIPs, in other words, are 

nonseverable. 

  And as already noted, EPA’s violation of section 7410(c)(1) affects a 

substantial portion of the rule. Thirty-one of its fifty-nine FIPs implement good-

neighbor obligations under the 1997 NAAQS for States whose CAIR SIPs EPA had 

previously approved, 76 FR at 48,213 (Table III–1), 48,219 n.12, 48,220–21, and 

the Transport Rule’s regional trading programs for the 1997 standards could not 

function with a majority of the covered States excluded. Accordingly, the entire 

rule should be vacated. 

II. EPA’S IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GOOD-NEIGHBOR PROVISION’S 

“INTERFERE WITH MAINTENANCE” PRONG IS UNLAWFUL. 
 

A. EPA Was Required To Give The Statute’s “Maintenance” Prong 
Independent Effect. 

1. Once EPA promulgates a NAAQS, States must develop “attainment” 

SIPs that provide for “implementation, maintenance, and enforcement” of the 

NAAQS. 42 U.S.C. 7410(a)(1). In formulating an attainment plan, a State must 

impose on its sources “emission limitations and other control measures, means, or 

techniques … as may be necessary or appropriate to meet the applicable 

requirements of [the CAA].” 42 U.S.C. 7410(a)(2)(A). Because the NAAQS-

pollutant concentrations in each location in a State will reflect contributions from 
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both in-state emissions and upwind-state emissions, and because States must 

demonstrate attainment and maintenance of the NAAQS based on existing 

NAAQS-pollutant concentrations, any State’s demonstration will necessarily 

account for present emissions from existing sources—both within and outside of 

the State. 

When a State is unable to achieve attainment, its SIP must satisfy additional 

requirements for areas designated “nonattainment.” 42 U.S.C. 7410(a)(2)(I), 

7502(c). If air quality sufficiently improves, the area may be redesignated from 

nonattainment to attainment, see 42 U.S.C. 7407(d)(3)(E), provided the State 

submits a “[m]aintenance plan[]” that assures “maintenance of the [NAAQS] … 

for at least 10 years after the redesignation.” 42 U.S.C. 7505a(a); see 42 U.S.C. 

7407(d)(3)(E)(iv). Maintenance plans must contain “contingency provisions” to 

ensure that the State will “promptly correct any violation of the [NAAQS].” 42 

U.S.C. 7505a(d). Because both attainment plans and maintenance plans contain 

emissions limitations necessary to maintain NAAQS compliance, and because 

those NAAQS-compliant levels include emissions contributions from upwind 

States, only emissions that were not considered in the SIP attainment/maintenance 

demonstration (or in developing any contingency provisions), such as increased 
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upwind-state emissions, could trigger a requirement for SIP revision. 42 U.S.C. 

7410(a)(2)(H)(ii), 7505a(d). 

2. The distinction between regulating emissions causing nonattainment and 

regulating increased emissions that could threaten continued attainment is 

reflected in the text of the good-neighbor provision, which contains two distinct 

prongs for addressing emissions from one State that affect air quality in another. 

The first prong focuses on downwind nonattainment areas, prohibiting all upwind-

state emissions that “contribute significantly to nonattainment in … any other 

State.” 42 U.S.C. 7410(a)(2)(D)(i)(I). The second prong focuses on downwind 

attainment areas and addresses only those upwind-state emissions that will 

“interfere with maintenance [of NAAQS attainment] by … any other State.” Id. 

Because SIPs must assure maintenance of NAAQS-compliant concentrations that 

include contributions from upwind States, the potential candidates for regulation 

under the good-neighbor provision’s “maintenance” prong are upwind-state 

emissions greater than those assumed in the upwind-state SIP’s 

attainment/maintenance demonstration. 

3. These fundamental differences led the Court to hold in North Carolina 

that the two prongs of the good-neighbor provision must be given separate, 
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independent meanings. 531 F.3d at 909–10. And as the Court explained earlier in 

this litigation, 

[t]o require a State to reduce “amounts” of emissions 
pursuant to the “interfere with maintenance” prong, EPA 
must show … that those “amounts” from an upwind State 
… will reach a specific maintenance area in a downwind 
State and push that maintenance area back over the NAAQS 
in the near future. Put simply, the “interfere with 
maintenance” prong of the statute is not an open-ended 
invitation for EPA to impose reductions on upwind States. 
Rather, it is a carefully calibrated and commonsense 
supplement to the “contribute significantly” requirement. 

EME Homer, 696 F.3d at 27 n.25. To give the “maintenance” prong independent 

effect, EPA must therefore focus not on upwind-state emissions that were already 

accounted for in developing attainment SIPs, but instead on any additional upwind-

state emissions that would increase downwind concentrations not considered in the 

attainment/maintenance demonstration. Reductions are required only where 

increased upwind-state emissions “will … interfere” with continued NAAQS 

attainment “by … any [downwind] State.” 42 U.S.C. 7410(a)(2)(D)(i)(I); see, e.g., 

JA3210–22 (EPA memo describing maintenance-plan requirements for areas 

redesignated attainment). 
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B. EPA’s Implementation Of The “Maintenance” Prong Is Contrary 
To The Text Of The Statute And This Court’s Precedent. 

Rather than recognizing the distinct focus of the “maintenance” prong, EPA 

simply adopted the same methodology used to implement the statute’s “contribute 

significantly” prong, with the exception that EPA used more stringent ambient 

thresholds to establish “maintenance” linkages. 76 FR at 48,233–36. Like EPA’s 

significant-contribution methodology, EPA’s maintenance methodology evaluates 

total emissions from an upwind State (i.e., all mobile, residential, industrial, and 

utility-sectors emissions). Id. at 48,224–25. When those upwind-state emissions are 

projected to contribute concentrations that exceed “one percent” of the rule’s 

ambient threshold, EPA’s “maintenance” methodology mandates “cost-effective” 

reductions in total utility-sector upwind-state emissions but no reductions in 

upwind emissions from any other sector. Id. at 48,246–64. This “contribute 

significantly” approach to “interfere with maintenance” violates North Carolina 

and runs afoul of the CAA in several respects. 

1. To begin, EPA’s approach violates the text of the good-neighbor provision 

by failing to identify and analyze only those upwind emissions that might actually 

threaten continued attainment. Upwind-state emissions that contribute to 

concentrations that are below the NAAQS in a downwind State, and that have 

already been accounted for in that State’s attainment demonstration, cannot, by 
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definition, “interfere with maintenance.” Moreover, EPA’s methodology ignores 

the fundamental difference between areas that are meeting NAAQS and areas that 

are not. In nonattainment areas, because the air-quality status quo is unacceptable, 

all emissions contributing to nonattainment are targeted for reduction. 42 U.S.C. 

7502(c)(1), (c)(6). In areas that have attained standards, by contrast, the air-quality 

status quo is the regulatory end sought by Congress, and only increased emissions 

that threaten that status quo “interfere with maintenance” of the NAAQS and 

thus are targets for additional regulation. See 42 U.S.C. 7407(d)(3)(E)(iv), 7505a. 

Yet EPA’s “maintenance” methodology requires substantial reductions in 

upwind-state utility emissions without regard to whether concentrations resulting 

from those emissions were accounted for in the attainment-plan or maintenance-

plan demonstration for the downwind attainment area. Nothing in EPA’s 

methodology is directed at identifying increased upwind-state emissions that 

threaten to “push … [a downwind-state attainment] area back over the NAAQS in 

the near future.” EME Homer, 696 F.3d at 27 n.25. And a methodology that focuses 

exclusively on the utility sector for emissions reductions, when emissions from 

other sectors (e.g., mobile sources) may dominate contributions to downwind-state 

attainment areas, is not capable of targeting those emissions reductions that the 
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“maintenance” analysis required by the language of the Act would select for 

regulation.  

2. The example of Allegan County, Michigan, illustrates how far EPA 

departed from the statute. In 2010, EPA redesignated Allegan County from 

nonattainment to attainment of the 1997 ozone standard. 75 FR 58,312, 58,312–13 

(Sept. 24, 2010). In so doing, EPA approved Michigan’s maintenance plan for the 

area, based on a demonstration that ozone concentrations caused by local and 

upwind-state emissions would register attainment through 2021 by a wide margin. 

Id.; see 75 FR 42,018, 42,026–28 (July 20, 2010) (proposed rule). To assure 

attainment beyond 2021, a contingency plan targeted local volatile-organic-

compound emissions for possible future reductions. See 75 FR at 42,028–29. 

According to the maintenance plan, further nitrogen-oxides reductions would have 

no impact on attainment of the ozone NAAQS in Allegan County. See id. at 42,027. 

Without regard to this EPA-approved Allegan County maintenance plan, the 

Transport Rule’s “interfere with maintenance” methodology imposes substantial 

upwind reductions in utility-sector nitrogen-oxides emissions, ignoring the volatile-

organic-compound reductions called for in the Allegan County contingency plan 

and making no attempt to evaluate the importance of upwind utility-sector 

nitrogen-oxides emissions relative to other upwind emissions that were linked to 
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Allegan County. See 76 FR at 48,233–36. As a result, the Transport Rule’s 

methodology mandates significant reductions in upwind utility-sector nitrogen-

oxides emissions that are not necessary to prevent a violation of the ozone NAAQS 

in Allegan County. 75 FR at 42,027. 

More specifically, the Transport Rule targeted nine upwind States 

(Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, Texas, and 

Wisconsin) for the same nitrogen-oxides emissions reductions that would be 

required if Allegan County were subject to a nonattainment plan. See 76 FR at 

48,246 (Table V.D–9). Yet EPA made no showing that these utility-sector 

emissions threaten to create downwind-state nonattainment “in the near future” 

(or, for that matter, at any more distant time). EME Homer, 696 F.3d at 27 n.25. 

This is not how the CAA works. Indeed, as EPA has recognized, “applying 

controls on upwind sources in these circumstances not only could be 

environmentally unnecessary, but could even create a perverse incentive for 

downwind states to increase local emissions.” 71 FR at 25,337. 

In short, EPA unlawfully failed to adopt a methodology for the good-

neighbor provision’s “maintenance” prong that gives that prong independent 

meaning and comports with the statute as a whole. That deficiency requires vacatur 

of the Transport Rule. 
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III. AT THE VERY LEAST, THE TRANSPORT RULE IS INVALID AS APPLIED TO 

SEVERAL PETITIONERS. 

A. The Transport Rule Violates This Court’s And The Supreme 
Court’s Express Prohibitions. 

 After agreeing with this Court that “EPA cannot require a State to reduce its 

output of pollution by more than is necessary to achieve attainment in every 

downwind State or at odds with the one-percent threshold the Agency has set,” 

EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1608; accord EME Homer, 696 F.3d at 20–26, 27–28, the 

Supreme Court recognized the potential for valid as-applied challenges based on 

these core principles. 134 S. Ct. at 1609. As explained below, several such 

challenges are valid. 

 1. The Transport Rule is invalid as applied to Texas. 

 Texas is an exception to the Supreme Court’s general observation that 

“individual upwind States often ‘contribute significantly’ to nonattainment in 

multiple downwind locations.” Id. at 1608. In the Transport Rule, EPA determined 

that Texas contributed significantly to nonattainment of the 1997 fine-particulate 

standard at the Madison, Illinois monitor alone. 76 FR at 48,241 (Table V.D–2). 

Similarly, EPA identified East Baton Rouge, Louisiana, as Texas’s single ozone 

nonattainment linkage. Id. at 48,246 (Table V.D–8); see also id. at 48,246 (Table 

V.D–9) (linking Texas to Allegan, Michigan for ozone maintenance, rather than 
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nonattainment); supra Part II.B.2 (explaining why Allegan was not a proper 

maintenance linkage). 

 As explained in Part I.A of the Industry and Labor Petitioners’ opening brief 

on remand, EPA over-controlled Texas for both fine particulate matter and ozone. 

And in light of Texas’s single nonattainment linkages for the two 1997 NAAQS, the 

Supreme Court’s discussion of permissible over-control is inapplicable to Texas. 

See EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1608–09 & n.22 (reflecting that over-control with 

respect to one downwind location is permissible only as a byproduct of EPA’s 

efforts to ameliorate air pollution at one or more downwind linkages with more 

substantial problems). 

In short, the Transport Rule FIPs for Texas are based on unlawful linkages 

and impermissibly over-control Texas emissions. In Texas’s view (unlike that of 

the Industry and Labor Petitioners), this error requires vacatur, at a minimum, of 

the Transport Rule FIPs for Texas, without remand for mere expansion of Texas’s 

Transport Rule emissions budgets.1 

                                      

1. Louisiana also asserts that it should never have been included in the 
Transport Rule. EPA’s Integrated Planning Model (“IPM”) data is flawed. “Real 
world” data shows that Louisiana’s emissions fall below the 1% significance 
threshold established by EPA with respect to every downwind State to which 
Louisiana was linked. See Louisiana’s Motion For Stay, or, In the Alternative, For 
Expedited Review (Doc. No. 1334498) at 6–9. In support of its position, Louisiana 
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2. The Transport Rule is invalid as applied to States linked to 
areas not designated “nonattainment.” 

 As already noted, EPA must designate areas within a State’s borders that are 

not meeting a NAAQS as “nonattainment” areas. 42 U.S.C. 7407(d). The 

remainder of the State must be designated “attainment” or “unclassifiable.” Id. 

After designations are made, “[t]he Act … shifts the burden to States to propose 

[SIPs] adequate for compliance with the NAAQS.” EME Homer, 134 S. Ct. at 1594. 

SIP requirements to protect areas designated “attainment” or “unclassifiable” are 

distinct from SIP requirements for nonattainment areas, both in terms of in-state 

emissions and transported emissions. See 42 U.S.C. 7410(a)(2)(A), 7410(a)(2)(I). A 

contribution to a downwind area designated “attainment” cannot, as matter of law, 

be a significant contribution to nonattainment. 

 In the Transport Rule, however, EPA imposed significant-contribution 

reduction obligations for the 2006 fine-particulate NAAQS based on linkages to 

three areas (the Madison and Cook areas in Illinois and the Marion area in Indiana, 

see 76 FR at 48,242–43 (Table V.D–5)) that EPA has never designated 

“nonattainment” for that standard. See EPA, Green Book, PM-2.5 (2006 

Standard) Area Information, http://www.epa.gov/airquality/greenbook/rindex. 

                                                                                                                        

incorporates the arguments advanced in Part II.A of the Industry and Labor 
Petitioners’ opening brief on remand. 
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html (last visited December 10, 2014). Each of these areas has been designated 

either “attainment” or “unclassifiable” since August 2011, when EPA published 

the Transport Rule. See id. EPA thus had no authority to mandate “significant 

contribution” reductions based on linkages to any of these areas. This error infects 

the 2006-NAAQS FIPs for Alabama, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, 

Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, West Virginia, and 

Wisconsin. See 76 FR at 48,242–43 (Table V.D–5). 

Similarly, EPA took final action approving several area redesignations from 

nonattainment to attainment of Transport Rule NAAQS while the rule was on 

judicial review. 79 FR 22,415 (Apr. 22, 2014) (Milwaukee, WI); 79 FR 15,019 (Mar. 

18, 2014) (Brooke, WV); 78 FR 57,270 (Sept. 18, 2013) (Cuyahoga, OH); 78 FR 

53,272 (Aug. 29, 2013) (St. Clair, MI; Wayne, MI); 78 FR 5,306 (Jan. 25, 2013) 

(Jefferson, AL (2006 fine-particulate NAAQS)); 78 FR 4,341 (Jan. 22, 2013) 

(Jefferson, AL (1997 fine-particulate NAAQS)); 76 FR 74,000 (Nov. 30, 2011) 

(East Baton Rouge, LA). The reductions now scheduled to begin January 1, 2015 

based on “nonattainment” linkages to these areas, see 76 FR at 48,241–46 (Tables 
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V.D–2, V.D–5, V.D–8); Order 3, EME Homer, No. 11-1302 (Oct. 23, 2014) (Doc. 

No. 1518738) (granting EPA’s motion to lift the stay), are likewise unlawful.2 

B. EPA Violated Notice-And-Comment Requirements. 

42 U.S.C. 7607(d)(3)’s notice requirements are “more stringent” than the 

Administrative Procedure Act’s. Union Oil Co. v. EPA, 821 F.2d 678, 681–82 (D.C. 

Cir. 1987). A final rule must be a “logical outgrowth” of the proposed rule. Envtl. 

Integrity Project v. EPA, 425 F.3d 992, 996 (D.C. Cir. 2005); see Small Refiner Lead 

Phase-Down Task Force v. EPA, 705 F.2d 506, 518–19, 548 (D.C. Cir. 1983). 

EPA made substantial, undisclosed revisions to the Transport Rule’s 

substance and methodology. Between proposal and finalization, EPA changed 

“both steps of its significant contribution analysis,” altering its “modeling 

platforms and modeling inputs” and “its analysis for identifying” significant 

contribution and maintenance-interference. 76 FR at 48,213. The final rule was 

thus “significantly different … than originally proposed,” JA3493, and many of its 

requirements were dramatically more stringent. Numerous States suffered material 

emissions-budget cuts between the proposed and final rules because of these 

                                      

2. EPA disregarded emissions inventories, including upwind-state emissions 
inventories, established through the redesignation process. See, e.g., 79 FR at 
22,415 (approving Wisconsin’s emissions inventories). By definition, these 
inventories are sufficient to demonstrate attainment; any more-restrictive 
Transport Rule budgets constitute over-control. 
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changes. Ohio’s sulfur-dioxide budgets, for example, were slashed by 33% for 2012 

and 23% for 2014 and beyond. Compare 75 FR 45,210, 45,291 (Table IV.E–1) (Aug. 

2, 2010), with 76 FR at 48,269 (Table VI.F–1).  

EPA’s notice violation was pronounced with respect to Texas. EPA 

proposed to exclude Texas from the Transport Rule’s sulfur-dioxide and annual 

nitrogen-oxides programs based on modeling reflecting that Texas emissions do not 

significantly contribute to nonattainment of the fine-particulate standard. 75 FR at 

45,255–67, 45,282–84. Yet in the final rule, EPA included Texas as a “significant 

contributor” of fine particulate matter based on data from a single downwind 

monitor. 76 FR at 48,241 (Table V.D–2). It also established sulfur-dioxide and 

annual nitrogen-oxides emissions budgets for Texas, imposing reductions that were 

not subject to notice and comment. Id. at 48,305–06 (Tables VIII.A–3, VIII.A–4); 

see 75 FR at 45,291 (Table IV.E–1), 45,309 (reflecting proposed annual emissions 

budgets for every Transport Rule State except Texas). 

With proper notice, Texas stakeholders would undoubtedly have pointed out 

that the single monitor to which the State was “significantly” linked was already in 

attainment status for the fine-particulate standard and was heavily influenced by a 

local steel mill. See 76 FR 29,652, 29,652–53 (May 23, 2011). And although EPA 

initially “requested comment on whether Texas should be included in the 
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Transport Rule for annual [fine particulate matter],” 76 FR at 48,214, it conceded 

that the sole basis for that request was irrelevant to EPA’s actual basis for including 

Texas in the final rule. See 75 FR at 45,284; JA1872. Interested parties could be 

expected to comment only on the monitors that the proposed rule linked to their 

home States—not on those that, under entirely different models, might be linked. 

Small Refiner, 705 F.2d at 549 (requiring reasonable specificity for the range of 

alternatives under consideration). States cannot be required to provide comments 

on the entire universe of air-quality monitors. See Fertilizer Inst. v. EPA, 935 F.2d 

1303, 1311 (D.C. Cir. 1991) (explaining that notice-and-comment rulemaking is not 

a “guessing game” forcing conjecture on a subject that might be addressed). 

EPA also introduced a new “emissions leakage” methodology as a basis for 

determining significant contributions. 76 FR at 48,263. When modeled, emissions 

from Arkansas, Indiana, Louisiana, Maryland, and Mississippi were not found to 

significantly contribute to downwind nonattainment because those States had no 

cost-effective reductions available. Id. But EPA ultimately regulated the States 

based on ill-defined “interstate shifts in electricity generation that cause ‘emissions 

leakages.’” Id. This concept did not appear in the proposed rule. See id. 

Finally, whereas the proposed rule contemplated only one phase of 

reductions for “Group 2” sulfur-dioxide States, 75 FR at 45,216, the final rule 
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imposed two phases. 76 FR at 48,214. That change likewise fails the “logical 

outgrowth” test. EPA announced for the first time at finalization that Georgia’s 

2014 sulfur-dioxide budget must drop significantly from 2012 to 2014 (even though 

the State had been moved out of “Group 1”) to prevent other sources from 

offsetting planned emissions reductions under non-Transport Rule requirements. 

Id. at 48,261. But the Court has been clear that switching to a new methodology in a 

final rule “does not advise interested parties how to direct their comments,” thus 

denying them adequate notice. Envtl. Integrity Project, 425 F.3d at 998. Individually 

and in combination, the States’ lack of notice requires vacatur. See id. 

C. EPA Lacked Authority To Promulgate Certain FIPs With Respect 
To The 2006 NAAQS.3 

Transport Rule FIPs addressing the 2006 fine-particulate standard were 

signed by the EPA Administrator on July 6, 2011. See 76 FR at 48,353. Two weeks 

later, EPA published in the Federal Register disapprovals of good-neighbor SIPs 

submitted by Kansas, Indiana, and eight other States covered by the 2006 fine-

particulate FIPs. See, e.g., 76 FR 43,143 (July 20, 2011). As the Supreme Court 

observed in Train v. NRDC, EPA “may devise and promulgate” a FIP “only if a 

State fails to submit [a SIP] which satisfies [the section-7410] standards.” 421 U.S. 

                                      

3. This argument is presented on behalf of Kansas and Indiana only. 
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60, 79 (1975) (emphasis added). Because EPA’s FIP authority was never 

“triggered” under 42 U.S.C. 7410(c), the 2006 NAAQS FIPs promulgated for 

these ten states must be vacated. 

 As the Supreme Court observed in EME Homer: “EPA’s FIP authority is 

triggered at the moment the Agency disapproves a SIP.” 134 S. Ct. at 1598. But the 

“moment” before EPA disapproves a SIP, its FIP rulemaking authority does not 

exist. From its inception in 1970, section 7410 has authorized EPA to initiate a FIP 

rulemaking only after EPA has taken final rulemaking action disapproving a 

submitted SIP. See, e.g., Train, 421 U.S. at 79; 42 U.S.C. 1857c-5(c)(1) (1970). In 

1990, Congress extended the FIP-promulgation schedule from 120 days to 2 years, 

allowing States more time to resubmit SIPs that would cure the deficiencies 

identified by EPA in the SIP disapproval that triggered the FIP rulemaking. 42 

U.S.C. 7410(c)(1). While this 1990 change did not address the proposal date for 

FIPs, nothing in the history of the amendment suggests that it was intended to 

change the state-federal SIP/FIP relationship to allow EPA to “devise” a FIP prior 

to disapproval of a SIP. As this Court has recognized, the 1990 “changes to section 

[74]10, at least as they concern EPA’s approval of [SIPs], … did not alter the 

division of responsibilities between EPA and the states in the section [74]10 
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process.” Virginia v. EPA, 108 F.3d 1397, 1409, 1410 (D.C. Cir. 1997). Accordingly, 

EPA’s action in promulgating these FIPs is contrary to section 7410(c). 

CONCLUSION 

 The Court should vacate the Transport Rule in whole or part. 
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CERTIFICATE AS TO PARTIES, RULINGS, AND RELATED CASES 

 Pursuant to Circuit Rule 28(a)(1), State, Industry, and Labor Petitioners state 

as follows: 

 A. Parties, Intervenors, and Amici 
 
Petitioners: 

 Case No. 12-1100:  White Stallion Energy Center, LLC 

 Case No. 12-1101:  National Mining Association 

 Case No. 12-1102:  National Black Chamber of Commerce and Institute for 

Liberty 

 Case No. 12-1147:  Utility Air Regulatory Group 

 Case No. 12-1170:  Eco Power Solutions (USA) Corporation (“Eco Power”).  

On October 10, 2012, Eco Power filed a motion for voluntary dismissal.   

 Case No. 12-1172:  Midwest Ozone Group 

 Case No. 12-1173:  American Public Power Association 

 Case No. 12-1174:  Julander Energy Company 

 Case No. 12-1175:  Peabody Energy Corporation 

 Case No. 12-1176:  Deseret Power Electric Cooperative 

 Case No. 12-1177:  Sunflower Electric Power Corporation 

 Case No. 12-1178:  Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association, Inc. 

 Case No. 12-1180:  Tenaska Trailblazer Partners, LLC 
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 Case No. 12-1181:  ARIPPA 

 Case No. 12-1182:  West Virginia Chamber of Commerce Incorporated; 

Georgia Association of Manufacturers, Inc.; Indiana Chamber of Commerce, Inc.; 

Indiana Coal Council, Inc.; Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, Inc.; Kentucky Coal 

Association, Inc.; North Carolina Chamber; Ohio Chamber of Commerce; 

Pennsylvania Coal Association; South Carolina Chamber of Commerce; The 

Virginia Chamber of Commerce; The Virginia Coal Association, Incorporated; 

West Virginia Coal Association, Inc.; and Wisconsin Industrial Energy Group, Inc.  

 Case No. 12-1183:  United Mine Workers of America 

 Case No. 12-1184:  Power4Georgians, LLC 

 Case No. 12-1185:  State of Texas, Texas Commission on Environmental 

Quality, Texas Public Utility Commission, and Railroad Commission of Texas 

 Case No. 12-1186:  The Kansas City Board of Public Utilities – Unified 

Government of Wyandotte County/Kansas City, Kansas 

 Case No. 12-1187:  Oak Grove Management Company LLC 

 Case No. 12-1188:  Gulf Coast Lignite Coalition 

 Case No. 12-1189:  Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority 

 Case No. 12-1190:  State of Arkansas, ex rel. Dustin McDaniel, Attorney 

General 

 Case No. 12-1191:  Chase Power Development, LLC 
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 Case No. 12-1192:  FirstEnergy Generation Corp. 

 Case No. 12-1193:  Edgecombe Genco, LLC; Spruance Genco, LLC 

 Case No. 12-1194:  Chesapeake Climate Action Network, Conservation Law 

Foundation, Environmental Integrity Project, and Sierra Club 

 Case No. 12-1195:  Wolverine Power Supply Cooperative, Inc. 

 Case No. 12-1196:  States of Michigan, Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Florida, 

Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, 

Oklahoma, South Carolina, Utah, West Virginia, Wyoming; Commonwealths of 

Pennsylvania and Virginia; Terry E. Branstad, Governor of the State of Iowa, on 

behalf of the People of Iowa; and Jack Conway, Attorney General of Kentucky 

Respondent: 

 The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is the Respondent in all of these 

cases. 

 Lisa P. Jackson, Administrator, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, is 

also named as a Respondent in Nos. 12-1174, 12-1189, and 12-1191.  

Intervenors: 

 The Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the States of Connecticut, 

Delaware, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Maryland, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New 

York, Rhode Island, Vermont and the District of Columbia and the City of New 

York are intervenor-respondents in No. 12-1100.  
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 The American Academy of Pediatrics, American Lung Association, 

American Nurses Association, American Public Health Association, Chesapeake 

Bay Foundation, Citizens for Pennsylvania’s Future, Clean Air Council, 

Conservation Law Foundation, Environment America, Environmental Defense 

Fund, Izaak Walton League of America, Natural Resources Council of Maine, 

Natural Resources Defense Council, Ohio Environmental Council, Physicians for 

Social Responsibility, Sierra Club, and Waterkeeper Alliance are intervenor-

respondents in No. 12-1100.  

 Calpine Corporation, Exelon Corporation, and Public Service Enterprise 

Group, Inc. are intervenor-respondents in No. 12-1100.  

 The State of North Carolina is an intervenor-respondent in No. 12-1147.  

 National Grid Generation LLC is an intervenor-respondent in No. 12-1147.  

 Utility Air Regulatory Group and Oak Grove Management Company LLC 

are movant intervenor-respondents in Nos. 12-1170, 12-1174, and 12-1194.   

 White Stallion Energy Center, LLC; Deseret Power Electric Cooperative; 

Sunflower Electric Power Corporation; Tri-State Generation and Transmission 

Association, Inc.; Tenaska Trailblazer Partners, LLC; and Power4Georgians, LLC 

are intervenor-respondents in No. 12-1174.  

 Eco Power Solutions (USA) Corporation is an intervenor-respondent in No. 

12-1194.   
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 National Black Chamber of Commerce and Institute for Liberty are 

intervenor-respondents in No. 12-1194.   

 Peabody Energy Corporation is an intervenor-respondent in Nos. 12-1174 

and 12-1194.   

 National Mining Association is an intervenor-respondent in Nos. 12-1174 

and 12-1194.   

 Sunflower Electric Power Corporation is an intervenor-respondent in No. 

12-1194.   

 Gulf Coast Lignite Coalition and Lignite Energy Council are intervenor-

respondents in No. 12-1194.   

 The States of California, Minnesota and Oregon, the County of  Erie in the 

State of New York, the City of Baltimore in the State of Maryland, and the City of 

Chicago in the State of Illinois are intervenor-respondents in No. 12-1100.   

 The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People are 

intervenor-respondents in No. 12-1100.   

 White Stallion Energy Center, LLC is an intervenor-respondent in No. 12-

1194.   

 Chase Power Development, LLC is an intervenor-respondent in No. 12-

1194.   
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Amici: 

 The Institute for Policy Integrity at New York University School of Law is 

an amicus curiae in support of respondent in No. 12-1100.  

 The Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America is a movant 

amicus curiae in No. 12-1100.   

 B. Rulings Under Review 

 These petitions challenge EPA’s final rule, “National Emission Standards 

for Hazardous Air Pollutants From Coal- and Oil-Fired Electric Utility Steam 

Generating Units,” 77 FR 9304 (Feb. 16, 2012). 

 C. Related Cases 

 Each of the petitions for review consolidated under No. 12-1100 is related.  

These cases consist of Case Nos. 12-1101, 12-1102, 12-1147, 12-1172, 12-1173, 

12-1175, 12-1176, 12-1177, 12-1178, 12-1180, 12-1181, 12-1182, 12-1183, 12-

1184, 12-1185, 12-1186, 12-1187, 12-1188, 12-1189, 12-1190, 12-1191, 12-1192, 

12-1193, 12-1195, and 12-1196.  The consolidated cases on review have not 

previously been reviewed by this or any other Court.   

 Case No. 12-1272—which focuses on two issues of the rule involving new 

units—was severed from the cases consolidated under Case No. 12-1100 on June 

28, 2012.  See Order Severing New Source Issues (Doc. No. 1381112).  Briefing in 
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that case is currently being held in abeyance pending administrative 

reconsideration proceedings.  See Order Holding Case in Abeyance (Doc. No. 

1394140).  

 Case No. 12-1166, which challenges the New Source Performance Standards 

(“NSPS”) issued in the same Federal Register notice as the rule under review in 

this case, was deconsolidated from Case No. 12-1100 on August 24, 2012.  See 

Order Deconsolidating NSPS Issues (Doc. No. 1391295).  Additionally, the NSPS 

issues in Case Nos. 12-1170 and 12-1185 were severed and assigned to a new 

docket, Case No. 12-1366, and consolidated with Case No. 12-1166.  Id.   
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CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS 

 Industry and Labor Petitioners submit the following statements pursuant to 

Rule 26.1 of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure and Circuit Rule 26.1: 

American Public Power Association (“APPA”) is a nonprofit trade association, 
as defined under Circuit Rule 26.1(b), whose members are units of state and local 
governments that own and operate electric generating, distribution and 
transmission assets.  APPA addresses issues of interest to its members, including 
those issues related to the development and implementation of requirements under 
federal and state Clean Air Act programs.  APPA does not have any outstanding 
securities in the hands of the public, nor does APPA have a publicly owned parent, 
subsidiary, or affiliate. 
 
ARIPPA is a non-profit trade association that represents a membership primarily 
comprised of electric generating plants using environmentally-friendly circulating 
fluidized bed (“CFB”) boiler technology to convert coal refuse and/or other 
alternative fuels such as biomass into alternative energy and/or steam, with the 
resultant alkaline ash used to reclaim mine lands.  ARIPPA was organized in 1988 
for the purpose of promoting the professional, legislative and technical interests of 
its member facilities.  ARIPPA has no outstanding shares or debt securities in the 
hands of the public and does not have any parent, subsidiary, or affiliate that has 
issued shares or debt securities to the public. 
 
Chase Power Development, LLC is a Texas limited liability company engaged in 
the development of electrical power generation facilities in Texas.  Chase Power 
Development, LLC has no parent companies.  Furthermore, no publicly held 
corporation has a 10 percent or greater ownership interest in Chase Power 
Development, LLC. 
 
Edgecombe Genco, LLC (“Edgecombe”) is a cogeneration facility that sells 
power by contract and produces steam for a steam host.  No publicly held 
corporation owns any stock in Edgecombe.  Edgecombe has issued no stock. 
Edgecombe is wholly-owned by Calypso Energy Holdings, LLC, which has issued 
no stock. 
 
FirstEnergy Generation Corporation is a wholly-owned subsidiary of  
FirstEnergy Solutions Corp.  FirstEnergy Solutions Corp. is a wholly-owned 
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subsidiary of FirstEnergy Corp., a diversified energy company whose ten electric 
utility operating companies comprise one of the nation’s largest investor-owned 
electric systems, serving customers in Maryland, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
Virginia, and West Virginia.  FirstEnergy Corp. is a publicly-held corporation 
incorporated under the laws of Ohio.  No company owns more than 10 percent of 
the stock of FirstEnergy Corp. 
 
Georgia Association of Manufacturers, Inc. is a not for profit corporation.  It has 
no parent companies, subsidiaries or affiliates that have issued shares or debt 
securities to the public. 
 
Indiana Chamber of Commerce, Inc. is a not for profit corporation.  It has no 
parent companies, subsidiaries or affiliates that have issued shares or debt 
securities to the public. 
 
Indiana Coal Council, Inc. is a not for profit corporation.  It has no parent 
companies, subsidiaries or affiliates that have issued shares or debt securities to the 
public. 
 
Institute for Liberty (“IFL”) is a non-profit and nonpartisan organization 
dedicated to defending the rights of individuals and businesses against undue 
encroachments by government that impair economic and civil liberties.  It 
produces academic research on health, economic, and regulatory policy and, 
through its Center for American Regulatory Engagement, helps ordinary 
Americans participate in the regulatory process to ensure that their views are 
represented.  IFL has no parent company, subsidiary, or affiliate that has issued 
shares or debt securities to the public. 
 
The Kansas City Board of Public Utilities-Unified Government Wyandotte 
County/Kansas City, Kansas is not required to provide a Corporate Disclosure 
Statement pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 26.1 because it is a 
governmental entity organized under the laws of the State of Kansas.  Accordingly, 
no Corporate Disclosure Statement has been provided. 
 
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, Inc. is a not for profit corporation.  It has no 
parent companies, subsidiaries or affiliates that have issued shares or debt 
securities to the public. 
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Kentucky Coal Association, Inc. is a not for profit corporation.  It has no parent 
companies, subsidiaries or affiliates that have issued shares or debt securities to the 
public.  
 
Midwest Ozone Group is an unincorporated association of businesses and 
organizations formed to assist in the development of scientifically sound and 
effective ozone strategies.  Because it is a continuing association of numerous 
businesses and organizations operated for the purpose of promoting the general 
commercial and legislative interests of its membership, no listing of its members 
that have issued shares or debt securities to the public is required under Circuit 
Rule 26.1(b). 
 
National Black Chamber of Commerce (“NBCC”) is a non-profit, nonpartisan, 
nonsectarian organization dedicated to the economic empowerment of African 
American communities through entrepreneurship.  Incorporated in 1993, it 
represents nearly 100,000 African American-owned businesses, and advocates on 
behalf of the one million Black-owned businesses in the United States.  The 
Chamber has 190 affiliated chapters located throughout the nation.  Members of 
the NBCC include companies that are substantial consumers of electricity and 
whose economic viability depends on affordable electric service.  NBCC has no 
parent company, subsidiary, or affiliate that has issued shares or debt securities to 
the public. 
 
National Mining Association (“NMA”) is a non-profit, incorporated national 
trade association whose members include the producers of most of America's coal, 
metals, and industrial and agricultural minerals; manufacturers of mining and 
mineral processing machinery, equipment, and supplies; and engineering and 
consulting firms that serve the mining industry.  NMA has no parent companies, 
subsidiaries, or affiliates that have issued shares or debt securities to the public, 
although NMA's individual members have done so. 
 
North Carolina Chamber is a not for profit corporation.  It has no parent 
companies, subsidiaries or affiliates that have issued shares or debt securities to the 
public. 
 
Ohio Chamber of Commerce is a not for profit corporation.  It has no parent 
companies, subsidiaries or affiliates that have issued shares or debt securities to the 
public. 
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Peabody Energy Corporation is a publicly-traded company on the New York 
Stock Exchange (“NYSE”) under the symbol “BTU.”  No public corporation owns 
more than 10% of Peabody's stock, with the exception of BlackRock, Inc. (NYSE: 
BLK), a publicly-held corporation which reported that as of December 31, 2011, it 
owned approximately 11.1% of Peabody's outstanding common stock.  Peabody 
owns and operates several coal mines across the United States, and its coal 
production fuels approximately 10% of the nation's power generation. 
 
Pennsylvania Coal Association is an unincorporated trade association organized 
and existing under the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  Because it is a 
continuing association of numerous businesses and organizations operated for 
the purpose of promoting the general commercial, professional, legislative, and 
other interests of its membership, no listing of its members that have issued shares 
or debt securities to the public is required under Circuit Rule 26.1(b). 
 
South Carolina Chamber of Commerce is a not for profit corporation.  It has no 
parent companies, subsidiaries or affiliates that have issued shares or debt 
securities to the public. 
 
Spruance Genco, LLC (“Spruance”) is a cogeneration facility that sells power by 
contract and produces steam for a steam host.  No publicly held corporation owns 
any stock in Spruance.  Spruance has issued no stock.  Spruance is wholly-owned 
by Calypso Energy Holdings, LLC, which has issued no stock. 
 
Tri-State Generation & Transmission Association, Inc. (“Tri-State”) is a 
wholesale electric power supply cooperative which operates on a not-for-profit 
basis and is owned by 1.5 million member-owners and 44 distribution 
cooperatives.  Tri-State issues no stock and has no parent corporation.  
Accordingly, no publicly held corporation owns 10% or more of its stock. 
 
United Mine Workers of America (“UMWA”) is a non-profit national labor 
organization with headquarters in Triangle, Virginia.  Its members are active and 
retired miners engaged in the extraction of coal and other minerals in the United 
States and Canada, and workers in other industries in the United States organized 
by the UMWA.  It provides collective bargaining representation and other 
membership services on behalf of its members.  UMWA is affiliated with the 
American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations, and has no 
parent companies, subsidiaries, or affiliates that have issued shares or debt 
securities to the public. 
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Utility Air Regulatory Group (“UARG”) is a not-for-profit association of 
individual electric generating companies and national trade associations that 
participates on behalf of its members collectively in administrative proceedings 
under the Clean Air Act, and in litigation arising from those proceedings, that 
affect electric generators.  UARG has no outstanding shares or debt securities in 
the hands of the public and has no parent company.  No publicly held company has 
a 10% or greater ownership interest in UARG. 
 
The Virginia Chamber of Commerce is a not for profit corporation.  It has no 
parent companies, subsidiaries or affiliates that have issued shares or debt 
securities to the public. 
 
The Virginia Coal Association, Inc. is a not for profit corporation.  It has no 
parent companies, subsidiaries or affiliates that have issued shares or debt 
securities to the public. 
 
West Virginia Chamber of Commerce is a not for profit corporation.  It has no 
parent companies, subsidiaries or affiliates that have issued shares or debt 
securities to the public. 
 
West Virginia Coal Association, Inc. is a not for profit corporation.  It has no 
parent companies, subsidiaries or affiliates that have issued shares or debt 
securities to the public. 
 
White Stallion Energy Center, LLC (“White Stallion”) is a limited liability 
company organized under the laws of the State of Texas engaged in the business of 
energy development and production. White Stallion has no parent companies, and 
no publicly-held corporation has a 10% or greater ownership interest in it. 
 
Wisconsin Industrial Energy Group, Inc. is a not for profit corporation.  It has 
no parent companies, subsidiaries or affiliates that have issued shares or debt 
securities to the public. 
 
Wolverine Power Supply Cooperative, Inc. (“Wolverine”) is a not-for-profit, 
member-owned, electric generation and transmission cooperative headquartered in 
Cadillac, Michigan.  Wolverine has no parent company, and no publicly-held 
company has a 10% or greater ownership interest in Wolverine. 
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PERTINENT STATUTES AND REGULATIONS 

 Clean Air Act (“CAA” or “Act”) §§112 and 307, 42 U.S.C. §§7412, 7607, 1 

as well as relevant regulations, are reproduced in the attached Statutory and 

Regulatory Addendum. 

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

 The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA” or “Agency”) published 

the “National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From Coal- and 

Oil-Fired Electric Utility Steam Generating Units,” on February 16, 2012 (“MATS 

rule”).  77 FR 9304 (Joint Appendix (“JA”)__).  The consolidated petitions for 

review were filed on or before April 16, 2012.  This Court has jurisdiction under 

CAA §307(b)(1). 

ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

1. Whether the MATS rule must be vacated because the 2000 “appropriate and 

necessary” finding and source category listing based on that finding of coal- 

and oil-fired electric utility steam generating units (“EGUs”) are unlawful. 

2. Whether EPA’s §112(n)(1)(A) “appropriate and necessary” finding relies on 

statutory interpretations that are contrary to law and unreasonable. 

                                                 
1 Hereinafter only the CAA citation will be provided.  The Table of 

Authorities provides parallel citations to the U.S. Code.  
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3. Whether EPA unlawfully failed to consider relevant statutory criteria, 

including regulatory costs, in making its “appropriate and necessary” 

finding. 

4. Whether the record fails to support EPA’s §112(n)(1)(A) findings for 

emissions of mercury (“Hg”), other hazardous air pollutant (“HAP”) metals, 

and acid gas HAPs. 

5. Assuming arguendo EPA’s §112(n)(1)(A) findings were lawful and had 

record support, whether EPA violated the CAA in promulgating §112(d) 

standards by: 

  a. Not separately listing and regulating “major sources” and “area  

   sources”;  

  b. Using a flawed methodology to set the existing source mercury  

   standard for EGUs burning high-British thermal unit (“BTU”)  

   coal; and  

  c. Refusing to promulgate alternative health-based limits under  

   §112(d)(4). 

6. Whether the work practice standards and associated definitions for startup 

and shutdown are arbitrary and capricious, and were promulgated in 

violation of §307(d)’s rulemaking requirements. 
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7. Whether EPA’s summary denial of the Utility Air Regulatory Group’s 

(“UARG”) §112(c)(9) delisting request was arbitrary and capricious and 

contrary to law. 

INTRODUCTION 

 CAA §112 treats EGUs differently from other sources of HAP emissions.  

Historically, EPA recognized that there is little risk associated with HAP emissions 

from EGUs, particularly in light of other CAA programs that effectively control 

these emissions.  Accordingly, Congress provided in §112(n)(1)(A) that EGUs are 

to be regulated under §112 only if, and to the extent that, EPA determines that 

EGU HAP emissions cause hazards to public health and that it is “appropriate and 

necessary” to regulate such emissions under §112. 

 In 2005, EPA determined after extensive rulemaking that EGU HAP 

emissions do not cause hazards to public health and, therefore, that §112 regulation 

of EGU HAP emissions was neither appropriate nor necessary.  Now, EPA would 

reverse that rulemaking determination and the statutory interpretations on which it 

was based, in order to regulate EGU emissions that, by EPA’s own analyses, pose 

no public health hazard.  EPA’s new interpretations effectively deprive 

§112(n)(1)(A) of its meaning.  EPA does this at an enormous cost to society by 

embracing the unnecessary type of EGU HAP regulation Congress sought to avoid, 

imposing annual compliance costs of $9.6 billion while producing a mere $4-5 
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million in benefits from HAP reductions.  The resulting regulatory program is not 

“appropriate and necessary” and should be vacated.  

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

 In 1990, Congress directed that, when it comes to regulating HAPs, EGUs 

should be treated differently than all other sources.  For most sources, Congress 

provided a rote formula:  §112 regulation begins with categorizing sources, 

followed by rulemakings to set technology-based standards, and then follow-up 

rulemakings to address residual risks.   

 For EGUs, §112 regulation is not rote.  Regulation depends on whether 

additional reductions in HAP emissions are warranted given the substantial HAPs 

reductions resulting from other CAA requirements.  For example, scrubbers 

installed to meet Acid Rain Program requirements are highly effective in reducing 

HAP emissions.  Congress therefore directed EPA to determine whether remaining 

EGU HAP emissions pose a hazard to public health, study the efficacy and costs of 

further emission control for EGUs, and then decide, under CAA §112(n)(1)(A), 

whether and to what extent further regulation of EGU HAP emissions under §112 

is “appropriate and necessary.”  

I. THE CLEAN AIR ACT 

 Section 112, as enacted in 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-604, 84 Stat. 1676, 1685 

(1970), required EPA to determine whether sources within an industrial category 
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released any HAP in amounts that were reasonably anticipated to result in “an 

increase in mortality or an increase in serious…illness,” and was to regulate those 

HAPs as necessary to protect public health with an “ample margin of safety.”  

CAA §112(a)(1) (1970).  Under this provision, EPA regulated HAPs emitted from 

industrial source categories other than EGUs.  See 40 C.F.R. Part 61. 

 EGU HAP emissions are produced by the combustion of fossil fuels.  These 

emissions are largely removed from the gas stream by control equipment installed 

to satisfy other CAA requirements.  Under the 1970 and 1977 Acts, EPA 

investigated the need to regulate EGU HAP emissions, but never found such 

emissions posed unacceptable risk.  For example, EPA found in 1975 and again in 

1987 that “coal-fired power plants…do not emit mercury in such quantities that 

they are likely to cause the ambient mercury concentration to exceed” a level 

needed to “protect the public health with an ample margin of safety.”  40 FR 

48292, 48297/2, 48298/1-2 (Oct. 14, 1975) (JA__); 52 FR 8724, 8725/3 (Mar. 19, 

1987) (reaffirming mercury conclusion) (JA__); see also 48 FR 15076, 15085/3 

(Apr. 6, 1983) (finding radionuclides from EGUs do not pose hazards to public 

health) (JA__). 2 

                                                 
2 EPA also set HAP standards for inorganic arsenic emissions without even 

mentioning EGUs, presumably because those sources did not release arsenic at 
levels that “result in significant risks.”  See generally 48 FR 33112, 33116/1 (July 
20, 1983). 
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 In 1990, Congress concluded that this risk-based approach to HAP 

regulation was too time-consuming and cumbersome to implement.  See S. Rep. 

No. 101-228, at 131-33 (1989), reprinted in 1990 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3385, 3516-18 

(JA__).  To solve this problem, Congress designated 189 HAPs under §112(b) and 

instructed EPA in §112(c) to list categories of “major” stationary sources of HAPs 

based on the amount emitted (10/25 tons).  Listing triggered an obligation to 

establish technology-based emission standards under §112(d).  These maximum 

achievable control technology (“MACT”) standards are based on the emissions 

reduction achieved in practice by the best controlled similar sources.  EPA is also 

authorized to list and regulate non-major (i.e., “area”) sources separately under 

§112(c) and (d). 

 By contrast, Congress provided in §112(n)(1)(A) that EGUs be treated 

differently.  In S.1630, which the Senate passed on April 3, 1990, EGUs were to be 

listed under §112(c) and regulated under §112(d), like every other source 

category.3  When the House later passed a modified version of S.1630, it 

substantially changed the provisions governing EGUs, removing the requirement 

to list under §112(c) and regulate under §112(d).  The House-passed provision, 

                                                 
3 See S.1630, §301 (1990), reprinted in 3 A Legislative History of the Clean 

Air Act Amendments of 1990 at 4119, 4407, 4418-28 (1998) (“1990 Legis. Hist.”) 
(JA__, __, __-__).   
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which was virtually identical to the current §112(n)(1)(A),4 was adopted by the 

Conference Committee and became law.5 

 Under §112(n)(1)(A), EPA must complete “a study of the hazards to public 

health reasonably anticipated to occur as a result of [EGU HAP] emissions” that 

remain after “imposition of the requirements of this [Act].”  Id. (emphases added).  

As part of that evaluation, EPA must “develop and describe . . . alternative control 

strategies for [any HAP] emissions which may warrant regulation under this 

section.”  Id. (emphases added).  EGU HAP emissions can be regulated only to the 

extent that it is “appropriate and necessary after considering the results of the 

study.”  Id. (emphasis added).  Section 307(d)(1)(C) provides that the CAA’s 

notice-and-comment rulemaking requirements “appl[y] to…any regulation under 

section [112]…(n).” 

II. HAPS EMITTED BY EGUS 

 Most HAP emissions from EGUs result from chemical elements that are 

naturally present in trace amounts in the fuels they burn. 

A. Mercury 

 Mercury enters the environment through both natural processes, such as 

volcanic eruptions, evaporation of oceans, and forest fires, and human activities 

such as gold mining, municipal waste incineration, fossil fuel combustion, and 

                                                 
4 2 1990 Legis. Hist. at 2148-49 (JA__-__). 
5 1 1990 Legis. Hist. at 572-73 (JA__-__). 
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chlorine manufacturing.  Mercury is a global pollutant, meaning that a substantial 

percentage of mercury emissions circulates in the atmosphere for months before 

depositing on soil or in water.6 

 EPA has estimated that total global emissions of mercury are about 5,000 

tons per year:  1,000 tons from natural sources, 2,000 tons from manmade sources, 

and 2,000 tons from reemission of previously deposited mercury into the ambient 

air.7  EPA’s 1998 Utility Study estimated that U.S. coal-fired EGUs emitted about 

51.5 tons of mercury annually, or about 1% of the 5,000 tons of worldwide 

mercury emissions.8  By 2010, those mercury emissions were reduced to 29 tons 

per year (“tpy”).9 

 Humans are primarily exposed to mercury through consumption of fish 

containing methylmercury.  69 FR at 4658/1 (JA__).  EGUs do not produce or emit 

methylmercury.  Methylmercury is formed by microbes in the sediments of 

waterbodies, where it eventually works its way up the food chain to fish.  Only a 

small fraction of the nine tons of domestic EGU mercury emissions deposited in 

                                                 
6 EPA, Study of HAP Emissions from EGUs—Final Report to Congress, 

Vol. 1 at 7-7 (Feb. 1998), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-3052 (“Utility Study”) 
(JA__).  

7 69 FR 4652, 4658/2-3 (Jan. 30, 2004) (JA__). 
8 Utility Study at 7-8, Table 7-1 (JA__). 
9 76 FR 24976, 25002/2 (May 3, 2011) (JA__).  This more recent estimate 

reflects implementation of other CAA requirements. 
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the U.S.10 actually enters waterbodies, only a very small fraction of that deposition 

is biologically transformed into methylmercury, and only a small fraction of that 

methylmercury end up in fish that people eat.  As a result, human exposure to 

methylmercury resulting from coal-fired EGUs is exceedingly small.  70 FR 

15994, 16019-20 (Mar. 29, 2005) (JA__-___).   

B. Non-Mercury Metal HAPs 

 Trace amounts of non-mercury metal HAPs—such as arsenic, chromium, 

and nickel—are naturally present in coal and oil.  When these fuels are burned, 

metals adhere to the ash, becoming part of particulate matter.  Virtually all of the 

particulate matter produced by EGUs is captured by high-efficiency control 

devices.   

 In the Utility Study, EPA performed a conservative, “high-end” estimate of 

the inhalation risks posed by non-mercury metal emissions from all U.S. coal-fired 

EGUs.  Those analyses showed that only two coal-fired facilities had cumulative 

risks from carcinogens of greater than one-in-one million from HAP metals.  The 

highest facility had a risk of three-in-one million.  Utility Study at 6-3, Table 6-1 

(JA__).  For non-carcinogen emissions, EPA found that exposure levels were far 

below the reference concentration (“RfC”).  In December 2009, EPRI modeled 

                                                 
10 About 30% of U.S. EGU mercury emissions deposit within the continental 

United States.  See EPRI, Comments on 2004 Proposed Rule at 2 (June 16, 2004), 
EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0056-2578. 
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every coal-fired facility and confirmed that none posed a carcinogenic risk greater 

than one-in-one million.11 

C. Acid Gas HAPs 

 EGUs emit two acid gas HAPs: hydrogen chloride (“HCl”) and hydrogen 

fluoride (“HF”).  During the combustion process, trace amounts of chlorine and 

fluorine found in coal and oil combine with hydrogen to form HCl and HF.  HCl 

and HF are non-carcinogens, and EPA’s modeling has consistently shown that 

exposure of the maximum exposed individual to acid gas HAPs emitted by EGUs 

is an order of magnitude or more below the health-protective thresholds for those 

HAPs.12  

D. Organic HAPs and Dioxin 

 Coal and oil are mostly made up of “organic” compounds—i.e., molecules 

comprised mostly of carbon and hydrogen.  These organics release a significant 

amount of energy when combusted and are the reason coal and oil are used as 

fuels.  Organic HAPs can be emitted by EGUs as a result of incomplete 

                                                 
11 EPRI, Comments on Proposed HAPs MACT Rule at 3-22 to 3-24 (Aug. 4, 

2011), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-17621 (“EPRI MATS Rule Comments”) (JA__-
__).  EPA recently conducted inhalation modeling that found five coal-fired 
facilities posed risks slightly greater than one-in-one million.  As described in 
detail below, EPA’s recent modeling used contaminated emissions data.  See infra 
Argument I.C.2. 

12 See Utility Study at 6-7 (JA__); 76 FR at 25051/2 (“Our case study 
analyses of the chronic impacts of EGUs did not indicate any significant potential 
for them to cause any exceedances of the chronic RfC for HCl….”) (JA__). 
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combustion.  Testing for organic HAPs and dioxins required by EPA in 2010 

reported a large majority of non-detect values, meaning that these compounds are 

present in amounts too small to detect, if at all.13 

III. EPA’S §112 RULEMAKING 

A. The Utility Study 

 After enactment of the 1990 CAA, EPA began updating information on the 

types and amounts of HAPs emitted by EGUs.  EPA also collected information on 

the health effects of those HAPs, and conducted modeling to determine how those 

emissions may affect public health.  The products of these efforts were reported in 

the Mercury Study (December 1997)14 and the Utility Study (February 1998).  The 

Utility Study did not contain a §112(n)(1)(A) “appropriate and necessary” 

determination.  Utility Study, at ES-1 (JA__).  Instead, EPA stated that it “believes 

that mercury from coal-fired utilities is the HAP of greatest potential concern” and 

that “[f]urther research and evaluation are needed to gain a better understanding of 

the risks and impacts of utility mercury emissions.”  Id. at ES-27 (JA__).  For three 

other HAPs, EPA noted “potential concerns and uncertainties that may need 

further study.”15 

                                                 
13 See 76 FR at 25040/1-2 (JA__). 
14 EPA, Mercury Study Report to Congress, Vol. 1 (Dec. 1997), EPA-HQ-

OAR-2009-0234-3054 (“Mercury Study”) (JA__).   
15 Id.  For dioxin and arsenic emissions from coal-fired EGUs, EPA noted 

that screening studies “suggest…potential concern” but further evaluations were 
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 After issuing the Utility Study, EPA undertook several efforts to advance its 

understanding of mercury health effects and of the quantity and form of mercury 

emissions from coal-fired EGUs.16  EPA asked the National Academy of Sciences 

(“NAS”) to review the toxicological effects of methylmercury and to recommend 

an appropriate reference dose (“RfD”).17  The NAS panel found that EPA’s RfD 

for methylmercury was “scientifically justifiable.”18  EPA also issued two 

information collection requests (“ICRs”).  The first required all coal-fired EGUs to 

collect coal samples throughout 1999 and to analyze those samples for mercury 

content.  65 FR 79825, 79826/3 (Dec. 20, 2000) (JA__).  The second required 

approximately 80 EGUs to conduct stack sampling of mercury emissions.  Id. 

(JA__).  EPA did not collect any further information about the three other HAPs it 

suggested may need further study. 

                                                                                                                                                             
necessary to characterize their impacts.  EPA also noted a “potential concern” 
about nickel emissions from oil-fired EGUs, but identified “significant 
uncertainties” about the form and health effects of those emissions.  Id.  

16 The Utility Study identified eleven areas where additional mercury 
research was needed.  Utility Study at 14-8 to -9 (JA__-__).   

17 EPA defines RfD as “[a]n estimate ... of a daily oral exposure to the human 
population (including sensitive subgroups) that is likely to be without appreciable 
risk of deleterious effects during a lifetime.”  EPA, Risk Assessment Glossary, 
available at http://www.epa.gov/risk/glossary.htm (JA__). 

18 National Research Council, Toxicological Effects of Methylmercury, at 11 
(2000) (JA__). 
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B. The December 2000 “Notice of Finding” 

 On December 14, 2000, shortly before the Clinton Administration left office 

and well before EPA could complete the data collection and research on mercury it 

said was necessary to make a §112(n)(1)(A) determination, then-departing 

Administrator Browner published, without any prior notice of proposed 

rulemaking or opportunity to comment, a “notice of regulatory finding.”  This 

notice announced her conclusions that regulation of mercury emissions from coal-

fired EGUs and nickel emissions from oil-fired EGUs was “appropriate and 

necessary” under §112.  65 FR at 79829/2 (JA__).  The notice failed to identify the 

increment of mercury emissions that was “appropriate and necessary” to control 

under §112, and did not describe the “alternative control strategies for emissions 

which may warrant regulation under this section.”  Indeed, Administrator Browner 

admitted that EPA could not at that time quantify the amount of methylmercury in 

U.S. fish attributable to mercury emissions from domestic coal-fired EGUs.  Id. at 

79827/2-3 (JA__).    

 Administrator Browner claimed “it is unnecessary to solicit...public 

comment on today’s finding [because]…[t]he regulation developed subsequent to 

the finding will be subject to public review and comment.”  Id. at 79831/1-2 

(JA__).  In that future rulemaking, she explained, EPA would consider alternative 

control strategies.  Id. at 79830/3 (JA__). 
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 UARG, one of the parties on this brief, sought review of the December 2000 

notice in this Court.19  In response, EPA moved to dismiss, arguing that EPA’s 

actions were not final20 and would be “subject to further comment in subsequent 

rulemaking.”21  This Court granted EPA’s motion to dismiss, finding that “[t]his 

court…lacks jurisdiction at this time to review the determination of the 

Environmental Protection Agency…that regulation of coal- and oil-fired electric 

utility steam generating units is appropriate and necessary….”22  On February 12, 

2002, EPA published in the Federal Register a notice under §112(c) listing coal-

fired boilers for regulation under §112 based on the 2000 notice of finding.  67 FR 

6521 (Feb. 12, 2002) (JA__).   

C. The §112(n) Rulemaking 

 In 2004, EPA initiated a rulemaking, following the requirements of §307(d), 

to address HAP emissions from coal- and oil-fired EGUs.  EPA considered a 

number of regulatory options, including:  (1) no further regulation of EGU mercury 

emissions; (2) adoption of a §112(d) rule regulating only EGU mercury emissions; 

(3) adoption of rules under §112(n)(1)(A) addressing any EGU emissions that 

                                                 
19 Utility Air Regulatory Grp. v. EPA, No. 01-1074 (D.C. Cir. filed Feb. 16, 

2001) (“UARG v. EPA”). 
20 EPA’s Motion to Dismiss at 1, UARG v. EPA (Apr. 9, 2001) (JA__). 
21 Id. at 9 (JA__); see also EPA’s Reply in Support of Motion to Dismiss at 

4, UARG v. EPA (May 17, 2001) (“the entire predicate for EPA’s finding 
determination and listing decision (both legal and factual) is susceptible to further 
comment and administrative review”) (JA__); 70 FR at 15996/2-3 (JA__). 

22 Order at 1, UARG v. EPA, (July 26, 2001) (JA__). 
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warrant regulation as “appropriate and necessary”; and (4) adoption of rules under 

other CAA sections that make further control inappropriate and unnecessary under 

§112.23  EPA completed detailed scientific and technical studies to address data 

gaps identified by the Utility Study.  Commenters also submitted detailed technical 

information on EGU mercury emissions and their health consequences. 

 EPA conducted extensive modeling to analyze how changes in mercury 

emissions from coal-fired EGUs, including total elimination of those emissions, 

would affect U.S. mercury deposition and methylmercury levels in fish.24  The 

modeling showed that only a small fraction of the mercury deposited in the U.S. 

comes from domestic EGUs, and that EGUs contribute a “relatively small 

percentage” to fish tissue methylmercury levels in the U.S.25 as a result of 

implementation of other CAA requirements, including the Clean Air Interstate 

Rule (“CAIR”).  See 70 FR at 16004/2 (JA__).26   

 On March 29, 2005, EPA concluded its rulemaking.  Regarding mercury, 

EPA found that “[b]ecause this new information demonstrates that the level of Hg 

emissions projected to remain ‘after imposition of’ section 110(a)(2)(D) does not 

cause hazards to public health, we conclude that it is not appropriate to regulate 

                                                 
23 See 69 FR at 4652 (JA__). 
24 70 FR at 16011-25 (summarizing EPA’s modeling) (JA__-__). 
25 Id. at 16019-20 (JA__-___) (on average about 4%). 
26 CAIR was remanded to EPA by this Court and remains in place pending 

replacement rulemaking.  EME Homer City Generation, L.P. v. EPA, Nos. 11-1302 
et al., 2012 WL 3570721, at *24 (D.C. Cir. Aug. 21, 2012).  
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coal-fired Utility Units under §112 on the basis of mercury emissions.”  Id.  EPA 

similarly concluded that regulation of nickel emissions from oil-fired EGUs was 

neither “appropriate” nor “necessary.”  Id. at 16007/2-08/2 (JA__-__).  EPA 

further found, as it had under the 1970 and 1977 Acts, that EGU emissions of non-

mercury HAPs were too small to warrant regulation.  Id. at 16006/2-3 (JA__-__).  

Because EPA found that the December 2000 notice “lacked foundation” and 

because §112 regulation was neither appropriate nor necessary, there was no 

longer a predicate for listing EGUs.  Therefore, EPA removed EGUs from the 

§112(c) list.  Id. at 15994/1-2 (JA__).  EPA proceeded to regulate mercury 

emissions from EGUs under §111 through the Clean Air Mercury Rule (“CAMR”) 

as a backstop to ensure that expected mercury emissions reductions under CAIR 

would occur.  70 FR 28606 (May 18, 2005) (JA__).27 

 In this rulemaking, EPA announced its key interpretations of §112(n).  EPA 

cited the Merriam-Webster dictionary definition of “appropriate” as meaning 

“especially suitable or compatible.”  70 FR 16000/3 (JA__).  In deciding whether 

regulation of EGUs was “appropriate,” EPA asked whether the remaining HAP 

emissions from EGUs, after imposition of other CAA requirements, resulted in 

hazards to public health.  If they do not, EPA said that it would not be “‘especially 

suitable’ -- i.e., ‘appropriate’ -- to regulate such units under section 112.”  Id. 

                                                 
27 EPA asserted that imposition of CAMR provided independent justification 

for not regulating coal-fired EGUs under §112.  70 FR at 16004/2 (JA__). 
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(JA__).  EPA interpreted the term “necessary” to mean “that it is necessary to 

regulate Utility Units under section 112 only if there are no other authorities 

available under the CAA that would, if implemented, effectively address the 

remaining HAP emissions from Utility Units.”  Id. at 16001/2 (JA__).  EPA also 

interpreted these terms to include consideration of regulatory and compliance 

costs.  Id. at 16001/1 n.19 (JA__). 

D. New Jersey v. EPA 

 Numerous parties challenged EPA’s revision rule and CAMR.  After all of 

the issues regarding these two rules were briefed, this Court limited oral argument 

to a single issue—whether EPA erred in removing EGUs from the §112(c) list of 

major source categories of HAP emissions.  On February 8, 2008, the Court 

vacated EPA’s decision to remove EGUs from the list and also vacated CAMR.  

New Jersey v. EPA, 517 F.3d 574 (D.C. Cir. 2008).  The Court held that, once 

listed, the only way that a source category may be removed from the §112(c) list is 

by making the showings required by §112(c)(9).  Id. at 581-82.  Because EPA did 

not follow §112(c)(9), the court vacated the rule.  Id. at 583. 

 The Court did not rule on whether EPA’s December 2000 appropriate and 

necessary determination and subsequent listing decision were legally correct,  

whether they were supported by the factual record, whether EPA followed the 

proper procedural steps in taking its December 2000 actions, whether EPA’s 2005 
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legal interpretation of §112(n)(1)(A) was correct, or whether EPA’s 2005 factual 

findings were correct.  The Court’s only discussion of §112(n)(1)(A) was limited 

to responding to EPA’s argument that an agency has inherent authority to reverse 

an earlier administrative determination where it has a principled basis for doing so.   

 The Court stated:  “An agency can normally change its position and reverse 

a decision, and prior to EPA’s listing of EGUs under section 112(c)(1), nothing in 

the CAA would have prevented it from reversing its [§112(n)(1)(A)] determination 

about whether it was ‘appropriate and necessary’ to do so.”  Id. at 582-83 

(emphasis added).  But, once the nonfinal, unreviewable “appropriate and 

necessary” finding was followed by a nonfinal, unreviewable §112(c) listing 

decision, the Court said EPA was required by statute to propose and promulgate 

§112(d) standards for EGUs unless, prior to that promulgation, EPA delisted EGUs 

in accordance with §112(c)(9).  Id. at 582.  In sum, the Court in New Jersey saw no 

difference between delisting a properly listed source category pursuant to 

§112(c)(9) and administratively correcting an improper listing decision through 

removal of the category from the list (as EPA had done in the past when it found 

that a listed “major source” category did not include “major sources”).28  While, 

listing decisions therefore could not be corrected administratively, EPA’s listing 

decision would be reviewable following promulgation of §112(d) standards.  See 

                                                 
28 New Jersey, 517 F.3d at 583 (citing respondent’s brief). 
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Nat’l Asphalt Pavement Ass’n v. Train, 539 F.2d 775, 779 n.1 (D.C. Cir. 1976) 

(threshold finding under §111 is reviewable in judicial challenge of final 

standards). 

E. Remand Rulemaking 

 On remand, EPA issued an ICR in two phases to update mercury emissions 

information and obtain extensive new emissions information on all other HAPs 

emitted by the “best performing” EGUs.29  This December 2009 ICR required 

every EGU to provide detailed information on plant equipment and operations, 

obtain 12 months of data about the source and chemical constituents of each coal 

and oil shipment, and provide all emissions tests conducted since January 1, 2005.  

In the second phase of the ICR, 492 well-controlled EGUs were required to 

conduct stack testing for one or more HAP groupings within eight months30—a 

schedule that foreclosed retesting of suspect results.  EGUs spent over $100 

million to comply with the ICR.  

 After completion of ICR responses in September 2010, there was little time 

under EPA’s consented-to rulemaking schedule31 to review and analyze this 

                                                 
29 EPA, Response to Comments on Proposed ICR at 26 (Nov. 5, 2009), 

EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-0063 (JA__) (“ICR RTC”). 
30 EPA, ICR Supporting Statement Part B (Dec. 24, 2009), EPA-HQ-OAR-

2009-0234-0103 (JA__).  EPA identified five HAP “groups” for testing:  mercury, 
non-mercury metals, acid gases, organics and dioxins. 

31 Following the New Jersey decision, and before EPA could complete the 
§112(d) MACT rulemaking (i.e., the subject of this litigation), the U.S. District 
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mountain of data before drafting a proposed rule.  This rushed process produced 

significant anomalies.  For example, within days of publishing the proposed rule, 

UARG alerted EPA that it had divided mercury emissions data expressed in 

lb/GWh by a factor of 1,000,000, instead of the correct divisor of 1,000, to derive a 

proposed mercury emission standard expressed in lb/MWh.  This resulted in a 

proposed rule based on mercury emissions that were calculated to be 1,000 times 

lower than the actual data, which in turn led to miscalculation of the average level 

of mercury control achieved by the best units and misidentification of the “best 

performing” units.  See UARG Comments on Proposed MATS Rule at 89-90 

(Aug. 4, 2011), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-17775 (“UARG Comments”) (JA__-

___).  In a letter to UARG, EPA admitted its error,32 but did not issue a new 

proposal. The public was left to evaluate and to comment on a seriously flawed 

rule.   

 EPA published the MATS rule on February 16, 2012.  In that rule, EPA 

concluded that its 2000 “appropriate and necessary” finding was valid when made, 

and constituted a sufficient basis for its 2002 action listing EGUs under §112(c).  

77 FR at 9320/1 (JA__).  EPA also asserted that newer information established that 

                                                                                                                                                             
Court for the District of Columbia entered a consent decree imposing a compressed 
rulemaking schedule.  Am. Nurses Ass’n v. Johnson, No. 08-2198 (D.D.C. Apr. 15, 
2010) (JA__).   

32 Letter from Gina McCarthy, EPA Assistant Adm’r, to Lee Zeugin, Counsel 
for UARG, at 1 (May 18, 2011), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-9859 (JA__). 
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(i) EGU mercury emissions pose a public health hazard, (ii) utility emissions of 

non-mercury HAP metals pose a health and environmental threat, and (iii) acid gas 

EGU HAP emissions pose an environmental threat.  77 FR at 9362-64 (JA__-__).  

For non-mercury HAP metals, this newer information consisted of a 16-unit case 

study that EPA conducted immediately before issuing the proposal.  76 FR at 

25011/3-12/2 (JA__-__).  There was no new EPA study of EGU acid gas impacts, 

but rather a single literature citation to a 2011 journal article about acid gas 

deposition in the United Kingdom.  77 FR at 9361/3-62/1 (JA__-__).  

 Based on these findings, EPA rejected comments calling for it to affirm the 

2005 rulemaking determination that the 2000 “appropriate and necessary” finding 

should not have been made, and that EPA should not have listed EGUs under 

§112(c).  In doing so, EPA abandoned virtually all the 2005 rulemaking 

interpretations of §112(n)(1)(A).  EPA then proceeded to issue §112(d) emission 

limits for EGU mercury, non-mercury HAP metals, and acid gas emissions, and 

§112(h) work practice standards for organic substance emissions. 

 According to EPA analyses, it will be extraordinarily expensive to comply 

with the rule (about $9.6 billion per year), even though its health benefits were 

extraordinarily low (just $4-6 million, all from reducing mercury).  See 77 FR at 

9428/3 (JA__).  Significant costs stem from compliance requirements for acid 

gases, even though EPA concluded EGU acid gas emissions pose no health risk, 
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and even though it could not quantify any environmental risk associated with such 

emissions.33  While EPA asserted that the rule was nonetheless cost-effective based 

on “co-benefits” of reducing PM2.5 emissions—a non-HAP substance addressed 

under other CAA programs—EPA emphatically maintained that these PM2.5 co-

benefits played no role in its “appropriate and necessary” finding.  77 FR at 9320/1 

(JA__). 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

 Before undertaking any regulation of EGUs under §112, EPA must study the 

“public health [hazards] reasonably anticipated to occur as a result of emissions” of 

HAPs from EGUs.  §112(n)(1)(A).  If health hazards are identified, the 

Administrator may regulate a specific EGU HAP only “if the Administrator finds 

that such regulation is appropriate and necessary.”  Id.  The MATS rule must be set 

aside because the 2002 listing of EGUs was based on a substantively and 

procedurally flawed December 2000 “appropriate and necessary” finding.   

 Even if the Court finds that EPA could augment its 2000 finding in the later 

2012 rulemaking, that rulemaking does not establish that it is “appropriate and 

necessary” to regulate EGUs under §112.  The 2012 rulemaking fails to justify 

EPA’s departure from its 2005 rulemaking interpretations of §112(n)(1)(A).  

                                                 
33 See EPA, Regulatory Impact Analysis for Final MATS at 3-15, Figure 3.6 

(Dec. 2011), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-20131 (“RIA”) (JA__).  Flue gas 
desulfurization and dry sorbent injection (“DSI”) costs are driven by acid gas 
standards.   
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Further, EPA’s new interpretations are both inconsistent with the CAA and 

unreasonable.  Finally, the record does not support EPA’s findings that mercury, 

non-mercury HAP metals, and acid gas HAPs pose public health hazards. 

 While those fatal defects should end the matter, even if the Court were to 

accept EPA’s “appropriate and necessary” analysis, the promulgated §112(d) EGU 

MACT standards must still be set aside for several independent reasons.  First, 

contrary to explicit statutory directives, EPA did not distinguish between “major 

sources” and “area sources.”  Second, EPA used a flawed methodology to set the 

mercury standard for existing sources that combust high-BTU coal.  Third, EPA 

arbitrarily refused to set §112(d)(4) standards for acid gases.  Fourth, the work 

practice standards and associated definitions promulgated in the final rule are 

procedurally deficient because EPA failed to provide an opportunity for public 

comment.  Finally, EPA’s summary denial of UARG’s §112(c)(9) delisting request 

was arbitrary and capricious and based on flawed statutory interpretation. 

STANDING 

 Industry and Labor Petitioners will suffer concrete, particularized injury as a 

result of the direct regulation of EGUs.  See, e.g. Southern Company, Comments 

on Proposed Rule at 1-2, 9-12 (Aug. 4, 2011), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-18023 

(“Southern Comments”) (JA__-__, __-__); National Mining Association, 

Comments on Proposed Rule at 1-2 (Dec. 6, 2011), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-
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19825 (JA__-__).  The relief requested by Industry and Labor Petitioners will 

redress these harms.  These Petitioners have Article III standing.  See, e.g., Lujan v. 

Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561-63 (1992); Ctr. for Energy & Econ. Dev. 

v. EPA, 398 F.3d 653, 656-58 (D.C. Cir. 2005).   

 Likewise, State Petitioners satisfy the Article III standing requirements of 

injury, causation, and redressability.  See Lujan, 504 U.S. at 560-61.  Among other 

things, States have standing to challenge rules that make their regulatory tasks 

more difficult.  See Nat’l Ass’n of Clean Air Agencies v. EPA, 489 F.3d 1221, 1228 

(D.C. Cir. 2007).  For example, State public utility commissions, which are 

responsible for maintaining the reliability and continuity of each State’s electricity 

grid, face increased regulatory challenges as the costs of complying with the 

MATS rule force some EGUs out of the energy market, contributing to the 

widespread retirement of the Nation’s coal-fired generating capacity.  See 77 FR at 

9407/3 (JA__).  This loss in generating capacity will complicate State Petitioners’ 

vital task of keeping the lights on, requiring public utility commissions to manage 

a dwindling supply of electricity and to increase prices.  Beyond the regulatory 

burden on States, the annual compliance cost of the rule will be $9.6 billion in 

2015, which will be borne by affected sources or passed on to consumers 

(including the States) through higher electricity costs.  See 77 FR at 9425/1 (JA__).  
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By setting aside the MATS rule, this Court would prevent these costs and redress 

the harm suffered by State Petitioners.   

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

 CAA §307(d)(9) requires this Court to strike down EPA action that is 

“arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with 

law.”  Agency action is arbitrary and capricious where EPA “relied on factors 

which Congress has not intended it to consider, entirely failed to consider an 

important aspect of the problem, offered an explanation for its decision that runs 

counter to the evidence before the agency, or is so implausible that it could not be 

ascribed to a difference in view or the product of agency expertise.”  North 

Carolina v. EPA, 531 F.3d 896, 906 (citation and quotation marks omitted), 

modified on reh’g, 550 F.3d 1176 (D.C. Cir. 2008); Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n v. 

State Farm Mutual Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983); see also Prill v. NLRB, 

755 F.2d 941, 947-48 (D.C. Cir. 1985). 

ARGUMENT 

I. EPA’S EGU MACT STANDARDS ARE UNLAWFUL UNDER 
§112(n)(1)(A). 

 Congress directed EPA to regulate EGUs only to the extent “appropriate and 

necessary” after considering other CAA requirements.  While EPA recognized that 
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“Congress treated Utility Units differently from other major and area sources…,”34 

EPA’s interpretation and implementation of §112(n)(1)(A) here effectively 

eliminate this distinction, contrary to the language and structure of §112.  

A. Because the Browner Finding Was Unlawful, the §112(d) EGU 
MACT Standards Must Be Vacated. 

A valid listing decision under §112(c) is the legal predicate for promulgating 

any §112(d) standards.  In the case of EGUs, assuming for purposes of argument 

that EPA may elect to regulate under §112, EPA’s §112(c) listing would require a 

lawful “appropriate and necessary” finding under §112(n)(1)(A).  New Jersey, 517 

F.3d at 582.  

While an agency generally may correct an erroneous threshold finding, this 

Court in New Jersey found that, absent a §112(c)(9) delisting determination, 

§112(c) does not allow EPA to correct an erroneous §112(n)(1)(A) (or even an 

erroneous “major” source) threshold finding administratively.  Instead, according 

to the Court, EPA must proceed to final promulgation of §112(d) standards and 

only this Court may “correct” an erroneous §112(n)(1)(A) decision after 

promulgation of §112(d) standards.  As the New Jersey Court held, on review of 

those standards, the Court must determine whether the listing predicates for those 

                                                 
34  70 FR at 15997/2 (JA__); see also 77 FR at 9333/3 (acknowledging that 

“disparate treatment” of EGUs under §112) (JA__).   
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standards were lawful and, if not, “correct” that flaw through vacatur of the 

standards.  Id. at 583. 

EPA added EGUs to the §112(c) list of source categories in 2002, based on 

Administrator’s December 2000 §112(n)(1)(A) notice.  As this Court explained in 

New Jersey, once the Administrator issued a notice in 2000 that EGUs should be 

regulated under §112 and then listed EGUs, the statute “prevented it [EPA] from 

reversing its determination about whether it was ‘appropriate and necessary’ to do 

so.”  Id. at 582-83.  EPA did not purport in the instant rulemaking to renew the 

earlier listing of EGUs.  Therefore, as a consequence of New Jersey, the validity of 

the 2002 listing decision must be judged in reference to the validity of the 2000 

§112(n)(1)(A) notice of finding on which it was based; if that finding was 

unlawful, the listing was unlawful.   

The record plainly shows that when EPA issued its December 2000 notice, it 

had not undertaken a §112(n)(1)(A) rulemaking, as required under §307(d).  Nor 

had EPA undertaken the work needed to characterize mercury health risks.  See 

supra p.13.  Therefore, the December 2000 notice was a fundamentally flawed 

threshold finding that could have no legal consequences and could not lawfully 

impose future obligations on EPA to regulate under §112(d). 

In Thomas v. New York, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986), this Court held that 

only a “threshold” finding embodied in a legislative rule can compel future agency 
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action.  In Thomas, this Court addressed whether a letter, in which an outgoing 

Administrator concluded that acid deposition was endangering public health in the 

U.S. and Canada, obligated future EPA Administrators to take the regulatory 

action under CAA §115 that would be triggered by such a finding.  Because any 

EPA statement of future effect must be embodied in a legislative “rule” in order to 

bind a future Administrator, id. at 1446-47, and because the Administrator had not 

made the §115 findings in a notice-and-comment rulemaking, this Court found in 

Thomas that it was not a “rule” and thus had no legal consequences.  Id. at 1447. 

Petitioner UARG sought judicial review of the December 2000 finding.  

That petition was dismissed by this Court on finality grounds.  See supra p.14.  In 

New Jersey, petitioner UARG relied on Thomas in defending EPA’s 2005 

§112(n)(1)(A) finding, which was made after a notice-and-comment §307(d) 

rulemaking and which rejected the earlier December 2000 finding.  This Court, 

however, held that, because EPA did not cite or rely on Thomas in its brief, the 

Court would not consider the Thomas argument in UARG’s brief in New Jersey.  

New Jersey, 517 F.3d at 581 n.3.  Accordingly, because this Thomas-based 

argument could not be resolved in New Jersey, that argument is now suitable for 

review for the first time under §307(b). 

Because the December 2000 §112(n)(1)(A) finding could not, under 

Thomas, be given legal consequences for future EGU regulation, it could not 
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provide the basis for a §112(c) EGU listing decision.  Without a lawful listing, 

EPA had no obligation, or authority, to adopt any standards for EGUs under 

§112(d).  On this basis alone, EPA’s EGU MACT standards must be vacated. 

B. EPA’s Current Interpretations of §112(n)(1)(A) Are Unlawful. 

1. Section 112(n)(1)(A) Authorizes Regulation Only of Those 
EGU HAPs for Which EPA Makes an “Appropriate and 
Necessary” Finding. 

 In its December 2000 §112(n)(1)(A) notice, EPA announced that mercury 

emissions from coal-fired EGUs merited regulatory consideration under §112.  65 

FR at 79827/3 (JA__).  Then, in its 2005 rulemaking, EPA determined that 

mercury was the only HAP from coal-fired EGUs warranting consideration.  70 FR 

at 16002/1-2 (JA__).  In 2012, EPA changed course and now interprets 

§112(n)(1)(A) to require regulation of all HAPs emitted by EGUs whether or not 

those emissions pose hazards to public health, provided that EPA makes a health 

finding for at least one EGU HAP.  This change in interpretation is inconsistent 

with the statute and is unreasonable. 

 Section 112(n)(1)(A) directs EPA (i) to study “hazards to public health 

reasonably anticipated to occur as a result of emissions by [EGUs]” of listed HAPs 

and then to report to Congress the results of that study, and (ii) based on those 

results, to devise “alternative control strategies for emissions which may warrant 

regulation under this section.”  Id. (emphasis added).  This language requires EPA 
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to identify specific EGU HAPs “which may warrant regulation” based on specific 

public health hazards they engender, and not to regulate “all HAPs” regardless of 

hazards to public health and regardless of whether they may warrant regulation.   

 Furthermore, §112 directs EPA to regulate EGU HAPs under §112 only if it 

finds “such regulation” is “appropriate and necessary.”  §112(n)(1)(A) (emphasis 

added).  “Such regulation” cannot be “appropriate and necessary” for any EGU 

HAPs that do not pose “hazards to public health.”  Rather, regulation is reserved 

by the plain terms of §112(n)(1)(A) to EGU HAPs that pose hazards to public 

health, and the regulation of which is “appropriate and necessary.”  Indeed, 

regulating emissions that do not pose hazards is incompatible with the fundamental 

purpose of the CAA “to protect and enhance the quality of the Nation’s air 

resources so as to promote the public health and welfare and the productive 

capacity of the population.”  §101(b)(1).  Yet under EPA’s interpretation of the 

CAA, EPA’s 2000 “appropriate and necessary” finding for mercury compels 

severe regulatory compliance requirements for non-mercury HAPs—requirements 

that remain wholly inappropriate and unnecessary given the more recent 

information EPA now advances for those substances.  See infra Argument I.C. 

 The legislative history supports this commonsense reading of §112(n)(1)(A).  

As explained by the sponsor of this provision, EPA’s authority to regulate EGUs is 

premised on EPA’s ability to “clearly establish that emissions of any pollutant, or 
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aggregate of pollutants, from such units cause a significant risk of serious adverse 

effects.”  136 Cong. Rec. H12934 (daily ed. Oct. 26, 1990) (statement of Rep. 

Oxley), reprinted in 1 1990 Legis. Hist. at 1416-17 (“Oxley Statement”) (JA__-

__).  Though now discounting Representative Oxley’s statement, EPA previously 

relied on the very same statement to support its interpretation of §112(n)(1)(A).  

Compare 77 FR at 9322/1-2 (JA__) with 70 FR at 16000/2 (JA__). 

 In the 2000 “appropriate and necessary” notice of finding, EPA concluded 

that mercury emissions were a “threat to public health.”  65 FR at 79827/2 (JA__); 

see also New Jersey, 517 F.3d at 578 (citing mercury as the basis for 2000 

“appropriate and necessary” finding).  In 2004, EPA confirmed that based on the 

2000 record “it could not reasonably have reached…a conclusion” that other HAPs 

should be considered for regulation under §112, stating that the “record supports 

only a finding that emissions of Hg and Ni warrant regulation.”  69 FR at 4683/2 

(JA__).   

 At the time, some commenters claimed that this Court’s decision in National 

Lime Ass’n v. EPA, 233 F.3d 625, 633 (D.C. Cir. 2000), required EPA “to 

promulgate emission standards for all power plant HAP emitted in significant 

quantities.”35    EPA disagreed, stating that EGUs are regulated differently from 

                                                 
35 EPA, RTC Concerning Proposed Revision of 2000 Finding and Removal 

of EGUs from §112(c) List, at 14 (Mar. 15, 2005), EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0056-
6193 (JA__). 
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other source categories under §112, and that §112(n)(1)(A) limits regulation to 

those HAPs that are “appropriate” to regulate.36  After rulemaking, EPA thus 

interpreted §112(n)(1)(A) in a manner consistent with its plain language:  to 

authorize regulation under the “appropriate and necessary” standard only of those 

HAPs that pose hazards to public health.   

 Reversing its prior position, EPA now construes §112(n)(1)(A) to require 

EPA “to regulate all HAP from major sources of HAP emissions once a source 

category is added to the list of categories under CAA section 112(c),” citing 

National Lime, 233 F.3d at 633 (JA__).  77 FR at 9326/1.  Under this view, EPA 

has no discretion to limit its regulations of EGUs to only those HAPs “which may 

warrant regulation” under §112(n)(1)(A).   

 In changing its 2005 rulemaking interpretation, other than citing National 

Lime, EPA does nothing to explain.  EPA does not engage the statutory language 

or purposes.  Nor does EPA explain why it is rejecting its previous view of the 

CAA and of National Lime.   

 As EPA explained in 2005, National Lime does not address §112(n)(1)(A).  

Rather, it involved the regulation of major sources generally under §112(c) and 

(d).  For non-EGU sources, §112(c)(1) requires EPA to publish and maintain a list 

of “major sources” of HAP emissions.  “Major sources” are defined in §112(a)(1) 

                                                 
36 Id. at 16 (JA__). 
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by the objective amount of their HAP emissions, not by EPA’s discretionary view 

of whether regulation of an EGU HAP emission that poses a health hazard is 

“appropriate and necessary.”  Reliance on National Lime’s interpretation of 

different statutory provisions is therefore misplaced.  Radzanower v. Touche Ross 

& Co., 426 U.S. 148, 153 (1976) (“Where there is no clear intention otherwise, a 

specific statute will not be controlled or nullified by a general one.”) (emphasis 

added); Norwest Bank Minn. Nat’l Ass’n. v. FDIC, 312 F.3d 447, 451 (D.C. Cir. 

2002) (“When both specific and general provisions cover the same subject, the 

specific provision will control.”).    

 EPA’s reliance on National Cable & Telecommunications Ass’n v. Brand X 

Internet Services, 545 U.S. 967 (2005), is also misplaced.  See 77 FR at 9323/1 

(JA__).  It is insufficient for EPA to assert, without explanation, that its new 

interpretation is “reasonable” when that interpretation differs from its interpretation 

in 2000 and 2005.  See id.  “[A]n agency changing its course…is obligated to 

supply a reasoned analysis for the change….”  See Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n, 463 

U.S. at 42 (emphasis added).  Here, EPA’s bald assertion that its changed 

interpretation is “reasonable” and therefore accorded “deference,” without 

analyzing the different statutory provisions Congress adopted for EGUs and other 

sources as EPA did in its 2005 rulemaking interpretation, must fail and the rule 

must be vacated.  See, e.g., Mass. Trs. v. United States, 377 U.S. 235, 248 (1964) 
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(regulation based on an incorrect view of applicable law cannot stand as 

promulgated); PDK Labs., Inc. v. DEA, 362 F.3d 786, 797-98 (D.C. Cir. 2004); see 

also Prill, 755 F.2d at 947-48 (agency action premised on a mistaken conclusion 

that the agency has no discretion is inherently arbitrary and must be reconsidered 

based on a proper understanding of the agency’s discretion); Transitional Hosps. 

Corp. v. Shalala, 222 F.3d 1019, 1029 (D.C. Cir. 2000) (same).       

2. EPA’s Application of the §112(c)(9) Delisting Criteria in 
Making the §112(n)(1)(A) “Appropriate and Necessary” 
Finding Is Unlawful. 

 In 2005, EPA declined to interpret §112(n)(1)(A) to incorporate the “ample 

margin of safety” standard found in §112(f).  70 FR at 16001/3 (JA__).  Rather, 

EPA interpreted the statute more broadly, finding that §112(n)(1)(A) “called on 

EPA to consider the ‘hazards to public health reasonably anticipated to occur’ from 

utility HAP emissions’...in determining whether it is both appropriate and 

necessary to regulate [EGUs] under section 112.”  Id.   

 Now, on the grounds that §112(n)(1)(A) “neither defines the phrase ‘hazards 

to public health’” nor “sets forth parameters for EPA to use in determining whether 

HAP emissions from EGUs pose a hazard to public health,” 76 FR at 24992/3 

(JA__), EPA concludes for the first time that the §112(c)(9) criteria for delisting 

source categories is a sufficient basis for determining that it is “appropriate” to 

regulate EGUs under §112(n)(1)(A).  76 FR at 24992/2 (“[W]e conclude today that 
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it is appropriate to regulate non-Hg HAP because emissions of these HAP from 

some EGUs pose a cancer risk greater than one in one million to the most exposed 

individual.”) (JA__).   

 At the outset, the §112(c)(9) evidentiary standard for delisting—“may 

result”—is different from the evidentiary test governing a §112(n)(l)(A) finding— 

“reasonably anticipated to occur.”  Furthermore, the delisting provision applies that 

different evidentiary standard to both “health” and “environmental” effects 

whereas §112(n)(l)(A) requires EPA to focus exclusively on health hazards in 

selecting EGU HAP candidates for regulation. See infra p.44.  These differences in 

language alone preclude an interpretation of §112(n)(l)(A) as incorporating the 

regulatory tests in §112(c)(9).   

 More fundamentally, EPA’s interpretation of the phrase “hazards to public 

health” is inconsistent with the language and structure of §112.  As discussed, 

Congress wrote §112(n)(1)(A) to treat EGUs differently from all other “major 

sources,” requiring an evaluation of whether it is “appropriate and necessary after 

considering the results of the study” on EGU HAP emissions to list those sources 

for §112 regulation.  By applying the delisting provisions of §112(c)(9) in making 

the initial, pre-listing determination whether it is “appropriate and necessary” to 

regulate EGUs, EPA has unlawfully imposed requirements on itself that Congress 

chose not to impose at the listing stage.  Essentially, EPA would treat EGUs the 
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same as all other major source categories—as a category that must be listed unless 

the delisting criteria are met.  Because this approach is inconsistent with the 

statute, the rule must be set aside.  

3. A §112(n)(1)(A) Finding Does Not Compel Regulation 
Under §112(d). 

 Even if EPA had properly determined that it is “appropriate and necessary” 

to regulate EGU HAP emissions, EPA misinterpreted the statute by concluding 

that those emissions must be regulated through MACT standards under §112(d), 

and cannot be regulated under §112(n)(1)(A) to the degree “appropriate and 

necessary.”  Had Congress intended that EPA regulate EGU HAP emissions only 

through §112(d), Congress would have directed EPA to regulate EGU emissions 

“under §112(d)” once an “appropriate and necessary” finding was made.  Congress 

did not do so, stating instead that “[t]he Administrator shall regulate 

[EGUs]…under this section” upon such a finding.  §112(n)(1)(A) (emphasis 

added).  Indeed, Congress specifically rejected the Senate bill that expressly 

prescribed a “list-under-(c)-and-regulate-under-(d)” approach for EGUs similar to 

the approach for other source categories.  See infra p.6.   

 Under §112(n)(1)(A), Congress directed EPA to establish “such regulation” 

for EGUs that is “appropriate and necessary after considering the results of the 

study required by this subparagraph.”  §112(n)(1)(A) (emphasis added).  

Regulation of EGU HAPs that do not pose hazards to public health, or regulation at 
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a level that is greater than needed to eliminate the hazard, is not “regulation [that] 

is appropriate and necessary.”  Id.  Thus, §112(n)(1)(A) itself provides EPA 

authority to regulate EGU HAP emissions, as EPA concluded in 2004 when it 

proposed §112(n)(1)(A) as a regulatory alternative.  69 FR at 4661/2 (JA__). 

 In this regard, MACT standards control emissions without regard to what is 

“appropriate” or “viable” regulation.  See, e.g., Sierra Club v. EPA, 479 F.3d 875, 

883 (D.C. Cir. 2007) (§112(d)(3) requires EPA to set standards based on the best 

performing sources even if EPA believes such standards are “not ‘appropriate’ or 

‘viable’”).  In any specific case, a MACT standard might provide more or less 

control than is needed to address the hazards identified under §112(n)(1)(A), cf. 

EME Homer City, 2012 WL 3570721, at *11-12 (“[EPA] must avoid using 

[§110(a)(2)(D)]…in a manner that would result in unnecessary over-control….and 

may not exceed a statute’s authorization or violate a statute’s limits.”), or may 

result in control strategies different from those identified by EPA for emissions 

that may warrant regulation.  In either case, applying the MACT standard-setting 

criteria would not result in “such regulation [as] is appropriate and necessary.”  Cf. 

Whitman v. Am. Trucking Ass’ns, 531 U.S. 457, 473 (2001) (“requisite” means 

“sufficient, but not more than necessary…to protect public health”). 

 Further, EPA’s current interpretation makes identification of “alternative 

control strategies for emissions which may warrant regulation” a meaningless 
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exercise.  If Congress had intended that EPA regulate EGU HAP emissions only 

by establishing standards based on the MACT floor and beyond-the-floor 

provisions in §112(d), then there is no need to identify such alternative control 

strategies.  By rendering meaningless the §112(n)(1)(A) requirement that EPA 

identify alternative control strategies for emissions that may warrant regulation, 

EPA’s interpretation is unlawful and must be rejected.  See Mac’s Shell Serv., Inc. 

v. Shell Oil Prods. Co., 130 S. Ct. 1251, 1261 (2010) (statutes should not be 

interpreted to render a provision meaningless).  

 Finally, by making the rulemaking requirements of §307(d) applicable to the 

“promulgation…of any…regulation under section 7412…(n),”  §307(d)(1)(C) 

(emphasis added), Congress confirmed that §112(n)(1)(A) confers authority to 

establish “such regulation [as] is appropriate and necessary” to address those 

“emissions which may warrant regulation.” 

 In sum, EPA misconstrued the statute as compelling regulation under 

§112(d) and precluding any regulation of EGUs under §112(n)(1)(A).  See 77 FR 

at 9330/2 (JA__).  EPA’s §112(d) MACT standards therefore must be vacated.  

See, e.g., Transitional Hosps. Corp., 222 F.3d at 1029; Prill, 755 F.2d at 948; Sea-

Land Serv., Inc. v. DOT, 137 F.3d 640, 646 (D.C. Cir. 1998). 
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  4. EPA Failed To Consider the Costs of Regulation in Its  
   Appropriate and Necessary Finding. 
 
 In 2005, EPA construed §112(n)(1)(A) to allow consideration of costs in 

determining whether and to what extent regulation of EGU HAP emissions is 

“appropriate” following a finding that public health hazards warrant regulation.  70 

FR at 16000/3-01/1 (JA__-__).  (“Even if the remaining utility HAP emissions 

cause hazards to public health, it still may not be appropriate to regulate [EGUs] 

under section 112 because there may be other relevant factors [such as cost]…that 

would lead the Agency to conclude that it is not…‘appropriate’ to regulate [EGUs] 

under section 112.”).  In this rulemaking, EPA has abruptly changed course and 

“reject[ed]” its “2005 interpretation that authorizes the Agency to consider other 

factors (e.g., cost)” in determining whether regulation is “appropriate.”  76 FR at 

24989/3 (JA__).   

 EPA’s new interpretation unreasonably constrains the language of 

§112(n)(1)(A).  “Appropriate” is not defined in the CAA.  It is defined by 

Webster’s Dictionary to mean “especially suitable or compatible.”  Merriam-

Webster’s Online Dictionary, http://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/appropriate (last accessed Oct. 23, 2012).  See also New 

Oxford American Dictionary (2d ed. 2005) (“Appropriate” means “suitable or 

proper in the circumstances.”); Schindler Elevator Corp. v. United States ex rel. 
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Kirk, 131 S.Ct. 1885, 1891 (2011) (relying on dictionary definition of term not 

defined in statute).   

Based on the plain meaning of “appropriate,” it is “suitable” and “proper” to 

take into account costs to the nation’s electricity generators when deciding whether 

to regulate EGUs.  The impact of those costs will ripple throughout the Nation’s 

economy, affecting consumers, small businesses, industry, and all levels of 

government.  Excluding consideration of costs would be improper and unsuitable, 

given the fundamental role that electricity generation plays in all economic 

activity.  TVA v. EPA, 278 F.3d 1184, 1208 (11th Cir. 2002). 

EPA’s new interpretation also ignores critical differences between regulating 

EGUs under §112(n)(1)(A) and regulating other sources under §112(c).  

Regulation of major sources other than EGUs is mandatory pursuant to the two-

step listing and then standard-setting process Congress established in  §112(c) and 

(d).  Under §112(c), only the quantity of emissions plays a role in determining 

whether a source category is listed.37  In contrast, Congress required in 

§112(n)(1)(A) that EGUs be regulated only if EPA determines it is both 

“appropriate” and “necessary” after considering the results of the Utility Study.  In 

short, the fact that §112(c) establishes an automatic listing requirement that does 

not allow for consideration of costs for sources other than EGUs, 77 FR at 9327/1 

                                                 
37 See §112(a)(1) (defining “major source”).   
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(JA__), does not inform whether cost considerations must factor into EPA’s 

“appropriate” finding under §112(n)(1)(A) for EGUs.      

 It is “the settled law of this circuit” that “[i]t is only where there is ‘clear 

congressional intent to preclude consideration of cost’ that we find agencies barred 

from considering costs.”  Michigan v. EPA, 213 F.3d 663, 678 (D.C. Cir. 2000) 

(quoting NRDC v. EPA, 824 F.2d 1146, 1163 (D.C. Cir. 1987)).  Here, there is no 

“clear congressional intent” that precludes EPA from taking costs into account in 

determining appropriateness.  To the contrary, EPA is required to consider the 

extraordinary costs that would be imposed by the MATS rule given the plain 

meaning of “appropriate,” Congress’s use of that term in §112(n)(1)(A), and 

§112’s structure.   

 EPA’s interpretation of “appropriate” is also unlawful because it eliminates 

the discretion that Congress intended EPA to exercise after completing the Utility 

Study.  EPA claims it “must find that it is appropriate to regulate EGUs if it 

determines that any single HAP emitted by utilities poses a hazard to public health 

or the environment.”  76 FR at 24988/1 (emphasis added) (JA__).  But 

§112(n)(1)(A) provides that EPA—through the Utility Study—would first identify 

“a health hazard” from HAPs emitted from EGUs, and then determine whether 

regulation of that health hazard is “appropriate and necessary.”   
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 If Congress wanted to require EPA to regulate without any further 

consideration if the Study identified “a hazard,” it would have said so.  Instead, 

Congress gave EPA discretion to decide whether to regulate if the Utility Study 

identified hazards to public health.  And the discretion Congress wanted EPA to 

exercise includes an evaluation of the costs and benefits of addressing whatever 

hazards are identified in the Utility Study.38  EPA unlawfully eliminated the 

exercise of that discretion by incorrectly interpreting “appropriate” to preclude 

consideration of costs.   

 When the costs and potential benefits of the MATS rule are considered, it is 

unmistakable that regulation of EGUs is not appropriate.  According to EPA, the 

annual cost to comply with the rule is $9.6 billion.  77 FR at 9306, Table 2 (JA__).  

The adverse impact of EPA’s rule on the reliability of the electrical grid because of 

early plant retirements will impose additional costs.39  By contrast, the rule’s 

                                                 
38 For example, §112(n)(1)(A) directs EPA to “develop and 

describe…alternative control strategies” for those “emissions which may warrant 
regulation under this section.”  §112(n)(1)(A).  An evaluation of “alternative” 
controls includes an assessment of both the amount of HAPs controlled by 
different control techniques and their costs.   

39 Texas has its own power grid.  Texas electricity producers rely heavily on 
the state’s own natural resources, including coal.  EPA’s promulgated emission 
limits will effectively end the construction of new coal-fired facilities (and may 
cause the closure of existing facilities).  Texas cannot offset these losses by using 
power from other sources because it is not sufficiently connected to any other 
power grid.  EPA failed to adequately consider and account for reliability issues 
unique to Texas.  Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, Comments on 
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benefits of reducing HAPs are de minimis:  only $4 to $6 million in 2016 based on 

EPA’s analysis of health effects due to recreational freshwater fish consumption.  

Id.  Put another way, it would cost at least $1,500 for $1 of benefit in HAP 

emission reductions.   

 Although EPA estimated the rule’s “Total Monetized Benefits” to be $37 to 

$90 billion, nearly all ($36 to $89 billion) are attributed to a non-HAP substance 

regulated under other CAA provisions—“PM2.5-related Co-benefits.”40  EPA 

insists, however, it did not base the “appropriate and necessary finding on hazards 

to public health attributable to PM emissions.”  Id. at 9320/1 (JA__).  

Consequently, the only health benefit from HAP reductions attributable to the rule 

are the $4 to $6 million in benefits associated with eating fish.   

Perhaps EPA could demonstrate it is appropriate to spend $9.6 billion every 

year to achieve an annual health benefit of $4 to $6 million from reducing HAP 

emissions, or that spending a significant part of that $9.6 billion annually is 

justified to reduce acid gas emissions that pose no health or quantifiable 

environmental impact.41  EPA, however, never performed any such analysis and 

did not base its “appropriate” finding on those grounds, given its incorrect 

                                                                                                                                                             
Proposed Rule at 1-2, 26-28 (Aug. 4, 2011), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-18034 
(JA__-__, __-__). 

40 Additional “co-benefits” are “Climate-related Co-Benefits” of $36 million 
in 2016.  Id. 

41 As noted above, EPA cites a single study for its acid gas finding that does 
not even examine the EGU acid gas emissions EPA has determined to regulate.   
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interpretation that §112(n)(1)(A) precludes such considerations.  EPA’s failure to 

take costs into account, as Congress intended, requires vacatur of the MATS rule. 

5. EPA Violated §112(n)(1)(A) by Making Environmental 
Effects the Trigger for an “Appropriate and Necessary” 
Finding. 

 CAA §112(n)(l)(A) calls for a study that focuses exclusively on identifying 

EGU HAP emissions that pose “hazards to public health” and directs EPA to 

regulate those emissions only if “appropriate and necessary…considering the 

results of the study.”  In 2005, EPA read §112(n)(1)(A) in accordance with its 

plain text, as excluding emissions that only had environmental effects from the 

emissions that the Utility Study could target for “appropriate and necessary” 

evaluation.  70 FR at 15998/1-2 (JA__).42  EPA explained that: 

 [W]e believe that environmental factors unrelated to public health, 
although they can be considered in the appropriate inquiry, may not 
independently or, in conjunction with one another, justify regulation 
of Utility Units under section 112 when EPA has concluded that 
hazards to public health are not reasonably anticipated to result from 
utility HAP emissions.   

 
Id. at 16002/3 (JA__).   

                                                 
42 As EPA itself recounted in its petition for certiorari in New Jersey, 

consideration of environmental impacts is “inconsistent with the text of Section 
7412(n)(1)(A), under which ‘the condition precedent for regulation…is public 
health hazards, not environmental effects.’”  EPA Pet. for Cert. at 7, EPA v. New 
Jersey, No. 08-512 (U.S. Oct. 17, 2008) (ellipsis in original, citation omitted) 
(JA__). 
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 In 2012, EPA abandoned the CAA’s plain meaning and its 2005 

interpretation, saying that §112(n)(1)(A) “require[s] the Agency to find regulation 

of EGUs…appropriate if we determine that HAP emissions from EGUs pose a 

hazard to public health or the environment at the time the finding is made.”  See 76 

FR at 24988/1 (emphasis added) (JA__); 77 FR at 9325/1 (JA__)).  EPA argues 

that if Congress meant to “prohibit EPA from considering adverse environmental 

effects” as a primary criterion for selecting emissions that would be evaluated in an 

“appropriate” finding under §112(n)(1)(A), it was incumbent on Congress to have 

“stated so expressly.”  76 FR at 24988/2 (JA__) (referenced at 77 FR at 9325/1 

(JA__)).    

 Congress, however, knew how to direct EPA to consider environmental 

impacts in making regulatory choices and did not do so in §112(n)(1)(A).  

Numerous other provisions of §112, including elsewhere in §112(n), expressly 

require consideration of both health and environmental effects.43  Thus, the fact 

that “environmental effects” are not mentioned in §112(n)(1)(A) does not give 

EPA license to consider such effects as a key factor that triggers an “appropriate 

and necessary” evaluation under §112(n)(1)(A).  Instead, omission of 

“environmental effects” from §112(n)(1)(A) is a clear signal that those effects are 

not what brings an EGU HAP into this program. 

                                                 
43 See §112(n)(5) & (6); §112(b)(2); §112(e)(2)(A). 
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 The Supreme Court has recognized that “where Congress includes particular 

language in one section of a statute but omits it in another section of the same Act, 

it is generally presumed that Congress acts intentionally…in the disparate 

inclusion or exclusion.”  Russello v. United States, 464 U.S. 16, 23 (1983).  

Similarly, in Ethyl Corporation v. EPA, 51 F.3d 1053, 1058 (D.C. Cir. 1995), this 

Court rejected EPA’s assertion that it could make public health impacts the focus 

of its regulatory determination even though the statute lacked any mention of such 

impacts: “Section 211(f)(4) instructs the Administrator to consider a new fuel 

additive’s effects only on emission standards.  The language of the provision…is 

specific and definite; it does not permit the Administrator to consider other factors 

‘in the public interest.’”  Id. at 1058.  The legislative history confirms that under 

§112(n)(1)(A), EPA “may regulate [EGUs] only if the studies described in section 

112(n) clearly establish that emissions of any pollutant…from such units cause a 

significant risk…on the public health.”44   

 Because EPA made environmental effects of HAPs a key factor, and in the 

case of acid gas HAPs the only factor, in its appropriate and necessary 

determination, the MATS rule is contrary to law and must be set aside. 

                                                 
44 Oxley Statement at 1416 (emphases added) (JA__). 
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6. EPA Improperly Considered the Impacts of Non-EGU HAP 
Emissions as the Trigger for an “Appropriate and 
Necessary” Finding. 

 EPA acknowledges that the “appropriate and necessary” finding is based on 

the EGU emissions addressed in the “Utility Study,” and that the “scope of the 

Utility Study was limited to HAP emissions from EGUs.”  77 FR at 9322/2 (JA__); 

76 FR at 24987/3 (JA__).  Contrary to its 2005 interpretation, EPA now interprets 

§112(n)(1)(A) as authorizing regulation without a showing that EGU emissions 

“alone would cause the harm.”45  EPA’s interpretation again conflicts with the 

language of §112(n)(1)(A), which makes EGU emissions that have been identified 

in the Utility Study the trigger for an “appropriate and necessary” determination. 

 Furthermore, under §112(n)(l)(A) only hazards “reasonably anticipated to 

occur as a result of” EGU HAPs emissions may be evaluated by EPA, not EGU 

emissions that may contribute to a hazard that “occur[s] as a result of” HAPs 

emitted by other sources.  Here again, EPA has departed from numerous CAA 

provisions that distinguish between emissions that cause harm and emissions that 

                                                 
45 77 FR at 9325/3 (JA__).  EPA’s consideration of emissions from other 

sources plays a key role in its “appropriate and necessary” finding for mercury and 
the acid gas HAPs.  See EPA, Hg Risk Technical Support Document (“TSD”), §2.3 
Table 2-5 (Dec. 2011), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-19913 (EPA’s mercury study 
based on methylmercury levels in fish where EGUs’ contribution to fish tissue 
levels was on average 3.4%) (JA__); 77 FR at 9362/1 (“Given the extent and 
importance of the sensitive ecosystems evaluated in the review of nitrogen and 
sulfur deposition any substance [acid gas HAP] that contributes to further 
acidification must be considered to be affecting the public welfare.”) (JA__). 
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contribute to harm.  Compare §111(b)(1)(A) (addressing emissions that “cause[], 

or contribute[] significantly to, air pollution”) with §112(n)(l)(A) (addressing 

hazards that “occur as a result” of EGU HAPs). 

 The legislative history confirms that EPA’s authority is limited initially to 

consideration of hazards associated with HAP emissions from EGUs.  As the 

sponsor of §112(n) explained, EPA “may regulate fossil fuel fired electric utility 

steam generating units” only if emissions of any pollutant “from such units” cause 

a significant risk of serious adverse effects to the public health.46  Thus, the 

regulation of EGUs is authorized only if EPA were to determine that HAP 

emissions from EGUs (not EGU HAP emissions plus HAP emissions from other 

sources) cause a significant risk of serious adverse effects to the public health.  

Because EPA’s “appropriate and necessary” finding is based on public health 

hazards associated with non-EGU emissions, this rule must be set aside.  

C. EPA’s “Appropriate and Necessary” Determinations Are 
Unlawful. 

 In addition to defending its 2000 “appropriate and necessary” finding on its 

own terms, EPA advances new technical information in support of this finding.  

But neither the 2000 information nor the new information provide a rational basis 

for that finding. 

                                                 
46 Oxley Statement at 1416 (emphasis added) (JA__). 
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1. Mercury 

 EPA’s 2000 finding addressed nationwide exposures to mercury from all 

sources and concluded that “mercury is both a public health concern and a concern 

in the environment.”47  EPA then made the qualitative observation that “there is a 

plausible link between methylmercury concentrations in fish and mercury 

emissions from coal-fired [EGUs].”48  EPA could not, however, quantify “the 

degree to which that linkage occurs.”49  By failing to quantify the contribution of 

EGUs to methylmercury in fish, EPA had no factual basis for concluding that 

health hazards were “reasonably anticipated to occur as a result of [EGU] 

emissions.”  70 FR at 16006/3 (JA__).   

 In 2005, EPA conducted extensive modeling to quantify the public health 

significance of EGU mercury emissions.  The modeling showed that total EGU 

mercury emissions would be reduced from 48.57 tpy in 2001 to 34.42 tpy in 2020 

due solely to the implementation of other CAA requirements, including CAIR.50  

The modeling also demonstrated that further reductions beyond this 34 tpy level 

would have little or no impact on methylmercury levels in fish51 and, hence, would 

not significantly reduce human exposure to methylmercury.  As a result, EPA 

                                                 
47 65 FR at 79830/1 (JA__). 
48 Id. 
49 Id.  
50 70 FR at 16018, Table VI-2 (JA__). 
51 Id. at 16020, Table VI-6 (JA__). 
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concluded that “the [national] level of Hg emissions [34.42 tpy] projected to 

remain ‘after imposition of’ section 110(a)(2)(D) does not cause hazards to public 

health,”52 and that regulation of EGU mercury emissions under §112 was not 

“appropriate.”53 

 The 2012 MATS rulemaking did not abandon EPA’s 2005 mercury 

modeling.  In fact, the mercury emissions data from the 2010 ICR show that EPA’s 

2005 modeling had significantly overstated the amount of mercury EGUs emit 

without any §112 regulation.  Based on more recent data, EPA estimated that 

EGU’s 2010 mercury emissions were 29 tpy compared to the 34.42 tpy it projected 

in 2005 as presenting no hazard to public health.  EPA’s failure to address the 2005 

study and explain why that study no longer supports the conclusion that EPA 

reached in 2005, see, e.g. Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n, 463 U.S. at 42, renders 

EPA’s 2012 determinations arbitrary and capricious.   

 Without addressing its 2005 analysis, EPA conducted an entirely new 

analysis to assess mercury risk in the context of IQ benefits.  The Science Advisory 

Board (“SAB”) panel convened by EPA to review that analysis reported that SAB 

reviewers “could not evaluate the [new] risk assessment based …[on] information 

                                                 
52 Id. at 16004/2 (JA__). 
53 Id.  
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provided in the [TSD].  Important elements of the methods and findings are 

missing or poorly explained.”54  

 The Mercury TSD employs a series of assumptions that vastly overstate 

mercury exposure.55  Even with these overestimates, EPA could only calculate an 

aggregate public health benefit from the MATS rule of a total of 510 IQ points to 

the most sensitive individuals (prenatally-exposed children).56  This hypothetical 

increment of two one-thousandths of an IQ point for each individual in that 

population, RIA at 4-56 (JA__), is too small to have any scientifically discernible 

meaning or public health impact.  These results confirm EPA’s 2005 rulemaking 

conclusion that mercury emissions do not present a public health hazard, and 

require that the MATS rule be set aside. 

2. Other HAP Metals 

 EPA used its prior dispersion modeling and select emissions data from the 

2010 ICR to identify 16 facilities that it believed were likely to present high off-

site risks of cancer from emissions of non-mercury HAP metals.  EPA, Non-Hg 

                                                 
54 SAB letter to EPA Adm’r Jackson at 1 (Sept. 29, 2011), EPA-SAB-11-017 

(JA__).  The SAB final report was submitted almost two months after the public 
comment period closed.  EPA refused to grant the SAB panel’s request that it be 
provided an opportunity to review the final TSD. 

55 UARG Comments at 6, 58-72 (JA__, __-__); EPRI MATS Rule 
Comments at 3-1, 3-10 to -11,  App. G at G1-12 (JA__, __-__, __-__).  The Hg 
exposure levels EPA calculated in the Mercury TSD are more than 2 times higher 
than those in the Utility Study, despite Hg emissions having decreased almost 
45%; Southern Comments, Attachments B & C (JA__, __). 

56 See RIA at 4-56 (JA__). 
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Case Study Memo at 1-2 (Mar. 16, 2011), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-2939 (JA__).  

EPA’s goal was to find a single EGU presenting risks greater than one-in-one 

million for the most exposed individuals, which EPA then used to support an 

“appropriate and necessary” finding.57  EPA’s abbreviated modeling effort was 

infected with errors.   

 Contrary to over a decade of EGU emissions data and modeling, hexavalent 

chromium emissions drove the risk estimate for the five coal-fired units with risks 

that slightly exceeded the one-in-one million level.  See UARG Comments at 75-

76 (JA__-__).  A simple review of the sampling results for these facilities showed 

that the removal efficiencies for chromium and nickel for these units were far 

different than for other trace metals.  These results suggested sample 

contamination.  EPA, MATS ICR Data, Coal HAP Metals spreadsheet at “Coal 

Metals Data” tab (Dec. 16, 2011) (JA__). 

 Despite comments raising the sample contamination issue, EPA refused to 

change the chromium emission inputs. 77 FR at 9357/1 (JA__).58  Had EPA used 

                                                 
57 Under EPA’s theory, because a single, isolated plant posing off-site risks 

greater than one-in-one million would violate the §112(c)(9) delisting criteria, it 
would also require an “appropriate and necessary” finding under EPA’s new 
interpretation of §112(n)(1)(A).  See 76 FR at 24999/2 (“[W]e conclude today that 
it is appropriate to regulate non-Hg HAP because emissions of these HAP from 
some EGUs pose a cancer risk greater than one in one million to the most exposed 
individual.”). 

58 Subsequent resampling at each of those facilities shows that the high 
chromium levels that EPA calculated resulted from sample contamination caused 
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correct chromium emissions information, no selected EGU would have presented a 

risk greater than one-in-one million from non-mercury metal HAPs.  As a result, 

even applying §112(c)(9) as the listing criterion, EPA’s “appropriate and 

necessary” finding for other HAP metals lacks factual support. 

3. Acid Gas HAPs 

 EPA’s conclusion that it is appropriate and necessary to regulate acid gas 

HAPs is not premised on public health risk. 76 FR at 25016/3 (“[O]ur case studies 

did not identify significant chronic non-cancer risks from acid gas emissions.”) 

(JA__).  Indeed, EPA’s modeling has consistently shown that exposures from EGU 

acid gas HAP emissions are an order of magnitude or more below EPA’s health 

thresholds defining a safe level of exposure.59  It is not “appropriate and necessary” 

to regulate EGU emissions under §112 that pose no health hazard.   

 In support of its §112(n)(1)(A) finding for acid gases, therefore, EPA cites 

environmental effects—unquantified acidification effects60—and co-benefits from 

                                                                                                                                                             
by stainless steel fittings used in the sampling trains. UARG, Petition for 
Reconsideration of MATS Rule at 6-7 (Apr. 16, 2012), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-
20179 (JA__-__). When stainless steel fittings were removed, chromium emissions 
for those units were one to two orders of magnitude below the levels EPA used in 
its risk modeling.  

59 See UARG Comments at 116 (JA__); Utility Study at 6-1 (JA__); EPA, 
Supplement to Non-Hg Case Study at 12 & 13, Table 9 (Nov. 2011), EPA-HQ-
OAR-2009-0234-19912 (JA__-__). 

60 See 77 FR at 9362/1 (JA__). 
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reducing the criteria pollutant PM2.5.
61  Even if §112(n)(1)(A) authorized EPA to 

regulate EGUs under §112 based solely on environmental impacts, EPA has no 

rational basis for making an “appropriate and necessary” determination for acid 

gases.   EPA’s “evidence” on the environmental impacts of EGU acid gas HAP 

emissions consists of EPA’s general claim that “[i]n areas where the deposition of 

acids derived from emissions of sulfur and NOx are causing aquatic and/or 

terrestrial acidification, with accompanying ecological impacts, the deposition of 

hydrochloric acid could exacerbate these impacts.”  76 FR at 25050/3 (emphasis 

added) (JA__).  EPA then references one study on HCl deposition in the United 

Kingdom, which EPA cites for the proposition that: (a) HCl is highly mobile in the 

environment, (b) HCl can transport longer distances than previously thought, and 

(c) HCl can be a larger driver of acidification than previously thought.  77 FR at 

9362 (JA__).  EPA does not even attempt to quantify the impact, if any, of EGU 

emissions of HCl in the United States and, as a result, cannot point to even a single 

instance in which EGU HCl emissions have affected acid deposition anywhere or 

otherwise created an environmental impact.  This paucity of analysis is especially 

striking given that a significant portion of the $9.6 billion in annual costs that EPA 

                                                 
61 See 77 FR at 9306, Table 2 (vast majority of benefits attributable to PM2.5 

reductions), 9446/2 (“substantial health benefits…from reductions in PM2.5”) 
(JA__, __). 
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would impose on EGUs stems from EPA’s decision to regulate acid gas HAPs.  

See supra note 33.     

 Because EPA’s appropriate and necessary finding for acid gases lacks record 

support, even under EPA’s unlawful environmental effects standard, the rule must 

be vacated.     

II. ASSUMING ARGUENDO THAT THE REQUIREMENTS OF §112(d) 
GOVERN THE VALIDITY OF EPA’S EGU MACT STANDARDS, 
THOSE STANDARDS ARE UNLAWFUL UNDER §§112(c) AND (d).   

 As discussed in the foregoing section, the Court should vacate the MACT 

standards because EPA unlawfully construed and implemented §112(n)(1)(A).  If 

the Court nonetheless finds that EPA’s §112(n) interpretations were permissible 

and its §112(n) findings had record support, the standards should nonetheless be 

set aside for the reasons discussed below. 

A. EPA’s EGU MACT Standards Failed To Distinguish Between 
Major Sources and Area Sources. 

 CAA §112(d) calls for standards for two statutorily distinct and defined 

types of sources:  “major sources” and “area sources” (i.e., sources that do not emit 

HAPs above the major source thresholds).  Where §112(d) applies, EPA is 

required to establish MACT standards for all “major sources” in a listed category 

and (EPA believes) these standards must cover all HAPs emitted by those major 

sources.   
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 To list and regulate “area sources,” “the Administrator [must] find[ ] [that a 

category or subcategory of area sources] presents a threat of adverse effects… 

warranting regulation….”  §112(c)(3).  Without an “area source” listing based on 

that finding, EPA has no authority to establish any standards under §112(d) for 

“area sources.”62  With such a finding and listing, EPA must determine which 

HAPs emitted by “area sources” to regulate and under what regulatory standard 

(i.e., generally available control technology” (“GACT”) or MACT).63 

 In promulgating the EGU MATS standards, EPA ignored each of these “area 

source” statutory prerequisites to regulation.  EPA failed to identify a category or 

subcategory of EGU “area sources.”64  EPA made no finding that EGU “area 

source” HAP emissions create hazards “warranting regulation.”  (EPA’s 

§112(n)(1)(A) findings were based on an evaluation of HAP emissions from all 

EGUs, instead of emissions from only those EGUs that are “area sources.”)  EPA 

refused to explain adequately why it rejected adoption of GACT rather than 

MACT in establishing standards for EGU “area sources.”  Finally, EPA concluded 

that National Lime required regulation of all HAPs emitted by EGUs, including all 

                                                 
62 When EPA listed coal- and oil-fired EGUs under §112(c) in 2002, it only 

listed major sources.  It did not include a separate listing of EGU area sources.  See  
67 FR at 6521 (JA__). 

63 See Newmont Nevada Energy Investment, LLC, Comments on Proposed 
MATS Rule at 2-8 (Aug. 4, 2011), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-17871 (JA__-__). 

64 EPRI estimated that approximately 12% of all coal-fired facilities are area 
sources.  EPRI MATS Rule Comments at 2-31 to 2-33 (JA__-__). 
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HAPs  emitted by EGU “area sources.”  National Lime, however, only addressed 

an “all HAPs” standard-setting obligation with respect to “major sources.”  

See e.g., 76 FR 15554, 15567/1-3 (Mar. 21, 2011) (JA__). 

 While each of these departures from the statute would require vacatur of the 

EGU MACT standards as applied to EGU “area sources,” the consequences of 

EPA’s failure to comply with Congress’ “area source” directives does not end with 

EGU “area sources.”  EPA must establish MACT standards for “major sources” 

based on the performance, and characteristics, of a population of sources that 

consists exclusively of “major sources.”  §112(d)(1).  Here, EPA established 

MACT based on a population of EGUs that included both “major sources” and 

“area sources.”  As a result, the MACT standards, as applied to major sources, are 

not based on the performance data required by statute and, therefore, must be 

vacated. 

 Finally, EPA’s assertion that, by specifically defining EGUs in §112(a)(8), 

Congress intended that EGU MACT standards be established without regard to the 

distinction between “major” and “area” sources is, at best, an ipse dixit without any 

foundation in logic.  See 77 FR at 9403/2 (JA__).  The definition of EGU gives 

meaning to language found only in §112(n)(1)(A); there is no reference to EGUs in 

§112(c) and (d), except to exclude EGUs from coverage of §112(c)(6).  As a result, 

there is no textual support for concluding that the requirements for listing “area 
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sources” under §112(c)(3) or for MACT standard-setting under §112(d) are 

different for EGUs (unless, as discussed in above, §112(n)(1)(A) provides the only 

basis for EGU regulation).  As this Court noted, “where Congress wished to 

exempt EGUs from specific requirements of section 112, it said so explicitly.”  

New Jersey, 517 F.3d at 582.   

B. The Mercury Standard for Existing Sources Is Arbitrary and 
Capricious. 

 CAA §112(d)(3)(A) requires EPA to set MACT limits for existing sources at 

least as stringent as the “average emission limitation achieved by the best 

performing 12 percent of the existing sources (for which the Administrator has 

emissions information).”  This minimum level of stringency is commonly called 

the “MACT floor.” 

 In 2009, EPA concluded that it needed additional EGU HAP emissions data 

to establish MACT floors.  In designing an ICR, EPA had two options in choosing 

units to conduct stack sampling:  (1) it could choose units on a purely random 

basis, or (2) it could select the presumed 12% of best performing units based on 

plant configurations and installed pollution control equipment that would result in 

the lowest emissions of a given HAP.  The choice of the first option would require 

that MACT floors be calculated using a MACT pool comprised of the best 

performing 12% of units for which EPA had data.  The choice of the second option 

would require MACT floors to be calculated using a larger MACT pool of the best 
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performing 12% of units in the entire category because the ICR sampling was 

designed to select the best 12% of the units in the entire industry. 

 EPA chose the second option when it designed its EGU MACT ICR.  As 

EPA explained to the Office of Management and Budget (“OMB”), EPA chose the 

170-175 “best performing” units (out of 1091 units) for each HAP:  

For the Hg and other non-mercury metallic HAP group, EPA believes 
that units with the newest PM controls installed represent those units 
meeting the lowest PM emission limits, and, thus, are believed to be 
among the top performers with respect to Hg and other non-mercury 
metallic HAP emissions.  Therefore, EPA has selected 175 units with 
the newest PM controls installed; of these 175, the newest 170 
operating units will be required to conduct Hg and other non-mercury 
metallic HAP testing.   
 

ICR RTC at 27 (emphasis added) (JA__).65   

 Because the ICR was designed to test only the best performing units in the 

source category, EPA calculated the MACT floors for non-mercury metal and acid 

gas HAPs using a MACT pool of 131 units.66  By contrast, for existing coal-fired 

EGUs burning high-BTU coals, EPA calculated the MACT floor for mercury 

emissions using only data from the top 12% of the units for which it had data—40 

units, or less than 4% of the industry—even though the ICR required testing by the 

                                                 
65 There are 1091 coal-fired EGUs, and the top 175 units comprise about 

16% of the industry.  EPA selected slightly more than the 12% criterion due to 
uncertainties in precisely identifying the top 12% and concern that not all of the 
selected units would be available for testing.  

66 Twelve percent of 1091 coal-fired EGUs is 131.  76 FR at 25023/1 (JA__); 
77 FR at 9386/3 (JA__).   
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top mercury performers.  EPA explained its decision to use a smaller pool of data 

as follows: 

For Hg from coal-fired units, we used the top 12 percent of the data 
obtained because, even though we required Hg testing for the units 
testing for the non-Hg metallic HAP, we did not believe those units 
represented the top performing 12 percent of sources for Hg in the 
category at the time we issued the ICR and we made no assertions to 
that effect. 
 

76 FR at 25023/1 (emphasis added) (JA__).   

 This claim is flatly contradicted by EPA’s own assertions to OMB when it 

sought approval of its ICR.  It also is plainly contradicted by the facts.  For 

example, the 170 units tested included 73% of all EGUs equipped with activated 

carbon injection (“ACI”)—the most advanced mercury removal technology.  Yet, a 

random selection of EGUs would have required testing by only about 15% of the 

EGUs equipped with ACI.  UARG Comments at 91 (JA__).  In addition, an 

inordinately high percentage of the EGUs chosen for mercury testing were 

equipped with fabric filters—a technology known to produce lower mercury 

emissions.  EPA selected the best performing units for mercury testing just as it 

told OMB.  Id. 

 The likely reason for EPA’s confusion regarding the MACT floor for 

mercury is the significant, widespread conversion error EPA made in analyzing the 

ICR mercury emissions data.  See supra p.20.  Based on a 1,000-fold calculational 

error, EPA erroneously believed that units that were not selected in the ICR testing 
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phase controlled mercury better than those that were selected.  Correcting EPA’s 

conversion error confirms that EPA actually selected the best performing mercury 

units for ICR sampling.  See UARG Comments at 90 (JA__).    

 Nevertheless, in the final rule, EPA stuck to its claim that the ICR testing 

was not designed to require testing by the top performing units for mercury.67  As a 

result, the existing source mercury standard for EGUs burning high-BTU coals is 

patently unlawful and must be set aside.  See Sierra Club v. EPA, 167 F.3d 658, 

664 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (“[This cursory] exercise highlights the need for additional 

explanation,” for “[w]ith these numbers, EPA’s method looks hopelessly 

irrational.”).   

C. EPA Arbitrarily and Capriciously Refused To Set Alternative 
Health-Based Limits Under §112(d)(4) for Acid Gas HAPs. 

 Congress wrote §112(d)(4) to avoid situations where the mechanical setting 

of §112(d) MACT limits would result in emission standards more stringent than 

necessary to protect public health.  CAA §112(d)(4) provides: 

With respect to pollutants for which a health threshold has been 
established, the Administrator may consider such threshold level, with 
an ample margin of safety, when establishing emission standards 
under this subsection. 

 

                                                 
67 EPA, RTC on Proposed Rule, Vol. 1 at 575 (Dec. 2011), EPA-HQ-OAR-

2009-0234-20126 (JA__). 
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 The acid gas HAPs emitted by EGUs are non-carcinogens that have EPA- or 

state-defined health thresholds known as RfCs.68    EPA defines an RfC as “an 

estimate…of a continuous [inhalation] exposure to the human population 

(including sensitive subgroups) that is likely to be without appreciable risk of 

deleterious effects during a lifetime.”69  Thus, public health is protected with an 

ample margin of safety when long-term exposures are below the RfC. 

 EPA and industry modeling has consistently shown that worst case 

exposures to EGU acid gas HAPs are an order of magnitude or more below the 

RfCs.  See supra note 59.  Yet, EPA refused to set an alternative §112(d)(4) 

standard, asserting that §112(d)(4) provided EPA unfettered authority to consider 

other “factors not specifically enumerated” in that subsection when deciding 

whether to set a §112(d)(4) standard.”  RTC on Proposed Rule, Vol. 1 at 11 

(JA__).  EPA then recited general, unquantified concerns about “potential 

cumulative public health and environmental effects” and PM2.5 co-benefits as 

grounds for refusing to promulgate §112(d)(4) limits.  77 FR at 9405/3 (JA__); see 

supra pp.53-54.   

 A rule must be set aside where the agency has “relied on factors which 

Congress has not intended it to consider,” or has “offered an explanation for its 

decision that runs counter to the evidence before the agency.”  Motor Vehicle Mfrs. 

                                                 
68 See UARG Comments at 114 (JA__). 
69 55 FR 39321, 39321/3 (Sept. 26, 1990) (JA__). 
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Ass’n, 463 U.S. at 43.  Here, there is undisputed evidence that public exposure to 

acid gas HAP emissions from EGUs were 10% or less of the RfC.  If, as EPA 

argues, EGUs must be regulated like any other source category, then EPA had 

ample justification for establishing alternative health-based limits under 

§112(d)(4).  EPA abused its discretion by refusing to consider such limits based on 

unquantified concerns about environmental effects and effects of PM2.5. 

D. The Startup and Shutdown Work Practice Standards Were 
Promulgated with Inadequate Notice and Are Arbitrary and 
Capricious. 

EPA proposed numerical emission limitations under §112(d) that would 

have applied “at all times.”  76 FR at 25028/1 (JA__).  In the final rule, EPA 

agreed with commenters that it lacked data sufficient to set emissions standards 

that apply during periods of unit startup and shutdown.  77 FR at 9381/1-2 (JA__).  

Instead, EPA promulgated work practice standards for those periods under CAA 

§112(h), as commenters urged.  40 C.F.R. §63.10042 and Part 63, Subpart 

UUUUU, Table 3, 77 FR at 9486/3, 9493-94 (JA__, __-__); RTC on Proposed 

Rule, Vol. 2 at 418-419 (JA__-__).  However, rather than use the definitions of 

“startup” and “shutdown” EPA proposed to apply to the rule (i.e., those in the 

general provisions at 40 C.F.R. §63.2), or to specify standards consistent with 

comments it received, EPA promulgated new definitions of “startup” and 

“shutdown” and more detailed requirements.  See Joint Brief of Petitioners, UARG 
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v. EPA, No. 12-1166 (D.C. Cir. filed Oct. 23, 2012) at Statement of the Case V.C 

(describing the final Subpart UUUUU work practice standards and problems with 

them).   

The definitions and standards EPA promulgated do not adequately reflect 

how EGUs actually start up and shut down their emissions control equipment, or 

take into account all types of units to which they would apply and the fuels those 

units can (or have available to) combust.70  Id.  Once source-specific characteristics 

are considered, EPA’s startup and shutdown provisions are plainly arbitrary and 

lack any record support.   

Moreover, commenters could not have anticipated the specific details in 

EPA’s final rule, as they were not proposed.  EPA’s attempts to tie the details of its 

new definitions and associated requirements to its original notice, and the 

comments received on it, fail.  Id.   Because the notice EPA provided was not 

sufficient to support the details of the final work practice standards, they must be 

vacated and remanded for further notice and comment.  Fertilizer Inst. v. EPA, 935 

                                                 
70 For example, the final work practice standards require use of either natural 

gas or distillate oil for ignition and require engagement of emissions controls when 
any other fuel is combusted.  40 C.F.R. Part 63, Subpart UUUUU, Table 3, 77 FR 
at 9493-94 (JA__-__).  Petitioners Edgecombe and Spruance operate coal-fired 
stoker boilers that were not designed with auxiliary burners and, thus, have no 
startup fuel.  Rather, diesel-soaked coal and wood are used to ignite the coal during 
startup.  Neither facility is equipped to burn natural gas or distillate oil, and neither 
has the internal or external infrastructure to do so.  Edgecombe & Spruance 
Petition for Reconsideration at 4 (Apr. 27, 2012), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-
20194 (JA__). 
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F.2d 1303, 1311 (D.C. Cir. 1991) (requiring a new round of notice-and-comment 

rulemaking if it would provide commenters with “their first occasion to offer new 

and different criticisms which the agency might find convincing”)(internal 

quotation marks omitted); see also Small Refiner Lead Phase-Down Task Force v. 

EPA, 705 F.2d 506, 549 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (describing the more exacting notice 

requirements of §307(d)).        

E. EPA’s Denial of UARG’s Delisting Petition Was Unlawful.   

EPA relies on the same flawed factual bases to deny UARG’s §112(c)(9) 

petition to delist coal-fired EGUs from the §112(c) list of major source categories 

as EPA does in making its “appropriate and necessary” determination.  See 77 FR 

at 9364-66 (JA__-__); supra Argument I.C.  EPA’s summary denial does not 

follow its own memorandum discussing the delisting process,71 and was issued 

without any prior notice or opportunity for public comment.   

EPA also appears to deny UARG’s delisting petition on the grounds that the 

petition was deficient because UARG only sought to delist coal-fired EGUs and 

not oil-fired units.  Id. at 9364/2 (JA__).  This reason for denial must fail.  CAA 

§112(n)(1)(A) requires EPA to evaluate all “fossil-fuel-fired” EGUs to determine 

if further regulation is appropriate and necessary.  EPA’s Utility Study and 

                                                 
71 Memorandum from Sally Shaver, EPA, to Potential Petitioners Seeking 

Delisting of HAPs or Source Categories, Information on EPA’s Delisting Process 
(undated) (JA__). 
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subsequent December 2000 regulatory determination divided the universe of 

“fossil-fuel fired” EGUs into three categories:  coal-fired, oil-fired, and gas-fired.  

In 2000, EPA decided not to regulate gas-fired EGUs but to regulate coal- and oil-

fired EGUs under §112(d) for different factual reasons.  65 FR at 79831/1 (JA__).  

Just as EPA can decide not to regulate gas-fired EGUs it can also legally decide 

not to regulate coal-fired EGUs.  For these reasons, the Court should reject EPA’s 

factual and legal claims and return UARG’s delisting petition to EPA for further 

consideration. 

CONCLUSION 

 For the foregoing reasons, the Court should vacate the MATS rule. 
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SUBCHAPTER V—PERMITS 
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States. 
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7671. Definitions. 
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CODIFICATION 

Act July 14, 1955, ch. 360, 69 Stat. 322, as amended, 

known as the Clean Air Act, which was formerly classi-

fied to chapter 15B (§ 1857 et seq.) of this title, was com-

pletely revised by Pub. L. 95–95, Aug. 7, 1977, 91 Stat. 

685, and was reclassified to this chapter. 

SUBCHAPTER I—PROGRAMS AND 

ACTIVITIES 

PART A—AIR QUALITY AND EMISSION 

LIMITATIONS 

AMENDMENTS 

1977—Pub. L. 95–95, title I, § 117(a), Aug. 7, 1977, 91 

Stat. 712, designated sections 7401 to 7428 of this title as 

part A. 

§ 7401. Congressional findings and declaration of 
purpose 

(a) Findings 
The Congress finds— 

(1) that the predominant part of the Nation’s 

population is located in its rapidly expanding 

metropolitan and other urban areas, which 
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generally cross the boundary lines of local ju-

risdictions and often extend into two or more 

States; 

(2) that the growth in the amount and com-

plexity of air pollution brought about by ur-

banization, industrial development, and the 

increasing use of motor vehicles, has resulted 

in mounting dangers to the public health and 

welfare, including injury to agricultural crops 

and livestock, damage to and the deteriora-

tion of property, and hazards to air and ground 

transportation; 

(3) that air pollution prevention (that is, the 

reduction or elimination, through any meas-

ures, of the amount of pollutants produced or 

created at the source) and air pollution con-

trol at its source is the primary responsibility 

of States and local governments; and 

(4) that Federal financial assistance and 

leadership is essential for the development of 

cooperative Federal, State, regional, and local 

programs to prevent and control air pollution. 

(b) Declaration 
The purposes of this subchapter are— 

(1) to protect and enhance the quality of the 

Nation’s air resources so as to promote the 

public health and welfare and the productive 

capacity of its population; 

(2) to initiate and accelerate a national re-

search and development program to achieve 

the prevention and control of air pollution; 

(3) to provide technical and financial assist-

ance to State and local governments in con-

nection with the development and execution of 

their air pollution prevention and control pro-

grams; and 

(4) to encourage and assist the development 

and operation of regional air pollution preven-

tion and control programs. 

(c) Pollution prevention 
A primary goal of this chapter is to encourage 

or otherwise promote reasonable Federal, State, 

and local governmental actions, consistent with 

the provisions of this chapter, for pollution pre-

vention. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, § 101, formerly § 1, 

as added Pub. L. 88–206, § 1, Dec. 17, 1963, 77 Stat. 

392; renumbered § 101 and amended Pub. L. 

89–272, title I, § 101(2), (3), Oct. 20, 1965, 79 Stat. 

992; Pub. L. 90–148, § 2, Nov. 21, 1967, 81 Stat. 485; 

Pub. L. 101–549, title I, § 108(k), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 

Stat. 2468.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section was formerly classified to section 1857 of this 

title. 

PRIOR PROVISIONS 

Provisions similar to those in this section were con-

tained in a prior section 1857 of this title, act of July 

14, 1955, ch. 360, § 1, 69 Stat. 322, prior to the general 

amendment of this chapter by Pub. L. 88–206. 

AMENDMENTS 

1990—Subsec. (a)(3). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(k)(1), amend-

ed par. (3) generally. Prior to amendment, par. (3) read 

as follows: ‘‘that the prevention and control of air pol-

lution at its source is the primary responsibility of 

States and local governments; and’’. 

Subsec. (b)(4). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(k)(2), inserted 

‘‘prevention and’’ after ‘‘pollution’’. 

Subsec. (c). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(k)(3), added subsec. 

(c). 

1967—Subsec. (b)(1). Pub. L. 90–148 inserted ‘‘and en-

hance the quality of’’ after ‘‘to protect’’. 

1965—Subsec. (b). Pub. L. 89–272 substituted ‘‘this 

title’’ for ‘‘this Act’’, which for purposes of codification 

has been changed to ‘‘this subchapter’’. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1990 AMENDMENT 

Section 711(b) of Pub. L. 101–549 provided that: 

‘‘(1) Except as otherwise expressly provided, the 

amendments made by this Act [see Tables for classi-

fication] shall be effective on the date of enactment of 

this Act [Nov. 15, 1990]. 

‘‘(2) The Administrator’s authority to assess civil 

penalties under section 205(c) of the Clean Air Act [42 

U.S.C. 7524(c)], as amended by this Act, shall apply to 

violations that occur or continue on or after the date 

of enactment of this Act. Civil penalties for violations 

that occur prior to such date and do not continue after 

such date shall be assessed in accordance with the pro-

visions of the Clean Air Act [42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.] in 

effect immediately prior to the date of enactment of 

this Act. 

‘‘(3) The civil penalties prescribed under sections 

205(a) and 211(d)(1) of the Clean Air Act [42 U.S.C. 

7524(a), 7545(d)(1)], as amended by this Act, shall apply 

to violations that occur on or after the date of enact-

ment of this Act. Violations that occur prior to such 

date shall be subject to the civil penalty provisions pre-

scribed in sections 205(a) and 211(d) of the Clean Air Act 

in effect immediately prior to the enactment of this 

Act. The injunctive authority prescribed under section 

211(d)(2) of the Clean Air Act, as amended by this Act, 

shall apply to violations that occur or continue on or 

after the date of enactment of this Act. 

‘‘(4) For purposes of paragraphs (2) and (3), where the 

date of a violation cannot be determined it will be as-

sumed to be the date on which the violation is discov-

ered.’’ 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1977 AMENDMENT; PENDING AC-

TIONS; CONTINUATION OF RULES, CONTRACTS, AUTHOR-

IZATIONS, ETC.; IMPLEMENTATION PLANS 

Section 406 of Pub. L. 95–95, as amended by Pub. L. 

95–190, § 14(b)(6), Nov. 16, 1977, 91 Stat. 1405, provided 

that: 

‘‘(a) No suit, action, or other proceeding lawfully 

commenced by or against the Administrator or any 

other officer or employee of the United States in his of-

ficial capacity or in relation to the discharge of his of-

ficial duties under the Clean Air Act [this chapter], as 

in effect immediately prior to the date of enactment of 

this Act [Aug. 7, 1977] shall abate by reason of the tak-

ing effect of the amendments made by this Act [see 

Short Title of 1977 Amendment note below]. The court 

may, on its own motion or that of any party made at 

any time within twelve months after such taking ef-

fect, allow the same to be maintained by or against the 

Administrator or such officer or employee. 

‘‘(b) All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, 

contracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, 

or other actions duly issued, made, or taken by or pur-

suant to the Clean Air Act [this chapter], as in effect 

immediately prior to the date of enactment of this Act 

[Aug. 7, 1977], and pertaining to any functions, powers, 

requirements, and duties under the Clean Air Act, as in 

effect immediately prior to the date of enactment of 

this Act, and not suspended by the Administrator or 

the courts, shall continue in full force and effect after 

the date of enactment of this Act until modified or re-

scinded in accordance with the Clean Air Act as amend-

ed by this Act [see Short Title of 1977 Amendment note 

below]. 

‘‘(c) Nothing in this Act [see Short Title of 1977 

Amendment note below] nor any action taken pursuant 

to this Act shall in any way affect any requirement of 

an approved implementation plan in effect under sec-

tion 110 of the Clean Air Act [section 7410 of this title] 
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(designated in subsection (a)) which consists of the 

PM2.5 monitors necessary to implement the national 

ambient air quality standards is established by Decem-

ber 31, 1999. 
‘‘(c)(1) The Governors shall be required to submit des-

ignations referred to in section 107(d)(1) of the Clean 

Air Act [42 U.S.C. 7407(d)(1)] for each area following 

promulgation of the July 1997 PM2.5 national ambient 

air quality standard within 1 year after receipt of 3 

years of air quality monitoring data performed in ac-

cordance with any applicable Federal reference meth-

ods for the relevant areas. Only data from the monitor-

ing network designated in subsection (a) and other Fed-

eral reference method PM2.5 monitors shall be consid-

ered for such designations. Nothing in the previous sen-

tence shall be construed as affecting the Governor’s au-

thority to designate an area initially as nonattain-

ment, and the Administrator’s authority to promulgate 

the designation of an area as nonattainment, under sec-

tion 107(d)(1) of the Clean Air Act, based on its con-

tribution to ambient air quality in a nearby nonattain-

ment area. 
‘‘(2) For any area designated as nonattainment for 

the July 1997 PM2.5 national ambient air quality stand-

ard in accordance with the schedule set forth in this 

section, notwithstanding the time limit prescribed in 

paragraph (2) of section 169B(e) of the Clean Air Act [42 

U.S.C. 7492(e)(2)], the Administrator shall require State 

implementation plan revisions referred to in such para-

graph (2) to be submitted at the same time as State im-

plementation plan revisions referred to in section 172 of 

the Clean Air Act [42 U.S.C. 7502] implementing the re-

vised national ambient air quality standard for fine 

particulate matter are required to be submitted. For 

any area designated as attainment or unclassifiable for 

such standard, the Administrator shall require the 

State implementation plan revisions referred to in such 

paragraph (2) to be submitted 1 year after the area has 

been so designated. The preceding provisions of this 

paragraph shall not preclude the implementation of the 

agreements and recommendations set forth in the 

Grand Canyon Visibility Transport Commission Report 

dated June 1996. 
‘‘(d) The Administrator shall promulgate the designa-

tions referred to in section 107(d)(1) of the Clean Air 

Act [42 U.S.C. 7407(d)(1)] for each area following pro-

mulgation of the July 1997 PM2.5 national ambient air 

quality standard by the earlier of 1 year after the ini-

tial designations required under subsection (c)(1) are 

required to be submitted or December 31, 2005. 
‘‘(e) FIELD STUDY.—Not later than 2 years after the 

date of enactment of the SAFETEA–LU [Aug. 10, 2005], 

the Administrator shall— 
‘‘(1) conduct a field study of the ability of the PM2.5

Federal Reference Method to differentiate those par-

ticles that are larger than 2.5 micrometers in diame-

ter; 
‘‘(2) develop a Federal reference method to measure 

directly particles that are larger than 2.5 microm-

eters in diameter without reliance on subtracting 

from coarse particle measurements those particles 

that are equal to or smaller than 2.5 micrometers in 

diameter; 
‘‘(3) develop a method of measuring the composi-

tion of coarse particles; and 
‘‘(4) submit a report on the study and responsibil-

ities of the Administrator under paragraphs (1) 

through (3) to— 
‘‘(A) the Committee on Energy and Commerce of 

the House of Representatives; and 
‘‘(B) the Committee on Environment and Public 

Works of the Senate. 

‘‘SEC. 6103. OZONE DESIGNATION REQUIREMENTS. 

‘‘(a) The Governors shall be required to submit the 

designations referred to in section 107(d)(1) of the Clean 

Air Act [42 U.S.C. 7407(d)(1)] within 2 years following 

the promulgation of the July 1997 ozone national ambi-

ent air quality standards. 
‘‘(b) The Administrator shall promulgate final des-

ignations no later than 1 year after the designations re-

quired under subsection (a) are required to be submit-

ted. 

‘‘SEC. 6104. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS. 

‘‘Nothing in sections 6101 through 6103 shall be con-

strued by the Administrator of Environmental Protec-

tion Agency or any court, State, or person to affect any 

pending litigation or to be a ratification of the ozone or 

PM2.5 standards.’’ 

PENDING ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS 

Suits, actions, and other proceedings lawfully com-

menced by or against the Administrator or any other 

officer or employee of the United States in his official 

capacity or in relation to the discharge of his official 

duties under act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in 

effect immediately prior to the enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977], not to abate by reason of the taking 

effect of Pub. L. 95–95, see section 406(a) of Pub. L. 

95–95, set out as an Effective Date of 1977 Amendment 

note under section 7401 of this title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF RULES, REGULATIONS, 

ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, CONTRACTS, CERTIFI-

CATIONS, AUTHORIZATIONS, DELEGATIONS, AND OTHER 

ACTIONS 

All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, con-

tracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, or 

other actions duly issued, made, or taken by or pursu-

ant to act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in effect 

immediately prior to the date of enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977] to continue in full force and effect 

until modified or rescinded in accordance with act July 

14, 1955, as amended by Pub. L. 95–95 [this chapter], see 

section 406(b) of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as an Effective 

Date of 1977 Amendment note under section 7401 of this 

title. 

§ 7408. Air quality criteria and control tech-
niques 

(a) Air pollutant list; publication and revision by 
Administrator; issuance of air quality cri-
teria for air pollutants 

(1) For the purpose of establishing national 

primary and secondary ambient air quality 

standards, the Administrator shall within 30 

days after December 31, 1970, publish, and shall 

from time to time thereafter revise, a list which 

includes each air pollutant— 

(A) emissions of which, in his judgment, 

cause or contribute to air pollution which may 

reasonably be anticipated to endanger public 

health or welfare; 

(B) the presence of which in the ambient air 

results from numerous or diverse mobile or 

stationary sources; and 

(C) for which air quality criteria had not 

been issued before December 31, 1970 but for 

which he plans to issue air quality criteria 

under this section. 

(2) The Administrator shall issue air quality 

criteria for an air pollutant within 12 months 

after he has included such pollutant in a list 

under paragraph (1). Air quality criteria for an 

air pollutant shall accurately reflect the latest 

scientific knowledge useful in indicating the 

kind and extent of all identifiable effects on 

public health or welfare which may be expected 

from the presence of such pollutant in the ambi-

ent air, in varying quantities. The criteria for 

an air pollutant, to the extent practicable, shall 

include information on— 

(A) those variable factors (including atmos-

pheric conditions) which of themselves or in 
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1 See Codification note below. 

combination with other factors may alter the 

effects on public health or welfare of such air 

pollutant; 

(B) the types of air pollutants which, when 

present in the atmosphere, may interact with 

such pollutant to produce an adverse effect on 

public health or welfare; and 

(C) any known or anticipated adverse effects 

on welfare. 

(b) Issuance by Administrator of information on 
air pollution control techniques; standing 
consulting committees for air pollutants; es-
tablishment; membership 

(1) Simultaneously with the issuance of cri-

teria under subsection (a) of this section, the 

Administrator shall, after consultation with ap-

propriate advisory committees and Federal de-

partments and agencies, issue to the States and 

appropriate air pollution control agencies infor-

mation on air pollution control techniques, 

which information shall include data relating to 

the cost of installation and operation, energy re-

quirements, emission reduction benefits, and en-

vironmental impact of the emission control 

technology. Such information shall include such 

data as are available on available technology 

and alternative methods of prevention and con-

trol of air pollution. Such information shall also 

include data on alternative fuels, processes, and 

operating methods which will result in elimi-

nation or significant reduction of emissions. 

(2) In order to assist in the development of in-

formation on pollution control techniques, the 

Administrator may establish a standing consult-

ing committee for each air pollutant included in 

a list published pursuant to subsection (a)(1) of 

this section, which shall be comprised of tech-

nically qualified individuals representative of 

State and local governments, industry, and the 

academic community. Each such committee 

shall submit, as appropriate, to the Adminis-

trator information related to that required by 

paragraph (1). 

(c) Review, modification, and reissuance of cri-
teria or information 

The Administrator shall from time to time re-

view, and, as appropriate, modify, and reissue 

any criteria or information on control tech-

niques issued pursuant to this section. Not later 

than six months after August 7, 1977, the Admin-

istrator shall revise and reissue criteria relating 

to concentrations of NO2 over such period (not 

more than three hours) as he deems appropriate. 

Such criteria shall include a discussion of nitric 

and nitrous acids, nitrites, nitrates, nitros-

amines, and other carcinogenic and potentially 

carcinogenic derivatives of oxides of nitrogen. 

(d) Publication in Federal Register; availability 
of copies for general public 

The issuance of air quality criteria and infor-

mation on air pollution control techniques shall 

be announced in the Federal Register and copies 

shall be made available to the general public. 

(e) Transportation planning and guidelines 
The Administrator shall, after consultation 

with the Secretary of Transportation, and after 

providing public notice and opportunity for 

comment, and with State and local officials, 

within nine months after November 15, 1990,1 and 

periodically thereafter as necessary to maintain 

a continuous transportation-air quality plan-

ning process, update the June 1978 Transpor-

tation-Air Quality Planning Guidelines and pub-

lish guidance on the development and imple-

mentation of transportation and other measures 

necessary to demonstrate and maintain attain-

ment of national ambient air quality standards. 

Such guidelines shall include information on— 
(1) methods to identify and evaluate alter-

native planning and control activities; 
(2) methods of reviewing plans on a regular 

basis as conditions change or new information 

is presented; 
(3) identification of funds and other re-

sources necessary to implement the plan, in-

cluding interagency agreements on providing 

such funds and resources; 
(4) methods to assure participation by the 

public in all phases of the planning process; 

and 
(5) such other methods as the Administrator 

determines necessary to carry out a continu-

ous planning process. 

(f) Information regarding processes, procedures, 
and methods to reduce or control pollutants 
in transportation; reduction of mobile source 
related pollutants; reduction of impact on 
public health 

(1) The Administrator shall publish and make 

available to appropriate Federal, State, and 

local environmental and transportation agencies 

not later than one year after November 15, 1990, 

and from time to time thereafter— 
(A) information prepared, as appropriate, in 

consultation with the Secretary of Transpor-

tation, and after providing public notice and 

opportunity for comment, regarding the for-

mulation and emission reduction potential of 

transportation control measures related to 

criteria pollutants and their precursors, in-

cluding, but not limited to— 
(i) programs for improved public transit; 
(ii) restriction of certain roads or lanes to, 

or construction of such roads or lanes for use 

by, passenger buses or high occupancy vehi-

cles; 
(iii) employer-based transportation man-

agement plans, including incentives; 
(iv) trip-reduction ordinances; 
(v) traffic flow improvement programs 

that achieve emission reductions; 
(vi) fringe and transportation corridor 

parking facilities serving multiple occu-

pancy vehicle programs or transit service; 
(vii) programs to limit or restrict vehicle 

use in downtown areas or other areas of 

emission concentration particularly during 

periods of peak use; 
(viii) programs for the provision of all 

forms of high-occupancy, shared-ride serv-

ices; 
(ix) programs to limit portions of road sur-

faces or certain sections of the metropolitan 

area to the use of non-motorized vehicles or 

pedestrian use, both as to time and place; 
(x) programs for secure bicycle storage fa-

cilities and other facilities, including bicy-
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amended Pub. L. 95–95, title I, § 106, Aug. 7, 1977, 

91 Stat. 691.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section was formerly classified to section 1857c–4 of 

this title. 

PRIOR PROVISIONS 

A prior section 109 of act July 14, 1955, was renum-

bered section 116 by Pub. L. 91–604 and is classified to 

section 7416 of this title. 

AMENDMENTS 

1977—Subsec. (c). Pub. L. 95–95, § 106(b), added subsec. 

(c). 

Subsec. (d). Pub. L. 95–95, § 106(a), added subsec. (d). 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1977 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 95–95 effective Aug. 7, 1977, ex-

cept as otherwise expressly provided, see section 406(d) 

of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as a note under section 7401 of 

this title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF RULES, REGULATIONS, 

ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, CONTRACTS, CERTIFI-

CATIONS, AUTHORIZATIONS, DELEGATIONS, AND OTHER 

ACTIONS 

All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, con-

tracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, or 

other actions duly issued, made, or taken by or pursu-

ant to act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in effect 

immediately prior to the date of enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977] to continue in full force and effect 

until modified or rescinded in accordance with act July 

14, 1955, as amended by Pub. L. 95–95 [this chapter], see 

section 406(b) of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as an Effective 

Date of 1977 Amendment note under section 7401 of this 

title. 

TERMINATION OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES 

Advisory committees established after Jan. 5, 1973, to 

terminate not later than the expiration of the 2-year 

period beginning on the date of their establishment, 

unless, in the case of a committee established by the 

President or an officer of the Federal Government, such 

committee is renewed by appropriate action prior to 

the expiration of such 2-year period, or in the case of 

a committee established by the Congress, its duration 

is otherwise provided for by law. See section 14 of Pub. 

L. 92–463, Oct. 6, 1972, 86 Stat. 776, set out in the Appen-

dix to Title 5, Government Organization and Employ-

ees. 

ROLE OF SECONDARY STANDARDS 

Pub. L. 101–549, title VIII, § 817, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 

2697, provided that: 

‘‘(a) REPORT.—The Administrator shall request the 

National Academy of Sciences to prepare a report to 

the Congress on the role of national secondary ambient 

air quality standards in protecting welfare and the en-

vironment. The report shall: 

‘‘(1) include information on the effects on welfare 

and the environment which are caused by ambient 

concentrations of pollutants listed pursuant to sec-

tion 108 [42 U.S.C. 7408] and other pollutants which 

may be listed; 

‘‘(2) estimate welfare and environmental costs in-

curred as a result of such effects; 

‘‘(3) examine the role of secondary standards and 

the State implementation planning process in pre-

venting such effects; 

‘‘(4) determine ambient concentrations of each such 

pollutant which would be adequate to protect welfare 

and the environment from such effects; 

‘‘(5) estimate the costs and other impacts of meet-

ing secondary standards; and 

‘‘(6) consider other means consistent with the goals 

and objectives of the Clean Air Act [42 U.S.C. 7401 et 

seq.] which may be more effective than secondary 

standards in preventing or mitigating such effects. 

‘‘(b) SUBMISSION TO CONGRESS; COMMENTS; AUTHORIZA-

TION.—(1) The report shall be transmitted to the Con-

gress not later than 3 years after the date of enactment 

of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 [Nov. 15, 1990]. 

‘‘(2) At least 90 days before issuing a report the Ad-

ministrator shall provide an opportunity for public 

comment on the proposed report. The Administrator 

shall include in the final report a summary of the com-

ments received on the proposed report. 

‘‘(3) There are authorized to be appropriated such 

sums as are necessary to carry out this section.’’ 

§ 7410. State implementation plans for national 
primary and secondary ambient air quality 
standards 

(a) Adoption of plan by State; submission to Ad-
ministrator; content of plan; revision; new 
sources; indirect source review program; 
supplemental or intermittent control systems 

(1) Each State shall, after reasonable notice 

and public hearings, adopt and submit to the Ad-

ministrator, within 3 years (or such shorter pe-

riod as the Administrator may prescribe) after 

the promulgation of a national primary ambient 

air quality standard (or any revision thereof) 

under section 7409 of this title for any air pollut-

ant, a plan which provides for implementation, 

maintenance, and enforcement of such primary 

standard in each air quality control region (or 

portion thereof) within such State. In addition, 

such State shall adopt and submit to the Admin-

istrator (either as a part of a plan submitted 

under the preceding sentence or separately) 

within 3 years (or such shorter period as the Ad-

ministrator may prescribe) after the promulga-

tion of a national ambient air quality secondary 

standard (or revision thereof), a plan which pro-

vides for implementation, maintenance, and en-

forcement of such secondary standard in each 

air quality control region (or portion thereof) 

within such State. Unless a separate public 

hearing is provided, each State shall consider its 

plan implementing such secondary standard at 

the hearing required by the first sentence of this 

paragraph. 

(2) Each implementation plan submitted by a 

State under this chapter shall be adopted by the 

State after reasonable notice and public hear-

ing. Each such plan shall— 

(A) include enforceable emission limitations 

and other control measures, means, or tech-

niques (including economic incentives such as 

fees, marketable permits, and auctions of 

emissions rights), as well as schedules and 

timetables for compliance, as may be nec-

essary or appropriate to meet the applicable 

requirements of this chapter; 

(B) provide for establishment and operation 

of appropriate devices, methods, systems, and 

procedures necessary to— 

(i) monitor, compile, and analyze data on 

ambient air quality, and 

(ii) upon request, make such data available 

to the Administrator; 

(C) include a program to provide for the en-

forcement of the measures described in sub-

paragraph (A), and regulation of the modifica-

tion and construction of any stationary source 

within the areas covered by the plan as nec-
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essary to assure that national ambient air 
quality standards are achieved, including a 
permit program as required in parts C and D of 
this subchapter; 

(D) contain adequate provisions— 
(i) prohibiting, consistent with the provi-

sions of this subchapter, any source or other 
type of emissions activity within the State 
from emitting any air pollutant in amounts 
which will— 

(I) contribute significantly to nonattain-
ment in, or interfere with maintenance by, 
any other State with respect to any such 
national primary or secondary ambient air 
quality standard, or 

(II) interfere with measures required to 
be included in the applicable implementa-
tion plan for any other State under part C 
of this subchapter to prevent significant 
deterioration of air quality or to protect 
visibility, 

(ii) insuring compliance with the applica-
ble requirements of sections 7426 and 7415 of 
this title (relating to interstate and inter-
national pollution abatement); 

(E) provide (i) necessary assurances that the 
State (or, except where the Administrator 
deems inappropriate, the general purpose local 
government or governments, or a regional 
agency designated by the State or general pur-
pose local governments for such purpose) will 
have adequate personnel, funding, and author-
ity under State (and, as appropriate, local) law 
to carry out such implementation plan (and is 
not prohibited by any provision of Federal or 
State law from carrying out such implementa-
tion plan or portion thereof), (ii) requirements 
that the State comply with the requirements 
respecting State boards under section 7428 of 
this title, and (iii) necessary assurances that, 
where the State has relied on a local or re-
gional government, agency, or instrumental-
ity for the implementation of any plan provi-
sion, the State has responsibility for ensuring 
adequate implementation of such plan provi-
sion; 

(F) require, as may be prescribed by the Ad-
ministrator— 

(i) the installation, maintenance, and re-
placement of equipment, and the implemen-
tation of other necessary steps, by owners or 
operators of stationary sources to monitor 
emissions from such sources, 

(ii) periodic reports on the nature and 
amounts of emissions and emissions-related 
data from such sources, and 

(iii) correlation of such reports by the 
State agency with any emission limitations 
or standards established pursuant to this 
chapter, which reports shall be available at 
reasonable times for public inspection; 

(G) provide for authority comparable to that 
in section 7603 of this title and adequate con-
tingency plans to implement such authority; 

(H) provide for revision of such plan— 
(i) from time to time as may be necessary 

to take account of revisions of such national 
primary or secondary ambient air quality 
standard or the availability of improved or 
more expeditious methods of attaining such 

standard, and 

(ii) except as provided in paragraph (3)(C), 

whenever the Administrator finds on the 

basis of information available to the Admin-

istrator that the plan is substantially inad-

equate to attain the national ambient air 

quality standard which it implements or to 

otherwise comply with any additional re-

quirements established under this chapter; 

(I) in the case of a plan or plan revision for 

an area designated as a nonattainment area, 

meet the applicable requirements of part D of 

this subchapter (relating to nonattainment 

areas); 
(J) meet the applicable requirements of sec-

tion 7421 of this title (relating to consulta-

tion), section 7427 of this title (relating to pub-

lic notification), and part C of this subchapter 

(relating to prevention of significant deterio-

ration of air quality and visibility protection); 
(K) provide for— 

(i) the performance of such air quality 

modeling as the Administrator may pre-

scribe for the purpose of predicting the ef-

fect on ambient air quality of any emissions 

of any air pollutant for which the Adminis-

trator has established a national ambient 

air quality standard, and 
(ii) the submission, upon request, of data 

related to such air quality modeling to the 

Administrator; 

(L) require the owner or operator of each 

major stationary source to pay to the permit-

ting authority, as a condition of any permit 

required under this chapter, a fee sufficient to 

cover— 
(i) the reasonable costs of reviewing and 

acting upon any application for such a per-

mit, and 
(ii) if the owner or operator receives a per-

mit for such source, the reasonable costs of 

implementing and enforcing the terms and 

conditions of any such permit (not including 

any court costs or other costs associated 

with any enforcement action), 

until such fee requirement is superseded with 

respect to such sources by the Administrator’s 

approval of a fee program under subchapter V 

of this chapter; and 
(M) provide for consultation and participa-

tion by local political subdivisions affected by 

the plan. 

(3)(A) Repealed. Pub. L. 101–549, title I, 

§ 101(d)(1), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2409. 
(B) As soon as practicable, the Administrator 

shall, consistent with the purposes of this chap-

ter and the Energy Supply and Environmental 

Coordination Act of 1974 [15 U.S.C. 791 et seq.], 

review each State’s applicable implementation 

plans and report to the State on whether such 

plans can be revised in relation to fuel burning 

stationary sources (or persons supplying fuel to 

such sources) without interfering with the at-

tainment and maintenance of any national am-

bient air quality standard within the period per-

mitted in this section. If the Administrator de-

termines that any such plan can be revised, he 

shall notify the State that a plan revision may 

be submitted by the State. Any plan revision 

which is submitted by the State shall, after pub-
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Pub. L. 95–95, § 107(b), added subsec. (g) relating to 

Governor’s authority to issue temporary emergency 

suspensions. 

Subsec. (h). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(5), redesignated sub-

sec. (g), added by Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(g), as (h). Former 

subsec. (h) redesignated (i). 

Subsec. (i). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(5), redesignated sub-

sec. (h), added by Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(g), as (i). Former 

subsec. (i) redesignated (j) and amended. 

Subsec. (j). Pub. L. 95–190 § 14(a)(5), (6), redesignated 

subsec. (i), added by Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(g), as (j) and in 

subsec. (j) as so redesignated, substituted ‘‘will enable 

such source’’ for ‘‘at such source will enable it’’. 

1974—Subsec. (a)(3). Pub. L. 93–319, § 4(a), designated 

existing provisions as subpar. (A) and added subpar. (B). 

Subsec. (c). Pub. L. 93–319, § 4(b), designated existing 

provisions as par. (1) and existing pars. (1), (2), and (3) 

as subpars. (A), (B), and (C), respectively, of such redes-

ignated par. (1), and added par. (2). 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1977 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 95–95 effective Aug. 7, 1977, ex-

cept as otherwise expressly provided, see section 406(d) 

of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as a note under section 7401 of 

this title. 

PENDING ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS 

Suits, actions, and other proceedings lawfully com-

menced by or against the Administrator or any other 

officer or employee of the United States in his official 

capacity or in relation to the discharge of his official 

duties under act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in 

effect immediately prior to the enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977], not to abate by reason of the taking 

effect of Pub. L. 95–95, see section 406(a) of Pub. L. 

95–95, set out as an Effective Date of 1977 Amendment 

note under section 7401 of this title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF RULES, REGULATIONS, 

ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, CONTRACTS, CERTIFI-

CATIONS, AUTHORIZATIONS, DELEGATIONS, AND OTHER 

ACTIONS 

All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, con-

tracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, or 

other actions duly issued, made, or taken by or pursu-

ant to act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in effect 

immediately prior to the date of enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977] to continue in full force and effect 

until modified or rescinded in accordance with act July 

14, 1955, as amended by Pub. L. 95–95 [this chapter], see 

section 406(b) of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as an Effective 

Date of 1977 Amendment note under section 7401 of this 

title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF IMPLEMENTATION 

PLANS APPROVED AND IN EFFECT PRIOR TO AUG. 7, 

1977 

Nothing in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 

[Pub. L. 95–95] to affect any requirement of an approved 

implementation plan under this section or any other 

provision in effect under this chapter before Aug. 7, 

1977, until modified or rescinded in accordance with 

this chapter as amended by the Clean Air Act Amend-

ments of 1977, see section 406(c) of Pub. L. 95–95, set out 

as an Effective Date of 1977 Amendment note under sec-

tion 7401 of this title. 

SAVINGS PROVISION 

Section 16 of Pub. L. 91–604 provided that: 

‘‘(a)(1) Any implementation plan adopted by any 

State and submitted to the Secretary of Health, Edu-

cation, and Welfare, or to the Administrator pursuant 

to the Clean Air Act [this chapter] prior to enactment 

of this Act [Dec. 31, 1970] may be approved under sec-

tion 110 of the Clean Air Act [this section] (as amended 

by this Act) [Pub. L. 91–604] and shall remain in effect, 

unless the Administrator determines that such imple-

mentation plan, or any portion thereof, is not consist-

ent with applicable requirements of the Clean Air Act 

[this chapter] (as amended by this Act) and will not 

provide for the attainment of national primary ambi-

ent air quality standards in the time required by such 

Act. If the Administrator so determines, he shall, with-

in 90 days after promulgation of any national ambient 

air quality standards pursuant to section 109(a) of the 

Clean Air Act [section 7409(a) of this title], notify the 

State and specify in what respects changes are needed 

to meet the additional requirements of such Act, in-

cluding requirements to implement national secondary 

ambient air quality standards. If such changes are not 

adopted by the State after public hearings and within 

six months after such notification, the Administrator 

shall promulgate such changes pursuant to section 

110(c) of such Act [subsec. (c) of this section]. 

‘‘(2) The amendments made by section 4(b) [amending 

sections 7403 and 7415 of this title] shall not be con-

strued as repealing or modifying the powers of the Ad-

ministrator with respect to any conference convened 

under section 108(d) of the Clean Air Act [section 7415 

of this title] before the date of enactment of this Act 

[Dec. 31, 1970]. 

‘‘(b) Regulations or standards issued under this title 

II of the Clean Air Act [subchapter II of this chapter] 

prior to the enactment of this Act [Dec. 31, 1970] shall 

continue in effect until revised by the Administrator 

consistent with the purposes of such Act [this chap-

ter].’’ 

FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATOR 

‘‘Federal Energy Administrator’’, for purposes of this 

chapter, to mean Administrator of Federal Energy Ad-

ministration established by Pub. L. 93–275, May 7, 1974, 

88 Stat. 97, which is classified to section 761 et seq. of 

Title 15, Commerce and Trade, but with the term to 

mean any officer of the United States designated as 

such by the President until Federal Energy Adminis-

trator takes office and after Federal Energy Adminis-

tration ceases to exist, see section 798 of Title 15, Com-

merce and Trade. 

Federal Energy Administration terminated and func-

tions vested by law in Administrator thereof trans-

ferred to Secretary of Energy (unless otherwise specifi-

cally provided) by sections 7151(a) and 7293 of this title. 

§ 7411. Standards of performance for new station-
ary sources 

(a) Definitions 
For purposes of this section: 

(1) The term ‘‘standard of performance’’ 

means a standard for emissions of air pollut-

ants which reflects the degree of emission lim-

itation achievable through the application of 

the best system of emission reduction which 

(taking into account the cost of achieving 

such reduction and any nonair quality health 

and environmental impact and energy require-

ments) the Administrator determines has been 

adequately demonstrated. 

(2) The term ‘‘new source’’ means any sta-

tionary source, the construction or modifica-

tion of which is commenced after the publica-

tion of regulations (or, if earlier, proposed reg-

ulations) prescribing a standard of perform-

ance under this section which will be applica-

ble to such source. 

(3) The term ‘‘stationary source’’ means any 

building, structure, facility, or installation 

which emits or may emit any air pollutant. 

Nothing in subchapter II of this chapter relat-

ing to nonroad engines shall be construed to 

apply to stationary internal combustion en-

gines. 

(4) The term ‘‘modification’’ means any 

physical change in, or change in the method of 
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1 See References in Text note below. 

operation of, a stationary source which in-

creases the amount of any air pollutant emit-

ted by such source or which results in the 

emission of any air pollutant not previously 

emitted. 
(5) The term ‘‘owner or operator’’ means any 

person who owns, leases, operates, controls, or 

supervises a stationary source. 
(6) The term ‘‘existing source’’ means any 

stationary source other than a new source. 
(7) The term ‘‘technological system of con-

tinuous emission reduction’’ means— 
(A) a technological process for production 

or operation by any source which is inher-

ently low-polluting or nonpolluting, or 
(B) a technological system for continuous 

reduction of the pollution generated by a 

source before such pollution is emitted into 

the ambient air, including precombustion 

cleaning or treatment of fuels. 

(8) A conversion to coal (A) by reason of an 

order under section 2(a) of the Energy Supply 

and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 

[15 U.S.C. 792(a)] or any amendment thereto, 

or any subsequent enactment which super-

sedes such Act [15 U.S.C. 791 et seq.], or (B) 

which qualifies under section 7413(d)(5)(A)(ii) 1 

of this title, shall not be deemed to be a modi-

fication for purposes of paragraphs (2) and (4) 

of this subsection. 

(b) List of categories of stationary sources; 
standards of performance; information on 
pollution control techniques; sources owned 
or operated by United States; particular sys-
tems; revised standards 

(1)(A) The Administrator shall, within 90 days 

after December 31, 1970, publish (and from time 

to time thereafter shall revise) a list of cat-

egories of stationary sources. He shall include a 

category of sources in such list if in his judg-

ment it causes, or contributes significantly to, 

air pollution which may reasonably be antici-

pated to endanger public health or welfare. 
(B) Within one year after the inclusion of a 

category of stationary sources in a list under 

subparagraph (A), the Administrator shall pub-

lish proposed regulations, establishing Federal 

standards of performance for new sources within 

such category. The Administrator shall afford 

interested persons an opportunity for written 

comment on such proposed regulations. After 

considering such comments, he shall promul-

gate, within one year after such publication, 

such standards with such modifications as he 

deems appropriate. The Administrator shall, at 

least every 8 years, review and, if appropriate, 

revise such standards following the procedure 

required by this subsection for promulgation of 

such standards. Notwithstanding the require-

ments of the previous sentence, the Adminis-

trator need not review any such standard if the 

Administrator determines that such review is 

not appropriate in light of readily available in-

formation on the efficacy of such standard. 

Standards of performance or revisions thereof 

shall become effective upon promulgation. When 

implementation and enforcement of any require-

ment of this chapter indicate that emission lim-

itations and percent reductions beyond those re-

quired by the standards promulgated under this 

section are achieved in practice, the Adminis-

trator shall, when revising standards promul-

gated under this section, consider the emission 

limitations and percent reductions achieved in 

practice. 
(2) The Administrator may distinguish among 

classes, types, and sizes within categories of new 

sources for the purpose of establishing such 

standards. 
(3) The Administrator shall, from time to 

time, issue information on pollution control 

techniques for categories of new sources and air 

pollutants subject to the provisions of this sec-

tion. 
(4) The provisions of this section shall apply to 

any new source owned or operated by the United 

States. 
(5) Except as otherwise authorized under sub-

section (h) of this section, nothing in this sec-

tion shall be construed to require, or to author-

ize the Administrator to require, any new or 

modified source to install and operate any par-

ticular technological system of continuous 

emission reduction to comply with any new 

source standard of performance. 
(6) The revised standards of performance re-

quired by enactment of subsection (a)(1)(A)(i) 

and (ii) 1 of this section shall be promulgated not 

later than one year after August 7, 1977. Any 

new or modified fossil fuel fired stationary 

source which commences construction prior to 

the date of publication of the proposed revised 

standards shall not be required to comply with 

such revised standards. 

(c) State implementation and enforcement of 
standards of performance 

(1) Each State may develop and submit to the 

Administrator a procedure for implementing 

and enforcing standards of performance for new 

sources located in such State. If the Adminis-

trator finds the State procedure is adequate, he 

shall delegate to such State any authority he 

has under this chapter to implement and enforce 

such standards. 
(2) Nothing in this subsection shall prohibit 

the Administrator from enforcing any applicable 

standard of performance under this section. 

(d) Standards of performance for existing 
sources; remaining useful life of source 

(1) The Administrator shall prescribe regula-

tions which shall establish a procedure similar 

to that provided by section 7410 of this title 

under which each State shall submit to the Ad-

ministrator a plan which (A) establishes stand-

ards of performance for any existing source for 

any air pollutant (i) for which air quality cri-

teria have not been issued or which is not in-

cluded on a list published under section 7408(a) 

of this title or emitted from a source category 

which is regulated under section 7412 of this 

title but (ii) to which a standard of performance 

under this section would apply if such existing 

source were a new source, and (B) provides for 

the implementation and enforcement of such 

standards of performance. Regulations of the 

Administrator under this paragraph shall per-

mit the State in applying a standard of perform-

ance to any particular source under a plan sub-
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mitted under this paragraph to take into consid-
eration, among other factors, the remaining use-
ful life of the existing source to which such 
standard applies. 

(2) The Administrator shall have the same au-
thority— 

(A) to prescribe a plan for a State in cases 
where the State fails to submit a satisfactory 
plan as he would have under section 7410(c) of 
this title in the case of failure to submit an 
implementation plan, and 

(B) to enforce the provisions of such plan in 
cases where the State fails to enforce them as 
he would have under sections 7413 and 7414 of 
this title with respect to an implementation 
plan. 

In promulgating a standard of performance 
under a plan prescribed under this paragraph, 
the Administrator shall take into consideration, 
among other factors, remaining useful lives of 
the sources in the category of sources to which 
such standard applies. 

(e) Prohibited acts 
After the effective date of standards of per-

formance promulgated under this section, it 
shall be unlawful for any owner or operator of 
any new source to operate such source in viola-
tion of any standard of performance applicable 
to such source. 

(f) New source standards of performance 
(1) For those categories of major stationary 

sources that the Administrator listed under sub-
section (b)(1)(A) of this section before November 
15, 1990, and for which regulations had not been 
proposed by the Administrator by November 15, 
1990, the Administrator shall— 

(A) propose regulations establishing stand-
ards of performance for at least 25 percent of 
such categories of sources within 2 years after 
November 15, 1990; 

(B) propose regulations establishing stand-
ards of performance for at least 50 percent of 
such categories of sources within 4 years after 
November 15, 1990; and 

(C) propose regulations for the remaining 
categories of sources within 6 years after No-
vember 15, 1990. 

(2) In determining priorities for promulgating 
standards for categories of major stationary 
sources for the purpose of paragraph (1), the Ad-
ministrator shall consider— 

(A) the quantity of air pollutant emissions 
which each such category will emit, or will be 
designed to emit; 

(B) the extent to which each such pollutant 
may reasonably be anticipated to endanger 
public health or welfare; and 

(C) the mobility and competitive nature of 
each such category of sources and the con-
sequent need for nationally applicable new 
source standards of performance. 

(3) Before promulgating any regulations under 
this subsection or listing any category of major 
stationary sources as required under this sub-
section, the Administrator shall consult with 
appropriate representatives of the Governors 
and of State air pollution control agencies. 

(g) Revision of regulations 
(1) Upon application by the Governor of a 

State showing that the Administrator has failed 

to specify in regulations under subsection (f)(1) 

of this section any category of major stationary 

sources required to be specified under such regu-

lations, the Administrator shall revise such reg-

ulations to specify any such category. 

(2) Upon application of the Governor of a 

State, showing that any category of stationary 

sources which is not included in the list under 

subsection (b)(1)(A) of this section contributes 

significantly to air pollution which may reason-

ably be anticipated to endanger public health or 

welfare (notwithstanding that such category is 

not a category of major stationary sources), the 

Administrator shall revise such regulations to 

specify such category of stationary sources. 

(3) Upon application of the Governor of a State 

showing that the Administrator has failed to 

apply properly the criteria required to be con-

sidered under subsection (f)(2) of this section, 

the Administrator shall revise the list under 

subsection (b)(1)(A) of this section to apply prop-

erly such criteria. 

(4) Upon application of the Governor of a State 

showing that— 

(A) a new, innovative, or improved tech-

nology or process which achieves greater con-

tinuous emission reduction has been ade-

quately demonstrated for any category of sta-

tionary sources, and 

(B) as a result of such technology or process, 

the new source standard of performance in ef-

fect under this section for such category no 

longer reflects the greatest degree of emission 

limitation achievable through application of 

the best technological system of continuous 

emission reduction which (taking into consid-

eration the cost of achieving such emission re-

duction, and any non-air quality health and 

environmental impact and energy require-

ments) has been adequately demonstrated, 

the Administrator shall revise such standard of 

performance for such category accordingly. 

(5) Unless later deadlines for action of the Ad-

ministrator are otherwise prescribed under this 

section, the Administrator shall, not later than 

three months following the date of receipt of 

any application by a Governor of a State, ei-

ther— 

(A) find that such application does not con-

tain the requisite showing and deny such ap-

plication, or 

(B) grant such application and take the ac-

tion required under this subsection. 

(6) Before taking any action required by sub-

section (f) of this section or by this subsection, 

the Administrator shall provide notice and op-

portunity for public hearing. 

(h) Design, equipment, work practice, or oper-
ational standard; alternative emission limita-
tion 

(1) For purposes of this section, if in the judg-

ment of the Administrator, it is not feasible to 

prescribe or enforce a standard of performance, 

he may instead promulgate a design, equipment, 

work practice, or operational standard, or com-

bination thereof, which reflects the best techno-

logical system of continuous emission reduction 

which (taking into consideration the cost of 

achieving such emission reduction, and any non- 
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air quality health and environmental impact 
and energy requirements) the Administrator de-
termines has been adequately demonstrated. In 
the event the Administrator promulgates a de-
sign or equipment standard under this sub-
section, he shall include as part of such standard 
such requirements as will assure the proper op-
eration and maintenance of any such element of 
design or equipment. 

(2) For the purpose of this subsection, the 
phrase ‘‘not feasible to prescribe or enforce a 
standard of performance’’ means any situation 
in which the Administrator determines that (A) 
a pollutant or pollutants cannot be emitted 
through a conveyance designed and constructed 
to emit or capture such pollutant, or that any 
requirement for, or use of, such a conveyance 
would be inconsistent with any Federal, State, 
or local law, or (B) the application of measure-
ment methodology to a particular class of 
sources is not practicable due to technological 
or economic limitations. 

(3) If after notice and opportunity for public 
hearing, any person establishes to the satisfac-
tion of the Administrator that an alternative 
means of emission limitation will achieve a re-
duction in emissions of any air pollutant at 
least equivalent to the reduction in emissions of 
such air pollutant achieved under the require-
ments of paragraph (1), the Administrator shall 
permit the use of such alternative by the source 
for purposes of compliance with this section 
with respect to such pollutant. 

(4) Any standard promulgated under paragraph 
(1) shall be promulgated in terms of standard of 
performance whenever it becomes feasible to 
promulgate and enforce such standard in such 
terms. 

(5) Any design, equipment, work practice, or 
operational standard, or any combination there-
of, described in this subsection shall be treated 
as a standard of performance for purposes of the 
provisions of this chapter (other than the provi-
sions of subsection (a) of this section and this 
subsection). 

(i) Country elevators 
Any regulations promulgated by the Adminis-

trator under this section applicable to grain ele-
vators shall not apply to country elevators (as 
defined by the Administrator) which have a 
storage capacity of less than two million five 
hundred thousand bushels. 

(j) Innovative technological systems of continu-
ous emission reduction 

(1)(A) Any person proposing to own or operate 
a new source may request the Administrator for 
one or more waivers from the requirements of 
this section for such source or any portion 
thereof with respect to any air pollutant to en-
courage the use of an innovative technological 
system or systems of continuous emission re-
duction. The Administrator may, with the con-
sent of the Governor of the State in which the 
source is to be located, grant a waiver under this 
paragraph, if the Administrator determines 
after notice and opportunity for public hearing, 
that— 

(i) the proposed system or systems have not 
been adequately demonstrated, 

(ii) the proposed system or systems will op-
erate effectively and there is a substantial 

likelihood that such system or systems will 

achieve greater continuous emission reduction 

than that required to be achieved under the 

standards of performance which would other-

wise apply, or achieve at least an equivalent 

reduction at lower cost in terms of energy, 

economic, or nonair quality environmental 

impact, 
(iii) the owner or operator of the proposed 

source has demonstrated to the satisfaction of 

the Administrator that the proposed system 

will not cause or contribute to an unreason-

able risk to public health, welfare, or safety in 

its operation, function, or malfunction, and 
(iv) the granting of such waiver is consistent 

with the requirements of subparagraph (C). 

In making any determination under clause (ii), 

the Administrator shall take into account any 

previous failure of such system or systems to 

operate effectively or to meet any requirement 

of the new source performance standards. In de-

termining whether an unreasonable risk exists 

under clause (iii), the Administrator shall con-

sider, among other factors, whether and to what 

extent the use of the proposed technological sys-

tem will cause, increase, reduce, or eliminate 

emissions of any unregulated pollutants; avail-

able methods for reducing or eliminating any 

risk to public health, welfare, or safety which 

may be associated with the use of such system; 

and the availability of other technological sys-

tems which may be used to conform to standards 

under this section without causing or contribut-

ing to such unreasonable risk. The Adminis-

trator may conduct such tests and may require 

the owner or operator of the proposed source to 

conduct such tests and provide such information 

as is necessary to carry out clause (iii) of this 

subparagraph. Such requirements shall include a 

requirement for prompt reporting of the emis-

sion of any unregulated pollutant from a system 

if such pollutant was not emitted, or was emit-

ted in significantly lesser amounts without use 

of such system. 
(B) A waiver under this paragraph shall be 

granted on such terms and conditions as the Ad-

ministrator determines to be necessary to as-

sure— 
(i) emissions from the source will not pre-

vent attainment and maintenance of any na-

tional ambient air quality standards, and 
(ii) proper functioning of the technological 

system or systems authorized. 

Any such term or condition shall be treated as 

a standard of performance for the purposes of 

subsection (e) of this section and section 7413 of 

this title. 
(C) The number of waivers granted under this 

paragraph with respect to a proposed techno-

logical system of continuous emission reduction 

shall not exceed such number as the Adminis-

trator finds necessary to ascertain whether or 

not such system will achieve the conditions 

specified in clauses (ii) and (iii) of subparagraph 

(A). 
(D) A waiver under this paragraph shall extend 

to the sooner of— 
(i) the date determined by the Adminis-

trator, after consultation with the owner or 

operator of the source, taking into consider-
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ation the design, installation, and capital cost 

of the technological system or systems being 

used, or 
(ii) the date on which the Administrator de-

termines that such system has failed to— 
(I) achieve at least an equivalent continu-

ous emission reduction to that required to 

be achieved under the standards of perform-

ance which would otherwise apply, or 
(II) comply with the condition specified in 

paragraph (1)(A)(iii), 

and that such failure cannot be corrected. 

(E) In carrying out subparagraph (D)(i), the 

Administrator shall not permit any waiver for a 

source or portion thereof to extend beyond the 

date— 
(i) seven years after the date on which any 

waiver is granted to such source or portion 

thereof, or 
(ii) four years after the date on which such 

source or portion thereof commences oper-

ation, 

whichever is earlier. 
(F) No waiver under this subsection shall 

apply to any portion of a source other than the 

portion on which the innovative technological 

system or systems of continuous emission re-

duction is used. 
(2)(A) If a waiver under paragraph (1) is termi-

nated under clause (ii) of paragraph (1)(D), the 

Administrator shall grant an extension of the 

requirements of this section for such source for 

such minimum period as may be necessary to 

comply with the applicable standard of perform-

ance under this section. Such period shall not 

extend beyond the date three years from the 

time such waiver is terminated. 
(B) An extension granted under this paragraph 

shall set forth emission limits and a compliance 

schedule containing increments of progress 

which require compliance with the applicable 

standards of performance as expeditiously as 

practicable and include such measures as are 

necessary and practicable in the interim to min-

imize emissions. Such schedule shall be treated 

as a standard of performance for purposes of 

subsection (e) of this section and section 7413 of 

this title. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, § 111, as added Pub. 

L. 91–604, § 4(a), Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1683; 

amended Pub. L. 92–157, title III, § 302(f), Nov. 18, 

1971, 85 Stat. 464; Pub. L. 95–95, title I, 

§ 109(a)–(d)(1), (e), (f), title IV, § 401(b), Aug. 7, 

1977, 91 Stat. 697–703, 791; Pub. L. 95–190, 

§ 14(a)(7)–(9), Nov. 16, 1977, 91 Stat. 1399; Pub. L. 

95–623, § 13(a), Nov. 9, 1978, 92 Stat. 3457; Pub. L. 

101–549, title I, § 108(e)–(g), title III, § 302(a), (b), 

title IV, § 403(a), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2467, 2574, 

2631.) 

REFERENCES IN TEXT 

Such Act, referred to in subsec. (a)(8), means Pub. L. 

93–319, June 22, 1974, 88 Stat. 246, as amended, known as 

the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination 

Act of 1974, which is classified principally to chapter 

16C (§ 791 et seq.) of Title 15, Commerce and Trade. For 

complete classification of this Act to the Code, see 

Short Title note set out under section 791 of Title 15 

and Tables. 
Section 7413 of this title, referred to in subsec. (a)(8), 

was amended generally by Pub. L. 101–549, title VII, 

§ 701, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2672, and, as so amended, 

subsec. (d) of section 7413 no longer relates to final 

compliance orders. 
Subsection (a)(1) of this section, referred to in subsec. 

(b)(6), was amended generally by Pub. L. 101–549, title 

VII, § 403(a), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2631, and, as so 

amended, no longer contains subpars. 

CODIFICATION 

Section was formerly classified to section 1857c–6 of 

this title. 

PRIOR PROVISIONS 

A prior section 111 of act July 14, 1955, was renum-

bered section 118 by Pub. L. 91–604 and is classified to 

section 7418 of this title. 

AMENDMENTS 

1990—Subsec. (a)(1). Pub. L. 101–549, § 403(a), amended 

par. (1) generally, substituting provisions defining 

‘‘standard of performance’’ with respect to any air pol-

lutant for provisions defining such term with respect to 

subsec. (b) fossil fuel fired and other stationary sources 

and subsec. (d) particular sources. 
Subsec. (a)(3). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(f), inserted at end 

‘‘Nothing in subchapter II of this chapter relating to 

nonroad engines shall be construed to apply to station-

ary internal combustion engines.’’ 
Subsec. (b)(1)(B). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(e)(1), sub-

stituted ‘‘Within one year’’ for ‘‘Within 120 days’’, 

‘‘within one year’’ for ‘‘within 90 days’’, and ‘‘every 8 

years’’ for ‘‘every four years’’, inserted before last sen-

tence ‘‘Notwithstanding the requirements of the pre-

vious sentence, the Administrator need not review any 

such standard if the Administrator determines that 

such review is not appropriate in light of readily avail-

able information on the efficacy of such standard.’’, 

and inserted at end ‘‘When implementation and en-

forcement of any requirement of this chapter indicate 

that emission limitations and percent reductions be-

yond those required by the standards promulgated 

under this section are achieved in practice, the Admin-

istrator shall, when revising standards promulgated 

under this section, consider the emission limitations 

and percent reductions achieved in practice.’’ 
Subsec. (d)(1)(A)(i). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(a), which di-

rected the substitution of ‘‘7412(b)’’ for ‘‘7412(b)(1)(A)’’, 

could not be executed, because of the prior amendment 

by Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(g), see below. 
Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(g), substituted ‘‘or emitted from 

a source category which is regulated under section 7412 

of this title’’ for ‘‘or 7412(b)(1)(A)’’. 
Subsec. (f)(1). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(e)(2), amended par. 

(1) generally, substituting present provisions for provi-

sions requiring the Administrator to promulgate regu-

lations listing the categories of major stationary 

sources not on the required list by Aug. 7, 1977, and reg-

ulations establishing standards of performance for such 

categories. 
Subsec. (g)(5) to (8). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(b), redesig-

nated par. (7) as (5) and struck out ‘‘or section 7412 of 

this title’’ after ‘‘this section’’, redesignated par. (8) as 

(6), and struck out former pars. (5) and (6) which read 

as follows: 
‘‘(5) Upon application by the Governor of a State 

showing that the Administrator has failed to list any 

air pollutant which causes, or contributes to, air pollu-

tion which may reasonably be anticipated to result in 

an increase in mortality or an increase in serious irre-

versible, or incapacitating reversible, illness as a haz-

ardous air pollutant under section 7412 of this title the 

Administrator shall revise the list of hazardous air pol-

lutants under such section to include such pollutant. 
‘‘(6) Upon application by the Governor of a State 

showing that any category of stationary sources of a 

hazardous air pollutant listed under section 7412 of this 

title is not subject to emission standards under such 

section, the Administrator shall propose and promul-

gate such emission standards applicable to such cat-

egory of sources.’’ 
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1978—Subsecs. (d)(1)(A)(ii), (g)(4)(B). Pub. L. 95–623, 

§ 13(a)(2), substituted ‘‘under this section’’ for ‘‘under 

subsection (b) of this section’’. 
Subsec. (h)(5). Pub. L. 95–623, § 13(a)(1), added par. (5). 
Subsec. (j). Pub. L. 95–623, § 13(a)(3), substituted in 

pars. (1)(A) and (2)(A) ‘‘standards under this section’’ 

and ‘‘under this section’’ for ‘‘standards under sub-

section (b) of this section’’ and ‘‘under subsection (b) of 

this section’’, respectively. 
1977—Subsec. (a)(1). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(c)(1)(A), added 

subpars. (A), (B), and (C), substituted ‘‘For the purpose 

of subparagraphs (A)(i) and (ii) and (B), a standard of 

performance shall reflect’’ for ‘‘a standard for emis-

sions of air pollutants which reflects’’, ‘‘and the per-

centage reduction achievable’’ for ‘‘achievable’’, and 

‘‘technological system of continuous emission reduc-

tion which (taking into consideration the cost of 

achieving such emission reduction, and any nonair 

quality health and environment impact and energy re-

quirements)’’ for ‘‘system of emission reduction which 

(taking into account the cost of achieving such reduc-

tion)’’ in existing provisions, and inserted provision 

that, for the purpose of subparagraph (1)(A)(ii), any 

cleaning of the fuel or reduction in the pollution char-

acteristics of the fuel after extraction and prior to 

combustion may be credited, as determined under regu-

lations promulgated by the Administrator, to a source 

which burns such fuel. 
Subsec. (a)(7). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(c)(1)(B), added par. 

(7) defining ‘‘technological system of continuous emis-

sion reduction’’. 
Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(f), added par. (7) directing that 

under certain circumstances a conversion to coal not 

be deemed a modification for purposes of pars. (2) and 

(4). 
Subsec. (a)(7), (8). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(7), redesig-

nated second par. (7) as (8). 
Subsec. (b)(1)(A). Pub. L. 95–95, § 401(b), substituted 

‘‘such list if in his judgment it causes, or contributes 

significantly to, air pollution which may reasonably be 

anticipated to endanger’’ for ‘‘such list if he determines 

it may contribute significantly to air pollution which 

causes or contributes to the endangerment of’’. 
Subsec. (b)(1)(B). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(c)(2), substituted 

‘‘shall, at least every four years, review and, if appro-

priate,’’ for ‘‘may, from time to time,’’. 
Subsec. (b)(5), (6). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(c)(3), added pars. 

(5) and (6). 
Subsec. (c)(1). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(d)(1), struck out 

‘‘(except with respect to new sources owned or operated 

by the United States)’’ after ‘‘implement and enforce 

such standards’’. 
Subsec. (d)(1). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(b)(1), substituted 

‘‘standards of performance’’ for ‘‘emission standards’’ 

and inserted provisions directing that regulations of 

the Administrator permit the State, in applying a 

standard of performance to any particular source under 

a submitted plan, to take into consideration, among 

other factors, the remaining useful life of the existing 

source to which the standard applies. 
Subsec. (d)(2). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(b)(2), provided that, 

in promulgating a standard of performance under a 

plan, the Administrator take into consideration, 

among other factors, the remaining useful lives of the 

sources in the category of sources to which the stand-

ard applies. 
Subsecs. (f) to (i). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(a), added sub-

secs. (f) to (i). 
Subsecs. (j), (k). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(8), (9), redesig-

nated subsec. (k) as (j) and, as so redesignated, sub-

stituted ‘‘(B)’’ for ‘‘(8)’’ as designation for second sub-

par. in par. (2). Former subsec. (j), added by Pub. L. 

95–95, § 109(e), which related to compliance with applica-

ble standards of performance, was struck out. 
Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(e), added subsec. (k). 
1971—Subsec. (b)(1)(B). Pub. L. 92–157 substituted in 

first sentence ‘‘publish proposed’’ for ‘‘propose’’. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1977 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 95–95 effective Aug. 7, 1977, ex-

cept as otherwise expressly provided, see section 406(d) 

of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as a note under section 7401 of 
this title. 

REGULATIONS 

Section 403(b), (c) of Pub. L. 101–549 provided that: 
‘‘(b) REVISED REGULATIONS.—Not later than three 

years after the date of enactment of the Clean Air Act 
Amendments of 1990 [Nov. 15, 1990], the Administrator 
shall promulgate revised regulations for standards of 
performance for new fossil fuel fired electric utility 
units commencing construction after the date on which 
such regulations are proposed that, at a minimum, re-
quire any source subject to such revised standards to 
emit sulfur dioxide at a rate not greater than would 
have resulted from compliance by such source with the 
applicable standards of performance under this section 
[amending sections 7411 and 7479 of this title] prior to 
such revision. 

‘‘(c) APPLICABILITY.—The provisions of subsections (a) 
[amending this section] and (b) apply only so long as 
the provisions of section 403(e) of the Clean Air Act [42 
U.S.C. 7651b(e)] remain in effect.’’ 

TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS 

Enforcement functions of Administrator or other offi-
cial in Environmental Protection Agency related to 
compliance with new source performance standards 
under this section with respect to pre-construction, 
construction, and initial operation of transportation 
system for Canadian and Alaskan natural gas trans-
ferred to Federal Inspector, Office of Federal Inspector 
for the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System, 
until first anniversary of date of initial operation of 
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System, see Reorg. 
Plan No. 1 of 1979, eff. July 1, 1979, §§ 102(a), 203(a), 44 
F.R. 33663, 33666, 93 Stat. 1373, 1376, set out in the Ap-
pendix to Title 5, Government Organization and Em-
ployees. Office of Federal Inspector for the Alaska Nat-
ural Gas Transportation System abolished and func-

tions and authority vested in Inspector transferred to 

Secretary of Energy by section 3012(b) of Pub. L. 

102–486, set out as an Abolition of Office of Federal In-

spector note under section 719e of Title 15, Commerce 

and Trade. Functions and authority vested in Sec-

retary of Energy subsequently transferred to Federal 

Coordinator for Alaska Natural Gas Transportation 

Projects by section 720d(f) of Title 15. 

PENDING ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS 

Suits, actions, and other proceedings lawfully com-

menced by or against the Administrator or any other 

officer or employee of the United States in his official 

capacity or in relation to the discharge of his official 

duties under act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in 

effect immediately prior to the enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977], not to abate by reason of the taking 

effect of Pub. L. 95–95, see section 406(a) of Pub. L. 

95–95, set out as an Effective Date of 1977 Amendment 

note under section 7401 of this title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF RULES, REGULATIONS, 

ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, CONTRACTS, CERTIFI-

CATIONS, AUTHORIZATIONS, DELEGATIONS, AND OTHER 

ACTIONS 

All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, con-

tracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, or 

other actions duly issued, made, or taken by or pursu-

ant to act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in effect 

immediately prior to the date of enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977] to continue in full force and effect 

until modified or rescinded in accordance with act July 

14, 1955, as amended by Pub. L. 95–95 [this chapter], see 

section 406(b) of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as an Effective 

Date of 1977 Amendment note under section 7401 of this 

title. 

§ 7412. Hazardous air pollutants 

(a) Definitions 
For purposes of this section, except subsection 

(r) of this section— 
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1 See References in Text note below. 

(1) Major source 
The term ‘‘major source’’ means any sta-

tionary source or group of stationary sources 

located within a contiguous area and under 

common control that emits or has the poten-

tial to emit considering controls, in the aggre-

gate, 10 tons per year or more of any hazard-

ous air pollutant or 25 tons per year or more 

of any combination of hazardous air pollut-

ants. The Administrator may establish a less-

er quantity, or in the case of radionuclides dif-

ferent criteria, for a major source than that 

specified in the previous sentence, on the basis 

of the potency of the air pollutant, persist-

ence, potential for bioaccumulation, other 

characteristics of the air pollutant, or other 

relevant factors. 

(2) Area source 
The term ‘‘area source’’ means any station-

ary source of hazardous air pollutants that is 

not a major source. For purposes of this sec-

tion, the term ‘‘area source’’ shall not include 

motor vehicles or nonroad vehicles subject to 

regulation under subchapter II of this chapter. 

(3) Stationary source 
The term ‘‘stationary source’’ shall have the 

same meaning as such term has under section 

7411(a) of this title. 

(4) New source 
The term ‘‘new source’’ means a stationary 

source the construction or reconstruction of 

which is commenced after the Administrator 

first proposes regulations under this section 

establishing an emission standard applicable 

to such source. 

(5) Modification 
The term ‘‘modification’’ means any phys-

ical change in, or change in the method of op-

eration of, a major source which increases the 

actual emissions of any hazardous air pollut-

ant emitted by such source by more than a de 

minimis amount or which results in the emis-

sion of any hazardous air pollutant not pre-

viously emitted by more than a de minimis 

amount. 

(6) Hazardous air pollutant 
The term ‘‘hazardous air pollutant’’ means 

any air pollutant listed pursuant to subsection 

(b) of this section. 

(7) Adverse environmental effect 
The term ‘‘adverse environmental effect’’ 

means any significant and widespread adverse 

effect, which may reasonably be anticipated, 

to wildlife, aquatic life, or other natural re-

sources, including adverse impacts on popu-

lations of endangered or threatened species or 

significant degradation of environmental qual-

ity over broad areas. 

(8) Electric utility steam generating unit 
The term ‘‘electric utility steam generating 

unit’’ means any fossil fuel fired combustion 

unit of more than 25 megawatts that serves a 

generator that produces electricity for sale. A 

unit that cogenerates steam and electricity 

and supplies more than one-third of its poten-

tial electric output capacity and more than 25 

megawatts electrical output to any utility 

power distribution system for sale shall be 

considered an electric utility steam generat-

ing unit. 

(9) Owner or operator 
The term ‘‘owner or operator’’ means any 

person who owns, leases, operates, controls, or 

supervises a stationary source. 

(10) Existing source 
The term ‘‘existing source’’ means any sta-

tionary source other than a new source. 

(11) Carcinogenic effect 
Unless revised, the term ‘‘carcinogenic ef-

fect’’ shall have the meaning provided by the 

Administrator under Guidelines for Carcino-

genic Risk Assessment as of the date of enact-

ment.1 Any revisions in the existing Guide-

lines shall be subject to notice and oppor-

tunity for comment. 

(b) List of pollutants 
(1) Initial list 

The Congress establishes for purposes of this 

section a list of hazardous air pollutants as 

follows: 

CAS 
number 

Chemical name 

75070 Acetaldehyde 

60355 Acetamide 

75058 Acetonitrile 

98862 Acetophenone 

53963 2-Acetylaminofluorene 

107028 Acrolein 

79061 Acrylamide 

79107 Acrylic acid 

107131 Acrylonitrile 

107051 Allyl chloride 

92671 4-Aminobiphenyl 

62533 Aniline 

90040 o-Anisidine 

1332214 Asbestos 

71432 Benzene (including benzene from gasoline) 

92875 Benzidine 

98077 Benzotrichloride 

100447 Benzyl chloride 

92524 Biphenyl 

117817 Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP) 

542881 Bis(chloromethyl)ether 

75252 Bromoform 

106990 1,3-Butadiene 

156627 Calcium cyanamide 

105602 Caprolactam 

133062 Captan 

63252 Carbaryl 

75150 Carbon disulfide 

56235 Carbon tetrachloride 

463581 Carbonyl sulfide 

120809 Catechol 

133904 Chloramben 

57749 Chlordane 

7782505 Chlorine 

79118 Chloroacetic acid 

532274 2-Chloroacetophenone 

108907 Chlorobenzene 

510156 Chlorobenzilate 

67663 Chloroform 

107302 Chloromethyl methyl ether 

126998 Chloroprene 

1319773 Cresols/Cresylic acid (isomers and mixture) 

95487 o-Cresol 
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CAS 
number 

Chemical name 

108394 m-Cresol 

106445 p-Cresol 

98828 Cumene 

94757 2,4-D, salts and esters 

3547044 DDE 

334883 Diazomethane 

132649 Dibenzofurans 

96128 1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane 

84742 Dibutylphthalate 

106467 1,4-Dichlorobenzene(p) 

91941 3,3-Dichlorobenzidene 

111444 Dichloroethyl ether (Bis(2-chloroethyl)ether) 

542756 1,3-Dichloropropene 

62737 Dichlorvos 

111422 Diethanolamine 

121697 N,N-Diethyl aniline (N,N-Dimethylaniline) 

64675 Diethyl sulfate 

119904 3,3-Dimethoxybenzidine 

60117 Dimethyl aminoazobenzene 

119937 3,3′-Dimethyl benzidine 

79447 Dimethyl carbamoyl chloride 

68122 Dimethyl formamide 

57147 1,1-Dimethyl hydrazine 

131113 Dimethyl phthalate 

77781 Dimethyl sulfate 

534521 4,6-Dinitro-o-cresol, and salts 

51285 2,4-Dinitrophenol 

121142 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 

123911 1,4-Dioxane (1,4-Diethyleneoxide) 

122667 1,2-Diphenylhydrazine 

106898 Epichlorohydrin (l-Chloro-2,3-epoxypropane) 

106887 1,2-Epoxybutane 

140885 Ethyl acrylate 

100414 Ethyl benzene 

51796 Ethyl carbamate (Urethane) 

75003 Ethyl chloride (Chloroethane) 

106934 Ethylene dibromide (Dibromoethane) 

107062 Ethylene dichloride (1,2-Dichloroethane) 

107211 Ethylene glycol 

151564 Ethylene imine (Aziridine) 

75218 Ethylene oxide 

96457 Ethylene thiourea 

75343 Ethylidene dichloride (1,1-Dichloroethane) 

50000 Formaldehyde 

76448 Heptachlor 

118741 Hexachlorobenzene 

87683 Hexachlorobutadiene 

77474 Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 

67721 Hexachloroethane 

822060 Hexamethylene-1,6-diisocyanate 

680319 Hexamethylphosphoramide 

110543 Hexane 

302012 Hydrazine 

7647010 Hydrochloric acid 

7664393 Hydrogen fluoride (Hydrofluoric acid) 

123319 Hydroquinone 

78591 Isophorone 

58899 Lindane (all isomers) 

108316 Maleic anhydride 

67561 Methanol 

72435 Methoxychlor 

74839 Methyl bromide (Bromomethane) 

74873 Methyl chloride (Chloromethane) 

71556 Methyl chloroform (1,1,1-Trichloroethane) 

78933 Methyl ethyl ketone (2-Butanone) 

60344 Methyl hydrazine 

74884 Methyl iodide (Iodomethane) 

108101 Methyl isobutyl ketone (Hexone) 

624839 Methyl isocyanate 

80626 Methyl methacrylate 

1634044 Methyl tert butyl ether 

101144 4,4-Methylene bis(2-chloroaniline) 

75092 Methylene chloride (Dichloromethane) 

101688 Methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI) 

101779 4,4′-Methylenedianiline 

91203 Naphthalene 

98953 Nitrobenzene 

CAS 
number 

Chemical name 

92933 4-Nitrobiphenyl 

100027 4-Nitrophenol 

79469 2-Nitropropane 

684935 N-Nitroso-N-methylurea 

62759 N-Nitrosodimethylamine 

59892 N-Nitrosomorpholine 

56382 Parathion 

82688 Pentachloronitrobenzene (Quintobenzene) 

87865 Pentachlorophenol 

108952 Phenol 

106503 p-Phenylenediamine 

75445 Phosgene 

7803512 Phosphine 

7723140 Phosphorus 

85449 Phthalic anhydride 

1336363 Polychlorinated biphenyls (Aroclors) 

1120714 1,3-Propane sultone 

57578 beta-Propiolactone 

123386 Propionaldehyde 

114261 Propoxur (Baygon) 

78875 Propylene dichloride (1,2-Dichloropropane) 

75569 Propylene oxide 

75558 1,2-Propylenimine (2-Methyl aziridine) 

91225 Quinoline 

106514 Quinone 

100425 Styrene 

96093 Styrene oxide 

1746016 2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 

79345 1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 

127184 Tetrachloroethylene (Perchloroethylene) 

7550450 Titanium tetrachloride 

108883 Toluene 

95807 2,4-Toluene diamine 

584849 2,4-Toluene diisocyanate 

95534 o-Toluidine 

8001352 Toxaphene (chlorinated camphene) 

120821 1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene 

79005 1,1,2-Trichloroethane 

79016 Trichloroethylene 

95954 2,4,5-Trichlorophenol 

88062 2,4,6-Trichlorophenol 

121448 Triethylamine 

1582098 Trifluralin 

540841 2,2,4-Trimethylpentane 

108054 Vinyl acetate 

593602 Vinyl bromide 

75014 Vinyl chloride 

75354 Vinylidene chloride (1,1-Dichloroethylene) 

1330207 Xylenes (isomers and mixture) 

95476 o-Xylenes 

108383 m-Xylenes 

106423 p-Xylenes 

0 Antimony Compounds 

0 Arsenic Compounds (inorganic including ar-

sine) 

0 Beryllium Compounds 

0 Cadmium Compounds 

0 Chromium Compounds 

0 Cobalt Compounds 

0 Coke Oven Emissions 

0 Cyanide Compounds 1 

0 Glycol ethers 2 

0 Lead Compounds 

0 Manganese Compounds 

0 Mercury Compounds 

0 Fine mineral fibers 3 

0 Nickel Compounds 

0 Polycylic Organic Matter 4 

0 Radionuclides (including radon) 5 

0 Selenium Compounds 

NOTE: For all listings above which contain the word 
‘‘compounds’’ and for glycol ethers, the following ap-
plies: Unless otherwise specified, these listings are de-
fined as including any unique chemical substance that 
contains the named chemical (i.e., antimony, arsenic, 
etc.) as part of that chemical’s infrastructure. 
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2 So in original. Probably should be ‘‘effects’’. 

1 X′CN where X = H′ or any other group where a for-
mal dissociation may occur. For example KCN or 
Ca(CN)2. 

2 Includes mono- and di- ethers of ethylene glycol, 
diethylene glycol, and triethylene glycol 
R–(OCH2CH2)n–OR′ where 

n = 1, 2, or 3 
R = alkyl or aryl groups 
R′ = R, H, or groups which, when removed, yield 

glycol ethers with the structure: R–(OCH2CH)n–OH. 
Polymers are excluded from the glycol category. 

3 Includes mineral fiber emissions from facilities 
manufacturing or processing glass, rock, or slag fibers 
(or other mineral derived fibers) of average diameter 1 
micrometer or less. 

4 Includes organic compounds with more than one 
benzene ring, and which have a boiling point greater 
than or equal to 100°C. 

5 A type of atom which spontaneously undergoes 
radioactive decay. 

(2) Revision of the list 
The Administrator shall periodically review 

the list established by this subsection and pub-

lish the results thereof and, where appro-

priate, revise such list by rule, adding pollut-

ants which present, or may present, through 

inhalation or other routes of exposure, a 

threat of adverse human health effects (in-

cluding, but not limited to, substances which 

are known to be, or may reasonably be antici-

pated to be, carcinogenic, mutagenic, tera-

togenic, neurotoxic, which cause reproductive 

dysfunction, or which are acutely or chron-

ically toxic) or adverse environmental effects 

whether through ambient concentrations, bio-

accumulation, deposition, or otherwise, but 

not including releases subject to regulation 

under subsection (r) of this section as a result 

of emissions to the air. No air pollutant which 

is listed under section 7408(a) of this title may 

be added to the list under this section, except 

that the prohibition of this sentence shall not 

apply to any pollutant which independently 

meets the listing criteria of this paragraph 

and is a precursor to a pollutant which is list-

ed under section 7408(a) of this title or to any 

pollutant which is in a class of pollutants list-

ed under such section. No substance, practice, 

process or activity regulated under subchapter 

VI of this chapter shall be subject to regula-

tion under this section solely due to its ad-

verse effects on the environment. 

(3) Petitions to modify the list 
(A) Beginning at any time after 6 months 

after November 15, 1990, any person may peti-

tion the Administrator to modify the list of 

hazardous air pollutants under this subsection 

by adding or deleting a substance or, in case of 

listed pollutants without CAS numbers (other 

than coke oven emissions, mineral fibers, or 

polycyclic organic matter) removing certain 

unique substances. Within 18 months after re-

ceipt of a petition, the Administrator shall ei-

ther grant or deny the petition by publishing 

a written explanation of the reasons for the 

Administrator’s decision. Any such petition 

shall include a showing by the petitioner that 

there is adequate data on the health or envi-

ronmental defects 2 of the pollutant or other 

evidence adequate to support the petition. The 

Administrator may not deny a petition solely 

on the basis of inadequate resources or time 

for review. 
(B) The Administrator shall add a substance 

to the list upon a showing by the petitioner or 

on the Administrator’s own determination 

that the substance is an air pollutant and that 

emissions, ambient concentrations, bio-

accumulation or deposition of the substance 

are known to cause or may reasonably be an-

ticipated to cause adverse effects to human 

health or adverse environmental effects. 
(C) The Administrator shall delete a sub-

stance from the list upon a showing by the pe-

titioner or on the Administrator’s own deter-

mination that there is adequate data on the 

health and environmental effects of the sub-

stance to determine that emissions, ambient 

concentrations, bioaccumulation or deposition 

of the substance may not reasonably be antici-

pated to cause any adverse effects to the 

human health or adverse environmental ef-

fects. 
(D) The Administrator shall delete one or 

more unique chemical substances that contain 

a listed hazardous air pollutant not having a 

CAS number (other than coke oven emissions, 

mineral fibers, or polycyclic organic matter) 

upon a showing by the petitioner or on the Ad-

ministrator’s own determination that such 

unique chemical substances that contain the 

named chemical of such listed hazardous air 

pollutant meet the deletion requirements of 

subparagraph (C). The Administrator must 

grant or deny a deletion petition prior to pro-

mulgating any emission standards pursuant to 

subsection (d) of this section applicable to any 

source category or subcategory of a listed haz-

ardous air pollutant without a CAS number 

listed under subsection (b) of this section for 

which a deletion petition has been filed within 

12 months of November 15, 1990. 

(4) Further information 
If the Administrator determines that infor-

mation on the health or environmental effects 

of a substance is not sufficient to make a de-

termination required by this subsection, the 

Administrator may use any authority avail-

able to the Administrator to acquire such in-

formation. 

(5) Test methods 
The Administrator may establish, by rule, 

test measures and other analytic procedures 

for monitoring and measuring emissions, am-

bient concentrations, deposition, and bio-

accumulation of hazardous air pollutants. 

(6) Prevention of significant deterioration 
The provisions of part C of this subchapter 

(prevention of significant deterioration) shall 

not apply to pollutants listed under this sec-

tion. 

(7) Lead 
The Administrator may not list elemental 

lead as a hazardous air pollutant under this 

subsection. 

(c) List of source categories 
(1) In general 

Not later than 12 months after November 15, 

1990, the Administrator shall publish, and 
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shall from time to time, but no less often than 
every 8 years, revise, if appropriate, in re-
sponse to public comment or new information, 
a list of all categories and subcategories of 
major sources and area sources (listed under 
paragraph (3)) of the air pollutants listed pur-
suant to subsection (b) of this section. To the 
extent practicable, the categories and sub-
categories listed under this subsection shall be 
consistent with the list of source categories 
established pursuant to section 7411 of this 
title and part C of this subchapter. Nothing in 
the preceding sentence limits the Administra-
tor’s authority to establish subcategories 
under this section, as appropriate. 

(2) Requirement for emissions standards 
For the categories and subcategories the Ad-

ministrator lists, the Administrator shall es-
tablish emissions standards under subsection 
(d) of this section, according to the schedule in 
this subsection and subsection (e) of this sec-
tion. 

(3) Area sources 
The Administrator shall list under this sub-

section each category or subcategory of area 
sources which the Administrator finds pre-
sents a threat of adverse effects to human 
health or the environment (by such sources in-
dividually or in the aggregate) warranting reg-
ulation under this section. The Administrator 
shall, not later than 5 years after November 
15, 1990, and pursuant to subsection (k)(3)(B) of 
this section, list, based on actual or estimated 
aggregate emissions of a listed pollutant or 
pollutants, sufficient categories or sub-
categories of area sources to ensure that area 
sources representing 90 percent of the area 
source emissions of the 30 hazardous air pol-
lutants that present the greatest threat to 
public health in the largest number of urban 
areas are subject to regulation under this sec-
tion. Such regulations shall be promulgated 
not later than 10 years after November 15, 1990. 

(4) Previously regulated categories 
The Administrator may, in the Administra-

tor’s discretion, list any category or sub-
category of sources previously regulated under 

this section as in effect before November 15, 

1990. 

(5) Additional categories 
In addition to those categories and sub-

categories of sources listed for regulation pur-

suant to paragraphs (1) and (3), the Adminis-

trator may at any time list additional cat-

egories and subcategories of sources of hazard-

ous air pollutants according to the same cri-

teria for listing applicable under such para-

graphs. In the case of source categories and 

subcategories listed after publication of the 

initial list required under paragraph (1) or (3), 

emission standards under subsection (d) of this 

section for the category or subcategory shall 

be promulgated within 10 years after Novem-

ber 15, 1990, or within 2 years after the date on 

which such category or subcategory is listed, 

whichever is later. 

(6) Specific pollutants 
With respect to alkylated lead compounds, 

polycyclic organic matter, hexachlorobenzene, 

mercury, polychlorinated biphenyls, 2,3,7,8- 

tetrachlorodibenzofurans and 2,3,7,8-tetra-

chlorodibenzo-p-dioxin, the Administrator 

shall, not later than 5 years after November 

15, 1990, list categories and subcategories of 

sources assuring that sources accounting for 

not less than 90 per centum of the aggregate 

emissions of each such pollutant are subject to 

standards under subsection (d)(2) or (d)(4) of 

this section. Such standards shall be promul-

gated not later than 10 years after November 

15, 1990. This paragraph shall not be construed 

to require the Administrator to promulgate 

standards for such pollutants emitted by elec-

tric utility steam generating units. 

(7) Research facilities 
The Administrator shall establish a separate 

category covering research or laboratory fa-

cilities, as necessary to assure the equitable 

treatment of such facilities. For purposes of 

this section, ‘‘research or laboratory facility’’ 

means any stationary source whose primary 

purpose is to conduct research and develop-

ment into new processes and products, where 

such source is operated under the close super-

vision of technically trained personnel and is 

not engaged in the manufacture of products 

for commercial sale in commerce, except in a 

de minimis manner. 

(8) Boat manufacturing 
When establishing emissions standards for 

styrene, the Administrator shall list boat 

manufacturing as a separate subcategory un-

less the Administrator finds that such listing 

would be inconsistent with the goals and re-

quirements of this chapter. 

(9) Deletions from the list 
(A) Where the sole reason for the inclusion 

of a source category on the list required under 

this subsection is the emission of a unique 

chemical substance, the Administrator shall 

delete the source category from the list if it is 

appropriate because of action taken under ei-

ther subparagraphs (C) or (D) of subsection 

(b)(3) of this section. 

(B) The Administrator may delete any 

source category from the list under this sub-

section, on petition of any person or on the 

Administrator’s own motion, whenever the 

Administrator makes the following determina-

tion or determinations, as applicable: 

(i) In the case of hazardous air pollutants 

emitted by sources in the category that may 

result in cancer in humans, a determination 

that no source in the category (or group of 

sources in the case of area sources) emits 

such hazardous air pollutants in quantities 

which may cause a lifetime risk of cancer 

greater than one in one million to the indi-

vidual in the population who is most exposed 

to emissions of such pollutants from the 

source (or group of sources in the case of 

area sources). 

(ii) In the case of hazardous air pollutants 

that may result in adverse health effects in 

humans other than cancer or adverse envi-

ronmental effects, a determination that 

emissions from no source in the category or 

subcategory concerned (or group of sources 
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in the case of area sources) exceed a level 
which is adequate to protect public health 
with an ample margin of safety and no ad-
verse environmental effect will result from 
emissions from any source (or from a group 
of sources in the case of area sources). 

The Administrator shall grant or deny a peti-
tion under this paragraph within 1 year after 
the petition is filed. 

(d) Emission standards 
(1) In general 

The Administrator shall promulgate regula-
tions establishing emission standards for each 
category or subcategory of major sources and 
area sources of hazardous air pollutants listed 
for regulation pursuant to subsection (c) of 
this section in accordance with the schedules 
provided in subsections (c) and (e) of this sec-
tion. The Administrator may distinguish 
among classes, types, and sizes of sources 
within a category or subcategory in establish-
ing such standards except that, there shall be 
no delay in the compliance date for any stand-
ard applicable to any source under subsection 
(i) of this section as the result of the authority 
provided by this sentence. 

(2) Standards and methods 
Emissions standards promulgated under this 

subsection and applicable to new or existing 
sources of hazardous air pollutants shall re-
quire the maximum degree of reduction in 
emissions of the hazardous air pollutants sub-
ject to this section (including a prohibition on 
such emissions, where achievable) that the Ad-
ministrator, taking into consideration the 
cost of achieving such emission reduction, and 
any non-air quality health and environmental 
impacts and energy requirements, determines 
is achievable for new or existing sources in the 
category or subcategory to which such emis-
sion standard applies, through application of 
measures, processes, methods, systems or 
techniques including, but not limited to, 
measures which— 

(A) reduce the volume of, or eliminate 
emissions of, such pollutants through proc-
ess changes, substitution of materials or 
other modifications, 

(B) enclose systems or processes to elimi-
nate emissions, 

(C) collect, capture or treat such pollut-
ants when released from a process, stack, 
storage or fugitive emissions point, 

(D) are design, equipment, work practice, 
or operational standards (including require-
ments for operator training or certification) 
as provided in subsection (h) of this section, 
or 

(E) are a combination of the above. 

None of the measures described in subpara-
graphs (A) through (D) shall, consistent with 
the provisions of section 7414(c) of this title, in 
any way compromise any United States patent 
or United States trademark right, or any con-
fidential business information, or any trade 
secret or any other intellectual property 
right. 

(3) New and existing sources 
The maximum degree of reduction in emis-

sions that is deemed achievable for new 

sources in a category or subcategory shall not 

be less stringent than the emission control 

that is achieved in practice by the best con-

trolled similar source, as determined by the 

Administrator. Emission standards promul-

gated under this subsection for existing 

sources in a category or subcategory may be 

less stringent than standards for new sources 

in the same category or subcategory but shall 

not be less stringent, and may be more strin-

gent than— 

(A) the average emission limitation 

achieved by the best performing 12 percent 

of the existing sources (for which the Ad-

ministrator has emissions information), ex-

cluding those sources that have, within 18 

months before the emission standard is pro-

posed or within 30 months before such stand-

ard is promulgated, whichever is later, first 

achieved a level of emission rate or emission 

reduction which complies, or would comply 

if the source is not subject to such standard, 

with the lowest achievable emission rate (as 

defined by section 7501 of this title) applica-

ble to the source category and prevailing at 

the time, in the category or subcategory for 

categories and subcategories with 30 or more 

sources, or 

(B) the average emission limitation 

achieved by the best performing 5 sources 

(for which the Administrator has or could 

reasonably obtain emissions information) in 

the category or subcategory for categories 

or subcategories with fewer than 30 sources. 

(4) Health threshold 
With respect to pollutants for which a 

health threshold has been established, the Ad-

ministrator may consider such threshold level, 

with an ample margin of safety, when estab-

lishing emission standards under this sub-

section. 

(5) Alternative standard for area sources 
With respect only to categories and sub-

categories of area sources listed pursuant to 

subsection (c) of this section, the Adminis-

trator may, in lieu of the authorities provided 

in paragraph (2) and subsection (f) of this sec-

tion, elect to promulgate standards or require-

ments applicable to sources in such categories 

or subcategories which provide for the use of 

generally available control technologies or 

management practices by such sources to re-

duce emissions of hazardous air pollutants. 

(6) Review and revision 
The Administrator shall review, and revise 

as necessary (taking into account develop-

ments in practices, processes, and control 

technologies), emission standards promulgated 

under this section no less often than every 8 

years. 

(7) Other requirements preserved 
No emission standard or other requirement 

promulgated under this section shall be inter-

preted, construed or applied to diminish or re-

place the requirements of a more stringent 

emission limitation or other applicable re-

quirement established pursuant to section 7411 

of this title, part C or D of this subchapter, or 
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other authority of this chapter or a standard 

issued under State authority. 

(8) Coke ovens 
(A) Not later than December 31, 1992, the Ad-

ministrator shall promulgate regulations es-

tablishing emission standards under para-

graphs (2) and (3) of this subsection for coke 

oven batteries. In establishing such standards, 

the Administrator shall evaluate— 

(i) the use of sodium silicate (or equiva-

lent) luting compounds to prevent door 

leaks, and other operating practices and 

technologies for their effectiveness in reduc-

ing coke oven emissions, and their suit-

ability for use on new and existing coke 

oven batteries, taking into account costs 

and reasonable commercial door warranties; 

and 

(ii) as a basis for emission standards under 

this subsection for new coke oven batteries 

that begin construction after the date of 

proposal of such standards, the Jewell design 

Thompson non-recovery coke oven batteries 

and other non-recovery coke oven tech-

nologies, and other appropriate emission 

control and coke production technologies, as 

to their effectiveness in reducing coke oven 

emissions and their capability for produc-

tion of steel quality coke. 

Such regulations shall require at a minimum 

that coke oven batteries will not exceed 8 per 

centum leaking doors, 1 per centum leaking 

lids, 5 per centum leaking offtakes, and 16 sec-

onds visible emissions per charge, with no ex-

clusion for emissions during the period after 

the closing of self-sealing oven doors. Notwith-

standing subsection (i) of this section, the 

compliance date for such emission standards 

for existing coke oven batteries shall be De-

cember 31, 1995. 

(B) The Administrator shall promulgate 

work practice regulations under this sub-

section for coke oven batteries requiring, as 

appropriate— 

(i) the use of sodium silicate (or equiva-

lent) luting compounds, if the Administrator 

determines that use of sodium silicate is an 

effective means of emissions control and is 

achievable, taking into account costs and 

reasonable commercial warranties for doors 

and related equipment; and 

(ii) door and jam cleaning practices. 

Notwithstanding subsection (i) of this section, 

the compliance date for such work practice 

regulations for coke oven batteries shall be 

not later than the date 3 years after November 

15, 1990. 

(C) For coke oven batteries electing to qual-

ify for an extension of the compliance date for 

standards promulgated under subsection (f) of 

this section in accordance with subsection 

(i)(8) of this section, the emission standards 

under this subsection for coke oven batteries 

shall require that coke oven batteries not ex-

ceed 8 per centum leaking doors, 1 per centum 

leaking lids, 5 per centum leaking offtakes, 

and 16 seconds visible emissions per charge, 

with no exclusion for emissions during the pe-

riod after the closing of self-sealing doors. 

Notwithstanding subsection (i) of this section, 

the compliance date for such emission stand-

ards for existing coke oven batteries seeking 

an extension shall be not later than the date 

3 years after November 15, 1990. 

(9) Sources licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission 

No standard for radionuclide emissions from 

any category or subcategory of facilities li-

censed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

(or an Agreement State) is required to be pro-

mulgated under this section if the Adminis-

trator determines, by rule, and after consulta-

tion with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 

that the regulatory program established by 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant 

to the Atomic Energy Act [42 U.S.C. 2011 et 

seq.] for such category or subcategory pro-

vides an ample margin of safety to protect the 

public health. Nothing in this subsection shall 

preclude or deny the right of any State or po-

litical subdivision thereof to adopt or enforce 

any standard or limitation respecting emis-

sions of radionuclides which is more stringent 

than the standard or limitation in effect under 

section 7411 of this title or this section. 

(10) Effective date 
Emission standards or other regulations pro-

mulgated under this subsection shall be effec-

tive upon promulgation. 

(e) Schedule for standards and review 
(1) In general 

The Administrator shall promulgate regula-

tions establishing emission standards for cat-

egories and subcategories of sources initially 

listed for regulation pursuant to subsection 

(c)(1) of this section as expeditiously as prac-

ticable, assuring that— 

(A) emission standards for not less than 40 

categories and subcategories (not counting 

coke oven batteries) shall be promulgated 

not later than 2 years after November 15, 

1990; 

(B) emission standards for coke oven bat-

teries shall be promulgated not later than 

December 31, 1992; 

(C) emission standards for 25 per centum of 

the listed categories and subcategories shall 

be promulgated not later than 4 years after 

November 15, 1990; 

(D) emission standards for an additional 25 

per centum of the listed categories and sub-

categories shall be promulgated not later 

than 7 years after November 15, 1990; and 

(E) emission standards for all categories 

and subcategories shall be promulgated not 

later than 10 years after November 15, 1990. 

(2) Priorities 
In determining priorities for promulgating 

standards under subsection (d) of this section, 

the Administrator shall consider— 

(A) the known or anticipated adverse ef-

fects of such pollutants on public health and 

the environment; 

(B) the quantity and location of emissions 

or reasonably anticipated emissions of haz-

ardous air pollutants that each category or 

subcategory will emit; and 
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(C) the efficiency of grouping categories or 

subcategories according to the pollutants 

emitted, or the processes or technologies 

used. 

(3) Published schedule 
Not later than 24 months after November 15, 

1990, and after opportunity for comment, the 

Administrator shall publish a schedule estab-

lishing a date for the promulgation of emis-

sion standards for each category and sub-

category of sources listed pursuant to sub-

section (c)(1) and (3) of this section which shall 

be consistent with the requirements of para-

graphs (1) and (2). The determination of prior-

ities for the promulgation of standards pursu-

ant to this paragraph is not a rulemaking and 

shall not be subject to judicial review, except 

that, failure to promulgate any standard pur-

suant to the schedule established by this para-

graph shall be subject to review under section 

7604 of this title. 

(4) Judicial review 
Notwithstanding section 7607 of this title, no 

action of the Administrator adding a pollutant 

to the list under subsection (b) of this section 

or listing a source category or subcategory 

under subsection (c) of this section shall be a 

final agency action subject to judicial review, 

except that any such action may be reviewed 

under such section 7607 of this title when the 

Administrator issues emission standards for 

such pollutant or category. 

(5) Publicly owned treatment works 
The Administrator shall promulgate stand-

ards pursuant to subsection (d) of this section 

applicable to publicly owned treatment works 

(as defined in title II of the Federal Water Pol-

lution Control Act [33 U.S.C. 1281 et seq.]) not 

later than 5 years after November 15, 1990. 

(f) Standard to protect health and environment 

(1) Report 
Not later than 6 years after November 15, 

1990, the Administrator shall investigate and 

report, after consultation with the Surgeon 

General and after opportunity for public com-

ment, to Congress on— 

(A) methods of calculating the risk to pub-

lic health remaining, or likely to remain, 

from sources subject to regulation under 

this section after the application of stand-

ards under subsection (d) of this section; 

(B) the public health significance of such 

estimated remaining risk and the techno-

logically and commercially available meth-

ods and costs of reducing such risks; 

(C) the actual health effects with respect 

to persons living in the vicinity of sources, 

any available epidemiological or other 

health studies, risks presented by back-

ground concentrations of hazardous air pol-

lutants, any uncertainties in risk assess-

ment methodology or other health assess-

ment technique, and any negative health or 

environmental consequences to the commu-

nity of efforts to reduce such risks; and 

(D) recommendations as to legislation re-

garding such remaining risk. 

(2) Emission standards 
(A) If Congress does not act on any recom-

mendation submitted under paragraph (1), the 
Administrator shall, within 8 years after pro-
mulgation of standards for each category or 
subcategory of sources pursuant to subsection 
(d) of this section, promulgate standards for 
such category or subcategory if promulgation 
of such standards is required in order to pro-
vide an ample margin of safety to protect pub-
lic health in accordance with this section (as 
in effect before November 15, 1990) or to pre-
vent, taking into consideration costs, energy, 
safety, and other relevant factors, an adverse 
environmental effect. Emission standards pro-
mulgated under this subsection shall provide 
an ample margin of safety to protect public 
health in accordance with this section (as in 
effect before November 15, 1990), unless the Ad-
ministrator determines that a more stringent 
standard is necessary to prevent, taking into 
consideration costs, energy, safety, and other 

relevant factors, an adverse environmental ef-

fect. If standards promulgated pursuant to 

subsection (d) of this section and applicable to 

a category or subcategory of sources emitting 

a pollutant (or pollutants) classified as a 

known, probable or possible human carcinogen 

do not reduce lifetime excess cancer risks to 

the individual most exposed to emissions from 

a source in the category or subcategory to less 

than one in one million, the Administrator 

shall promulgate standards under this sub-

section for such source category. 
(B) Nothing in subparagraph (A) or in any 

other provision of this section shall be con-

strued as affecting, or applying to the Admin-

istrator’s interpretation of this section, as in 

effect before November 15, 1990, and set forth 

in the Federal Register of September 14, 1989 

(54 Federal Register 38044). 
(C) The Administrator shall determine 

whether or not to promulgate such standards 

and, if the Administrator decides to promul-

gate such standards, shall promulgate the 

standards 8 years after promulgation of the 

standards under subsection (d) of this section 

for each source category or subcategory con-

cerned. In the case of categories or sub-

categories for which standards under sub-

section (d) of this section are required to be 

promulgated within 2 years after November 15, 

1990, the Administrator shall have 9 years 

after promulgation of the standards under sub-

section (d) of this section to make the deter-

mination under the preceding sentence and, if 

required, to promulgate the standards under 

this paragraph. 

(3) Effective date 
Any emission standard established pursuant 

to this subsection shall become effective upon 

promulgation. 

(4) Prohibition 
No air pollutant to which a standard under 

this subsection applies may be emitted from 

any stationary source in violation of such 

standard, except that in the case of an existing 

source— 
(A) such standard shall not apply until 90 

days after its effective date, and 
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(B) the Administrator may grant a waiver 
permitting such source a period of up to 2 
years after the effective date of a standard 
to comply with the standard if the Adminis-
trator finds that such period is necessary for 
the installation of controls and that steps 
will be taken during the period of the waiver 
to assure that the health of persons will be 
protected from imminent endangerment. 

(5) Area sources 
The Administrator shall not be required to 

conduct any review under this subsection or 
promulgate emission limitations under this 

subsection for any category or subcategory of 

area sources that is listed pursuant to sub-

section (c)(3) of this section and for which an 

emission standard is promulgated pursuant to 

subsection (d)(5) of this section. 

(6) Unique chemical substances 
In establishing standards for the control of 

unique chemical substances of listed pollut-

ants without CAS numbers under this sub-

section, the Administrator shall establish 

such standards with respect to the health and 

environmental effects of the substances actu-

ally emitted by sources and direct trans-

formation byproducts of such emissions in the 

categories and subcategories. 

(g) Modifications 
(1) Offsets 

(A) A physical change in, or change in the 

method of operation of, a major source which 

results in a greater than de minimis increase 

in actual emissions of a hazardous air pollut-

ant shall not be considered a modification, if 

such increase in the quantity of actual emis-

sions of any hazardous air pollutant from such 

source will be offset by an equal or greater de-

crease in the quantity of emissions of another 

hazardous air pollutant (or pollutants) from 

such source which is deemed more hazardous, 

pursuant to guidance issued by the Adminis-

trator under subparagraph (B). The owner or 

operator of such source shall submit a showing 

to the Administrator (or the State) that such 

increase has been offset under the preceding 

sentence. 
(B) The Administrator shall, after notice 

and opportunity for comment and not later 

than 18 months after November 15, 1990, pub-

lish guidance with respect to implementation 

of this subsection. Such guidance shall include 

an identification, to the extent practicable, of 

the relative hazard to human health resulting 

from emissions to the ambient air of each of 

the pollutants listed under subsection (b) of 

this section sufficient to facilitate the offset 

showing authorized by subparagraph (A). Such 

guidance shall not authorize offsets between 

pollutants where the increased pollutant (or 

more than one pollutant in a stream of pollut-

ants) causes adverse effects to human health 

for which no safety threshold for exposure can 

be determined unless there are corresponding 

decreases in such types of pollutant(s). 

(2) Construction, reconstruction and modifica-
tions 

(A) After the effective date of a permit pro-

gram under subchapter V of this chapter in 

any State, no person may modify a major 

source of hazardous air pollutants in such 

State, unless the Administrator (or the State) 

determines that the maximum achievable con-

trol technology emission limitation under this 

section for existing sources will be met. Such 

determination shall be made on a case-by-case 

basis where no applicable emissions limita-

tions have been established by the Adminis-

trator. 

(B) After the effective date of a permit pro-

gram under subchapter V of this chapter in 

any State, no person may construct or recon-

struct any major source of hazardous air pol-

lutants, unless the Administrator (or the 

State) determines that the maximum achiev-

able control technology emission limitation 

under this section for new sources will be met. 

Such determination shall be made on a case- 

by-case basis where no applicable emission 

limitations have been established by the Ad-

ministrator. 

(3) Procedures for modifications 
The Administrator (or the State) shall es-

tablish reasonable procedures for assuring 

that the requirements applying to modifica-

tions under this section are reflected in the 

permit. 

(h) Work practice standards and other require-
ments 

(1) In general 
For purposes of this section, if it is not fea-

sible in the judgment of the Administrator to 

prescribe or enforce an emission standard for 

control of a hazardous air pollutant or pollut-

ants, the Administrator may, in lieu thereof, 

promulgate a design, equipment, work prac-

tice, or operational standard, or combination 

thereof, which in the Administrator’s judg-

ment is consistent with the provisions of sub-

section (d) or (f) of this section. In the event 

the Administrator promulgates a design or 

equipment standard under this subsection, the 

Administrator shall include as part of such 

standard such requirements as will assure the 

proper operation and maintenance of any such 

element of design or equipment. 

(2) Definition 
For the purpose of this subsection, the 

phrase ‘‘not feasible to prescribe or enforce an 

emission standard’’ means any situation in 

which the Administrator determines that— 

(A) a hazardous air pollutant or pollutants 

cannot be emitted through a conveyance de-

signed and constructed to emit or capture 

such pollutant, or that any requirement for, 

or use of, such a conveyance would be incon-

sistent with any Federal, State or local law, 

or 

(B) the application of measurement meth-

odology to a particular class of sources is 

not practicable due to technological and eco-

nomic limitations. 

(3) Alternative standard 
If after notice and opportunity for comment, 

the owner or operator of any source estab-

lishes to the satisfaction of the Administrator 

that an alternative means of emission limita-
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tion will achieve a reduction in emissions of 

any air pollutant at least equivalent to the re-

duction in emissions of such pollutant 

achieved under the requirements of paragraph 

(1), the Administrator shall permit the use of 

such alternative by the source for purposes of 

compliance with this section with respect to 

such pollutant. 

(4) Numerical standard required 
Any standard promulgated under paragraph 

(1) shall be promulgated in terms of an emis-

sion standard whenever it is feasible to pro-

mulgate and enforce a standard in such terms. 

(i) Schedule for compliance 
(1) Preconstruction and operating require-

ments 
After the effective date of any emission 

standard, limitation, or regulation under sub-

section (d), (f) or (h) of this section, no person 

may construct any new major source or recon-

struct any existing major source subject to 

such emission standard, regulation or limita-

tion unless the Administrator (or a State with 

a permit program approved under subchapter 

V of this chapter) determines that such 

source, if properly constructed, reconstructed 

and operated, will comply with the standard, 

regulation or limitation. 

(2) Special rule 
Notwithstanding the requirements of para-

graph (1), a new source which commences con-

struction or reconstruction after a standard, 

limitation or regulation applicable to such 

source is proposed and before such standard, 

limitation or regulation is promulgated shall 

not be required to comply with such promul-

gated standard until the date 3 years after the 

date of promulgation if— 

(A) the promulgated standard, limitation 

or regulation is more stringent than the 

standard, limitation or regulation proposed; 

and 

(B) the source complies with the standard, 

limitation, or regulation as proposed during 

the 3-year period immediately after promul-

gation. 

(3) Compliance schedule for existing sources 
(A) After the effective date of any emissions 

standard, limitation or regulation promul-

gated under this section and applicable to a 

source, no person may operate such source in 

violation of such standard, limitation or regu-

lation except, in the case of an existing 

source, the Administrator shall establish a 

compliance date or dates for each category or 

subcategory of existing sources, which shall 

provide for compliance as expeditiously as 

practicable, but in no event later than 3 years 

after the effective date of such standard, ex-

cept as provided in subparagraph (B) and para-

graphs (4) through (8). 

(B) The Administrator (or a State with a 

program approved under subchapter V of this 

chapter) may issue a permit that grants an ex-

tension permitting an existing source up to 1 

additional year to comply with standards 

under subsection (d) of this section if such ad-

ditional period is necessary for the installa-

tion of controls. An additional extension of up 

to 3 years may be added for mining waste op-

erations, if the 4-year compliance time is in-

sufficient to dry and cover mining waste in 

order to reduce emissions of any pollutant 

listed under subsection (b) of this section. 

(4) Presidential exemption 
The President may exempt any stationary 

source from compliance with any standard or 

limitation under this section for a period of 

not more than 2 years if the President deter-

mines that the technology to implement such 

standard is not available and that it is in the 

national security interests of the United 

States to do so. An exemption under this para-

graph may be extended for 1 or more addi-

tional periods, each period not to exceed 2 

years. The President shall report to Congress 

with respect to each exemption (or extension 

thereof) made under this paragraph. 

(5) Early reduction 
(A) The Administrator (or a State acting 

pursuant to a permit program approved under 

subchapter V of this chapter) shall issue a per-

mit allowing an existing source, for which the 

owner or operator demonstrates that the 

source has achieved a reduction of 90 per cen-

tum or more in emissions of hazardous air pol-

lutants (95 per centum in the case of hazardous 

air pollutants which are particulates) from the 

source, to meet an alternative emission limi-

tation reflecting such reduction in lieu of an 

emission limitation promulgated under sub-

section (d) of this section for a period of 6 

years from the compliance date for the other-

wise applicable standard, provided that such 

reduction is achieved before the otherwise ap-

plicable standard under subsection (d) of this 

section is first proposed. Nothing in this para-

graph shall preclude a State from requiring re-

ductions in excess of those specified in this 

subparagraph as a condition of granting the 

extension authorized by the previous sentence. 
(B) An existing source which achieves the re-

duction referred to in subparagraph (A) after 

the proposal of an applicable standard but be-

fore January 1, 1994, may qualify under sub-

paragraph (A), if the source makes an enforce-

able commitment to achieve such reduction 

before the proposal of the standard. Such com-

mitment shall be enforceable to the same ex-

tent as a regulation under this section. 
(C) The reduction shall be determined with 

respect to verifiable and actual emissions in a 

base year not earlier than calendar year 1987, 

provided that, there is no evidence that emis-

sions in the base year are artificially or sub-

stantially greater than emissions in other 

years prior to implementation of emissions re-

duction measures. The Administrator may 

allow a source to use a baseline year of 1985 or 

1986 provided that the source can demonstrate 

to the satisfaction of the Administrator that 

emissions data for the source reflects verifi-

able data based on information for such 

source, received by the Administrator prior to 

November 15, 1990, pursuant to an information 

request issued under section 7414 of this title. 
(D) For each source granted an alternative 

emission limitation under this paragraph 
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there shall be established by a permit issued 

pursuant to subchapter V of this chapter an 

enforceable emission limitation for hazardous 

air pollutants reflecting the reduction which 

qualifies the source for an alternative emis-

sion limitation under this paragraph. An al-

ternative emission limitation under this para-

graph shall not be available with respect to 

standards or requirements promulgated pursu-

ant to subsection (f) of this section and the 

Administrator shall, for the purpose of deter-

mining whether a standard under subsection 

(f) of this section is necessary, review emis-

sions from sources granted an alternative 

emission limitation under this paragraph at 

the same time that other sources in the cat-

egory or subcategory are reviewed. 
(E) With respect to pollutants for which high 

risks of adverse public health effects may be 

associated with exposure to small quantities 

including, but not limited to, chlorinated di-

oxins and furans, the Administrator shall by 

regulation limit the use of offsetting reduc-

tions in emissions of other hazardous air pol-

lutants from the source as counting toward 

the 90 per centum reduction in such high-risk 

pollutants qualifying for an alternative emis-

sions limitation under this paragraph. 

(6) Other reductions 
Notwithstanding the requirements of this 

section, no existing source that has installed— 
(A) best available control technology (as 

defined in section 7479(3) of this title), or 
(B) technology required to meet a lowest 

achievable emission rate (as defined in sec-

tion 7501 of this title), 

prior to the promulgation of a standard under 

this section applicable to such source and the 

same pollutant (or stream of pollutants) con-

trolled pursuant to an action described in sub-

paragraph (A) or (B) shall be required to com-

ply with such standard under this section 

until the date 5 years after the date on which 

such installation or reduction has been 

achieved, as determined by the Administrator. 

The Administrator may issue such rules and 

guidance as are necessary to implement this 

paragraph. 

(7) Extension for new sources 
A source for which construction or recon-

struction is commenced after the date an 

emission standard applicable to such source is 

proposed pursuant to subsection (d) of this sec-

tion but before the date an emission standard 

applicable to such source is proposed pursuant 

to subsection (f) of this section shall not be re-

quired to comply with the emission standard 

under subsection (f) of this section until the 

date 10 years after the date construction or re-

construction is commenced. 

(8) Coke ovens 
(A) Any coke oven battery that complies 

with the emission limitations established 

under subsection (d)(8)(C) of this section, sub-

paragraph (B), and subparagraph (C), and com-

plies with the provisions of subparagraph (E), 

shall not be required to achieve emission limi-

tations promulgated under subsection (f) of 

this section until January 1, 2020. 

(B)(i) Not later than December 31, 1992, the 

Administrator shall promulgate emission limi-

tations for coke oven emissions from coke 

oven batteries. Notwithstanding paragraph (3) 

of this subsection, the compliance date for 

such emission limitations for existing coke 

oven batteries shall be January 1, 1998. Such 

emission limitations shall reflect the lowest 

achievable emission rate as defined in section 

7501 of this title for a coke oven battery that 

is rebuilt or a replacement at a coke oven 

plant for an existing battery. Such emission 

limitations shall be no less stringent than— 
(I) 3 per centum leaking doors (5 per cen-

tum leaking doors for six meter batteries); 
(II) 1 per centum leaking lids; 
(III) 4 per centum leaking offtakes; and 
(IV) 16 seconds visible emissions per 

charge, 

with an exclusion for emissions during the pe-

riod after the closing of self-sealing oven doors 

(or the total mass emissions equivalent). The 

rulemaking in which such emission limita-

tions are promulgated shall also establish an 

appropriate measurement methodology for de-

termining compliance with such emission lim-

itations, and shall establish such emission 

limitations in terms of an equivalent level of 

mass emissions reduction from a coke oven 

battery, unless the Administrator finds that 

such a mass emissions standard would not be 

practicable or enforceable. Such measurement 

methodology, to the extent it measures leak-

ing doors, shall take into consideration alter-

native test methods that reflect the best tech-

nology and practices actually applied in the 

affected industries, and shall assure that the 

final test methods are consistent with the per-

formance of such best technology and prac-

tices. 
(ii) If the Administrator fails to promulgate 

such emission limitations under this subpara-

graph prior to the effective date of such emis-

sion limitations, the emission limitations ap-

plicable to coke oven batteries under this sub-

paragraph shall be— 
(I) 3 per centum leaking doors (5 per cen-

tum leaking doors for six meter batteries); 
(II) 1 per centum leaking lids; 
(III) 4 per centum leaking offtakes; and 
(IV) 16 seconds visible emissions per 

charge, 

or the total mass emissions equivalent (if the 

total mass emissions equivalent is determined 

to be practicable and enforceable), with no ex-

clusion for emissions during the period after 

the closing of self-sealing oven doors. 
(C) Not later than January 1, 2007, the Ad-

ministrator shall review the emission limita-

tions promulgated under subparagraph (B) and 

revise, as necessary, such emission limitations 

to reflect the lowest achievable emission rate 

as defined in section 7501 of this title at the 

time for a coke oven battery that is rebuilt or 

a replacement at a coke oven plant for an ex-

isting battery. Such emission limitations shall 

be no less stringent than the emission limita-

tion promulgated under subparagraph (B). 

Notwithstanding paragraph (2) of this sub-

section, the compliance date for such emission 
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limitations for existing coke oven batteries 

shall be January 1, 2010. 
(D) At any time prior to January 1, 1998, the 

owner or operator of any coke oven battery 

may elect to comply with emission limitations 

promulgated under subsection (f) of this sec-

tion by the date such emission limitations 

would otherwise apply to such coke oven bat-

tery, in lieu of the emission limitations and 

the compliance dates provided under subpara-

graphs (B) and (C) of this paragraph. Any such 

owner or operator shall be legally bound to 

comply with such emission limitations pro-

mulgated under subsection (f) of this section 

with respect to such coke oven battery as of 

January 1, 2003. If no such emission limita-

tions have been promulgated for such coke 

oven battery, the Administrator shall promul-

gate such emission limitations in accordance 

with subsection (f) of this section for such 

coke oven battery. 
(E) Coke oven batteries qualifying for an ex-

tension under subparagraph (A) shall make 

available not later than January 1, 2000, to the 

surrounding communities the results of any 

risk assessment performed by the Adminis-

trator to determine the appropriate level of 

any emission standard established by the Ad-

ministrator pursuant to subsection (f) of this 

section. 
(F) Notwithstanding the provisions of this 

section, reconstruction of any source of coke 

oven emissions qualifying for an extension 

under this paragraph shall not subject such 

source to emission limitations under sub-

section (f) of this section more stringent than 

those established under subparagraphs (B) and 

(C) until January 1, 2020. For the purposes of 

this subparagraph, the term ‘‘reconstruction’’ 

includes the replacement of existing coke oven 

battery capacity with new coke oven batteries 

of comparable or lower capacity and lower po-

tential emissions. 

(j) Equivalent emission limitation by permit 
(1) Effective date 

The requirements of this subsection shall 

apply in each State beginning on the effective 

date of a permit program established pursuant 

to subchapter V of this chapter in such State, 

but not prior to the date 42 months after No-

vember 15, 1990. 

(2) Failure to promulgate a standard 
In the event that the Administrator fails to 

promulgate a standard for a category or sub-

category of major sources by the date estab-

lished pursuant to subsection (e)(1) and (3) of 

this section, and beginning 18 months after 

such date (but not prior to the effective date 

of a permit program under subchapter V of 

this chapter), the owner or operator of any 

major source in such category or subcategory 

shall submit a permit application under para-

graph (3) and such owner or operator shall also 

comply with paragraphs (5) and (6). 

(3) Applications 
By the date established by paragraph (2), the 

owner or operator of a major source subject to 

this subsection shall file an application for a 

permit. If the owner or operator of a source 

has submitted a timely and complete applica-

tion for a permit required by this subsection, 

any failure to have a permit shall not be a vio-

lation of paragraph (2), unless the delay in 

final action is due to the failure of the appli-

cant to timely submit information required or 

requested to process the application. The Ad-

ministrator shall not later than 18 months 

after November 15, 1990, and after notice and 

opportunity for comment, establish require-

ments for applications under this subsection 

including a standard application form and cri-

teria for determining in a timely manner the 

completeness of applications. 

(4) Review and approval 
Permit applications submitted under this 

subsection shall be reviewed and approved or 

disapproved according to the provisions of sec-

tion 7661d of this title. In the event that the 

Administrator (or the State) disapproves a 

permit application submitted under this sub-

section or determines that the application is 

incomplete, the applicant shall have up to 6 

months to revise the application to meet the 

objections of the Administrator (or the State). 

(5) Emission limitation 
The permit shall be issued pursuant to sub-

chapter V of this chapter and shall contain 

emission limitations for the hazardous air pol-

lutants subject to regulation under this sec-

tion and emitted by the source that the Ad-

ministrator (or the State) determines, on a 

case-by-case basis, to be equivalent to the lim-

itation that would apply to such source if an 

emission standard had been promulgated in a 

timely manner under subsection (d) of this 

section. In the alternative, if the applicable 

criteria are met, the permit may contain an 

emissions limitation established according to 

the provisions of subsection (i)(5) of this sec-

tion. For purposes of the preceding sentence, 

the reduction required by subsection (i)(5)(A) 

of this section shall be achieved by the date on 

which the relevant standard should have been 

promulgated under subsection (d) of this sec-

tion. No such pollutant may be emitted in 

amounts exceeding an emission limitation 

contained in a permit immediately for new 

sources and, as expeditiously as practicable, 

but not later than the date 3 years after the 

permit is issued for existing sources or such 

other compliance date as would apply under 

subsection (i) of this section. 

(6) Applicability of subsequent standards 
If the Administrator promulgates an emis-

sion standard that is applicable to the major 

source prior to the date on which a permit ap-

plication is approved, the emission limitation 

in the permit shall reflect the promulgated 

standard rather than the emission limitation 

determined pursuant to paragraph (5), pro-

vided that the source shall have the compli-

ance period provided under subsection (i) of 

this section. If the Administrator promulgates 

a standard under subsection (d) of this section 

that would be applicable to the source in lieu 

of the emission limitation established by per-

mit under this subsection after the date on 

which the permit has been issued, the Admin-
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to pollutant loadings. For purposes of this sub-

section, ‘‘coastal waters’’ shall mean estuaries 

selected pursuant to section 320(a)(2)(A) of the 

Federal Water Pollution Control Act [33 U.S.C. 

1330(a)(2)(A)] or listed pursuant to section 

320(a)(2)(B) of such Act [33 U.S.C. 1330(a)(2)(B)] 

or estuarine research reserves designated pur-

suant to section 1461 of title 16. 

(5) Report 
Within 3 years of November 15, 1990, and bi-

ennially thereafter, the Administrator, in co-

operation with the Under Secretary of Com-

merce for Oceans and Atmosphere, shall sub-

mit to the Congress a report on the results of 

any monitoring, studies, and investigations 

conducted pursuant to this subsection. Such 

report shall include, at a minimum, an assess-

ment of— 
(A) the contribution of atmospheric depo-

sition to pollution loadings in the Great 

Lakes, the Chesapeake Bay, Lake Champlain 

and coastal waters; 
(B) the environmental and public health 

effects of any pollution which is attributable 

to atmospheric deposition to the Great 

Lakes, the Chesapeake Bay, Lake Champlain 

and coastal waters; 
(C) the source or sources of any pollution 

to the Great Lakes, the Chesapeake Bay, 

Lake Champlain and coastal waters which is 

attributable to atmospheric deposition; 
(D) whether pollution loadings in the 

Great Lakes, the Chesapeake Bay, Lake 

Champlain or coastal waters cause or con-

tribute to exceedances of drinking water 

standards pursuant to the Safe Drinking 

Water Act [42 U.S.C. 300f et seq.] or water 

quality standards pursuant to the Federal 

Water Pollution Control Act [33 U.S.C. 1251 

et seq.] or, with respect to the Great Lakes, 

exceedances of the specific objectives of the 

Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement; and 
(E) a description of any revisions of the re-

quirements, standards, and limitations pur-

suant to this chapter and other applicable 

Federal laws as are necessary to assure pro-

tection of human health and the environ-

ment. 

(6) Additional regulation 
As part of the report to Congress, the Ad-

ministrator shall determine whether the other 

provisions of this section are adequate to pre-

vent serious adverse effects to public health 

and serious or widespread environmental ef-

fects, including such effects resulting from in-

direct exposure pathways, associated with at-

mospheric deposition to the Great Lakes, the 

Chesapeake Bay, Lake Champlain and coastal 

waters of hazardous air pollutants (and their 

atmospheric transformation products). The 

Administrator shall take into consideration 

the tendency of such pollutants to bioaccumu-

late. Within 5 years after November 15, 1990, 

the Administrator shall, based on such report 

and determination, promulgate, in accordance 

with this section, such further emission stand-

ards or control measures as may be necessary 

and appropriate to prevent such effects, in-

cluding effects due to bioaccumulation and in-

direct exposure pathways. Any requirements 

promulgated pursuant to this paragraph with 

respect to coastal waters shall only apply to 

the coastal waters of the States which are sub-

ject to section 7627(a) of this title. 

(n) Other provisions 
(1) Electric utility steam generating units 

(A) The Administrator shall perform a study 

of the hazards to public health reasonably an-

ticipated to occur as a result of emissions by 

electric utility steam generating units of pol-

lutants listed under subsection (b) of this sec-

tion after imposition of the requirements of 

this chapter. The Administrator shall report 

the results of this study to the Congress with-

in 3 years after November 15, 1990. The Admin-

istrator shall develop and describe in the Ad-

ministrator’s report to Congress alternative 

control strategies for emissions which may 

warrant regulation under this section. The Ad-

ministrator shall regulate electric utility 

steam generating units under this section, if 

the Administrator finds such regulation is ap-

propriate and necessary after considering the 

results of the study required by this subpara-

graph. 

(B) The Administrator shall conduct, and 

transmit to the Congress not later than 4 

years after November 15, 1990, a study of mer-

cury emissions from electric utility steam 

generating units, municipal waste combustion 

units, and other sources, including area 

sources. Such study shall consider the rate 

and mass of such emissions, the health and en-

vironmental effects of such emissions, tech-

nologies which are available to control such 

emissions, and the costs of such technologies. 

(C) The National Institute of Environmental 

Health Sciences shall conduct, and transmit 

to the Congress not later than 3 years after 

November 15, 1990, a study to determine the 

threshold level of mercury exposure below 

which adverse human health effects are not 

expected to occur. Such study shall include a 

threshold for mercury concentrations in the 

tissue of fish which may be consumed (includ-

ing consumption by sensitive populations) 

without adverse effects to public health. 

(2) Coke oven production technology study 
(A) The Secretary of the Department of En-

ergy and the Administrator shall jointly un-

dertake a 6-year study to assess coke oven pro-

duction emission control technologies and to 

assist in the development and commercializa-

tion of technically practicable and economi-

cally viable control technologies which have 

the potential to significantly reduce emissions 

of hazardous air pollutants from coke oven 

production facilities. In identifying control 

technologies, the Secretary and the Adminis-

trator shall consider the range of existing 

coke oven operations and battery design and 

the availability of sources of materials for 

such coke ovens as well as alternatives to ex-

isting coke oven production design. 

(B) The Secretary and the Administrator are 

authorized to enter into agreements with per-

sons who propose to develop, install and oper-

ate coke production emission control tech-

nologies which have the potential for signifi-
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3 So in original. Probably should be ‘‘section’’. 

cant emissions reductions of hazardous air 

pollutants provided that Federal funds shall 

not exceed 50 per centum of the cost of any 

project assisted pursuant to this paragraph. 

(C) On completion of the study, the Sec-

retary shall submit to Congress a report on 

the results of the study and shall make recom-

mendations to the Administrator identifying 

practicable and economically viable control 

technologies for coke oven production facili-

ties to reduce residual risks remaining after 

implementation of the standard under sub-

section (d) of this section. 

(D) There are authorized to be appropriated 

$5,000,000 for each of the fiscal years 1992 

through 1997 to carry out the program author-

ized by this paragraph. 

(3) Publicly owned treatment works 
The Administrator may conduct, in coopera-

tion with the owners and operators of publicly 

owned treatment works, studies to character-

ize emissions of hazardous air pollutants emit-

ted by such facilities, to identify industrial, 

commercial and residential discharges that 

contribute to such emissions and to dem-

onstrate control measures for such emissions. 

When promulgating any standard under this 

section applicable to publicly owned treat-

ment works, the Administrator may provide 

for control measures that include pre-

treatment of discharges causing emissions of 

hazardous air pollutants and process or prod-

uct substitutions or limitations that may be 

effective in reducing such emissions. The Ad-

ministrator may prescribe uniform sampling, 

modeling and risk assessment methods for use 

in implementing this subsection. 

(4) Oil and gas wells; pipeline facilities 
(A) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-

section (a) of this section, emissions from any 

oil or gas exploration or production well (with 

its associated equipment) and emissions from 

any pipeline compressor or pump station shall 

not be aggregated with emissions from other 

similar units, whether or not such units are in 

a contiguous area or under common control, 

to determine whether such units or stations 

are major sources, and in the case of any oil or 

gas exploration or production well (with its 

associated equipment), such emissions shall 

not be aggregated for any purpose under this 

section. 

(B) The Administrator shall not list oil and 

gas production wells (with its associated 

equipment) as an area source category under 

subsection (c) of this section, except that the 

Administrator may establish an area source 

category for oil and gas production wells lo-

cated in any metropolitan statistical area or 

consolidated metropolitan statistical area 

with a population in excess of 1 million, if the 

Administrator determines that emissions of 

hazardous air pollutants from such wells 

present more than a negligible risk of adverse 

effects to public health. 

(5) Hydrogen sulfide 
The Administrator is directed to assess the 

hazards to public health and the environment 

resulting from the emission of hydrogen sul-

fide associated with the extraction of oil and 
natural gas resources. To the extent prac-
ticable, the assessment shall build upon and 
not duplicate work conducted for an assess-
ment pursuant to section 8002(m) of the Solid 
Waste Disposal Act [42 U.S.C. 6982(m)] and 
shall reflect consultation with the States. The 
assessment shall include a review of existing 
State and industry control standards, tech-
niques and enforcement. The Administrator 

shall report to the Congress within 24 months 

after November 15, 1990, with the findings of 

such assessment, together with any recom-

mendations, and shall, as appropriate, develop 

and implement a control strategy for emis-

sions of hydrogen sulfide to protect human 

health and the environment, based on the find-

ings of such assessment, using authorities 

under this chapter including sections 3 7411 of 

this title and this section. 

(6) Hydrofluoric acid 
Not later than 2 years after November 15, 

1990, the Administrator shall, for those regions 

of the country which do not have comprehen-

sive health and safety regulations with respect 

to hydrofluoric acid, complete a study of the 

potential hazards of hydrofluoric acid and the 

uses of hydrofluoric acid in industrial and 

commercial applications to public health and 

the environment considering a range of events 

including worst-case accidental releases and 

shall make recommendations to the Congress 

for the reduction of such hazards, if appro-

priate. 

(7) RCRA facilities 
In the case of any category or subcategory of 

sources the air emissions of which are regu-

lated under subtitle C of the Solid Waste Dis-

posal Act [42 U.S.C. 6921 et seq.], the Adminis-

trator shall take into account any regulations 

of such emissions which are promulgated 

under such subtitle and shall, to the maximum 

extent practicable and consistent with the 

provisions of this section, ensure that the re-

quirements of such subtitle and this section 

are consistent. 

(o) National Academy of Sciences study 
(1) Request of the Academy 

Within 3 months of November 15, 1990, the 

Administrator shall enter into appropriate ar-

rangements with the National Academy of 

Sciences to conduct a review of— 
(A) risk assessment methodology used by 

the Environmental Protection Agency to de-

termine the carcinogenic risk associated 

with exposure to hazardous air pollutants 

from source categories and subcategories 

subject to the requirements of this section; 

and 
(B) improvements in such methodology. 

(2) Elements to be studied 
In conducting such review, the National 

Academy of Sciences should consider, but not 

be limited to, the following— 
(A) the techniques used for estimating and 

describing the carcinogenic potency to hu-

mans of hazardous air pollutants; and 
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action, indicating the purpose of such action. No 

State agency which receives notice under this 

paragraph of an action proposed to be taken 

may use the information contained in the notice 

to inform the person whose property is proposed 

to be affected of the proposed action. If the Ad-

ministrator has reasonable basis for believing 

that a State agency is so using or will so use 

such information, notice to the agency under 

this paragraph is not required until such time as 

the Administrator determines the agency will 

no longer so use information contained in a no-

tice under this paragraph. Nothing in this sec-

tion shall be construed to require notification to 

any State agency of any action taken by the Ad-

ministrator with respect to any standard, limi-

tation, or other requirement which is not part of 

an applicable implementation plan or which was 

promulgated by the Administrator under section 

7410(c) of this title. 
(2) Nothing in paragraph (1) shall be construed 

to provide that any failure of the Administrator 

to comply with the requirements of such para-

graph shall be a defense in any enforcement ac-

tion brought by the Administrator or shall 

make inadmissible as evidence in any such ac-

tion any information or material obtained not-

withstanding such failure to comply with such 

requirements. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, § 114, as added Pub. 

L. 91–604, § 4(a), Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1687; 

amended Pub. L. 93–319, § 6(a)(4), June 22, 1974, 88 

Stat. 259; Pub. L. 95–95, title I, §§ 109(d)(3), 113, 

title III, § 305(d), Aug. 7, 1977, 91 Stat. 701, 709, 

776; Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(22), (23), Nov. 16, 1977, 

91 Stat. 1400; Pub. L. 101–549, title III, § 302(c), 

title VII, § 702(a), (b), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2574, 

2680, 2681.) 

REFERENCES IN TEXT 

Section 7413(d) of this title, referred to in subsec. 

(d)(1), was amended generally by Pub. L. 101–549, title 

VII, § 701, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2672, and, as so amend-

ed, no longer relates to final compliance orders. 

CODIFICATION 

Section was formerly classified to section 1857c–9 of 

this title. 

AMENDMENTS 

1990—Subsec. (a). Pub. L. 101–549, § 702(a)(1), which di-

rected that ‘‘or’’ be struck out in first sentence imme-

diately before ‘‘any emission standard under section 

7412 of this title,’’ could not be executed because of the 

prior amendment by Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(c), see below. 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 702(a)(2), inserted ‘‘or any regulation 

under section 7429 of this title (relating to solid waste 

combustion),’’ before ‘‘(ii) of determining’’. 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(c), struck out ‘‘or’’ after ‘‘per-

formance under section 7411 of this title,’’ and inserted 

‘‘, or any regulation of solid waste combustion under 

section 7429 of this title,’’ after ‘‘standard under section 

7412 of this title’’. 

Subsec. (a)(1). Pub. L. 101–549, § 702(a)(3), amended par. 

(1) generally. Prior to amendment, par. (1) read as fol-

lows: ‘‘the Administrator may require any person who 

owns or operates any emission source or who is subject 

to any requirement of this chapter (other than a manu-

facturer subject to the provisions of section 7525(c) or 

7542 of this title) with respect to a provision of sub-

chapter II of this chapter to (A) establish and maintain 

such records, (B) make such reports, (C) install, use, 

and maintain such monitoring equipment or methods, 

(D) sample such emissions (in accordance with such 

methods, at such locations, at such intervals, and in 

such manner as the Administrator shall prescribe), and 

(E) provide such other information as he may reason-

ably require; and’’. 

Subsec. (a)(3). Pub. L. 101–549, § 702(b), added par. (3). 

1977—Subsec. (a). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(22), inserted 

reference to subchapter II of this chapter and ‘‘new’’ 

before ‘‘motor’’ in two places. 

Pub. L. 95–95, § 305(d), substituted ‘‘carrying out any 

provision of this chapter (except with respect to a man-

ufacturer of motor vehicles or motor vehicle engines)’’ 

for ‘‘carrying out sections 119 or 303’’ in cl. (iii) preced-

ing par. (1), substituted ‘‘any person subject to any re-

quirement of this chapter (other than a manufacturer 

subject to the provisions of sections 7525(c) or 7542 of 

this title)’’ for ‘‘the owner or operator of any emission 

source’’ in par. (1), substituted ‘‘any premises of such 

person’’ for ‘‘any premises in which an emission source 

is located’’ in subpar. (A) of par. (2), and substituted 

‘‘emissions which such person is required to sample’’ 

for ‘‘emissions which the owner or operator of such 

source is required to sample’’ in subpar. (B) of subpar. 

(2). 

Subsec. (a)(1). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(23), inserted ref-

erence to subchapter II of this chapter and ‘‘who owns 

or operates any emission source or who is’’ after ‘‘any 

person’’. 

Subsec. (b)(1). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(d)(3), struck out 

‘‘(except with respect to new sources owned or operated 

by the United States)’’ after ‘‘to carry out this sec-

tion’’. 

Subsec. (d). Pub. L. 95–95, § 113, added subsec. (d). 

1974—Subsec. (a). Pub. L. 93–319 inserted reference to 

section 119. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1977 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 95–95 effective Aug. 7, 1977, ex-

cept as otherwise expressly provided, see section 406(d) 

of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as a note under section 7401 of 

this title. 

PENDING ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS 

Suits, actions, and other proceedings lawfully com-

menced by or against the Administrator or any other 

officer or employee of the United States in his official 

capacity or in relation to the discharge of his official 

duties under act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in 

effect immediately prior to the enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977], not to abate by reason of the taking 

effect of Pub. L. 95–95, see section 406(a) of Pub. L. 

95–95, set out as an Effective Date of 1977 Amendment 

note under section 7401 of this title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF RULES, REGULATIONS, 

ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, CONTRACTS, CERTIFI-

CATIONS, AUTHORIZATIONS, DELEGATIONS, AND OTHER 

ACTIONS 

All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, con-

tracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, or 

other actions duly issued, made, or taken by or pursu-

ant to act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in effect 

immediately prior to the date of enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977] to continue in full force and effect 

until modified or rescinded in accordance with act July 

14, 1955, as amended by Pub. L. 95–95 [this chapter], see 

section 406(b) of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as an Effective 

Date of 1977 Amendment note under section 7401 of this 

title. 

§ 7415. International air pollution 

(a) Endangerment of public health or welfare in 
foreign countries from pollution emitted in 
United States 

Whenever the Administrator, upon receipt of 

reports, surveys or studies from any duly con-

stituted international agency has reason to be-

lieve that any air pollutant or pollutants emit-
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ted in the United States cause or contribute to 

air pollution which may reasonably be antici-

pated to endanger public health or welfare in a 

foreign country or whenever the Secretary of 

State requests him to do so with respect to such 

pollution which the Secretary of State alleges is 

of such a nature, the Administrator shall give 

formal notification thereof to the Governor of 

the State in which such emissions originate. 

(b) Prevention or elimination of endangerment 
The notice of the Administrator shall be 

deemed to be a finding under section 

7410(a)(2)(H)(ii) of this title which requires a 

plan revision with respect to so much of the ap-

plicable implementation plan as is inadequate 

to prevent or eliminate the endangerment re-

ferred to in subsection (a) of this section. Any 

foreign country so affected by such emission of 

pollutant or pollutants shall be invited to ap-

pear at any public hearing associated with any 

revision of the appropriate portion of the appli-

cable implementation plan. 

(c) Reciprocity 
This section shall apply only to a foreign 

country which the Administrator determines 

has given the United States essentially the same 

rights with respect to the prevention or control 

of air pollution occurring in that country as is 

given that country by this section. 

(d) Recommendations 
Recommendations issued following any abate-

ment conference conducted prior to August 7, 

1977, shall remain in effect with respect to any 

pollutant for which no national ambient air 

quality standard has been established under sec-

tion 7409 of this title unless the Administrator, 

after consultation with all agencies which were 

party to the conference, rescinds any such rec-

ommendation on grounds of obsolescence. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, § 115, formerly § 5, 

as added Pub. L. 88–206, § 1, Dec. 17, 1963, 77 Stat. 

396; renumbered § 105 and amended Pub. L. 

89–272, title I, §§ 101(2), (3), 102, Oct. 20, 1965, 79 

Stat. 992, 995, renumbered § 108 and amended 

Pub. L. 90–148, § 2, Nov. 21, 1967, 81 Stat. 491, re-

numbered § 115 and amended Pub. L. 91–604, 

§§ 4(a), (b)(2)–(10), 15(c)(2), Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 

1678, 1688, 1689, 1713; Pub. L. 95–95, title I, § 114, 

Aug. 7, 1977, 91 Stat. 710.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section was formerly classified to section 1857d of 

this title. 

AMENDMENTS 

1977—Pub. L. 95–95 completely revised section by sub-

stituting provisions establishing a mechanism for the 

Administrator to trigger a revision of a State imple-

mentation plan under section 7410(a)(2)(H) upon a peti-

tion of an international agency or the Secretary of 

State if he finds that emissions originating in a State 

endanger the health or welfare of persons in a foreign 

country for provisions calling for the abatement of air 

pollution by means of conference procedures. 

1970—Subsec. (a). Pub. L. 91–604, § 4(b)(2), inserted 

‘‘and which is covered by subsection (b) or (c) of this 

section’’ after ‘‘persons’’. 

Subsec. (b). Pub. L. 91–604, §§ 4(b)(3), (4), (5), 15(c)(2), 

redesignated former subsec. (d)(1)(A), (B), and (C) as 

(b)(1), (2), and (3), substituted ‘‘Administrator’’ for 

‘‘Secretary’’ wherever appearing, and added subsec. 

(b)(4). Former subsec. (b), which related to the encour-

agement of municipal, State, and interstate action to 

abate air pollution, was struck out. 
Subsec. (c). Pub. L. 91–604, §§ 4(b)(3), (6), 15(c)(2), redes-

ignated former subsec. (d)(1)(D) as (c) and substituted 

‘‘Administrator’’ for ‘‘Secretary’’ and ‘‘Secretary of 

Health, Education, and Welfare’’ wherever appearing 

and ‘‘subsection’’ for ‘‘subparagraph’’ wherever appear-

ing. Former subsec. (c), which related to the procedure 

for the promulgation of State air quality standards, 

was struck out. 
Subsec. (d). Pub. L. 91–604, §§ 4(b)(4), (6), (7), (8), 

15(c)(2), redesignated former subsec. (d)(2) and (3) as 

(d)(1) and (2), in (d)(1) substituted ‘‘Administrator’’ for 

‘‘Secretary’’ wherever appearing and ‘‘any conference 

under this section’’ for ‘‘such conference’’, and in (d)(2) 

substituted ‘‘Administrator’’ for ‘‘Secretary’’. Former 

subsec. (d)(1)(A), (B), and (C) were redesignated as 

(b)(1), (2), and (3), respectively, and subsec. (d)(1)(D) was 

redesignated as (c). 
Subsec. (e). Pub. L. 91–604, § 15(c)(2), substituted ‘‘Ad-

ministrator’’ for ‘‘Secretary’’ wherever appearing. 
Subsec. (f). Pub. L. 91–604, § 15(c)(2), substituted ‘‘Ad-

ministrator’’ for ‘‘Secretary’’ wherever appearing and 

‘‘Environmental Protection Agency’’ for ‘‘Department 

of Health, Education, and Welfare’’. 
Subsec. (g). Pub. L. 91–604, §§ 4(b)(9), 15(c)(2), sub-

stituted ‘‘Administrator’’ for ‘‘Secretary’’ and ‘‘sub-

section (c)’’ for ‘‘subparagraph (D) of subsection (d)’’. 
Subsecs. (i), (j). Pub. L. 91–604, § 15(c)(2), substituted 

‘‘Administrator’’ for ‘‘Secretary’’ wherever appearing. 
Subsec. (k). Pub. L. 91–604, § 4(b)(3), (10), substituted 

provisions relating to compliance with any require-

ment of an applicable implementation plan or with any 

standard prescribed under section 7411 of this title or 

section 7412 of this title, for provisions relating to the 

enjoining of imminent and substantial endangerment 

from pollution sources. 
1967—Subsec. (b). Pub. L. 90–148 substituted reference 

to subsec. (c), (h), or (k) of this section for reference to 

subsec. (g) of this section. 
Subsecs. (c), (d). Pub. L. 90–148 added subsec. (c), re-

designated former subsec. (c) as (d), inserted in par. (2) 

provisions for the delivery prior to the conference of a 

Federal report to agencies and interested parties cover-

ing matters before the conference, raised from three 

weeks to thirty days the required notice of the con-

ference, and inserted provisions for notice by news-

papers, presentation of views on the Federal report, and 

transcript of proceedings. Former subsec. (d) redesig-

nated (e). 
Subsec. (e). Pub. L. 90–148 redesignated former subsec. 

(d) as (e). Former subsec. (e) redesignated (f) and 

amended. 
Subsec. (f). Pub. L. 90–148 redesignated former subsec. 

(e) as (f) and inserted in par. (1) requirement that all in-

terested parties be given a reasonable opportunity to 

present evidence to the hearing board. Former subsec. 

(f) redesignated (g) and amended. 
Subsec. (g). Pub. L. 90–148 redesignated former subsec. 

(f) as (g) and substituted reference to subsec. (d) of this 

section for reference to subsec. (c) of this section. 

Former subsec. (g) redesignated (h) and amended. 
Subsec. (h). Pub. L. 90–148 redesignated former sub-

sec. (g) as (h) and substituted reference to subsec. (g) of 

this section for reference to subsec. (f) of this section. 

Former subsec. (h) redesignated (i) and amended. 
Subsec. (i). Pub. L. 90–148 redesignated former subsec. 

(h) as (i) and substituted reference to subsec. (f) of this 

section for reference to subsec. (e) of this section and 

raised the per diem maximum from $50 to $100. Former 

subsec. (i) redesignated (j). 
Subsec. (j). Pub. L. 90–148 redesignated former subsec. 

(i) as (j). 
Subsec. (k). Pub. L. 90–148 added subsec. (k). 
1965—Subsec. (b). Pub. L. 89–272, § 101(2), substituted 

‘‘this title’’ for ‘‘this Act’’, which for purposes of codi-

fication has been changed to ‘‘this subchapter’’. 
Subsec. (c)(1)(D). Pub. L. 89–272, § 102(a), added subpar. 

(D). 
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1 So in original. Probably should be ‘‘the’’. 

have been expended by the State before the date 

on which any such grant was made. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title II, § 210, formerly 

§ 209, as added Pub. L. 90–148, § 2, Nov. 21, 1967, 81 

Stat. 502; renumbered and amended Pub. L. 

91–604, §§ 8(a), 10(b), Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1694, 

1700; Pub. L. 95–95, title II, § 204, Aug. 7, 1977, 91 

Stat. 754.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section was formerly classified to section 1857f–6b of 

this title. 

PRIOR PROVISIONS 

A prior section 210 of act July 14, 1955, was renum-

bered section 211 by Pub. L. 91–604 and is classified to 

section 7545 of this title. 

AMENDMENTS 

1977—Pub. L. 95–95 inserted provision allowing grants 

to be made by way of reimbursement in any case in 

which amounts have been expended by States before 

the date on which the grants were made. 

1970—Pub. L. 91–604, § 10(b), substituted provisions au-

thorizing the Administrator to make grants to appro-

priate State agencies for the development and mainte-

nance of effective vehicle emission devices and systems 

inspection and emission testing and control programs, 

for provisions authorizing the Secretary to make 

grants to appropriate State air pollution control agen-

cies for the development of meaningful uniform motor 

vehicle emission device inspection and emission testing 

programs. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1977 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 95–95 effective Aug. 7, 1977, ex-

cept as otherwise expressly provided, see section 406(d) 

of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as a note under section 7401 of 

this title. 

§ 7545. Regulation of fuels 

(a) Authority of Administrator to regulate 
The Administrator may by regulation des-

ignate any fuel or fuel additive (including any 

fuel or fuel additive used exclusively in nonroad 

engines or nonroad vehicles) and, after such date 

or dates as may be prescribed by him, no manu-

facturer or processor of any such fuel or additive 

may sell, offer for sale, or introduce into com-

merce such fuel or additive unless the Adminis-

trator has registered such fuel or additive in ac-

cordance with subsection (b) of this section. 

(b) Registration requirement 
(1) For the purpose of registration of fuels and 

fuel additives, the Administrator shall require— 

(A) the manufacturer of any fuel to notify 

him as to the commercial identifying name 

and manufacturer of any additive contained in 

such fuel; the range of concentration of any 

additive in the fuel; and the purpose-in-use of 

any such additive; and 

(B) the manufacturer of any additive to no-

tify him as to the chemical composition of 

such additive. 

(2) For the purpose of registration of fuels and 

fuel additives, the Administrator shall, on a reg-

ular basis, require the manufacturer of any fuel 

or fuel additive— 

(A) to conduct tests to determine potential 

public health and environmental effects of the 

fuel or additive (including carcinogenic, tera-

togenic, or mutagenic effects); and 

(B) to furnish the description of any analyt-

ical technique that can be used to detect and 

measure any additive in such fuel, the rec-

ommended range of concentration of such ad-

ditive, and the recommended purpose-in-use of 

such additive, and such other information as is 

reasonable and necessary to determine the 

emissions resulting from the use of the fuel or 

additive contained in such fuel, the effect of 

such fuel or additive on the emission control 

performance of any vehicle, vehicle engine, 

nonroad engine or nonroad vehicle, or the ex-

tent to which such emissions affect the public 

health or welfare. 

Tests under subparagraph (A) shall be conducted 

in conformity with test procedures and proto-

cols established by the Administrator. The re-

sult of such tests shall not be considered con-

fidential. 
(3) Upon compliance with the provision of this 

subsection, including assurances that the Ad-

ministrator will receive changes in the informa-

tion required, the Administrator shall register 

such fuel or fuel additive. 
(4) STUDY ON CERTAIN FUEL ADDITIVES AND 

BLENDSTOCKS.— 
(A) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 2 years after 

August 8, 2005, the Administrator shall— 
(i) conduct a study on the effects on public 

health (including the effects on children, 

pregnant women, minority or low-income 

communities, and other sensitive popu-

lations), air quality, and water resources of 

increased use of, and the feasibility of using 

as substitutes for methyl tertiary butyl 

ether in gasoline— 
(I) ethyl tertiary butyl ether; 
(II) tertiary amyl methyl ether; 
(III) di-isopropyl ether; 
(IV) tertiary butyl alcohol; 
(V) other ethers and heavy alcohols, as 

determined by then 1 Administrator; 
(VI) ethanol; 
(VII) iso-octane; and 
(VIII) alkylates; and 

(ii) conduct a study on the effects on pub-

lic health (including the effects on children, 

pregnant women, minority or low-income 

communities, and other sensitive popu-

lations), air quality, and water resources of 

the adjustment for ethanol-blended reformu-

lated gasoline to the volatile organic com-

pounds performance requirements that are 

applicable under paragraphs (1) and (3) of 

subsection (k) of this section; and 
(iii) submit to the Committee on Environ-

ment and Public Works of the Senate and 

the Committee on Energy and Commerce of 

the House of Representatives a report de-

scribing the results of the studies under 

clauses (i) and (ii). 

(B) CONTRACTS FOR STUDY.—In carrying out 

this paragraph, the Administrator may enter 

into one or more contracts with nongovern-

mental entities such as— 
(i) the national energy laboratories; and 
(ii) institutions of higher education (as de-

fined in section 1001 of title 20). 
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(d) Penalties and injunctions 
(1) Civil penalties 

Any person who violates subsection (a), (f), 
(g), (k), (l), (m), (n), or (o) of this section or the 
regulations prescribed under subsection (c), 
(h), (i), (k), (l), (m), (n), or (o) of this section or 
who fails to furnish any information or con-
duct any tests required by the Administrator 
under subsection (b) of this section shall be 
liable to the United States for a civil penalty 
of not more than the sum of $25,000 for every 
day of such violation and the amount of eco-
nomic benefit or savings resulting from the 
violation. Any violation with respect to a reg-
ulation prescribed under subsection (c), (k), (l), 
(m), or (o) of this section which establishes a 
regulatory standard based upon a multiday 
averaging period shall constitute a separate 
day of violation for each and every day in the 
averaging period. Civil penalties shall be as-
sessed in accordance with subsections (b) and 
(c) of section 7524 of this title. 

(2) Injunctive authority 
The district courts of the United States 

shall have jurisdiction to restrain violations 
of subsections (a), (f), (g), (k), (l), (m), (n), and 
(o) of this section and of the regulations pre-
scribed under subsections (c), (h), (i), (k), (l), 
(m), (n), and (o) of this section, to award other 
appropriate relief, and to compel the furnish-
ing of information and the conduct of tests re-
quired by the Administrator under subsection 
(b) of this section. Actions to restrain such 
violations and compel such actions shall be 
brought by and in the name of the United 
States. In any such action, subpoenas for wit-
nesses who are required to attend a district 
court in any district may run into any other 
district. 

(e) Testing of fuels and fuel additives 
(1) Not later than one year after August 7, 

1977, and after notice and opportunity for a pub-
lic hearing, the Administrator shall promulgate 
regulations which implement the authority 
under subsection (b)(2)(A) and (B) of this section 
with respect to each fuel or fuel additive which 
is registered on the date of promulgation of such 
regulations and with respect to each fuel or fuel 
additive for which an application for registra-
tion is filed thereafter. 

(2) Regulations under subsection (b) of this 
section to carry out this subsection shall require 
that the requisite information be provided to 
the Administrator by each such manufacturer— 

(A) prior to registration, in the case of any 
fuel or fuel additive which is not registered on 
the date of promulgation of such regulations; 
or 

(B) not later than three years after the date 
of promulgation of such regulations, in the 

case of any fuel or fuel additive which is reg-

istered on such date. 

(3) In promulgating such regulations, the Ad-

ministrator may— 
(A) exempt any small business (as defined in 

such regulations) from or defer or modify the 

requirements of, such regulations with respect 

to any such small business; 
(B) provide for cost-sharing with respect to 

the testing of any fuel or fuel additive which 

is manufactured or processed by two or more 

persons or otherwise provide for shared re-

sponsibility to meet the requirements of this 

section without duplication; or 

(C) exempt any person from such regulations 

with respect to a particular fuel or fuel addi-

tive upon a finding that any additional testing 

of such fuel or fuel additive would be duplica-

tive of adequate existing testing. 

(f) New fuels and fuel additives 
(1)(A) Effective upon March 31, 1977, it shall be 

unlawful for any manufacturer of any fuel or 

fuel additive to first introduce into commerce, 

or to increase the concentration in use of, any 

fuel or fuel additive for general use in light duty 

motor vehicles manufactured after model year 

1974 which is not substantially similar to any 

fuel or fuel additive utilized in the certification 

of any model year 1975, or subsequent model 

year, vehicle or engine under section 7525 of this 

title. 

(B) Effective upon November 15, 1990, it shall 

be unlawful for any manufacturer of any fuel or 

fuel additive to first introduce into commerce, 

or to increase the concentration in use of, any 

fuel or fuel additive for use by any person in 

motor vehicles manufactured after model year 

1974 which is not substantially similar to any 

fuel or fuel additive utilized in the certification 

of any model year 1975, or subsequent model 

year, vehicle or engine under section 7525 of this 

title. 

(2) Effective November 30, 1977, it shall be un-

lawful for any manufacturer of any fuel to intro-

duce into commerce any gasoline which con-

tains a concentration of manganese in excess of 

.0625 grams per gallon of fuel, except as other-

wise provided pursuant to a waiver under para-

graph (4). 

(3) Any manufacturer of any fuel or fuel addi-

tive which prior to March 31, 1977, and after Jan-

uary 1, 1974, first introduced into commerce or 

increased the concentration in use of a fuel or 

fuel additive that would otherwise have been 

prohibited under paragraph (1)(A) if introduced 

on or after March 31, 1977 shall, not later than 

September 15, 1978, cease to distribute such fuel 

or fuel additive in commerce. During the period 

beginning 180 days after August 7, 1977, and be-

fore September 15, 1978, the Administrator shall 

prohibit, or restrict the concentration of any 

fuel additive which he determines will cause or 

contribute to the failure of an emission control 

device or system (over the useful life of any ve-

hicle in which such device or system is used) to 

achieve compliance by the vehicle with the 

emission standards with respect to which it has 

been certified under section 7525 of this title. 

(4) The Administrator, upon application of any 

manufacturer of any fuel or fuel additive, may 

waive the prohibitions established under para-

graph (1) or (3) of this subsection or the limita-

tion specified in paragraph (2) of this subsection, 

if he determines that the applicant has estab-

lished that such fuel or fuel additive or a speci-

fied concentration thereof, and the emission 

products of such fuel or fuel additive or specified 

concentration thereof, will not cause or contrib-

ute to a failure of any emission control device or 

system (over the useful life of the motor vehicle, 
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motor vehicle engine, nonroad engine or 

nonroad vehicle in which such device or system 

is used) to achieve compliance by the vehicle or 

engine with the emission standards with respect 

to which it has been certified pursuant to sec-

tions 7525 and 7547(a) of this title. The Adminis-

trator shall take final action to grant or deny 

an application submitted under this paragraph, 

after public notice and comment, within 270 

days of the receipt of such an application. 

(5) No action of the Administrator under this 

section may be stayed by any court pending ju-

dicial review of such action. 

(g) Misfueling 
(1) No person shall introduce, or cause or allow 

the introduction of, leaded gasoline into any 

motor vehicle which is labeled ‘‘unleaded gaso-

line only,’’ which is equipped with a gasoline 

tank filler inlet designed for the introduction of 

unleaded gasoline, which is a 1990 or later model 

year motor vehicle, or which such person knows 

or should know is a vehicle designed solely for 

the use of unleaded gasoline. 

(2) Beginning October 1, 1993, no person shall 

introduce or cause or allow the introduction 

into any motor vehicle of diesel fuel which such 

person knows or should know contains a con-

centration of sulfur in excess of 0.05 percent (by 

weight) or which fails to meet a cetane index 

minimum of 40 or such equivalent alternative 

aromatic level as prescribed by the Adminis-

trator under subsection (i)(2) of this section. 

(h) Reid Vapor Pressure requirements 
(1) Prohibition 

Not later than 6 months after November 15, 

1990, the Administrator shall promulgate regu-

lations making it unlawful for any person dur-

ing the high ozone season (as defined by the 

Administrator) to sell, offer for sale, dispense, 

supply, offer for supply, transport, or intro-

duce into commerce gasoline with a Reid 

Vapor Pressure in excess of 9.0 pounds per 

square inch (psi). Such regulations shall also 

establish more stringent Reid Vapor Pressure 

standards in a nonattainment area as the Ad-

ministrator finds necessary to generally 

achieve comparable evaporative emissions (on 

a per-vehicle basis) in nonattainment areas, 

taking into consideration the enforceability of 

such standards, the need of an area for emis-

sion control, and economic factors. 

(2) Attainment areas 
The regulations under this subsection shall 

not make it unlawful for any person to sell, 

offer for supply, transport, or introduce into 

commerce gasoline with a Reid Vapor Pres-

sure of 9.0 pounds per square inch (psi) or 

lower in any area designated under section 

7407 of this title as an attainment area. Not-

withstanding the preceding sentence, the Ad-

ministrator may impose a Reid vapor pressure 

requirement lower than 9.0 pounds per square 

inch (psi) in any area, formerly an ozone non-

attainment area, which has been redesignated 

as an attainment area. 

(3) Effective date; enforcement 
The regulations under this subsection shall 

provide that the requirements of this sub-

section shall take effect not later than the 

high ozone season for 1992, and shall include 

such provisions as the Administrator deter-

mines are necessary to implement and enforce 

the requirements of this subsection. 

(4) Ethanol waiver 
For fuel blends containing gasoline and 10 

percent denatured anhydrous ethanol, the 

Reid vapor pressure limitation under this sub-

section shall be one pound per square inch 

(psi) greater than the applicable Reid vapor 

pressure limitations established under para-

graph (1); Provided, however, That a distribu-

tor, blender, marketer, reseller, carrier, re-

tailer, or wholesale purchaser-consumer shall 

be deemed to be in full compliance with the 

provisions of this subsection and the regula-

tions promulgated thereunder if it can dem-

onstrate (by showing receipt of a certification 

or other evidence acceptable to the Adminis-

trator) that— 

(A) the gasoline portion of the blend com-

plies with the Reid vapor pressure limita-

tions promulgated pursuant to this sub-

section; 

(B) the ethanol portion of the blend does 

not exceed its waiver condition under sub-

section (f)(4) of this section; and 

(C) no additional alcohol or other additive 

has been added to increase the Reid Vapor 

Pressure of the ethanol portion of the blend. 

(5) Exclusion from ethanol waiver 
(A) Promulgation of regulations 

Upon notification, accompanied by sup-

porting documentation, from the Governor 

of a State that the Reid vapor pressure limi-

tation established by paragraph (4) will in-

crease emissions that contribute to air pol-

lution in any area in the State, the Adminis-

trator shall, by regulation, apply, in lieu of 

the Reid vapor pressure limitation estab-

lished by paragraph (4), the Reid vapor pres-

sure limitation established by paragraph (1) 

to all fuel blends containing gasoline and 10 

percent denatured anhydrous ethanol that 

are sold, offered for sale, dispensed, supplied, 

offered for supply, transported, or intro-

duced into commerce in the area during the 

high ozone season. 

(B) Deadline for promulgation 
The Administrator shall promulgate regu-

lations under subparagraph (A) not later 

than 90 days after the date of receipt of a no-

tification from a Governor under that sub-

paragraph. 

(C) Effective date 
(i) In general 

With respect to an area in a State for 

which the Governor submits a notification 

under subparagraph (A), the regulations 

under that subparagraph shall take effect 

on the later of— 

(I) the first day of the first high ozone 

season for the area that begins after the 

date of receipt of the notification; or 

(II) 1 year after the date of receipt of 

the notification. 
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1 So in original. The period probably should be ‘‘, or’’. 

95–95, set out as an Effective Date of 1977 Amendment 

note under section 7401 of this title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF RULES, REGULATIONS, 

ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, CONTRACTS, CERTIFI-

CATIONS, AUTHORIZATIONS, DELEGATIONS, AND OTHER 

ACTIONS 

All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, con-

tracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, or 

other actions duly issued, made, or taken by or pursu-

ant to act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in effect 

immediately prior to the date of enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977] to continue in full force and effect 

until modified or rescinded in accordance with act July 

14, 1955, as amended by Pub. L. 95–95 [this chapter], see 

section 406(b) of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as an Effective 

Date of 1977 Amendment note under section 7401 of this 

title. 

§ 7604. Citizen suits 

(a) Authority to bring civil action; jurisdiction 
Except as provided in subsection (b) of this 

section, any person may commence a civil ac-

tion on his own behalf— 
(1) against any person (including (i) the 

United States, and (ii) any other govern-

mental instrumentality or agency to the ex-

tent permitted by the Eleventh Amendment to 

the Constitution) who is alleged to have vio-

lated (if there is evidence that the alleged vio-

lation has been repeated) or to be in violation 

of (A) an emission standard or limitation 

under this chapter or (B) an order issued by 

the Administrator or a State with respect to 

such a standard or limitation, 
(2) against the Administrator where there is 

alleged a failure of the Administrator to per-

form any act or duty under this chapter which 

is not discretionary with the Administrator, 

or 
(3) against any person who proposes to con-

struct or constructs any new or modified 

major emitting facility without a permit re-

quired under part C of subchapter I of this 

chapter (relating to significant deterioration 

of air quality) or part D of subchapter I of this 

chapter (relating to nonattainment) or who is 

alleged to have violated (if there is evidence 

that the alleged violation has been repeated) 

or to be in violation of any condition of such 

permit. 

The district courts shall have jurisdiction, with-

out regard to the amount in controversy or the 

citizenship of the parties, to enforce such an 

emission standard or limitation, or such an 

order, or to order the Administrator to perform 

such act or duty, as the case may be, and to 

apply any appropriate civil penalties (except for 

actions under paragraph (2)). The district courts 

of the United States shall have jurisdiction to 

compel (consistent with paragraph (2) of this 

subsection) agency action unreasonably delayed, 

except that an action to compel agency action 

referred to in section 7607(b) of this title which 

is unreasonably delayed may only be filed in a 

United States District Court within the circuit 

in which such action would be reviewable under 

section 7607(b) of this title. In any such action 

for unreasonable delay, notice to the entities re-

ferred to in subsection (b)(1)(A) of this section 

shall be provided 180 days before commencing 

such action. 

(b) Notice 
No action may be commenced— 

(1) under subsection (a)(1) of this section— 
(A) prior to 60 days after the plaintiff has 

given notice of the violation (i) to the Ad-
ministrator, (ii) to the State in which the 
violation occurs, and (iii) to any alleged vio-
lator of the standard, limitation, or order, or 

(B) if the Administrator or State has com-
menced and is diligently prosecuting a civil 
action in a court of the United States or a 
State to require compliance with the stand-
ard, limitation, or order, but in any such ac-
tion in a court of the United States any per-
son may intervene as a matter of right.1 

(2) under subsection (a)(2) of this section 
prior to 60 days after the plaintiff has given 
notice of such action to the Administrator, 

except that such action may be brought imme-
diately after such notification in the case of an 
action under this section respecting a violation 
of section 7412(i)(3)(A) or (f)(4) of this title or an 
order issued by the Administrator pursuant to 
section 7413(a) of this title. Notice under this 
subsection shall be given in such manner as the 
Administrator shall prescribe by regulation. 

(c) Venue; intervention by Administrator; service 
of complaint; consent judgment 

(1) Any action respecting a violation by a sta-
tionary source of an emission standard or limi-
tation or an order respecting such standard or 
limitation may be brought only in the judicial 
district in which such source is located. 

(2) In any action under this section, the Ad-
ministrator, if not a party, may intervene as a 
matter of right at any time in the proceeding. A 
judgment in an action under this section to 
which the United States is not a party shall not, 
however, have any binding effect upon the 

United States. 
(3) Whenever any action is brought under this 

section the plaintiff shall serve a copy of the 

complaint on the Attorney General of the 

United States and on the Administrator. No con-

sent judgment shall be entered in an action 

brought under this section in which the United 

States is not a party prior to 45 days following 

the receipt of a copy of the proposed consent 

judgment by the Attorney General and the Ad-

ministrator during which time the Government 

may submit its comments on the proposed con-

sent judgment to the court and parties or may 

intervene as a matter of right. 

(d) Award of costs; security 
The court, in issuing any final order in any ac-

tion brought pursuant to subsection (a) of this 

section, may award costs of litigation (including 

reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) to 

any party, whenever the court determines such 

award is appropriate. The court may, if a tem-

porary restraining order or preliminary injunc-

tion is sought, require the filing of a bond or 

equivalent security in accordance with the Fed-

eral Rules of Civil Procedure. 

(e) Nonrestriction of other rights 
Nothing in this section shall restrict any right 

which any person (or class of persons) may have 
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SEC. 2. Designation of Facilities. (a) The Administrator 

of the Environmental Protection Agency (hereinafter 

referred to as ‘‘the Administrator’’) shall be responsible 

for the attainment of the purposes and objectives of 

this Order. 
(b) In carrying out his responsibilities under this 

Order, the Administrator shall, in conformity with all 

applicable requirements of law, designate facilities 

which have given rise to a conviction for an offense 

under section 113(c)(1) of the Air Act [42 U.S.C. 

7413(c)(1)] or section 309(c) of the Water Act [33 U.S.C. 

1319(c)]. The Administrator shall, from time to time, 

publish and circulate to all Federal agencies lists of 

those facilities, together with the names and addresses 

of the persons who have been convicted of such of-

fenses. Whenever the Administrator determines that 

the condition which gave rise to a conviction has been 

corrected, he shall promptly remove the facility and 

the name and address of the person concerned from the 

list. 
SEC. 3. Contracts, Grants, or Loans. (a) Except as pro-

vided in section 8 of this Order, no Federal agency shall 

enter into any contract for the procurement of goods, 

materials, or services which is to be performed in whole 

or in part in a facility then designated by the Adminis-

trator pursuant to section 2. 
(b) Except as provided in section 8 of this Order, no 

Federal agency authorized to extend Federal assistance 

by way of grant, loan, or contract shall extend such as-

sistance in any case in which it is to be used to support 

any activity or program involving the use of a facility 

then designated by the Administrator pursuant to sec-

tion 2. 
SEC. 4. Procurement, Grant, and Loan Regulations. The 

Federal Procurement Regulations, the Armed Services 

Procurement Regulations, and to the extent necessary, 

any supplemental or comparable regulations issued by 

any agency of the Executive Branch shall, following 

consultation with the Administrator, be amended to re-

quire, as a condition of entering into, renewing, or ex-

tending any contract for the procurement of goods, ma-

terials, or services or extending any assistance by way 

of grant, loan, or contract, inclusion of a provision re-

quiring compliance with the Air Act, the Water Act, 

and standards issued pursuant thereto in the facilities 

in which the contract is to be performed, or which are 

involved in the activity or program to receive assist-

ance. 
SEC. 5. Rules and Regulations. The Administrator shall 

issue such rules, regulations, standards, and guidelines 

as he may deem necessary or appropriate to carry out 

the purposes of this Order. 
SEC. 6. Cooperation and Assistance. The head of each 

Federal agency shall take such steps as may be nec-

essary to insure that all officers and employees of this 

agency whose duties entail compliance or comparable 

functions with respect to contracts, grants, and loans 

are familiar with the provisions of this Order. In addi-

tion to any other appropriate action, such officers and 

employees shall report promptly any condition in a fa-

cility which may involve noncompliance with the Air 

Act or the Water Act or any rules, regulations, stand-

ards, or guidelines issued pursuant to this Order to the 

head of the agency, who shall transmit such reports to 

the Administrator. 
SEC. 7. Enforcement. The Administrator may rec-

ommend to the Department of Justice or other appro-

priate agency that legal proceedings be brought or 

other appropriate action be taken whenever he becomes 

aware of a breach of any provision required, under the 

amendments issued pursuant to section 4 of this Order, 

to be included in a contract or other agreement. 
SEC. 8. Exemptions—Reports to Congress. (a) Upon a de-

termination that the paramount interest of the United 

States so requires— 
(1) The head of a Federal agency may exempt any 

contract, grant, or loan, and, following consultation 

with the Administrator, any class of contracts, grants 

or loans from the provisions of this Order. In any such 

case, the head of the Federal agency granting such ex-

emption shall (A) promptly notify the Administrator of 

such exemption and the justification therefor; (B) re-

view the necessity for each such exemption annually; 

and (C) report to the Administrator annually all such 

exemptions in effect. Exemptions granted pursuant to 

this section shall be for a period not to exceed one year. 

Additional exemptions may be granted for periods not 

to exceed one year upon the making of a new deter-

mination by the head of the Federal agency concerned. 
(2) The Administrator may, by rule or regulation, ex-

empt any or all Federal agencies from any or all of the 

provisions of this Order with respect to any class or 

classes of contracts, grants, or loans, which (A) involve 

less than specified dollar amounts, or (B) have a mini-

mal potential impact upon the environment, or (C) in-

volve persons who are not prime contractors or direct 

recipients of Federal assistance by way of contracts, 

grants, or loans. 
(b) Federal agencies shall reconsider any exemption 

granted under subsection (a) whenever requested to do 

so by the Administrator. 
(c) The Administrator shall annually notify the 

President and the Congress of all exemptions granted, 

or in effect, under this Order during the preceding year. 
SEC. 9. Related Actions. The imposition of any sanc-

tion or penalty under or pursuant to this Order shall 

not relieve any person of any legal duty to comply with 

any provisions of the Air Act or the Water Act. 
SEC. 10. Applicability. This Order shall not apply to 

contracts, grants, or loans involving the use of facili-

ties located outside the United States. 
SEC. 11. Uniformity. Rules, regulations, standards, and 

guidelines issued pursuant to this order and section 508 

of the Water Act [33 U.S.C. 1368] shall, to the maximum 

extent feasible, be uniform with regulations issued pur-

suant to this order, Executive Order No. 11602 of June 

29, 1971 [formerly set out above], and section 306 of the 

Air Act [this section]. 
SEC. 12. Order Superseded. Executive Order No. 11602 of 

June 29, 1971, is hereby superseded. 

RICHARD NIXON. 

§ 7607. Administrative proceedings and judicial 
review 

(a) Administrative subpenas; confidentiality; wit-
nesses 

In connection with any determination under 

section 7410(f) of this title, or for purposes of ob-

taining information under section 7521(b)(4) 1 or 

7545(c)(3) of this title, any investigation, mon-

itoring, reporting requirement, entry, compli-

ance inspection, or administrative enforcement 

proceeding under the 2 chapter (including but 

not limited to section 7413, section 7414, section 

7420, section 7429, section 7477, section 7524, sec-

tion 7525, section 7542, section 7603, or section 

7606 of this title),,3 the Administrator may issue 

subpenas for the attendance and testimony of 

witnesses and the production of relevant papers, 

books, and documents, and he may administer 

oaths. Except for emission data, upon a showing 

satisfactory to the Administrator by such owner 

or operator that such papers, books, documents, 

or information or particular part thereof, if 

made public, would divulge trade secrets or se-

cret processes of such owner or operator, the Ad-

ministrator shall consider such record, report, 

or information or particular portion thereof 

confidential in accordance with the purposes of 

section 1905 of title 18, except that such paper, 

book, document, or information may be dis-
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4 So in original. Probably should be ‘‘subsection,’’. 5 So in original. The word ‘‘to’’ probably should not appear. 

closed to other officers, employees, or author-
ized representatives of the United States con-

cerned with carrying out this chapter, to per-

sons carrying out the National Academy of Sci-

ences’ study and investigation provided for in 

section 7521(c) of this title, or when relevant in 

any proceeding under this chapter. Witnesses 

summoned shall be paid the same fees and mile-

age that are paid witnesses in the courts of the 

United States. In case of contumacy or refusal 

to obey a subpena served upon any person under 

this subparagraph,4 the district court of the 

United States for any district in which such per-

son is found or resides or transacts business, 

upon application by the United States and after 

notice to such person, shall have jurisdiction to 

issue an order requiring such person to appear 

and give testimony before the Administrator to 

appear and produce papers, books, and docu-

ments before the Administrator, or both, and 

any failure to obey such order of the court may 

be punished by such court as a contempt there-

of. 

(b) Judicial review 
(1) A petition for review of action of the Ad-

ministrator in promulgating any national pri-

mary or secondary ambient air quality stand-

ard, any emission standard or requirement 

under section 7412 of this title, any standard of 

performance or requirement under section 7411 

of this title,,3 any standard under section 7521 of 

this title (other than a standard required to be 

prescribed under section 7521(b)(1) of this title), 

any determination under section 7521(b)(5) 1 of 

this title, any control or prohibition under sec-

tion 7545 of this title, any standard under sec-

tion 7571 of this title, any rule issued under sec-

tion 7413, 7419, or under section 7420 of this title, 

or any other nationally applicable regulations 

promulgated, or final action taken, by the Ad-

ministrator under this chapter may be filed only 

in the United States Court of Appeals for the 

District of Columbia. A petition for review of 

the Administrator’s action in approving or pro-

mulgating any implementation plan under sec-

tion 7410 of this title or section 7411(d) of this 

title, any order under section 7411(j) of this title, 

under section 7412 of this title, under section 

7419 of this title, or under section 7420 of this 

title, or his action under section 

1857c–10(c)(2)(A), (B), or (C) of this title (as in ef-

fect before August 7, 1977) or under regulations 

thereunder, or revising regulations for enhanced 

monitoring and compliance certification pro-

grams under section 7414(a)(3) of this title, or 

any other final action of the Administrator 

under this chapter (including any denial or dis-

approval by the Administrator under subchapter 

I of this chapter) which is locally or regionally 

applicable may be filed only in the United 

States Court of Appeals for the appropriate cir-

cuit. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence a 

petition for review of any action referred to in 

such sentence may be filed only in the United 

States Court of Appeals for the District of Co-

lumbia if such action is based on a determina-

tion of nationwide scope or effect and if in tak-

ing such action the Administrator finds and pub-

lishes that such action is based on such a deter-

mination. Any petition for review under this 

subsection shall be filed within sixty days from 

the date notice of such promulgation, approval, 

or action appears in the Federal Register, except 

that if such petition is based solely on grounds 

arising after such sixtieth day, then any peti-

tion for review under this subsection shall be 

filed within sixty days after such grounds arise. 

The filing of a petition for reconsideration by 

the Administrator of any otherwise final rule or 

action shall not affect the finality of such rule 

or action for purposes of judicial review nor ex-

tend the time within which a petition for judi-

cial review of such rule or action under this sec-

tion may be filed, and shall not postpone the ef-

fectiveness of such rule or action. 

(2) Action of the Administrator with respect to 

which review could have been obtained under 

paragraph (1) shall not be subject to judicial re-

view in civil or criminal proceedings for enforce-

ment. Where a final decision by the Adminis-

trator defers performance of any nondiscretion-

ary statutory action to a later time, any person 

may challenge the deferral pursuant to para-

graph (1). 

(c) Additional evidence 
In any judicial proceeding in which review is 

sought of a determination under this chapter re-

quired to be made on the record after notice and 

opportunity for hearing, if any party applies to 

the court for leave to adduce additional evi-

dence, and shows to the satisfaction of the court 

that such additional evidence is material and 

that there were reasonable grounds for the fail-

ure to adduce such evidence in the proceeding 

before the Administrator, the court may order 

such additional evidence (and evidence in rebut-

tal thereof) to be taken before the Adminis-

trator, in such manner and upon such terms and 

conditions as to 5 the court may deem proper. 

The Administrator may modify his findings as 

to the facts, or make new findings, by reason of 

the additional evidence so taken and he shall 

file such modified or new findings, and his rec-

ommendation, if any, for the modification or 

setting aside of his original determination, with 

the return of such additional evidence. 

(d) Rulemaking 
(1) This subsection applies to— 

(A) the promulgation or revision of any na-

tional ambient air quality standard under sec-

tion 7409 of this title, 

(B) the promulgation or revision of an imple-

mentation plan by the Administrator under 

section 7410(c) of this title, 

(C) the promulgation or revision of any 

standard of performance under section 7411 of 

this title, or emission standard or limitation 

under section 7412(d) of this title, any standard 

under section 7412(f) of this title, or any regu-

lation under section 7412(g)(1)(D) and (F) of 

this title, or any regulation under section 

7412(m) or (n) of this title, 

(D) the promulgation of any requirement for 

solid waste combustion under section 7429 of 

this title, 
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(E) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation pertaining to any fuel or fuel additive 

under section 7545 of this title, 
(F) the promulgation or revision of any air-

craft emission standard under section 7571 of 

this title, 
(G) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation under subchapter IV–A of this chapter 

(relating to control of acid deposition), 
(H) promulgation or revision of regulations 

pertaining to primary nonferrous smelter or-

ders under section 7419 of this title (but not in-

cluding the granting or denying of any such 

order), 
(I) promulgation or revision of regulations 

under subchapter VI of this chapter (relating 

to stratosphere and ozone protection), 
(J) promulgation or revision of regulations 

under part C of subchapter I of this chapter 

(relating to prevention of significant deterio-

ration of air quality and protection of 

visibility), 
(K) promulgation or revision of regulations 

under section 7521 of this title and test proce-

dures for new motor vehicles or engines under 

section 7525 of this title, and the revision of a 

standard under section 7521(a)(3) of this title, 
(L) promulgation or revision of regulations 

for noncompliance penalties under section 7420 

of this title, 
(M) promulgation or revision of any regula-

tions promulgated under section 7541 of this 

title (relating to warranties and compliance 

by vehicles in actual use), 
(N) action of the Administrator under sec-

tion 7426 of this title (relating to interstate 

pollution abatement), 
(O) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation pertaining to consumer and commer-

cial products under section 7511b(e) of this 

title, 
(P) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation pertaining to field citations under sec-

tion 7413(d)(3) of this title, 
(Q) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation pertaining to urban buses or the clean- 

fuel vehicle, clean-fuel fleet, and clean fuel 

programs under part C of subchapter II of this 

chapter, 
(R) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation pertaining to nonroad engines or 

nonroad vehicles under section 7547 of this 

title, 
(S) the promulgation or revision of any regu-

lation relating to motor vehicle compliance 

program fees under section 7552 of this title, 
(T) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation under subchapter IV–A of this chapter 

(relating to acid deposition), 
(U) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation under section 7511b(f) of this title per-

taining to marine vessels, and 
(V) such other actions as the Administrator 

may determine. 

The provisions of section 553 through 557 and 

section 706 of title 5 shall not, except as ex-

pressly provided in this subsection, apply to ac-

tions to which this subsection applies. This sub-

section shall not apply in the case of any rule or 

circumstance referred to in subparagraphs (A) or 

(B) of subsection 553(b) of title 5. 

(2) Not later than the date of proposal of any 
action to which this subsection applies, the Ad-
ministrator shall establish a rulemaking docket 
for such action (hereinafter in this subsection 
referred to as a ‘‘rule’’). Whenever a rule applies 
only within a particular State, a second (iden-
tical) docket shall be simultaneously estab-
lished in the appropriate regional office of the 
Environmental Protection Agency. 

(3) In the case of any rule to which this sub-
section applies, notice of proposed rulemaking 
shall be published in the Federal Register, as 
provided under section 553(b) of title 5, shall be 
accompanied by a statement of its basis and 
purpose and shall specify the period available 
for public comment (hereinafter referred to as 
the ‘‘comment period’’). The notice of proposed 
rulemaking shall also state the docket number, 

the location or locations of the docket, and the 

times it will be open to public inspection. The 

statement of basis and purpose shall include a 

summary of— 
(A) the factual data on which the proposed 

rule is based; 
(B) the methodology used in obtaining the 

data and in analyzing the data; and 
(C) the major legal interpretations and pol-

icy considerations underlying the proposed 

rule. 

The statement shall also set forth or summarize 

and provide a reference to any pertinent find-

ings, recommendations, and comments by the 

Scientific Review Committee established under 

section 7409(d) of this title and the National 

Academy of Sciences, and, if the proposal differs 

in any important respect from any of these rec-

ommendations, an explanation of the reasons for 

such differences. All data, information, and doc-

uments referred to in this paragraph on which 

the proposed rule relies shall be included in the 

docket on the date of publication of the pro-

posed rule. 
(4)(A) The rulemaking docket required under 

paragraph (2) shall be open for inspection by the 

public at reasonable times specified in the no-

tice of proposed rulemaking. Any person may 

copy documents contained in the docket. The 

Administrator shall provide copying facilities 

which may be used at the expense of the person 

seeking copies, but the Administrator may 

waive or reduce such expenses in such instances 

as the public interest requires. Any person may 

request copies by mail if the person pays the ex-

penses, including personnel costs to do the copy-

ing. 
(B)(i) Promptly upon receipt by the agency, all 

written comments and documentary informa-

tion on the proposed rule received from any per-

son for inclusion in the docket during the com-

ment period shall be placed in the docket. The 

transcript of public hearings, if any, on the pro-

posed rule shall also be included in the docket 

promptly upon receipt from the person who 

transcribed such hearings. All documents which 

become available after the proposed rule has 

been published and which the Administrator de-

termines are of central relevance to the rule-

making shall be placed in the docket as soon as 

possible after their availability. 
(ii) The drafts of proposed rules submitted by 

the Administrator to the Office of Management 
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and Budget for any interagency review process 
prior to proposal of any such rule, all documents 
accompanying such drafts, and all written com-
ments thereon by other agencies and all written 
responses to such written comments by the Ad-
ministrator shall be placed in the docket no 
later than the date of proposal of the rule. The 
drafts of the final rule submitted for such review 
process prior to promulgation and all such writ-
ten comments thereon, all documents accom-
panying such drafts, and written responses 
thereto shall be placed in the docket no later 
than the date of promulgation. 

(5) In promulgating a rule to which this sub-
section applies (i) the Administrator shall allow 
any person to submit written comments, data, 
or documentary information; (ii) the Adminis-
trator shall give interested persons an oppor-
tunity for the oral presentation of data, views, 
or arguments, in addition to an opportunity to 
make written submissions; (iii) a transcript 
shall be kept of any oral presentation; and (iv) 
the Administrator shall keep the record of such 
proceeding open for thirty days after completion 
of the proceeding to provide an opportunity for 
submission of rebuttal and supplementary infor-
mation. 

(6)(A) The promulgated rule shall be accom-
panied by (i) a statement of basis and purpose 
like that referred to in paragraph (3) with re-
spect to a proposed rule and (ii) an explanation 
of the reasons for any major changes in the pro-
mulgated rule from the proposed rule. 

(B) The promulgated rule shall also be accom-
panied by a response to each of the significant 
comments, criticisms, and new data submitted 
in written or oral presentations during the com-
ment period. 

(C) The promulgated rule may not be based (in 
part or whole) on any information or data which 
has not been placed in the docket as of the date 
of such promulgation. 

(7)(A) The record for judicial review shall con-
sist exclusively of the material referred to in 
paragraph (3), clause (i) of paragraph (4)(B), and 
subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (6). 

(B) Only an objection to a rule or procedure 
which was raised with reasonable specificity 
during the period for public comment (including 
any public hearing) may be raised during judi-
cial review. If the person raising an objection 
can demonstrate to the Administrator that it 
was impracticable to raise such objection within 
such time or if the grounds for such objection 
arose after the period for public comment (but 
within the time specified for judicial review) 
and if such objection is of central relevance to 
the outcome of the rule, the Administrator shall 
convene a proceeding for reconsideration of the 
rule and provide the same procedural rights as 
would have been afforded had the information 
been available at the time the rule was pro-
posed. If the Administrator refuses to convene 
such a proceeding, such person may seek review 
of such refusal in the United States court of ap-
peals for the appropriate circuit (as provided in 
subsection (b) of this section). Such reconsider-
ation shall not postpone the effectiveness of the 
rule. The effectiveness of the rule may be stayed 
during such reconsideration, however, by the 
Administrator or the court for a period not to 
exceed three months. 

(8) The sole forum for challenging procedural 

determinations made by the Administrator 

under this subsection shall be in the United 

States court of appeals for the appropriate cir-

cuit (as provided in subsection (b) of this sec-

tion) at the time of the substantive review of 

the rule. No interlocutory appeals shall be per-

mitted with respect to such procedural deter-

minations. In reviewing alleged procedural er-

rors, the court may invalidate the rule only if 

the errors were so serious and related to matters 

of such central relevance to the rule that there 

is a substantial likelihood that the rule would 

have been significantly changed if such errors 

had not been made. 

(9) In the case of review of any action of the 

Administrator to which this subsection applies, 

the court may reverse any such action found to 

be— 

(A) arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discre-

tion, or otherwise not in accordance with law; 

(B) contrary to constitutional right, power, 

privilege, or immunity; 

(C) in excess of statutory jurisdiction, au-

thority, or limitations, or short of statutory 

right; or 

(D) without observance of procedure re-

quired by law, if (i) such failure to observe 

such procedure is arbitrary or capricious, (ii) 

the requirement of paragraph (7)(B) has been 

met, and (iii) the condition of the last sen-

tence of paragraph (8) is met. 

(10) Each statutory deadline for promulgation 

of rules to which this subsection applies which 

requires promulgation less than six months 

after date of proposal may be extended to not 

more than six months after date of proposal by 

the Administrator upon a determination that 

such extension is necessary to afford the public, 

and the agency, adequate opportunity to carry 

out the purposes of this subsection. 

(11) The requirements of this subsection shall 

take effect with respect to any rule the proposal 

of which occurs after ninety days after August 7, 

1977. 

(e) Other methods of judicial review not author-
ized 

Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to 

authorize judicial review of regulations or or-

ders of the Administrator under this chapter, ex-

cept as provided in this section. 

(f) Costs 
In any judicial proceeding under this section, 

the court may award costs of litigation (includ-

ing reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) 

whenever it determines that such award is ap-

propriate. 

(g) Stay, injunction, or similar relief in proceed-
ings relating to noncompliance penalties 

In any action respecting the promulgation of 

regulations under section 7420 of this title or the 

administration or enforcement of section 7420 of 

this title no court shall grant any stay, injunc-

tive, or similar relief before final judgment by 

such court in such action. 

(h) Public participation 
It is the intent of Congress that, consistent 

with the policy of subchapter II of chapter 5 of 
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6 So in original. Probably should be ‘‘sections’’. 

title 5, the Administrator in promulgating any 
regulation under this chapter, including a regu-
lation subject to a deadline, shall ensure a rea-
sonable period for public participation of at 
least 30 days, except as otherwise expressly pro-
vided in section 6 7407(d), 7502(a), 7511(a) and (b), 

and 7512(a) and (b) of this title. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title III, § 307, as added 

Pub. L. 91–604, § 12(a), Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1707; 

amended Pub. L. 92–157, title III, § 302(a), Nov. 18, 

1971, 85 Stat. 464; Pub. L. 93–319, § 6(c), June 22, 

1974, 88 Stat. 259; Pub. L. 95–95, title III, §§ 303(d), 

305(a), (c), (f)–(h), Aug. 7, 1977, 91 Stat. 772, 776, 

777; Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(79), (80), Nov. 16, 1977, 

91 Stat. 1404; Pub. L. 101–549, title I, §§ 108(p), 

110(5), title III, § 302(g), (h), title VII, §§ 702(c), 

703, 706, 707(h), 710(b), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2469, 

2470, 2574, 2681–2684.) 

REFERENCES IN TEXT 

Section 7521(b)(4) of this title, referred to in subsec. 

(a), was repealed by Pub. L. 101–549, title II, § 230(2), 

Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2529. 
Section 7521(b)(5) of this title, referred to in subsec. 

(b)(1), was repealed by Pub. L. 101–549, title II, § 230(3), 

Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2529. 
Section 1857c–10(c)(2)(A), (B), or (C) of this title (as in 

effect before August 7, 1977), referred to in subsec. 

(b)(1), was in the original ‘‘section 119(c)(2)(A), (B), or 

(C) (as in effect before the date of enactment of the 

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977)’’, meaning section 

119 of act July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, as added June 22, 

1974, Pub. L. 93–319, § 3, 88 Stat. 248, (which was classi-

fied to section 1857c–10 of this title) as in effect prior to 

the enactment of Pub. L. 95–95, Aug. 7, 1977, 91 Stat. 691, 

effective Aug. 7, 1977. Section 112(b)(1) of Pub. L. 95–95 

repealed section 119 of act July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, 

as added by Pub. L. 93–319, and provided that all ref-

erences to such section 119 in any subsequent enact-

ment which supersedes Pub. L. 93–319 shall be construed 

to refer to section 113(d) of the Clean Air Act and to 

paragraph (5) thereof in particular which is classified 

to subsec. (d)(5) of section 7413 of this title. Section 

7413(d) of this title was subsequently amended gener-

ally by Pub. L. 101–549, title VII, § 701, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 

Stat. 2672, and, as so amended, no longer relates to 

final compliance orders. Section 117(b) of Pub. L. 95–95 

added a new section 119 of act July 14, 1955, which is 

classified to section 7419 of this title. 
Part C of subchapter I of this chapter, referred to in 

subsec. (d)(1)(J), was in the original ‘‘subtitle C of title 

I’’, and was translated as reading ‘‘part C of title I’’ to 

reflect the probable intent of Congress, because title I 

does not contain subtitles. 

CODIFICATION 

In subsec. (h), ‘‘subchapter II of chapter 5 of title 5’’ 

was substituted for ‘‘the Administrative Procedures 

Act’’ on authority of Pub. L. 89–554, § 7(b), Sept. 6, 1966, 

80 Stat. 631, the first section of which enacted Title 5, 

Government Organization and Employees. 
Section was formerly classified to section 1857h–5 of 

this title. 

PRIOR PROVISIONS 

A prior section 307 of act July 14, 1955, was renum-

bered section 314 by Pub. L. 91–604 and is classified to 

section 7614 of this title. 
Another prior section 307 of act July 14, 1955, ch. 360, 

title III, formerly § 14, as added Dec. 17, 1963, Pub. L. 

88–206, § 1, 77 Stat. 401, was renumbered section 307 by 

Pub. L. 89–272, renumbered section 310 by Pub. L. 90–148, 

and renumbered section 317 by Pub. L. 91–604, and is set 

out as a Short Title note under section 7401 of this 

title. 

AMENDMENTS 

1990—Subsec. (a). Pub. L. 101–549, § 703, struck out par. 

(1) designation at beginning, inserted provisions au-

thorizing issuance of subpoenas and administration of 

oaths for purposes of investigations, monitoring, re-

porting requirements, entries, compliance inspections, 

or administrative enforcement proceedings under this 

chapter, and struck out ‘‘or section 7521(b)(5)’’ after 

‘‘section 7410(f)’’. 

Subsec. (b)(1). Pub. L. 101–549, § 706(2), which directed 

amendment of second sentence by striking ‘‘under sec-

tion 7413(d) of this title’’ immediately before ‘‘under 

section 7419 of this title’’, was executed by striking 

‘‘under section 7413(d) of this title,’’ before ‘‘under sec-

tion 7419 of this title’’, to reflect the probable intent of 

Congress. 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 706(1), inserted at end: ‘‘The filing of 

a petition for reconsideration by the Administrator of 

any otherwise final rule or action shall not affect the 

finality of such rule or action for purposes of judicial 

review nor extend the time within which a petition for 

judicial review of such rule or action under this section 

may be filed, and shall not postpone the effectiveness 

of such rule or action.’’ 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 702(c), inserted ‘‘or revising regula-

tions for enhanced monitoring and compliance certifi-

cation programs under section 7414(a)(3) of this title,’’ 

before ‘‘or any other final action of the Adminis-

trator’’. 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(g), substituted ‘‘section 7412’’ for 

‘‘section 7412(c)’’. 

Subsec. (b)(2). Pub. L. 101–549, § 707(h), inserted sen-

tence at end authorizing challenge to deferrals of per-

formance of nondiscretionary statutory actions. 

Subsec. (d)(1)(C). Pub. L. 101–549, § 110(5)(A), amended 

subpar. (C) generally. Prior to amendment, subpar. (C) 

read as follows: ‘‘the promulgation or revision of any 

standard of performance under section 7411 of this title 

or emission standard under section 7412 of this title,’’. 

Subsec. (d)(1)(D), (E). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), added 

subpar. (D) and redesignated former subpar. (D) as (E). 

Former subpar. (E) redesignated (F). 

Subsec. (d)(1)(F). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redesignated 

subpar. (E) as (F). Former subpar. (F) redesignated (G). 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 110(5)(B), amended subpar. (F) gener-

ally. Prior to amendment, subpar. (F) read as follows: 

‘‘promulgation or revision of regulations pertaining to 

orders for coal conversion under section 7413(d)(5) of 

this title (but not including orders granting or denying 

any such orders),’’. 

Subsec. (d)(1)(G), (H). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redesig-

nated subpars. (F) and (G) as (G) and (H), respectively. 

Former subpar. (H) redesignated (I). 

Subsec. (d)(1)(I). Pub. L. 101–549, § 710(b), which di-

rected that subpar. (H) be amended by substituting 

‘‘subchapter VI of this chapter’’ for ‘‘part B of sub-

chapter I of this chapter’’, was executed by making the 

substitution in subpar. (I), to reflect the probable in-

tent of Congress and the intervening redesignation of 

subpar. (H) as (I) by Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), see below. 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redesignated subpar. (H) as 

(I). Former subpar. (I) redesignated (J). 

Subsec. (d)(1)(J) to (M). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redes-

ignated subpars. (I) to (L) as (J) to (M), respectively. 

Former subpar. (M) redesignated (N). 

Subsec. (d)(1)(N). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redesignated 

subpar. (M) as (N). Former subpar. (N) redesignated (O). 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 110(5)(C), added subpar. (N) and re-

designated former subpar. (N) as (U). 

Subsec. (d)(1)(O) to (T). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redes-

ignated subpars. (N) to (S) as (O) to (T), respectively. 

Former subpar. (T) redesignated (U). 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 110(5)(C), added subpars. (O) to (T). 

Subsec. (d)(1)(U). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redesignated 

subpar. (T) as (U). Former subpar. (U) redesignated (V). 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 110(5)(C), redesignated former sub-

par. (N) as (U). 

Subsec. (d)(1)(V). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redesignated 

subpar. (U) as (V). 
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Where: 

PSSO2 = Prorated standard for SO2 when burn-

ing different fuels simultaneously, in ng/J 

heat input derived from all fossil fuels or 

from all fossil fuels and wood residue fired; 

y = Percentage of total heat input derived 

from liquid fossil fuel; and 

z = Percentage of total heat input derived 

from solid fossil fuel. 

(c) Compliance shall be based on the 

total heat input from all fossil fuels 

burned, including gaseous fuels. 

(d) As an alternate to meeting the re-

quirements of paragraphs (a) and (b) of 

this section, an owner or operator can 

petition the Administrator (in writing) 

to comply with § 60.43Da(i)(3) of subpart 

Da of this part or comply with 

§ 60.42b(k)(4) of subpart Db of this part, 

as applicable to the affected source. If 

the Administrator grants the petition, 

the source will from then on (unless 

the unit is modified or reconstructed in 

the future) have to comply with the re-

quirements in § 60.43Da(i)(3) of subpart 

Da of this part or § 60.42b(k)(4) of sub-

part Db of this part, as applicable to 

the affected source. 

(e) Units 1 and 2 (as defined in appen-

dix G of this part) at the Newton Power 

Station owned or operated by the Cen-

tral Illinois Public Service Company 

will be in compliance with paragraph 

(a)(2) of this section if Unit 1 and Unit 

2 individually comply with paragraph 

(a)(2) of this section or if the combined 

emission rate from Units 1 and 2 does 

not exceed 470 ng/J (1.1 lb/MMBtu) com-

bined heat input to Units 1 and 2. 

[60 FR 65415, Dec. 19, 1995, as amended at 74 

FR 5077, Jan. 28, 2009] 

§ 60.44 Standard for nitrogen oxides 
(NOX). 

(a) Except as provided under para-

graph (e) of this section, on and after 

the date on which the performance test 

required to be conducted by § 60.8 is 

completed, no owner or operator sub-

ject to the provisions of this subpart 

shall cause to be discharged into the 

atmosphere from any affected facility 

any gases that contain NOX, expressed 

as NO2 in excess of: 

(1) 86 ng/J heat input (0.20 lb/MMBtu) 

derived from gaseous fossil fuel. 

(2) 129 ng/J heat input (0.30 lb/ 

MMBtu) derived from liquid fossil fuel, 

liquid fossil fuel and wood residue, or 

gaseous fossil fuel and wood residue. 

(3) 300 ng/J heat input (0.70 lb/ 

MMBtu) derived from solid fossil fuel 

or solid fossil fuel and wood residue 

(except lignite or a solid fossil fuel con-

taining 25 percent, by weight, or more 

of coal refuse). 

(4) 260 ng/J heat input (0.60 lb 

MMBtu) derived from lignite or lignite 

and wood residue (except as provided 

under paragraph (a)(5) of this section). 

(5) 340 ng/J heat input (0.80 lb 

MMBtu) derived from lignite which is 

mined in North Dakota, South Dakota, 

or Montana and which is burned in a 

cyclone-fired unit. 

(b) Except as provided under para-

graphs (c), (d), and (e) of this section, 

when different fossil fuels are burned 

simultaneously in any combination, 

the applicable standard (in ng/J) is de-

termined by proration using the fol-

lowing formula: 

PS
x y z

w x y zNOX
= + + +

+ + +
w    ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )

260 86 130 300

Where: 

PSNOX = Prorated standard for NOX when 

burning different fuels simultaneously, in 

ng/J heat input derived from all fossil fuels 

fired or from all fossil fuels and wood res-

idue fired; 

w = Percentage of total heat input derived 

from lignite; 

x = Percentage of total heat input derived 

from gaseous fossil fuel; 

y = Percentage of total heat input derived 

from liquid fossil fuel; and 

z = Percentage of total heat input derived 

from solid fossil fuel (except lignite). 

(c) When a fossil fuel containing at 

least 25 percent, by weight, of coal 

refuse is burned in combination with 

gaseous, liquid, or other solid fossil 

fuel or wood residue, the standard for 

NOX does not apply. 
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(d) Except as provided under para-

graph (e) of this section, cyclone-fired 

units which burn fuels containing at 

least 25 percent of lignite that is mined 

in North Dakota, South Dakota, or 

Montana remain subject to paragraph 

(a)(5) of this section regardless of the 

types of fuel combusted in combination 

with that lignite. 
(e) As an alternate to meeting the re-

quirements of paragraphs (a), (b), and 

(d) of this section, an owner or oper-

ator can petition the Administrator (in 

writing) to comply with § 60.44Da(e)(3) 

of subpart Da of this part. If the Ad-

ministrator grants the petition, the 

source will from then on (unless the 

unit is modified or reconstructed in the 

future) have to comply with the re-

quirements in § 60.44Da(e)(3) of subpart 

Da of this part. 

§ 60.45 Emissions and fuel monitoring. 
(a) Each owner or operator shall in-

stall, calibrate, maintain, and operate 

continuous opacity monitoring system 

(COMS) for measuring opacity and a 

CEMS for measuring SO2 emissions, 

NOX emissions, and either oxygen (O2) 

or carbon dioxide (CO2) except as pro-

vided in paragraph (b) of this section. 
(b) Certain of the CEMS require-

ments under paragraph (a) of this sec-

tion do not apply to owners or opera-

tors under the following conditions: 
(1) For a fossil-fuel-fired steam gen-

erator that burns only gaseous or liq-

uid fossil fuel (excluding residual oil) 

with potential SO2 emissions rates of 26 

ng/J (0.060 lb/MMBtu) or less and that 

does not use post-combustion tech-

nology to reduce emissions of SO2 or 

PM, CEMS for measuring the opacity 

of emissions and SO2 emissions are not 

required if the owner or operator mon-

itors SO2 emissions by fuel sampling 

and analysis or fuel receipts. 
(2) For a fossil-fuel-fired steam gen-

erator that does not use a flue gas 

desulfurization device, a CEMS for 

measuring SO2 emissions is not re-

quired if the owner or operator mon-

itors SO2 emissions by fuel sampling 

and analysis. 
(3) Notwithstanding § 60.13(b), instal-

lation of a CEMS for NOX may be de-

layed until after the initial perform-

ance tests under § 60.8 have been con-

ducted. If the owner or operator dem-

onstrates during the performance test 

that emissions of NOX are less than 70 

percent of the applicable standards in 

§ 60.44, a CEMS for measuring NOX 
emissions is not required. If the initial 

performance test results show that 

NOX emissions are greater than 70 per-

cent of the applicable standard, the 

owner or operator shall install a CEMS 

for NOX within one year after the date 

of the initial performance tests under 

§ 60.8 and comply with all other appli-

cable monitoring requirements under 

this part. 

(4) If an owner or operator does not 

install any CEMS for sulfur oxides and 

NOX, as provided under paragraphs 

(b)(1) and (b)(3) or paragraphs (b)(2) and 

(b)(3) of this section a CEMS for meas-

uring either O2 or CO2 is not required. 

(5) An owner or operator may peti-

tion the Administrator (in writing) to 

install a PM CEMS as an alternative to 

the CEMS for monitoring opacity emis-

sions. 

(6) A CEMS for measuring the opac-

ity of emissions is not required for a 

fossil fuel-fired steam generator that 

does not use post-combustion tech-

nology (except a wet scrubber) for re-

ducing PM, SO2, or carbon monoxide 

(CO) emissions, burns only gaseous 

fuels or fuel oils that contain less than 

or equal to 0.30 weight percent sulfur, 

and is operated such that emissions of 

CO to the atmosphere from the affected 

source are maintained at levels less 

than or equal to 0.15 lb/MMBtu on a 

boiler operating day average basis. 

Owners and operators of affected 

sources electing to comply with this 

paragraph must demonstrate compli-

ance according to the procedures speci-

fied in paragraphs (b)(6)(i) through (iv) 

of this section. 

(i) You must monitor CO emissions 

using a CEMS according to the proce-

dures specified in paragraphs 

(b)(6)(i)(A) through (D) of this section. 

(A) The CO CEMS must be installed, 

certified, maintained, and operated ac-

cording to the provisions in § 60.58b(i)(3) 

of subpart Eb of this part. 

(B) Each 1-hour CO emissions average 

is calculated using the data points gen-

erated by the CO CEMS expressed in 

parts per million by volume corrected 

to 3 percent oxygen (dry basis). 
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emission limitation are substantially 
as effective as the promulgated emis-
sion standard, the owner or operator 
may request the permitting authority 
to revise the source’s title V permit to 
reflect that the emission limitation in 
the permit satisfies the requirements 
of the promulgated emission standard. 
The process by which the permitting 
authority determines whether the sec-
tion 112(j) emission limitation is sub-
stantially as effective as the promul-
gated emission standard must include, 
consistent with part 70 or 71 of this 
chapter, the opportunity for full pub-
lic, EPA, and affected State review (in-
cluding the opportunity for EPA’s ob-
jection) prior to the permit revision 
being finalized. A negative determina-
tion by the permitting authority con-
stitutes final action for purposes of re-
view and appeal under the applicable 
title V operating permit program. 

[59 FR 12430, Mar. 16, 1994, as amended at 67 

FR 16595, Apr. 5, 2002] 

§ 63.2 Definitions. 
The terms used in this part are de-

fined in the Act or in this section as 
follows: 

Act means the Clean Air Act (42 
U.S.C. 7401 et seq., as amended by Pub. 

L. 101–549, 104 Stat. 2399). 
Actual emissions is defined in subpart 

D of this part for the purpose of grant-

ing a compliance extension for an early 

reduction of hazardous air pollutants. 
Administrator means the Adminis-

trator of the United States Environ-

mental Protection Agency or his or her 

authorized representative (e.g., a State 

that has been delegated the authority 

to implement the provisions of this 

part). 
Affected source, for the purposes of 

this part, means the collection of 

equipment, activities, or both within a 

single contiguous area and under com-

mon control that is included in a sec-

tion 112(c) source category or sub-

category for which a section 112(d) 

standard or other relevant standard is 

established pursuant to section 112 of 

the Act. Each relevant standard will 

define the ‘‘affected source,’’ as defined 

in this paragraph unless a different def-

inition is warranted based on a pub-

lished justification as to why this defi-

nition would result in significant ad-

ministrative, practical, or implementa-

tion problems and why the different 

definition would resolve those prob-

lems. The term ‘‘affected source,’’ as 

used in this part, is separate and dis-

tinct from any other use of that term 

in EPA regulations such as those im-

plementing title IV of the Act. Affected 

source may be defined differently for 

part 63 than affected facility and sta-

tionary source in parts 60 and 61, re-

spectively. This definition of ‘‘affected 

source,’’ and the procedures for adopt-

ing an alternative definition of ‘‘af-

fected source,’’ shall apply to each sec-

tion 112(d) standard for which the ini-

tial proposed rule is signed by the Ad-

ministrator after June 30, 2002. 

Alternative emission limitation means 

conditions established pursuant to sec-

tions 112(i)(5) or 112(i)(6) of the Act by 

the Administrator or by a State with 

an approved permit program. 

Alternative emission standard means 

an alternative means of emission limi-

tation that, after notice and oppor-

tunity for public comment, has been 

demonstrated by an owner or operator 

to the Administrator’s satisfaction to 

achieve a reduction in emissions of any 

air pollutant at least equivalent to the 

reduction in emissions of such pollut-

ant achieved under a relevant design, 

equipment, work practice, or oper-

ational emission standard, or combina-

tion thereof, established under this 

part pursuant to section 112(h) of the 

Act. 

Alternative test method means any 

method of sampling and analyzing for 

an air pollutant that is not a test 

method in this chapter and that has 

been demonstrated to the Administra-

tor’s satisfaction, using Method 301 in 

appendix A of this part, to produce re-

sults adequate for the Administrator’s 

determination that it may be used in 

place of a test method specified in this 

part. 

Approved permit program means a 

State permit program approved by the 

Administrator as meeting the require-

ments of part 70 of this chapter or a 

Federal permit program established in 

this chapter pursuant to title V of the 

Act (42 U.S.C. 7661). 

Area source means any stationary 

source of hazardous air pollutants that 
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is not a major source as defined in this 

part. 

Commenced means, with respect to 

construction or reconstruction of an 

affected source, that an owner or oper-

ator has undertaken a continuous pro-

gram of construction or reconstruction 

or that an owner or operator has en-

tered into a contractual obligation to 

undertake and complete, within a rea-

sonable time, a continuous program of 

construction or reconstruction. 

Compliance date means the date by 

which an affected source is required to 

be in compliance with a relevant stand-

ard, limitation, prohibition, or any fed-

erally enforceable requirement estab-

lished by the Administrator (or a State 

with an approved permit program) pur-

suant to section 112 of the Act. 

Compliance schedule means: (1) In the 

case of an affected source that is in 

compliance with all applicable require-

ments established under this part, a 

statement that the source will con-

tinue to comply with such require-

ments; or 

(2) In the case of an affected source 

that is required to comply with appli-

cable requirements by a future date, a 

statement that the source will meet 

such requirements on a timely basis 

and, if required by an applicable re-

quirement, a detailed schedule of the 

dates by which each step toward com-

pliance will be reached; or 

(3) In the case of an affected source 

not in compliance with all applicable 

requirements established under this 

part, a schedule of remedial measures, 

including an enforceable sequence of 

actions or operations with milestones 

and a schedule for the submission of 

certified progress reports, where appli-

cable, leading to compliance with a rel-

evant standard, limitation, prohibi-

tion, or any federally enforceable re-

quirement established pursuant to sec-

tion 112 of the Act for which the af-

fected source is not in compliance. 

This compliance schedule shall resem-

ble and be at least as stringent as that 

contained in any judicial consent de-

cree or administrative order to which 

the source is subject. Any such sched-

ule of compliance shall be supple-

mental to, and shall not sanction non-

compliance with, the applicable re-

quirements on which it is based. 

Construction means the on-site fab-

rication, erection, or installation of an 

affected source. Construction does not 

include the removal of all equipment 

comprising an affected source from an 

existing location and reinstallation of 

such equipment at a new location. The 

owner or operator of an existing af-

fected source that is relocated may 

elect not to reinstall minor ancillary 

equipment including, but not limited 

to, piping, ductwork, and valves. How-

ever, removal and reinstallation of an 

affected source will be construed as re-

construction if it satisfies the criteria 

for reconstruction as defined in this 

section. The costs of replacing minor 

ancillary equipment must be consid-

ered in determining whether the exist-

ing affected source is reconstructed. 

Continuous emission monitoring system 
(CEMS) means the total equipment 

that may be required to meet the data 

acquisition and availability require-

ments of this part, used to sample, con-

dition (if applicable), analyze, and pro-

vide a record of emissions. 

Continuous monitoring system (CMS) is 

a comprehensive term that may in-

clude, but is not limited to, continuous 

emission monitoring systems, contin-

uous opacity monitoring systems, con-

tinuous parameter monitoring sys-

tems, or other manual or automatic 

monitoring that is used for dem-

onstrating compliance with an applica-

ble regulation on a continuous basis as 

defined by the regulation. 

Continuous opacity monitoring system 
(COMS) means a continuous moni-

toring system that measures the opac-

ity of emissions. 

Continuous parameter monitoring sys-
tem means the total equipment that 

may be required to meet the data ac-

quisition and availability requirements 

of this part, used to sample, condition 

(if applicable), analyze, and provide a 

record of process or control system pa-

rameters. 

Effective date means: 

(1) With regard to an emission stand-

ard established under this part, the 

date of promulgation in the FEDERAL 

REGISTER of such standard; or 

(2) With regard to an alternative 

emission limitation or equivalent 

emission limitation determined by the 
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Administrator (or a State with an ap-

proved permit program), the date that 

the alternative emission limitation or 

equivalent emission limitation be-

comes effective according to the provi-

sions of this part. 

Emission standard means a national 

standard, limitation, prohibition, or 

other regulation promulgated in a sub-

part of this part pursuant to sections 

112(d), 112(h), or 112(f) of the Act. 

Emissions averaging is a way to com-

ply with the emission limitations spec-

ified in a relevant standard, whereby 

an affected source, if allowed under a 

subpart of this part, may create emis-

sion credits by reducing emissions from 

specific points to a level below that re-

quired by the relevant standard, and 

those credits are used to offset emis-

sions from points that are not con-

trolled to the level required by the rel-

evant standard. 

EPA means the United States Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency. 

Equivalent emission limitation means 

any maximum achievable control tech-

nology emission limitation or require-

ments which are applicable to a major 

source of hazardous air pollutants and 

are adopted by the Administrator (or a 

State with an approved permit pro-

gram) on a case-by-case basis, pursuant 

to section 112(g) or (j) of the Act. 

Excess emissions and continuous moni-
toring system performance report is a re-

port that must be submitted periodi-

cally by an affected source in order to 

provide data on its compliance with 

relevant emission limits, operating pa-

rameters, and the performance of its 

continuous parameter monitoring sys-

tems. 

Existing source means any affected 

source that is not a new source. 

Federally enforceable means all limi-

tations and conditions that are en-

forceable by the Administrator and 

citizens under the Act or that are en-

forceable under other statutes adminis-

tered by the Administrator. Examples 

of federally enforceable limitations and 

conditions include, but are not limited 

to: 

(1) Emission standards, alternative 

emission standards, alternative emis-

sion limitations, and equivalent emis-

sion limitations established pursuant 

to section 112 of the Act as amended in 

1990; 

(2) New source performance standards 

established pursuant to section 111 of 

the Act, and emission standards estab-

lished pursuant to section 112 of the 

Act before it was amended in 1990; 

(3) All terms and conditions in a title 

V permit, including any provisions 

that limit a source’s potential to emit, 

unless expressly designated as not fed-

erally enforceable; 

(4) Limitations and conditions that 

are part of an approved State Imple-

mentation Plan (SIP) or a Federal Im-

plementation Plan (FIP); 

(5) Limitations and conditions that 

are part of a Federal construction per-

mit issued under 40 CFR 52.21 or any 

construction permit issued under regu-

lations approved by the EPA in accord-

ance with 40 CFR part 51; 

(6) Limitations and conditions that 

are part of an operating permit where 

the permit and the permitting program 

pursuant to which it was issued meet 

all of the following criteria: 

(i) The operating permit program has 

been submitted to and approved by 

EPA into a State implementation plan 

(SIP) under section 110 of the CAA; 

(ii) The SIP imposes a legal obliga-

tion that operating permit holders ad-

here to the terms and limitations of 

such permits and provides that permits 

which do not conform to the operating 

permit program requirements and the 

requirements of EPA’s underlying reg-

ulations may be deemed not ‘‘federally 

enforceable’’ by EPA; 

(iii) The operating permit program 

requires that all emission limitations, 

controls, and other requirements im-

posed by such permits will be at least 

as stringent as any other applicable 

limitations and requirements con-

tained in the SIP or enforceable under 

the SIP, and that the program may not 

issue permits that waive, or make less 

stringent, any limitations or require-

ments contained in or issued pursuant 

to the SIP, or that are otherwise ‘‘fed-

erally enforceable’’; 

(iv) The limitations, controls, and re-

quirements in the permit in question 

are permanent, quantifiable, and other-

wise enforceable as a practical matter; 

and 
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(v) The permit in question was issued 

only after adequate and timely notice 

and opportunity for comment for EPA 

and the public. 

(7) Limitations and conditions in a 

State rule or program that has been 

approved by the EPA under subpart E 

of this part for the purposes of imple-

menting and enforcing section 112; and 

(8) Individual consent agreements 

that the EPA has legal authority to 

create. 

Fixed capital cost means the capital 

needed to provide all the depreciable 

components of an existing source. 

Force majeure means, for purposes of 

§ 63.7, an event that will be or has been 

caused by circumstances beyond the 

control of the affected facility, its con-

tractors, or any entity controlled by 

the affected facility that prevents the 

owner or operator from complying with 

the regulatory requirement to conduct 

performance tests within the specified 

timeframe despite the affected facili-

ty’s best efforts to fulfill the obliga-

tion. Examples of such events are acts 

of nature, acts of war or terrorism, or 

equipment failure or safety hazard be-

yond the control of the affected facil-

ity. 

Fugitive emissions means those emis-

sions from a stationary source that 

could not reasonably pass through a 

stack, chimney, vent, or other func-

tionally equivalent opening. Under sec-

tion 112 of the Act, all fugitive emis-

sions are to be considered in deter-

mining whether a stationary source is 

a major source. 

Hazardous air pollutant means any air 

pollutant listed in or pursuant to sec-

tion 112(b) of the Act. 

Issuance of a part 70 permit will 

occur, if the State is the permitting 

authority, in accordance with the re-

quirements of part 70 of this chapter 

and the applicable, approved State per-

mit program. When the EPA is the per-

mitting authority, issuance of a title V 

permit occurs immediately after the 

EPA takes final action on the final per-

mit. 

Major source means any stationary 

source or group of stationary sources 

located within a contiguous area and 

under common control that emits or 

has the potential to emit considering 

controls, in the aggregate, 10 tons per 

year or more of any hazardous air pol-

lutant or 25 tons per year or more of 

any combination of hazardous air pol-

lutants, unless the Administrator es-

tablishes a lesser quantity, or in the 

case of radionuclides, different criteria 

from those specified in this sentence. 

Malfunction means any sudden, infre-

quent, and not reasonably preventable 

failure of air pollution control and 

monitoring equipment, process equip-

ment, or a process to operate in a nor-

mal or usual manner which causes, or 

has the potential to cause, the emis-

sion limitations in an applicable stand-

ard to be exceeded. Failures that are 

caused in part by poor maintenance or 

careless operation are not malfunc-

tions. 

Monitoring means the collection and 

use of measurement data or other in-

formation to control the operation of a 

process or pollution control device or 

to verify a work practice standard rel-

ative to assuring compliance with ap-

plicable requirements. Monitoring is 

composed of four elements: 

(1) Indicator(s) of performance—the 

parameter or parameters you measure 

or observe for demonstrating proper 

operation of the pollution control 

measures or compliance with the appli-

cable emissions limitation or standard. 

Indicators of performance may include 

direct or predicted emissions measure-

ments (including opacity), operational 

parametric values that correspond to 

process or control device (and capture 

system) efficiencies or emissions rates, 

and recorded findings of inspection of 

work practice activities, materials 

tracking, or design characteristics. In-

dicators may be expressed as a single 

maximum or minimum value, a func-

tion of process variables (for example, 

within a range of pressure drops), a 

particular operational or work practice 

status (for example, a damper position, 

completion of a waste recovery task, 

materials tracking), or an interdepend-

ency between two or among more than 

two variables. 

(2) Measurement techniques—the 

means by which you gather and record 

information of or about the indicators 

of performance. The components of the 

measurement technique include the de-

tector type, location and installation 

specifications, inspection procedures, 
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and quality assurance and quality con-

trol measures. Examples of measure-

ment techniques include continuous 

emission monitoring systems, contin-

uous opacity monitoring systems, con-

tinuous parametric monitoring sys-

tems, and manual inspections that in-

clude making records of process condi-

tions or work practices. 

(3) Monitoring frequency—the num-

ber of times you obtain and record 

monitoring data over a specified time 

interval. Examples of monitoring fre-

quencies include at least four points 

equally spaced for each hour for con-

tinuous emissions or parametric moni-

toring systems, at least every 10 sec-

onds for continuous opacity moni-

toring systems, and at least once per 

operating day (or week, month, etc.) 

for work practice or design inspections. 

(4) Averaging time—the period over 

which you average and use data to 

verify proper operation of the pollution 

control approach or compliance with 

the emissions limitation or standard. 

Examples of averaging time include a 

3-hour average in units of the emis-

sions limitation, a 30-day rolling aver-

age emissions value, a daily average of 

a control device operational para-

metric range, and an instantaneous 

alarm. 

New affected source means the collec-

tion of equipment, activities, or both 

within a single contiguous area and 

under common control that is included 

in a section 112(c) source category or 

subcategory that is subject to a section 

112(d) or other relevant standard for 

new sources. This definition of ‘‘new af-

fected source,’’ and the criteria to be 

utilized in implementing it, shall apply 

to each section 112(d) standard for 

which the initial proposed rule is 

signed by the Administrator after June 

30, 2002. Each relevant standard will de-

fine the term ‘‘new affected source,’’ 

which will be the same as the ‘‘affected 

source’’ unless a different collection is 

warranted based on consideration of 

factors including: 

(1) Emission reduction impacts of 

controlling individual sources versus 

groups of sources; 

(2) Cost effectiveness of controlling 

individual equipment; 

(3) Flexibility to accommodate com-

mon control strategies; 

(4) Cost/benefits of emissions aver-

aging; 

(5) Incentives for pollution preven-

tion; 

(6) Feasibility and cost of controlling 

processes that share common equip-

ment (e.g., product recovery devices); 

(7) Feasibility and cost of moni-

toring; and 

(8) Other relevant factors. 

New source means any affected source 

the construction or reconstruction of 

which is commenced after the Adminis-

trator first proposes a relevant emis-

sion standard under this part estab-

lishing an emission standard applicable 

to such source. 

One-hour period, unless otherwise de-

fined in an applicable subpart, means 

any 60-minute period commencing on 

the hour. 

Opacity means the degree to which 

emissions reduce the transmission of 

light and obscure the view of an object 

in the background. For continuous 

opacity monitoring systems, opacity 

means the fraction of incident light 

that is attenuated by an optical me-

dium. 

Owner or operator means any person 

who owns, leases, operates, controls, or 

supervises a stationary source. 

Performance audit means a procedure 

to analyze blind samples, the content 

of which is known by the Adminis-

trator, simultaneously with the anal-

ysis of performance test samples in 

order to provide a measure of test data 

quality. 

Performance evaluation means the 

conduct of relative accuracy testing, 

calibration error testing, and other 

measurements used in validating the 

continuous monitoring system data. 

Performance test means the collection 

of data resulting from the execution of 

a test method (usually three emission 

test runs) used to demonstrate compli-

ance with a relevant emission standard 

as specified in the performance test 

section of the relevant standard. 

Permit modification means a change to 

a title V permit as defined in regula-

tions codified in this chapter to imple-

ment title V of the Act (42 U.S.C. 7661). 

Permit program means a comprehen-

sive State operating permit system es-

tablished pursuant to title V of the Act 

(42 U.S.C. 7661) and regulations codified 
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in part 70 of this chapter and applicable 

State regulations, or a comprehensive 

Federal operating permit system estab-

lished pursuant to title V of the Act 

and regulations codified in this chap-

ter. 

Permit revision means any permit 

modification or administrative permit 

amendment to a title V permit as de-

fined in regulations codified in this 

chapter to implement title V of the Act 

(42 U.S.C. 7661). 

Permitting authority means: (1) The 

State air pollution control agency, 

local agency, other State agency, or 

other agency authorized by the Admin-

istrator to carry out a permit program 

under part 70 of this chapter; or 

(2) The Administrator, in the case of 

EPA-implemented permit programs 

under title V of the Act (42 U.S.C. 7661). 

Pollution Prevention means source re-
duction as defined under the Pollution 

Prevention Act (42 U.S.C. 13101–13109). 

The definition is as follows: 

(1) Source reduction is any practice 

that: 

(i) Reduces the amount of any haz-

ardous substance, pollutant, or con-

taminant entering any waste stream or 

otherwise released into the environ-

ment (including fugitive emissions) 

prior to recycling, treatment, or dis-

posal; and 

(ii) Reduces the hazards to public 

health and the environment associated 

with the release of such substances, 

pollutants, or contaminants. 

(2) The term source reduction includes 

equipment or technology modifica-

tions, process or procedure modifica-

tions, reformulation or redesign of 

products, substitution of raw mate-

rials, and improvements in house-

keeping, maintenance, training, or in-

ventory control. 

(3) The term source reduction does not 

include any practice that alters the 

physical, chemical, or biological char-

acteristics or the volume of a haz-

ardous substance, pollutant, or con-

taminant through a process or activity 

which itself is not integral to and nec-

essary for the production of a product 

or the providing of a service. 

Potential to emit means the maximum 

capacity of a stationary source to emit 

a pollutant under its physical and oper-

ational design. Any physical or oper-

ational limitation on the capacity of 

the stationary source to emit a pollut-

ant, including air pollution control 

equipment and restrictions on hours of 

operation or on the type or amount of 

material combusted, stored, or proc-

essed, shall be treated as part of its de-

sign if the limitation or the effect it 

would have on emissions is federally 

enforceable. 

Reconstruction, unless otherwise de-

fined in a relevant standard, means the 

replacement of components of an af-

fected or a previously nonaffected 

source to such an extent that: 

(1) The fixed capital cost of the new 

components exceeds 50 percent of the 

fixed capital cost that would be re-

quired to construct a comparable new 

source; and 

(2) It is technologically and economi-

cally feasible for the reconstructed 

source to meet the relevant standard(s) 

established by the Administrator (or a 

State) pursuant to section 112 of the 

Act. Upon reconstruction, an affected 

source, or a stationary source that be-

comes an affected source, is subject to 

relevant standards for new sources, in-

cluding compliance dates, irrespective 

of any change in emissions of haz-

ardous air pollutants from that source. 

Regulation promulgation schedule 
means the schedule for the promulga-

tion of emission standards under this 

part, established by the Administrator 

pursuant to section 112(e) of the Act 

and published in the FEDERAL REG-

ISTER. 

Relevant standard means: 

(1) An emission standard; 

(2) An alternative emission standard; 

(3) An alternative emission limita-

tion; or 

(4) An equivalent emission limitation 

established pursuant to section 112 of 

the Act that applies to the collection 

of equipment, activities, or both regu-

lated by such standard or limitation. A 

relevant standard may include or con-

sist of a design, equipment, work prac-

tice, or operational requirement, or 

other measure, process, method, sys-

tem, or technique (including prohibi-

tion of emissions) that the Adminis-

trator (or a State) establishes for new 

or existing sources to which such 

standard or limitation applies. Every 

relevant standard established pursuant 
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to section 112 of the Act includes sub-

part A of this part, as provided by 

§ 63.1(a)(4), and all applicable appen-

dices of this part or of other parts of 

this chapter that are referenced in that 

standard. 

Responsible official means one of the 

following: 

(1) For a corporation: A president, 

secretary, treasurer, or vice president 

of the corporation in charge of a prin-

cipal business function, or any other 

person who performs similar policy or 

decision-making functions for the cor-

poration, or a duly authorized rep-

resentative of such person if the rep-

resentative is responsible for the over-

all operation of one or more manufac-

turing, production, or operating facili-

ties and either: 

(i) The facilities employ more than 

250 persons or have gross annual sales 

or expenditures exceeding $25 million 

(in second quarter 1980 dollars); or 

(ii) The delegation of authority to 

such representative is approved in ad-

vance by the Administrator. 

(2) For a partnership or sole propri-

etorship: a general partner or the pro-

prietor, respectively. 

(3) For a municipality, State, Fed-

eral, or other public agency: either a 

principal executive officer or ranking 

elected official. For the purposes of 

this part, a principal executive officer 

of a Federal agency includes the chief 

executive officer having responsibility 

for the overall operations of a principal 

geographic unit of the agency (e.g., a 

Regional Administrator of the EPA). 

(4) For affected sources (as defined in 

this part) applying for or subject to a 

title V permit: ‘‘responsible official’’ 

shall have the same meaning as defined 

in part 70 or Federal title V regulations 

in this chapter (42 U.S.C. 7661), which-

ever is applicable. 

Run means one of a series of emission 

or other measurements needed to de-

termine emissions for a representative 

operating period or cycle as specified 

in this part. 

Shutdown means the cessation of op-

eration of an affected source or portion 

of an affected source for any purpose. 

Six-minute period means, with respect 

to opacity determinations, any one of 

the 10 equal parts of a 1-hour period. 

Source at a Performance Track member 
facility means a major or area source 

located at a facility which has been ac-

cepted by EPA for membership in the 

Performance Track Program (as de-

scribed at www.epa.gov/ 
PerformanceTrack) and is still a mem-

ber of the Program. The Performance 

Track Program is a voluntary program 

that encourages continuous environ-

mental improvement through the use 

of environmental management sys-

tems, local community outreach, and 

measurable results. 

Standard conditions means a tempera-

ture of 293 K (68 °F) and a pressure of 

101.3 kilopascals (29.92 in. Hg). 

Startup means the setting in oper-

ation of an affected source or portion 

of an affected source for any purpose. 

State means all non-Federal authori-

ties, including local agencies, inter-

state associations, and State-wide pro-

grams, that have delegated authority 

to implement: (1) The provisions of this 

part and/or (2) the permit program es-

tablished under part 70 of this chapter. 

The term State shall have its conven-

tional meaning where clear from the 

context. 

Stationary source means any building, 

structure, facility, or installation 

which emits or may emit any air pol-

lutant. 

Test method means the validated pro-

cedure for sampling, preparing, and 

analyzing for an air pollutant specified 

in a relevant standard as the perform-

ance test procedure. The test method 

may include methods described in an 

appendix of this chapter, test methods 

incorporated by reference in this part, 

or methods validated for an application 

through procedures in Method 301 of 

appendix A of this part. 

Title V permit means any permit 

issued, renewed, or revised pursuant to 

Federal or State regulations estab-

lished to implement title V of the Act 

(42 U.S.C. 7661). A title V permit issued 

by a State permitting authority is 

called a part 70 permit in this part. 

Visible emission means the observa-

tion of an emission of opacity or opti-

cal density above the threshold of vi-

sion. 

Working day means any day on which 

Federal Government offices (or State 

government offices for a State that has 
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obtained delegation under section 

112(l)) are open for normal business. 

Saturdays, Sundays, and official Fed-

eral (or where delegated, State) holi-

days are not working days. 

[59 FR 12430, Mar. 16, 1994, as amended at 67 

FR 16596, Apr. 5, 2002; 68 FR 32600, May 30, 

2003; 69 FR 21752, Apr. 22, 2004; 72 FR 27443, 

May 16, 2007] 

§ 63.3 Units and abbreviations. 
Used in this part are abbreviations 

and symbols of units of measure. These 

are defined as follows: 

(a) System International (SI) units of 
measure: 

A = ampere 

g = gram 

Hz = hertz 

J = joule 

°K = degree Kelvin 

kg = kilogram 

l = liter 

m = meter 

m3 = cubic meter 

mg = milligram = 10¥3 gram 

ml = milliliter = 10¥3 liter 

mm = millimeter = 10¥3 meter 

Mg = megagram = 106 gram = metric ton 

MJ = megajoule 

mol = mole 

N = newton 

ng = nanogram = 10¥9 gram 

nm = nanometer = 10¥9 meter 

Pa = pascal 

s = second 

V = volt 

W = watt 

Ω = ohm 

μg = microgram = 10¥6 gram 

μl = microliter = 10¥6 liter 

(b) Other units of measure: 

Btu = British thermal unit 

°C = degree Celsius (centigrade) 

cal = calorie 

cfm = cubic feet per minute 

cc = cubic centimeter 

cu ft = cubic feet 

d = day 

dcf = dry cubic feet 

dcm = dry cubic meter 

dscf = dry cubic feet at standard conditions 

dscm = dry cubic meter at standard condi-

tions 

eq = equivalent 

°F degree Fahrenheit 

ft = feet 

ft2 = square feet 

ft3 = cubic feet 

gal = gallon 

gr = grain 

g-eq = gram equivalent 

g-mole = gram mole 

hr = hour 

in. = inch 

in. H2 O = inches of water 

K = 1,000 

kcal = kilocalorie 

lb = pound 

lpm = liter per minute 

meq = milliequivalent 

min = minute 

MW = molecular weight 

oz = ounces 

ppb = parts per billion 

ppbw = parts per billion by weight 

ppbv = parts per billion by volume 

ppm = parts per million 

ppmw = parts per million by weight 

ppmv = parts per million by volume 

psia = pounds per square inch absolute 

psig = pounds per square inch gage 

°R = degree Rankine 

scf = cubic feet at standard conditions 

scfh = cubic feet at standard conditions per 

hour 

scm = cubic meter at standard conditions 

scmm = cubic meter at standard conditions 

per minute 

sec = second 

sq ft = square feet 

std = at standard conditions 

v/v = volume per volume 

yd2 = square yards 

yr = year 

(c) Miscellaneous: 

act = actual 

avg = average 

I.D. = inside diameter 

M = molar 

N = normal 

O.D. = outside diameter 

% = percent 

[59 FR 12430, Mar. 16, 1994, as amended at 67 

FR 16598, Apr. 5, 2002] 

§ 63.4 Prohibited activities and cir-
cumvention. 

(a) Prohibited activities. (1) No owner 

or operator subject to the provisions of 

this part must operate any affected 

source in violation of the requirements 

of this part. Affected sources subject to 

and in compliance with either an ex-

tension of compliance or an exemption 

from compliance are not in violation of 

the requirements of this part. An ex-

tension of compliance can be granted 

by the Administrator under this part; 

by a State with an approved permit 

program; or by the President under 

section 112(i)(4) of the Act. 

(2) No owner or operator subject to 

the provisions of this part shall fail to 

keep records, notify, report, or revise 

reports as required under this part. 
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as the performance test method (see 

definition of ‘‘test method’’ in § 63.2. 

(3) Approval of major changes to 

monitoring under § 63.8(f) and as de-

fined in § 63.90. 

(4) Approval of major change to rec-

ordkeeping and reporting under 

§ 63.10(e) and as defined in § 63.90. 

§ 63.10042 What definitions apply to 
this subpart? 

Terms used in this subpart are de-

fined in the Clean Air Act (CAA), in 

§ 63.2 (the General Provisions), and in 

this section as follows: 

Affirmative defense means, in the con-

text of an enforcement proceeding, a 

response or defense put forward by a 

defendant, regarding which the defend-

ant has the burden of proof, and the 

merits of which are independently and 

objectively evaluated in a judicial or 

administrative proceeding. 

Anthracite coal means solid fossil fuel 

classified as anthracite coal by Amer-

ican Society of Testing and Materials 

(ASTM) Method D388–05, ‘‘Standard 

Classification of Coals by Rank’’ (in-

corporated by reference, see § 63.14). 

Bituminous coal means coal that is 

classified as bituminous according to 

ASTM Method D388–05, ‘‘Standard Clas-

sification of Coals by Rank’’ (incor-

porated by reference, see § 63.14). 

Boiler operating day means a 24-hour 

period between midnight and the fol-

lowing midnight during which any fuel 

is combusted at any time in the steam 

generating unit. It is not necessary for 

the fuel to be combusted the entire 24- 

hour period. 

Capacity factor for a liquid oil-fired 

EGU means the total annual heat input 

from oil divided by the product of max-

imum hourly heat input for the EGU, 

regardless of fuel, multiplied by 8,760 

hours. 

Coal means all solid fuels classifiable 

as anthracite, bituminous, sub-bitu-

minous, or lignite by ASTM Method 

D388–05, ‘‘Standard Classification of 

Coals by Rank’’ (incorporated by ref-

erence, see § 63.14), and coal refuse. 

Synthetic fuels derived from coal for 

the purpose of creating useful heat in-

cluding but not limited to, coal derived 

gases (not meeting the definition of 

natural gas), solvent-refined coal, coal- 

oil mixtures, and coal-water mixtures, 

are considered ‘‘coal’’ for the purposes 

of this subpart. 

Coal-fired electric utility steam gener-
ating unit means an electric utility 

steam generating unit meeting the def-

inition of ‘‘fossil fuel-fired’’ that burns 

coal for more than 10.0 percent of the 

average annual heat input during any 3 

consecutive calendar years or for more 

than 15.0 percent of the annual heat 

input during any one calendar year. 

Coal refuse means any by-product of 

coal mining, physical coal cleaning, 

and coal preparation operations (e.g., 

culm, gob, etc.) containing coal, ma-

trix material, clay, and other organic 

and inorganic material with an ash 

content greater than 50 percent (by 

weight) and a heating value less than 

13,900 kilojoules per kilogram (6,000 Btu 

per pound) on a dry basis. 

Cogeneration means a steam-gener-

ating unit that simultaneously pro-

duces both electrical and useful ther-

mal (or mechanical) energy from the 

same primary energy source. 

Cogeneration unit means a stationary, 

fossil fuel-fired EGU meeting the defi-

nition of ‘‘fossil fuel-fired’’ or sta-

tionary, integrated gasification com-

bined cycle: 

(1) Having equipment used to produce 

electricity and useful thermal energy 

for industrial, commercial, heating, or 

cooling purposes through the sequen-

tial use of energy; and 

(2) Producing during the 12-month pe-

riod starting on the date the unit first 

produces electricity and during any 

calendar year after which the unit first 

produces electricity: 

(i) For a topping-cycle cogeneration 

unit, 

(A) Useful thermal energy not less 

than 5 percent of total energy output; 

and 

(B) Useful power that, when added to 

one-half of useful thermal energy pro-

duced, is not less than 42.5 percent of 

total energy input, if useful thermal 

energy produced is 15 percent or more 

of total energy output, or not less than 

45 percent of total energy input, if use-

ful thermal energy produced is less 

than 15 percent of total energy output. 

(ii) For a bottoming-cycle cogenera-

tion unit, useful power not less than 45 

percent of total energy input. 
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(3) Provided that the total energy 

input under paragraphs (2)(i)(B) and 

(2)(ii) of this definition shall equal the 

unit’s total energy input from all fuel 

except biomass if the unit is a boiler. 

Combined-cycle gas stationary combus-
tion turbine means a stationary com-

bustion turbine system where heat 

from the turbine exhaust gases is re-

covered by a waste heat boiler. 

Common stack means the exhaust of 

emissions from two or more affected 

units through a single flue. 

Continental liquid oil-fired subcategory 
means any oil-fired electric utility 

steam generating unit that burns liq-

uid oil and is located in the continental 

United States. 

Deviation. (1) Deviation means any in-

stance in which an affected source sub-

ject to this subpart, or an owner or op-

erator of such a source: 

(i) Fails to meet any requirement or 

obligation established by this subpart 

including, but not limited to, any emis-

sion limit, operating limit, work prac-

tice standard, or monitoring require-

ment; or 

(ii) Fails to meet any term or condi-

tion that is adopted to implement an 

applicable requirement in this subpart 

and that is included in the operating 

permit for any affected source required 

to obtain such a permit. 

(2) A deviation is not always a viola-

tion. The determination of whether a 

deviation constitutes a violation of the 

standard is up to the discretion of the 

entity responsible for enforcement of 

the standards. 

Distillate oil means fuel oils, including 

recycled oils, that comply with the 

specifications for fuel oil numbers 1 

and 2, as defined by ASTM Method 

D396–10, ‘‘Standard Specification for 

Fuel Oils’’ (incorporated by reference, 

see § 63.14). 

Dry flue gas desulfurization technology, 
or dry FGD, or spray dryer absorber 
(SDA), or spray dryer, or dry scrubber 
means an add-on air pollution control 

system located downstream of the 

steam generating unit that injects a 

dry alkaline sorbent (dry sorbent injec-

tion) or sprays an alkaline sorbent 

slurry (spray dryer) to react with and 

neutralize acid gases such as SO2 and 

HCl in the exhaust stream forming a 

dry powder material. Alkaline sorbent 

injection systems in fluidized bed com-

bustors (FBC) or circulating fluidized 

bed (CFB) boilers are included in this 

definition. 

Dry sorbent injection (DSI) means an 

add-on air pollution control system in 

which sorbent (e.g., conventional acti-

vated carbon, brominated activated 

carbon, Trona, hydrated lime, sodium 

carbonate, etc.) is injected into the 

flue gas steam upstream of a PM con-

trol device to react with and neutralize 

acid gases (such as SO2 and HCl) or Hg 

in the exhaust stream forming a dry 

powder material that may be removed 

in a primary or secondary PM control 

device. 

Electric Steam generating unit means 

any furnace, boiler, or other device 

used for combusting fuel for the pur-

pose of producing steam (including fos-

sil-fuel-fired steam generators associ-

ated with integrated gasification com-

bined cycle gas turbines; nuclear steam 

generators are not included) for the 

purpose of powering a generator to 

produce electricity or electricity and 

other thermal energy. 

Electric utility steam generating unit 
(EGU) means a fossil fuel-fired combus-

tion unit of more than 25 megawatts 

electric (MWe) that serves a generator 

that produces electricity for sale. A 

fossil fuel-fired unit that cogenerates 

steam and electricity and supplies 

more than one-third of its potential 

electric output capacity and more than 

25 MWe output to any utility power 

distribution system for sale is consid-

ered an electric utility steam gener-

ating unit. 

Emission limitation means any emis-

sions limit, work practice standard, or 

operating limit. 

Excess emissions means, with respect 

to this subpart, results of any required 

measurements outside the applicable 

range (e.g., emissions limitations, 

parametric operating limits) that is 

permitted by this subpart. The values 

of measurements will be in the same 

units and averaging time as the values 

specified in this subpart for the limita-

tions. 

Federally enforceable means all limi-

tations and conditions that are en-

forceable by the Administrator, includ-

ing the requirements of 40 CFR parts 

60, 61, and 63; requirements within any 
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applicable state implementation plan; 

and any permit requirements estab-

lished under 40 CFR 52.21 or under 40 

CFR 51.18 and 40 CFR 51.24. 

Flue gas desulfurization system means 

any add-on air pollution control sys-

tem located downstream of the steam 

generating unit whose purpose or effect 

is to remove at least 50 percent of the 

SO2 in the exhaust gas stream. 

Fossil fuel means natural gas, oil, 

coal, and any form of solid, liquid, or 

gaseous fuel derived from such mate-

rial. 

Fossil fuel-fired means an electric 

utility steam generating unit (EGU) 

that is capable of combusting more 

than 25 MW of fossil fuels. To be ‘‘ca-

pable of combusting’’ fossil fuels, an 

EGU would need to have these fuels al-

lowed in its operating permit and have 

the appropriate fuel handling facilities 

on-site or otherwise available (e.g., 

coal handling equipment, including 

coal storage area, belts and conveyers, 

pulverizers, etc.; oil storage facilities). 

In addition, fossil fuel-fired means any 

EGU that fired fossil fuels for more 

than 10.0 percent of the average annual 

heat input during any 3 consecutive 

calendar years or for more than 15.0 

percent of the annual heat input during 

any one calendar year after the appli-

cable compliance date. 

Fuel type means each category of 

fuels that share a common name or 

classification. Examples include, but 

are not limited to, bituminous coal, 

subbituminous coal, lignite, anthra-

cite, biomass, and residual oil. Indi-

vidual fuel types received from dif-

ferent suppliers are not considered new 

fuel types. 

Fluidized bed boiler, or fluidized bed 
combustor, or circulating fluidized boiler, 
or CFB means a boiler utilizing a fluid-

ized bed combustion process. 

Fluidized bed combustion means a 

process where a fuel is burned in a bed 

of granulated particles which are main-

tained in a mobile suspension by the 

upward flow of air and combustion 

products. 

Gaseous fuel includes, but is not lim-

ited to, natural gas, process gas, land-

fill gas, coal derived gas, solid oil-de-

rived gas, refinery gas, and biogas. 

Generator means a device that pro-

duces electricity. 

Gross output means the gross useful 

work performed by the steam gen-

erated and, for an IGCC electric utility 

steam generating unit, the work per-

formed by the stationary combustion 

turbines. For a unit generating only 

electricity, the gross useful work per-

formed is the gross electrical output 

from the unit’s turbine/generator sets. 

For a cogeneration unit, the gross use-

ful work performed is the gross elec-

trical output, including any such elec-

tricity used in the power production 

process (which process includes, but is 

not limited to, any on-site processing 

or treatment of fuel combusted at the 

unit and any on-site emission con-

trols), or mechanical output plus 75 

percent of the useful thermal output 

measured relative to ISO conditions 

that is not used to generate additional 

electrical or mechanical output or to 

enhance the performance of the unit 

(i.e., steam delivered to an industrial 

process). 

Heat input means heat derived from 

combustion of fuel in an EGU (syn-

thetic gas for an IGCC) and does not in-

clude the heat input from preheated 

combustion air, recirculated flue gases, 

or exhaust gases from other sources 

such as gas turbines, internal combus-

tion engines, etc. 

Integrated gasification combined cycle 
electric utility steam generating unit or 

IGCC means an electric utility steam 

generating unit meeting the definition 

of ‘‘fossil fuel-fired’’ that burns a syn-

thetic gas derived from coal and/or 

solid oil-derived fuel for more than 10.0 

percent of the average annual heat 

input during any 3 consecutive cal-

endar years or for more than 15.0 per-

cent of the annual heat input during 

any one calendar year in a combined- 

cycle gas turbine. No solid coal or solid 

oil-derived fuel is directly burned in 

the unit during operation. 

ISO conditions means a temperature 

of 288 Kelvin, a relative humidity of 60 

percent, and a pressure of 101.3 

kilopascals. 

Lignite coal means coal that is classi-

fied as lignite A or B according to 

ASTM Method D388–05, ‘‘Standard Clas-

sification of Coals by Rank’’ (incor-

porated by reference, see § 63.14). 

Limited-use liquid oil-fired subcategory 
means an oil-fired electric utility 
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steam generating unit with an annual 

capacity factor of less than 8 percent of 

its maximum or nameplate heat input, 

whichever is greater, averaged over a 

24-month block contiguous period com-

mencing April 16, 2015. 

Liquid fuel includes, but is not lim-

ited to, distillate oil and residual oil. 

Monitoring system malfunction or out of 
control period means any sudden, infre-

quent, not reasonably preventable fail-

ure of the monitoring system to pro-

vide valid data. Monitoring system 

failures that are caused in part by poor 

maintenance or careless operation are 

not malfunctions. 

Natural gas means a naturally occur-

ring fluid mixture of hydrocarbons 

(e.g., methane, ethane, or propane) pro-

duced in geological formations beneath 

the Earth’s surface that maintains a 

gaseous state at standard atmospheric 

temperature and pressure under ordi-

nary conditions. Natural gas contains 

20.0 grains or less of total sulfur per 100 

standard cubic feet. Additionally, nat-

ural gas must either be composed of at 

least 70 percent methane by volume or 

have a gross calorific value between 950 

and 1,100 Btu per standard cubic foot. 

Natural gas does not include the fol-

lowing gaseous fuels: landfill gas, di-

gester gas, refinery gas, sour gas, blast 

furnace gas, coal-derived gas, producer 

gas, coke oven gas, or any gaseous fuel 

produced in a process which might re-

sult in highly variable sulfur content 

or heating value. 

Natural gas-fired electric utility steam 
generating unit means an electric util-

ity steam generating unit meeting the 

definition of ‘‘fossil fuel-fired’’ that is 

not a coal-fired, oil-fired, or IGCC elec-

tric utility steam generating unit and 

that burns natural gas for more than 

10.0 percent of the average annual heat 

input during any 3 consecutive cal-

endar years or for more than 15.0 per-

cent of the annual heat input during 

any one calendar year. 

Net-electric output means the gross 

electric sales to the utility power dis-

tribution system minus purchased 

power on a calendar year basis. 

Non-continental area means the State 

of Hawaii, the Virgin Islands, Guam, 

American Samoa, the Commonwealth 

of Puerto Rico, or the Northern Mar-

iana Islands. 

Non-continental liquid oil-fired sub-
category means any oil-fired electric 

utility steam generating unit that 

burns liquid oil and is located outside 

the continental United States. 

Non-mercury (Hg) HAP metals means 

Antimony (Sb), Arsenic (As), Beryllium 

(Be), Cadmium (Cd), Chromium (Cr), 

Cobalt (Co), Lead (Pb), Manganese 

(Mn), Nickel (Ni), and Selenium (Se). 

Oil means crude oil or petroleum or a 

fuel derived from crude oil or petro-

leum, including distillate and residual 

oil, solid oil-derived fuel (e.g., petro-

leum coke) and gases derived from 

solid oil-derived fuels (not meeting the 

definition of natural gas). 

Oil-fired electric utility steam gener-
ating unit means an electric utility 

steam generating unit meeting the def-

inition of ‘‘fossil fuel-fired’’ that is not 

a coal-fired electric utility steam gen-

erating unit and that burns oil for 

more than 10.0 percent of the average 

annual heat input during any 3 con-

secutive calendar years or for more 

than 15.0 percent of the annual heat 

input during any one calendar year. 

Particulate matter or PM means any 

finely divided solid material as meas-

ured by the test methods specified 

under this subpart, or an alternative 

method. 

Pulverized coal (PC) boiler means an 

EGU in which pulverized coal is intro-

duced into an air stream that carries 

the coal to the combustion chamber of 

the EGU where it is fired in suspension. 

Residual oil means crude oil, and all 

fuel oil numbers 4, 5 and 6, as defined 

by ASTM Method D396–10, ‘‘Standard 

Specification for Fuel Oils’’ (incor-

porated by reference, see § 63.14). 

Responsible official means responsible 

official as defined in 40 CFR 70.2. 

Shutdown means the cessation of op-

eration of a boiler for any purpose. 

Shutdown begins either when none of 

the steam from the boiler is used to 

generate electricity for sale over the 

grid or for any other purpose (including 

on-site use), or at the point of no fuel 

being fired in the boiler, whichever is 

earlier. Shutdown ends when there is 

both no electricity being generated and 

no fuel being fired in the boiler. 

Startup means either the first-ever 

firing of fuel in a boiler for the purpose 

of producing electricity, or the firing 
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of fuel in a boiler after a shutdown 

event for any purpose. Startup ends 

when any of the steam from the boiler 

is used to generate electricity for sale 

over the grid or for any other purpose 

(including on-site use). 

Stationary combustion turbine means 

all equipment, including but not lim-

ited to the turbine, the fuel, air, lubri-

cation and exhaust gas systems, con-

trol systems (except emissions control 

equipment), and any ancillary compo-

nents and sub-components comprising 

any simple cycle stationary combus-

tion turbine, any regenerative/recuper-

ative cycle stationary combustion tur-

bine, the combustion turbine portion of 

any stationary cogeneration cycle 

combustion system, or the combustion 

turbine portion of any stationary com-

bined cycle steam/electric generating 

system. Stationary means that the 

combustion turbine is not self pro-

pelled or intended to be propelled while 

performing its function. Stationary 

combustion turbines do not include 

turbines located at a research or lab-

oratory facility, if research is con-

ducted on the turbine itself and the 

turbine is not being used to power 

other applications at the research or 

laboratory facility. 

Steam generating unit means any fur-

nace, boiler, or other device used for 

combusting fuel for the purpose of pro-

ducing steam (including fossil-fuel- 

fired steam generators associated with 

integrated gasification combined cycle 

gas turbines; nuclear steam generators 

are not included). 

Stoker means a unit consisting of a 

mechanically operated fuel feeding 

mechanism, a stationary or moving 

grate to support the burning of fuel 

and admit undergrate air to the fuel, 

an overfire air system to complete 

combustion, and an ash discharge sys-

tem. There are two general types of 

stokers: underfeed and overfeed. Over-

feed stokers include mass feed and 

spreader stokers. 

Subbituminous coal means coal that is 

classified as subbituminous A, B, or C 

according to ASTM Method D388–05, 

‘‘Standard Classification of Coals by 

Rank’’ (incorporated by reference, see 

§ 63.14). 

Unit designed for coal > 8,300 Btu/lb 
subcategory means any coal-fired EGU 

that is not a coal-fired EGU in the 

‘‘unit designed for low rank virgin 

coal’’ subcategory. 

Unit designed for low rank virgin coal 

subcategory means any coal-fired EGU 

that is designed to burn and that is 

burning nonagglomerating virgin coal 

having a calorific value (moist, min-

eral matter-free basis) of less than 

19,305 kJ/kg (8,300 Btu/lb) that is con-

structed and operates at or near the 

mine that produces such coal. 

Unit designed to burn solid oil-derived 
fuel subcategory means any oil-fired 

EGU that burns solid oil-derived fuel. 

Voluntary consensus standards or VCS 
mean technical standards (e.g., mate-

rials specifications, test methods, sam-

pling procedures, business practices) 

developed or adopted by one or more 

voluntary consensus bodies. The EPA/ 

OAQPS has by precedent only used 

VCS that are written in English. Ex-

amples of VCS bodies are: American 

Society of Testing and Materials 

(ASTM), American Society of Mechan-

ical Engineers (ASME), International 

Standards Organization (ISO), Stand-

ards Australia (AS), British Standards 

(BS), Canadian Standards (CSA), Euro-

pean Standard (EN or CEN) and Ger-

man Engineering Standards (VDI). The 

types of standards that are not consid-

ered VCS are standards developed by: 

the U.S. states, e.g., California (CARB) 

and Texas (TCEQ); industry groups, 

such as American Petroleum Institute 

(API), Gas Processors Association 

(GPA), and Gas Research Institute 

(GRI); and other branches of the U.S. 

government, e.g., Department of De-

fense (DOD) and Department of Trans-

portation (DOT). This does not pre-

clude EPA from using standards devel-

oped by groups that are not VCS bodies 

within an EPA rule. When this occurs, 

EPA has done searches and reviews for 

VCS equivalent to these non-VCS 

methods. 

Wet flue gas desulfurization technology, 
or wet FGD, or wet scrubber means any 

add-on air pollution control device that 

is located downstream of the steam 

generating unit that mixes an aqueous 

stream or slurry with the exhaust 

gases from an EGU to control emis-

sions of PM and/or to absorb and neu-

tralize acid gases, such as SO2 and HCl. 
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Work practice standard means any de-

sign, equipment, work practice, or 

operational standard, or combination 

thereof, which is promulgated pursuant 

to CAA section 112(h). 

[77 FR 9464, Feb. 16, 2012, as amended at 77 FR 23405, Apr. 19, 2012] 

TABLE 1 TO SUBPART UUUUU OF PART 63—EMISSION LIMITS FOR NEW OR 

RECONSTRUCTED EGUS 

As stated in § 63.9991, you must comply with the following applicable emission limits: 

If your EGU is in this 
subcategory . . . 

For the following pollutants . . 
. 

You must meet the following 
emission limits and work 
practice standards . . . 

Using these requirements, as 
appropriate (e.g., specified 
sampling volume or test run 
duration) and limitations with 
the test methods in Table . . . 

1. Coal-fired unit not low rank 
virgin coal.

a. Filterable particulate matter 
(PM).

7.0E–3 lb/MWh1 ..................... Collect a minimum of 4 dscm 
per run. 

OR OR 
Total non-Hg HAP metals 6.0E–2 lb/GWh ....................... Collect a minimum of 4 dscm 

per run. 
OR OR 
individual HAP metals: ........... Collect a minimum of 3 dscm 

per run. 
Antimony (Sb) ........................ 8.0E–3 lb/GW. 
Arsenic (As) ........................... 3.0E–3 lb/GWh. 
Beryllium (Be) ........................ 6.0E–4 lb/GWh. 
Cadmium (Cd) ........................ 4.0E–4 lb/GWh. 
Chromium (Cr) ....................... 7.0E–3 lb/GWh. 
Cobalt (Co) ............................. 2.0E–3 lb/GWh. 
Lead (Pb) ............................... 2.0E–3 lb/GWh. 
Manganese (Mn) .................... 4.0E–3 lb/GWh. 
Nickel (Ni) .............................. 4.0E–2 lb/GWh. 
Selenium (Se) ........................ 6.0E–3 lb/GWh. 
b. Hydrogen chloride (HC1) ... 4.0E–4 lb/MWh ...................... For Method 26A, collect a 

minimum of 3 dscm per 
run. 

For ASTM D6348–03 2 or 
Method 320, sample for a 
minimum of 1 hour. 

OR. 
Sulfur dioxide (SO2) 3 ............. 4.0E–1 lb/MWh ...................... SO2 CEMS. 
c. Mercury (Hg) ...................... 2.0E–4 lb/GWh ....................... Hg CEMS or sorbent trap 

monitoring system only. 

2. Coal-fired units low rank vir-
gin coal.

a. Filterable particulate matter 
(PM).

7.0E–3 lb/MWh1 ..................... Collect a minimum of 4 dscm 
per run. 

OR OR 
Total non-Hg HAP metals ...... 6.0E–2 lb/GWh ....................... Collect a minimum of 4 dscm 

per run. 
OR OR 
Individual HAP metals: ............................................ Collect a minimum of 3 dscm 

per run. 
Antimony (Sb) ........................ 8.0E–3 lb/GWh. 
Arsenic (As) ........................... 3.0E–3 lb/GWh. 
Beryllium (Be) ........................ 6.0E–4 lb/GWh. 
Cadmium (Cd) ........................ 4.0E–4 lb/GWh. 
Chromium (Cr) ....................... 7.0E–3 lb/GWh. 
Cobalt (Co) ............................. 2.0E–3 lb/GWh. 
Lead (Pb) ............................... 2.0E–3 lb/GWh. 
Manganese (Mn) .................... 4.0E–3 lb/GWh. 
Nickel (Ni) .............................. 4.0E–2 lb/GWh. 
Selenium (Se) ........................ 6.0E–3 lb/GWh. 
b. Hydrogen chloride (HCl) .... 4.0E–4 lb/MWh ...................... For Method 26A, collect a 

minimum of 3 dscm per 
run. 

For ASTM D6348–03 2 or 
Method 320, sample for a 
minimum of 1 hour. 

OR 
Sulfur dioxide (SO2) 3 ............. 4.0E–1 lb/MWh ...................... SO2 CEMS. 
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If your EGU is in this sub-
category . . . 

For the following pollutants 
. . . 

You must meet the following 
emission limits and work 
practice standards . . . 

Using these requirements, as 
appropriate (e.g., specified 
sampling volume or test run 
duration) and limitations with 
the test methods in Table 5 
. . . 

Selenium (Se) ........................ 1.2E0 lb/TBtu or 2.0E–2 lb/ 
GWh. 

b. Hydrogen chloride (HCl) .... 5.0E–3 lb/MMBtu or 8.0E–2 
lb/MWh. 

For Method 26A, collect a 
minimum of 0.75 dscm per 
run; for Method 26, collect 
a minimum of 120 liters per 
run. 

For ASTM D6348–03 3 or 
Method 320, sample for a 
minimum of 1 hour. 

OR 
Sulfur dioxide (SO2) 4 ............. 3.0E–1 lb/MMBtu or 2.0E0 lb/ 

MWh. 
SO2 CEMS. 

c. Mercury (Hg) ...................... 2.0E–1 lb/TBtu or 2.0E–3 lb/ 
GWh. 

LEE Testing for 30 days with 
10 days maximum per 
Method 30B run or Hg 
CEMS or Sorbent trap 
monitoring system only. 

1 For LEE emissions testing for total PM, total HAP metals, individual HAP metals, HCl, and HF, the required minimum sam-
pling volume must be increased nominally by a factor of two. 

2 Gross electric output. 
3 Incorporated by reference, see § 63.14. 
4 You may not use the alternate SO2 limit if your EGU does not have some form of FGD system and SO2 CEMS installed. 

[77 FR 23405, Apr. 19, 2012] 

TABLE 3 TO SUBPART UUUUU OF PART 63—WORK PRACTICE STANDARDS 

As stated in §§ 63.9991, you must comply with the following applicable work practice stand-

ards: 

If your EGU is . . . You must meet the following . . . 

1. An existing EGU ..................................... Conduct a tune-up of the EGU burner and combustion controls at least each 36 
calendar months, or each 48 calendar months if neural network combustion opti-
mization software is employed, as specified in § 63.10021(e). 

2. A new or reconstructed EGU .................. Conduct a tune-up of the EGU burner and combustion controls at least each 36 
calendar months, or each 48 calendar months if neural network combustion opti-
mization software is employed, as specified in § 63.10021(e). 

3. A coal-fired, liquid oil-fired, or solid oil- 
derived fuel-fired EGU during startup.

You must operate all CMS during startup. Startup means either the first-ever firing 
of fuel in a boiler for the purpose of producing electricity, or the firing of fuel in a 
boiler after a shutdown event for any purpose. Startup ends when any of the 
steam from the boiler is used to generate electricity for sale over the grid or for 
any other purpose (including on site use). For startup of a unit, you must use 
clean fuels, either natural gas or distillate oil or a combination of clean fuels for 
ignition. Once you convert to firing coal, residual oil, or solid oil-derived fuel, you 
must engage all of the applicable control technologies except dry scrubber and 
SCR. You must start your dry scrubber and SCR systems, if present, appro-
priately to comply with relevant standards applicable during normal operation. 
You must comply with all applicable emissions limits at all times except for peri-
ods that meet the definitions of startup and shutdown in this subpart. You must 
keep records during periods of startup. You must provide reports concerning ac-
tivities and periods of startup, as specified in § 63.10011(g) and § 63.10021(h) 
and (i). 
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If your EGU is . . . You must meet the following . . . 

4. A coal-fired, liquid oil-fired, or solid oil- 
derived fuel-fired EGU during shutdown.

You must operate all CMS during shutdown. Shutdown means the cessation of op-
eration of a boiler for any purpose. Shutdown begins either when none of the 
steam from the boiler is used to generate electricity for sale over the grid or for 
any other purpose (including on-site use) or at the point of no fuel being fired in 
the boiler. Shutdown ends when there is both no electricity being generated and 
no fuel being fired in the boiler. During shutdown, you must operate all applica-
ble control technologies while firing coal, residual oil, or solid oil-derived fuel. 
You must comply with all applicable emissions limits at all times except for peri-
ods that meet the definitions of startup and shutdown in this subpart. You must 
keep records during periods of startup. You must provide reports concerning ac-
tivities and periods of startup, as specified in § 63.10011(g) and § 63.10021(h) 
and (i). 

TABLE 4 TO SUBPART UUUUU OF PART 63—OPERATING LIMITS FOR EGUS 

As stated in § 63.9991, you must comply with the applicable operating limits: 

If you demonstrate compliance using . . . You must meet these operating limits . . . 

1. PM CPMS ............................................... Maintain the 30-boiler operating day rolling average PM CPMS output at or below 
the highest 1-hour average measured during the most recent performance test 
demonstrating compliance with the filterable PM, total non-mercury HAP metals 
(total HAP metals, for liquid oil-fired units), or individual non-mercury HAP metals 
(individual HAP metals including Hg, for liquid oil-fired units) emissions limita-
tion(s). 

TABLE 5 TO SUBPART UUUUU OF PART 63—PERFORMANCE TESTING REQUIREMENTS 

As stated in § 63.10007, you must comply with the following requirements for performance 

testing for existing, new or reconstructed affected sources: 1 

To conduct a per-
formance test for the 
following pollutant 
. . . 

Using . . . 
You must perform the following activi-
ties, as applicable to your input- or out-
put-based emission limit . . . 

Using 2 . . . 

1. Filterable Particu-
late matter (PM).

Emissions Testing .. a. Select sampling ports location and 
the number of traverse points.

Method 1 at Appendix A–1 to part 60 of 
this chapter. 

b. Determine velocity and volumetric 
flow-rate of the stack gas.

Method 2, 2A, 2C, 2F, 2G or 2H at Ap-
pendix A–1 or A–2 to part 60 of this 
chapter. 

c. Determine oxygen and carbon diox-
ide concentrations of the stack gas.

Method 3A or 3B at Appendix A–2 to 
part 60 of this chapter, or ANSI/ 
ASME PTC 19.10–1981.3 

d. Measure the moisture content of the 
stack gas.

Method 4 at Appendix A–3 to part 60 of 
this chapter. 

e. Measure the filterable PM concentra-
tion.

Method 5 at Appendix A–3 to part 60 of 
this chapter. 

For positive pressure fabric filters, 
Method 5D at Appendix A–3 to part 
60 of this chapter for filterable PM 
emissions. 

Note that the Method 5 front half tem-
perature shall be 160 ° ± 14 °C (320 
° ± 25 °F). 

f. Convert emissions concentration to lb/ 
MMBtu or lb/MWh emissions rates.

Method 19 F-factor methodology at Ap-
pendix A–7 to part 60 of this chapter, 
or calculate using mass emissions 
rate and electrical output data (see 
§ 63.10007(e)). 

OR OR 
PM CEMS a. Install, certify, operate, and maintain 

the PM CEMS.
Performance Specification 11 at Appen-

dix B to part 60 of this chapter and 
Procedure 2 at Appendix F to Part 60 
of this chapter. 

b. Install, certify, operate, and maintain 
the diluent gas, flow rate, and/or 
moisture monitoring systems.

Part 75 of this chapter and 
§§ 63.10010(a), (b), (c), and (d). 
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CERTIFICATE AS TO PARTIES, RULINGS, AND RELATED CASES 

Pursuant to Circuit Rule 28(a)(1), Petitioners state as follows: 

A. Parties, Intervenors, and Amici Curiae 

These cases involve the following parties: 

Petitioners: 

No. 16-1127:  Murray Energy Corporation. 

No. 16-1175:  ARIPPA. 

No. 16-1204:  Michigan Attorney General Bill Schuette, on behalf of the 

People of Michigan; State of Alabama; State of Arizona; State of Arkansas; State of 

Kansas; Commonwealth of Kentucky; State of Nebraska; State of North Dakota; 

State of Ohio; State of Oklahoma; State of South Carolina; State of Texas; State of 

West Virginia; State of Wisconsin; State of Wyoming; Texas Commission on 

Environmental Quality; Public Utility Commission of Texas; and Railroad 

Commission of Texas. 

No. 16-1206:  Oak Grove Management Company LLC. 

No. 16-1208:  Southern Company Services, Inc.; Alabama Power 

Company; Georgia Power Company; Gulf Power Company; and Mississippi Power 

Company. 

No. 16-1210:  Utility Air Regulatory Group. 
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Respondents: 

Respondents are the United States Environmental Protection Agency (in Nos. 

16-1175, 16-1204, 16-1208, and 16-1210) and the United States Environmental 

Protection Agency and Gina McCarthy, Administrator (in Nos. 16-1127 and 16-1206). 

Intervenors and Amici Curiae: 

Conservation Law Foundation; Environmental Defense Fund; Natural 

Resources Council of Maine; The Ohio Environmental Council; Sierra Club; 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts; Commonwealth of Virginia; State of California; 

State of Connecticut; State of Delaware; State of Iowa; State of Illinois; State of 

Maine; State of Maryland; State of Minnesota; State of New Hampshire; State of New 

Mexico; State of New York; State of Oregon; State of Rhode Island; State of 

Vermont; Washington, the District of Columbia; City of Baltimore; City of Chicago; 

City of New York; County of Erie, New York; American Lung Association; American 

Public Health Association; Chesapeake Bay Foundation; Chesapeake Climate Action 

Network; Citizens for Pennsylvania’s Future; Clean Air Council; Downwinders at 

Risk; Environmental Integrity Project; National Association for the Advancement of 

Colored People; Natural Resources Defense Council; Physicians for Social 

Responsibility; Calpine Corporation; and Exelon Corporation are Intervenors in 

support of Respondents. 

There are no Intervenors in support of Petitioners. 
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The Institute for Policy Integrity at New York University School of Law is 

amicus curiae in support of Respondents. 

There are no amicus curiae in support of Petitioners. 

B. Rulings Under Review 

These consolidated cases involve final agency action of the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency titled, “Supplemental Finding That It Is 

Appropriate and Necessary to Regulate Hazardous Air Pollutants from Coal- and Oil-

Fired Electric Utility Steam Generating Units,” and published on April 25, 2016, at 81 

Fed. Reg. 24,420. 

C. Related Cases 

These consolidated cases have not previously been before this Court or any 

other court. Counsel is aware of the following related case that, as of the time of 

filing, has appeared before this Court: 

(1) White Stallion Energy Center, LLC v. EPA, 748 F.3d 1222 (D.C. Cir. 2014), 

rev’d, Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. Ct. 2699 (2015) (No. 12-1100 and consolidated Nos. 12-

1101, 12-1102, 12-1147, 12-1170, 12-1172, 12-1173, 12-1174, 12-1175, 12-1176, 12-

1177, 12-1178, 12-1180, 12-1181, 12-1182, 12-1183, 12-1184, 12-1185, 12-1186, 12-

1187, 12-1188, 12-1189, 12-1190, 12-1191, 12-1192, 12-1193, 12-1194, 12-1195, 12-

1196). 

Counsel is aware of the following related case that, as of the time of filing, is 

currently before this Court: 
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(1) ARIPPA v. EPA, No. 15-1180 (and consolidated Nos. 15-1191 and 15-

1192) regarding EPA’s “Reconsideration on the Mercury and Air Toxics Standards 

(MATS) and the Utility New Source Performance Standards; Notice of Final Action 

Denying Petitions for Reconsideration,” 80 Fed. Reg. 24,218 (Apr. 30, 2015). 

Recognizing the relationship between the instant case and ARIPPA, this Court 

has ordered that the two cases be scheduled for argument on the same day and before 

the same panel. Order at 2, ARIPPA v. EPA, No. 15-1180, and Murray Energy Corp. v. 

EPA, No. 16-1127 (D.C. Cir. Aug. 29, 2016), ECF No. 1632520.  

Counsel is aware of the following related cases that, as of the time of filing, 

have appeared before the United States Supreme Court: 

(1) Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. Ct. 2699 (2015) (No. 14-46). 

(2) Utility Air Regulatory Grp. v. EPA, 135 S. Ct. 2699 (2015) (No. 14-47, 

consolidated with No. 14-46). 

(3) Nat’l Mining Ass’n v. EPA, 135 S. St. 2699 (2015) (No. 14-49, 

consolidated with No. 14-46). 
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CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS 

Non-governmental Petitioners submit the following statements pursuant to 

Rule 26.1 of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure and Circuit Rule 26.1: 

Alabama Power Company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Southern Company, 
which is a publicly held corporation. Other than Southern Company, no publicly-held 
company owns 10% or more of Alabama Power Company’s stock. No publicly-held 
company holds 10% or more of Southern Company’s stock. Southern Company stock 
is traded publicly on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol “SO.” 

ARIPPA is a non-profit trade association that represents a membership primarily 
comprised of electric generating plants using environmentally-friendly circulating 
fluidized bed boiler technology to convert coal refuse and/or other alternative fuels 
such as biomass into alternative energy and/or steam, with the resultant alkaline ash 
used to reclaim mine lands. ARIPPA was organized in 1988 for the purpose of 
promoting the professional, legislative and technical interests of its member facilities. 
ARIPPA has no outstanding shares or debt securities in the hands of the public and 
does not have any parent, subsidiary, or affiliate that has issued shares or debt 
securities to the public. 

Georgia Power Company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Southern Company, 
which is a publicly held corporation. Other than Southern Company, no publicly-held 
company owns 10% or more of Georgia Power Company’s stock. No publicly-held 
company holds 10% or more of Southern Company’s stock. Southern Company stock 
is traded publicly on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol “SO.” 

Gulf Power Company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Southern Company, which is 
a publicly held corporation. Other than Southern Company, no publicly-held 
company owns 10% or more of Gulf Power Company’s stock. No publicly-held 
company holds 10% or more of Southern Company’s stock. Southern Company stock 
is traded publicly on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol “SO.” 

Mississippi Power Company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Southern Company, 
which is a publicly held corporation. Other than Southern Company, no publicly-held 
company owns 10% or more of Mississippi Power Company’s stock. No publicly-held 
company holds 10% or more of Southern Company’s stock. Southern Company stock 
is traded publicly on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol “SO.” 

Murray Energy Corporation has no parent corporation and no publicly held 
corporation owns ten percent (10%) or more of its stock. Murray Energy Corporation 
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is the largest privately-held coal company and the largest underground coal mine 
operator in the United States, with combined operations that currently produce and 
ship about eighty-seven (87) million tons of bituminous coal annually. 

Oak Grove Management Company, LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Vistra 
Asset Company LLC, which is a Delaware limited liability company and is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Vistra Operations Company LLC, which is a Delaware limited 
liability company and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Vistra Intermediate Company 
LLC, which is a Delaware limited liability company and is a wholly owned subsidiary 
of Vistra Energy Corp., which is a publicly held corporation. Vistra Energy Corp. is 
traded publicly on the OTCQX market under the symbol “VSTE.” Apollo 
Management Holdings L.P., Brookfield Asset Management Private Institutional 
Capital Adviser (Canada), L.P., and Oaktree Capital Management, L.P. are publicly 
held entities and each have subsidiaries that own more than 10% of Vistra Energy 
Corp.’s stock. 

Southern Company Services, Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Southern 
Company, which is a publicly held corporation. Other than Southern Company, no 
publicly-held company owns 10% or more of Southern Company Services, Inc.’s 
stock. No publicly-held company holds 10% or more of Southern Company’s stock. 
Southern Company stock is traded publicly on the New York Stock Exchange under 
the symbol “SO.” 

Utility Air Regulatory Group (“UARG”) is a not-for-profit association of individual 
electric generating companies and national trade associations. UARG participates on 
behalf of certain of its members collectively in Clean Air Act administrative 
proceedings that affect electric generators and in litigation arising from those 
proceedings. UARG has no outstanding shares or debt securities in the hands of the 
public and has no parent company. No publicly held company has a 10% or greater 
ownership interest in UARG. 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

These consolidated cases challenge a final action of the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (“EPA” or “Agency”) under the Clean Air Act (“CAA” or “Act”), 

published at 81 Fed. Reg. 24,420 (Apr. 25, 2016) (the “Rule”), Joint Appendix (“JA”) 

___-___. This Court has jurisdiction under CAA § 307(b)(1).1 Petitions for review 

were timely filed.  

STATEMENT OF ISSUES 

The Supreme Court held in Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. Ct. 2699 (2015), that EPA 

must consider cost in determining whether it is “appropriate and necessary” to 

regulate emissions of hazardous air pollutants (“HAPs”) from electric generating units 

(“EGUs”) under § 112 of the Act. The Rule consists of EPA’s supplemental finding 

that such regulation is appropriate and necessary, notwithstanding estimated 

quantifiable annual costs of $9.6 billion and benefits of $4 to $6 million. 

1. Whether EPA’s “preferred approach,” under which EPA finds that 

§ 112 regulation is appropriate and necessary if it is affordable for the industry as a 

whole, is contrary to Michigan and § 112(n)(1)(A), and is otherwise arbitrary, 

capricious, or unlawful. 

2. Whether EPA’s alternative “formal benefit-cost analysis,” which relies 

on the “co-benefits” of incidental reductions of non-HAPs to justify the $9.6 billion 

                                           
1 The Table of Authorities provides parallel citations to the U.S. Code.   
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annual cost of regulating EGU HAPs under § 112, is contrary to Michigan and 

§ 112(n)(1)(A), and is otherwise arbitrary, capricious, or unlawful. 

3. Whether EPA’s refusal to consider alternative strategies in lieu of 

regulating EGUs under § 112 and to consider all relevant costs and disadvantages, is 

contrary to Michigan and § 112(n)(1)(A), and is otherwise arbitrary, capricious, or 

unlawful. 

STATUTES AND REGULATIONS 

This case involves EPA’s finding made pursuant to a claim of authority under 

CAA § 112(n)(1)(A). The addendum reproduces pertinent portions of cited statutes 

and regulations.   

INTRODUCTION 

There is no escaping these facts: the most expensive rulemaking in EPA’s 

history—costing at least $9.6 billion annually by EPA’s estimation—would result in a 

paltry $4 to $6 million in purported public health benefits from reducing the 

pollutants it aims to address. In its previous attempt to justify regulating EGUs under 

§ 112, EPA sought to avoid these inconvenient facts by asserting that costs do not 

matter at all under § 112(n)(1)(A). The Supreme Court emphatically rejected EPA’s 

position, admonishing that “[o]ne would not say that it is even rational, never mind 

‘appropriate,’ to impose billions of dollars in economic costs in return for a few 

dollars in health or environmental benefits.” Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2707. 
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Instead of developing a thoughtful comparison of costs and benefits on 

remand, EPA fell back on its prior determination of small, uncertain, and largely 

unquantifiable benefits associated with regulation of HAPs2 under § 112 and 

concluded those benefits are justified so long as the industry can afford to spend $9.6 

billion on this regulation annually. But affordability cannot satisfy the Supreme 

Court’s direction that EPA weigh benefits and costs to ensure they are not 

disproportionate. Id. at 2707 (“No regulation is ‘appropriate’ if it does significantly 

more harm than good.”). In fact, EPA never examined whether the benefits of 

regulation under § 112 outweigh the substantial costs. EPA did not ask whether it is 

“even rational, never mind ‘appropriate,’ to impose billions of dollars in economic 

costs in return for” the particular benefits it identified. Id. And it did not ask whether 

$9.6 billion annual costs are “disproportionate to the[se particular] benefits.” Id. at 

2710. 

EPA alternatively relies on the co-benefits of reducing a non-HAP—fine 

particulate matter (“PM2.5”), which in turn would result from mandating reductions in 

another non-HAP: sulfur dioxide (“SO2”)—to justify the costs of regulating EGU 

HAPs under § 112. But the benefit-cost analysis EPA cites, which was developed for 

the original rulemaking, shows unequivocally that the costs dwarf the benefits 

attributable to reducing the regulated pollutants (i.e., the HAPs). EPA cannot properly 

                                           
2 In this brief, “HAPs” refers to substances listed under § 112(b). 
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conclude that it is “appropriate and necessary” to regulate HAPs under § 112 if 

virtually all the benefits of doing so derive from incidental reductions in non-HAPs 

that are regulated under numerous other CAA programs.  

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

I. The Clean Air Act’s Regulation of HAPs 

A. Section 112 Program Prior to 1990 

Prior to 1990, § 112 required EPA to identify hazardous substances for 

regulation and develop emission standards for each to provide an “ample margin of 

safety” to protect public health. Pub. L. No. 91-604, § 112, 84 Stat. 1676, 1685 (1970); 

42 U.S.C. § 1857c-7(a)(1), (b)(1)(B) (1970). EPA interpreted the phrase “ample margin 

of safety” to authorize a risk management decision considering “all health information 

… as well as other relevant factors including costs and economic impacts, 

technological feasibility, and other factors relevant to each particular decision.” 54 

Fed. Reg. 38,044, 38,045 (Sept. 14, 1989), JA___.  

EPA listed eight hazardous substances and regulated seven of them before 

1990, for a limited number of source categories. See New Jersey v. EPA, 517 F.3d 574, 

578 (D.C. Cir. 2008). In part because emissions of these substances comprise a 

minuscule percentage of overall EGU emissions, every EPA evaluation of EGUs 

before 1990 under the “ample margin of safety” standard concluded their hazardous-

substance emissions did not pose a significant public health risk. See, e.g., 40 Fed. Reg. 

48,292, 48,297, 48,298 (Oct. 14, 1975) (examining EGU mercury emissions), JA___, 
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___; 52 Fed. Reg. 8724, 8725 (Mar. 19, 1987) (same), JA___; 54 Fed. Reg. 51,654, 

51,671-72 (Dec. 15, 1989) (radionuclides), JA___-___. 

Over this same period, other CAA programs required EGUs to install controls 

for a variety of conventional (non-hazardous) pollutants, including flue gas 

desulfurization systems (known as “scrubbers”) for SO2 emissions and fabric filters or 

electrostatic precipitators for particulate matter emissions. Hazardous substances 

emitted during EGU combustion were also “incident[ally]” reduced by these 

controls.3  

B. Section 112 Program After the 1990 CAA Amendments 

In 1990, Congress amended the CAA to substantially broaden the scope of 

substances to be addressed under § 112 and also transformed § 112 from a strictly 

health-based program to a control technology-driven program. S. Rep. No. 101-228, 

at 131-33 (1989), reprinted in 1990 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3385, 3516-18, JA___-___; New Jersey, 

517 F.3d at 578. Congress listed 189 HAPs, CAA § 112(b)(1), and required EPA to 

regulate any source category containing at least one source that emits more than either 

10 tons per year of any one HAP or 25 tons per year of all HAPs, id. § 112(a)(1), 

(c)(1). 

                                           
3 EPA, The Benefits and Costs of the Clean Air Act, 1970 to 1990, at 39 (Oct. 

1997), https://www.epa.gov/clean-air-act-overview/benefits-and-costs-clean-air-act-
1970-1990-retrospective-study, JA___. 
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For listed categories, Congress directed EPA initially to promulgate 

“technology-based” emission standards under § 112(d), which are set at the levels of 

control achieved by the best performers in the category. Id. § 112(d)(2), (3). It directed 

EPA to later consider more stringent standards under § 112(f) if needed to protect 

public health with an “ample margin of safety.”   

Congress in 1990 also enacted significant additional requirements to reduce 

EGU emissions of conventional pollutants (i.e., non-HAPs), such as SO2, nitrogen 

oxides, and PM. These programs included the regional haze and acid rain programs, 

and imposed new criteria pollutant nonattainment requirements. These programs 

reduced EGU emissions of non-HAP, conventional pollutants by many millions of 

tons. The additional controls EGUs installed to comply with these programs also 

lowered EGU HAP emissions beyond already low, pre-1990 levels.4  

Congress was concerned that regulating EGUs under § 112 also “would 

increase power rates, while potentially providing little or no public health benefit.” 

136 CONG. REC. 3493 (Mar. 6, 1990) (statement of Sen. Steve Symms), JA___. 

Indeed, EPA reported to Congress that regulating EGUs under § 112 “may result in 

several billion dollars of unnecessary costs with unknown environmental benefits.” 

                                           
4 See National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program, National Acid 

Precipitation Assessment Program Report to Congress 2011: An Integrated 
Assessment (Dec. 2011), www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/microsites/ostp/ 
2011_napap_508.pdf, JA___-___. 
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Letter from William K. Reilly, Adm’r, EPA, to Members of the Senate (Jan. 26, 1990) 

(“Administrator 1990 Letter to Senate”), JA___. The Agency also warned that doing 

so would cost “billions of dollars” and yield only “very marginal environmental 

benefit.”5  

To address the fact that Congress adopted in 1990 in other parts of the Act 

several comprehensive new programs to reduce EGU emissions, and recognizing the 

cost-benefit imbalance of further constraining EGU HAP emissions, Congress 

enacted an EGU-specific regulatory threshold: § 112(n)(1). Pub. L. No. 101-549, 104 

Stat. 2399, 2558-59 (1990), JA___-___. That provision instructs EPA to conduct “a 

study of the hazards to public health reasonably anticipated to occur as a result of [the 

EGU HAP] emissions” that remain “after imposition of the [other] requirements of 

this [Act].” CAA § 112(n)(1)(A) (emphasis added). As part of that evaluation 

(commonly known as the “Utility Study”), EPA must “develop and describe … 

alternative control strategies for [any HAP] emissions which may warrant regulation 

under this section.” Id. Then, for those HAP emissions that might “warrant” 

regulation, Congress authorized EPA to regulate them “under this section” only if it 

                                           
5 Energy Policy Implications of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1989: Hearing Before 

the S. Comm. on Energy & Natural Resources, 101st Cong. 241 (1990) (testimony of 
William G. Rosenberg, Assistant Adm’r, Air & Radiation, EPA) (“Energy Policy 
Hearing”), JA___; see also Comments of Murray Energy Corporation on EPA’s 
Proposed Supplemental Finding at 14-29 (Jan. 15, 2016), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-
20536 (“Murray Comments”), JA___-___ (presenting extensive legislative history). 
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determines that “such regulation is appropriate and necessary after considering the 

results of the study.” Id. Congress also directed EPA to perform a study (commonly 

known as the “Mercury Study”) to evaluate the “rate and mass” of EGU mercury 

emissions, “the health and environmental effects of such emissions,” and the cost of 

available control technologies for mercury. Id. § 112(n)(1)(B). 

As a companion to § 112(n)(1), which required EPA to consider alternative 

control strategies, Congress agreed to the Administration’s proposal to provide one 

particular such alternative: flexible, cooperative state and federal regulation of existing 

EGU emissions under § 111(d). See H.R. 3030, 101st Cong. § 108(d) (1989) and S. 

1490, 101st Cong. § 108(d) (1989) (as introduced), JA___, ___; Pub. L. No. 101-549, 

§ 108(g), 104 Stat. 2399, 2467 (1990), JA___. EPA explained this proposal would 

“allow[] the needed flexibility to identify and address the most significant toxic 

chemicals from utilities without mandating expensive controls that may be 

unnecessary.” Administrator 1990 Letter to Senate, JA___.  

II. EPA’s § 112 Rulemakings for EGU HAPs 

Most HAP emissions from EGUs result from chemical elements that are 

naturally present in trace amounts in the fuels they burn. They include mercury, non-

mercury metals (such as chromium), and acid gases (such as hydrogen chloride).  

The Mercury and Utility Studies − After the 1990 CAA Amendments, EPA 

began updating information on HAPs emitted by EGUs, and conducted modeling to 

determine how those emissions may affect public health. The results of these efforts 
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were reported in the December 1997 Mercury Study6 and the February 1998 Utility 

Study.7  

EPA’s studies found EGU HAPs presented limited exposure to humans. In 

particular, humans are exposed to mercury chiefly through consuming fish containing 

methylmercury formed in the first instance by aquatic microbes. 76 Fed. Reg. 24,976, 

24,983 (May 3, 2011), JA___; Comments of the Utility Air Regulatory Group on 

EPA’s Proposed Supplemental Finding at 10 (Jan. 15, 2016), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-

0234-20557 (“UARG Comments”), JA___. EPA found in 1998 that U.S. coal-fired 

EGUs emitted about 51.5 tons of mercury, or about 1 percent of the 5,000 tons of 

worldwide mercury emissions, Utility Study at 7-8, Tbl. 7-1, which by 2010 had fallen 

dramatically to 29 tons, 76 Fed. Reg. at 25,002, JA___. Of the nine tons of domestic 

EGU mercury emissions deposited in the U.S., a very small portion ends up as 

methylmercury in fish people eat, and consequently human exposure to 

methylmercury resulting from coal-fired EGUs is exceedingly small. UARG 

Comments at 10 (citing, e.g., 70 Fed. Reg. 15,994, 16,019-21 (Mar. 29, 2005)), JA___.  

Likewise, trace amounts of non-mercury metals, naturally present in coal and 

oil, adhere to particulate ash, virtually all of which is captured by control devices.8 In 

                                           
6 EPA, Mercury Study Report to Congress, Vol. 1, EPA-452/R-97-003 (Dec. 

1997), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-3054 (“Mercury Study”), JA___-___.   
7 EPA, Study of Hazardous Air Pollutant Emissions from Electric Utility Steam 

Generating Units, Final Report to Congress, Vol. 1, EPA-453/R-98-004a (Feb. 1998), 
EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-3052 (“Utility Study”), JA___-___. 
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the Utility Study, EPA found that only two coal-fired facilities had cumulative 

carcinogenic risks from HAP metals greater than one in one million, and neither 

exceeded three in one million. Utility Study at 6-3 to 6-4, JA___-___. Exposure levels 

for non-carcinogenic effects were far below the reference concentration. Id. 

And emission of the non-carcinogenic “acid gases” like hydrogen chloride, 

meanwhile, result in exposures an order of magnitude or more below health-

protective thresholds, according to EPA’s own models. Id. at 6-7, JA___. 

Given the uncertainties, however, EPA stated it “believes that mercury from 

coal-fired utilities is the HAP of greatest potential concern” and that “[f]urther 

research and evaluation are needed to gain a better understanding of the risks and 

impacts of utility mercury emissions.” Id. at ES-27, JA___. For other HAPs, EPA 

noted “potential concerns and uncertainties that may need further study.” Id. 

The December 2000 “Notice of Finding” − In December 2000, well before 

EPA could complete the data collection and research on mercury it said was 

necessary, then-departing Administrator Browner published a “[n]otice of regulatory 

finding,” announcing her conclusion that regulation of two EGU HAPs—mercury 

from coal-fired EGUs and nickel from oil-fired EGUs—was “appropriate and 

                                                                                                                                        
8 EGUs generally use electrostatic precipitators or fabric filters to capture 99 

percent or more of particulate matter emissions to comply with other CAA 
requirements. See, e.g., EPA, Air Pollution Control Technology Fact Sheet; Dry 
Electrostatic Precipitator (ESP) – Wire-Plate Type at 1, Tbl. 1, EPA-452/F-03-028 
(undated), JA___.   
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necessary” under § 112. 65 Fed. Reg. 79,825, 78,829 (Dec. 20, 2000) (“2000 Finding”), 

JA___. EPA claimed “it is unnecessary to solicit … public comment on today’s 

finding [because] … [t]he regulation developed subsequent to the finding will be 

subject to public review and comment.” Id. at 79,831, JA___. In that future 

rulemaking, she explained, EPA would invite comment on the “notice of regulatory 

finding,” develop refined risk estimates, and consider alternative control strategies. Id. 

at 79,830, JA___. 

The 2005 “Not Appropriate” Rulemaking Determination − In 2004, EPA 

initiated rulemaking to address emissions from coal- and oil-fired EGUs under 

§ 112(n)(1)(A). 69 Fed. Reg. 4652 (Jan. 30, 2004), JA___. The Agency solicited 

comments on its 2000 “notice of regulatory finding” and a number of regulatory 

options including: (1) no further regulation of EGU mercury emissions; (2) adoption 

of a § 112(d) rule regulating only EGU mercury emissions; (3) adoption of rules under 

§ 112(n)(1)(A) addressing any EGU emissions that warrant regulation as “appropriate 

and necessary”; and (4) adoption of rules under other CAA sections to confirm that 

further control under § 112 is not appropriate and necessary. Id. at 4659-62, JA___-

___. 

In support of this rulemaking, EPA’s modeling showed that only a small 

fraction of the mercury deposited in the U.S. comes from domestic EGUs, and that 

EGUs contribute a “relatively small percentage” to fish tissue methylmercury levels 

after implementation of other CAA requirements. 70 Fed. Reg. at 16,019-20, JA___-
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___. “Because this new information demonstrates that the level of [mercury] 

emissions projected to remain ‘after imposition of’ section 110(a)(2)(D) does not 

cause hazards to public health,” consistent with earlier findings, supra pp. 4, 9-10, EPA 

“conclude[d] that it is not appropriate to regulate coal-fired Utility Units under section 

112 on the basis of [mercury] emissions,” 70 Fed. Reg. at 16,004, JA___. 

As it had under the 1970 and 1977 versions of the Act, EPA found that EGU 

emissions of non-mercury HAPs were too insignificant to warrant regulation. Id. at 

16,006, JA___. Indeed, EPA found the excessive costs of § 112 regulation showed 

such regulation was not appropriate because “the lower bound cost of regulating 

under CAA § 112 beyond CAIR [a § 110 regulation for EGUs] (e.g., $750 million) 

exceeds the upper bound estimate of the benefits of such regulation (e.g., $210 

million).” 71 Fed. Reg. 33,388, 33,394 (June 9, 2006), JA___. EPA instead regulated 

mercury emissions from EGUs under § 111 to ensure use of advanced emission 

controls regardless of public health risk, 70 Fed. Reg. 28,606 (May 18, 2005) (Clean 

Air Mercury Rule), JA___, reversed the 2000 Finding, and removed EGUs from the 

§ 112(c) list of source categories, 70 Fed. Reg. at 15,994, JA___. 

New Jersey v. EPA − In litigation over EPA’s 2005 finding and delisting of 

EGUs, no party challenged the determination that it is “not ‘appropriate’ to regulate 

power plants under section 112 because to do so would not be cost-effective.” See 

Final Br. of Resp’t EPA at 84, New Jersey v. EPA, 517 F.3d 574 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (No. 

05-1097); see also id. at 10 (EPA’s counsel informing this Court that the costs of 
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regulating EGUs under the § 112 program are “extreme” while the health benefits are 

“nominal”). Nonetheless, this Court vacated both EPA’s decision to remove EGUs 

from the § 112(c) source category list and its rule regulating mercury emissions under 

§ 111. New Jersey, 517 F.3d 574. The Court held that, once included on the § 112(c) list 

by way of the December 2000 “notice of finding,” the only way for EPA to remove 

EGUs from that list was by making the “de-listing” showings required by § 112(c)(9) 

for all other source categories. Id. at 581-82. Because EPA did not follow the 

§ 112(c)(9) procedure, the Court vacated the § 112 finding and the § 111 Clean Air 

Mercury Rule. Id. at 583. The Court did not rule on EPA’s 2005 determination that 

regulation of EGU emissions under § 112 was not “appropriate and necessary.” 

The MATS Rule − On remand from New Jersey, EPA proposed the Mercury 

and Air Toxics Standards (“MATS”) rule in May 2011, 76 Fed. Reg. 24,976 (May 3, 

2011), JA___, and finalized it in February 2012, 77 Fed. Reg. 9304 (Feb. 16, 2012), 

JA___. In that rulemaking, EPA asserted, based on newer information, that EGU 

HAP emissions presented several public health and environmental risks. But those 

risks, in fact, were relatively small and had not changed much from EPA’s previous 

assessments.  

For mercury, the only HAP for which EPA could quantify any benefits of 

regulation, the Agency found, as it had before, “potential health risks do not likely 

result from [mercury] inhalation exposures associated with [mercury] emissions from 

utilities.” 76 Fed. Reg. at 25,000, JA___; see also Utility Study at 6-3, Tbl. 6-1, 7-44, 7-
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45, JA___, ___, ___. But the greatest health concern associated with mercury, EPA 

asserted, was consumption of methylmercury, 76 Fed. Reg. at 24,999, JA___, of 

which only an exceedingly small portion results from EGU emissions.9 EPA identified 

$4 to $6 million in benefits to reduce these emissions due to a very small calculated 

IQ loss for some hypothetically exposed persons, 77 Fed. Reg. at 9428, JA___, and 

asserted that there could be other unquantifiable benefits, id. at 9306, 9323, 9426-32, 

JA___, ___, ___-___. 

For trace non-mercury metals, EPA found only four coal-fired EGUs in the 

entire industry presenting a cancer risk greater than the de minimis risk threshold of 

one in one million, with the highest just five in one million. Id. at 9319, JA___. While 

the results of these higher risks were associated with contaminated sampling data, see 

UARG Comments at 11-12, JA___-___,10 even if correct, a risk of five in one million 

from just a few units is well within the range that EPA has previously determined is 

                                           
9 EPA, Revised Technical Support Document: National-Scale Assessment of 

Mercury Risk to Populations with High Consumption of Self-caught Freshwater Fish 
In Support of the Appropriate and Necessary Finding for Coal- and Oil-Fired Electric 
Generating Units at 65, EPA-452/R-11-009 (Dec. 2011), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-
19913 (“U.S. [mercury] deposition is generally dominated by sources other than U.S. 
EGUs”), JA___; id. at 64, Tbl. 2-2 (median “percent of total mercury deposition 
attributable to U.S. EGUs” in a given watershed is about 1%), JA___. 

10 The issue of EPA’s arbitrary and capricious reliance on contaminated 
sampling data in its “appropriate and necessary” finding is the subject of an appeal by 
Petitioner UARG in a related case, ARIPPA v. EPA, No. 15-1180 (D.C. Cir. filed 
June 22, 2015), which will be submitted and argued before the same panel as the 
instant case. Order at 2, ARIPPA v. EPA, No. 15-1180, and Murray Energy Corp. v. 
EPA, No. 16-1127 (D.C. Cir. Aug. 29, 2016), ECF No. 1632520.  
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sufficient to protect public health and the environment with an “ample margin of 

safety.” See NRDC v. EPA, 529 F.3d 1077, 1081-83 (D.C. Cir. 2008). Accordingly, 

EPA did not quantify any benefits from regulating trace non-mercury metals. 

For acid gases, EPA’s modeling showed, as it had before, that human 

exposures to EGU acid gas emissions are an order of magnitude or more below 

conservative health-protective levels. 76 Fed. Reg. at 25,016, JA___; see Utility Study 

at 6-7, JA___. Therefore, the only potential environmental risk EPA could identify was 

that in areas where acidification already exists, hydrogen chloride emissions “could 

exacerbate these impacts.” 76 Fed. Reg. at 25,050 (emphasis added), JA___.11   

Because risks associated with EGU emissions remained so small, EPA 

interpreted § 112(n)(1)(A) to require regulation of all HAPs emitted by EGUs under 

§ 112 if any HAP emitted by any EGU was projected to create either an environmental 

risk or a public health risk greater than a “one-in-one million” risk level. See 77 Fed. 

Reg. at 9310-11, 9325-26, 9358, JA___-___, ___-___, ___. Because it found such 

risks for non-mercury metals and acid gases, and because mercury is a neurotoxin, 

EPA reversed its 2005 rulemaking determination that regulation of EGU HAP 

                                           
11 Arguing it had no obligation to do so, EPA did not quantify “the precise 

contribution of power-plant acid gas emissions to ecosystem acidification,” Br. for the 
Fed. Resp’ts in Opp’n at 31, Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. Ct. 2699 (2015) (No. 14-46), and 
did not identify any EGU contributing to such “exacerbation,” see 77 Fed. Reg. at 
9404 (noting “information gaps regarding facility-specific emissions”), JA___. 
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emissions under § 112 was not “appropriate and necessary.” Id. at 9355-56, 9363, 

JA___-___, ___.   

EPA found the annual cost of complying with the § 112(d) standards was $9.6 

billion,12 even though the predicted health benefits were extraordinarily low (only 

about $4 to $6 million of quantified benefits, all from reducing mercury). See id. at 

9428, JA___. The imbalance between costs and benefits is especially stark when 

examining the three control requirements EPA promulgated: 

 EPA found that the controls required to meet the standards for mercury 
would cost $3 billion per year, Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Final 
Mercury and Air Toxics Standards at 3-10, EPA-452/R-11-011 (Dec. 2011), 
EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-20131 (“MATS RIA”), JA___, to achieve only 
20 tons of emission reductions, id. at Tbl. 3-4, JA___, and yield $4 to $6 
million in quantified benefits, id. at 4-67, JA___.  

 EPA found that the controls required to meet the standards for non-
mercury metals would cost at least $1 to $2 billion per year to achieve an 
unspecified amount of emission reductions and zero quantified benefits.13 

 EPA found that the controls required to meet the standards for acid gases 
(primarily scrubbers) would cost $5 billion per year, Smith Statement at 6, 
Tbl. 1, JA___, to achieve 39.8 thousand tons of hydrogen chloride emission 

                                           
12 EPA’s $9.6 billion cost figure focuses only on compliance costs, not other 

costs that EPA has recognized elsewhere, like effects on work force and consumers of 
electricity. EPA, The Benefits and Costs of the Clean Air Act 1990 to 2010, at iii, 
EPA-410-R-99-001 (Nov. 1999), https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-
07/documents/fullrept.pdf, JA___.   

13 UARG Comments, Ex. 1, The American Energy Initiative, Part 15: What EPA’s 
Utility MACT Rule Will Cost U.S. Consumers: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Energy & 
Power of the H. Comm. on Energy & Commerce, 112th Cong. (2012) (statement of Anne E. 
Smith, Ph.D., at 6, Tbl. 1), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-20557 (“Smith Statement”), 
JA___. 
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reductions, MATS RIA at 3-10, Tbl. 3-4, JA___, an unspecified amount of 
other acid gas emission reductions, and yield zero quantified benefits.  

EPA interpreted § 112(n)(1)(A), however, to preclude consideration of these 

costs of regulation. 77 Fed. Reg. at 9326-27, JA___-___. EPA also claimed in its 

MATS RIA that the benefits of regulating EGUs under § 112 were substantially more 

than the costs of compliance because the SO2 emission standard it promulgated as a 

“surrogate” for acid gas regulation would produce reductions in PM2.5. MATS RIA at 

ES-3, JA___. According to EPA, the “co-benefits” of reductions in PM2.5 were the 

“great majority” of the quantifiable benefits to be achieved by the MATS rule. 77 Fed. 

Reg. at 9305, JA,___.14 At the same time, EPA emphatically maintained that these co-

benefits played no role in its threshold “appropriate and necessary” finding. Id. at 

9320, JA___. 

III. Michigan v. EPA  

Numerous parties petitioned for review of the MATS rule, including EPA’s 

finding that regulating EGU HAP emissions is “appropriate and necessary” without 

consideration of cost. The D.C. Circuit upheld EPA’s determination. White Stallion 

Energy Ctr., LLC v. EPA, 748 F.3d 1222 (D.C. Cir. 2014). The Supreme Court 

reversed, holding that “EPA strayed far beyond [the] bounds [of reasonable 

                                           
14 In fact, the SO2 standard for regulation of acid gases constitutes both the 

bulk of the costs for the MATS rule (about $5 billion annually) and 95% of the alleged 
PM2.5-related co-benefits (about $32 to $87 billion annually). Smith Statement at 6, 
JA___; see also MATS RIA at 5-14, JA___. 
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interpretation] when it read § [112](n)(1) to mean that it could ignore cost when 

deciding whether to regulate power plants.” Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2707. The Court 

rejected EPA’s attempt to “harmonize[]” Congress’s treatment of EGUs under 

§ 112(n)(1) with its treatment of other sources, noting that such an approach 

“overlooks the whole point of having a separate provision about power plants: 

treating power plants differently from other stationary sources.” Id. at 2710.   

Moreover, the Court explained that its underlying concern was not just that 

EPA ignored cost, but that EPA had “refused to consider whether the costs of its 

decision outweighed the benefits.” Id. at 2706. The Court held that “[n]o regulation is 

‘appropriate’ if it does significantly more harm than good.” Id. at 2707. And while the 

Court did not require EPA to conduct “a formal cost-benefit analysis in which each 

advantage and disadvantage is assigned a monetary value,” id. at 2711, it stressed that 

EPA must weigh the benefits against the costs of regulating EGU HAP emissions 

under § 112, id. at 2707 (explaining “reasonable regulation ordinarily requires paying 

attention to the advantages and the disadvantages of agency decisions”). The Court 

emphasized that “[o]ne would not say that it is even rational, never mind 

‘appropriate,’ to impose billions of dollars in economic costs in return for a few 

dollars in health or environmental benefits.” Id. 

For these reasons, the Supreme Court remanded the case for “further 

proceedings consistent with this opinion,” id. at 2712, and this Court remanded to the 
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Agency with the same instruction, White Stallion Energy Ctr., LLC v. EPA, No. 12-

1100, 2015 WL 11051103 (D.C. Cir. Dec. 15, 2015). 

IV. The Supplemental Finding 

On remand, EPA proposed to address the Court’s decision in Michigan by 

issuing a “supplemental finding” that “consideration of cost does not alter the 

agency’s previous determination that it is appropriate and necessary to regulate coal- 

and oil-fired EGUs under section 112 of the CAA.” 80 Fed. Reg. 75,025, 75,026 (Dec. 

1, 2015), JA___. In doing so, EPA made clear it would “accept[] comment only on the 

consideration of cost in making the appropriate determination.” Id. at 75,027 

(emphasis added), JA___. Neither the basis for EPA’s previous determination that 

“regulation under [§ 112]” was “appropriate,” nor the magnitude or significance of 

any public health or environmental risk associated with that determination, nor any 

opportunities to reduce those risks in less costly ways, were open for discussion. As 

EPA said, it “ha[d] already determined [in the MATS rulemaking] that HAP emissions 

from EGUs present significant hazards to public health and the environment,” id. at 

75,038, JA___, and that prior determination would stand unless EPA found industry 

compliance costs excessive, id. at 75,026, JA___. 

EPA offered two alternative justifications for affirming, after a siloed 

consideration of costs, its prior finding that regulation of EGU HAPs under § 112 is 

“appropriate.” First, under its “preferred” alternative, EPA “interpret[s] CAA 

section 112(n)(1)(A) as not requiring a benefit-cost analysis.” Id. at 75,039, JA___; 81 
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Fed. Reg. at 24,429, JA___. Rather, the “focus” of EPA’s justification is whether the 

electric utility industry as a whole could “reasonably absorb” the costs of regulating 

under § 112 all of the HAPs emitted from EGUs. 80 Fed. Reg. at 75,030, JA___. In 

other words, if the industry were “ab[le] to afford compliance” with the MATS rule 

without disrupting “the generation, transmission, and distribution of affordable and 

reliable electricity,” regulation of all EGU HAPs would be automatically 

“appropriate” based on the benefits, however small, identified as the basis for the 

prior “appropriate and necessary” determination. Legal Memorandum Accompanying 

the Proposed Supplemental Finding that it is Appropriate and Necessary to Regulate 

Hazardous Air Pollutants from Coal- and Oil-Fired Electric Utility Steam Generating 

Units (EGUs) at 19-20 (undated), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-20519 (“Legal 

Memorandum”), JA___-___; see also 80 Fed. Reg. at 75,031, 75,038, JA___, ___; 81 

Fed. Reg. at 24,424, 24,427, JA___, ___.   

To determine whether the costs of regulating EGUs under § 112 are 

“affordable,” EPA relied on the RIA performed in 2011 for the MATS rule, which 

predicted compliance costs of $9.6 billion per year. 80 Fed. Reg. at 75,032-33, JA___-

___. This estimate reflects only the compliance costs with the MATS standards for 

the electric utility industry projected in 2011, and does not include more recent cost 

information or costs imposed on other sectors of the economy, nor even the full 

implications and attendant disadvantages and costs of regulating EGUs under § 112. 

EPA evaluated these projected costs using four metrics, id. at 75,033-36, JA___-___, 
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and concluded that “every one of [these metrics] supports its conclusion that costs are 

reasonable,” id. at 75,036, JA___. The Agency then concluded that because “the costs 

imposed by MATS are reasonable, it is appropriate for the EPA to regulate HAP 

emissions from EGUs in light of the meaningful progress the rule makes toward 

achieving key statutory goals and reducing the previously identified significant hazards 

to public health and the environment.” Id. at 75,038-39, JA___-___.   

Second, EPA’s “alternative” approach purported to show that regulation of 

EGU HAPs is “appropriate” based on a “formal benefit-cost analysis” pulled from 

the 2011 RIA for the MATS rule. Id. at 75,039, JA___. The Agency explained a formal 

benefit-cost analysis “attempts to quantify all significant consequences of an action in 

monetary terms in order to determine whether an action … [has] positive net benefits 

(i.e., benefits exceed costs).” 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,423 n.13, JA___.   

Under this alternative approach, EPA compared the MATS rule’s estimated 

$9.6 billion annual compliance costs to EPA’s estimated $37 to $90 billion in annual 

benefits. 80 Fed. Reg. at 75,040, JA___. Those cited benefits, however, almost 

exclusively consisted of the purported benefits of reductions in pollutants that are not 

regulated as HAPs under § 112, but are instead regulated under other CAA programs. 

EPA acknowledged that the monetary benefits from HAP reductions—due to health 

benefits from reducing mercury in fish—are worth no more than $4 to $6 million per 

year. Id. The remaining benefits—representing the overwhelming majority of EPA’s 

purported $37 to $90 billion in benefits—reflect reductions in PM2.5 ambient 
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concentrations due to lower SO2 emissions (which form PM2.5 in the atmosphere) 

resulting from the acid gas SO2 standard.15 When only HAP-related benefits are 

considered, the costs of compliance are “between 1,600 and 2,400 times as great as 

the quantifiable benefits from reduced emissions of hazardous air pollutants.” 

Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2706.   

In the final Rule, EPA adopted its supplemental finding largely as proposed, 

relying on both its “preferred” and “alternative” approaches to considering cost. 81 

Fed. Reg. at 24,425, JA___. At the same time, EPA rejected commenters’ requests to 

consider less costly alternative control strategies when “evaluating the cost 

reasonableness of” using § 112 to regulate EGUs, insisting that “EPA is not required 

to consider the potential cost of alternative approaches to regulating HAP emissions 

from EGUs before finding that regulation is appropriate and necessary.” Id. at 24,447 

(emphasis removed), JA___. These alternatives included § 111, which EPA can use to 

impose less costly national standards for new sources under § 111(b) and to require 

States to impose individually achievable control requirements for existing EGUs 

under § 111(d), and can do so without requiring EPA to regulate every HAP. 

EPA rejected considering § 111 as an alternative strategy, claiming commenters 

failed to “suggest a clear framework for developing standards” under § 111, 81 Fed. at 

                                           
15 MATS RIA at 5-14 (explaining co-benefits), JA___; id. (“[T]he SO2 emission 

reductions are the main driver for the health co-benefits of this rule.”). 
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24,447, JA___, even though commenters outlined the process, EPA itself has detailed 

regulations for using § 111, and EPA had previously promulgated regulations for new 

and existing EGU emissions of mercury under § 111. Murray Comments at 33; 40 

C.F.R. pt. 60, subpt. B.   

Another alternative strategy presented by commenters was to defer to States 

using their reserved authority under § 116 to regulate EGU emissions they conclude 

are worth reducing. Murray Comments at 32-33, JA___-___. In refusing “to evaluate 

the potential for state action” as an alternative control strategy, EPA interpreted 

§ 112(n)(1) to prohibit EPA from considering such an alternative due to a purported 

“limitation” on its authority found in a reference in one of the studies to the 

“imposition of the requirements” of the CAA. EPA, Response to Comments for 

Supplemental Finding that it is Appropriate and Necessary to Regulate Hazardous Air 

Pollutants from Coal- and Oil-Fired Electric Utility Steam Generating Units at 23-24 

(Apr. 2016), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-20578 (“RTC”), JA___-___; see 81 Fed. Reg. 

at 24,447 n.57, JA___.  

Finally, EPA refused to consider the full range of disadvantages resulting from 

regulating EGUs under § 112, limiting its evaluation to four sector-wide cost metrics, 

81 Fed. Reg. at 24,424-25, JA___-___. EPA’s narrow cost analysis thus ignored the 

costs imposed more broadly on States, workers, communities and electricity 

consumers. See, e.g., RTC at 65, 90, JA___, ___. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

In determining that it was “appropriate and necessary” to regulate EGUs under 

§ 112 of the Act in the 2012 MATS rule, “EPA refused to consider whether the costs 

of its decision outweighed the benefits.” Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2706. The Supreme 

Court emphatically rejected EPA’s determination, explaining “[o]ne would not say 

that it is even rational, never mind ‘appropriate,’ to impose billions of dollars in 

economic costs in return for a few dollars in health or environmental benefits.” Id. at 

2707.   

On remand, EPA recognizes Michigan requires the Agency to weigh the costs 

and benefits of regulating EGU HAPs under § 112 and advances two rationales for 

reaffirming the appropriate and necessary determination rejected by the Supreme 

Court. In its “preferred approach,” EPA concludes that its previously-determined 

benefits of such regulation—benefits that at best are small, uncertain, and in most 

instances unquantifiable—are justified, so long as the utility industry, as a whole, can 

afford to spend $9.6 billion annually to obtain them. And other than a bald, 

conclusory declaration that these benefits outweigh the costs, EPA nowhere actually 

weighs anything, much less explains how it weighed the purported benefits against 

these very large costs. Nor does EPA ask whether it is “rational, never mind 

‘appropriate,’ to impose billions of dollars in economic costs in return for” these 

particular benefits, 135 S. Ct. at 2707, or whether a cost of $9.6 billion annually is 
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“disproportionate to the[se particular] benefits,” id. at 2710. EPA’s “preferred 

approach”—its affordability analysis—ignores Michigan and violates § 112(n)(1)(A). 

Alternatively, EPA repackages its earlier MATS regulatory impact analysis into 

a “formal benefit-cost analysis” to claim large, monetized benefits from regulating 

EGUs under § 112. But EPA reaches this conclusion by ignoring the HAP-specific 

focus of § 112 and relying on purported benefits associated with incidental reductions 

in other, non-HAP pollutants (PM2.5, as a result of SO2 reductions). When the inquiry 

is properly limited to the effects of regulating EGU HAPs, EPA’s own evaluation 

shows that the $9.6 billion price tag unequivocally outweighs the meager $4 to $6 

million in benefits that EPA calculates, even accounting for unquantified benefits. 

EPA cannot lawfully rely on the purported benefits of reducing non-HAP 

pollutants—ones regulated under numerous other CAA programs—as the basis for 

concluding that regulation of HAPs under § 112 is “appropriate and necessary.”   

In addition, considering costs in determining whether it is “appropriate” to 

regulate EGU HAPs under § 112 necessarily requires consideration of whether 

alternative, less costly control strategies are available. As the Supreme Court noted, 

this is reinforced by statutory context—which directs EPA to perform studies that 

focus on HAPs emitted by EGUs after other requirements of the Act have been 

implemented, to evaluate alternative control strategies for such HAPs that may 

warrant regulation, and to make the appropriate and necessary determination after 

considering these studies. Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2708. EPA’s refusal to consider such 
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alternative control strategies (especially regulation under § 111(d)—an alternative that 

Congress unlocked in the 1990 Amendments specifically for this purpose when it also 

enacted the current § 112) disregards the statutory framework and is inconsistent with 

Michigan. 

Finally, EPA’s supplemental finding considers only the costs of compliance of 

meeting the § 112(d) MATS standards. EPA’s adamant refusal to consider all costs 

and disadvantages, including the impacts on coal companies, communities, and 

workers, as well as localized impacts, is contrary to the Supreme Court’s direction for 

EPA on remand to “consider cost—including, most importantly, cost of 

compliance—before deciding whether regulation is appropriate and necessary.” Id. at 

2711; see also Mingo Logan Coal Co. v. EPA, 829 F.3d 710, 737, (D.C. Cir. 2016) 

(Kavanaugh, J., dissenting) (Agency must consider “all of the relevant costs.”). 

STANDING 

Petitioners have standing to challenge the Rule. The Rule sets forth EPA’s 

finding that it is “appropriate and necessary” to regulate HAP emissions from coal-

and oil-fired EGUs under CAA § 112. This finding is a necessary legal prerequisite to 

such regulation. Several Petitioners own and operate EGUs or have members who 

own or operate them. By enabling EPA to regulate these units, the Rule subjects these 

Petitioners to emission standards that have, in some instances, required affected units 

to be idled; in others have required emission control technologies that are costly to 

install or to operate; and that have otherwise constrained EGUs’ operations. See Lujan 
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v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561-62 (1992) (when a party is the object of 

government regulation “there is ordinarily little question that the [governmental] 

action … has caused him injury”).   

The other petitioners also have standing. The Rule harms State Petitioners by 

raising the prices that State Petitioners themselves (not just their citizens) must pay as 

consumers of electricity. The Rule also subjects State Petitioners to ongoing 

regulatory burdens that require them to incur costs, including staff time. For example, 

the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality, operating under a delegation of 

authority from EPA, must “implement and enforce without changes the Section 112 

standards promulgated by EPA,” which include the MATS rule. 63 Fed. Reg. 64,632, 

64,633 (Nov. 23, 1998), JA___.   

Likewise, because the Rule subjects coal-fired EGUs to costly regulation, it 

discourages the construction of new units and causes existing units to retire or operate 

less often. This has the effect of harming Petitioner Murray Energy Corporation by 

diminishing the demand for coal in the electric generating sector.  

Both this Court in White Stallion and the Supreme Court in Michigan have 

recognized that Petitioners have standing to challenge the underlying MATS rule.   

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

The Court must set aside EPA’s action under the CAA if it is “arbitrary, 

capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.” CAA 

§ 307(d)(9); 5 U.S.C. § 706. Agency action is invalid if the agency failed to consider an 
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important aspect of a problem, offered an explanation for its decision that runs 

counter to the evidence, or is so implausible that the decision could not be ascribed to 

a difference in view or the product of agency expertise. Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n v. 

State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983). 

ARGUMENT 

I. EPA’s “Affordability” Analysis Does Not Satisfy Its Obligation To 
Determine Whether the Benefits of Regulating EGUs Under § 112 Are 
Worth the Costs.   

In Michigan, the Supreme Court directed EPA to weigh the benefits of 

regulation against the costs before determining whether it is “appropriate and 

necessary” to regulate HAP emissions from EGUs under § 112. 135 S. Ct. at 2707-11. 

In response, EPA’s “preferred approach” is to simply determine that the costs of 

regulation are “afford[able]” for the electric utility industry as a whole, and are 

therefore reasonable. Legal Memorandum at 19, JA___; see also 80 Fed. Reg. at 75,030 

(“focus [of cost inquiry is] on whether the power sector can reasonably absorb the 

cost of compliance”), JA___. Other than a bald claim that it weighed those costs 

against previously-identified benefits of regulation, EPA never explained how and 

what standard it used for such weighing, much less why “it is even rational, never 

mind ‘appropriate,’ to impose billions of dollars in economic costs in return for” these 

uncertain and unquantifiable purported benefits. Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2707. Instead, 

EPA “interpret[ed] … section 112(n)(1)(A) as not requiring a benefit-cost analysis”—

i.e., that EPA need not compare benefits to costs in order to determine whether the 
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benefits outweigh the costs. 80 Fed. Reg. at 75,039, JA___. EPA’s “preferred 

approach” ignores Michigan and violates the statute.   

A. EPA Must Consider Costs in Relation to Benefits To Justify its 
“Appropriate and Necessary” Determination.   

The Supreme Court held that the cost of regulation is an essential factor that 

EPA must consider when determining whether regulation of EGU HAP emissions 

under § 112 is “appropriate and necessary.” Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2707 (“Agencies 

have long treated cost as a centrally relevant factor when deciding whether to 

regulate.”). The Court did not simply direct EPA to consider cost in the abstract: its 

underlying concern was that EPA had “refused to consider whether the costs of its 

decision outweighed the benefits” in any way. Id. at 2706. To be sure, the Court did 

not require “a formal cost-benefit analysis in which each advantage and disadvantage 

is assigned a monetary value.” Id. at 2711. But the Court repeatedly stressed that EPA 

must weigh the benefits against the costs of regulating EGU HAP emissions under 

§ 112. Id. at 2707 (explaining “reasonable regulation ordinarily requires paying 

attention to the advantages and the disadvantages of agency decisions”). As the Court 

succinctly put it, “[n]o regulation is ‘appropriate’ if it does significantly more harm 

than good.” Id.  

The Court’s emphasis on the need to compare the costs and benefits of § 112 

regulation of EGU HAPs pervades its opinion in Michigan. The Court specifically 

faulted EPA’s refusal to “consider whether the costs of its decision outweighed the 
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benefits,” id. at 2706, stating unequivocally that “[o]ne would not say that it is even 

rational, never mind ‘appropriate,’ to impose billions of dollars in economic costs in 

return for a few dollars in health or environmental benefits,” id. at 2707. The Court 

indicated that the fundamental aim of considering cost in the “appropriate and 

necessary” analysis is to “ensure that the costs are not disproportionate to the 

benefits.” See id. at 2710. Even the dissent acknowledged an agency “acts 

unreasonably” in ignoring costs and benefits because “such a process would 

‘threaten[] to impose massive costs far in excess of any benefit.’” See id. at 2716-17 

(Kagan, J., dissenting) (quoting Entergy Corp. v. Riverkeeper, Inc., 556 U.S. 208, 234 

(2009) (Breyer, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part)).16 

This emphasis on evaluating the costs of regulating EGU HAP emissions 

under § 112 in relation to their benefits is not novel: comparing costs and benefits is 

                                           
16 The dissent argued, however, that the § 112(d) standard-setting process itself  

would ensure the costs of the regulation are reasonable because the standards are set 
at levels that are achieved in practice, albeit by only the best performing units in the 
category. Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2719 (Kagan, J., dissenting). The majority rejected that 
reasoning, not just because it was not advanced by EPA, but because it does not 
compare benefits to costs. Using a hypothetical example, the Court observed that if 
“regulating power plants would yield $5 million in benefits, the prospect of mitigating 
cost from $11 billion to $10 billion at later stages of the program would not by itself 
make regulation appropriate.” Id. at 2711. That approach does nothing to “ensure 
cost-effectiveness,” id., or to ensure “that the costs are not disproportionate to the 
benefits,” id. at 2710. EPA’s “preferred approach,” which considers costs merely by 
finding that they are “affordable,” is similar to the dissent’s argument in that it is 
divorced from any measure of cost-effectiveness and is thus inconsistent with 
Michigan. 
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an “established administrative practice” that has long been recognized as an essential 

feature of rational agency decisionmaking. Id. at 2707-08. The Court has long held an 

agency’s interpretation of its standard-setting authority “unreasonable” where it 

“would give [the agency] power to impose enormous costs that might produce little, if 

any, discernible benefit.” Indus. Union Dep’t, AFL-CIO v. Am. Petroleum Inst., 448 U.S. 

607, 645 (1980). A standard “is neither ‘reasonably necessary’ nor ‘feasible’ … if it 

calls for expenditures wholly disproportionate to the expected health and safety 

benefits.” Id. at 667 (Powell, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment). 

More recently, the Court recognized that when an agency considers costs, “whether it 

is ‘reasonable’ to bear a particular cost may well depend on the resulting benefits.” 

Entergy Corp., 556 U.S. at 225-26. Justice Breyer observed that “every real choice 

requires a decisionmaker to weigh advantages against disadvantages,” id. at 232 

(Breyer, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part); see also id. at 232-33 (“[I]t would 

make no sense to require plants to spend billions to save one more fish or plankton 

… even if the industry might somehow afford those billions.”) (internal quotation 

marks and citation omitted).   

Congress had these very concerns in mind when it chose to “treat[] power 

plants differently from other sources for purposes of the hazardous-air-pollutants 

program.” Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2707. Congress and the Administration, which was 

heavily involved in drafting the 1990 CAA Amendments, understood that, given the 

reductions in HAP emissions expected to result from the Act’s new Acid Rain 
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Program, the substantial costs of also regulating EGUs under § 112 (particularly for a 

pollutant such as SO2 that is already extensively regulated under these other programs) 

“would increase power rates, while potentially providing little or no health benefit.” 

136 CONG. REC. 3493 (Mar. 6, 1990) (statement of Sen. Steve Symms), JA___; see 

supra pp. 6-8.   

To avoid this result, Congress adopted § 112(n)(1)(A) so that EPA would be 

required to examine whether regulating EGU emissions under § 112 would be worth 

the costs. As Representative Oxley (co-sponsor of the 1990 CAA Amendments) 

explained, the purpose of § 112(n)(1)(A) was to “protect[] … the public health while 

avoiding the imposition of excessive and unnecessary costs on residential, industrial, 

and commercial consumers of electricity.” See 136 CONG. REC. 35,075 (Oct. 26, 1990) 

(statement of Rep. Michael Oxley), JA___. Administration officials likewise noted that 

the provision’s purpose was that “cost benefit and environment improvements to be 

achieved by application of these costs and technologies can be considered.” Energy 

Policy Hearing at 436, JA___.   

The importance of comparing costs and benefits under § 112(n)(1)(A) is also 

evident in the studies that Congress mandated under that section, which “‘provide a 

framework’” for EPA’s decision. Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2708. EPA was required to 

study “the hazards to public health reasonably anticipated to occur” from EGU HAP 

emissions after implementation of other CAA provisions—that is, to identify the 

benefits that could be gained by further regulation under § 112. CAA § 112(n)(1)(A). 
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Rather than addressing those emissions collectively, EPA’s report must describe 

“alternative control strategies for emissions which may warrant regulation under this 

section.” Id. (emphasis added). Likewise, Congress directed EPA to perform the 

Mercury Study to evaluate the “rate and mass” of EGU mercury emissions and “the 

health and environmental effects of such emissions” in addition to the cost of 

available control technologies, id. § 112(n)(1)(B), demonstrating that Congress was 

concerned with not just whether mercury emissions would remain after imposition of 

other CAA programs, but how much and how significant those emissions would be in 

relation to the costs of reducing them.   

Thus, the statute, congressional purpose, and “established administrative 

practice,” all require that EPA determine whether the benefits are worth the costs 

when deciding whether regulation under § 112 is “appropriate and necessary.” 

B. EPA’s “Preferred Approach” Ignores Michigan and the Statute.   

Despite the Court’s directive, EPA in its “preferred approach” carefully walled 

off its cost analysis from any comparison to the benefits that regulating EGU HAP 

emissions under § 112 might achieve. As a result, the “preferred approach” is 

inconsistent with Michigan and violates § 112(n)(1)(A).   

1. EPA Unlawfully Failed To Weigh Costs Against Benefits. 

EPA asserts that “the regulation of and reduction in the significant amounts of 

HAP emissions from EGUs, and the presumed reduction in risk attendant to such 

reductions, is the benefit” that justifies EGU HAP regulation under § 112. Legal 
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Memorandum at 18 (emphasis added), JA___. As to the “risks” from EGU HAP 

emissions, EPA “maintain[s] [its] position from the MATS rule that the volume of HAP 

emissions from EGUs, including acid gas HAP emissions, may form the basis for 

finding that HAP emissions from EGUs pose a hazard to public health and the 

environment that is appropriate to regulate.” 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,450 (emphasis added), 

JA___. Otherwise, EPA merely points to its prior findings (findings EPA said were 

not open for comment, see 80 Fed. Reg. at 75,027, JA___) that at least one HAP 

emitted from EGUs (non-mercury metals) presents a public health risk above a one in 

one million risk level, that acid gases present an environmental risk, and that mercury 

is a known neurotoxin. 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,449, JA___; 80 Fed. Reg. 75,038, JA___.  

Nowhere in its preferred approach did EPA actually evaluate whether 

purported benefits outweigh a cost of $9.6 billion annually. Nor did EPA explain how 

purported benefits were weighed against such exceptionally large costs. Instead, EPA 

relied on an ipse dixit, declaring that it “weigh[ed] … [costs] against the many identified 

advantages to regulation.”17 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,421, JA___. All but ignoring Michigan, 

EPA did not even ask whether it was “rational, never mind ‘appropriate,’ to impose 

                                           
17 EPA’s ipse dixit is reminiscent of a Churchill Martini. Reportedly, Sir Winston 

Churchill, when asked how much vermouth he wanted in his martini, replied, “‘I 
would like to observe the vermouth from across the room while I drink my martini.’” 
Warren Dockter, How to drink like Winston Churchill, THE TELEGRAPH (Jan. 28, 2015), 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/winston-churchill/11374144/How-to-drink-like-
Winston-Churchill.html. Similarly, EPA here “weighs costs” by observing them from 
across the room. 
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billions of dollars in economic costs in return for” these particular benefits, 135 S. Ct. 

at 2707, or whether a cost of $9.6 billion annually is “disproportionate to the[se 

particular] benefits,” id. at 2710.   

Rather, as EPA described it, its focus was solely on whether the electric utility 

industry as a whole could “absorb” the costs of regulating all of the HAPs emitted 

from coal- and oil-fired EGUs under § 112. 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,424, JA___. In other 

words, if at least one HAP emitted by one EGU presented a one in one million public 

health risk of carcinogenic effects or an environmental risk, and the industry was 

“ab[le] to afford compliance” with the MATS rule without disrupting “the generation, 

transmission, and distribution of affordable and reliable electricity,” then regulation of 

all EGUs for all HAPs they emit would be “appropriate” regardless of the magnitude of 

the benefit. See Legal Memorandum at 19-20, JA___-___; 80 Fed. Reg. at 75,030, 

JA___; see also id. at 75,031, 75,038, JA___, ___; 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,424, 24,427, 

JA___, ___.   

But finding that regulating EGUs under § 112 is “affordable” is a far cry from 

demonstrating its advantages are worth the burdens imposed, as § 112(n)(1)(A) and 

Michigan require. See AFL-CIO, 448 U.S. at 668 n.4 (Powell, J., concurring in part and 

concurring in the judgment) (“The cost of complying with a standard may be 

‘bearable’ and still not reasonably related to the benefits expected.”).   

Stated another way, under EPA’s “affordability” analysis, the fact that over 99 

percent of EGUs present risks of carcinogenic effects from non-mercury metal 
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emissions of less than one in one million—and that all present risks of less than five 

in one million, 77 Fed. Reg. at 9319, JA___—is irrelevant. That EGU acid gas 

emissions present no public health risk and constitute less than one percent of U.S. 

emissions with acidification potential,18 is irrelevant. That EPA can quantify only $4 to 

$6 million in public health benefits associated with reducing EGU mercury emissions 

is irrelevant. Indeed, according to EPA, Congress determined that HAPs are 

“inherently harmful,” and the only way to avoid regulating EGUs under § 112 for 

HAP emissions that present no public health risk is not through a § 112(n)(1)(A) 

determination that “such regulation” is not appropriate, but rather “to petition the 

Administrator to remove those pollutants from the CAA section 112(b) list” for all 

sources, including non-EGU sources for which no cost-benefit analysis is allowed or 

required under § 112. See 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,450, JA___. This is not the cost-benefit 

analysis called for by Michigan or the statute. See supra Section I.A.  

EPA’s rationale continues to ignore the fact that Congress treated EGUs 

differently from every other source of HAPs. See Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2707. If the 

main consideration for whether to regulate EGUs under § 112 was that EGUs emit a 

certain volume of HAPs—a basic fact that Congress and the other parties involved in 

drafting the 1990 CAA Amendments understood—then it would have made no sense 

                                           
18 Comments of Electric Power Research Institute on EPA’s Proposed MATS 

Rule at 3-46 to 3-48 (Aug. 4, 2011), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-17621, JA___-___. 
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to enact § 112(n)(1) at all. See id. at 2710 (“[I]f uncertainty about the need for 

regulation were the only reason to treat power plants differently, Congress would have 

required the Agency to decide only whether regulation remains ‘necessary,’ not 

whether regulation is ‘appropriate and necessary.’”). By relying simply on its finding 

that the costs are “affordable” and failing to weigh these costs against the benefits of 

its decision, EPA’s new determination continues to violate the statute and Michigan.   

2. EPA Errs By Interpreting § 112(n)(1)(A) Not To Require Any 
Comparison of Costs and Benefits.   

EPA attempts to justify its refusal to compare the costs and benefits of 

regulation under § 112 on the grounds that neither the statute nor Michigan require 

“benefit-cost analysis … to support a finding that regulation is appropriate.” Legal 

Memorandum at 26, JA___; see also 80 Fed. Reg. at 75,031 (“[A] benefit-cost analysis 

is not required to support a threshold finding that regulation is appropriate.”), JA___; 

id. at 75,039 (EPA “interprets CAA section 112(n)(1)(A) as not requiring a benefit-

cost analysis.”), JA___; 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,429 (“EPA disagrees that a benefit-cost 

analysis, particularly one that only … monetized HAP … benefits, … is required by 

CAA section 112(n).”), JA___. In fact, EPA asserts the statute requires no “finding of 

an economic positive net benefit” associated with regulation “under this section” at 

all. 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,429, JA___. EPA says this position is consistent with what EPA 

calls § 112’s focus on “whether the collective HAP emissions from EGUs should be 
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regulated, not the manner in which they should be regulated” under § 112. Legal 

Memorandum at 18, 25 (emphasis omitted and added), JA___, ___.   

To begin, the focus of § 112(n)(1)(A) is not on collective EGU HAP emissions, 

but only those posing “hazards to public health” “which warrant regulation.” EPA’s 

refusal to balance costs and benefits is inconsistent with § 112(n)(1)(A), as construed 

in Michigan, see supra Section I.A. There is no material difference between EPA’s 

“preferred approach” in the Rule and its 2012 “appropriate and necessary” analysis 

the Supreme Court rejected in Michigan. In the MATS rule, EPA found that regulation 

was “appropriate” because EGU HAP emissions pose some remaining but 

indeterminate risk to health or the environment that can be reduced through 

regulation. Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2705 (summarizing EPA’s rationale). The Supreme 

Court rejected this approach because, by focusing on the “need for regulation”—i.e., 

the existence of some remaining HAP emissions to reduce and the means to do so—

EPA effectively read the term “appropriate” out of “appropriate and necessary.” See 

id. at 2710.   

On remand, EPA essentially doubles down on its rationale, adding only one 

caveat that cannot possibly change the result. Now, EPA says, regulation is 

“appropriate” because EGU HAP emissions pose some remaining but indeterminate 

risk to health or the environment that can be reduced through regulation that the 

industry, as a whole, can afford. “Affordability” to the industry, however, imposes no 

constraint on EPA’s authority at all—especially with respect to this industry, in which 
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customers are heavily dependent on the service provided and there is a well-

established process for regulated sources to recover costs of compliance. As the 

Supreme Court recognized in AFL-CIO, a program of “pervasive regulation limited 

only by the constraint of feasibility” would reflect “unprecedented power over 

American industry” and “would give [the agency] power to impose enormous costs 

that might produce little, if any, discernible benefit.” 448 U.S. at 645. Yet that is 

precisely how EPA envisions its authority under § 112(n)(1)(A).   

EPA suggests in the Rule that it may refuse to evaluate costs in relation to 

benefits because the benefits of reducing EGU HAP emissions are not easy to 

quantify. See 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,429, JA___. But even if true, this difficulty does not 

relieve EPA of its burden to weigh costs against benefits. Whether EPA conducts a 

formal cost-benefit analysis or not, reasoned decision-making, Michigan, and the CAA 

require EPA to explain why and how the benefits outweigh the costs. At a minimum, 

EPA must evaluate and explain whether the specific benefits it identified are worth 

the costs it estimated, or that the costs would not “do[] significantly more harm than 

good.” See Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2707.  

Moreover, as explained in Section II below, EPA routinely quantifies the 

benefits of regulation even where uncertain (as it did here when it quantified the 

purported IQ benefits of reducing mercury emissions). In fact, as the Michigan dissent 

noted, EPA is required to do so by Executive Order 12866. See id. at 2721. EPA was 

able to quantify the benefits associated with “the predominant exposure pathway,” 76 
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Fed. Reg. at 24,999, JA___, for EGU HAP emissions—and the record shows these 

benefits are far outweighed by the costs. EPA’s assertion that the collective volume of 

EGU HAP reductions can be a substitute for “benefit,” and its generalized reference 

to the “significant hazards to public health and the environment,” 81 Fed. Reg. at 

24,428, JA___, is plainly an attempt to mask the minuscule benefits of regulating 

EGUs under § 112, especially as compared to its $9.6 billion sticker price, see supra 

p. 16.   

3. EPA Unlawfully Fails To Assess the Costs and Benefits of Each of 
the Three, Multi-Billion Dollar Control Mandates. 

The cost-benefit imbalance is especially stark when examining each of the three 

control requirements EPA promulgated in MATS. See supra pp. 16-17. Any costs and 

benefits that exist derive solely from the pollutant-specific control requirements. Just 

because it may be appropriate to control one HAP under § 112 does not mean it is 

reasonable to control other HAPs under § 112 as well. 

The statute focuses on each EGU HAP “which may warrant regulation under this 

section.” CAA § 112(n)(1)(A). Accordingly, and especially in light of alternatives 

available to EPA to regulate particular HAPs and not others, see infra Section III.A, 

EPA must consider the cost and benefits of regulating each HAP (or group of related 

HAPs, such as non-mercury metals) emitted by EGUs in evaluating whether it is 

appropriate and necessary to regulate each. EPA flatly refused to do so. RTC at 21-22, 

JA___. Thus, in a situation where the benefits of regulating mercury did outweigh the 
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costs, but controlling acid gases cost $5 billion and yielded minuscule or no benefit, 

EPA would still illogically conclude it appropriate to regulate both (or even all) HAPs 

from EGUs. But in such a circumstance, “it is [not] even rational, never mind 

‘appropriate’” for EPA to regulate under § 112 those HAPs that yield no benefit at all. 

Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2707. This is especially so where Congress unlocked the option 

of regulating only mercury under § 111 specifically to avoid such a result. See infra 

Section III.A. 

EPA’s “preferred approach” cannot be squared with § 112(n)(1)(A) and the 

Supreme Court’s directive in Michigan to weigh costs against benefits in determining 

whether regulation is “appropriate and necessary.”   

II. EPA’s “Alternative” Benefit-Cost Approach Is Also Invalid Because It Is 
Based on the “Co-Benefits” of Reducing Pollutants Other than HAPs.   

EPA’s “alternative” approach to considering costs fares no better. The Agency 

claims that a “formal benefit-cost analysis” shows that the benefits of regulating 

EGUs’ HAP emissions outweigh the costs. 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,421, JA___. But EPA 

reaches this conclusion by ignoring the HAP-specific focus of § 112 and relying on 

purported benefits associated with incidental reductions in other pollutants (PM2.5, 

resulting from SO2 reductions) that are already regulated under other provisions of 

the Act.   

Section 112(n)(1)(A) directs EPA to determine whether, after the 

implementation of other CAA requirements (with attendant reductions in HAP 
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emissions), the benefits of addressing the remaining risks posed by EGU HAP 

emissions justify the costs of regulating those HAP emissions under § 112. EPA 

cannot answer that question by relying on reductions in pollutants that are not the 

target of § 112—particularly when, as here, those reductions may not yield benefits at 

all. When the inquiry is properly limited to the effects of regulating HAPs, the costs 

unequivocally outweigh the benefits. 

A. Congress Did Not Authorize EPA To Regulate EGU HAP Emissions 
Under § 112 Based on Reductions in Pollutants Regulated Under 
Other CAA Programs.   

EPA has no authority to base its decision to regulate EGU HAP emissions 

under § 112 on the “co-benefits” of reducing pollutants that are not HAPs (i.e., 

pollutants that are not listed under § 112). Congress directed EPA in § 112(n)(1)(A) to 

address a specific problem: the hazards to public health caused by any HAPs emitted 

by EGUs after implementing other CAA programs. Congress explicitly required EPA 

to decide whether regulation of EGUs under § 112 is “appropriate and necessary” to 

address that problem, not to address health hazards caused by PM2.5 resulting from 

SO2 or other emissions not listed under § 112. Nothing in Congress’s singular focus 

on HAPs in § 112(n)(1) suggests EPA may impose costly controls on EGU HAP 

emissions based on reductions in other pollutants that are already extensively 

regulated through entirely separate programs in the Act. EPA’s alternative finding 

impermissibly “relied on factors which Congress has not intended it to consider.” 

State Farm, 463 U.S. at 43. 
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1. Section 112(n)(1)(A) Limits EPA’s Consideration to Whether the 
Benefits of Reducing HAPs Are Worth the Costs.   

Both the history and the text of § 112(n)(1)(A) demonstrate EPA has no 

authority to determine it is appropriate to regulate EGU HAP emissions under § 112 

based on the benefits of reducing non-HAPs. As the Supreme Court noted in 

Michigan, Congress in 1990 “subjected power plants to various regulatory 

requirements” that “were expected to have the collateral effect of reducing power 

plants’ emissions of hazardous air pollutants.” 135 S. Ct. at 2705. These other 

regulatory requirements included, among others, the ongoing national ambient air 

quality standards (“NAAQS”) program and a new program to address acid rain under 

Title IV of the Act. CAA §§ 401 et seq. To comply with the latter, many plants installed 

“scrubbers” to reduce SO2 emissions that contribute to acid rain. 70 Fed. Reg. at 

16,003, JA___. Those measures also reduced HAP emissions.  

Congress also enacted § 112(n)(1)(A) in 1990, requiring EPA to satisfy two 

conditions before it can regulate EGU HAPs. First, EPA was required to undertake 

the Utility Study to assess “the hazards to public health reasonably anticipated to 

occur as a result of emissions” of HAPs from EGUs “after imposition of the 

requirements” of the Act. CAA § 112(n)(1)(A). Second, EPA had to find that “such 

regulation is appropriate and necessary after considering the results of the study.” Id. 

(emphasis added). Thus, the operative statutory provision explicitly limits EPA’s 
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authority to regulate any remaining EGU HAPs to the extent that the effects of those 

HAP emissions justify regulation.   

Nothing elsewhere in § 112(n)(1) gives EPA authority to base its “appropriate” 

finding on the benefits of regulating non-HAPs. For example, the next subsection—

§ 112(n)(1)(B)—requires EPA to conduct a second study (the Mercury Study) on the 

costs of technologies that can control “mercury emissions from electric utility steam 

generating units.” And the following subsection requires EPA to conduct a third 

study on “the threshold level of mercury exposure below which adverse human health 

effects are not expected to occur.” Id. § 112(n)(1)(C). These additional studies confirm 

that Congress in § 112(n)(1) focused on the hazards to public health caused by EGU 

HAP emissions (including mercury), and required that EPA base its decision on the 

health risks from those pollutants, not the risks from non-HAPs. See Michigan, 135 S. 

Ct. at 2708 (studies required by § 112(n)(1)(B) and (C) inform scope of “appropriate 

and necessary” analysis). 

EPA’s claim, 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,438-39, JA___-___, that § 112(n)(1) implicitly 

allows the Agency to rely on PM2.5 co-benefits as the basis for regulating EGU HAPs 

is also foreclosed by the Supreme Court’s ruling in Whitman v. American Trucking 

Ass’ns, Inc., 531 U.S. 457 (2001). American Trucking focused on whether EPA could 

consider cost when setting a NAAQS where the governing statutory provision—

§ 109—expressly requires the standard to be set at a level “requisite to public health” 

with an “adequate margin of safety.” CAA § 109(b). The Court refused to interpret 
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the statute as providing implicit authority to consider cost where authority to do so 

had “elsewhere, and so often, been expressly granted.” American Trucking, 531 U.S. at 

467. As the Supreme Court in Michigan explained, “American Trucking thus establishes 

the modest principle that where the Clean Air Act expressly directs EPA to regulate 

on the basis of a factor that on its face does not include cost, the Act normally should 

not be read as implicitly allowing the Agency to consider cost anyway.” 135 S. Ct. at 

2709. 

That principle of statutory interpretation applies with equal force here. Section 

112(n)(1)(A) expressly directs EPA to make its “appropriate and necessary” finding 

on the basis of a factor (hazards to public health from HAPs emitted by EGUs) that 

on its face only addresses the benefits of reducing exposure to listed HAPs, which 

does not include PM2.5. Because Congress expressly addressed regulation of PM2.5 

health effects in the NAAQS program, see CAA §§ 108-109, and directed that EPA 

make its appropriate finding in § 112(n)(1)(A) based on health hazards from EGU 

HAP emissions, EPA has no implicit authority to consider PM2.5 co-benefits.   

This Court has previously rejected EPA’s similar attempts to rely on factors 

other than those specified by Congress when deciding whether and how to regulate. 

See Am. Petroleum Inst. v. EPA, 52 F.3d 1113 (D.C. Cir. 1995) (“API”) (EPA may not 

base fuel requirements for reducing toxics on incidental global warming benefits); 

Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 51 F.3d 1053 (D.C. Cir. 1995) (EPA may not deny fuel additive 

waiver on public health grounds when statute only permits denial on emission control 
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interference grounds); see also State Farm, 463 U.S. at 43 (“Normally, an agency rule 

would be arbitrary and capricious if the agency has relied on factors which Congress 

has not intended it to consider.”). In API, the Court addressed a provision that 

directed EPA to promulgate regulations governing reformulated gasoline with the aim 

of reducing emissions of volatile organic compounds and toxic air pollutants. 52 F.3d 

at 1115 (citing CAA § 211(k)). In response, EPA adopted a regulatory program that 

promoted renewable oxygenates over others—not because it achieved greater 

reductions in volatile organic compounds and toxics, but because it would promote 

“global warming benefits” and would otherwise “effect the purposes of the Act” 

generally. Id. at 1116-17.  

This Court held EPA exceeded its authority: “[t]he sole purpose of the 

[reformulated gasoline] program is to reduce air pollution … through specific 

performance standards for reducing VOCs and toxics emissions,” and not to advance 

other goals not specified by Congress. Id. at 1119. This was true even though the 

statute allowed EPA to consider the “nonair-quality and other air-quality related 

health and environmental impacts and energy requirements” of its reformulated 

gasoline regulations. CAA § 211(k). Those considerations were “subordinate” to that 

section’s overarching goal of reducing specific pollutants, and “the statute does not 

authorize [EPA] to use these factors as a basis for imposing any additional restrictions 

on [reformulated gasoline], even if the additional restrictions would yield some benefit 

among the factors to be taken into consideration.” API, 52 F.3d at 1120.   
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Here, reducing emissions of non-HAP pollutants is not even a subordinate goal 

of § 112. “[T]he aims and limits of the section as a whole” are focused entirely on 

HAP emissions. Id. Because the “sole purpose” of § 112(n)(1) is to address EGU 

HAP emissions, id. at 1119, EPA erred by basing its decision that regulation is 

“appropriate and necessary” on the potential benefits of reducing non-HAPs. 

2. Predicating § 112 Regulation of EGU HAP Emissions on PM2.5 Co-
Benefits Resulting from SO2 Reductions Is an End-Run Around 
CAA Programs That Already Regulate These Non-HAPs.   

EPA’s lack of authority to consider PM2.5 co-benefits is further reinforced by 

the fact that PM2.5 is addressed under a completely different CAA provision—the 

§ 109 NAAQS program. Under that program, EPA regulates PM2.5 and other 

“criteria” pollutants according to detailed legislative instructions regarding the manner 

and extent to which those pollutants are to be controlled. EPA cannot base a decision 

that it is “appropriate” to establish § 112 standards for EGU HAPs on alleged 

benefits of reducing another pollutant (PM2.5) beyond the levels EPA has already 

determined meet the statutory directives applicable to that pollutant. Indeed, at oral 

argument in Michigan, Chief Justice Roberts described relying on co-benefits as “an 

end run” around § 109’s restrictions. Tr. of Oral Arg. at 59-61, Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. 

Ct. 2699 (2015) (No. 14-46); see also id. at 62-63 (noting EPA’s citation of co-benefits 

“raises the red flag”). 

EPA’s reliance on PM2.5 co-benefits is particularly egregious here, because these 

co-benefits largely result from reductions in SO2 obtained through the installation and 
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upgrade of scrubbers forced by the § 112(d) standard for acid gases. In the 1990 

Amendments, Congress decided to treat EGUs differently from all other source 

categories under § 112 in no small part because of concerns that § 112(d) standards 

would undo the efficiency of the Title IV program by mandating uniform controls of 

acid gases so as to eliminate the flexibility, freedom of choice, and efficiency that are 

the core goals of Title IV. See, e.g., Murray Comments at 16 (statement of Sen. Gerry 

Sikorski) (“[F]reedom of choice would be wasted” if § 112 is used to “require most, if 

not all coal-fired units to scrub.”), JA___; 136 CONG. REC. 35,013 (Oct. 26, 1990) 

(statement of Rep. Howard Nielson) (“It is the sense of the conferees that EPA’s 

ultimate decision avoid any conflict with title IV implementation, including the 

compliance flexibility and cost-effectiveness goals which are central to the acid rain 

program.”), JA___; Murray Comments at 18-19 (quoting statements of Sens. Malcolm 

Wallop and Wendell Ford), JA___-___.   

Title IV’s Acid Rain Program was exhaustively negotiated by Congress to 

reduce EGU SO2 emissions using “prescribed emission limitations,” “specified 

deadlines,” and an “emission allocation and transfer system.” CAA § 401(b). The 

trading program was included to provide for the strategic and non-universal 

deployment of scrubbers while allowing those with the highest retrofit costs to avoid 

installing them in exchange for subsidizing emission reductions achieved at other 

EGUs. Thus, Congress itself determined the best approach to cost-effectively reduce 

EGU SO2 emissions. EPA’s attempt to justify using § 112 based on additional 
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reductions of this very same pollutant from these very same sources, but in a 

command-and-control program that is the antithesis of Title IV’s market-based 

program, is plainly an “end run” around the latter. 

B. EPA’s Arguments for Relying on Co-Benefits Are Unavailing.   

1. EPA’s Invocation of General “Economic Principles” Is Irrelevant.   

EPA maintains that its “formal” benefit-cost analysis may include incidental co-

benefits because doing so is consistent with “standard economic principles.” 81 Fed. 

Reg. at 24,439, JA___. “Standard economic principles,” however, cannot override the 

requirements of § 112(n)(1)(A). Indeed, no economic principle endorses the 

consideration of costs or benefits that are irrelevant for a given context. And the 

context here, as discussed above, is Congress’s command in § 112(n)(1)(A) for EPA 

to determine whether the risks from EGU HAP emissions justify the costs of 

regulating those emissions under § 112. Whatever role co-benefits may play in other 

economic analyses, they have no place in EPA’s “appropriate and necessary” analysis.  

Indeed, EPA’s own policy for conducting benefit-cost analyses demonstrates 

this very point. See EPA, Guidelines for Preparing Economic Analyses (Dec. 17, 2010, 

updated May 2014), https://www.epa.gov/environmental-economics/guidelines-

preparing-economic-analyses. The Guidelines do not advise that EPA consider all 

conceivable effects of a regulation: they state that EPA must identify the “relevant 

economic variables” based on the “environmental problem that the regulation 

addresses.” Id. at 5-3 (emphasis added), JA___. The “environmental problem” that 
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Congress instructed EPA to address in § 112(n)(1)(A) is the hazard to public health 

from EGU HAP emissions after implementation of other CAA programs, not the 

risks posed by emissions of other pollutants already regulated under other provisions 

of the Act. Under EPA’s own guidelines, PM2.5 co-benefits are not a “relevant 

economic variable” and cannot be used as the basis for a determination to regulate 

EGU HAPs. 

2. EPA’s Justification for Considering Co-Benefits Relies on a 
Logical Fallacy.  

Congress understood that programs targeted at reducing pollutants other than 

HAPs (like SO2 in Title IV’s Acid Rain Program) may result in collateral reductions of 

HAPs. Congress therefore required EPA to perform the Utility Study to determine 

“the hazards to public health reasonably anticipated to occur as a result of emissions 

by” EGUs of HAPs “after imposition of” these programs. CAA § 112(n)(1)(A). 

EPA asserts that because it must determine in the Utility Study the extent to 

which CAA programs addressing non-HAP pollutants will reduce risks from EGU HAP 

emissions, it may conversely consider risks from non-HAP pollutants when determining 

whether regulation of EGU HAP emissions is “appropriate and necessary.” 81 Fed. 

Reg. at 24,438-39, JA___-___. The Agency’s argument is a red herring. 

Had Congress intended that EPA regulate under § 112 based on health effects 

of HAP and non-HAP EGU emissions, it would have said so. It did not. Congress in 

the Utility Study asked EPA to address two questions: (1) what EGU HAP emissions 
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remain after controls under other programs; and (2) what HAP risks are posed by 

those remaining HAP emissions. Congress’s exclusive focus in § 112(n)(1)(A) is on 

EGU HAP emissions. The sole purpose of the Utility Study and the “appropriate and 

necessary” requirement in § 112(n)(1)(A) is thus to determine whether EGUs’ 

remaining HAP emissions pose significant risks and should be regulated under § 112. 

Ancillary PM2.5 “co-benefits” play no role in answering that question.  

3. EPA Relies on the Illusory Co-Benefits of Reducing PM2.5 Below 
Levels That the Agency Has Already Found Protect the Public 
Health.  

Even if EPA had the legal authority to consider PM2.5 co-benefits for its 

“appropriate and necessary” finding, the PM2.5 co-benefits on which it relies are 

illusory. The Agency determined in 2013 when it analyzed the PM2.5 NAAQS that its 

confidence in the association between reducing PM2.5 below the level already required 

by the NAAQS (12 µg/m3) and the health benefits from such additional reductions is 

inadequate to conclude that any additional reductions are warranted. 78 Fed. Reg. 

3086, 3116 (Jan. 15, 2013), JA___; see also id. at 3089 (stating that 12 µg/m3 provides 

the “appropriate degree of increased public health protection”) (emphasis added), 

JA___. Yet most of the PM2.5 reductions EPA cites to support its “appropriate and 

necessary” finding occur in areas that have already attained the NAAQS. MATS RIA 

at ES-4, JA___. EPA cannot justify its decision to regulate EGU HAPs under § 112 

based on asserted public health benefits it only recently concluded did not justify 

regulation of those non-HAPs.  
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Section 109 requires EPA to promulgate “primary” NAAQS for criteria 

pollutants, like PM2.5. CAA § 109(b). Primary NAAQS are defined as standards 

“which in the judgment of the Administrator, based on such criteria and allowing an 

adequate margin of safety, are requisite to protect the public health.” Id. § 109(b)(1).19  

When setting a primary NAAQS with an “adequate margin of safety,” the 

Administrator must decide “what margin of safety will protect the public health from 

the pollutant's adverse effects—not just known adverse effects, but those of scientific 

uncertainty or that ‘research has not yet uncovered.’” Am. Lung Ass’n v. EPA, 134 

F.3d 388, 389 (D.C. Cir. 1998) (quoting Lead Indus. Ass’n, Inc. v. EPA, 647 F.2d 1130, 

1153 (D.C. Cir. 1980)). The NAAQS must protect “not only average healthy 

individuals, but also ‘sensitive citizens.’” Id. at 389; see American Trucking, 531 U.S. at 

475-76.  

In 2013, EPA reviewed the most recent scientific research and revised the 

NAAQS for PM2.5. 78 Fed. Reg. 3086, JA___. The Administrator explained that when 

selecting the ambient concentration that would protect public health with an adequate 

margin of safety, her judgment was informed by “the degree of confidence in the 

observed associations in the epidemiological studies” between exposure to PM2.5 and 

                                           
19 The Act also requires EPA to promulgate “secondary” standards to protect 

the public welfare, including crops and buildings, from the effects of air pollution.  
CAA §§ 109(b)(2), 302(h). The secondary NAAQS for PM2.5 are all less stringent than 
or equal to the corresponding primary NAAQS. See 40 C.F.R. §§ 50.13, 50.18.  
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adverse health effects. Id. at 3161, JA___. As to the level of the standard, EPA found, 

“the available evidence interpreted in light of the remaining uncertainties does not 

justify a standard level set below 12 µg/m3 as necessary to protect public health with 

an adequate margin of safety.” Id. at 3162, JA___. Put another way, although NAAQS 

are “precautionary and preventive” in nature, Lead Indus. Ass’n, Inc., 647 F.2d at 1155, 

and intended to protect the most sensitive subgroups in the population, EPA did not 

have confidence that a level below 12 µg/m3 was needed to provide the rigorous 

protections the Act requires.  

Indeed, EPA explained any health benefits that may occur at PM2.5 

concentrations below 12 µg/m3 are not merely “less certain”—they are so uncertain 

that it is not appropriate to include exposures below 12 µg/m3 within the “adequate 

margin of safety” provided by the NAAQS. See 78 Fed. Reg. at 3161, JA___. EPA’s 

lack of confidence in any such benefits was so low that a standard below 12 µg/m3 

“would not be warranted.” Id.  

Yet EPA now claims that reductions of PM2.5 (as a result of a § 112(d) standard 

that forces installation of scrubbers to reduce SO2) below the current PM2.5 NAAQS 

level will provide additional health benefits worth $37 to $89 billion each year. EPA 

has not identified any new scientific information that would overcome its 2013 

determination that an ambient PM2.5 concentration of 12 µg/m3 is not only sufficient 

to protect the public health—including sensitive citizens—but will do so with an 

adequate margin of safety. Nor has it explained why it now has sufficient confidence 
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in the existence of health benefits from further reductions in PM2.5 when in 2013 it 

did not.  

In fact, EPA asserts that almost all of the “estimated avoided premature 

deaths” on which the purported co-benefits are based would occur in areas where the 

concentration of PM2.5 in the ambient air is below 10 µg/m3—lower than even the 

current 12 µg/m3 PM2.5 NAAQS. MATS RIA at ES-4, JA___. Nevertheless, EPA, 

without explanation, “considers them to be legitimate components of the total 

benefits estimate.” Id.  

In sum, EPA’s recent findings establish that reductions in PM2.5 concentrations 

beyond those already required by the revised NAAQS do not provide any reliable 

benefits at all, much less benefits that could amount to $37 to $89 billion every year. 

Equally important for this case, EPA has not explained its reliance on the “benefits” 

of reducing PM2.5 concentrations below the NAAQS in light of its 2013 conclusion 

that it has no confidence in the existence of those benefits. See FCC v. Fox Television 

Stations, Inc., 556 U.S. 502, 515-16 (2009) (Where action “rests upon factual findings 

that contradict those which underlay its prior policy …. a reasoned explanation is 

needed for disregarding facts and circumstances that underlay or were engendered by 

the prior policy.”). Because EPA has not provided an “explanation for its action” that 

includes “a ‘rational connection between the facts found and the choice made,’” the 

appropriate finding is arbitrary and capricious. State Farm, 463 U.S. at 43 (quoting 

Burlington Truck Lines v. United States, 371 U.S. 156, 168 (1962)).  
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Finally, even if EPA now has greater confidence that health benefits would 

accrue from further reductions in PM2.5 levels, the Act’s NAAQS provisions—and not 

§ 112(n)(1)—provide a mechanism for implementing such reductions. Each NAAQS 

and the related scientific evidence supporting it must be reviewed at least every five 

years, resulting in NAAQS revision if appropriate. CAA § 109(d)(1). In fact, EPA has 

already begun to review the 12 µg/m3 PM2.5 NAAQS. See 81 Fed. Reg. 22,977 (Apr. 

19, 2016), JA___. Any health benefits potentially available from further reducing 

PM2.5 levels are properly addressed and accounted for through the NAAQS program, 

not through regulating EGU HAP emissions under § 112.  

C. EPA’s Vague Reference to Unquantifiable Benefits Does Not Support 
Its “Appropriate and Necessary” Finding.  

The cited PM2.5 co-benefits of $36 to $89 billion per year are the primary 

justification for EPA’s conclusion in its alternative approach that the benefits of 

regulating EGU HAP emissions under § 112 outweigh its costs. See MATS RIA at ES-

3, JA___. When these co-benefits are eliminated from EPA’s analysis, the quantified 

net benefits are overwhelmingly negative: as the Supreme Court noted, the costs of 

the MATS rule are “between 1,600 and 2,400 times as great as the quantifiable 

benefits from reduced emissions of [HAPs].” Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2706. In light of 

this imbalance, regulating EGU HAP emissions under § 112 clearly “does significantly 

more harm than good” and is not “appropriate.” Id. at 2707. The vague un-monetized 

HAP-related benefits EPA alludes to cannot alter this conclusion. See 80 Fed. Reg. at 
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75,040 (claiming EPA “accounted for” unquantified benefits “by adding a ‘+B’ to 

denote the sum of all unquantified benefits”), JA___.  

Aside from the meager $4 to $6 million in benefits EPA quantified for “the 

predominant exposure pathway by which humans are affected by [methylmercury],” 

76 Fed. Reg. at 24,999, JA___, the Agency otherwise points to empty generalities and 

speculative claims regarding health and environmental effects. For example, EPA 

asserts that the benefits of regulation include “the statutory goal of reducing the 

inherent hazards associated with HAP emissions.” 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,429, JA___. But 

the Supreme Court has already rejected this rationale, noting that the fact some 

reduction in HAPs will occur is not sufficient to make such regulation “appropriate.” 

See Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2710 (“[I]f uncertainty about the need for regulation were 

the only reason to treat power plants differently, Congress would have required the 

Agency to decide only whether regulation remains ‘necessary,’ not whether regulation 

is ‘appropriate and necessary.’”).   

EPA also claims that, even though it was able to quantify highly uncertain IQ 

benefits purportedly resulting from mercury emissions, other health and 

environmental benefits of reducing EGU mercury, acid gas, and non-mercury metals 

emissions simply could not be quantified. 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,441, JA___; 80 Fed. Reg. 

at 75,040, JA___. But these purported benefits are too speculative to support an 

“appropriate and necessary” finding for the same reasons the Agency cannot quantify 

them: they are not supported by the scientific literature. See 80 Fed. Reg. at 75,040, 
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JA___. As the Agency acknowledges, at the low exposures presented by EGU HAP 

emissions, benefits cannot be quantified due to  

gaps in toxicological data, uncertainties in extrapolating results from 
high-dose animal experiments to estimate human effects at lower 
doses, limited monitoring data, difficulties in tracking diseases such as 
cancer that have long latency periods, and insufficient economic 
research to support the valuation of the health impacts often 
associated with exposure to individual HAP. 

  
Id. at 75,040 n.53, JA___; see also, e.g., MATS RIA at 64-66, JA___-___.   

Finally, even if the science allowed one to establish additional benefits of 

reducing EGU HAP emissions with any confidence, EPA makes no effort to 

demonstrate that these benefits would be significant enough—in combination with 

the $4 to $6 million in quantifiable benefits—to justify the $9.6 billion in compliance 

costs required by the MATS rule. Even if the unquantified benefits EPA cites are 

worth ten times the benefits for the “predominant exposure pathway” it can quantify, 

they would still be orders of magnitude less than the costs of this regulation. The 

Court stated that “[i]f (to take a hypothetical example) regulating power plants would 

yield $5 million in benefits, the prospect of mitigating cost from $11 billion to $10 

billion ... would not by itself make regulation appropriate.” Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 

2711. Likewise, if regulating EGU HAP emissions would cost nearly $10 billion, 

increasing the benefits from $5 million to $6 million (or even $50 million) would not 

make regulation appropriate. 
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III. EPA’s Refusal To Consider Alternative Control Strategies and All 
Relevant Costs, Is Contrary to the Statute and the Supreme Court’s 
Direction.  

A. EPA Impermissibly Ignores Less Costly Alternative Control 
Strategies for Reducing Emissions from EGUs.   

In the final Rule, EPA limited its analysis to the costs of MATS (and only to 

some of those costs, see Section III.B infra), and refused to consider alternative control 

strategies that would avoid many of the disadvantages resulting from costly regulation 

of EGUs under § 112, which requires emission standards based on uniform national 

standards set at the levels achieved by the best performing EGUs. CAA § 112(d)(3), 

(d)(3)(A). EPA’s refusal to consider such alternatives as part of its “appropriate and 

necessary” determination is contrary to Michigan and violates the statute.  

Congress directed EPA to perform the Utility Study and, in reporting on that 

study, to “develop and describe” “alternative control strategies for emissions which 

may warrant regulation under this section.” Id. § 112(n)(1)(A). EPA may regulate 

EGUs under § 112 only if it finds “such regulation is appropriate and necessary after 

considering the results of the study required by this subparagraph.” Id. This 

“[s]tatutory context reinforces the relevance” of considering less costly and more 

flexible alternatives in assessing cost and deciding whether § 112 regulation—as 

opposed to regulation under another program or not at all—is “appropriate and 

necessary.” Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2708 (recognizing that “all three studies ‘provide a 

framework for [EPA’s] determination.’”).  
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EPA’s Rule disregards this statutory framework. EPA insists it “is not required 

to consider the potential cost of alternative approaches to regulating HAP emissions 

from EGUs before finding that regulation is appropriate and necessary” under § 112. 

81 Fed. Reg. at 24,447 (emphasis omitted), JA___. EPA’s refusal even to consider 

how § 112 regulation compares to less costly and more flexible alternatives “overlooks 

the whole point” of § 112(n)(1), Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2710: to address the many 

warnings from EPA and others that regulating EGUs under § 112 could lead to 

massive costs with little benefits, see supra pp. 6-7 (discussing these warnings). This is 

why Congress directed EPA to identify alternative control strategies for reducing 

HAP emissions before concluding that regulation under § 112 was both “necessary” 

and “appropriate.” Section 112(n)(1) requires EPA to address alternatives that would 

“avoid any conflict with title IV implementation, including the compliance flexibility 

and cost-effectiveness goals which are central to the acid rain program.” 136 CONG. 

REC. 35,013 (Oct. 26, 1990) (statement of Rep. Howard Nielson), JA___.20 

EPA did not need to look far in performing the required statutory analysis. As 

EPA itself has previously recognized, supra pp. 11-12 (discussing 2005 rulemaking), 

                                           
20 Title IV is “flexible” and “cost-effective” because it allows some sources to 

install larger and more expensive scrubbers such that others can install smaller and 
less expensive scrubbers or avoid installing scrubbers at all, all while still achieving the 
desired SO2 emission reductions. See Murray Comments at 10, 13, JA___, ___. By 
contrast, the § 112 acid gas emission standard requires that nearly every EGU install 
or upgrade SO2 controls. 
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the CAA provides more effective alternative strategies for controlling EGU 

emissions. Indeed, Congress provided in the 1990 Amendments one such alternative 

precisely to “allow[] the needed flexibility to identify and address the most significant 

toxic chemicals from utilities without mandating expensive controls that may be 

unnecessary.” Administrator 1990 Letter to Senate, JA___. 

Specifically, § 111(d) of the Act allows EPA and States to regulate EGU 

emissions without imposing unreasonable burdens on existing sources, permitting 

States to tailor requirements for “any particular source” based on “consideration” of 

“remaining useful life” and “other factors.” EPA’s regulations allow States to establish 

“less stringent emission standards or longer compliance schedules” “on a case-by-case 

basis for particular” sources or “classes” of sources whenever necessary to avoid 

imposing any “[u]nreasonable cost of control resulting from plant age, location, or 

basic process design,” or to account for “[p]hysical impossibility” or any “[o]ther 

factors” “that make application of a less stringent standard or final compliance time 

significantly more reasonable.” 40 C.F.R. § 60.24(f).  

EPA has recognized that the 1990 Amendments to § 111(d) “reflect[] a desire 

to change the pre-1990 approach and to expand EPA’s authority as to the scope of 

pollutants that could be regulated under section 111(d)” so as not to “preclude EPA 

from regulating under section 111(d) those pollutants emitted from source categories 

which were not actually being regulated under section 112” including “existing Utility 

Units.” 69 Fed. Reg. at 4685, JA___. Thus, if mercury is the HAP emitted by EGUs 
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after imposition of the requirements of the Act that “may warrant regulation,” CAA 

§ 112(n)(1)(A), then EPA can regulate that pollutant under § 111(d) without regulating 

other pollutants—such as acid gases—at great cost, even though those other 

pollutants pose no public health risk. That is what EPA did in the Clean Air Mercury 

Rule, promulgated under § 111(d). See supra pp. 11-12. EPA’s disregard of a less costly 

option that Congress unlocked specifically for the purpose of providing an alternative 

for regulating EGUs is especially egregious.  

In addition, Congress provided EPA with opportunities to defer regulation of 

EGU emissions to States, including using States’ preserved authority to regulate 

“emissions of air pollutants” under § 116. See also CAA § 102(a). To that end, § 112 

requires EPA to provide States the technical information and assistance required for 

States to regulate HAPs, directing EPA to “establish and maintain an air toxics 

clearinghouse and center to provide technical information and assistance to State and 

local agencies … on control technology, health and ecological risk assessment, risk 

analysis, ambient monitoring and modeling, and emissions measurement and 

monitoring.” Id. § 112(l)(3). 

Congress also instructed EPA to “encourage and support areawide strategies 

developed by State or local air pollution control agencies that are intended to reduce 

risks from emissions by area sources within a particular urban area,” with at least ten 

percent of funding to support “innovative and effective” areawide strategies. Id. 

§ 112(k)(4). By interpreting § 112(n)(1) to prohibit EPA from considering the 
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alternative of deferring to State regulation of EGU emissions as part of the 

appropriate and necessary determination, 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,447 n.57, JA___, EPA 

“strayed far beyond” the “bounds of reasonable interpretation,” Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 

2707 (internal quotation marks omitted). 

Besides avoiding the conflict with Title IV and the unreasonable results of 

imposing § 112(d) standards on EGUs, EPA’s § 111 and § 116 alternatives would give 

States far more say in the regulation of emissions from power plants. By interpreting 

§ 112(n)(1) to require nationally-uniform § 112 regulation of EGU emissions if EPA 

found regulation was “appropriate,” EPA ignored the federalism implications of 

undoing a century of State and local effort and supplanting traditional State authority 

with the strict and inflexible § 112 program.21 EPA chose a regulatory program EPA 

knows will “level” the power industry by imposing national uniform emission 

standards. 76 Fed. Reg. at 24,979, JA___. Congress did not tie EPA’s hands in 

§ 112(n)(1) to regulate EGUs the same as all other industries. Indeed, that was the 

point of § 112(n)(1), as the Supreme Court emphasized—treat EGUs differently. 

In addition, well-settled principles of administrative law require “consideration 

of alternatives” and “an adequate explanation when … alternatives are rejected.” Int’l 

                                           
21 See Murray Comments at 4-11 (detailing state and local efforts and traditional 

state authority over EGUs) & 47-48 (identifying and explaining the need to consider 
federalism concerns), JA___-___, ___-___; see generally Bond v. United States, 134 S. Ct. 
2077, 2088 (2014) (statutes “must be read consistent with principles of federalism 
inherent in our constitutional structure”). 
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Ladies’ Garment Workers’ Union v. Donovan, 722 F.2d 795, 817 (D.C. Cir. 1983); see also 

id. (“It is absolutely clear … that … an ‘artificial narrowing of options,’ … is 

antithetical to reasoned decisionmaking and cannot be upheld.” (quoting Pillai v. Civil 

Aeronautics Bd., 485 F.2d 1018, 1027 (D.C. Cir. 1973)).22 EPA’s decision “is lawful only 

if it rests ‘on a consideration of the relevant factors.’” Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2706 

(quoting State Farm, 463 U.S. at 43). Thus, EPA may not “fail to consider an 

important aspect of the problem when deciding whether regulation” under § 112 “is 

appropriate” for EGUs. Id. at 2707 (internal quotation marks and alteration omitted). 

EPA’s refusal to consider alternatives and explain why it rejected them is a “complete 

failure to satisfy these quintessential aspects of reasoned decisionmaking.” Donovan, 

722 F.2d at 818.  

B. EPA Cannot Find § 112 “Appropriate” for EGUs Without Considering 
all Costs, Including Important Disadvantages and Localized Impacts.   

The Rule is also flawed because it provides an incomplete account of the costs 

of regulating HAP emissions from EGUs under § 112. The Supreme Court directed 

EPA to account for “more than the expense of complying with regulations.” Michigan, 

135 S. Ct. at 2707. Instead, EPA must consider “any disadvantage” of using § 112. Id.; 

see also State Farm, 463 U.S. at 43 (EPA must “consider … important aspect[s] of the 
                                           

22 See also 2 U.S.C. § 1535 (Unfunded Mandates Reform Act, requiring, inter alia, 
EPA to explain why the least costly method of achieving its objectives was not 
adopted); 5 U.S.C. § 602(c) (Regulatory Flexibility Act, requiring, inter alia, EPA to 
consider “significant” alternatives that minimize “significant economic impact” on 
small entities”). 
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problem”). EPA concedes it must “determine” that using § 112 “will, on the whole, 

be beneficial as opposed to detrimental to society.” 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,430, JA___. 

EPA cannot make that determination without considering “all of the relevant costs.” 

See Mingo Logan, 829 F.3d at 737 (Kavanaugh, J., dissenting).  

Because EPA did not examine alternative control strategies, see supra Section 

III.A, it ignored the relative costs of available alternative control strategies that 

would—and should—have informed its decision whether “regulation under this 

section” was “appropriate.” Indeed, if EPA is going to interpret § 112 as requiring that 

EGUs be regulated the same as other source categories, it must address the full 

implications of that decision, including the applicability of all aspects of “regulation 

under this section.” This includes the disadvantage of a possible second round of 

regulation under the § 112(f) residual risk review provision.23 See Murray Comments at 

40, JA___. That possibility is a “cost” that must be considered as part of the 

§ 112(n)(1)(A) determination, and EPA’s refusal to do so, RTC at 35, JA___, is 

contrary to Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2711.24  

                                           
23 If this Court upholds the Rule, it would be unlawful for EPA to impose on 

EGUs in the future additional compliance costs that were not accounted for in the 
“appropriate and necessary” determination required by Michigan. 

24 EPA refused to consider § 112(f) because it said it was not possible, at this 
time, to look into the future to project precisely the contours of potential § 112(f) 
regulation. See RTC at 35, JA___. But even if true, in Michigan, the Court rejected 
EPA’s similar argument that it could not consider costs of a future § 112(d) rule at the 
time of a § 112(n)(1)(A) determination. 135 S. Ct. at 2706-08. 
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EPA’s evaluation ignores myriad costs and disadvantages, including the 

localized impacts of § 112 regulation of EGUs on certain States, the coal mining 

industry, and consumers. Congress itself identified many disadvantages of using § 112 

to regulate EGUs. See generally Murray Comments at 14-29, JA___-___. For example, 

Senator Ford specifically expressed concern that coal miners would be “out of work, 

absolutely out of work.” See id. at 19 (quoting statement of Sen. Ford, Hearing Before 

the Sen. Comm. on Energy & Nat. Res. (Jan. 24-25, 1990)), JA___. Members of 

industry raised important localized concerns before Congress in 1990, including 

impacts on consumers. See, e.g., id. at 15 (“[A] rate increase of this magnitude upon the 

rural impoverished people in our service territory would cause them undue harm.”) 

(quoting testimony of Gen. Counsel of Iowa Southern (June 22, 1989)), JA___; id. at 

20 (“This drastic restructuring of section 112 would impose enormous cost[s] … that 

are especially punishing to the poor and those on fixed income ….”) (quoting 

testimony of Dr. Goodman, Southern Co. Vice President of Research & Envtl. 

Affairs, Hearing Before the Sen. Comm. on Energy & Nat. Res. (Jan. 24-25, 1990)), 

JA___.  

EPA refused to consider these disadvantages, asserting that “examining highly 

localized impacts ... is not required by Section 112(n)(1)(A).” RTC at 90, JA___. EPA 

also defended its refusal to consider impacts on coal companies, communities, and 

workers by citing EPA’s projection in 2012 that “coal production for the electric 

power sector in 2015 would decrease about 1 percent.” Id. at 92-94, JA___-___. 
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But EPA was presented with data showing that it had vastly underestimated 

EGU retirements. For example, the State of Ohio identified roughly 6 GW of EGU 

closures in Ohio alone resulting from the decision to regulate EGUs under § 112, 

Comments of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency at 3 & Enclosure (Jan. 15, 

2016), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-20542, JA___, ___, which is more than EPA 

predicted for the entire country. EPA rejected this evidence in favor of blindly relying on 

its erroneous 2012 projections. RTC at 76 (“EPA disagrees with the commenter’s 

assertion that the EPA must rely on a consideration of costs that includes data on 

recent plant closures ….”), JA___. EPA also ignored without explanation the estimate 

of 19 GW of EGU closures provided by NERA Economic Consulting, id. at 78, 

JA___, an estimate that is consistent with the Energy Information Administration’s 

finding of approximately 20 GW of closures and 5.6 GW of conversions from coal to 

natural gas as a result of EPA’s MATS rule. U.S. Energy Information Administration, 

Today in Energy: EIA electricity generator data show power industry response to 

EPA mercury limits at 1 (July 7, 2016), http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/ 

detail.php?id=26972, JA___. 

Thus, actual data confirm the numerous comments showing that impacts on 

coal companies, communities, and workers were far greater than EPA projected, and 

therefore even more important to consider. Reasoned decisionmaking requires that 

EPA “consider … important aspect[s] of the problem” and “examine the relevant 
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data,” State Farm, 463 U.S. at 43, but EPA gave no thought at all to these especially 

concerning “highly localized impacts” of its decision. RTC at 90, JA___.  

Instead of considering all costs of regulating EGUs under § 112, EPA 

restricted its evaluation in the Rule to the ability of the utility sector to “absorb” 

compliance costs. See 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,424-25, JA___-___; supra p. 20. EPA’s sector-

wide approach to assessing costs masks the real impacts of § 112 regulation. For 

example, EPA included States with little or no coal generation in its cost metrics, 81 

Fed. Reg. at 24,435, JA___, diluting the impact of the Rule in coal-generating States. 

See also Murray Comments at 41-46, JA___-___.   

That EPA’s approach was unreasonable is further illustrated by EPA’s refusal 

to consider the impact of the MATS rule in the ERCOT market in Texas and on 

ARIPPA members. In finding the cost of the rule reasonable across the entire power 

sector, EPA repeatedly generalizes that “many of these sources are able to pass-

through compliance costs to ratepayers.” 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,436, JA___; 80 Fed. Reg. 

at 75,035, JA___. Indeed, EPA’s assumption that compliance costs were recoverable 

was a key part of its (erroneous) conclusion that overall costs were reasonable (i.e., 

affordable). 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,424-25, JA___-___. But, as Luminant and other 

commenters pointed out, that is not true for the competitive ERCOT market, where 

costs are not passed on through rates and producers alone must bear the compliance 

costs, Comments of Luminant on EPA’s Proposed Supplemental Finding at 8-9 (Jan. 

15, 2016), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-0234-20533, JA___-___, or for Texas, ninety percent 
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of which “is covered by a single isolated grid with limited connections to external 

power supplies,” see Texas v. EPA, 829 F.3d 405, 431 (5th Cir. 2016). EPA’s response 

that it “consider[ed] all expenditures required under MATS whether these costs are 

borne either by electricity consumers or electricity producers,”25 is no response at all; 

it confirms that EPA has given costs in the ERCOT market “no thought at all,” 

Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2706. EPA’s recognition elsewhere of the economic strains on 

generators in the ERCOT market and Luminant units in particular, 81 Fed. Reg. at 

24,433 n.24, JA___, underscores the arbitrariness of its refusal to “analyze costs to 

ERCOT independently” when assessing the reasonableness of the rule’s costs, RTC at 

67, JA___, as well as the fact that its conclusions run counter to the evidence before 

the Agency (i.e., the acute economic pressures in ERCOT). State Farm, 463 U.S. at 43. 

The impropriety of EPA’s approach in considering only certain costs imposed 

by MATS is further illustrated by EPA’s failure to evaluate the cost corresponding to 

the lost environmental benefits resulting from the forced shutdown of bituminous 

coal refuse-fired sources operated by ARIPPA members. ARIPPA facilities provide a 

unique environmental benefit by utilizing state-of-the-art circulating fluidized bed 

combustion technology to convert coal refuse into energy. Comments of ARIPPA on 

EPA’s Proposed Supplemental Finding at 2-3 (Jan. 14, 2016), EPA-HQ-OAR-2009-

0234-20535 (“ARIPPA Comments”), JA___-___. ARIPPA facilities combust coal 

                                           
25 RTC at 67, JA___; see also 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,434, JA___. 
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refuse from both past and current mining activities, and thereby abate acid mine 

drainage from coal refuse piles, reclaim existing and idle or abandoned strip mines, 

and prevent uncontrolled air emissions caused by accidental burning of coal refuse 

piles, all at no cost to taxpayers.26 Id. at 3, JA___. By converting coal refuse into 

alternative energy, ARIPPA members are removing one of the principal sources of 

contamination to surface water and groundwater in coal mining regions of the United 

States, a long-term environmental benefit estimated to amount to billions of dollars. 

Id. Moreover, in the absence of continued operation of these ARIPPA facilities, the 

removal and clean-up of the remaining hundreds of millions of tons of coal refuse 

using traditional methods would perpetuate indefinitely, with the costs fully borne by 

taxpayers. Id.  

Due to the unique technical characteristics of circulating fluidized bed 

technology27 and the importance of preserving ash characteristics essential to the 

                                           
26 In promulgating MATS, EPA itself recognized these benefits, acknowledging 

that “[u]nits that burn coal refuse provide multimedia environmental benefits by 
combining the production of energy with the removal of coal refuse piles and by 
reclaiming land for productive use. Consequently, because of the unique 
environmental benefits that coal refuse-fired EGUs provide, these units warrant 
special consideration ….” 76 Fed. Reg. at 25,066, JA___. Yet, EPA failed to consider 
the cost of these lost benefits in conducting its supplemental finding analysis. 

27 Because EPA’s cost assessment in response to Michigan was limited to 
conventional coal- and oil-fired units, EPA also failed to consider the additional 
compliance costs associated with the unique technical and operational characteristics 
inherent in circulating fluidized bed design and operational configuration, including 
limitations on the technical and economic feasibility of both add-on emission systems 
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beneficial reuse of ash in mine reclamation,28 those ARIPPA circulating fluidized bed 

units firing bituminous coal refuse cannot satisfy the hydrogen chloride standard (or 

the SO2 surrogate) imposed by the MATS rule. Absent a revision to such standard, 

these plants will be forced to close and the environmental benefits they provide will 

be eliminated. Although ARIPPA specifically reminded EPA of these critical and 

substantial benefits in its comments, id. at 2-4, JA___-___, EPA failed to acknowledge 

or respond to these comments. EPA’s failure to consider the cost associated with the 

loss of these benefits as part of its Rule further confirms that EPA’s evaluation of the 

costs imposed by the MATS rule was unreasonable and inconsistent with the Supreme 

Court’s directive in Michigan. 

At bottom, EPA’s conclusion that “the record amply demonstrates that the 

advantages … for society … outweigh the disadvantages,” 81 Fed. Reg. at 24,429, 

JA___, depends on its refusal to consider every cost identified in the record other 

than EPA’s carefully selected system-wide “affordability” cost metrics. EPA cannot 

find advantages outweigh disadvantages unless EPA actually considers all of the 

relevant disadvantages. 

                                                                                                                                        
and sorbent injection strategies for reducing hydrogen chloride emissions. ARIPPA 
Comments at 9-18, JA___-___.   

28 The continued ability to direct ash for beneficial use in mine reclamation, 
rather than dispose of the ash as a waste material, is not only central to the 
environmental benefits provided by these units, but also critical to the facilities’ 
continued financial viability. 
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CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the petitions for review should be granted.   
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American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers. 
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Respondents are the United States Environmental Protection 

Agency (in No. 15-1385) and the United States Environmental 

Protection Agency and Gina McCarthy, Administrator (in Nos. 15-1392, 

15-1490, 15-1491, 15-1494). 

Intervenors and Amici Curiae: 

State of Wisconsin; Commonwealth of Kentucky; State of Utah; 

and State of Louisiana are Petitioner-Intervenors† 

American Lung Association; Natural Resources Defense Council; 

Physicians for Social Responsibility; Sierra Club; Utility Air Regulatory 

Group; National Association of Manufacturers; American Forest & 

Paper Association; Chamber of Commerce of the United States of 
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Chemicals Institute; American Petroleum Institute; Independent 

Petroleum Association of America; American Iron and Steel Institute; 

                                      

†  This Brief uses the term “State Petitioners” to refer collectively to the 

Petitioners in Nos. 15-1392 and 15-1494 as well as the State 

Intervenors. 
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National Oilseed Processors Association; Portland Cement Association; 

American Wood Council; American Fuel & Petrochemical 
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1 

 

 

JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

This case challenges the following final rule promulgated by the 

United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): “National 

Ambient Air Quality Standards for Ozone,” 80 FR 65,292 (October 26, 

2015)) (the “Rule”).  Petitioners filed their Petitions for Review under 42 

U.S.C. § 7607(b) within 60 days of the Rule’s publication in the Federal 

Register, as required by the statute.  This Court has jurisdiction 

pursuant to that provision. 
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2 

 

ISSUES PRESENTED‡ 

1. Whether EPA violated the CAA by failing to address adequately 

the peak effect of uncontrollable sources on peak days, thus 

undermining States’ ability to meet their obligation for ensuring 

that “national primary and secondary ambient air quality 

standards will be achieved and maintained.”  42 U.S.C. § 7407(a). 

 

2. Whether EPA’s construction of the Act fails to give meaning to the 

“intelligible principle” needed to avoid an unconstitutional 

delegation of legislative authority. 

 

3. Whether EPA provided adequate scientific justification for a new 

NAAQS. 

 

  

                                      

‡  The Intervenor and Petitioner States also incorporate by reference the 

Industry Petitioners’ argument that EPA has failed to provide a 

reasoned explanation for changing the conclusions it draws from the 

same basic scientific evidence considered in the prior NAAQS revision. 
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3 

 

STATUTES AND REGULATIONS 

 All applicable statutes are contained in the Brief for the Industry 

Petitioners; the applicable regulations, 40 C.F.R. §§ 50.14, 50.19, appear 

in the Addendum to this brief. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Sunland Park, NM, is a town of 15,000 people cornered between 

the New Mexico-Texas border to the east and the United States’ 

international border with Mexico to the south.  It has no major industry 

and contributes just 3% of the precursor substances that form ozone in 

the Paso del Norte airshed.  Westar Comment at 19, (JA__).  Its larger 

neighbors—El  Paso, TX and Juarez, Mexico—are close in proximity but 

unreachable by the policies adopted in New Mexico, or (in the case of 

Juarez) even Washington, DC.  In fact, New Mexico is virtually 

powerless to reduce the concentration of ozone around Sunland Park, 

which arises overwhelmingly from sources beyond the State’s ability to 

control.  Moreover, because the area abuts El Paso, it does not qualify 

for relief as a “rural transport area” under the Clean Air Act (CAA).  

Nor can it escape the Act’s heavy regulatory burdens by pointing to 

pollution generated in Juarez.  Instead, through no fault of its own, the 

State of New Mexico will now face heavy federal regulations and the 

threat of punitive sanctions, including loss of highway funds, for failing 

to do the impossible. 
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The story of how Sunland Park’s attainment area became the 

target of regulations that New Mexico has no hope of satisfying begins 

with a legally flawed rule that fails to account for uncontrollable 

sources of ozone.  By imposing an unachievable standard, the Rule has 

made it impossible for New Mexico and many other States to fulfill 

their “responsibility” for ensuring that “national primary and secondary 

ambient air quality standards will be achieved and maintained.”  42 

U.S.C. § 7407(a).  Any rule that ignores the States’ responsibility to 

“achieve[] and maintain[]” the standard violates the CAA and must be 

vacated. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

A. The Clean Air Act and the NAAQS Program 

The Clean Air Act requires EPA to issue and, at pentannual 

intervals, review National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for 

air pollutants that meet certain criteria.  42 U.S.C. §§ 7408(a)(1), 

7409(d)(1).  EPA must set primary NAAQS that are, “in the judgment of 

the Administrator, . . . allowing an adequate margin of safety, [] 

requisite to protect the public health.”  Id. § 7409(b)(1); see also id. 

§ 7409(b)(2) (secondary NAAQS “requisite to protect public welfare”).  
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“‘Requisite’ means the NAAQS must be sufficient, but not more than 

necessary.”  Mississippi v. EPA, 744 F.3d 1334, 1342 (D.C. Cir. 2013) 

(internal quotation omitted). 

Every five years, EPA must “complete a thorough review” of a 

NAAQS and “make such revisions . . . as may be appropriate.”  42 

U.S.C. § 7409(d)(1).  That process involves consultation with the Clean 

Air Scientific Advisory Committee (CASAC), id. § 7409(d)(2)(A)-(B), and 

publication of “air quality criteria” explaining the “latest scientific 

knowledge useful in indicating the kind and extent of all identifiable 

effects on public health or welfare,” id. §§ 7408(a)(2), 7409(a)(2). 

Once a NAAQS is set, EPA classifies each air quality control 

region as “attainment,” “nonattainment,” or “unclassifiable.”  42 U.S.C. 

§ 7407(d).  For ozone, these classifications are based on the “3-year 

average of the annual fourth-highest daily maximum 8-hour O3 

concentration.”  40 C.F.R. § 50.19(b). 

Each State has “primary responsibility” for ensuring that 

“national primary and secondary ambient air quality standards will be 

achieved and maintained.” 42 U.S.C. § 7407(a) (emphasis added).  After 

EPA sets or revises a NAAQS, the task then falls to the States to 
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propose state implementation plans (SIPs) for the “implementation, 

maintenance, and enforcement” of the new standard.  Id. § 7410(a).  If a 

State fails to provide a SIP or if the Administrator disapproves it, EPA 

may impose a federal implementation plan (FIP) of its own creation.  Id. 

§ 7410(c).  Either way, nonattainment areas face a variety of 

regulations, including a census of all ozone-causing emissions and 

onerous permitting requirements for new sources.  See, e.g., id. § 

7511a(a) (listing requirements for “marginal” nonattainment areas).  

Even for areas designated as in attainment, the SIP must “contain 

emission limitations and such other measures as may be necessary . . . 

to prevent significant deterioration of air quality.”  Id. § 7471. 

B. Background Ozone from Uncontrollable Sources 

Ground-level ozone (O3) forms through the interaction of sunlight 

with volatile organic compounds, mono-nitrogen oxides, and, over longer 

periods, methane and carbon monoxide as well.  80 FR 65,299 (JA__).  

These precursor compounds arise from various sources: human 

activities within a State, which that State can control; human activities 

outside a State, which that State cannot control; and natural sources 

that no one can control.  Id.  Given the prevalence of uncontrollable 
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sources of ozone and its precursors, ozone measurements “can be 

substantially influenced by sources that cannot be addressed by 

domestic control measures.”  80 FR 65,300 (JA__). 

EPA itself recognizes that background ozone can be significant, 

including “a non-de-minimis number” of locations where uncontrollable 

ozone levels can “exceed the [former] NAAQS (i.e., 75ppb).”  79 FR 

75,242 (JA__).  According to NOAA, Las Vegas will “exceed EPA’s 

proposed range of ozone NAAQS almost entirely due to background 

ozone.”  Eisenberg Testimony at 15-16 (JA__).  Similarly, in Cochise 

County, Arizona, EPA’s own models anticipate that uncontrollable 

background ozone will account for 90.7% of the allowable 70ppb.  

Massey Comment at 7, (JA__). 

Even if background alone does not exceed the standard and force 

an area into nonattainment, it can leave so little room for anthropogenic 

ozone that attainment is functionally impossible.  See, e.g., 79 FR 

75,382 (JA__) (explaining that background levels can “prevent 

attainment” where there are “few remaining opportunities for local 

emission reductions”).  Here, multiple studies show background levels 

at or near the new standard of 70ppb.  One study found that significant 
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uncontrollable events could raise background ozone levels to 60–75 ppb.  

Lin at 14, (JA__). Another recent study concluded that “[i]f the NAAQS 

is lowered in the 60–70 ppbv range, areas of the intermountain West 

will have little or no ability to reach compliance through North 

American regulatory controls.”  Zhang at 6774.  Yet another study 

found that background ozone could reach levels of 60–70ppb.  Emery 

206-17, (JA__). 

The issue of background ozone is particularly acute when dealing 

with peak effects of uncontrollable emissions on peak ozone days.  

Although some background sources are relatively constant producers, 

other sources are highly volatile and can produce significant spikes in 

ozone and its precursors.  “Stratospheric intrusions,” for example—in 

which upper-atmosphere ozone descends to the surface, usually in 

connection with warm weather and high altitude—can dramatically 

increase ozone levels through no fault of the States or their industries.  

See Tools Fact Sheet at 4 (JA__).  A recent study funded by NOAA 

found over a dozen intrusions during just three months, contributing as 

much as 20-40ppb to background ozone, and pushing eight-hour ozone 
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readings above the new NAAQS, sometimes as high as 86ppb.  Lin 

Intrusions at 17, (JA__). 

Similarly, transport from foreign industry increases ground-level 

ozone and can cause spikes in ozone under certain conditions.  As 

foreign industry has expanded, the United States has seen a 

corresponding increase in the share of its background ozone 

attributable to foreign sources.  Cooper 344-48 (JA__) (“[T]ransported 

ozone pollution from Asia . . . is increasing by approximately 0.63ppb 

per year.”).  One modeling study found that 49% of springtime ozone 

readings above 70ppb in the southwestern United States “would not 

have occurred” without Asian emissions.  Lin at 14 (JA__). 

Wildfires and lightning also cause sudden increases in ozone 

levels.  One modeling study found that lightning can add as much as 25-

30ppb and wildfires can add more than 50ppb.  Mueller & Mallard 

4817-23 (JA__). 

C. Recent NAAQS Revisions. 

The Industry Petitioners have provided an extensive summary of 

the recent NAAQS revisions, which reduce the primary and secondary 

standards to 70ppb.  Indus. Pets. Br. 7-16.  In particular, the Industry 
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Petitioners have traced the gradual ratcheting down of the ozone 

NAAQS—beginning at 120ppb, proceeding to 80, then 75, and now 

70ppb—to the point that the current standard is colliding with 

background levels in many parts of the country. 

The Petitioner States adopt that summary but highlight several 

features of the key clinical study on which EPA relies.  Unlike 

epidemiological studies that attempt to estimate the effects of ozone by 

studying respiratory illnesses in the general population, clinical studies 

control for the many other components of the atmosphere and isolate 

subjects’ responses to an increase in ozone.  The availability of new 

clinical evidence was central to this Court’s affirmance of the 2008 

NAAQS revision.  Mississippi, 744 F.3d at 1343-44; see also id. at 1351 

(“‘[T]he epidemiological studies are not themselves direct evidence of a 

causal link between exposure to O3 and the occurrence of health 

effects.’” (quoting 73 FR 16,479)); see also 80 FR 65,323 (JA__) 

(epidemiological evidence of health effects is “complicated by the 

presence of co-occurring pollutants or pollutant mixtures”). 

In 2008, EPA had before it a pair of clinical studies in which 30 

participants were exposed to ozone concentrations of 60 and 80ppb.  
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Mississippi, 744 F.3d at 1349-50.  At the lower concentration, just six of 

the participants experienced lung-function decrements of at least 10%.  

Id. at 1349-50.  EPA concluded that this minor deviation from normal 

lung function did not justify lowering the NAAQS to 60ppb and instead 

settled on 75ppb as the level requisite to protect public health.  Id. 

The current rulemaking cites two clinical studies and relies 

almost exclusively on one of them.  Schelegle 265-72 (JA__).  That study 

exposed 31 participants to over six hours of near-continuous activity in 

an environment of 72ppb ozone.  It found that six of the 31 

participants—almost exactly the same ratio that proved unpersuasive 

in 2008—reported (reversible) decrements of at least 10%.  Id. at 269 

(JA__); Feldman Comment at 4 (JA__).  Even by EPA’s definition, 

decrements alone do not constitute an “adverse health effect.”  They 

must appear “in combination with” respiratory symptoms.  80 FR 

65,330 (JA__).  Although the study found some evidence of both 

respiratory symptoms and reduced lung function, they were 

uncorrelated across study participants.  Id.; Feldman Comment at 4 

(JA__).  EPA identified no other clinical evidence to support the 

existence of any harm to public health at levels below 80ppb. 
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In light of the paucity of new evidence, EPA took years to 

announce its latest revision to the standard.  Seeking to compel the 

Agency to complete its rulemaking, several environmental 

organizations filed suit in the Northern District of California.  Sierra 

Club v. EPA, No. 13-cv-2809 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 30, 2014).  In its brief 

opposing the plaintiffs’ timeline, EPA argued that “‘[t]he public has a 

significant interest in ensuring that the government does not 

promulgate rules via a process that emphasizes expediency over quality 

and accuracy.’”  EPA Opposition Br., No. 13-cv-2809, at 11-12 (N.D. Cal. 

Feb. 25, 2014) (quoting Cronin v. Browner, 90 F. Supp. 2d 364, 373 

(S.D.N.Y. 2000)).  The Agency countered the plaintiffs’ arguments for 

feasibility, stating that “[i]t is difficult to imagine a circumstance where 

an agency could not sign some sort of a flawed rule by any particular 

date; but promulgating a flawed rule does nothing to advance the goals 

of Congress.”  Id. at 12.  On April 30, 2014, the court ordered EPA to act 

on precisely the timeline plaintiffs requested, and EPA did just that. 

Finally, the Petitioner States add that the Rule irrationally 

lengthens ozone monitoring seasons for several States based upon ozone 

readings above 60ppb between 2010 and 2013.  80 FR 65,416 (JA__).  
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The Agency took this approach even for States that demonstrated that 

they never had a single reading above 70ppb in the last twenty years 

over the majority of the new monitoring period.  Stepp Comment at 3-5 

(JA__). 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

An agency rule must be set aside if it is “arbitrary, capricious, an 

abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.”  42 U.S.C. 

§ 7607(d)(9)(A); accord 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A).  While this Court considers 

challenges to NAAQS under the “same highly deferential standard of 

review that we use under the Administrative Procedure Act,” such 

challenges receive “a searching and careful inquiry into the underlying 

facts.”  Am. Trucking Ass’ns v. EPA, 283 F.3d 355, 362 (D.C. Cir. 2002) 

(quotation omitted). 

Moreover, “[a]n agency’s failure adequately to consider a relevant 

and significant aspect of a problem may render its rulemaking arbitrary 

and capricious.”  Am. Farm Bureau Fed’n v. EPA, 559 F.3d 512, 520 

(D.C. Cir. 2009).  In addition, “an agency interpretation that is 

inconsistent with the design and structure of the statute as a whole 

does not merit deference.”  Util. Air Regulatory Grp. v. EPA, 134 S. Ct. 
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2427, 2442 (2014) (citation omitted).  EPA, in particular, violates the 

CAA if it wrongly considers itself bound not to consider “relevant 

factors.”  Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. Ct. 2699, 2706 (2015).   

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

I.   The Rule must be vacated because the Agency’s approach to 

the critical issue of background ozone violates the CAA. 

A.   Under the CAA, States have the “primary responsibility” for 

ensuring that “national primary and secondary ambient air quality 

standards will be achieved and maintained.”  42 U.S.C. § 7407(a) 

(emphasis added).  EPA’s failure to address adequately the indisputably 

relevant issue of the States’ ability to “achieve[]” the new NAAQS, and 

concomitant failure to provide an adequate response to significant 

public comments on this issue, is reason enough to vacate the Rule.  

Numerous commenters presented EPA with studies 

demonstrating that the peak effects of sources that the States cannot 

control, on peak days, will make compliance with the new standard 

unduly onerous, and sometimes impossible. Indeed, EPA’s own 

modeling illustrates the same problem.  Yet, the Agency did not take 

account of this critical issue, instead choosing to focus on “average” and 
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“seasonal mean” impacts of uncontrollable sources.  80 FR 65,328 

(JA__).  This focus is unresponsive because nonattainment does not 

depend on averages, but instead requires just four exceedances per 

year. 

EPA’s analysis thus fails the basic requirement that an agency 

must address “significant aspect[s] of a problem,” Am. Farm Bureau, 

559 F.3d at 520, and respond to all “significant” comments on this issue, 

Home Box Office, Inc. v. FCC, 567 F.2d 9, 35 & n.58 (D.C. Cir. 1977).  

The peak effects of uncontrollable sources on peak days will lead the 

Agency to impose burdensome pollution-control measures in areas 

where such measures have no potential to improve air quality or serve 

public health.  This is the paramount problem with regard to the critical 

issue of background ozone, and EPA’s failure to address the problem 

requires that the Rule be vacated. 

B.   EPA also violated the CAA by unlawfully limiting its 

consideration of the impact of background ozone from uncontrollable 

sources.  See Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2706.  The Agency took the 

position that it may only consider ozone from uncontrollable sources in 

selecting a standard from within a “range of values” that EPA has 
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already deemed “reasonable.”  80 FR 65,328 (JA__).  This is contrary to 

the text of the CAA, which requires EPA to set NAAQS such that States 

can fulfill their “responsibility” that the standard be “achieved and 

maintained.”  42 U.S.C. § 7407(a).  Since States have no legal or 

practical ability to control ozone from uncontrollable sources, EPA has a 

duty to consider fully such sources in setting the standard.  EPA’s 

contrary position would permit (and perhaps require) the Agency to set 

standards that cannot be “achieved and maintained” by the States.  

This result is not only contrary to the text of the CAA, but would 

transform the NAAQS program in violation of the bedrock 

administrative law principle that an agency’s interpretation is unlawful 

if it is “inconsisten[t] with the design and structure of the statute as a 

whole.”  UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2442. 

C.   Relying on the CAA’s provisions for enforcement-stage relief 

is no response to these defects.  Provisions addressing “exceptional 

events” are ill-suited to addressing routine exceedances that will 

inevitably occur due to uncontrollable background ozone.  Likewise, the 

Act’s limited measures for helping areas affected by rural transport and 

international pollution are intended for infrequent exceedances, as 
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demonstrated by the assumption that these areas should remain 

classified as nonattainment and subject to the corresponding burdens.  

More fundamentally, enforcement-stage relief measures require States 

to file onerous petitions with EPA, which the Agency may decline in its 

discretion. 

II.   EPA’s construction of the CAA misapplies Whitman v. 

American Trucking Associations, 531 U.S. 457 (2001), to eschew any 

consideration that would halt the NAAQS for a “zero-threshold” 

pollutant at a level greater than zero.  The Act offers several such 

“intelligible principles” to guide the Agency’s work.  J. W. Hampton, Jr. 

& Co. v. United States, 276 U.S. 394, 409 (1928).  Its references to 

“achieve[] and maintain[],” “requisite,” “appropriate,” and “public 

health” all indicate that EPA must consider the burden of a NAAQS 

that is unprecedentedly close to background levels. 

III. Finally, EPA failed to explain how the “latest scientific 

knowledge . . . on public health or welfare” justifies the new NAAQS.  42 

U.S.C. § 7408(a)(2).  This failure is apparent in the Agency’s excessive 

reliance on a single clinical study with significant limitations. 
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STANDING 

The Petitioner States have standing to challenge a Rule that 

requires them to revise their SIPs to comport with the new standard.  

42 U.S.C. § 7410(a); see West Virginia v. EPA, 362 F.3d 861, 868 (D.C. 

Cir. 2004).  EPA’s new standard also threatens to bring additional areas 

within the Petitioner States into nonattainment, which imposes an 

assortment of burdens.  42 U.S.C. §§ 7501-09a, 7511-15.  As a result, 

the Petitioner States suffer an actual injury that is “fairly traceable” to 

the revised NAAQS and is likely to be redressed by a favorable decision.  

Allen v. Wright, 468 U.S. 737, 751 (1984). 

ARGUMENT 

I. EPA’s Approach to Background Ozone Levels Caused by 

Uncontrollable Sources Violates the CAA. 

The CAA provides that each State has “primary responsibility” for 

ensuring that “national primary and secondary ambient air quality 

standards will be achieved and maintained.”  42 U.S.C. § 7407(a) 

(emphasis added).  As EPA has conceded, in carrying out this statutory 

duty, “states are not responsible for reducing emissions from 

background sources.”  Tools Fact Sheet at 1 (JA__).  In the Rule, EPA 

attempted to retreat partially from this necessary concession, arguing 
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that achievability is relevant to choosing a NAAQS level “within the 

range of reasonable values” that the Administrator identified, but 

forbidden when setting the “reasonable” range in the first place.  80 FR 

65,328 (JA__).  The Agency thereafter ignored this textually-

indefensible distinction and sought to explain away the problem of 

uncontrollable ozone through a series of non sequitur arguments.   

There are two approaches that this Court could take to finding 

that EPA acted unlawfully in addressing the critical issue of 

background ozone from uncontrollable sources.  The narrower approach 

is to declare that the Rule is unlawful because the Agency conceded that 

the “states are not responsible for reducing emissions from background 

sources,” see infra Part I.A, and then failed to explain adequately how 

the Rule’s new standard is consistent with that textually-mandated 

principle.  Alternatively, and more broadly, this Court could definitively 

hold that EPA violated the CAA by casting aside concerns regarding 

“achiev[ability]” and vacate the Rule on that basis.  See infra Part I.B. 

A. EPA Violated the CAA by Failing to Address Adequately the 

Peak Effect of Uncontrollable Emissions on Peak Days. 

1. EPA has conceded that even under its own modeling, 

uncontrollable sources of ozone can make it harder—and, sometimes, 
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impossible—for States to attain EPA’s new NAAQS standard.  80 FR 

65,436 (JA__).  Because EPA has acknowledged that the impact of 

uncontrollable ozone is a relevant, significant consideration for 

purposes of this rulemaking, the Agency was duty-bound to address 

rationally all “significant aspect[s] of [this] problem,” Am. Farm 

Bureau, 559 F.3d at 520; State Farm, 463 U.S. at 43, and to respond to 

all “significant” comments on this issue, Home Box Office, 567 F.2d at 

35 & n.58. 

Numerous commenters addressed the background ozone issue, 

raising the critical point that peak impacts from uncontrollable sources 

on days with peak ozone measurements make it difficult or impossible 

for States to “achieve,” 42 U.S.C. § 7407(a), the new NAAQS standard 

(the “peak/peak problem”).  See, e.g., Westar Comment at 6, (JA__) 

(noting the “significant difference” between average data and “actual 

exceedances of the standard, which EPA acknowledges is more relevant 

from a regulatory standpoint”). 

The process for NAAQS nonattainment designations illustrates 

why EPA’s failure to address adequately the peak/peak problem is so 

consequential.  40 C.F.R. § 50.19(b).  Every day during the monitoring 
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season, each site determines which eight-hour period has the highest 

average ozone reading, which then becomes the daily value.  Id.  Each 

area then determines the fourth-highest daily value in a given year.  Id.  

Every year, the fourth-highest readings from the past three years are 

averaged to determine that year’s “design value,” which is compared to 

the NAAQS.  Id.  This process means that if uncontrollable sources 

cause high ozone readings even a few days per year, those infrequent 

peak readings will be sufficient to push an area out of attainment.  The 

process thus magnifies—sometimes to the point of crowding out all 

other evidence—the peak effects of uncontrollable sources on peak days. 

2.  The administrative record unambiguously demonstrates that 

uncontrollable sources, at their peak, will make it difficult, and 

sometimes impossible, for States to meet EPA’s new NAAQS on peak 

ozone days. 

Multiple studies in the record demonstrate that uncontrollable 

sources will leave little to no room for U.S. manmade emissions at the 

new 70ppb NAAQS standard.  One study, jointly funded by NOAA and 

NASA, found over a dozen instances in which ozone from stratospheric 

intrusions raised background levels to 60–75 ppb.  Lin Intrusions 
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(JA__).  Another study estimated that the annual fourth-highest 

background ozone levels in the intermountain west are 50–60ppb.  See 

Zhang 6769, 6770 (JA__).  This study concluded that “if the NAAQS is 

lowered in the 60–70 ppb range, areas of the intermountain West will 

have little or no ability to reach compliance through North American 

regulatory controls.”  JA__.  A different study modeled background 

ozone and found that it could reach levels of 60–70 ppb.  Emery 206, 

216 (JA__).  And another estimated that “background ozone 

concentrations . . . ranged from 47ppb to 68ppb at six western cities 

during ozone episodes.”  Sonoma Technologies at 3-1 (JA__). 

Notably, many of these studies systematically underestimate the 

peak effects of uncontrollable sources of ozone on peak days because 

their models do not account for highly volatile events that can 

significantly impact ozone—such as wildfires, lightning, stratospheric 

intrusions, and unique meteorological conditions.  See Zhang 6769, 

6770 (JA__).    

EPA’s own modeling confirms the widespread nature of this 

peak/peak problem.  Specifically, EPA’s model identified a substantial 

number of days where uncontrollable sources are at, near, or above the 
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70ppb standard, and where uncontrollable source effects are also at 

peak levels.   

 

Policy Assessment at 2A-25 (JA__) (internal box added).1  While EPA 

sought to downplay its model’s results as “infrequent events,” 80 FR 

65,328 (JA__), EPA has no answer for the critical point that just a few 

high readings per year trigger a finding of nonattainment.2 

                                      

1 Each dot in the red box represents at least one day where ozone 

exceeded 70ppb and where background ozone would have been at least 

60ppb without any U.S. manmade emissions. 

 
2 EPA also pointed to an alternative model (dubbed the “source 

apportionment” model), Policy Assessment at 2-14, which predicts 

fewer—although still some—exceedances resulting from uncontrollable 
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In addition, while EPA’s own modeling confirms the prevalence of 

the peak/peak problem, the Agency’s reasoning undercounts that 

problem in significant respects.  As EPA concedes, its model “was not 

expressly developed to capture” events such as wildfires, lightning, 

stratospheric intrusions, and unique meteorological conditions, Policy 

Assessment at 2A-42 (JA__), even though EPA acknowledges that “the 

highest background episodic concentrations are typically associated 

with [these types of events],” Id. at 2A-14.  For example, although EPA 

modeled wildfire emissions, the Agency admits that its model accounts 

only for “monthly‐average wildfire emissions which are not intended to 

capture discrete events.”  Id. at 2A-8-9.  And there is no indication that 

EPA’s model included any input for stratospheric intrusions, despite 

studies showing that these events can cause spikes as large as 40ppb.  

Lin Intrusions at 17 (JA__).  Likewise, wildfires can add over 50ppb, 

Mueller & Mallard 4817-23 (JA__), lightning can add 30ppb, and unique 

meteorological conditions can cause Asian emissions to add up to 15ppb, 

                                                                                                                        

ozone.  This alternative significantly underestimates the peak effects of 

uncontrollable sources by classifying all ozone that is created by a 

combination of precursors emitted from both uncontrollable and 

controllable sources as controllable ozone.  Id. at 2-16. 
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Lin Intrusions at 10 (JA__), beyond what they already contribute on an 

“average” day. 

3.  EPA’s primary response to this overwhelming record evidence 

demonstrating the peak/peak problem for the new 70ppb standard is to 

change the subject, focusing on the average effects of uncontrollable 

sources.  For example, the Agency reports “seasonal mean” background 

levels of only 25-50ppb.  80 FR 65,328 (JA__); see also id. (attempting a 

similar sleight of hand for background levels on high-ozone days by 

“average[ing] over the entire U.S.”).  But as explained above, States’ 

“responsibility” for ensuring that the new NAAQS “will be achieved and 

maintained,” 42 U.S.C. § 7407(a), flows from peak impacts—not 

averages.  If the Agency’s attainment designations were based on 

seasonal-average ozone readings, then seasonal-average background 

concentrations would be relevant.  As it stands, however, NAAQS 

designations depend on an area’s four worst days. 

It is disingenuous for EPA to cite average figures when 

promulgating a new NAAQS only to use specific 8-hour data when 

determining nonattainment.  The legal ramification of this legerdemain 

is that the Agency has not addressed a “significant aspect of [the] 
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problem,” Am. Farm Bureau, 559 F.3d at 520, which arises not from 

averages, but from the peak effects of uncontrollable ozone on the 

relatively few days that determine an area’s design value. 

As a fallback to its “seasonal mean” response, the rulemaking 

briefly discusses the “average” effect of uncontrollable ozone sources on 

peak days.  80 FR 65,328 (JA__).  This is not responsive to the problem 

commenters raised.  The issue is not the average effect of uncontrollable 

sources of ozone on either average- or high-ozone days.  Rather, the 

problem is peak effects of uncontrollable sources on peak ozone days.  

Given how NAAQS compliance is measured, these events are 

sufficiently common to make it difficult, or even impossible, for States 

to fulfill their “responsibility” for ensuring that the new 70ppb standard 

“will be achieved and maintained,” 42 U.S.C. § 7407(a).  EPA provided 

no adequate answer for this significant problem, Am. Farm Bureau, 559 

F.3d at 520, and failed to respond to “substantial” comments raising 

that issue, Home Box Office, 567 F.2d at 35 & n.58.  The Rule is thus 

unlawful on this basis alone. 
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B. EPA Violated the CAA by Impermissibly Adopting a Non-

Textual Limitation on Its Own Authority. 

The Agency also acted unlawfully because it narrowed its 

consideration of the critical issue of the new standard’s “achiev[ability]” 

in a manner unsupported by statutory text.  42 U.S.C. § 7407(a).  In the 

Rule, EPA concluded that background ozone was relevant only to 

selecting the NAAQS level “within the range of reasonable values” the 

Administrator had already identified, but that background could not 

inform the selection of the “reasonable” range.  80 FR 65,328 (JA__).  

EPA thus recognizes that achievability is relevant but, without 

statutory justification, treats it as selectively relevant.  The Agency’s 

non-textual narrowing of the NAAQS analysis violates the CAA.  See 

Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2606-07 (EPA’s erroneous conclusion that a 

mandatory factor is “irrelevant” to a regulatory decision renders the 

rule unlawful). 

EPA’s claim that it had to consider background ozone only when 

selecting the NAAQS standard from “within the range of reasonable 

values” is unauthorized.  As noted above, the CAA assigns to States the 

“primary responsibility” for ensuring that “national primary and 

secondary ambient air quality standards will be achieved and 
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maintained.”  42 U.S.C. § 7407(a).  EPA’s reading of the CAA as making 

“achiev[ability]” relevant only for selecting the NAAQS standard from 

“within a range of reasonable values,” 80 FR 65,328 (JA__), is 

irreconcilable with this statutory text.  Put another way, nothing in the 

statute’s expectation of “achiev[ability]” suggests that the concept 

should be ignored entirely in determining a “reasonable range,” but 

then reemerge when selecting from within that range.  EPA’s error here 

is remarkably similar to the violation that the Supreme Court recently 

found fatal in Michigan.  In that case, just as here, EPA ignored a 

mandatory consideration (there, costs; here, achievability) at the first 

step of its regulatory analysis, but said that it could consider the factor 

at a later step.  See 135 S. Ct. at 2710-11. 

EPA’s position is also “inconsisten[t] with the design and structure 

of the statute as a whole,” UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2442 (quotation 

omitted), and raises serious federalism concerns, Gregory v. Ashcroft, 

501 U.S. 452, 460-61 (1991).  Under EPA’s interpretation, if the 

Administrator selected a range that no State could meet “without action 

affirmatively extracting chemicals from nature,” Am. Trucking Ass’ns v. 

EPA (“ATA I”), 175 F.3d 1027, 1036 (D.C. Cir. 1999), opinion modified 
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on reh’g, 195 F.3d 4, aff'd in part, rev’d in part by Whitman, the Agency 

would be duty-bound to impose upon States a standard within that 

impossible range.  States, having no ability to “achieve” the impossible, 

would then be subject to severe sanctions under the CAA, including loss 

of highway funds.  42 U.S.C. § 7509(b)(1).  It is hornbook administrative 

law that “[i]mpossible requirements imposed by an agency are perforce 

unreasonable.”  Alliance for Cannabis Therapeutics v. DEA, 930 F.2d 

936, 940 (D.C. Cir. 1991).  EPA’s claim that Congress instructed the 

Agency to require the impossible here—especially in a context that 

carries severe punishments for noncompliance—is not credible. 

In the Rule, EPA rested its argument on certain statements in 

American Trucking and American Petroleum Institute v. Costle, 665 

F.2d 1176 (D.C. Cir. 1981).  80 FR 65,328 (JA__).  These cases do not 

support the Agency’s position. 

First, in American Trucking, EPA had set the ozone NAAQS at 

80ppb, in part because a 70ppb standard would be “too close to peak 

background levels.”  283 F.3d at 379.  This Court rejected a challenge to 

the Agency’s reliance on the peak impacts of uncontrollable sources, 

explaining: “although relative proximity to peak background ozone 
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concentrations did not, in itself, necessitate a level of [80ppb], EPA 

could consider that factor when choosing among the three alternative 

levels.”  Id.  In the present case, the Agency inexplicably engrafted the 

word “only” into this holding, entirely changing the statement’s 

meaning: “[C]ourts have clarified that EPA may consider proximity to 

background concentrations . . . only in the context of considering 

standard levels within the [pre-determined] range.”  80 FR 65,328 

(JA__) (citing Am. Trucking, 283 F.3d at 379) (emphasis added).  But 

American Trucking never held that selecting a standard from within a 

“range” is the only situation in which EPA can consider proximity to 

background ozone concentrations, and the Agency’s attempt to suggest 

otherwise is incorrect. 

Second, this Court’s statement in American Petroleum that EPA 

“may not consider economic and technological feasibility in setting air 

quality standards,” and later reiteration of the same point, similarly 

does not support the Agency’s position.  665 F.2d at 1185 (quoting Lead 

Industries Association v. EPA, 647 F.2d 1130 (D.C. Cir. 1980)).  

American Petroleum first made this statement while responding to the 

specific argument raised by the American Petroleum Institute (API) 
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that the “costs of meeting [the new NAAQS]” were too high.  Id. at 1184.  

As the Supreme Court explained in Whitman, 531 U.S. at 464, 

American Petroleum was merely one of several cases from this Court 

following the rule from Lead Industries that “economic considerations 

may play no part in the promulgation of ambient air quality standards.”   

When American Petroleum turned to the city of Houston’s 

objections that the new standard would be “impossible” for the city to 

meet because of “natural factors,” this Court noted that its prior 

response to API’s cost argument addressed this objection “in part.”  665 

F.2d at 1185 (emphasis added).  Another “part” of this Court’s answer to 

Houston’s argument, however, was that the Agency need not “tailor 

national regulations to fit each region or locale.”  Id. 

The issue in the present case is entirely different.  American 

Petroleum involved a single city asserting that it would not be able to 

meet the new standard, based primarily on concerns regarding the 

availability of emission-control technology.  In the present case, the 

States argue that the new standard will make it extremely difficult, and 

sometimes impossible, for many of them to satisfy their statutory 

responsibility for ensuring that NAAQS “will be achieved and 
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maintained.”  42 U.S.C. § 7407(a).  Given that the CAA imposed no such 

duty on the city of Houston, this Court’s rejection of the city’s 

arguments does not address the issues of statutory authority and 

achievability the States raise here.  American Petroleum is also 

factually distinguishable because the current NAAQS is closer to the 

level of ozone from uncontrollable sources, and the role of foreign-

generated pollution has mushroomed during the intervening 35 years. 

C. EPA’s Promised Enforcement Relief Measures Are 

Impractical and Misuse Portions of the CAA Intended for 

Exceptional Rather than Routine Events. 

Tacitly acknowledging that it would be unlawful to hold States 

responsible for ozone levels that they cannot control, the Rule suggests 

that the States may qualify for limited relief at the enforcement stage.  

80 FR 65,436 (JA__).  The tools EPA has in mind, however, are limited 

in their applicability and, even where applicable, do not undo the 

burdens created by the new standard.3  Promulgating a rule that 

depends on enforcement relief is problematic in its own right, but that 

                                      

3 Of course, even if they were completely effective at responding to 

nonattainment resulting from uncontrollable background ozone, these 

mechanisms do not relieve EPA of its responsibility to engage in 

“reasoned decisionmaking” that addresses “all relevant factors.”  

Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2706; see supra Part I.A. 
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strategy becomes a basis for vacatur when the promised relief is 

illusory. 

1. The Relief Mechanisms Identified by EPA Do Not 

Adequately Address Uncontrollable Background Ozone. 

EPA identifies three measures that it promises will provide relief 

for areas where background ozone levels approach or exceed the revised 

NAAQS: (1) areas that would be classified as nonattainment under the 

70ppb standard due only to exceptional events could avoid that 

designation “through exclusion of data affected by [those] exceptional 

events;” (2) nonattainment areas that qualify as “rural transport areas” 

could avoid certain more stringent requirements applicable to higher 

classifications of nonattainment areas; and (3) nonattainment areas 

that qualify for the international transport provisions could escape their 

obligation “to demonstrate attainment” and to adopt “more than 

reasonable controls” on local stationary sources.  80 FR 65,436 (JA__).  

Behind all three of these measures are provisions of the CAA.  

Unsurprisingly, none of them creates an exception so malleable that it 

can allow an area to demonstrate compliance with a standard that is set 

at, near, or below background levels. 
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First, the CAA’s “exceptional events” provision tasks the 

Administrator with promulgating “regulations governing the review 

and handling of air quality monitoring data influenced by exceptional 

events.”  42 U.S.C. § 7619(b)(2).  It defines an “exceptional event” as one 

that “is not reasonably controllable or preventable” and “is caused by 

human activity that is unlikely to recur at a particular location or a 

natural event.”  Id. § 7619(b)(1)(A).    

In 2007, EPA announced a rule for excluding data based on the 

occurrence of an exceptional event.  40 C.F.R. § 50.14.  The threshold is 

high.  A State must show that a specific event “caused a specific air 

pollution concentration at a particular air quality monitoring location” 

and must establish “a clear causal relationship” between the event and 

the air-quality measurement at issue.  40 C.F.R. §§ 50.14(a)(1), 

(c)(3)(iv)(E).  Moreover, the rule provides that an exceptional event 

cannot reflect “normal historical fluctuations, including background.”  

Id. § 50.14(c)(3)(iv)(C) (emphasis added).  EPA also notes in the 

preamble to the revised NAAQS that exceptional events do not include 

“routine natural emissions from vegetation, microbes, animals, and 

lightning.”  80 FR 65,439 n.239 (JA__). 
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The reason the “exceptional events” provision does not encompass 

biological, meteorological and recurring anthropogenic events is that 

they are not exceptional, precisely because they are part of background 

conditions.  As Harvard’s Daniel Jacob explains regarding a NAAQS of 

70ppb, “[y]ou’re not talking about events anymore. You’re talking about 

the routine. . . . And at that point, I think the system is going to break.”  

Bennett Comment at 15 (JA__).  The Act’s exclusion of truly exceptional 

events only underscores EPA’s failure to consider routine obstacles to 

achievability, in setting the NAAQS. 

Moreover, the exceptional events provision does not allow an area 

to exclude anthropogenic foreign emissions because it applies only to 

“an event caused by human activity that is unlikely to recur.” 42 U.S.C. 

§ 7619(b)(1)(A)(iii) (emphasis added).  As recognized by all parties, 

international transport is very likely to recur, and with increasing 

intensity.  Cooper 344, 344-48 (JA__).  The provision also excludes 

“stagnation of air masses,” “meteorological inversions,” and other 

meteorological events “involving high temperatures or lack of 

precipitation.”  42 U.S.C. § 7619(b)(1)(B). 
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EPA has recently proposed a revision to the exceptional events 

rule.  80 FR 72,840 (Nov. 20, 2015).  Even if EPA finalizes a revised 

rule, regulations and new agency guidance cannot alter the statutory 

criteria.4  Chief among these are the CAA’s exclusion of recurring 

human-caused events and meteorological events that EPA recognizes 

are “the cause” of increased exceedances.  Policy Assessment at 2-3 to 2-

4.  The only time EPA may consider these factors is in setting the 

NAAQS itself.  At best, EPA peddles false hope in suggesting that it has 

the latitude to address background ozone through exceptional events 

regulations.  At worst, the Agency has strategically refused to consider 

the impossibility of achieving its NAAQS rule while pointing to future 

enforcement-stage relief, only to claim later that its hands are tied by 

the statute. 

                                      

4  EPA promulgated the NAAQS before making revisions to its 

exceptional events rule.  But States are already at work designating 

nonattainment areas in order to meet an October 1, 2016 deadline.  79 

FR 75,354 (JA__).  As a result, the subsequent issuance of a revised rule 

is of little benefit, a fact compounded by the proposed rule’s failure to 

address uncontrollable background ozone.  For example, the revised 

rule would still exclude biological processes and lightning, as well as 

foreign anthropogenic emissions. 
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Second, the CAA’s provisions for rural transport areas fail to 

provide effective relief for nonattainment due to background.  To begin 

with, designation as a rural transport area simply moves the area from 

one class of nonattainment to another, 42 U.S.C. § 7511a(h); it does not 

avoid the requirements applicable to all nonattainment areas.  See infra 

Part II.B. 

Even that minor accommodation excludes huge swaths of the 

country.  Under the statute, a rural transport area cannot contain 

sources that make a “significant contribution” to ozone concentrations 

and cannot include or be adjacent to a Metropolitan Statistical Area 

(“MSA”).  42 U.S.C. § 7511a(h).  When applied to large counties in the 

West, these criteria render the rural transport provision a nullity.  

White Pine County, Nevada, for example, covers 9,000 square miles and 

has a tiny population of just 10,000 inhabitants.  It nevertheless cannot 

qualify as a rural transport area because it is adjacent to the Salt Lake 

City MSA, which is itself approximately the size of New Jersey.  Westar 

Comment at 15 (JA__).  In fact, due to the size of western counties, the 

Salt Lake City MSA has the potential to disqualify 46,023 square 

miles—an area the size of Pennsylvania—from being classified as rural 
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transport areas.  Similar disqualifications occur around Phoenix, Las 

Vegas, Denver, and El Paso.  In Cochise County, Arizona, which cannot 

benefit from the rural transport rule because of its proximity to Tucson, 

EPA estimates that background ozone contributes 92% of that county’s 

design value.  Westar Comment at 7 (JA__).  The unlucky 

correspondence of large counties and high background ozone levels in 

western States means that the CAA’s rural transport provision is 

ineffective medicine to cure a NAAQS set at or near background levels. 

Third, the CAA’s international transport provisions authorize 

limited relief for nonattainment areas that can establish “to the 

satisfaction of the Administrator” that they would have met the NAAQS 

“but for emissions emanating from outside of the United States.”  42 

U.S.C. § 7509a(b).  Even where applicable, these provisions do not allow 

a State to avoid a nonattainment designation or even to obtain a lower 

nonattainment classification, see 80 FR 65,444 (JA__); they simply 

provide exemptions from a handful of nonattainment requirements.  

See infra Part II.B. 

Relief under these provisions is further illusory because they 

require the States to establish that international transport is the “but 
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for” cause of nonattainment.  The issue of which party bears the burden 

is important because quantifying the amount of pollution carried from 

outside the United States is difficult.  See Response to Comments at 

343 (JA__) (“there is no way to definitively measure or validate these 

numbers”); Workshop Slides at 21 (JA__) (using a “surrogate” for 

internationally transported ozone to identify a wide range—between 0.1 

and 0.7 ppb/year—of annual increase in ozone attributable to foreign 

sources).  Furthermore, by requiring States to show that international 

transport is the “but for” cause of nonattainment, these provisions fail 

to provide relief for situations where multiple background sources 

contribute to nonattainment. 

By relying on these provisions to justify its rule, EPA attempts to 

duck its responsibility under the Act to take into account whether its 

NAAQS is achievable.  Rather than the Agency “meet[ing] its obligation 

to explain and expose every step of its reasoning,” Mississippi, 744 F.3d 

at 1349 (quotation omitted), EPA’s reliance on Section 7509a is an 

impermissible attempt to impose on States the task of showing why 

achievability is impossible.  The Act does not countenance this inversion 

of its relief measures. 
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2. Where They Apply, the Relief Measures Are 

Inadequate Solutions to the Problem of Uncontrollable 

Background Ozone. 

Common to all of the enforcement-stage “tools” is their 

dependence on EPA’s discretion.  42 U.S.C. § 7511a(h)(1) (“in the 

Administrator’s discretion”); 42 U.S.C. § 7509a(b) (“to the satisfaction of 

the Administrator”).  The discretionary nature of this relief renders it 

onerous to request, uncertain to obtain, and nearly impossible to 

challenge if denied.  Utah, for example, has invested 4,000 hours since 

2008 preparing a dozen exceptional event demonstrations that EPA has 

denied.  Bennett Comment at 15 (JA__).  Other States, like Nevada, 

have concluded that they lack the resources necessary to prove an 

exceptional event.  Id.  Even if a State shoulders the immense cost and 

lodges a request, EPA concedes that “few” nonattainment areas have 

ever obtained relief.  79 FR 75,384 (JA__).  This admission is consistent 

with the experience of Wyoming, which has filed 25 exceptional event 

applications since 2012; EPA has granted only one.  Bennett Comment 

at 14 (JA__); Wyoming DEQ (JA__).  The Agency also has discretion in 

recognizing rural transport areas and has designated only four such 

areas in history, none of them for the 8-hour ozone NAAQS.  80 FR 
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65,438 & n.235 (JA__).  Finally, EPA also has unfettered discretion to 

decide whether a State has made the required “but for” showing to 

qualify for the international transport provisions.  See 42 U.S.C. 

§ 7509a(a). 

Because discretionary relief is uncertain, these tools do not 

provide the States any assurance that they will be able to fulfill their 

responsibility for ensuring that NAAQS be “achieved and maintained.”  

42 U.S.C. § 7407(a).  They are therefore no substitute for an achievable 

standard that addresses the issue of uncontrollable background ozone. 

Even under the best of circumstances—when States can devote 

resources to seeking relief and EPA agrees to the request—the relief 

provided is incomplete.  A rural transport area, for example, must still 

complete a “comprehensive, accurate, current inventory of actual 

emissions from all sources,” and must still comply with the onerous 

New Source Review permitting process “for the construction and 

operation of each new or modified major stationary source.”  42 U.S.C. 

§§ 7511a(a)(1), 7511a(a)(2)(C).  Likewise, an area that satisfies the 

international transport requirements obtains relief from three 

provisions of the CAA, 42 U.S.C. § 7509a(b), but remains a 
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“nonattainment” area and therefore faces mandatory emission control 

measures and must meet special emission reduction targets, 79 FR 

75,384 (JA__).  These “remedies” are no substitute for a proper NAAQS. 

Additionally, case-by-case discretionary relief creates obstacles for 

obtaining judicial review.  Unlike the rulemaking at issue in this 

litigation, an EPA decision to deny relief under the foregoing 

mechanisms would take the form of an individual adjudication.  In that 

posture, courts defer to the agency both on its fact-finding, see NLRB v. 

Brown, 380 U.S. 278, 292 (1965), and on the application of law to facts, 

see Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 416 

(1971).  In fact, none of the State Petitioners is aware of a case in which 

EPA denied relief under any of the three provisions and a court later 

reversed that decision.  This extreme deference undermines EPA’s 

argument that potential enforcement-stage relief is a substitute for 

enacting an achievable standard in the first place.  By attempting to 

channel objections to the impossibility of compliance through 

adjudications, EPA endeavors to stack the deck in its favor, all while 

maintaining that this mechanism is itself a reason for this Court to 

rubberstamp an unachievable NAAQS.  
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EPA cannot redeem a rule that is unlawful by pointing to 

statutory “tools” that are cumbersome, discretionary, and, in any event, 

cannot provide adequate relief.  The CAA’s provisions for exceptional 

events and rural and international transport are supposed to apply 

under rare circumstances.  This Court should not read these provisions 

to cannibalize the more foundational principles of their parent statute, 

including the requirement that NAAQS be “achiev[able].”  EPA’s 

reliance on these relief measures as a justification for its failure to 

account for background ozone is arbitrary, capricious, and inconsistent 

with the Clean Air Act as a whole. 

II. Under EPA’s Construction of the Act, the NAAQS Review Process 

Would Lack an “Intelligible Principle.” 

Because Article I provides that “[a]ll legislative Powers herein 

granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United States,” U.S. Const., 

art. I, § 1, courts have insisted that Congress cannot delegate its 

legislative power.  Field v. Clark, 143 U.S. 649, 692 (1892).  So long as 

Congress provides “an intelligible principle” for an agency to follow, 

however, “such legislative action is not a forbidden delegation of 

legislative power.”  J.W. Hampton, Jr., & Co. v. United States, 276 U.S. 

394, 409 (1928). 
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In Whitman, the Supreme Court found an “intelligible” principle 

in the language of the Act itself—“requisite”—which the Court defined 

as “not lower or higher than is necessary.”  531 U.S. at 475-76.  But for 

that “principle” to be truly “intelligible,” EPA must also apply it in a 

way that is intelligible.  Otherwise, the principle identified by the 

Supreme Court in Whitman would dissolve in EPA’s semantics, which 

was precisely what concerned this Court in ATA I: 

For EPA to pick any non-zero level it must explain the 

degree of imperfection permitted. The factors that EPA has 

elected to examine for this purpose in themselves pose no 

inherent nondelegation problem. But what EPA lacks is any 

determinate criterion for drawing lines. It has failed to state 

intelligibly how much is too much. 

175 F.3d at 1034.  In short, while Whitman held that EPA cannot 

supply a principle missing from the statute, the more relevant question 

here is whether EPA has “conform[ed]” to, not merely restated and then 

ignored, the “intelligible” principles that Congress provided.  See J.W. 

Hampton, 276 U.S. at 409. 

The new ozone NAAQS demonstrates how EPA’s current 

interpretation of Section 109(d) of the CAA, 42 U.S.C. § 7409(d), would 

in effect violate the nondelegation doctrine essential to the separation of 

powers embedded in the Constitution.  Specifically, EPA’s 
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interpretation ignores several ways that EPA could give meaning to the 

principle identified in Whitman, including (i) ensuring standards are 

achievable, (ii) explaining any departures from prior standards, and (iii) 

considering potential detriment to “public health” from a standard that 

is too low.  EPA’s failure to give any true meaning to its invocation of 

Whitman has left EPA “free to pick any point between zero and a hair 

below the concentrations yielding London’s Killer Fog.”  ATA I, 175 F.3d 

at 1037. 

EPA’s evaluation of the 1997 ozone standard—the standard at 

issue in Whitman—confirms that Whitman is not as infinitely 

malleable as EPA now suggests.  In crafting the 1997 standard, EPA 

recognized that background levels provided a reasonable lower bound to 

the analysis, a concept this Court accepted as relevant in upholding 

EPA’s decision not to lower the standard to 70ppb.  Am. Trucking, 283 

F.3d at 379 (on remand after Whitman).  Likewise, Judge Tatel, in 

dissenting from the initial panel decision that was overturned by 

Whitman, agreed with EPA that its decision was well-reasoned, in part 

because EPA “set the ozone level just above peak background 

concentrations.”  175 F.3d at 1061 (Tatel, J., dissenting in part).  Thus, 
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at least one lower bound on EPA’s standard-setting authority was well-

understood and real—EPA would not set a standard that could be 

violated by “uncontrollable natural levels of ozone;” that would be too 

low, and therefore not “requisite” under Whitman.   

Thus, in context, the holding in Whitman found an intelligible 

principle (“requisite . . . not lower or higher than is necessary”) and EPA 

gave that principle meaning and effect (a standard below peak 

background is too low).  Here, in contrast, EPA has jettisoned that 

lower bound.   

EPA also appears to have abandoned any meaningful attempt to 

allow prior standards to serve as a lower bound, at least in cases where 

EPA cannot articulate a meaningful reason for contradicting its prior 

analysis.  To be sure, the determination of a certain standard as 

“requisite” on one date does not make that assessment “sacrosanct . . . 

until every aspect of it is undermined.”  Mississippi, 744 F.3d at 1343 

(2013).  However, EPA must nevertheless explain any direct 

contradiction of its prior analysis, id., and the decision to lower the 

standard itself must also be “appropriate,” 42 U.S.C. § 7409(d)(1).  But 

when commenters pointed out that EPA itself agreed in 1997 that 
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70ppb would be too close to peak background levels, EPA’s only 

response was to claim that a standard of 65ppb would present an even 

greater concern.  See Response to Comments at 350 (JA__).  The failure 

to directly answer the question exposes EPA’s failure to conform to any 

“intelligible principle” in crafting the new standard.  The same 

statutory provision cannot “intelligibly” mean that 70ppb was “lower … 

than . . . necessary” in 1997, due to peak background levels, but 

“appropriate” in spite of peak background levels in 2015, especially 

when peak background levels have only increased.  

Citing Whitman and other cases, EPA also ignores all cost 

considerations.  But ignoring all costs fails to give full effect to the 

statute’s primary focus: “public health.”  As noted in Whitman, the Act’s 

primary instruction governing NAAQS standards is not just that they 

be “requisite” in some undefined sense, but rather “requisite” to protect 

“public health.”  42 U.S.C. § 7409(b)(1) (emphasis added).  Because 

“public health” is undefined, it must bear its “ordinary or natural 

meaning.”  FDIC v. Meyer, 510 U.S. 471, 476 (1994).  When Congress 

added the language “public health” in 1970, the authoritative public 

health treatise defined that concept as “preventing disease, prolonging 
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life, and promoting physical health and efficiency [through] the 

development of social machinery which will ensure to every individual 

in the community a standard of living adequate to the maintenance of 

health.”  Winslow at 28 (emphasis added).  At a minimum, costs 

imposed on industry and the States—the “social machinery” that EPA 

regulates—influence the “standard of living” in the community.  Justice 

Breyer recognized this concept in his concurring opinion in Whitman, 

noting that “requisite” protection of public health should not “lead to 

deindustrialization” because “[p]reindustrial society was not a very 

healthy society.”  Whitman, 531 U.S. at 496 (Breyer, J., concurring). 

Justice Breyer’s connection between a NAAQS’s impact on the 

economy and its ability to serve the public health is not limited to the 

word “requisite.”  It is also present in the Act’s reference to “public 

health.”  Recognizing this feature of the statutory language not only 

faithfully applies the law but also avoids a collision with the 

Constitution’s assignment of legislative power to Congress alone. 

Having  eliminated “achievability,” unexplained contradictions of 

prior determinations, and “public health” as principled boundaries on 

how low a NAAQS should go, EPA has reduced the intelligible principle 
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identified in Whitman to a nullity, particularly for a “non-threshold” 

pollutant “that inflict[s] a continuum of adverse health effects at any 

airborne concentration greater than zero.”  Whitman, 531 U.S. at 475.  

EPA’s application of Whitman thus results in a standard that has all 

the hallmarks of an unconstitutional delegation of authority—an 

unbounded, essentially legislative policy announcement of how low is 

too low.  If EPA is truly so unfettered in its application of the Act, then 

a reevaluation of the constitutionality of Section 109(d) is warranted—

this time (and for the first time) in the context of a standard that fully 

exposes EPA’s ability to interpret away whatever intelligible principle 

the Supreme Court identified in Whitman. 

III. EPA’s Reliance on a Single Clinical Study to Justify the New 

NAAQS Is Arbitrary and Capricious. 

The State Petitioners incorporate by reference the Industry 

Petitioners’ argument that EPA has arbitrarily “changed the 

conclusions it drew from the same basic scientific evidence” available in 

2008.  See Indus. Pet. Br. 36-41.  To that convincing exposition, the 

States add only that the 2009 Schelegle study does not bear the weight 

EPA places on it. 
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EPA recognizes the weaknesses in the Schelegle study, noting 

that, as several commenters pointed out: (1) “lung function decrements 

and respiratory symptoms . . . were not correlated with each other;” (2) 

average “decrements observed following exposures below 75 ppb are 

small (e.g., < 10% . . .);” and (3) the lung-capacity limitations observed 

were “transient and reversible, do not interfere with daily activities, 

and do not result in permanent respiratory injury.”  80 FR 65,330. 

In response, EPA infers from the American Thoracic Society’s 

silence  that ATS’s requirement of both decrements and symptoms “is 

not restricted to effects of a particular magnitude nor a requirement 

that individual responses be correlated.”  Id. (emphasis added); see also 

id. (“Similarly, CASAC made no such qualification”).  This position is 

unreasonable on both counts, regardless of whether EPA chooses to 

focus on average or individualized data.  If focused on average data, 

Schelegle’s 6% average decrements fall well short of the 10% minimum 

that EPA requires.  If individual data are controlling, meaning that six 

of the 31 study participants satisfy the 10% threshold, those six 
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individuals are not the same people who reported symptoms.5  EPA’s 

claim that CASAC does not expressly forbid bundling decrements from 

one person with symptoms from another is also inconsistent with the 

requirement of both decrements and symptoms before finding an 

“adverse health effect,” a concept that is necessarily tied to individual 

human bodies.  The effect on individuals is, moreover, precisely the 

reason why EPA prioritizes controlled human-exposure studies over 

less reliable epidemiological evidence.  Mississippi, 744 F.3d at 1343-44; 

73 FR 16,479; 79 FR 75,288. 

Either way, EPA must explain its choice.  It is arbitrary and 

capricious to rely on uncorrelated individual results and a too-low 

average decrement based on ATS’s failure to foreclose this particular 

portmanteau of unpersuasive data. 

Ultimately, the 2009 Schelegle study does not present any new 

information on the effects of ozone.  Additionally, EPA has not offered a 

reasoned explanation for how the study’s predictable findings justify a 

lower NAAQS under the scientific framework the Agency itself 

                                      

5  Additionally, EPA would need to provide a non-arbitrary explanation 

for how this tiny group—six of 31 participants—is compelling evidence 

today, when six of 30 was unconvincing in 2008. 
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endorses.  It is arbitrary and capricious for EPA to dismiss the 

Schelegle study’s limitations in the manner it has. 

CONCLUSION 

EPA’s hastily-crafted ozone NAAQS imposes an unachievable 

standard, divorced from the scientific realities of background ozone.  

The Agency’s only response is to promise a partial accommodation that 

the statute limits in both applicability and degree of relief.  This model 

of rulemaking does not accord with the Clean Air Act, which demands 

that NAAQS be achievable.  To abandon that expectation and instead 

impose standards that would require cessation of human activity across 

large parts of the country is either an abuse of discretion or proof that 

EPA’s construction of the Act does not reflect an intelligible principle.  

This Court should vacate the Rule. 
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40 C.F.R. § 50.14  Treatment of air quality monitoring data influenced 

by exceptional events. 

 

 

(a) Requirements.  
 

(1) A State may request EPA to exclude data showing exceedances or 

violations of the national ambient air quality standard that are directly 

due to an exceptional event from use in determinations by 

demonstrating to EPA's satisfaction that such event caused a specific 

air pollution concentration at a particular air quality monitoring 

location. 

 

(2) Demonstration to justify data exclusion may include any reliable 

and accurate data, but must demonstrate a clear causal relationship 

between the measured exceedance or violation of such standard and the 

event in accordance with paragraph (c)(3)(iv) of this section. 

 

(b) Determinations by EPA.  
 

(1) EPA shall exclude data from use in determinations of exceedances 

and NAAQS violations where a State demonstrates to EPA's 

satisfaction that an exceptional event caused a specific air pollution 

concentration in excess of one or more national ambient air quality 

standards at a particular air quality monitoring location and otherwise 

satisfies the requirements of this section. 

 

(2) EPA shall exclude data from use in determinations of exceedances 

and NAAQS violations where a State demonstrates to EPA's 

satisfaction that emissions from fireworks displays caused a specific air 

pollution concentration in excess of one or more national ambient air 

quality standards at a particular air quality monitoring location and 

otherwise satisfies the requirements of this section. Such data will be 

treated in the same manner as exceptional events under this rule, 

provided a State demonstrates that such use of fireworks is 

significantly integral to traditional national, ethnic, or other cultural 

events including, but not limited to July Fourth celebrations which 

satisfy the requirements of this section. 
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(3) EPA shall exclude data from use in determinations of exceedances 

and NAAQS violations, where a State demonstrates to EPA's 

satisfaction that emissions from prescribed fires caused a specific air 

pollution concentration in excess of one or more national ambient air 

quality standards at a particular air quality monitoring location and 

otherwise satisfies the requirements of this section provided that such 

emissions are from prescribed fires that EPA determines meets the 

definition in § 50.1(j), and provided that the State has certified to EPA 

that it has adopted and is implementing a Smoke Management 

Program or the State has ensured that the burner employed basic 

smoke management practices. If an exceptional event occurs using the 

basic smoke management practices approach, the State must undertake 

a review of its approach to ensure public health is being protected and 

must include consideration of development of a SMP. 

 

(4) [Reserved] 

 

(c) Schedules and Procedures.  
 

(1) Public notification. 

 

(i) All States and, where applicable, their political subdivisions must 

notify the public promptly whenever an event occurs or is reasonably 

anticipated to occur which may result in the exceedance of an applicable 

air quality standard. 

 

(ii) [Reserved] 

 

(2) Flagging of data. 

 

(i) A State shall notify EPA of its intent to exclude one or more 

measured exceedances of an applicable ambient air quality standard as 

being due to an exceptional event by placing a flag in the appropriate 

field for the data record of concern which has been submitted to the 

AQS database. 
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(ii) Flags placed on data in accordance with this section shall be deemed 

informational only, and the data shall not be excluded from 

determinations with respect to exceedances or violations of the national 

ambient air quality standards unless and until, following the State's 

submittal of its demonstration pursuant to paragraph (c)(3) of this 

section and EPA review, EPA notifies the State of its concurrence by 

placing a concurrence flag in the appropriate field for the data record in 

the AQS database. 

 

(iii) Flags placed on data as being due to an exceptional event together 

with an initial description of the event shall be submitted to EPA not 

later than July 1st of the calendar year following the year in which the 

flagged measurement occurred, except as allowed under paragraph 

(c)(2)(iv) or (c)(2)(v) of this section. 

 

(iv) For PM2.5 data collected during calendar years 2004-2006, that the 

State identifies as resulting from an exceptional event, the State must 

notify EPA of the flag and submit an initial description of the event no 

later than October 1, 2007. EPA may grant an extension, if a State 

requests an extension, and permit the State to submit the notification of 

the flag and initial description by no later than December 1, 2007. 

 

(v) For lead (Pb) data collected during calendar years 2006-2008, that 

the State identifies as resulting from an exceptional event, the State 

must notify EPA of the flag and submit an initial description of the 

event no later than July 1, 2009. For Pb data collected during calendar 

year 2009, that the State identifies as resulting from an exceptional 

event, the State must notify EPA of the flag and submit an initial 

description of the event no later than July 1, 2010. For Pb data collected 

during calendar year 2010, that the State identifies as resulting from 

an exceptional event, the State must notify EPA of the flag and submit 

an initial description of the event no later than May 1, 2011. 

 

(vi) When EPA sets a NAAQS for a new pollutant or revises the NAAQS 

for an existing pollutant, it may revise or set a new schedule for 

flagging exceptional event data, providing initial data descriptions and 

providing detailed data documentation in AQS for the initial 

designations of areas for those NAAQS. Table 1 provides the schedule 
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for submission of flags with initial descriptions in AQS and detailed 

documentation. These schedules shall apply for those data which will or 

may influence the initial designation of areas for those NAAQS. EPA 

anticipates revising Table 1 as necessary to accommodate revised data 

submission schedules for new or revised NAAQS. 

 

Table 1—Schedule of Exceptional Event Flagging and Documentation 

Submission for Data To Be Used in Designations Decisions for New or 

Revised NAAQS 

NAAQS 

Pollutant/ 

standard/(level)/ 

promulgation 

date 

Air quality data 

collected for 

calendar year 

Event flagging 

& initial 

description 

deadline 

Detailed 

documentation 

submission 

deadline 

PM2.5/24-Hr 

Standard (35 

µg/m3) 

Promulgated 

October 17, 2006 

2004-2006 
October 1, 

2007 a 
April 15, 2008. a 

Ozone/8-Hr 

Standard (0.075 

ppm) 

Promulgated 

March 12, 2008 

2005-

20072008 2009 

June 18, 

2009 a  

June 18, 

2009 a  

60 days after 

the end of the 

calendar 

quarter in 

which the 

event occurred 

or February 5, 

2010, 

whichever date 

June 18, 2009 a  

June 18, 2009 1  

60 days after the 

end of the 

calendar quarter 

in which the event 

occurred or 

February 5, 2010, 

whichever date 

occurs first.b 
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occurs first b 

NO2/1-Hour 

Standard (80-100 

PPB, final level 

TBD) 

2008 2009 2010 

July 1, 2010 a  

July 1, 2010 a  

April 1, 2011 a 

January 22, 

2011 a  

January 22, 2011 a 

July 1, 2010 a 

SO 2/1-Hour 

Standard (50-100 

PPB, final level 

TBD) 

20082009 2010 

October 1, 

2010 b  

October 1, 

2010 b  

June 1, 2011 b 

June 1, 2011 b  

June 1, 2011 b  

June 1, 2011 b 

 

2011 

60 days after 

the end of the 

calendar 

quarter in 

which the 

event occurred 

or March 31, 

2012, 

whichever date 

occurs first b 

60 days after the 

end of the 

calendar quarter 

in which the event 

occurred or March 

31, 2012, 

whichever date 

occurs first. b 

a These dates are unchanged from those published in the original 

rulemaking, or are being proposed elsewhere and are shown in this 

table for informational purposes—the Agency is not opening these 

dates for comment under this rulemaking. 

b Indicates change from general schedule in 40 CFR 50.14. 
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Note:EPA notes that the table of revised deadlines only applies to data 

EPA will use to establish the final initial designations for new or 

revised NAAQS. The general schedule applies for all other purposes, 

most notably, for data used by EPA for redesignations to attainment. 

 

(3) Submission of demonstrations. 
(i) A State that has flagged data as being due to an exceptional event 

and is requesting exclusion of the affected measurement data shall, 

after notice and opportunity for public comment, submit a 

demonstration to justify data exclusion to EPA not later than the lesser 

of, 3 years following the end of the calendar quarter in which the 

flagged concentration was recorded or, 12 months prior to the date that 

a regulatory decision must be made by EPA. A State must submit the 

public comments it received along with its demonstration to EPA. 

(ii) A State that flags data collected during calendar years 2004-2006, 

pursuant to paragraph (c)(2)(iv) of this section, must adopt the 

procedures and requirements specified in paragraph (c)(3)(i) of this 

section and must include a demonstration to justify the exclusion of the 

data not later than the submittal of the Governor's recommendation 

letter on nonattainment areas. 

(iii) A State that flags Pb data collected during calendar years 2006-

2009, pursuant to paragraph (c)(2)(v) of this section shall, after notice 

and opportunity for public comment, submit to EPA a demonstration to 

justify exclusion of the data not later than October 15, 2010. A State 

that flags Pb data collected during calendar year 2010 shall, after notice 

and opportunity for public comment, submit to EPA a demonstration to 

justify the exclusion of the data not later than May 1, 2011. A state 

must submit the public comments it received along with its 

demonstration to EPA. 

(iv) The demonstration to justify data exclusion shall provide evidence 

that:(A) The event satisfies the criteria set forth in 40 CFR 50.1(j);(B) 

There is a clear causal relationship between the measurement under 

consideration and the event that is claimed to have affected the air 

quality in the area;(C) The event is associated with a measured 

concentration in excess of normal historical fluctuations, including 

background; and(D) There would have been no exceedance or violation 

but for the event. 
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(v) With the submission of the demonstration, the State must document 

that the public comment process was followed. 

[72 FR 13580, Mar. 22, 2007; 72 FR 28612, May 22, 2007; 73 FR 

67051, Nov. 12, 2008; 74 FR 70598, Nov. 21, 2008; 74 FR 23312, May 

19, 2009; 75 FR 6531, Feb. 9, 2010; 75 FR 35592, June 22, 2010] 

 

 

40 C.F.R. § 50.19  Categorical exclusions not subject to the Federal laws 

and authorities cited in § 50.4. 
 

(a) General. The activities and related approvals of policy documents 

listed in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section are not subject to the 

individual compliance requirements of the Federal laws and authorities 

cited in § 50.4, unless otherwise indicated below. These activities and 

approvals of policy documents are also categorically excluded from the 

EA required by NEPA except in extraordinary circumstances (§ 

50.20(b)). HUD approval or implementation of these categories of 

activities and policy documents does not require environmental review, 

because they do not alter physical conditions in a manner or to an 

extent that would require review under NEPA or the other laws and 

authorities cited at § 50.4. 

 

(b) Activities.  
(1) Environmental and other studies, resource identification and the 

development of plans and strategies. 

(2) Information and financial advisory services. 

(3) Administrative and management expenses. 

(4) Public services that will not have a physical impact or result in any 

physical changes, including but not limited to services concerned with 

employment, crime prevention, child care, health, drug abuse, 

education, counseling, energy conservation and welfare or recreational 

needs. 

(5) Inspections and testing of properties for hazards or defects. 

(6) Purchase of insurance. 

(7) Purchase of tools. 
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(8) Engineering or design costs. 

(9) Technical assistance and training. 

(10) Assistance for temporary or permanent improvements that do not 

alter environmental conditions and are limited to protection, repair or 

restoration activities necessary only to control or arrest the effects from 

disasters or imminent threats to public safety including those resulting 

from physical deterioration. 

(11) Tenant-based rental assistance. 

(12) Supportive services including, but not limited to, health care, 

housing services, permanent housing placement, day care, nutritional 

services, short-term payments for rent/mortgage/utility costs, and 

assistance in gaining access to local, State, and Federal government 

benefits and services. 

(13) Operating costs including maintenance, security, operation, 

utilities, furnishings, equipment, supplies, staff training and 

recruitment and other incidental costs; however, in the case of 

equipment, compliance with § 50.4(b)(1) is required. 

(14) Economic development activities, including but not limited to, 

equipment purchase, inventory financing, interest subsidy, operating 

expenses and similar costs not associated with construction or physical 

expansion of existing facilities; however, in the case of equipment 

purchase, compliance with § 50.4(b)(1) is required. 

(15) Activities to assist homebuyers to purchase existing dwelling units 

or dwelling units under construction, including closing costs and 

downpayment assistance, interest buydowns, and similar activities that 

result in the transfer of title. 

(16) Housing pre-development costs including legal, consulting, 

developer and other costs related to site options, project financing, 

administrative costs and fees for loan commitments, zoning approvals, 

and other related activities which do not have a physical impact. 

(17) HUD's insurance of one-to-four family mortgages under the Direct 

Endorsement program, the insurance of one-to-four family mortgages 

under the Lender Insurance program, and HUD's guarantee of loans for 

one-to-four family dwellings under the Direct Guarantee procedure for 

the Indian Housing loan guarantee program, without any HUD review 

or approval before the completion of construction or rehabilitation and 

the loan closing; and HUD's acceptance for insurance of loans insured 
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under Title I of the National Housing Act; however, compliance with §§ 

50.4(b)(1) and (c)(1) and 24 CFR 51.303(a)(3) is required. 

(18) HUD's endorsement of one-to-four family mortgage insurance for 

proposed construction under Improved Area processing; however, the 

Appraiser/Review Appraiser Checksheet (Form HUD-54891) must be 

completed. 

(19) Activities of the Government National Mortgage Association under 

Title III of the National Housing Act (12 U.S.C. 1716 et seq.). 
(20) Activities under the Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure Act (15 

U.S.C. 1701 et seq.).(21) Refinancing of HUD-insured mortgages that 

will not allow new construction or rehabilitation, nor result in any 

physical impacts or changes except for routine maintenance; however, 

compliance with § 50.4(b)(1) is required. 

(22) Approval of the sale of a HUD-held mortgage. 

(23) Approval of the foreclosure sale of a property with a HUD-held 

mortgage; however, appropriate restrictions will be imposed to protect 

historic properties. 

(24) HUD guarantees under the Loan Guarantee Recovery Fund 

Program (24 CFR part 573) of loans that refinance existing loans and 

mortgages, where any new construction or rehabilitation financed by 

the existing loan or mortgage has been completed prior to the filing of 

an application under the program, and the refinancing will not allow 

further construction or rehabilitation, nor result in any physical 

impacts or changes except for routine maintenance; however, 

compliance with §§ 50.4 (b)(1) and (c)(1) and 51.303(a) is required. 

 

(c) Approval of policy documents.  
(1) Approval of rules and notices proposed for publication in the Federal 

Register or other policy documents that do not:(i) Direct, provide for 

assistance or loan and mortgage insurance for, or otherwise govern or 

regulate, real property acquisition, disposition, leasing (other than 

tenant-based rental assistance), rehabilitation, alteration, demolition, 

or new construction; or (ii) Establish, revise, or provide for standards for 

construction or construction materials, manufactured housing, or 

occupancy. 

(2) Approval of policy documents that amend an existing document 

where the existing document as a whole would not fall within an 

exclusion in this paragraph (c) but the amendment by itself would do so; 
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(3) Approval of policy documents that set out fair housing or 

nondiscrimination standards or enforcement procedures or provide for 

assistance in promoting or enforcing fair housing or nondiscrimination; 

(4) Approval of handbooks, notices and other documents that provide 

operating instructions and procedures in connection with activities 

under a Federal Register document that has previously been subject to 

a required environmental review. 

(5) Approval of a Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) that provides 

funding under, and does not alter any environmental requirements of, a 

regulation or program guideline that was previously published in 

the Federal Register, provided that(i) The NOFA specifically refers to 

the environmental review provisions of the regulation or guideline; or(ii) 

The regulation or guideline contains no environmental review 

provisions because it concerns only activities listed in paragraph (b) of 

this section. 

(6) Statutorily required and/or discretionary establishment and review 

of interest rates, loan limits, building cost limits, prototype costs, fair 

market rent schedules, HUD-determined prevailing wage rates, income 

limits and exclusions with regard to eligibility for or calculation of HUD 

housing assistance or rental assistance, and similar rate and cost 

determinations and related external administrative or fiscal 

requirements or procedures which do not constitute a development 

decision that affects the physical condition of specific project areas or 

building sites. 

[61 FR 50916, Sept. 27, 1996, as amended at 62 FR 15802, Apr. 2, 

1997; 63 FR 48990, Sept. 11, 1998; 68 FR 56127, Sept. 29, 2003] 
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State of Arkansas 
State of Delaware 
State of Florida  
State of Georgia 
State of Kansas 
State of Louisiana 
State of Mississippi 
State of Missouri 
State of Ohio 
State of Oklahoma 
State of South Carolina 
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State of South Dakota 
State of Tennessee 
State of Texas 
State of West Virginia 
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality 
Texas Oil and Gas Association 
Union Electric Company d/b/a Ameren Missouri 
Utility Air Regulatory Group 
 
Respondent 
Gina McCarthy, Administrator, United States Environmental Protection Agency 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 
 
Intervenors for Respondent 
Citizens for Environmental Justice 
Environmental Integrity Project 
Natural Resources Defense Council 
People Against Neighborhood Industrial Contamination 
Sierra Club 
 

(B)  Rulings Under Review 

All of the petitions for review challenge EPA’s final rule entitled “State 

Implementation Plans: Responses to Petitions for Rulemaking, Restatement and 

Update of EPA’s SSM Policy Applicable to SIPs; Findings of Substantial Inadequacy; 

and SIP Calls To Amend Provisions Applying to Excess Emissions During Periods of 

Startup, Shutdown and Malfunction; Final Rule,” 80 Fed. Reg.  33840 (June 12, 2015). 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

State Petitioners1 seek review of a final rule promulgated by the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) entitled “State Implementation Plans: 

Response to Petition for Rulemaking; Restatement and Update of EPA’s SSM Policy 

Applicable to SIPs; Findings of Substantial Inadequacy; and SIP Calls To Amend 

Provisions Applying to Excess Emissions During Periods of Startup, Shutdown, and 

Malfunction; Final Rule,” 80 Fed. Reg. 33,840 (June 12, 2015) (the SIP Calls), Joint 

Appendix (JA), __. Petitions for review were timely filed under section 307(b)(1) of 

the Clean Air Act (CAA or Act), which provides this Court jurisdiction to review final 

EPA actions. 

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES  

1. Whether EPA may satisfy CAA § 110(k)(5)’s requirement to “find[]” that 

SIPs are “substantially inadequate” and call States’ SIPs solely on the basis of an 

asserted mismatch between the SIPs and CAA legal requirements, without making 

factual findings supporting its determination that any inadequacies are substantial. 

2. Whether, assuming EPA’s interpretation of its SIP call authority was 

permissible, EPA properly called SIPs because they contain what EPA terms 

                                           
1 State of Florida, State of Alabama, State of Arizona, State of Arkansas, State 

of Delaware, State of Georgia, State of Kansas, State of Louisiana, State of 
Mississippi, State of Missouri, State of Ohio, State of Oklahoma, State of South 
Carolina, State of South Dakota, State of West Virginia, Commonwealth of Kentucky, 
North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources, State of Texas, 
and State of Tennessee. 
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“automatic exemptions,” “director’s discretion provisions,” and “affirmative 

defenses” for emissions during SSM periods. 

3. Whether, to the extent applicable, EPA may call SIPs for reasons that it 

did not find constitute substantial inadequacies. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Clean Air Act (the Act) establishes a system of cooperative federalism to 

reduce air pollution in the United States. In that system, EPA and the States occupy 

distinct and complementary roles. EPA creates National Ambient Air Quality 

Standards (NAAQS) setting the maximum ambient-air concentration for certain air 

pollutants that will not jeopardize public health or welfare. The States may provide 

input, but the decision lies with EPA. States are responsible for determining the best 

approach to achieve the NAAQS through state implementation plans (SIPs). If the 

SIP meets the requirements of the Act, EPA must approve the SIP. EPA has no 

authority to substitute its policy preferences about the best means to reduce air 

pollution. This system has been in place since Congress passed the Act in 1970. 

Once EPA approves a SIP, it cannot require a State to revise that SIP just 

because EPPA interprets some aspect of the SIP as technically inconsistent. Instead, 

section 110(k)(5) of the Act requires EPA to “find[] that [the SIP] is substantially 

inadequate.” Only upon making such a finding can the EPA require a State to revise 

the SIP. This procedure is called a SIP call.  
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This case involves EPA’s decision to call SIPs in 35 States and the District of 

Columbia (for provisions applicable in 45 statewide and local jurisdictions) because of 

how those SIPs treated periods of startup, shutdown, and malfunction (SSM). The 

SIP Calls do not purport to improve air quality. EPA made no findings at all about 

the air-quality effects of the States’ SSM regulations in general, much less State-

specific findings about the specific provisions that EPA has identified as substantially 

inadequate. Instead, EPA asserted that certain CAA requirements are “fundamental,” 

such that any SIP provision that failed to satisfy them was substantially inadequate. In 

the absence of any factual finding of substantial inadequacy, however, EPA’s SIP 

Calls do not comply with the Act. And even had it correctly construed its SIP call 

authority, EPA’s superficial analysis of SIP provisions classified SIPs as substantially 

inadequate when, under EPA’s own reading of the Act, they plainly are not. These 

failures require the SIP Call to be vacated. 

STATUTES AND REGULATIONS 

Pertinent statutes, regulations, and SIP provisions are set forth in the separately 

filed Statutory and Regulatory Addendum. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

I. THE SIP PROGRAM OF THE CLEAN AIR ACT 

Under section 109 of the Act, EPA establishes primary and secondary NAAQS 

to protect human health and welfare. These air quality standards set maximum 

concentrations for the pollutants in the ambient air, e.g. 40 C.F.R. § 50.12 (1.5 µg/m3 
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for lead); they do not themselves set limitations on how much or how fast a source 

can emit a particular pollutant. In setting the NAAQS, EPA is to determine, based on 

available scientific information, the maximum concentration of the pollutant in the 

ambient air “requisite” to protect public health and welfare, CAA § 109(b)—that is, 

the standards must provide limits that are “sufficient, but not more than necessary,” 

with an adequate margin of safety to achieve those goals. Whitman v. Am. Trucking 

Ass’n, 531 U.S. 457, 473 (2001).  

EPA is not, however, primarily responsible for attaining the NAAQS. The Act 

is an exercise in cooperative federalism. EPA “identifies the end to be achieved” by 

establishing the NAAQS, and States “choose the particular means for realizing that 

end” through their SIPs. Virginia v. EPA, 108 F.3d 1397, 1408 (D.C. Cir. 1997) . 

Thus, States, not EPA, have the “primary responsibility for assuring air quality” 

through a “state implementation plan” (or SIP), through which a State “specif[ies] the 

manner in which national primary and secondary ambient air quality standards will be 

achieved and maintained.” CAA § 107(a).  

Section 110 of the Clean Air Act sets requirements for SIPs. Two provisions 

are particularly relevant here. First, a SIP must contain “enforceable emission 

limitations and other control measures, means, or techniques . . . as may be necessary 

or appropriate to meet the applicable requirements of this chapter.” CAA 

§ 110(a)(2)(A). The Act provides States with broad discretion to regulate through 

“emission limitations” and “other control measures” that the State deems “necessary 
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or appropriate.”  Id. That discretion is apparent in the definition of “emission 

limitation”: any “requirement” that “limits the quantity, rate, or concentration of 

emissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis.” Id. § 302(k). The definition 

includes “any requirement relating to the operation or maintenance of a source to 

assure continuous emission reduction, and any design, equipment, work practice or 

operational standard promulgated under this chapter.” Id. Separately, a SIP must 

contain a “program to provide for the enforcement” of various requirements, 

including emission limitations. CAA § 110(a)(2)(C).2 Thus, the Act gives States 

discretion over how to design emission limitations and other control measures to 

attain the NAAQS and how those limitations should be enforced. 

If the SIP meets CAA requirements, EPA “shall approve” the plan. CAA 

§ 110(k)(3). In other words, if the SIP meets CAA requirements, the Act gives EPA 

“no authority to question the wisdom of a State’s choices of emission limitations.” 

Train v. NRDC, 421 U.S. 60, 79 (1975); see also Virginia, 108 F.3d at 1410 (“Congress 

did not give EPA authority to choose the control measures or mix of measures states 

would put in their implementation plans.”). Once a SIP is approved, the Act also 

significantly limits EPA’s authority to require a State to change it. Under the SIP call 

authority at issue here, only if EPA “finds on the basis of information available to the 

                                           
2 This obligation is independent of the obligation to ensure that the State has 

sufficient resources to carry out the SIP. Id. § 110(a)(2)(E). 
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Administrator” that the SIP is not just inadequate, but “substantially” so, must a State 

revise its SIP. CAA §§ 110(a)(2)(H)(ii), 110(k)(5). 

II. REGULATION OF SSM PERIODS 

Since States first submitted SIPs in the 1970s, they have recognized that 

emissions controls may not work as well when sources are starting up, shutting down, 

or malfunctioning. EPA, too, has “recognize[d]” both that “even the best available 

emissions control systems may not be consistently effective during startup and shut-

down periods” and “even equipment that is properly designed and maintained can 

sometimes fail.” 1999 Memo 2, 3, JA __. Therefore, SIPs have “often included” 

special provisions for operation during SSM periods, relating both to what the 

limitations are during those periods, and also how enforcement should take place. 78 

Fed. Reg. 12,460, 12,464 (Feb. 22, 2013), JA __. The widespread nature of such 

provisions is best illustrated by the fact that the SIP Calls require revisions to SSM 

rules in 35 States and the District of Columbia. 80 Fed. Reg. at 33,847. 

EPA first suggested its preferred approach to “excess emissions,” defined as 

any time an SSM period resulted in “an air emission rate which exceeds any applicable 

emission limitation,” in SIPs in 1982. 1982 Memo 3, JA __. Although EPA 

determined that excess emissions should be treated as violations, it recognized that in 

some cases, excess emissions would result from unavoidable malfunctions. Id. Rather 

than offer an “automatic exemption where a malfunction is alleged by a source,” EPA 

advised States to use enforcement discretion. Id. Under EPA’s preferred approach, the 
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State could “require the source to demonstrate to the appropriate State agency that 

the excess emissions, though constituting a violation, were due to an unavoidable 

malfunction.” Id. For periods of startup and shutdown, EPA believed no enforcement 

discretion was appropriate, because sources should be able to plan for such events. Id. 

at 4, JA __. The next year, EPA reversed course on start-up and shut-down periods, 

recognizing that sometimes “careful and prudent planning and design will not totally 

eliminate infrequent[,] short periods of excesses during startup and shutdown.” 1983 

Memo 1-2, JA __. Although the 1982 and 1983 Memos both addressed States’ 

treatment of emissions that exceeded applicable limitations, EPA did not purport to 

limit States’ authority to determine that certain emission limitations would not apply 

during SSM periods. 

In 1999, EPA again revised its SSM policy to reduce the possibility that SSM 

emissions could cause sources with unavoidable SSM emissions to be subject to 

monetary penalties.3 For both malfunctions and startup and shutdown, EPA advised 

States that they could create affirmative defenses to monetary penalties subject to 

certain criteria 1999 Memo Attachment 3-5, JA __. These defenses, if satisfied, would 

allow sources to avoid monetary penalties in citizen suits, but they would be subject to 

injunctions for violating the applicable emissions standard. EPA later clarified that the 

                                           
3 This issue arose following the 1990 CAA amendments, which allowed citizen 

suits to seek monetary penalties for the first time. See NRDC v. EPA, 749 F.3d 1055, 
1062 (D.C. Cir. 2014).  
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1999 Memo applied only to future SIP revisions and “was not intended to affect 

existing permit terms or conditions.” 2001 Memo 2, JA __. 

III. THE SIP CALL 

The SIP Calls arise out of a 2011 EPA settlement with Sierra Club. Under the 

consent decree, EPA was required to respond to the organization’s petition 

concerning SIP provisions addressing SSM periods. The petition asked EPA to call 

SIPs from 38 States and the District of Columbia because, among other reasons, they 

automatically exempted emissions during SSM periods, they gave the director of the 

State air pollution control agency discretion to provide exemptions from applicable 

emission limitations, or they provided affirmative defenses to an alleged violation. 78 

Fed. Reg. 12,460, 12,464 (Feb. 22, 2013), JA __. EPA agreed with Sierra Club that 

automatic exemptions from emission limitations during SSM periods violate the 

requirement that a SIP contain continuous emission limitations under sections 

110(a)(2)(A) and 302(k) of the Act, that director’s discretion provisions violate the 

prohibition on modifying SIPs without EPA approval, and reversing its previous 

position,4 that affirmative defenses improperly infringe on the courts’ jurisdiction to 

impose monetary penalties for violations in citizen suits. 80 Fed. Reg. at 33-889-924, 

JA __. EPA concluded that each type of provision failed “fundamental legal 
                                           

4 EPA initially proposed to deny the Petition as to affirmative defenses to 
monetary penalties. 78 Fed. Reg. at 12,469. EPA reversed course after this Court 
disapproved such an affirmative defense in an EPA-created technology-based 
emission standard for certain hazardous air pollutants in NRDC v. EPA, 749 F.3d 
1055 (D.C. Cir. 2014). See infra p. 35. 
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requirements” of the Act, rendering a SIP “substantially inadequate,” as required for a 

SIP call. In the SIP Calls, EPA required States to revise SIPs that, in its judgment, 

might be construed as containing automatic exemptions, directors’ discretion 

provisions, or affirmative defenses, and also identified other issues as to which EPA 

had not made a substantial-inadequacy finding.5 Altogether, EPA called SIPs in 35 

States and the District of Columbia (with provisions applicable in 45 statewide and 

local jurisdictions). 80 Fed. Reg. at 33,846, JA __. Nineteen State Petitioners, along 

with other petitioners, timely sought review. 

 SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT  

In the SIP Call, EPA did not set out to address threats to air quality. The only 

basis EPA identified for the calls was the SIPs’ alleged failure to meet certain legal 

requirements of the CAA as EPA now interprets it. But the SIP call process is not 

designed to address any and all perceived shortcomings. Contrary to the plain 

language of CAA § 110(k)(5), EPA has made no “find[ings]” that support its 

conclusion that these claimed inadequacies are “substantial.” This problem is 

exemplified by EPA’s decision to call SIPs containing affirmative defenses to 

monetary penalties, which went from EPA’s preferred approach to addressing SSM 

emissions to a substantial inadequacy requiring a SIP call—not because EPA’s 

assessment of the effects of those provisions changed, but because its view of the law 
                                           

5 EPA also revised its SSM policy, though it did not determine that aspects of 
the policy other than those just discussed constituted substantial inadequacies. See 80 
Fed. Reg. at 33,927-29, 33,976-82, JA __. 
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did. Still more troubling, EPA interprets its SIP call authority to extend not just to 

such alleged technical inadequacies, but to potential ones. By reading the requirement 

to find a substantial inadequacy out of the Act, EPA significantly undermines 

Congress’s cooperative federalism design. 

Setting aside EPA’s disregard of section 110(k)(5)’s plain text, EPA’s decision 

to call various SIPs based on its conclusion that they contain improper automatic 

exemptions, director’s discretion provisions, and affirmative defenses rests on a 

combination of impermissible interpretations of both the Act and SIP provisions. 

These errors fall into four categories. First, EPA refused to consider simultaneously 

operating general-duty requirements that limit emissions during SSM periods just 

because they were not cross-referenced in the SSM provisions EPA deemed 

inadequate. Second, EPA incorrectly applied its definition of emission limitation to 

determine that certain SSM provisions did not limit emissions, even though, on their 

face, those provisions require sources to limit emissions at all times, including SSM 

periods, to avoid a violation. Third, among other errors, EPA incorrectly interpreted 

provisions that guide State air agencies’ exercise of their enforcement discretion to 

preclude EPA and citizen enforcement, notwithstanding those States’ comments 

pointing out the incorrect interpretation. Fourth, EPA erred by asserting that the Act 

does not permit affirmative defenses, either to violations or just to monetary penalties. 

In doing so, it impermissibly relied on this Court’s decision in NRDC v. EPA, 749 

F.3d 1055 (D.C. Cir. 2014), to conclude that the Act prevents States from including 
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affirmative defenses to monetary penalties in their SIPs, notwithstanding that the Act 

specifically gives States the authority to design an enforcement regime for their SIPs, 

that NRDC explicitly does not address affirmative defenses in SIPs, and that the Fifth 

Circuit previously specifically approved the affirmative defenses that EPA now claims 

are impermissible.  

Finally, it is unclear whether EPA also purports to call SIPs based on factors 

beyond those issues that it has determined to constitute substantial inadequacies. To 

the extent those issues are the basis for the SIP Call, EPA’s action is improper. 

 For these reasons, the SIP Call should be vacated. 

STANDING 

State Petitioners have standing as States or State agencies required to revise 

SIPs to comply with EPA’s SIP Call. West Virginia v. EPA, 362 F.3d 861, 868 (D.C. 

Cir. 2004). 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

Final agency actions under the Clean Air Act must be vacated when “arbitrary, 

capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.” CAA 

§ 307(d)(9)(A); Sierra Club v. EPA, 551 F.3d 1019, 1027 (D.C. Cir. 2008). When 

considering EPA’s action under the CAA, courts must first determine de novo whether 

“the intent of Congress is clear” by “employing traditional tools of statutory 

construction.” Nat’l Ass’n of Clean Air Agencies v. EPA, 489 F.3d 1221, 1228 (D.C. Cir. 

2007). If so, EPA is accorded no deference, because “the court, as well as the agency 
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must give effect to the unambiguously expressed intent of Congress.” Id. Only when 

the statute does not resolve an issue will the Court defer to EPA, provided that the 

agency’s interpretation is reasonable. Id. 

ARGUMENT 

I. EPA HAS NOT PROPERLY FOUND THAT ANY SIP IS SUBSTANTIALLY 
INADEQUATE.  

EPA’s most fundamental error was failing to comply with the Act’s 

requirement to “find[]” that a SIP is “substantially inadequate to attain or maintain the 

relevant national ambient air quality standard . . . or to otherwise comply with any 

requirement of” the Act before calling a SIP. CAA § 110(k)(5). Specifically, EPA erred 

by determining that the standard is satisfied whenever EPA interprets any SIP 

provision as not complying with a legal requirement, regardless of the effects or 

magnitude of the inadequacy. Congress’s requirement of a “find[ing] on the basis of 

information available to the administrator,” id. § 110(a)(2)(H)(ii), contemplates that a 

SIP call will be based on facts, not speculation. Beyond that, EPA extends its 

authority to call SIPs to provisions that may not even be “inadequate . . . to comply” 

with CAA requirements, determining that ambiguous provisions, or even provisions it 

misread, can justify a SIP call. EPA’s misinterpretation of its SIP call authority alone 

requires vacatur and remand for EPA to apply the correct legal standard. Cty. of L.A. 

v. Shalala, 192 F.3d 1005, 1011 (D.C. Cir. 1999).  
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1. EPA’s first error was to ignore the required factual finding of substantial 

inadequacy. To be subject to a call, a SIP must not only be “inadequate” to meet the 

NAAQS or comply with a CAA requirement; it must be “substantially” so—that is, 

“[c]onsiderable in importance, value, degree, amount, or extent.” Am. Heritage 

Dictionary of the English Language 1284 (1981). Although Congress did not precisely 

define the point at which an inadequacy becomes substantial, it did tell EPA that the 

substantial-inadequacy determination must result from a “find[ing] on the basis of 

information available to the Administrator.” CAA § 110(a)(2)(H)(ii); see also id. 

§ 110(k)(5). By requiring that EPA find substantial inadequacy, Congress directed 

EPA to review evidence and make a factual determination to justify its SIP call. Black’s 

Law Dictionary 707 (9th ed. 2009) (defining “find” as “[t]o determine a fact in dispute 

by verdict or decision”); cf. Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 

463 U.S. 29, 43-44 (1983) (administrative finding needed to be based on “substantial 

evidence”); Appalachian Power Co. v. EPA, 251 F.3d 1026, 1034 (D.C. Cir. 2001) 

(“failure to examine the relevant data” rendered EPA rulemaking arbitrary). 

Moreover, Congress gave EPA the tools to require “[a]ny State” to submit “any . . . 

information” that EPA requires to assess the “need for revision” of any SIP. CAA § 

110(p).  

Comparing the SIP call standard to other standards of review in section 110 

reinforces this interpretation. When a SIP is submitted for approval in the first 

instance, EPA must approve it only “if it meets all of the applicable requirements” of 
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the CAA. Id. § 110(k)(3). Similarly, when a State submits a new SIP revision, EPA 

must disapprove it if it “would interfere with any applicable requirement” of the CAA. 

Id. § 110(l). By their plain text, these are not substantial-compliance standards. They 

are absolute-compliance standards; EPA must approve a SIP or SIP revision only if it 

meets all applicable CAA requirements. Thus, although a SIP may be inadequate 

based solely on a mismatch between a legal requirement of the Act and the text of the 

SIP—and therefore not approvable in the first instance under sections 110(k)(3) or 

110(l)—determining whether it is substantially so involves a factual question, not just 

a legal one. Rather than respecting the differences between these standards, EPA 

collapses them, contending that it may call SIPs “whenever the Agency later 

determines [revision] to be necessary to meet CAA requirements.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 

33,937. In so doing, EPA alters the cooperative federalism balance that Congress 

designed. 

Instead of the factual inquiry the Act demands, EPA created a category of 

“fundamental legal requirements” that must be satisfied absolutely to avoid a SIP call. 

EPA does not explain what separates fundamental requirements that create 

substantial inadequacies from those non-fundamental ones that do not. Congress 

found all of the Act’s requirements important enough to put in the Act and required 

EPA to ensure that all new plans and revisions satisfy them all. CAA §§ 110(k)(3), 

110(l). More significantly, EPA’s argument that some requirements are fundamental 

implicitly concedes that facts about the practical effects of an inadequacy are the only 
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way to determine if that inadequacy is substantial. EPA justifies this new category 

based heavily on factual scenarios that could result if these “fundamental legal 

requirements” are not met. But rather than find those facts, as required, EPA 

speculated about what those facts might be. It hypothesized that the target SIP 

provisions would undermine “attainment and maintenance of the NAAQS, protection 

of PSD increments[,] and improvement of visibility,” 80 Fed. Reg. at 33,927, 33,929, 

JA __, or allow “potentially dramatic adverse impacts inconsistent with the objectives 

of the CAA,” 80 Fed. Reg. 33928, JA __.  

Notably, EPA did not cite a single instance in which any State’s SSM provisions 

prevented attainment of the NAAQS, PSD increments, or improved visibility, or 

caused any other “potentially dramatic” adverse impacts in the SIP Calls. Nor did it 

cite any predictive studies or models demonstrating that its conclusion rested on 

anything other than conjecture. This is significant, because SSM rules, by their nature, 

apply to very limited periods of operation, leading one to expect their impact would 

be minimal. EPA, of course, knows how to compile a factual record supporting its 

administrative actions, and it has done so in previous SIP calls.6 Because EPA’s 

determination rests only on speculation, it cannot constitute a finding. See Virginia, 

                                           
6 See, e.g., 76 Fed. Reg. 41424-01 (July 14, 2011) (SIP call in light of NAAQS 

exceedances); 76 Fed. Reg. 763-01 (Jan. 6, 2011) (proposed SIP call based on 
modeling); 71 Fed. Reg. 19432-01 (Apr. 14, 2006) (SIP call in light of NAAQS 
exceedances); 58 Fed. Reg. 41430-01 (Aug. 4, 1993) (SIP call based on predictive 
modeling anticipating NAAQS exceedances); 53 Fed. Reg. 34500-01 (Sept. 7, 1988) 
(SIP call in light of NAAQS exceedances). 
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108 F.3d at 1415 (noting that a finding of substantial inadequacy could not be made 

“[i]n the absence of applicable modeling,” and vacating a SIP call on that basis).  

As important as the facts that EPA did not find is the “information available” 

that EPA simply ignored. See § 110(a)(2)(H)(ii). EPA requires States to submit 

ambient air quality data to EPA quarterly, pursuant to monitoring plans it approves. 

CAA § 110(a)(2)(B); 40 C.F.R. §§ 51.15, 58.16. In addition, SIPs require stationary 

sources to continuously monitor emissions, with annual reports to EPA. 40 C.F.R. 

§§ 51.15, 51.211, 51.214, 51.321. Further, States must demonstrate that submitted 

SIPs will result in attainment of the NAAQS, which includes consideration of actual 

source emissions, applicable emission limitations, and any applicable exemptions or 

alternative limitations. Id. §§ 51.15, 51.112. Had EPA considered this information, it is 

hard to imagine that EPA would have found States’ SSM provisions substantially 

inadequate across the board, or even State by State. For example, Georgia reported to 

EPA that in 2012, two-thirds of Georgia sources had no emissions exceeding 

numerical standards, and the average duration of excess emissions during SSM 

Periods for those that did was just six hours per reporting period. Ga. Comment 2, JA 

__. South Dakota indicated it fully attains all NAAQS. S.D. Comment 3, JA __. 

Delaware pointed out that its provision allowing the State to set specific rules for 

startup and shutdown periods has not caused excess emissions that contribute to its 

ozone nonattainment problem. Del. Comment 3, JA __. Similarly, Arizona’s 

affirmative defense provision, which applies only if the emissions do not cause a 
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NAAQS violation and good design and maintenance procedures are followed, had 

never been invoked since it was created in 2001. Ariz. Comment 1-2, JA __.  

EPA’s failure to point to any facts concerning adverse effects of the States’ 

SSM provisions is particularly striking in light of the long and widespread experience 

with the SSM rules EPA has called. Many SIP provisions EPA now considers 

substantially inadequate have existed for decades. E.g., Fla. Comment 4, JA __  

(Florida’s SSM provision first approved in 1982); S.D. Comment 3, JA __ (South 

Dakota’s provision first approved in 1975); 54 Fed. Reg. 19,169-01 (May 4, 1989) 

(approving Kentucky’s provision in 1989). If, in fact, any of the dozens of SIPs EPA 

called were substantially inadequate, one would expect that EPA could marshal some 

evidence as to the provisions’ real-world detrimental effects. Instead, EPA did the 

opposite, acknowledging that States may permissibly respond to the SIP Call by 

loosening emission limitations on sources to ensure that increased emissions during 

SSM periods do not result in violations, paradoxically allowing for more air pollution, 

not less. 80 Fed. Reg. at 33,955, JA __.   

EPA’s reversal on affirmative defenses perfectly illustrates the irrelevance of 

factual findings to the SIP Call. In its 1999 Memo, EPA recommended that States 

address SSM events by giving affirmative defenses to monetary penalties when 

sources could show that it was impossible to avoid excess emissions and satisfy other 

conditions. 1999 Memo Attachment 3-6, JA __. The February 2013 NPRM continued 

to authorize “appropriately drawn” affirmative defenses, albeit with several new 
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restrictions, 78 Fed. Reg. 12,469-70, 12,478-79, JA __, and one month later, the Fifth 

Circuit approved EPA’s longstanding view, holding that the CAA authorizes States to 

include affirmative defenses. See Luminant Generation Co. v. EPA, 714 F.3d 841 (5th 

Cir. 2013); accord 79 Fed. Reg. 55,920, 55,945 (Sept. 17, 2014), JA __.  

EPA abruptly shifted course in its September 2014 supplemental notice, 

concluding that all affirmative defenses constitute substantial inadequacies. 79 Fed. 

Reg. at 55,929-30, JA __. What changed during this one-and-a-half-year period? 

Nothing, except this Court’s decision in NRDC v. EPA, 749 F.3d 1055 (D.C. Cir. 

2014), that EPA was not authorized to create affirmative defenses in its hazardous air 

pollutant standards. 79 Fed. Reg. at 55,929-30, 55,935, 55,945, JA __. But NRDC did 

not address state authority to include affirmative defenses to monetary penalties in 

SIPs under CAA § 110. See infra pp. 35-37. Regardless, EPA has identified no facts 

that would support “find[ing]” such an inadequacy “substantial,” contrary to EPA’s 

prior conclusion that Texas’s SIP was appropriately drawn to balance air-quality 

protection with the reality of SSM periods. Just as before, Texas’s affirmative defense 

applies only during unplanned and unavoidable “upset” periods, provided that such 

emissions do not “cause or contribute to an exceedance of the NAAQS, PSD 

increments, or a condition of air pollution.” Luminant, 714 F.3d at 854 (quoting Tex. 

Admin. Code § 101.222(c)(9)).7 

                                           
7 Luminant and Texas’s affirmative defense provision are discussed in greater 

detail in the Texas Petitioner’s brief. 
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2. EPA’s interpretation of its SIP call authority does not stop at actual but 

trivial inadequacy to meet CAA legal requirements. EPA claims authority to issue a 

SIP call based on the mere potential for an inadequacy—in other words, EPA believes 

it may issue SIP calls “to address ambiguous SIP provisions that could be read by a 

court in a way that would violate the requirements of the CAA.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 

33,926, JA __ (emphasis added). If a SIP might or might not contain a provision that 

is inadequate to comply with the CAA, then EPA has not shown that the SIP is 

inadequate, much less substantially so. But see US Magnesium, LLC v. EPA, 690 F.3d 

1157, 1167-68 (10th Cir. 2012) (allowing EPA to call Utah’s SIP in light of “potential 

conflicts” between the SIP and CAA requirements). Still more ambitiously, EPA 

suggests that the fact that it overlooked applicable limitations during its review of the 

called SIPs justifies a call. Faced with arguments that it failed to take into account 

provisions that applied simultaneously with SIP-specific provisions, EPA responded, 

“If the EPA was unable to ascertain, what, if anything, applied,” then “regulated 

entities, members of and [sic] the public, and the courts will have the same problem.” 

80 Fed. Reg. at 33,943, JA __.  

By transforming a standard that would protect any SIP that was not 

“substantially inadequate” into one that does not require even a genuine inconsistency 

with the Act, EPA makes the SIP call standard even lower than the standard for its 

initial review under section 110(k)(3). The CAA’s text makes it clear that Congress did 

not intend such a result. 
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EPA’s interpretation of its SIP call authority to force States to rewrite their 

SIPs on such a thin basis is particularly puzzling in light of its rejection of Sierra 

Club’s request that EPA not rely on State interpretive letters in the rulemaking 

process to clarify ambiguous provisions. 80 Fed. Reg. at 33,885, JA __. EPA 

recognized that “reliance on interpretive letters to address concerns about perceived 

ambiguity can often be the most efficient and timely way to resolve concerns about 

the correct meaning of regulatory provisions.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 33,885, JA __; see also 

Fla. Power & Light Co. v. Costle, 650 F.2d 579, 588 (5th Cir. 1981) (EPA “should defer 

to the state’s interpretation of the terms of its air pollution control plan when said 

interpretation is consistent with the Clean Air Act”). The alternative, as EPA 

recognizes, is to require States to “reinitiate a complete administrative process merely 

to resolve perceived ambiguity in a provision in a SIP submission.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 

33,885.  

Relying on interpretive letters is particularly important in the SIP context, 

because the Act does not “specify that air agencies must use specific regulatory 

terminology, phraseology, or format” in SIP provisions. Id. But in pronouncing SIP 

provisions substantially inadequate, EPA rejected States’ explanations of state law and 

how their SIPs worked, often focusing on word choice. See, e.g., 78 Fed. Reg. at 12,503 

(asserting that Fla. Admin. Code § 62-210.700(1) is an exemption, not a limitation, 

and focusing on the phrase “shall be permitted”). EPA’s decision to call SIPs in the 

face of States’ reasonable resolution of any EPA-perceived ambiguities is not the 
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cooperation that Congress envisioned. By extending its SIP call authority to reach 

provisions that it views as ambiguous or difficult to read, EPA substitutes its desire 

that States rewrite provisions that are at most potentially inadequate for Congress’s 

clear instruction that a SIP call requires not just actual, but substantial inadequacy. 

3. In requiring EPA to meet a higher standard before calling a SIP, 

Congress protected States from the administrative burdens of rewriting SIPs every 

time EPA decides that a SIP could be written better. As EPA acknowledges, 

developing a SIP involves “time and resource-intensive administrative processes.” 80 

Fed. Reg. at 33,885, JA __. In addition to months-long State rulemaking procedures, 

States must also determine just how, as a policy and technical matter, to comply with 

EPA’s new interpretation. This is no small matter. SSM events are not all created 

equal. Different sources face different challenges, and it may be difficult to develop 

the kinds of narrowly tailored SSM provisions that EPA apparently envisions, 

particularly in a cost-effective manner. See generally Colo. Comment 5-6, JA __. By 

forcing States to revise SIPs based on new interpretations of the Act without any 

finding that noncompliance has substantial effects, EPA undermines the balance of 

power Congress set in the Act.  

Because EPA called SIPs without “find[ing]” any SIP to be “substantially 

inadequate,” the SIP Calls must be vacated and remanded in their entirety. 
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II. EVEN IF EPA PROPERLY INTERPRETED ITS SIP CALL AUTHORITY, IT 
MISINTERPRETED THE ACT’S REQUIREMENTS AND SIPS.    

EPA’s SIP Calls are unlawful even under its expansive view of its SIP call 

authority. In calling SIPs for containing so-called automatic exemptions, director’s 

discretion provisions, and affirmative defense provisions, EPA incorrectly interpreted 

both the Act and the SIPs. These errors require vacatur.  

A. EPA’s Decision to Ignore “General Duty” Requirements Violates 
the Act. 

First, EPA erred by refusing to consider what it calls “general duty” provisions 

that operate simultaneously with the SSM provisions EPA claims are substantially 

inadequate. These provisions require sources to control emissions through work-

practice standards. For example, Tennessee’s SIP requires sources to “take all 

reasonable measures to keep emissions to a minimum” even during SSM periods. 

Tenn. Comp. R. & Regs. § 1200-3-20-.02(1). Moreover, emissions failures constitute 

violations if they exceed otherwise-applicable limits and result from “poor 

maintenance, careless operation or any other preventable upset condition or 

preventable equipment breakdown.” Id.8 General-duty provisions like Tennessee’s are 

                                           
8 Similarly, while South Dakota’s SIP excepts from its visible emissions 

(“opacity”) restrictions for brief periods of SSM and soot blowing, and malfunctions. 
S.D. Admin. R. § 74:36:12:02(3), other rules in the SIP require sources to be in 
compliance with all criteria pollutant emission limitations or restrictions at all times, 
except where federal regulations provide exceptions. In its 40-plus year existence, 
South Dakota’s visible emission exception has not interfered with meeting or 
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plainly “requirement[s] relating to the operation or maintenance of a source” that, in 

conjunction with other provisions of the SIP, continuously limit emissions, albeit 

“without necessarily applying a single standard.” Sierra Club, 551 F.3d at 1027.  

EPA claims that general-duty provisions cannot be considered part of an 

emission limitation because they “are often located in different parts of the SIP and 

often not cross-referenced or otherwise identified as part of the putative continuously 

applicable emission limitation.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 33,903, JA __. But EPA identifies no 

statutory basis for requiring Tennessee or any other State to cross-reference all 

applicable requirements that form a continuous emission limitation or collect them in 

any other manner EPA prefers. On the contrary, it acknowledges elsewhere that the 

Act specifies no “specific regulatory terminology, phraseology, or format.” 80 Fed. 

Reg. at 33, 885, JA __. Because EPA can point to nothing in the Act that requires 

States to include all facets of a limitation in the same “part” of the SIP, or to cross-

reference all applicable provisions, its cannot dictate to States that their SIPs be 

worded or structured in a particular manner. See Texas v. EPA, 690 F.3d 670, 679 (5th 

Cir. 2012) (noting that a “state’s ‘broad responsibility regarding the means’ to achieve 

better air quality” includes the ability to choose “its own sentence structure”). 

Nothing in the Act permits EPA to ignore general-duty provisions.  

                                                                                                                                        
maintaining compliance with the NAAQS., and the State is in attainment for all of the 
NAAQS. See S.D. Comment, JA __. 
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B. EPA Incorrectly Interpreted SIPs As Containing Automatic 
Exemptions During SSM Periods. 

The first category EPA faults is so-called “automatic exemptions” from 

otherwise-applicable requirements.9 Assuming that merely containing a provision that 

provides a limited automatic exemption renders a SIP “substantially inadequate,” but 

see supra pp. 12-22, EPA errs both in its interpretation of the CAA and its reading of 

the SIPs. In rejecting comments that the provisions are “enforceable emission 

limitations” under CAA § 110(a)(2)(A), EPA has ignored that the provisions set 

enforceable requirements, which is all the Act requires.  

Under the CAA, an emission limitation is any “requirement” that “limits the 

quantity, rate, or concentration of emissions . . . on a continuous basis.” CAA 

§ 302(k). The requirement need not be numerical; it includes any “requirement 

relating to the operation or maintenance of a source” and “any design, equipment, 

work practice or operational standard.” Id. This “broad phrase” means that an 

emission limitation can “‘assure continuous emission reduction’ without necessarily 

continuously applying a single standard.” Sierra Club, 551 F.3d at 1027 (quoting CAA 

                                           
9 Eleven State Petitioners’ SIPs were called on this basis. See 80 Fed. Reg. at 

33,960 (Delaware), 33,961-62 (West Virginia), 33,962 (Florida), 33,962-63 (Georgia), 
33,964 (North Carolina and South Carolina), 33,966-67 (Ohio), 33,967 (Arkansas), 
33,967-68 (Louisiana), 33,969 (Kansas), 33,971 (South Dakota). Delaware’s SIP was 
not called for malfunction provisions, and Delaware does not join arguments 
concerning malfunction periods. 
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§ 302(k)).10 All Congress sought to do in requiring continuity was “exclude 

intermittent control technologies from the definition of emission limitations.” Id.  

EPA claims to share this understanding. In the SIP Calls, it “wishe[d] to be 

very clear” that emission limitations “may be composed of a combination of 

numerical limitations, specific technological control requirements and/or work 

practice requirements.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 33,889, JA __. Specifically, EPA contemplates 

that SIPs “may include alternative emission limitations” for SSM periods, substituting 

for “otherwise applicable emission limitations.” Id. at 33,913, JA __. Moreover, EPA 

recognizes that States have “considerable discretion in how they elect to structure or 

word their state regulations” to provide enforceable emission limitations. Id. at 33,886. 

In the SIP Calls, however, EPA failed to apply this understanding, and instead called 

SIPs based on formal requirements for SIP drafting invented out of whole cloth.  

Georgia’s SIP well illustrates the problems with EPA’s approach. EPA claims 

that Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. 391-3-1-.02(2)(a)7 provides an automatic exemption 

during SSM periods. 80 Fed. Reg. at 33,963, JA __. EPA ignores that Rule 391-3-

1.02(2)(a)7 itself requires sources to use “best operational practices to minimize 

emissions,” and “minimize[]” the duration of excess emissions to avoid a violation, 

and it specifically does not allow excess emissions due to “poor maintenance, poor 

operation, or any other equipment or process failure which may reasonably be 
                                           

10 As the Industry Petitioners’ brief explains, EPA has incorrectly interpreted 
the emissions limitation requirement of continuity. As explained here, even if EPA’s 
interpretation were correct, it has incorrectly applied it to SIPs. 
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prevented.” Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. 391-3-1-.02(2)(a)7. The provision is an “emission 

limitation” because it is a “requirement relating to the operation . . . of a source” that 

“assure[s] continuous emission reduction,” CAA § 302(k)—i.e., a requirement to use 

“best operational practices to minimize emissions,” even during SSM periods.11  

EPA focuses on form, not substance. It faults provisions like Georgia’s for not 

being independently enforceable. According to EPA, if the duties in Rule 391-3-

1.02(2)(a)7 “were independent parts of an emission limitation (rather than merely 

preconditions for an exemption), then one would expect that periods of time could 

exist when the source was liable for violating those general duties rather than the 

default emission limitation.” See 80 Fed. Reg. at 33,904, JA __. In other words, the 

problem appears to be that when EPA or someone else seeks to assert a violation, the 

plaintiff will claim the default limitation has been violated, not Rule 391-3-1.02(2)(a)7. 

What EPA does not assert is that Georgia has no “requirement” that “assures 

continuous emission reduction” during SSM periods. See CAA § 302(k). Although 

Rule 391-3-1.02(2)(a)7 provides that “excess emissions shall be allowed” if the 

provision’s conditions are met, failing to meet those conditions means the source is 

subject to penalties for violating the otherwise-applicable limitation. As with EPA’s 
                                           

11 Moreover, like many other SIPs, Georgia’s SIP imposes duties to avoid 
causing NAAQS violations, Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. § 391-3-1.02(4)(a); not to 
construct or operate a source in a manner that violates permit restrictions, PSD 
requirements or applicable increments, id. § 391-3-1.02(1)(c); and to report certain 
emissions due to malfunctions or breakdowns at major sources, facilitating 
enforcement id. § 391-3-1.02(6)(b)(1)(iv); see also supra pp. 22-23 (explaining why 
EPA’s failure to consider general duties requires remand). 
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rejection of general duty provisions, EPA’s inadequacy determination for so-called 

“automatic exemptions” improperly rests on word choice, not the substance of what 

the SIPs require.  

EPA’s treatment of Georgia is not unique. Florida similarly requires “best 

operational practices to minimize emissions [to be] adhered to” during SSM periods, 

requires that such periods constitute no more than two hours of any twenty-four hour 

period, and prohibits emissions resulting from “poor maintenance, poor operation, or 

any other equipment or process failure which may reasonably be prevented.” Fla. 

Admin Code § 62-210.700.12 Similarly, Delaware sources are not in violation when 

“emissions from [a source] during start-up and shutdown are governed by an 

operation permit,”e.g., 7 Del. Admin. Code 1104, § 1.5. Arkansas provides an 

alternative limitation when increased emissions result from a “sudden and 

unavoidable breakdown, malfunction or upset of process or emission control 

equipment, or sudden and unavoidable upset of operation,” provided that the increase 

is “not the result of negligence.” Ark. Code Reg. § 19.1004(H). West Virginia requires 

that sources “[a]t all times, including periods of start-ups, shutdowns and 

malfunctions,” be operated “in a manner consistent with good air pollution control 

practice for minimizing emissions,” W. Va. Code St. R. § 45-2-9.2, and the same 

                                           
12 As EPA itself recognized when it approved Florida’s SSM provision, “[i]n 

effect, the upset and startup rule revision recognizes the occurrence of unavoidable 
malfunctions and provides a definite control rule to deal with them.”  47 Fed. Reg. 
3,111, 3,111 (Jan 2, 1982). 
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standard applies to maintenance periods, id. § 45-7-10.3. EPA repeatedly ignores these 

limitations with no statutory basis. 

Because EPA’s decision to call SIPs for containing automatic exemptions lacks 

any basis in the Act’s legal requirements, vacatur is required. 

C. EPA Incorrectly Determined That Director’s Discretion Provisions 
Violate the Act. 

In the SIP Call, EPA directed many States to revise what it terms “director’s 

discretion provisions.”13 The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit has held that 

director’s discretion provisions comply with the CAA. See Texas v. EPA, 690 F.3d 670, 

682-84 (5th Cir. 2012); Luminant Generation Co. v. EPA, 675 F.3d 917, 930-32 (5th Cir. 

2012). Because EPA has yet again failed to show that such provisions are inconsistent 

with the CAA, this Court should do so as well. EPA’s analysis of these provisions 

contains three kinds of error. 

First, EPA mischaracterized provisions as giving States’ air pollution control 

agency directors “unbounded” discretion to grant “complete exemptions” from all 

SIP emission limitations. 80 Fed. Reg. 33,917, JA __. In reality, these provisions allow 

exemptions from numerical emission limitations only if the source has complied with 

alternative emission standards. In other words, as with its automatic exemption 

                                           
13 Eleven State Petitioners’ SIPs were called on this basis. See 80 Fed. Reg. at 

33,960 (Delaware), 33,961-62 (West Virginia), 33,962 (Alabama), 33,963 (Kentucky), 
33,964 (North Carolina), 33,965 (Tennessee), 33,966-67 (Ohio), 33,967-68 (Louisiana), 
33,968 (Oklahoma), 33,969 (Kansas and Missouri), JA __. 
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determinations, supra pp. 25-26, EPA has failed to recognize that these exemptions 

themselves contain non-numerical limitations. Kentucky’s SIP illustrates the problem. 

Kentucky’s SIP provides that “[e]missions which, due to shutdown or malfunctions, 

temporarily exceed” otherwise applicable emission standards “shall be deemed in 

violation of such standards unless” the source shows—and the State enforcement 

agency’s director determines—that the source has complied with several work-

practice and operational standards. 401 Ky. Admin. Reg. 50:055 § 1(1). Among other 

things, the source must establish that “[a]ll reasonable steps were taken to correct, as 

expeditiously as practicable, the conditions causing the emissions to exceed the 

standards, including the use of off-shift labor and overtime if necessary,” “all 

reasonable steps were taken to minimize the emissions and their effect on air quality 

resulting from the occurrence,” and the SSM event “was not caused entirely or in part 

by poor maintenance, careless operation or any other preventable upset conditions or 

equipment breakdown.”  Id. § 1(4). See also, e.g., W. Va. Comment 11-12 (explaining a 

similar error with respect to West Virginia’s SIP). 

Second, EPA also argued that director’s discretion provisions empower State 

enforcement agencies to unilaterally revise their SIPs without undergoing the 

procedure that the CAA requires for SIP revisions. See 80 Fed. Reg. at 33,918-19. Like 

its continuity objection, this argument rests on a misunderstanding of the SIPs. It is 

true that states generally may not suspend or otherwise modify SIP requirements with 

respect to any stationary source, see CAA § 110(i), and they may revise their SIPs only 
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through the procedure established in the CAA, see id. § 110(l). But the director’s 

exercise of discretion according to established criteria does not revise a SIP or 

suspend or otherwise modify a SIP’s provisions—it merely applies them.   

EPA’s assertion to the contrary defies common sense. Under EPA’s reasoning, 

EPA “revises” the CAA whenever it exercises discretion that the Act confers to 

choose between a default and alternative manner of regulating emissions. For 

example, the CAA tasks EPA with the development of “standards of performance” 

for new stationary sources, as well as “emission standards” for control of hazardous 

air pollutants. CAA §§ 111(b)(1)(B), 112(d)(1). However, “if in the judgment of the 

Administrator, it is not feasible to prescribe or enforce a standard of performance” or 

an emission standard, a “design, equipment, work practice, or operational standard” 

may be appropriate. Id. § 111(h)(1); see also id. § 112(h)(1).14 EPA surely would not 

contend that its exercise of discretion to promulgate alternative standards according 

to criteria outlined in the CAA is an amendment of the CAA, rather than just an 

application of it. Why, then, should a state director’s exercise of discretion to apply an 

alternative standard according to criteria established in a SIP be treated differently? 

This Court should reject EPA’s unfounded characterization of director’s discretion 

provisions. 

                                           
14 The CAA also gives EPA discretion to exempt sources from certain CAA 

requirements altogether. See, e.g., CAA § 361a(a) (exemption of source categories from 
permitting requirements). 
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Third, EPA offered enforcement-related objections. Specifically, EPA asserted 

that certain director’s discretion provisions prevent EPA and private citizens from 

enforcing emission limitations. See CAA §§ 113, 304. This claim suffers from a variety 

of errors, differing from State to State. 

To start, at least one of the provisions does not involve enforcement discretion 

at all. Ohio Admin. Code 3745-15-06(A)(3) merely allows the State to approve 

requests to continue source operations while conducting maintenance of pollution 

control equipment—it plainly does not allow exceeding applicable emission 

limitations. Ohio Comment 3-4, JA __. Indeed, Ohio has always interpreted this 

provision not to exempt emissions from applicable limitations or bar EPA or citizens 

from enforcing violations. In keeping with this understanding, Ohio instructs sources 

when it approves maintenance requests that all excess emissions are violations, and 

that its approval does not excuse them. Id. EPA declared the provision deficient 

anyway, complaining only that it was not as clearly worded as EPA would like: “The 

state official’s grant of permission to continue to operate during the period of 

maintenance could be interpreted to excuse excess emissions . . . and could thus be read 

to preclude enforcement by the EPA or citizens.” Comment Response 70, JA __ 

(emphasis added). But see supra pp. 19-21 (explaining that potential inadequacy is not 

substantial inadequacy). Because the plain language of Ohio Admin. Code 3745-15-

06(A)(3) does not permit EPA’s strained interpretation, the interpretation is arbitrary 

and capricious.  
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Furthermore, even where a director’s discretion provision does relate to 

exceedances of numerical emission limitations, EPA acknowledges that such 

provisions are proper if they merely guide the State’s exercise of its own enforcement. 

80 Fed. Reg. at 33,919, JA __. For example, North Carolina’s SIP provides that excess 

SSM emissions “are considered a violation of the appropriate rule” unless the source 

demonstrates compliance with alternative standards to the director. 15A N.C. Admin. 

Code 2D0535(c), (g). As North Carolina explained, the provision governs only the 

director’s exercise of enforcement discretion: “Nothing in the existing SIP provisions 

prohibits or restricts in any way the ability of the EPA and/or a citizen to file an 

action in federal court seeking enforcement of the SIP provisions,” including “the 

state developed emission standards . . . and general and specific SSM provisions.” 

N.C. Comment 3, JA __. Similarly, EPA called Tennessee SIP provisions after 

concluding that they “could reasonably be construed” to preclude EPA and citizen 

enforcement, notwithstanding that Tennessee explained that the provisions guide only 

the State’s own enforcement discretion. See Comment Response 64, JA __; see also 

Tenn. Comp. R. & Regs. § 1200-03-20-.07 (setting out procedure for responding to an 

administrative “notice of violation,” including factors similar to those in the 1999 

Memo).15 EPA’s decision to call these SIP provisions unlawfully exceeds its SIP call 

authority by conflating potential inadequacy with substantial inadequacy and arbitrarily 
                                           

15 Moreover, sources must always avoid emissions that cause NAAQS 
exceedances, and the State remains free to pursue violations of any other SIP 
provision. Tenn. Comp. R. & Regs. § 1200-03-20-.09.  
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refusing to defer to State constructions of their SIPs that would render them 

consistent with EPA’s understanding of the Act’s requirements. See supra pp. 19-21.  

Finally, regardless of their scope, director’s discretion provisions do not 

immunize SSM emissions from enforcement under separate general-duty standards in 

a SIP, or from enforcement of standards contained in operating permits. EPA and 

citizens always may seek enforcement of a SIP’s generally-applicable design, 

equipment, work practice, or operational standards. E.g., 401 Ky. Admin. Reg. 50:055, 

§ 5 (categorically prohibiting “air pollution” as defined by statute). They also may seek 

enforcement of standards contained in operating permits issued pursuant to the SIP. 

See 40 C.F.R. § 70.6(a)(1) (requiring that operating permits contain “[e]missions 

limitations and standards”); id. § 70.6(b) (providing for enforcement of operating 

permits’ terms and conditions by EPA and citizens). Furthermore, EPA and citizens 

may bring suit under SIP provisions that allow for direct enforcement of the NAAQS. 

E.g. 7 Del. Admin. Code 1103-2.0; La. Admin. Code tit. 33, pt. III, § 929; 15A N.C. 

Admin. Code 02D.0501(c). Because all of these provisions remain fully enforceable by 

EPA and others, and because nothing in the CAA requires that every emission 

limitation be applicable (much less enforceable) at all times, these provisions satisfy 

the CAA’s requirements that SIPs provide for enforcement of the NAAQS, include 

enforceable emission limitations, and include a program that provides for 

enforcement of those limitations. See CAA §§ 110(a)(1), 110(a)(2)(A), 110(a)(2)(C); cf. 
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Sierra Club, 551 F.3d at 1027 (recognizing that the CAA does not require continuous 

application of a single standard). 

For these reasons, the SIP Calls are unlawful as to director’s discretion 

provisions. 

D. The Act Permits States to Include Affirmative Defenses in SIPs. 

EPA also called SIPs that contained affirmative defenses.16 These SIPs fall into 

two categories: (1) SIPs that offer defenses to violations subject to certain criteria and 

(2) SIPs that offer defenses to monetary penalties only, allowing injunctive relief for 

the violation, subject to certain criteria. Both fall within States’ power to determine 

the “manner in which the [NAAQS] will be achieved,” which includes designing a 

“program to provide for the enforcement” of emission limitations. CAA §§ 107(a), 

110(a)(2)(C). Calling both was error. 

First, SIPs that offer defenses to violations are permissible for the same reasons 

that so-called “automatic exemptions” are. If there are simultaneously operating 

general duties or a defense itself contains emission limitations, then the provisions 

would be consistent with EPA’s continuous-limitation requirement. See supra  pp. 22-

23, 25-27. A State’s decision to allocate the burden of proof to the operator to 

                                           
16 Seven State Petitioners’ SIPs were called on this basis. See 80 Fed. Reg. at 

33,962 (West Virginia), 33,962-63 (Georgia), 33,963-64 (Mississippi), 33,964 (South 
Carolina), 33,967 (Arkansas), 33,968-69 (Texas), 33,971-72 (Arizona), JA__. 
Delaware’s SIP was not called on this basis, and Delaware does not join this 
argument. 
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demonstrate a non-violation by meeting established criteria is a permissible State 

decision about how to design an enforcement program, CAA § 110(a)(2)(C), and EPA 

has identified nothing in the Act that specifically prohibits this regime. As explained 

below, this Court’s decision in NRDC v. EPA concerns only EPA’s authority to 

include an affirmative defense in a nationally-applicable emission standard; it does not 

impinge on States’ ability to define a violation in the first instance or to design an 

enforcement program for SIP limits. 

Second, EPA called SIPs that contained affirmative defenses to monetary 

penalties, notwithstanding the Fifth Circuit’s prior holding that States have the 

discretion to include such provisions in their SIPs. Luminant Generation Co. v. EPA, 

714 F.3d 841, 853 n.9 (5th Cir. 2013) (holding that affirmative defenses to monetary 

penalties do “not negate the district court’s jurisdiction to assess civil penalties” under 

section 113(e)(1)). These affirmative defenses differ from the first category, because 

they treat the emissions as a violation subject to injunction, but if certain criteria are 

met, the source is protected from monetary penalties. EPA’s change of policy is based 

on this Court’s decision in NRDC v. EPA, 749 F.3d 1055 (D.C. Cir. 2014). NRDC 

holds that EPA does not have the authority to provide an affirmative defense to 

monetary penalties for violations of hazardous air pollutant standards promulgated 

under CAA § 112, because the Act assigns courts the jurisdiction to determine 

whether monetary penalties are appropriate once a violation is found. Id. at 1063 

(citing CAA §§ 113(e)(1), 304(a)). NRDC did not address whether SIPs could contain 
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such affirmative defenses, and the case explicitly acknowledged the Fifth Circuit’s 

holding in Luminant that it was permissible for States to include affirmative defenses 

in SIPs. Id. at 1064 n.2. Notably, the NRDC court did not see anything in Luminant 

that required either distinction or disagreement; rather, it treated the case as 

addressing a fundamentally different question, and in fact, it is.  

EPA’s argument in NRDC failed not just because of sections 113(e)(1) and 

304(a), but because EPA failed to identify any textual authority to create an 

affirmative defense. It could only identify language in CAA § 301(a)(1) allowing it to 

“‘prescribe such regulations as are necessary to carry out [its] functions under’ the 

Act,” a general assignment of authority that was not sufficiently specific to allow EPA 

to create affirmative defenses. NRDC, 749 F.3d at 1063. Congress, however, 

specifically tasked States with providing “a program to provide for the enforcement 

of” emission limitations. CAA § 110(a)(2)(C). Allowing States to create defenses to 

monetary penalties is consistent with the text of both section 113(e)(1) and section 

304(a), which authorizes citizen suits. Section 304(a) allows a court to “apply any 

appropriate civil penalties” in a citizen suit, and section 113(e)(1) speaks to how a 

court should “determin[e] the amount of any penalty to be assessed.” Neither 

provision speaks to how to determine whether monetary penalties are “appropriate,” 

as distinct from the “amount” of penalties if a monetary penalty is appropriate, or 

more specifically, whether a State can determine that monetary penalties are not 

appropriate for certain SIP violations. Accordingly, contrary to EPA’s interpretation 
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of NRDC, including affirmative defenses in SIPs “does not negate the district court’s 

jurisdiction to assess civil penalties” in an enforcement action. Luminant, 714 F.3d at 

853 n.9. 

III. EPA CANNOT CALL SIPS FOR REASONS IT DID NOT CLAIM CONSTITUTED 
SUBSTANTIAL INADEQUACIES. 

The SIP Call must also be vacated and remanded to the extent that EPA calls 

SIPs based on factors other than those on which it made findings of substantial 

inadequacy. It is unclear whether or to what extent EPA actually did this, but EPA 

should not be allowed to urge additional bases for finding substantial inadequacy here. 

See Council for Urological Interests v. Burwell, 790 F.3d 212, 222 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (court 

cannot affirm administrative action by substituting a “more adequate or proper 

basis”). Moreover, to the extent those factors are without basis in CAA requirements, 

they are unlawful. Texas, 690 F.3d at 682 (EPA cannot insist on “a standard that the 

CAA does not empower the EPA to enforce”). For example, EPA claims that even if 

Fla. Admin. Code § 62-210.700 were an alternative emission limitation, it is 

nonetheless problematic because it does “not apply only to ‘specific, narrowly-defined 

source categories using specific control strategies.’” 78 Fed. Reg. at 12,503, JA __ 

(quoting EPA’s revised SSM policy); see also 80 Fed. Reg. at 33,961 (asserting a similar 

flaw in West Virginia’s SIP). But EPA never determined that absolute compliance 

with its revised SSM policy was required to avoid substantial inadequacy—only that 

automatic exemptions, affirmative defenses and the like created substantial 
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inadequacies. See 80 Fed. Reg. at 33,927-29, JA __  (explaining EPA’s substantial 

inadequacy determinations). Moreover, finding substantial inadequacy would have 

been arbitrary, as EPA simultaneously decided to “remov[e] the word ‘must’ from the 

criteria” for properly designed alternative emission limitations, as the criteria were 

merely “recommendations to states.” 80 Fed. Reg. 33,913, JA __; see also id. (“A state 

may choose to consider these criteria in developing such a SIP provision.” (emphasis 

added)).  

To the extent EPA relied on such considerations in the SIP Calls, EPA’s action 

must be vacated. 

CONCLUSION 

The SIP Calls should be vacated as to the State Petitioners’ SIPs.  
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QUESTION PRESENTED

The Regional Haze Program of the Clean Air Act
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limited authority granted to the agency under the Act
and decisions of this and other courts that have
recognized the primary role given to the States in
implementing the Clean Air Act.
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PARTIES TO THE PROCEEDINGS

Petitioners State of Oklahoma, Oklahoma Gas and
Electric Company, and Oklahoma Industrial Energy
Consumers were petitioners in the court below.
Respondents are the United States Environmental
Protection Agency and the Sierra Club, and were
respondent and intervenor-respondent, respectively, in
the court below. 
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RULE 29.6 STATEMENT

Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company is a wholly-
owned subsidiary of OGE Energy Corp. No publicly
held corporation owns 10% or more of the stock of OGE
Energy Corp. Petitioner Oklahoma Industrial Energy
Consumers is a non-partisan, unincorporated
association of large consumers of energy with facilities
located in the  State of Oklahoma.
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PETITION FOR A WRIT OF CERTIORARI
__________

Petitioners respectfully pray for a writ of certiorari
to review the judgment of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Tenth Circuit in this case. 

OPINIONS BELOW

A divided panel of the Tenth Circuit filed its opinion
on July 19, 2013. App. 1.  That opinion is reported at
723 F.3d 1201. 

JURISDICTION

The judgment of the court of appeals was entered on
July 19, 2013. Petitions for panel and en banc
rehearing were denied on October 31, 2013. App. 209. 
This petition for certiorari is filed within ninety days of
the denial of the petitions for rehearing. The
jurisdiction of this Court is invoked under 28 U.S.C.
§ 1254(1).

STATUTES AND REGULATIONS INVOLVED

This case involves a challenge to a final rule that
the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(�“EPA�”) promulgated under sections 110, 169A and
169B of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7410, 7491,
7492. EPA published the final rule on December 28,
2011, at 76 Fed. Reg. 81,728. Also involved are
regulations that EPA promulgated to effectuate the
relevant sections of the Clean Air Act. Those
regulations are found at 40 C.F.R. pt. 51, subpt. P.

The full text of pertinent statutory and regulatory
provisions are set forth in the appendix to this petition.
App. 211.
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INTRODUCTION

This case raises recurring issues of national
importance concerning the ability of the States to
exercise their statutory authority under the Clean Air
Act�’s �“Regional Haze Program�”�—a program that affects
forty-five States and territories.  The Regional Haze
Program was added to the Clean Air Act in 1977, and
aims to mitigate and ultimately prevent any
�“impairment of visibility in mandatory Class I Federal
areas�” due to �“manmade air pollution.�” 42 U.S.C.
§ 7491(a)(1).1 

The Clean Air Act recognizes that �“air pollution
prevention . . . and air pollution control at its source is
the primary responsibility of States and local
governments.�” 42 U.S.C. § 7401(a)(3); see also id.
§ 7407(a).  Even in the Clean Air Act, where
cooperative federalism is a dominant theme, the
Regional Haze Program is unique in the amount of
power reserved to the States. See, e.g., Train v. Natural
Resources Defense Council, Inc., 421 U.S. 60, 79 (1975);
70 Fed. Reg. 39,104, 39,137 (July 6, 2005) (�“the Act and
legislative history indicate that Congress evinced a
special concern with insuring that States would be the
decision makers.�”). Congress was especially concerned
with maximizing state authority in this context

1 According to EPA, �“[h]aze is caused when sunlight encounters
tiny pollution particles in the air. Some light is absorbed by
particles. Other light is scattered away before it reaches an
observer. More pollutants mean more absorption and scattering of
light, which reduce the clarity and color of what we see. Some
types of particles such as sulfates, scatter more light, particularly
during humid conditions.�” See http://www.epa.gov/
airquality/visibility/what.html.
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because the Regional Haze Program�’s goals and
standards are purely aesthetic, unrelated to public
health and safety.  

Congress thus vested the States�—not EPA�—with
the authority to develop and implement �“State
Implementation Plans�” under the Regional Haze
Program that include �“reasonable progress�” measures
and �“best available retrofit technology�” (�“BART�”)
determinations (i.e., determinations as to what
technology might best control emissions from certain
qualifying sources, like electricity generating plants). 
See 42 U.S.C. § 7491.  Congress further mandated that
States, not EPA, decide what constitutes BART for
eligible facilities. See 42 U.S.C. § 7491(g)(2).  And the
Clean Air Act does not require the State to reach any
particular result in doing so; rather, it only requires
that the State balance five statutory factors, and reach
a decision of its own based on that balancing. 42 U.S.C.
§ 7491(g)(2); 40 C.F.R. § 51.308(e)(1)(ii)(A).  

Oklahoma�’s Regional Haze State Implementation
Plan accordingly balanced the five BART factors, and
determined that the BART for reducing sulfur dioxide
(SO2) emissions from its six qualifying sources (i.e.,
electricity-generating power plants) was to require
those facilities to use only low sulfur coal, which burns
significantly cleaner than cheaper high sulfur coal, and
emits about fifty percent less SO2. Oklahoma submitted
its Plan to EPA with this BART determination for SO2.

Under the guise of reviewing Oklahoma�’s BART
determination for compliance with the statutory
requirement that Oklahoma balance the five prescribed
factors, EPA conducted a de novo review of those
determinations and rejected Oklahoma�’s Plan. EPA
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then substituted a Federal Implementation Plan in
place of Oklahoma�’s Plan that required the power
plants to reduce SO2 emissions to virtually zero.
Without this Court�’s intervention, Petitioner Oklahoma
Gas and Electric Company (�“OG&E�”) must either
convert its power plants to natural gas long before
necessary or install �“scrubbers�” onto them, at an
estimated cost of $1.2 billion. Worse still, EPA admits
that either option will result in visibility improvements
that are barely perceptible to the human eye.

A divided panel of the Tenth Circuit held that not
only did EPA have the authority to review and reject
Oklahoma�’s Plan, but that EPA�’s reasoning in doing so
was entitled to highly deferential �“arbitrary and
capricious�” review. That decision is unquestionably
wrong, and demands this Court�’s urgent review. In
overriding Oklahoma�’s BART determination in this
manner, EPA usurped authority that the Clean Air Act
clearly delegates to the States, upsetting the balance of
power that Congress carefully sought to create in the
Clean Air Act and its Regional Haze Program. And in
conflict with decisions of other courts recognizing the
proper allocation of authority under the Clean Air Act,
the Tenth Circuit sanctioned that result, reflexively
deferring not to the States, as the Regional Haze
Program required, but to EPA. 

The Tenth Circuit�’s decision threatens every State�’s
ability to exercise the statutory authority vested in
them by Congress to make BART determinations under
the Regional Haze Program.  And the threat runs
deeper. The same question of understanding,
respecting, and implementing the shared authority
between the States and the federal government arises
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under a broad range of other federal statutes with a
similar cooperative-federalism approach.

The Court should resolve the question presented
without delay.  Waiting for further percolation is not a
practical option, as the multi-billion dollar federal
plans that are being foisted upon the States cannot
practically be undone once implementation has begun,
and at least nine other States have had their State
Implementation Plans rejected and replaced with
Federal Implementation Plans. In Oklahoma alone,
EPA�’s actions will cost OG&E $1.2 billion dollars with
no discernable return other than a marked increase in
what Oklahoma ratepayers will pay for their
electricity. Accordingly, this Court�’s immediate review
is urgently needed to preserve the delicate balance of
power that Congress established in the Regional Haze
Program (and other federal statutes that reflect similar
divisions of authority) and to settle this important
issue that will recur time and again as Regional Haze
State Implementation Plans are reviewed throughout
the nation. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Statutory and Regulatory Background. In
unequivocal terms, Congress intended that the States
would implement the Regional Haze Program�’s
aesthetic goal of �“remedying . . . impairment of
visibility in mandatory class I Federal areas.�” 42 U.S.C.
§ 7491(a)(1), (g)(2). As such, the Clean Air Act
mandates that a State submit a Plan to EPA laying out
the State�’s plan for achieving that goal. The Clean
Air Act requires that, with regard to certain sources
that contribute to visibility impairments, State
Implementation Plans must include:
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except as otherwise provided . . . a requirement
that each major stationary source which is in
existence on August 7, 1977, but which has not
been in operation for more than fifteen years as
of such date, and which, as determined by the
State (or the Administrator in the case of a
[Federal Implementation Plan]) emits any air
pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated
to cause or contribute to any impairment of
visibility in any such area, shall procure, install,
and operate, as expeditiously as practicable (and
maintain thereafter) the best available retrofit
technology, as determined by the State (or the
Administrator in the case of a [Federal
Implementation Plan]) for controlling emissions
from such source for the purpose of eliminating
or reducing any such impairment.

§ 7491(b)(2)(A) (emphases added). The twice-deployed
phrase �“as determined by the State�” is unambiguous.

In other words, the State�—not EPA�—must:
1) determine which of the eligible major stationary
sources in the State contribute to visibility impairment;
and then 2) determine BART for controlling the
emissions causing that impairment at that source. Id.
When determining BART, the State must balance five
factors for each qualifying source: (i) the costs of
compliance; (ii) the energy and non-air quality
environmental impacts of compliance; (iii) any existing
pollution control technology in use at the source;
(iv) the remaining useful life of the source; and (v) the
degree of improvement in visibility that may be
expected as a result of such technology. 42 U.S.C.
§ 7491(g)(2); 40 C.F.R. § 51.308(e)(1)(ii)(A). 
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The EPA�’s role, in turn, is limited to ensuring that
each state plan �“contain[s] such emission limits,
schedules of compliance and other measures as may be
necessary to make reasonable progress toward meeting
the national goal.�” § 7491(b)(2). To carry out this
limited role, EPA is tasked with creating guidelines for
the States �“on appropriate techniques and methods for
implementing this section.�” § 7491(b)(1). To this end,
the Clean Air Act advises EPA that State
Implementation Plans must contain �“such emission
limits, schedules of compliance and other measures as
may be necessary to make reasonable progress toward
meeting�” the national visibility goal. § 7491(b)(2).2 
EPA has thus promulgated �“Regional Haze Regulations
and Guidelines for Best Available Retrofit Technology
(BART) Determinations; Final Rule.�” (�“BART
Guidelines�”). 70 Fed. Reg. 39,104 (July 6, 2005)
(codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 51). 

Pursuant to the Clean Air Act, a State must apply
the BART Guidelines only when a State makes a BART
determination for a powerplant of at least 750MW. For
sources under 750MW, the Guidelines become
discretionary.  As the BART determinations at issue in
Oklahoma were for sources greater than 750MW, 
Oklahoma was obligated to apply the BART
Guidelines.

2 In its regulations, EPA established that the goal of natural
visibility conditions be attained by the year 2064. 40 C.F.R.
§51.308(d)(1)(i)(B). BART is just the first of the reasonable
progress control measures to be employed over the course of the
sixty-year Visibility Program.
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In the Guidelines, EPA acknowledges that it is the
States that identify which BART sources �“may
reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to any
impairment of visibility in any mandatory Class I
Federal area,�” 70 Fed. Reg. 39,106/1-2, and it is the
States who �“must determine the appropriate level of
BART control for each source subject to BART.�”  70
Fed. Reg. 39,107/3.  In short, as emphasized by the
D.C. Circuit, the Clean Air Act �“give[s] the States broad
authority over BART determinations�” and how a state
weighs the BART factors. Am. Corn Growers Ass�’n v.
EPA, 291 F.3d 1, 8 (D.C. Cir. 2002).

The bottom line is EPA may only reject a State�’s
determination when it finds that the State�’s
determination does not accomplish the goals of the
Regional Haze Program. See 42 U.S.C. § 7410; 40
C.F.R. 51.308(e)(1)(ii)(A). The Clean Air Act �“gives the
[EPA] no authority to question the wisdom of a State�’s
choices of emission limitations�” if such choices are �“part
of a plan which satisfies the standards of § 110(a)(2).�” 
Train, 421 U.S. 60, 79; see also Union Elec. Co. v. EPA,
427 U.S. 246, 250 (1976) (the Clean Air Act provides
that EPA �“shall approve the proposed plan if it has
been adopted after public notice and hearing�” and if it
meets the �“specified criteria�” set forth in Clean Air Act
§ 110(a)(2)).  In short, the division of authority between
EPA and the States �“is strict,�” and establishes a
�“federalism bar.�” EME Homer City Generation, L.P. v.
EPA, 696 F.3d 7, 29 (D.C. Cir. 2012).  This �“statutory
federalism bar prohibits EPA from using the [State
Implementation Plan] process to force States to adopt
specific control measures.�” Id. 
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Factual Background. Oklahoma contains a single
area subject to the Regional Haze Program: the Wichita
Mountains National Wildlife Refuge, which makes up
a portion of a small mountain range in sparsely
populated far southwestern Oklahoma. As required by
the Regional Haze Program, Oklahoma identified six
major stationary sources as contributing to visibility
impairment at the Wildlife Refuge�—two units at
OG&E�’s Muskogee Generating Station, two units at its
Sooner Generating Station, and two units owned and
operated by Public Service Company of Oklahoma.3 The
units are located in northeastern Oklahoma. The
closest is 145 miles from the Wildlife Refuge, while the
farthest is 201 miles away. 

Petitioner OG&E is Oklahoma�’s largest electricity
provider and serves approximately 785,000 customers
over 30,000 square miles in Oklahoma and western
Arkansas. Another Petitioner, Oklahoma Industrial
Energy Consumers, represents many of Oklahoma�’s
largest consumers of electricity�—mainly industrial
consumers engaged in energy price-sensitive industries
such as pulp and paper, cement, refining, glass,
industrial gases, plastic, film and food processing, and
who employ thousands of Oklahoma citizens. Both
OG&E and the Oklahoma Industrial Energy
Consumers participated in Oklahoma�’s State
Implementation Plan process.

Oklahoma�’s State Implementation Plan. When
Oklahoma began the process of determining BART for
its six qualifying sources, before it were both a 2008

3 The Public Service Company of Oklahoma reached a negotiated
settlement with EPA. Its two units are not at issue.
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cost analysis for the OG&E Units�—which both EPA
and the Oklahoma Department of Environmental
Quality had stated was prepared in conformity with
EPA Air Pollution Control Cost Manual�—and a 2009
cost analysis prepared at EPA�’s and Oklahoma�’s
request that was more site-specific than the 2008 cost
estimate. 

Oklahoma�’s �“on the ground�” analyses demonstrated
that the installation of scrubbers on each of the four
OG&E Units would cost more than $1.2 billion, or
between approximately $7,000 and $10,000 per ton of
SO2 removed, which is between three and one-half and
five times the upper limit of EPA�’s expected costs for
this technology. See 70 Fed. Reg. at 39,132 (estimating
an average cost of $919 per ton and a cost range of
$400 to $2,000 per ton of SO2 removed). Additionally,
because OG&E had voluntarily begun using low sulfur
coal some years prior, the effectiveness of scrubbers to
reduce actual SO2 emissions was greatly reduced.  

The State unequivocally concluded that scrubbers
were not cost effective for the OG&E Units. Not only
were the scrubbers too expensive in light of the
minimal visibility benefits that would result from their
use, but their high costs would compel OG&E to extend
the life of the coal-fired units to allow it to recoup the
enormous capital costs. A broad spectrum of other
parties, such as environmental advocates like the
Oklahoma Chapter of the Sierra Club, supported the
State�’s conclusion at the time. 

 Oklahoma concluded that making the continued
use of low sulfur coal mandatory constituted BART for
SO2 emissions from the OG&E Units. Oklahoma
determined that this requirement would result in an
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annual average SO2 emission rate of 0.55 lb/mmBtu,
less than half the average annual emission rate of
1.176 lb/mmBtu that EPA projected if cheaper high
sulfur coal was used.

On February 17, 2010, Oklahoma submitted to EPA
its State Implementation Plan containing these BART
determinations. Oklahoma explained in its Plan that:

[Oklahoma] conducted a thorough case-by-case
five-factor BART analysis for each of the BART-
subject units. [Oklahoma] determined that
[scrubbers are] not cost-effective for SO2 control
for any of the six coal-fired . . . electric units
reviewed. . . . This determination is based on the
capital cost of add-on controls, the cost
effectiveness both in dollars per ton and dollars
per deciview of add-on controls, the long term
viability of coal with respect to other
environmental programs, and national
commitments. . . . Revised cost estimates were
provided by the affected facilities that are based
on vendor quotes and go well beyond the default
methodology recommended by EPA guidance.
The cost estimates are credible, detailed, and
specific for the individual facilities. The final
estimate for [scrubbers] for the six coal-fired
units was on average 153% greater than the
high end costs assumed by [Oklahoma] in the
Draft [State Implementation Plan]. These costs
put the projects well above costs reported for
other BART determinations, and above the
levels [Oklahoma] considered reasonable for cost
effectiveness both in terms of dollars per ton of
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pollutant removed and dollars per deciview (e.g.,
$10,000,000/dv) of improved visibility.

(Oklahoma Regional Haze State Implementation Plan),
App. 245 (available at: http://www.deq.state.ok.us/
AQDnew/rulesandplanning/Regional_Haze/SIP/index
.htm)    (emphasis added).

EPA�’s Rejection of Oklahoma�’s Plan. On
December 28, 2011, EPA published a final rule with
respect to the Oklahoma Plan, disapproving the State�’s
SO2 BART determinations for the six Oklahoma units
based on EPA�’s own balancing of the five statutory
factors. See Partial Approval of Oklahoma State
Implementation Plan and Promulgation of Federal
Implementation Plan, 76 Fed. Reg. 81,728 (Dec. 28,
2011) (�“Final Rule�”); App. 56. Instead of accepting
Oklahoma�’s approach, EPA implemented a markedly
different approach through a Federal Implementation
Plan that imposed a 30-day average SO2 emission limit
of 0.06 lbs/MMBtu for each of the four OG&E Units.
App. 70. If OG&E wishes to continue to operate the
four affected coal units, the limit imposed by EPA in
the Final Rule would require the installation of a
scrubber at each unit within five years.

To justify rejecting Oklahoma�’s Plan, EPA hired its
own analyst who expressly and remarkably:

1. assumed that OG&E was burning high-
sulfur coal, even though that had not been
the case for years, and despite the fact that
EPA�’s own BART Guidelines mandated the
use of actual historic baseline emissions,
App. 139;
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2. assumed that OG&E could use smaller,
cheaper scrubbers, despite the fact that
OG&E showed that those smaller scrubbers
would act as governors on its units and
prevent the units from producing enough
electricity to meet peak demand, id.; 

3. concluded that the useful life of the scrubbers
was thirty years�—rather than the twenty-
year useful life used by Oklahoma�—despite
the fact that EPA had itself used twenty
years in prior cost analyses, App. 159; and

4. rejected Oklahoma�’s cost estimates for
deviating from EPA�’s Control Cost Manual,
even though EPA had previously
acknowledged that �“States have flexibility in
how they calculate costs,�” 70 Fed. Reg. at
39127, and the State had real-world, site-
specific vendor quotes to support those
estimates. App. 135-36. Ironically, EPA then
turned around and itself deviated from the
Control Cost Manual without any site-
specific cost support in estimating much
lower installation costs.

In short, EPA�’s analyst dramatically overstated the
cost-effectiveness of the scrubbers. EPA, in turn, used
the analyst�’s conclusions as a basis for rejecting
Oklahoma�’s Plan.  Worse still, EPA�’s final rule for the
first time employed the �“overnight method�” for
calculating costs (i.e., assuming that an entire plant
could be constructed in a single day) and the days of
visibility improvement metric for conducting visibility
analysis (a cumulative analysis that fails to perform
the required analysis for each source), depriving
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petitioners of the opportunity to comment on those new
methodologies.

Petitioners filed requests for reconsideration with
EPA in February 2012, but no action has been taken on
those requests.

Proceedings Below. On February 24, 2012,
Petitioners filed petitions for review challenging EPA�’s
partial disapproval of the Oklahoma Plan and
simultaneous promulgation of EPA�’s Federal
Implementation Plan as arbitrary and capricious,
contrary to law, and in violation of the Administrative
Procedure Act�’s notice-and-comment requirements.4 On
June 22, 2012, the Tenth Circuit issued an order to
stay the Federal Implementation Plan pending the
hearing by the merits panel. App. 246.

A divided panel of the Tenth Circuit subsequently
denied the petitions for review. Reasoning that �“all the
[Clean Air Act] did was shift the initial responsibility
for making BART determinations from EPA to the
State,�” App. 16 (emphasis added), the majority
concluded that not only was Oklahoma entitled to no
deference in its initial BART determination, but that
EPA was entitled to deference in �“reviewing�” and
rejecting Oklahoma�’s Plan. App. 19-20. The majority
thus reviewed EPA�’s rejection of Oklahoma�’s Plan to
see if it was �“arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of
discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.�” Id.
In applying that review, the majority noted that the

4 The Tenth Circuit consolidated for review the separate petitions
filed by the State of Oklahoma and Oklahoma Industrial Energy
Consumers (No. 12-9526) and OG&E (No. 12-9527).
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deference it afforded to EPA was �“especially strong�”
because the challenged decisions involved technical
matters within EPA�’s area of expertise, and, therefore,
�“[l]eft to evaluate the arguments of the parties�’ experts,
we must give deference to the EPA.�” App. 32-33. 

Even affording such deference to EPA, the majority
thought it a �“close case,�” but in its view, it �“ultimately�”
could not adopt Oklahoma�’s analyses �“given that the
EPA was aware of, and provided explanations
contradicting, petitioners�’ comments.�” App. 33.

Turning to EPA�’s Federal Implementation Plan, the
majority applied �“the same arbitrary and capricious
standard�…used to evaluate the EPA�’s rejection of
[Oklahoma�’s Plan],�” App. 28-29, and concluded that the
Federal Implementation Plan was neither arbitrary nor
capricious. App. 28-45.

Judge Kelly dissented, expressing the view that
while �“[u]sually the court grants deference to the EPA�’s
technical determinations�…[t]he EPA deserves no such
deference, however, where it does not support a
conclusion contradicting Oklahoma�’s first, reasonable,
detailed technical conclusion.�” App. 52. Judge Kelly
further explained that while �“the EPA has at least
some authority to review BART determinations within
a state�’s [Plan], it has no authority to condition
approval of a [State Implementation Plan] based
simply on a preference for a particular control
measure.�” App. 53. Judge Kelly concluded that
�“Oklahoma considered the cost and resulting benefit of
such a large investment in scrubbers, and its
conclusion was not unreasonable.�” Id. Judge Kelly
concluded that EPA acted �“arbitrarily and capriciously�”
by exaggerating the effectiveness of the scrubbers in
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order to make them seem cost effective. EPA,
�“[k]nowing these calculations violated [its own]
manual,�” developed an alternative way to attempt to
justify the scrubbers: it simply changed �“the size of the
scrubbers to smaller, less expensive ones,�” but did so
without providing �“any evidence that a significantly
smaller scrubber was sufficient to meet OG&E�’s
needs.�” App. 51-52. Consequently, Judge Kelly would
have found EPA�’s actions unlawful and would not have
deferred to EPA�’s technical judgments and experts.
App. 52. Judge Kelly also concluded that EPA failed to
provide record evidence to support why its own
contrary BART determinations were justified. 

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE WRIT

I. The Tenth Circuit�’s decision conflicts with
decisions of this Court and other federal
courts of appeal on the allocation of federal-
state authority.

In reflexively affording EPA Chevron deference, the
panel below departed from other circuits, which have
resoundingly recognized that States, not EPA, are
entitled to deference in formulating plans under the
Clean Air Act. Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural
Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984).
The decision below radically departed from the clearly-
designed cooperative-federalism mechanism of the
Clean Air Act (specifically, the Regional Haze
Program), converting it into federal supremacy where
EPA is permitted to replace a State�’s determination
with its own.

1. The decision below squarely conflicts with the
D.C. Circuit�’s decision in American Corn Growers
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Association v. EPA, 291 F.3d 1 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (�“Corn
Growers�”), in which the D.C. Circuit invalidated EPA�’s
attempt to mandate the manner in which States must
consider one of the five BART factors and stressed that
EPA�’s actions were �“inconsistent with the Act�’s
provisions giving the states broad authority over BART
determinations.�” Id. at 8. By dictating that the States
make BART determinations in a particular manner,
EPA had impermissibly �“constrain[ed] authority
Congress conferred on the states.�” Id. at 9. The court
emphasized that the �“states . . . play the lead role in
designing and implementing regional haze programs,�”
id. at 8 (citing Clean Air Act §§ 169A(b)(2)(A);
169A(g)(2)), and that the phrase �“as determined by the
State�” is unique to the Regional Haze Program. Indeed,
no similar language appears in other air programs
regarding, for example, best available control
technology (�“BACT�”) or National Ambient Air Quality
Standards. As such, the D.C. Circuit had no trouble
concluding that Congress had unequivocally left BART
determinations to the States. Id. at 7�–8. 

Regardless, the panel below concluded that Corn
Growers did �“not alter [its] conclusion.�” App. 14. The
panel held that while Corn Growers recognized that the
Clean Air Act �“shift[ed] the power to determine BART
from the EPA to the states,�” Congress intended only to
prevent �“the EPA from directly making t[he] BART
decisions, �” and that EPA retained the ability to
indirectly make those decisions through its  �“authority
to ensure that�…BART decisions comply with the
statute.�” Id. 

But that is a distinction without a difference.  By
replacing Oklahoma�’s careful work in the State
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Implementation Plan with EPA�’s own, de novo
approach, driven by its hired consultant�’s post-State
Implementation Plan work, EPA did make BART
decisions directly. The fact that EPA operated under
the cloak of reviewing Oklahoma�’s Plan is beside the
point if, at the end of the day, the result is the same.

2. The decision below also cannot be reconciled
with this Court�’s nearly four decades of recognizing the
Clean Air Act�’s �“division of responsibilities�” between
the States and the federal government. Train v.
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 421 U.S. 60,
79 (1975). In Train, the Court observed that EPA �“is
plainly charged by the Act with the responsibility for
setting the national ambient air standards.�” But �“[j]ust
as plainly,�” EPA �“is relegated by the Act to a secondary
role in the process of determining and enforcing the
specific, source-by-source emission limitations which
are necessary if the national standards it has set are to
be met.�” Id. (emphasis added). As the Court explained,
�“[t]he Act gives the [EPA] no authority to question the
wisdom of a State�’s choices of emission limitations if
they are part of a plan which satisfies the [Act�’s]
standards.�” Id. �“[S]o long as the ultimate effect of a
State�’s choice of emission limitations is compliance
with the national standards for ambient air, the State
is at liberty to adopt whatever mix of emission
limitations it deems best suited to its particular
situation.�” Id.; see also Union Elec. Co. v. EPA, 427
U.S. at 269 (�“Congress plainly left with the States, so
long as the national standards were met, the power to
determine which sources would be burdened by
regulation and to what extent�”).
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3. Likewise, the Court in Alaska Department of
Environmental Conservation v. EPA, 540 U.S. 461
(2004), examined EPA�’s attempt to override Alaska�’s
�“best available control technology�” (�“BACT�”)
determination under the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards program�—a program in which the Clean Air
Act gives EPA an even greater supervisory role than in
Regional Haze cases. Despite the express authority
conferred by the Clean Air Act on EPA to reject a
State�’s BACT determination, this Court held that
EPA�’s role was limited to reviewing whether the State�’s
BACT determination was reasonably moored to the
Clean Air Act and faithful to the statute�’s definition of
BACT. Id. at 484. Unwilling to accord its normal
deference to EPA�’s actions, this Court found that EPA�’s
oversight role was limited to determining whether the
State�’s determination �“is not based on a reasoned
analysis�” and is �“arbitrary.�” Id. at 490-91. Even EPA
agreed that it must accord appropriate deference to a
State�’s determination and that it lacked authority to
�“second guess�” a state�’s decision. Id.

Thus, in reviewing EPA�’s purely supervisory role,
this Court held that �“the production and persuasion
burdens remain with EPA and the underlying question
a reviewing court resolves remains the same: Whether
the state agency�’s BACT determination was
reasonable, in light of the statutory guides and the
state administrative record.�” Id. at 494.

This Court�’s reasoning in Alaska Department should
have applied with even greater force to EPA�’s review of
BART determinations. BACT is a continually-evolving,
health-driven emission level applicable to new
construction or modification. BART, on the other hand,
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is a one-time, cost-benefit-based, visibility standard for
sources constructed prior to and unmodified since 1977.
The BACT provisions impose obligations reflected by
such strong, normative terms as �“maximum�” and
�“achievable�” that are not found in the Clean Air Act�’s
definition of BART.  Id. at 484�–91. There is also no
provision in BACT that is comparable to the Regional
Haze Program�’s unequivocal mandate that BART is �“as
determined by the State.�”

In evaluating EPA�’s rejection of Oklahoma�’s BART
determination, the panel below largely ignored Alaska
Department, and disregarded its guidance. The panel
sanctioned EPA�’s second-guessing of the cost estimates
used in the State�’s BART determination, contending
that they failed to comply with EPA guidelines. EPA
erroneously argued�—and the panel majority
agreed�—that Oklahoma failed to follow a particular
costing methodology, that OG&E�’s costing assumptions
were flawed, and that even OG&E�’s detailed cost
estimates, provided at EPA�’s request, were inadequate.
Oklahoma raised numerous objections and counter-
arguments to these conclusions during the Federal
Implementation Plan rulemaking process, but the
panel found that Oklahoma failed to show that EPA�’s
approach was arbitrary and capricious. This finding
requires Oklahoma to disprove the validity of EPA�’s
conclusions, but Alaska Department mandates
otherwise. It is EPA that bears the burden of showing
that Oklahoma�’s costing methods, and ultimately its
BART determination, were unreasonable, and the
panel erred in holding EPA to a lesser standard. 

4. Contrary to the approach taken by the majority,
for regional haze, the State, not EPA, is the �“authorized
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agency�” entitled to deference under Arizona Public
Service Co. v. EPA, 562 F.3d 1116, 1123 (10th Cir.
2009). By according EPA the deference that is reserved
by the Clean Air Act to the State, the panel majority�’s
decision undermined the State�’s exercise of its
authority under the Clean Air Act. Repeatedly
throughout the course of its review of EPA�’s decision,
the panel deferred to EPA�’s preferences as long as
EPA�’s hired consultant provided some explanation for
EPA�’s conclusions. But the test should not have been
whether EPA�’s approach could be justified. It should
have been whether EPA had a basis to say that the
State�’s approach violated some mandatory requirement
in the Regional Haze Regulations or was itself
arbitrary. The panel�’s decision leaves States unable to
determine with certainty what approach to regional
haze is acceptable because the majority gives EPA the
freedom to rely on any one of multiple possible
interpretations of baseline emissions, of the
requirements of EPA�’s Control Cost Manual, or even of
the engineering necessary to identify technically
feasible controls. By painting its review of EPA�’s action
in rejecting the Oklahoma Plan with the same broad,
deferential brush that it viewed EPA�’s adoption of its
own Federal Implementation Plan, the panel
improperly disturbed the State�’s authority to determine
BART, contrary to the Clean Air Act and the long line
of decisions described above. 

Because the majority was overly deferential in its
review of EPA�’s action, it failed to conduct a
meaningful examination of the explanations underlying
EPA�’s cost analysis. The panel should have required
EPA to show why the State�’s rule was unreasonable
before EPA could reject Oklahoma�’s Plan, and the
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panel should have done so giving deference to
Oklahoma�’s determinations, not EPA�’s. If the panel
had given EPA�’s rejection of Oklahoma�’s Plan that level
of review, it would have found that EPA�’s explanations
were frequently based on assumptions unsupported by
the record, contrary to basic engineering or economic
realities, or based on materials or analysis that EPA
did not provide to Oklahoma as part of the state
administrative record for its consideration during the
State�’s lengthy process for making its BART
determination. This aspect of the decision is
particularly important because the majority recognized
that even under its deferential standard of review, it
was a �“close case.�” The panel�’s wholesale deference
allowed EPA to:

1. ignore technical design requirements for the
scrubbers needed to maintain the existing
functionality of the OG&E Units and ignored
EPA�’s own guidelines requiring the use of
past actual emissions to measure the effect of
the addition of scrubbers.

2. deviate from the twenty-year useful life of
scrubbers used by Oklahoma even though a
twenty-year life has been used in other cost
analyses and has been acknowledged by EPA
as being consistent with its Control Cost
Manual. That error alone resulted in
understating the scrubber�’s annual capital
costs by thirty percent.

3. reject Oklahoma�’s 2009 cost estimates that
deviated from the Control Cost Manual even
though the State had site-specific vendor
quotes to support those costs. Meanwhile,
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EPA deviated from the Control Cost Manual
without any site-specific cost support.

4. support the Federal Implementation Plan by
aggregating visibility improvements from
multiple units, even though OG&E
specifically objected to that methodology in
the administrative proceeding for being
inconsistent with the Regional Haze
regulations.

EPA could not justify its rulemaking and achieve its
desired result of requiring scrubbers on the OG&E
Units without these errors because OG&E voluntarily
adopted the use of low sulfur coal many years ago, thus
minimizing any adverse impact on visibility. The
Oklahoma Plan would have ensured reasonable further
progress toward maintaining that limited impact by
making that voluntary choice mandatory. EPA,
however, was unsatisfied with anything less than the
installation of scrubbers, which put it in the awkward
position of having to justify huge costs from which only
marginal visibility benefits will flow. It was thus little
wonder EPA�’s rulemaking was not a model of expert
agency work. 

The only question for EPA on review of the State�’s
determination should have been whether it represented
a reasonable application of EPA guidelines based on
the record that existed when the State made its
decision, and in conducting this review, EPA should
have given the State�’s determinations the same level of
deference that it expects when its decisions are
reviewed. Rather than review the State�’s determination
for proper and reasonable exercise of its discretion,
EPA hired a consultant to second-guess Oklahoma�’s
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choices, App.9, created projections of scrubber costs
using its discretionary choices and assumptions after
the state administrative record was closed, id., and
substituted its judgments for the site-specific analysis
conducted by Oklahoma. EPA did not give Oklahoma
this information to consider in making its BART
determination. The Clean Air Act does not authorize
EPA to approach its review of the State�’s BART
determinations in that way, and the majority�’s decision
undermines the authority given to the State.

On this basis alone, this Court�’s review is
warranted and urgently needed.

II. The conflict over federal-state authority is a
recurring problem of national importance.

This Court�’s review is urgently needed in light of
the important and recurring nature of the question
presented�—not only under the Regional Haze Program
but also a broad range of other federal statutes
exemplifying various allocations of authority between
the States and federal government. 

1. In this, just the first phase of the long-term
Regional Haze Program,5 EPA has disapproved state
BART determinations or taken similar action in twelve
States and has a pending disapproval in another

5 Given the stringency of EPA�’s other regulations applicable to
facilities in the eastern States, EPA has not for the most part
required those States to make BART determinations for electricity
generating sources.
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State.6 While the Tenth Circuit�’s decision was the first
of multiple expected judicial decisions reviewing EPA
disapprovals of state BART determinations under the
Regional Haze Program in circuits around the country,
it will certainly not be the last.  At least nine other
proceedings are now pending, involving seven other
state plans, including two more in the Tenth Circuit.7

And more may be yet to come. 

Just as it rushed to do in North Dakota�’s case before
the Eighth Circuit, EPA will certainly waste no time in
using the Tenth Circuit�’s decision before court after
court in these BART cases. And if those courts rely on
the Tenth Circuit�’s decision like the Eighth Circuit did,

6 77 Fed. Reg. 72,512 (Dec. 5, 2012) (Arizona); 77 Fed. Reg. 14,604
(Mar. 12, 2012) (Arkansas); 77 Fed. Reg. 39,425 (July 3, 2012)
(Louisiana); 77 Fed. Reg. 71,533 (Dec. 3, 2012) (Michigan); 78 Fed.
Reg. 8,706 (Feb. 6, 2013) (Minnesota); 77 Fed. Reg. 57,864 (Sept.
18, 2012) (Montana); 77 Fed. Reg. 40,150 (July 6, 2012)
(Nebraska); 77 Fed. Reg. 50,936 (Aug. 23, 2012) (Nevada); 76 Fed.
Reg. 52,388 (Aug. 22, 2011) (New Mexico); 77 Fed. Reg. 20,894
(Apr. 6, 2012) (North Dakota); 76 Fed. Reg. 81,728 (Dec. 28, 2011)
(Oklahoma); 77 Fed. Reg. 74,355 (Dec. 14, 2012) (Utah); 77 Fed.
Reg. 33,022 (June 4, 2012) (Wyoming) (proposed).

7 Arizona v. EPA, No. 13-70366 (9th Cir., filed Jan. 31, 2013);
Louisiana Dep�’t of Env. Quality v. EPA, No. 12-60672 (5th Cir.,
filed Sept. 4, 2012); Michigan v. EPA, No. 13-2130 (8th Cir., filed
May 22, 2013); Cliffs Natural Res., Inc. v. EPA, No. 13-1758 (8th
Cir., filed Apr. 4, 2013) (Michigan and Minnesota); PPL Montana,
LLC v. EPA, No. 12-73757 (9th Cir., filed Nov. 16, 2012); Nebraska
v. EPA, No. 12-3084 (8th Cir., filed Sept. 4, 2012); Martinez, et al.
v. EPA, No. 11-9567 (10th Cir., filed Oct. 21, 2011) (New Mexico);
North Dakota v. EPA, 730 F.3d 750 (8th Cir. 2013); Oklahoma v.
EPA (the instant case); Utah v. EPA, No. 13-9535 (10th Cir., filed
Mar. 21, 2013).
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see North Dakota v. EPA, 730 F.3d 750, 761 (8th Cir.
2013), the ripple effect will magnify the harms caused
by the Tenth Circuit�’s decision. Billion-dollar plan after
billion-dollar plan will be forced on the States. And
once construction begins in order to implement those
plans, it cannot practically be unwound.  

Additionally, the decision not only harms Oklahoma
now, it also limits the technical tools Oklahoma has
available to it in developing future Regional Haze State
Implementation Plans for the remaining forty-six years
of the Regional Haze Program. Oklahoma�’s next State
Implementation Plan is due in 2018, and the BART
determinations made now�—whether by Oklahoma or
EPA�—will directly affect the choices and decisions
made by Oklahoma for the next half-a-century. EPA�’s
imposition of a Federal Implementation Plan in this
first planning period of the Regional Haze program
unlawfully ties Oklahoma�’s hands as to what it can do
in the future�—a direct repudiation of Congress�’s
mandate that the States lead the design and
implementation of the Regional Haze Program.

2. Much like it did in Alaska Department, EPA here
has yet again called into question numerous other
statutes that embody the principle of cooperative
federalism. See, e.g., New York v. United States, 505
U.S. 144, 167-168 (1992) (identifying �“numerous federal
statutory schemes�” of this nature, including the Clean
Water Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 et seq., the Occupational
Safety and Health Act, 29 U.S.C. §§ 651 et seq., the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C.
§§ 6901 et seq., and the Alaska National Interest Lands
Conservation Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 3101 et seq.). Much like
the Clean Air Act, these statutes are based on shared
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federal-state responsibility, whereby the federal
government sets standards and the States�—if they opt
to undertake the responsibility�—are given broad
flexibility in implementing those standards.
Cooperative-federalism promotes federalism because
�“state governments remain responsive to the local
electorate�’s preferences; state officials remain
accountable to the people.�” New York v. United States,
505 U.S. at 167-168. The Tenth Circuit�’s decision, by
transferring from the State to EPA core discretionary
authority under the leading cooperative-federalism
statutory regimes, threatens to undermine the balance
of power struck by Congress and accepted by the States
when they assumed the responsibilities offered under
the Act. For this reason too, the decision merits review. 

CONCLUSION

For these reasons, the petition for a writ of
certiorari should be granted, and the judgment below
reversed. 
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APPENDIX C
                         

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE TENTH CIRCUIT 

[Filed October 31, 2013]

No. 12-9526
_______________________________________
STATE OF OKLAHOMA, et al., )

Petitioners, )
)

v. )
)

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL )
PROTECTION AGENCY, )

Respondent. )
--------------------------------------------------------- )
SIERRA CLUB, )

Intervenor - Respondent, )
)

and )
)

PACIFICORP, et al., )
Amici Curiae. )

_______________________________________)

No. 12-9527
_______________________________________
OKLAHOMA GAS & ELECTRIC ) 
COMPANY, )

Petitioner, )
)

v. )
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)
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL )
PROTECTION AGENCY, )

Respondent. )
--------------------------------------------------------- )
SIERRA CLUB, )

Intervenor - Respondent, )
)

and )
)

PACIFICORP, et al., )
Amici Curiae. )

_______________________________________)

ORDER

Before BRISCOE, Chief Judge, KELLY, and
LUCERO, Circuit Judges.

Petitioners�’ petition for panel rehearing in 12-9526
is denied. Petitioner�’s petition for panel rehearing in
12-9527 is also denied. Judge Kelly would grant panel
rehearing in both cases, consistent with his concurring
and dissenting opinion.

The petitions for rehearing en banc were
transmitted to all of the judges of the court who are in
regular active service. As no member of the panel and
no judge in regular active service on the court
requested that the court be polled, those petitions are
also denied.

Entered for the Court 

/s/ Elisabeth A. Shumaker
ELISABETH A. SHUMAKER, Clerk
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APPENDIX D
                         

42 U.S.C.A. § 7491 

§ 7491. Visibility protection for 
Federal class I areas

Currentness 

(a) Impairment of visibility; list of areas; study and
report 

(1) Congress hereby declares as a national goal
the prevention of any future, and the remedying of
any existing, impairment of visibility in mandatory
class I Federal areas which impairment results
from manmade air pollution. 

(2) Not later than six months after August 7,
1977, the Secretary of the Interior in consultation
with other Federal land managers shall review all
mandatory class I Federal areas and identify those
where visibility is an important value of the area.
From time to time the Secretary of the Interior may
revise such identifications. Not later than one year
after August 7, 1977, the Administrator shall, after
consultation with the Secretary of the Interior,
promulgate a list of mandatory class I Federal areas
in which he determines visibility is an important
value. 

(3) Not later than eighteen months after August
7, 1977, the Administrator shall complete a study
and report to Congress on available methods for
implementing the national goal set forth in
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paragraph (1). Such report shall include
recommendations for-- 

(A) methods for identifying, characterizing,
determining, quantifying, and measuring
visibility impairment in Federal areas referred
to in paragraph (1), and 

(B) modeling techniques (or other methods)
for determining the extent to which manmade
air pollution may reasonably be anticipated to
cause or contribute to such impairment, and 

(C) methods for preventing and remedying
such manmade air pollution and resulting
visibility impairment. 

Such report shall also identify the classes or categories
of sources and the types of air pollutants which, alone
or in conjunction with other sources or pollutants, may
reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute
significantly to impairment of visibility. 

(4) Not later than twenty-four months after
August 7, 1977, and after notice and public hearing,
the Administrator shall promulgate regulations to
assure (A) reasonable progress toward meeting the
national goal specified in paragraph (1), and (B)
compliance with the requirements of this section. 

(b) Regulations 

Regulations under subsection (a)(4) of this section
shall-- 

(1) provide guidelines to the States, taking into
account the recommendations under subsection
(a)(3) of this section on appropriate techniques and
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methods for implementing this section (as provided
in subparagraphs (A) through (C) of such subsection
(a)(3)), and 

(2) require each applicable implementation plan
for a State in which any area listed by the
Administrator under subsection (a)(2) of this section
is located (or for a State the emissions from which
may reasonably be anticipated to cause or
contribute to any impairment of visibility in any
such area) to contain such emission limits,
schedules of compliance and other measures as may
be necessary to make reasonable progress toward
meeting the national goal specified in subsection (a)
of this section, including-- 

(A) except as otherwise provided pursuant to
subsection (c) of this section, a requirement that
each major stationary source which is in
existence on August 7, 1977, but which has not
been in operation for more than fifteen years as
of such date, and which, as determined by the
State (or the Administrator in the case of a plan
promulgated under section 7410(c) of this title)
emits any air pollutant which may reasonably be
anticipated to cause or contribute to any
impairment of visibility in any such area, shall
procure, install, and operate, as expeditiously as
practicable (and maintain thereafter) the best
available retrofit technology, as determined by
the State (or the Administrator in the case of a
plan promulgated under section 7410(c) of this
title) for controlling emissions from such source
for the purpose of eliminating or reducing any
such impairment, and 
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(B) a long-term (ten to fifteen years) strategy
for making reasonable progress toward meeting
the national goal specified in subsection (a) of
this section. 

In the case of a fossil-fuel fired generating
powerplant having a total generating capacity in
excess of 750 megawatts, the emission
limitations required under this paragraph shall
be determined pursuant to guidelines,
promulgated by the Administrator under
paragraph (1). 

(c) Exemptions 

(1) The Administrator may, by rule, after notice
and opportunity for public hearing, exempt any
major stationary source from the requirement of
subsection (b)(2)(A) of this section, upon his
determination that such source does not or will not,
by itself or in combination with other sources, emit
any air pollutant which may reasonably be
anticipated to cause or contribute to a significant
impairment of visibility in any mandatory class I
Federal area. 

(2) Paragraph (1) of this subsection shall not be
applicable to any fossil-fuel fired powerplant with
total design capacity of 750 megawatts or more,
unless the owner or operator of any such plant
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the
Administrator that such powerplant is located at
such distance from all areas listed by the
Administrator under subsection (a)(2) of this section
that such powerplant does not or will not, by itself
or in combination with other sources, emit any air
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pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated to
cause or contribute to significant impairment of
visibility in any such area. 

(3) An exemption under this subsection shall be
effective only upon concurrence by the appropriate
Federal land manager or managers with the
Administrator�’s determination under this
subsection. 

(d) Consultations with appropriate Federal land
managers 

Before holding the public hearing on the proposed
revision of an applicable implementation plan to meet
the requirements of this section, the State (or the
Administrator, in the case of a plan promulgated under
section 7410(c) of this title) shall consult in person with
the appropriate Federal land manager or managers
and shall include a summary of the conclusions and
recommendations of the Federal land managers in the
notice to the public. 

(e) Buffer zones 

In promulgating regulations under this section, the
Administrator shall not require the use of any
automatic or uniform buffer zone or zones. 

(f) Nondiscretionary duty 

For purposes of section 7604(a)(2) of this title, the
meeting of the national goal specified in subsection
(a)(1) of this section by any specific date or dates shall
not be considered a �“nondiscretionary duty�” of the
Administrator. 
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(g) Definitions 

For the purpose of this section-- 

(1) in determining reasonable progress there
shall be taken into consideration the costs of
compliance, the time necessary for compliance, and
the energy and nonair quality environmental
impacts of compliance, and the remaining useful life
of any existing source subject to such requirements; 

(2) in determining best available retrofit
technology the State (or the Administrator in
determining emission limitations which reflect such
technology) shall take into consideration the costs of
compliance, the energy and nonair quality
environmental impacts of compliance, any existing
pollution control technology in use at the source, the
remaining useful life of the source, and the degree
of improvement in visibility which may reasonably
be anticipated to result from the use of such
technology; 

(3) the term �“manmade air pollution�” means air
pollution which results directly or indirectly from
human activities; 

(4) the term �“as expeditiously as practicable�”
means as expeditiously as practicable but in no
event later than five years after the date of approval
of a plan revision under this section (or the date of
promulgation of such a plan revision in the case of
action by the Administrator under section 7410(c) of
this title for purposes of this section); 
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(5) the term �“mandatory class I Federal areas�”
means Federal areas which may not be designated
as other than class I under this part; 

(6) the terms �“visibility impairment�” and
�“impairment of visibility�” shall include reduction in
visual range and atmospheric discoloration; and 

(7) the term �“major stationary source�” means the
following types of stationary sources with the
potential to emit 250 tons or more of any pollutant:
fossil-fuel fired steam electric plants of more than
250 million British thermal units per hour heat
input, coal cleaning plants (thermal dryers), kraft
pulp mills, Portland Cement plants, primary zinc
smelters, iron and steel mill plants, primary
aluminum ore reduction plants, primary copper
smelters, municipal incinerators capable of
charging more than 250 tons of refuse per day,
hydrofluoric, sulfuric, and nitric acid plants,
petroleum refineries, lime plants, phosphate rock
processing plants, coke oven batteries, sulfur
recovery plants, carbon black plants (furnace
process), primary lead smelters, fuel conversion
plants, sintering plants, secondary metal production
facilities, chemical process plants, fossil-fuel boilers
of more than 250 million British thermal units per
hour heat input, petroleum storage and transfer
facilities with a capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels,
taconite ore processing facilities, glass fiber
processing plants, charcoal production facilities.
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40 C.F.R. § 51.308 

§ 51.308 Regional haze program requirements.

Effective: August 6, 2012
Currentness 

(a) What is the purpose of this section? This section
establishes requirements for implementation plans,
plan revisions, and periodic progress reviews to address
regional haze. 

(b) When are the first implementation plans due
under the regional haze program? Except as provided
in § 51.309(c), each State identified in § 51.300(b)(3)
must submit, for the entire State, an implementation
plan for regional haze meeting the requirements of
paragraphs (d) and (e) of this section no later than
December 17, 2007. 

(c) [Reserved] 

(d) What are the core requirements for the
implementation plan for regional haze? The State must
address regional haze in each mandatory Class I
Federal area located within the State and in each
mandatory Class I Federal area located outside the
State which may be affected by emissions from within
the State. To meet the core requirements for regional
haze for these areas, the State must submit an
implementation plan containing the following plan
elements and supporting documentation for all
required analyses: 

(1) Reasonable progress goals. For each
mandatory Class I Federal area located within the
State, the State must establish goals (expressed in
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deciviews) that provide for reasonable progress
towards achieving natural visibility conditions. The
reasonable progress goals must provide for an
improvement in visibility for the most impaired
days over the period of the implementation plan and
ensure no degradation in visibility for the least
impaired days over the same period. 

(i) In establishing a reasonable progress goal for
any mandatory Class I Federal area within the
State, the State must: 

(A) Consider the costs of compliance, the time
necessary for compliance, the energy and non-air
quality environmental impacts of compliance,
and the remaining useful life of any potentially
affected sources, and include a demonstration
showing how these factors were taken into
consideration in selecting the goal. 

(B) Analyze and determine the rate of
progress needed to attain natural visibility
conditions by the year 2064. To calculate this
rate of progress, the State must compare
baseline visibility conditions to natural visibility
conditions in the mandatory Federal Class I
area and determine the uniform rate of visibility
improvement (measured in deciviews) that
would need to be maintained during each
implementation period in order to attain natural
visibility conditions by 2064. In establishing the
reasonable progress goal, the State must
consider the uniform rate of improvement in
visibility and the emission reduction measures
needed to achieve it for the period covered by the
implementation plan. 
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(ii) For the period of the implementation plan, if
the State establishes a reasonable progress goal
that provides for a slower rate of improvement in
visibility than the rate that would be needed to
attain natural conditions by 2064, the State must
demonstrate, based on the factors in paragraph
(d)(1)(i)(A) of this section, that the rate of progress
for the implementation plan to attain natural
conditions by 2064 is not reasonable; and that the
progress goal adopted by the State is reasonable.
The State must provide to the public for review as
part of its implementation plan an assessment of
the number of years it would take to attain natural
conditions if visibility improvement continues at the
rate of progress selected by the State as reasonable. 

(iii) In determining whether the State�’s goal for
visibility improvement provides for reasonable
progress towards natural visibility conditions, the
Administrator will evaluate the demonstrations
developed by the State pursuant to paragraphs
(d)(1)(i) and (d)(1)(ii) of this section. 

(iv) In developing each reasonable progress goal,
the State must consult with those States which may
reasonably be anticipated to cause or contribute to
visibility impairment in the mandatory Class I
Federal area. In any situation in which the State
cannot agree with another such State or group of
States that a goal provides for reasonable progress,
the State must describe in its submittal the actions
taken to resolve the disagreement. In reviewing the
State�’s implementation plan submittal, the
Administrator will take this information into
account in determining whether the State�’s goal for
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visibility improvement provides for reasonable
progress towards natural visibility conditions. 

(v) The reasonable progress goals established by
the State are not directly enforceable but will be
considered by the Administrator in evaluating the
adequacy of the measures in the implementation
plan to achieve the progress goal adopted by the
State. 

(vi) The State may not adopt a reasonable
progress goal that represents less visibility
improvement than is expected to result from
implementation of other requirements of the CAA
during the applicable planning period. 

(2) Calculations of baseline and natural visibility
conditions. For each mandatory Class I Federal
area located within the State, the State must
determine the following visibility conditions
(expressed in deciviews): 

(i) Baseline visibility conditions for the most
impaired and least impaired days. The period for
establishing baseline visibility conditions is 2000 to
2004. Baseline visibility conditions must be
calculated, using available monitoring data, by
establishing the average degree of visibility
impairment for the most and least impaired days
for each calendar year from 2000 to 2004. The
baseline visibility conditions are the average of
these annual values. For mandatory Class I Federal
areas without onsite monitoring data for 2000-2004,
the State must establish baseline values using the
most representative available monitoring data for
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2000-2004, in consultation with the Administrator
or his or her designee; 

(ii) For an implementation plan that is
submitted by 2003, the period for establishing
baseline visibility conditions for the period of the
first long-term strategy is the most recent 5�—year
period for which visibility monitoring data are
available for the mandatory Class I Federal areas
addressed by the plan. For mandatory Class I
Federal areas without onsite monitoring data, the
State must establish baseline values using the most
representative available monitoring data, in
consultation with the Administrator or his or her
designee; 

(iii) Natural visibility conditions for the most
impaired and least impaired days. Natural visibility
conditions must be calculated by estimating the
degree of visibility impairment existing under
natural conditions for the most impaired and least
impaired days, based on available monitoring
information and appropriate data analysis
techniques; and 

(iv)(A) For the first implementation plan addressing
the requirements of paragraphs (d) and (e) of this
section, the number of deciviews by which baseline
conditions exceed natural visibility conditions for
the most impaired and least impaired days; or 

(B) For all future implementation plan
revisions, the number of deciviews by which
current conditions, as calculated under
paragraph (f)(1) of this section, exceed natural
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visibility conditions for the most impaired and
least impaired days. 

(3) Long-term strategy for regional haze. Each
State listed in § 51.300(b)(3) must submit a
long-term strategy that addresses regional haze
visibility impairment for each mandatory Class I
Federal area within the State and for each
mandatory Class I Federal area located outside the
State which may be affected by emissions from the
State. The long-term strategy must include
enforceable emissions limitations, compliance
schedules, and other measures as necessary to
achieve the reasonable progress goals established
by States having mandatory Class I Federal areas.
In establishing its long-term strategy for regional
haze, the State must meet the following
requirements: 

(i) Where the State has emissions that are
reasonably anticipated to contribute to visibility
impairment in any mandatory Class I Federal area
located in another State or States, the State must
consult with the other State(s) in order to develop
coordinated emission management strategies. The
State must consult with any other State having
emissions that are reasonably anticipated to
contribute to visibility impairment in any
mandatory Class I Federal area within the State. 

(ii) Where other States cause or contribute to
impairment in a mandatory Class I Federal area,
the State must demonstrate that it has included in
its implementation plan all measures necessary to
obtain its share of the emission reductions needed
to meet the progress goal for the area. If the State
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has participated in a regional planning process, the
State must ensure it has included all measures
needed to achieve its apportionment of emission
reduction obligations agreed upon through that
process. 

(iii) The State must document the technical basis,
including modeling, monitoring and emissions
information, on which the State is relying to
determine its apportionment of emission reduction
obligations necessary for achieving reasonable
progress in each mandatory Class I Federal area it
affects. The State may meet this requirement by
relying on technical analyses developed by the
regional planning organization and approved by all
State participants. The State must identify the
baseline emissions inventory on which its strategies
are based. The baseline emissions inventory year is
presumed to be the most recent year of the
consolidate periodic emissions inventory. 

(iv) The State must identify all anthropogenic
sources of visibility impairment considered by the
State in developing its long-term strategy. The
State should consider major and minor stationary
sources, mobile sources, and area sources. 

(v) The State must consider, at a minimum, the
following factors in developing its long-term
strategy: 

(A) Emission reductions due to ongoing air
pollution control programs, including measures
to address reasonably attributable visibility
impairment; 
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(B) Measures to mitigate the impacts of
construction activities; 

(C) Emissions limitations and schedules for
compliance to achieve the reasonable progress
goal; 

(D) Source retirement and replacement
schedules; 

(E) Smoke management techniques for
agricultural and forestry management purposes
including plans as currently exist within the
State for these purposes; 

(F) Enforceability of emissions limitations
and control measures; and 

(G) The anticipated net effect on visibility due
to projected changes in point, area, and mobile
source emissions over the period addressed by
the long-term strategy. 

(4) Monitoring strategy and other
implementation plan requirements. The State must
submit with the implementation plan a monitoring
strategy for measuring, characterizing, and
reporting of regional haze visibility impairment that
is representative of all mandatory Class I Federal
areas within the State. This monitoring strategy
must be coordinated with the monitoring strategy
required in § 51.305 for reasonably attributable
visibility impairment. Compliance with this
requirement may be met through participation in
the Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual
Environments network. The implementation plan
must also provide for the following: 
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(i) The establishment of any additional
monitoring sites or equipment needed to assess
whether reasonable progress goals to address
regional haze for all mandatory Class I Federal
areas within the State are being achieved. 

(ii) Procedures by which monitoring data and
other information are used in determining the
contribution of emissions from within the State to
regional haze visibility impairment at mandatory
Class I Federal areas both within and outside the
State. 

(iii) For a State with no mandatory Class I
Federal areas, procedures by which monitoring data
and other information are used in determining the
contribution of emissions from within the State to
regional haze visibility impairment at mandatory
Class I Federal areas in other States. 

(iv) The implementation plan must provide for
the reporting of all visibility monitoring data to the
Administrator at least annually for each mandatory
Class I Federal area in the State. To the extent
possible, the State should report visibility
monitoring data electronically. 

(v) A statewide inventory of emissions of
pollutants that are reasonably anticipated to cause
or contribute to visibility impairment in any
mandatory Class I Federal area. The inventory
must include emissions for a baseline year,
emissions for the most recent year for which data
are available, and estimates of future projected
emissions. The State must also include a
commitment to update the inventory periodically. 
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(vi) Other elements, including reporting,
recordkeeping, and other measures, necessary to
assess and report on visibility. 

(e) Best Available Retrofit Technology (BART)
requirements for regional haze visibility impairment.
The State must submit an implementation plan
containing emission limitations representing BART
and schedules for compliance with BART for each
BART�—eligible source that may reasonably be
anticipated to cause or contribute to any impairment of
visibility in any mandatory Class I Federal area, unless
the State demonstrates that an emissions trading
program or other alternative will achieve greater
reasonable progress toward natural visibility
conditions. 

(1) To address the requirements for BART, the
State must submit an implementation plan
containing the following plan elements and include
documentation for all required analyses: 

(i) A list of all BART�—eligible sources within
the State. 

(ii) A determination of BART for each
BART�—eligible source in the State that emits any
air pollutant which may reasonably be anticipated
to cause or contribute to any impairment of
visibility in any mandatory Class I Federal area. All
such sources are subject to BART. 

(A) The determination of BART must be
based on an analysis of the best system of
continuous emission control technology available
and associated emission reductions achievable
for each BART�—eligible source that is subject to
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BART within the State. In this analysis, the
State must take into consideration the
technology available, the costs of compliance, the
energy and nonair quality environmental
impacts of compliance, any pollution control
equipment in use at the source, the remaining
useful life of the source, and the degree of
improvement in visibility which may reasonably
be anticipated to result from the use of such
technology. 

(B) The determination of BART for fossil-fuel
fired power plants having a total generating
capacity greater than 750 megawatts must be
made pursuant to the guidelines in appendix Y
of this part (Guidelines for BART
Determinations Under the Regional Haze Rule). 

(C) Exception. A State is not required to make
a determination of BART for SO2 or for NOX if a
BART�—eligible source has the potential to emit
less than 40 tons per year of such pollutant(s), or
for PM10 if a BART�—eligible source has the
potential to emit less than 15 tons per year of
such pollutant. 

(iii) If the State determines in establishing BART
that technological or economic limitations on the
applicability of measurement methodology to a
particular source would make the imposition of an
emission standard infeasible, it may instead
prescribe a design, equipment, work practice, or
other operational standard, or combination thereof,
to require the application of BART. Such standard,
to the degree possible, is to set forth the emission
reduction to be achieved by implementation of such
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design, equipment, work practice or operation, and
must provide for compliance by means which
achieve equivalent results. 

(iv) A requirement that each source subject to
BART be required to install and operate BART as
expeditiously as practicable, but in no event later
than 5 years after approval of the implementation
plan revision. 

(v) A requirement that each source subject to
BART maintain the control equipment required by
this subpart and establish procedures to ensure
such equipment is properly operated and
maintained. 

(2) A State may opt to implement or require
participation in an emissions trading program or
other alternative measure rather than to require
sources subject to BART to install, operate, and
maintain BART. Such an emissions trading
program or other alternative measure must achieve
greater reasonable progress than would be achieved
through the installation and operation of BART. For
all such emission trading programs or other
alternative measures, the State must submit an
implementation plan containing the following plan
elements and include documentation for all
required analyses: 

(i) A demonstration that the emissions trading
program or other alternative measure will achieve
greater reasonable progress than would have
resulted from the installation and operation of
BART at all sources subject to BART in the State
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and covered by the alternative program. This
demonstration must be based on the following: 

(A) A list of all BART�—eligible sources within
the State. 

(B) A list of all BART�—eligible sources and
all BART source categories covered by the
alternative program. The State is not required to
include every BART source category or every
BART�—eligible source within a BART source
category in an alternative program, but each
BART�—eligible source in the State must be
subject to the requirements of the alternative
program, have a federally enforceable emission
limitation determined by the State and approved
by EPA as meeting BART in accordance with
section 302(c) or paragraph (e)(1) of this section,
or otherwise addressed under paragraphs (e)(1)
or (e)(4)of this section. 

(C) An analysis of the best system of
continuous emission control technology available
and associated emission reductions achievable
for each source within the State subject to BART
and covered by the alternative program. This
analysis must be conducted by making a
determination of BART for each source subject
to BART and covered by the alternative program
as provided for in paragraph (e)(1) of this
section, unless the emissions trading program or
other alternative measure has been designed to
meet a requirement other than BART (such as
the core requirement to have a long-term
strategy to achieve the reasonable progress goals
established by States). In this case, the State
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may determine the best system of continuous 
emission control technology and associated
emission reductions for similar types of sources
within a source category based on both
source-specific and category-wide information,
as appropriate. 

(D) An analysis of the projected emissions
reductions achievable through the trading
program or other alternative measure. 

(E) A determination under paragraph (e)(3) of
this section or otherwise based on the clear
weight of evidence that the trading program or
other alternative measure achieves greater
reasonable progress than would be achieved
through the installation and operation of BART
at the covered sources. 

(ii) [Reserved] 

(iii) A requirement that all necessary emission
reductions take place during the period of the first
long-term strategy for regional haze. To meet this
requirement, the State must provide a detailed
description of the emissions trading program or
other alternative measure, including schedules for
implementation, the emission reductions required
by the program, all necessary administrative and
technical procedures for implementing the program,
rules for accounting and monitoring emissions, and
procedures for enforcement. 

(iv) A demonstration that the emission reductions
resulting from the emissions trading program or
other alternative measure will be surplus to those
reductions resulting from measures adopted to meet
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requirements of the CAA as of the baseline date of
the SIP. 

(v) At the State�’s option, a provision that the
emissions trading program or other alternative
measure may include a geographic enhancement to
the program to address the requirement under
§ 51.302(c) related to BART for reasonably
attributable impairment from the pollutants
covered under the emissions trading program or
other alternative measure. 

(vi) For plans that include an emissions trading
program that establishes a cap on total annual
emissions of SO2 or NOX from sources subject to the
program, requires the owners and operators of
sources to hold allowances or authorizations to emit
equal to emissions, and allows the owners and
operators of sources and other entities to purchase,
sell, and transfer allowances, the following elements
are required concerning the emissions covered by
the cap: 

(A) Applicability provisions defining the
sources subject to the program. The State must
demonstrate that the applicability provisions
(including the size criteria for including sources
in the program) are designed to prevent any
significant potential shifting within the State of
production and emissions from sources in the
program to sources outside the program. In the
case of a program covering sources in multiple
States, the States must demonstrate that the
applicability provisions in each State cover
essentially the same size facilities and, if source
categories are specified, cover the same source
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categories and prevent any significant, potential
shifting within such States of production and
emissions to sources outside the program. 

(B) Allowance provisions ensuring that the
total value of allowances (in tons) issued each
year under the program will not exceed the
emissions cap (in tons) on total annual emissions
from the sources in the program. 

(C) Monitoring provisions providing for
consistent and accurate measurements of
emissions from sources in the program to ensure
that each allowance actually represents the
same specified tonnage of emissions and that
emissions are measured with similar accuracy at
all sources in the program. The monitoring
provisions must require that boilers, combustion
turbines, and cement kilns in the program
allowed to sell or transfer allowances must
comply with the requirements of part 75 of this
chapter. The monitoring provisions must require
that other sources in the program allowed to sell
or transfer allowances must provide emissions
information with the same precision, reliability,
accessibility, and timeliness as information
provided under part 75 of this chapter. 

(D) Recordkeeping provisions that ensure the
enforceability of the emissions monitoring
provisions and other program requirements. The
recordkeeping provisions must require that
boilers, combustion turbines, and cement kilns
in the program allowed to sell or transfer
allowances must comply with the recordkeeping
provisions of part 75 of this chapter. The
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recordkeeping provisions must require that
other sources in the program allowed to sell or
transfer allowances must comply with
recordkeeping requirements that, as compared
with the recordkeeping provisions under part 75
of this chapter, are of comparable stringency and
require recording of comparable types of
information and retention of the records for
comparable periods of time. 

(E) Reporting provisions requiring timely
reporting of monitoring data with sufficient
frequency to ensure the enforceability of the
emissions monitoring provisions and other
program requirements and the ability to audit
the program. The reporting provisions must
require that boilers, combustion turbines, and
cement kilns in the program allowed to sell or
transfer allowances must comply with the
reporting provisions of part 75 of this chapter,
except that, if the Administrator is not the
tracking system administrator for the program,
emissions may be reported to the tracking
system administrator, rather than to the
Administrator. The reporting provisions must
require that other sources in the program
allowed to sell or transfer allowances must
comply with reporting requirements that, as
compared with the reporting provisions under
part 75 of this chapter, are of comparable
stringency and require reporting of comparable
types of information and require comparable
timeliness and frequency of reporting. 
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(F) Tracking system provisions which provide
for a tracking system that is publicly available
in a secure, centralized database to track in a
consistent manner all allowances and emissions
in the program. 

(G) Authorized account representative
provisions ensuring that the owners and
operators of a source designate one individual
who is authorized to represent the owners and
operators in all matters pertaining to the
trading program. 

(H) Allowance transfer provisions providing
procedures that allow timely transfer and
recording of  a l lowances,  minimize
administrative barriers to the operation of the
allowance market, and ensure that such
procedures apply uniformly to all sources and
other potential participants in the allowance
market. 

(I) Compliance provisions prohibiting a
source from emitting a total tonnage of a
pollutant that exceeds the tonnage value of its
allowance holdings, including the methods and
procedures for determining whether emissions
exceed allowance holdings. Such method and
procedures shall apply consistently from source
to source. 

(J) Penalty provisions providing for
mandatory allowance deductions for excess
emissions that apply consistently from source to
source. The tonnage value of the allowances
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deducted shall equal at least three times the
tonnage of the excess emissions. 

(K) For a trading program that allows
banking of allowances, provisions clarifying any
restrictions on the use of these banked
allowances. 

(L) Program assessment provisions providing
for periodic program evaluation to assess
whether the program is accomplishing its goals
and whether modifications to the program are
needed to enhance performance of the program. 

(3) A State which opts under 40 CFR 51.308(e)(2)
to implement an emissions trading program or
other alternative measure rather than to require
sources subject to BART to install, operate, and
maintain BART may satisfy the final step of the
demonstration required by that section as follows:
If the distribution of emissions is not substantially
different than under BART, and the alternative
measure results in greater emission reductions,
then the alternative measure may be deemed to
achieve greater reasonable progress. If the
distribution of emissions is significantly different,
the State must conduct dispersion modeling to
determine differences in visibility between BART
and the trading program for each impacted Class I
area, for the worst and best 20 percent of days. The
modeling would demonstrate �“greater reasonable
progress�” if both of the following two criteria are
met: 

(i) Visibility does not decline in any Class I area,
and 
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(ii) There is an overall improvement in visibility,
determined by comparing the average differences
between BART and the alternative over all affected
Class I areas. 

(4) A State subject to a trading program
established in accordance with § 52.38 or § 52.39
under a Transport Rule Federal Implementation
Plan need not require BART�—eligible fossil
fuel-fired steam electric plants in the State to
install, operate, and maintain BART for the
pollutant covered by such trading program in the
State. A State that chooses to meet the emission
reduction requirements of the Transport Rule by
submitting a SIP revision that establishes a trading
program and is approved as meeting the
requirements of § 52.38 or § 52.39 also need not
require BART�—eligible fossil fuel-fired steam
electric plants in the State to install, operate, and
maintain BART for the pollutant covered by such
trading program in the State. A State may adopt
provisions, consistent with the requirements
applicable to the State for a trading program
established in accordance with § 52.38 or § 52.39
under the Transport Rule Federal Implementation
Plan or established under a SIP revision that is
approved as meeting the requirements of § 52.38 or
§ 52.39, for a geographic enhancement to the
program to address the requirement under
§ 51.302(c) related to BART for reasonably
attributable impairment from the pollutant covered
by such trading program in that State. 

(5) After a State has met the requirements for
BART or implemented emissions trading program
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or other alternative measure that achieves more
reasonable progress than the installation and
operation of BART, BART�—eligible sources will be
subject to the requirements of paragraph (d) of this
section in the same manner as other sources. 

(6) Any BART�—eligible facility subject to the
requirement under paragraph (e) of this section to
install, operate, and maintain BART may apply to
the Administrator for an exemption from that
requirement. An application for an exemption will
be subject to the requirements of § 51.303(a)(2)-(h). 

(f) Requirements for comprehensive periodic
revisions of implementation plans for regional haze.
Each State identified in § 51.300(b)(3) must revise and
submit its regional haze implementation plan revision
to EPA by July 31, 2018 and every ten years thereafter.
In each plan revision, the State must evaluate and
reassess all of the elements required in paragraph (d)
of this section, taking into account improvements in
monitoring data collection and analysis techniques,
control technologies, and other relevant factors. In
evaluating and reassessing these elements, the State
must address the following: 

(1) Current visibility conditions for the most
impaired and least impaired days, and actual
progress made towards natural conditions during
the previous implementation period. The period for
calculating current visibility conditions is the most
recent five year period preceding the required date
of the implementation plan submittal for which
data are available. Current visibility conditions
must be calculated based on the annual average
level of visibility impairment for the most and least
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impaired days for each of these five years. Current
visibility conditions are the average of these annual
values. 

(2) The effectiveness of the long-term strategy
for achieving reasonable progress goals over the
prior implementation period(s); and 

(3) Affirmation of, or revision to, the reasonable
progress goal in accordance with the procedures set
forth in paragraph (d)(1) of this section. If the State
established a reasonable progress goal for the prior
period which provided a slower rate of progress
than that needed to attain natural conditions by the
year 2064, the State must evaluate and determine
the reasonableness, based on the factors in
paragraph (d)(1)(i)(A) of this section, of additional
measures that could be adopted to achieve the
degree of visibility improvement projected by the
analysis contained in the first implementation plan
described in paragraph (d)(1)(i)(B) of this section. 

(g) Requirements for periodic reports describing
progress towards the reasonable progress goals. Each
State identified in § 51.300(b)(3) must submit a report
to the Administrator every 5 years evaluating progress
towards the reasonable progress goal for each
mandatory Class I Federal area located within the
State and in each mandatory Class I Federal area
located outside the State which may be affected by
emissions from within the State. The first progress
report is due 5 years from submittal of the initial
implementation plan addressing paragraphs (d) and (e)
of this section. The progress reports must be in the
form of implementation plan revisions that comply
with the procedural requirements of § 51.102 and
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§ 51.103. Periodic progress reports must contain at a
minimum the following elements: 

(1) A description of the status of implementation
of all measures included in the implementation plan
for achieving reasonable progress goals for
mandatory Class I Federal areas both within and
outside the State. 

(2) A summary of the emissions reductions
achieved throughout the State through
implementation of the measures described in
paragraph (g)(1) of this section. 

(3) For each mandatory Class I Federal area
within the State, the State must assess the
following visibility conditions and changes, with
values for most impaired and least impaired days
expressed in terms of 5�—year averages of these
annual values. 

(i) The current visibility conditions for the most
impaired and least impaired days; 

(ii) The difference between current visibility
conditions for the most impaired and least impaired
days and baseline visibility conditions; 

(iii) The change in visibility impairment for the
most impaired and least impaired days over the
past 5 years; 

(4) An analysis tracking the change over the past
5 years in emissions of pollutants contributing to
visibility impairment from all sources and activities
within the State. Emissions changes should be
identified by type of source or activity. The analysis
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must be based on the most recent updated
emissions inventory, with estimates projected
forward as necessary and appropriate, to account
for emissions changes during the applicable 5�—year
period. 

(5) An assessment of any significant changes in
anthropogenic emissions within or outside the State
that have occurred over the past 5 years that have
limited or impeded progress in reducing pollutant
emissions and improving visibility. 

(6) An assessment of whether the current
implementation plan elements and strategies are
sufficient to enable the State, or other States with
mandatory Federal Class I areas affected by
emissions from the State, to meet all established
reasonable progress goals. 

(7) A review of the State�’s visibility monitoring
strategy and any modifications to the strategy as
necessary. 

(h) Determination of the adequacy of existing
implementation plan. At the same time the State is
required to submit any 5�—year progress report to EPA
in accordance with paragraph (g) of this section, the
State must also take one of the following actions based
upon the information presented in the progress report: 

(1) If the State determines that the existing
implementation plan requires no further
substantive revision at this time in order to achieve
established goals for visibility improvement and
emissions reductions, the State must provide to the
Administrator a negative declaration that further
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revision of the existing implementation plan is not
needed at this time. 

(2) If the State determines that the
implementation plan is or may be inadequate to
ensure reasonable progress due to emissions from
sources in another State(s) which participated in a
regional planning process, the State must provide
notification to the Administrator and to the other
State(s) which participated in the regional planning
process with the States. The State must also
collaborate with the other State(s) through the
regional planning process for the purpose of
developing additional strategies to address the
plan�’s deficiencies. 

(3) Where the State determines that the
implementation plan is or may be inadequate to
ensure reasonable progress due to emissions from
sources in another country, the State shall provide
notification, along with available information, to the
Administrator. 

(4) Where the State determines that the
implementation plan is or may be inadequate to
ensure reasonable progress due to emissions from
sources within the State, the State shall revise its
implementation plan to address the plan�’s
deficiencies within one year. 

(i) What are the requirements for State and Federal
Land Manager coordination? 

(1) By November 29, 1999, the State must
identify in writing to the Federal Land Managers
the title of the official to which the Federal Land
Manager of any mandatory Class I Federal area can
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submit any recommendations on the
implementation of this subpart including, but not
limited to: 

(i) Identification of impairment of visibility in
any mandatory Class I Federal area(s); and 

(ii) Identification of elements for inclusion in the
visibility monitoring strategy required by § 51.305
and this section.
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APPENDIX E
                         

Regional Haze Implementation Plan Revision 

State of Oklahoma 

Department of Environmental Quality 

February 2, 2010  

*  *  *

[p.81]

*  *  *

As outlined in the previous section and described in
detail in Appendix 6-4, DEQ conducted a thorough
case-by-case five-factor BART analysis for each of the
BART-subject units. DEQ determined that Dry-Flue
Gas Desulfurization with Spray Dryer Absorber (�“Dry
FGD with SDA�”) is not cost-effective for S02 control for
any of the six coal-fired steam electric units reviewed,
i.e., OG&E Sooner Units 1 and 2, OG&E Muskogee
Units 4 and 5, and PSO Northeastern Units 3 and 4.
This determination is based on the capital cost of add-
on controls, the cost effectiveness both in dollars per
ton and dollars per deciview of add-on controls, and the
long term viability of coal with respect to other
environmental programs, and national commitments.
In addition to information provided prior to the public
hearing, DEQ considered public comments, and
additional information provided by the affected
facilities in response to questions raised by the
commentors and DEQ staff. Revised cost estimates
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were provided by the affected facilities that are based
on vendor quotes and go well beyond the default
methodology recommended by EPA guidance. The cost
estimates are credible, detailed, and specific for the
individual facilities. The final estimate for Dry FGD
with SDA for the six coal-fired units was on average
153% greater than the high end costs assumed by DEQ
in the Draft SIP. These costs put the projects well
above costs reported for other BART determinations,
and above the levels DEQ considered reasonable for
cost effectiveness both in terms of dollars per ton of
pollutant removed and dollars per deciview (e.g.,
$10,000,000/dv) of improved visibilty. Tables VI-14 and
VI-15 give data on these measures of cost-effectiveness. 

[p.82]

*  *  *

DEQ has determined that the cost for DFGD is too
high and the benefit too low. These costs would further
extend the life expectancy of coal as the primary fuel in
the Sooner facility for at least 20 years and beyond.
Consequently, DEQ has determined BART for the six
coal-fired steam electric units to be the use (or
continued use) of low sulfur coal. Additional
explanation of DEQ�’s rationale and conclusions is
included in the BART Determinations in Appendix 6-4. 

*  *  *
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APPENDIX F
                         

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE TENTH CIRCUIT 

[Filed June 22, 2012]

Nos. 12-9526 & 12-9527

(No. EPA-R06-OAR-2010-0190)
_______________________________________
STATE OF OKLAHOMA; OKLAHOMA )
INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS, )
an unincorporated association; )
OKLAHOMA GAS & ELECTRIC )
COMPANY, )

Petitioners, )
)

v. )
)

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL )
PROTECTION AGENCY, )

Respondent. )
--------------------------------------------------------- )
SIERRA CLUB, )

Intervenor-Respondent. )
_______________________________________)

ORDER 

Before KELLY and HOLMES, Circuit Judges.

Petitioners, the State of Oklahoma, Oklahoma
Industrial Energy Consumers, and the Oklahoma Gas
& Electric Company, seek a stay pending review of that
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portion of the Environmental Protection Agency�’s final
rule requiring the reduction of sulfur dioxide emissions
at four electric generating units. We conclude that the
stay factors have been met in this case, and we
therefore GRANT the motion for stay pending hearing
by the merits panel. 

Entered for the Court 

/s/ Elisabeth A. Shumaker
ELISABETH A. SHUMAKER, Clerk
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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEA

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CI

PnONIIfcUSIATESCUUHI UFAmALS"
FOR DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA;
STATE OF ALABAMA;
STATE OF ARIZONA;
STATE OF KANSAS;
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY;
STATE OF LOUISIANA;
ATTORNEY GENERAL BILL SCHUETTE,

For the People ofMichigan;
STATE OF MONTANA;
STATE OF OHIO;
STATE OF OKLAHOMA;
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA;
STATE OF WISCONSIN;
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENT CABINET;
and, STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY;

PETITION FOR REVIEW

CaseNo. 16-1264

Petitioners,

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL

PROTECTION AGENCY;
and, REGINA A. MCCARTHY, Administrator,
United States Environmental Protection Agency;

Respondents.



The States of West Virginia, Alabama, Arizona, Kansas, Louisiana,

Montana, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Wisconsin, and the Commonwealth of

Kentucky, and Attorney General Bill Schuette for the People of Michigan, the

Commonwealth of Kentucky Energy and Environment Cabinet, and the State of

North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality hereby petition this Court,

pursuant to Rule 15(a) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, Section

307(b)(1) of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7607(b)(1), and 5 U.S.C. § 702, for

review of the final rule of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency published in

the Federal Register at 81 Fed. Reg. 35,824 (June 3, 2016), titled "Oil and Natural

Gas Sector: Emission Standards for New, Reconstructed, and Modified Sources."

This Court has jurisdiction, and is a proper venue for this action, under 42 U.S.C.

§ 7607(b)(1).

Petitioners will show that the final rule is in excess of the agency's statutory

authority and otherwise is arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion and not in

accordance with law. Accordingly, Petitioners ask the Court to hold unlawful and

set aside the rule, and to order other such relief as may be appropriate. See 42

U.S.C. § 7607(d).
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United States Court of Appeals
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

Argued February 28 and 29, 2012 Decided June 26, 2012

No. 09-1322

COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE REGULATION, INC., ET AL.,
PETITIONERS

v.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
RESPONDENT

STATE OF MICHIGAN, ET AL.,
INTERVENORS

Consolidated with 10-1024, 10-1025, 10-1026, 10-1030,
10-1035, 10-1036, 10-1037, 10-1038, 10-1039, 10-1040,
10-1041, 10-1042, 10-1044, 10-1045, 10-1046, 10-1234,
10-1235, 10-1239, 10-1245, 10-1281, 10-1310, 10-1318,

10-1319, 10-1320, 10-1321

On Petitions for Review of Final Actions 
of the Environmental Protection Agency

Patrick R. Day, Harry W. MacDougald, and Jeffrey Bossert
Clark argued the causes for Non-State Petitioners and
Supporting Intervenors.  With them on the briefs were John J.
Burns, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General of the
State of Alaska, Steven E. Mulder, Chief Assistant Attorney
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General, Peter Glaser, Mark E. Nagle, Matthew Dukes, Paul D.
Phillips, John A. Bryson, Ellen Steen, Eric Groten, John P.
Elwood, James A. Holtkamp, Chet M. Thompson, Robin S.
Conrad, Rachel L. Brand, Sheldon Gilbert, Quentin Riegel,
Jeffrey A. Rosen, Robert R. Gasaway, William H. Burgess, Sam
Kazman, Hans Bader, Matthew G. Paulson, Harry Moy Ng,
Michele Marie Schoeppe, Michael R. Barr, Alexandra M.
Walsh, Adam J. White, Jeffrey A. Lamken, Timothy K. Webster,
Roger R. Martella, Neal J. Cabral, Theodore Hadzi-Antich,
Ashley C. Parrish, Cynthia A. M. Stroman, Scott C. Oostdyk,
Gordon R. Alphonso, Shannon L. Goessling, Edward A.
Kazmarek, F. William Brownell, Norman W. Fichthorn, Henry
V. Nickel, and Allison D. Wood.  Paul D. Clement, Mark W.
DeLaquil, Andrew M. Grossman, and David B. Rivin, Jr. entered
appearances.

E. Duncan Getchell, Jr., Solicitor General, Office of the
Attorney General for the Commonwealth of Virginia, argued the
cause for State Petitioners Texas and Virginia on Denial of
Reconsideration of the Endangerment Finding and State
Petitioners and Supporting Intervenors on Endangerment
Finding Delegation Issues.  With him on the briefs were
Kenneth T. Cuccinelli, II, Attorney General, Stephen R.
McCullough, Senior Appellate Counsel, Charles E. James Jr.,
Chief Deputy Attorney General, and Wesley G. Russell, Jr.,
Deputy Attorney General.

Greg Abbott, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney
General for the State of Texas, Bill Cobb, Deputy Attorney
General for Civil Litigation, J. Reed Clay, Jr., Special Assistant
and Senior Counsel to the Attorney General, Jonathan F.
Mitchell, Solicitor General, Michael P. Murphy, Assistant
Solicitor General, Luther Strange III, Attorney General, Office
of the Attorney General for the State of Alabama, Pamela Jo
Bondi, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the
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State of Florida, Gregory F. Zoeller, Attorney General, Office
of the Attorney General for the State of Indiana, Jack Conway,
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, James D. “Buddy” Caldwell,
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the State
of Louisiana, Bill Schuette, Attorney General, Office of the
Attorney General for the State of Michigan, John J. Bursch,
Solicitor General, Neil D. Gordon, Assistant Attorney General,
Gary C. Rikard, Jon Bruning, Attorney General, Office of the
Attorney General for the State of Nebraska, Katherine J. Spohn,
Special Counsel to the Attorney General, Wayne Stenehjem,
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the State
of North Dakota, Margaret Olson, Assistant Attorney General,
Scott Pruitt, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General
for the State of Oklahoma, Alan Wilson, Attorney General,
Office of the Attorney General for the State of South Carolina,
Marty Jackley, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General
for the States of South Dakota, Roxanne Giedd, Chief, Civil
Litigation Division, Mark L. Shurtleff, Attorney General, Office
of the Attorney General for the State of Utah, and Kenneth T.
Cuccinelli, II, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General
for the Commonwealth of Virginia were on the briefs for State
Petitioners and Supporting Intervenors.  Robert D. Tambling,
Assistant Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for
the State of Alabama, entered an appearance.

Christian J. Ward, Scott A. Keller, and April L. Farris were
on the brief for amici curiae Scientists in support of Petitioners. 

Derek Schmidt, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney
General for the State of Kansas, and John Campbell, Chief
Deputy Attorney General, were on the brief for amicus curiae
State of Kansas in support of Petitioners. 

Martin R. Levin, Michael J. O’Neill, Donald M. Falk, Mark
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S. Kaufman, Steven J. Lechner, and Richard P. Hutchison were
on the brief for amici curiae Landmark Legal Foundation, et al.
in support of Petitioners. 

Jon M. Lipshultz and Angeline Purdy, Attorneys, U.S.
Department of Justice, argued the causes for respondent.  With
them on the brief were John Hannon, Carol Holmes, and Steven
Silverman, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Attorneys. 
Thomas A. Lorenzen, Attorney, U.S. Department of Justice,
entered an appearance.

Carol Iancu, Assistant Attorney General, Office of the
Attorney General for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
argued the cause for State and Environmental Intervenors in
support of respondents.   With her on the briefs were Martha
Coakley, Attorney General, William L. Pardee, Attorney
Assistant General, Sean H. Donahue, Howard I. Fox, David S.
Baron, Megan Ceronsky, Vickie L. Patton, Peter Zalzal, Kamala
D. Harris, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for
the State of California, Kathleen A. Kenealy, Senior Assistant
Attorney General, Marc N. Melnick and Nicholas Stern, Deputy
Attorneys General, Joseph R. Biden, III, Attorney General,
Office of the Attorney General for the State of Delaware,
Valerie M. Satterfield, Deputy Attorney General, George
Jepsen, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the
State of Connecticut, Kimberly P. Massicotte, Matthew I.
Levine,  Scott N. Koschwitz, Assistant Attorneys General, Lisa
Madigan, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for
the State of Illinois, Gerald T. Karr, Assistant Attorney General,
Thomas J. Miller, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney
General for the State of Iowa, David R. Sheridan, Assistant
Attorney General, Douglas F. Gansler, Attorney General, Office
of the Attorney General for the State of Maryland, Mary E.
Raivel, Assistant Attorney General, Michael A. Delaney,
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the State
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of New Hampshire, K. Allen Brooks, Senior Assistant Attorney
General, William J. Schneider, Attorney General, Office of the
Attorney General for the State of Maine, Gerald D. Reid,
Assistant Attorney General, Lori Swanson, Attorney General,
Office of the Attorney General for the State of Minnesota,
Jocelyn F. Olson, Assistant Attorney General, Gary K. King,
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the State
of New Mexico, Stephen R. Farris, Assistant Attorney General,
Eric T. Schneiderman, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney
General for the State of New York, Michael J. Myers and
Yueh-Ru Chu, Assistant Attorneys General, John Kroger,
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the State
of Oregon, Paul Logan, Assistant Attorney-in-Charge, Robert M.
McKenna, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for
the State of Washington, Leslie R. Seffern, Assistant Attorney
General, Peter F. Kilmartin, Attorney General, Office of the
Attorney General for the State of Rhode Island, Gregory S.
Schultz, Special Assistant Attorney General, William H. Sorrell,
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the State
of Vermont, Thea J. Schwartz, Assistant Attorney General,
Christopher King, Assistant Corporation Counsel, Corporation
Counsel for the City Of New York, Ann B.  Weeks, Helen D.
Silver, David Doniger, Meleah Geertsma, Morgan Butler, Frank
W. Rambo, Joseph Mendelson III, Craig Holt Segall, and Joanne
Spalding.

 Deborah Sivas, Douglas A. Ruley, Edward Lloyd, and Susan
J. Kraham were on the brief for amici curiae America's Great
Waters Coalition, et al. in support of respondent.  James K.
Thornton entered an appearance.

_____
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No. 10-1073

COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE REGULATION, INC., ET AL.,
PETITIONERS

v.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
RESPONDENT

AMERICAN FROZEN FOOD INSTITUTE, ET AL.,
INTERVENORS

Consolidated with 10-1083, 10-1099, 10-1109, 10-1110,
10-1114, 10-1118, 10-1119, 10-1120, 10-1122, 10-1123,
10-1124, 10-1125, 10-1126, 10-1127, 10-1128, 10-1129,
10-1131, 10-1132, 10-1145, 10-1147, 10-1148, 10-1199,
10-1200, 10-1201, 10-1202, 10-1203, 10-1206, 10-1207,
10-1208, 10-1210, 10-1211, 10-1212, 10-1213, 10-1216,

10-1218, 10-1219, 10-1220, 10-1221, 10-1222

On Petitions for Review of Final Agency Action
of the Environmental Protection Agency

Jonathan F. Mitchell, Solicitor General, Office of the
Attorney General for the State of Texas, argued the cause for
State Petitioners and Supporting Intervenor.  With him on the
briefs were Gregg Abbott, Attorney General, Bill Cobb, Deputy
Attorney General, J. Reed Clay, Jr., Special Assistant and
Senior Counsel to the Attorney General, Michael P. Murphy and
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James P. Sullivan, Assistant Solicitors General, Luther Strange,
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the State
of Alabama, Herman Robinson, Donald Trahan, Kathy M.
Wright, Gary C. Rikard, John Bruning, Attorney General, Office
of the Attorney General for the State of Nebraska, Katherine J.
Spohn, Special Counsel, Wayne Stenehjem, Attorney General,
Office of the Attorney General for the State of North Dakota,
Margaret Olson, Assistant Attorney General, Alan Wilson,
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the State
of South Carolina, J. Emory Smith, Jr., Assistant Deputy
Attorney General, Marty Jackley, Attorney General, Office of
the Attorney General for the State of South Dakota, Roxanne
Giedd, Chief, and Kenneth T. Cuccinelli, II, Attorney General,
Office of the Attorney General for the Commonwealth of
Virginia.  Mark W. DeLaquil, Earle D. Getchell, Jr., Assistant
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the
Commonwealth of Virginia, Andrew M. Grossman, David B.
Rivkin, Jr., and Robert D. Tambling, Assistant Attorney General,
Office of the Attorney General for the State of Alabama, entered
appearances.

F. William Brownell and Peter Keisler argued the causes for
Non-State Petitioners and Supporting Intervenors.  With them
on the briefs were Norman W. Fichthorn, Henry V. Nickel,
Allison D. Wood, Charles H. Knauss, Shannon S. Broome,
Timothy K. Webster, Roger R. Martella, Eric Groten, Patrick R.
Day, John A. Bryson, Matthew G. Paulson, John P. Elwood,
Paul D. Phillips, James A. Holtkamp, Shannon L. Goessling,
Harry W. MacDougald, William H. Lewis, Jr., Ronald J.
Tenpas, Gordon R. Alphonso, Edward A. Kazmarek, Chet M.
Thompson, Neal J. Cabral, Scott C. Oostdyk, Richard P.
Hutchison, John J. McMackin, Jr., Robin S. Conrad, Sheldon
Gilbert, Michael W. Steinberg, Levi McAllister, Jeffrey A.
Rosen, Robert R. Gasaway, Jeffrey Bossert Clark, William H.
Burgess, Ashley C. Parrish, Cynthia A.M. Stroman, Ellen Steen,
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Leslie Sue Ritts, Peter Glaser, Mark E. Nagle, Terry J. Satterlee,
Thomas J. Grever, Margaret Claiborne Campbell, Bryon W.
Kirkpatrick, Quentin Riegel, Elizabeth Gaudio, Elizabeth Henry
Warner, Harry Moy Ng, Michele Marie Schoeppe, Thomas J.
Ward, and Peter H. Wyckoff.  Mark A. Behrens, Paul D.
Clement, Matthew Dukes, Virginia L. Hudson, and David B.
Salmons entered appearances.

Jonathan S. Massey was on the brief for amicus curiae
Municipal Gas Commission of Missouri.

John G. Horne, II, Samuel B. Boxerman and Leslie A. Hulse
were on the brief for amici curiae the Commonwealth of
Kentucky and the American Chemistry Council in support of
petitioners.  Angus Macbeth entered an appearance.

Amanda Shafer Berman and Perry M Rosen, Attorneys,
U.S. Department of Justice, argued the causes for respondents. 
With them on the briefs were Howard Hoffman, Elliott Zenick,
Brian Doster, and David Orlin, Counsel, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency.  Thomas A. Lorenzen and Kim N. Smaczniak,
Attorneys, U.S. Department of Justice, and John D. Gunter, II
and Michele L. Walter, Counsel, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, entered appearances.  

Sean H. Donahue and Michael J. Myers argued the causes
for State and Environmental Intervenors in support of
respondents.  With them on the briefs were Vickie L. Patton,
Pamela A. Campos, Megan Ceronsky, Petere Zalzal, Eric T.
Schneiderman, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General
for the State of New York, Barbara D. Underwood, Solicitor
General, Morgan A. Costello, Assistant Attorney General,
Monica Wagner, Howard I. Fox, David S. Baron, Lisa Madigan,
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the State
of Illinois, Gerald T. Karr, Assistant Attorney General, Joanne
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Spalding, Nathan Matthews, Craig Holt Segall, Kamala D.
Harris, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the
State of California, Kathleen A. Kenealy, Senior Assistant
Attorney General, Susan Durbin, Raissa Lerner, Marc N.
Melnick, and Nicholas Stern, Deputy Attorneys General, Martha
Coakley, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, William L. Pardee and
Carol Iancu, Assistant Attorneys General, David Doniger,
Meleah Geertsma, William J. Schneider, Attorney General,
Office of the Attorney General for the State of Maine, Gerald D.
Ried, Assistant Attorney General, Ann B. Weeks, Helen D.
Silver, Thomas J. Miller, Attorney General, Office of the
Attorney General for the State of Iowa, David R. Sheridan,
Assistant Attorney General, Douglas F. Gansler, Attorney
General, Office of the Attorney General for the State of
Maryland, Mary Raivel, Deputy Attorney General, Michael A.
Delaney, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for
the State of New Hampshire, K. Allen Brooks, Senior Assistant
Attorney General, Barbara Baird, William B.Wong, Peter F.
Kilmartin, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for
the State of Rhode Island, Gregory S. Schultz, Special Assistant
Attorney General, Frank Rambo, Morgan Butler, Gary K. King,
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the State
of New Mexico, Stephen Farris, Assistant Attorney General,
John Kroger, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General
for the State of Oregon, Paul Logan, Assistant Attorney-in-
Charge, Roy Cooper, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney
General for the State of North Carolina, and J. Allen Jernigan
and Marc Bernstein,  Special Deputy Attorneys General. 
Kenneth P. Alex and Gavin G. McCabe, Deputy Assistant
Attorneys General, Office of the Attorney General for  the State
of California, entered appearances.
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No. 10-1092

COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE REGULATION, INC., ET AL.,
PETITIONERS

v.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
RESPONDENT

LANGBOARD, INC. - MDF, ET AL.,
INTERVENORS

Consolidated with 10-1094, 10-1134, 10-1143, 10-1144,
10-1152, 10-1156, 10-1158, 10-1159, 10-1160, 10-1161,

10-1162, 10-1163, 10-1164, 10-1166, 10-1182

On Petitions for Review of Final Actions 
of the Environmental Protection Agency

Peter Glaser argued the cause for petitioners. With him on
the briefs were John P. Elwood, Eric Groten, Patrick R. Day,
John A. Bryson, Shannon L. Goessling, Harry W. MacDougald,
Paul D. Phillips, James A. Holtkamp, Edward A. Kazmarek,
Chet M. Thompson, Sam Kazman, Hans  Bader, Gordon R.
Alphonso, Richard P. Hutchison, Neal J. Cabral, Scott C.
Oostdyk, Ronald J. Tenpas, Michael W. Steinberg, Levi
McAllister, John J. McMackin Jr., Robin S. Conrad, Rachel L.
Brand, Sheldon Gilbert, F. William Brownell, Norman W.
Fichthorn, Henry V. Nickel, Allison D. Wood, Ashley C. Parrish,
Cynthia A.M. Stroman, Mark E. Nagle, Michael Higgins, Ellen
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Steen, Timothy K. Webster, Roger R. Martella, Matthew G.
Paulson, Charles H. Knauss, Shannon S. Broome, Quentin
Riegel, Elizabeth Gaudio, Thomas J. Ward, Harry Moy Ng, and
Michele Marie Schoeppe.

Greg Abbott, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney
General for the State of Texas, Bill Cobb, Deputy Attorney
General for Civil Litigation, Jonathan F. Mitchell, Solicitor
General,  J. Reed Clay Jr., Special Assistant and Senior Counsel
to the Attorney General, Michael P. Murphy, Assistant Solicitor
General, Luther Strange, Attorney General, Office of the
Attorney General for the State of Alabama, Samuel S. Olens,
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the State
of Georgia, John E. Hennelly, Senior Assistant Attorney
General, Gary C. Rikard, Jon C. Bruning, Attorney General,
Office of the Attorney General for the State of Nebraska,
Katherine J. Spohn, Special Counsel to the Attorney General,
Wayne K. Stenehjem, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney
General for the State of North Dakota, Margaret Olson,
Assistant Attorney General, Alan Wilson, Attorney General,
Office of the Attorney General for the State of South Carolina,
J. Emory Smith, Jr., Assistant Deputy Attorney General, Marty
Jackley, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for
the State of North Dakota, Roxanne Giedd, Chief, Civil
Litigation Division, and Kenneth T. Cuccinelli, II, Attorney
General, Office of the Attorney General for the Commonwealth
of Virginia, were on the briefs for State Petitioners and
Supporting Intervenor.  Paul D. Clement, James W. Coleman,
Wayne J. D'Angelo, Mark W. DeLaquil, E. Duncan Getchell Jr.,
Solicitor General, Office of the Attorney General for the
Commonwealth of Virginia, Andrew M. Grossman, Virginia L.
Hudson, David B. Rivkin Jr., and Robert D. Tambling, Assistant
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the State
of Alabama, entered appearances. 
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Samuel B. Boxerman and Leslie A. Hulse were on the brief
for amicus curiae American Chemistry Council in support of
petitioners.  Angus Macbeth entered an appearance.

Eric G. Hostetler, Attorney, U.S. Department of Justice,
argued the cause for respondents.  With him on the brief were
John Hannon and Steven Silverman, Attorneys, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.

Raymond B. Ludwiszewski argued the cause for intervenors
Association of Global Automakers, et al.  With him on the brief
were Kathleen M. Sullivan, Sanford I. Weisburst, and William B.
Adams. 

Gavin G. McCabe, Deputy Attorney General, Office of the
Attorney General for the State of California, argued the cause
for intervenor State of California.  On the brief were Kamala D.
Harris, Attorney General, Kathleen A. Kenealy, Senior Assistant
Attorney General, Marc N. Melnick and Nicholas Stern, Deputy
Attorneys General, Sean H. Donahue, Howard I. Fox, David S.
Baron, Pamela Campos, Megan Ceronsky, Vickie L. Patton,
Peter Zalzal, Joseph R. Biden, III, Attorney General, Office of
the Attorney General for the State of Delaware, Valerie M.
Satterfield, Deputy Attorney General, Thomas J. Miller,
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the State
of Iowa, David R. Sheridan, Assistant Attorney General,
Douglas F. Gansler, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney
General for the State of Maryland, Roberta R. James, Assistant
Attorney General, Lisa Madigan, Attorney General, Office of
the Attorney General for the State of Illinois, Gerald T. Karr,
Assistant Attorney General, William T. Schneider, Attorney
General, Office of the Attorney General for the State of Maine,
Gerald D. Reid, Assistant Attorney General, Martha Coakley,
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Carol Iancu, Tracy Triplett,
and William L. Pardee, Assistant Attorneys General, Gary K.
King, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the
State of New Mexico, Stephen R. Farris, Assistant Attorney
General, John Kroger, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney
General for the State of Oregon, Paul Logan, Assistant
Attorney-in-Charge, William H. Sorrell, Attorney General,
Office of the Attorney General for the State of Vermont, Thea
J. Schwartz, Assistant Attorney General, Eric T. Schneiderman,
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for the State
of New York, Michael J. Myers and Yueh-Ru Chu, Assistant
Attorneys General, Peter F. Kilmartin, Attorney General, Office
of the Attorney General for the State of Rhode Island, Gregory
S. Schultz, Special Assistant Attorney General, Robert M.
McKenna, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for
the State of Washington, Leslie R. Seffern, Assistant Attorney
General, Christopher King, Assistant Corporation Counsel,
Corporation Counsel for the City of New York, Joanne
Spalding, Craig Holt Segall, David Doniger and Meleah
Geertsma.   Judith A. Stahl Moore, Assistant Attorney General,
Office of the Attorney General for the State of New Mexico, and
John D. Walke entered appearances.

Richard E. Ayres, Jessica L. Olson, and Kristin L. Hines
were on the brief for amicus curiae Honeywell International,
Inc. in support of respondents. 

Richard L. Revesz, Michael A. Livermore, and Jennifer S.
Rosenberg were on the brief for amicus curiae Institute for
Policy Integrity at New York University School of Law in
support of respondents.
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No. 10-1167

AMERICAN CHEMISTRY COUNCIL,
PETITIONER

v.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY AND LISA PEREZ
JACKSON, ADMINISTRATOR, U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL

PROTECTION AGENCY,
RESPONDENTS

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, ET AL.,

INTERVENORS

Consolidated with 10-1168, 10-1169, 10-1170, 10-1173,
10-1174, 10-1175, 10-1176, 10-1177, 10-1178, 10-1179,

10-1180

On Petitions for Review of a Final Action 
of the Environmental Protection Agency

Timothy K. Webster, Roger R. Martella, Jr., James W.
Coleman, William H. Lewis, Jr., Ronald J. Tenpas, Charles H.
Knauss, Shannon S. Broome, Bryan M. Killian, and Matthew G.
Paulson were on the briefs for petitioners.  Peter D. Keisler,
Leslie A. Hulse, and Quentin Riegel entered appearances.
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Amanda Shafer Berman and Perry M. Rosen, Attorneys,
U.S. Department of Justice, and Elliott Zenick and Howard J.
Hoffman, Counsel, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, were
on the brief for respondents.  Jon M. Lipshultz, Senior Counsel,
U.S. Department of Justice, entered and  appearance.

Ann Brewster Weeks, Sean H. Donahue, Vickie Patton,
Peter Zalzal, Joanne Spalding, Craig Segall, David Doniger,
and Meleah Geertsma were on the brief of intervenors in support
of respondents.  David S. Baron, Pamela A. Campos, Colin C.
O’Brien, and John D. Walke entered appearances.

Vera P. Pardee, Brendan R. Cummings, and Kevin P. Bundy
were on the brief for amicus curiae Center for Biological
Diversity in support of respondents.

Before: SENTELLE, Chief Judge; ROGERS and TATEL,
Circuit Judges.

Opinion for the Court filed PER CURIAM.

PER CURIAM:  Following the Supreme Court’s decision in
Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 (2007)—which clarified
that greenhouse gases are an “air pollutant” subject to regulation
under the Clean Air Act (CAA)—the Environmental Protection
Agency promulgated a series of greenhouse gas-related rules.
First, EPA issued an Endangerment Finding, in which it
determined that greenhouse gases may “reasonably be
anticipated to endanger public health or welfare.” See 42 U.S.C.
§ 7521(a)(1). Next, it issued the Tailpipe Rule, which set
emission standards for cars and light trucks. Finally, EPA
determined that the CAA requires major stationary sources of
greenhouse gases to obtain construction and operating permits.
But because immediate regulation of all such sources would
result in overwhelming permitting burdens on permitting
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authorities and sources, EPA issued the Timing and Tailoring
Rules, in which it determined that only the largest stationary
sources would initially be subject to permitting requirements. 

Petitioners, various states and industry groups, challenge all
these rules, arguing that they are based on improper
constructions of the CAA and are otherwise arbitrary and
capricious. But for the reasons set forth below, we conclude: 1)
the Endangerment Finding and Tailpipe Rule are neither
arbitrary nor capricious; 2) EPA’s interpretation of the
governing CAA provisions is unambiguously correct; and 3) no
petitioner has standing to challenge the Timing and Tailoring
Rules. We thus dismiss for lack of jurisdiction all petitions for
review of the Timing and Tailoring Rules, and deny the
remainder of the petitions.

I.
 
We begin with a brief primer on greenhouse gases. As their

name suggests, when released into the atmosphere, these gases
act “like the ceiling of a greenhouse, trapping solar energy and
retarding the escape of reflected heat.” Massachusetts v. EPA,
549 U.S. at 505. A wide variety of modern human activities
result in greenhouse gas emissions; cars, power plants, and
industrial sites all release significant amounts of these heat-
trapping gases. In recent decades “[a] well-documented rise in
global temperatures has coincided with a significant increase in
the concentration of [greenhouse gases] in the atmosphere.” Id.
at 504-05. Many scientists believe that mankind’s greenhouse
gas emissions are driving this climate change. These scientists
predict that global climate change will cause a host of
deleterious consequences, including drought, increasingly severe
weather events, and rising sea levels.

The genesis of this litigation came in 2007, when the
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Supreme Court held in Massachusetts v. EPA that greenhouse
gases “unambiguous[ly]” may be regulated as an “air pollutant”
under the Clean Air Act (“CAA”). Id. at 529. Squarely rejecting
the contention—then advanced by EPA—that “greenhouse gases
cannot be ‘air pollutants’ within the meaning of the Act,” id. at
513, the Court held that the CAA’s definition of “air pollutant”
“embraces all airborne compounds of whatever stripe.” Id. at
529 (emphasis added). Moreover, because the CAA requires
EPA to establish motor-vehicle emission standards for “any air
pollutant . . . which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger
public health or welfare,” 42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)(1) (emphasis
added), the Court held that EPA had a “statutory obligation” to
regulate harmful greenhouse gases. Id. at 534. “Under the clear
terms of the Clean Air Act,” the Court concluded, “EPA can
avoid taking further action only if it determines that greenhouse
gases do not contribute to climate change or if it provides some
reasonable explanation as to why it cannot or will not exercise
its discretion to determine whether they do.” Id. at 533. The
Court thus directed EPA to determine “whether sufficient
information exists to make an endangerment finding” for
greenhouse gases. Id. at 534.

Massachusetts v. EPA spurred a cascading series of
greenhouse gas-related rules and regulations. First, in direct
response to the Supreme Court’s directive, EPA issued an
Endangerment Finding for greenhouse gases. Endangerment and
Cause or Contribute Findings for Greenhouse Gases Under
Section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act (“Endangerment Finding”),
74 Fed. Reg. 66,496 (Dec. 15, 2009). The Endangerment
Finding defined as a single “air pollutant” an “aggregate group
of six long-lived and directly-emitted greenhouse gases” that are
“well mixed” together in the atmosphere and cause global
climate change: carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide,
hydroflourocarbons, perflourocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride.
Id. at 66,536-37. Following “common practice,” EPA measured
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the impact of these gases on a “carbon dioxide equivalent basis,”
(CO2e) which is based on the gases’ “warming effect relative to
carbon dioxide . . . over a specified timeframe.” Id. at 66,519.
(Using the carbon dioxide equivalent equation, for example, a
mixture of X amount of nitrous oxide and Y amount of sulfur
hexafluoride is expressed as Z amount of CO2e). After
compiling and considering a considerable body of scientific
evidence, EPA concluded that motor-vehicle emissions of these
six well-mixed gases “contribute to the total greenhouse gas air
pollution, and thus to the climate change problem, which is
reasonably anticipated to endanger public health and welfare.”
Id. at 66,499.

Next, and pursuant to the CAA’s requirement that EPA
establish motor-vehicle emission standards for “any air pollutant
. . . which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public
health or welfare,” 42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)(1), the agency
promulgated its Tailpipe Rule for greenhouse gases. Light-Duty
Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Emission Standards and Corporate
Average Fuel Economy Standards; Final Rule (“Tailpipe
Rule”), 75 Fed. Reg. 25,324 (May 7, 2010). Effective January 2,
2011, the Tailpipe Rule set greenhouse gas emission standards
for cars and light trucks as part of a joint rulemaking with fuel
economy standards issued by the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA). Id. at 25,326. 

 
Under EPA’s longstanding interpretation of the CAA, the

Tailpipe Rule automatically triggered regulation of stationary
greenhouse gas emitters under two separate sections of the Act.
The first, the Prevention of Significant Deterioration of Air
Quality (PSD) program, requires state-issued construction
permits for certain types of stationary sources—for example,
iron and steel mill plants—if they have the potential to emit over
100 tons per year (tpy) of “any air pollutant.” See 42 U.S.C.
§ 7475; 7479(1). All other stationary sources are subject to PSD
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permitting if they have the potential to emit over 250 tpy of “any
air pollutant.” Id. § 7479(1). The second provision, Title V,
requires state-issued operating permits for stationary sources
that have the potential to emit at least 100 tpy of “any air
pollutant.” Id. § 7602(j). EPA has long interpreted the phrase
“any air pollutant” in both these provisions to mean any air
pollutant that is regulated under the CAA. See Requirements for
Preparation, Adoption, and Submittal of Implementation Plans;
Approval and Promulgation of Implementation Plans (“1980
Implementation Plan Requirements”), 45 Fed. Reg. 52,676,
52,711 (Aug. 7, 1980) (PSD program); Prevention of Significant
Deterioration and Title V Greenhouse Gas Tailoring Rule
(“Tailoring Rule”), 75 Fed. Reg. 31,514, 31,553-54 (June 3,
2010) (discussing history of Title V regulation and
applicability). And once the Tailpipe Rule set motor-vehicle
emission standards for greenhouse gases, they became a
regulated pollutant under the Act, requiring PSD and Title V
greenhouse permitting. 

Acting pursuant to this longstanding interpretation of the
PSD and Title V programs, EPA issued two rules phasing in
stationary source greenhouse gas regulation. First, in the Timing
Rule, EPA concluded that an air pollutant becomes “subject to
regulation” under the Clean Air Act—and thus subject to PSD
and Title V permitting—only once a regulation requiring control
of that pollutant takes effect. Reconsideration of Interpretation
of Regulations That Determine Pollutants Covered by Clean Air
Act Permitting Programs (“Timing Rule”), 75 Fed. Reg. 17,004
(Apr. 2, 2010). Therefore, EPA concluded, major stationary
emitters of greenhouse gases would be subject to PSD and Title
V permitting regulations on January 2, 2011—the date on which
the Tailpipe Rule became effective, and thus, the date when
greenhouse gases first became regulated under the CAA. Id. at
17,019. 
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Next, EPA promulgated the Tailoring Rule. In the Tailoring
Rule, EPA noted that greenhouse gases are emitted in far greater
volumes than other pollutants. Indeed, millions of industrial,
residential, and commercial sources exceed the 100/250 tpy
statutory emissions threshold for CO2e. Tailoring Rule, 75 Fed.
Reg. at 31,534-36. Immediately adding these sources to the PSD
and Title V programs would, EPA predicted, result in
tremendous costs to industry and state permitting authorities.
See id. As a result, EPA announced that it was “relieving
overwhelming permitting burdens that would, in the absence of
this rule, fall on permitting authorities and sources.” Id. at
31,516. Departing from the CAA’s 100/250 tpy emissions
threshold, the Tailoring Rule provided that only the largest
sources—those exceeding 75,000 or 100,000 tpy CO2e,
depending on the program and project—would initially be
subject to greenhouse gas permitting. Id. at 31,523. (The
Tailoring Rule further provided that regulated sources must also
emit greenhouse gases at levels that exceed the 100/250 tpy
emissions threshold on a mass basis. That is, they must emit
over 100/250 tpy of actual pollutants, in addition to exceeding
the 75,000/100,000 tpy carbon dioxide equivalent. Id. at
31,523.) 

A number of groups—including states and regulated
industries—filed petitions for review of EPA’s greenhouse gas
regulations, contending that the agency misconstrued the CAA
and otherwise acted arbitrarily and capriciously. This appeal
consolidates the petitions for review of the four aforementioned
rules: the Endangerment Finding, the Tailpipe Rule, the Timing
Rule, and the Tailoring Rule. 

“The Clean Air Act empowers us to reverse the
Administrator’s action in rulemaking if it is ‘arbitrary,
capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in
accordance with the law.’” Med. Waste Inst. & Energy Recovery
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Council v. EPA, 645 F.3d 420, 424 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (quoting 42
U.S.C. § 7607(d)(9)(A)). Questions of statutory interpretation
are governed by the familiar Chevron two-step: “First . . . if the
intent of Congress is clear, that is the end of the matter; for the
court, as well as the agency, must give effect to the
unambiguously expressed intent of Congress.” Chevron, U.S.A.
Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837,
842-43 (1984). But “if the statute is silent or ambiguous with
respect to the specific issue, the question for the court is whether
the agency’s answer is based on a permissible construction of
the statute.” Id. at 843.

This opinion proceeds in several steps. Part II explains why
the Endangerment Finding was neither arbitrary nor capricious,
while Part III does the same for the Tailpipe Rule. Turning to
stationary source regulation, Part IV examines whether any
petitioners may timely challenge EPA’s longstanding
interpretation of the PSD statute. Because we conclude that they
may, Part V addresses the merits of their statutory arguments,
and explains why EPA’s interpretation of the CAA was
compelled by the statute. Next, Part VI explains why petitioners
lack standing to challenge the Timing and Tailoring Rules
themselves. Finally, Part VII disposes of several arguments that
have nothing to do with the rules under review, and thus are not
properly before us.

II.

We turn first to State and Industry Petitioners’ challenges
to the Endangerment Finding, the first of the series of rules EPA
issued after the Supreme Court remanded Massachusetts v. EPA.
In the decision ordering the remand, the Supreme Court held
that EPA had failed in its statutory obligations when it “offered
no reasoned explanation for its refusal to decide whether
greenhouse gases cause or contribute to climate change.”
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Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 534. On remand, EPA
compiled a substantial scientific record, which is before us in the
present review, and determined that “greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere may reasonably be anticipated both to endanger
public health and to endanger public welfare.” Endangerment
Finding, 74 Fed. Reg. at 66,497. EPA went on to find that
motor-vehicle emissions of greenhouse gases “contribute to the
total greenhouse gas air pollution, and thus to the climate change
problem, which is reasonably anticipated to endanger public
health and welfare.” Id. at 66,499. 

State and Industry Petitioners challenge several aspects of
EPA’s decision, including (1) EPA’s interpretation of CAA
§ 202(a)(1), which sets out the endangerment-finding standard;
(2) the adequacy of the scientific record supporting the
Endangerment Finding; (3) EPA’s decision not to “quantify” the
risk of endangerment to public health or welfare created by
climate change; (4) EPA’s choice to define the “air pollutant” at
issue as an aggregate of six greenhouse gases; (5) EPA’s failure
to consult its Science Advisory Board before issuing the
Endangerment Finding; and (6) EPA’s denial of all petitions for
reconsideration of the Endangerment Finding. We ultimately
conclude that the Endangerment Finding is consistent with
Massachusetts v. EPA and the text and structure of the CAA,
and is adequately supported by the administrative record.

A.

Industry Petitioners contend that EPA improperly
interpreted CAA § 202(a)(1) as restricting the Endangerment
Finding to a science-based judgment devoid of considerations of
policy concerns and regulatory consequences. They assert that
CAA § 202(a)(1) requires EPA to consider, e.g., the benefits of
activities that require greenhouse gas emissions, the
effectiveness of emissions regulation triggered by the
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Endangerment Finding, and the potential for societal adaptation
to or mitigation of climate change. They maintain that
eschewing those considerations also made the Endangerment
Finding arbitrary and capricious.

These contentions are foreclosed by the language of the
statute and the Supreme Court’s decision in Massachusetts v.
EPA. Section 202(a) of the CAA states in relevant part that
EPA’s Administrator 

shall by regulation prescribe (and from time to time
revise) in accordance with the provisions of this
section, standards applicable to the emission of any air
pollutant from any class or classes of new motor
vehicles or new motor vehicle engines, which in his
judgment cause, or contribute to, air pollution which
may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public
health or welfare.

42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)(1). This language requires that the
endangerment evaluation “relate to whether an air pollutant
‘cause[s], or contribute[s] to, air pollution which may reasonably
be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare.’”
Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 532–33. At bottom,
§ 202(a)(1) requires EPA to answer only two questions: whether
particular “air pollution”—here, greenhouse gases—“may
reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare,”
and whether motor-vehicle emissions “cause, or contribute to”
that endangerment.  

These questions require a “scientific judgment” about the
potential risks greenhouse gas emissions pose to public health or
welfare—not policy discussions. Massachusetts v. EPA, 549
U.S. at 534. In Massachusetts v. EPA, the Supreme Court
rebuffed an attempt by EPA itself to inject considerations of
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policy into its decision. At the time, EPA had “offered a laundry
list of reasons not to regulate” greenhouse gases, including

that a number of voluntary Executive Branch programs
already provide an effective response to the threat of
global warming, that regulating greenhouse gases
might impair the President’s ability to negotiate with
“key developing nations” to reduce emissions, and that
curtailing motor-vehicle emissions would reflect “an
inefficient, piecemeal approach to address the climate
change issue.”

Id. at 533 (citations omitted). The Court noted that “these policy
judgments . . . have nothing to do with whether greenhouse gas
emissions contribute to climate change. Still less do they amount
to a reasoned justification for declining to form a scientific
judgment.” Id. at 533–34. In the Court’s view, EPA’s policy-
based explanations contained “no reasoned explanation for
[EPA’s] refusal to decide” the key part of the endangerment
inquiry: “whether greenhouse gases cause or contribute to
climate change.” Id. at 534. 

As in Massachusetts v. EPA, a “laundry list of reasons not
to regulate” simply has “nothing to do with whether greenhouse
gas emissions contribute to climate change.” Id. at 533–34. The
additional exercises State and Industry Petitioners would have
EPA undertake—e.g., performing a cost-benefit analysis for
greenhouse gases, gauging the effectiveness of whatever
emission standards EPA would enact to limit greenhouse gases,
and predicting society’s adaptive response to the dangers or
harms caused by climate change—do not inform the “scientific
judgment” that § 202(a)(1) requires of EPA. Instead of focusing
on the question whether greenhouse gas emissions may
reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare,
the factors State and Industry Petitioners put forth only address
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what might happen were EPA to answer that question in the
affirmative. As EPA stated in the Endangerment Finding, such
inquiries “muddle the rather straightforward scientific judgment
about whether there may be endangerment by throwing the
potential impact of responding to the danger into the initial
question.” 74 Fed. Reg. at 66,515. To be sure, the subsection
following § 202(a)(1), § 202(a)(2), requires that EPA address
limited questions about the cost of compliance with new
emission standards and the availability of technology for
meeting those standards, see infra Part III, but these judgments
are not part of the § 202(a)(1) endangerment inquiry. The
Supreme Court made clear in Massachusetts v. EPA that it was
not addressing the question “whether policy concerns can inform
EPA’s actions in the event that it makes such a finding,” 549
U.S. at 534–35, but that policy concerns were not part of the
calculus for the determination of the endangerment finding in
the first instance. The Supreme Court emphasized that it was
holding “that EPA must ground its reasons for action or inaction
in the statute.” Id. at 535. The statute speaks in terms of
endangerment, not in terms of policy, and EPA has complied
with the statute.

State and Industry Petitioners insist that because statutes
should be interpreted to avoid absurd results, EPA should have
considered at least the “absurd” consequences that would follow
from an endangerment finding for greenhouse gases.
Specifically: having made an endangerment finding, EPA will
proceed to promulgate emission standards under § 202(a)(1).
Issuing those standards triggers regulation—under EPA’s PSD
and Title V programs—of stationary sources that emit
greenhouse gases at levels above longstanding statutory
thresholds. Because greenhouse gases are emitted in much
higher volumes than other air pollutants, hundreds of thousands
of small stationary sources would exceed those thresholds. This
would subject those sources to PSD and Title V permitting
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requirements despite what Petitioners claim was Congress’s
clear intent that the requirements apply only to large industrial
sources. Petitioners assert that even EPA believed such
overbroad regulation to be an absurd result, which it attempted
to rectify by adopting the Tailoring Rule to raise the statutory
thresholds, see infra Part VI. 

However “absurd” Petitioners consider this consequence,
though, it is still irrelevant to the endangerment inquiry. That
EPA adjusted the statutory thresholds to accommodate
regulation of greenhouse gases emitted by stationary sources
may indicate that the CAA is a regulatory scheme less-than-
perfectly tailored to dealing with greenhouse gases. But the
Supreme Court has already held that EPA indeed wields the
authority to regulate greenhouse gases under the CAA.  See
Massachusetts v. EPA. The plain language of § 202(a)(1) of that
Act does not leave room for EPA to consider as part of the
endangerment inquiry the stationary-source regulation triggered
by an endangerment finding, even if the degree of regulation
triggered might at a later stage be characterized as “absurd.” 

B.

State and Industry Petitioners next challenge the adequacy
of the scientific record underlying the Endangerment Finding,
objecting to both the type of evidence upon which EPA relied
and EPA’s decision to make an Endangerment Finding in light
of what Industry Petitioners view as significant scientific
uncertainty. Neither objection has merit.

1.

As an initial matter, State and Industry Petitioners question
EPA’s reliance on “major assessments” addressing greenhouse
gases and climate change issued by the Intergovernmental Panel
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on Climate Change (IPCC), the U.S. Global Climate Research
Program (USGCRP), and the National Research Council (NRC).
Endangerment Finding, 74 Fed. Reg. at 66,510–11. These peer-
reviewed assessments synthesized thousands of individual
studies on various aspects of greenhouse gases and climate
change and drew “overarching conclusions” about the state of
the science in this field. Id. at 66,511. The assessments provide
data and information on, inter alia, “the amount of greenhouse
gases being emitted by human activities”; their continued
accumulation in the atmosphere; the resulting observed changes
to Earth’s energy balance, temperature and climate at global and
regional levels, and other “climate-sensitive sectors and systems
of the human and natural environment”; the extent to which
these changes “can be attributed to human-induced buildup of
atmospheric greenhouse gases”; “future projected climate
change”; and “projected risks and impacts to human health,
society and the environment.”Id. at 66,510–11.

State and Industry Petitioners assert that EPA improperly
“delegated” its judgment to the IPCC, USGCRP, and NRC by
relying on these assessments of climate-change science. See U.S.
Telecom Ass’n v. FCC, 359 F.3d 554, 566 (D.C. Cir. 2004). This
argument is little more than a semantic trick. EPA did not
delegate, explicitly or otherwise, any decision-making to any of
those entities. EPA simply did here what it and other decision-
makers often must do to make a science-based judgment: it
sought out and reviewed existing scientific evidence to
determine whether a particular finding was warranted. It makes
no difference that much of the scientific evidence in large part
consisted of “syntheses” of individual studies and research.
Even individual studies and research papers often synthesize
past work in an area and then build upon it. This is how science
works. EPA is not required to re-prove the existence of the atom
every time it approaches a scientific question. 
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Moreover, it appears from the record that EPA used the

assessment reports not as substitutes for its own judgment but as
evidence upon which it relied to make that judgment. EPA
evaluated the processes used to develop the various assessment
reports, reviewed their contents, and considered the depth of the
scientific consensus the reports represented. Based on these
evaluations, EPA determined the assessments represented the
best source material to use in deciding whether greenhouse gas
emissions may be reasonably anticipated to endanger public
health or welfare. Endangerment Finding, 74 Fed. Reg. at
66,510–11. It then reviewed those reports along with comments
relevant to the scientific considerations involved to determine
whether the evidence warranted an endangerment finding for
greenhouse gases as it was required to do under the Supreme
Court’s mandate in Massachusetts v. EPA. 

2.

Industry Petitioners also assert that the scientific evidence
does not adequately support the Endangerment Finding. As we
have stated before in reviewing the science-based decisions of
agencies such as EPA, “[a]lthough we perform a searching and
careful inquiry into the facts underlying the agency’s decisions,
we will presume the validity of agency action as long as a
rational basis for it is presented.” Am. Farm Bureau Fed’n v.
EPA, 559 F.3d 512, 519 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (internal quotation
marks omitted). In so doing, “we give an extreme degree of
deference to the agency when it is evaluating scientific data
within its technical expertise.” Id. (internal quotation marks
omitted).

The body of scientific evidence marshaled by EPA in
support of the Endangerment Finding is substantial. EPA’s
scientific evidence of record included support for the proposition
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that greenhouse gases trap heat on earth that would otherwise
dissipate into space; that this “greenhouse effect” warms the
climate; that human activity is contributing to increased
atmospheric levels of greenhouse gases; and that the climate
system is warming. 

Based on this scientific record, EPA made the linchpin
finding: in its judgment, the “root cause” of the recently
observed climate change is “very likely” the observed increase
in anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. Endangerment
Finding, 74 Fed. Reg. at 66,518. EPA found support for this
finding in three lines of evidence. First, it drew upon our “basic
physical understanding” of the impacts of various natural and
manmade changes on the climate system. For instance, EPA
relied on evidence that the past half-century of warming has
occurred at a time when natural forces such as solar and
volcanic activity likely would have produced cooling.
Endangerment Finding, Response to Comments (RTC) Vol. 3,
at 20. Other evidence supports EPA’s conclusion that the
observed warming pattern—warming of the bottommost layer
of the atmosphere and cooling immediately above it—is
consistent with greenhouse-gas causation. Id.

EPA further relied upon evidence of historical estimates of
past climate change, supporting EPA’s conclusion that global
temperatures over the last half-century are unusual.
Endangerment Finding, 74 Fed. Reg. at 66,518. Scientific
studies upon which EPA relied place high confidence in the
assertion that global mean surface temperatures over the last few
decades are higher than at any time in the last four centuries.
Technical Support Document for the Endangerment Finding
(TSD), at 31. These studies also show, albeit with significant
uncertainty, that temperatures at many individual locations were
higher over the last twenty-five years than during any period of
comparable length since 900 A.D. Id.
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For its third line of evidence that anthropogenic emissions
of greenhouse gases spurred the perceived warming trend, EPA
turned to computer-based climate-model simulations. Scientists
have used global climate models built on basic principles of
physics and scientific knowledge about the climate to try to
simulate the recent climate change. These models have only
been able to replicate the observed warming by including
anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases in the simulations.
Endangerment Finding, 74 Fed. Reg. at 66,523.

To recap, EPA had before it substantial record evidence that
anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases “very likely”
caused warming of the climate over the last several decades.
EPA further had evidence of current and future effects of this
warming on public health and welfare. Relying again upon
substantial scientific evidence, EPA determined that
anthropogenically induced climate change threatens both public
health and public welfare. It found that extreme weather events,
changes in air quality, increases in food- and water-borne
pathogens, and increases in temperatures are likely to have
adverse health effects. Id. at 66,497–98. The record also
supports EPA’s conclusion that climate change endangers
human welfare by creating risk to food production and
agriculture, forestry, energy, infrastructure, ecosystems, and
wildlife. Substantial evidence further supported EPA’s
conclusion that the warming resulting from the greenhouse gas
emissions could be expected to create risks to water resources
and in general to coastal areas as a result of expected increase in
sea level. Id. at 66,498. Finally, EPA determined from
substantial evidence that motor-vehicle emissions of greenhouse
gases contribute to climate change and thus to the endangerment
of public health and welfare.

Industry Petitioners do not find fault with much of the
substantial record EPA amassed in support of the Endangerment
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Finding. Rather, they contend that the record evidences too
much uncertainty to support that judgment. But the existence of
some uncertainty does not, without more, warrant invalidation
of an endangerment finding. If a statute is “precautionary in
nature” and “designed to protect the public health,” and the
relevant evidence is “difficult to come by, uncertain, or
conflicting because it is on the frontiers of scientific
knowledge,” EPA need not provide “rigorous step-by-step proof
of cause and effect” to support an endangerment finding. Ethyl
Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1, 28 (D.C. Cir. 1976). As we have
stated before, “Awaiting certainty will often allow for only
reactive, not preventive, regulation.” Id. at 25.

Congress did not restrict EPA to remedial regulation when
it enacted CAA § 202(a). That section mandates that EPA
promulgate new emission standards if it determines that the air
pollution at issue “may reasonably be anticipated to endanger
public health or welfare.” 42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)(1). This language
requires a precautionary, forward-looking scientific judgment
about the risks of a particular air pollutant, consistent with the
CAA’s “precautionary and preventive orientation.” Lead Indus.
Ass’n, Inc. v. EPA, 647 F.2d 1130, 1155 (D.C. Cir. 1980).
Requiring that EPA find “certain” endangerment of public
health or welfare before regulating greenhouse gases would
effectively prevent EPA from doing the job Congress gave it in
§ 202(a)—utilizing emission standards to prevent reasonably
anticipated endangerment from maturing into concrete harm. Cf.
id. (“[R]equiring EPA to wait until it can conclusively
demonstrate that a particular effect is adverse to health before it
acts is inconsistent with both the [CAA]’s precautionary and
preventive orientation and the nature of the Administrator's
statutory responsibilities. Congress provided that the
Administrator is to use his judgment in setting air quality
standards precisely to permit him to act in the face of
uncertainty.”).
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In Massachusetts v. EPA the Supreme Court confirmed that
EPA may make an endangerment finding despite lingering
scientific uncertainty. Indeed, the Court held that the existence
of “some residual uncertainty” did not excuse EPA’s decision to
decline to regulate greenhouse gases. Massachusetts v. EPA, 549
U.S. at 534. To avoid regulating emissions of greenhouse gases,
EPA would need to show “scientific uncertainty . . . so profound
that it precludes EPA from making a reasoned judgment as to
whether greenhouse gases contribute to global warming.” Id.
Clearly, then, EPA may issue an endangerment finding even
while the scientific record still contains at least “some residual
uncertainty.” Industry Petitioners have shown no more than that. 

In the end, Petitioners are asking us to re-weigh the
scientific evidence before EPA and reach our own conclusion.
This is not our role. As with other reviews of administrative
proceedings, we do not determine the convincing force of
evidence, nor the conclusion it should support, but only whether
the conclusion reached by EPA is supported by substantial
evidence when considered on the record as a whole. See, e.g.,
New York v. EPA, 413 F.3d 3, 30 (D.C. Cir. 2005). When EPA
evaluates scientific evidence in its bailiwick, we ask only that it
take the scientific record into account “in a rational manner.”
Am. Petroleum Inst. v. Costle, 665 F.2d 1176, 1187 (D.C. Cir.
1981). Industry Petitioners have not shown that EPA failed to do
so here.

C.

State Petitioners, here led by Texas, contend that the
Endangerment Finding is arbitrary and capricious because EPA
did not “define,” “measure,” or “quantify” either the
atmospheric concentration at which greenhouse gases endanger
public health or welfare, the rate or type of climate change that
it anticipates will endanger public health or welfare, or the risks
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or impacts of climate change. According to Texas, without
defining these thresholds and distinguishing “safe” climate
change from climate change that endangers, EPA’s
Endangerment Finding is just a “subjective conviction.”

It is true that EPA did not provide a quantitative threshold
at which greenhouse gases or climate change will endanger or
cause certain impacts to public health or welfare. The text of
CAA § 202(a)(1) does not require that EPA set a precise
numerical value as part of an endangerment finding. Quite the
opposite; the § 202(a)(1) inquiry necessarily entails a case-by-
case, sliding-scale approach to endangerment because “[d]anger
. . . is not set by a fixed probability of harm, but rather is
composed of reciprocal elements of risk and harm, or probability
and severity.” Ethyl, 541 F.2d at 18. EPA need not establish a
minimum threshold of risk or harm before determining whether
an air pollutant endangers. It may base an endangerment finding
on “a lesser risk of greater harm . . . or a greater risk of lesser
harm” or any combination in between. Id.

Ethyl is instructive. There, EPA made an endangerment
finding for airborne lead. During its endangerment inquiry, EPA
initially tried to do what Texas asks of it here: find a specific
concentration of the air pollutant below which it would be
considered “safe” and above which it would endanger public
health. Id. at 56. However, EPA abandoned that approach
because it failed to account for “the wide variability of dietary
lead intake” and lacked predictive value. EPA substituted a
“more qualitative” approach, which relied on “predictions based
on uncertain data” along with clinical studies. Id. at 56–57. This
court upheld the endangerment finding that used that qualitative
approach despite the lack of a specific endangerment
“threshold.”

In its essence, Texas’s call for quantification of the
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endangerment is no more than a specialized version of Industry
Petitioners’ claim that the scientific record contains too much
uncertainty to find endangerment. EPA relied on a substantial
record of empirical data and scientific evidence, making many
specific and often quantitative findings regarding the impacts of
greenhouse gases on climate change and the effects of climate
change on public health and welfare. Its failure to distill this
ocean of evidence into a specific number at which greenhouse
gases cause “dangerous” climate change is a function of the
precautionary thrust of the CAA and the multivariate and
sometimes uncertain nature of climate science, not a sign of
arbitrary or capricious decision-making.

D.

EPA defined both the “air pollution” and the “air pollutant”
that are the subject of the Endangerment Finding as an aggregate
of six greenhouse gases, which EPA called “well mixed
greenhouse gases”: carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4),
nitrous oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs),
perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). Industry
Petitioners argue that EPA’s decision to include PFCs and SF6
in this group of greenhouse gases was arbitrary and capricious
primarily because motor vehicles generally do not emit these
two gases.

No petitioner for review of the Endangerment Finding has
established standing to make this argument. Industry Petitioners
concede that EPA’s decision to regulate PFCs and SF6 along
with the other four greenhouse gases does not injure any motor-
vehicle-related petitioner. Nor has any non-motor-vehicle-
related petitioner shown an injury-in-fact resulting from EPA’s
inclusion of these two gases in the six-gas amalgam of “well-
mixed greenhouse gases.” At oral argument, Industry Petitioners
asserted for the first time that certain utility
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companies—members of associations that petitioned for review
of the Endangerment Finding—own utility transformers that
emit SF6. However, they never demonstrated or even
definitively asserted that any of these companies would not be
subject to regulation or permitting requirements but for EPA’s
decision to include SF6 as part of the “well-mixed greenhouse
gases” that are the subject of the Endangerment Finding. See
Sierra Club v. EPA, 292 F.3d 895, 898–900 (D.C. Cir. 2002)
(requiring that a petitioner seeking review of agency action
demonstrate standing by affidavit or other evidence if standing
is not “self-evident” from the administrative record). Absent a
petitioner with standing to challenge EPA’s inclusion of PFCs
and SF6 in the “air pollution” at issue, this court lacks
jurisdiction to address the merits of Industry Petitioners’
contention.

E.

EPA did not submit the Endangerment Finding for review
by its Science Advisory Board (SAB). Industry Petitioners claim
that EPA’s failure to do so violates its mandate to “make
available” to the SAB “any proposed criteria document,
standard, limitation, or regulation under the Clean Air Act” at
the time it provides the same “to any other Federal agency for
formal review and comment.” 42 U.S.C. § 4365(c)(1); see Am.
Petroleum Inst., 665 F.2d at 1188. 

To begin with, it is not clear that EPA provided the
Endangerment Finding “to any other Federal agency for formal
review and comment,” which triggers this duty to submit a
regulation to the SAB. EPA only submitted a draft of the
Endangerment Finding to the Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs pursuant to Executive Order 12,866. EPA
contends that this was merely an informal review process, not
“formal review and comment”—at least when compared with a
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statutory review-and-comment requirement in which other
agencies are given the opportunity to provide written comments
about the impacts of a proposed regulation on the reviewing
agency’s universe of responsibility. See, e.g., 49 U.S.C.
§ 32902(j). Industry Petitioners failed to respond to this
contention. 

In any event, even if EPA violated its mandate by failing to
submit the Endangerment Finding to the SAB, Industry
Petitioners have not shown that this error was “of such central
relevance to the rule that there is a substantial likelihood that the
rule would have been significantly changed if such errors had
not been made.” 42 U.S.C. § 7607(d)(8); see Am. Petroleum
Inst., 665 F.2d at 1188–89 (applying this standard to EPA’s
failure to submit an ozone standard to the SAB).

F.

Lastly, State Petitioners maintain that EPA erred by
denying all ten petitions for reconsideration of the
Endangerment Finding. Those petitions asserted that internal e-
mails and documents released from the University of East
Anglia’s Climate Research Unit (CRU)—a contributor to one of
the global temperature records and to the IPCC’s assessment
report—undermined the scientific evidence supporting the
Endangerment Finding by calling into question whether the
IPCC scientists adhered to “best science practices.” EPA’s
Denial of the Petitions To Reconsider the Endangerment and
Cause or Contribute Findings for Greenhouse Gases Under
Section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act (“Reconsideration Denial”),
75 Fed. Reg. 49,556, 49,556–57 (Aug. 13, 2010). The petitions
pointed to factual mistakes in the IPCC’s assessment report
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resulting from the use of non-peer-reviewed studies and several
scientific studies postdating the Endangerment Finding as
evidence that the Endangerment Finding was flawed. Id.

On August 13, 2010, EPA issued a denial of the petitions
for reconsideration accompanied by a 360-page response to
petitions (RTP). Id. at 49,556. It determined that the petitions
did not provide substantial support for the argument that the
Endangerment Finding should be revised. According to EPA,
the petitioners’ claims based on the CRU documents were
exaggerated, contradicted by other evidence, and not a material
or reliable basis for questioning the credibility of the body of
science at issue; two of the factual inaccuracies alleged in the
petitions were in fact mistakes, but both were “tangential and
minor” and did not change the key IPCC conclusions; and the
new scientific studies raised by some petitions were either
already considered by EPA, misinterpreted or misrepresented by
petitioners, or put forth without acknowledging other new
studies. Id. at 49,557–58.

1.

EPA is required to convene a proceeding for
reconsideration of a rule if a party raising an objection to the
rule

can demonstrate to the Administrator that it was
impracticable to raise such objection within such time
or if the grounds for such objection arose after the
period for public comment (but within the time
specified for judicial review) and if such objection is of
central relevance to the outcome of the rule.

42 U.S.C. § 7607(d)(7)(B). For the purpose of determining
whether to commence reconsideration of a rule, EPA considers
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an objection to be of “central relevance to the outcome” of that
rule “if it provides substantial support for the argument that the
regulation should be revised.” Reconsideration Denial, 75 Fed.
Reg. at 49,561.

State Petitioners have not provided substantial support for
their argument that the Endangerment Finding should be
revised. State Petitioners point out that some studies the IPCC
referenced in its assessment were not peer-reviewed, but they
ignore the fact that (1) the IPCC assessment relied on around
18,000 studies that were peer-reviewed, and (2) the IPCC’s
report development procedures expressly permitted the inclusion
in the assessment of some non-peer-reviewed studies (“gray”
literature). 

Moreover, as EPA determined, the limited inaccurate
information developed from the gray literature does not appear
sufficient to undermine the substantial overall evidentiary
support for the Endangerment Finding. State Petitioners have
not, as they assert, uncovered a “pattern” of flawed science.
Only two of the errors they point out seem to be errors at all, and
EPA relied on neither in making the Endangerment Finding.
First, as State Petitioners assert, the IPCC misstated the
percentage of the Netherlands that is below sea level, a statistic
that was used for background information. However, the IPCC
corrected the error, and EPA concluded that the error was
“minor and had no impact,” and the Endangerment Finding did
not refer to the statistic in any way. Id. at 49,576–77. Second,
the IPCC acknowledged misstating the rate at which Himalayan
glaciers are receding. EPA also did not rely on that projection in
the Endangerment Finding. Id. at 49,577.

State Petitioners also contend that a new study contradicts
EPA’s reliance on a projection of more violent storms in the
future as a result of climate change, but the study they cite only
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concerns past trends, not projected future storms. The record
shows that EPA considered the new studies on storm trends and
concluded that the studies were consistent with the
Endangerment Finding. In sum, State Petitioners have failed to
show that these isolated “errors” provide substantial support for
their argument to overturn the Endangerment Finding.

2.

State Petitioners’ further argument that EPA erred in
denying reconsideration fails as well. These Petitioners claim
EPA erred by failing to provide notice and comment before
denying the petitions for reconsideration because EPA’s
inclusion of a 360-page RTP amounted to a revision of the
Endangerment Finding, and revision of a rule requires notice
and comment. The RTP, however, appears to be exactly what
EPA called it—a response to the petitions for reconsideration,
not a revision of the Endangerment Finding itself. EPA certainly
may deny petitions for reconsideration of a rule and provide an
explanation for that denial, including by providing support for
that decision, without triggering a new round of notice and
comment for the rule.

III.

State and Industry Petitioners contend that in promulgating
the Tailpipe Rule, EPA relied on an improper interpretation of
CAA § 202(a)(1), and was arbitrary and capricious in failing to
justify and consider the cost impacts of its conclusion that the
Rule triggers stationary-source regulation under the PSD and
Title V provisions. They do not challenge the substantive
standards of the Rule and focus principally on EPA’s failure to
consider the cost of stationary-source permitting requirements
triggered by the Rule. Positing an absurd-consequences
scenario, Petitioners maintain that if EPA had considered these
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costs it “would have been forced” to exclude carbon dioxide
from the scope of the emission standards, to decline to issue
greenhouse gas emission standards at all, or “to interpret the
statute so as not to automatically trigger stationary source
regulation.” Industry Tailpipe Br. 17; see also Industry Tailpipe
Reply Br. 8–9. Both the plain text of Section 202(a) and
precedent refute Petitioners’ contentions. 

A.

Section 202(a)(1) provides:

The Administrator shall by regulation prescribe . . .
standards applicable to the emission of any air
pollutant from any class or classes of new motor
vehicles or new motor vehicle engines, which in his
judgment cause, or contribute to, air pollution which
may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public
health or welfare.

42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)(1). By employing the verb “shall,”
Congress vested a non-discretionary duty in EPA. See Sierra
Club v. Jackson, 648 F.3d 848, 856 (D.C. Cir. 2011). The plain
text of Section 202(a)(1) thus refutes Industry Petitioners’
contention that EPA had discretion to defer issuance of motor-
vehicle emission standards on the basis of stationary-source
costs. Neither the adjacent text nor the statutory context
otherwise condition this clear “language of command,” id.
(citation omitted). Having made the Endangerment Finding
pursuant to CAA § 202(a), 42 U.S.C. § 7521(a), EPA lacked
discretion to defer promulgation of the Tailpipe Rule on the
basis of its trigger of stationary-source permitting requirements
under the PSD program and Title V.

The Supreme Court’s decision in Massachusetts v. EPA
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compels this interpretation of Section 202(a)(1). “If EPA makes
a finding of endangerment, the Clean Air Act requires the
[a]gency to regulate emissions of the deleterious pollutant from
new motor vehicles.”  549 U.S. at 533. “Under the clear terms
of the Clean Air Act, EPA can avoid taking further action only
if it determines that greenhouse gases do not contribute to
climate change or if it provides some reasonable explanation as
to why it cannot or will not exercise its discretion to determine
whether they do.” Id. (emphasis added). In the Endangerment
Finding, EPA determined that motor-vehicle emissions
contribute to greenhouse gas emissions that, in turn, endanger
the public health and welfare; the agency therefore was in no
position to “avoid taking further action,” id., by deferring
promulgation of the Tailpipe Rule. Given the non-discretionary
duty in Section 202(a)(1) and the limited flexibility available
under Section 202(a)(2), which this court has held relates only
to the motor-vehicle industry, see infra Part III.C, EPA had no
statutory basis on which it could “ground [any] reasons for”
further inaction, Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 535. 

The plain text of Section 202(a)(1) also negates Industry
Petitioners’ contention that EPA had discretion to defer the
Tailpipe Rule on the basis of NHTSA’s authority to regulate fuel
economy. The Supreme Court dismissed a near-identical
argument in Massachusetts v. EPA, rejecting the suggestion that
EPA could decline to regulate carbon-dioxide emissions because
the Department of Transportation (DOT) had independent
authority to set fuel-efficiency standards. Id. at 531–32. “[T]hat
DOT sets mileage standards in no way licenses EPA to shirk its
environmental responsibilities,” because EPA’s duty to
promulgate emission standards derives from “a statutory
obligation wholly independent of DOT’s mandate to promote
energy efficiency.” Id. at 532. Just as EPA lacks authority to
refuse to regulate on the grounds of NHTSA’s regulatory
authority, EPA cannot defer regulation on that basis. A
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comparison of the relevant statutes bolsters this conclusion.
Compare 49 U.S.C. § 32902(f) (“When deciding maximum
feasible average fuel economy . . . , the Secretary of
Transportation shall consider . . . the effect of other motor
vehicle standards of the Government on fuel economy . . . .”),
with 42 U.S.C. § 7521(a) (including no such direction). Nor,
applying the same reasoning, was EPA required to treat
NHTSA’s proposed regulations as establishing the baseline for
the Tailpipe Rule. Furthermore, the Tailpipe Rule provides
benefits above and beyond those resulting from NHTSA’s fuel-
economy standards. See, e.g., Tailpipe Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at
25,490 (Table III.F.1-2), 25,636 (Table IV.G.1-4). Petitioners’
related contentions regarding the PSD permitting triggers are
addressed in Part V.

B.
  
Turning to the APA, Industry Petitioners contend, relying

on Small Refiner Lead Phase-Down Task Force v. EPA, 705
F.2d 506, 525 (D.C. Cir. 1983), and Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541
F.2d 1 (D.C. Cir. 1976), that EPA failed both to justify the
Tailpipe Rule in terms of the risk identified in the Endangerment
Finding and to show that the proposed standards “would
meaningfully mitigate the alleged endangerment,” Industry
Tailpipe Br. 35. Instead, they maintain that EPA “separated
these two integral steps,” id. at 11, and “concluded that it had no
obligation to show . . . ‘the resulting emissions control strategy
or strategies will have some significant degree of harm reduction
or effectiveness in addressing the endangerment,’” id. at 11–12
(quoting Endangerment Finding, 74 Fed. Reg. at 66,508). These
contentions fail.

Petitioners’ reliance on Small Refiner, 705 F.2d at 525, is
misplaced; the court there laid out guidelines for assessing
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EPA’s discretion to set numerical standards and Petitioners do
not challenge the substance of the emission standards. In Ethyl,
541 F.2d at 7, the court assessed the scope of EPA’s authority,
under CAA § 211(c)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 1857f-6c(c)(1) (1970)
(currently codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 7545(c)(1)), to
regulate lead particulate in motor-vehicle emissions. The court
rejected the argument that the regulations had to “be premised
upon factual proof of actual harm,” Ethyl, 541 F.2d at 12, and
instead deferred to EPA’s reasonable interpretation that
regulations could be based on a “significant risk of harm,” id. at
13. Nothing in Ethyl implied that EPA’s authority to regulate
was conditioned on evidence of a particular level of mitigation;
only a showing of significant contribution was required. EPA
made such a determination in the Endangerment Finding,
concluding that vehicle emissions are a significant contributor
to domestic greenhouse gas emissions. See, e.g., Endangerment
Finding, 74 Fed. Reg. at 66,499. Further, in the preamble to the
Tailpipe Rule itself, EPA found that the emission standards
would result in meaningful mitigation of greenhouse gas
emissions. For example, EPA estimated that the Rule would
result in a reduction of about 960 million metric tons of CO2e
emissions over the lifetime of the model year 2012–2016
vehicles affected by the new standards. See Tailpipe Rule, 75
Fed. Reg. at 25,488–90. Other precedent is likewise unhelpful
to Petitioners: in Chemical Manufacturers Association v. EPA,
217 F.3d 861, 866 (D.C. Cir. 2000), “nothing in the record”
indicated that the challenged regulatory program would “directly
or indirectly, further the Clean Air Act’s environmental goals,”
whereas here the record is fulsome, see supra Part II. 

C.

Petitioners also invoke Section 202(a)(2) as support for
their contention that EPA must consider stationary-source costs
in the Tailpipe Rule. Section 202(a)(2) provides:
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Any regulation prescribed under paragraph (1) of this
subsection . . . shall take effect after such period as the
Administrator finds necessary to permit the
development and application of the requisite
technology, giving appropriate consideration to the
cost of compliance within such period.

42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)(2). State Petitioners maintain the reference
to compliance costs encompasses those experienced by
stationary sources under the PSD program, while Industry
Petitioners maintain stationary-source costs are a relevant factor
in EPA’s Section 202(a)(1) rulemaking. This court, however,
has held that the Section 202(a)(2) reference to compliance costs
encompasses only the cost to the motor-vehicle industry to come
into compliance with the new emission standards, and does not
mandate consideration of costs to other entities not directly
subject to the proposed standards. See Motor & Equip. Mfrs.
Ass’n, Inc. v. EPA, 627 F.2d 1095, 1118 (D.C. Cir. 1979).

D.

Petitioners’ remaining challenges to the Tailpipe Rule fail
as well. In Part II, the court rejects the contention that the
Tailpipe Rule fails due to flaws in the underlying Endangerment
Finding. The record also refutes Industry Petitioners’ suggestion
that EPA “employed a shell game to avoid,” Industry Tailpipe
Reply Br. 9 (capitalization removed), responding to comments
regarding stationary-source costs. Industry Tailpipe Br. 19–20;
see also Industry Tailpipe Reply Br. 14–15. EPA adequately
responded to “significant comments,” 42 U.S.C. §
7607(d)(6)(B). See, e.g., Tailpipe Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at
25,401–02; Tailpipe Rule, Response to Comments at 7-65 to 7-
69. And, assuming other statutory mandates provide a basis for
judicial review, see Industry Tailpipe Br. 21–22 (listing
mandates); see, e.g., Small Refiner, 705 F.2d at 537–39, the
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record shows EPA’s compliance, see Tailpipe Rule, 75 Fed.
Reg. at 25,539–42, and that EPA was not arbitrary and
capricious by not considering stationary-source costs in its
analyses. See, e.g., Michigan v. EPA, 213 F.3d 663, 689 (D.C.
Cir. 2000); Mid-Tex Elec. Coop., Inc. v. FERC, 773 F.2d 327,
341–42 (D.C. Cir. 1985). EPA’s economic impact assessment
conducted pursuant to CAA § 317, 42 U.S.C. § 7617, does not
provide grounds for granting the petitions because Petitioners’
contentions that EPA, “[i]n defiance of these requirements, . . .
refused to estimate or even consider the costs of the [Tailpipe
Rule] for stationary sources,” Industry Tailpipe Br. 22, are no
more than another attempt to avoid the plain text of Section
202(a). See also 42 U.S.C. § 7617(e).

IV.

We turn next to the stationary source regulations. As noted
supra in Part I, EPA’s interpretation of the CAA requires PSD
and Title V permits for stationary sources whose potential
emissions exceed statutory thresholds for any regulated
pollutant—including greenhouse gases. Industry Petitioners now
challenge EPA’s longstanding interpretation of the scope of the
permitting requirements for construction and modification of
major emitting facilities under CAA Sections 165(a) and 169(1),
42 U.S.C. §§ 7475(a) & 7479(1) (“the PSD permitting
triggers”). EPA maintains that this challenge is untimely
because its interpretation of the PSD permitting triggers was set
forth in its 1978, 1980, and 2002 Rules. 

In 1978, EPA defined “major stationary source” as a source
that emits major amounts of “any air pollutant regulated under
the [CAA].” Part 51–Requirements for Preparation, Adoption,
and Submittal of Implementation Plans; Prevention of
Significant Air Quality Deterioration (“1978 Implementation
Plan Requirements”), 43 Fed. Reg. 26,380, 26,382 (June 19,
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1978). Industry petitioners’ challenge to the 1978 Rule in
Alabama Power Co. v. Costle, 636 F.2d 323 (D.C. Cir. 1980)
reflected their understanding that EPA would apply the PSD
permitting program to both pollutants regulated pursuant to
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) and other
regulated pollutants. See Br. for Industry Pet’rs on Regulation of
Pollutants other than Sulfur Dioxide and Particulates, No. 78-
1006 (and consolidated cases) (Dec. 19, 1978) at 10, 12. In the
1980 Rule, EPA highlighted that to be subject to PSD review, a
“source need only emit any pollutant in major amounts (i.e., the
amounts specified in [CAA § 169(1)]) and be located in an area
designated attainment or unclassifiable for that or any other
pollutant.” 1980 Implementation Plan Requirements, 45 Fed.
Reg. at 52,711 (emphasis in original). EPA explained that “any
pollutant” meant “both criteria pollutants, for which national
ambient air quality standards have been promulgated, and non-
criteria pollutants subject to regulation under the Act.” Id. The
same explanation of EPA’s interpretation appeared in the 2002
Rule. Prevention of Significant Deterioration and
Nonattainment New Source Review, 67 Fed. Reg. 80,186,
80,239-40, 80,264 (Dec. 31, 2002).  

CAA Section 307(b)(1) provides that a petition for review
of any promulgated nationally applicable regulations: 

“shall be filed within sixty days from the date notice of
such promulgation . . . appears in the Federal Register,
except that if such petition is based solely on grounds
arising after such sixtieth day, then any petition for review
. . . shall be filed within sixty days after such grounds
arise.” 

42 U.S.C. § 7607(b)(1). The exception encompasses the
occurrence of an event that ripens a claim. See Chamber of
Commerce v. EPA, 642 F.3d 192, 208 n.14 (D.C. Cir. 2011);
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Am. Rd. & Transp. Builders Ass’n v. EPA, 588 F.3d 1109, 1113
(D.C. Cir. 2009). EPA acknowledges this precedent, but
maintains that the “new grounds” exception is narrow and
inapplicable because Industry Petitioners’ challenge to EPA’s
interpretation of the PSD permitting triggers is based on legal
arguments that were available during the normal judicial review
periods for the 1978, 1980, and 2002 Rules, and the “new
ground” on which they now rely is a factual development,
namely the regulation of greenhouse gases by the Tailpipe Rule.
This is correct so far as it goes, but fails to demonstrate that
Industry Petitioners’ challenge is untimely. 

Industry Petitioners point out that two petitioners—the
National Association of Home Builders ( NAHB ) and National
Oilseed Processors Association ( NOPA ) – have newly ripened
claims as a result of the Tailpipe Rule, which had the effect of
expanding the PSD program to never-regulated sources:

• NAHB’s members construct single family homes,
apartment buildings, and commercial buildings. According
to the Vice President of Legal Affairs, prior to the Tailpipe
Rule, no member of NAHB was a major source of any
regulated pollutant, and thus no member was ever required
to obtain a PSD permit. Decl. of Thomas J. Ward, Vice
President of Legal Affairs for NAHB, ¶ 6 (May 10, 2011).
Since the Tailpipe Rule rendered greenhouse gases a
regulated pollutant, it is now certain that NAHB members
that engage in construction projects that emit greenhouse
gases in major amounts will have to obtain PSD permits
sometime in the future. Id. at ¶¶ 7, 8. Indeed, EPA
estimated that 6,397 multifamily buildings and 515 single
family homes would trigger PSD review annually absent
the Tailoring Rule. See Prevention of Significant
Deterioration and Title V Greenhouse Gas Tailoring Rule;
Proposed Rule (“Proposed Tailoring Rule”), 74 Fed. Reg.
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55,292, 55,338 (Oct. 27, 2009).

• NOPA’s members are large companies that monthly
produce millions of tons of vegetable meals and over a
billion pounds of oils from oilseeds, such as soybeans. See,
e.g., NOPA, January 2012 Statistical Report (Feb. 14, 2012)
available at www.nopa.org; NOPA, February 2012
Statistical Report (Mar. 14, 2012), available at
www.nopa.org. According to the Executive Vice President
of Regulatory Affairs, NOPA members operate facilities
that are major sources of criteria pollutants and, for this
reason, are subject to PSD review. Decl. of David C. Ailor,
Executive Vice President of Regulatory Affairs of NOPA,
¶ 8 (May 10, 2011). Prior to promulgation of the Tailpipe
Rule, no member’s facility had triggered PSD review by
virtue of emissions of a non-criteria pollutant. Id. Now that
greenhouse gases are a regulated non-criteria pollutant,
many NOPA members will have to obtain PSD permits as
result of their facilities’ emissions of a non-criteria
pollutant. Id. at ¶¶ 9,10. For some NOPA members this time
is not far off because renovations to their facilities will
result in greenhouse gas emissions above the significance
thresholds set by the Tailoring Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 31,567.
Id. at ¶ 9. 

Industry Petitioners thus maintain that because NAHB and
NOPA filed their petitions on July 6, 2010, within 60 days of the
promulgation of the Tailpipe Rule in the Federal Register on
May 7, 2010, their challenges are timely. 

“Ripeness, while often spoken of as a justiciability doctrine
distinct from standing, in fact shares the constitutional
requirement of standing that an injury in fact be certainly
impending.” Nat’l Treasury Emp. Union v. United States, 101
F.3d 1423, 1427 (D.C. Cir. 1996). During an initial review
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period, although purely legal claims may be justiciable and,
thus, prudentially ripe, a party without an immediate or
threatened injury lacks a constitutionally ripe claim. See
Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co. v. ICC, 672 F.2d 146, 149 (D.C. Cir.
1982). EPA’s position would conflate the constitutional and
prudential considerations. Constitutional ripeness exists where
a challenge “involve[s], at least in part, the existence of a live
‘Case or Controversy.’” Duke Power Co. v. Carolina Envtl.
Study Group, 438 U.S. 59, 81 (1978). Prudential considerations
embodied in the ripeness doctrine relate to “the fitness of the
issues for judicial decision and the hardship to the parties of
withholding court consideration.” Abbott Labs. v. Gardner, 387
U.S. 136, 149 (1967); see Duke Power, 438 U.S. at 81. Standing
to challenge agency action exists where a petitioner can
demonstrate an “injury in fact” that is fairly traceable to the
challenged action and is likely to be redressed by a favorable
judicial decision. Reytblatt v. NRC, 105 F.3d 715, 721 (D.C. Cir.
1997) (citing Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555,
560–61 (1992)). 

Had NAHB and NOPA challenged EPA’s interpretation of
the PSD permitting triggers in 1978, 1980, or 2002, as EPA
suggests, the court would have lacked jurisdiction under Article
III of the Constitution because their alleged injuries were only
speculative. See, e.g., Occidental Permian Ltd. v. FERC, 673
F.3d 1024, 1026 (D.C. Cir. 2012); Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co.,
672 F.2d at 149. At that time, NAHB and NOPA could have
shown only the possibility that their members would be injured
if EPA were someday to determine that greenhouse gases were
a pollutant that endangers human health and welfare and to
adopt a rule regulating the greenhouse gas emissions of
stationary sources. EPA does not challenge the assertions in the
NAHB and NOPA declarations, which establish no such rule
was promulgated prior to the Tailpipe Rule. 
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The NAHB and NOPA challenges ceased to be speculative
when EPA promulgated the Tailpipe Rule regulating greenhouse
gases and their challenges ripened because of the “substantial
probability” of injury to them. See Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co.,
672 F.2d at 149. Although, as EPA notes, other Industry
Petitioners’ challenges to EPA’s interpretation of the PSD
permitting triggers ripened decades earlier, this court has
assured petitioners with unripe claims that “they will not be
foreclosed from judicial review when the appropriate time
comes,” Grand Canyon Air Tour Coalition v. FAA, 154 F.3d
455, 473 (D.C. Cir. 1998), and that they “need not fear
preclusion by reason of the 60-day stipulation [barring judicial
review],” Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co., 672 F.2d at 149–50. EPA
expresses concern that allowing NAHB and NOPA to litigate
their newly ripened claims will have far-reaching implications
for finality of agency actions, but “the ripeness doctrine reflects
a judgment that the disadvantages of a premature review that
may prove too abstract or unnecessary ordinarily outweigh the
additional costs of – even repetitive – . . . litigation.” Ohio
Forestry Ass’n, Inc. v. Sierra Club, 523 U.S. 726, 735 (1998).
Some limitations inhere in doctrines such as stare decisis or the
law-of-the-circuit doctrine, see LaShawn A. v. Barry, 87 F.3d
1389, 1395 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (en banc). 

Because petitioners NAHB and NOPA’s challenges to
EPA’s PSD permitting triggers are newly ripened upon
promulgation of the Tailpipe Rule and they filed petitions for
review within sixty days thereof, their challenge to EPA’s
interpretation of the PSD permitting triggers is timely. 

V.

Having established that Industry Petitioners’ challenges to
the PSD permitting triggers are both timely and ripe, we turn to
the merits of their claims. 
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A.

CAA Title I, Part C—entitled “Prevention of Significant
Deterioration of Air Quality” (PSD)—largely focuses on the
maintenance of national ambient air quality standards
(NAAQS). Under the PSD program, EPA designates specific
pollutants as “NAAQS pollutants” and sets national ambient air
quality standards for those pollutants—requiring, for example,
that the concentration of a given NAAQS pollutant may not
exceed more than a certain number of parts per billion in the
ambient air. See generally 42 U.S.C. § 7407. Thus far, EPA has
designated six NAAQS pollutants: carbon monoxide, lead,
nitrogen dioxide, ozone, particle pollution, and sulfur dioxide.
None of these NAAQS pollutants is one of the six well-mixed
greenhouse gases defined as an “air pollutant” in the
Endangerment Finding. See Environmental Protection Agency,
National Ambient Air Quality Standards, available at
http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html (last visited May 3, 2012);
Endangerment Finding, 74 Fed. Reg. 66,536-37. 

Acting upon information submitted by states, EPA then
determines whether each region of the country is in “attainment”
or “nonattainment” with the promulgated air quality standard for
each NAAQS pollutant, or, alternatively, whether a region is
“unclassifiable” for that pollutant. 42 U.S.C. § 7407(d)(1)(A).
An area in attainment for a NAAQS pollutant is “any area . . .
that meets the . . . ambient air quality standard for the pollutant.”
Id. § 7407(d)(1)(A)(ii). By contrast, an area in nonattainment for
a NAAQS pollutant is “any area that does not meet (or that
contributes to ambient air quality in a nearby area that does not
meet) the national . . . ambient air quality standard for the
pollutant.” Id. § 7407(d)(1)(A)(i). Finally, an unclassifiable area
is any area that “cannot be classified on the basis of available
information as meeting or not meeting the . . . ambient air
quality standard for the pollutant.” Id. § 7407(d)(1)(A)(iii). 
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The PSD program applies to those areas of the United States
designated as in “attainment” or “unclassifiable” for any
NAAQS pollutant, see id. § 7471, and requires permits for major
emitting facilities embarking on construction or modification
projects in those regions. Id. § 7475(a). A separate part of Title
I of the CAA, Part D, governs the construction and modification
of sources in nonattainment regions. See id. §§ 7501, 7502. It
bears emphasis that attainment classifications are pollutant-
specific: depending on the levels of each NAAQS pollutant in
an area, a region can be designated as in attainment for NAAQS
pollutant A, but in nonattainment for NAAQS pollutant B. If a
major emitting facility in such a region wishes to undertake a
construction or modification project, both Part C and Part D’s
substantive requirements apply—that is, the source must obtain
a general PSD permit and must also abide by Part D’s more
stringent, pollutant-specific requirements for any NAAQS
pollutants for which the area is in nonattainment. See 1980
Implementation Plan Requirements, 45 Fed. Reg. at 52,711-12
(“where a source emits in major amounts a pollutant for which
the area in which the source would locate is designated
nonattainment, Part D NSR rather than Part C PSD review
should apply to those pollutants.”) (emphasis added).

The key substantive provision in the PSD program is CAA
Section 165(a), which establishes permitting requirements for
“major emitting facilities” located in attainment or unclassifiable
regions. In relevant part, section 165(a) provides that “[n]o
major emitting facility . . . may be constructed in any area to
which this part applies unless” the facility obtains a PSD permit.
42 U.S.C. § 7475(a). To obtain a PSD permit, a covered source
must, among other things, install the “best available control
technology [BACT] for each pollutant subject to regulation
under [the CAA]”—regardless of whether that pollutant is a
NAAQS pollutant. Id. § 7475(a)(4). Since the Tailpipe Rule
became effective, EPA has regulated automotive greenhouse gas
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emissions under Title II of the Act. Thus, greenhouse gases are
now a “pollutant subject to regulation under” the Act, and, as
required by the statute itself, any “major emitting facility”
covered by the PSD program must install BACT for greenhouse
gases. See id.

The dispute in this case centers largely on the scope of the
PSD program—specifically, which stationary sources count as
“major emitting facilities” subject to regulation. CAA Section
169(1) defines “major emitting facility,” for the purposes of the
PSD program, as a stationary source “which emit[s], or [has] the
potential to emit” either 100 tons per year (tpy) or 250 tpy of
“any air pollutant.” 42 U.S.C. § 7479(1) (emphasis added). As
discussed supra in Part I, whether the 100 or 250 tpy threshold
applies depends on the type of source. Certain listed categories
of sources—for example, iron and steel mill plants—qualify as
“major emitting facilities” if they have the potential to emit over
100 tons per year of “any air pollutant.” Id. All other stationary
sources are “major emitting facilities” if they have the potential
to emit over 250 tons per year of “any air pollutant.” Id. 

As mentioned above, since 1978 EPA has interpreted
the phrase “any air pollutant” in the definition of “major
emitting facility” as “any air pollutant regulated under the
CAA.” See 1978 Implementation Plan Requirements, 43 Fed.
Reg. at 26,388, 26,403; supra Part IV. Thus, because the PSD
program covers “major emitting facilities” in “any area to which
this part applies,” 42 U.S.C. § 7475, EPA requires PSD permits
for stationary sources that 1) are located in an area designated as
attainment or unclassifiable for any NAAQS pollutant, and 2)
emit 100/250 tpy of any regulated air pollutant, regardless of
whether that pollutant is itself a NAAQS pollutant. See 1980
Implementation Plan Requirements, 45 Fed. Reg. at 52,710-11.
Consequently, once the Tailpipe Rule took effect and made
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greenhouse gases a regulated pollutant under Title II of the Act,
the PSD program automatically applied to facilities emitting
over 100/250 tpy of greenhouse gases. But because immediate
regulation of greenhouse gas-emitting sources exceeding the
100/250 tpy benchmark would result in “overwhelming
permitting burdens that would . . . fall on permitting authorities
and sources,” Tailoring Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 31,516, EPA’s
Tailoring Rule provided that, for now, sources are subject to
PSD permitting requirements only if they have the potential to
emit over 100,000 tpy of greenhouse gases (for a construction
project) or 75,000 tpy (for a modification project). Id. at 31,523;
see also infra, Part VI. 

According to EPA, its longstanding interpretation of the
phrase “any air pollutant”—“any air pollutant regulated under
the CAA”—is compelled by the statute. See id. at 31,517.
Disputing this point, Industry Petitioners argue that the phrase
is capable of a far more circumscribed meaning and that EPA
could have—and should have—avoided extending the PSD
permitting program to major greenhouse gas emitters. For the
reasons discussed below, we agree with EPA that its
longstanding interpretation of the PSD permitting trigger is
statutorily compelled. Thus, as EPA argues, it “must give effect
to the unambiguously expressed intent of Congress,” Chevron,
467 U.S. at 843, which here requires PSD coverage for major
emitters of any regulated air pollutant. 

We begin our analysis, as we must, with the statute’s plain
language. See Chevron, 467 U.S. at 842 (“First, always, is the
question whether Congress has directly spoken to the precise
question at issue.”). CAA Section 169(1) requires PSD permits
for stationary sources emitting major amounts of “any air
pollutant.” 42 U.S.C. § 7479(1) (emphasis added). On its face,
“the word ‘any’ has an expansive meaning, that is, ‘one or some
indiscriminately of whatever kind,’ ” United States v. Gonzales,
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520 U.S. 1, 5 (1997) (quoting WEBSTER’S THIRD NEW
INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 97 (1976)). Greenhouse gases are
indisputably an “air pollutant.” See Massachusetts v. EPA, 549
U.S. at 528–29. Congress’s use of the broad, indiscriminate
modifier “any” thus strongly suggests that the phrase “any air
pollutant” encompasses greenhouse gases. 

This plain-language reading of the statute is buttressed by
the Supreme Court’s decision in Massachusetts v. EPA. There
the Court determined that CAA’s overarching definition of “air
pollutant” in Section 302(g)—which applies to all provisions of
the Act, including the PSD program—unambiguously includes
greenhouse gases. Noting that “[t]he Clean Air Act’s sweeping
definition of ‘air pollutant’ includes ‘any air pollution agent or
combination of such agents . . . . which is emitted into or
otherwise enters the ambient air,” the Court held that “the
definition embraces all airborne compounds of whatever stripe,
and underscores that intent through repeated use of the word
‘any.’” Id. at 529 (quoting 42 U.S.C. § 7602(g)) (second and
third emphases added). Crucially for purposes of the issue
before us, the Court concluded that “[t]he statute is
unambiguous.” Id. 

Thus, we are faced with a statutory term—“air
pollutant”—that the Supreme Court has determined
unambiguously encompasses greenhouse gases. This phrase is
preceded by the expansive term “any,” a word the Court held
“underscores” Congress’s intent to include “all” air pollutants
“of whatever stripe.” See id. Absent some compelling reason to
think otherwise, “ ‘any’ . . . means any,” Ford v. Mabus, 629
F.3d 198, 206 (D.C. Cir. 2010), and Petitioners have given us no
reason to construe that word narrowly here. To the contrary:
given both the statute’s plain language and the Supreme Court’s
decision in Massachusetts v. EPA, we have little trouble
concluding that the phrase “any air pollutant” includes all
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regulated air pollutants, including greenhouse gases. 

In reaching this conclusion, we recognize that EPA’s
definition of “any air pollutant” slightly narrows the literal
statutory definition, which nowhere requires that “any air
pollutant” be a regulated pollutant. See 42 U.S.C. § 7479(1). But
this does not make the statutory language ambiguous. Indeed,
“any regulated air pollutant” is the only logical reading of the
statute. The CAA’s universal definition of “air pollutant”—the
one at issue in Massachusetts v. EPA—provides that the term
includes “any physical, chemical, biological [or] radioactive . .
. substance or matter which is emitted into or otherwise enters
the ambient air.” Id. § 7602(g). Of course, nothing in the CAA
requires regulation of a substance simply because it qualifies as
an “air pollutant” under this broad definition. As discussed
supra in Parts II and III, for example, the Act requires EPA to
prescribe motor vehicle “standards applicable to the emission of
any air pollutant” only if that pollutant “cause[s], or
contribute[s] to, air pollution which may reasonably be
anticipated to endanger public health or welfare.” Id.
§ 7521(a)(1). But if “any air pollutant” in the definition of
“major emitting facility” was read to encompass both regulated
and nonregulated air pollutants, sources could qualify as major
emitting facilities—and thus be subjected to PSD permitting
requirements—if they emitted 100/250 tpy of a “physical,
chemical, [or] biological” substance EPA had determined was
harmless. It is absurd to think that Congress intended to subject
stationary sources to the PSD permitting requirements due to
emissions of substances that do not “endanger public health or
welfare.” Id. § 7521(a)(1). Thus, “any regulated air pollutant” is,
in this context, the only plausible reading of “any air pollutant.” 
 

We find further support for this definition throughout
the CAA. First, as previously mentioned, the PSD program
provides that all major emitting facilities must install BACT for
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“each pollutant subject to regulation under [the CAA].” Id.
§ 7475(a)(4). “Each pollutant subject to regulation under” the
Act is, of course, synonymous with “any air pollutant regulated
under the Act.” Thus, EPA’s interpretation of “any air pollutant”
in the definition of “major emitting facilities” harmonizes the
PSD program’s scope (i.e., which pollutants trigger PSD
coverage) with its substantive requirements (i.e., which
pollutants must be controlled to obtain a permit). In other words,
because a covered source must control greenhouse gas
emissions, it makes sense that major emissions of greenhouse
gases would subject that source to the PSD program.

Second, a PSD permittee is required to establish that it

will not cause, or contribute to, air pollution in excess of
any (A) maximum allowable increase or maximum
allowable concentration for any pollutant in any area to
which this part applies more than one time per year, (B)
national ambient air quality standard in any air quality
control region, or (C) any other applicable emission
standard or standard of performance under [the CAA].

Id. § 7475(a)(3). Subsections (A) and (B) prohibit a permitted
source from contributing to a concentration of NAAQS
pollutants that exceeds EPA’s standards. By contrast, subsection
(C) has an entirely different focus: it prohibits a permitted
source from causing or contributing to air pollution in excess of
any CAA emission standard. Thus, as EPA notes, “what this
provision establishes is that while the PSD program was
certainly directed towards NAAQS-criteria pollutants, it also
was directed at maintaining air quality for other pollutants
regulated under other provisions.” EPA Timing & Tailoring Br.
101. EPA’s determination that “any air pollutant” means “any
air pollutant regulated under the Act”—encompassing the
greenhouse gases regulated under Title II—is entirely consistent
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with this focus.

Finally, Congress made perfectly clear that the PSD
program was meant to protect against precisely the types of
harms caused by greenhouse gases. The PSD provision contains
a section entitled “Congressional declaration of purpose,” which
provides, in relevant part, that “[t]he purposes of this part
are . . . to protect public health and welfare from any actual or
potential adverse effect which in the Administrator’s judgment
may reasonably be anticipated to occur from air pollution.” 42
U.S.C. § 7470(1). The CAA further provides that “[a]ll language
referring to effects on welfare includes, but is not limited to,
effects on . . . weather . . . and climate.” Id. § 7602(h). As
previously noted, EPA in the Endangerment Finding
“marshaled . . . substantial . . . . scientific evidence . . . for the
proposition that greenhouse gases trap heat on earth that would
otherwise dissipate into space [and] that this ‘greenhouse effect’
warms the climate.” Part II, supra at 28–29. It further concluded
that this “anthropogenically induced climate change” was likely
to threaten the public welfare through, among other things,
“extreme weather events.” Id. at 15–16. Thus, one express
purpose of the program is to protect against the harms caused by
greenhouse gases.

In sum, we are faced with a statutory term—“any air
pollutant”—that the Supreme Court has determined is
“expansive,” and “unambiguous[ly]” includes greenhouse gases.
Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 529. Moreover, the PSD
program requires covered sources to install control technology
for “each pollutant” regulated under the CAA, 42 U.S.C.
§ 7475(a)(4), and to establish that they “will not cause, or
contribute to, air pollution in excess of any . . . emission
standard . . . under [the CAA].” Id. § 7475(a)(3) (emphasis
added). These provisions demonstrate that the PSD program was
intended to control pollutants regulated under every section of
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the Act. Finally, Congress’s “Declaration of Purpose” expressly
states that the PSD program was meant, in part, to protect
against adverse effects on “weather” and “climate”—precisely
the types of harm caused by greenhouse gases. See id. § 7470(1).
Given all this, we have little trouble concluding that “any air
pollutant” in the definition of “major emitting facility”
unambiguously means “any air pollutant regulated under the
CAA.” 

B.

Industry Petitioners offer three alternative interpretations of
the PSD permitting triggers, none of which cast doubt on the
unambiguous nature of the statute. 

As a preliminary matter, we note that none of Petitioners’
alternative interpretations applies to Title V. To the contrary, all
of the proposed alternative interpretations are based on the
structure of—and purported Congressional intent behind—the
PSD program. Indeed, Industry Petitioners never argue that their
proposed alternative interpretations are relevant to Title V.
Petitioners have thus forfeited any challenges to EPA’s
greenhouse gas-inclusive interpretation of Title V. See, e.g.,
Nat’l Steel & Shipbuilding Co. v. NLRB, 156 F.3d 1268, 1273
(D.C. Cir. 1998) (petitioners forfeit an argument by failing to
raise it in their opening brief). 

Industry Petitioners’ first alternative is simple enough.
Because the PSD program focuses on “the air people breathe in
certain geographically defined . . . areas,” Coalition for
Responsible Reg. Timing & Tailoring Br. 38, Industry
Petitioners contend that the term “pollutant” in the PSD statute
encompasses only air pollutants that, unlike greenhouse gases,
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“pollute locally.” Id. at 35. Industry Petitioners would thus apply
a greenhouse gas-exclusive interpretation of “pollutant”
throughout the statute’s PSD provision. Under this reading, a
source would qualify as a “major emitting facility” only if it
emits 100/250 tpy of “any air pollutant” except greenhouse
gases. See 42 U.S.C. § 7479(1). Moreover, sources that are
subject to PSD permitting requirements would be required to
install BACT for “each pollutant subject to regulation under [the
CAA]”—except greenhouse gases. Id. § 7475(a)(4).

We can easily dispose of Industry Petitioners’ argument that
the PSD program’s “concerns with local emissions,” Coalition
for Responsible Reg. Timing & Tailoring Br. 36, somehow limit
the BACT provision. The statutory text provides, without
qualification, that covered sources must install the “best
available control technology for each pollutant subject to
regulation under [the CAA].” 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a)(4) (emphasis
added). Because greenhouse gases are indisputably a pollutant
subject to regulation under the Act, it is crystal clear that PSD
permittees must install BACT for greenhouse gases. “When the
words of a statute are unambiguous . . . judicial inquiry is
complete.” Connecticut Nat’l Bank v. Germain, 503 U.S. 249,
254 (1992) (internal quotation marks omitted). 

Equally without merit is Industry Petitioners’ argument that
the PSD program’s regional focus requires a greenhouse gas-
exclusive interpretation of “any air pollutant” in the definition
of “major emitting facility.” In support of this contention,
Industry Petitioners note that CAA Section 161 provides that
states’ implementation plans for the PSD program “shall contain
emission limitations and such other measures as may be
necessary . . . to prevent significant deterioration of air quality
in each region.” 42 U.S.C. § 7471 (emphasis added). The term
“air quality,” Industry Petitioners contend, implies a focus on
“the air people breathe,” and the term “in each region” suggests
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that Congress was concerned about local, not global, effects. See
Coalition for Responsible Reg. Timing & Tailoring Br. 36.
Moreover, Industry Petitioners note that when Congress enacted
the PSD program in 1977, it did so “against the backdrop of a
known universe of CAA-regulated pollutants.” Id. All these
pollutants, Industry Petitioners argue, “were regulated because
they could cause elevated ground-level concentrations in
ambient air people breathe.” Id. And as Industry Petitioners
point out, EPA itself has concluded that greenhouse gases are
problematic for reasons other than local health and
environmental concerns. In EPA’s Advance Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking for the regulations at issue here, for example, the
agency noted that “[a] significant difference between the major
[greenhouse gases] and most air pollutants regulated under the
CAA is that [greenhouse gases] have much longer atmospheric
lifetimes [and] . . . can remain in the atmosphere for decades to
centuries.” Regulating Greenhouse Gas Emissions Under the
Clean Air Act (“Greenhouse Gas Advance Notice”), 73 Fed.
Reg. 44,354, 44,400–01 (July 30, 2008). Moreover, “unlike
traditional air pollutants,” greenhouse gases “become well
mixed throughout the global atmosphere so that the long-term
distribution of [greenhouse gas] concentrations is not dependant
on local emission sources.” Id. Thus, Industry Petitioners
conclude, greenhouse gases are problematic for reasons entirely
distinct from the local concerns that provided the basis for the
PSD program. Given this, the phrase “any air pollutant” cannot
be applied to greenhouse gases in the context of the regionally-
focused PSD program. 

As an initial matter, we note that the Supreme Court
rejected a very similar argument in Massachusetts v. EPA.
There, EPA attempted to distinguish between greenhouse gases
and other air pollution agents “because greenhouse gases
permeate the world’s atmosphere rather than a limited area near
the earth’s surface.” Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 529
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n.26. The Court held that this was “a plainly unreasonable
reading of a sweeping statutory provision designed to capture
‘any physical, chemical . . . substance or matter which is emitted
into or otherwise enters the ambient air,” id. (quoting 42 U.S.C.
§ 7602(g)), thus rejecting the dissent’s view that “EPA’s
exclusion of greenhouse gases . . . is entitled to deference.” Id.
As the Court noted, the purported distinction between
greenhouse gases and “traditional” air pollutants “finds no
support in the text of the statute, which uses the phrase ‘the
ambient air’ without distinguishing between atmospheric
layers.” Id. Massachusetts v. EPA thus forecloses Industry
Petitioners’ argument that because greenhouse gases do not
“cause elevated ground-level concentrations in ambient air
people breathe,” Coalition for Responsible Reg. Timing &
Tailoring Br. 36, EPA should have adopted a greenhouse gas-
exclusive interpretation of “any air pollutant.” 

We also have little trouble disposing of Industry Petitioners’
argument that the PSD program is specifically focused solely on
localized air pollution. True, as Industry Petitioners note, one
part of the PSD program requires states to “prevent significant
deterioration of air quality in each region.” 42 U.S.C. § 7471
(emphasis added). But while localized air quality is obviously
one concern of the PSD program, a comprehensive reading of
the statute shows it was also meant to address a much broader
range of harms. As an initial matter, the PSD provision’s
“Congressional declaration of purpose” section expansively
provides that the program is intended “to protect public health
and welfare from any actual or potential adverse effect . . . from
air pollution.” Id. § 7470(1) (emphasis added). Nothing in this
section limits the PSD program to adverse effects on local air
quality; to the contrary, the word “any” here gives this clause an
“expansive meaning” which we see “no reason to contravene.”
New York, 443 F.3d at 885 (internal quotation marks omitted).
Indeed, the CAA expressly provides that effects on “welfare”
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means “effects on . . . weather . . . and climate.” 42 U.S.C.
§ 7602(h). It seems quite clear to us, then, that the PSD program
was intended to protect against precisely the types of harms
caused by greenhouse gases. This broad understanding of the
PSD program’s scope is buttressed by the fact that the program
requires covered sources to control “each pollutant subject to
regulation under [the CAA],” and further requires sources to
comply with “any . . . emission standard” under the CAA. Id. §§
7475(a)(3); (a)(4) (emphasis added). These substantive
requirements amount to further evidence that Congress wanted
the PSD program to cover all regulated pollutants, regardless of
the type of harm those pollutants cause. 

In light of the PSD program’s broad scope of regulation and
the express purposes of the program, we conclude—consistent
with the Supreme Court in Massachusetts v. EPA—that Industry
Petitioners’ greenhouse gas-exclusive interpretation of
“pollutant” is “a plainly unreasonable reading” of the statute.
Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 529 n.26.

2.

For their second alternative interpretation, Industry
Petitioners argue that the PSD program’s definition of “major
emitting facility” establishes a “pollutant-specific situs
requirement.” Am. Chemistry Council Br. 33. Under this
reading of the statute, a stationary source is subject to PSD
permitting requirements only if “(1) a source has major
emissions of a NAAQS criteria pollutant and (2) the source is
located in an area attaining that pollutant’s” air quality standard.
Coalition for Responsible Reg. Timing & Tailoring Br. 23.
Thus, for example, a source would be subject to the PSD
permitting requirements if it 1) emits over 100/250 tpy of sulfur
dioxide (a NAAQS criteria pollutant), and 2) is located in an
area that is in “attainment,” or is “unclassifiable,” for sulfur
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dioxide. But under this approach, a stationary source could
never be subject to the PSD program solely because of its
greenhouse gas emissions. After all, Industry Petitioners
observe, EPA declined to make greenhouse gases a NAAQS
criteria pollutant. Instead, EPA regulated greenhouse gases only
under Title II of the Act, dealing with motor vehicle emissions.
Because “no major source of [greenhouse gases] can be located
in an area attaining the nonexistent [air quality standard] for
[greenhouse gases],” id. at 24, Industry Petitioners point out that
their reading of the statute would bring no new stationary
sources under the PSD program’s ambit—alleviating any
“absurd results” caused by excessive permitting requirements,
id. at 25.

Industry Petitioners emphasize that, unlike their first
proposed alternative, nothing in this approach would “wholly
exempt [greenhouse gases] from PSD.” Coalition for
Responsible Reg. Timing & Tailoring Reply Br. 20. Although
a pollutant-specific situs requirement would limit the number of
sources subject to the PSD program, nothing in this proposed
reading of the statute would alter the substantive requirements
for PSD permits, including the requirement that all regulated
sources install BACT “for each pollutant subject to regulation
under [the CAA].” 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a)(4). So, for example,
under this interpretation, a hypothetical stationary source
emitting more than 100/250 tpy of sulfur dioxide and located in
an area designated as “in attainment” for sulfur dioxide, must
still install BACT for “each pollutant subject to regulation”
under the Act, including greenhouse gases. Their key point,
though, is that sources emitting only major amounts of
greenhouse gases—but not major amounts of a NAAQS criteria
pollutant—would escape PSD permitting requirements.

Industry Petitioners’ argument in support of this
interpretation proceeds in several steps. First, they argue that the
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term “any air pollutant,” though “capacious and flexible by
itself,” “is a chameleon term” when placed in certain contexts.
Am. Chemistry Council Br. 38. Indeed, Industry Petitioners note
that EPA has already narrowed the literal meaning of the term
“any air pollutant” here. After all, and as discussed supra,
although the statutory term “air pollutant” includes “any
physical [or] chemical . . . substance or matter,” 42 U.S.C.
§ 7602(g), EPA has long maintained that the term “any air
pollutant” in the definition of “major emitting facility”
encompasses only air pollutants regulated under the Act.
Moreover, Industry Petitioners point out that when interpreting
CAA Part C, Subpart 2, entitled “Visibility Protection,” EPA
determined that the term “any pollutant” in the definition of
“major stationary source” meant “any visibility-impairing
pollutant.” See Coalition for Responsible Reg. Timing &
Tailoring Br. 34 (emphasis added). The statute’s definition of
“major stationary source” in the visibility-protection subpart is
quite similar to the definition of “major emitting facility” in the
PSD subpart: for the purposes of the visibility program, a “major
stationary source” is defined as a “stationary source[ ] with the
potential to emit 250 tons or more of any pollutant.” 42 U.S.C.
§ 7491(g)(7)); compare 42 U.S.C. § 7479(1) (“major emitting
facility” for the purposes of the PSD program is a source which
“emit[s], or [has] the potential to emit,” either 100 or 250 tons
per year “of any air pollutant”). These narrowed interpretations,
Industry Petitioners argue, prove that the seemingly capacious
term “any air pollutant” is, notwithstanding that the Supreme
Court called this term “expansive” and “sweeping,”
Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 529 nn.25–26, capable of a
far more circumscribed meaning.

According to Industry Petitioners, EPA should have adopted
that more circumscribed meaning by interpreting “any air
pollutant” as establishing a pollutant-specific situs requirement.
As Industry Petitioners point out, the PSD program requires
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permits for “major emitting facilit[ies] . . . in any area to which
this part applies,” 42 U.S.C. § 7479(1), and defines “major
emitting facilities” as stationary sources emitting 100/250 tpy of
“any air pollutant.” Id. § 7475(a). In this context, Industry
Petitioners contend, the phrases “any air pollutant” and “in any
area to which this part applies” must be read in concert. And,
Industry Petitioners argue, these phrases “together mean” that a
source is subject to PSD permitting requirements only if it emits
major amounts of “any [NAAQS] air pollutant whose NAAQS
an area is attaining.” Am. Chemistry Council Br. 33.

In support of this supposedly holistic interpretation of the
statute, Industry Petitioners cite CAA § 163(b), a different
section of the PSD provision in which the phrase “any air
pollutant” and “any area to which this part applies” are used in
conjunction with one another. Unlike § 165(a), which sets
permitting requirements for sources covered by the PSD
program, § 163 provides guidelines for areas designated as “in
attainment” under the program. Specifically, § 163(b) limits the
“maximum allowable increase in concentrations of” airborne
NAAQS pollutants that may occur in an attainment area before
that area’s “attainment” status is jeopardized. See 42 U.S.C.
§ 7473(b)(1). Subsections (1) through (3) of § 163(b)—not
directly relevant here—set limits on the maximum allowable
increases for two specific NAAQS pollutants, sulfur dioxide and
particulate matter. Subsection (4) is a catchall provision, which
limits the maximum allowable increases for all other NAAQS
pollutants. It is in subsection (4) that Industry Petitioners find
what they believe is their payoff: the terms “any air pollutant”
and “any area to which this part applies” in conjunction with one
another. Section 163(b)(4) provides:

The maximum allowable concentration of any air pollutant
in any area to which this part applies shall not exceed a
concentration for such pollutant for each period of exposure
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equal to—
(A) the concentration permitted under the national
secondary ambient air quality standard, or
(B) the concentration permitted under the national
primary ambient air quality standard,

whichever concentration is lowest for such pollutant for
such period of exposure. 

42 U.S.C. § 7473(b)(4) (emphasis added). As Industry
Petitioners correctly point out, in this context the phrase “any air
pollutant” must mean “any NAAQS pollutant,” and “in any area
to which this part applies” must mean “any area that is in
attainment for that NAAQS pollutant.” After all, the statute
states that the “maximum allowable concentration of any air
pollutant . . . shall not exceed” either the primary or secondary
national ambient air quality standards. But, as Industry
Petitioners observe, national ambient air standards exist only for
NAAQS pollutants, so even if “any air pollutant” in CAA
§ 163(b)(4) was read to include non-NAAQS pollutants, the
phrase, in context, would have no practical effect for those
pollutants. Moreover, “any area to which this part applies” must
mean “any area that is in attainment for that NAAQS pollutant,”
because if an area was in nonattainment for a particular
pollutant, Part D—rather than the PSD program—would govern
emissions limits for that specific pollutant. See id. § 7501(2)
(“[t]he term ‘nonattainment area’ means, for any air pollutant,
an area which is designated ‘nonattainment’ with respect to that
pollutant”); § 7502(c) (setting out required “Nonattainment plan
provisions”). Finally, Industry Petitioners correctly note that a
pollutant-specific reading of the phrase “air pollutant” must also
apply to CAA § 165(a)(3)(A), which prohibits PSD permittees
from “caus[ing], or contribut[ing] to, air pollution in excess of
any . . . maximum allowable concentration for any air pollutant
in any area to which this part applies more than one time per
year.” Id. § 7475(a)(3)(A) (emphasis added). This clause, as
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Industry Petitioners point out, piggybacks off the NAAQS
pollutant-specific definition of “maximum allowable
concentration” in § 163(b)(4), prophylactically restricting PSD
permittees from endangering an area’s attainment status. See
Am. Chemistry Council Br. 32 (describing the interplay between
the two provisions as “Section 163(b)(4) (and Section
165(a)(3)(A), which implements it) . . .”).

Based on all of this, Industry Petitioners conclude that
because the phrase “any air pollutant in any area to which this
part applies” in § 163(b)(4) means “any NAAQS pollutant in
any area in attainment for that NAAQS pollutant,” an identical
reading must apply to the definition of “major emitting facility.”
As a result, a stationary source may be subject to the PSD
program only if it emits 100/250 tpy of any NAAQS pollutant
and is located in an area designated as in attainment for that
NAAQS pollutant. We are unpersuaded. 

Although we agree that the term “any air pollutant” is, in
some contexts, capable of narrower interpretations, we see
nothing in the definition of “major emitting facility” that would
allow EPA to adopt a NAAQS pollutant-specific reading of that
phrase. The contrast with the visibility program is instructive.
There, EPA determined that “any pollutant” in the definition of
“major stationary source” meant “any visibility-impairing
pollutant.” See 40 C.F.R. pt. 51, App. Y, § II.A. But as EPA
notes, the entire visibility program, codified in CAA Part C,
Subpart 2, deals with visibility-impairing pollutants, as reflected
in that subpart’s title: “Visibility Protection.” See 42 U.S.C.
prec. § 7491. From this, “it naturally follows that EPA’s
regulations under that section should address ‘visibility-
impairing pollutants.’ ” EPA Timing & Tailoring Br. 99 n.19.
No similar guidance can be garnered from Part C, Subpart 1,
which contains the phrase “any air pollutant” at issue here.
Dealing with far more than NAAQS pollutants, Part C, Subpart
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1 requires, for example, covered sources to install BACT for
“each pollutant subject to regulation under [the CAA].” 42
U.S.C. § 7475(a)(4). Indeed, Subpart 1 is simply—and
expansively—entitled “Clean Air.” Id. prec. § 7470. Moreover,
Congress designed the PSD program broadly to protect against
“adverse effect[s]” on “public health and welfare,” Id.
§ 7470(1), including effects on global problems like weather and
climate. Id. § 7602(h). 

Furthermore, the phrases “any air pollutant” and “in any
area to which this part applies” are used differently in Section
163(b)(4) and in the PSD program’s definition of “major
emitting facility.” The presumption that “[a] term appearing in
several places in a statutory text is generally read the same way
each time it appears,” Ratzlaf v. United States, 510 U.S. 135,
143 (1994), “readily yields whenever there is such variation in
the connection in which the words are used as reasonably to
warrant the conclusion that they were employed in different
parts of the act with different intent,” Atl. Cleans & Dryers, Inc.
v. United States, 286 U.S. 427, 433 (1933). Here, the focus and
structure of § 163(b)(4) is entirely distinct from the PSD
permitting trigger. Section 163(b)(4) provides that “[t]he
maximum allowable concentration of any air pollutant in any
area to which this part applies shall not exceed a [particular]
concentration.” 42 U.S.C. § 7473(b)(4). By contrast, § 165(a)
provides that “[n]o major emitting facility . . . may be
constructed in any area to which this part applies” unless certain
conditions are met, id. § 7475(a), and § 169(1) defines “major
emitting facility” as any stationary source that emits or has the
potential to emit threshold amounts of “any air pollutant,” id. §
7479(1). The differences between these two provisions are
manifest. In § 163(b)(4), the phrases “any air pollutant” and “in
any area to which this part applies” appear next to one another,
and it is the concentration of the pollutant in an area that
matters. In the PSD permitting trigger, the phrases appear in
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different subsections and it is the location of the facility that
matters. Section 163(b)(4) thus does nothing to undermine the
unambiguous meaning of “any air pollutant” in the definition of
“major emitting facility.”

Industry Petitioners’ pollutant-specific reading of “any air
pollutant” is further undermined by contrasting Part C of the Act
(the PSD program) with Part D (which regulates areas in
nonattainment). Unlike Part C, Part D is expressly pollutant-
specific, providing that “[t]he term ‘nonattainment area’ means,
for any air pollutant, an area which is designated
‘nonattainment’ with respect to that pollutant.” Id. § 7501(2)
(emphasis added). Congress thus clearly knew how to
promulgate a narrow, pollutant-specific definition of “any air
pollutant.” That it did so in Part D but not in Part C strongly
suggests that the phrase “any air pollutant” in Part C was meant
to be construed broadly. Keene Corp. v. United States, 508 U.S.
200, 208 (1993) (“[W]here Congress includes particular
language in one section of a statute but omits it in another . . . ,
it is generally presumed that Congress acts intentionally and
purposely in the disparate inclusion or exclusion.”) (quoting
Russello v. United States, 464 U.S. 16, 23 (1983)).

A final point: Industry Petitioners observe that every area
in the country has always been in attainment for at least one
NAAQS criteria pollutant. See Tailoring Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at
31,561. Thus, pursuant to EPA’s pollutant-indifferent reading of
§ 165(a), under which a major emitting facility must abide by
PSD requirements so long as it is located in an attainment area
for any NAAQS pollutant, every facility in the United States has
always been in an “area to which this part applies.”
Consequently, Industry Petitioners argue, “[i]f EPA’s
interpretation were right, Congress simply could have left out
the phrase ‘in any area to which this part applies’” in the PSD
permitting trigger. Am. Chemistry Council Br. 36. But
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“Congress does not enact ‘stillborn’ laws,” id. (quoting Sosa v.
Alvarez-Machain, 542 U.S. 692, 714 (2004)), and interpretations
that render statutory language superfluous are disfavored. Am.
Chemistry Council Reply Br. 19. The fact that the PSD program
has applied nationwide since its inception, Industry Petitioners
conclude, thus militates against EPA’s pollutant-indifferent
approach. 

This argument fails at its premise, for Industry Petitioners
confuse a lack of practical import with a lack of meaning. To
say that the phrase “in any area to which this part applies” is
currently without practical import is quite different than showing
that the phrase means nothing. Indeed, under different
circumstances, the phrase would have a significant effect. If,
hypothetically, one area of the country was designated as
“nonattainment” for every NAAQS pollutant, the phrase “in any
area to which this part applies” would limit PSD coverage, as
covered sources in that area would be subject only to Part D
requirements. In fact, Environmental Intervenors point out that
when Congress drafted the PSD permitting triggers “the
prospect that some areas could be in nonattainment for all
NAAQS was not far-fetched.” Sierra Club Historic Reg. Br. 23.
“In the years leading up to 1977, EPA air quality data identified
a number of areas that failed to meet all five of the then-current
[air quality standards] for which EPA had gathered data.” Id.
Accordingly, “in any area to which this part applies” is a
meaningful phrase under EPA’s pollutant-indifferent
interpretation of the PSD permitting triggers: it provides that
sources need not obtain PSD permits if they are located in areas
designated “nonattainment” for all six NAAQS pollutants.

In short, although we agree with Industry Petitioners that
phrases like “any air pollutant” are, in certain contexts, capable
of a more limited meaning, they have failed to identify any
reasons that the phrase should be read narrowly here. Nor do we
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know of one. We thus conclude that EPA’s 34-year-old
interpretation of the PSD permitting triggers is statutorily
compelled: a source must obtain a permit if it emits major
amounts of any regulated pollutant and is located in an area that
is in attainment or unclassifiable for any NAAQS pollutant.

3.

We can quickly dispose of Industry Petitioners’ third
alternative interpretation, namely, that in order to regulate new
pollutants through the PSD program, EPA was required to go
through the process prescribed by CAA § 166. Section 166
provides specific steps that EPA must take when designating
new “pollutants for which national ambient air quality
standards” apply. 42 U.S.C. § 7476(a). Here, Industry
Petitioners argue, EPA unlawfully failed to follow the steps laid
out in Section 166, including a required study of the pollutant
and a one-year delay before the effective date of regulations,
before adding greenhouse gases “to the PSD [c]onstellation.”
Coalition for Responsible Reg. Timing & Tailoring Br. 41. 

This argument fails on its face. By its terms, § 166 applies
only to new “pollutants for which national ambient air quality
standards” apply, 42 U.S.C. § 7476(a) (emphasis added), i.e.,
NAAQS criteria pollutants for which regions may be classified
as in “attainment,” “non-attainment,” or “unclassifiable.” And
EPA never classified greenhouse gases as a NAAQS criteria
pollutant. Instead, it simply determined that under § 165, major
emitters of greenhouse gases are subject to the PSD program and
all covered sources must install BACT for greenhouse gases.
Contrary to Industry Petitioners’ arguments, then, § 166 has no
bearing on this addition of greenhouse gases into “the PSD
[c]onstellation.” Coalition for Responsible Reg. Timing &
Tailoring Br. 41. Indeed, we rejected a nearly identical argument
in Alabama Power, holding that there is “no implied or apparent
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conflict between sections 165 and 166; nor . . . must the
requirements of section 165 be ‘subsumed’ with those of section
166.” Alabama Power, 636 F.2d at 406. Stating what should
have been obvious from the text of the statute, we concluded:
“[S]ection 166 has a different focus from section 165.” Id. 

Thus, because EPA has never classified greenhouse gases
as a NAAQS criteria pollutant, the § 166 requirements are
entirely inapplicable here. This section of the CAA has
absolutely no bearing on our conclusion that EPA’s
interpretation of the PSD permitting trigger is compelled by the
statute itself.

VI.

Having concluded that the CAA requires PSD and Title V
permits for major emitters of greenhouse gases, we turn to
Petitioners’ challenges to the Tailoring and Timing Rules
themselves. 

As an initial matter, we note that Petitioners fail to make
any real arguments against the Timing Rule. To be sure, at one
point State Petitioners contend that the Timing Rule constitutes
an attempt “to extend the PSD and Title V permitting
requirements to greenhouse-gas emissions,” State Pet’rs’ Timing
& Tailoring Br. 67. This is plainly incorrect. As discussed in the
previous section, greenhouse gases are regulated under PSD and
Title V pursuant to automatic operation of the CAA. All the
Timing Rule did was delay the applicability of these programs,
providing that major emitters of greenhouse gases would be
subject to PSD and Title V permitting requirements only once
the Tailpipe Rule actually took effect on January 2, 2011. See
Timing Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 17,017-19. Despite this,
Petitioners confusingly urge us to vacate “[t]he Tailoring and
Timing Rules,” e.g. State Pet’rs’ Timing & Tailoring Br. 24
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(emphasis added), although it is unclear what practical effect
vacature of the Timing Rule would have. Nonetheless, given this
phrasing of their argument, and given our conclusion that
Petitioners lack Article III standing to challenge both rules, we
shall, where appropriate, discuss the Timing Rule in conjunction
with the Tailoring Rule.

In the Tailoring Rule, EPA announced that it was “relieving
overwhelming permitting burdens that would, in the absence of
this rule, fall on permitting authorities and sources.” Tailoring
Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 31,516. Although the PSD statute requires
permits for sources with the potential to emit 100/250 tpy of
“any air pollutant,” 42 U.S.C. § 7479(1), EPA noted that
immediate application of that threshold to greenhouse gas-
emitting sources would cause permit applications to jump from
280 per year to over 81,000 per year. Tailoring Rule, 75 Fed.
Reg. at 31,554. Many of these applications would come from
commercial and residential sources, which would “each incur,
on average, almost $60,000 in PSD permitting expenses.” Id. at
31,556. Similarly, if the Title V 100 tpy threshold applied
immediately to greenhouse gases, sources needing operating
permits would jump from 14,700 per year to 6.1 million per
year. Id. at 31,562. “The great majority of these sources would
be small commercial and residential sources” which “would
incur, on average, expenses of $23,175.” Id. And were
permitting authorities required to hire the 230,000 full-time
employees necessary to address these permit applications,
“authorities would face over $21 billion in additional permitting
costs each year due to [greenhouse gases], compared to the
current program cost of $62 million each year.” Id. at 31,563. 

 Thus, instead of immediately requiring permits for all
sources exceeding the 100/250 tpy emissions threshold, EPA
decided to “phas[e] in the applicability of these programs to
[greenhouse gas] sources, starting with the largest [greenhouse
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gas] emitters.” Id. at 31,514. The Tailoring Rule established the
first two steps in this phased-in process. During Step One, only
sources that were “subject to PSD requirements for their
conventional pollutants anyway” (i.e., those sources that
exceeded the statutory emissions threshold for non-greenhouse
gas pollutants) were required to install BACT for their
greenhouse gas emissions. Id. at 31,567. Step Two, which took
effect on July 1, 2011, also requires PSD permits for sources
with the potential to emit over 100,000 tpy CO2e after a
proposed construction project, or 75,000 tpy CO2e after a
proposed modification project. Id. at 31,523. Step Two further
requires Title V permits for sources which have the potential to
emit over 100,000 tpy CO2e. Id. at 31,516. EPA has since
proposed—but has yet to finalize—a “Step Three,” which would
maintain the current thresholds while the agency evaluates the
possibility of regulating smaller sources. See EPA’s 28(j) Letter
1-2, February 27, 2012. 

In the Tailoring Rule, EPA justified its phased-in approach
on three interrelated grounds, each of which rests on a distinct
doctrine of administrative law. First, EPA concluded “the costs
to sources and administrative burdens . . . that would result from
[immediate] application of the PSD and title V programs . . .at
the statutory levels . . . should be considered ‘absurd results,’”
which Congress never intended. Id. at 31,517; see Am. Water
Works Ass’n v. EPA, 40 F.3d 1266, 1271 (D.C. Cir. 1994)
(“[W]here a literal reading of a statutory term would lead to
absurd results, the term simply has no meaning . . and is the
proper subject of construction by EPA and the courts.”). Thus,
under the “absurd results” doctrine, EPA concluded that the PSD
and Title V programs “should not [immediately] be read to
apply to all [greenhouse gas] sources at or above the 100/250
tpy threshold.” Tailoring Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 31,554. Second,
emphasizing that immediate regulation at the 100/250 tpy
threshold would cause tremendous administrative burden, EPA
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justified its deviation from this threshold on the basis of the
“administrative necessity” doctrine. Id. at 31,576; see Envtl. Def.
Fund, Inc. v. EPA, 636 F.2d 1267, 1283 (D.C. Cir. 1980) (“[A]n
agency may depart from the requirements of a regulatory statute
. . . to cope with the administrative impossibility of applying the
commands of the substantive statute.”). Finally, asserting that
there exists a judicial doctrine that allows agencies to implement
regulatory programs in a piecemeal fashion, EPA stated that the
Tailoring Rule was justified pursuant to this “one-step-at-a-
time” doctrine. Tailoring Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 31,578; see
Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 524 (“Agencies, like
legislatures, do not generally resolve massive problems in one
fell regulatory swoop.”). 

Petitioners—particularly State Petitioners—argue that none
of these doctrines permit EPA to “depart unilaterally from the
[CAA’s] permitting thresholds and replace them with numbers
of its own choosing.” State Pet’rs’ Timing & Tailoring Br. 29.
Admitting the “lamentable policy consequences of adhering to
the unambiguous numerical thresholds in the Clean Air Act,”
State Petitioners rather colorfully argue that EPA’s attempts to
alleviate those burdens “establish only that EPA is acting as a
benevolent dictator rather than a tyrant.” Id. at 26. And because
EPA exceeded the boundaries of its lawful authority, Petitioners
urge us to vacate the Tailoring Rule. 

Before we may address the merits of these claims, however,
we must determine whether we have jurisdiction. “No
principle,” the Supreme Court has repeatedly explained, “is
more fundamental to the judiciary’s proper role in our system of
government than the constitutional limitation of federal-court
jurisdiction to actual cases or controversies.” Raines v. Byrd,
521 U.S. 811, 818 (1997) (internal quotation marks omitted).
The doctrine of standing “is an essential and unchanging part of
the case-or-controversy requirement.” Lujan v. Defenders of
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Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560 (1992). To establish standing, a
petitioner must have suffered an “injury in fact” that is 1)
“concrete and particularized . . . [and] actual or imminent, not
conjectural or hypothetical,” 2) was caused by the conduct
complained of, and 3) is “likely, as opposed to merely
speculative [to] be redressed by a favorable decision.” Id. at
560–61 (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). 

Petitioners fall far short of these “irreducible constitutional
. . . elements” of standing, id. at 560. Simply put, Petitioners
have failed to establish that the Timing and Tailoring Rules
caused them “injury in fact,” much less injury that could be
redressed by the Rules’ vacatur. Industry Petitioners contend
that they are injured because they are subject to regulation of
greenhouse gases, Coalition for Responsible Reg. Timing &
Tailoring Br. 14. State Petitioners claim injury because they own
some regulated sources and because they now carry a heavier
administrative burden. State Pet’rs’ Timing & Tailoring Br.
22–23. But as discussed above, see supra Part V, the CAA
mandates PSD and Title V coverage for major emitters of
greenhouse gases. Thus, Industry Petitioners were regulated and
State Petitioners required to issue permits not because of
anything EPA did in the Timing and Tailoring Rules, but by
automatic operation of the statute. Given this, neither the Timing
nor Tailoring Rules caused the injury Petitioners allege: having
to comply with PSD and Title V for greenhouse gases. 

Indeed, the Timing and Tailoring Rules actually mitigate
Petitioners’ purported injuries. Without the Timing Rule,
Petitioners may well have been subject to PSD and Title V for
greenhouse gases before January 2, 2011. Without the Tailoring
Rule, an even greater number of industry and state-owned
sources would be subject to PSD and Title V, and state
authorities would be overwhelmed with millions of additional
permit applications. Thus, Petitioners have failed to “show that,
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absent the government’s allegedly unlawful actions, there is a
substantial probability that they would not be injured and that,
if the court affords the relief requested, the injury will be
removed.” Chamber of Commerce v. EPA, 642 F.3d 192, 201
(D.C. Cir. 2011) (quotations and alterations omitted). Far from
it. If anything, vacature of the Tailoring Rule would
significantly exacerbate Petitioners’ injuries.

Attempting to remedy this obvious jurisdictional defect,
State Petitioners present two alternative theories, neither of
which comes close to meeting the “irreducible
constitutional . . . elements” of standing. Lujan, 504 U.S. at 560.
First, State Petitioners counterintuitively suggest that they
actually want EPA to immediately “appl[y] the 100/250 tpy
permitting thresholds to greenhouse-gas emissions.” State
Pet’rs’ Timing & Tailoring Reply Br. 15. Admitting that
vacature of the Tailoring Rule would result in astronomical costs
and unleash chaos on permitting authorities, State Petitioners
predict that Congress will be forced to enact “corrective
legislation” to relieve the overwhelming permitting burdens on
permitting authorities and sources, thus mitigating their
purported injuries. Id. 

This theory fails. To establish standing, plaintiffs must
demonstrate that it is “likely, as opposed to merely speculative,
that the injury will be redressed by a favorable decision,” Lujan,
504 U.S. at 561 (internal quotation marks omitted), but here,
State Petitioners simply hypothesize that Congress will enact
“corrective legislation.” State Pet’rs’ Timing & Tailoring Reply
Br. 15. We have serious doubts as to whether, for standing
purposes, it is ever “likely” that Congress will enact legislation
at all. After all, a proposed bill must make it through committees
in both the House of Representatives and the Senate and garner
a majority of votes in both chambers—overcoming, perhaps, a
filibuster in the Senate. If passed, the bill must then be signed
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into law by the President, or go back to Congress so that it may
attempt to override his veto. As a generation of schoolchildren
knows, “by that time, it’s very unlikely that [a bill will] become
a law. It’s not easy to become a law.” Schoolhouse Rock, I’m
J u s t  a  B i l l ,  a t  2 : 4 1 ,  a v a i l a b l e  a t
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=7266360872513258
185# (last visited June 1, 2012). 

And even if the astronomical costs associated with a
100/250 tpy permitting threshold make some Congressional
action likely, State Petitioners are still unable to show that it is
“likely, as opposed to merely speculative,” Lujan, 504 U.S. at
561, that Congress will redress their injury. State Petitioners
apparently assume that if the 100/250 tpy permitting threshold
was immediately applied to greenhouse gases, Congress would
exempt those pollutants from the PSD and Title V programs
entirely. But this is just one of many forms “corrective
legislation” could take. For example, were we to vacate the
Tailoring Rule, Congress could decide to readopt its key
provisions in the PSD and Title V statutes. Or it could set PSD
and Title V permitting thresholds at 25,000 tpy for greenhouse
gases—higher than the 100/250 tpy threshold, but lower (and
thus more costly to Petitioners) than the thresholds promulgated
in the Tailoring Rule. Or it could do something else entirely. All
of this is guesswork, which is precisely the point: State
Petitioners’ faith that Congress will alleviate their injury is
inherently speculative. 

State Petitioners’ second alternative theory of standing fares
no better. In their reply brief, they contend that even if vacating
the Timing or Tailoring Rules would indeed exacerbate their
costs and administrative burdens (the purported injuries they
claimed in their opening brief), “then State Petitioners can
establish Article III standing under Massachusetts by asserting
injuries caused by EPA’s failure to regulate sooner.” State
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Pet’rs’ Timing & Tailoring Reply Br. 5. Essentially, State
Petitioners’ reply brief contends that, contrary to the position
taken in the opening brief, they want more regulation, not less,
and that they wanted regulation sooner rather than later. And
because the Commonwealth of Massachusetts had standing to
seek regulation of greenhouse gases in Massachusetts v. EPA,
State Petitioners argue that they now have standing to seek more
regulation of greenhouse gases as well.

This argument is completely without merit. As an initial
matter, we are aware of no authority which permits a party to
assert an entirely new injury (and thus, an entirely new theory of
standing) in its reply brief. Quite to the contrary, we have held
that, where standing is not self-evident, “[i]n its opening brief,
the petitioner should . . . include . . . a concise recitation of the
basis upon which it claims standing.” Sierra Club v. EPA, 292
F.3d 895, 901 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (emphasis added); see also D.C.
Cir. R. 28(a)(7) (“[i]n cases involving direct review in this court
of administrative actions, the brief of the appellant or petitioner
must set forth the basis for the claim of standing.”); American
Library Ass’n v. FCC, 401 F.3d 489, 493–94 (D.C. Cir. 2005)
(discussing limitations on this principle). After all, “it is often
the case . . . that some of the relevant facts are known only to the
petitioner, to the exclusion of both the respondent and the
court.” Sierra Club, 292 F.3d at 901. If “the petitioner does not
submit evidence of those facts with its opening brief,” the
respondent is “left to flail at the unknown in an attempt to prove
the negative.” Id. This principle is particularly important here,
for State Petitioners’ asserted fear of global warming stands in
stark contrast to the position they took throughout this litigation.
In an earlier brief, for example, they characterized the
Endangerment Finding as “a subjective conviction” State Pet’rs’
Endangerment Br. 19, “supported by highly uncertain climate
forecasts,” id. at 18, and “offer[ing] no criteria for determining
a harmful, as opposed to a safe, climate,” id. at 17. Given this,
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EPA could not possibly have anticipated that State Petitioners,
abruptly donning what they themselves call “an
environmentalist hat,” State Pet’rs’ Timing & Tailoring Reply
Br. 4, would assert that global warming causes them concrete
and particularized harm.

In any event, State Petitioners fail to cite any record
evidence to suggest that they are adversely affected by global
climate change. This is in stark contrast to the evidence put
forward in Massachusetts v. EPA, where the Commonwealth
submitted unchallenged affidavits and declarations showing that
1) rising sea tides due to global warming had “already begun to
swallow Massachusetts’ coastal land,” and 2) “[t]he severity of
that injury will only increase over the course of the next
century.” Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 522–23. These
specific, factual submissions were key to the standing analysis
in Massachusetts v. EPA: the Court held that “petitioners’
submissions as they pertain to Massachusetts have satisfied the
most demanding standards of the adversarial process.” Id. at 521
(emphasis added). It is true, as State Petitioners emphasize, that
the Supreme Court held that states are “entitled to special
solicitude in our standing analysis.” Id. at 522. But nothing in
the Court’s opinion remotely suggests that states are somehow
exempt from the burden of establishing a concrete and
particularized injury in fact. State Petitioners, like Industry
Petitioners, failed to do so here. We shall thus dismiss all
challenges to the Timing and Tailoring Rules for lack of
jurisdiction.

VII.

Following promulgation of the Timing and Tailoring Rules,
EPA issued a series of rules ordering states to revise their PSD
State Implementation Plans (SIPs) to accommodate greenhouse
gas regulation. See Action to Ensure Authority to Issue Permits
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Under the Prevention of Significant Deterioration Program to
Sources of Greenhouse Gas Emissions: Finding of Substantial
Inadequacy and SIP Call, 75 Fed. Reg. 53,892 (Sept. 2, 2010),
75 Fed. Reg. 77,698 (Dec. 13, 2010); Action to Ensure Authority
to Issue Permits Under the Prevention of Significant
Deterioration Program to Sources of Greenhouse Gas
Emissions: Finding of Failure to Submit State Implementation
Plan Revisions Required for Greenhouse Gases, 75 Fed. Reg.
81,874 (Dec. 29, 2010). Industry Petitioners present several
challenges to these SIP-related rules. But our review in this case
is limited to four EPA decisions: the Endangerment Finding, the
Tailpipe Rule, and the Timing and Tailoring Rules. We thus lack
jurisdiction over the SIP-related rules. Moreover, challenges to
these rules are currently pending in at least two separate cases
before this court. See Utility Air Regulatory Group v. EPA, No.
11-1037 (consolidating various challenges); Texas v. EPA, No.
10-1425 (challenge brought by Texas). We decline Industry
Petitioners’ invitation to rule on the merits of cases which are
properly before different panels.

VIII.

For the foregoing reasons, we dismiss all petitions for
review of the Timing and Tailoring Rules, and deny the
remainder of the petitions.

So ordered.
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INTRODUCTION

This is an extraordinary case. It presents the only time that EPA has ever

proposed a regulation that would, inter alia, dramatically reorder the country’s

electrical power system, adversely affect the reliability and cost of electricity,

impose immediate obligations on States to design compliance programs, and

disrupt markets for coal — based entirely on a provision of the Clean Air Act

that expressly prohibits the very action that EPA proposes to take. Petitioner

asks this Court to rule that EPA’s legal conclusion supporting the proposed

rule is illegal, and that EPA may not proceed with the proposal.

Under the unique circumstances of this case, this Court has authority to

address the issues presented, and should halt a plainly unlawful proceeding

that is already damaging Petitioner and Intervenors.
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ISSUES

1. Given the express language in Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act that

EPA may only mandate state-by-state standards for emissions that are not

“from a source category which is regulated under section 112,” does EPA have

the legal authority to mandate state-by-state emission standards for existing

coal-fired power plants when it has already promulgated a national emission

standard for those same sources under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act?

2. Should an extraordinary writ issue to stop EPA from engaging in

conduct that is expressly prohibited by the Clean Air Act and is forcing an

unprecedented and potentially irreversible shift in the nation’s power sector

without legal justification?

3. Is EPA’s final conclusion that it has legal authority to doubly regulate

existing coal-fired power plants under both Section 111(d) and Section 112 of

the Clean Air Act arbitrary, capricious, or unlawful when it is expressly

prohibited by the Clean Air Act and rests on reasoning that is inconsistent with

the purpose and structure of the Act and EPA’s own past representations?
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Three years ago, EPA promulgated a national emission standard under

Section 112 of the Clean Air Act for electric utility steam generating units

(“power plants”). Under the express terms of the Clean Air Act, this action

barred EPA from using Section 111(d) of the Act to mandate state-by-state

standards for these same sources. Nonetheless, EPA has now announced its

conclusion that the agency can force States to promulgate standards for

existing power plants under Section 111(d) and has initiated a rulemaking to

issue such a mandate. Because this attempt at double regulation is expressly

prohibited by the Clean Air Act, Murray Energy Corporation petitions this

Court to set aside EPA’s legal conclusion as contrary to law and to issue a writ

prohibiting EPA from continuing with its unlawful rulemaking.

I. IN 2012, EPA PROMULGATED A NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARD FOR

POWER PLANTS UNDER SECTION 112 OF THE CLEAN AIR ACT.

On February 16, 2012, EPA promulgated one of the most expensive

regulations in the history of the United States, a national emission standard for

power plants, using EPA’s authority under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act.

National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From Coal- and Oil-Fired

Electric Utility Steam Generating Units and Standards of Performance for Fossil-Fuel-

Fired Electric Utility, Industrial-Commercial-Institutional, and Small Industrial-Com-

mercial-Institutional Steam Generating Units, 77 Fed. Reg. 9,304 (Feb. 16, 2012);

40 C.F.R. Part 63 Subpart UUUUU . This Court recently upheld the standard

in White Stallion Energy Ctr., LLC v. EPA, 748 F.3d 1222 (D.C. Cir. 2014)
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(cert. granted). This Court also upheld EPA’s decision to regulate power plants

under Section 112. Id. at 16–36. Unlike standards for other sources, EPA had a

choice whether to issue this standard for power plants under Section 112 rather

than rely on other programs to achieve reductions of power plant emissions.1

42 U.S.C. § 7412(n)(1)(A). Despite strenuous objections from stakeholders and

a previous Administration’s conclusion that it would neither be appropriate

nor necessary, EPA decided to regulate power plants under Section 112 and

issued the standard.

Every covered power plant in the nation must meet the emission limits

in this standard that, as Section 112 of the Act requires, EPA designed to

maximize emission reductions while taking costs into account. 77 Fed. Reg. at

9,307. EPA estimated the costs of this regulation will exceed 9.4 billion dollars

per year. EPA, Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Final Mercury and Air Toxics

Standards at 3-13 (2011) [“2011 Regulatory Impact Analysis”].

1. In contrast, the Act directly requires, rather than give EPA a choice, that
existing incinerators may not be regulated under the Section 112 program and
instead must be regulated by mandating state-by-state emission standards
under Section 111(d). 42 U.S.C. § 7429(b). With the exception of
incinerators and, due to the election granted in Section 112(n)(1)(A), the
potential exception of power plants, Congress directed EPA to issue national
standards for sources that emit in excess of specified thresholds and all other
sources that “present[] a threat of adverse effects to human health or the
environment . . . warranting regulation under” the Section 112 program.
42 U.S.C. § 7412(c).
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EPA recognizes that its national emission standard will force many

coal-fired power plants to shut down. EPA projects that the national standard

will, by itself, result in the retirement of 4,700 megawatts of coal-fired

generating capacity. 2011 Regulatory Impact Analysis at 6A-8. That is nearly

fourteen percent of the nation’s total coal-fired generating capacity. See id. at

6A-8, 2-1. The new rule will also have dramatically greater impacts on certain

regions, as, for example, Ohio relies on coal for more than two thirds of its

electricity production. EPA projects that the rest of the coal-fired fleet will

decide to invest billions of dollars to comply rather than shut down, but there is

no guarantee that they will do so. With so many different decision makers

deciding whether to shut down at once, any error in the projection or

unforeseen shifts in prices could mean that EPA has woefully underestimated

the risks of retirements. The final deadline to comply with the national

emission standard is April 16, 2016. 40 C.F.R. § 63.9984(b).
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II. EPA NOW SEEKS TO MANDATE STATE-BY-STATE STANDARDS FOR

EXISTING POWER PLANTS UNDER SECTION 111(D) OF THE ACT.

As utilities across the country decide whether to shut down or invest

many millions at coal-fired power plants, EPA has launched a second

rulemaking, now under Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act, requiring that

States design and issue state-by-state emission standards for greenhouse gas

emissions. Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for Existing Stationary Sources:

Electric Utility Generating Units, 79 Fed. Reg. 34,830 (June 18, 2014). Just as

must any national emission standard under Section 112, any state-by-state

emission standard mandated under Section 111(d) must maximize emission

reductions in light of costs. 42 U.S.C. § 7411(a)(1); 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d).

EPA’s mandate under Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act calling for the

development of state-by-state emission standards for existing power plants is

unlawful. The Clean Air Act expressly prohibits EPA from mandating state-

by-state standards for existing sources that are already subject to a national

standard: EPA’s authority is limited to mandating standards for emissions that

are not “from a source category which is regulated under section [112]” of the

Act. 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d). Here, existing coal- and oil-fired power plants are

already subject to the national emission standard recently upheld by this Court.

EPA proceeded with the Section 111(d) rulemaking anyway, and further

announced its unequivocal legal conclusion that the agency not only can but

must regulate categories of existing sources under both Section 111(d) and

Section 112 of the Clean Air Act.
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III. MURRAY ENERGY CORPORATION PETITIONS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

AND AN EXTRAORDINARY WRIT TO STOP EPA’S UNLAWFUL ACTIONS.

Faced with EPA’s erroneous pronouncement and ultra vires rulemaking,

Murray Energy Corporation filed the two consolidated petitions requesting

that this Court: (1) issue a writ prohibiting EPA from promulgating an

ultra vires Section 111(d) mandate ordering States to design and impose

state-by-state standards for power plants; and (2) hold unlawful and set aside

EPA’s erroneous legal conclusion that the agency may regulate power plants

under Section 111(d) despite the express prohibition in that very section.

EPA opposed the petition for extraordinary writ and moved to dismiss

the petition for judicial review, contending that this Court can offer no relief

until the agency has completed its rulemaking. This Court, on its own motion,

consolidated the petitions and ordered full briefing and argument. Per Curiam

Order (Nov. 13, 2014).
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JURISDICTION

This Court has jurisdiction over the petition for an extraordinary writ,

No. 14-1112, and the petition for judicial review, No. 14-1151, because

Congress provided this Court original and exclusive jurisdiction to review

EPA’s actions under the Clean Air Act that are “nationally applicable.”

42 U.S.C. § 7607(b)(1); see Harrison v. PPG Indus., Inc., 446 U.S. 578 (1980).

EPA’s legal conclusion, announced in EPA’s June 18, 2014 publication

in the Federal Register, applies nationwide to all existing sources regulated

under Clean Air Act Section 112. This Court, therefore, has original and

exclusive jurisdiction to review that action.

EPA’s rulemaking similarly has national applicability. The Clean Air

Act therefore also grants this Court original and exclusive jurisdiction to

review challenges to EPA’s rulemaking. 42 U.S.C. § 7607(b)(1). Under the law

of this Circuit, the Clean Air Act’s grant of original jurisdiction includes within

its scope All Writs Act challenges seeking relief before EPA has taken final

action such as the instant petition seeking a writ prohibiting EPA from

proceeding with its ultra vires rulemaking. See 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a); Int’l Union,

United Mine Workers of Am. v. U.S. Dep’t of Labor, 358 F.3d 40, 42–43 (D.C. Cir.

2004) (holding an express grant of original jurisdiction to review an agency’s

final actions extends also to consideration of petitions for relief from nonfinal

agency action authorized by the All Writs Act).

In its prior briefings in the consolidated cases, EPA contended that this

Court’s jurisdiction does not extend to petitions seeking to prohibit EPA from
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taking an action beyond its authority. Response to Petition at 1–2, 7–18.

EPA’s contention is unsupportable in light of the undisputed law of this Circuit

that this Court has jurisdiction under the Clean Air Act to provide relief

authorized by the All Writs Act even in the absence of final agency action. See,

e.g., Sierra Club v. Thomas, 828 F.2d 783 (D.C. Cir. 1987). EPA’s position

would also create an unworkable split of jurisdiction between this Court and

the district courts that Congress never intended. As this Court reasoned in

Sierra Club, Congress provided for direct review by this Court to speed and

centralize judicial supervision of EPA’s administration of the Clean Air Act.

Congress has not, simply by expressly providing for direct review in the Courts

of Appeals, either limited or split the availability of relief from EPA’s ultra vires

agency action that could have otherwise been sought under the Administrative

Procedure Act and the All Writs Act in the district courts had Congress not

provided for direct review in this Court. Cf. Leedom v. Kyne, 358 U.S. 184, 188,

190–91 (1958).
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SUMMARY

In 2012, EPA chose to regulate power plants under Section 112 of the

Clean Air Act rather than mandate state-by-state standards under Section

111(d). It then promulgated one of the most expensive rules in the history of

the United States. By the plain terms of the Clean Air Act, as interpreted by the

Supreme Court and by EPA itself, this action foreclosed EPA from mandating

state-by-state emission standards for these same sources. But in 2013 the

President directed EPA to develop just such a mandate for greenhouse gas

emissions from power plants. This directive was unlawful, but in response

EPA initiated a rulemaking to mandate state-by-state greenhouse gas standards

for existing power plants.

To justify its rulemaking in contravention of the clear statutory text,

EPA rests its authority entirely on two fundamental errors. First, EPA argues

that the text of Clean Air Act is not accurately reflected in the United States

Code because of the existence of a superfluous conforming amendment.

Second, EPA claims that it has authority to resolve the purported ambiguity

raised by that conforming amendment and EPA demands that this Court defer

to EPA’s efforts in resolving it. But EPA, not the United States Code, is wrong,

and EPA has no authority to second-guess the determinations made by the

House Office of Law Revision Counsel in executing amendments whenever

EPA finds that Acts of Congress have stymied its regulatory initiatives.
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Finally, EPA argues that, even if its conduct is unlawful and in direct

contravention of the Clean Air Act, it should be allowed to finish its

unlawful conduct before this Court provides relief. There is nothing in the law

to support this argument and no reason why EPA should be permitted to

continue to pressure coal-fired power plants to shut down and continue to subject

the States, the coal-fired power plants they regulate, and the hundreds of

thousands of people who depend on coal-fired utilities for their businesses, jobs,

and livelihoods, to suffer current injury and bear the burdens of preparing

for compliance.

Because EPA’s actions are in direct contravention of the Clean Air Act,

because this Court has clear authority to stop the ongoing harm caused by EPA’s

unlawful conduct, and because there is no reason to delay relief until EPA

promulgates a final rule it does not even have the authority to propose, Petitioner

Murray Energy Corporation respectfully requests that this Court grant its petition

for an extraordinary writ and petition for judicial review, declare EPA’s legal

conclusion not in accordance with law, and prohibit EPA from proceeding to

mandate state-by-state emission standards for source categories already subject to

Section 112.
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STANDING

As the largest privately-held coal producer and the fifth largest overall in

the United States, Murray Energy Corporation has standing to seek review of

EPA’s legal conclusion and to seek a writ of prohibition against EPA’s

rulemaking that jeopardizes the existence of many of the nation’s coal-fired

power plants, thereby directly harming the coal industry, including Murray

Energy Corporation.2 That the rulemaking is directed at coal is apparent from

EPA’s own statements.

In order to have standing, petitioner “must have suffered or be

imminently threatened with a concrete and particularized ‘injury in fact’ that is

fairly traceable to the challenged action of the defendant and likely to be

redressed by a favorable judicial decision.” Lexmark Int’l, Inc., v. Static Control

Components, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 1377, 1386 (2014) (quoting Lujan v. Defenders of

Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560 (1992)).

Whatever the detail of EPA’s mandate, and whatever the detail of the

States’ plans in response, one thing is clear: Reliance on coal as the source of

electricity generating capacity is to be reduced. Each loss of a customer means

less revenue. Even if a non-customer shutters a coal-fired unit, the reduced

demand for coal impacts pricing, which means less revenue. Thus, each coal-

fired unit that is closed, or scheduled for closing, presents a “concrete” and

2. Murray Energy Corporation’s standing is supported by the Declaration of
Robert E. Murray, December 11, 2014, provided in the attached PETITIONER

STANDING ADDENDUM.
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“‘actual or imminent’” injury to Murray Energy Corporation. Lujan, 504 U.S.

at 560 (quoting Whitmore v. Arkansas, 495 U.S. 149, 155 (1990)) (citing Allen v.

Wright, 468 U.S. 737, 756 (1984); Warth v. Seldin, 422 U.S. 490, 508 (1975);

Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727, 740–41 (1972)); see also Nat’l Envtl.

Dev. Ass’n’s Clean Air Project v. EPA, 752 F.3d 999, 1005–06 (D.C. Cir. 2014)

(injury-in-fact due to competitive disadvantage).

The harm is neither “conceptual” nor “hypothetical.” Lujan, 504 U.S. at

560. Some customers have recently closed units. Another recently announced

it would seek to repower its last unit to natural gas, reportedly due to the

impact of upcoming regulations and the inability to obtain further rate

increases to support capital improvements necessitated by them. Many have

expressed their concerns in comments filed in the rulemaking. The planning

for the forced retirement of coal-fired units is underway, often driven by

deadlines under other EPA programs. Utilities do not have the luxury of

deferring their decisions until the conclusion of the Section 111(d) rulemaking

process.

Not only is the injury “fairly traceable” to EPA’s actions, id., it is

contemplated by EPA. EPA’s own modeling predicts significant reductions in

coal production:

The EPA projects coal production for use by the power sector, a
large component of total coal production, will decline by roughly
25 to 27 percent in 2020 from base case levels. The use of coal by
the power sector will decrease roughly 30 to 32 percent in 2030.
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79 Fed. Reg. at 34,934. Even though EPA’s modeling is predictive, EPA has

designed the proposed rule to produce this result. There is more than a

“substantial probability” of harm. Sierra Club v. EPA, 292 F.3d 895, 899 (D.C.

Cir. 2002) (internal quotations omitted). While EPA’s rulemaking may not be

technically directed at coal producers, the impacts are still traceable to EPA’s

action. See Motor & Equip. Mfgs. Assn. v. Nichols, 142 F.3d 449, 456–458 (D.C.

Cir. 1998); Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 306 F.3d 1144, 1147–48 (D.C. Cir. 2002); see also

Monroe Energy, LLC v. EPA, 750 F.3d 909, 914–15 (D.C. Cir. 2014).3

The intended consequence of EPA’s rulemaking is to force the shutdown

of more coal-fired units than would otherwise occur. The petitions seek to stop

EPA, now. If this Court does that, these additional shutdowns will not occur.

Far from being “merely speculative,” not only will a favorable decision by this

Court “likely” redress the injury to Murray Energy, it will do so with certainty.

See Lujan, 504 U.S. at 560.

For the foregoing reasons, the injury to Murray Energy Corporation is

actual, concrete, and traceable to EPA’s actions, and this Court has the ability

to stop EPA. Accordingly, Murray Energy Corporation has standing to bring

these petitions.

3. Additionally, “[p]arties motivated by purely commercial interests routinely
satisfy the zone of interests test.” Amgen, Inc. v. Smith, 357 F.3d 103, 109
(D.C. Cir. 2004); compare White Stallion Energy Ctr., LLC v. EPA, 748 F.3d
1222, 1256–57 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (“prudential standing” not found for a
plaintiff whose sole interest was in seeing its competitor more rigorously
regulated); see generally Lexmark Int’l, Inc. v. Static Control Components, Inc.,
134 S. Ct. at 1389.
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ARGUMENT

I. SECTION 111(D) PROHIBITS EPA FROM MANDATING STATE-BY-STATE

EMISSION STANDARDS FOR EXISTING SOURCES THAT ARE ALREADY

SUBJECT TO A SECTION 112 NATIONAL EMISSION STANDARD.

Power plants are already subject to a national emission standard.

The unambiguous text of the Clean Air Act expressly prohibits EPA from

mandating state-by-state emission standards for existing sources that are

subject to a national standard by excluding from EPA’s authority the power to

mandate state-by-state standards “for any existing source for any air pollutant

. . . emitted from a source category which is regulated under section [112].”

42 U.S.C. § 7411(d). This is an important protection against inconsistent and

unaffordable double regulation of existing sources. Further, the Clean Air Act’s

evolution since 1970 confirms that ignoring this prohibition would disrupt

Congress’s careful balance between national and state control and jeopardize

existing sources in a manner Congress consistently avoided.

A. The Clean Air Act Expressly Prohibits Regulating Sources under
Both Section 111(d) and Section 112, as EPA Has Repeatedly
Conceded.

Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act authorizes EPA to mandate state-by-

state emission standards for existing sources. 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d). However,

this authority is limited to mandating standards for emissions that are not

“from a source category which is regulated under section [112]” of the Act. Id.

Section 112 of the Act authorizes EPA to issue national emission standards.

42 U.S.C. § 7412(a)–(q). Thus, once a source category is regulated under a
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national emission standard, EPA may not thereafter mandate state-by-state

emission standards for that source category.

As a result, existing sources can be subjected to national standards or

mandated state-by-state standards, but they cannot be subjected to national

standards and mandated state-by-state standards. With respect to power plants in

particular, Congress specifically directed EPA to subject them to a national

emission standard only if “appropriate and necessary,” giving EPA the choice

of whether to proceed with a national standard or allow power plants to be

regulated through state-by-state standards. 42 U.S.C. § 7412(n)(1)(A) (“The

Administrator shall regulate electric utility steam generating units under this

section, if the Administrator finds such regulation is appropriate and necessary

. . . .”).

EPA has repeatedly acknowledged that the text of Section 111(d), as

reflected in the United States Code after the 1990 Amendments,

unambiguously prohibits doubly regulating existing source categories. During

the Clinton Administration, EPA found Congress’s instructions on this point

crystal clear, explaining that Section 111(d) does not permit or require

mandates for emissions that are “emitted from a source category that is

actually being regulated under section 112,” so EPA’s authority to issue a

Section 111(d) mandate depends upon whether there is “a section 112 emission

standard” applicable to the source category in question. UNITED STATES

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, AIR EMISSIONS FROM MUNICIPAL

SOLID WASTE LANDFILLS – BACKGROUND INFORMATION FOR FINAL
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STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES 1-5 to 1-6 (1995). The Bush Administration’s

EPA agreed, recognizing that “a literal reading” of the text of Section 111(d)

found in the United States Code provides that “EPA cannot” issue a mandate

“under CAA section 111(d) for ‘any pollutant’ . . . that is emitted from a

particular source category regulated under section 112,” so “if a source category

X is ‘a source category’ regulated under section 112, EPA could not regulate”

any emissions “from that source category under section 111(d).” 70 Fed. Reg.

15,994, 16,031 (March 29, 2005). EPA reiterated its position to this Court as

well, stating that “a literal reading of this provision could bar section 111

standards for any pollutant . . . emitted from a source category that is regulated

under Section 112.” Final Brief of Respondent at 104, New Jersey v. EPA, 517

F.3d 574 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (No. 05-1097). Even in the documents announcing

EPA’s conclusion and rulemaking, the current Administration’s EPA has

continued to acknowledge the clear and unambiguous “literal reading of th[e]

language . . . mean[s] that the EPA c[an] not regulate any air pollutant from a

source category regulated under section 112.” LEGAL MEMORANDUM FOR

PROPOSED CARBON POLLUTION EMISSION GUIDELINES FOR EXISTING

ELECTRIC UTILITY GENERATING UNITS at 26, EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602-0419.

The Supreme Court has also already confirmed that EPA is correct that

the text of Section 111(d) as reflected in the United States Code prohibits EPA

from mandating state-by-state standards for existing sources that are already

subjected to a national emission standard. In American Electric Power v.

Connecticut, the Court observed that Section 111(d) “requires regulation of
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existing sources within [a source category regulated under Section 111(b)] but

“[t]here is an exception: EPA may not employ § 7411(d) if existing stationary

sources of the pollutant in question are regulated under the national ambient

air quality standard program, §§ 7408-7410, or the ‘hazardous air pollutants’

program, § 7412.” 131 S.Ct. 2527, 2537 n.7 (2011).4 Similarly, the ABA’s Clean

Air Act Handbook, which has been cited by the Supreme Court,5 observes, with

no hint of uncertain meaning, that “[u]nder section 111(d), EPA may establish

emissions guidelines for existing sources in a source category when . . . the

category is not subject to regulation under section 112.” CLEAN AIR ACT

HANDBOOK 331 (J. Domike & A. Zacaroli eds., 3d ed. 2011).

The unambiguous words of Section 111(d) exclude from EPA’s

authority the power to issue “standards of performance for any existing source

for any air pollutant . . . emitted from a source category which is regulated

under section [112].” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d) (emphasis added). Thus, Congress

has directed that EPA may not regulate any air pollutant through the state-by-

state mandate program of Section 111(d) if the existing source category is

regulated under Section 112.

4. That EPA might foreclose itself from issuing a mandate under Section 111(d)
by issuing a national emission standard under Section 112 is fully consistent
with the Supreme Court’s holding in American Electric Power v. Connecticut
that federal common law was displaced by the Act because the Court
explicitly held that delegation of authority “displaces federal common law”
even if that authority is never actually exercised. 131 S.Ct. at 2538–39.

5. Util. Air Regulatory Group v. EPA, 134 S. Ct. 2427, 2435 (2014).
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B. Section 111(d) Sensibly Protects Existing Sources From Double
Regulation Under Standards that Each Seek to Independently
Maximize Emission Reductions.

Congress sensibly banned EPA from doubly regulating source categories

under both Sections 111(d) and 112 because simultaneous, uncoordinated

design of national and state-by-state standards maximizing emission reductions

would unduly jeopardize their viability by imposing conflicting or unaffordable

requirements.

An EPA mandate of state-by-state standards under Section 111(d) must

require the States, or EPA if the States do not, to design and impose emission

standards determined to “reflect[] the degree of emission limitation achievable

through the application of the best system of emission reduction which (taking

into account the cost of achieving such reduction and any nonair quality health

and environmental impact and energy requirements) . . . has been adequately

demonstrated.” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(a)(1); 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d).

A national emission standard under Section 112 must be designed to

“require the maximum degree of reduction in emissions” determined to be

“achievable” by EPA “taking into consideration the cost of achieving such

emission reduction, and any non-air quality health and environmental impacts

and energy requirements . . . through the application of measures, processes,

methods, systems or techniques” and must meet statutory stringency floors.

42 U.S.C. § 7412(d).

Thus, both the state-by-state standard and the national standard

programs require consideration of costs on the one hand and maximum
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reductions on the other. Plainly, the Act orders the designers of these standards

to go as far as possible in reducing emissions without threatening the economic

viability of sources. Subjecting existing sources to both state-by-state standards

and a national standard would set the designers at odds and result in standards

requiring more expenditures than existing sources can reasonably afford.

The problem is exacerbated where, as here, the threat of state maximum

emission reductions comes closely on the heels of an independent national

requirement. Power plants are forced to make engineering, design, and

economic choices now, based on the obligation to maximize the reduction of

one set of pollutants selected by EPA today, knowing that the variables will

change almost immediately after these commitments have been made.

Will the pollution controls installed to meet the national standard be

enough to meet the States’ as-yet unwritten standards? If not, will the

technology and operational changes needed to meet a state’s standard be

compatible with those the source is committing to for the national standard?

Moreover, do the financial projections that were made to justify continuing to

operate at all in light of the millions that will be needed to meet the national

standard still hold once a state standard is imposed? These are just some of the

issues Congress avoided by prohibiting double regulation of the same existing

sources under both programs.
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C. The Act’s Evolution Since 1970 Shows the Import and Purpose of
the Section 111(d) Restriction.

The evolution of the Clean Air Act’s state and national emission

standards programs reflect a careful balance between federal and state control,

and show Congress’s keen interest in avoiding the double regulation of existing

sources by overlapping emission standards programs.

1. The 1970 Clean Air Act Amendments Created a State-by-State
Existing Source Standards Program and a Limited National
Standards Program Only for Extremely Hazardous Emissions.

Today, EPA has authority to directly impose comprehensive national

standards on existing sources, but this was not always so, and it was

Congressional reluctance to give EPA this power in 1970 that led to the

development of EPA’s authority to mandate state-by-state emission standards

for existing sources in the first place.

On February 9, 1970, President Nixon proposed amending the Clean Air

Act to authorize national emission standards “for facilities that emit pollutants

extremely hazardous to health” and “for selected classes of new facilities

which could be major contributors to air pollution.” A LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

OF THE CLEAN AIR AMENDMENTS OF 1970 at 1498, 1505 (Comm. Print 1974).6

6. Citations to the historical development of the Clean Air Act are to the pages
of the comprehensive committee print compilations. None of the materials
referenced in this section are statements by legislators or committees.
A more detailed discussion of the historical development of these provisions
is included in Murray Energy Corporation’s comments. COMMENTS OF

MURRAY ENERGY CORPORATION at 25–36, EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602-
23523 (Dec. 1, 2014), available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!document
Detail;D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602-23523.
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Congress considered a number of different options in response to the

President’s proposal, ranging from mandating the regulation of all sources to

just new sources, and from the regulation of all existing source emissions that

endangered “public health or welfare” to only regulation of existing source

emissions that are “extremely hazardous to health.”7

The final result, the 1970 Clean Air Act, created an emission standards

program for existing sources in Section 111(d) that covered most pollutants

found to endanger “public health or welfare,” but it assigned the authority to

develop these standards to the States, not the federal government. 42 U.S.C.

§ 1857c-6(d) (1976). The only exception was the narrow Section 112 program

authorizing EPA to establish national standards for certain extremely

hazardous emissions that were to be listed under Section 112(b)(1)(A) if found

to have the potential to “cause, or contribute to, an increase in mortality or an

increase in serious irreversible, or incapacitating reversible, illness.” 42 U.S.C.

7. See A LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE CLEAN AIR AMENDMENTS OF 1970
at 1,489–92 (S. 3466 § 8 and H.R. 15848 § 8 as introduced proposed a
Section 112 program authorizing standards for new sources of emissions
found to endanger “public health or welfare” and standards for existing
source emissions only when found to be “extremely hazardous to health”);
id. at 920–24 (H.R. 17255 § 5(a) as reported proposed a Section 112 program
authorizing standards only for new sources); id. at 1,467–68 (S. 3546 § 4(c)
as introduced proposed a Section 108(i) program authorizing standards only
for new sources); id. 392, 553–69 (S. 4358 § 6(b) as introduced and passed in
the Senate proposed a Section 113 program authorizing standards for
new source emissions found to endanger “public health and welfare,” a
Section 114 program for all sources of emissions found “to have an adverse
effect on public health,” and a Section 115 program authorizing standards for
emissions from any source found to be “hazardous to the health of persons”).
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§ 1857c-7(a)(1) (1976). Congress also made clear that these programs were not

to overlap, providing that state-by-state standards developed by States could

only be mandated by EPA for emissions of pollutants which, among other

things, were “not included on a list published under section . . . 112(b)(1)(A).”

42 U.S.C. § 1857c-6(d) (1976).

Notably, while Congress elsewhere in the 1970 Clean Air Act prescribed

maximum emission reductions in light of costs for new sources, for existing

sources Congress chose a different path: National emission standards for

extremely hazardous emissions from existing sources would be set by EPA so

as to “provide[] an ample margin of safety to protect the public health,”

42 U.S.C. § 1857c-7(b)(1)(B) (1976), and standards for existing sources of other

harmful emissions from existing sources would be determined by States on a

state-by-state basis for each State’s own existing sources but not according to

any particular design formula imposed by EPA. 42 U.S.C. § 1857c-6(d) (1976).

2. The 1977 Amendments Required States to Maximize Emission
Reductions at Existing Sources in Light of Costs.

Whereas the 1970 Act left to the States the task of determining the

appropriate method for setting emission standards for each State’s own existing

sources of most air pollutants, the 1977 Act imposed for the first time the

additional requirement that States design standards for existing sources to

maximize emission reductions while considering costs and other factors.

42 U.S.C. § 7411(a)(1)(C) (1988). The standards for existing sources would still

be set by the States in the first instance, but would now have to “reflect[] the
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degree of emission reduction achievable through the application of the best

system of continuous emission reduction which (taking into consideration the

cost of achieving such emission reduction, and any nonair quality health and

environmental impact and energy requirements) the Administrator determines

has been adequately demonstrated for that category of sources.” Id.

The Act’s Section 112 national emission standards program was not

significantly altered. It remained limited to extremely hazardous emissions and

continued to require an ample margin of safety rather than maximized

emission reductions in light of costs. 42 U.S.C. § 7412 (1988). Meanwhile, the

Act also continued after the 1977 Amendments to prohibit EPA from

mandating state-by-state standards for any pollutant “included on a list

published under section . . . 112(b)(1)(A).” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d) (1988).

3. The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments Significantly Expanded
the National Standards Program and Retained the State-by-State
Existing Source Standards Program Only for Source Categories
Not Regulated Under the National Standards Program.

In 1990, Congress dramatically expanded Section 112 of the Act,

altering the national emission standards program for existing sources from a

limited program covering extremely hazardous emission to a broad national

program covering all emissions “which present, or may present, through

inhalation or other routes of exposure, a threat of adverse human health effects

. . . or adverse environmental effects.” 42 U.S.C. § 7412(b)(2).

The 1990 Amendments also established, for the first time, a requirement

that EPA impose national standards for existing sources that maximize
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emission reductions in light of costs, requiring that EPA design the standards

to achieve “the maximum degree of reduction in emissions of the hazardous

air pollutants subject to this section (including a prohibition on such emissions,

where achievable) that the Administrator, taking into consideration the cost-of

achieving such emission reduction, and any non-air quality health and

environmental impacts and energy requirements, determines is achievable.”

42 U.S.C. § 7412(d).

In addition, where Section 112(b)(1)(A) of the Act had previously

contained a short requirement that the Administrator publish, and “from time-

to-time thereafter revise” a list of the hazardous air pollutants covered by

Section 112 (and therefore excluded from regulation under Section 111(d)),

the 1990 Amendments replaced all of Section 112(b) with a list of nearly 200

pollutants and a detailed process for adding additional pollutants to the list,

removing them, routinely updating the list, and allowing for private parties to

petition for changes. 42 U.S.C. § 7412(b).

The 1990 Amendments also shifted the focus of Section 112’s national

emission standards from pollutants to source categories. Where before the

Administrator was to publish standards for each pollutant listed in Section

112(b)(1)(A) (now Section 112(b)), the 1990 Amendments required EPA to

develop “a list of all categories and subcategories of major sources and area

sources . . . of the air pollutants listed pursuant to subsection (b)” and to

establish emission standards for those “categories and subcategories the

Administrator lists” on a category-by-category basis. 42 U.S.C. § 7412(c).
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In the course of this expansion and change in focus, Congress sought to

again ensure that there would be no double regulation under both programs.

The bill passed in the Senate merely updated the citation to the list of

specific pollutants covered by Section 112 from 112(b)(1)(A) to 112(b) without

limiting the scope of the Section 112 exclusion. A LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF

THE CLEAN AIR ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1990 at 4,534 (Comm. Print 1993).

This bill would have preserved the traditional approach that, as long as a

pollutant is covered by a Section 112 national emission standard, it could not

be the subject of an EPA mandated state-by-state emission standard.

Of course, since the 1990 Amendments greatly expanded the set of pollutants

that would be covered by Section 112, this would have essentially eliminated the

Section 111(d) state-by-state standards program. The only exception the Senate

bill provided was a special provision requiring Section 111(d) mandates for

certain specified emissions from existing incinerators. Id. at 4,538–40, 4,556.

Meanwhile, the House passed a bill that preserved much more of the

Section 111(d) mandate program by changing the focus of the Section 112

exclusion from the pollutants covered by Section 112 to the source categories,

such that Section 111(d) standards could now be promulgated for almost any

pollutant meeting the basic requirements of Section 111, as long as it did not

cover emissions “from a source category which is regulated under Section 112.”

Id. at 1,979. In addition, the House bill included a provision that would allow

EPA to choose whether the nations existing power plants should be regulated

under Section 111(d) or the new Section 112 program. Id. at 2,149.
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In conference, the House and Senate agreed to include in the final bill

the Senate bill incinerator provision, the House bill power plant provision, and

the House bill amendment to the mandate program.8 Id. at 593, 572, 481;

see 42 U.SC. § 7429(b); 42 U.S.C. § 7412(n)(1)(A); 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d).

Importantly, the Clean Air Act as amended in 1990 again continued to

avoid authorizing EPA to subject any existing source simultaneously to

multiple standards designed to maximize emission reductions in light of costs.

Having provided for far more comprehensive national emission standards for

existing sources, Congress decided to maintain the state-by-state standard

mandate program for those sources not subject to the national standards. And

having preserved this role for the state-by-state mandate program, Congress

further decided incinerators would be subject only to the state-by-state mandate

program but gave EPA discretion to decide which program power plants

would be subject to, national or state-by-state.

Congress’s special treatment of incinerators and power plants recognizes

that these categories of existing sources are often older facilities that offer

essential public or quasi-public services to their communities, frequently

operating at little or no profit. Thus, regulation of existing incinerators and

8. As discussed further below, the 1990 Act also inadvertently included the
conforming amendment that would have updated the pre-1990 Section 112
exclusion’s reference from Section 112(b)(1)(A) to Section 112(b), but the
House Office of Law Revision Counsel properly found that this conforming
amendment failed to execute in light of the execution priority of the
provision substantively amending the Section 112 exclusion.
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power plants poses implications for the proper balance between state and

federal control that regulation of other sources does not. Accordingly,

Congress maintained a greater role for States in establishing standards for

incinerators and gave EPA discretion to maintain a greater role for States in

establishing standards for power plants. But Congress in no way empowered

EPA to subject power plants (or any other category of existing sources) to both

national and mandated state-by-state standards.
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II. EPA WRONGLY IGNORES THE TEXT OF SECTION 111(D) AND

ERRONEOUSLY CLAIMS THERE ARE DUELING “VERSIONS” OF THE

STATUTE.

In launching its rulemaking and concluding that double regulation is

authorized, EPA had to cast aside the text of the Clean Air Act based upon the

vague and unsupportable assertion that the United States Code “conflict[s]”

with the Statutes at Large. Response to Petition at 4. EPA then had to rest its

authority to doubly regulate on a purported legislative glitch. Response to

Petition at 28. In reality, there is no glitch — the text of the law now in force is

accurately reflected in the Code. And even were there a reasonable doubt,

Congress tasked its own legislative agency, not EPA, with determining in the

first instance what the text of the law in force is and Congress provided that

courts should defer to this agency’s reasonable determinations.

A. The Code Accurately Reflects the Text of Section 111(d).

In addition to the substantive amendment to the mandate program that

prohibits Section 111(d) mandates for sources regulated under Section 112, the

1990 Amendments also contained a conforming amendment. Pub. L. 101–549,

§ 302(a), 104 Stat. 2,399, 2,574 (1990). The conforming amendment has no

effect on the Act because the provision substantively amending the mandate

program and striking the reference to Section 112 that it would have amended

has execution priority and the United States Code, prepared by the House

Office of Law Revision Counsel (“the Office”), accurately reflects the text of

Section 111(d) after application of the 1990 Amendments to the Clean Air Act.
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The conforming amendment EPA stakes the rulemaking on purported to

replace language that no longer existed due to the prior execution of the earlier

substantive amendment, and so the Office determined the conforming

amendment failed to execute. The two amendments are set out in the Statutes

at Large as follows:

SEC. 108. MISCELLANEOUS GUIDANCE. . . .

(g) REGULATION OF EXISTING SOURCES.—Section 111(d)(1)(A)(i)
of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7411(d)(1)(A)(i)) is amended by
striking “or 112(b)(1)(A)” and inserting “or emitted from a source
category which is regulated under section 112”. . . .

SEC. 302. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

(a) Section 111(d)(1) of the Clean Air Act is amended by striking
“112(b)(1)(A)” and inserting in lieu thereof “112(b)”.

Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(g), 104 Stat. 2,399, 2,467 (1990); Pub. L. 101–549,

§ 302(a), 104 Stat. 2,399, 2,574 (1990). Prior to 1990, the Code’s text provided

for regulation of “any air pollutant . . . which is not included on a list published

under section 7408(a) or 7412(b)(1)(A) of this title.” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d) (1988).

The current Code’s text now provides for regulation of “any air pollutant . . .

which is not included on a list published under section 7408(a) of this title or

emitted from a source category which is regulated under section 7412 of this

title.” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d) (2012). In the amendment note, the Office explained

its determination in applying the amendments:

Subsec. (d)(1)(A)(i). Pub. L. 101–549, §302(a), which directed the
substitution of “7412(b)” for “7412(b)(1)(A)”, could not be
executed, because of the prior amendment by Pub. L. 101–549,
§108(g), see below.
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Pub. L. 101–549, §108(g), substituted “or emitted from a source
category which is regulated under section 7412 of this title” for “or
7412(b)(1)(A)”.

42 U.S.C. § 7411, Amendments, 1990, Subsec. (d)(1)(A)(i) (2012). Thus, the

substantive amendment — Section 108(g) — was duly executed while the

conforming amendment — Section 302(a) — could not be executed and failed.

EPA asserts that “[t]his situation appears to be unique.” Response to

Petition at 23 n.8. EPA is wrong. A bill containing an amendment to a

statutory provision that fails to execute because of another amendment to the

same provision contained earlier in the same bill is not unusual. This happens

often and Congress and the Office have an established rule to resolve it:

An amendment fails to execute if a prior amendment in the same bill removes

or alters the text that the subsequent amendment would amend. The Office

consistently and frequently applies this rule in this circumstance.9

9. See, e.g., 15 U.S.C. § 2064, Amendments, 2008, Subsec. (d)(2); 15 U.S.C.
§ 2081, Amendments, 2008, Subsec. (b)(1); 29 U.S.C. § 1053, Amendments,
1989, Subsec. (e)(1); 42 U.S.C. § 290bb-25, Amendments, 2000, Subsec.
(m)(5); 42 U.S.C. § 300aa-15, Amendments, 1989, Subsec. (e)(2); 42 U.S.C.
§ 300ff-13, Amendments, 1996, Subsec. (b)(4)(B); 42 U.S.C. § 300ff-15,
Amendments, 1996, Subsec. (c)(1); 42 U.S.C. § 300ff-28, Amendments, 1996,
Subsec. (a)(1); 42 U.S.C. § 300ff-28, Amendments, 1996, Subsec. (b)(1); 42
U.S.C. § 677, Amendments, 1989, Subsec. (e)(1); 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7a,
Amendments, 1997, Subsec. (i)(6)(B); 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7a, Amendments,
1997, Subsec. (i)(6)(C); 42 U.S.C. § 1395l, Amendments, 1990, Subsec.
(a)(1)(K); 42 U.S.C. § 1395u, Amendments, 1994, Subsec. (b)(3)(G); 42
U.S.C. § 1395x, Amendments, 1990, Subsec. (aa)(3); 42 U.S.C. § 1395cc,
Amendments, 2010, Subsec. (a)(1)(V); 42 U.S.C. § 1395ww, Amendments,
2003, Subsec. (d)(9)(A)(ii); 42 U.S.C. § 1396(a), Amendments, 1993, Subsec.
(a)(54); 42 U.S.C. § 1396b, Amendments, 1993, Subsec. (i)(10); 42 U.S.C.
§ 1396r, Amendments, 1988, Subsec. (b)(5)(A); 42 U.S.C. § 3025, Amend-
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This is Congress’s rule — Congress is aware of this rule and drafts

legislation in light of it. See UNITED STATES SENATE, OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE

COUNSEL, LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING MANUAL § 126(d) (1997) (“If, after a first

amendment to a provision is made . . . the provision is again amended, the

assumption is that the earlier (preceding) amendments have been executed.”);

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE

COUNSEL, HOUSE LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL’S MANUAL ON DRAFTING STYLE

§ 332(d) (1995) [“MANUAL ON DRAFTING STYLE”] (“The assumption is that

the earlier (preceding) amendments have been executed.”). In this case, the

Office simply followed Congress’s rule and correctly determined that the

amendment directing the substitution of “112(b)(1)(A)” for “112(b)” failed to

execute because a prior amendment earlier substituted “or emitted from a

source category which is regulated under section 112” for “or 112(b)(1)(A).”

The Code therefore accurately reflects the text of Section 111(d) in force today.10

ments, 1992, Subsec. (a)(2); 42 U.S.C. § 3793, Amendments, 1994, Subsec.
(a)(9); 42 U.S.C. § 5776, Amendments, 1988; 42 U.S.C. § 6302, Amend-
ments, 2007, Subsec. (a)(4); 42 U.S.C. § 6302, Amendments, 2007, Subsec.
(a)(5); 42 U.S.C. § 6991e, Amendments, 2005, Subsec. (d)(2)(B); 42 U.S.C.
§ 7414, Amendments, 1990, Subsec. (a); 42 U.S.C. § 8622, Amendments,
1994, Par. (2); 42 U.S.C. § 9601, Amendments, 1986, Par. (20)(D); 42 U.S.C.
§ 9607, Amendments, 1986, Subsec. (f)(1); 42 U.S.C. § 9874, Amendments,
1990, (d)(1); 42 U.S.C. § 9875, Amendments, Subsec. (c).

10. Notably, the text of Section 111(d) would be the same if the conforming
amendment had execution priority, for the substantive amendment would
strike out the text that the conforming amendment updates and insert in its
place the new substantive language.
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The failure of the conforming amendment in no way frustrated the intent

of Congress, as Congress never intends for a non-substantive amendment to

limit or frustrate an important substantive amendment. Indeed, as this Court

has held, conforming amendments that are unnecessary do not call into

question the meaning of federal statutes or render them ambiguous. Am.

Petroleum Inst. v. SEC, 714 F.3d 1329, 1336–37 (D.C. Cir. 2013). The legal

irrelevance of the conforming amendment here is especially obvious for it

would do nothing other than update a reference by deleting the text “(1)(A).”

It beggars belief that the superfluous instruction to remove these six characters

when the entire reference “112(b)(1)(A)” had already been removed by a

substantive amendment with real force and purpose could cloud the meaning

of the Clean Air Act, let alone form the basis for a massive regulatory

undertaking seeking to utterly transform the nation’s energy system.
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B. EPA Wrongly Asks this Court to Disregard the Current Text of
Section 111(d) as Determined by the Office of Law Revision
Counsel.

EPA claims that, because there was a failed conforming amendment,

Section 111(d) “is rife with ambiguity” that “EPA should have the first

opportunity to resolve” and that EPA must receive deference in resolving this

purported “ambiguity.” Response to Petition at 22, 30. But as explained above,

there is no ambiguity because the conforming amendment failed to execute.

Moreover, EPA is not entitled to deference in determining the current text of

the Clean Air Act. Executive agencies may get deference on how to construe

their statutes, but they do not get to write them as well. To the extent there is

any question as to what the current text of the Clean Air Act is in light of the

1990 Amendments, that decision falls to the Office, a legislative agency, and

then, in cases of clear error, to this Court, but never to EPA. Allowing EPA to

usurp that function would unduly interfere with the functioning of the

legislative process and subordinate the position of Congress.

The Office is the legislative agency that prepares and publishes the

United States Code, including titles like Title 42 that are not yet positive law.

2 U.S.C. § 285b. The Office is directed by the nonpartisan Law Revision Counsel

appointed by and serving at the pleasure of the Speaker of the House. 2 U.S.C.

§ 285c. Chief among its responsibilities, this nonpartisan legislative agency

keeps the Code up to date by faithfully executing Acts and applying

amendments according to Congress’s instructions and thereby aids the

functioning of the legislative branch.
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Congress has commanded that, in determining the text of its statutes,

deference be given to the Office’s determinations, providing that “the Code of

Laws of the United States current at any time shall . . . establish prima facie

the laws of the United States . . . in force.” 1 U.S.C. § 204. To give effect to

this provision, the Code must be considered to be the authoritative statement

of the law unless it is plainly inconsistent with the Statutes at Large or the

determinations of the Office are unreasonable. See Stephan v. United States,

319 U.S. 423, 426 (1943) (inclusion of provision “inconsistent” with the repeal

of the provision in the Statutes at Large); United States National Bank of Oregon v.

Independent Insurance Agents of Am., Inc., 508 U.S. 439 (1993) (omission of

provision unreasonably based on punctuation error in light of “overwhelming

evidence from the structure, language, and subject matter” of the Act).

By deferring to the Office, courts will, as the Supreme Court has

instructed, avoid “undue judicial interference with the functioning of the

Legislative Branch” and follow the “precedent instructing [courts] to respect

. . . coequal and independent departments.” NLRB v. Noel Canning, 134 S. Ct.

2550, 2577 (2014) (quotation omitted). The Supreme Court has made clear that

the avoidance of undue judicial interference with the legislative process is vital.

Marshall Field & Co. v. Clark, 143 U.S. 649, 669 (1892); Noel Canning, 134 S. Ct.

at 2577. This separation of powers concern demands deference for the

legislative process whenever “[j]udicial efforts to engage in” more searching

“inquiries would risk undue judicial interference with the functioning of the

Legislative Branch.” Noel Canning, 134 S. Ct. at 2576. Deference is also
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appropriate if “judges cannot easily determine . . . matters” relating to the

legislative process. Id. Both of these circumstances are applicable here.

The determinations of the Office should also be deferred to because this

is “how Congress would likely have meant to allocate . . . authority” amongst

the three branches. City of Arlington v. FCC, 133 S. Ct. 1863, 1876 (2013)

(Breyer, J., concurring). Congress crafts Acts with the aid of the congressional

Offices of Legislative Counsel and closely supervises a reliable legislative

agency that executes the congressional commands contained therein without

regard to partisanship or policy. Then executive agencies under the President’s

supervision apply their technical and policy expertise in interpreting the

statutory text. Courts review these agencies’ interpretations to ensure they are

neither inconsistent with the statutory text nor unreasonable. But if Congress

cannot determine what the text of the law is or how amendments will be

executed, Congress cannot effectively perform its central role in this process.

Thus, rejecting reasonable determinations made by Congress’s legislative agent

“subordinates the legislature and disregards that coequal position in our system

of the three departments of government.” Ex parte Wren, 63 Miss. 512, 532

(1886).

Furthermore, failing to defer to the Office would also likely

unnecessarily burden the judicial process by leading to “an amount of

litigation, difficulty, and painful uncertainty appalling in its contemplation and

multiplying a hundred fold the alleged uncertainty of the law” because “[e]very

suit before every court where the validity of” the determinations of the Office
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applying amendments “may be called in question” will be an appeal of the

Office’s determination embroiling courts into the intricacies of the legislative

process. Id.

In this case, the Office did its job and applied the 1990 Amendments in

updating the Code. EPA has identified no oversight or error by the Office.

To the contrary, it is clear from the Office’s amendment note to Section 111

that the Office executed the substantive amendment and determined that the

superfluous conforming amendment failed. EPA cannot second guess that

determination.
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III. THE RELIEF SOUGHT BY THE PETITIONS IS AVAILABLE NOW.

Without any substantive defense for its actions, EPA has focused most

of its efforts arguing that even if EPA has wrongly claimed authority expressly

denied it by Congress, and even if it is relying on that illegal power grab to

initiate rulemaking which it has no lawful right commence, and even if that

rulemaking is costing States and the private sector millions to prepare for and

in potentially wasted compliance costs and is weakening the nation’s power

grid by pressuring existing coal-fired power plants to shut down or abandon

coal for more expensive and less reliable fuels, this Court has no authority to

review its actions until EPA finalizes an unlawful rule. Again EPA’s arguments

are groundless. This Court has authority to issue extraordinary writs when

appropriate, including to stop unlawful agency conduct. The Clean Air Act

also expressly grants direct judicial review not just of final rules promulgated

by EPA, but of “any other” final agency action as well. 42 U.S.C. § 7607(b)(1);

see Harrison v. PPG Indus., Inc., 446 U.S. 578 (1980). EPA’s legal conclusion,

stated in certain and definitive terms, in a publication signed by the

Administrator and supported by a lengthy legal memorandum, easily qualifies

as a final agency action and is therefore reviewable regardless of whether EPA

initiated any rulemaking under that improperly-claimed authority.
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A. This Court Can and Should Issue a Writ Prohibiting EPA From
Doubly Regulating Power Plants.

1. This Court Can Issue a Writ Prohibiting Ultra Vires Agency
Action When It Is Necessary or Appropriate To Do So.

Under the All Writs Act, federal courts “may issue all writs necessary or

appropriate in aid of their respective jurisdictions and agreeable to the usages

and principles of law.” 28 U.S.C. § 1651(a).

This Court has long recognized its expansive authority to engage in

expedited review under the All Writs Act when such review promotes the

administration of justice. See, e.g., Colonial Times v. U.S. District Court (Gasch),

509 F.2d 517, 525–26 (D.C. Cir. 1975). As explained in Colonial Times in the

context of the availability of mandamus to a trial court notwithstanding the

normal rule that a party may appeal only a final judgment, the “true test is

whether the trial court had any legal power to act or refuse to act as it did.” Id.

at 523. The exercise of an “appellate supervisory power” over the lower court

is a “more modern ground for the issuance of mandamus,” id. at 524, but is

firmly grounded in Supreme Court jurisprudence. In holding that mandamus

was available, this Court applied the “principle of Schlagenhauf” in concluding

that mandamus lies to review an issue of first impression in order to settle new

and important problems. Id. at 524–25 (discussing Schlagenhauf v. Holder, 379

U.S. 104, 111 (1964)). “Schlagenhauf authorizes departure from the final

judgment rule when the appellate court is convinced that resolution of an

important, undecided issue will forestall future error in trial courts, eliminate

uncertainty and add importantly to the efficient administration of justice.” Id.
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Similarly, an extraordinary writ is available when it is an administrative

agency (rather than a trial court) acting beyond its power notwithstanding the

general principle that affected parties may only appeal final agency actions

(rather than final judgments). Thus, while proceedings under the All Writs Act

to challenge non-final agency action may be relatively rare, a Court can and

should issue a writ prohibiting an agency from taking an action beyond its

power — an ultra vires action — before it is final.

In Leedom v. Kyne, the Supreme Court held that a court could strike

down a non-final action taken “in excess of [the agency’s] delegated powers

and contrary to a specific prohibition.” 358 U.S. 184, 188, 190–91 (1958). And

in McCulloch v. Sociedad Nacional, the Supreme Court held that a court could

enjoin an agency from taking unlawful non-final actions when those actions

involve “public questions particularly high in the scale of our national interest”

because such questions are “a uniquely compelling justification for prompt

judicial resolution of [a] controversy.” 372 U.S. 10, 16–17 (1963).

This Court, too, has recognized that appropriate circumstances warrant

relief from non-final agency actions. In Sierra Club v. Thomas, this Court, in

clarifying a line of previous cases, held that a court can provide “interlocutory

review of an unreasonable delay claim” when interlocutory review is

“necessary to protect” the court’s “prospective jurisdiction.” 828 F.2d 783, 790

(D.C. Cir. 1987) (quoting Telecomms. Research & Action Ctr. v. FCC, 750 F.2d 70,

75–76 (D.C. Cir. 1984)). In that case, this Court explained that “this

interlocutory intervention is necessary” when “a substantive statutory right
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would be effectively denied as a result of agency delay . . . and such delay

cannot be remedied when reviewing the final order because the clock cannot

be turned back.” Id. at 792 n.66. Additionally, in Meredith v. Fed. Mine Safety &

Health Review Comm’n, this Court held that a court may review non-final

agency action that meets the requirements of the collateral order doctrine —

separability, unreviewability, and conclusiveness. 177 F.3d 1,042, 1,050 (D.C.

Cir. 1999).

2. A Writ Is Necessary and Appropriate Under these Extraordinary
Circumstances.

Here, a writ prohibiting EPA from issuing the unlawful mandate is

necessary and appropriate. The petition for a writ is based on the fundamental

legal infirmity of EPA’s forthcoming mandate. EPA cannot resolve its lack of

authority by revising the proposed rule, since EPA has no other legal basis for

the rule and the illegality demonstrated by the petition can only be redressed by

total withdrawal of the rule (with no future replacement rule). There is no

other suitable “fix” to deal with EPA’s ultra vires conduct other than to instruct

EPA not to proceed.

Moreover, that instruction to EPA needs to occur now. Petitioner and

others will suffer irreparable injury if this Court does not provide immediate

relief. First, utility companies are now making decisions about the future

viability of their coal-fired power plants in the face of impending compliance

deadlines under the 2012 Section 112 rule that will cost millions to meet. The

proposed mandate adds to that cost evaluation the prospect of even more
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expenditures in order to comply with an independent standard that also strives

to achieve maximum emission reductions. The power plants face an April 16,

2016 final compliance deadline under the 2012 rule, and prior to that time

need to decide whether or not to seek the necessary compliance extension. In

other words, utilities must make a decision over the coming months as to each

of their coal-fired power plants whether to proceed with significant investments

or to begin the process of shutting down (or converting) the power plant. They

must now take into account the uncertainties of a Section 111(d) mandate as a

part of that analysis. With the specter of the mandate hanging over them,

utilities face uncertainty and many coal-fired power plants may shut down

based on the risk that the mandate could be upheld, no matter its final form,

and they would be forced to invest millions more. Meanwhile, utilities must

grapple with the potential wasted investment to comply with the earlier Section

112 requirements.

Second, States right now must begin development of plans designed to

meet the requirements of the Section 111(d) mandate. Although the President

has announced that States will have one year from the date of the final

mandate to submit their plans, each State must begin that process now given

the complexities involved as it tries to balance intra-state power supply and

demand, including reliability concerns, and concerns about economic growth

and employment. In some cases, States have to enact enabling legislation as a

preliminary step in order to abide by the demands by EPA. All of this effort

takes time. Simply put, States cannot wait for the final mandate to begin a
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complete overhaul of the nation’s production and use of energy in the short time

provided by EPA. A failure to meet the deadline would turn over critical policy

decisions about the future of existing coal-fired power plants to EPA. To avoid

these potential consequences, States must immediately devote tremendous

time and resources toward an effort that, ultimately, stems from an ultra vires

act by EPA.

These circumstances are different from the typical rulemaking. The

scope and consequences of the proposed rule are unprecedented, with

wholesale reordering of the power system and massive financial impacts on

power plants and the coal industry. Also, unlike a typical rulemaking, the legal

issue presented here cannot be impacted by revision of the proposed rule and

will never be clearer. Because the legal issue presented focuses exclusively on

the legal basis, it does not address the content of the proposed rule. It will,

however, result in judicial economy since a ruling that EPA’s legal foundation

is flawed would moot the inevitable challenges to the final rule, avoiding the

current injury and wasted effort of a continued rulemaking that has no valid

legal basis.

These circumstances more than qualify as appropriate for relief by a writ

prohibiting EPA from issuing the unlawful mandate. Analogizing to the test laid

out by this Court in Colonial Times in the context of a trial court acting beyond

its power, first, the issue of EPA’s authority under Section 111(d) of the Act

when the same source category has already been regulated under Section 112, is

an important issue that must be expeditiously resolved. 509 F.2d at 525. Second,
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given the massive undertaking called for by the proposed mandate, “there is an

undeniable need to forestall future error and uncertainty” in the availability of

Section 111(d) as a basis for greenhouse gas emission regulation of coal-fired

power plants, as well as for future rulemaking efforts by EPA. Id. And third,

clearly resolution of this issue is “significant” to finalization of the proposed

rule, since the writ would result in the withdrawal of the proposed mandate. Id.

The analysis in the administrative context flows directly from the long

history of the extraordinary writ authority recognized by the Supreme Court and

this Court. As in Leedom, EPA acts beyond its authority. As in McCulloch, the

issue is of urgent national importance. As in Thomas, only an immediate remedy

can prevent a substantial portion of the harm facing the nation’s power plants

that must decide whether to invest millions or shut down coal fired power plants

by the national standard’s compliance deadline. And as in Meredith, each of the

three requirements of the collateral order doctrine is satisfied. In short, the

circumstances in this case present a compelling justification for prompt judicial

resolution. A federal agency has commenced a rulemaking of unprecedented

scope with significant implications for federal and state relations and the national

economy, irrespective of the details of the final rule. Such a critical circumstance

offers its own “uniquely compelling justification for prompt judicial resolution

of [a] controversy.” McCulloch, 372 U.S. at 17.
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B. This Court Can and Should Hold Unlawful and Set Aside EPA’s
Erroneous Legal Conclusion that It Can Doubly Regulate Existing
Sources Under Sections 111(d) and 112 of the Clean Air Act.

In addition to prohibiting EPA from proceeding with the ultra vires

rulemaking, this Court can and should hold unlawful and set aside EPA’s

announced legal conclusion that double regulation is authorized and required

by the Clean Air Act because it is “arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion,

or otherwise not in accordance with law.” 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A).

1. EPA Has Concluded that It Has the Authority to Mandate the
Double Regulation of Sources under Sections 111(d) and 112.

In the preamble to the proposed rule, EPA announced the agency’s

conclusion that the Clean Air Act authorizes EPA to regulate greenhouse gas

emissions at these sources regardless of whether they are already regulated

under the Section 112 program. Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for Existing

Stationary Sources, 79 Fed. Reg. 34,830 (June 18, 2014). Specifically, in a section

entitled “Summary of Legal Basis,” the agency pronounced that “EPA

reasonably interprets the provisions identifying which air pollutants are covered

under CAA section 111(d) to authorize the EPA to regulate CO2 from fossil

fuel-fired EGUs.” Id. at 34,852 (emphasis added). In Section V of the preamble,

EPA unequivocally stated the agency’s conclusion: “The EPA has the authority

to regulate, under CAA section 111(d), CO2 emissions from EGUs, under

the Agency’s construction of the ambiguous provisions in CAA section

111(d)(1)(A)(i) that identify the air pollutants subject to CAA section 111(d).”

Id. at 34,853 (emphasis added). The preamble describes in detail the agency’s
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legal analysis in support of this conclusion, including its position on the

meaning of Section 111(d), its interpretation of legislative history, and its

analysis of Supreme Court precedent to support the agency’s conclusion. Id.

This Federal Register publication is signed by the Administrator of EPA, Gina

McCarthy. See id. at 34,950.

Along with the publication of the agency’s legal conclusion in the

preamble in the Federal Register, EPA placed in the rulemaking docket a 104-

page legal memorandum to “supplement the preamble by providing

background for the legal issues discussed in the preamble. . . .” LEGAL

MEMORANDUM FOR PROPOSED CARBON POLLUTION EMISSION GUIDELINES

FOR EXISTING ELECTRIC UTILITY GENERATING UNITS, EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-

0602-0419 (posted June 18, 2014) (“Legal Memorandum”); see also 79 Fed.

Reg. at 34,853 (referencing the Legal Memorandum for further discussion and

legal support for the conclusion that EPA can doubly regulate power plants).

In a section entitled “Authority to regulate CO2 from EGUs,” EPA lays

out in detail its case law, statutory, and regulatory history arguments,

definitively concluding in certain and unequivocal terms: “Applying this

interpretation of the Section 112 Exclusion to this rule, we conclude that section

111(d) authorizes the EPA to establish section 111(d) guidelines for GHG

emissions from EGUs.” Legal Memorandum at 27 (emphasis added). The

Legal Memorandum is referred to directly in the preamble signed by EPA’s

Administrator and is listed in EPA’s online docket as “issued by the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).” See Legal Memorandum for Proposed
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Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for Existing Electric Utility Generating Units,

REGULATIONS.GOV (June 18, 2014) http://www.regulations.gov/#!document

Detail;D=EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602-0419.

Since the publication of EPA’s legal conclusion, both EPA’s

Administrator and the Acting Assistant for the Office of Air and Radiation

have made statements, on the record before Congress, reaffirming that EPA

intends to adhere to this legal position.11

While EPA has generally stated that EPA “invites further input through

public comment on all aspects of” its proposal, 79 Fed. Reg. 34,835, at no

11. The day after EPA published its legal conclusion, Representative Morgan
Griffith of Virginia, a member of the House Energy & Commerce
Committee, asked Assistant Administrator Janet McCabe whether it was
correct that the “decision by the EPA” to regulate power plants under
Section 112 “foreclosed the agency’s ability to regulate . . . under Section
111.” EPA’s Proposed Carbon Dioxide Regulations for Power Plants:
Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Energy & Power of the H. Comm. on
Energy & Commerce at 2:09 (June 19, 2014), available at http://
energycommerce.house.gov/hearing/epa%E2%80%99s-proposed-carbon-di
oxide-regulations-power-plants. Assistant Administrator McCabe answered:
“That is not correct.” Id. at 2:10. Then on July 23, 2014, Senator Roger
Wicker of Mississippi, a member of the Senate Environment and Public
Works Committee, asked Administrator McCarthy if it was correct that
“Section 111(d) says if it’s regulated under 112 you can’t regulate it” under
that provision and “EPA has imposed extensive regulations on coal-fired
power plants under Section 112.” Oversight Hearing: EPA’s Proposed
Carbon Pollution Standards for Existing Power Plants: Hearing Before the
S. Comm. on Environment & Public Works at 1:38 (July 23, 2014), available
at http://www.epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Hearings.Li
veStream&Hearing_id=8655edd9-03ac-bb36-cab8-7913ec6c2b94. McCarthy
answered “I think that the framing of the legal argument is incorrect,
Senator.” Id. at 1:38.
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point has EPA indicated that it is uncertain of its legal conclusion that EPA

has authority to proceed with a rulemaking under Section 111(d) for sources

regulated under Section 112 or that EPA is still evaluating its position on this

specific and important issue or that there is any possible basis for the rule other

than Section 111(d). To the contrary, while EPA in several places proposes legal

positions in the preamble relating to the implementation of the proposed rule,

see, e.g., Id. at 34,903 (“EPA is proposing to interpret CAA section 111 as

allowing state CAA section 111(d) plans to include measures that are neither

standards of performance nor measures that implement or enforce those

standards. . . .”) (emphasis added); the legal conclusion at issue here is stated

conclusively. Id. at 34,853 (“The EPA has the authority to regulate, under CAA

section 111(d). . . .”).

2. EPA’s Legal Conclusion Is Final Action under the Clean Air Act.

EPA’s legal conclusion published in the Federal Register in a preamble

signed by the Administrator and supported by statements and analysis in a

legal memorandum represents a “final” action reviewable under Section 307.

a. EPA’s Legal Conclusion Is Presumptively Final Because It
Was Signed by the Administrator of EPA.

An agency’s interpretation of the law is presumptively final if it is signed

by the head of the agency. Nat’l Automatic Laundry & Cleaning Council v. Shultz,

443 F.2d 689, 702–03 (D.C. Cir. 1971). The preamble announcing EPA’s legal

conclusion was signed by the Administrator. 79 Fed. Reg. at 34,950. It is

therefore presumptively a final action by the agency.
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Indeed, it would be surprising if EPA would initiate a rulemaking of the

magnitude proposed, which has imposed significant and immediate obligations

on States and others to start planning now for the dramatic impacts of the

proposed rule, effectively re-ordering the electric generating system of the

United States on a very tight time frame, if EPA had not first concluded that it

had legal authority to do so. However, with the commencement of litigation,

EPA’s counsel now argue that the agency’s legal conclusion was merely

“tentative.” Motion to Dismiss at 20. But EPA cannot rebut the presumption

of finality through “mere argument by its court counsel.” Nat’l Automatic

Laundry, 443 F.2d at 703. Rather, EPA must produce evidence that the statutory

interpretation is not final despite bearing the signature of the head of the

agency. As this Court has held, such evidence would include “an affidavit by

the agency head” adducing that the matter “is still under meaningful

refinement and development.” Nat’l Automatic Laundry, 443 F.2d. at 703.

While an affidavit alone is not always enough, cf. Fidelity Television, Inc. v. FCC,

502 F.2d 443, 448 (D.C. Cir. 1974) (holding agency action final even after

agency provided affidavit asserting nonfinality), here EPA has failed to provide

this Court any evidence at all to rebut finality.

To the contrary, EPA’s actions since the publication of its legal

conclusion “belie[] the claim that its interpretation is not final.” Whitman v.

American Trucking Ass’ns, Inc., 531 U.S. 457, 479 (2001). When questioned by

members of Congress, EPA leadership brushed aside assertions that EPA’s

legal conclusion may be wrong and should be reconsidered. See supra note 11
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and accompanying text. EPA leadership’s statements before Congress stand in

stark contrast to unsupported arguments by counsel before this Court that the

agency’s legal conclusion is merely “tentative.”

It also does not matter that EPA has stated that it will accept public

comments on “all aspects of [its] proposal.” 79 Fed. Reg. at 34,835. The agency

is free to modify its legal positions, but this does not render them any less final

at the time they are made, or any less fit for judicial review. See Sackett v. EPA,

132 S. Ct. 1367, 1372 (2012) (the “mere possibility that an agency might

reconsider does not suffice to make an otherwise final agency action

nonfinal”); UAW v. Brock, 783 F.2d 237, 248 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (EPA could

“reverse its interpretation at some future date, but that does not change the

reality that the current interpretation could quite likely be used” until that

happens.); see also Appalachian Power Co. v. EPA, 208 F.3d 1015, 1022 (D.C. Cir.

2000) (“The fact that a law may be altered in the future has nothing to do with

whether it is subject to judicial review at the moment.”). This is especially true

for review of EPA’s actions under the Clean Air Act, because Congress has

explicitly provided for judicial review of EPA’s actions that are the subject of

petitions for reconsideration even though such petitions would ordinarily

render the actions nonfinal. See 42 U.S.C. § 7607(b)(1).
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b. EPA’s Legal Conclusion Meets the General Conditions for
Finality Announced by the Supreme Court in Bennett v. Spear.

EPA’s failure to rebut the presumption that the Administrator’s signed

preamble represents the agency’s final action justifies denial of EPA’s Motion

to Dismiss. EPA’s legal conclusion also satisfies both conditions of the general

standard for finality described in Bennett v. Spear, 520 U.S. 154 (1997). In

Bennett, the Court explained that, as a general matter, “two conditions must be

satisfied for agency action to be ‘final’: First, the action must mark the

consummation of the agency’s decisionmaking process — it must not be of a

merely tentative or interlocutory nature. And second, the action must be one

by which rights or obligations have been determined, or from which legal

consequences will flow.” Id. at 177–78 (citations omitted).

First, EPA marked the consummation of its decisionmaking process

when it certainly and unequivocally announced its legal conclusion in the

Federal Register and immediately acted on its assumed authority.

EPA’s unequivocal legal conclusion “‘mark[s] the consummation of the

agency’s decisionmaking process” and “‘EPA has rendered its last word on the

matter’ in question.” Whitman, 531 U.S. at 478. Indeed, as this Court held in

Athlone Indus., Inc. v. Consumer Prod. Safety Comm’n, the initiation of an agency

proceeding can, in and of itself, constitute final action establishing the agency’s

conclusion that it has legal authority to proceed. 707 F.2d 1485, 1489 n.30

(D.C. Cir. 1983) (“By filing a complaint . . . the Commission, for all practical

purposes, made a final determination that such proceedings were within its
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statutory jurisdiction. . . . Thus, with respect to the issue we address, the

Commission has taken a definitive position.”). EPA cited no authority for its

rulemaking other than Section 111(d) and expressly relied on that provision as

its only legal basis. Accordingly, even without an explicit statement from EPA

that it has concluded that it has authority to doubly regulate existing power

plants under Section 111(d), this Court would still have jurisdiction to review

the agency’s implicit conclusion of legal authority. EPA has done far more

here, however, pronouncing in no uncertain terms that it has concluded that it

can doubly regulate power plants.

EPA arrived at its legal conclusion following a decisionmaking process

that was spurred by a Presidential order mandating that EPA proceed with

rulemaking under Section 111(d). President Barack Obama, Memorandum on

Power Sector Carbon Pollution Standards for the Administrator of the

Environmental Protection Agency at § 1(b), Daily Comp. Pres. Doc., 2013

DCPD No. 00457 (June 25, 2013). That process resulted in the 104-page Legal

Memorandum that proclaims “we conclude that section 111(d) authorizes the

EPA to establish section 111(d) guidelines for GHG emissions from EGUs.”

Legal Memorandum at 27 (emphasis added). And EPA published a preamble

signed by the Administrator that declares “EPA has the authority to regulate,

under CAA section 111(d), CO2 emissions from EGUs. . . .” 79 Fed. Reg. at

34853 (emphasis added). As this Court found in Appalachian Power, where the

agency publishes, after deliberation, in “certain” and “unequivocal” terms its

legal conclusion, the agency’s conclusion is final:
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The . . . condition [that the decision marks the consummation of
the agency’s decisionmaking process] is satisfied here. The
“Guidance,” as issued in September 1998, followed a draft
circulated four years earlier and another, more extensive draft
circulated in May 1998. . . . On the question whether States must
review their emission standards . . . the Guidance is unequivocal—
the State agencies must do so. On the question whether the States
may supersede federal and State standards . . . the Guidance is
certain—the State agencies must do so if they believe existing
requirements are inadequate . . . .

208 F.3d at 1022; see also Her Majesty the Queen v. EPA, 912 F.2d 1525, 1530–32

(D.C. Cir. 1990) (finding “nothing tentative,” “equivocal,” or unreviewable in

EPA’s statement of its historic view and conclusion that “we continue to hold

[that] view” (emphasis and alterations in original)); Natural Res. Def. Council,

Inc. v. EPA, 643 F.3d 311, 319 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (finding that language

“definitively interpreted” the Clean Air Act where EPA stated that it was

“electing to consider alternative programs to satisfy” a Clean Air Act

requirement but that “if EPA’s preliminary assessment indicates that the

alternative program is not less stringent, we would issue a notice in the Federal

Register proposing to make such a determination”).

This Court has also looked to whether EPA has acted on its conclusions

to determine whether they were final. See Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc. v. EPA,

22 F.3d 1125, 1132–33 (D.C. Cir. 1994). In Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., for

example, EPA announced in a series of documents its intention to

conditionally approve certain state submittals under the Clean Air Act. Id. at

1132. While EPA asserted that its decision was not yet final, and so

unreviewable, this Court found that EPA’s own actions relying on that
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authority showed otherwise. “By granting such approval,” this Court held,

“the EPA has already caused the very effect that the NRDC claims is outside

the agency’s statutory authority . . . . Thus, the documents at issue reflect a

final agency decision.” Id. at 1133. EPA’s legal conclusion here is similarly

final because EPA has not only concluded that EPA has authority to mandate

state-by-state standards for sources under Section 111(d) that are subject to

Section 112 regulations, EPA has initiated a rulemaking to issue a mandate

under that authority at the same time, “already caus[ing] the very effect” that is

outside EPA’s Clean Air Act authority. Id.

When, as here, the agency has staked out a certain and unequivocal legal

position after considered deliberation, it is unquestionably final action. There is

“nothing tentative about the EPA’s interpretation” because “it is unambiguous

and devoid of any suggestion that it might be subject to subsequent revision.”

Her Majesty the Queen, 912 F.2d at 1531–32. The language in the Federal

Register publication and memorandum “clearly and unequivocally rejected”

the contention that EPA does not have authority to doubly regulate power

plants, and EPA’s subsequent statements in response to Congressional

questioning make clear that EPA’s deliberations have concluded. Id.

It is irrelevant that EPA may get comments in the proposed rulemaking

on the legal conclusion. “The mere possibility that an agency might reconsider

in light of . . . invited contentions of inaccuracy does not suffice to make an

otherwise final agency action nonfinal.” Sackett, 132 S.Ct. at 1372; see also Nat’l

Envtl. Dev. Ass’n’s Clean Air Project v. EPA, 752 F.3d 999, 1066 (D.C. Cir. 2014)
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(finding no merit in EPA’s argument that its directive was not final because

“EPA’s deliberations surrounding the matter are ongoing” because “[a]n

agency action may be final even if the agency’s position is ‘subject to change’

in the future”) (internal quotations omitted). This is especially so where, as

here, the agency has already brushed off efforts by Congress to question the

agency’s legal conclusion. Cf. Sackett, 132 S.Ct. at 1372.

Second, EPA’s legal conclusion has legal consequences because it

expansively redefines the scope of EPA’s Clean Air Act authority and subjects

numerous regulated sources to the threat of double regulation.

There is little question that EPA’s expansion of its own authority under

the Clean Air Act gives rise to significant legal consequences. EPA’s legal

conclusion does not address a hypothetical issue of no immediate significance.

Cf. Nat’l Automatic Laundry, 443 F.2d at 699. Rather, it addresses the scope of

EPA’s entire Section 111(d) program, bearing “direct and appreciable legal

consequences” for both the regulated community and those, like Murray

Energy Corporation, who depend on them, States, and EPA itself. Bennett, 520

U.S. at 178; see also Fund for Animals, Inc. v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 460 F.3d 13,

29 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (Griffith, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part)

(“Time and again, we have turned, ultimately, to the impact guidance has on

an agency, a petitioner, or both. Where agency guidance alters the obligations

of either, we have found final action.” (internal citations omitted)).

EPA’s legal conclusion fundamentally “alter[s] the legal regime” to

which existing coal-fired power plants are subject. Bennett, 520 U.S. at 178.
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Until EPA’s determination, power plants subject to federal Section 112

standards knew that they could not be subject to federally mandated state-

specific performance standards under Section 111(d). By issuing its legal

conclusion, EPA has removed that certainty and left in place the risk that

facilities can be subject to inconsistent, expanded, and more stringent

regulation. Simultaneously, EPA initiated its Section 111(d) rulemaking to

mandate state-by-state standards for greenhouse gases, confirming that EPA

seeks to impose broader and more expensive regulatory burdens on the

nation’s existing coal-fired power plants. EPA’s legal conclusion is also not

limited to impacting power plants and coal companies, however. By concluding

that it has authority to require state standards for sources already regulated

under Section 112, EPA has changed the legal landscape for all source

categories regulated under Section 112 and the States implementing the Act.

EPA’s legal conclusion also “alter[s] the legal regime” to which the

agency itself will be subject. Bennett, 520 U.S. at 178. By recasting the scope of

Section 111(d), EPA has announced the conclusion that the agency is not just

authorized to doubly regulate existing sources, the agency will be required to do

so for all sources subject to Section 111(b) standards. See 79 Fed. Reg. at

34,844. Such a mandatory obligation under the Clean Air Act would be

enforceable through citizen suits in district courts. See 42 U.S.C. § 7604(a)(2).

EPA’s interpretation of its own authority under the Clean Air Act is

fundamentally an agency action from which “legal consequences will flow”

and from which the “rights and obligations” of numerous parties, from EPA
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itself to the regulated community and beyond, will be impacted. Bennett, 520

U.S. at 178 (quotation omitted). EPA’s announcement of a legal interpretation

that expands the fundamental scope of its authority under the Section 111(d)

program to extend that program to all existing sources that are already subject

to national standards promulgated under Section 112, the second Bennett

general condition for finality is easily satisfied.

* * *

EPA “rendered its last word on the matter in question” when EPA

concluded that the agency has the authority to mandate state standards under

Section 111(d) for power plants that are already subject to a national emission

standard issued under Section 112. Whitman, 531 U.S. at 478 (quotation

omitted). That legal conclusion is final action reviewable in this Court now.

Accordingly, EPA’s Motion to Dismiss should be denied.
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CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Petitioner Murray Energy Corporation

respectfully requests that this Court issue a writ for extraordinary relief

prohibiting EPA from proceeding with its illegal rulemaking and vacate EPA’s

erroneous legal conclusion that it has the authority to doubly regulate sources

under Section 111(d) and 112 of the Clean Air Act.

Dated: December 15, 2014

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Geoffrey K. Barnes

Geoffrey K. Barnes
J. Van Carson
Wendlene M. Lavey
John D. Lazzaretti
Robert D. Cheren
SQUIRE PATTON BOGGS (US) LLP
4900 Key Tower
127 Public Square
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
(216) 479-8646
geoffrey.barnes@squirepb.com
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DECLARATION OF ROBERT E. MURRAY 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, personally appeared Mr. 

Robert E. Murray, who after being duly sworn states as follows: 

1. My name is Robert E. Murray. I am the Founder, Chairman, 

President, and Chief Executive Officer ofMurray Energy Corporation. 

2. I am the son of a coal miner, and began working in the coal mines 

at the age of 17. 

3. I received a Bachelor's Degree of Engineering in Mining from The 

Ohio State University, completed the advanced management program at the 

Harvard School of Business, and am a registered Professional Engineer. 

4. I am serving or have served on the boards of the National Mining 

Association, American Coal Foundation, National Coal Council, Ohio Coal 

Association, and Pennsylvania Coal Association. I am also the past president 

and a trustee of the American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum 

Engineers, Inc. and the Society for Mining, Metallurgy and Exploration, Inc., 

and past president of the Rocky Mountain Coal Mining Institute. 

5. Prior to founding Murray Energy Corporation, I was President 

and Chief Executive Officer of The North American Coal Corporation, which 

is now part ofNacco Industries, Inc. 

6. Murray Energy Corporation began in 1988 with the purchase of a 

single continuous mining operation in the Ohio Valley mining region with an 
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annual output of approximately 1.2 million tons per year. 

7. Today, Murray Energy Corporation is the largest privately-held 

coal company in the United States, the largest underground coal mine operator 

in the United States, and the fifth largest coal producer in the United States 

determined by combined annual coal production. 

8. In 2014, Murray Energy Corporation will produce approximately 

65 million tons of coal from twelve active coal mining complexes. We 

currently employ approximately 7,500 people. 

9. Murray Energy Corporation's operations are located in six States: 

Illinois, Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Utah and West Virginia. 

10. Murray Energy Corporation also owns or controls approximately 

2.0 billion tons of proven or probable coal reserves in the United States, 

strategically located near our customers, near favorable transportation, and 

high in heat value. 

11. Additionally, Murray Energy Corporation owns about 80 

subsidiary and support companies directly or indirectly related to the domestic 

coal industry, including numerous coal transportation facilities such as coal 

transloading facilities, harbor boats, towboats and barges. 

12. The vast majority of the coal produced by Murray Energy 

Corporation is supplied to coal-fired electric utility generating units (i.e., 

"EGUs" or power plants), providing affordable energy to households and 
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businesses across the country. 

13. In 2013-2014, we supplied coal from our mines to coal-fired EGUs 

located in sixteen (16) States: Alabama, California, Delaware, Florida, 

Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky, Mississippi, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North 

Carolina, Pennsylvania, Utah, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. Many of our 

customers operate EGUs throughout the United States. 

14. I am familiar with the Administration's proposed plan to cut 

carbon emissions at coal-burning power plants, published by EPA on June 18, 

2014 (Proposed Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for Existing Stationary Sources: 

Electric Utility Generating Units, 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart UUUU). 

15. EPA's plan expressly contemplates the shifting of fuel at power 

plants from coal to other fossil fuels, and the shifting of energy supply from 

fossil fuel power plants to nuclear power plants and renewable energy sources 

such as wind and solar. Thus, EPA's plan calls for the shutting down and/or 

conversion of even more coal-fired power plants than already planned as a 

result of this piling on of regulation after regulation directly aimed at coal. 

16. In fact, the Preamble to EPA's proposed rule states that, due to the 

rule, it estimates 24-32 gigawatts of additional coal-frred EGU retirements 

through 2020. EPA states that the rule will result in a decline in coal 

production for use by the power sector by roughly 25 to 27 percent in 2020 

from base case levels. Further, according to EPA, the use of coal by the power 

sector will decrease roughly 30 to 32 percent in 2030. Based on other reports, 
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we suspect EPA is understating its predicted impact. But whether EPA is right 

or wrong in the detail, the intent of the rule is clear - reduce the use of coal. 

17. Coal production in the central Appalachian region is already down 

approximately 43% compared to 2008 levels. The American Coalition for 

Clean Coal Electricity ("ACCCE") recently concluded that 421 coal-fired 

power plants in the United States are being shut down or converted to a 

different fuel source. This represents nearly 63,000 megawatts of electric 

generating capacity. Of this total, ACCCE found that 299 are being shut down 

and 39 are being converted due to EPA policies, for a total of 338 units 

representing over 51,000 megawatts of electric generating capacity. 

18. SNL Energy reported in October 2014 that more than 12,000 

megawatts of coal-fired capacity in the United States has converted or is slated 

to convert to alternative fuel sources between 20 11 and 2023, and that the top 

NERC regions in terms of coal conversion are ReliabilityFirst and SERC 

Reliability Corp., which are the two NERC regions that include much of our 

customer base including Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky. 

19. SNL further reported that nearly 25,000 megawatts of coal 

capacity has been permanently retired since 2009, with about that much 

scheduled to be retired between now and 2022, noting that "the influx of coal 

unit conversion in the U.S. power sector heaps more pressure on coal 

producers already facing a dwindling customer base caused by the permanent 

retirement of a large number of coal-fired units." 
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20. Also in October 2014, the Institute for Energy Research ("IER") 

estimated that 72 gigawatts of generating capacity have already retired or are 

set to retire due to EPA regulations, approximately 7 times the predicted 

closure rate by EPA in its recent air regulations, without even taking into 

account EPA's proposed rules aimed at existing power plants. 

21. The Electric Reliability Council of Texas ("ERCOT") reported in 

November 2014 that the proposed rule "will result in the retirement ofbetween 

3,300 MW and 8, 700 MW of coal generation capacity" in Texas. This is up to 

half of the existing coal capacity in the ERCOT region. 

22. The Salt River Project Agricultural Improvement and Power 

District's Coronado Generating Station ("SRP"), SRP recently stated in filings 

with EPA that "EPA's planned carbon dioxide (C02) performance standards 

for existing coal- and natural gas-fired electric generating units ... will likely 

require Coronado to cease operations in 2020. The publication and pendency 

of the lll(d) Proposal create enormous uncertainty regarding the future 

viability of Coronado and whether installation of costly new emission controls 

to satisfy [best available retrofit technology, or BART] requirements ... would 

be reasonable or economically feasible." SRP predicts the forced shutdown of 

its two coal-frred units by 2020. SRP must make decisions about massive 

additional capital expenditure now in order to meet BART deadlines, and if 

the lll(d) rule is going to force a shutdown by 2020, SRP stands to lose 

significant investment monies if it moves forward with BART compliance. 
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23. As a major supplier of coal to numerous power plants in the 

United States, Murray Energy's regularly tracks the analyses, studies and 

reports published by SNL Energy, ACCCE, IER and others, in order to plan 

for our survival in the face of increasingly stringent EPA regulation. We 

develop our marketing and business development plans based in part on this 

type of information; thus, announced conversions and shutdowns are affecting 

our plans today. 

24. Specific examples of the direct impact upon Murray Energy's 

business include the following power plants, each of which is/was a customer 

of ours and has been shut down or slated for closure: First Energy 

Corporation's Hatfield Ferry Power Station, Mitchell Power Station, and 

Eastlake Plant; NRG's Indian River Generating Station; Appalachian Power 

Company's Philip Sporn Plant; GDF Suez Energy North America's Mount 

Tom Station; and Dairyland Power Cooperative's Alma Generating Station. 

25. Indiana Power & Light, to whom Murray Energy has supplied 

coal for its coal-fired EGUs, recently announced that it will convert the last of 

the coal-fired units at its Harding Street Generation Station to natural gas in 

2016. Reportedly, this last conversion (and prior conversions) is a direct result 

of EPA's increasingly stringent regulation, including the double regulation of 

the power plant industry under Section lll(d) of the Clean Air Act, and the 

Indiana Utility Commission advised that future rate increases due to Section 

lll(d) and other environmental rules would not be forthcoming, such that 
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future investment costs would be at IP&L's risk. 

26. While we are not in a position to relay specific warnings from our 

customers of planned shutdowns, conversions or curtailments - for 

confidentiality reasons - Murray Energy's business is impacted even when 

coal-frred units not supplied with coal by Murray Energy are converted or 

shuttered. Basic concepts of supply and demand in the marketplace dictate 

that a decline in demand has a downward effect on pricing. 

27. Clearly, the shift away from coal has and will have a direct and 

significant impact on the primary business of Murray Energy Corporation. 

28. Based on the significant comments submitted by many States in 

the Administrative Record for the proposed rule, and/ or in related litigation, 

and in my own conversations with various States, it is also clear that the re

writing of energy policy in the United States by EPA is underway right now, 

even though the proposed rule has not yet been promulgated in fmal form. 

29. Murray Energy Corporation and its employees depend upon the 

presence of a stable and continuing domestic market for coal. Every coal frred 

power plant that is shut down (or converted) affects the fmancial bottom line of 

Murray Energy Corporation and enough shutdowns threaten the existence of 

Murray Energy Corporation and the well paid and well benefited jobs of our 

7,500 employees. 
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Further Affiant sayeth naught. 
By: ~-m.-~ 

Robert E. Murray, Affiant 

Subsc ibed and sworn to me this l (~ day of December, 2014. 

Notary Public 

, GARY M. BROADBENT 
: Nota!Y Public. State ol Ohio 
ff My commission Has No Expiration Date 
.. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that the foregoing OPENING BRIEF OF PETITIONER

has been served electronically by Petitioner, Murray Energy Corporation,

through the Court’s CM/ECF system on all ECF registered counsel.

Dated: December 15, 2014

/s/ Geoffrey K. Barnes

Geoffrey K. Barnes
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA 

 
 
(1) STATE OF OKLAHOMA 
ex rel. E. Scott Pruitt, 
in his official capacity as 
Attorney General of Oklahoma, 

  and 
 
(2) OKLAHOMA 
DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
QUALITY, 
 
    Plaintiffs, 
 
v. 
 
(1) GINA MCCARTHY, in her 
official capacity as 
Administrator of the U.S. 
Environmental Protection 
Agency, 

and  

(2) U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AGENCY, 

    Defendants. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Case No. 15-CV-369-CVE-FHM 

 
COMPLAINT 

1. This is an action for declaratory judgment and injunctive relief against 

the ultra vires actions of a government officer and agency that are currently inflicting 

substantial irreparable injury on the State of Oklahoma. Not only do Defendants 

United States Environmental Protection Agency and Administrator Gina McCarthy 

claim authority to compel state governments to reorganize their energy economies—

in contravention of at least three separate statutory bars and two constitutional 
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limitations on federal power—but they are already acting to exercise that bogus 

authority. By “proposing” that states will be required to fundamentally restructure 

the generation, transmission, and regulation of electricity, and do so at a breakneck 

pace, Defendants have left states no choice but to begin carrying out EPA’s 

commands at this time, well before any court has an opportunity to review their 

“final” rule. The entire point of this unprecedented approach is to evade judicial 

review by forcing states to take burdensome and expensive actions that will be 

difficult or impossible to reverse even when Defendants’ assertion of authority is 

ultimately rejected—as it inevitably will be. Unless this Court intervenes, Oklahoma 

will have no meaningful or adequate remedy to enforce the limitations that the Clean 

Air Act and the Constitution place on the authority of the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency and its Administrator and to avoid injury to its 

sovereign, quasi-sovereign, fiscal, and economic interests. 

PARTIES 

2. The State of Oklahoma is a State of the United States of America with 

all rights, powers, and immunities of a State, including the sovereign power over 

individuals and entities within its jurisdiction and the power to create and enforce 

legal codes, statutes, and constitutional provisions, and to act pursuant to its police 

powers. The State of Oklahoma has exercised these powers to create a 

comprehensive energy regulatory scheme that is administered across several 

governmental components. By exercising its regulatory authority, the State of 

Oklahoma has acted to secure for itself and its citizens affordable and reliable 

generation and transmission of electricity. Coal-fired generation contributes 38 

percent of electricity generation in the State. 

3. Scott Pruitt, in his official capacity as Attorney General, brings this 

action on behalf of the State of Oklahoma as chief law officer for the State of 

Oklahoma. In that capacity, he has a statutory duty to prosecute and defend all 
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actions and proceedings in any federal court in which the State, including any of its 

components, is interested as a party. See 74 O.S. § 18b(A)(2). 

4. The Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality (“ODEQ”) is the 

State of Oklahoma’s primary environmental regulator, responsible for formulating 

and enforcing air and water quality standards, among other laws, within the State. 

5. The State of Oklahoma has an interest in contesting the ultra vires 

actions taken by Defendant McCarthy purportedly under her office as Administrator 

of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency because these actions harm the State 

of Oklahoma’s interests by, inter alia, requiring the restructuring of the State’s energy 

sector, impairing the functioning of the statutory and regulatory system that ensures 

Oklahoma’s citizens have access to a reliable electric system, undermining the State 

of Oklahoma’s exercise of its police powers in reliance on reliable electric power, 

compelling the state to expend substantial administrative and bureaucratic resources, 

compromising investment and tax revenue, and threatening the health and welfare of 

Oklahoma’s citizens by undermining electric reliability and affordability. 

6. Defendant Gina McCarthy is Administrator of the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (“EPA”) and is responsible for administering the Clean Air Act 

(“CAA” or the “Act”). All actions challenged in this case were taken pursuant to 

McCarthy’s direct or indirect orders and under the color of her office. 

7. Defendant U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is a federal 

regulatory agency administered by Defendant McCarthy. “EPA” refers to both the 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and Administrator McCarthy in her official 

capacity. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

8. This Court has subject-matter jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331 

because Defendants’ actions undertaken in asserted reliance on federal law exceed 

their delegated authority, contravene specific statutory and constitutional 
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prohibitions, involve enormous waste of governmental resources, purport to require 

the complete restructuring of the energy industry within the State of Oklahoma, and 

are currently inflicting substantial irreparable injuries on the State of Oklahoma, for 

which the State has no other adequate prospect of relief. See generally Leedom v. Kyne, 

358 U.S. 184 (1958); Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. EPA, 587 F.2d 549 (2d Cir. 

1978). 

9. The State of Oklahoma and other parties attempted to obtain relief from 

the EPA Power Plan by filing All Writs Act petitions in the D.C. Circuit pursuant to 

that Court’s decision in Telecommunications Research and Action Center v. FCC, 750 

F.2d 70 (D.C. Cir. 1984). The D.C. Circuit dismissed those petitions, holding that 

the EPA Power Plan was not “final action” pursuant to Clean Air Act Section 

307(b), 42 U.S.C. § 7607(b), and that it therefore lacked jurisdiction to consider 

them. In re Murray Energy Corp., __ F.3d __, Nos. 14-1112, 14-1151, 14-1146, 2015 

WL 3555931 (D.C. Cir. June 9, 2015). That decision denying statutory jurisdiction 

under the Clean Air Act supports this Court’s exercise of residual Section 1331 

jurisdiction pursuant to Leedom. See 358 U.S. at 190–91. 

10. CAA § 307, 42 U.S.C. § 7607, does not displace or limit the Court’s 

jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1331. 

11. Venue is proper under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(e)(1). 

BACKGROUND 

A. CAA Section 111(d) 

12. The Clean Air Act is founded on the principle of cooperative 

federalism, with states retaining the primary authority to regulate emissions from 

sources in their territories. The Act specifically recognizes that “air pollution control 

at its source is the primary responsibility of States and local governments.” CAA 

§ 101(a)(3), 42 U.S.C. § 7401(a)(3). 
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13. CAA § 111(d), 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d), concerns the application of 

standards of performance to certain existing sources within categories of sources of 

air pollution that are also subject to new source performance standards under CAA 

§ 111(b). 

14. A “standard of performance” is defined as “a standard for emissions of 

air pollutants which reflects the degree of emission limitation achievable through the 

application of the best system of emission reduction which (taking into account the 

cost of achieving such reduction and any nonair quality health and environmental 

impact and energy requirements) the [EPA] Administrator determines has been 

adequately demonstrated.” CAA § 111(a)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 7411(a)(1). 

15. In Section 111(d), Congress charged states with establishing standards 

of performance for certain minor categories of sources for which new source 

performance standards had already been promulgated, but which are not subject to 

regulation under Section 112 of the Act and which emit pollutants that are not listed 

under Section 108 of the Act. Congress expressly authorized states, when 

establishing these standards and applying them to particular sources, to “take into 

consideration, among other factors, the remaining useful life of the existing source to 

which such standard applies.” 

16. EPA’s role under Section 111(d) is limited to creating regulations to 

establish a “procedure” under which states submit their Section 111(d) 

implementation plans, disapproving plan submissions that are unsatisfactory, and 

promulgating federal plans for states that do not submit satisfactory plans. 

17. Section 111(d) is subject to a statutory limitation on EPA’s authority to 

call for states to submit Section 111(d) plans. In relevant limitation, that part 

provides that EPA may not mandate that states establish standards for performance 

for existing sources that are part of “a source category which is regulated under 

section [112 of the CAA].” 
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B. EPA’s Regulation of Coal-Fired Power Plants Under Section 112 

18. Section 112 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7412, establishes a program 

regulating emissions of certain “hazardous air pollutants” from certain categories of 

sources that are included in the Section 112(c) list of source categories. 

19. Although Section 112 permits EPA to list categories of major and area 

sources of listed hazardous air pollutants, it specifically precludes regulation of 

“electric utility steam generating units” (i.e., fossil-fuel-fired power plants) unless and 

until “the Administrator finds such regulation is appropriate and necessary.” CAA 

§ 112(n)(1)(A), 42 U.S.C. § 7412(n)(1)(A). 

20. On December 20, 2000, EPA published a notice of its finding that 

regulation of electric utility steam generating units was appropriate and necessary, 

adding electric utility steam generating units to the list of regulated source categories 

under CAA § 112. 65 Fed. Reg. 79,825. EPA’s attempt to reconsider that finding was 

vacated by the D.C. Circuit in New Jersey v. EPA, 517 F.3d 574 (D.C. Cir. 2008). 

21. On February 16, 2012, EPA promulgated a rule pursuant to Section 112 

establishing national emissions standards for power plants. 77 Fed. Reg. 9,304. The 

lawfulness of EPA’s “appropriate and necessary” finding that triggered regulation 

under Section 112 was affirmed by the D.C. Circuit in White Stallion Energy Center, 

LLC v. EPA, 748 F.3d 1222 (D.C. Cir. 2014). Subsequently, the Supreme Court held 

that EPA unlawfully failed to consider costs when deciding whether to regulate 

under Section 112 and remanded the matter to the D.C. Circuit without vacating the 

rule. Michigan v. EPA, __ U.S. __, No. 14-46, 2015 WL 2473453 (June 29, 2015). 

22. Upon exercising its asserted discretion to list electric utility steam 

generating units as a regulated source category under Section 112 of the Clean Air 

Act, EPA by operation of law lost authority under Section 111(d) to mandate that 

states establish standards of performance for existing sources in that category. 
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C. The EPA Power Plan 

23. On June 18, 2014, EPA proposed a rule to regulate greenhouse gas 

emissions from existing fossil-fuel-fired power plants pursuant to CAA § 111(d) (the 

“EPA Power Plan”). 79 Fed. Reg. 34,830. The EPA Power Plan is intended to 

extend federal authority over all aspects of the production, distribution, and use of 

electricity, with an aim of reducing carbon-dioxide emissions from the power sector 

by 30 percent by 2030, relative to 2005 levels. Id. at 34,832. It aims to achieve that 

goal by requiring states to overhaul their “production, distribution and use of 

electricity.” 

24. EPA describes its Power Plan as a “plant to plug” approach that 

comprehensively addresses all aspects of energy production and consumption based 

on “the interconnected nature of the power sector.” EPA Fact Sheet (June 2, 2014), 

available at http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014-

05/documents/20140602fs-plan-flexibilty.pdf; 79 Fed. Reg. at 34,845. EPA stated its 

position that “anything that reduces the emissions of affected sources may be 

considered a ‘system of emission reduction’” for purposes of Section 111. 79 Fed. 

Reg. at 34,886. 

25. The EPA Power Plan identified four means of reducing carbon-dioxide 

emissions from the power sector, which it calls “building blocks.” These building 

blocks recognize that, to implement the “best system of emission reduction,” states 

will have to (1) require power plants to make changes to increase their efficiency in 

converting fuel into energy, (2) replace coal-fired generation capacity with increased 

use of natural gas, (3) replace fossil-fuel-fired generation with nuclear and renewable 

sources, such as wind and solar, and (4) mandate more efficient use of energy by 

consumers. 

26. The EPA Power Plan specifies numerical “emission rate-based CO2 

goals” for each state. 79 Fed. Reg. at 34,833. These rate-based goals are based on 
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projected emissions reductions that EPA believes can be achieved through the 

combination of the four “building blocks” that it says represent a baseline “best 

system of emission reduction.” Accordingly, the “goals” differ from state to state. 

27. The EPA Power Plan requires states to submit state plans to achieve 

interim and final goals that EPA has specified for each state. 

28. The EPA Power Plan’s “building blocks,” in one combination or 

another, are the only ways that a state could reorganize its electric generating 

capacity to achieve the targets set by EPA. 

29. The EPA Power Plan relies almost entirely on “beyond-the-fenceline” 

measures—that is, regulation of things other than the categories or subcategories of 

sources that it has listed for regulation under Section 111(d). States have no choice 

but to undertake such “beyond-the-fenceline” measures to achieve the targets set by 

EPA. 

30. EPA recognizes that states will be required to undertake such “beyond-

the-fenceline” measures. In testimony before Congress, Administrator McCarthy 

stated that EPA’s plan is “really . . . an investment opportunity. This is not about 

pollution control. . . . It’s about investments in renewables and clean energy.” 

31. EPA and Administrator McCarthy have determined that they possess 

the legal authority to regulate in the manner laid out in the EPA Power Plan and that 

such regulation is appropriate. They have determined to promulgate a final rule that 

maintains the goal of reducing carbon-dioxide emissions from the power sector by 30 

percent by 2030, relative to 2005 levels; that maintains the “building block” approach 

and the specific “building blocks”; and that requires states to submit state plans to 

achieve state-specific goals based on the “building blocks.” 

32. These determinations are reflected in the rule that EPA delivered to the 

Office of Management and Budget on June 3, 2015. 
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33. EPA has stated that it intends to take official final action on its Power 

Plan in late August. In reality, EPA’s action already imposes substantial obligations 

on regulated entities—the states. 

D. The EPA Power Plan Requires Oklahoma To Restructure Its Energy 

Sector  

34. Although states are, in principle, free to achieve the goals established by 

the EPA Power Plan in any manner, or to decline to submit a state plan and allow 

EPA to promulgate a federal implementation plan, achieving the goals without 

plunging the states’ electric supply system into chaos and threatening continuity of 

electric service will require wholesale restructuring of states’ electricity sectors. This 

is true of Oklahoma, which will suffer all of the following burdens. 

35. An electric system consists of numerous sources of electricity connected 

to consumers through a transmission grid. To ensure that electric service is reliable, 

the supply of electricity across all electricity generating sources must exceed the 

highest possible demand among all consumers. In order to maintain reliability and to 

provide electricity at a low cost to consumers, state regulation controls the order in 

which particular sources are “dispatched” to meet demand. In general, large coal-

fired facilities, which provide affordable and reliable power, operate 24 hours per day 

year-round, barring maintenance outages, to satisfy “base load” demand. 

Smaller, more-expensive generators (often powered by natural gas) operate on a 

fairly regular schedule to meet cyclical demand and are often called “cycling” 

units. Older and less efficient coal- and gas-fired units operate during times of 

particularly high demand, such as hot summer days, to satisfy “peaking” demand. 

The order in which sources are dispatched generally depends on such factors as cost, 

transmission capacity, and the characteristics of local generating units. The 

percentage of a generation source’s total capacity that is actually used over a period 

of time is its “utilization rate.” 
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36. States will be required to revise statutory and regulatory systems that 

govern dispatch among power plants to reduce the use of coal-fired power plants, 

even though these plants typically supply base load power in state energy systems. 

That change, in turn, will require additional state actions to ensure that customers in 

areas relying on coal-fired plants are not left without power or forced to bear 

unreasonable costs. It will also require substantial changes to utility regulation 

systems that put cost and reliability first in dispatch determinations. 

37. States will be required to revise statutory and regulatory systems that 

govern dispatch among power plants to increase the utilization rates of natural gas-

fired power plants, even though maintaining what appears to be “excess” capacity is 

essential to integrating renewable energy sources into the grid. 

38. States will be required to develop or incentive zero-emissions 

generation, which will require authorizing legislation and expenditures. Developing 

sources of alternative energy will also require that state regulators take action to 

integrate those sources into the grid. It will also inevitably implicate other 

environmental requirements, such as endangered-species protection, that states must 

address at considerable burden and expense. 

39. States must address how increased renewable-energy capacity, which 

may fluctuate, fits into the transmission system and dispatch, as well as how such 

capacity will be compensated. In states where it is not feasible to add renewable 

capacity, or that do not receive credit for such capacity that is exported, other 

measures will be required, such as participation in interstate programs for the 

purchase and sale of energy, typically requiring new statutory authority, significant 

groundwork in negotiating compacts between and among states, creation of a multi-

state entity to administer the program, and time to accomplish all of this. 

40. States must enact programs to reduce electricity demand in an 

enforceable fashion, requiring legislative and regulatory action. States with 
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deregulated or partially deregulated electricity markets will face particular challenges 

because power plants may be independent of power distribution companies. 

41. Achieving the goals of the EPA Power Plan will also require direct 

regulation of consumers of electricity, which will be a new mission for state 

environmental and utility regulators. 

42. Inevitably, states will be required to force the owners of coal-fired 

power plants to retire those units, resulting in substantial challenges to maintaining 

electric service for all customers, ensuring that plant operators are appropriately 

compensated, and ensuring that the financial impact on electricity consumers is 

acceptable. 

43. In sum, the EPA Power Plan will require states to overhaul their 

regulation of electricity and public utilities and to take numerous regulatory and 

other actions to comply with and accommodate the Proposed Rule while 

maintaining electric service, let alone affordability and reliability. 

44. And that will be the case even for states that take no direct action and 

become subject to a federal plan, due to states’ pervasive regulation of state power 

systems, transmission, and utilities. 

45. EPA lacks the authority to undertake regulation of state power systems, 

transmission, and utilities, even though carrying out its Power Plan will require the 

exercise of such regulatory authority. Accordingly, the EPA Power Plan will require 

states to exercise such regulatory authority, whether or not they submit state plans. 

E. The EPA Power Plan Is Currently Causing Oklahoma Irreparable 

Harm 

46. Planning for power plants, transmission, and other aspects of electric 

generation and transmission is an intensive, years-long process. It can take six years 

or more from the time that the need for a new transmission project has been 
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identified to the time that it is placed into service. Likewise, power plants take years 

to plan, construct, and integrate into the grid. 

47. Such planning is undertaken by the State of Oklahoma in conjunction 

with utilities, the Southwest Power Pool, and other entities. 

48. Energy regulation in the State of Oklahoma is primarily the 

responsibility of the Oklahoma Corporation Commission (“OCC”), an independent 

regulatory agency created in 1907 that regulates rates charged and services provided 

by investor-owned electric utilities and reviews triennial integrated resource plans 

that the utilities submit. The Commission also regulates the exploration, production, 

storage, distribution, and intrastate transportation of oil and gas. The Oklahoma 

Municipal Power Authority regulates utilities operated by local governments within 

the State. The Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality (“ODEQ”) is 

charged with implementing and enforcing the State’s various environmental 

regulatory programs, including those relating to the Clean Air Act. The Secretary of 

Energy and Environment is responsible for oversight and coordination of the state’s 

energy and environmental authorities and for assisting in the development of the 

state’s overall energy and resource policy. Finally, the Energy Office within the 

state’s Department of Commerce promotes renewable energy and energy efficiency. 

Within the limits of the authorization of the Oklahoma Legislature, these 

governmental entities administer a comprehensive regulatory scheme for 

Oklahoma’s power sector. 

49. According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, coal-fired 

facilities located within Oklahoma generated 29,301,758 megawatt hours of power in 

2012. That accounts for more than 37 percent of all power generated within the State 

in 2012. 
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50. The EPA Power Plan sets a goal of 35.5 percent reduction in power-

plant greenhouse gas emissions for Oklahoma by 2030. It also sets an “interim goal” 

of 33 percent by 2020. 

51. Nowhere near a 33-percent, much less a 35.5-percent, reduction in 

emissions can be achieved through “inside-the-fenceline” emission-control measures 

that are achievable at those units. 

52. The only way that a 33-percent reduction in emissions could occur by 

2020 would be through the mass retirement of coal-fired plants. 

53. Even EPA recognizes that “inside-the-fenceline” efficiency 

improvements are insufficient to achieve the goals it set for the State of Oklahoma. 

EPA projects that improvements in coal-plant efficiency will be able to yield only 

negligible reductions in carbon-dioxide emissions. Accordingly, EPA recognizes that 

shuttering coal plants and/or “beyond-the-fenceline” measures will be required for 

Oklahoma to achieve EPA’s goals. 

54. Even with “beyond-the-fenceline” measures that may somewhat ease 

the need for retirements, EPA projects that the EPA Power Plan will cause an 

increase of approximately 200 percent in retiring generating capacity in and around 

Oklahoma relative to current expectations. In other words, even if the State of 

Oklahoma accedes to EPA’s coercion and commandeering and agrees to regulate its 

own citizens in the manner that EPA has specified, the State will still see substantial 

reductions in generating capacity that require it to take further regulatory measures 

to ensure electric reliability. 

55. Whether the State of Oklahoma adopts a state plan to meet EPA’s goals 

or EPA promulgates a federal implementation plan, the EPA Power Plan forces the 

State of Oklahoma to undertake substantial legislative, regulatory, planning, and 

other activities. 
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56. The State of Oklahoma’s regulatory agencies lack statutory authority to 

carry out the second, third, and fourth of EPA’s “building blocks.” Doing so 

therefore requires legislative authorization and then implementing regulations. 

57. Integrating new renewable energy sources into the grid will require 

substantial State effort, over a period of years, regarding planning, permitting, and 

construction. 

58. Increasing the dispatch of natural gas-fired power plants will also 

require extensive planning and regulatory activities, as well as permitting and 

construction of new facilities, over a period of years. Current excess capacity in 

Oklahoma’s existing natural gas plants is required to accommodate the variable 

nature of renewable sources like wind and solar. 

59. Likewise, adding additional renewable sources will also require 

planning, permitting, and constructing additional natural gas or other traditional 

sources to account for variable production. 

60. In sum, due to the EPA Power Plan, simply maintaining electric service 

across the State of Oklahoma requires substantial expenditures of time, effort, and 

money by the Oklahoma Legislature, OCC, ODEQ, and other state actors, as well as 

private utilities. These expenditures cannot be recouped. If the State does nothing 

while EPA implements anything like a 35.5-percent reduction in carbon-dioxide 

emissions from Oklahoma’s coal-fired power plants, the lights will go out in many 

Oklahoma communities, impacting State governmental operations, as well as the 

health and welfare of citizens. The same is true of the 33 percent “interim goal” set 

by EPA and would be true of even a substantially smaller goal, on the order of 15 or 

20 percent. 

61. These activities cannot be undertaken in anything like the EPA Power 

Plan’s timeline, which allows states only five years or less to meet “interim goals.” 

At a minimum, the State of Oklahoma will require eight years to undertake the 
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activities that are required to maintain electric service. Accordingly, carrying out the 

EPA Power Plan requires that state officials engage in planning, regulatory, and 

other activities in advance of a nominally final rule. 

62. Many of these activities are irreversible and/or cause the State of 

Oklahoma irreparable injury. For example, devoting administrative manpower to 

activities required by the EPA Power Plan prevents the State from undertaking other 

activities in its sovereign capacity. Being forced by the federal government to change 

its own laws and to exercise aspects of its police power subjects the State of 

Oklahoma to per se sovereign injury. Actions taken now and decisions made now—

for example, committing to new projects necessary to maintain electric service—will 

cost the State of Oklahoma money and manpower in the years ahead. 

63. Once the EPA Power Plan is finalized—but not until it is finalized—

Oklahoma will have recourse to challenge it in the D.C. Circuit by means of a 

petition for review of EPA’s final action under Section 307 of the Clean Air Act. 

Oklahoma can reasonably expect that it will take, at minimum, nine months from 

the time the petition is filed to the time the D.C. Circuit will issue a final decision 

invalidating the Proposed Rule. It may take much longer. 

64. Even if Oklahoma is able to obtain a stay of the EPA Power Plan in the 

D.C. Circuit, that is still likely to take months. 

65. By that time, Oklahoma will have either implemented or taken 

irreversible steps towards implementing most, if not all, of the changes described 

above, meaning that they will be implemented even though the EPA Power Plan is 

certain to be invalidated. 

66. The ordinary petition process under Section 307 is not an adequate 

means of obtaining the relief required if Oklahoma is to maintain its power sector in 

anything like the form it exists today and if it is to forgo the massive expenditure of 

resources required to accommodate the EPA Power Plan. The EPA Power Plan will 
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result in the complete restructuring of Oklahoma’s power sector even though it has 

no chance of surviving eventual judicial scrutiny. 

F. The EPA Power Plan Is Plainly Ultra Vires  

67. The EPA Power Plan plainly exceeds EPA’s authority under the Clean 

Air Act and the authority of the Federal Government under the United States 

Constitution in at least five separate respects. 

68. First, the EPA Power Plan violates the provision of Section 111(d) that 

precludes EPA from requiring states to establish existing source standards of 

performance for sources that are part of “a source category which is regulated under 

section [112 of the CAA]” because EPA has already acted to regulate coal-fired 

power plants under Section 112. 

69. Second, the EPA Power Plan’s “building block” approach is not a 

permissible “best system of emission reduction” under Section 111, particularly due 

to the serious constitutional doubt caused by EPA’s interpretation of that term. 

70. Third, the EPA Power Plan’s rigid numerical goals for each state, based 

on its existing sources, violates Section 111(d)’s mandate that EPA allow states to 

“take into consideration . . . the remaining useful life of the existing source to which 

such standard applies.” 

71. Fourth, as described above, the EPA Power Plan unlawfully 

commandeers the states, in excess of Congress’s Article I authority and in violation 

of the Tenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. 

72. Fifth, the EPA Power Plan unlawfully coerces the states, in excess of 

Congress’s Article I authority and in violation of the Tenth Amendment to the U.S. 

Constitution, by threatening to withhold states’ highway funding, to impose 

substantial injuries on states’ citizens, and to severely impair states’ exercise of their 

police powers if they do not comply with EPA’s demands. 
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CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

COUNT I: DECLARATORY RELIEF 

73. Paragraphs 1 through 72 are incorporated herein by reference as if set 

forth in full. 

74. An actual controversy exists between Defendants and the State of 

Oklahoma regarding the lawfulness of the EPA Power Plan under the Clean Air Act 

and United States Constitution. 

75. The State of Oklahoma is entitled to a declaration of its rights under the 

Clean Air Act and United States Constitution pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201 and 

2202. 

COUNT II: INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

76. Paragraphs 1 through 72 are incorporated herein by reference as if set 

forth in full. 

77. The State of Oklahoma has a strong likelihood of success on the merits 

of this case because Defendants’ action is plainly unlawful and the State lacks any 

meaningful and adequate opportunity for judicial review in light of the enormous 

waste of governmental resources and the continuing threat of a complete 

restructuring of an industry, as well as other injuries, caused by Defendants’ action. 

78. The State of Oklahoma is suffering irreparable injury as a result of 

Defendants’ unlawful actions. Defendants’ interference with state statutes, violation 

of the State’s constitutional rights through commandeering and coercion, and 

interference with the exercise of the State’s police power all constitute per se 

irreparable harm. The State is also injured by the substantial expenditure of state 

resources, injuries to its citizens and economy, and abrogation of its legitimate 

policymaking discretion for years into the future. 

79. Defendants will suffer no injury at all if they are enjoined. 
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80. An injunction would serve the public interest, by preventing violation of 

the United States Constitution and abrogation of state sovereignty and avoiding 

substantial economic injury and job loss. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

 WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray the Court grant them the following relief: 

A. A declaration that the EPA Power Plan violates the Clean Air Act, that 

Defendants lack authority to regulate coal-fired power plants under Section 111(d) of 

the Clean Air Act, that Defendants lack authority to directly or indirectly prescribe 

“outside-the-fenceline” measures under Section 111(d), and that the EPA Power 

Plan exceeds Congress’s Article I authority and violates the Tenth Amendment to 

the U.S. Constitution; 

B. A preliminary injunction forbidding Defendants from regulating coal-

fired power plants under Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act and from taking any 

action to enforce the EPA Power Plan; 

C. A permanent injunction forbidding Defendants from regulating coal-

fired power plants under Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act and from taking any 

action to enforce the EPA Power Plan; and 

D. Such other relief as the Court deems just and proper. 
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CERTIFICATE AS TO PARTIES, RULINGS, AND RELATED CASES

Pursuant to D.C. Circuit Rule 28(a)(1), counsel certifies as follows: 

A.  Parties, Intervenors, and Amici.  The parties in this case are Murray 

Energy Corporation (Petitioner); U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

(Respondent); and Regina A. McCarthy, Administrator, U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (Respondent); the State of West Virginia (Intervenor); the State 

of Alabama (Intervenor); the State of Alaska (Intervenor); the State of Arkansas 

(Intervenor); the State of Indiana (Intervenor); the State of Kansas (Intervenor); the 

Commonwealth of Kentucky (Intervenor); the State of Louisiana (Intervenor); the 

State of Nebraska (Intervenor); the State of Ohio (Intervenor); the State of 

Oklahoma (Intervenor); the State of South Dakota (Intervenor); the State of 

Wisconsin (Intervenor); the State of Wyoming (Intervenor); National Federation of 

Independent Business (Intervenor); Utility Air Regulatory Group (Intervenor); 

Peabody Energy Corporation (Intervenor); the City of New York (Intervenor); the 

Commonwealth of Massachusetts (Intervenor); the District of Columbia 

(Intervenor); Environmental Defense Fund (Intervenor); Natural Resources 

Defense Council (Intervenor); Sierra Club (Intervenor); the State of California 

(Intervenor); the State of Connecticut (Intervenor); the State of Delaware 

(Intervenor); the State of Maine (Intervenor); the State of Maryland (Intervenor); 

the State of New Mexico (Intervenor); the State of New York (Intervenor); the 
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State of Oregon (Intervenor); the State of Rhode Island (Intervenor); the State of 

Vermont (Intervenor); and the State of Washington (Intervenor). Amici include the 

State of South Carolina; National Mining Association; American Coalition for 

Clean Coal Electricity; American Chemistry Council; American Coatings 

Association, Inc.; American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers; American Iron 

and Steel Institute; the State of New Hampshire; Chamber of Commerce of the 

United States of America; Clean Wisconsin; Council for Industrial Boiler Owners; 

Michigan Environmental Council; Independent Petroleum Association of America; 

Ohio Environmental Council; Metals Service Center Institute; Calpine 

Corporation; National Association of Manufacturers; Jody Freeman; and Richard J. 

Lazarus.

B.  Rulings Under Review.  The Petition relates to EPA’s final rule styled 

Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for Existing Stationary Sources: Electric 

Utility Generating Units, issued Aug. 3, 2015 (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 60). 

C.  Related Cases: This Court has previously issued an opinion in this case, 

and in West Virginia v. EPA, Nos. 14-1112, 14-1146, 14-1151 (D.C. Cir.)  In re: 

West Virginia, et al., No. 15-1277 (filed Aug. 13, 2015) also is related.* 

* Petitioner Peabody has filed this submission as a renewed writ, believing 

that to be the procedurally proper course, but does not oppose having the new writ 

submitted by the State Attorneys General consolidated with this proceeding and is 
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authorized to say that the State Attorneys General likewise do not oppose such 

consolidation.  See Emergency Motion to Consolidate and For Expedited 

Treatment, In re: West Virginia, et al., No. 15-1277, ECF 1567767 (filed Aug. 13, 

2015).

Dated: August 13 , 2015 /s/ Tristan L. Duncan 
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RULE 26.1 DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 26.1 and D.C. Circuit Rule 

26.1, Peabody Energy Corporation (“Peabody”) provides the following disclosure: 

Peabody is a publicly-traded company on the New York Stock Exchange 

(“NYSE”) under the symbol “BTU.”  Peabody has no parent corporation and no 

publicly held corporation owns more than 10% of Peabody’s outstanding shares. 

Dated: August 13, 2015 /s/ Tristan L. Duncan 
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GLOSSARY

CO2    Carbon dioxide 

EPA    United States Environmental Protection Agency 

Final Rule   Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for Existing  

    Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Generating   

    Units, issued Aug. 3, 2015 (to be codified at 40   
    C.F.R. pt. 60). 

GHGs    Greenhouse Gases 

Peabody   Peabody Energy Corporation 

Section 111   42 U.S.C. § 7411 

Section 111(b)  42 U.S.C. § 7411(b) 

Section 111(d)  42 U.S.C. § 7411(d) 

Section 111(h)  42 U.S.C. § 7411(h) 

Section 112   42 U.S.C. § 7412 

Section 307(b)(1)  42 U.S.C. § 7607(b)(1) 

Waxman-Markey bill H.R. 2454, 111th Cong. 
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EMERGENCY RENEWED PETITION FOR EXTRAORDINARY WRIT  

INTRODUCTION

On June 9, 2015, this Court denied a previous writ in this case, 

explaining that, “[a]fter EPA issues a final rule, parties with standing will be 

able to challenge that rule in a pre-enforcement suit, as well as to seek a stay 

of the rule pending judicial review.”  In re Murray Energy Corp., 788 F.3d 

330, 335 (D.C. Cir. 2015).  On Aug. 3, 2015, EPA issued the Final Rule.1

Therefore, this Petition is now ripe for review.2  Peabody has filed this 

submission as a renewed writ and does not oppose having the new writ filed 

by State Attorneys General consolidated with this proceeding, as further 

discussed in the Related Cases section on pages ii-iii above.  

On its face, Section 111(d) prohibits exactly what EPA seeks to do in 

the Final Rule: to regulate coal-fueled power plants both under Section 

111(d) and as a source category under Section 112’s Hazardous Air 

Pollutants (HAP) program.  The so-called “Section 112 Exclusion” provides 

                                      
1 Although the Final Rule has not yet been published in the Federal 

Register, this Petition is still ripe for the reasons discussed herein.

2 On Aug. 6, 2015, Peabody filed an application with EPA asking for 
an immediate stay of the Rule, pursuant to EPA’s authority under 5 U.S.C. § 
705.  EPA did not respond to Peabody’s request for relief within the 
timeframe requested by Peabody.  Counsel for Peabody contacted EPA by 
telephone on Aug. 13, 2015 to notify it of this motion in advance of filing. 
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that Section 111(d) applies only to a pollutant “which is not . . . emitted from 

a source category which is regulated under section [112] of this title.”  42 

U.S.C. § 7411(d).  Since coal-fueled plants already are regulated under 

Section 112, Section 111(d) expressly prohibits their double regulation here.  

Despite EPA’s prior representations that it was open to comments on its 

legal rationale, the Final Rule recites virtually the same arguments that EPA 

previously raised before this Court.  Indeed, EPA effectively concedes that, 

if Peabody’s interpretation of the Section 112 Exclusion is correct, EPA 

lacks the power to adopt the Final Rule under Section 111(d).  (Final Rule 

263). 

This Court should not wait to address the critical threshold question of 

EPA’s statutory authority, when so much hangs in the balance and 

irreparable harm is occurring now.  To be sure, once the Final Rule is 

published in the Federal Register, aggrieved parties will file petitions for 

review, together with stay motions.  But this Petition is necessary now 

because there may well be a substantial delay in publication.  News reports 

indicate that EPA may hold off publication until Dec. 2015.3  EPA has 

                                      
3 See InsideEPA, EPA Said To Target Early August for ESPS Release 

(Jul. 13, 2015) (reporting that the final rules “are unlikely to appear in the 
Federal Register—which would start the 60-day clock for filing legal 
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denied those reports.  However, as this Court is aware, even in an ordinary 

case there can be a significant lag between promulgation of a final rule and 

its publication in the Federal Register.  And this is no ordinary case.  It is 

extraordinary by any measure.  The Final Rule alone (not counting technical 

support documents) runs to 1,560 pages.  With significant rules like this one, 

the delay can be much longer.  For example, EPA issued a proposed Section 

111(b) rule on Sept. 20, 2013, but it was not published in the Federal 

Register until Jan. 8, 2014.  See 79 Fed. Reg. 1430 (Jan. 8, 2014).  Similarly, 

the FCC released the 2010 Net Neutrality rule on Dec. 21, 2010, but it was 

not published in the Federal Register until Sept. 23, 2011.4  Thus, ordinary 

course here can easily mean a delay of months. 

This Petition is therefore necessary in light of the unmeasurable risk 

that there will be significant delay in the Final Rule’s Federal Register 

publication.  If (on the other hand) EPA promptly publishes the Final Rule, 

the ensuing petitions for review and motions for stay can simply be 

                                                                                                                

challenges—until after the United Nations climate talks in Paris in 
December.”). 

4 See In the Matter of Preserving the Open Internet, Broadband 

Industry Practices: Report and Order, No. 09-919, GN Dkt. No. 09-191, 
WC Dkt. No. 07-52 (Dec. 21, 2010); Preserving the Open Internet, 76 Fed. 
Reg. 59,192 (Sept. 23, 2011).
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consolidated into this proceeding, and Petitioners will propose a workable 

plan for managing and briefing the legal challenges to the Final Rule.

Moreover, no purpose is now served by withholding prompt judicial 

review.  EPA already has had ample opportunity to address the objections to 

its legal authority during the notice and comment period (and it ignored 

those objections).  No change in the Final Rule will occur between now and 

publication.  Further, the Final Rule directs States to file plans or detailed 

“initial submittals” by Sept. 6, 2016.  That is barely a year away and an eye-

blink in the context of the multi-year planning horizon of energy suppliers, 

utilities, and private industry.  Compliance efforts will thus begin while the 

Rule is being litigated.  Moreover, the scale of the required effort ensures 

that compliance costs will not be the run-of-the-mill expenses typically 

associated with interstitial rule-making.  Quite the reverse.  The changes 

wrought by the Final Rule are unprecedented in their magnitude and 

resemble those arising from landmark legislation rather than from agency 

rules.  Ironically, EPA touts the Final Rule as creating cap-and-trade 

systems, when a bill to do just that was rejected by Congress in 2009-2010.

The Rule has caused and will continue to cause immediate and 

irreparable harm, which will only intensify in the coming months, while 
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judicial review is pending.  A stay of the Final Rule is warranted now.  No 

purpose would be served by waiting for publication.

JURISDICTION AND STANDING 

This Court has jurisdiction to review nationally applicable EPA final 

actions under Clean Air Act § 307(b)(1). “A long progression of cases” 

confirms this Court’s authority to stay agency action pending judicial 

review, where this Court would ultimately have appellate jurisdiction over 

the agency’s rule.  Sampson v. Murray, 415 U.S. 61, 73 (1974); see also 5 

U.S.C. § 705; FTC v. Dean Foods Co., 384 U.S. 597, 603 (1966); In re 

Tennant, 359 F.3d 523, 531 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (Roberts, J.).  Peabody has 

standing because the Final Rule will cause it imminent and irreparable injury 

for the reasons adduced in the accompanying Declaration of Bryan A. Galli 

(“Galli Decl.”), attached as Exhibit A.    

STATEMENT OF RELIEF SOUGHT 

Peabody seeks a stay of the Final Rule and a suspension of all 

deadlines therein pending the completion of judicial review. 

STATEMENT OF ISSUE PRESENTED 

Whether the Final Rule should be stayed because it exceeds EPA’s 

legal authority and will cause irreparable injury, and because the public 

interest and balance of equities also favor a stay. 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND FACTS 

The Final Rule seeks to restructure the energy industry in the United 

States and to compel a drastic reduction in the use of coal, traditionally the 

most reliable and affordable source of electricity.  The Final Rule is more 

draconian than the proposed rule, seeking a 32% (rather than 30%) reduction 

in power-plant CO2 emissions by 2030.  (Tellingly, nine States that filed 

comments challenging the proposed rule wound up with stricter limits under 

the Final Rule, compared with only one State supporting the plan – Rhode 

Island, whose goal changed by only 1%.)  The Final Rule directs States by 

Sept. 6, 2016 to file plans (or detailed “initial submittals”) and establishes 

onerous power-plant CO2 emission rates for States to follow – all of which 

will result in consumers having to pay substantially more for electricity.  The 

fixed date of Sept. 6 is extremely unusual, if not unprecedented, because it 

does not depend on when the Final Rule is published in the Federal Register.  

Judicial review of a fixed compliance deadline barely one year away should 

not be held hostage by an uncertain publication date.  

The Final Rule contains an interim 2022 compliance date, but the far-

reaching changes needed to implement the rule must begin immediately.  

The Final Rule stresses that EPA seeks “to promote early action” (Final Rule 

39), based on “EPA’s conclusion that it was essential . . . that utilities and 
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states establish the path towards emissions reductions as early as possible.”  

(Id. at 73).  “The final guidelines include provisions to encourage early 

actions.”  (Id. at 42). 

Given long lead times for energy planning, private industry will be 

forced to begin implementing the Rule now.  (See Galli Decl., ¶¶ 12-21).  

This accelerated decision-making process will create significant and 

irreparable injury – not merely when the Rule’s compliance deadlines begin, 

but immediately, during the pendency of judicial review.  From the day 

before the rule was announced to the close of the markets the day after the 

announcement, Peabody’s public shares and bonds lost more than $90 

million in value, demonstrating the powerful, immediate and irreparable 

damage that the Final Rule is now imposing.  Id. at ¶ 28.  And the harm will 

not be confined to coal producers and utilities; the attached declaration from 

the head of the National Black Chamber of Commerce shows that the Final 

Rule will impose enormous costs (on the order of $565 billion), increase 

consumer retail electric rates by 12-17%, and inflict disproportionate harm 

on minorities.  (See Declaration of Harry C. Alford, attached as Exhibit B).  

The Final Rule will increase black poverty numbers by 23% and Hispanic 

poverty by 26%; reduce average black annual household income by $455 

and Hispanic income by $515; and lead to the loss of 7 million African-
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American and 12 million Hispanic jobs.  (See id.).   Senior citizens and those 

on fixed incomes are also at risk; a senior advocacy group warns that 

“[m]ore than 70% of the elderly are living on fixed incomes that do not keep 

pace with inflation, and causing a critical necessity like their electric bill to 

spike 20% to 30% as CPP will do is flat out unconscionable.”5

REASONS FOR GRANTING THE PETITION 

This Court outlined the standards for an extraordinary writ in Murray

Energy, 788 F.3d at 335.  The familiar four factors governing requests for 

stay are:  (1) likelihood of success on the merits; (2) irreparable harm; (3) 

risk of harm to others; and (4) the public interest.  WMATA v. Holiday Tours, 

Inc., 559 F.2d 841, 843 (D.C. Cir. 1977).  “A stay may be granted with 

either a high probability of success and some injury, or vice versa.”  Cuomo

v. U.S. Nuclear Reg. Comm’n, 772 F.2d 972, 974 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (per 

curiam).   

This Court has previously stayed much less disruptive and less 

obviously flawed EPA rules, e.g., EME Homer City Generation, L.P. v. 

EPA, Nos. 11-1302, et al. (D.C. Cir. Dec. 30, 2011); Michigan v. EPA, No. 

                                      
5 60-Plus Ass’n, “Seniors Feel Pain as EPA Finalizes ‘Cruel Power 

Plan’” (visited Aug. 4, 2015), available at http://60plus.org/seniors-feel-
pain-as-epa-finalizes-cruel-power-plan/.
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98-1497, 1999 U.S. App. LEXIS 38833, at *10 (D.C. Cir. May 25, 1999).  A 

stay is urgently needed here. 

I. The Final Rule Exceeds EPA’s Legal Authority. 

The Final Rule contains many legal flaws, but the Section 112 

Exclusion (which has already been briefed and argued to this Court) 

provides a clear and ample basis for a stay.  EPA’s breathtaking exercise of 

power rests on its novel reinterpretation of a narrow and obscure provision, 

Section 111(d), whose plain meaning prohibits rather than authorizes the 

Final Rule.  EPA has never before used its reinterpretation of the Section 

112 Exclusion to adopt any regulation (let alone one as sweeping as the 

Final Rule) for a source category it was already regulating under Section 

112.  Reading Section 111(d) as supporting the Final Rule would render that 

provision “unrecognizable to the Congress that designed it.”  Utility Air Reg. 

Group v. EPA, 134 S. Ct. 2427, 2444 (2014) (“UARG”).

Chevron does not apply, and EPA is not entitled to deference even if 

its legal authority were ambiguous.  “This is hardly an ordinary case.”  FDA 

v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co., 529 U.S. 120, 159 (2000).  The 

statutory question is one of “deep ‘economic and political significance,’” 

such that, “had Congress wished to assign that question to an agency, it 

surely would have done so expressly.”  King v. Burwell, __ U.S. __, No. 14-
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114, 2015 WL 2473448, at *8 (Jun. 25, 2015) (quoting UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 

2444).  Indeed, in the one instance in the 1990 Clean Air Act amendments 

where Congress did intend for EPA to address a major question regarding 

power plant regulation, it expressly delegated that authority to EPA. See 42 

U.S.C. § 7412(n)(1)(A).  In addition, it is “especially unlikely” that 

Congress would have delegated the authority in question to EPA, an agency 

with “no expertise” in regulating electricity production and transmission.  

King, 2015 WL 2473448, at *8 (citing Gonzales v. Oregon, 546 U.S. 243, 

266–67 (2006).  The Final Rule is literally an impermissible “power” grab.  

Not even FERC or the Cabinet-level Department of Energy, much less EPA, 

has been delegated power by Congress to assert authority over intrastate 

electricity generation and distribution.  See Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C § 

824(a); Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. v. State Energy Res. Conservation & Dev. 

Comm’n, 461 U.S. 190, 205 (1983).

A. The Final Rule Flies In The Face Of An Express  

  Statutory Prohibition. 

 

The Supreme Court recognized the plain meaning of the Section 112 

Exclusion in AEP v. Connecticut, 131 S. Ct. 2527 (2011):  “EPA may not 

employ § 7411(d) if existing stationary sources of the pollutant in question 

are regulated under the national ambient air quality standard program, §§ 
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7408–7410, or the ‘hazardous air pollutants’ program, § 7412. See § 

7411(d)(1).” Id. at 2537 n.7; see also New Jersey v. EPA, 517 F. 3d 574, 583 

(D.C. Cir. 2008) (“under EPA’s own interpretation of the section, it cannot 

be used to regulate sources listed under section 112”).  Because coal-fueled 

power plants are sources regulated under Section 112, EPA has no authority 

to regulate them under Section 111(d).  

In 1990, EPA officials testified before Congress that imposing double 

regulation on existing sources, even for different pollutants, would be 

“ridiculous.”6  Since its 1990 amendment, Section 111(d) has been used for 

only one rule, involving municipal landfills, and there the Clinton 

Administration EPA noted that Section 111(d) does not permit standards for 

emissions that are “emitted from a source category that is actually being 

regulated under section 112”7 – i.e., precisely the situation here.

EPA’s new-found interpretation would trigger a sea change in the way 

Section 111(d) has always been understood. EPA would turn Section 111(d) 

                                      
6 Energy Policy Implications of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 

1989: Hearings Before the S. Cmte. on Energy and Natural Res. 101st Cong. 
603 (1990). 

7 See EPA, Air Emissions from Municipal Solid Waste Landfills—
Background Information for Final Standards and Guidelines, Pub. No. EPA-
453/R-94-021, at 1-6 (1995) (“1995 EPA Landfill Memo”), available at 
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/atw/landfill/bidfl.pdf.
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into one of the Clean Air Act’s most powerful provisions and render most of 

its other provisions surplusage.  EPA’s new-found interpretation of Section 

111(d) would have rendered the proposed 2009 Waxman-Markey cap-and-

trade bill unnecessary as well.  The Final Rule describes Section 111(d) as a 

“gap-filling” provision.  (Final Rule 250).  It is not.  As explained by Sen. 

David Durenberger, a leading Senate architect of the 1990 Amendments, 

Section 111(d) was considered to be “some obscure, never-used section of 

the law.”
8
  By EPA’s own count, it has used Section 111(d) to regulate only 

four pollutants and five sources9 — and none remotely on the scale of CO2.

All these situations involve unique, localized pollutants, such as sulfuric 

acid, emitted from distinctive sources, like a sulfuric acid plant.  None of 

them concerned a ubiquitous substance like CO2, benign in itself, emitted 

from sources across the nation and indeed the globe, rather than from 

discrete local sources.  Further, EPA has never before adopted a Section 

                                      
8
 Clean Air Act Amendments of 1987: Hearings on S. 300, S. 321, S. 

1351, and S. 1384 Before the Subcmte. on Envtl. Prot. of the S. Cmte. on 
Env’t and Public Works, 100th Cong. 13 (1987). 

9 79 Fed. Reg. at 34,844 (“Over the last forty years, under CAA 
section 111(d), the agency has regulated four pollutants from five source 
categories (i.e., sulfuric acid plants (acid mist), phosphate fertilizer plants 
(fluorides), primary aluminum plants (fluorides), Kraft pulp plants (total 
reduced sulfur), and municipal solid waste landfills (landfill gases)).”). 
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111(d) rule like this one, which holds existing sources to a stricter standard 

than new sources (Final Rule 638), even though the reverse has been 

invariably true in the past (because new sources can more readily adopt new 

technologies without the need for costly retrofits).  Section 111(d) authorizes 

EPA to adopt “standards of performance,” but the Final Rule is actually a 

standard of nonperformance; it says that the best system of emissions 

reduction is simply to use coal generation less, or not at all.    Every other 

Section 111(d) rule has involved a technological means of reducing 

emissions from a source.  The Final Rule is an energy policy – a shift from 

coal to renewables – masquerading as an emissions limit. 

In short, Section 111(d) is far too thin a reed to support the dramatic 

change that EPA seeks to impose.  Congress does not “hide elephants in 

mouseholes.”  Whitman v. American Trucking Assns., Inc., 531 U.S. 457, 

468 (2001).  As the Supreme Court previously admonished EPA, “[w]hen an 

agency claims to discover in a long-extant statute an unheralded power to 

regulate a significant portion of the American economy, we typically greet 

its announcement with a measure of skepticism.” UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2444. 

B. EPA’s “Two Versions of Section 111(d)” Theory

  Distorts The Legislative Record And Triggers A  

  Separation Of Powers Violation. 
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In the Final Rule, EPA flip-flops on its theory that Congress enacted 

two “versions” of Section 111(d) in 1990, one in a substantive House 

amendment and the other in a conforming Senate amendment.  In May 1990, 

the House adopted a substantive amendment changing Section 111(d) to bar 

regulation under that provision for any source category (like coal-fueled 

power plants) already regulated under Section 112.  This amendment 

followed an April 1990 Senate amendment that was simply a clerical or 

“conforming” one updating a statutory cross-reference in the previous 

version of Section 111(d) by deleting the text “(1)(A),” to reflect other 

proposed changes to the statute.  The Legal Memo accompanying the 

proposed rule contended that “[t]he two versions conflict with each other 

and thus render the Section 112 Exclusion ambiguous.”10  Now, EPA 

contends that the House amendment is ambiguous, the Senate amendment is 

clear, but the two do not conflict.  (Final Rule 251-70).  The agency’s latest 

gymnastics cannot save its legal rationale. 

Even under EPA’s view that there are two “versions” of Section 

111(d), its job would be to reconcile them by applying both prohibitions 

                                      
10 Legal Memorandum for Proposed Carbon Pollution Emission 

Guidelines for Existing Electric Utility Generating Units (“Proposed Rule 
Legal Memo”), at 23, available at http://www2.epa.gov/carbon-pollution-
standards/clean-power-plan-proposed-rule-legal-memorandum. 
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simultaneously, see Brown & Williamson, 529 U.S. at 133, not by throwing 

the substantive amendment into the trashcan, as the Final Rule effectively 

does.  It is easy to harmonize the two “versions” by applying both 

prohibitions simultaneously:  EPA should be prohibited from setting a 

Section 111(d) standard either for source categories regulated under Section 

112 or for pollutants regulated under Section 112.  Any other approach 

would raise grave constitutional difficulties.  Chevron does not allow an 

agency to choose which of two competing “versions” of a statute to make 

legally operative; that is an exercise of lawmaking power.  Whitman, 531 

U.S. at 473 (“The very choice of which portion of the power to exercise . . . 

would itself be an exercise of the forbidden legislative authority.”).

Moreover, EPA’s “two versions” theory is wrong.  It presupposes that 

in 1990 the House Office of Law Revision Counsel mistakenly failed to turn 

the conforming amendment into a second version of Section 111(d) and that 

the U.S. Code has been wrong ever since.  The theory is contrary to the 

position the Clinton EPA took in 1995, that the substantive amendment was 

“the correct amendment” to codify and follow because it tracked the 

“revised section 112 to include regulation of source categories,” while the 

conforming amendment “is a simple substitution of one subsection citation 

for another.”  (1995 EPA Landfill Memo at 1-5).
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Indeed, the conforming Senate amendment was not an independent 

version of Section 111(d) at all, but simply deleted six characters, four of 

which were parentheses.  It cannot bear the weight of EPA’s 1,560-page 

Final Rule.  The conforming amendment was a scrivener’s provision, not a 

separate “version” of Section 111(d), as the legislative record makes clear.  

Congress placed the substantive amendment in § 108 of Public Law 101-549 

(the 1990 amendments), as part of a substantive provision occupying five 

pages of the Statutes at Large (104 Stat. 2,465-2,469 (1990)), which rewrote 

Section 111 to mirror the new source-category focus and structure of Section 

112.  In contrast, Congress placed the conforming amendment some 107 

pages later, in § 302 of Public Law 101-549, a short section entitled 

“Conforming Amendments,” which contained a potpourri of eight small 

clerical changes to six different parts of the Clean Air Act.  If there were any 

ambiguity as to Congress’ intent (and there is not) the 1990 Conference 

Report indicated that the “Senate recedes to the House” in relevant 

respects.11  Thus, the amendments do not have equal weight or significance.  

                                      
11 136 Cong. Rec. 36,065 (1990) (Chafee-Baucus Statement of Senate 

Managers), reprinted in A Legislative History of the Clean Air Act 

Amendments of 1990 (1998), Volume I, Book 2 at 885 (emphasis added), 
excerpts available at 
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The House amendment was substantive, while the Senate amendment was 

not, and in conference the Senate receded to the House.  The Senate 

amendment was subordinate in every respect. 

The Office of Law Revision Counsel properly concluded that, once 

the substantive amendment in § 108 was executed, the conforming 

amendment in § 302 was mooted because it referred to language that no 

longer existed (there was no “112(b)(1)(A)” in the post-1990 version of 

Section 112).  Nor was it necessary to “strik[e] ‘112(b)(1)(A)’” as the 

conforming amendment sought to do, in order to conform Section 111 to the 

revised Section 112.  The substantive amendment had already accomplished 

that.  The substantive amendment controls. 

The Supreme Court has repeatedly distinguished between substantive 

and conforming (or “clerical”) amendments. See Dir. of Revenue of Missouri 

v. CoBank ACB, 531 U.S. 316, 323 (2001) (treating “conforming 

amendment” as nonsubstantive); CBS, Inc. v. FCC, 453 U.S. 367, 381–82 

(1981) (same).  This Court has done the same.  American Petroleum Institute 

v. SEC, 714 F.3d 1329, 1336-37 (D.C. Cir. 2013) (disregarding mistake in 

renumbering statute and correcting cross-reference where it conflicted with 

                                                                                                                

http://docs.house.gov/meetings/IF/IF03/20140619/102346/HHRG-113-IF03-
20140619-SD011.pdf. 
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substantive provision).  In fact, EPA’s own Respondents’ brief in this case 

acknowledged that a conforming amendment should be disregarded where it 

is “obviously in error,” citing 2008 amendments to 15 U.S.C. § 2081(b)(1), 

which involved (as EPA described it) an instance where the “section 

amended had been repealed.”  (ECF 1541205, at 48 n.23).  That is exactly 

the situation here.

Substantive amendments routinely moot conforming ones, and EPA’s 

approach has never previously been accepted.12  The U.S. Code would be 

turned upside down if moot conforming amendments caused prior versions 

of substantively amended statutory provisions to spring back to life.   

                                      
12 See, e.g., Revisor’s Note, 5 U.S.C. app. 3 § 12; Revisor’s Note, 8 

U.S.C. § 1324b; Revisor’s Note, 10 U.S.C. § 869; Revisor’s Note, 10 U.S.C. 
§ 1074a; Revisor’s Note, 10 U.S.C. § 1407; Revisor’s Note, 10 U.S.C. § 
2306a; Revisor’s Note, 10 U.S.C. § 2533b; Revisor’s Note, 11 U.S.C. § 101; 
Revisor’s Note, 12 U.S.C. § 1787; Revisor’s Note, 12 U.S.C. § 4520; 
Revisor’s Note, 14 U.S.C. ch. 17 Front Matter; Revisor’s Note, 15 U.S.C. § 
1060; Revisor’s Note, 16 U.S.C. § 230f; Revisor’s Note, 18 U.S.C. § 1956; 
Revisor’s Note, 18 U.S.C. § 2327; Revisor’s Note, 20 U.S.C. § 1226c; 
Revisor’s Note, 20 U.S.C. § 1232; Revisor’s Note, 20 U.S.C. § 4014; 
Revisor’s Note, 21 U.S.C. § 355; Revisor’s Note, 22 U.S.C. § 2577; 
Revisor’s Note, 22 U.S.C. § 3723; Revisor’s Note, 23 U.S.C. § 104; 
Revisor’s Note, 26 U.S.C. § 105; Revisor’s Note, 26 U.S.C. § 219; Revisor’s 
Note, 26 U.S.C. § 613A; Revisor’s Note, 26 U.S.C. § 4973; Revisor’s Note, 
26 U.S.C. § 6427; Revisor’s Note, 29 U.S.C. § 1053; Revisor’s Note, 33 
U.S.C. § 2736; Revisor’s Note, 39 U.S.C. § 410; Revisor’s Note, 40 U.S.C. 
§ 11501; Revisor’s Note, 42 U.S.C. § 218; Revisor’s Note, 42 U.S.C. § 
300ff–28; Revisor’s Note, 42 U.S.C. § 3025; Revisor’s Note, 49 U.S.C. § 
47115.
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C. EPA’s Textual Distortions Of Section 111(d) Do Not  

  Withstand Scrutiny. 

 

In its Legal Memorandum accompanying the Proposed Rule, EPA 

acknowledged that “a literal” application of Section 111(d) would likely 

preclude its proposal.  (Proposed Rule Legal Memo 26).  EPA stated:  “As 

presented in the U.S. Code, the Section 112 Exclusion appears by its terms 

to preclude from Section 111(d) any pollutant if it is emitted from a source 

category that is regulated under Section 112.” (Id. at 22). 

Undeterred, in the Final Rule, EPA switches gears (as it did before 

this Court earlier in this case) and now offers a fanciful reinterpretation of 

Section 111(d) in an attempt to label it “ambiguous.”  Final Rule 258.  This 

attempt fails.  EPA’s reinterpretation cannot trigger Chevron deference, even 

if Chevron applied here (which it does not). 

EPA contends Section 111(d) is “ambiguous” because of the phrases 

“a source category” and “regulated under Section 112.”  (Id. at 262).  EPA 

acknowledges “one possible reading” of these phrases is “to preclude the 

regulation of CO2 from power plants under CAA section 111(d) because 

power plants have been regulated for (HAP) under CAA Section 112.”  (Id.

at 262-63). EPA admits that “[t]his is the interpretation that the EPA applied 
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to the House amendment in connection with the CAMR rule in 2005.”  (Id.

at 263).  However, EPA now rejects its prior interpretation. 

EPA’s view of Section 111(d) was correct under the Clinton 

Administration in 1995, correct in connection with the CAMR rule in 2005, 

and correct in the 2014 Legal Memorandum as to the plain meaning of the 

Section 112 Exclusion.  And EPA is wrong today.  Its suggestion of 

ambiguity cannot be squared with the text and structure of Section 111(d).  

The statute refers to “a source category which is regulated under section 

[112]” – not to “a pollutant which is regulated under section [112].”  EPA 

seeks to rewrite the statute to suit its policy preferences.13

EPA complains that the plain meaning of the Section 112 Exclusion 

would bar the agency from regulating non-HAP emissions from source 

categories regulated under Section 112.  But that is virtue, not a vice.  That 

result is a natural consequence of Congress’ decision in 1990 to rewrite 

                                      
13 The only natural reading is that the clause “which is regulated under 

section [112]” modifies the phrase “source category” because it immediately 
follows that phrase in the statute. Moreover, the phrase “any air pollutant” 
cannot refer solely to HAPs because that same phrase is also modified by the 
words “for which air quality criteria have not been issued or which is not 
included on a list published under section [108(a)] of this title.”  “[A]ny air 
pollutant” must be broader than “hazardous air pollutants” because it must 
also include these other two categories, which overlap but are not 
coextensive. 
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Section 111(d) to mirror the “source category” structure of the newly 

amended Section 112.  In 1990, Congress fundamentally expanded the scope 

of what constitutes a HAP (in Section 112(b)) and required regulation under 

Section 112 by “source category” (in Section 112(c)).  The ordinary reading 

of the Section 112 Exclusion is better (not worse) because it aligns Section 

111(d) with the “source category” focus of post-1990 Section 112.  

 EPA says the plain meaning of Section 111(d) would create a “gap” in 

the Clean Air Act.  (Final Rule 268).  But that supposed concern has never 

previously posed an issue; never before has EPA attempted to adopt a 

Section 111(d) standard for a source category it was already regulating under 

Section 112.  At stake here is duplication (regulation of the same source 

category under both Section 111(d) and Section 112), not a regulatory “gap.”

There is no “gap” in EPA’s authority; for example, the agency is already 

regulating greenhouse gas emissions from existing and new major sources, 

including power plants, under the agency’s permitting (or “PSD”) program 

involved in UARG.  Even if there were a “gap,” it would have to be filled by 

Congress, not by an independent agency that is only a creature of statute and 

lacks any “implied” or “inherent” authority.   

 EPA errs in imputing to the 1990 Congress a monolithic intention to 

ensure that the agency is authorized to regulate every conceivable emission 
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under whatever section of the Clean Air Act the agency chooses, regardless 

of statutory overlaps.  The Supreme Court has already rejected that very 

imputation.  It made clear in UARG that EPA is not automatically entitled to 

regulate all forms of greenhouse gas emissions from any source just because 

the agency has the authority to regulate CO2 from cars and trucks.  134 S. 

Ct. at 2440-41.  EPA construes the 1990 amendments to favor more 

regulation above all other concerns.  That construction ignores the necessary 

policy trade-offs that inevitably accompany legislation.  As the Supreme 

Court has instructed, “no legislation pursues its purposes at all costs.”14

“Deciding what competing values will or will not be sacrificed to the 

achievement of a particular objective is the very essence of legislative choice 

– and it frustrates rather than effectuates legislative intent simplistically to 

assume that whatever furthers the statute’s primary objective must be the 

law.”15  EPA therefore lacks legal authority to adopt the Final Rule.

II. The Final Rule Threatens Irreparable Injury. 

                                      
14 CTS Corp. v. Waldburger, 134 S. Ct. 2175, 2185 (2014) (internal 

quotation marks and citation omitted). 

15 Rodriguez v. United States, 480 U.S. 522, 526 (1987) (per curiam). 
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Absent a stay, Petitioner faces irreparable harm.16  The Final Rule is 

aimed squarely at coal.  Press reports have stated that “[t]he U.S.’ largest 

coal producer, Peabody Energy Corporation stands to lose the most as the 

newly-proposed rules will harm local consumption of coal.”17  (See also 

Galli Decl., ¶28 (noting $90 million decline in value)).  

                                      
16 An “enduring restraint on the manner in which a business is 

conducted” constitutes irreparable harm.  Chamber of Commerce v. Reich,
897 F. Supp. 570, 584 (D.D.C. 2005), rev’d on other grounds, 74 F.3d 1322 
(D.C. Cir. 1996).  “[L]oss of profits which could never be recaptured” is 
irreparable harm. Armour & Co. v. Freeman, 304 F.2d 404, 406 (D.C. Cir. 
1962); see also Thunder Basin Coal Co. v. Reich, 510 U.S. 200, 220-21 
(1994) (Scalia, J. concurring) (“[C]omplying with a regulation later held 
invalid almost always produces the irreparable harm of nonrecoverable 
compliance costs”) (emphasis in original); Sottera, Inc. v. FDA, 627 F.3d 
891, 898 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (financial loss was irreparable harm); Brendsel v. 

Office of Federal Hous. Enter. Oversight, 339 F. Supp. 2d 52, 66 (D.D.C. 
2004) (argument that economic losses are not irreparable harm “is of no 
avail . . . where the plaintiff will be unable to sue to recover any monetary 
damages against [federal agencies]”).  Forcing a facility to retire before the 
end of its useful life also constitutes irreparable harm.  See Wisconsin Gas 

Co. v. FERC, 758 F.2d 669, 674 (D.C. Cir. 1985).  

17 “How Peabody Energy Corporation Has Responded To EPA’s New 
Carbon Rules,” Bidness Etc., Aug. 4, 2015 (available at 
http://www.bidnessetc.com/49291-how-peabody-energy-corporation-has-
responded-to-epas-new-carbon-rules/); see also “Only One Loser In 
Obama's Clean Power Plan,” Forbes, Aug. 4, 2015 (available at 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jamesconca/2015/08/04/only-one-loser-in-
obamas-clean-power-plan/) (“The only big loser in the U.S. from these rules 
will be coal producers.”) (emphasis in original). 
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The Final Rule will force coal-fueled power plants to close (or to lock 

in the closure process) before judicial review is complete.  EPA expects that 

the Final Rule will cause 15GW to 17GW of electricity generation to retire 

in 2016.  (Id. at ¶ 17).  For example, EPA expects its plan will cause the 

2016 closure of the Big Brown plant in Fairfield, Texas and the 2016 partial 

closure of two units at the Monticello plant in Mount Pleasant, Texas, to 

which Peabody supplies coal.  (Id. at ¶¶ 18-19).  On July 9, 2015, Minnesota 

Power announced it will indefinitely suspend its Taconite Harbor Energy 

Center plant in third quarter 2016, to which Peabody also supplies coal.  (Id.

at  ¶¶ 14-15).  Because Peabody and its utility customers must make future 

planning and investment decisions for existing plants and resources on a 

multi-year time horizon, irreversible closure decisions will be made years 

before actual closure and before judicial review is complete.  (Id. at ¶¶ 12-

13).  In fact, the proposed rule (let alone the Final) caused Sunflower 

Electric Power Corp. and Mid-Kansas Electric Co. to take costly steps to 

comply.  (Id. at ¶ 13).  These illustrative impacts are likely an underestimate 

based on experience.  (Id. at ¶ 22).  The New York Times reported that 

“[t]he rule will probably lead to the closing of hundreds of coal-fired power 
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plants.”
18

  These decisions will harm employees, consumers, and entire 

communities.  (Id. at ¶ 20).  Even EPA admits its “analysis indicates that 

there may be some additional job losses in sectors related to coal extraction 

and generation that are attributable to implementation of this rule.”  (Final 

Rule 1140).19

The Mercury and Air Toxics (“MATS”) rule illustrates the irreparable 

harm that will occur absent a stay.  Although Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. Ct. 

2699 (2015), rejected EPA’s refusal to consider costs before deciding to 

impose the MATS rule, EPA subsequently announced the decision was not 

important because the majority of plants had already complied or were 

locked into decisions to comply.  (Galli Decl., ¶¶ 24-25). 

In this case, power plants that begin to shut down and States that 

begin to implement the Final Rule will essentially lock in EPA’s policy 

                                      
18 “5 Questions About Obama’s Climate Change Plan,” N.Y. TIMES,

Aug. 3, 2015 (available at 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/04/us/politics/5-questions-about-obamas-
climate-change-plan.html). 

19 The Final Rule’s Regulatory Impact Analysis (“RIA”) 
acknowledges that retail electricity rates will rise (at 3-35), the electrical 
sector will lose tens of thousands of full-time job-years (at 6-24 to 6-25 
(Tables 6-4 & 6-5)), and there will be ripple effects in other sectors of the 
economy (at 5-3). EPA, RIA for the Clean Power Plan Final Rule (Aug. 
2015), available at http://www.epa.gov/airquality/cpp/cpp-final-rule-ria.pdf. 
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preferences, even if the Rule is ultimately invalidated.  In this instance, 

“[t]he injury against which a court would protect is not merely the expense 

to the plaintiff,…but…the enormous waste of governmental resources and 

the continuing threat of a complete restructuring of an industry.”  PepsiCo,

Inc. v. FTC, 472 F.2d 179, 187 (2d Cir. 1972) (Friendly, C.J.). 

III. The Remaining Factors Favor a Stay. 

A stay will merely preserve the status quo while this Court considers 

the lawfulness of the Final Rule.  Electric power markets will continue 

business as usual, with no injury as a result of the Court’s stay order.  EPA 

can hardly claim there is any particular urgency to its regulatory actions 

during the period necessary for judicial review.  EPA has not quantified any

environmental benefit from the Final Rule, let alone one that would occur 

while judicial review is pending.  In fact, EPA has waited years to regulate 

power plant CO2 emissions and has already allowed its deadlines to slip 

numerous times.20

Also relevant to the stay calculus is the unprecedented nature of 

EPA’s action.  Its legal theory is completely novel and represents a stark 

                                      
20 See Settlement Agreement ¶¶ 1–4, EPA-HQ-OGC-2010-1057-0002 

(settlement obligating EPA to adopt Section 111(d) standards by May 26, 
2012).
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change in the agency’s interpretation of the Section 112 Exclusion.  And the 

Final Rule is strikingly different from traditional pollution regulations:  

 CO2 is unlike familiar pollutants with localized impacts and 

documented human health effects.  We are all CO2 emitters, and atmospheric 

CO2 is the intermingled result of all human activity and Mother Nature.  

Although EPA tries to cast this regulation in traditional air emissions terms, 

it is anything but.  CO2 is different in kind from traditional air emissions 

because it is not unique to the regulated source.  Congress rejected cap-and-

trade legislation partly out of concern for disproportionate adverse impacts 

on coal-reliant States.  Now, EPA is forcing coal-reliant consumers, 

communities, regions, businesses and utilities to bear the burden for a stated 

objective that is global in nature.

 The Final Rule’s impact is far more severe and discriminatory than 

that of ordinary regulation.  As Secretary of State John Kerry described U.S. 

policy regarding coal-fueled power plants:  “We’re going to take a bunch of 

them out of commission.”21  This deliberate targeting is qualitatively 

different from other programs.  The transportation sector accounts for 27% 

                                      
21 Coral Davenport, Strange Climate Event: Warmth Toward U.S.,

N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 11, 2014), available at 
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/12/world/strange-climate-event-warmth-
toward-the-us.html?_r=3.
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of total GHG emissions, barely less than 31% from the entire electric power 

industry,22 and yet transportation does not face the same treatment.  

Although the government regulates cars, it does not embark on a “war” 

against the automobile.  Never before has a regulation been accompanied 

with a governmental pronouncement that it intends to extinguish an entire 

industry for conduct in which we all engage.  EPA has arbitrarily singled out 

coal-fueled plants for shutdown and extinction, for emissions produced by 

Mother Nature and virtually every human activity on the planet. 

 Worse, EPA does not even claim that the Final Rule will have any 

measureable impact on climate.  In fact, the EPA Administrator testified 

before the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee on July 23, 

2014: “The great thing about this [EPA Power Plan] proposal is that it really 

is an investment opportunity. This is not about pollution control.”23

 State participation in federal programs is “in the nature of a 

contract,” with the key question being “whether the State voluntarily and 

                                      
22 RIA for the Clean Power Plan Final Rule, p. 2-25, Table 2-15. 

23 U.S. House Energy Commerce Comm. Press Release, Pollution vs. 
Energy: Lacking Proper Authority, EPA Can’t Get Carbon Message Straight 
(Jul. 23, 2014), available at http://energycommerce.house.gov/press-
release/pollution-vs-energy-lacking-proper-authority-epa-can%E2%80%99t-
get-carbon-message-straight (emphasis added). 
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knowingly accepts the terms of the ‘contract.’”  NFIB v. Sebelius, 132 S. Ct. 

2566, 2602 (2012) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted).  The 

Final Rule improperly remakes the agreement between States and the 

Federal Government that has existed since the Clean Air Act was enacted in 

1970.  States could not have expected, when they adopted costly 

implementation plans to regulate power plants’ conventional pollutants like 

NO2, SO2, and particulates, that EPA would do an about-face and seek to 

phase out those power plants altogether.

These features of the Final Rule are not merely striking; they in fact 

raise serious constitutional questions,24 which provides yet another reason 

                                      
24 Under our Federalism, the federal government may not compel the 

States to implement federal regulatory programs, making “a ‘balancing’ 
analysis” “inappropriate.” Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898, 932 (1997).  
Even when some States agree to expand federal power, structural principles 
of federalism prevent such collusion.  New York v. United States, 505 U.S. 
144, 181-82 (1992).  Whether coercive or collusive, federal commandeering 
blurs the lines of political accountability by making it appear as though the 
harmful effects of federal policies are attributable to state choices.  Printz,
521 U.S. at 930.  That is exactly what will occur here:  the Final Rule will 
force States to adopt policies that will raise energy costs and prove deeply 
unpopular, while cloaking those policies in the Emperor’s garb of state 
“choice” – even though in fact the polices are compelled by EPA.  In 
addition, regulations that single out a few to bear a burden that ought to be 
borne by all, Eastern Enterprises v. Apfel, 524 U.S. 498, 537 (1998) 
(plurality opinion), or that impose targeted burdens that simply go “too far,”  
Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon, 260 U.S. 393, 415 (1922), trigger just 
compensation obligations.  Courts avoid statutory constructions triggering 
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that EPA is not entitled to Chevron deference.  See Solid Waste Agency of N. 

Cook Cty. v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’r, 531 U.S. 159, 174 (2001).

The public has a substantial interest “in having legal questions 

decided on the merits, as correctly and expeditiously as possible,” rather 

than through administrative fiat.  WMATA, 559 F.2d at 843.  Absent a stay, 

the Final Rule will trigger costly and irreversible decisions by States and 

private industry.  EPA should not be permitted to circumvent timely judicial 

review in imposing such vast burdens.  Indeed, the possibility that 

fundamentally important agency action might permanently evade judicial 

review that is meaningful enough to make a difference would risk 

impairment of the judicial function and raise separation of powers concerns.

CONCLUSION

 The Petition should be granted, the Final Rule should be stayed, and 

all deadlines in it suspended pending the completion of judicial review.  To 

ensure the least amount of harm while permitting this Court sufficient time 

to consider this request, Peabody seeks a stay by Tuesday, September 8, 

2015, approximately one year before state plans must be submitted. 

                                                                                                                

potential duties to compensate, especially when Congress has not authorized 
such a result.  Bell Atl. Tel. Cos. v FCC, 24 F.3d 1441, 1445 (D.C. Cir. 
1994).
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LLC; Indian River Power LLC; Louisiana 
Generating LLC; Midwest Generation, LLC; 
NRG Chalk Point LLC; NRG Power 
Midwest LP; NRG Rema LLC; NRG Texas 
Power LLC; NRG Wholesale Generation LP; 
and Vienna Power LLC 
 
David M. Flannery 
Kathy G. Beckett 
Edward L. Kropp 
STEPTOE & JOHNSON, PLLC 
707 Virginia Street East 
Charleston, WV  25326 
Tel:  (304) 353-8000 
dave.flannery@steptoe-johnson.com 
kathy.beckett@steptoe-johnson.com 
skipp.kropp@steptoe-johnson.com 
 
Stephen L. Miller 
STEPTOE & JOHNSON, PLLC 
700 N. Hurstbourne Parkway, Suite 115 
Louisville, KY  40222 
Tel:  (502) 423-2000 
steve.miller@steptoe-johnson.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Indiana Utility Group 
 

E. Scott Pruitt 
   ATTORNEY GENERAL OF OKLAHOMA 
Patrick R. Wyrick 
   Solicitor General of Oklahoma 
313 N.E. 21st Street 
Oklahoma City, OK  73105 
Tel:  (405) 521-4396 
Fax:  (405) 522-0669 
fc.docket@oag.state.ok.us 
scott.pruitt@oag.ok.gov 
 
David B. Rivkin, Jr. 
   Counsel of Record 
Mark W. DeLaquil 
Andrew M. Grossman 
BAKER & HOSTETLER LLP 
Washington Square, Suite 1100 
1050 Connecticut Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20036 
Tel:  (202) 861-1731 
Fax:  (202) 861-1783 
drivkin@bakerlaw.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioners State of Oklahoma and 
Oklahoma Department of Environmental 
Quality 
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F. William Brownell 
Eric J. Murdock 
HUNTON & WILLIAMS LLP 
2200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20037 
Tel:  (202) 955-1500 
bbrownell@hunton.com 
emurdock@hunton.com 
 
Nash E. Long III 
HUNTON & WILLIAMS LLP 
Bank of America Plaza, Suite 3500 
101 South Tryon Street 
Charlotte, NC  28280 
Tel:  (704) 378-4700 
nlong@hunton.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner LG&E and  
KU Energy LLC 
 

Alan Wilson 
   ATTORNEY GENERAL OF SOUTH  
    CAROLINA 
Robert D. Cook 
   Solicitor General 
James Emory Smith, Jr. 
   Deputy Solicitor General 
   Counsel of Record 
P.O. Box 11549 
Columbia, SC  29211 
Tel:  (803) 734-3680 
Fax: (803) 734-3677 
esmith@scag.gov 
 
Counsel for Petitioner State of South Carolina 
 
Marty J. Jackley 
   ATTORNEY GENERAL OF SOUTH  
    DAKOTA 
Steven R. Blair 
   Assistant Attorney General 
   Counsel of Record 
1302 E. Highway 14, Suite 1 
Pierre, SD  57501 
Tel:  (605) 773-3215 
steven.blair@state.sd.us 
 
Counsel for Petitioner State of South Dakota 
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P. Stephen Gidiere III 
Thomas L. Casey III 
Julia B. Barber 
BALCH & BINGHAM LLP 
1901 6th Ave. N., Suite 1500 
Birmingham, AL  35203 
Tel:  (205) 251-8100 
sgidiere@balch.com 
 
Stephanie Z. Moore 
Vice President and General Counsel 
LUMINANT GENERATION COMPANY LLC 
1601 Bryan Street, 22nd Floor 
Dallas, TX  75201 
 
Daniel J. Kelly 
Vice President and Associate General  
   Counsel 
ENERGY FUTURE HOLDINGS CORP. 
1601 Bryan Street, 43rd Floor 
Dallas, TX  75201 
 
Counsel for Petitioners Luminant Generation 
Company LLC; Oak Grove Management 
Company LLC; Big Brown Power Company 
LLC; Sandow Power Company LLC; Big 
Brown Lignite Company LLC; Luminant 
Mining Company LLC; and Luminant Big 
Brown Mining Company LLC 
 

Sean Reyes 
   ATTORNEY GENERAL OF UTAH 
Tyler R. Green 
   Solicitor General 
   Counsel of Record 
Parker Douglas 
   Federal Solicitor 
Utah State Capitol Complex 
350 North State Street, Suite 230 
Salt Lake City, UT  84114-2320 
pdouglas@utah.gov 
 
Counsel for Petitioner State of Utah 
 
Brad Schimel 
   ATTORNEY GENERAL OF WISCONSIN 
Misha Tseytlin 
   Solicitor General 
   Counsel of Record 
Andrew Cook 
   Deputy Attorney General 
Delanie M. Breuer 
   Assistant Deputy Attorney General 
Wisconsin Department of Justice 
17 West Main Street 
Madison, WI  53707 
Tel:  (608) 267-9323 
tseytlinm@doj.state.wi.us 
 
Counsel for Petitioner State of Wisconsin 
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Ronald J. Tenpas 
MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS LLP 
1111 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20004 
Tel:  (202) 739-3000 
rtenpas@morganlewis.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Minnesota Power (an 
operating division of ALLETE, Inc.) 
 
Allison D. Wood 
Tauna M. Szymanski 
Andrew D. Knudsen 
HUNTON & WILLIAMS LLP 
2200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20037 
Tel:  (202) 955-1500 
awood@hunton.com 
tszymanski@hunton.com 
aknudsen@hunton.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Montana-Dakota Utilities 
Co., a Division of MDU Resources Group, Inc. 
 

Peter K. Michael 
   ATTORNEY GENERAL OF WYOMING 
James Kaste 
   Deputy Attorney General 
   Counsel of Record 
Michael J. McGrady 
Erik Petersen 
   Senior Assistant Attorneys General 
Elizabeth Morrisseau 
   Assistant Attorney General 
2320 Capitol Avenue 
Cheyenne, WY  82002 
Tel:  (307) 777-6946 
Fax: (307) 777-3542 
james.kaste@wyo.gov 
 
Counsel for Petitioner State of Wyoming 
 
Sam M. Hayes 
   General Counsel 
   Counsel of Record 
Craig Bromby 
   Deputy General Counsel 
Andrew Norton 
   Deputy General Counsel 
NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
1601 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC  27699-1601 
Tel:  (919) 707-8616 
sam.hayes@ncdenr.gov 
 
Counsel for Petitioner North Carolina 
Department of Environmental Quality 
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William M. Bumpers 
Megan H. Berge 
BAKER BOTTS L.L.P. 
1299 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20004 
Tel:  (202) 639-7700 
william.bumpers@bakerbotts.com 
megan.berge@bakerbotts.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner NorthWestern 
Corporation d/b/a NorthWestern Energy 
 
Joshua R. More 
Jane E. Montgomery 
Amy Antoniolli 
SCHIFF HARDIN LLP 
233 South Wacker Drive 
Suite 6600 
Chicago, IL  60606 
Tel:  (312) 258-5500 
jmore@schiffhardin.com 
jmontgomery@schiffhardin.com 
aantoniolli@schiffhardin.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Prairie State Generating 
Company, LLC 
 

Dennis Lane 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
1775 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., Suite 800 
Washington, D.C.  20006 
Tel:  (202) 785-9100 
Fax:  (202) 785-9163 
dennis.lane@stinson.com 
 
Parthenia B. Evans 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
1201 Walnut Street, Suite 2900 
Kansas City, MO  64106 
Tel:  (816) 842-8600 
Fax:  (816) 691-3495 
parthy.evans@stinson.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Kansas City Board of 
Public Utilities – Unified Government of 
Wyandotte County/Kansas City, Kansas 
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Allison D. Wood 
Tauna M. Szymanski 
Andrew D. Knudsen 
HUNTON & WILLIAMS LLP 
2200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20037 
Tel:  (202) 955-1500 
awood@hunton.com 
tszymanski@hunton.com 
aknudsen@hunton.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Tri-State Generation and 
Transmission Association, Inc. 
 
William M. Bumpers 
Megan H. Berge 
BAKER BOTTS L.L.P. 
1299 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20004 
Tel:  (202) 639-7700 
william.bumpers@bakerbotts.com 
megan.berge@bakerbotts.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Westar Energy, Inc. 
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Peter D. Keisler 
Roger R. Martella, Jr. 
C. Frederick Beckner III 
Ryan C. Morris 
Paul J. Ray 
SIDLEY AUSTIN, LLP 
1501 K Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20005 
Tel:  (202) 736-8027 
pkeisler@sidley.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioners American Chemistry 
Council; American Coke and Coal Chemicals 
Institute; American Foundry Society; American 
Forest & Paper Association; American Iron & 
Steel Institute; American Wood Council; Brick 
Industry Association; Electricity Consumers 
Resource Council; Lignite Energy Council; 
National Lime Association; National Oilseed 
Processors Association; and Portland Cement 
Association 
 

 

Jeffrey R. Holmstead 
Sandra Y. Snyder 
BRACEWELL LLP 
2001 M Street, N.W., Suite 900 
Washington, D.C.  20036 
Tel:  (202) 828-5852 
Fax:  (202) 857-4812 
jeff.holmstead@bracewelllaw.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner American Coalition for 
Clean Coal Electricity 
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Geoffrey K. Barnes 
J. Van Carson 
Wendlene M. Lavey 
John D. Lazzaretti 
Robert D. Cheren 
SQUIRE PATTON BOGGS (US) LLP 
4900 Key Tower 
127 Public Square 
Cleveland, OH  44114 
Tel:  (216) 479-8646 
geoffrey.barnes@squirepb.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Murray Energy 
Corporation 
 

 

Andrew C. Emrich 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
6380 South Fiddlers Green Circle 
Suite 500 
Greenwood Village, CO  80111 
Tel:  (303) 290-1621 
Fax:  (866) 711-8046 
acemrich@hollandhart.com 
 
Emily C. Schilling 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
222 South Main Street, Suite 2200 
Salt Lake City, UT  84101 
Tel:  (801) 799-5753 
Fax:  (202) 747-6574 
ecschilling@hollandhart.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioners Newmont Nevada 
Energy Investment, LLC and Newmont USA 
Limited 
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Charles T. Wehland 
    Counsel of Record 
Brian J. Murray 
JONES DAY 
77 West Wacker Drive, Suite 3500 
Chicago, IL  60601-1692 
Tel:  (312) 782-3939 
Fax:  (312) 782-8585 
ctwehland@jonesday.com 
bjmurray@jonesday.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioners The North American 
Coal Corporation; The Coteau Properties 
Company; Coyote Creek Mining Company, 
LLC; The Falkirk Mining Company; 
Mississippi Lignite Mining Company; North 
American Coal Royalty Company; NODAK 
Energy Services, LLC; Otter Creek Mining 
Company, LLC; and The Sabine Mining 
Company 
 

 

Robert G. McLusky 
JACKSON KELLY, PLLC 
1600 Laidley Tower 
P.O. Box 553 
Charleston, WV  25322 
Tel:  (304) 340-1000 
rmclusky@jacksonkelly.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner West Virginia Coal 
Association 
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Eugene M. Trisko 
LAW OFFICES OF EUGENE M. TRISKO  
P.O. Box 596 
Berkeley Springs, WV  25411 
Tel:  (304) 258-1977 
Tel:  (301) 639-5238 (cell) 
emtrisko7@gmail.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner International Brotherhood 
of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders, 
Blacksmiths, Forgers & Helpers 
 

 

Eugene M. Trisko 
LAW OFFICES OF EUGENE M. TRISKO  
P.O. Box 596 
Berkeley Springs, WV  25411 
Tel:  (304) 258-1977 
Tel:  (301) 639-5238 (cell) 
emtrisko7@gmail.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner International Brotherhood 
of Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO 
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Grant F. Crandall 
General Counsel 
UNITED MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA 
18354 Quantico Gateway Drive 
Triangle, VA  22172 
Tel:  (703) 291-2429 
gcrandall@umwa.org 
 
Arthur Traynor, III 
Staff Counsel 
UNITED MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA 
18354 Quantico Gateway Drive 
Triangle, VA  22172 
Tel:  (703) 291-2457  
atraynor@umwa.org 
 
Eugene M. Trisko 
LAW OFFICES OF EUGENE M. TRISKO 
P.O. Box 596 
Berkeley Springs, WV  25411 
Tel:  (304) 258-1977 
emtrisko7@gmail.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner United Mine Workers of 
America 
 

 

Steven P. Lehotsky 
Sheldon B. Gilbert 
U.S. CHAMBER LITIGATION CENTER, INC. 
1615 H Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20062 
Tel:  (202) 463-5337 
slehotsky@uschamber.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Chamber of Commerce of 
the United States of America 
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Linda E. Kelly 
Quentin Riegel 
Leland P. Frost 
MANUFACTURERS’ CENTER FOR LEGAL 
ACTION 
733 10th Street, N.W., Suite 700 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Tel:  (202) 637-3000 
qriegel@nam.org 
 
Counsel for Petitioner National Association of 
Manufacturers 
 

 

Richard S. Moskowitz 
AMERICAN FUEL & PETROCHEMICAL 
MANUFACTURERS 
1667 K Street, N.W., Suite 700 
Washington, D.C.  20006 
Tel:  (202) 457-0480 
rmoskowitz@afpm.org 
 
Counsel for Petitioner American Fuel & 
Petrochemical Manufacturers 
 

 

Karen R. Harned 
Executive Director 
Elizabeth A. Gaudio 
Senior Executive Counsel 
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF 
INDEPENDENT BUSINESS 
SMALL BUSINESS LEGAL CENTER 
1201 F Street, N.W., Suite 200 
Washington, D.C.  20004 
Tel:  (202) 314-2061 
karen.harned@nfib.org 
elizabeth.milito@nfib.org 
 
Counsel for Petitioner National Federation of 
Independent Business 
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Megan H. Berge 
William M. Bumpers 
BAKER BOTTS L.L.P. 
1299 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20004 
Tel:  (202) 639-7700 
megan.berge@bakerbotts.com 
william.bumpers@bakerbotts.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner National Association of 
Home Builders 
 

 

Kathryn D. Kirmayer 
General Counsel 
Evelyn R. Nackman 
Associate General Counsel 
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS 
425 3rd Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20024 
Tel:  (202) 639-2100 
kkirmayer@aar.org 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Association of American 
Railroads 
 

 

Chaim Mandelbaum 
Litigation Manager 
FREE MARKET ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 
CLINIC 
726 N. Nelson Street, Suite 9 
Arlington, VA  22203 
Tel:  (703) 577-9973 
chaim12@gmail.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Energy and Environment 
Legal Institute 
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Catherine E. Stetson 
Eugene A. Sokoloff 
HOGAN LOVELLS US LLP 
555 Thirteenth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20004-1109 
Tel:  (202) 637-5600 
Fax:  (202) 637-5910 
cate.stetson@hoganlovells.com 
eugene.sokoloff@hoganlovells.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Denbury Onshore, LLC 
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C. Boyden Gray 
Adam R.F. Gustafson 
    Counsel of Record 
Derek S. Lyons 
James R. Conde 
BOYDEN GRAY & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
1627 I Street, N.W., Suite 950 
Washington, D.C.  20006 
Tel:  (202) 955-0620 
gustafson@boydengrayassociates.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioners Competitive Enterprise 
Institute; Buckeye Institute for Public Policy 
Solutions; Independence Institute; Rio Grande 
Foundation; Sutherland Institute; Klaus J. 
Christoph; Samuel R. Damewood; Catherine C. 
Dellin; Joseph W. Luquire; Lisa R. Markham; 
Patrick T. Peterson; and Kristi Rosenquist 
 
Sam Kazman 
Hans Bader 
COMPETITIVE ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE 
1899 L Street, N.W., 12th Floor 
Washington, D.C.  20036 
Tel:  (202) 331-1010 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Competitive Enterprise 
Institute 
 
Robert Alt 
BUCKEYE INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC POLICY 
SOLUTIONS 
88 E. Broad Street, Suite 1120 
Columbus, OH  43215 
Tel:  (614) 224-4422 
robert@buckeyeinstitute.org 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Buckeye Institute for 
Public Policy Solutions 
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CERTIFICATE AS TO PARTIES, RULINGS, AND RELATED CASES 

Pursuant to Circuit Rule 28(a)(1), Petitioners state as follows: 

A. Parties, Intervenors, and Amici Curiae 

These cases involve the following parties: 

Petitioners: 

No. 15-1363:  State of West Virginia; State of Texas; State of Alabama; 

State of Arizona Corporation Commission; State of Arkansas; State of Colorado; State 

of Florida; State of Georgia; State of Indiana; State of Kansas; Commonwealth of 

Kentucky; State of Louisiana; State of Louisiana Department of Environmental 

Quality; Attorney General Bill Schuette, People of Michigan; State of Missouri; State 

of Montana; State of Nebraska; State of New Jersey; State of North Carolina 

Department of Environmental Quality; State of Ohio; State of South Carolina; State 

of South Dakota; State of Utah; State of Wisconsin; and State of Wyoming. 

No. 15-1364:  State of Oklahoma ex rel. E. Scott Pruitt, in his official 

capacity as Attorney General of Oklahoma and Oklahoma Department of 

Environmental Quality. 

No. 15-1365:  International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship 

Builders, Blacksmiths, Forgers & Helpers. 

No. 15-1366:  Murray Energy Corporation. 

No. 15-1367:  National Mining Association. 

No. 15-1368:  American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity. 
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ii 

No. 15-1370:  Utility Air Regulatory Group and American Public Power 

Association. 

No. 15-1371:  Alabama Power Company; Georgia Power Company; Gulf 

Power Company; and Mississippi Power Company. 

No. 15-1372:  CO2 Task Force of the Florida Electric Power 

Coordinating Group, Inc. 

No. 15-1373:  Montana-Dakota Utilities Co., a Division of MDU 

Resources Group, Inc. 

No. 15-1374:  Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association, Inc. 

No. 15-1375:  United Mine Workers of America. 

No. 15-1376:  National Rural Electric Cooperative Association; Arizona 

Electric Power Cooperative, Inc.; Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc.; Big Rivers 

Electric Corporation; Brazos Electric Power Cooperative, Inc.; Buckeye Power, Inc.; 

Central Montana Electric Power Cooperative; Central Power Electric Cooperative, 

Inc.; Corn Belt Power Cooperative; Dairyland Power Cooperative; Deseret 

Generation & Transmission Co-operative; East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc.; 

East River Electric Power Cooperative, Inc.; East Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc.; 

Georgia Transmission Corporation; Golden Spread Electrical Cooperative, Inc.; 

Hoosier Energy Rural Electric Cooperative, Inc.; Kansas Electric Power Cooperative, 

Inc.; Minnkota Power Cooperative, Inc.; North Carolina Electric Membership 

Corporation; Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc.; Northwest Iowa Power 
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iii 

Cooperative; Oglethorpe Power Corporation; PowerSouth Energy Cooperative; 

Prairie Power, Inc.; Rushmore Electric Power Cooperative, Inc.; Sam Rayburn G&T 

Electric Cooperative, Inc.; San Miguel Electric Cooperative, Inc.; Seminole Electric 

Cooperative, Inc.; South Mississippi Electric Power Association; South Texas Electric 

Cooperative, Inc.; Southern Illinois Power Cooperative; Sunflower Electric Power 

Corporation; Tex-La Electric Cooperative of Texas, Inc.; Upper Missouri G. & T. 

Electric Cooperative, Inc.; Wabash Valley Power Association, Inc.; Western Farmers 

Electric Cooperative; and Wolverine Power Supply Cooperative, Inc. 

No. 15-1377:  Westar Energy, Inc. 

No. 15-1378:  NorthWestern Corporation d/b/a NorthWestern Energy. 

No. 15-1379:  National Association of Home Builders. 

No. 15-1380:  State of North Dakota. 

No. 15-1382:  Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America; 

National Association of Manufacturers; American Fuel & Petrochemical 

Manufacturers; National Federation of Independent Business; American Chemistry 

Council; American Coke and Coal Chemicals Institute; American Foundry Society; 

American Forest & Paper Association; American Iron & Steel Institute; American 

Wood Council; Brick Industry Association; Electricity Consumers Resource Council; 

Lignite Energy Council; National Lime Association; National Oilseed Processors 

Association; and Portland Cement Association. 

No. 15-1383:  Association of American Railroads. 
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iv 

No. 15-1386:  Luminant Generation Company LLC; Oak Grove 

Management Company LLC; Big Brown Power Company LLC; Sandow Power 

Company LLC; Big Brown Lignite Company LLC; Luminant Mining Company LLC; 

and Luminant Big Brown Mining Company LLC. 

No. 15-1393:  Basin Electric Power Cooperative. 

No. 15-1398:  Energy & Environment Legal Institute. 

No. 15-1409:  Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality; State of 

Mississippi; and Mississippi Public Service Commission. 

No. 15-1410:  International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL-

CIO. 

No. 15-1413:  Entergy Corporation. 

No. 15-1418:  LG&E and KU Energy LLC. 

No. 15-1422:  West Virginia Coal Association. 

No. 15-1432:  Newmont Nevada Energy Investment, LLC, and 

Newmont USA Limited. 

No. 15-1442:  The Kansas City Board of Public Utilities – Unified 

Government of Wyandotte County/Kansas City, Kansas. 

No. 15-1451:  The North American Coal Corporation; The Coteau 

Properties Company; Coyote Creek Mining Company, LLC; The Falkirk Mining 

Company; Mississippi Lignite Mining Company; North American Coal Royalty 
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v 

Company; NODAK Energy Services, LLC; Otter Creek Mining Company, LLC; and 

The Sabine Mining Company. 

No. 15-1459:  Indiana Utility Group. 

No. 15-1464:  Louisiana Public Service Commission. 

No. 15-1470:  GenOn Mid-Atlantic, LLC; Indian River Power LLC; 

Louisiana Generating LLC; Midwest Generation, LLC; NRG Chalk Point LLC; NRG 

Power Midwest LP; NRG Rema LLC; NRG Texas Power LLC; NRG Wholesale 

Generation LP; and Vienna Power LLC. 

No. 15-1472:  Prairie State Generating Company, LLC. 

No. 15-1474:  Minnesota Power (an operating division of ALLETE, Inc.). 

No. 15-1475:  Denbury Onshore, LLC. 

No. 15-1477:  Energy-Intensive Manufacturers Working Group on 

Greenhouse Gas Regulation. 

No. 15-1483:  Local Government Coalition for Renewable Energy. 

No. 15-1488:  Competitive Enterprise Institute; Buckeye Institute for 

Public Policy Solutions; Independence Institute; Rio Grande Foundation; Sutherland 

Institute; Klaus J. Christoph; Samuel R. Damewood; Catherine C. Dellin; Joseph W. 

Luquire; Lisa R. Markham; Patrick T. Peterson; and Kristi Rosenquist. 

Respondents: 

Respondents are the United States Environmental Protection Agency (in Nos. 

15-1364, 15-1365, 15-1367, 15-1368, 15-1370, 15-1373, 15-1374, 15-1375, 15-1376, 
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vi 

15-1380, 15-1383, 15-1398, 15-1410, 15-1418, 15-1442, 15-1472, 15-1474, 15-1475, 

15-1483) and the United States Environmental Protection Agency and Gina 

McCarthy, Administrator (in Nos. 15-1363, 15-1366, 15-1371, 15-1372, 15-1377,     

15-1378, 15-1379, 15-1382, 15-1386, 15-1393, 15-1409, 15-1413, 15-1422, 15-1432, 

15-1451, 15-1459, 15-1464, 15-1470, 15-1477, 15-1488). 

Intervenors and Amici Curiae: 

Dixon Bros., Inc.; Gulf Coast Lignite Coalition; Joy Global Inc.; Nelson 

Brothers, Inc.; Norfolk Southern Corp.; Peabody Energy Corp.; and Western 

Explosive Systems Company are Petitioner-Intervenors. 

Advanced Energy Economy; American Lung Association; American Wind 

Energy Association; Broward County, Florida; Calpine Corporation; Center for 

Biological Diversity; City of Austin d/b/a Austin Energy; City of Boulder; City of 

Chicago; City of Los Angeles, by and through its Department of Water and Power; 

City of New York; City of Philadelphia; City of Seattle, by and through its City Light 

Department; City of South Miami; Clean Air Council; Clean Wisconsin; Coal River 

Mountain Watch; Commonwealth of Massachusetts; Commonwealth of Virginia; 

Conservation Law Foundation; District of Columbia; Environmental Defense Fund; 

Kanawha Forest Coalition; Keepers of the Mountains Foundation; Mon Valley Clean 

Air Coalition; National Grid Generation, LLC; Natural Resources Defense Council; 

New York Power Authority; NextEra Energy, Inc.; Ohio Environmental Council; 

Ohio Valley Environmental Coalition; Pacific Gas and Electric Company; Sacramento 
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vii 

Municipal Utility District; Sierra Club; Solar Energy Industries Association; Southern 

California Edison Company; State of California by and through Governor Edmund 

G. Brown, Jr., and the California Air Resources Board, and Attorney General Kamala 

D. Harris; State of Connecticut; State of Delaware; State of Hawaii; State of Illinois; 

State of Iowa; State of Maine; State of Maryland; State of Minnesota by and through 

the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency; State of New Hampshire; State of New 

Mexico; State of New York; State of Oregon; State of Rhode Island; State of 

Vermont; State of Washington; and West Virginia Highlands Conservancy are 

Respondent-Intervenors. 

Philip Zoebisch; Pedernales Electric Cooperative, Inc.; Municipal Electric 

Authority of Georgia; Pacific Legal Foundation; Texas Public Policy Foundation; 

Morning Star Packing Company; Merit Oil Company; Loggers Association of 

Northern California; Norman R. “Skip” Brown; Southeastern Legal Foundation; 

National Black Chamber of Commerce; Hispanic Leadership Fund; 60Plus 

Association; Joseph S. D’Aleo; Dr. Harold H. Doiron; Dr. Don J. Easterbrook; Dr. 

Theodore R. Eck; Dr. Gordon J. Fulks; Dr. William M. Gray; Dr. Craig D. Idso; Dr. 

Richard A. Keen; Dr. Anthony R. Lupo; Dr. Thomas P. Sheahen; Dr. S. Fred Singer; 

Dr. James P. Wallace III; Dr. George T. Wolff; Senator Mitch McConnell of 

Kentucky; Senator James M. Inhofe of Oklahoma; Senator Lamar Alexander of 

Tennessee; Senator John Barrasso of Wyoming; Senator Roy Blunt of Missouri; 

Senator John Boozman of Arkansas; Senator Shelly Moore Capito of West Virginia; 
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viii 

Senator Bill Cassidy of Louisiana; Senator Dan Coats of Indiana; Senator John 

Cornyn of Texas; Senator Michael D. Crapo of Idaho; Senator Ted Cruz of Texas; 

Senator Steve Daines of Montana; Senator Michael B. Enzi of Wyoming; Senator Deb 

Fischer of Nebraska; Senator Orrin G. Hatch of Utah; Senator John Hoeven of 

North Dakota; Senator Ron Johnson of Wisconsin; Senator James Lankford of 

Oklahoma; Senator Joe Manchin of West Virginia; Senator John McCain of Arizona; 

Senator Lisa Murkowski of Alaska; Senator Rand Paul of Kentucky; Senator James E. 

Risch of Idaho; Senator Pat Roberts of Kansas; Senator M. Michael Rounds of South 

Dakota; Senator Marco Rubio of Florida; Senator Tim Scott of South Carolina; 

Senator Richard C. Shelby of Alabama; Senator Dan Sullivan of Alaska; Senator John 

Thune of South Dakota; Senator Patrick J. Toomey of Pennsylvania; Senator David 

Vitter of Louisiana; Senator Roger Wicker of Mississippi; Speaker Paul Ryan of 

Wisconsin, 1st Congressional District; Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy of California, 

23rd Congressional District; Majority Whip Steve Scalise of Louisiana, 1st 

Congressional District; Representative Cathy McMorris Rodgers of Washington, 5th 

Congressional District; Representative Brian Babin of Texas, 36th Congressional 

District; Representative Lou Barletta of Pennsylvania, 11th Congressional District; 

Representative Andy Barr of Kentucky, 6th Congressional District; Representative Joe 

Barton of Texas, 6th Congressional District; Representative Gus Bilirakis of Florida, 

12th Congressional District; Representative Mike Bishop of Michigan, 8th 

Congressional District; Representative Rob Bishop of Utah, 1st Congressional 
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ix 

District; Representative Diane Black of Tennessee, 6th Congressional District; 

Representative Marsha Blackburn of Tennessee, 7th Congressional District; 

Representative Mike Bost of Illinois, 12th Congressional District; Representative 

Charles W. Boustany, Jr. of Louisiana, 3rd Congressional District; Representative 

Kevin Brady of Texas, 8th Congressional District; Representative Jim Bridenstine of 

Oklahoma, 1st Congressional District; Representative Mo Brooks of Alabama, 5th 

Congressional District; Representative Susan W. Brooks of Indiana, 5th Congressional 

District; Representative Ken Buck of Colorado, 4th Congressional District; 

Representative Larry Bucshon of Indiana, 8th Congressional District; Representative 

Michael C. Burgess of Texas, 26th Congressional District; Representative Bradley 

Byrne of Alabama, 1st Congressional District; Representative Ken Calvert of 

California, 42nd Congressional District; Representative Earl L. “Buddy” Carter of 

Georgia, 1st Congressional District; Representative John R. Carter of Texas, 31st 

Congressional District; Representative Steve Chabot of Ohio, 1st Congressional 

District; Representative Jason Chaffetz of Utah, 3rd Congressional District; 

Representative Mike Coffman of Colorado, 6th Congressional District; Representative 

Tom Cole of Oklahoma, 4th Congressional District; Representative Chris Collins of 

New York, 27th Congressional District; Representative Doug Collins of Georgia, 9th 

Congressional District; Representative K. Michael Conaway of Texas, 11th 

Congressional District; Representative Kevin Cramer of North Dakota, At-Large 

Congressional District; Representative Ander Crenshaw of Florida, 4th Congressional 
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District; Representative John Abney Culberson of Texas, 7th Congressional District; 

Representative Rodney Davis of Illinois, 13th Congressional District; Representative 

Jeff Denham of California, 10th Congressional District; Representative Ron DeSantis 

of Florida, 6th Congressional District; Representative Scott DesJarlais of Tennessee, 

4th Congressional District; Representative Sean P. Duffy of Wisconsin, 7th 

Congressional District; Representative Jeff Duncan of South Carolina, 3rd 

Congressional District; Representative John J. Duncan, Jr. of Tennessee, 2nd 

Congressional District; Representative Renee Ellmers of North Carolina, 2nd 

Congressional District; Representative Blake Farenthold of Texas, 27th Congressional 

District; Representative Chuck Fleischmann of Tennessee, 3rd Congressional District; 

Representative John Fleming of Louisiana, 4th Congressional District; Representative 

Bill Flores of Texas, 17th Congressional District; Representative J. Randy Forbes of 

Virginia, 4th Congressional District; Representative Virginia Foxx of North Carolina, 

5th Congressional District; Representative Trent Franks of Arizona, 8th 

Congressional District; Representative Scott Garrett of New Jersey, 5th Congressional 

District; Representative Bob Gibbs of Ohio, 7th Congressional District; 

Representative Louie Gohmert of Texas, 1st Congressional District; Representative 

Bob Goodlatte of Virginia, 6th Congressional District; Representative Paul A. Gosar 

of Arizona, 4th Congressional District; Representative Kay Granger of Texas, 12th 

Congressional District; Representative Garret Graves of Louisiana, 6th Congressional 

District; Representative Sam Graves of Missouri, 6th Congressional District; 
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xi 

Representative Tom Graves of Georgia, 14th Congressional District; Representative 

H. Morgan Griffith of Virginia, 9th Congressional District; Representative Glenn 

Grothman of Wisconsin, 6th Congressional District; Representative Frank C. Guinta 

of New Hampshire, 1st Congressional District; Representative Brett Guthrie of 

Kentucky, 2nd Congressional District; Representative Gregg Harper of Mississippi, 

3rd Congressional District; Representative Vicky Hartzler of Missouri, 4th 

Congressional District; Representative Jeb Hensarling of Texas, 5th Congressional 

District; Representative Jody B. Hice of Georgia, 10th Congressional District; 

Representative J. French Hill of Arkansas, 2nd Congressional District; Representative 

Richard Hudson of North Carolina, 8th Congressional District; Representative Tim 

Huelskamp of Kansas, 1st Congressional District; Representative Bill Huizenga of 

Michigan, 2nd Congressional District; Representative Will Hurd of Texas, 23rd 

Congressional District; Representative Robert Hurt of Virginia, 5th Congressional 

District; Representative Evan H. Jenkins of West Virginia, 3rd Congressional District; 

Representative Lynn Jenkins of Kansas, 2nd Congressional District; Representative 

Bill Johnson of Ohio, 6th Congressional District; Representative Sam Johnson of 

Texas, 3rd Congressional District; Representative Walter B. Jones of North Carolina, 

3rd Congressional District; Representative Jim Jordan of Ohio, 4th Congressional 

District; Representative Mike Kelly of Pennsylvania, 3rd Congressional District; 

Representative Trent Kelly of Mississippi, 1st Congressional District; Representative 

Steve King of Iowa, 4th Congressional District; Representative Adam Kinzinger of 
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xii 

Illinois, 16th Congressional District; Representative John Kline of Minnesota, 2nd 

Congressional District; Representative Doug LaMalfa of California, 1st Congressional 

District; Representative Doug Lamborn of Colorado, 5th Congressional District; 

Representative Robert E. Latta of Ohio, 5th Congressional District; Representative 

Billy Long of Missouri, 7th Congressional District; Representative Barry Loudermilk 

of Georgia, 11th Congressional District; Representative Frank D. Lucas of Oklahoma, 

3rd Congressional District; Representative Blaine Luetkemeyer of Missouri, 3rd 

Congressional District; Representative Cynthia M. Lummis of Wyoming, At-Large 

Congressional District; Representative Kenny Marchant of Texas, 24th Congressional 

District; Representative Tom Marino of Pennsylvania, 10th Congressional District; 

Representative Thomas Massie of Kentucky, 4th Congressional District; 

Representative Michael T. McCaul of Texas, 10th Congressional District; 

Representative Tom McClintock of California, 4th Congressional District; 

Representative David B. McKinley of West Virginia, 1st Congressional District; 

Representative Martha McSally of Arizona, 2nd Congressional District; Representative 

Mark Meadows of North Carolina, 11th Congressional District; Representative Luke 

Messer of Indiana, 6th Congressional District; Representative John L. Mica of Florida, 

7th Congressional District; Representative Jeff Miller of Florida, 1st Congressional 

District; Representative John Moolenaar of Michigan, 4th Congressional District; 

Representative Alex X. Mooney of West Virginia, 2nd Congressional District; 

Representative Markwayne Mullin of Oklahoma, 2nd Congressional District; 
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Representative Tim Murphy of Pennsylvania, 18th Congressional District; 

Representative Randy Neugebauer of Texas, 19th Congressional District; 

Representative Dan Newhouse of Washington, 4th Congressional District; 

Representative Richard B. Nugent of Florida, 11th Congressional District; 

Representative Devin Nunes of California, 22nd Congressional District; 

Representative Pete Olson of Texas, 22nd Congressional District; Representative 

Steven M. Palazzo of Mississippi, 4th Congressional District; Representative Stevan 

Pearce of New Mexico, 2nd Congressional District; Representative Scott Perry of 

Pennsylvania, 4th Congressional District; Representative Robert Pittenger of North 

Carolina, 9th Congressional District; Representative Joseph R. Pitts of Pennsylvania, 

16th Congressional District; Representative Ted Poe of Texas, 2nd Congressional 

District; Representative Mike Pompeo of Kansas, 4th Congressional District; 

Representative John Ratcliffe of Texas, 4th Congressional District; Representative Jim 

Renacci of Ohio, 16th Congressional District; Representative Reid Ribble of 

Wisconsin, 8th Congressional District; Representative Scott Rigell of Virginia, 2nd 

Congressional District; Representative David P. Roe of Tennessee, 1st Congressional 

District; Representative Harold Rogers of Kentucky, 5th Congressional District; 

Representative Mike Rogers of Alabama, 3rd Congressional District; Representative 

Dana Rohrabacher of California, 48th Congressional District; Representative Todd 

Rokita of Indiana, 4th Congressional District; Representative Peter J. Roskam of 

Illinois, 6th Congressional District; Representative Keith J. Rothfus of Pennsylvania, 
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xiv 

12th Congressional District; Representative David Rouzer of North Carolina, 7th 

Congressional District; Representative Steve Russell of Oklahoma, 5th Congressional 

District; Representative Pete Sessions of Texas, 32nd Congressional District; 

Representative John Shimkus of Illinois, 15th Congressional District; Representative 

Bill Shuster of Pennsylvania, 9th Congressional District; Representative Michael K. 

Simpson of Idaho, 2nd Congressional District; Representative Adrian Smith of 

Nebraska, 3rd Congressional District; Representative Jason Smith of Missouri, 8th 

Congressional District; Representative Lamar Smith of Texas, 21st Congressional 

District; Representative Chris Stewart of Utah, 2nd Congressional District; 

Representative Steve Stivers of Ohio, 15th Congressional District; Representative 

Marlin A. Stutzman of Indiana, 3rd Congressional District; Representative Glenn 

“GT” Thompson of Pennsylvania, 5th Congressional District; Representative Mac 

Thornberry of Texas, 13th Congressional District; Representative Patrick J. Tiberi of 

Ohio, 12th Congressional District; Representative Scott R. Tipton of Colorado, 3rd 

Congressional District; Representative David A. Trott of Michigan, 11th 

Congressional District; Representative Michael R. Turner of Ohio, 10th 

Congressional District; Representative Fred Upton of Michigan, 4th Congressional 

District;  Representative Ann Wagner of Missouri, 2nd Congressional District; 

Representative Tim Walberg of Michigan, 7th Congressional District; Representative 

Greg Walden of Oregon, 2nd Congressional District; Representative Jackie Walorski 

of Indiana, 2nd Congressional District; Representative Mimi Walters of California, 
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xv 

45th Congressional District; Representative Randy K. Weber of Texas, 14th 

Congressional District; Representative Daniel Webster of Florida, 10th Congressional 

District; Representative Brad R. Wenstrup of Ohio, 2nd Congressional District; 

Representative Bruce Westerman of Arkansas, 4th Congressional District; 

Representative Lynn A. Westmoreland of Georgia, 3rd Congressional District; 

Representative Ed Whitfield of Kentucky, 1st Congressional District; Representative 

Roger Williams of Texas, 25th Congressional District; Representative Joe Wilson of 

South Carolina, 2nd Congressional District; Representative Robert J. Wittman of 

Virginia, 1st Congressional District; Representative Steve Womak of Arkansas, 3rd 

Congressional District; Representative  Rob Woodall of Georgia, 7th Congressional 

District; Representative Kevin Yoder of Kansas, 3rd Congressional District; 

Representative Ted S. Yoho of Florida, 3rd Congressional District; Representative 

Don Young of Alaska, At-Large Congressional District; Representative Todd C. 

Young of Indiana, 9th Congressional District; Representative Ryan Zinke of Montana, 

At-Large Congressional District; Former State Public Utility Commissioners 

Congressman Kevin Cramer, David Armstrong, Randall Bynum, Charles Davidson, 

Jeff Davis, Mark David Goss, Robert Hix, Terry Jarrett, Larry Landis, Jon McKinney, 

Carol Miller, Polly Page, Anthony Rachal III, Dr. Edward Salmon, Joan Smith, Jim 

Sullivan, David Wright, and Tom Wright; Landmark Legal Foundation; Texas 

Association of Business; Pennsylvania Chamber of Business and Industry; Ohio 

Chamber of Commerce; Alaska Chamber of Commerce; Arizona Chamber of 
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xvi 

Commerce and Industry; Arkansas State Chamber of Commerce/Associated 

Industries of Arkansas; Associated Industries of Missouri; Association of Commerce 

and Industry; Bakersfield Chamber of Commerce; Beaver Dam Chamber of 

Commerce; Billings Chamber of Commerce; Birmingham Business Alliance; Bismarck 

Mandan Chamber of Commerce; Blair County Chamber of Commerce; Bowling 

Green Area Chamber of Commerce; Bullitt County Chamber of Commerce; Business 

Council of Alabama; Campbell County Chamber of Commerce; Canton Regional 

Chamber of Commerce; Carbon County Chamber of Commerce; Carroll County 

Chamber of Commerce; Catawba Chamber of Commerce; Central Chamber of 

Commerce; Central Louisiana Chamber of Commerce; Chamber Southwest 

Louisiana; Chamber630; Chandler Chamber of Commerce; Colorado Association of 

Commerce and Industry; Colorado Business Roundtable; Columbus Area Chamber of 

Commerce; Dallas Regional Chamber; Davis Chamber of Commerce; Detroit 

Regional Chamber of Commerce; Eau Claire Area Chamber of Commerce; Erie 

Regional Chamber & Growth Partnership; Fall River Area Chamber of Commerce & 

Industry; Fremont Area Chamber of Commerce; Georgia Association of 

Manufacturers; Georgia Chamber of Commerce; Gibson County Chamber of 

Commerce; Gilbert Chamber of Commerce; Grand Junction Area Chamber; Grand 

Rapids Area Chamber of Commerce; Great Lakes Metro Chambers Coalition; Greater 

Flagstaff Chamber of Commerce; Greater Green Bay Chamber of Commerce; 

Greater Irving-Las Colinas Chamber of Commerce; Greater Lehigh Valley Chamber 
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of Commerce; Greater Muhlenberg Chamber of Commerce; Greater North Dakota 

Chamber of Commerce; Greater Orange Area Chamber of Commerce; Greater 

Phoenix Chamber of Commerce; Greater Shreveport Chamber of Commerce; 

Greater Summerville/Dorchester County Chamber of Commerce; Greater Tulsa 

Hispanic Chamber of Commerce; Greater West Plains Area Chamber of Commerce; 

Hartford Area Chamber of Commerce; Hastings Area Chamber of Commerce; 

Hazard Perry County Chamber of Commerce; Illinois Manufacturers Association; 

Indiana Chamber of Commerce; Indiana County Chamber of Commerce; Iowa 

Association of Business and Industry; Jackson County Chamber; Jax Chamber of 

Commerce; Jeff Davis Chamber of Commerce; Johnson City Chamber of Commerce; 

Joplin Area Chamber of Commerce; Kalispell Chamber of Commerce; Kansas 

Chamber of Commerce; Kentucky Association of Manufacturers; Kentucky Chamber 

of Commerce; Kingsport Chamber of Commerce; Kyndle, Kentucky Network for 

Development, Leadership and Engagement; Latino Coalition; Lima-Allen County 

Chamber of Commerce; Lincoln Chamber of Commerce; Longview Chamber of 

Commerce; Loudoun Chamber of Commerce; Lubbock Chamber of Commerce; 

Madisonville-Hopkins County Chamber of Commerce; Maine State Chamber of 

Commerce; Manhattan Chamber of Commerce; McLean County Chamber of 

Commerce; Mercer Chamber of Commerce; Mesa Chamber of Commerce; Metro 

Atlanta Chamber of Commerce; Metropolitan Milwaukee Association of Commerce; 

Michigan Chamber of Commerce; Michigan Manufacturers Association; Midland 
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Chamber of Commerce; Milbank Area Chamber of Commerce; Minot Area Chamber 

of Commerce; Mississippi Economic Council – The State Chamber of Commerce; 

Mississippi Manufacturers Association, Missouri Chamber of Commerce; Mobile Area 

Chamber of Commerce; Montana Chamber of Commerce; Montgomery Area 

Chamber of Commerce; Morganfield Chamber of Commerce; Mount Pleasant/Titus 

County Chamber of Commerce; Myrtle Beach Chamber of Commerce; Naperville 

Area Chamber of Commerce; Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce; National Black 

Chamber of Commerce; Nebraska Chamber of Commerce and Industry; Nevada 

Manufacturers Association; New Jersey Business & Industry Association; New Jersey 

State Chamber of Commerce; New Mexico Business Coalition; Newcastle Area 

Chamber of Commerce; North Carolina Chamber of Commerce; North Country 

Chamber of Commerce; Northern Kentucky Chamber of Commerce; Ohio 

Manufacturers Association; Orrville Area Chamber of Commerce; Oshkosh Chamber 

of Commerce; Paducah Area Chamber of Commerce; Paintsville/Johnson County 

Chamber of Commerce; Pennsylvania Manufacturers Association; Port Aransas 

Chamber of Commerce/Tourist Bureau; Powell Valley Chamber of Commerce; 

Putnam Chamber of Commerce; Rapid City Area Chamber of Commerce; Rapid City 

Economic Development Partnership; Redondo Beach Chamber of Commerce; 

Roanoke Valley Chamber of Commerce; Rock Springs Chamber of Commerce; Salt 

Lake Chamber of Commerce; San Diego East County Chamber of Commerce; San 

Gabriel Valley Economic Partnership; Savannah Area Chamber of Commerce; 
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xix 

Schuylkill Chamber of Commerce; Shoals Chamber of Commerce; Silver City Grant 

County Chamber of Commerce; Somerset County Chamber of Commerce; South Bay 

Association of Chambers of Commerce; South Carolina Chamber of Commerce; 

South Dakota Chamber of Commerce; Southeast Kentucky Chamber of Commerce; 

Southwest Indiana Chamber; Springerville-Eagar Chamber of Commerce; Springfield 

Area Chamber of Commerce; St. Louis Regional Chamber; State Chamber of 

Oklahoma; Superior Arizona Chamber of Commerce; Tempe Chamber of 

Commerce; Tennessee Chamber of Commerce and Industry; Tucson Metro Chamber 

of Commerce; Tulsa Chamber of Commerce; Tyler Area Chamber of Commerce; 

Upper Sandusky Area Chamber of Commerce; Utah Valley Chamber; Victoria 

Chamber of Commerce; Virginia Chamber of Commerce; Wabash County Chamber 

of Commerce; West Virginia Chamber of Commerce; West Virginia Manufacturers 

Association; Westmoreland County Chamber of Commerce; White Pine Chamber of 

Commerce; Wichita Metro Chamber of Commerce; Williamsport/Lycoming 

Chamber of Commerce; Wisconsin Manufacturers & Commerce; Wyoming Business 

Alliance; Wyoming State Chamber of Commerce; Youngstown Warren Regional 

Chamber; State of Nevada; and Consumers’ Research are amici curiae in support of 

Petitioners.  

Former EPA Administrators William D. Ruckelshaus and William K. Reilly; 

Institute for Policy Integrity at New York University School of Law; National League 

of Cities; U.S. Conference of Mayors; Baltimore, MD; Boulder County, CO; Coral 
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xx 

Gables, FL; Grand Rapids, MI; Houston, TX; Jersey City, NJ; Los Angeles, CA; 

Minneapolis, MN; Pinecrest, FL; Portland, OR; Providence, RI; Salt Lake City, UT; 

San Francisco, CA; West Palm Beach, FL; American Thoracic Society; American 

Medical Association; American College of Preventive Medicine; American College of 

Occupational and Environmental Medicine; Service Employees International Union; 

American Sustainable Business Council; and South Carolina Small Business Chamber 

of Commerce are amici curiae in support of Respondents.  

Ann Arbor, MI; Arlington County, VA; Aurora, IL; Bellingham, WA; Berkeley, 

CA; Bloomington, IN; Boise, ID; Boston, MA; Carmel, IN; Chapel Hill, NC; 

Clarkston, GA; Cutler Bay, FL; Elgin, IL; Eugene, OR; Evanston, IL; Fort Collins, 

CO; Henderson, NV; Highland Park, IL; Hoboken, NJ; Holyoke, MA; King County, 

WA; Madison, WI; Miami, FL; Miami Beach, FL; Milwaukie, OR; Newburgh Heights, 

OH; Oakland, CA; Pittsburgh, PA; Portland, ME; Reno, NV; Rochester, NY; 

Syracuse, NY; Tucson, AZ; Washburn, WI; West Chester, PA; West Hollywood, CA; 

Mayor of Dallas, TX; Mayor of Knoxville, TN; Mayor of Missoula, MT; Mayor of 

Orlando, FL; American Academy of Pediatrics; National Medical Association; 

National Association for Medical Direction of Respiratory Care; American Public 

Health Association; Former State Energy and Environmental Officials Matt Baker, 

Janet Gail Besser, Ron Binz, Garry Brown, Michael H. Dworkin, Jeanne Fox, Dian 

Grueneich, Paul Hibbard, Karl Rábago, Cheryl Roberto, Barbara Roberts, Jim Roth, 

Larry R. Soward, Kelly Speakes-Backman, Sue Tierney, Kathy Watson; Union of 
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xxi 

Concerned Scientists; Grid Experts Benjamin F. Hobbs, Brendan Kirby, Kenneth J. 

Lutz, James D. McCalley, Brian Parsons; Frank Pallone, Jr., Representative of New 

Jersey; Jared Huffman, Representative of California; Nancy Pelosi, Representative of 

California; Steny H. Hoyer, Representative of Maryland; James E. Clyburn, 

Representative of South Carolina; Xavier Becerra, Representative of California; 

Joseph Crowley, Representative of New York; John Conyers, Jr., Representative of 

Michigan; Elijah E. Cummings, Representative of Maryland; Peter A. DeFazio, 

Representative of Oregon; Eliot L. Engel, Representative of New York; Raúl M. 

Grijalva, Representative of Arizona; Eddie Bernice Johnson, Representative of Texas; 

Sander Levin, Representative of Michigan; John Lewis, Representative of Georgia; 

Nita M. Lowey, Representative of New York; Jim McDermott, Representative of 

Washington; Richard E. Neal, Representative of Massachusetts; David Price, 

Representative of North Carolina; Charles B. Rangel, Representative of New York; 

Bobby L. Rush, Representative of Illinois; José E. Serrano, Representative of New 

York; Louise M. Slaughter, Representative of New York; Alma S. Adams, 

Representative of North Carolina; Pete Aguilar, Representative of California; Karen 

Bass, Representative of California; Ami Bera, Representative of California; Donald S. 

Beyer, Jr., Representative of Virginia; Earl Blumenauer, Representative of Oregon; 

Suzanne Bonamici, Representative of Oregon; Brendan F. Boyle, Representative of 

Pennsylvania; Robert A. Brady, Representative of Pennsylvania; Corrine Brown, 

Representative of Florida; Julia Brownley, Representative of California; Cheri Bustos, 
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xxii 

Representative of Illinois; G.K. Butterfield, Representative of North Carolina; Lois 

Capps, Representative of California; Tony Cárdenas, Representative of California; 

John C. Carney, Jr., Representative of Delaware; André Carson, Representative of 

Indiana; Matt Cartwright, Representative of Pennsylvania; Kathy Castor, 

Representative of Florida; Joaquin Castro, Representative of Texas; Judy Chu, 

Representative of California; David N. Cicilline, Representative of Rhode Island; 

Katherine M. Clark, Representative of Massachusetts; Emanuel Cleaver, II, 

Representative of Missouri; Steve Cohen, Representative of Tennessee; Gerald E. 

Connolly, Representative of Virginia; Joe Courtney, Representative of Connecticut; 

Danny K. Davis, Representative of Illinois; Susan A. Davis, Representative of 

California; Diana L. DeGette, Representative of Colorado; John K. Delaney, 

Representative of Maryland; Rosa L. DeLauro, Representative of Connecticut; Suzan 

K. DelBene, Representative of Washington; Mark DeSaulnier, Representative of 

California; Theodore E. Deutch, Representative of Florida; Debbie Dingell, 

Representative of Michigan; Michael F. Doyle, Representative of Pennsylvania; 

Tammy Duckworth, Representative of Illinois; Donna F. Edwards, Representative of 

Maryland; Keith Ellison, Representative of Minnesota; Anna G. Eshoo, 

Representative of California; Elizabeth H. Esty, Representative of Connecticut; Sam 

Farr, Representative of California; Chaka Fattah, Representative of Pennsylvania; Bill 

Foster, Representative of Illinois; Lois Frankel, Representative of Florida; Ruben 

Gallego, Representative of Arizona; John Garamendi, Representative of California; 
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xxiii 

Alan Grayson, Representative of Florida; Luis V. Gutierrez, Representative of Illinois; 

Janice Hahn, Representative of California; Alcee L. Hastings; Representative of 

Florida; Denny Heck, Representative of Washington; Brian Higgins, Representative of 

New York; Jim Himes, Representative of Connecticut; Michael M. Honda, 

Representative of California; Steve Israel, Representative of New York; Shelia Jackson 

Lee, Representative of Texas; Hakeem Jeffries, Representative of New York; Henry 

C. “Hank” Johnson, Representative of Georgia; William R. Keating, Representative of 

Massachusetts; Robin L. Kelly, Representative of Illinois; Joseph P. Kennedy, III, 

Representative of Massachusetts; Daniel T. Kildee, Representative of Michigan; Derek 

Kilmer, Representative of Washington; Ann McLane Kuster, Representative of New 

Hampshire; James R. Langevin, Representative of Rhode Island; John B. Larson, 

Representative of Connecticut; Brenda L. Lawrence, Representative of Michigan; 

Barbara Lee, Representative of California; Ted W. Lieu, Representative of California; 

Daniel Lipinski, Representative of Illinois; Dave Loebsack, Representative of Iowa; 

Zoe Lofgren, Representative of California; Alan Lowenthal, Representative of 

California; Ben Ray Luján, Representative of New Mexico; Michelle Lujan Grisham, 

Representative of New Mexico; Stephen F. Lynch, Representative of Massachusetts; 

Carolyn B. Maloney, Representative of New York; Sean Patrick Maloney, 

Representative of New York; Doris Matsui, Representative of California; Betty 

McCollum, Representative of Minnesota; James P. McGovern, Representative of 

Massachusetts; Jerry McNerney, Representative of California; Gregory W. Meeks, 
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xxiv 

Representative of New York; Grace Meng, Representative of New York; Gwen 

Moore, Representative of Wisconsin; Seth Moulton, Representative of Massachusetts; 

Patrick E. Murphy, Representative of Florida; Jerrold Nadler, Representative of New 

York; Grace F. Napolitano, Representative of California; Donald Norcross, 

Representative of New Jersey; Eleanor Holmes Norton, Representative of District of 

Columbia; Beto O’Rourke, Representative of Texas; Bill Pascrell, Jr., Representative 

of New Jersey; Donald M. Payne, Jr., Representative of New Jersey; Ed Perlmutter, 

Representative of Colorado; Scott H. Peters, Representative of California; Chellie 

Pingree, Representative of Maine; Mark Pocan, Representative of Wisconsin; Jared 

Polis, Representative of Colorado; Mike Quigley, Representative of Illinois; Kathleen 

M. Rice, Representative of New York; Cedric L. Richmond, Representative of 

Louisiana; Lucille Roybal-Allard, Representative of California; Raul Ruiz, 

Representative of California; C.A. Dutch Ruppersberger, Representative of Maryland; 

Gregorio Kilili Camacho Sablan, Representative of Northern Mariana Islands; Linda 

T. Sánchez, Representative of California; Loretta Sanchez, Representative of 

California; John P. Sarbanes, Representative of Maryland; Jan Schakowsky, 

Representative of Illinois; Adam B. Schiff, Representative of California; Kurt 

Schrader, Representative of Oregon; Robert C. “Bobby” Scott, Representative of 

Virginia; Brad Sherman, Representative of California; Albio Sires, Representative of 

New Jersey; Adam Smith, Representative of Washington; Jackie Speier, 

Representative of California; Eric Swalwell, Representative of California; Mark Takai, 
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xxv 

Representative of Hawaii; Mark Takano, Representative of California; Mike 

Thompson, Representative of California; Dina Titus, Representative of Nevada; Paul 

D. Tonko, Representative of New York; Niki Tsongas, Representative of 

Massachusetts; Chris Van Hollen, Representative of Maryland; Juan Vargas, 

Representative of California; Debbie Wasserman Schultz, Representative of Florida; 

Maxine Waters, Representative of California; Bonnie Watson Coleman, 

Representative of New Jersey; Peter Welch, Representative of Vermont; Frederica S. 

Wilson, Representative of Florida; John Yarmuth, Representative of Kentucky; 

Tammy Baldwin, Senator of Wisconsin; Michael F. Bennet, Senator of Colorado; 

Richard Blumenthal, Senator of Connecticut; Cory A. Booker, Senator of New Jersey; 

Barbara Boxer, Senator of California; Sherrod Brown, Senator of Ohio; Maria 

Cantwell, Senator of Washington; Benjamin L. Cardin, Senator of Maryland; Thomas 

R. Carper, Senator of Delaware; Robert P. Casey, Jr., Senator of Pennsylvania; 

Christopher A. Coons, Senator of Delaware; Richard J. Durbin, Senator of Illinois; 

Dianne Feinstein, Senator of California; Al Franken, Senator of Minnesota; Kirsten E. 

Gillibrand, Senator of New York; Martin Heinrich, Senator of New Mexico; Mazie K. 

Hirono, Senator of Hawaii; Tim Kaine, Senator of Virginia; Angus S. King, Jr., 

Senator of Maine; Amy Klobuchar, Senator of Minnesota; Patrick J. Leahy, Senator of 

Vermont; Edward J. Markey; Senator of Massachusetts; Robert Menendez, Senator of 

New Jersey; Jeff Merkley, Senator of Oregon; Patty Murray, Senator of Washington; 

Gary C. Peters, Senator of Michigan; Jack Reed, Senator of Rhode Island; Harry Reid, 
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Senator of Nevada; Bernard Sanders, Senator of Vermont; Brian Schatz, Senator of 

Hawaii; Charles E. Schumer, Senator of New York; Jeanne Shaheen, Senator of New 

Hampshire; Debbie Stabenow, Senator of Michigan; Mark R. Warner, Senator of 

Virginia; Sheldon Whitehouse, Senator of Rhode Island; Ron Wyden, Senator of 

Oregon; Sherwood Boehlert, Representative of New York (retired); Milton “Bob” 

Carr, Representative of Michigan (retired); Thomas A. Daschle, Senator and 

Representative of South Dakota (retired); Thomas Downey, Representative of New 

York (retired); David Durenberger, Senator of Minnesota (retired); Tom Harkin, 

Senator and Representative of Iowa (retired); Bill Hughes, Representative of New 

Jersey (retired); J. Robert Kerrey, Senator of Nebraska (retired); Carl Levin, Senator of 

Michigan (retired); Joseph I. Lieberman, Senator of Connecticut (retired); George 

Miller, Representative of California (retired); George J. Mitchell, Senator of Maine 

(retired); Jim Moran, Representative of Virginia (retired); Henry Waxman, 

Representative of California (retired); Timothy E. Wirth, Senator and Representative 

of Colorado (retired); Amazon.com, Inc.; Apple Inc.; Google Inc.; Microsoft Corp.; 

Leon G. Billings; Thomas C. Jorling; Citizens Utility Board; Consumers Union; Public 

Citizen, Inc.; Climate Scientists David Battisti, Marshall Burke, Ken Caldeira, Noah 

Diffenbaugh, William E. Easterling III, Christopher Field, John Harte, Jessica 

Hellman, Daniel Kirk-Davidoff, David Lobell, Katherine Mach, Pamela Matson, 

James C. Mcwilliams, Mario J. Molina, Michael Oppenheimer, Jonathan Overpeck, 

Scott R. Saleska, Noelle Eckley Selin, Drew Shindell, and Steven Wofsy; Dominion 
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Resources, Inc.; U.S. Black Chambers, Inc.; CABA (Climate Action Business 

Association, New England); Pioneer Valley Local First; Local First Ithaca; Green 

America; Kentucky Sustainable Business Council; West Virginia Sustainable Business 

Council; Ohio Sustainable Business Council; Idaho Clean Energy Association; 

Integrative Healthcare Policy Consortium; Sustainable Furnishings Council; National 

Small Business Network; New York State Sustainable Business Council; P3Utah; 

Business and Labor Coalition of New York; Small Business Minnesota; Metro 

Independent Business Council (Minneapolis); Lowcountry Local First (South 

Carolina); Local First Arizona; Sustainable Business Network of Massachusetts; 

Sustainable Business Network of Greater Philadelphia; Hampton Roads Hispanic 

Chamber of Commerce; Heartland Black Chamber of Commerce (Kansas); Madeleine 

K. Albright; Leon E. Panetta; William J. Burns; Catholic Climate Covenant; Catholic 

Rural Life; Evangelical Environmental Network; National Council of Churches USA; 

Coalition on the Environment and Jewish Life; Church World Service; Union of 

Reform Judaism; Women of Reform Judaism; National Baptist Convention of 

America; Progressive National Baptist Convention; Hazon; Sisters of Mercy of the 

Americas, Institute Leadership Team; Maryknoll Sisters; Sisters of the Divine 

Compassion; The Columban Center for Advocacy and Outreach; Cabrini College; 

Fordham University; University of San Diego; Center for Sustainability at Saint Louis 

University; Center for Human Rights and International Justice, Boston College; The 

Boisi Center of Boston College; Conference for Mercy Higher Education; University 
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of San Francisco; Le Moyne College; The Center for Peace and Justice Education; 

Loyola University Maryland; The College of the Holy Cross; Florida Council of 

Churches; Wisconsin Council of Churches; The Diocese of Stockton, California; The 

Diocese of Des Moines, Iowa; The Diocese of Davenport, Iowa; Catholic Committee 

of Appalachia; Sisters of Charity of New York; Dominican Sisters of Springfield, IL; 

Sisters of St. Joseph Earth Center: SSJ Earth Center; Sisters of St. Joseph Peace 

Leadership Team; Sisters of Charity of Saint Elizabeth Office of Peace, Justice and 

Ecological Integrity; School Sisters of Notre Dame Atlantic Midwest Province 

Department of Justice, Peace and Integrity of Creation; Buffalo Diocese Care for 

Creation Committee; Dominican Sisters of Grand Rapids; Adobe, Inc.; Mars, 

Incorporated; IKEA North America Services LLC; and Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 

Massachusetts, Inc. filed motions and amici curiae briefs in support of Respondents 

that remain pending as of the time of filing of this final form brief. 

B. Rulings Under Review 

These consolidated cases involve final agency action of the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency titled, “Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for 

Existing Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Generating Units,” and published on 

October 23, 2015, at 80 Fed. Reg. 64,662. 
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C. Related Cases 

These consolidated cases have not previously been before this Court or any 

other court. Counsel is aware of five related cases that, as of the time of filing, have 

appeared before this Court: 

(1) In re Murray Energy Corporation, No. 14-1112, 

(2) Murray Energy Corporation v. EPA, No. 14-1151 (consolidated with No. 

14-1112), 

(3) State of West Virginia v. EPA, No. 14-1146, 

(4) In re State of West Virginia, No. 15-1277, and 

(5) In re Peabody Energy Corporation, No. 15-1284 (consolidated with No. 15-

1277). 

Counsel is aware of five related proceedings that, as of the time of filing, have 

appeared before the United States Supreme Court: 

(1) West Virginia v. EPA, 136 S. Ct. 1000 (2016), 

(2) Basin Electric Power Coop. v. EPA, 136 S. Ct. 998 (2016), 

(3) Murray Energy Corp. v. EPA, 136 S. Ct. 999 (2016), 

(4) Chamber of Commerce v. EPA, 136 S. Ct. 999 (2016), and 

(5) North Dakota v. EPA, 136 S. Ct. 999 (2016). 

Per the Court’s order of January 21, 2016, the following cases are consolidated 

and being held in abeyance pending potential administrative resolution of biogenic 

carbon dioxide emissions issues in the Final Rule: National Alliance of Forest Owners v. 
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EPA, No. 15-1478; Biogenic CO2 Coalition v. EPA, No. 15-1479; and American Forest & 

Paper Association, Inc. and American Wood Council v. EPA, No. 15-1485. 
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CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS 

Non-governmental Petitioners submit the following statements pursuant to 

Rule 26.1 of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure and Circuit Rule 26.1: 

Alabama Power Company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Southern Company, 
which is a publicly held corporation. Other than Southern Company, no publicly-held 
company owns 10% or more of Alabama Power Company’s stock. Southern 
Company is traded publicly on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol 
“SO.” 

American Chemistry Council (“ACC”) states that it represents the leading 
companies engaged in the business of chemistry. ACC members apply the science of 
chemistry to make innovative products and services that make people’s lives better, 
healthier, and safer. ACC is committed to improved environmental, health, and safety 
performance through Responsible Care®, common sense advocacy designed to 
address major public policy issues, and health and environmental research and 
product testing. The business of chemistry is an $801 billion enterprise and a key 
element of the nation’s economy. ACC has no parent corporation, and no publicly 
held company has 10% or greater ownership in ACC. 

American Coalition for Clean Coal Electricity (“ACCCE”) is a partnership of 
companies that are involved in the production of electricity from coal. ACCCE 
recognizes the inextricable linkage between energy, the economy and our 
environment. Toward that end, ACCCE supports policies that promote the wise use 
of coal, one of America’s largest domestically produced energy resources, to ensure a 
reliable and affordable supply of electricity to meet our nation’s demand for energy. 
The ACCCE is a “trade association” within the meaning of Circuit Rule 26.1(b). It has 
no parent corporation, and no publicly held company owns a 10% or greater interest 
in the ACCCE. 

American Coke and Coal Chemicals Institute (“ACCCI”), founded in 1944, is the 
international trade association that represents 100% of the U.S. producers of 
metallurgical coke used for iron and steelmaking, and 100% of the nation’s producers 
of coal chemicals, who combined have operations in 12 states. ACCCI also represents 
chemical processors, metallurgical coal producers, coal and coke sales agents, and 
suppliers of equipment, goods, and services to the industry. ACCCI has no parent 
corporation, and no publicly held company has 10% or greater ownership in ACCCI. 

American Forest & Paper Association (“AF&PA”) is the national trade association 
of the paper and wood products industry, which accounts for approximately 4 percent 
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of the total U.S. manufacturing gross domestic product. The industry makes products 
essential for everyday life from renewable and recyclable resources, producing about 
$210 billion in products annually and employing nearly 900,000 men and women with 
an annual payroll of approximately $50 billion. AF&PA has no parent corporation, 
and no publicly held company has 10% or greater ownership in AF&PA. 

American Foundry Society (“AFS”), founded in 1896, is the leading U.S. based 
metalcasting society, assisting member companies and individuals to effectively 
manage their production operations, profitably market their products and services, 
and equitably manage their employees. AFS is comprised of more than 7,500 
individual members representing over 3,000 metalcasting firms, including foundries, 
suppliers, and customers. AFS has no parent corporation, and no publicly held 
company has 10% or greater ownership in AFS. 

American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers (“AFPM”) states that it is a 
national trade association whose members comprise more than 400 companies, 
including virtually all United States refiners and petrochemical manufacturers. 
AFPM’s members supply consumers with a wide variety of products that are used 
daily in homes and businesses. AFPM has no parent corporation, and no publicly held 
company has 10% or greater ownership in AFPM. 

American Iron and Steel Institute (“AISI”) states that it serves as the voice of the 
North American steel industry and represents 19 member companies, including 
integrated and electric furnace steelmakers, accounting for the majority of U.S. 
steelmaking capacity with facilities located in 41 states, Canada, and Mexico, and 
approximately 125 associate members who are suppliers to or customers of the steel 
industry. AISI has no parent corporation, and no publicly held company has 10% or 
greater ownership in AISI. 

American Public Power Association (“APPA”) is the national association of 
publicly-owned electric utilities. APPA has no outstanding shares or debt securities in 
the hands of the public. APPA has no parent company. No publicly held company 
has a 10% or greater ownership in APPA. 

American Wood Council (“AWC”) is the voice of North American traditional and 
engineered wood products, representing over 75% of the industry that provides 
approximately 400,000 men and women with family-wage jobs. AWC members make 
products that are essential to everyday life from a renewable resource that absorbs and 
sequesters carbon. AWC has no parent corporation, and no publicly held company 
has a 10% or greater ownership interest in AWC. 
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Arizona Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly 
held corporation owns any portion of Arizona Electric Power Cooperative, Inc., and 
it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns any portion of Associated Electric Cooperative, Inc., and it is not a 
subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Association of American Railroads (“AAR”) is a nonprofit trade association whose 
members include all of the Class I freight railroads (the largest freight railroads), as 
well as some smaller freight railroads and Amtrak. AAR represents its member 
railroads in proceedings before Congress, the courts, and administrative agencies in 
matters of common interest, such as the issues that are the subject matter of this 
litigation. AAR has no parent corporation, and no publicly held company owns a 10% 
or greater interest in AAR. 

Basin Electric Power Cooperative (“Basin Electric”) is a not-for-profit regional 
wholesale electric generation and transmission cooperative owned by over 100 
member cooperatives. Basin Electric provides wholesale power to member rural 
electric systems in nine states, with electric generation facilities in North Dakota, 
South Dakota, Wyoming, Montana, and Iowa serving approximately 2.9 million 
customers. Basin Electric has no parent companies. There are no publicly held 
corporations that have a 10% or greater ownership interest in Basin Electric. 

Big Brown Lignite Company, LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Luminant 
Holding Company LLC, which is a Delaware limited liability company and is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Texas Competitive Electric Holdings Company LLC (“TCEH”). 
TCEH is a Delaware limited liability company and is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Energy Future Competitive Holdings Company (“EFCH”), which is a Texas 
corporation and a wholly owned subsidiary of Energy Future Holdings Corp. (“EFH 
Corp.”). Substantially all of the common stock of EFH Corp., a Texas corporation, is 
owned by Texas Energy Future Holdings Limited Partnership, which is a privately 
held limited partnership. No publicly held entities have a 10% or greater equity 
ownership interest in EFH Corp. 

Big Brown Power Company, LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Luminant 
Holding Company LLC, which is a Delaware limited liability company and is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Texas Competitive Electric Holdings Company LLC (“TCEH”). 
TCEH is a Delaware limited liability company and is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Energy Future Competitive Holdings Company (“EFCH”), which is a Texas 
corporation and a wholly owned subsidiary of Energy Future Holdings Corp. (“EFH 
Corp.”). Substantially all of the common stock of EFH Corp., a Texas corporation, is 
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owned by Texas Energy Future Holdings Limited Partnership, which is a privately 
held limited partnership. No publicly held entities have a 10% or greater equity 
ownership interest in EFH Corp. 

Big Rivers Electric Corporation has no parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns any portion of Big Rivers Electric Corporation, and it is not a 
subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Brazos Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly 
held corporation owns any portion of Brazos Electric Power Cooperative, Inc., and it 
is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Brick Industry Association (“BIA”), founded in 1934, is the recognized national 
authority on clay brick manufacturing and construction, representing approximately 
250 manufacturers, distributors, and suppliers that historically provide jobs for 
200,000 Americans in 45 states. BIA has no parent corporation, and no publicly held 
company has 10% or greater ownership in BIA. 

Buckeye Institute for Public Policy Solutions (“Buckeye Institute”) is a nonprofit 
organization incorporated in Ohio under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue 
Code. The Buckeye Institute seeks to improve Ohio policies by performing research 
and promoting market-oriented policy solutions. No parent company or publicly-held 
company has a 10% or greater ownership interest in the Buckeye Institute. 

Buckeye Power, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly held corporation owns 
any portion of Buckeye Power, Inc., and it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any 
publicly owned corporation. 

Central Montana Electric Power Cooperative has no parent corporation. No 
publicly held corporation owns any portion of Central Montana Electric Power 
Cooperative, and it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned 
corporation. 

Central Power Electric Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly 
held corporation owns any portion of Central Power Electric Cooperative, Inc., and it 
is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America (the “Chamber”) is the 
world’s largest business federation. The Chamber represents 300,000 direct members 
and indirectly represents the interests of more than 3 million companies, state and 
local chambers, and trade associations of every size, in every industry sector, and from 
every region of the country. The Chamber has no parent corporation, and no publicly 
held company has 10% or greater ownership in the Chamber. 
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CO2 Task Force of the Florida Electric Power Coordinating Group, Inc. 
(“FCG”) is a non-profit, non-governmental corporate entity organized under the laws 
of Florida. The FCG does not have a parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns 10% or more of the FCG’s stock. 

Competitive Enterprise Institute (“CEI”) is a nonprofit organization incorporated 
in Washington D.C. under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. CEI 
focuses on advancing market approaches to regulatory issues. No parent company or 
publicly-held company has a 10% or greater ownership interest in CEI. 

Corn Belt Power Cooperative has no parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns any portion of Corn Belt Power Cooperative, and it is not a 
subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Coteau Properties Company (“Coteau Properties”) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
The North American Coal Corporation (“NACoal”). No publicly held entity has a 
10% or greater ownership interest in Coteau Properties. The general nature and 
purpose of Coteau Properties, insofar as relevant to this litigation, is the mining and 
marketing of lignite coal as fuel for power generation in North Dakota. 

Coyote Creek Mining Company, LLC (“Coyote Creek Mining”) is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of NACoal. No publicly held entity has a 10% or greater ownership interest 
in Coyote Creek Mining. The general nature and purpose of Coyote Creek Mining, 
insofar as relevant to this litigation, is the mining and marketing of lignite coal as fuel 
for power generation in North Dakota. 

Dairyland Power Cooperative has no parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns any portion of Dairyland Power Cooperative, and it is not a 
subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Denbury Onshore, LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Denbury Resources Inc., a 
publicly held corporation whose shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange. 
Other than Denbury Resources Inc., no publicly-held company owns 10% or more of 
any of Petitioner’s stock and no publicly-held company holds 10% or more of 
Denbury Resources, Inc., stock. The stock of Denbury Resources, Inc. is traded 
publicly on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol “DNR.” Denbury is an 
oil and gas production company. As a part of its oil recovery operations (generally 
termed “tertiary” or “enhanced” recovery) that are performed in several states, 
Denbury, with its affiliated companies, produces, purchases, transports, and injects 
carbon dioxide for the purpose of the recovery of hydrocarbon resources. 
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Deseret Generation & Transmission Co-operative has no parent corporation. No 
publicly held corporation owns any portion of Deseret Generation & Transmission 
Co-operative, and it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned 
corporation. 

East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly 
held corporation owns any portion of East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc., and it 
is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

East River Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No 
publicly held corporation owns any portion of East River Electric Power Cooperative, 
Inc., and it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

East Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns any portion of East Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc., and it is not a 
subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Electricity Consumers Resource Council (“ELCON”) is the national association 
representing large industrial consumers of electricity. ELCON member companies 
produce a wide range of industrial commodities and consumer goods from virtually 
every segment of the manufacturing community. ELCON members operate hundreds 
of major facilities in all regions of the United States. Many ELCON members also 
cogenerate electricity as a by-product to serving a manufacturing steam requirement. 
ELCON has no parent corporation, and no publicly held company has 10% or greater 
ownership in ELCON. 

Energy & Environment Legal Institute (“EELI”) is a non-profit, non-
governmental corporate entity organized under the laws of the Commonwealth of 
Virginia. EELI does not have a parent corporation. No publicly held corporation 
owns 10% or more of EELI’s stock. 

Energy-Intensive Manufacturers Working Group on Greenhouse Gas 
Regulation (“EIM”) is a coalition of individual companies. EIM has no outstanding 
shares or debt securities in the hands of the public. EIM has no parent corporation, 
and no publicly held company has 10% or greater ownership in EIM. 

Entergy Corporation (“Entergy”) is a publicly traded company incorporated in the 
State of Delaware, with its principal place of business in the city of New Orleans, 
Louisiana. Entergy does not have any parent companies that have a 10% or greater 
ownership interest in Entergy. Further, there is no publicly-held company that has a 
10% or greater ownership interest in Entergy. Entergy is an integrated energy 
company engaged primarily in electric power production and electric retail 
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distribution operations. Entergy delivers electricity to approximately 2.8 million 
customers in Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas. 

Falkirk Mining Company (“Falkirk Mining”) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
NACoal. No publicly held entity has a 10% or greater ownership interest in Falkirk 
Mining. The general nature and purpose of Falkirk Mining, insofar as relevant to this 
litigation, is the mining and marketing of lignite coal as fuel for power generation in 
North Dakota. 

GenOn Mid-Atlantic, LLC exists to provide safe, reliable, and affordable electric 
power to consumers. It is a limited liability corporation wholly owned by NRG North 
America LLC, a limited liability corporation wholly owned by GenOn Americas 
Generation, LLC. GenOn Americas Generation, LLC is a limited liability corporation 
wholly owned by NRG Americas, Inc. NRG Americas, Inc. is a corporation wholly 
owned by GenOn Energy Holdings, Inc., a corporation wholly owned by GenOn 
Energy, Inc. GenOn Energy, Inc. is a corporation wholly owned by NRG Energy, 
Inc. a Delaware publicly-traded corporation. NRG Energy, Inc. has no parent 
corporation. As of the last reporting period, T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. held a 
10% or greater ownership in NRG Energy, Inc. As of the last reporting period, T. 
Rowe Price Associates, Inc. was a subsidiary of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc., a publicly-
traded company. 

Georgia Power Company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Southern Company, 
which is a publicly held corporation. Other than Southern Company, no publicly-held 
company owns 10% or more of Georgia Power Company’s stock. Southern Company 
is traded publicly on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol “SO.” 

Georgia Transmission Corporation has no parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns any portion of Georgia Transmission Corporation, and it is not a 
subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Golden Spread Electrical Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly 
held corporation owns any portion of Golden Spread Electrical Cooperative, Inc., and 
it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Gulf Power Company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Southern Company, which is 
a publicly held corporation. Other than Southern Company, no publicly-held 
company owns 10% or more of Gulf Power Company’s stock. Southern Company is 
traded publicly on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol “SO.” 

Hoosier Energy Rural Electric Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No 
publicly held corporation owns any portion of Hoosier Energy Rural Electric 
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Cooperative, Inc., and it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned 
corporation. 

Independence Institute is a nonprofit organization incorporated in Colorado under 
Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The Independence Institute is a 
public policy think tank whose purpose is to educate citizens, legislators, and opinion 
makers in Colorado about policies that enhance personal and economic freedom. No 
parent company or publicly-held company has a 10% or greater ownership interest in 
the Independence Institute. 

Indian River Power LLC exists to provide safe, reliable, and affordable electric 
power to consumers. It is a limited liability corporation wholly owned by NRG 
Energy, Inc., a Delaware publicly-traded corporation. NRG Energy, Inc. has no 
parent corporation. As of the last reporting period, T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. 
held a 10% or greater ownership in NRG Energy, Inc. As of the last reporting period, 
T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. was a subsidiary of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc. a 
publicly-traded company. 

Indiana Utility Group (“IUG”) is a continuing association of individual electric 
generating companies operated for the purpose of promoting the general interests of 
the membership of electric generators. IUG has no outstanding shares or debt 
securities in the hand of the public and has no parent company. No publicly held 
company has a 10% or greater ownership interest in IUG. 

International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders, Blacksmiths, 
Forgers, and Helpers (“IBB”) is a non-profit national labor organization with 
headquarters in Kansas City, Kansas. IBB’s members are active and retired members 
engaged in various skilled trades of welding and fabrication of boilers, ships, pipelines, 
and other industrial facilities and equipment in the United States and Canada, and 
workers in other industries in the United States organized by the IBB. IBB provides 
collective bargaining representation and other membership services on behalf of its 
members. IBB is affiliated with the American Federation of Labor-Congress of 
Industrial Organizations. IBB and its affiliated lodges own approximately 60 percent 
of the outstanding stock of Brotherhood Bancshares, Inc., the holding company of 
the Bank of Labor. Bank of Labor’s mission is to serve the banking and other 
financial needs of the North American labor movement. No entity owns 10% or 
more of IBB. 

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO (“IBEW”) is a non-
profit national labor organization with headquarters located at 900 7th Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20001. IBEW’s members are active and retired skilled electricians 
and related professionals engaged in a broad array of U.S. industries, including the 
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electrical utility, coal mining, and railroad transportation sectors that stand to be 
impacted adversely by implementation of EPA’s final agency action. IBEW provides 
collective bargaining representation and other membership services and benefits on 
behalf of its members. IBEW is affiliated with the American Federation of Labor-
Congress of Industrial Organizations. IBEW has no parent companies, subsidiaries, or 
affiliates that have issued shares or debt securities to the public. 

Kansas Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly 
held corporation owns any portion of Kansas Electric Power Cooperative, Inc., and it 
is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

LG&E and KU Energy LLC is the holding company for Louisville Gas and Electric 
Company (“LG&E”) and Kentucky Utilities Company (“KU”), regulated utilities that 
serve a total of 1.2 million customers. LG&E serves 321,000 natural gas and 400,000 
electric customers in Louisville, Kentucky and 16 surrounding counties, whereas KU 
serves 543,000 customers in 77 Kentucky counties and five counties in Virginia. 
LG&E and KU Energy LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of PPL Corporation. Other 
than PPL Corporation, no publicly-held company owns 10% or more of any of 
LG&E and KU Energy LLC’s membership interests. No publicly held company has a 
10% or greater ownership interest in PPL Corporation. 

Lignite Energy Council (“LEC”) is a regional, non-profit organization whose 
primary mission is to promote the continued development and use of lignite coal as 
an energy resource. LEC’s membership includes: (1) producers of lignite coal who 
have an ownership interest in and who mine lignite; (2) users of lignite who operate 
lignite-fired electric generating plants and the nation’s only commercial scale 
“synfuels” plant that converts lignite into pipeline-quality natural gas; and (3) suppliers 
of goods and services to the lignite coal industry. LEC has no parent corporation, and 
no publicly held company has 10% or greater ownership in LEC. 

Louisiana Generating LLC exists to provide safe, reliable, and affordable electric 
power to consumers. It is a limited liability corporation wholly owned by NRG South 
Central Generating LLC, a limited liability corporation which in turn is wholly owned 
by NRG Energy, Inc., a Delaware publicly-traded corporation. NRG Energy, Inc. has 
no parent corporation. As of the last reporting period, T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. 
held a 10% or greater ownership in NRG Energy, Inc. As of the last reporting period, 
T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. was a subsidiary of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc. a 
publicly-traded company. 

Luminant Big Brown Mining Company, LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Luminant Holding Company LLC, which is a Delaware limited liability company and 
is a wholly owned subsidiary of Texas Competitive Electric Holdings Company LLC 
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(“TCEH”). TCEH is a Delaware limited liability company and is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Energy Future Competitive Holdings Company (“EFCH”), which is a 
Texas corporation and a wholly owned subsidiary of Energy Future Holdings Corp. 
(“EFH Corp.”). Substantially all of the common stock of EFH Corp., a Texas 
corporation, is owned by Texas Energy Future Holdings Limited Partnership, which 
is a privately held limited partnership. No publicly held entities have a 10% or greater 
equity ownership interest in EFH Corp. 

Luminant Generation Company, LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Luminant 
Holding Company LLC, which is a Delaware limited liability company and is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Texas Competitive Electric Holdings Company LLC (“TCEH”). 
TCEH is a Delaware limited liability company and is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Energy Future Competitive Holdings Company (“EFCH”), which is a Texas 
corporation and a wholly owned subsidiary of Energy Future Holdings Corp. (“EFH 
Corp.”). Substantially all of the common stock of EFH Corp., a Texas corporation, is 
owned by Texas Energy Future Holdings Limited Partnership, which is a privately 
held limited partnership. No publicly held entities have a 10% or greater equity 
ownership interest in EFH Corp. 

Luminant Mining Company, LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Luminant 
Holding Company LLC, which is a Delaware limited liability company and is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Texas Competitive Electric Holdings Company LLC (“TCEH”). 
TCEH is a Delaware limited liability company and is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Energy Future Competitive Holdings Company (“EFCH”), which is a Texas 
corporation and a wholly owned subsidiary of Energy Future Holdings Corp. (“EFH 
Corp.”). Substantially all of the common stock of EFH Corp., a Texas corporation, is 
owned by Texas Energy Future Holdings Limited Partnership, which is a privately 
held limited partnership. No publicly held entities have a 10% or greater equity 
ownership interest in EFH Corp. 

Midwest Generation LLC exists to provide safe, reliable, and affordable electric 
power to consumers. It is a limited liability corporation wholly owned by Midwest 
Generation Holdings II, LLC. Midwest Generation Holdings II, LLC is a limited 
liability corporation wholly owned by Midwest Generation Holdings I, LLC. Midwest 
Generation Holdings I, LLC is a limited liability corporation 95% of which is owned 
by Mission Midwest Coal, LLC and 5% of which is owned by Midwest Generation 
Holdings Limited, which in turn is wholly owned by Mission Midwest Coal, LLC. 
Mission Midwest Coal, LLC is a limited liability corporation wholly owned by NRG 
Midwest Holdings LLC, which in turn is a limited liability corporation wholly owned 
by Midwest Generation EME, LLC. Midwest Generation EME, LLC is a limited 
liability corporation wholly owned by NRG Energy Holdings Inc. which is a 
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corporation wholly owned by NRG Acquisition Holdings Inc. NRG Acquisition 
Holdings, Inc. is a corporation wholly owned by NRG Energy, Inc., a Delaware 
publicly-traded corporation. NRG Energy, Inc. has no parent corporation. As of the 
last reporting period, T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. held a 10% or greater ownership 
in NRG Energy, Inc. As of the last reporting period, T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. 
was a subsidiary of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc. a publicly-traded company. 

Minnesota Power is an operating division of ALLETE, Inc. No publicly-held 
company has a 10% or greater ownership interest in ALLETE, Inc. 

Minnkota Power Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns any portion of Minnkota Power Cooperative, Inc., and it is not a 
subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Mississippi Lignite Mining Company (“Mississippi Lignite Mining”) is a wholly-
owned subsidiary of NACoal. No publicly held entity has a 10% or greater ownership 
interest in Mississippi Lignite Mining. The general nature and purpose of Mississippi 
Lignite Mining, insofar as relevant to this litigation, is the mining and marketing of 
lignite coal as fuel for power generation in Mississippi. 

Mississippi Power Company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Southern Company, 
which is a publicly held corporation. Other than Southern Company, no publicly-held 
company owns 10% or more of Mississippi Power Company’s stock. Southern 
Company is traded publicly on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol 
“SO.” 

Montana-Dakota Utilities Co. is engaged in the distribution of natural gas and the 
generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity in the states of North Dakota, 
South Dakota, Montana, and Wyoming. Montana-Dakota Utilities Co. is a division of 
MDU Resources Group, Inc. No publicly held company has a 10% or greater 
ownership interest in MDU Resources Group, Inc. 

Murray Energy Corporation has no parent corporation and no publicly held 
corporation owns 10% or more of its stock. Murray Energy Corporation is the largest 
privately-held coal company and largest underground coal mine operator in the 
United States. 

National Association of Home Builders (“NAHB”) is a not-for-profit trade 
association organized under the laws of Nevada. NAHB does not have any parent 
companies that have a 10% or greater ownership interest in NAHB. Further, there is 
no publicly-held company that has a 10% or greater ownership interest in NAHB. 
NAHB has issued no shares of stock to the public. NAHB is comprised of 
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approximately 800 state and local home builders associations with whom it is 
affiliated, but all of those associations are, to the best of NAHB’s knowledge, 
nonprofit corporations that have not issued stock to the public. NAHB’s purpose is 
to promote the general commercial, professional, and legislative interests of its 
approximately 140,000 builder and associate members throughout the United States. 
NAHB’s membership includes entities that construct and supply single-family homes, 
as well as apartment, condominium, multi-family, commercial, and industrial builders, 
land developers, and remodelers. 

National Association of Manufacturers (“NAM”) states that it is the largest 
manufacturing association in the United States, representing small and large 
manufacturers in every industrial sector and in all 50 states. Manufacturing employs 
nearly 12 million men and women, contributes roughly $2.17 trillion to the U.S. 
economy annually, has the largest economic impact of any major sector, and accounts 
for three-quarters of private-sector research and development. The NAM is the 
powerful voice of the manufacturing community and the leading advocate for a policy 
agenda that helps manufacturers compete in the global economy and create jobs 
across the United States. The NAM has no parent corporation, and no publicly held 
company has 10% or greater ownership in the NAM. 

National Federation of Independent Business (“NFIB”) is a nonprofit mutual 
benefit corporation that promotes and protects the rights of its members to own, 
operate, and grow their businesses across the fifty States and the District of Columbia. 
NFIB has no parent corporation, and no publicly held company has 10% or greater 
ownership in NFIB. 

National Lime Association (“NLA”) is the national trade association of the lime 
industry and is comprised of U.S. and Canadian commercial lime manufacturing 
companies, suppliers to lime companies, and foreign lime companies and trade 
associations. NLA’s members produce more than 99% of all lime in the U.S., and 
100% of the lime manufactured in Canada. NLA provides a forum to enhance and 
encourage the exchange of ideas and technical information common to the industry 
and to promote the use of lime and the business interests of the lime industry. NLA is 
a non-profit organization. It has no parent corporation, and no publicly held company 
has 10% or greater ownership in NLA. 

National Mining Association (“NMA”) is a non-profit, incorporated national trade 
association whose members include the producers of most of America’s coal, metals, 
and industrial and agricultural minerals; manufacturers of mining and mineral 
processing machinery, equipment, and supplies; and engineering and consulting firms 
that serve the mining industry. NMA has no parent companies, subsidiaries, or 
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affiliates that have issued shares or debt securities to the public, although NMA’s 
individual members have done so. 

National Oilseed Processors Association (“NOPA”) is a national trade association 
that represents 12 companies engaged in the production of vegetable meals and 
vegetable oils from oilseeds, including soybeans. NOPA’s member companies process 
more than 1.6 billion bushels of oilseeds annually at 63 plants in 19 states, including 
57 plants which process soybeans. NOPA has no parent corporation, and no publicly 
held company has 10% or greater ownership in NOPA. 

National Rural Electric Cooperative Association has no parent corporation. No 
publicly held corporation owns any portion of National Rural Electric Cooperative 
Association, and it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned 
corporation. 

Newmont Nevada Energy Investment, LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Newmont USA Limited and is the owner and operator of the TS Power Plant, a 242 
MW coal-fired power plant located in Eureka County, Nevada, which provides power 
to Newmont USA Limited’s mining operations. No other publicly held corporation 
owns 10% or more of the stock of Newmont Nevada Energy Investment, LLC. 

Newmont USA Limited owns and operates 11 surface gold and copper mines, eight 
underground mines, and 13 processing facilities in Nevada that are served by the TS 
Power Plant. Newmont USA Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary of Newmont 
Mining Corporation and no other publicly held corporation owns 10% or more of its 
stock. 

NODAK Energy Services, LLC (“NODAK”) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
NACoal. No publicly held entity has a 10% or greater ownership interest in NODAK. 
The general nature and purpose of NODAK, insofar as relevant to this litigation, is 
the operation of a lignite beneficiation facility within Great River Energy’s Coal Creek 
Station, a lignite-fired power generating station in North Dakota. 

The North American Coal Corporation (“NACoal”) is a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of NACCO Industries, Inc. NACoal is not publicly held, but NACCO Industries, 
Inc., its parent, is a publicly traded corporation that owns more than 10% of the stock 
of NACoal. No other publicly-held corporation owns more than 10% of the stock of 
NACoal. The general nature and purpose of NACoal, insofar as relevant to this 
litigation, is the mining and marketing of lignite coal as fuel for power generation and 
the provision of mining services to natural resources companies. 
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North American Coal Royalty Company (“North American Coal Royalty”) is a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of NACoal. No publicly held entity has a 10% or greater 
ownership interest in North American Coal Royalty. The general nature and purpose 
of North American Coal Royalty, insofar as relevant to this litigation, is the 
acquisition and disposition of mineral and surface interests in support of NACoal’s 
mining of lignite coal as fuel for power generation, and the provision of mining 
services to natural resources companies. 

North Carolina Electric Membership Corporation has no parent corporation. No 
publicly held corporation owns any portion of North Carolina Electric Membership 
Corporation, and it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned 
corporation. 

Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No 
publicly held corporation owns any portion of Northeast Texas Electric Cooperative, 
Inc., and it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Northwest Iowa Power Cooperative has no parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns any portion of Northwest Iowa Power Cooperative, and it is not a 
subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

NorthWestern Corporation is a publicly traded company (NYSE: NWE) 
incorporated in the State of Delaware with corporate offices in Butte, Montana and 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota. NorthWestern Corporation has no parent corporation. As 
of February 17, 2016, based on a review of statements filed with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission pursuant to Sections 13(d), 13(f), and 13(g) of the Securities 
and Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, BlackRock Fund Advisors is the only 
shareholder owning more than 10% or more of NorthWestern Corporation’s stock. 
In addition to publicly traded stock, NorthWestern Corporation has issued debt and 
bonds to the public. 

NRG Chalk Point LLC exists to provide safe, reliable, and affordable electric power 
to consumers. It is wholly owned by GenOn Mid-Atlantic, LLC. GenOn Mid-
Atlantic, LLC is a limited liability corporation wholly owned by NRG North America 
LLC, a limited liability corporation wholly owned by GenOn Americas Generation, 
LLC. GenOn Americas Generation, LLC is a limited liability corporation wholly 
owned by NRG Americas, Inc. NRG Americas, Inc. is a corporation wholly owned 
by GenOn Energy Holdings, Inc., a corporation wholly owned by GenOn Energy, 
Inc. GenOn Energy, Inc. is a corporation wholly owned by NRG Energy, Inc., a 
Delaware publicly-traded corporation. NRG Energy, Inc. has no parent corporation. 
As of the last reporting period, T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. held a 10% or greater 
ownership in NRG Energy, Inc. As of the last reporting period, T. Rowe Price 
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Associates, Inc. was a subsidiary of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc. a publicly-traded 
company. 

NRG Power Midwest LP exists to provide safe, reliable, and affordable electric 
power to consumers. It is a limited partnership 99% of which is owned by NRG 
Power Generation Assets LLC and 1% of which is owned by NRG Power Midwest 
GP LLC, a limited liability corporation wholly owned by NRG Power Generation 
Assets LLC. NRG Power Generation Assets LLC is a limited liability corporation 
wholly owned by NRG Power Generation LLC, which is a limited liability 
corporation wholly owned by NRG Americas, Inc. NRG Americas, Inc. is a 
corporation wholly owned by GenOn Energy Holdings, Inc., a corporation wholly 
owned by GenOn Energy, Inc. GenOn Energy, Inc. is a corporation wholly owned by 
NRG Energy, Inc., a Delaware publicly-traded corporation. NRG Energy, Inc. has no 
parent corporation. As of the last reporting period, T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. 
held a 10% or greater ownership in NRG Energy, Inc. As of the last reporting period, 
T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. was a subsidiary of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc. a 
publicly-traded company. 

NRG Rema LLC exists to provide safe, reliable, and affordable electric power to 
consumers. It is a limited liability corporation wholly owned by NRG Northeast 
Generation, Inc., a corporation wholly owned by NRG Northeast Holdings Inc. NRG 
Northeast Holdings Inc. is a corporation wholly owned by NRG Power Generation 
LLC, a limited liability corporation wholly owned by NRG Americas, Inc. NRG 
Americas, Inc. is a corporation wholly owned by GenOn Energy Holdings, Inc., a 
corporation wholly owned by GenOn Energy, Inc. GenOn Energy, Inc. is a 
corporation wholly owned by NRG Energy, Inc., a Delaware publicly-traded 
corporation. NRG Energy, Inc. has no parent corporation. As of the last reporting 
period, T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. held a 10% or greater ownership in NRG 
Energy, Inc. As of the last reporting period, T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. was a 
subsidiary of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc. a publicly-traded company. 

NRG Texas Power LLC exists to provide safe, reliable, and affordable electric 
power to consumers. It is a limited liability corporation wholly owned by NRG Texas 
LLC, which in turn is a limited liability corporation wholly owned by NRG Energy, 
Inc., a Delaware publicly-traded corporation. NRG Energy, Inc. has no parent 
corporation. As of the last reporting period, T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. held a 
10% or greater ownership in NRG Energy, Inc. As of the last reporting period, T. 
Rowe Price Associates, Inc. was a subsidiary of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc. a publicly-
traded company. 

NRG Wholesale Generation LP exists to provide safe, reliable, and affordable 
electric power to consumers. It is a limited partnership 99% owned by NRG Power 
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Generation Assets LLC and 1% owned by NRG Wholesale Generation GP LLC, 
both of which are wholly owned by NRG Power Generation LLC. NRG Power 
Generation LLC is a limited liability corporation wholly owned by NRG Americas, 
Inc. NRG Americas, Inc. is a corporation wholly owned by GenOn Energy Holdings, 
Inc., a corporation wholly owned by GenOn Energy, Inc. GenOn Energy, Inc. is a 
corporation wholly owned by NRG Energy, Inc., a Delaware publicly-traded 
corporation. NRG Energy, Inc. has no parent corporation. As of the last reporting 
period, T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. held a 10% or greater ownership in NRG 
Energy, Inc. As of the last reporting period, T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. was a 
subsidiary of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc. a publicly-traded company. 

Oak Grove Management Company, LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Luminant Holding Company LLC, which is a Delaware limited liability company and 
is a wholly owned subsidiary of Texas Competitive Electric Holdings Company LLC 
(“TCEH”). TCEH is a Delaware limited liability company and is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Energy Future Competitive Holdings Company (“EFCH”), which is a 
Texas corporation and a wholly owned subsidiary of Energy Future Holdings Corp. 
(“EFH Corp.”). Substantially all of the common stock of EFH Corp., a Texas 
corporation, is owned by Texas Energy Future Holdings Limited Partnership, which 
is a privately held limited partnership. No publicly held entities have a 10% or greater 
equity ownership interest in EFH Corp. 

Oglethorpe Power Corporation has no parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns any portion of Oglethorpe Power Corporation, and it is not a 
subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Otter Creek Mining Company, LLC (“Otter Creek”) is a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of NACoal. No publicly held entity has a 10% or greater ownership interest in Otter 
Creek. The general nature and purpose of Otter Creek, insofar as relevant to this 
litigation, is the development of a mine to deliver lignite coal as fuel for power 
generation in North Dakota. 

Portland Cement Association (“PCA”) is a not-for-profit “trade association” within 
the meaning of Circuit Rule 26.1(b). It represents companies responsible for more 
than 80 percent of cement-making capacity in the United States. PCA members 
operate manufacturing plants in 35 states, with distribution centers in all 50 states. 
PCA conducts market development, engineering, research, education, technical 
assistance, and public affairs programs on behalf of its members. Its mission focuses 
on improving and expanding the quality and uses of cement and concrete, raising the 
quality of construction, and contributing to a better environment. PCA has no parent 
corporation, and no publicly held company owns a 10% or greater interest in PCA. 
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PowerSouth Energy Cooperative has no parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns any portion of PowerSouth Energy Cooperative, and it is not a 
subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Prairie Power, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly held corporation owns 
any portion of Prairie Power, Inc., and it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any 
publicly owned corporation. 

Prairie State Generating Company, LLC (“PSGC”) is a private non-governmental 
corporation that is principally engaged in the business of generating electricity for 
cooperatives and public power companies. PSGC does not have a parent corporation 
and no publicly-held corporation owns ten percent or more of its stock. 

Rio Grande Foundation is a nonprofit organization incorporated in New Mexico 
under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The Rio Grande Foundation is 
a research institute dedicated to increasing liberty and prosperity for New Mexico’s 
citizens. No parent company or publicly-held company has a 10% or greater 
ownership interest in the Rio Grande Foundation. 

Rushmore Electric Power Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No 
publicly held corporation owns any portion of Rushmore Electric Power Cooperative, 
Inc., and it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

The Sabine Mining Company (“Sabine Mining”) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
NACoal. No publicly held entity has a 10% or greater ownership interest in Sabine 
Mining. The general nature and purpose of Sabine Mining, insofar as relevant to this 
litigation, is the mining of lignite coal as fuel for power generation in Texas. 

Sam Rayburn G&T Electric Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No 
publicly held corporation owns any portion of Sam Rayburn G&T Electric 
Cooperative, Inc., and it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned 
corporation. 

San Miguel Electric Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns any portion of San Miguel Electric Cooperative, Inc., and it is not a 
subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Sandow Power Company, LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Luminant Holding 
Company LLC, which is a Delaware limited liability company and is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Texas Competitive Electric Holdings Company LLC (“TCEH”). TCEH 
is a Delaware limited liability company and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Energy 
Future Competitive Holdings Company (“EFCH”), which is a Texas corporation and 
a wholly owned subsidiary of Energy Future Holdings Corp. (“EFH Corp.”). 
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Substantially all of the common stock of EFH Corp., a Texas corporation, is owned 
by Texas Energy Future Holdings Limited Partnership, which is a privately held 
limited partnership. No publicly held entities have a 10% or greater equity ownership 
interest in EFH Corp. 

Seminole Electric Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns any portion of Seminole Electric Cooperative, Inc., and it is not a 
subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

South Mississippi Electric Power Association has no parent corporation. No 
publicly held corporation owns any portion of South Mississippi Electric Power 
Association, and it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned 
corporation. 

South Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly 
held corporation owns any portion of South Texas Electric Cooperative, Inc., and it is 
not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Southern Illinois Power Cooperative has no parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns any portion of Southern Illinois Power Cooperative, and it is not a 
subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Sunflower Electric Power Corporation has no parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns any portion of Sunflower Electric Power Corporation, and it is not 
a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Sutherland Institute is a nonprofit organization incorporated in Utah under Section 
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The Sutherland Institute is a public policy 
think tank committed to influencing Utah law and policy based on the core principles 
of limited government, personal responsibility, and charity. No parent company or 
publicly-held company has a 10% or greater ownership interest in the Sutherland 
Institute. 

Tex-La Electric Cooperative of Texas, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly 
held corporation owns any portion of Tex-La Electric Cooperative of Texas, Inc., and 
it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association, Inc. (“Tri-State”) is a 
wholesale electric power supply cooperative which operates on a not-for-profit basis 
and is owned by 1.5 million member-owners and 44 distribution cooperatives. Tri-
State issues no stock and has no parent corporation. Accordingly, no publicly held 
corporation owns 10% or more of its stock. 
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United Mine Workers of America (“UMWA”) is a non-profit national labor 
organization with headquarters in Triangle, Virginia. UMWA’s members are active 
and retired miners engaged in the extraction of coal and other minerals in the United 
States and Canada, and workers in other industries in the United States organized by 
the UMWA. UMWA provides collective bargaining representation and other 
membership services on behalf of its members. UMWA is affiliated with the America 
Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations. UMWA has no parent 
companies, subsidiaries, or affiliates that have issued shares or debt securities to the 
public. 

Upper Missouri G. & T. Electric Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No 
publicly held corporation owns any portion of Upper Missouri G. & T. Electric 
Cooperative, Inc., and it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned 
corporation. 

Utility Air Regulatory Group (“UARG”) is a not-for-profit association of individual 
generating companies and national trade associations that participates on behalf of its 
members collectively in administrative proceedings under the Clean Air Act, and in 
litigation arising from those proceedings, that affect electric generators. UARG has no 
outstanding shares or debt securities in the hands of the public and has no parent 
company. No publicly held company has a 10% or greater ownership interest in 
UARG. 

Vienna Power LLC exists to provide safe, reliable, and affordable electric power to 
consumers. It is a limited liability corporation wholly owned by NRG Energy, Inc., a 
Delaware publicly-traded corporation. NRG Energy, Inc. has no parent corporation. 
As of the last reporting period, T. Rowe Price Associates, Inc. held a 10% or greater 
ownership in NRG Energy, Inc. As of the last reporting period, T. Rowe Price 
Associates, Inc. was a subsidiary of T. Rowe Price Group, Inc. a publicly-traded 
company. 

Wabash Valley Power Association, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly 
held corporation owns any portion of Wabash Valley Power Association, Inc., and it 
is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 

West Virginia Coal Association (“WVCA”) is a trade association representing more 
than 90% of West Virginia’s underground and surface coal mine production. No 
publicly-held company has 10% or greater ownership of the WVCA. 

Western Farmers Electric Cooperative has no parent corporation. No publicly held 
corporation owns any portion of Western Farmers Electric Cooperative, and it is not 
a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 
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Westar Energy, Inc. (“Westar”) is a publicly traded company (symbol: WR) 
incorporated in the State of Kansas, with its principal place of business in the city of 
Topeka, Kansas. Westar is the parent corporation of Kansas Gas and Electric 
Company (“KGE”), a Kansas corporation with its principal place of business in 
Topeka, Kansas. Westar owns all of the stock of KGE. In addition to Westar’s 
publicly traded stock, both Westar and KGE have issued debt and bonds to the 
public. Westar does not have any parent companies that have a 10% or greater 
ownership interest in Westar. Further, there is no publicly-held company that has a 
10% or greater ownership interest in Westar. 

Wolverine Power Supply Cooperative, Inc. has no parent corporation. No publicly 
held corporation owns any portion of Wolverine Power Supply Cooperative, Inc., and 
it is not a subsidiary or an affiliate of any publicly owned corporation. 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

Petitioners seek review of a U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) 

final rule entitled “Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for Existing Stationary 

Sources: Electric Utility Generating Units,” 80 Fed. Reg. 64,662 (Oct. 23, 2015) 

(“Rule”), Joint Appendix (“JA”) 143-445. Petitions for review were timely filed in this 

Court under section 307(b)(1) of the Clean Air Act (“Act” or “CAA”).1 

STATEMENT OF ISSUES 

1. Whether the Rule violates section 111 of the Clean Air Act by:  

a. Requiring that States adopt standards of performance that are not 

“for,” and cannot be “applied” to, individual existing fossil fuel-fired electric 

generating units, but that instead require the owners and operators of these facilities 

to subsidize EPA-preferred facilities; 

b. Requiring that States adopt standards of performance that are not 

based on technological or operational processes that continuously limit the rate at 

which the regulated pollutant is emitted by regulated sources, but instead require non-

performance by sources; and/or 

c. Requiring that States adopt standards for existing units that are 

more stringent even than those EPA contemporaneously established under section 

111(b) for the best state-of-the-art new units. 

                                           
1 All citations are to the CAA; the Table of Authorities provides parallel 

citations to the U.S. Code. 
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2. Whether the Rule exceeds EPA’s authority under CAA section 111(d) by 

requiring States to adopt standards of performance for sources in source categories 

that are already regulated under section 112. 

3. Whether the Rule abrogates authority granted to the States under section 

111(d) by forbidding States from setting performance standards less stringent than the 

Rule’s national performance rates, and failing to authorize States “to take into 

consideration, among other factors, the remaining useful life” of an existing source. 

4. Whether the Rule violates rights reserved to the States by the United 

States Constitution by reordering the mix of energy generation in such a way that 

States will have no choice but to carry out EPA’s preferred energy policy, regardless 

of whether the Rule is implemented through a state or federal plan. 

STATUTES AND REGULATIONS 

The Rule is codified in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Subpart UUUU. The Statutory and 

Regulatory Addendum reproduces pertinent portions of cited statutes and regulations. 

INTRODUCTION 

Relying on an obscure provision of the Clean Air Act, EPA’s Rule seeks to 

effect an “aggressive transformation”2 of the mix of electricity generation in nearly 

every State by systematically “decarboniz[ing]” power generation and ushering in a 

                                           
2 State Pet’rs’ Mot. for Stay (Oct. 23, 2015), Ex. B, White House Fact Sheet, 

ECF 1579999 (“White House Fact Sheet”), JA5711. 
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new “clean energy” economy.3 Although Congress has debated a number of bills 

designed to achieve that very result, it has not adopted any such legislation. Frustrated 

with Congress, EPA now purports to have discovered sweeping authority in section 

111(d) of the Clean Air Act—a provision that has been used only five times in 45 

years—to issue a “Power Plan” that forces States to fundamentally alter electricity 

generation throughout the country. 

But as the Supreme Court recently said, courts should “greet … with a measure 

of skepticism” claims by EPA to have “discover[ed] in a long-extant statute an 

unheralded power to regulate a significant portion of the American economy” and 

make “decisions of vast economic and political significance,” Util. Air Regulatory Grp. 

v. EPA, 134 S. Ct. 2427, 2444 (2014) (“UARG”) (internal quotation marks omitted), 

especially in areas outside an agency’s “expertise,” King v. Burwell, 135 S. Ct. 2480, 2489 

(2015). That skepticism is doubly warranted here where EPA’s Rule intrudes on an 

“area[] of traditional state responsibility,” Bond v. United States, 134 S. Ct. 2077, 2089 

(2014)—namely, the States’ “traditional authority over the need for additional 

generating capacity, the type of generating facilities to be licensed, land use, 

ratemaking, and the like,” Pac. Gas & Elec. Co. v. State Energy Res. Conservation & Dev. 

Comm’n, 461 U.S. 190, 212 (1983) (“PG&E”). 

                                           
3 President Obama’s Clean Power Plan is a Strong Signal of International Leadership 

(Aug. 5, 2015), https://climate.america.gov/clean-power-plan-strong-signal-
international-leadership/. 
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EPA’s audacious assertion of authority in this Rule is more far-reaching than 

any previous effort by the agency. According to EPA, section 111(d) authorizes it to 

use the States to impose on fossil fuel-fired power plants emission reduction 

requirements that are premised not just on pollution control measures at the regulated 

plants, but also (and predominantly) on reducing or eliminating operations at those 

plants and shifting their electricity generation to competitors, including those not 

regulated by the Rule. Those reduction requirements far exceed what EPA has found 

may be achieved individually by even a new plant with the agency’s state-of-the-art 

“best system of emission reduction.” Rather, the reduction requirements can be met 

only by shutting down hundreds of coal-fired plants, limiting the use of others, and 

requiring the construction and operation of other types of facilities preferred by 

EPA—a directive EPA euphemistically calls “generation shifting.” 

EPA’s legal theory is at odds with the plain language of section 111 and 

certainly is not “clearly” authorized by that provision. UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2444. 

Section 111(d) authorizes EPA to establish “procedure[s]” under which States set 

“standards of performance for any existing source,” i.e., standards that are 

“appl[icable] … to a[] particular source” within a regulated “source category.” CAA 

§ 111(a)(1), (d)(1). Those standards must reflect the “application of the best system of 

emission reduction” to that “source,” i.e., to a “building, structure, facility, or 

installation.” Id. § 111(a)(1), (3). In other words, EPA may seek to reduce emissions 

only through measures that can be implemented by individual facilities. Indeed, for 45 
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years, EPA has consistently interpreted section 111 standards of performance in this 

way—not only in the five instances in which it has addressed existing sources, but also 

in the more than one hundred rulemakings in which it has adopted standards for new 

sources. 

The Rule is further barred by the fact that coal-fired electric generating units 

are already regulated under section 112 of the Clean Air Act. See 77 Fed. Reg. 9304 

(Feb. 16, 2012). Section 111(d) expressly prohibits EPA’s use of that section to 

require States to regulate “any air pollutant … emitted from a source category which 

is regulated under section [1]12.” CAA § 111(d)(1)(A).  

Additionally, even if EPA were permitted to regulate in this instance, the Rule 

is unlawful because it prevents States from exercising the authority granted to them 

under section 111 to establish standards of performance and to take into 

consideration the remaining useful life of an existing source when applying a standard 

to that source. 

Finally, the Rule violates the Constitution. In order to pass constitutional 

muster, cooperative federalism programs must provide States with a meaningful 

opportunity to decline implementation. But the Rule does not do so; States that 

decline to take legislative or regulatory action to ensure increased generation by EPA’s 

preferred power sources face the threat of insufficient electricity to meet demand. The 

Rule is thus an act of commandeering that leaves States no choice but to alter their 
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laws and programs governing electricity generation and delivery to accord with federal 

policy. 

If upheld, the Rule would lead to a breathtaking expansion of the agency’s 

authority. The Rule’s restructuring of nearly every State’s electric grid would exceed 

even the authority that Congress gave to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

(“FERC”), the federal agency responsible for electricity regulation. But EPA’s theory 

of “generation shifting”—which is not about making regulated sources reduce their 

emissions while operating but rather about preventing many sources from operating 

at all—does not stop with the power sector. EPA’s newly-discovered authority 

threatens to enable the agency to mandate that any existing source’s owners in any 

industry reduce their source’s production, shutter the existing source entirely, and 

even subsidize their non-regulated competitors. Section 111(d) would be transformed 

from a limited provision into the most powerful part of the Clean Air Act, making the 

agency a central planner for every single industry that emits carbon dioxide. Congress 

did not intend and could not have imagined such a result when it passed the provision 

more than 45 years ago. 

The Rule must be vacated. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

I. Section 111 of the Clean Air Act 

Enacted in 1970, section 111 authorizes the regulation of air pollutants emitted 

by stationary sources. Under section 111, EPA is directed to “list” categories of 
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“stationary sources”—defined as “any building, structure, facility, or installation which 

emits or may emit any air pollutant,” CAA § 111(a)(3)—whose pollutants endanger 

public health or welfare, id. § 111(b)(1)(A). EPA must establish nationally-applicable 

“standards of performance” for new stationary sources within that category. Id. 

§ 111(b)(1)(B). EPA also may, in limited circumstances, call upon States to submit 

plans containing State-established standards of performance for the same pollutant 

from existing sources within the same source category. Id. § 111(d)(1). 

A. The Definition of “Standard of Performance” 

Under section 111(d), a “standard of performance” must be “for” and 

“appl[icable] … to a[] particular source” within a regulated source category. Id. 

§ 111(d), (d)(1)(B); accord id. § 111(b)(1)(B) (discussing standards of performance 

“which will be applicable to” individual new sources); id. § 111(a)(2). Section 111(a)(1) 

defines the phrase to mean, for both new and existing sources: 

a standard for emissions of air pollutants which reflects the degree of 
emission limitation achievable through the application of the best system 
of emission reduction which (taking into account the cost of achieving 
such reduction and any nonair quality health and environmental impact 
and energy requirements) the Administrator determines has been 
adequately demonstrated. 

The term “emission limitation” means a “requirement … which limits the quantity, 

rate, or concentration of emissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis ….” Id. 

§ 302(k). Thus, a “standard of performance” must reflect the emission limitation that 

can be achieved by “the application of the best system of emission reduction” that has 
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been “demonstrated” to limit emissions from an individual source in the listed source 

category on a “continuous basis,” after considering cost and other factors. 

Since 1970, every performance standard has adhered to the requirement of this 

plain text. Each has been based upon a best system of emission reduction involving 

technological controls or low-polluting production processes that: (i) are capable of 

being implemented at the source, (ii) limit the individual source’s emissions while it 

operates, and (iii) do not limit the individual source’s level of production. See generally 

40 C.F.R. pt. 60, subpts. Cb-OOOO. 

B. Standards of Performance for Existing Sources 

Though section 111’s primary focus—as reflected in its title, “Standards of 

performance for new stationary sources”—is the regulation of new sources, EPA has 

on a few occasions called upon States to establish standards of performance for 

existing sources under section 111(d) in a category for which EPA has issued a national 

new source standard. Compared to the roughly one hundred new source performance 

standards under section 111(b), EPA has promulgated only five rules under section 

111(d). 

Section 111(d)’s infrequent use stems partly from an important limitation on 

EPA’s authority contained in that provision itself: the Section 112 Exclusion. In the 

1990 CAA Amendments, Congress broadly expanded the stringency and reach of 
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section 112,4 and at the same time limited the reach of section 111(d) for the purpose 

of prohibiting double regulation of sources also regulated under section 112. Since the 

1990 Amendments, section 111(d) has expressly prohibited EPA from requiring 

States to regulate “any air pollutant … emitted from a source category which is 

regulated under section [1]12.” CAA § 111(d)(1)(A). This means “EPA may not 

employ § [1]11(d) if existing stationary sources of the pollutant in question are 

regulated under … § [1]12.” Am. Elec. Power Co. v. Connecticut, 131 S. Ct. 2527, 2537 n.7 

(2011) (“AEP”). 

In contrast to the standard-setting authority granted to EPA for new sources 

under section 111(b), section 111(d) grants to the States the authority to set 

performance standards for existing sources. Section 111(d) permits EPA only to 

prescribe regulations “establish[ing] a procedure” under which “each State shall 

submit” to EPA “a plan which … establishes standards of performance for any 

existing source” meeting the statutory criteria. CAA § 111(d)(1). It further directs that 

EPA’s regulations “shall permit the State in applying a standard of performance to 

any particular source” to “take into consideration, among other factors, the remaining 

useful life of the existing source to which such standard applies.” Id. “[I]n cases where 

                                           
4 Compare Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-549, § 301, 104 

Stat. 2399, 2531-74 (1990) (amending CAA § 312), JA4191-234, with Clean Air 
Amendments of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-604, § 112, 84 Stat. 1676, 1685-86 (1970), 
JA4059-60. 
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the State fails to submit a satisfactory plan,” EPA has the authority to “prescribe a 

plan for a State.” Id. § 111(d)(2)(A). 

EPA’s 1975 regulations reflect these statutory directives. Establishing the 

procedure for section 111(d) state plans, 40 C.F.R. pt. 60, subpt. B, those regulations 

provide that EPA will issue under section 111(d) only a “guideline document” 

containing an “emission guideline” “for the development of State plans.” 40 C.F.R. 

§ 60.22(a), (b). Each individual State then submits a plan establishing standards of 

performance, id. § 60.22(b), which may be less stringent than the EPA emission 

guidelines if the State makes certain demonstrations, including infeasibility or 

unreasonable cost given a plant’s age, id. § 60.24(f).  

No previous section 111(d) regulation has identified emission guidelines for 

existing sources that are more stringent than the corresponding section 111(b) 

standards for new sources in that category. See infra pp. 58-59 & n.30. This is 

consistent with the Act’s directive that EPA must take cost and feasibility into 

account in setting the best system of emission reduction, CAA § 111(a)(1), because 

retrofitting an existing source with pollution controls will be more expensive and 

technologically challenging than incorporating controls into a new plant’s design, 40 

Fed. Reg. 53,340, 53,344 (Nov. 17, 1975), JA4090. 
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II. The President’s Climate Action Plan 

After Congress declined to pass legislation authorizing CO2 reduction 

programs,5 President Obama issued his “Climate Action Plan” in June 2013.6 The 

President ordered EPA to mandate steep reductions in CO2 emissions from power 

plants under section 111.7 EPA subsequently adopted separate rules under section 

111(b) and section 111(d) for new and existing fossil fuel-fired electric generating 

units, including the Rule at issue here. See 80 Fed. Reg. 64,510 (Oct. 23, 2015); 80 Fed. 

Reg. 64,662. It did so even though existing coal-fired units had recently been regulated 

under section 112. See 77 Fed. Reg. 9304. 

A. The Section 111(b) New Source Rule 

In October 2015, EPA promulgated standards limiting CO2 emissions from 

new facilities within two source categories—coal- and natural gas-fired electric 

generating units. 80 Fed. Reg. 64,510. EPA determined that the best system of 

emission reduction for newly constructed coal-fired facilities is partial carbon capture 

and sequestration technology, based on which EPA set a performance standard of 

                                           
5 See, e.g., S. Con. Res. 8, S. Amdt. 646, 113th Cong. (2013) (rejecting carbon 

tax); Climate Prot. Act of 2013, S. 332, 113th Cong. (2013) (rejecting fees on 
greenhouse gas emissions); Clean Energy Jobs & Am. Power Act, S. 1733, 111th 
Cong. (2009) (rejecting greenhouse gas cap-and-trade program). 

6 Executive Office of the President, The President’s Climate Action Plan (June 
2013), https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/image/ 
president27sclimateactionplan.pdf. 

7 Power Sector Carbon Pollution Standards: Memorandum for the Administrator of the 
Environmental Protection Agency (June 25, 2013), 78 Fed. Reg. 39,535, 39,535-36 (July 1, 
2013). 
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1,400 lbs CO2/megawatt-hour (“MWh”). Id. at 64,512-13, Tbl. 1. For modified and 

reconstructed coal-fired facilities,8 EPA rejected carbon capture technology and 

concluded that improved operational efficiency was the best system of emission 

reduction. Applying this system, EPA established standards for modified coal-fired 

facilities of no less than 1,800 to 2,000 lbs CO2/MWh, to be determined on a case-by-

case basis. Id. For new and reconstructed gas-fired facilities, the standard is 1,000 lbs 

CO2/MWh, based on natural gas combined cycle technology. Id.9 

B. The Section 111(d) Existing Source Rule: “The Clean Power Plan” 

Notwithstanding the express prohibition of the Section 112 Exclusion, the 

same day EPA issued the section 111(b) rule, it separately issued under section 111(d) 

the Rule at issue to address CO2 emissions from existing facilities within the coal and 

gas plant categories. Because EPA concluded that emission controls implementable at 

individual existing coal plants cannot yield sufficient CO2 emission reductions to meet 

the Administration’s policy goals, EPA abandoned the approach it took in every other 

performance standard rulemaking, including the contemporaneous section 111(b) 

rule. As EPA recognized, the carbon capture technology that formed the basis for its 

new source performance standard for new coal units is not feasible for existing coal 

                                           
8 The statute defines modified and reconstructed sources as new sources. CAA 

§ 111(a)(2); see also 40 C.F.R. § 60.15. 
9 EPA’s section 111(b) rule is being challenged in a separate proceeding before 

this Court. See North Dakota v. EPA, No. 15-1381 (and consolidated cases) (D.C. Cir. 
filed Oct. 23, 2015). 
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units. 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,756, JA237. And though EPA believed existing coal plants 

could feasibly make the combustion efficiency improvements that form the basis for 

the section 111(b) standards for modified coal facilities, those improvements would 

not achieve sufficient reductions to meet the Administration’s goals. Id. at 64,748, 

JA229. The only way to obtain the desired reductions, EPA decided, was to 

restructure the entire power sector—by reducing the use of existing coal-fired power 

plants altogether and replacing their generation through increased use of existing 

natural gas-fired power plants and yet-to-be-built renewable resources. See generally id. 

at 64,717-811, JA198-292. 

1. EPA’s “Performance Rates” and Compliance Requirements 

To achieve this policy outcome, EPA devised national “emission performance 

rates” for coal and gas power plants based on a best system of emission reduction 

consisting of three so-called “Building Blocks.” Id. at 64,719-20, 64,752, JA200-01, 

JA233. 

a. EPA’s “Building Blocks” and “Performance Rates” 

Building Block 1 (the only element of EPA’s rule that resembles its historic 

practice) is based on improved combustion efficiency at individual coal-fired 

generating facilities, which can result in lower CO2 emissions per unit of electric 

output. Id. at 64,745, JA226. As EPA explained, however, Building Block 1 would 

“yield only a small amount of emission reductions,” nowhere near enough to satisfy 

EPA’s policy goals. Id. at 64,769, JA250. 
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Building Block 2 is based on displacing large quantities of existing coal-fired 

generation with additional generation from existing natural gas generating facilities. Id. 

at 64,745-46, JA226-27. Put another way, existing natural gas generating facilities 

would be called on to produce much more power than they currently do and coal 

units much less. Id. at 64,795, 64,800, JA276, JA281.10 

Building Block 3 is based on displacing both existing coal- and gas-fired 

generation with large increases in generation from new renewable energy resources 

like wind and solar. Id. at 64,747-48, JA228-29. Together, Blocks 2 and 3 represent 

“[t]he amount of reduced generation” from coal- and gas-fired plants by which EPA 

plans to achieve the bulk of its desired emission reductions. Id. at 64,782, JA263; see 

also id. at 64,728 (“[M]ost of the CO2 controls need to come in the form of those 

other measures … that involve, in one form or another, replacement of higher 

emitting generation with lower- or zero-emitting generation.”), JA209. The 

fundamental restructuring of the current mix of power generation among regulated 

and non-regulated entities11 reflected in Building Blocks 2 and 3 is what EPA refers to 

as “generation shifting.” 

                                           
10 To ensure that gas-fired generation is replaced by renewable generation in the 

long term, the Rule actually forbids the use of new natural gas plants to calculate rate 
reductions. See 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,729-30, 64,903, JA210-11, JA384. 

11 Non-emitting renewable energy facilities are not regulated “sources” under 
section 111 because they do not “emit any air pollutant.” CAA § 111(a)(3) (definition 
of “stationary source”). 
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Based on these “Building Blocks,” and an assumed decline in demand for 

electricity,12 EPA set uniform “emission performance rates” for existing fossil fuel-

fired generating facilities nationwide. To do so, EPA determined the theoretical CO2 

emission rates at which existing coal- and gas-fired plants would have to operate to 

obtain the emission reductions assumed to be achievable through implementation of 

the three sector-wide Building Blocks. See generally CO2 Emission Performance Rate 

and Goal Computation Technical Support Document (Aug. 2015) (“Goal 

Computation TSD”), JA3027-76. The resulting rate for existing coal-fired plants is 

1,305 lbs CO2/MWh, and for existing gas-fired plants is 771 lbs CO2/MWh. 40 

C.F.R. pt. 60, subpt. UUUU, Tbl. 1. These emission rates are the “chief regulatory 

requirement of th[e] rulemaking”; plants may not emit CO2 in excess of these rates. 80 

Fed. Reg. at 64,823, 64,667, JA304, JA148.  

But, as EPA concedes, no existing facility can actually meet these rates. They 

are not achievable by pollution controls or operational improvements at any 

individual source, and simply reducing generation at the source does not reduce (and 

                                           
12 Despite population and economic growth and the fact that electric demand 

has never fallen over a multi-year period absent a significant economic downturn, EPA 
assumed that demand for electricity will fall between 2020 and 2030. Regulatory 
Impact Analysis at 3-14, Tbl. 3-2, 3-25, 3-27, Tbl. 3-11 (Aug. 2015) (“RIA”), JA3646, 
JA3657, JA3659; Demand-Side Energy Efficiency Technical Support Document at 
62-64, Tbl. 25 (Aug. 2015), JA2943-45. 
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may actually increase) the source’s emissions rate. Id. at 64,754, JA235.13 They are 

even stricter than the emission rates established by EPA for new plants using what 

EPA considers to be the “best” available technology. 

Summary of Emission Rates (lbs CO2/MWh) 

 New Reconstructed Modified Existing 2012 Average 
Coal 1,400 1,800 - 2,000 1,800-2,00014 1,305 2,21715 
Natural Gas 1,000 1,000 N/A 771 90516 

 
b. EPA’s Rationale 

EPA’s legal justification for its “Building Blocks” shifted substantially during 

the rulemaking. Because pollution controls that could be implemented by fossil fuel-

fired generating units “yield only a small amount of emission reductions,” id. at 

64,769, JA250, EPA’s proposed rationale for the rule was not based on what fossil 

fuel-fired sources themselves could achieve. Instead, attributing a capacious meaning 

to the word “system,” 79 Fed. Reg. 34,830, 34,885 (June 18, 2014), JA57, EPA 

claimed that it could “include [within its best system of emission reduction] anything 

                                           
13 As EPA acknowledges, coal plants that reduce operations actually are 

generally less efficient, and have higher emission rates. Greenhouse Gas Mitigation 
Measures Technical Support Document at 2-34 (Aug. 3, 2015) (“Mitigation TSD”), 
JA3942. Conversely, gas plants can have higher emission rates when they increase 
operations. See 79 Fed. Reg. 34,960, 34,980 (June 18, 2014) (EPA noting some gas 
plants “are designed to be highly efficient when operated as load-following units” but 
are less efficient at baseload), JA5260. 

14 Modified coal-fired units are subject to case-by-case standards that may not 
be more stringent than these levels. 

15 Mitigation TSD at 3-4, JA3978. 
16 Id. 
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that reduces emissions,” including obligations imposed on entities beyond the 

regulated sources themselves, Legal Memorandum for Proposed Carbon Pollution 

Emission Guidelines at 51-52, EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602-0419 (“EPA Legal 

Memo”), JA2790-91 (emphasis added). 

But in the final Rule, EPA took a different approach. Retreating from its 

sweeping assertions in the proposed rule, EPA conceded that a best system of 

emission reduction must be “limited to measures that can be implemented—’appl[ied]’—by the 

sources themselves.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,720 (emphasis added), JA201. It then provided a 

new legal theory for nevertheless setting performance rates that are demonstrably not 

achievable by regulated sources and for including in the best system “actions that may 

occur off-site and actions that a third party takes.” Id. at 64,761, JA242. Specifically, 

EPA equated a source with its owner or operator: “[a]s a practical matter, the ‘source’ 

includes the ‘owner or operator’ of any building, structure, facility, or installation for 

which a standard of performance is applicable.” Id. at 64,762 (emphasis added), 

JA243; see also id. at 64,720, JA201. An owner or operator of a regulated source, EPA said, 

can “invest in actions at facilities owned by others,” id. at 64,733, JA214, including 

generation from other sources or facilities, in order to generate “emission rate 

credits,” id. at 64,669, JA150, to offset the regulated source’s emission rate, 40 C.F.R. 

§ 60.5740(a)(2)(i); see also id. § 60.5790(c). Alternatively, the owner or operator of a 

regulated unit can comply with the performance rate by simply shutting the unit 

down. 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,750, 64,780 n.590, JA231, JA261. EPA claimed deference 
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for its interpretation under Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. NRDC, 467 U.S. 837 (1984). 80 

Fed. Reg. at 64,719 n.301, JA200. 

The Rule’s performance rates thus are based on the availability of tradable 

“emission rate credits” that implement EPA’s “Building Blocks.” Because the Rule’s 

performance rates cannot be met by any single regulated source, a source’s owner or 

operator must comply by “calculat[ing] an adjusted CO2 emission rate” of 1,305 or 

771 lbs/MWh using (i) actual stack emissions data, and (ii) proof (in the form of 

tradable “emission rate credits”) that actual lower- or zero-emitting generation 

elsewhere has occurred. 40 C.F.R. § 60.5790(c)(1). An “emission rate credit” is a 

“tradable compliance instrument[ ]” that “represent[s] one MWh of actual energy 

generated or saved….” Id. §§ 60.5880, 60.5790(c)(2)(ii). Implementing the Building 

Blocks through emissions trading, EPA admits, is “an integral part of [the] … analysis” 

used to justify the Rule’s “performance rates.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,734, JA215 

(emphasis added). According to EPA, “trading allows each affected [unit] to access … 

all the building blocks as well as other measures,” id. at 64,733, JA214, and to do so 

using “a virtually nationwide emissions trading market for compliance,” id. at 64,732, 

JA213. No such nationwide trading market exists at present. 

2. State Plans 

Under the Rule, States must submit plans establishing CO2 emission standards 

for existing coal-fired and gas-fired generating units that will meet EPA’s emissions 

performance rates. 40 C.F.R. § 60.5855(a). Alternatively, the Rule allows States to 
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impose emission standards that will “collectively meet” EPA-assigned state-wide 

“goals” derived from an average of the rates for all regulated generating units within a 

State. Id. § 60.5855(b). These goals are expressed either in “rate-based” terms (pounds 

of CO2 per megawatt-hour that all regulated sources in a State can emit on average) or 

“mass-based” terms (total tons of CO2 that all regulated sources in a State can emit in 

aggregate). Id. 

Both types of plans require owners and operators of regulated plants to 

subsidize alternative generation. In a plan implementing a rate-based State goal, the 

State must require an owner or operator to “calculate an adjusted CO2 emission rate” 

based on stack emissions and any “emission rate credits” from other facilities. 40 

C.F.R. § 60.5790(c)(1). Under a mass-based plan, achieving the state-wide CO2 

emissions cap “involve[s], in one form or another, replacement of higher emitting 

[coal or gas-fired] generation with lower-or zero-emitting generation,” 80 Fed. Reg. at 

64,728, JA209. New, more efficient gas-fired plants are restricted from participating in 

both types of state plans. See, e.g., id. at 64,887-91, 64,903, JA368-72, JA384. 

3. The Proposed Federal Plan 

Because EPA has the authority “to prescribe a plan for a State in cases where 

the State fails to submit a satisfactory plan,” CAA § 111(d), the agency has separately 

proposed (but not yet finalized) two approaches to a federal plan. See 80 Fed. Reg. 

64,966 (Oct. 23, 2015). Both approaches are trading programs. The plants in a rate-

based trading program would be required to meet the emission rates established under 
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the Rule through the use of emission rate credits that could be bought, sold, 

transferred, or banked for future use under an EPA-administered program. Id. at 

64,970-71. Under the mass-based approach, EPA would distribute transferrable 

emissions allowances up to the mass-based goal established for the State under the 

Rule. Id. at 64,971. 

Because no regulated unit can achieve the Rule’s uniform performance rates, 

States will be required even under federal plans to facilitate the reordering of each 

State’s mix of electricity generation in order to “ensure that electric system reliability 

will be maintained” as coal generation is forced to retire and alternative generation 

must be constructed to take its place. Id. at 64,981; see 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,678, 64,874, 

JA159, JA355. As commenters warned, the “emission performance requirements set 

by EPA necessarily require compliance and enforcement activities that include 

changing dispatch methodology, efficiency measures, the type of generation to be 

constructed, and renewable energy considerations, all of which are matters within the 

[States’] exclusive jurisdiction.”17 

                                           
17 Comments of Fla. Pub. Serv. Comm’n, at 8 (Dec. 1, 2014), EPA-HQ-OAR-

2013-0602-23650, JA2027; see also Comments of Pub. Util. Comm’n of Texas, at 9 
(Dec. 1, 2014), EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602-23305, JA1610; Comments of North 
Dakota Pub. Serv. Comm’n, at 14-16 (Nov. 25, 2014), EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602-
25944, JA2263-65; Comments of Thomas Jefferson Inst. for Public Policy, at 5, 8 
(Dec. 1, 2014), EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602-23286, JA1576, JA1579; Comments of La. 
Pub. Serv. Comm’n, at 5-6 (undated), EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602-23175, JA1413-14. 
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4. The Rule’s Effects 

In the Administration’s own words, the Rule is intended to effect through the 

States an “aggressive transformation” of the electric sector by “decarboniz[ing]” 

power generation. Supra nn. 2, 3. Today, “[g]rid operators dispatch plants—or, call 

them into service—with the simultaneous goals of providing reliable power at the 

lowest reasonable cost.” FERC, Energy Primer: A Handbook of Energy Market Basics at 48 

(Nov. 2015), http://www.ferc.gov/market-oversight/guide/energy-primer.pdf. But 

the Rule subordinates the energy diversity, consumer protection, reliability, and other 

policies in current state dispatch law to the single overarching goal of shifting the 

generation of electricity to zero- or low-emitting resources. In fact, by setting emission 

rates that can be met only by a substantial shift in generation to new, renewable 

facilities, see supra pp. 12-19, the Rule constrains industry’s ability to keep consumer 

prices low and to guarantee grid reliability through dispatch decisions.18 In this regard, 

the Rule also forbids sources from complying by investing in new gas generation 

facilities. 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,903, JA384. 

                                           
18 As EPA recognizes, the nation’s fleet of fossil fuel-fired units cannot keep 

operating at existing levels and meet the Rule’s requirements simply by subsidizing 
additional renewable generation. There is not enough demand for electricity to allow 
that result. See 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,928 (EPA “assumes that overall electric demand will 
decrease.”), JA409; id. at 64,677 (Electricity “supply and demand [must] constantly 
be[] balanced.”), JA158. That is why EPA describes the Rule as requiring “generation 
shifting.” Id. at 64,729, JA210. Fossil generators must reduce generation while 
subsidizing renewable replacement generation. Id. at 64,749 (Under the Rule, “the 
volume of coal-fired generation will decrease.”), JA230. 
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The Rule thus would reverse countless decisions made by States and industry 

throughout the country as to the optimal mix of power generation to reliably satisfy 

electricity demand. EPA’s own data show that coal-fired generating capacity will be 

cut nearly in half, from over 336,000 MW in 2012, to 183,000 MW in 2030. RIA at 2-

3, 3-31, JA3623, JA3663. Conversely, EPA forecasts that the Rule will expand non-

hydroelectric renewable generating capacity to a level in 2030—174,000 MW—almost 

equal to the forecast for coal capacity. Id. To achieve this remarkable result, EPA 

projects that the amount of electricity from wind and solar generation, the principal 

types of non-hydroelectric renewable generation, will need to triple. Coal Indus. Mot. 

for Stay (Oct. 23, 2015), Ex. 1, Decl. of Seth Schwartz (Oct. 14, 2015), Attach., Seth 

Schwartz, Evaluation of the Immediate Impact of the Clean Power Plan Rule on the 

Coal Industry at 29 (Oct. 2015), ECF 1580004, JA5804. But even these data 

understate the Rule’s transformative effect on the power sector. Had EPA accounted 

for increases in electric demand forecasted by the Energy Information 

Administration, the U.S. Department of Energy agency created by Congress to collect 

energy data and project energy trends, even greater levels of renewable generation will 

be necessary to satisfy the Rule’s emission rates. Id. at 21-29, JA5796-804. 

5. The Supreme Court Stay 

On February 9, 2016, the Supreme Court stayed the Rule, halting its 

enforceability and its deadlines pending disposition of the petitions for review in this 

Court and any petitions for a writ of certiorari or merits determination. Order in 
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Pending Case, West Virginia v. EPA, No. 15A773 (U.S. Feb. 9, 2016) (see also Nos. 

15A776, 15A778, 15A787, 15A793), JA6220-24; see Nken v. Holder, 556 U.S. 418, 428 

(2009). 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

I.A.  For the Clean Air Act to authorize the Rule’s wholesale transformation of 

the U.S. energy system, EPA must show that the Act contains a clear statement 

compelling the agency’s reading of section 111(d). Because the Act includes no such 

congressional authorization (and EPA does not even attempt to argue that it does), 

the Rule fails two separate clear-statement rules. 

First, the Rule’s reliance on section 111(d) to “aggressively transform[] … the 

domestic energy industry,” White House Fact Sheet, JA5711, is precisely the kind     

of “transformative expansion in EPA’s regulatory authority” based on a “long-extant 

statute” that requires “clear congressional authorization,” UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2444; 

see also King, 135 S. Ct. at 2489. EPA is making “decisions of vast ‘economic and 

political significance’” based on a rarely used provision of the Clean Air Act without a 

“clear[]” statement from Congress, UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2444, and in an area where 

the agency has no claim of expertise, King, 135 S. Ct. at 2489. See infra Section I.A.1. 

Second, “[f]ederal law may not be interpreted to reach” areas traditionally subject 

to State regulation “unless the language of the federal law compels the intrusion” with 

“unmistakably clear … language.” Am. Bar Ass’n v. FTC, 430 F.3d 457, 471-72 (D.C. 

Cir. 2005) (internal quotation marks omitted). The States’ authority over the intrastate 
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generation and consumption of energy is “one of the most important of the functions 

traditionally associated with the police power of the States.” Ark. Elec. Coop. Corp. v. 

Ark. Pub. Serv. Comm’n, 461 U.S. 375, 377 (1983). By arrogating to itself the authority 

to control each State’s energy mix, EPA undermines the States’ authority to govern 

the intrastate “[n]eed for new power facilities, their economic feasibility, and rates and 

services,” PG&E, 461 U.S. at 205, with no clear statement of authority. See infra 

Section I.A.2. 

I.B.  The Rule is unlawful because section 111(d) unambiguously forecloses it. 

First, section 111(d) forbids EPA to mandate emission reductions by requiring 

the owners or operators of existing sources to subsidize lower-emitting generation, 

including generation entirely outside section 111’s reach. Section 111’s performance 

standards “appl[y]” to sources themselves, not to the owners and operators of those 

sources. CAA § 111(a)(1). This is not only EPA’s longstanding interpretation of the 

statute, it is compelled by the statutory text and by ASARCO Inc. v. EPA, 578 F.2d 

319 (D.C. Cir. 1978), which bars the Rule’s approach of setting emission performance 

rates that can be achieved only by the electricity sector in aggregate, rather than by 

individual sources. See infra Section I.B.1. 

Second, EPA cannot require States to adopt as a “standard of performance” 

reduction obligations that can be met only through non-performance by regulated 

sources. A “standard of performance” requires better emission performance from an 

individual regulated source, not less (or no) performance. The Rule’s “generation-
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shifting” mandate does not involve a source improving its emissions performance 

when it generates, but instead consists of plants reducing or ceasing work, or non-

performance, as their production is “shifted” to EPA-preferred facilities. Congress 

specifically amended the CAA in 1977 to preclude standards of performance set on 

this basis. See infra Section I.B.2. 

Third, the Rule contravenes the purpose and design of section 111 by requiring 

that States adopt existing source standards that are more stringent than the 

corresponding new source standards. The point of section 111’s division of authority 

between new and existing sources was to require the most stringent emission 

reductions when it was most economically sensible to require those stringent 

reductions—at the time of new construction or modification. The Rule’s disregard for 

this fundamental aspect of Congress’s statutory design is unlawful and results in a 

statute that would be “unrecognizable to the Congress that designed” it. UARG, 134 

S. Ct. at 2437 (internal quotation marks omitted). Indeed, under EPA’s inconsistent 

reading of section 111, the Rule’s emission reduction requirements cannot be met 

even if every coal- and natural gas-fired plant is closed and replaced with brand new 

plants using what EPA has determined to be state-of-the-art technology. See infra 

Section I.B.3. 

II.  The Rule is categorically foreclosed by the Section 112 Exclusion. Since the 

1990 CAA Amendments, section 111(d) has expressly prohibited EPA from using 

section 111(d) to regulate “a source category which is regulated under [CAA section 
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112].” CAA § 111(d)(1)(A). Congress enacted this language to prevent the costly 

double regulation that coal-fired power plants are facing with this Rule, having already 

sunk billions of dollars to comply with section 112 regulations. Much of this 

investment will now become stranded as the units are forced to retire. See infra Section 

II. 

III.  The Clean Air Act is a program of cooperative federalism, which expressly 

provides States—not EPA—with the right under section 111(d) to “establish” and 

“apply” performance standards and to “take into consideration, among other factors, 

the remaining useful life of the existing source to which [a] standard [of performance] 

applies.” CAA § 111(d)(1). But with this Rule, EPA, not the States, effectively 

established standards of performance and prohibited States from establishing and 

applying standards to sources reflecting the statutory considerations, even when 

applying EPA’s emission rates would force a source to shut down before the end of 

its useful life. See infra Section III. 

IV.  The U.S. Constitution preserves the sovereignty of the States by barring 

the federal government from compelling them to implement federal policies. The 

federal government may not “use the States as implements of regulation”—in other 

words, to commandeer them to carry out federal law. New York v. United States, 505 

U.S. 144, 161 (1992). The Rule violates this sovereignty by commandeering and 

coercing the States to enable EPA’s decarbonization of the U.S. power system. But 

achieving the Rule’s emissions targets requires States to fundamentally revamp their 
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regulation of their utility sectors and to undertake a series of regulatory actions, all to 

satisfy EPA’s dictates. See infra Section IV.A. 

Moreover, States have no “legitimate choice” but to take action to carry out 

EPA’s federal decarbonization policy. Nat’l Fed. of Indep. Bus. v. Sebelius, 132 S. Ct. 

2566, 2602 (2012) (Roberts, C.J.) (plurality opinion) (“NFIB”); see also id. at 2659 

(Scalia, Kennedy, Thomas, and Alito, JJ., dissenting). Because EPA lacks the authority 

to take all of the regulatory actions necessary to ensure a sufficient supply of power to 

accommodate the Rule’s changes, States face the threat of blackouts and consequent 

threats to their public safety and economies unless they help implement federal policy. 

The federal government cannot legitimately put States to that non-choice. See infra 

Section IV.B. 

STANDING 

Petitioners include States and state agencies that are required by the Rule to 

implement federal policy, electric utilities that own or operate units regulated by the 

Rule, coal companies that will have to reduce operations or close mines as a result of 

the Rule’s shift away from coal-fired generation, industries and other consumers 

affected by higher rates and less reliable electricity produced by the Rule’s closure of 

some of the most affordable and reliable power sources, and labor unions 

representing workers who will lose jobs as a result of the Rule.19 Individual Petitioners 

                                           
19 Petitioners in Case No. 15-1488, Competitive Enterprise Institute et al. v. EPA, are 

filing pursuant to Circuit Rule 28(a)(7) a separate addendum to support their standing. 
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have standing because they have suffered an injury-in-fact caused by the Rule that is 

redressable by the relief they seek. Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560-61 

(1992); see, e.g., West Virginia v. EPA, 362 F.3d 861, 868 (D.C. Cir. 2004). Trade 

association Petitioners have standing on behalf of their members. Sierra Club v. EPA, 

292 F.3d 895, 898 (D.C. Cir. 2002). 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

This Court must set aside final EPA action that is “arbitrary, capricious, an 

abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law; contrary to 

constitutional right, power, privilege, or immunity; in excess of statutory jurisdiction, 

authority, or limitations, or short of statutory right ….” CAA § 307(d)(9). Where 

“decisions of vast economic and political significance” are concerned, the statute must 

“speak clearly” to authorize the agency’s action, UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2444 (internal 

quotation marks omitted), “especially” where the agency “has no expertise” in the 

matter, King, 135 S. Ct. at 2489. Likewise, “[f]ederal law may not be interpreted to 

reach” areas traditionally subject to State regulation absent “unmistakably clear … 

language.” Am. Bar Ass’n, 430 F.3d at 471-72. Moreover, “the existence of ambiguity 

is not enough per se to warrant deference to the agency’s interpretation”; Chevron 

deference is warranted only if “[t]he ambiguity [is] such as to make it appear that 

Congress either explicitly or implicitly delegated authority to cure that ambiguity.” Id. 

at 469. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. The Rule Transgresses Section 111. 

As an executive agency, EPA has “only those authorities conferred upon it by 

Congress.” Michigan v. EPA, 268 F.3d 1075, 1081 (D.C. Cir. 2001). Where “there is no 

statute conferring authority, [EPA] has none.” Id.; see also NRDC v. EPA, 777 F.3d 

456, 468 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (“[N]o statutory provision giv[es] [EPA] free-form 

discretion to set [requirements] based on its own policy assessment ….”). In some 

circumstances, that delegation of authority not only must be apparent in the law, it 

must be stated with “unmistakably clear … language.” Am. Bar Ass’n, 430 F.3d at 471-

72. 

EPA’s requirement that States adopt standards of performance based on what 

EPA calls “generation shifting” is foreclosed by section 111’s unambiguous language 

and structure. See infra Section I.B. Under section 111(d), EPA’s role is to establish a 

“procedure” for States to submit plans “establish[ing] standards of performance for 

any existing source.” CAA § 111(d)(1) (emphasis added). State plans in turn must 

“apply[] a standard of performance to any particular source.” Id. (emphasis added). The 

CAA defines a “stationary source” as “any building, structure, facility, or installation 

which emits or may emit any air pollutant.” Id. § 111(a)(3). Thus, section 111(d) 

permits EPA to call upon States to establish performance standards only for the 

building, structure, facility, or installation whose emissions are being controlled. See 

also Nat’l-Southwire Aluminum Co. v. EPA, 838 F.2d 835, 837 n.3 (6th Cir. 1988) 
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(section 111 performance standards “specif[y] the maximum rate at which an individual 

source may emit pollution”) (emphasis added). Requiring an owner or operator of a 

fossil fuel-fired source to construct, or to subsidize generation at, other facilities, as 

the Rule does, is not a standard “for” that source at all. 

The Rule violates section 111 in another fundamental respect: it mandates that 

regulated sources cease producing electricity, rather than addressing how they produce 

electricity with fewer emissions. “Performance” is “[t]he accomplishment, execution, 

carrying out, … [or] doing of any action or work.” 11 OXFORD ENGLISH DICTIONARY 

544 (J.A. Simpson & E.S.C. Weiner eds., 2d ed. 1989). A “standard of performance” 

is thus a principle to judge the execution of work by the source, not an order to stop 

working. Furthermore, a “standard of performance” must reflect reductions from an 

“emission limitation,” which in turn must “limit[] the quantity, rate, or concentration 

of emissions of air pollutants on a continuous basis.” CAA § 302(k) (emphasis added); see 

also id. § 111(a)(1). As Congress made clear, the terms “standard of performance” and 

“emission limitation” are defined to preclude performance rates based on “intermittent 

controls,” such as cutting or shifting production to other facilities. Id. §§ 111(a)(1), 

302(k); H.R. Rep. No. 95-294, at 92 (1977), reprinted in 1977 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1077, 1170, 

JA4110; see id. at 81, 86-87, reprinted in 1977 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1159-60, 1164-65, JA4102-

03, JA4106-07. Yet EPA’s Rule requires exactly that. Most emission reductions that 

occur result from shifting production to new renewable facilities that do not emit a 
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regulated pollutant and are not regulated under section 111(d). EPA’s Rule is the 

antithesis of a “standard of performance” for a source. 

But as explained immediately below, there is an even simpler reason why the 

Rule should be vacated. EPA must show that Congress clearly authorized the agency to 

restructure power markets under section 111(d), and nowhere has EPA even 

attempted to shoulder that burden. See infra Section I.A. The Rule’s attempt to reorder 

the power grid is precisely the sort of significant and transformative assertion of 

authority that, under the Supreme Court’s decisions, requires “clear congressional 

authorization.” UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2444. A clear statement of congressional intent is 

also necessary under cases like Bond and Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452 (1991), 

because the Rule intrudes on the States’ authority over the intrastate generation of 

energy. Section 111 cannot be read to “clearly” confer such authority on EPA. In fact, 

EPA has never attempted to argue as much and effectively conceded the point in stay 

briefing before the Supreme Court. Mem. for the Fed. Resp’ts in Opp’n at 41, West 

Virginia v. EPA, No. 15A773 (and related cases) (U.S. Feb. 4, 2016) (“EPA Opp’n in 

15A773”) (section 111 “does not expressly address such measures”), JA6214. 

A. Congress Did Not Authorize EPA To Restructure the Power 
Sector. 

Under controlling Supreme Court precedent, the Rule’s attempt to radically 

transform the electric sector and assert EPA authority over traditional State functions 
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requires a clear statement from Congress. Because there is no such clear statement, 

the Rule must fail. 

1. The Rule Asserts Novel and Vast Authority Over the States’ 
Energy Grids Without Clear Congressional Authorization. 

The Supreme Court’s recent cases have made clear that an agency cannot 

exercise transformative power over matters of economic and political significance 

unless it has clear congressional authorization. Two years ago, in UARG, EPA 

attempted to expand two CAA programs to cover stationary sources based solely on 

their greenhouse gas emissions. 134 S. Ct. at 2437-38. The Supreme Court rejected 

that effort, explaining that when an agency seeks to make “decisions of vast 

‘economic and political significance’” or “bring about an enormous and 

transformative expansion” in its authority under a “long-extant statute,” it must point 

to a “clear[]” statement from Congress. Id. at 2444 (quoting FDA v. Brown & 

Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529 U.S. 120, 160 (2000)). Last term, the Court built on 

UARG, holding in King v. Burwell that courts are not to presume that Congress would 

implicitly delegate to agencies “question[s] of deep ‘economic and political 

significance’” because, if “Congress wished to assign [such] question[s] to an agency, it 

surely would have done so expressly.” King, 135 S. Ct. at 2489 (citation omitted). 
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There is no question that the Rule, which garnered 4.3 million comments,20 is 

of great economic and political significance. As explained above, the Administration 

has admitted that the Rule is an attempt to “aggressive[ly] transform[]… the domestic 

energy industry.” See supra n.2. EPA claims authority to mandate that States reorder 

their mixes of electricity generation, to force the closure of coal-fired plants that 

generate some of America’s most affordable and reliable electricity, to govern how 

much electricity each source may produce, to require the owners of regulated sources 

to subsidize and invest in their non-regulated competitors, and to develop a carbon 

dioxide emissions trading system of the sort Congress has rejected. Under EPA’s 

logic, the agency could eventually require emission reductions premised on a complete 

shift of electric generation away from fossil fuel-fired power plants to other resources 

preferred by EPA. In short, EPA claims the authority to become a central planning 

authority for the power sector, with unilateral authority to end the use in this country 

of certain kinds of energy generation. See Brown & Williamson, 529 U.S. at 160 (stating 

that clear statement rule applies to “whether an industry will be entirely, or even 

substantially,” subjected to a new regulatory regime) (internal quotation marks 

omitted). 

Nor would EPA be confined to the power sector. If the Rule is upheld, EPA 

could use section 111(d) to force the States to undertake a restructuring of almost any 

                                           
20 Gina McCarthy, In 2016, We’re Hitting the Ground Running, THE EPA BLOG 

(Jan. 4, 2016), https://blog.epa.gov/blog/tag/clean-power-plan/. 
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industry by claiming that shifting production to other plants (including plants not yet 

built) will reduce emissions. While EPA claims the power sector is uniquely suitable 

for such measures due to the interconnected electric grid, 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,677, 

JA158, many industries likewise involve both sales of interchangeable products or 

services and the potential to achieve lower emissions if production were shifted to 

“cleaner” plants. For instance, EPA could require States to reduce pollutant emissions 

from municipal landfills (the last source category regulated under section 111(d)) by 

switching to recycling plants. 

EPA’s assertion of authority is also an “enormous and transformative 

expansion” of the agency’s power. UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2444. Section 111 was 

enacted more than 45 years ago and assumed its current form in 1990. The focus of 

that provision has always been regulation of new sources. Until the Rule, EPA used 

section 111(d) to require state regulation of just “four pollutants from five source 

categories,” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,703, JA184, with only one of these rulemakings in the 

last three decades, see 61 Fed. Reg. 9905 (Mar. 12, 1996); see also supra p. 8. Not once in 

the history of section 111 has EPA asserted the authority to mandate emission 

reductions premised on the notion that EPA may force a source to subsidize 

“cleaner” alternatives that would increase production at the source’s expense. Rather, 

EPA has consistently promulgated emission limitations achievable only by improved 

performance of the individual facilities in a regulated source category. But under the 

Rule, section 111(d) now overshadows every other provision of the CAA, for no 
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other environmental regulation has purported to give EPA such enormous power 

over the American economy. 

The clear-statement requirement is fatal to the Rule. EPA has made no attempt 

to show clear congressional authorization for the market restructuring required by the 

Rule, relying instead exclusively on a Chevron deference argument to defend its 

interpretation of section 111. 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,719 n.301, 64,783-85, JA200, JA264-

66. The Court can vacate the Rule on this basis alone. 

In any event, there is no plausible claim that Congress in section 111(d) 

authorized EPA—clearly or otherwise—to set emission performance rates on the 

basis that the owners of fossil fuel-fired sources could subsidize lower-emitting 

generation that would displace their own generation. If it did, Congress would have 

had no reason to debate heatedly and then reject legislation enacting a CO2 “cap-and-

trade” program similar to the program the Rule authorizes and encourages. See supra 

pp. 10-11 & n.5; see also Brown & Williamson, 529 U.S. at 144. Indeed, EPA has 

acknowledged in recent filings before the Supreme Court that section 111(d) “does 

not expressly address” its concept of “generation shifting.” EPA Opp’n in 15A773, at 

41, JA6214. 

The clear statement rule applies with particular force here, where EPA has “no 

expertise” in the subject matter. King, 135 S. Ct. at 2489. As EPA has acknowledged, 

“[t]he issues related [to] management of energy markets and competition between 

various forms of electric generation are far afield from EPA’s responsibilities for 
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setting standards under the CAA.”21 This Court has agreed: “[G]rid reliability is not a 

subject of the Clean Air Act and is not the province of EPA.” Del. Dep’t of Nat. Res. & 

Envtl. Control v. EPA, 785 F.3d 1, 18 (D.C. Cir. 2015). For this reason, it is “especially 

unlikely” that Congress implicitly delegated to EPA the myriad technical and policy 

judgments needed to reconfigure the entire grid to lower overall emissions while 

maintaining reliable and low-cost operation. Absent a clear statement, Congress 

should not be presumed to have entrusted to EPA any more than the authority over 

pollution control equipment and processes as to which EPA is presumed to have 

expertise. 

2. EPA Seeks To Invade a Traditional State Regulatory 
Domain Without a Clear Statement From Congress. 

Clear congressional authorization is further required here because the Rule 

raises serious federalism concerns. It is a “well-established principle that it is 

incumbent upon the federal courts to be certain of Congress’ intent before finding 

that federal law overrides the usual constitutional balance of federal and state 

powers.” Bond, 134 S. Ct. at 2089 (internal quotation marks omitted). “This principle 

applies when Congress ‘intends to pre-empt the historic powers of the States’ or when 

it legislates in ‘traditionally sensitive areas’ that ‘affec[t] the federal balance.’” Raygor v. 

Regents of Univ. of Minn., 534 U.S. 533, 543 (2002); see also Gregory, 501 U.S. at 460-61. 

                                           
21 Response to Comments on Amendments to Standards for Stationary Internal 

Combustion Engines, at 50 (Jan. 14, 2013), EPA-HQ-OAR-2008-0708-1491, JA4897. 
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As this Court has said, “[f]ederal law may not be interpreted to reach” areas 

traditionally subject to State regulation “unless the language of the federal law 

compels the intrusion” with “unmistakably clear … language.” Am. Bar Ass’n, 430 

F.3d at 471-72 (internal quotation marks omitted). This “plain statement rule is 

nothing more than an acknowledgment that the States retain substantial sovereign 

powers under our constitutional scheme, powers with which Congress does not 

readily interfere.” Id. at 472 (citation omitted). Where “[t]he states have regulated [a 

sector] throughout the history of the country … it is not reasonable for an agency to 

decide that Congress has chosen” to entrust regulation of that sector to a federal 

agency. Id. 

“[T]he regulation of utilities is one of the most important of the functions 

traditionally associated with the police power of the States,” Ark. Elec. Coop. Corp., 461 

U.S. at 377, which the Supreme Court has specifically recognized should not be 

“superseded” “unless that was the clear and manifest purpose of Congress.” PG&E, 

461 U.S. at 206 (internal quotation marks omitted). Particularly relevant here, the 

“[n]eed for new power facilities, their economic feasibility, and rates and services, are 

areas that have been characteristically governed by the States”—indeed, the “franchise 

to operate a public utility … is a special privilege which … may be granted or 

withheld at the pleasure of the State.” Id. at 205 (internal quotation marks omitted); see 

also Conn. Dep’t of Pub. Util. Control v. FERC, 569 F.3d 477, 481 (D.C. Cir. 2009). 

Certain States’ constitutions vest these powers in independent commissions whose 
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members are elected,22 while other States have exercised sovereign power to 

deregulate the electric sector.23  

Far from granting EPA authority over power generation with “‘unmistakably 

clear … language,’” Am. Bar Ass’n, 430 F.3d at 471-72, Congress has clearly confirmed 

the States’ plenary authority in this area and granted to a different agency—FERC—

the limited federal jurisdiction in this sphere. In the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. 

§§ 791a, et seq., Congress drew “a bright line easily ascertained, between state and 

federal jurisdiction,” Fed. Power Comm’n v. S. Cal. Edison Co., 376 U.S. 205, 215 (1964). 

Under the Federal Power Act, “the States retain their traditional responsibility in the 

field of regulating electrical utilities for determining questions of need, reliability, cost, 

and other related state concerns.” PG&E, 461 U.S. at 205. Congress cabined the 

power of FERC “to those matters which are not subject to regulation by the States,” 

16 U.S.C. § 824(a), and disclaimed federal authority “over facilities used for the 

generation of electric energy,” id. § 824(b)(1); see also id. § 824o(i)(2) (“This section 

                                           
22 For example, the Louisiana Constitution grants its Public Service 

Commission “broad and independent power and authority to regulate … public 
utilities.” La. Power & Light Co. v. La. Pub. Serv. Comm’n, 609 So. 2d 797, 800 (La. 
1992). The Arizona Constitution provides its Corporation Commission with “‘full 
power’ to regulate, set rates, and make reasonable rules for public service companies.” 
Ariz. Corp. Comm’n v. State ex rel. Woods, 830 P.2d 807, 811 (Ariz. 1992). 
Commissioners in both States are elected. LA. CONST. art. IV, § 21(A)(1); ARIZ. 
CONST. art. XV, § 1. See also GA. CONST. art. IV, § 1 (providing for elected Public 
Service Commission in Georgia). 

23 See Opening Br. of Pet’rs on Procedural and Record-Based Issues at Section 
V.E (Feb. 19, 2016) (noting New Jersey’s deregulation of energy markets). 
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does not authorize … [FERC] to order the construction of additional generation or 

transmission capacity ….”). Even FERC lacks power to interfere with “state authority 

in such traditional areas as the … administration of integrated resource planning 

and … utility generation and resource portfolios.” New York v. FERC, 535 U.S. 1, 24 

(2002). Indeed, the United States recently acknowledged to the Supreme Court that 

“promot[ion of] new generation facilities” is “an area expressly reserved to state 

authority.” Pet. for Writ of Cert. at 26, FERC v. Elec. Power Supply Ass’n, No. 14-840 

(U.S. Jan. 15, 2015). 

Nevertheless, EPA seeks to usurp these important traditional State police 

powers. Until now, the States have determined for themselves the extent to which 

they should (or should not) mandate particular levels of renewable generation, 

balancing such generation’s benefits against other considerations, including the risks 

that energy dependent on weather events (such as wind speed, cloudiness, and snow 

cover) often pose to the grid’s reliability.24 But as explained supra, pp. 12-22, to  

achieve the Rule’s emission reduction demands, States will be forced to shift vast 

amounts of generation from fossil fuel-fired plants to new renewable resources. The 

Rule thus mandates changes to the power generation mix in individual States, 

                                           
24 U.S. Energy Information Administration, Today In Energy, Most states have 

Renewable Portfolio Standards (Feb. 3, 2012), https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/ 
detail.cfm?id=4850 (while Congress has rejected federal renewable portfolio 
standards, “30 States and the District of Columbia had enforceable [renewable 
portfolio standards] or other mandated renewable capacity policies,” and seven had 
adopted voluntary renewable energy goals). 
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supplanting the States’ traditional authority in this area. Indeed, the very reason EPA 

issued the Rule is that to date States have not sought to “decarboniz[e]” their 

economies to the extent favored by EPA. The Rule thus amounts to a takeover of 

power generation decisions in the States, despite longstanding exclusive State 

jurisdiction—reaffirmed by Congress—over this field. 

Moreover, to meet EPA’s emission reduction demands, States will be forced to 

undertake many legislative and regulatory actions they would not have otherwise 

chosen. States will have to enact legislation and regulations restructuring their power 

systems, decommissioning coal-fired plants, and granting regulatory and siting 

approval to new renewable energy projects. Okla.’s Mot. for Stay at 18-19, No. 15-

1364 (Oct. 28, 2015), ECF 1580577; State Pet’rs’ Mot. for Stay at 15-18, No. 15-1363 

(Oct. 23, 2015), ECF 1579999 (“State Pet’rs’ Mot. for Stay”). In many States, 

regulatory proceedings will be needed to determine how the costs of prematurely-

retired plants must be recovered from ratepayers. State Pet’rs’ Mot. for Stay at 20; 

States’ Joint Reply at 14-15, No. 15-1363 (and consolidated cases), ECF 1590286 

(Dec. 23, 2015). States may have to incentivize development of renewable resources 

previously found cost-prohibitive, State Pet’rs’ Mot. for Stay at 15-16, while ensuring 

that the Rule’s change in power generation does not adversely impact the grid’s 

reliability, id. at 16. Even if the Rule’s demand that States take these actions were 

constitutional (which, as explained below, it is not), EPA may not make these 
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“decision[s] of the most fundamental sort” for the States without clear authorization 

from Congress. Gregory, 501 U.S. at 460. 

B. Section 111 Unambiguously Forecloses EPA’s Requirements Based 
on “Generation Shifting.” 

The text and structure of section 111 unambiguously bar the “generation 

shifting” the Rule imposes. 

1. Section 111 Does Not Authorize EPA To Mandate Emission 
Reductions That Cannot Be Implemented at Individual 
Regulated “Stationary Sources.” 

The unambiguous requirement that standards of performance must be set “for” 

and be “applicable … to” individual sources within a regulated source category forecloses 

EPA’s claim to authority to reorder grid operations. CAA §§ 111(d)(1), 111(a)(2) 

(emphases added). What EPA calls “generation shifting” does not entail setting 

standards that are “for” or “applicable” to regulated sources. Rather, it involves 

something else entirely—replacing or reducing the operation of the source category 

with that of entirely different kinds of facilities, selected by EPA based on CO2 

emissions. See supra pp. 12-19. That is plainly beyond what the statutory text permits. 

Confronted with this plain text, EPA claimed it faced a “dilemma.” 80 Fed. 

Reg. at 64,769, JA250. EPA conceded that the phrase “best system of emission 

reduction” may only include “measures that can be implemented—‘appl[ied]’—by the 

sources themselves.” Id. at 64,720 (emphasis added), JA201. And while EPA sought large 

reductions in CO2, it also recognized that emission control measures that can be 
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applied at coal- and natural gas-fired units either are not commercially or 

technologically feasible (in the case of carbon capture and sequestration systems) or 

will not achieve the desired emission reductions (in the case of efficiency 

improvements). See supra pp. 12-13; 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,751, 64,787-90, JA232, JA268-

71. 

To resolve this purported “dilemma,” EPA redefined “source” to “include[] the 

‘owner or operator’ of any building … for which a standard of performance is 

applicable.” Id. at 64,762 (emphasis added), JA243. On this basis, EPA set stringent 

standards that cannot be met by any individual coal or gas-fired generating unit, even 

if it installs the type of state-of-the-art equipment EPA has required for brand new 

units. See supra pp. 14-16. Instead, to comply with the standard, the owner or operator 

must invest in lower- or zero-emitting generation, either directly or by purchasing 

emission allowances or credits, 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,720, 64,725-26, 64,728, 64,731, 

JA201, JA206-07, JA209, JA212; see also supra pp. 18-20, and shift generation to this 

new lower- or zero-emitting generation, 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,911, JA392; see also id. at 

64,745-47 (“generation shifts”), JA226-28. 

This reading of section 111(d) to permit standards based on “generation 

shifting” is unambiguously foreclosed by the language of the statute, established case 

law, and nearly a half century of consistent administrative practice. 
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a. Section 111(d) provides that standards apply to the 
“source,” not to owners and operators. 

Section 111 could not be clearer: performance standards apply to sources, not 

owners and operators of sources that might take actions beyond the source itself. 

Under section 111(d), a State-established performance standard may be set for an 

existing source that would be regulated under section 111(b) “if such existing source 

were a new source.” CAA § 111(d)(1) (emphases added). State plans must “apply[] a 

standard of performance to any particular source.” Id. (emphasis added). And EPA’s role 

is to establish a “procedure” for States to submit plans “establish[ing] standards of 

performance for any existing source.” Id. (emphasis added). 

The statute also expressly contemplates adjustments to a standard of 

performance as it applies to individual sources in varying conditions. States must be 

permitted to take into consideration “the remaining useful life of the existing source” 

when “applying a standard of performance” to “any particular source.” Id. (emphases 

added). If EPA promulgates a federal plan in lieu of an unsatisfactory state plan, EPA 

“shall take into consideration … [the] remaining useful lives of the sources in the 

category of sources to which [the] standard applies.” Id. § 111(d)(2) (emphases added). 

Finally, EPA cannot regulate existing sources under section 111(d) unless the 

agency first regulates under section 111(b), and Congress likewise made individual 

“sources” the focus of new source regulation under that section. To commence 

section 111(b) regulation, Congress requires EPA first to list categories of “stationary 
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sources” to be regulated. Id. § 111(b)(1)(A) (emphasis added). EPA then sets federal 

standards for new “sources within such [listed] category.” Id. § 111(b)(1)(B) (emphasis 

added); see also id. § 111(a)(2) (defining the term “new source” and discussing 

standards of performance “which will be applicable to such source”). 

For all of these section 111 provisions, “source” is defined as an individual 

physical “building, structure, facility, or installation.” Id. § 111(a)(3). It is not defined 

to include the “owner or operator” of the “building, structure, facility, or installation.” 

Indeed, section 111 makes this distinction explicit. Congress differentiated the 

term “owner or operator” from the term “source” by giving the former a distinct 

definition: “any person who owns, leases, operates, controls, or supervises a stationary 

source.” Id. § 111(a)(5). If Congress had intended to include a facility’s owner or 

operator within the term “source,” it would not have separately defined those terms. 

Section 111 further states that it is unlawful “for any owner or operator of any new 

source to operate such source in violation of any standard of performance applicable 

to such source.” Id. § 111(e). 

In sum, Congress adopted distinct definitions of “source” and “owner or 

operator” as well as a specific provision to hold an “owner or operator” of a new 

source liable precisely because, contrary to the Rule’s central assumption, the owner 

or operator of a source is legally distinct from the “source” itself. See Transbrasil S.A. 

Linhas Aereas v. Dep’t of Transp., 791 F.2d 202, 205 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (“[W]here different 

terms are used in a single piece of legislation, the court must presume that Congress 
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intended the terms to have different meanings.”) (internal quotation marks and 

citation omitted). 

Given the lack of textual support for its position, EPA falls back on what it 

calls the “commonsense” proposition that, because sources are inanimate objects, it is 

the owner or operator of the source that must take action to comply with any 

standards, so the Rule is not unusual by requiring action from owners or operators. 80 

Fed. Reg. at 64,767, JA248. But EPA overlooks that a standard of performance must 

be “for” a particular “source.” CAA § 111(d)(1). It is one thing to recognize that the 

owner or operator must take steps at its source—e.g., installing new equipment or 

ordering more efficient operations—to implement a standard of performance that 

was set “for” the source. It is quite another to say that EPA may require a standard 

that forces owners or operators to construct, or subsidize generation at, other 

facilities. A rule that requires construction of or generation at a second facility is not a 

standard “for” the first source at all, even if the first source’s owner or operator can 

somehow bring about the generation at the second facility. Indeed, section 111(e) 

makes clear that the “owner or operator of any … source” may only be held liable for 

“violation of any standard of performance applicable to such source” (emphasis added), 

not for violating standards that apply to any other facilities (including non-sources) 

the owner or operator may control or invest in. 
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b. This Court’s precedents foreclose EPA’s reading of 
section 111(d). 

This Court’s decision in ASARCO also squarely forecloses EPA’s reading of 

section 111(d). As interpreted by EPA, the Rule’s performance rates force the owner 

or operator of a source to invest in lower-emitting generation—whether by building a 

plant, investing in someone else’s plant, or buying credits from another plant. This is 

because the only way a source can comply with the performance rate is to average its 

actual emissions rate with the rate of the lower-emitting plant. 40 C.F.R. 

§ 60.5790(c)(1) (providing formula “to calculate an adjusted CO2 emission rate to 

demonstrate compliance”). Thus, the Rule’s “generation shifting” mandate demands 

that two or more facilities together achieve the required rate—effectively treating distant 

and unrelated facilities, some of which may not even be regulated sources at all, as a 

single “stationary source” for purposes of setting EPA’s emission performance rates. 

ASARCO, however, holds that EPA may not “embellish[]” the statutory 

definition of “stationary source” by “rewrit[ing] the definition of a stationary source.” 

578 F.2d at 324, 326 n.24. According to the Court, the statute “limit[s] the definition 

of ‘stationary source’ to one ‘facility’” and not a “‘combination of’ facilities.” Id. at 

324. As a result, EPA cannot “change the basic unit to which the [standards] apply 

from a single building, structure, facility, or installation—the unit prescribed in the 

statute—to a combination of such units.” Id. at 327 (emphasis in original). Certainly, 

EPA cannot treat as a single source separate generating units that may be hundreds of 
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miles apart, may be owned by different parties, and may not even be section 111 

sources at all. 

Indeed, EPA concedes that the Rule goes beyond setting reduction 

requirements on a source-by-source basis; the agency states that it is setting reduction 

requirements at the level of the entire source category. According to EPA, the Rule 

“focus[es] on the … overall source category,” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,725-26, JA206-07; its 

best system of emission reduction is “for the source category as a whole,” id. at 

64,727, JA208; see also id. at 64,723, JA204; and its “emission limits [are] for the source 

category as a whole,” id. at 64,732, JA213. The Rule is thus indifferent to how 

much—and even whether—any particular source reduces its emissions; in EPA’s 

words, “it is the total amount of emissions from the source category that matters, not 

the specific emissions from any one” source. Id. at 64,734, JA215. 

EPA, however, lacks authority to address “standards of performance” at the 

level of an entire source category. Section 111 plainly provides for EPA to “list” 

source categories and then, where section 111(d) applies, to call on States to set 

“standards of performance for any existing source” within that category. Had Congress 

wished to base section 111(d) reduction requirements on systems of emission 

reduction for an entire source category, rather than “for” any sources within the listed 

category, it would have said so. See, e.g., Meghrig v. KFC Western, Inc., 516 U.S. 479, 485 

(1996). In fact, the Rule strays even further afield from what Congress specified in 

section 111: by basing its emission performance rates on shifting generation from 
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existing fossil-fuel fired sources to renewable facilities, EPA goes well-beyond even 

the “source category,” which does not include the renewable generation EPA prefers. 

c. The Rule’s reading of section 111(d) is contrary to 
EPA’s regulations and consistent agency practice. 

The Rule departs from 45 years of consistent agency practice, further 

confirming that EPA’s current interpretation of its section 111(d) authority does not 

follow that provision’s “plain meaning.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,761, JA242. Each of the 

approximately one hundred new source performance standards that EPA has set in 

more than 60 source categories has been based on a system of emission reduction that 

can be achieved with technological or operational measures that the regulated source 

itself can implement. See generally 40 C.F.R. pt. 60, subpts. Cb-OOOO. In 

promulgating standards of performance for refineries, EPA reiterated its long-

standing view that “[t]he standard that the EPA develops [is] based on the [best 

system of emission reduction] achievable at that source.” 79 Fed. Reg. 36,880, 36,885 

(June 30, 2014) (emphasis added). 

EPA took the same settled approach in promulgating its CO2 standards of 

performance for new coal and gas plants under section 111(b). EPA based the 

standards on its examination of the level of emissions performance these plants could 

achieve by using control technologies and operating practices at the plants themselves, 

not on the level that could be achieved on some combined basis if their owners also 
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built or paid for new lower- or zero-emitting resources. 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,512-13, 

Tbl. 1. 

The same focus on setting standards for the source, rather than the source’s 

owner or operator, is central to EPA’s 40-year-old Subpart B regulations establishing 

the section 111(d) “procedure.” 40 C.F.R. pt. 60, subpt. B (promulgated by 40 Fed. 

Reg. 53,340 (Nov. 17, 1975), JA4086). In those regulations, EPA determined that 

section 111(d) “emissions guideline[s]” must “reflect[] … the application of the best 

system of emission reduction … [that] has been adequately demonstrated for designated 

facilities,” 40 C.F.R. § 60.21(e) (emphasis added), defined as the facility within the 

regulated source category for which the standard is developed, id. § 60.21(b).25 And, 

thus, every other section 111(d) guideline EPA has promulgated has defined the 

“designated facility”26 and is based on emission reduction systems that the  

“designated facility” can implement.27 As EPA stated in one of its earliest guidelines, 

                                           
25 See also 40 C.F.R. § 60.22(b)(3) (guideline document to include “[i]nformation 

on the … costs and environmental effects of applying each system to designated facilities”) 
(emphasis added); id. § 60.24(b)(3) (“[e]missions standards shall apply to all designated 
facilities within the State”) (emphasis added). 

26 See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. § 60.32c(a) (setting forth “each [municipal solid waste] 
landfill” constructed before May 30, 1991, as the “designated facility to which the 
guidelines apply”); 44 Fed. Reg. 29,828, 29,829 (May 22, 1979) (“[T]he guideline 
document for kraft pulp mills is written in terms of standards of performance for each 
designated facility.”). 

27 61 Fed. Reg. at 9914 (landfill guideline based on “[p]roperly operated gas 
collection and control systems achieving 98 percent emission reduction”); 45 Fed. 
Reg. 26,294, 26,294 (Apr. 17, 1980) (aluminum plant guideline based on “effective 
collection of emissions, followed by efficient fluoride removal by dry scrubbers or by 
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“[t]he emission guidelines will reflect the degrees of emission reduction attainable with 

the best adequately demonstrated systems of emission reduction, considering costs[,] 

as applied to existing facilities.”28 

2. Setting Rates Based on “Generation Shifting” Is 
Inconsistent With the Definition of “Standard of 
Performance.” 

The Rule’s attempt to rearrange the grid also transgresses EPA’s authority 

under section 111(d) by contravening the term “standard of performance,” which calls 

for standards based on controls or operating practices that provide emission 

reductions from regulated sources “on a continuous basis”—and which reflect the 

inherent capabilities of those controls or operating practices—not “intermittent 

controls” such as temporarily reducing operations or shifting production to other 

facilities. Thus, even if a standard of performance were not unambiguously required 

to be applicable to an individual source, the Rule still would be unlawful. 

                                           
wet scrubbers”); 44 Fed. Reg. at 29,829 (pulp mill guideline based on digester systems, 
multiple-effect evaporator systems, and straight kraft recovery furnace systems); 41 
Fed. Reg. 48,706, 48,706 (Nov. 4, 1976) (proposed guideline for sulfuric acid 
production units based on “fiber mist eliminators”); 41 Fed. Reg. 19,585, 19,585 (May 
12, 1976) (draft guideline for fertilizer plants based on “spray cross-flow packed 
scrubbers”). 

28 EPA, Primary Aluminum: Guidelines for Control of Fluoride Emissions 
From Existing Primary Aluminum Plants, at 1-2 (Dec. 1979), http://nepis.epa.gov/ 
Exe/ZyPDF.cgi? Dockey=2000M9HS.pdf (“Primary Aluminum Guidelines”) 
(emphasis added). 
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a. The Rule does not comport with the statutory terms. 

As a threshold matter, the Rule gives no meaning to Congress’s use of the 

word “performance” in the phrase “standard of performance.” As noted previously, 

“performance” means “[t]he accomplishment, execution, carrying out, … [or] 

working out of anything ordered or undertaken; the doing of any action or work.” See 

supra p. 30. “Generation shifting” as used by EPA does not involve a source 

improving the emission rate at which it performs work, but instead consists of plants 

reducing or ceasing work, or non-performance. As the Supreme Court held in Solid Waste 

Agency of Northern Cook County v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 531 U.S. 159 (2001), 

courts must give statutory terms meaning, even where they are part of a larger 

statutorily defined phrase, id. at 172 (requiring that the word “navigable” in the Clean 

Water Act’s statutorily defined term “navigable waters” be given “effect”). 

More specifically, a section 111 “standard of performance” is defined as a 

“standard for emissions,” which reflects the “degree of emission limitation” that a 

source may “achiev[e]” using the “best system of emission reduction.” CAA 

§ 111(a)(1). The Rule, however, does not reflect a “degree of emission limitation” 

achievable by any source. See supra pp. 14-16. In fact, increasing generation at existing 

gas plants (e.g., under Building Block 2) and reducing generation at existing coal 

plants (e.g., under Building Blocks 2 and 3) both typically increase those plants’ CO2 

emission rates, as EPA has acknowledged. 79 Fed. Reg. at 34,980, JA5260; Mitigation 

TSD at 2-34, JA3942.  
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Furthermore, the phrase “emission limitation” is defined as a “requirement … 

which limits the quantity, rate, or concentration of emissions of air pollutants on a 

continuous basis.” CAA § 302(k) (emphasis added). Congress’s intent is clear: the term 

“continuous” was added to this definition in 1977 to signify that technological or low-

polluting processes to achieve pollutant reductions during production are “to be the 

basis of the standard.” H.R. Rep. No. 95-294, at 11 (1977), reprinted in 1977 

U.S.C.C.A.N. 1077, 1088, JA4100. As Congress explained, it used this term to preclude 

“intermittent controls” such as temporarily reducing operations or “shifting” 

production to other sources. Id. at 92, reprinted in 1977 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1170, JA4110; see 

id. at 81, 86-87, reprinted in 1977 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1159-60, 1164-65, JA4102-03, JA4106-

07.29 In this way, Congress required that performance standards reflect new control 

technology or operational innovations, rather than “load switching from one 

powerplant … to another.” Id. at 81, 89, 92, reprinted in 1977 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1159, 1167, 

1170, JA4102, JA4108, JA4110. Thus, a “standard of performance” must be derived 

from better emission performance from an individual regulated source, not non-

performance. 

                                           
29 The word “technological” was inserted in the definition of “standard of 

performance” in 1977 to require certain sources to comply by installing technological 
controls (e.g., scrubbers) rather than burning low-sulfur fuel without controls. See, e.g., 
Wis. Elec. Power Co. v. Reilly, 893 F.2d 901, 918-19 (7th Cir. 1990). Congress removed 
“technological” from section 111(a)(1)’s definition in 1990 to allow sources to comply 
by using either technological or low-polluting operational processes (e.g., low-sulfur 
fuel). 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,702, JA183. 
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The Rule’s generation-shifting mandate is the antithesis of the definition of 

“standard of performance” and mandates the very “load switching” that Congress 

sought to prevent in the development of standards. The Rule’s emission rates are 

based on regulated units collectively reducing operations and producing collective 

emission reductions; they do not flow from an assessment that “any particular source 

… [can] reduce its emissions ….” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,779, JA260. The very standards 

that the Rule defines contemplate that emission reductions vary for each unit in 

timing, amount, and duration. Units able to purchase enough emission credits to meet 

the rate can continue operating (and emitting) at past or even higher levels. Other 

units will have to reduce or cease operations altogether. See supra pp. 18-22. As a 

result, the Rule is not based on “a requirement … which limits … emissions [from 

any individual regulated unit] … on a continuous basis,” as Congress used that term. 

CAA § 302(k). 

As this Court explained in ASARCO, the purpose of the section 111 

performance standard program is to “enhance air quality by forcing all … [regulated] 

buildings, structures, facilities, or installations to employ pollution control systems that will 

limit emissions to the level ‘achievable’” by the “‘best technological system of 

continuous emission reduction’” that is “‘adequately demonstrated.’” 578 F.2d at 327 

(quoting the 1977 CAA) (emphasis added). In defining “standard of performance,” 

Congress never contemplated that such standards could be based on reductions that 

are impossible to achieve without shifting generation from one type of plant to 
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another, including to non-emitting facilities, when one source operates while another 

cuts production. Id. at 328. The plain language of the statute and ASARCO preclude 

an approach in which standards of performance are based on achieving emission 

reductions from groups of multiple sources rather than from application of 

demonstrated controls on individual regulated sources to achieve continuous emission 

reductions. 

b. EPA’s Rule confuses “standards of performance” with 
other programs. 

Section 111(d) reflects a broader programmatic distinction Congress drew 

between control programs focused on a source’s performance and air quality 

programs focused on the health and welfare impact of a source category’s aggregate 

emissions. For control programs, including section 111(d), Congress required sources 

to incorporate available, low-emitting production processes or control technologies 

into their design and operations. See, e.g., CAA § 111 (new source performance 

standards); id. § 112(d) (maximum achievable control technology standards); id. 

§ 165(a)(4) (best achievable control technology standards); Clean Water Act § 306, 33 

U.S.C. § 1316 (standards of performance for source pollutant discharge). These 

programs do not limit a source’s ability to operate but do require that the source limit 

emissions during operations. 

In air quality-based programs, Congress gave EPA authority to pursue a 

particular air quality objective by capping overall levels of emissions and by using 
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mechanisms such as trading that result in aggregate reductions from a category of 

sources. See, e.g., CAA §§ 108-110 (national ambient air quality standards); id. §§ 401 et 

seq. (acid rain cap-and-trade program); see also Nat’l-Southwire Aluminum Co., 838 F.2d at 

837 n.3 (“An ambient air quality standard differs from an emission or performance 

standard …. An ambient air quality standard specifies a maximum pollutant 

concentration in the ambient air, while a performance standard specifies the 

maximum rate at which an individual source may emit pollution.”). Under section 

110, for example, state plans implementing ambient air quality standards may include, 

in addition to “emission limitations” for individual sources, “other control measures,” 

“means,” or “techniques,” like “marketable permits” to assure attainment and 

maintenance of ambient air quality standards. CAA § 110(a)(2)(A). 

As explained above, the Rule expressly relies upon trading to establish its 

emission performance rates. See supra pp. 17-20. As justification, the Rule points to 

several trading programs that were adopted as a “control measure[], means or 

technique[]” under section 110 to meet an air quality goal. 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,696-97, 

64,734 n.381, 64,735, JA177-78, JA215, JA216. EPA’s analogy overlooks Congress’s 

decades-long distinction between those programs and programs limiting emissions 

from individual sources. Section 110 itself highlights that distinction: It provides for 

“emission limitations” (like section 111), but also (unlike section 111) “other control 

measures” including “marketable permits[] and auctions of emissions rights.” CAA 

§§ 110(a)(2)(A), 111(a)(1). The Rule elides the distinction between “emission 
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limitations” and “other control measures” by adopting an emission limitation in which 

“marketable permits” and “auctions of emissions rights,” id. § 110(a)(2)(A), are 

“integral,” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,734, JA215. 

EPA’s reliance on the statutory Title IV cap-and-trade program is similarly 

misplaced. Id. at 64,770, JA251. In Title IV, Congress created a detailed statutory cap-

and-trade program after more than a decade of debate. The statute specifically spells 

out how emission allowances are to be allocated, CAA §§ 403(a), 404-406, restricts 

how they may be traded, id. § 403(b), and sets parameters for the allowance tracking 

system, id. § 403(d), among other features. Title IV underscores that Congress knew 

how to design a grid-wide cap-and-trade program, and it did not do so when it called 

for EPA to provide for “standards of performance” under section 111. See Meghrig, 

516 U.S. at 485. 

While EPA may wish that Congress took the same approach in section 111 as it 

did in authorizing “other measures, means, or techniques” in section 110, or in 

spelling out a cap-and-trade program under Title IV, EPA’s “preference for symmetry 

cannot trump an asymmetrical statute.” Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. Ct. 2699, 2710 (2015) 

(internal quotation marks omitted). 

3. EPA’s Attempt To Use Section 111(d) To Reengineer the 
Grid Is Inconsistent With Section 111 as a Whole. 

The Rule also contravenes the requirement that “reasonable statutory 

interpretation must account for both the specific context in which … language is used 
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and the broader context of the statute as a whole.” UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2442 (internal 

quotation marks omitted). EPA undermines this basic principle by mandating 

performance rates for existing sources that are far more stringent than the standards 

EPA contemporaneously set for existing sources that are “modified” or 

“reconstructed.” See supra pp. 11-12, 15-16. Indeed, the Rule’s performance rates 

cannot be met even if every coal- and natural gas-fired unit were closed and replaced 

with brand new units using what EPA has determined to be state-of-the-art 

technology. Id. 

Congress could not have intended this bizarre outcome, which stems from a 

fundamental flaw in statutory construction: EPA’s adoption of a definition of 

“standard of performance” for section 111(d) that is fundamentally inconsistent with 

EPA’s understanding of the same statutory term in section 111(b). For both sections, 

the term “standard of performance” is defined by a single sub-section—section 

111(a)(1). As noted above, in EPA’s parallel rulemaking to establish standards of 

performance for new units under section 111(b), EPA determined that it could not 

read the term “best system of emission reduction” in section 111(a)(1) to set 

standards of performance based on shifts in generation from new plants to other 

sources with lower emissions but would consider only reductions that those plants 

could themselves achieve. 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,627. In the Rule, however, EPA gives a 

radically different reading to “best system of emission reduction” on the grounds that 

considering only those efficiency reductions that existing sources can achieve would 
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not produce “enough” reductions to meet EPA’s objectives. 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,729, 

JA210. As a basic textual matter, EPA cannot reasonably adopt two conflicting 

interpretations of the very same term. See Brown v. Gardner, 513 U.S. 115, 118-20 

(1994); see also Envtl. Def., Inc. v. EPA, 509 F.3d 553, 560-61 (D.C. Cir. 2007). 

That is particularly true here because EPA’s contrived and inconsistent reading 

of the phrase “best system of emission reduction” stands section 111 on its head: 

EPA has unlawfully required States to establish performance standards that are more 

stringent for existing coal and gas plants (which must retrofit controls) than the 

standards EPA itself established for new coal and gas plants (which can incorporate 

controls into their design). It makes no sense that the “best system of emission 

reduction,” after consideration of cost and other relevant factors, would lead to a 

scheme in which existing plants face more stringent regulation than new plants. “[A]n 

agency interpretation that is inconsisten[t] with the design and structure of the statute 

as a whole” must be struck down. UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2442 (alteration in original). 

EPA recognized as much when it first published its section 111(d) 

implementing regulations in 1975, explaining that “the degree of control [for existing 

sources] … will ordinarily be less stringent than … required by standards of 

performance for new sources” based on the fact that “controls cannot be included in 

the design of an existing facility and … physical limitations may make installation of 

particular control systems [at an existing facility] impossible or unreasonably 

expensive in some cases.” 40 Fed. Reg. at 53,341, 53,344, JA4087, JA4090; see also 
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Robert J. Martineau, Jr. & Michael K. Stagg, New Source Performance Standards, in THE 

CLEAN AIR ACT HANDBOOK 321 (Julie R. Domike & Alec C. Zacaroli eds., 3d ed. 

2011) (Section 111 “reflects the basic notion that it is cheaper and easier to design 

emissions control equipment into production equipment at the time of initial 

construction than it is to engage in costly retrofits.”), JA4663. Precisely because new 

plants can be designed to accommodate new controls while existing plants cannot, 

EPA determined that carbon capture and storage technology is not the best system of 

emission reduction for existing coal plants, 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,751, JA232, while at the 

same time determining that this technology is the best system for new plants, see 80 

Fed. Reg. at 64,558. Reflecting the structure and purpose of section 111, EPA has 

never before adopted new source standards that were less stringent than the standards 

its existing source guidelines required States to adopt.30 

                                           
30 See 61 Fed. Reg. at 9907 (same standards for new and existing landfills); 45 

Fed. Reg. at 26,294 & Primary Aluminum Guidelines at 8-1 (recommended range of 
control technologies for existing primary aluminum plants and a maximum emissions 
rate of fluoride for new plants); 44 Fed. Reg. at 29,828 & EPA, Kraft Pulping: Control 
of TRS Emissions from Existing Mills, at 1-6 (Mar. 1979), http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ 
ZyPURL.cgi?Dockey=2000ZF3I.TXT (“the application of the best adequately 
demonstrated technology for new sources could result in excessive control costs at 
existing sources”); 42 Fed. Reg. 55,796 (Oct. 18, 1977) (emission guideline for existing 
sulfuric acid production units established in 1977 less stringent than the standard for 
new sources issued in 1971, 36 Fed. Reg. 24,876, 24,881 (Dec. 23, 1971)); EPA, Final 
Guideline Document: Control of Fluoride Emissions from Existing Phosphate 
Fertilizer Plants at 8-1 to 8-12 (Mar. 1977), http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi? 
Dockey=2000UNFK.TXT. 
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Finally, having effectively upended the section 111 regulatory paradigm, EPA 

then had to deploy ad hoc fixes to address the consequences of doing so. 80 Fed. Reg. 

at 64,821, JA302. Under the new source and existing source rules, overall emissions in 

a State could increase if the State encouraged construction of new sources to replace 

older, existing sources, because new sources—even though new coal units are 

required to use carbon capture and sequestration technology—are subject to less 

stringent standards than existing sources. Id. EPA thus ordered States to take steps to 

prevent shifting generation from older plants to newer plants with more efficient 

technologies, id. at 64,822-23, JA303-04, even though that appears to be exactly    

what Congress intended.  

This “fix” again underscores that the Rule has enacted a regulatory program the 

opposite of what Congress conceived. Whereas Congress sought to ensure that 

emission reductions would be realized as existing sources were retired and replaced 

with well-controlled new sources, EPA has told States they must impose measures 

that will prevent this from happening. Id.  

EPA’s inconsistent interpretation of the term “best system of emission 

reduction” contradicts EPA’s own understanding of Congress’s intent. When EPA 

first adopted regulations interpreting and implementing that provision in 1975, it 

concluded that, because of the interrelationship of sections 111(b) and 111(d), “the 

general principle (application of best adequately demonstrated control technology, 

considering costs) will be the same in both cases.” 40 Fed. Reg. at 53,341, JA4087. As 
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EPA explained, Congress’s decision to make the existing source performance 

standard program part of section 111, and not a stand-alone provision, “reflected a 

decision in conference that a similar approach [to that applied to new sources] 

(making allowances for the costs of controlling existing sources) was appropriate for 

the pollutants to be controlled under section 111(d).” Id. at 53,342, JA4088. EPA 

emphasized that both provisions require a “technology-based approach” and that 

EPA would be able to take advantage of its analysis of the “availability and costs of 

control technology” for new sources in determining the best “control technology” for 

existing sources. Id. at 53,342, 53,343, JA4088, JA4089. 

EPA had it right in its implementing regulations and in all of its prior section 

111(d) rulemakings. Reading sections 111(b) and 111(d) as a part of a single program 

avoids conflicting interpretations of the very same statutory provision and the 

arbitrary result of standards that are more stringent for existing sources than for new 

sources—a result Congress could not have intended. 

II. The Section 112 Exclusion Unambiguously Prohibits the Rule. 

The Section 112 Exclusion invalidates the Rule irrespective of the Rule’s 

contents. Under EPA’s own longstanding reading of the text in the U.S. Code, the 

Exclusion prohibits EPA from employing section 111(d) to regulate a source category 

that is already regulated under section 112. And because it is undisputed that coal-

fired generating units are already regulated under section 112, see 77 Fed. Reg. 9304 
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(Feb. 16, 2012), the Exclusion prohibits EPA’s attempt in the Rule to invoke section 

111(d) to regulate those same plants. 

A. EPA May Not Employ Section 111(d) To Regulate a Source 
Category That It Has Chosen To “Regulate[] Under Section 
[1]12.” 

The Exclusion’s prohibition against employing section 111 to regulate “any air 

pollutant” emitted from a “source category … regulated under section [1]12” has a 

straightforward and unambiguous meaning. “Regulated” means “[g]overned by rule, 

properly controlled or directed, adjusted to some standard, etc.” 13 OXFORD 

ENGLISH DICTIONARY 524. Thus, if a source category is “governed by [a] rule” under 

section 112, EPA may not require States to set a standard of performance for sources 

in that category under section 111(d). Or, as the Supreme Court has said, “EPA may 

not employ [section 111(d)] if existing stationary sources of the pollutant in question 

are regulated under … § [1]12.” AEP, 131 S. Ct. at 2537 n.7. 

EPA has repeatedly agreed that this prohibition against regulating under section 

111(d) any existing “source category … regulated under section [1]12” means what it 

says. In five analyses spanning three different Administrations—in 1995, 2004, 2005, 

2007, and 2014—the agency consistently concluded that this text means that “a 

standard of performance under CAA section 111(d) cannot be established for any air 
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pollutant … emitted from a source category regulated under section 112,” repeatedly 

describing this as the text’s “literal” meaning.31 

This “literal” reading of the Exclusion is, as EPA itself has explained, 

consistent with the statutory and legislative history of the CAA’s 1990 Amendments. 

Before 1990, section 112 covered an extremely narrow category of life-threatening 

pollutants. See S. Rep. No. 91-1196, at 20 (1970), reprinted in 1 CLEAN AIR ACT 

AMENDMENTS OF 1970 at i, 20 (Comm. Print 1970), JA4084. But in 1990, Congress 

greatly expanded the reach of the section 112 program, significantly broadening the 

definition of pollutants under section 112 to include those “which present, or may 

present … a threat of adverse human health effects … or adverse environmental 

effects,” and increasing the stringency of regulation on those source categories subject 

to the section 112 program. CAA § 112(b)(2); see supra pp. 8-9. As EPA has said in the 

past, the House of Representatives (where the current text of the Exclusion 

originated) responded to this fundamental expansion in section 112 by “chang[ing] 

the focus of [the Exclusion and] seeking to preclude regulation of those pollutants 

that are emitted from a particular source category that is actually regulated under 

section 112.” 70 Fed. Reg. at 16,031, JA4545. That is, the House determined that 

                                           
31 69 Fed. Reg. 4652, 4685 (Jan. 30, 2004); see EPA, Air Emissions from 

Municipal Solid Waste Landfills—Background Information for Final Standards and 
Guidelines at 1-6 (Dec. 1995) (“1995 EPA Analysis”), http://www3.epa.gov/ttn/ 
atw/landfill/bidfl.pdf; 70 Fed. Reg. 15,994, 16,031 (Mar. 29, 2005), JA4545; Final Br. 
of Resp’t EPA, New Jersey v. EPA, No. 05-1097, 2007 WL 2155494 (D.C. Cir. July 23, 
2007) (“2007 EPA Brief”); EPA Legal Memo at 26, JA2765. 
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existing sources, which have significant capital investments and sunk costs, should not 

be burdened by both the expanded section 112 program and performance standards 

under section 111(d). Id. at 16,031-32, JA4545-46. 

The House, EPA has also explained, was especially concerned about 

“duplicative or otherwise inefficient regulation” when it came to existing power 

plants, the source category at issue here. Id. at 15,999, JA4513. In the 1990 

Amendments, the House drafted a new provision that—similar to the provision now 

codified at section 112(n)(1)—gave EPA authority to decline entirely to regulate 

power plants under section 112. Id. at 16,031, JA4545. The House revised the 

Exclusion also to work in tandem with this new provision, so that EPA had a choice 

between regulating existing power plants under the national standards of section 112 

or under the state-by-state standards of section 111(d). See id. (“[W]e believe that the 

House sought to change the focus of section 111(d) by seeking to preclude regulation 

of those pollutants that are emitted from a particular source category that is actually 

regulated under section 112.”); id. (“[T]he House did not want to subject Utility Units 

to duplicative or overlapping regulation.”). 

B. EPA’s Attempts To Escape the Literal Reading of the Exclusion 
Are Unavailing. 

In the Rule, EPA offers two arguments to avoid what it has consistently 

concluded is the “literal” meaning of the Section 112 Exclusion. First, the agency 

claims for the first time in 20 years that the phrase “regulated under section [1]12” is 
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ambiguous. Second, EPA exhumes an argument it advanced during its unsuccessful 

Clean Air Mercury Rule rulemaking that a second “version” of the Exclusion exists in 

the 1990 Statutes at Large. Neither argument withstands scrutiny. 

1. EPA’s New Assertions of Ambiguity Lack Merit. 

Despite consistency over 20 years and three Administrations, EPA now claims 

to find ambiguous the phrase “source category … regulated under section [1]12.” 80 

Fed. Reg. at 64,713, JA194. EPA admits it could be read in the way the agency has 

always read it. Id. at 64,714, JA195. But EPA now claims the phrase could also be read 

“only [to] exclud[e] the regulation of [hazardous air pollutant] emissions under CAA 

section 111(d) and only when th[e] source category [at issue] is regulated under CAA 

section 112.” Id. 

EPA’s belated attempt to “manufacture[] ambiguity” and rewrite the Exclusion 

is impermissible. W. Minn. Mun. Power Agency v. FERC, 806 F.3d 588, 592 (D.C. Cir. 

2015) (internal quotation marks omitted). There is no ambiguity in the phrase “source 

category … regulated under section [1]12.” Clearly, if a source category is subject to 

section 112’s stringent national hazardous air pollutant standards, that source category 

is “regulated under” section 112. EPA’s interpretation would read new words into the 

Exclusion’s plain terms, turning the straightforward prohibition against regulating 

under section 111(d) any source category “regulated under section [1]12” into a 

prohibition against the regulation of any “source category which is regulated under 
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section 112 only where the air pollutant is included on a list published under section 112(b)(1).” 

Those extra words are not in the statute. 

EPA’s new reading of the statute runs afoul of precedent of this Court and the 

Supreme Court. EPA is attempting to “qualif[y] or restrict[]” the phrase “regulated 

under section [1]12” when “[n]othing in this language” does so. W. Minn. Mun. Power 

Agency, 806 F.3d at 592. Moreover, EPA’s effort resembles its failed attempt in the 

UARG litigation to evade “a literal reading” of the CAA. 75 Fed. Reg. 31,514, 31,516 

(June 3, 2010). In that case, the Supreme Court rebuked the agency for seeking to 

“rewrite clear statutory terms to suit its own sense of how the statute should operate.” 

UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2446. 

EPA attempts to bolster its statutory rewrite with a plea to legislative history, 

but this argument cuts against the agency’s position. According to EPA, reading the 

Exclusion as prohibiting section 111(d) regulation of pollutants not listed under 

section 112(b)(1) that are emitted from a source category regulated under section 112 

would create an impermissible “gap” in the CAA. Such a “gap,” EPA asserts, is 

contrary to the intent of those who wrote the 1970 version of the Act. 80 Fed. Reg. at 

64,714 (discussing legislative history from the 1970 CAA), JA195. 

As a threshold matter, UARG forecloses such non-textual appeals to purpose 

or legislative history where a statute’s literal terms are clear and unambiguous. The 

Supreme Court stated unequivocally that an agency’s authority “does not include a 
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power to revise clear statutory terms that turn out not to work in practice.” 134 S. Ct. 

at 2446. 

Moreover, EPA ignores the fundamental change in the section 112 program 

Congress enacted in 1990. As explained above, supra pp. 8-9, 63-64, the 1990 

Congress expanded section 112 from a program that covered only a small universe of 

extremely dangerous pollutants into an expansive program that covered 189 listed 

pollutants. And since 1990, EPA has never identified a single pollutant that the agency 

believes would meet the definition of pollutant under section 111 but not section 112. 

See, e.g., 73 Fed. Reg. 44,354, 44,493-95 (July 30, 2008) (considering regulation of 

carbon dioxide under section 112).32 

In fact, since the 1990 Amendments, EPA has issued only two section 111(d) 

regulations, and both were consistent with the Exclusion’s plain terms. In the first 

rule, the Clinton-era EPA expressly acknowledged the Exclusion’s prohibition against 

regulating a source category under section 111(d) where that source category is already 

regulated under section 112, but explained that its section 111(d) regulation of 

municipal solid waste landfills was permissible because the landfills were not “actually 

being regulated under section 112.” 1995 EPA Analysis at 1-6. The second rule was 

the Clean Air Mercury Rule, in which EPA sought first to delist power plants entirely 

                                           
32 Petitioners believe that both section 111 and section 112 are “ill suited to 

accommodating greenhouse gases”—for both similar and different reasons. See 
UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2441 n.5. 
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under section 112 before regulating those plants under section 111(d). 70 Fed. Reg. at 

15,994 (delisting), JA4508; 70 Fed. Reg. 28,606 (May 18, 2005) (imposing standards).33 

EPA further ignores that with respect to power plants in particular, the 1990 

Amendments gave EPA an explicit choice between regulating existing power plants 

under the national standards of section 112 or under the state-by-state standards of 

section 111(d). See supra p. 64. What EPA claims to be a regulatory gap is a regulatory 

regime deliberately designed by Congress to avoid double regulation. 

2. The Failed Clerical Amendment Is Entirely Irrelevant. 

EPA’s alternative avenue for avoiding the “literal” meaning of the Section 112 

Exclusion, as it appears in the U.S. Code, is the argument that a second “version” of 

the Exclusion exists in the 1990 Statutes at Large and creates ambiguity. This theory 

derives from the fact that in 1990, Congress passed an erroneous “conforming 

amendment” that appears in the Statutes at Large but was not included in the U.S. 

Code.34 

                                           
33 In the Clean Air Mercury Rule, EPA attempted to use section 111(d) to 

regulate hazardous air pollutants from coal- and oil-fired electric generating units. In 
New Jersey v. EPA, 517 F.3d 574 (D.C. Cir. 2008), this Court held that EPA violated 
the CAA in the manner it delisted power plants under section 112, and vacated the 
section 111(d) regulation of those power plants based on the Section 112 Exclusion, 
id. at 582-83. 

34 EPA’s claim that the Statutes at Large contains “two versions” of the Section 
112 Exclusion can be traced to 2004, when EPA mistook for the Statutes at Large an 
unofficial compilation of the Clean Air Act littered with errors that was included in 
the Committee Print of the 1990 Amendments’ legislative history. See 1 A 
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE CLEAN AIR ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1990 at 46 (Comm. 
Print 1993), JA4248. This document renders the relevant section using brackets: “any 
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EPA’s contention is that the non-partisan Office of the Law Revision Counsel 

of the U.S. House of Representatives, see 2 U.S.C. §§ 285a-285g, erred in compiling 

the U.S. Code. By law, the Code “establish[es] prima facie the laws of the United 

States.” 1 U.S.C. § 204(a). It is controlling unless the Law Revision Counsel has made 

an error, such that the Code is “inconsistent” with the Statutes at Large. Stephan v. 

United States, 319 U.S. 423, 426 (1943) (per curiam). The Law Revision Counsel did 

not err. 

The issue is the Law Revision Counsel’s treatment of a “substantive 

amendment” and a “conforming amendment” that altered the same text in the 

Exclusion. As explained in Congress’s official legislative drafting guides, there are 

“substantive amendments” and “conforming amendments,” the latter of which make 

clerical adjustments to “table[s] of contents” and corrections to pre-existing cross-

references that are “necessitated by the substantive amendments.”35 Cf. Koons Buick 

                                           
air pollutant … which is not included on a list published under section 108(a) [or 
emitted from a source category which is regulated under section 112] [or 112(b)].” Id. 
In 2004, EPA quoted from this document in the Federal Register, identifying it as the 
Statutes at Large and, as a result of this error, stated incorrectly that “two 
amendments are reflected in parentheses in the Statutes at Large.” 69 Fed. Reg. at 
4685. 

35 See Office of the Legislative Counsel, U.S. Senate, Legislative Drafting 
Manual § 126(b) (Feb. 1997), https://www.law.yale.edu/system/files/documents/ 
pdf/Faculty/SenateOfficeoftheLegislativeCounsel_LegislativeDrafting 
Manual(1997).pdf (“Senate Manual”), JA4300; accord Office of the Legislative Counsel, 
U.S. House of Representatives, House Legislative Counsel’s Manual on Drafting Style 
§ 332(b) (Nov. 1995), http://legcounsel.house.gov/HOLC/Drafting_Legislation/ 
Drafting_Guide.html (“House Manual”), JA4273-74. 
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Pontiac GMC, Inc. v. Nigh, 543 U.S. 50, 60-61 (2004) (relying on drafting manuals); 

United States v. O’Brien, 560 U.S. 218, 233-34 (2010) (same).  

Consistent with these official drafting manuals, the Law Revision Counsel 

follows a regular practice of first executing substantive amendments, then executing 

subsequent conforming amendments and excluding as “could not be executed” 

conforming amendments rendered unnecessary by previously executed substantive 

amendments.36 And that is what happened here. 

The Law Revision Counsel correctly executed first a substantive amendment 

that Congress made to the Exclusion in 1990 (the “Substantive Amendment”). Before 

1990, the Exclusion prohibited EPA from regulating under section 111(d) any air 

pollutant “included on a list published under … [1]08(a) … or [1]12(b)(1)(A).” 42 

                                           
36 See, e.g., Revisor’s Note, 11 U.S.C. § 101; Revisor’s Note, 12 U.S.C. § 4520; 

Revisor’s Note, 15 U.S.C. § 2064; Revisor’s Note, 18 U.S.C. § 2327; Revisor’s Note, 
21 U.S.C. § 355; Revisor’s Note, 23 U.S.C. § 104; Revisor’s Note, 26 U.S.C. § 1201; 
Revisor’s Note, 42 U.S.C. § 1395u; Revisor’s Note, 42 U.S.C. § 1395ww; Revisor’s 
Note, 42 U.S.C. § 1396b; Revisor’s Note, 42 U.S.C. § 3025; Revisor’s Note, 42 U.S.C. 
§ 9875; see also Revisor’s Note, 7 U.S.C. § 2018; Revisor’s Note, 10 U.S.C. § 869; 
Revisor’s Note, 10 U.S.C. § 1407; Revisor’s Note, 10 U.S.C. § 2306a; Revisor’s Note, 
10 U.S.C. § 2533b; Revisor’s Note, 12 U.S.C. § 1787; Revisor’s Note, 14 U.S.C. ch. 17 
Front Matter; Revisor’s Note, 15 U.S.C. § 2081; Revisor’s Note, 16 U.S.C. § 230f; 
Revisor’s Note, 20 U.S.C. § 1226c; Revisor’s Note, 20 U.S.C. § 1232; Revisor’s Note, 
20 U.S.C. § 4014; Revisor’s Note, 22 U.S.C. § 3651; Revisor’s Note, 22 U.S.C. § 3723; 
Revisor’s Note, 26 U.S.C. § 105; Revisor’s Note, 26 U.S.C. § 219; Revisor’s Note, 26 
U.S.C. § 4973; Revisor’s Note, 29 U.S.C. § 1053; Revisor’s Note, 33 U.S.C. § 2736; 
Revisor’s Note, 37 U.S.C. § 414; Revisor’s Note, 38 U.S.C. § 3015; Revisor’s Note, 40 
U.S.C. § 11501; Revisor’s Note, 42 U.S.C. § 218; Revisor’s Note, 42 U.S.C. § 290bb–
25; Revisor’s Note, 42 U.S.C. § 300ff–28; Revisor’s Note, 42 U.S.C. § 1395x; Revisor’s 
Note, 42 U.S.C. § 1396a; Revisor’s Note, 42 U.S.C. § 1396r; Revisor’s Note, 42 U.S.C. 
§ 5776; Revisor’s Note, 42 U.S.C. § 9601. 
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U.S.C. § 7411(d) (1989). The reference to section 112(b)(1)(A) prohibited EPA from 

regulating under section 111(d) any listed hazardous air pollutants. The Substantive 

Amendment instructed: 

strik[e] “or 112(b)(1)(A)” and insert[] “or emitted from a source category which is 
regulated under section 112.” 

Pub. L. No. 101-549, § 108(g), 104 Stat. 2399, 2467 (1990) (emphasis added), JA4188. 

As EPA previously explained to this Court, this amendment substantively “change[d] 

the focus of” the Exclusion from precluding the double regulation of listed hazardous 

air pollutants to prohibiting the double regulation of any “source category that is 

actually regulated under section 112.” 2007 EPA Brief, 2007 WL 2155494. This 

amendment was appropriately listed, in EPA’s own words, “with a variety of 

substantive provisions.” Id. at n.35. 

The Law Revision Counsel then correctly looked to a list of “[c]onforming 

[a]mendments” to the CAA. Senate Manual, § 126(d), JA4305; House Manual, 

§ 332(b), JA4274. As relevant here, one of those conforming amendments addressed 

the Exclusion and instructed: 

strik[e] “112(b)(1)(A)” and insert[] in lieu thereof “112(b).” 

Pub. L. No. 101-549, § 302(a), 104 Stat. at 2574 (“Conforming Amendments”) 

(emphasis added), JA4234. This clerical update reflected the fact that certain other 

substantive amendments expanding the section 112 regime had renumbered and 
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restructured section 112(b), rendering obsolete the pre-1990 cross-reference to 

“112(b)(1)(A).” 

Having already executed the Substantive Amendment, the Law Revision 

Counsel properly found the Conforming Amendment to be extraneous. Because the 

Substantive Amendment had already deleted the reference to “112(b)(1)(A),” it was 

impossible to follow the instructions of the Conforming Amendment to “strik[e] 

‘112(b)(1)(A)’ and insert[] in lieu thereof ‘112(b).’” Following its regular practice in 

such circumstances, the Office of the Law Revision Counsel noted that the 

Conforming Amendment “could not be executed” and correctly excluded it as a 

clerical error. See Revisor’s Note, 42 U.S.C. § 7411. Writing just five years after the 

amendments, the Clinton-era EPA agreed, explaining that the Conforming 

Amendment should be disregarded because it was a clearly erroneous clerical update: 

“a simple substitution of one subsection citation for another, [made] without 

consideration of other amendments of the section in which it resides.” 1995 EPA 

Analysis at 1-5 to 1-6. 

EPA contends that the Law Revision Counsel erred in not somehow giving 

“effect” to both amendments. 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,714 n.294, JA195. But EPA has 

identified, and Petitioners are aware of, no instances in which the Law Revision 

Counsel—or any court or even another agency—gave any meaning to a conforming 

amendment that could not be executed as a result of a previously executed substantive 

amendment. To the contrary, this Court has made clear that these routine errors—
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which are common in modern, complex legislation—do not create any statutory 

“ambiguity.” See Am. Petroleum Inst. v. SEC, 714 F.3d 1329, 1336-37 (D.C. Cir. 2013). 

Indeed, if courts were to adopt EPA’s approach to interpreting un-executable 

conforming amendments, then every one of the numerous instances of such 

amendments would become previously unnoticed versions-in-exile, causing severe 

disruptions throughout the U.S. Code. See supra pp. 69-70 & n.36. 

There are several other valid justifications for the Law Revision Counsel’s 

treatment of the Conforming Amendment. To begin, it is well-established that 

amendments are to be executed in order and that an amendment fails to execute if a 

prior amendment in the same bill removes or alters the text that the subsequent 

amendment purports to amend.37 Moreover, even if the amendments were executed 

in reverse order, the result would be the same, as the Substantive Amendment would 

still strike out and replace the cross-reference. And finally, the legislative history of the 

1990 Amendments shows that the Conforming Amendment, which had originated in 

the Senate, was passed in error. Records show that the Senate Managers specifically 

“recede[d]” to seven substantive changes in section 108 of the House bill, expressly 

including the section 108(g) provision “amending section 111 of the Clean Air Act 

                                           
37 See Senate Manual § 126(d) (“If after a first amendment to a provision is 

made … the provision is again amended, the assumption is that the earlier (preceding) 
amendments have been executed.”), JA4305; House Manual § 332(d) (“The 
assumption is that the earlier (preceding) amendments have been executed.”), JA4278. 
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relating to … existing stationary sources.” 136 CONG. REC. 36,067 (Oct. 27, 1990), 

JA4184.  

In any event, even if this Court agrees with EPA’s “second version” theory, 

that would not save the Rule. Assuming there are two “versions” of the Exclusion, 

EPA would need to give “effect” to “every word” of both Exclusions, Reiter v. Sonotone 

Corp., 442 U.S. 330, 339 (1979), by prohibiting EPA from regulating under section 

111(d) both any “source category which is regulated under Section [1]12” (the text in 

the U.S. Code), and any air pollutant listed pursuant to section 112(b)(1) (EPA’s view 

of the Conforming Amendment). The Rule would still be unlawful because the 

prohibition in the U.S. Code against regulating under section 111(d) any “source 

category which is regulated under Section [1]12” would remain fully intact.38 

III. The Rule Unlawfully Abrogates Authority Granted to the States by the 
Clean Air Act. 

Section 111(d) grants the authority to “establish[] standards of performance” 

for existing sources to the States—not EPA. CAA § 111(d)(1). EPA is empowered 

under section 111(b) to adopt “regulations … establishing Federal standards of 

performance for new sources.” In contrast, EPA’s authority under section 111(d) is 

limited to adopting a “procedure” under which “each State shall submit to [EPA] a 

plan which … establishes standards of performance for any existing source,” and to 
                                           

38 Scialabba v. Cuellar de Osorio, 134 S. Ct. 2191 (2014), on which EPA relies in 
the Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,715, JA196, thus provides no support for the agency’s 
position. That case dealt with a situation where—unlike here—the U.S. Code 
contained two irreconcilable, substantive commands. 
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“prescrib[ing] a plan for a State in cases where the State fails to submit a satisfactory 

plan.” Id. § 111(d)(1), (2). 

EPA’s 1975 regulations establishing the procedure for section 111(d) state 

plans, see 40 C.F.R. pt. 60, subpt. B, recognize this important division of authority, 

providing only that EPA will issue a “guideline document” containing an “emission 

guideline” that “reflects the application of the best system of emission reduction.” 40 

C.F.R. § 60.22(a), (b)(5). It is States that are to submit plans establishing standards of 

performance, which may be less stringent than the EPA emission guidelines if a State 

makes certain demonstrations, including infeasibility or unreasonable cost given a 

plant’s age. Id. § 60.24(f). As EPA explained in 1975 when promulgating these 

procedural regulations, “to emphasize that a legally enforceable standard is not 

intended, the term ‘emission limitation’ has been replaced with the term ‘emission 

guideline.” 40 Fed. Reg. at 53,341, JA4087 (emphases added).39 

But under the Rule, EPA assumes for itself the power to establish definitive 

uniform performance rates. Though EPA uses the term emission “guidelines,” it has 

in fact promulgated national performance rates that set the minimum stringency for 

standards of performance imposed by the States. 40 C.F.R. pt. 60, subpt. UUUU, Tbl. 

                                           
39 EPA has approved numerous state plans containing standards of 

performance less stringent than EPA’s guidelines. See, e.g., 49 Fed. Reg. 35,771 (Sept. 
12, 1984) (approving Arkansas plan for kraft pulp mill total reduced sulfur emissions); 
47 Fed. Reg. 50,868 (Nov. 10, 1982) (approving Georgia plan for same); 47 Fed. Reg. 
28,099 (June 29, 1982) (approving California plan for phosphate fertilizer plant 
fluoride emissions). 
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1. As EPA admits, the Rule forbids the States to impose emission standards that are 

less stringent than EPA has mandated through the national performance rates. 80 

Fed. Reg. at 64,870 (“[C]onsideration of facility-specific factors and in particular, 

remaining useful life, does not justify a state making further adjustments to the 

performance rates … that the guidelines define for affected [units] in a state and that 

must be achieved by the state plan.”), JA351. By establishing a minimum stringency 

for emission standards imposed by States and then leaving only the work of 

implementation for the States, EPA has unlawfully rewritten the statutory text in 

which Congress expressly gave only to the States the authority to “establish[] 

standards of performance.” CAA § 111(d)(1). 

For similar reasons, the Rule violates section 111(d)’s express grant of authority 

to States “to take into consideration, among other factors, the remaining useful life of 

the existing source to which [a] standard [of performance] applies.” Id. Consistent 

with the primacy that section 111(d) affords the States in setting standards of 

performance, Congress amended the CAA in 1977 to clarify that “the State[s] would 

be responsible for determining the applicability of … guidelines [under section 111(d)] 

to any particular source or sources.” H.R. Rep. No. 95-294, at 195, reprinted in 1997 

U.S.C.C.A.N. 1274, JA4115. Part of the power thus guaranteed to the States includes 

authority to grant variances from an otherwise-applicable standard of performance 

guideline “to take into consideration, among other factors, the remaining useful life of 

the existing source.” CAA § 111(d). 
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In amending section 111(d)(1), Congress sought to codify the availability of 

variances that EPA’s implementing regulations already provided. See EPA, Legal 

Memorandum Accompanying Clean Power Plan for Certain Issues at 32 (undated), 

EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602-36872, JA3232. EPA previously had recognized the States’ 

right to grant variances from emission guidelines on the basis of “economic hardship” 

to regulated sources and other factors, 40 Fed. Reg. at 53,343-44, JA4089-90, and had 

permitted States to “provide for the application of less stringent emissions standards” 

on a “case-by-case basis,” id. at 53,347, JA4093; see also 40 C.F.R. § 60.24(d), (f). As a 

result, “[i]n most if not all cases … [there] is likely to be substantial variation in the 

degree of control required for particular sources, rather than identical standards for all 

sources.” 40 Fed. Reg. at 53,343, JA4089. When it enacted the 1977 amendments, 

Congress codified this right. 

Despite the statute’s clear language, the Rule forbids States from relaxing the 

emission rate the agency set, even where applying it would force a source to shut 

down before the end of its useful life. Many coal plants have made substantial retrofit 

investments in the past decade to comply with environmental regulations.40 Yet the 

emission rates EPA has established effectively prohibit some States from taking into 

                                           
40 For example, in the last four years, EPA has required the six largest coal-fired 

power plants in Kansas to invest more than $3 billion to comply with regional haze, 
cross-state air pollution, local ozone maintenance, and mercury and air toxics rules. See 
Comments of Kan. Dep’t of Health & Env’t, at 12-13 (Nov. 17, 2014), EPA-HQ-
OAR-2013-0602-23255, JA1549-50; Comments of Kan. Corp. Comm’n, at 30-33 
(Oct. 29, 2014), EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602-21276, JA490-93. 
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consideration the remaining useful life of those plants.41 As a result, these retrofitted 

plants will have to curtail operations or close long before the financing for these 

investments is paid off or the benefits of the EPA-required improvements are 

realized. Congress amended section 111(d)(1) to prevent precisely this situation and 

this is yet another reason to vacate the Rule. 

IV. The Rule Unconstitutionally Commandeers and Coerces States and 
Their Officials into Carrying Out Federal Energy Policy. 

EPA’s unprecedented decision to attempt to decarbonize the U.S. energy 

system through section 111 regulation leaves States no choice but to alter their laws 

and programs governing electricity generation and delivery to accord with and carry 

out federal policy. Whether implemented by federal plan or state plan, the Rule will 

not work unless States facilitate the Rule’s changes and exercise their “responsibility 

to maintain a reliable electric system” in the face of the Rule’s disruptions. 80 Fed. 

Reg. at 64,678, JA159. Where a State declines to administer the Rule and thus has a 

federal plan imposed on it, it still must take a myriad of actions to ensure that the 

reductions in coal generation that a federal plan will mandate are matched by increases 

                                           
41 For instance, the Rule requires Kansas to achieve a 25.7% CO2 reduction by 

2022 and a 44.2% reduction by 2030 under the rate-based limits, and 18.7% by 2022 
and 36.0% by 2030 under the mass-based limits. See Goal Computation TSD, App. 5, 
EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0602-36849, JA3021-26. As a result, Kansas ratepayers “must 
continue to pay for coal-fired generation resources (including the recent 
environmental upgrades) that will either be curtailed or forced to retire early.” 
Comments of Kan. Corp. Comm’n, at 30, JA490. 
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in more costly forms of EPA-favored generation—leaving States to bear the brunt of 

citizen complaints about the increased costs and lost jobs. 

As a result, the Rule runs roughshod over rights reserved to the States under 

the Constitution. It commandeers the States’ exclusive authority to regulate the 

intrastate generation and transmission of electricity. And in the end, the States’ 

“choice” whether to maintain reliable electric service for their citizens is no choice at 

all; it is an unconstitutional “gun to the head” given the consequences if they refuse to 

carry out this federal policy. NFIB, 132 S. Ct. at 2604 (Roberts, C.J.) (plurality 

opinion); see also id. at 2659 (Scalia, Kennedy, Thomas, and Alito, JJ., dissenting). In 

States where electricity generation is regulated by constitutionally created bodies, like 

Louisiana, Georgia, and Arizona, the Rule’s intrusion on state power not only violates 

the U.S. Constitution, but state constitutions as well. 

This commandeering and coercion of States and state officials is 

unconstitutional and requires that the Rule be vacated. At a minimum, statutory 

constructions that raise constitutional concerns are to be avoided.42 See, e.g., Edward J. 

DeBartolo Corp. v. Fla. Gulf Coast Bldg. & Constr. Trades Council, 485 U.S. 568, 575 

(1988). 

                                           
42 Other constitutional issues that would be created by EPA’s “generation 

shifting” interpretation of section 111(d) are developed further in the brief of 
Petitioner-Intervenors. 
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A. The Rule Unlawfully Commandeers the States and Their Officials. 

At the Rule’s heart is an unprecedented mismatch between what EPA 

requires—partial decarbonization of the U.S. economy—and what EPA has authority 

to do under section 111(d)—provide for the application of standards of performance 

to individual power plants. Whether implemented by the States or the federal 

government, this mismatch creates a unique situation. States will be required in both 

instances to facilitate the elimination or reduction of massive quantities of fossil-fuel-

fired electric generation as there is no federal means of carrying out the numerous 

planning and regulatory activities necessary to accommodate the retirement of existing 

sources and the construction and integration of new capacity. In effect, EPA intends 

in all events for States to clean up its mess by exercising what EPA calls their 

“responsibility to maintain a reliable electric system” in the face of the Rule’s 

disruptions, which amounts to unconstitutional commandeering of the States and 

their officials. 

“Although the Constitution grants broad powers to Congress, our federalism 

requires that Congress treat the States in a manner consistent with their status as 

residuary sovereigns and joint participants in the governance of the Nation.” Alden v. 

Maine, 527 U.S. 706, 748 (1999); see also U.S. CONST. amend. X (“The powers not 

delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, 

are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.”). Among the powers that the 

Constitution denies to the federal government is the power to “use the States as 
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implements of regulation”—in other words, to commandeer them to carry out federal 

law. New York, 505 U.S. at 161. 

On that basis, the Supreme Court in New York struck down a provision of the 

Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act that required States either to 

legislate to provide for the disposal of radioactive waste according to the statute or to 

take title to such waste and assume responsibility for its storage and disposal. Id. at 

153-54. The Court explained that the federal government may “offer States the choice 

of regulating [an] activity according to federal standards or having state law pre-

empted by federal regulation.” Id. at 167. But merely providing States flexibility in 

how to carry out federal policy is unlawful because it “only underscores the critical 

alternative a State lacks: A State may not decline to administer the federal program.” 

Id. at 176-77. Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898 (1997), reaffirmed and extended these 

principles to the commandeering of state officials, striking down a federal statute that 

directed state law enforcement officers to conduct background checks on gun buyers 

and perform related tasks. State officials, it held, may not be “‘dragooned’ … into 

administering federal law.” Id. at 928 (citation omitted). 

The Rule violates this anti-commandeering principle by forcing States and state 

officials to exercise their sovereign powers by revamping their utility sectors. Under 

the Rule, state actors will be the ones to account for the Rule’s impact on electric 

reliability, 40 C.F.R. § 60.5745(a)(7), through such means as “[public utility 

commission] orders,” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,848, JA329, and “state measures” that make 
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unregulated renewable energy generators “responsible for compliance and liable for 

violations” if they do not fill the gap, 40 C.F.R. § 60.5780(a)(5)(iii). 

Indeed, the Rule pushes substantial duties on even those States that “decline” 

to administer it, just like the low-level nuclear waste program struck down in New 

York. A federal plan’s mandate to retire coal-fired plants or reduce their utilization 

(including by requiring the purchase of emissions allowances) would force state utility 

and electricity regulators to respond in the same way as if the State itself had ordered 

the retirements. Likewise, if EPA orders through a federal plan that power-plant 

owners construct new electric generating capacity, state officials will be forced to 

review siting decisions, grant permit applications, and issue certificates of public 

convenience for EPA’s preferred generation sources and for the associated new 

transmission lines that EPA’s transformation of the power sector will require. These 

state officials—which include, in States like Louisiana, Georgia, and Arizona, state 

constitutional officers elected to sit on public utility commissions—will be 

“‘dragooned’ … into administering federal law.” Printz, 521 U.S. at 928 (citation 

omitted). 

And political accountability will be frustrated because it is these state officials 

who “will bear the brunt of public disapproval” for increased costs and lost jobs, 

because they appear to retain exclusive authority under state law over electricity 

generation but “cannot regulate in accordance with the views of the local electorate.” 

New York, 505 U.S. at 169. EPA lacks the authority to supplant the States in carrying 
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out these aspects of the Rule, so it cannot make the essential trade-off—demanding 

that States adhere to federal policy at the price of exemption from federal 

preemption—that the Supreme Court has always required for a program to be truly 

“cooperative.” See id. at 176 (“A choice between two unconstitutionally coercive 

regulatory techniques is no choice at all.”). The result is that States have no choice but 

to act, and state officials lose their ability to “remain accountable to the people.” Id. at 

168. 

EPA’s response is simply to assert that no State action is required to implement 

the Rule. 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,881-82, JA362-63. But even under a federal 

implementation plan, state agencies will have to be involved in decommissioning coal-

fired plants, addressing replacement capacity, addressing transmission and integration 

issues, and undertaking all manner of related regulatory proceedings.43 See id. at 

64,678, JA159; supra pp. 20-21. In fact, EPA’s proposed federal plan expressly relies 

on state authorities to address reliability issues caused by the Rule. 80 Fed. Reg. at 

64,981. In this regard, the Rule fundamentally departs from the statutory scheme 

upheld in Hodel v. Virginia Surface Mining & Reclamation Ass’n, 452 U.S. 264, 288 (1981), 

because the mine reclamation program at issue in that case ensured that “the full 

                                           
43 As noted above, federal law recognizes States’ exclusive jurisdiction “over 

facilities used for the generation of electric energy.” See supra pp. 38-39. That includes 
States’ “traditional authority over the need for additional generating capacity, the type 
of generating facilities to be licensed, land use, ratemaking, and the like”—the very 
things the Rule targets. PG&E, 461 U.S. at 212. 
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regulatory burden” of regulation would “be borne by the Federal Government” if a 

State chose not to regulate. See also Miss. Comm’n on Envtl. Quality v. EPA, 790 F.3d 

138, 175 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (per curiam) (similar). As this Court has said, a federal plan 

under the Clean Air Act cannot “commandeer the regulatory powers of the states, 

along with their personnel and resources.” District of Columbia v. Train, 521 F.2d 971, 

992 (D.C. Cir. 1975), vacated on other grounds, EPA v. Brown, 431 U.S. 99 (1977). 

In short, while EPA makes much of the purported flexibility States have in 

implementing the Rule, see, e.g., 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,665, JA146, the Constitution 

requires the federal government to allow States the choice to “decline to administer 

the federal program,” New York, 505 U.S. at 177, not a multitude of choices of how to 

administer the federal program. Because that is the one choice the Rule denies to 

States, it impinges on the States’ sovereign authority and, like the actions under review 

in New York and Printz, exceeds the federal government’s power. 

B. The Rule Unlawfully Coerces the States. 

Just as the federal government may not commandeer States to carry out federal 

policy, it also may not coerce them to the same end by denying them “a legitimate 

choice whether to accept the federal conditions.” NFIB, 132 S. Ct. at 2602 (Roberts, 

C.J.) (plurality opinion); see also id. at 2659 (Scalia, Kennedy, Thomas, and Alito, JJ., 

dissenting). The Rule violates this anti-coercion doctrine by threatening to disrupt the 

electric systems of States that do not carry out federal policy. 
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Federal action directed at States “has crossed the line distinguishing 

encouragement from coercion” when it leverages existing and substantial State 

entitlements to induce the State to implement federal policy. Id. at 2603 (internal 

quotation marks omitted). When “‘not merely in theory but in fact,’” such threats 

amount to “economic dragooning that leaves the States with no real option but to 

acquiesce” to federal demands, they impermissibly “undermine the status of the States 

as independent sovereigns in our federal system.” Id. at 2602, 2604-05 (quoting South 

Dakota v. Dole, 483 U.S. 203, 211-12 (1987)). 

That precisely describes the Rule. If a State declines to implement the Rule, 

EPA will impose a federal plan that does so. 40 C.F.R. § 60.5720. But because the 

Rule’s aggressive emission rates cannot be achieved by the type of operational 

efficiency improvements that individual sources can make and that can actually be 

federally administered, States will have to take regulatory action to administer and 

facilitate generation-shifting, or face electricity shortfalls and the associated 

consequences for state services and operations, public health and safety, and 

economy. See supra pp. 12-16, 20-21, 78-83. Indeed, EPA is quite clear that it expects 

state actors to exercise “responsibility to maintain a reliable electric system” in the 

face of the Rule’s disruptions. 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,678, JA159. The Rule places States in 

an untenable position. 

The whole point is to force States to do what is necessary to maintain reliable 

and affordable electric service by taking regulatory actions that are beyond EPA’s 
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authority. Regardless of whether a State implements its own plan or is subject to the 

federal plan, in neither instance does the decision to adopt or reject EPA’s preferred 

policies “‘remain the prerogative of the States.’” NFIB, 132 S. Ct. at 2604 (Roberts, 

C.J.) (plurality opinion) (alteration in original) (quoting Dole, 483 U.S. at 211); see also 

id. at 2659 (Scalia, Kennedy, Thomas, and Alito, JJ., dissenting). Instead, EPA’s 

“‘inducement’ … is a gun to the head.” Id. at 2604 (Roberts, C.J.) (plurality opinion). 

This prospect of requiring state action in order to maintain reliable electricity for its 

residents leaves States no choice but to carry out EPA’s dictates. 

The Rule identifies no precedent for this invasion of state sovereignty. 

“[H]aving the power to make decisions and to set policy is what gives the State its 

sovereign nature.” FERC v. Mississippi, 456 U.S. 742, 761 (1982). But, as in New York 

and NFIB, the Rule deprives the States of that core aspect of their sovereignty, 

requiring them to exercise regulatory authority while stripping them of policymaking 

discretion. This is not cooperative federalism; the “the Federal Government may not 

compel the States to implement … federal regulatory programs.” Printz, 521 U.S. at 

925. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the petitions should be granted and the Rule 

vacated. 
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Counsel for Petitioner State of Nebraska 
 
/s/ John R. Renella   
Robert Lougy 
   ACTING ATTORNEY GENERAL OF NEW 
    JERSEY 
David C. Apy 
   Assistant Attorney General 
John R. Renella 
   Deputy Attorney General 
   Counsel of Record 
Division of Law 
R.J. Hughes Justice Complex 
P.O. Box 093 
25 Market Street 
Trenton, NJ  08625-0093 
Tel. (609) 292-6945 
Fax  (609)341-5030 
john.renella@dol.lps.state.nj.us 
 
Counsel for Petitioner State of New Jersey 
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/s/ Paul J. Zidlicky     
Paul J. Zidlicky 
SIDLEY AUSTIN, LLP 
1501 K Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20005 
Tel:  (202) 736-8000 
pzidlicky@sidley.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioners GenOn Mid-Atlantic, 
LLC; Indian River Power LLC; Louisiana 
Generating LLC; Midwest Generation, LLC; 
NRG Chalk Point LLC; NRG Power 
Midwest LP; NRG Rema LLC; NRG Texas 
Power LLC; NRG Wholesale Generation LP; 
and Vienna Power LLC 
 
/s/ David M. Flannery       
David M. Flannery 
Kathy G. Beckett 
Edward L. Kropp 
STEPTOE & JOHNSON, PLLC 
707 Virginia Street East 
Charleston, WV  25326 
Tel:  (304) 353-8000 
dave.flannery@steptoe-johnson.com 
kathy.beckett@steptoe-johnson.com 
skipp.kropp@steptoe-johnson.com 
 
Stephen L. Miller 
STEPTOE & JOHNSON, PLLC 
700 N. Hurstbourne Parkway, Suite 115 
Louisville, KY  40222 
Tel:  (502) 423-2000 
steve.miller@steptoe-johnson.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Indiana Utility Group 
 

/s/ Paul M. Seby    
Wayne Stenehjem 
   ATTORNEY GENERAL OF NORTH  
    DAKOTA 
Margaret Olson 
   Assistant Attorney General 
North Dakota Attorney General’s Office 
600 E. Boulevard Avenue #125 
Bismarck, ND  58505 
Tel:  (701) 328-3640 
maiolson@nd.gov 
 
Paul M. Seby 
   Special Assistant Attorney General 
   State of North Dakota 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 
1200 17th Street, Suite 2400 
Denver, CO  80202 
Tel:  (303) 572-6500 
Fax:  (303) 572-6540 
sebyp@gtlaw.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner State of North Dakota 
 
/s/ Eric E. Murphy   
Michael DeWine 
   ATTORNEY GENERAL OF OHIO 
Eric E. Murphy 
   State Solicitor 
   Counsel of Record 
30 E. Broad Street, 17th Floor 
Columbus, OH  43215 
Tel:  (614) 466-8980 
eric.murphy@ohioattorneygeneral.gov 
 
Counsel for Petitioner State of Ohio 
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/s/ F. William Brownell   
F. William Brownell 
Eric J. Murdock 
HUNTON & WILLIAMS LLP 
2200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20037 
Tel:  (202) 955-1500 
bbrownell@hunton.com 
emurdock@hunton.com 
 
Nash E. Long III 
HUNTON & WILLIAMS LLP 
Bank of America Plaza, Suite 3500 
101 South Tryon Street 
Charlotte, NC  28280 
Tel:  (704) 378-4700 
nlong@hunton.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner LG&E and  
KU Energy LLC 
 

/s/ David B. Rivkin, Jr.   
E. Scott Pruitt 
   ATTORNEY GENERAL OF OKLAHOMA 
Patrick R. Wyrick 
   Solicitor General of Oklahoma 
313 N.E. 21st Street 
Oklahoma City, OK  73105 
Tel:  (405) 521-4396 
Fax:  (405) 522-0669 
fc.docket@oag.state.ok.us 
scott.pruitt@oag.ok.gov 
 
David B. Rivkin, Jr. 
   Counsel of Record 
Mark W. DeLaquil 
Andrew M. Grossman 
BAKER & HOSTETLER LLP 
Washington Square, Suite 1100 
1050 Connecticut Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20036 
Tel:  (202) 861-1731 
Fax:  (202) 861-1783 
drivkin@bakerlaw.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioners State of Oklahoma and 
Oklahoma Department of Environmental 
Quality 
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/s/ P. Stephen Gidiere III   
P. Stephen Gidiere III 
Thomas L. Casey III 
Julia B. Barber 
BALCH & BINGHAM LLP 
1901 6th Ave. N., Suite 1500 
Birmingham, AL  35203 
Tel:  (205) 251-8100 
sgidiere@balch.com 
 
Stephanie Z. Moore 
Vice President and General Counsel 
LUMINANT GENERATION COMPANY LLC 
1601 Bryan Street, 22nd Floor 
Dallas, TX  75201 
 
Daniel J. Kelly 
Vice President and Associate General  
   Counsel 
ENERGY FUTURE HOLDINGS CORP. 
1601 Bryan Street, 43rd Floor 
Dallas, TX  75201 
 
Counsel for Petitioners Luminant Generation 
Company LLC; Oak Grove Management 
Company LLC; Big Brown Power Company 
LLC; Sandow Power Company LLC; Big 
Brown Lignite Company LLC; Luminant 
Mining Company LLC; and Luminant Big 
Brown Mining Company LLC 
 

/s/ James Emory Smith, Jr.  
Alan Wilson 
   ATTORNEY GENERAL OF SOUTH  
    CAROLINA 
Robert D. Cook 
   Solicitor General 
James Emory Smith, Jr. 
   Deputy Solicitor General 
   Counsel of Record 
P.O. Box 11549 
Columbia, SC  29211 
Tel:  (803) 734-3680 
Fax: (803) 734-3677 
esmith@scag.gov 
 
Counsel for Petitioner State of South Carolina 
 
/s/ Steven R. Blair   
Marty J. Jackley 
   ATTORNEY GENERAL OF SOUTH  
    DAKOTA 
Steven R. Blair 
   Assistant Attorney General 
   Counsel of Record 
1302 E. Highway 14, Suite 1 
Pierre, SD  57501 
Tel:  (605) 773-3215 
steven.blair@state.sd.us 
 
Counsel for Petitioner State of South Dakota 
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/s/ Ronald J. Tenpas   
Ronald J. Tenpas 
MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS LLP 
1111 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20004 
Tel:  (202) 739-3000 
rtenpas@morganlewis.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Minnesota Power (an 
operating division of ALLETE, Inc.) 
 
/s/ Allison D. Wood   
Allison D. Wood 
Tauna M. Szymanski 
Andrew D. Knudsen 
HUNTON & WILLIAMS LLP 
2200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20037 
Tel:  (202) 955-1500 
awood@hunton.com 
tszymanski@hunton.com 
aknudsen@hunton.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Montana-Dakota Utilities 
Co., a Division of MDU Resources Group, Inc. 
 
 

/s/ Tyler R. Green    
Sean Reyes 
   ATTORNEY GENERAL OF UTAH 
Tyler R. Green 
   Solicitor General 
   Counsel of Record 
Parker Douglas 
   Federal Solicitor 
Utah State Capitol Complex 
350 North State Street, Suite 230 
Salt Lake City, UT  84114-2320 
pdouglas@utah.gov 
 
Counsel for Petitioner State of Utah 
 
/s/ Misha Tseytlin               
Brad D. Schimel 
   ATTORNEY GENERAL OF WISCONSIN 
Misha Tseytlin 
   Solicitor General 
   Counsel of Record 
Andrew Cook 
   Deputy Attorney General 
Delanie M. Breuer 
   Assistant Deputy Attorney General 
Wisconsin Department of Justice 
17 West Main Street 
Madison, WI  53707 
Tel:  (608) 267-9323 
tseytlinm@doj.state.wi.us 
 
Counsel for Petitioner State of Wisconsin 
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/s/ William M. Bumpers   
William M. Bumpers 
Megan H. Berge 
BAKER BOTTS L.L.P. 
1299 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20004 
Tel:  (202) 639-7700 
william.bumpers@bakerbotts.com 
megan.berge@bakerbotts.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner NorthWestern 
Corporation d/b/a NorthWestern Energy 
 
/s/ Joshua R. More     
Joshua R. More 
Jane E. Montgomery 
Amy Antoniolli 
SCHIFF HARDIN LLP 
233 South Wacker Drive 
Suite 6600 
Chicago, IL  60606 
Tel:  (312) 258-5500 
jmore@schiffhardin.com 
jmontgomery@schiffhardin.com 
aantoniolli@schiffhardin.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Prairie State Generating 
Company, LLC 
 
 

/s/ James Kaste    
Peter K. Michael 
   ATTORNEY GENERAL OF WYOMING 
James Kaste 
   Deputy Attorney General 
   Counsel of Record 
Michael J. McGrady 
Erik Petersen 
   Senior Assistant Attorneys General 
Elizabeth Morrisseau 
   Assistant Attorney General 
2320 Capitol Avenue 
Cheyenne, WY  82002 
Tel:  (307) 777-6946 
Fax:  (307) 777-3542 
james.kaste@wyo.gov 
 
Counsel for Petitioner State of Wyoming 
 
/s/ Sam M. Hayes    
Sam M. Hayes 
   General Counsel 
   Counsel of Record 
Craig Bromby 
   Deputy General Counsel 
Andrew Norton 
   Deputy General Counsel 
NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
1601 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC  27699-1601 
Tel:  (919) 707-8616 
sam.hayes@ncdenr.gov 
 
Counsel for Petitioner North Carolina 
Department of Environmental Quality 
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/s/ Allison D. Wood   
Allison D. Wood 
Tauna M. Szymanski 
Andrew D. Knudsen 
HUNTON & WILLIAMS LLP 
2200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20037 
Tel:  (202) 955-1500 
awood@hunton.com 
tszymanski@hunton.com 
aknudsen@hunton.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Tri-State Generation and 
Transmission Association, Inc. 
 
/s/ William M. Bumpers   
William M. Bumpers 
Megan H. Berge 
BAKER BOTTS L.L.P. 
1299 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20004 
Tel:  (202) 639-7700 
william.bumpers@bakerbotts.com 
megan.berge@bakerbotts.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Westar Energy, Inc. 
 
/s/ Jeffrey R. Holmstead   
Jeffrey R. Holmstead 
Sandra Y. Snyder 
BRACEWELL LLP 
2001 M Street, N.W., Suite 900 
Washington, D.C.  20036 
Tel:  (202) 828-5852 
Fax:  (202) 857-4812 
jeff.holmstead@bracewelllaw.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner American Coalition for 
Clean Coal Electricity 
 

/s/ Dennis Lane        
Dennis Lane 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
1775 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W., Suite 800 
Washington, D.C.  20006 
Tel:  (202) 785-9100 
Fax:  (202) 785-9163 
dennis.lane@stinson.com 
 
Parthenia B. Evans 
STINSON LEONARD STREET LLP 
1201 Walnut Street, Suite 2900 
Kansas City, MO  64106 
Tel:  (816) 842-8600 
Fax:  (816) 691-3495 
parthy.evans@stinson.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Kansas City Board of 
Public Utilities – Unified Government of 
Wyandotte County/Kansas City, Kansas 
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/s/ Geoffrey K. Barnes   
Geoffrey K. Barnes 
J. Van Carson 
Wendlene M. Lavey 
John D. Lazzaretti 
Robert D. Cheren 
SQUIRE PATTON BOGGS (US) LLP 
4900 Key Tower 
127 Public Square 
Cleveland, OH  44114 
Tel:  (216) 479-8646 
geoffrey.barnes@squirepb.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Murray Energy 
Corporation 
 

 

/s/ Andrew C. Emrich   
Andrew C. Emrich 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
6380 South Fiddlers Green Circle 
Suite 500 
Greenwood Village, CO  80111 
Tel:  (303) 290-1621 
Fax:  (866) 711-8046 
acemrich@hollandhart.com 
 
Emily C. Schilling 
HOLLAND & HART LLP 
222 South Main Street, Suite 2200 
Salt Lake City, UT  84101 
Tel:  (801) 799-5753 
Fax:  (202) 747-6574 
ecschilling@hollandhart.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioners Newmont Nevada 
Energy Investment, LLC and Newmont USA 
Limited 
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/s/ Charles T. Wehland       
Charles T. Wehland 
    Counsel of Record 
Brian J. Murray 
JONES DAY 
77 West Wacker Drive, Suite 3500 
Chicago, IL  60601-1692 
Tel:  (312) 782-3939 
Fax:  (312) 782-8585 
ctwehland@jonesday.com 
bjmurray@jonesday.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioners The North American 
Coal Corporation; The Coteau Properties 
Company; Coyote Creek Mining Company, 
LLC; The Falkirk Mining Company; 
Mississippi Lignite Mining Company; North 
American Coal Royalty Company; NODAK 
Energy Services, LLC; Otter Creek Mining 
Company, LLC; and The Sabine Mining 
Company 
 

 

/s/ Robert G. McLusky   
Robert G. McLusky 
JACKSON KELLY, PLLC 
1600 Laidley Tower 
P.O. Box 553 
Charleston, WV  25322 
Tel:  (304) 340-1000 
rmclusky@jacksonkelly.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner West Virginia Coal 
Association 
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/s/ Eugene M. Trisko   
Eugene M. Trisko 
LAW OFFICES OF EUGENE M. TRISKO  
P.O. Box 596 
Berkeley Springs,  WV 25411 
Tel:  (304) 258-1977 
Tel:  (301) 639-5238 (cell) 
emtrisko7@gmail.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner International Brotherhood 
of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders, 
Blacksmiths, Forgers & Helpers 
 

 

/s/ Eugene M. Trisko   
Eugene M. Trisko 
LAW OFFICES OF EUGENE M. TRISKO  
P.O. Box 596 
Berkeley Springs,  WV 25411 
Tel:  (304) 258-1977 
Tel:  (301) 639-5238 (cell) 
emtrisko7@gmail.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner International Brotherhood 
of Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO 
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/s/ Grant F. Crandall   
Grant F. Crandall 
General Counsel 
UNITED MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA 
18354 Quantico Gateway Drive 
Triangle, VA  22172 
Tel:  (703) 291-2429 
gcrandall@umwa.org 
 
Arthur Traynor, III 
Staff Counsel 
UNITED MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA 
18354 Quantico Gateway Drive 
Triangle, VA  22172 
Tel:  (703) 291-2457  
atraynor@umwa.org 
 
Eugene M. Trisko 
LAW OFFICES OF EUGENE M. TRISKO 
P.O. Box 596 
Berkeley Springs, WV  25411 
Tel:  (304) 258-1977 
emtrisko7@gmail.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner United Mine Workers of 
America 
 

 

/s/ Steven P. Lehotsky   
Steven P. Lehotsky 
Sheldon B. Gilbert 
U.S. CHAMBER LITIGATION CENTER, INC. 
1615 H Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20062 
Tel:  (202) 463-5337 
slehotsky@uschamber.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Chamber of Commerce of 
the United States of America 
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/s/ Quentin Riegel    
Linda E. Kelly 
Quentin Riegel 
Leland P. Frost 
MANUFACTURERS’ CENTER FOR LEGAL 
ACTION 
733 10th Street, N.W., Suite 700 
Washington, D.C.  20001 
Tel:  (202) 637-3000 
qriegel@nam.org 
 
Counsel for Petitioner National Association of 
Manufacturers 
 

 

/s/ Richard S. Moskowitz   
Richard S. Moskowitz 
AMERICAN FUEL & PETROCHEMICAL 
MANUFACTURERS 
1667 K Street, N.W., Suite 700 
Washington, D.C.  20006 
Tel:  (202) 457-0480 
rmoskowitz@afpm.org 
 
Counsel for Petitioner American Fuel & 
Petrochemical Manufacturers 
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/s/ Karen R. Harned   
Karen R. Harned 
Executive Director 
Elizabeth A. Gaudio 
Senior Executive Counsel 
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF 
INDEPENDENT BUSINESS 
SMALL BUSINESS LEGAL CENTER 
1201 F Street, N.W., Suite 200 
Washington, D.C.  20004 
Tel:  (202) 314-2061 
karen.harned@nfib.org 
elizabeth.milito@nfib.org 
 
Counsel for Petitioner National Federation of 
Independent Business 
 

 

/s/ Megan H. Berge   
Megan H. Berge 
William M. Bumpers 
BAKER BOTTS L.L.P. 
1299 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20004 
Tel:  (202) 639-7700 
megan.berge@bakerbotts.com 
william.bumpers@bakerbotts.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner National Association of 
Home Builders 
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/s/ Kathryn D. Kirmayer   
Kathryn D. Kirmayer 
General Counsel 
Evelyn R. Nackman 
Associate General Counsel 
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS 
425 3rd Street, S.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20024 
Tel:  (202) 639-2100 
kkirmayer@aar.org 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Association of American 
Railroads 
 

 

/s/ Chaim Mandelbaum   
Chaim Mandelbaum 
Litigation Manager 
FREE MARKET ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 
CLINIC 
726 N. Nelson Street, Suite 9 
Arlington, VA  22203 
Tel:  (703) 577-9973 
chaim12@gmail.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Energy and Environment 
Legal Institute 
 

 

/s/ Catherine E. Stetson   
Catherine E. Stetson 
Eugene A. Sokoloff 
HOGAN LOVELLS US LLP 
555 Thirteenth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C.  20004-1109 
Tel:  (202) 637-5600 
Fax:  (202) 637-5910 
cate.stetson@hoganlovells.com 
eugene.sokoloff@hoganlovells.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Denbury Onshore, LLC 
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/s/ Adam R.F. Gustafson     
C. Boyden Gray 
Adam R.F. Gustafson 
    Counsel of Record 
Derek S. Lyons 
James R. Conde 
BOYDEN GRAY & ASSOCIATES, PLLC 
1627 I Street, N.W., Suite 950 
Washington, D.C.  20006 
Tel:  (202) 955-0620 
gustafson@boydengrayassociates.com 
 
Counsel for Petitioners Competitive Enterprise 
Institute; Buckeye Institute for Public Policy 
Solutions; Independence Institute; Rio Grande 
Foundation; Sutherland Institute; Klaus J. 
Christoph; Samuel R. Damewood; Catherine C. 
Dellin; Joseph W. Luquire; Lisa R. Markham; 
Patrick T. Peterson; and Kristi Rosenquist 
 
Sam Kazman 
Hans Bader 
COMPETITIVE ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE 
1899 L Street, N.W., 12th Floor 
Washington, D.C.  20036 
Tel:  (202) 331-1010 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Competitive Enterprise 
Institute 
 
Robert Alt 
BUCKEYE INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC POLICY 
SOLUTIONS 
88 E. Broad Street, Suite 1120 
Columbus, OH  43215 
Tel:  (614) 224-4422 
robert@buckeyeinstitute.org 
 
Counsel for Petitioner Buckeye Institute for 
Public Policy Solutions 
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 
 

Pursuant to Rule 32(a)(7)(C) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure and 

Circuit Rules 32(e)(1) and 32(e)(2)(C), I hereby certify that the foregoing final form 

Opening Brief of Petitioners on Core Legal Issues contains 21,613 words, as counted 

by a word processing system that includes headings, footnotes, quotations, and 

citations in the count, and therefore is within the word limit set by the Court. 

Dated:  April 22, 2016   /s/ Elbert Lin    
Elbert Lin 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

I hereby certify that, on this 22nd day of April 2016, a copy of the foregoing 

final form Opening Brief of Petitioners on Core Legal Issues was served electronically 

through the Court’s CM/ECF system on all ECF-registered counsel. 

/s/ Elbert Lin    
Elbert Lin 
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ADDENDUM PURSUANT TO FEDERAL RULE OF APPELLATE 
PROCEDURE 32.1 AND CIRCUIT RULE 32.1(b)(3) 
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(ORDER LIST:  577 U.S.) 

 

 

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2016 

 
 

ORDER IN PENDING CASE 

 

 

15A773 WEST VIRGINIA, ET AL. V EPA, ET AL. 

 

 The application for a stay submitted to The Chief Justice 

and by him referred to the Court is granted.  The Environmental 

Protection Agency’s "Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for 

Existing Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Generating Units," 

80 Fed. Reg. 64,662 (October 23, 2015), is stayed pending 

disposition of the applicants’ petitions for review in the United 

States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit and 

disposition of the applicants’ petition for a writ of certiorari, 

if such writ is sought.  If a writ of certiorari is sought and 

the Court denies the petition, this order shall terminate 

automatically.  If the Court grants the petition for a writ of 

certiorari, this order shall terminate when the Court enters its 

judgment. 

 Justice Ginsburg, Justice Breyer, Justice Sotomayor, and 

Justice Kagan would deny the application. 
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(ORDER LIST:  577 U.S.) 

 

 

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2016 

 
 

ORDER IN PENDING CASE 

 

 

15A776 BASIN ELEC. POWER COOP., ET AL. V. EPA, ET AL. 

 

 The application for a stay submitted to The Chief Justice 

and by him referred to the Court is granted.  The Environmental 

Protection Agency’s "Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for 

Existing Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Generating Units," 

80 Fed. Reg. 64,662 (October 23, 2015), is stayed pending 

disposition of the applicants’ petitions for review in the United 

States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit and 

disposition of the applicants’ petition for a writ of certiorari, 

if such writ is sought.  If a writ of certiorari is sought and 

the Court denies the petition, this order shall terminate 

automatically.  If the Court grants the petition for a writ of 

certiorari, this order shall terminate when the Court enters its 

judgment. 

 Justice Ginsburg, Justice Breyer, Justice Sotomayor, and 

Justice Kagan would deny the application. 
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(ORDER LIST:  577 U.S.) 

 

 

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2016 

 
 

ORDER IN PENDING CASE 

 

 

15A778 MURRAY ENERGY CORP., ET AL. V. EPA, ET AL. 

 

 The application for a stay submitted to The Chief Justice 

and by him referred to the Court is granted.  The Environmental 

Protection Agency’s "Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for 

Existing Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Generating Units," 

80 Fed. Reg. 64,662 (October 23, 2015), is stayed pending 

disposition of the applicants’ petitions for review in the United 

States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit and 

disposition of the applicants’ petition for a writ of certiorari, 

if such writ is sought.  If a writ of certiorari is sought and 

the Court denies the petition, this order shall terminate 

automatically.  If the Court grants the petition for a writ of 

certiorari, this order shall terminate when the Court enters its 

judgment. 

 Justice Ginsburg, Justice Breyer, Justice Sotomayor, and 

Justice Kagan would deny the application. 
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(ORDER LIST:  577 U.S.) 

 

 

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2016 

 
 

ORDER IN PENDING CASE 

  

15A787 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, ET AL. V. EPA, ET AL. 

 

 The application for a stay submitted to The Chief Justice 

and by him referred to the Court is granted.  The Environmental 

Protection Agency’s "Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for 

Existing Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Generating Units," 

80 Fed. Reg. 64,662 (October 23, 2015), is stayed pending 

disposition of the applicants’ petitions for review in the United 

States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit and 

disposition of the applicants’ petition for a writ of certiorari, 

if such writ is sought.  If a writ of certiorari is sought and 

the Court denies the petition, this order shall terminate 

automatically.  If the Court grants the petition for a writ of 

certiorari, this order shall terminate when the Court enters its 

judgment. 

 Justice Ginsburg, Justice Breyer, Justice Sotomayor, and 

Justice Kagan would deny the application. 
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(ORDER LIST:  577 U.S.) 

 

 

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 2016 

 
 

ORDER IN PENDING CASE 

  

15A793 NORTH DAKOTA V. EPA, ET AL. 

 

 The application for a stay submitted to The Chief Justice 

and by him referred to the Court is granted.  The Environmental 

Protection Agency’s "Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for 

Existing Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Generating Units," 

80 Fed. Reg. 64,662 (October 23, 2015), is stayed pending 

disposition of the applicant’s petition for review in the United 

States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit and 

disposition of the applicant’s petition for a writ of certiorari, 

if such writ is sought.  If a writ of certiorari is sought and 

the Court denies the petition, this order shall terminate 

automatically.  If the Court grants the petition for a writ of 

certiorari, this order shall terminate when the Court enters its 

judgment. 

 Justice Ginsburg, Justice Breyer, Justice Sotomayor, and 

Justice Kagan would deny the application. 
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Page 14 TITLE 1—GENERAL PROVISIONS § 202 

ity of section 1301(d) of Pub. L. 113–235, set out as a note 

under section 301 of Title 44, Public Printing and Docu-

ments. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1984 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 98–497 effective Apr. 1, 1985, 

see section 301 of Pub. L. 98–497, set out as a note under 

section 2102 of Title 44, Public Printing and Documents. 

§ 202. Preparation and publication of Codes and 
Supplements 

There shall be prepared and published under 

the supervision of the Committee on the Judici-

ary of the House of Representatives— 
(a) Cumulative Supplements to Code of Laws 

of United States for each session of Congress.— 

A supplement for each session of the Congress to 

the then current edition of the Code of Laws of 

the United States, cumulatively embracing the 

legislation of the then current supplement, and 

correcting errors in such edition and supple-

ment; 
(b) Cumulative Supplement to District of Co-

lumbia Code for each session of Congress.—A 

supplement for each session of the Congress to 

the then current edition of the Code of the Dis-

trict of Columbia, cumulatively embracing the 

legislation of the then current supplement, and 

correcting errors in such edition and supple-

ment; 
(c) New editions of Codes and Supplements.— 

New editions of the Code of Laws of the United 

States and of the Code of the District of Colum-

bia, correcting errors and incorporating the 

then current supplement. In the case of each 

code new editions shall not be published oftener 

than once in each five years. Copies of each such 

edition shall be distributed in the same manner 

as provided in the case of supplements to the 

code of which it is a new edition. Supplements 

published after any new edition shall not con-

tain the legislation of supplements published be-

fore such new edition. 

(July 30, 1947, ch. 388, 61 Stat. 637.) 

CROSS REFERENCES 

Council of the District of Columbia, functions re-

specting, see section 2 of Pub. L. 94–386, Aug. 14, 1976, 

90 Stat. 1170, set out as a note under section 285b of 

Title 2, The Congress. 
Office of the Law Revision Counsel, functions re-

specting preparation, revision, publication, etc., see 

section 285b of Title 2. 

§ 203. District of Columbia Code; preparation and 
publication; cumulative supplements 

The Committee on the Judiciary of the House 

of Representatives is authorized to print bills to 

codify, revise, and reenact the general and per-

manent laws relating to the District of Colum-

bia and cumulative supplements thereto, similar 

in style, respectively, to the Code of Laws of the 

United States, and supplements thereto, and to 

so continue until final enactment thereof in 

both Houses of the Congress of the United 

States. 

(July 30, 1947, ch. 388, 61 Stat. 638.) 

COMMISSION ON REVISION OF THE CRIMINAL LAWS OF 

THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Pub. L. 90–226, title X, Dec. 27, 1967, 81 Stat. 742, pro-

vided for creation and operation of a commission to 

study and make recommendations with reference to a 

revised code of criminal law and procedure for the Dis-

trict of Columbia, prior to repeal by Pub. L. 91–358, 

title VI, § 601, July 29, 1970, 84 Stat. 667, as amended by 

Pub. L. 91–530, § 2(b)(1), Dec. 7, 1970, 84 Stat. 1390. 

CROSS REFERENCES 

Council of the District of Columbia, functions re-

specting, see section 2 of Pub. L. 94–386, Aug. 14, 1976, 

90 Stat. 1170, set out as a note under section 285b of 

Title 2, The Congress. 
Office of the Law Revision Counsel, functions re-

specting, see section 285b of Title 2. 

§ 204. Codes and Supplements as evidence of the 
laws of United States and District of Colum-
bia; citation of Codes and Supplements 

In all courts, tribunals, and public offices of 

the United States, at home or abroad, of the Dis-

trict of Columbia, and of each State, Territory, 

or insular possession of the United States— 
(a) United States Code.—The matter set forth 

in the edition of the Code of Laws of the United 

States current at any time shall, together with 

the then current supplement, if any, establish 

prima facie the laws of the United States, gen-

eral and permanent in their nature, in force on 

the day preceding the commencement of the ses-

sion following the last session the legislation of 

which is included: Provided, however, That when-

ever titles of such Code shall have been enacted 

into positive law the text thereof shall be legal 

evidence of the laws therein contained, in all the 

courts of the United States, the several States, 

and the Territories and insular possessions of 

the United States. 
(b) District of Columbia Code.—The matter set 

forth in the edition of the Code of the District of 

Columbia current at any time shall, together 

with the then current supplement, if any, estab-

lish prima facie the laws, general and permanent 

in their nature, relating to or in force in the 

District of Columbia on the day preceding the 

commencement of the session following the last 

session the legislation of which is included, ex-

cept such laws as are of application in the Dis-

trict of Columbia by reason of being laws of the 

United States general and permanent in their 

nature. 
(c) District of Columbia Code; citation.—The 

Code of the District of Columbia may be cited as 

‘‘D.C. Code’’. 
(d) Supplements to Codes; citation.—Supple-

ments to the Code of Laws of the United States 

and to the Code of the District of Columbia may 

be cited, respectively, as ‘‘U.S.C., Sup. ’’, and 

‘‘D.C. Code, Sup. ’’, the blank in each case 

being filled with Roman figures denoting the 

number of the supplement. 
(e) New edition of Codes; citation.—New edi-

tions of each of such codes may be cited, respec-

tively, as ‘‘U.S.C., ed.’’, and ‘‘D.C. Code, 

ed.’’, the blank in each case being filled with 

figures denoting the last year the legislation of 

which is included in whole or in part. 

(July 30, 1947, ch. 388, 61 Stat. 638.) 

UNITED STATES CODE TITLES AS POSITIVE LAW 

The following titles of the United States Code were 

enacted into positive law by the acts enumerated 

below: 
Title 1, General Provisions—Act July 30, 1947, ch. 388, 

§ 1, 61 Stat. 633. 

ADD-001
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Page 15 TITLE 1—GENERAL PROVISIONS § 208 

Title 3, The President—Act June 25, 1948, ch. 644, § 1, 

62 Stat. 672. 

Title 4, Flag and Seal, Seat of Government, and the 

States—Act July 30, 1947, ch. 389, § 1, 61 Stat. 641. 

Title 5, Government Organization and Employees— 

Pub. L. 89–554, § 1, Sept. 6, 1966, 80 Stat. 378. 

Title 9, Arbitration—Act July 30, 1947, ch. 392, § 1, 61 

Stat. 669. 

Title 10, Armed Forces—Act Aug. 10, 1956, ch. 1041, § 1, 

70A Stat. 1. 

Title 11, Bankruptcy—Pub. L. 95–598, title I, § 101, 

Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 2549. 

Title 13, Census—Act Aug. 31, 1954, ch. 1158, 68 Stat. 

1012. 

Title 14, Coast Guard—Act Aug. 4, 1949, ch. 393, § 1, 63 

Stat. 495. 

Title 17, Copyrights—Act July 30, 1947, ch. 391, § 1, 61 

Stat. 652, as amended Oct. 19, 1976, Pub. L. 94–553, title 

I, § 101, 90 Stat. 2541. 

Title 18, Crimes and Criminal Procedure—Act June 

25, 1948, ch. 645, § 1, 62 Stat. 683. 

Title 23, Highways—Pub. L. 85–767, § 1, Aug. 27, 1958, 72 

Stat. 885. 

Title 28, Judiciary and Judicial Procedure—Act June 

25, 1948, ch. 646, § 1, 62 Stat. 869. 

Title 31, Money and Finance—Pub. L. 97–258, § 1, Sept. 

13, 1982, 96 Stat. 877. 

Title 32, National Guard—Act Aug. 10, 1956, ch. 1041, 

§ 2, 70A Stat. 596. 

Title 34, Navy—See Title 10, Armed Forces. 

Title 35, Patents—Act July 19, 1952, ch. 950, § 1, 66 

Stat. 792. 

Title 36, Patriotic and National Observances, Cere-

monies, and Organizations—Pub. L. 105–225, § 1, Aug. 12, 

1998, 112 Stat. 1253. 

Title 37, Pay and Allowances of the Uniformed Serv-

ices—Pub. L. 87–649, § 1, Sept. 7, 1962. 76 Stat. 451. 

Title 38, Veterans’ Benefits—Pub. L. 85–857, § 1, Sept. 

2, 1958, 72 Stat. 1105. 

Title 39, Postal Service—Pub. L. 86–682, § 1, Sept. 2, 

1960, 74 Stat. 578, as revised Pub. L. 91–375, § 2, Aug. 12, 

1970, 84 Stat. 719. 

Title 40, Public Buildings, Property, and Works—Pub. 

L. 107–217, § 1, Aug. 21, 2002, 116 Stat. 1062. 

Title 41, Public Contracts—Pub. L. 111–350, § 3, Jan. 4, 

2011, 124 Stat. 3677. 

Title 44, Public Printing and Documents—Pub. L. 

90–620, § 1, Oct. 22, 1968, 82 Stat. 1238. 

Title 46, Shipping—Pub. L. 98–89, § 1, Aug. 26, 1983, 97 

Stat. 500; Pub. L. 99–509, title V, subtitle B, § 5101, Oct. 

21, 1986, 100 Stat. 1913; Pub. L. 100–424, § 6, Sept. 9, 1988, 

102 Stat. 1591; Pub. L. 100–710, title I, § 102, Nov. 23, 1988, 

102 Stat. 4738; Pub. L. 109–304, Oct. 6, 2006, 120 Stat. 1485. 

Title 49, Transportation—Pub. L. 95–473, § 1, Oct. 17, 

1978, 92 Stat. 1337; Pub. L. 97–449, § 1, Jan. 12, 1983, 96 

Stat. 2413; Pub. L. 103–272, § 1, July 5, 1994, 108 Stat. 745. 

Title 51, National and Commercial Space Programs— 

Pub. L. 111–314, § 3, Dec. 18, 2010, 124 Stat. 3328. 

Title 54, National Park Service and Related Pro-

grams—Pub. L. 113–287, § 3, Dec. 19, 2014, 128 Stat. 3094. 

TITLE 26, INTERNAL REVENUE CODE 

The Internal Revenue Code of 1954 was enacted in the 

form of a separate code by act Aug. 16, 1954, ch. 736, 68A 

Stat. 1. Pub. L. 99–514, § 2(a), Oct. 22, 1986, 100 Stat. 2095, 

provided that the Internal Revenue Title enacted Aug. 

16, 1954, as heretofore, hereby, or hereafter amended, 

may be cited as the ‘‘Internal Revenue Code of 1986’’. 

The sections of Title 26, United States Code, are iden-

tical to the sections of the Internal Revenue Code. 

§ 205. Codes and Supplement; where printed; 
form and style; ancillaries 

The publications provided for in sections 202, 

203 of this title shall be printed at the Govern-

ment Publishing Office and shall be in such form 

and style and with such ancillaries as may be 

prescribed by the Committee on the Judiciary of 

the House of Representatives. The Librarian of 

Congress is directed to cooperate with such com-

mittee in the preparation of such ancillaries. 

Such publications shall be furnished with such 

thumb insets and other devices to distinguish 

parts, with such facilities for the insertion of 

additional matter, and with such explanatory 

and advertising slips, and shall be printed on 

such paper and bound in such material, as may 

be prescribed by such committee. 

(July 30, 1947, ch. 388, 61 Stat. 639; Pub. L. 

113–235, div. H, title I, § 1301(b), Dec. 16, 2014, 128 

Stat. 2537.) 

CHANGE OF NAME 

‘‘Government Publishing Office’’ substituted for 

‘‘Government Printing Office’’ in text on authority of 

section 1301(b) of Pub. L. 113–235, set out as a note pre-

ceding section 301 of Title 44, Public Printing and Docu-

ments. 

§ 206. Bills and resolutions of Committee on the 
Judiciary of House of Representatives; form 
and style; ancillaries; curtailment of copies 

All bills and resolutions relating to the revi-

sion of the laws referred to or reported by the 

Committee on the Judiciary of the House of 

Representatives shall be printed in such form 

and style, and with such ancillaries, as such 

committee may prescribe as being economical 

and suitable, to so continue until final enact-

ment thereof in both Houses of Congress; and 

such committee may also curtail the number of 

copies of such bills to be printed in the various 

parliamentary stages in the House of Represent-

atives. 

(July 30, 1947, ch. 388, 61 Stat. 639.) 

§ 207. Copies of acts and resolutions in slip form; 
additional number printed for Committee on 
the Judiciary of House of Representatives 

The Director of the Government Publishing 

Office is directed to print, in addition to the 

number provided by existing law, and, as soon as 

printed, to distribute in such manner as the 

Committee on the Judiciary of the House of 

Representatives shall determine, twenty copies 

in slip form of each public Act and joint resolu-

tion. 

(July 30, 1947, ch. 388, 61 Stat. 639; Pub. L. 

113–235, div. H, title I, § 1301(d), Dec. 16, 2014, 128 

Stat. 2537.) 

CHANGE OF NAME 

‘‘Director of the Government Publishing Office’’ sub-

stituted for ‘‘Public Printer’’ in text on authority of 

section 1301(d) of Pub. L. 113–235, set out as a note 

under section 301 of Title 44, Public Printing and Docu-

ments. 

§ 208. Delegation of function of Committee on the 
Judiciary to other agencies; printing, and so 
forth, under direction of Joint Committee on 
Printing 

The functions vested by sections 201, 202, 

204–207 of this title in the Committee on the Ju-

diciary of the House of Representatives may 

from time to time be vested in such other agen-

cy as the Congress may by concurrent resolution 

provide: Provided, That the printing, binding, 

ADD-002
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Page 103 TITLE 2—THE CONGRESS § 285b 

AMENDMENTS 

1971—Pub. L. 92–51 substituted provision for Legisla-

tive Counsel to send official mail matter of the Office 

as franked mail under section 3210 of title 39, for former 

provision granting the Office the same privilege of free 

transmission of official mail matter as other offices of 

the United States Government. 

§ 282e. Authorization of appropriations 

There are authorized to be appropriated, for 

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1971, and for each 

fiscal year thereafter, such sums as may be nec-

essary to carry out this subchapter and to in-

crease the efficiency of the Office and the qual-

ity of the services which it provides. 

(Pub. L. 91–510, title V, § 526, Oct. 26, 1970, 84 

Stat. 1203.) 

CHAPTER 9A—OFFICE OF LAW REVISION 
COUNSEL 

Sec. 

285. Establishment. 

285a. Purpose and policy. 

285b. Functions. 

285c. Law Revision Counsel. 

285d. Staff; Deputy Law Revision Counsel; delega-

tion of functions. 

285e. Compensation. 

285f. Expenditures. 

285g. Availability of applicable accounts of House. 

§ 285. Establishment 

There is established in the House of Rep-

resentatives an office to be known as the Office 

of the Law Revision Counsel, referred to herein-

after in this chapter as the ‘‘Office’’. 

(Pub. L. 93–554, title I, ch. III, § 101, Dec. 27, 1974, 

88 Stat. 1777.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section is based on section 205(a) of House Resolution 

No. 988, Ninety-third Congress, Oct. 8, 1974, which was 

enacted into permanent law by Pub. L. 93–554. 

EFFECTIVE DATE 

Pub. L. 93–554, title I, ch. III, Dec. 27, 1974, 88 Stat. 

1777, provided that the enactment of House Resolution 

No. 988, Ninety-third Congress, Oct. 8, 1974, into perma-

nent law is effective on Jan. 2, 1975. This chapter is de-

rived from enactment into permanent law of section 205 

of House Resolution No. 988. 

§ 285a. Purpose and policy 

The principal purpose of the Office shall be to 

develop and keep current an official and positive 

codification of the laws of the United States. 

The Office shall maintain impartiality as to is-

sues of legislative policy to be determined by 

the House. 

(Pub. L. 93–554, title I, ch. III, § 101, Dec. 27, 1974, 

88 Stat. 1777.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section is based on section 205(b) of House Resolution 

No. 988, Ninety-third Congress, Oct. 8, 1974, which was 

enacted into permanent law by Pub. L. 93–554. 

§ 285b. Functions 

The functions of the Office shall be as follows: 

(1) To prepare, and submit to the Committee 

on the Judiciary one title at a time, a com-

plete compilation, restatement, and revision 

of the general and permanent laws of the 

United States which conforms to the under-

stood policy, intent, and purpose of the Con-

gress in the original enactments, with such 

amendments and corrections as will remove 

ambiguities, contradictions, and other imper-

fections both of substance and of form, sepa-

rately stated, with a view to the enactment of 

each title as positive law. 
(2) To examine periodically all of the public 

laws enacted by the Congress and submit to 

the Committee on the Judiciary recommenda-

tions for the repeal of obsolete, superfluous, 

and superseded provisions contained therein. 
(3) To prepare and publish periodically a new 

edition of the United States Code (including 

those titles which are not yet enacted into 

positive law as well as those titles which have 

been so enacted), with annual cumulative sup-

plements reflecting newly enacted laws. 
(4) To classify newly enacted provisions of 

law to their proper positions in the Code where 

the titles involved have not yet been enacted 

into positive law. 
(5) To prepare and submit periodically such 

revisions in the titles of the Code which have 

been enacted into positive law as may be nec-

essary to keep such titles current. 
(6) To prepare and publish periodically new 

editions of the District of Columbia Code, with 

annual cumulative supplements reflecting 

newly enacted laws, through publication of 

the fifth annual cumulative supplement to the 

1973 edition of such Code. 
(7) To provide the Committee on the Judici-

ary with such advice and assistance as the 

committee may request in carrying out its 

functions with respect to the revision and 

codification of the Federal statutes. 

(Pub. L. 93–554, title I, ch. III, § 101, Dec. 27, 1974, 

88 Stat. 1777; Pub. L. 94–386, § 1, Aug. 14, 1976, 90 

Stat. 1170.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section is based on section 205(c) of House Resolution 

No. 988, Ninety-third Congress, Oct. 8, 1974, which was 

enacted into permanent law by Pub. L. 93–554. 

AMENDMENTS 

1976—Par. (6). Pub. L. 94–386 substituted ‘‘through 

publication of the fifth annual cumulative supplement 

to the 1973 edition of such Code’’ for ‘‘until such time 

as the District of Columbia Self–Government and Gov-

ernmental Reorganization Act becomes effective’’. 

PREPARATION AND PUBLICATION OF DISTRICT OF COLUM-

BIA CODE UNDER DIRECTION OF COUNCIL OF THE DIS-

TRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Pub. L. 94–386, § 2, Aug. 14, 1976, 90 Stat. 1170, provided 

that: 
‘‘(a) After publication by the Law Revision Counsel of 

the fifth annual cumulative supplement to the 1973 edi-

tion of the District of Columbia Code, new editions of 

the District of Columbia Code (and annual cumulative 

supplements thereto) shall be prepared and published 

under the direction of the Council of the District of Co-

lumbia and shall set forth the general and permanent 

laws relating to or in force in the District of Columbia, 

whether enacted by the Congress or by the Council of 

the District of Columbia, except such laws as are of ap-

plication in the District of Columbia by reason of being 

laws of the United States general and permanent in na-

ture. 

ADD-003
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Page 104 TITLE 2—THE CONGRESS § 285c 

‘‘(b) After completion of the printing of the fifth an-
nual cumulative supplement to the 1973 edition of the 
District of Columbia Code, the Public Printer [now Di-
rector of the Government Publishing Office] shall, as 
the Council of the District of Columbia may request, 
either— 

‘‘(1) furnish to the Council of the District of Colum-
bia, on such terms as the Public Printer [now Direc-
tor of the Government Publishing Office] (in con-
sultation with the Joint Committee on Printing) 
deems appropriate, the type used in preparing the 
1973 edition of the District of Columbia Code and the 
fifth annual cumulative supplement to such edition; 
or 

‘‘(2) make such arrangements with the Council of 
the District of Columbia as the Public Printer [now 
Director of the Government Publishing Office] (in 
consultation with the Joint Committee on Printing) 
deems appropriate for the printing by the Govern-
ment Printing Office [now Government Publishing 
Office] of future editions of the District of Columbia 
Code, and annual cumulative supplements thereto, 
prepared under the direction of the Council of the 
District of Columbia.’’ 

§ 285c. Law Revision Counsel 

The management, supervision, and adminis-
tration of the Office are vested in the Law Revi-
sion Counsel, who shall be appointed by the 
Speaker without regard to political affiliation 
and solely on the basis of fitness to perform the 
duties of the position. Any person so appointed 
shall serve at the pleasure of the Speaker. 

(Pub. L. 93–554, title I, ch. III, § 101, Dec. 27, 1974, 
88 Stat. 1777.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section is based on section 205(d) of House Resolution 
No. 988, Ninety-third Congress, Oct. 8, 1974, which was 
enacted into permanent law by Pub. L. 93–554. 

§ 285d. Staff; Deputy Law Revision Counsel; dele-
gation of functions 

(1) With the approval of the Speaker, or in ac-
cordance with policies and procedures approved 
by the Speaker, the Law Revision Counsel shall 
appoint such employees as may be necessary for 
the prompt and efficient performance of the 
functions of the Office. Any such appointment 
shall be made without regard to political affili-
ation and solely on the basis of fitness to per-
form the duties of the position. Any person so 
appointed may be removed by the Law Revision 
Counsel with the approval of the Speaker, or in 
accordance with policies and procedures ap-
proved by the Speaker. 

(2)(A) One of the employees appointed under 
paragraph (1) shall be designated by the Law Re-
vision Counsel as Deputy Law Revision Counsel. 
During the absence or disability of the Law Re-
vision Counsel, or when the office is vacant, the 
Deputy Law Revision Counsel shall perform the 
functions of the Law Revision Counsel. 

(B) The Law Revision Counsel may delegate to 
the Deputy Law Revision Counsel and to other 
employees appointed under paragraph (1) such of 
his or her functions as he or she considers nec-
essary or appropriate. 

(Pub. L. 93–554, title I, ch. III, § 101, Dec. 27, 1974, 
88 Stat. 1777.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section is based on section 205(e) of House Resolution 

No. 988, Ninety-third Congress, Oct. 8, 1974, which was 

enacted into permanent law by Pub. L. 93–554. 

§ 285e. Compensation 

The Law Revision Counsel shall be paid at a 

per annum gross rate not to exceed level IV of 

the Executive Schedule of section 5315 of title 5; 

and members of the staff of the Office other 

than the Law Revision Counsel shall be paid at 

per annum gross rates fixed by the Law Revision 

Counsel with the approval of the Speaker or in 

accordance with policies approved by the Speak-

er, but not in excess of a per annum gross rate 

equal to level V of such schedule. 

(Pub. L. 93–554, title I, ch. III, § 101, Dec. 27, 1974, 

88 Stat. 1777.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section is based on section 205(f) of House Resolution 

No. 988, Ninety-third Congress, Oct. 8, 1974, which was 

enacted into permanent law by Pub. L. 93–554. 

INCREASES IN COMPENSATION 

Increases in compensation for House officers and em-

ployees under authority of Federal Salary Act of 1967 

(Pub. L. 90–206), Federal Pay Comparability Act of 1970 

(Pub. L. 91–656), and Legislative Branch Appropriations 

Act, 1988 (Pub. L. 100–202), see sections 4531 and 4532 of 

this title, and Salary Directives of Speaker of the 

House, set out as notes under those sections. 

§ 285f. Expenditures 

In accordance with policies and procedures ap-

proved by the Speaker, the Law Revision Coun-

sel is authorized to make such expenditures as 

may be necessary or appropriate for the func-

tioning of the Office. 

(Pub. L. 93–554, title I, ch. III, § 101, Dec. 27, 1974, 

88 Stat. 1777.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section is based on section 205(g) of House Resolution 

No. 988, Ninety-third Congress, Oct. 8, 1974, which was 

enacted into permanent law by Pub. L. 93–554. 

§ 285g. Availability of applicable accounts of 
House 

Until such time as funds are appropriated by 

law to carry out the purpose of this chapter, the 

applicable accounts of the House of Representa-

tives shall be available for such purpose. 

(Pub. L. 93–554, title I, ch. III, § 101, Dec. 27, 1974, 

88 Stat. 1777; Pub. L. 104–186, title II, § 207, Aug. 

20, 1996, 110 Stat. 1742.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section is based on section 205(h) of House Resolution 

No. 988, Ninety-third Congress, Oct. 8, 1974, which was 

enacted into permanent law by Pub. L. 93–554. 

AMENDMENTS 

1996—Pub. L. 104–186 substituted ‘‘applicable accounts 

of the House of Representatives’’ for ‘‘contingent fund 

of the House’’. 

CHAPTER 9B—LEGISLATIVE 
CLASSIFICATION OFFICE 

§§ 286 to 286g. Repealed. Pub. L. 104–186, title II, 
§ 208, Aug. 20, 1996, 110 Stat. 1742 

Section 286, based on H. Res. No. 988, § 203(a), Ninety- 

third Congress, Oct. 8, 1974, enacted into permanent law 

by Pub. L. 93–554, title I, ch. III, § 101, Dec. 27, 1974, 88 

Stat. 1777, established Legislative Classification Office 

in House of Representatives. 
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Page 1234 TITLE 16—CONSERVATION § 784 

(Aug. 15, 1914, ch. 253, § 3, 38 Stat. 692.) 

§ 784. Jurisdiction of prosecutions 

Any violation of the provisions of this chapter 

shall be prosecuted in the district court of the 

United States of the district wherein the of-

fender is found or into which he is first brought. 

(Aug. 15, 1914, ch. 253, § 4, 38 Stat. 692.) 

§ 785. Enforcement of law prohibiting taking of 
sponges of specified sizes; employment of 
Coast Guard vessels and Customs Service 
employees 

The Secretary of Commerce shall enforce the 

provisions of this chapter, and he is authorized 

to empower such officers and employees of the 

Department of Commerce as he may designate, 

or such officers and employees of other depart-

ments as may be detailed for the purpose, to 

make arrests and seize vessels and sponges, and 

upon his request the Secretary of the Treasury 

may employ the vessels of the Coast Guard or 

the employees of the Customs Service to that 

end. 

(Aug. 15, 1914, ch. 253, § 5, 38 Stat. 692; Jan. 28, 

1915, ch. 20, § 1, 38 Stat. 800; 1939 Reorg. Plan No. 

II, § 4(e), eff. July 1, 1939, 4 F.R. 2731, 53 Stat. 

1431; Aug. 4, 1949, ch. 393, §§ 1, 20, 63 Stat. 495, 561; 

1970 Reorg. Plan No. 4, eff. Oct. 3, 1970, 35 F.R. 

15627, 84 Stat. 2090.) 

TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS 

For transfer of authorities, functions, personnel, and 

assets of the Coast Guard, including the authorities 

and functions of the Secretary of Transportation relat-

ing thereto, to the Department of Homeland Security, 

and for treatment of related references, see sections 

468(b), 551(d), 552(d), and 557 of Title 6, Domestic Secu-

rity, and the Department of Homeland Security Reor-

ganization Plan of November 25, 2002, as modified, set 

out as a note under section 542 of Title 6. 

For transfer of functions, personnel, assets, and li-

abilities of the United States Customs Service of the 

Department of the Treasury, including functions of the 

Secretary of the Treasury relating thereto, to the Sec-

retary of Homeland Security, and for treatment of re-

lated references, see sections 203(1), 551(d), 552(d), and 

557 of Title 6, Domestic Security, and the Department 

of Homeland Security Reorganization Plan of Novem-

ber 25, 2002, as modified, set out as a note under section 

542 of Title 6. 

‘‘Secretary of Commerce’’ and ‘‘Department of Com-

merce’’ substituted in text for ‘‘Secretary of the Inte-

rior’’ and ‘‘Department of the Interior’’ in view of: cre-

ation of National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-

tration in Department of Commerce and Office of Ad-

ministrator of such Administration; abolition of Bu-

reau of Commercial Fisheries in Department of the In-

terior and Office of Director of such Bureau; transfers 

of functions, including functions formerly vested by 

law in Secretary of the Interior or Department of the 

Interior which were administered through Bureau of 

Commercial Fisheries or were primarily related to such 

Bureau, exclusive of certain enumerated functions with 

respect to Great Lakes fishery research, Missouri River 

Reservoir research, Gulf Breeze Biological Laboratory, 

and Trans-Alaska pipeline investigations; and transfer 

of marine sport fish program of Bureau of Sport Fish-

eries and Wildlife by Reorg. Plan No. 4 of 1970, eff. Oct. 

3, 1970, 35 F.R. 15627, 84 Stat. 2090, set out in the Appen-

dix to Title 5, Government Organization and Employ-

ees. 

For transfer of functions of other officers, employees, 

and agencies of Department of the Interior, with cer-

tain exceptions, to Secretary of the Interior, with 

power to delegate, see Reorg. Plan No. 3 of 1950, §§ 1, 2, 

eff. May 24, 1950, 15 F.R. 3174, 64 Stat. 1262, set out in 

the Appendix to Title 5. 

‘‘Coast Guard’’ substituted in text for ‘‘Revenue Cut-

ter Service’’ on authority of act Jan. 28, 1915, which 

combined Revenue Cutter Service and Life-Saving 

Service to form Coast Guard. That act was repealed by 

section 20 of act Aug. 4, 1949, section 1 of which reestab-

lished Coast Guard by enacting Title 14, Coast Guard. 

Coast Guard transferred to Department of Transpor-

tation and all functions, powers, and duties, relating to 

Coast Guard, of Secretary of the Treasury and of other 

offices and officers of Department of the Treasury 

transferred to Secretary of Transportation by section 

6(b)(1) of Pub. L. 89–670, Oct. 15, 1966, 80 Stat. 938. See 

section 108 of Title 49, Transportation. 

Functions of all officers of Department of the Treas-

ury, and functions of all agencies and employees of 

such Department, transferred, with certain exceptions, 

to Secretary of the Treasury, with power vested in him 

to authorize their performance or performance of any 

of his functions, by any of such officers, agencies, and 

employees, by Reorg. Plan No. 26 of 1950, §§ 1, 2, eff. July 

31, 1950, 15 F.R. 4935, 64 Stat. 1280, 1281, set out in the 

Appendix to Title 5. Customs Service, referred to in 

this section, was a service under Department of the 

Treasury, and Coast Guard, also referred to in this sec-

tion, was generally a service under such Department, 

but such Plan excepted, from transfer, functions of 

Coast Guard, and of Commandant thereof, when Coast 

Guard was operating as a part of the Navy under sec-

tions 1 and 3 of Title 14, Coast Guard. 

Reorg. Plan No. III of 1940, § 3, eff. June 30, 1940, 5 F.R. 

2108, 54 Stat. 1232, set out in the Appendix to Title 5, 

Government Organization and Employees, consolidated 

Bureau of Fisheries and Bureau of Biological Survey 

with their respective functions into one agency in De-

partment of the Interior to be known as Fish and Wild-

life Service, and provided that functions of the consoli-

dated agency shall be administered under direction and 

supervision of Secretary of the Interior. 

Reorg. Plan No. II of 1930, set out in the Appendix to 

Title 5, transferred Bureau of Fisheries in Department 

of Commerce and its functions to Department of the In-

terior, to be administered under direction and super-

vision of Secretary of the Interior. 

CHAPTER 12—FEDERAL REGULATION AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF POWER 

SUBCHAPTER I—REGULATION OF THE DEVELOP-

MENT OF WATER POWER AND RESOURCES 

Sec. 

791. Repealed. 

791a. Short title. 

792. Federal Power Commission; creation; num-

ber; appointment; term; qualifications; va-

cancies; quorum; chairman; salary; place of 

holding sessions. 

793. Appointment of officers and employees of 

Commission; duties, and salaries; detail of 

officers and employees from other depart-

ments; expenditures authorized. 

793a to 795. Repealed or Omitted. 

796. Definitions. 

797. General powers of Commission. 

797a. Congressional authorization for permits, li-

censes, leases, or authorizations for dams, 

conduits, reservoirs, etc., within national 

parks or monuments. 

797b. Duty to keep Congress fully and currently in-

formed. 

797c. Dams in National Park System units. 

797d. Third party contracting by FERC. 

798. Purpose and scope of preliminary permits; 

transfer and cancellation. 

799. License; duration, conditions, revocation, al-

teration, or surrender. 
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Page 1235 TITLE 16—CONSERVATION § 785 

Sec. 

800. Issuance of preliminary permits or licenses. 
801. Transfer of license; obligations of transferee. 
802. Information to accompany application for li-

cense; landowner notification. 
803. Conditions of license generally. 
804. Project works affecting navigable waters; re-

quirements insertable in license. 
805. Participation by Government in costs of 

locks, etc. 
806. Time limit for construction of project works; 

extension of time; termination or revoca-

tion of licenses for delay. 
807. Right of Government to take over project 

works. 
808. New licenses and renewals. 
809. Temporary use by Government of project 

works for national safety; compensation for 

use. 
810. Disposition of charges arising from licenses. 
811. Operation of navigation facilities; rules and 

regulations; penalties. 
812. Public-service licensee; regulations by State 

or by commission as to service, rates, 

charges, etc. 
813. Power entering into interstate commerce; 

regulation of rates, charges, etc. 
814. Exercise by licensee of power of eminent do-

main. 
815. Contract to furnish power extending beyond 

period of license; obligations of new li-

censee. 
816. Preservation of rights vested prior to June 10, 

1920. 
817. Projects not affecting navigable waters; ne-

cessity for Federal license, permit or right- 

of-way; unauthorized activities. 
818. Public lands included in project; reservation 

of lands from entry. 
819. Repealed. 
820. Proceedings for revocation of license or to 

prevent violations of license. 
821. State laws and water rights unaffected. 
822. Reservation of right to alter or repeal chap-

ter. 
823. Repeal of inconsistent laws. 
823a. Conduit hydroelectric facilities. 
823b. Enforcement. 
823c. Alaska State jurisdiction over small hydro-

electric projects. 
823d. Alternative conditions and prescriptions. 

SUBCHAPTER II—REGULATION OF ELECTRIC 

UTILITY COMPANIES ENGAGED IN INTERSTATE 

COMMERCE 

824. Declaration of policy; application of sub-

chapter. 
824a. Interconnection and coordination of facili-

ties; emergencies; transmission to foreign 

countries. 
824a–1. Pooling. 
824a–2. Reliability. 
824a–3. Cogeneration and small power production. 
824a–4. Seasonal diversity electricity exchange. 
824b. Disposition of property; consolidations; pur-

chase of securities. 
824c. Issuance of securities; assumption of liabil-

ities. 
824d. Rates and charges; schedules; suspension of 

new rates; automatic adjustment clauses. 
824e. Power of Commission to fix rates and 

charges; determination of cost of produc-

tion or transmission. 
824f. Ordering furnishing of adequate service. 
824g. Ascertainment of cost of property and depre-

ciation. 
824h. References to State boards by Commission. 
824i. Interconnection authority. 
824j. Wheeling authority. 
824j–1. Open access by unregulated transmitting 

utilities. 

Sec. 

824k. Orders requiring interconnection or wheeling. 
824l. Information requirements. 
824m. Sales by exempt wholesale generators. 
824n. Repealed. 
824o. Electric reliability. 
824p. Siting of interstate electric transmission fa-

cilities. 
824q. Native load service obligation. 
824r. Protection of transmission contracts in the 

Pacific Northwest. 
824s. Transmission infrastructure investment. 
824t. Electricity market transparency rules. 
824u. Prohibition on filing false information. 
824v. Prohibition of energy market manipulation. 
824w. Joint boards on economic dispatch. 

SUBCHAPTER III—LICENSEES AND PUBLIC UTILI-

TIES; PROCEDURAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 

PROVISIONS 

825. Accounts and records. 
825a. Rates of depreciation; notice to State au-

thorities before fixing. 
825b. Requirements applicable to agencies of 

United States. 
825c. Periodic and special reports; obstructing fil-

ing reports or keeping accounts, etc. 
825d. Officials dealing in securities. 
825e. Complaints. 
825f. Investigations by Commission. 
825g. Hearings; rules of procedure. 
825h. Administrative powers of Commission; rules, 

regulations, and orders. 
825i. Appointment of officers and employees; com-

pensation. 
825j. Investigations relating to electric energy; re-

ports to Congress. 
825k. Publication and sale of reports. 
825l. Review of orders. 
825m. Enforcement provisions. 
825n. Forfeiture for violations; recovery; applica-

bility. 
825o. Penalties for violations; applicability of sec-

tion. 
825o–1. Enforcement of certain provisions. 
825p. Jurisdiction of offenses; enforcement of li-

abilities and duties. 
825q. Repealed. 
825q–1. Office of Public Participation. 
825r. Separability. 
825s. Sale of electric power from reservoir projects; 

rate schedules; preference in sale; construc-

tion of transmission lines; disposition of 

moneys. 
825s–1. Southwestern area sale and transmission of 

electric power; disposition of receipts; cre-

ation of continuing fund; use of fund. 
825s–2. Southeastern area sale and transmission of 

electric power; disposition of receipts; cre-

ation of continuing fund; use of fund. 
825s–3. Southwestern area sale at uniform system-

wide rates of electric power over trans-

mission lines constructed with appropriated 

funds or used under contractual arrange-

ments. 
825s–4. Southwestern Power Administration; deposit 

and availability of advance payments. 
825s–5. Southeastern Power Administration; deposit 

and availability of advance payments. 
825s–6. Southeastern Power Administration; deposit 

and availability of discretionary offsetting 

collections. 
825s–7. Southwestern Power Administration; deposit 

and availability of discretionary offsetting 

collections. 
825t. Utilization of power revenues. 
825u. Interest rate on power bonds held by Admin-

istrator of General Services. 

SUBCHAPTER IV—STATE AND MUNICIPAL WATER 

CONSERVATION FACILITIES 

828. Facilitation of development and construction 

of water conservation facilities; exemption 

from certain Federal requirements. 
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Page 1236 TITLE 16—CONSERVATION § 791 

Sec. 

828a. Definitions. 
828b. Exemption from formula, books and records, 

and project cost statement requirements; 

annual charges. 
828c. Applicability of this subchapter. 

FINDINGS 

Pub. L. 113–23, § 2, Aug. 9, 2013, 127 Stat. 493, provided 

that: ‘‘Congress finds that— 
‘‘(1) the hydropower industry currently employs ap-

proximately 300,000 workers across the United States; 
‘‘(2) hydropower is the largest source of clean, re-

newable electricity in the United States; 
‘‘(3) as of the date of enactment of this Act [Aug. 9, 

2013], hydropower resources, including pumped stor-

age facilities, provide— 
‘‘(A) nearly 7 percent of the electricity generated 

in the United States; and 
‘‘(B) approximately 100,000 megawatts of electric 

capacity in the United States; 
‘‘(4) only 3 percent of the 80,000 dams in the United 

States generate electricity, so there is substantial 

potential for adding hydropower generation to non-

powered dams; and 
‘‘(5) according to one study, by utilizing currently 

untapped resources, the United States could add ap-

proximately 60,000 megawatts of new hydropower ca-

pacity by 2025, which could create 700,000 new jobs 

over the next 13 years.’’ 

SUBCHAPTER I—REGULATION OF THE DE-
VELOPMENT OF WATER POWER AND RE-
SOURCES 

CODIFICATION 

Section 212 of act of Aug. 26, 1935, ch. 687, 49 Stat. 847, 

provided that sections 1 to 29 of the Federal Water 

Power Act, as amended (sections 792, 793, 794 to 797, 798 

to 818, 819, and 820 to 823 of this title) shall constitute 

part I of the act. Said section 212 also repealed sections 

25 and 30 of the act (sections 819, 791 of this title). It 

also contained a proviso as follows: ‘‘That nothing in 

that Act, as amended, shall be construed to repeal or 

amend the provisions of the amendment to the Federal 

Water Power Act approved March 3, 1921 (41 Stat. 1353 

[section 797a of this title]), or the provisions of any 

other Act relating to national parks and national 

monuments.’’ 

§ 791. Repealed. Aug. 26, 1935, ch. 687, title II, 
§ 212, 49 Stat. 847 

Section, act June 10, 1920, ch. 285, § 30, 41 Stat. 1077, 

designated the act as The Federal Water Power Act. 

§ 791a. Short title 

This chapter may be cited as the ‘‘Federal 
Power Act’’. 

(June 10, 1920, ch. 285, pt. III, § 321, formerly § 320, 
as added Aug. 26, 1935, ch. 687, title II, § 213, 49 
Stat. 863; renumbered Pub. L. 95–617, title II, 
§ 212, Nov. 9, 1978, 92 Stat. 3148.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section was enacted as part of part III of the Federal 

Power Act, and not as part of part I of that Act which 

comprises this subchapter. 

SHORT TITLE OF 2013 AMENDMENT 

Pub. L. 113–23, § 1(a), Aug. 9, 2013, 127 Stat. 493, pro-

vided that: ‘‘This Act [amending sections 798, 823a, and 

2705 of this title and enacting provisions set out as 

notes preceding section 791 and under section 797 of this 

title] may be cited as the ‘Hydropower Regulatory Effi-

ciency Act of 2013’.’’ 

SHORT TITLE OF 1990 AMENDMENT 

Pub. L. 101–575, § 1, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2834, pro-

vided that: ‘‘This Act [enacting section 2243 of Title 42, 

The Public Health and Welfare, amending sections 796 

and 824a–3 of this title and sections 2014, 2061, 2201, and 

2284 of Title 42, and enacting provisions set out as a 

note under section 796 of this title] may be cited as the 

‘Solar, Wind, Waste, and Geothermal Power Production 

Incentives Act of 1990’.’’ 

SHORT TITLE OF 1988 AMENDMENT 

Pub. L. 100–473, § 1, Oct. 6, 1988, 102 Stat. 2299, provided 

that: ‘‘This Act [amending section 824e of this title and 

enacting provisions set out as notes under section 824e 

of this title] may be cited as the ‘Regulatory Fairness 

Act’.’’ 

SHORT TITLE OF 1986 AMENDMENT 

Pub. L. 99–495, § 1(a), Oct. 16, 1986, 100 Stat. 1243, pro-

vided that: ‘‘This Act [enacting sections 797b and 823b 

of this title, amending sections 797, 800, 802, 803, 807, 808, 

817, 823a, 824a–3, and 824j of this title, and enacting pro-

visions set out as notes under sections 797, 803, 823a, 

824a–3, and 825h of this title] may be cited as the ‘Elec-

tric Consumers Protection Act of 1986’.’’ 

§ 792. Federal Power Commission; creation; num-
ber; appointment; term; qualifications; va-
cancies; quorum; chairman; salary; place of 
holding sessions 

A commission is created and established to be 

known as the Federal Power Commission (here-

inafter referred to as the ‘‘commission’’) which 

shall be composed of five commissioners who 

shall be appointed by the President, by and with 

the advice and consent of the Senate, one of 

whom shall be designated by the President as 

chairman and shall be the principal executive 

officer of the commission. Each chairman, when 

so designated, shall act as such until the expira-

tion of his term of office. 
The commissioners first appointed under this 

section, as amended, shall continue in office for 

terms of one, two, three, four, and five years, re-

spectively, from June 23, 1930, the term of each 

to be designated by the President at the time of 

nomination. Their successors shall be appointed 

each for a term of five years from the date of the 

expiration of the term for which his predecessor 

was appointed and until his successor is ap-

pointed and has qualified, except that he shall 

not so continue to serve beyond the expiration 

of the next session of Congress subsequent to the 

expiration of said fixed term of office, and ex-

cept that any person appointed to fill a vacancy 

occurring prior to the expiration of the term for 

which his predecessor was appointed shall be ap-

pointed only for the unexpired term. Not more 

than three of the commissioners shall be ap-

pointed from the same political party. No person 

in the employ of or holding any official relation 

to any licensee or to any person, firm, associa-

tion, or corporation engaged in the generation, 

transmission, distribution, or sale of power, or 

owning stock or bonds thereof, or who is in any 

manner pecuniarily interested therein, shall 

enter upon the duties of or hold the office of 

commissioners. Said commissioners shall not 

engage in any other business, vocation, or em-

ployment. No vacancy in the commission shall 

impair the right of the remaining commis-

sioners to exercise all the powers of the commis-

sion. Three members of the commission shall 

constitute a quorum for the transaction of busi-

ness, and the commission shall have an official 

seal of which judicial notice shall be taken. The 
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1 So in original. Section 824e of this title does not contain a 

subsec. (f). 

as may be available to the Secretary, including 

information voluntarily provided in a timely 

manner by the applicant and others. The Sec-

retary shall also submit, together with the 

aforementioned written statement, all studies, 

data, and other factual information available to 

the Secretary and relevant to the Secretary’s 

decision. 
(5) If the Commission finds that the Sec-

retary’s final prescription would be inconsistent 

with the purposes of this subchapter, or other 

applicable law, the Commission may refer the 

dispute to the Commission’s Dispute Resolution 

Service. The Dispute Resolution Service shall 

consult with the Secretary and the Commission 

and issue a non-binding advisory within 90 days. 

The Secretary may accept the Dispute Resolu-

tion Service advisory unless the Secretary finds 

that the recommendation will not adequately 

protect the fish resources. The Secretary shall 

submit the advisory and the Secretary’s final 

written determination into the record of the 

Commission’s proceeding. 

(June 10, 1920, ch. 285, pt. I, § 33, as added Pub. L. 

109–58, title II, § 241(c), Aug. 8, 2005, 119 Stat. 675.) 

SUBCHAPTER II—REGULATION OF ELEC-

TRIC UTILITY COMPANIES ENGAGED IN 

INTERSTATE COMMERCE 

§ 824. Declaration of policy; application of sub-
chapter 

(a) Federal regulation of transmission and sale 
of electric energy 

It is declared that the business of transmitting 

and selling electric energy for ultimate distribu-

tion to the public is affected with a public inter-

est, and that Federal regulation of matters re-

lating to generation to the extent provided in 

this subchapter and subchapter III of this chap-

ter and of that part of such business which con-

sists of the transmission of electric energy in 

interstate commerce and the sale of such energy 

at wholesale in interstate commerce is nec-

essary in the public interest, such Federal regu-

lation, however, to extend only to those matters 

which are not subject to regulation by the 

States. 

(b) Use or sale of electric energy in interstate 
commerce 

(1) The provisions of this subchapter shall 

apply to the transmission of electric energy in 

interstate commerce and to the sale of electric 

energy at wholesale in interstate commerce, but 

except as provided in paragraph (2) shall not 

apply to any other sale of electric energy or de-

prive a State or State commission of its lawful 

authority now exercised over the exportation of 

hydroelectric energy which is transmitted 

across a State line. The Commission shall have 

jurisdiction over all facilities for such trans-

mission or sale of electric energy, but shall not 

have jurisdiction, except as specifically provided 

in this subchapter and subchapter III of this 

chapter, over facilities used for the generation 

of electric energy or over facilities used in local 

distribution or only for the transmission of elec-

tric energy in intrastate commerce, or over fa-

cilities for the transmission of electric energy 

consumed wholly by the transmitter. 

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (f) of this sec-
tion, the provisions of sections 824b(a)(2), 824e(e), 
824i, 824j, 824j–1, 824k, 824o, 824p, 824q, 824r, 824s, 
824t, 824u, and 824v of this title shall apply to 
the entities described in such provisions, and 
such entities shall be subject to the jurisdiction 
of the Commission for purposes of carrying out 
such provisions and for purposes of applying the 
enforcement authorities of this chapter with re-
spect to such provisions. Compliance with any 
order or rule of the Commission under the provi-
sions of section 824b(a)(2), 824e(e), 824i, 824j, 
824j–1, 824k, 824o, 824p, 824q, 824r, 824s, 824t, 824u, 
or 824v of this title, shall not make an electric 
utility or other entity subject to the jurisdic-
tion of the Commission for any purposes other 
than the purposes specified in the preceding sen-
tence. 

(c) Electric energy in interstate commerce 
For the purpose of this subchapter, electric 

energy shall be held to be transmitted in inter-
state commerce if transmitted from a State and 

consumed at any point outside thereof; but only 

insofar as such transmission takes place within 

the United States. 

(d) ‘‘Sale of electric energy at wholesale’’ defined 
The term ‘‘sale of electric energy at whole-

sale’’ when used in this subchapter, means a sale 

of electric energy to any person for resale. 

(e) ‘‘Public utility’’ defined 
The term ‘‘public utility’’ when used in this 

subchapter and subchapter III of this chapter 

means any person who owns or operates facili-

ties subject to the jurisdiction of the Commis-

sion under this subchapter (other than facilities 

subject to such jurisdiction solely by reason of 

section 824e(e), 824e(f),1 824i, 824j, 824j–1, 824k, 

824o, 824p, 824q, 824r, 824s, 824t, 824u, or 824v of 

this title). 

(f) United States, State, political subdivision of a 
State, or agency or instrumentality thereof 
exempt 

No provision in this subchapter shall apply to, 

or be deemed to include, the United States, a 

State or any political subdivision of a State, an 

electric cooperative that receives financing 

under the Rural Electrification Act of 1936 (7 

U.S.C. 901 et seq.) or that sells less than 4,000,000 

megawatt hours of electricity per year, or any 

agency, authority, or instrumentality of any 

one or more of the foregoing, or any corporation 

which is wholly owned, directly or indirectly, by 

any one or more of the foregoing, or any officer, 

agent, or employee of any of the foregoing act-

ing as such in the course of his official duty, un-

less such provision makes specific reference 

thereto. 

(g) Books and records 
(1) Upon written order of a State commission, 

a State commission may examine the books, ac-

counts, memoranda, contracts, and records of— 
(A) an electric utility company subject to its 

regulatory authority under State law, 
(B) any exempt wholesale generator selling 

energy at wholesale to such electric utility, 

and 
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(C) any electric utility company, or holding 
company thereof, which is an associate com-
pany or affiliate of an exempt wholesale gener-

ator which sells electric energy to an electric 

utility company referred to in subparagraph 

(A), 

wherever located, if such examination is re-

quired for the effective discharge of the State 

commission’s regulatory responsibilities affect-

ing the provision of electric service. 
(2) Where a State commission issues an order 

pursuant to paragraph (1), the State commission 

shall not publicly disclose trade secrets or sen-

sitive commercial information. 
(3) Any United States district court located in 

the State in which the State commission re-

ferred to in paragraph (1) is located shall have 

jurisdiction to enforce compliance with this sub-

section. 
(4) Nothing in this section shall— 

(A) preempt applicable State law concerning 

the provision of records and other informa-

tion; or 
(B) in any way limit rights to obtain records 

and other information under Federal law, con-

tracts, or otherwise. 

(5) As used in this subsection the terms ‘‘affili-

ate’’, ‘‘associate company’’, ‘‘electric utility 

company’’, ‘‘holding company’’, ‘‘subsidiary 

company’’, and ‘‘exempt wholesale generator’’ 

shall have the same meaning as when used in 

the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 2005 

[42 U.S.C. 16451 et seq.]. 

(June 10, 1920, ch. 285, pt. II, § 201, as added Aug. 

26, 1935, ch. 687, title II, § 213, 49 Stat. 847; amend-

ed Pub. L. 95–617, title II, § 204(b), Nov. 9, 1978, 92 

Stat. 3140; Pub. L. 102–486, title VII, § 714, Oct. 24, 

1992, 106 Stat. 2911; Pub. L. 109–58, title XII, 

§§ 1277(b)(1), 1291(c), 1295(a), Aug. 8, 2005, 119 Stat. 

978, 985.) 

REFERENCES IN TEXT 

The Rural Electrification Act of 1936, referred to in 

subsec. (f), is act May 20, 1936, ch. 432, 49 Stat. 1363, as 

amended, which is classified generally to chapter 31 

(§ 901 et seq.) of Title 7, Agriculture. For complete clas-

sification of this Act to the Code, see section 901 of 

Title 7 and Tables. 
The Public Utility Holding Company Act of 2005, re-

ferred to in subsec. (g)(5), is subtitle F of title XII of 

Pub. L. 109–58, Aug. 8, 2005, 119 Stat. 972, which is classi-

fied principally to part D (§ 16451 et seq.) of subchapter 

XII of chapter 149 of Title 42, The Public Health and 

Welfare. For complete classification of this Act to the 

Code, see Short Title note set out under section 15801 

of Title 42 and Tables. 

AMENDMENTS 

2005—Subsec. (b)(2). Pub. L. 109–58, § 1295(a)(1), sub-

stituted ‘‘Notwithstanding subsection (f) of this sec-

tion, the provisions of sections 824b(a)(2), 824e(e), 824i, 

824j, 824j–1, 824k, 824o, 824p, 824q, 824r, 824s, 824t, 824u, 

and 824v of this title’’ for ‘‘The provisions of sections 

824i, 824j, and 824k of this title’’ and ‘‘Compliance with 

any order or rule of the Commission under the provi-

sions of section 824b(a)(2), 824e(e), 824i, 824j, 824j–1, 824k, 

824o, 824p, 824q, 824r, 824s, 824t, 824u, or 824v of this 

title’’ for ‘‘Compliance with any order of the Commis-

sion under the provisions of section 824i or 824j of this 

title’’. 
Subsec. (e). Pub. L. 109–58, § 1295(a)(2), substituted 

‘‘section 824e(e), 824e(f), 824i, 824j, 824j–1, 824k, 824o, 824p, 

824q, 824r, 824s, 824t, 824u, or 824v of this title’’ for ‘‘sec-

tion 824i, 824j, or 824k of this title’’. 

Subsec. (f). Pub. L. 109–58, § 1291(c), which directed 

amendment of subsec. (f) by substituting ‘‘political 

subdivision of a State, an electric cooperative that re-

ceives financing under the Rural Electrification Act of 

1936 (7 U.S.C. 901 et seq.) or that sells less than 4,000,000 

megawatt hours of electricity per year,’’ for ‘‘political 

subdivision of a state,’’, was executed by making the 

substitution for ‘‘political subdivision of a State,’’ to 

reflect the probable intent of Congress. 

Subsec. (g)(5). Pub. L. 109–58, § 1277(b)(1), substituted 

‘‘2005’’ for ‘‘1935’’. 

1992—Subsec. (g). Pub. L. 102–486 added subsec. (g). 

1978—Subsec. (b). Pub. L. 95–617, § 204(b)(1), designated 

existing provisions as par. (1), inserted ‘‘except as pro-

vided in paragraph (2)’’ after ‘‘in interstate commerce, 

but’’, and added par. (2). 

Subsec. (e). Pub. L. 95–617, § 204(b)(2), inserted ‘‘(other 

than facilities subject to such jurisdiction solely by 

reason of section 824i, 824j, or 824k of this title)’’ after 

‘‘under this subchapter’’. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 2005 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by section 1277(b)(1) of Pub. L. 109–58 ef-

fective 6 months after Aug. 8, 2005, with provisions re-

lating to effect of compliance with certain regulations 

approved and made effective prior to such date, see sec-

tion 1274 of Pub. L. 109–58, set out as an Effective Date 

note under section 16451 of Title 42, The Public Health 

and Welfare. 

STATE AUTHORITIES; CONSTRUCTION 

Nothing in amendment by Pub. L. 102–486 to be con-

strued as affecting or intending to affect, or in any way 

to interfere with, authority of any State or local gov-

ernment relating to environmental protection or siting 

of facilities, see section 731 of Pub. L. 102–486, set out 

as a note under section 796 of this title. 

PRIOR ACTIONS; EFFECT ON OTHER AUTHORITIES 

Pub. L. 95–617, title II, § 214, Nov. 9, 1978, 92 Stat. 3149, 

provided that: 

‘‘(a) PRIOR ACTIONS.—No provision of this title [enact-

ing sections 823a, 824i to 824k, 824a–1 to 824a–3 and 

825q–1 of this title, amending sections 796, 824, 824a, 

824d, and 825d of this title and enacting provisions set 

out as notes under sections 824a, 824d, and 825d of this 

title] or of any amendment made by this title shall 

apply to, or affect, any action taken by the Commis-

sion [Federal Energy Regulatory Commission] before 

the date of the enactment of this Act [Nov. 9, 1978]. 

‘‘(b) OTHER AUTHORITIES.—No provision of this title 

[enacting sections 823a, 824i to 824k, 824a–1 to 824a–3 and 

825q–1 of this title, amending sections 796, 824, 824a, 

824d, and 825d of this title and enacting provisions set 

out as notes under sections 824a, 824d, and 825d of this 

title] or of any amendment made by this title shall 

limit, impair or otherwise affect any authority of the 

Commission or any other agency or instrumentality of 

the United States under any other provision of law ex-

cept as specifically provided in this title.’’ 

§ 824a. Interconnection and coordination of fa-
cilities; emergencies; transmission to foreign 
countries 

(a) Regional districts; establishment; notice to 
State commissions 

For the purpose of assuring an abundant sup-

ply of electric energy throughout the United 

States with the greatest possible economy and 

with regard to the proper utilization and con-

servation of natural resources, the Commission 

is empowered and directed to divide the country 

into regional districts for the voluntary inter-

connection and coordination of facilities for the 

generation, transmission, and sale of electric en-

ergy, and it may at any time thereafter, upon 
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garding formation and operation of regional trans-

mission organizations. 

§ 824o. Electric reliability 

(a) Definitions 
For purposes of this section: 

(1) The term ‘‘bulk-power system’’ means— 
(A) facilities and control systems nec-

essary for operating an interconnected elec-

tric energy transmission network (or any 

portion thereof); and 
(B) electric energy from generation facili-

ties needed to maintain transmission system 

reliability. 

The term does not include facilities used in 

the local distribution of electric energy. 
(2) The terms ‘‘Electric Reliability Organiza-

tion’’ and ‘‘ERO’’ mean the organization cer-

tified by the Commission under subsection (c) 

of this section the purpose of which is to es-

tablish and enforce reliability standards for 

the bulk-power system, subject to Commission 

review. 
(3) The term ‘‘reliability standard’’ means a 

requirement, approved by the Commission 

under this section, to provide for reliable oper-

ation of the bulk-power system. The term in-

cludes requirements for the operation of exist-

ing bulk-power system facilities, including 

cybersecurity protection, and the design of 

planned additions or modifications to such fa-

cilities to the extent necessary to provide for 

reliable operation of the bulk-power system, 

but the term does not include any requirement 

to enlarge such facilities or to construct new 

transmission capacity or generation capacity. 
(4) The term ‘‘reliable operation’’ means op-

erating the elements of the bulk-power system 

within equipment and electric system ther-

mal, voltage, and stability limits so that in-

stability, uncontrolled separation, or cascad-

ing failures of such system will not occur as a 

result of a sudden disturbance, including a 

cybersecurity incident, or unanticipated fail-

ure of system elements. 
(5) The term ‘‘Interconnection’’ means a geo-

graphic area in which the operation of bulk- 

power system components is synchronized 

such that the failure of one or more of such 

components may adversely affect the ability 

of the operators of other components within 

the system to maintain reliable operation of 

the facilities within their control. 
(6) The term ‘‘transmission organization’’ 

means a Regional Transmission Organization, 

Independent System Operator, independent 

transmission provider, or other transmission 

organization finally approved by the Commis-

sion for the operation of transmission facili-

ties. 
(7) The term ‘‘regional entity’’ means an en-

tity having enforcement authority pursuant to 

subsection (e)(4) of this section. 
(8) The term ‘‘cybersecurity incident’’ means 

a malicious act or suspicious event that dis-

rupts, or was an attempt to disrupt, the oper-

ation of those programmable electronic de-

vices and communication networks including 

hardware, software and data that are essential 

to the reliable operation of the bulk power 

system. 

(b) Jurisdiction and applicability 
(1) The Commission shall have jurisdiction, 

within the United States, over the ERO certified 

by the Commission under subsection (c) of this 

section, any regional entities, and all users, 

owners and operators of the bulk-power system, 

including but not limited to the entities de-

scribed in section 824(f) of this title, for purposes 

of approving reliability standards established 

under this section and enforcing compliance 

with this section. All users, owners and opera-

tors of the bulk-power system shall comply with 

reliability standards that take effect under this 

section. 

(2) The Commission shall issue a final rule to 

implement the requirements of this section not 

later than 180 days after August 8, 2005. 

(c) Certification 
Following the issuance of a Commission rule 

under subsection (b)(2) of this section, any per-

son may submit an application to the Commis-

sion for certification as the Electric Reliability 

Organization. The Commission may certify one 

such ERO if the Commission determines that 

such ERO— 

(1) has the ability to develop and enforce, 

subject to subsection (e)(2) of this section, re-

liability standards that provide for an ade-

quate level of reliability of the bulk-power 

system; and 

(2) has established rules that— 

(A) assure its independence of the users 

and owners and operators of the bulk-power 

system, while assuring fair stakeholder rep-

resentation in the selection of its directors 

and balanced decisionmaking in any ERO 

committee or subordinate organizational 

structure; 

(B) allocate equitably reasonable dues, 

fees, and other charges among end users for 

all activities under this section; 

(C) provide fair and impartial procedures 

for enforcement of reliability standards 

through the imposition of penalties in ac-

cordance with subsection (e) of this section 

(including limitations on activities, func-

tions, or operations, or other appropriate 

sanctions); 

(D) provide for reasonable notice and op-

portunity for public comment, due process, 

openness, and balance of interests in devel-

oping reliability standards and otherwise ex-

ercising its duties; and 

(E) provide for taking, after certification, 

appropriate steps to gain recognition in Can-

ada and Mexico. 

(d) Reliability standards 
(1) The Electric Reliability Organization shall 

file each reliability standard or modification to 

a reliability standard that it proposes to be 

made effective under this section with the Com-

mission. 

(2) The Commission may approve, by rule or 

order, a proposed reliability standard or modi-

fication to a reliability standard if it determines 

that the standard is just, reasonable, not unduly 

discriminatory or preferential, and in the public 

interest. The Commission shall give due weight 

to the technical expertise of the Electric Reli-
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ability Organization with respect to the content 

of a proposed standard or modification to a reli-

ability standard and to the technical expertise 

of a regional entity organized on an Inter-

connection-wide basis with respect to a reliabil-

ity standard to be applicable within that Inter-

connection, but shall not defer with respect to 

the effect of a standard on competition. A pro-

posed standard or modification shall take effect 

upon approval by the Commission. 
(3) The Electric Reliability Organization shall 

rebuttably presume that a proposal from a re-

gional entity organized on an Interconnection- 

wide basis for a reliability standard or modifica-

tion to a reliability standard to be applicable on 

an Interconnection-wide basis is just, reason-

able, and not unduly discriminatory or pref-

erential, and in the public interest. 
(4) The Commission shall remand to the Elec-

tric Reliability Organization for further consid-

eration a proposed reliability standard or a 

modification to a reliability standard that the 

Commission disapproves in whole or in part. 
(5) The Commission, upon its own motion or 

upon complaint, may order the Electric Reli-

ability Organization to submit to the Commis-

sion a proposed reliability standard or a modi-

fication to a reliability standard that addresses 

a specific matter if the Commission considers 

such a new or modified reliability standard ap-

propriate to carry out this section. 
(6) The final rule adopted under subsection 

(b)(2) of this section shall include fair processes 

for the identification and timely resolution of 

any conflict between a reliability standard and 

any function, rule, order, tariff, rate schedule, 

or agreement accepted, approved, or ordered by 

the Commission applicable to a transmission or-

ganization. Such transmission organization 

shall continue to comply with such function, 

rule, order, tariff, rate schedule or agreement 

accepted, approved, or ordered by the Commis-

sion until— 
(A) the Commission finds a conflict exists 

between a reliability standard and any such 

provision; 
(B) the Commission orders a change to such 

provision pursuant to section 824e of this title; 

and 
(C) the ordered change becomes effective 

under this subchapter. 

If the Commission determines that a reliability 

standard needs to be changed as a result of such 

a conflict, it shall order the ERO to develop and 

file with the Commission a modified reliability 

standard under paragraph (4) or (5) of this sub-

section. 

(e) Enforcement 
(1) The ERO may impose, subject to paragraph 

(2), a penalty on a user or owner or operator of 

the bulk-power system for a violation of a reli-

ability standard approved by the Commission 

under subsection (d) of this section if the ERO, 

after notice and an opportunity for a hearing— 
(A) finds that the user or owner or operator 

has violated a reliability standard approved by 

the Commission under subsection (d) of this 

section; and 
(B) files notice and the record of the pro-

ceeding with the Commission. 

(2) A penalty imposed under paragraph (1) may 

take effect not earlier than the 31st day after 

the ERO files with the Commission notice of the 

penalty and the record of proceedings. Such pen-

alty shall be subject to review by the Commis-

sion, on its own motion or upon application by 

the user, owner or operator that is the subject of 

the penalty filed within 30 days after the date 

such notice is filed with the Commission. Appli-

cation to the Commission for review, or the ini-

tiation of review by the Commission on its own 

motion, shall not operate as a stay of such pen-

alty unless the Commission otherwise orders 

upon its own motion or upon application by the 

user, owner or operator that is the subject of 

such penalty. In any proceeding to review a pen-

alty imposed under paragraph (1), the Commis-

sion, after notice and opportunity for hearing 

(which hearing may consist solely of the record 

before the ERO and opportunity for the presen-

tation of supporting reasons to affirm, modify, 

or set aside the penalty), shall by order affirm, 

set aside, reinstate, or modify the penalty, and, 

if appropriate, remand to the ERO for further 

proceedings. The Commission shall implement 

expedited procedures for such hearings. 
(3) On its own motion or upon complaint, the 

Commission may order compliance with a reli-

ability standard and may impose a penalty 

against a user or owner or operator of the bulk- 

power system if the Commission finds, after no-

tice and opportunity for a hearing, that the user 

or owner or operator of the bulk-power system 

has engaged or is about to engage in any acts or 

practices that constitute or will constitute a 

violation of a reliability standard. 
(4) The Commission shall issue regulations au-

thorizing the ERO to enter into an agreement to 

delegate authority to a regional entity for the 

purpose of proposing reliability standards to the 

ERO and enforcing reliability standards under 

paragraph (1) if— 
(A) the regional entity is governed by— 

(i) an independent board; 
(ii) a balanced stakeholder board; or 
(iii) a combination independent and bal-

anced stakeholder board. 

(B) the regional entity otherwise satisfies 

the provisions of subsection (c)(1) and (2) of 

this section; and 
(C) the agreement promotes effective and ef-

ficient administration of bulk-power system 

reliability. 

The Commission may modify such delegation. 

The ERO and the Commission shall rebuttably 

presume that a proposal for delegation to a re-

gional entity organized on an Interconnection- 

wide basis promotes effective and efficient ad-

ministration of bulk-power system reliability 

and should be approved. Such regulation may 

provide that the Commission may assign the 

ERO’s authority to enforce reliability standards 

under paragraph (1) directly to a regional entity 

consistent with the requirements of this para-

graph. 
(5) The Commission may take such action as is 

necessary or appropriate against the ERO or a 

regional entity to ensure compliance with a reli-

ability standard or any Commission order af-

fecting the ERO or a regional entity. 
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(6) Any penalty imposed under this section 

shall bear a reasonable relation to the serious-

ness of the violation and shall take into consid-

eration the efforts of such user, owner, or opera-

tor to remedy the violation in a timely manner. 

(f) Changes in Electric Reliability Organization 
rules 

The Electric Reliability Organization shall 

file with the Commission for approval any pro-

posed rule or proposed rule change, accompanied 

by an explanation of its basis and purpose. The 

Commission, upon its own motion or complaint, 

may propose a change to the rules of the ERO. 

A proposed rule or proposed rule change shall 

take effect upon a finding by the Commission, 

after notice and opportunity for comment, that 

the change is just, reasonable, not unduly dis-

criminatory or preferential, is in the public in-

terest, and satisfies the requirements of sub-

section (c) of this section. 

(g) Reliability reports 
The ERO shall conduct periodic assessments of 

the reliability and adequacy of the bulk-power 

system in North America. 

(h) Coordination with Canada and Mexico 
The President is urged to negotiate inter-

national agreements with the governments of 

Canada and Mexico to provide for effective com-

pliance with reliability standards and the effec-

tiveness of the ERO in the United States and 

Canada or Mexico. 

(i) Savings provisions 
(1) The ERO shall have authority to develop 

and enforce compliance with reliability stand-

ards for only the bulk-power system. 

(2) This section does not authorize the ERO or 

the Commission to order the construction of ad-

ditional generation or transmission capacity or 

to set and enforce compliance with standards for 

adequacy or safety of electric facilities or serv-

ices. 

(3) Nothing in this section shall be construed 

to preempt any authority of any State to take 

action to ensure the safety, adequacy, and reli-

ability of electric service within that State, as 

long as such action is not inconsistent with any 

reliability standard, except that the State of 

New York may establish rules that result in 

greater reliability within that State, as long as 

such action does not result in lesser reliability 

outside the State than that provided by the reli-

ability standards. 

(4) Within 90 days of the application of the 

Electric Reliability Organization or other af-

fected party, and after notice and opportunity 

for comment, the Commission shall issue a final 

order determining whether a State action is in-

consistent with a reliability standard, taking 

into consideration any recommendation of the 

ERO. 

(5) The Commission, after consultation with 

the ERO and the State taking action, may stay 

the effectiveness of any State action, pending 

the Commission’s issuance of a final order. 

(j) Regional advisory bodies 
The Commission shall establish a regional ad-

visory body on the petition of at least two- 

thirds of the States within a region that have 

more than one-half of their electric load served 

within the region. A regional advisory body 

shall be composed of one member from each par-

ticipating State in the region, appointed by the 

Governor of each State, and may include rep-

resentatives of agencies, States, and provinces 

outside the United States. A regional advisory 

body may provide advice to the Electric Reli-

ability Organization, a regional entity, or the 

Commission regarding the governance of an ex-

isting or proposed regional entity within the 

same region, whether a standard proposed to 

apply within the region is just, reasonable, not 

unduly discriminatory or preferential, and in 

the public interest, whether fees proposed to be 

assessed within the region are just, reasonable, 

not unduly discriminatory or preferential, and 

in the public interest and any other responsibil-

ities requested by the Commission. The Commis-

sion may give deference to the advice of any 

such regional advisory body if that body is orga-

nized on an Interconnection-wide basis. 

(k) Alaska and Hawaii 
The provisions of this section do not apply to 

Alaska or Hawaii. 

(June 10, 1920, ch. 285, pt. II, § 215, as added Pub. 

L. 109–58, title XII, § 1211(a), Aug. 8, 2005, 119 

Stat. 941.) 

STATUS OF ERO 

Pub. L. 109–58, title XII, § 1211(b), Aug. 8, 2005, 119 

Stat. 946, provided that: ‘‘The Electric Reliability Orga-

nization certified by the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission under section 215(c) of the Federal Power 

Act [16 U.S.C. 824o(c)] and any regional entity delegated 

enforcement authority pursuant to section 215(e)(4) of 

that Act [16 U.S.C. 824o(e)(4)] are not departments, 

agencies, or instrumentalities of the United States 

Government.’’ 

ACCESS APPROVALS BY FEDERAL AGENCIES 

Pub. L. 109–58, title XII, § 1211(c), Aug. 8, 2005, 119 

Stat. 946, provided that: ‘‘Federal agencies responsible 

for approving access to electric transmission or dis-

tribution facilities located on lands within the United 

States shall, in accordance with applicable law, expe-

dite any Federal agency approvals that are necessary 

to allow the owners or operators of such facilities to 

comply with any reliability standard, approved by the 

[Federal Energy Regulatory] Commission under section 

215 of the Federal Power Act [16 U.S.C. 824o], that per-

tains to vegetation management, electric service res-

toration, or resolution of situations that imminently 

endanger the reliability or safety of the facilities.’’ 

§ 824p. Siting of interstate electric transmission 
facilities 

(a) Designation of national interest electric 
transmission corridors 

(1) Not later than 1 year after August 8, 2005, 

and every 3 years thereafter, the Secretary of 

Energy (referred to in this section as the ‘‘Sec-

retary’’), in consultation with affected States, 

shall conduct a study of electric transmission 

congestion. 

(2) After considering alternatives and recom-

mendations from interested parties (including 

an opportunity for comment from affected 

States), the Secretary shall issue a report, based 

on the study, which may designate any geo-

graphic area experiencing electric energy trans-

mission capacity constraints or congestion that 
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(2) The Administrator shall transmit such 

State reports, together with an analysis thereof, 

to Congress on or before October 1, 1975, and Oc-

tober 1, 1976, and biennially thereafter. 

(June 30, 1948, ch. 758, title III, § 305, as added 

Pub. L. 92–500, § 2, Oct. 18, 1972, 86 Stat. 853; 

amended Pub. L. 95–217, § 52, Dec. 27, 1977, 91 

Stat. 1589.) 

CODIFICATION 

Subsec. (a) authorized the Administrator, in coopera-

tion with the States and Federal agencies, to prepare a 

report describing the specific quality, during 1973, of all 

navigable waters and waters of the contiguous zone, in-

cluding an inventory of all point sources of discharge of 

pollutants into these waters, and identifying those nav-

igable waters capable of supporting fish and wildlife 

populations and allowing recreational activities, those 

which could reasonably be expected to attain this level 

by 1977 or 1983, and those which could attain this level 

sooner, and submit this report to Congress on or before 

Jan. 1, 1974. 

AMENDMENTS 

1977—Subsec. (b)(1). Pub. L. 95–217, § 52(1), substituted 

‘‘April 1, 1975, and shall bring up to date by April 1, 

1976, and biennially thereafter’’ for ‘‘January 1, 1975, 

and shall bring up to date each year thereafter’’ in pro-

visions preceding subpar. (A). 

Subsec. (b)(2). Pub. L. 95–217, § 52(2), substituted ‘‘on 

or before October 1, 1975, and October 1, 1976, and bien-

nially thereafter’’ for ‘‘on or before October 1, 1975, and 

annually thereafter’’. 

§ 1316. National standards of performance 

(a) Definitions 
For purposes of this section: 

(1) The term ‘‘standard of performance’’ means 

a standard for the control of the discharge of 

pollutants which reflects the greatest degree of 

effluent reduction which the Administrator de-

termines to be achievable through application of 

the best available demonstrated control tech-

nology, processes, operating methods, or other 

alternatives, including, where practicable, a 

standard permitting no discharge of pollutants. 

(2) The term ‘‘new source’’ means any source, 

the construction of which is commenced after 

the publication of proposed regulations prescrib-

ing a standard of performance under this section 

which will be applicable to such source, if such 

standard is thereafter promulgated in accord-

ance with this section. 

(3) The term ‘‘source’’ means any building, 

structure, facility, or installation from which 

there is or may be the discharge of pollutants. 

(4) The term ‘‘owner or operator’’ means any 

person who owns, leases, operates, controls, or 

supervises a source. 

(5) The term ‘‘construction’’ means any place-

ment, assembly, or installation of facilities or 

equipment (including contractual obligations to 

purchase such facilities or equipment) at the 

premises where such equipment will be used, in-

cluding preparation work at such premises. 

(b) Categories of sources; Federal standards of 
performance for new sources 

(1)(A) The Administrator shall, within ninety 

days after October 18, 1972, publish (and from 

time to time thereafter shall revise) a list of 

categories of sources, which shall, at the mini-

mum, include: 

pulp and paper mills; 
paperboard, builders paper and board mills; 
meat product and rendering processing; 
dairy product processing; 
grain mills; 
canned and preserved fruits and vegetables 

processing; 
canned and preserved seafood processing; 
sugar processing; 
textile mills; 
cement manufacturing; 
feedlots; 
electroplating; 
organic chemicals manufacturing; 
inorganic chemicals manufacturing; 
plastic and synthetic materials manufactur-

ing; 
soap and detergent manufacturing; 
fertilizer manufacturing; 
petroleum refining; 
iron and steel manufacturing; 
nonferrous metals manufacturing; 
phosphate manufacturing; 
steam electric powerplants; 
ferroalloy manufacturing; 
leather tanning and finishing; 
glass and asbestos manufacturing; 
rubber processing; and 
timber products processing. 

(B) As soon as practicable, but in no case more 

than one year, after a category of sources is in-

cluded in a list under subparagraph (A) of this 

paragraph, the Administrator shall propose and 

publish regulations establishing Federal stand-

ards of performance for new sources within such 

category. The Administrator shall afford inter-

ested persons an opportunity for written com-

ment on such proposed regulations. After con-

sidering such comments, he shall promulgate, 

within one hundred and twenty days after publi-

cation of such proposed regulations, such stand-

ards with such adjustments as he deems appro-

priate. The Administrator shall, from time to 

time, as technology and alternatives change, re-

vise such standards following the procedure re-

quired by this subsection for promulgation of 

such standards. Standards of performance, or re-

visions thereof, shall become effective upon pro-

mulgation. In establishing or revising Federal 

standards of performance for new sources under 

this section, the Administrator shall take into 

consideration the cost of achieving such effluent 

reduction, and any non-water quality, environ-

mental impact and energy requirements. 
(2) The Administrator may distinguish among 

classes, types, and sizes within categories of new 

sources for the purpose of establishing such 

standards and shall consider the type of process 

employed (including whether batch or continu-

ous). 
(3) The provisions of this section shall apply to 

any new source owned or operated by the United 

States. 

(c) State enforcement of standards of perform-
ance 

Each State may develop and submit to the Ad-

ministrator a procedure under State law for ap-

plying and enforcing standards of performance 

for new sources located in such State. If the Ad-

ministrator finds that the procedure and the law 
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of any State require the application and enforce-

ment of standards of performance to at least the 

same extent as required by this section, such 

State is authorized to apply and enforce such 

standards of performance (except with respect to 

new sources owned or operated by the United 

States). 

(d) Protection from more stringent standards 
Notwithstanding any other provision of this 

chapter, any point source the construction of 

which is commenced after October 18, 1972, and 

which is so constructed as to meet all applicable 

standards of performance shall not be subject to 

any more stringent standard of performance 

during a ten-year period beginning on the date 

of completion of such construction or during the 

period of depreciation or amortization of such 

facility for the purposes of section 167 or 169 (or 

both) of title 26 whichever period ends first. 

(e) Illegality of operation of new sources in viola-
tion of applicable standards of performance 

After the effective date of standards of per-

formance promulgated under this section, it 

shall be unlawful for any owner or operator of 

any new source to operate such source in viola-

tion of any standard of performance applicable 

to such source. 

(June 30, 1948, ch. 758, title III, § 306, as added 

Pub. L. 92–500, § 2, Oct. 18, 1972, 86 Stat. 854.) 

DISCHARGES FROM POINT SOURCES IN UNITED STATES 

VIRGIN ISLANDS ATTRIBUTABLE TO MANUFACTURE OF 

RUM; EXEMPTION; CONDITIONS 

Discharges from point sources in the United States 

Virgin Islands in existence on Aug. 5, 1983, attributable 

to the manufacture of rum not to be subject to the re-

quirements of this section under certain conditions, see 

section 214(g) of Pub. L. 98–67, set out as a note under 

section 1311 of this title. 

§ 1317. Toxic and pretreatment effluent stand-
ards 

(a) Toxic pollutant list; revision; hearing; pro-
mulgation of standards; effective date; con-
sultation 

(1) On and after December 27, 1977, the list of 

toxic pollutants or combination of pollutants 

subject to this chapter shall consist of those 

toxic pollutants listed in table 1 of Committee 

Print Numbered 95–30 of the Committee on Pub-

lic Works and Transportation of the House of 

Representatives, and the Administrator shall 

publish, not later than the thirtieth day after 

December 27, 1977, that list. From time to time 

thereafter, the Administrator may revise such 

list and the Administrator is authorized to add 

to or remove from such list any pollutant. The 

Administrator in publishing any revised list, in-

cluding the addition or removal of any pollutant 

from such list, shall take into account toxicity 

of the pollutant, its persistence, degradability, 

the usual or potential presence of the affected 

organisms in any waters, the importance of the 

affected organisms, and the nature and extent of 

the effect of the toxic pollutant on such orga-

nisms. A determination of the Administrator 

under this paragraph shall be final except that 

if, on judicial review, such determination was 

based on arbitrary and capricious action of the 

Administrator, the Administrator shall make a 
redetermination. 

(2) Each toxic pollutant listed in accordance 
with paragraph (1) of this subsection shall be 
subject to effluent limitations resulting from 
the application of the best available technology 
economically achievable for the applicable cat-
egory or class of point sources established in ac-
cordance with sections 1311(b)(2)(A) and 
1314(b)(2) of this title. The Administrator, in his 
discretion, may publish in the Federal Register 
a proposed effluent standard (which may include 
a prohibition) establishing requirements for a 
toxic pollutant which, if an effluent limitation 
is applicable to a class or category of point 
sources, shall be applicable to such category or 
class only if such standard imposes more strin-
gent requirements. Such published effluent 
standard (or prohibition) shall take into account 
the toxicity of the pollutant, its persistence, de-
gradability, the usual or potential presence of 
the affected organisms in any waters, the impor-
tance of the affected organisms and the nature 
and extent of the effect of the toxic pollutant on 
such organisms, and the extent to which effec-
tive control is being or may be achieved under 

other regulatory authority. The Administrator 

shall allow a period of not less than sixty days 

following publication of any such proposed efflu-

ent standard (or prohibition) for written com-

ment by interested persons on such proposed 

standard. In addition, if within thirty days of 

publication of any such proposed effluent stand-

ard (or prohibition) any interested person so re-

quests, the Administrator shall hold a public 

hearing in connection therewith. Such a public 

hearing shall provide an opportunity for oral 

and written presentations, such cross-examina-

tion as the Administrator determines is appro-

priate on disputed issues of material fact, and 

the transcription of a verbatim record which 

shall be available to the public. After consider-

ation of such comments and any information 

and material presented at any public hearing 

held on such proposed standard or prohibition, 

the Administrator shall promulgate such stand-

ard (or prohibition) with such modification as 

the Administrator finds are justified. Such pro-

mulgation by the Administrator shall be made 

within two hundred and seventy days after pub-

lication of proposed standard (or prohibition). 

Such standard (or prohibition) shall be final ex-

cept that if, on judicial review, such standard 

was not based on substantial evidence, the Ad-

ministrator shall promulgate a revised standard. 

Effluent limitations shall be established in ac-

cordance with sections 1311(b)(2)(A) and 

1314(b)(2) of this title for every toxic pollutant 

referred to in table 1 of Committee Print Num-

bered 95–30 of the Committee on Public Works 

and Transportation of the House of Representa-

tives as soon as practicable after December 27, 

1977, but no later than July 1, 1980. Such effluent 

limitations or effluent standards (or prohibi-

tions) shall be established for every other toxic 

pollutant listed under paragraph (1) of this sub-

section as soon as practicable after it is so list-

ed. 
(3) Each such effluent standard (or prohibi-

tion) shall be reviewed and, if appropriate, re-

vised at least every three years. 
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TITLE 42-THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE

SAVIENGS PROVISION

Section 16 of Pub. L. 91-604 provided that:
"(a)(1) Any implementation plan adopted by any

State and submitted to the Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare, or to the Administrator pursuant
to the Clean Air Act (this chapter] prior to enactment
of this Act [Dec. 31, 1970] may be approved under sec-
tion 110 of the Clean Air Act [this section] (as amend-
ed by this Act) [Pub. L 91-604] and shall remain in
effect, unless the Administrator determines that such
implementation plan, or any portion thereof, is not
consistent with applicable requirements of the Clean
Air Act [this chapter] (as amended by this Act) and
will not provide for the attainment of national pri-
mary ambient air quality standards in the time re-
quired by such Act. If the Administrator so deter-
mines, he shall, within 90 days after promulgation of'
any national ambient air quality standards pursuant
to section 109(a) of the Clean Air Act [section 7409(a)
of this title], notify the State and specify in what re-
spects changes are needed to meet the additional re-
quirements of such Act, including requirements to im-
plement national secondary ambient air quality stand-
ards. If such changes are not adopted by the State
after public hearings and within six months after such
notification, the Administrator shall promulgate such
changes pursuant to section 110(c) of such Act
[subsec. (c) of this section].

"(2) The amendments made by section 4(b) [amend-
ing sections 7403 and 7415 of this title] shall not be
construed as repealing or modifying the powers of the
Administrator with respect to any conference con-
vened under section 108(d) of the Clean Air Act [sec-
tion 7415 of this title] before the date of enactment of
this Act [Dec. 31, 1970].

"(b) Regulations or standards issued under this title
II of the Clean Air Act [subchapter II of this chapter]
prior to the enactment of this Act [Dec. 31, 1970] shall
continue in effect until revised by the Administrator
consistent with the purposes of such Act [this chap-
ter]."

FEDRAL EiN&RGY ADMINISTRATOR

The "Federal Energy Administrator", for purposes
of this chapter, to mean the Administrator of the Fed-
eral Energy Administration established by Pub. L.
93-275, May 7, 1974, 88 Stat. 97, which is classified to
section 761 et seq. of Title 15, Commerce and Trade,
but with the term to mean any officer of the United
States designated as such by the President until the
Federal Energy Administrator takes office and after
the Federal Energy Administration ceases to exist, see
section 798 of Title 15, Commerce and Trade.

The Federal Energy Administration was terminated
and functions vested by law in the Administrator
thereof were transferred to the Secretary of Energy
(unless otherwise specifically provided) by sections
7151(a) and 7293 of this title.

SEcTIoN RErERRED TO IN OTmm SEcTIoNs

This section is referred to in sections 6211, 6215,
7405, 7407, 7411, 7413, 7414, 7415, 7419, 7420, 7425.
7426, 7475, 7476, 7491, 7501, 7502, 7504, 7506, 7545,
7607, 7613, 7619, 7625-1, 8374, 9601 of this title.

§ 7411. Standards of performance for new stationary
sources

(a) Definitions

For purposes of this section:
(1) The term "standard of performance"

means-
(A) with respect to any air pollutant emit-

ted from a category of fossil fuel fired sta-
tionary sources to which subsection (b) of
this section applies, a standard-

(1) establishing allowable emission limi-
tations for such category of sources, and

(ii) requiring the achievement of a per-
centage reduction in the emissions from
such category of sources from the emis-
sions which would have resulted from the
use of fuels which are not subject to treat-
ment prior to combustion,

(B) with respect to any air pollutant emit-
ted from a category of stationary sources
(other than fossil fuel fired sources) to
which subsection (b) of this section applies,
a standard such as that referred to in sub-
paragraph (A)(i); and

(C) with respect to any air pollutant emit-
ted from a particular source to which sub-
section (d) of this section applies, a stand-
ard which the State (or the Administrator
under the conditions specified in subsection
(d)(2) of this section) determines is applica-
ble to that source and which reflects the
degree of emission reduction achievable
through the application of the best system
of continuous emission reduction which
(taking into consideration the cost of
achieving such emission reduction, and any
nonair quality health and environmental
impact and energy requirements) the Ad-
ministrator determines has been adequately
demonstrated for that category of sources.

For the purpose of subparagraphs (A)(i) and
(ii) and (B), a standard of performance shall
reflect the degree of emission limitation and
the percentage reduction achievable through
application of the best technological system
of continuous emission reduction which
(taking into consideration the cost of achiev-
ing such emission reduction, any nonair qual-
ity health and environmental impact and
energy requirements) the Administrator de-
termines has been adequately demonstrated.
For the purpose of subparagraph (1)(A)(fl),
any cleaning of the fuel or reduction in the
pollution characteristics of the fuel after ex-
traction and prior to combustion may be cred-
ited, as determined under regulations promul-
gated by the Administrator, to a source which
burns such fuel.

(2) The term "new source" means any sta-
tionary source, the construction or modifica-
tion of which is commenced after the publica-
tion of regulations (or, if earlier, proposed
regulations) prescribing a standard of per-
formance under this section which will be ap-
plicable to such source.

(3) The term "stationary source" means any
building, structure, facility, or installation
which emits or may emit any air pollutant.

(4) The term "modification" means any
physical change in, or change in the method
of operation of, a stationary source which in-
creases the amount of any air pollutant emit-
ted by such source or which results in the
emission of any air pollutant not previously
emitted.

(5) The term "owner or operator" means
any person who owns, leases, operates, con-
trols, or supervises a stationary source.

(6) The term "existing source" means any
stationary source other than a new source.
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TITLE 42-THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE

(7) The term "technological system of con-
tinuous emission reduction" means-

(A) a technological process for production
or operation by any source which is inher-
ently low-polluting or nonpolluting, or

(B) a technological system for continuous
reduction of the pollution generated by a
source before such pollution Is emitted into
the ambient air, including precombustion
cleaning or treatment of fuels.
(8) A conversion to coal (A) by reason of an

order under section 2(a) of the Energy Supply
and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974
[15 U.S.C. 792(a)] or any amendment thereto,
or any subsequent enactment which super-
sedes such Act [15 U.S.C. 791 et seq.], or (B)
which qualifies under section 7413(d)(5)(A)(il)
of this title, shall not be deemed to be a modi-
fication for purposes of paragraphs (2) and
(4) of this subsection.

(b) List of categories of stationary sources; standards
of performance; information on pollution control
techniques; sources owned or operated by United
States; particular systems; revised standards

(1)(A) The Administrator shall, within 90
days after December 31, 1970, publish (and
from time to time thereafter shall revise) a list
of categories of stationary sources. He shall in-
clude a category of sources in such list if in his
Judgment it causes, or contributes significantly
to, air pollution which may reasonably be an-
ticipated to endanger public health or welfare.

(B) Within 120 days after the inclusion of a
category of stationary sources in a list under
subparagraph (A), the Administrator shall pub-
lish proposed regulations, establishing Federal
standards of performance for new sources
within such category. The Administrator shall
afford interested persons an opportunity for
written comment on such proposed regulations.
After considering such comments, he shall pro-
mulgate, within 90 days after such publication,
such standards with such modifications as he
deems appropriate. The Administrator shall, at
least every four years, review and, if appropri-
ate, revise such standards following the proce-
dure required by this subsection for promulga-
tion of such standards. Standards of perform-
ance or revisions thereof shall become effective
upon promulgation.

(2) The Administrator may distinguish among
classes, types, and sizes within categories of
new sources for the purpose of establishing
such standards.

(3) The Administrator shall, from time to
time, issue information on pollution control
techniques for categories of new sources and air
pollutants subject to the provisions of this sec-
tion.

(4) The provisions of this section shall apply
to any new source owned or operated by the
United States.

(5) Except as otherwise authorized under sub-
section (h) of this section, nothing in this sec-
tion shall be construed to require, or to author-
ize the Administrator to require, any new or
modified source to install and operate any par-
ticular technological system of continuous
emission reduction to comply with any new
source standard of performance.

(6) The revised standards of performance re-
quired by enactment of subsection (a)(1)(A)(i)
and (ii) of this section shall be promulgated not
later than one year after August 7, 1977. Any
new or modified fossil fuel fired stationary
source which commences construction prior to
the date of publication of the proposed revised
standards shall not be required to comply with
such revised standards.
(c) State Implementation and enforcement of stand-

ards of performance
(1) Each State may develop and submit to the

Administrator a procedure for implementing
and enforcing standards of performance for
new sources located in such State. If the Ad-
ministrator finds the State procedure is ade-
quate, he shall delegate to such State any au-
thority he has under this chapter to implement
and enforce such standards.

(2) Nothing in this subsection shall prohibit
the Administrator from enforcing any applica-
ble standard of performance under this section.
(d) Standards of performance for existing sources; re-

maining useful life of source
(1) The Administrator shall prescribe regula-

tions which shall establish a procedure similar
to that provided by section 7410 of this title
under which each State shall submit to the Ad-
ministrator a plan which (A) establishes stand-
ards of performance for any existing source for
any air pollutant (I) for which air quality crite-
ria have not been issued or which is not includ-
ed on a list published under section 7408(a) or
7412(b)(1)(A) of this title but (ii) to which a
standard of performance under this section
would apply if such existing source were a new
source, and (B) provides for the implementa-
tion and enforcement of such standards of per-
formance. Regulations of the Administrator
under this paragraph shall permit the State in
applying a standard of performance to any par-
ticular source under a plan submitted under
this paragraph to take into consideration,
among other factors, the remaining useful life
of the existing source to which such standard
applies.

(2) The Administrator shall have the same
authority-

(A) to prescribe a plan for a State in cases
where the State fails to submit a satisfactory
plan as he would have under section 7410(c)
of this title in the case of failure to submit an
implementation plan, and

(B) to enforce the provisions of such plan in
cases where the State fails to enforce them as
he would have under sections 7413 and 7414
of this title with respect to an implementa-
tion plan.

In promulgating a standard of performance
under a plan prescribed under this paragraph,
the Administrator shall take into consideration,
among other factors, remaining useful lives of
the sources in the category of sources to which
such standard applies.
(e) Prohibited acts

After the effective date of standards of per-
formance promulgated under this section, it
shall be unlawful for any owner or operator of
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TITLE 42-THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE

any new source to operate such source in viola-
tion of any standard of performance applicable
to such source.
(f) New source standards of performance

(1) Not later than one year after August 7,
1977, the Administrator shall promulgate regu-
lations listing under subsection (b)(1)(A) of this
section the categories of major stationary
sources which are not on August 7, 1977, includ-
ed on the list required under subsection
(b)(1)(A) of this section. The Administrator
shall promulgate regulations establishing
standards of performance for the percentage of
such categories of sources set forth in the fol-
lowing table before the expiration of the corre-
sponding period set forth in such table:

Period by which
standards must be
promulgated after

Percentage of source categories required date list is
to be listed for which standards must required to be
be established: promulgated:

25 ................................................................................. 2 years.
75 ................................................................................. 3 years.
100 ............................................................................... 4 years.

(2) In determining priorities for promulgating
standards for categories of major stationary
sources for the purpose of paragraph (1), the
Administrator shall consider-

(A) the quantity of air pollutant emissions
which each such category will emit, or will be
designed to emit;

(B) the extent to which each such pollutant
may reasonably be anticipated to endanger
public health or welfare; and

(C) the mobility and competitive nature of
each such category of sources and the conse-
quent need for nationally applicable new
source standards of performance.

(3) Before promulgating any regulations
under this subsection or listing any category of
major stationary sources as required under this
subsection, the Administrator shall consult
with appropriate representatives of the Gover-
nors and of State air pollution control agencies.
(g) Revision of regulations

(1) Upon application by the Governor of a
State showing that the Administrator has
failed to specify in regulations under subsection
(f)(1) of this section any category of major sta-
tionary sources required to be specified under
such regulations, the Administrator shall revise
such regulations to specify any such category.

(2) Upon application of the Governor of a
State, showing that any category of stationary
sources which is not included in the list under
subsection (b)(1)(A) of this section contributes
significantly to air pollution which may reason-
ably be anticipated to endanger public health
or welfare (notwithstanding that such category
is not a category of major stationary sources),
the Administrator shall revise such regulations
to specify such category of stationary sources.

(3) Upon application of the Governor of a
State showing that the Administrator has
failed to apply properly the criteria required to
be considered under subsection (f)(2) of this
section, the Administrator shall revise the list
under subsection (b)(1)(A) of this section to
apply properly such criteria.

(4) Upon application of the Governor of a
State showing that-

(A) a new, innovative, or improved technolo-
gy or process which achieves greater continu-
ous emission reduction has been adequately
demonstrated for any category of stationary
sources, and

(B) as a result of such technology or proc-
ess, the new source standard of performance
in effect under this section for such category
no longer reflects the greatest degree of emis-
sion limitation achievable through applica-
tion of the best technological system of con-
tinuous emission reduction which (taking into
consideration the cost of achieving such emis-
sion reduction, and any non-air quality health
and environmental impact and energy re-
quirements) has been adequately demonstrat-
ed,

the Administrator shall revise such standard of
performance for such category accordingly.

(5) Upon application by the Governor of a
State showing that the Administrator has
failed to list any air pollutant which causes, or
contributes to, air pollution which may reason-
ably be anticipated to result in an increase in
mortality or an increase in serious irreversible,
or incapacitating reversible, illness as a hazard-
ous air pollutant under section 7412 of this title
the Administrator shall revise the list of haz-
ardous air pollutants under such section to in-
clude such pollutant.

(6) Upon application by the Governor of a
State showing that any category of stationary
sources of a hazardous air pollutant listed
under section 7412 of this title is not subject to
emission standards under such section, the Ad-
ministrator shall propose and promulgate such
emission standards applicable to such category
of sources.

(7) Unless later deadlines for action of the
Administrator are otherwise prescribed under
this section or section 7412 of this title, the Ad-
ministrator shall, not later than three months
following the date of receipt of any application
by a Governor of a State, either-

(A) find that such application does not con-
tain the requisite showing and deny such ap-
plication, or

(B) grant such application and take the
action required under this subsection.

(8) Before taking any action required by sub-
section (f) of this section or by this subsection,
the Administrator shall provide notice and op-
portunity for public hearing.
(h) Design, equipment, work practice, or operational

standard; alternative emission limitation
(1) For purposes of this section, if in the judg-

ment of the Administrator, it is not feasible to
prescribe or enforce a standard of performance,
he may instead promulgate a design, equip-
ment, work practice, or operational standard, or
combination thereof, which reflects the best
technological system of continuous emission re-
duction which (taking into consideration the
cost of achieving such emission reduction, and
any non-air quality health and environmental
impact and energy requirements) the Adminis-
trator determines has been adequately demon-
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strated. In the event the Administrator promul-
gates a design or equipment standard under
this subsection, he shall include as part of such
standard such requirements as will assure the
proper operation and maintenance of any such
element of design or equipment.

(2) For the purpose of this subsection, the
phrase "not feasible to prescribe or enforce a
standard of performance" means any situation
in which the Administrator determines that (A)
a pollutant or pollutants cannot be emitted
through a conveyance designed and constructed
to emit or capture such pollutant, or that any
requirement for, or use of, such a conveyance
would be inconsistent with any Federal, State,
or local law, or (B) the application of measure-
ment methodology to a particular class of
sources is not practicable due to technological
or economic limitations.

(3) If after notice and opportunity for public
hearing, any person establishes to the satisfac-
tion of the Administrator that an alternative
means of emission limitation will achieve a re-
duction in emissions of any air pollutant at
least equivalent to the reduction in emissions of
such air pollutant achieved under the require-
ments of paragraph (1), the Administrator shall
permit the use of such alternative by the source
for purposes of compliance with this section
with respect to such pollutant.

(4) Any standard promulgated under para-
graph (1) shall be promulgated in terms of
standard of performance whenever it becomes
feasible to promulgate and enforce such stand-
arm in such terms.

(5) Any design, equipment, work practice, or
operational standard, or any combination
thereof, described in this subsection shall be
treated as a standard of performance for pur-
poses of the provisions of this chapter (other
than the provisions of subsection (a) of this sec-
tion and this subsection).
(i) Country elevators

Any regulations promulgated by the Adminis-
trator under this section applicable to grain ele-
vators shall not apply to country elevators (as
defined by the Administrator) which have a
storage capacity of less than two million five
hundred thousand bushels.
(J) Innovative technological systems of continuous

emission reduction
(1)(A) Any person proposing to own or oper-

ate a new source may request the Administra-
tor for one or more waivers from the require-
ments of this section for such source or any
portion thereof with respect to any air pollut-
ant to encourage the use of an innovative tech-
nological system or systems of continuous emis-
sion reduction. The Administrator may, with
the consent of the Governor of the State in
which the source is to be located, grant a
waiver under this paragraph, if the Administra-
tor determines after notice and opportunity for
public hearing, that-

(W) the proposed system or systems have not
been adequately demonstrated,

() the proposed system or systems will op-
erate effectively and there is a substantial
likelihood that such system or systems will
achieve greater continuous emission reduc-

tion than that required to be achieved under
the standards of performance which would
otherwise apply, or achieve at least an equiva-
lent reduction at lower cost in terms of
energy, economic, or nonair quality environ-
mental impact,

(RiD the owner or operator of the proposed
source has demonstrated to the satisfaction
of the Administrator that the proposed
system will not cause or contribute to an un-
reasonable risk to public health, welfare, or
safety in its operation, function, or malfunc-
tion, and

(iv) the granting of such waiver is consist-
ent with the requirements of subparagraph
(C).

In making any determination under clause (),
the Administrator shall take into account any
previous failure of such system or systems to
operate effectively or to meet any requirement
of the new source performance standards. In
determining whether an unreasonable risk
exists under clause (iii), the Administrator shall
consider, among other factors, whether and to
what extent the use of the proposed technologi-
cal system will cause, increase, reduce, or elimi-
nate emissions of any unregulated pollutants;
available methods for reducing or eliminating
any risk to public health, welfare, or safety
which may be associated with the use of such
system; and the availability of other technologi-
cal systems which may be used to conform to
standards under this section without causing or
contributing to such unreasonable risk. The Ad-
ministrator may conduct such tests and may re-
quire the owner or operator of the proposed
source to conduct such tests and provide such
information as is necessary to carry out clause
(ill) of this subparagraph. Such requirements
shall include a requirement for prompt report-
ing of the emission of any unregulated pollut-
ant from a system if such pollutant was not
emitted, or was emitted in significantly lesser
amounts without use of such system.

(B) A waiver under this paragraph shall be
granted on such terms and conditions as the
Administrator determines to be necessary to
assure-

(i) emissions from the source will not pre-
vent attainment and maintenance of any na-
tional ambient air quality standards, and

(ii) proper functioning of the technological
system or systems authorized.

Any such term or condition shall be treated as
a standard of performance for the purposes of
subsection (e) of this section and section 7413
of this title.

(C) The number of waivers granted under
this paragraph with respect to a proposed
technological system of continuous emission re-
duction shall not exceed such number as the
Administrator finds necessary to ascertain
whether or not such system will achieve the
conditions specified in clauses (ii) and (i) of
subparagraph (A).

(D) A waiver under this paragraph shall
extend to the sooner of-

(i) the date determined by the Administra-
tor, after consultation with the owner or op-
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erator of the source, taking into consideration
the design, installation, and capital cost of
the technological system or systems being
used, or

(1) the date on which the Administrator de-
termines that such system has failed to-

(I) achieve at least an equivalent continu-
ous emission reduction to that required to
be achieved under the standards of per-
formance which would otherwise apply, or

(II) comply with the condition specified in
paragraph (1)(A)(ili),

and that such failure cannot be corrected.

(E) In carrying out subparagraph (D)(i), the
Administrator shall not permit any waiver for a

-source or -portion thereof to extend beyond the
date-

(I) seven years after the date on which any
waiver is -granted to such source or portion
thereof, or

(ii) four years after the date on which such
source or portion thereof commences oper-
ation,

whichever is earlier.
(F) No waiver under this subsection shall

apply to any portion of a source other than the
portion on which the Innovative technological
system or systems of continuous emission re-
duction is used.

(2)(A) If a waiver under paragraph (1) is ter-
minated under clause (i) of paragraph (1)(D),
the Administrator shall grant an extension of
the requirements of this section for such source
for such minimum period as may be necessary
to comply with the applicable standard of per-
formance under this section. Such period shall
not extend beyond the date three years from
the time such waiver is terminated.

(B) An extension granted under this para-
graph shall set forth emission limits and a
compliance schedule containing increments of
progress which require compliance with the ap-
plicable standards of performance as expedi-
tiously as practicable and include such meas-
ures as are necessary and practicable in the in-
terim to minimize emissions. Such schedule
shall be treated as a standard of performance
for purposes of subsection (e) of this section
and section 7413 of this title.

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, § 111, as added
Dec. 31, 1970, Pub. L. 91-604, § 4(a), 84 Stat.
1683, and amended Nov. 18, 1971, Pub. L.
92-157, title III, § 302(f), 85 Stat. 464; Aug. 7,
1977, Pub. L. 95-95, title I, § 109(a)-(d)(1), (e),
(f), title IV, § 401(b), 91 Stat. 697-703, 791; Nov.
16, 1977, Pub. L. 95-190, § 14(a)(7)-(9), 91 Stat.
1399; Nov. 9, 1978, Pub. L. 95-623, § 13(a), 92
Stat. 3457.)

Rrzamcs IN TzxT

Such Act, referred to in subsec. (a)(8), means Pub. L.
93-319, June 22, 1974, 88 Stat. 246, as amended, known
as the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordina-
tion Act of 1974, which is classified principally to
chapter 16C (§ 791 et seq.) of Title 15, Commerce and
Trade. For complete classification of this Act to the
Code, see Short Title note set out under section 791 of
Title 15 and Tables.

CODIFICATION

Section was formerly classified to section 1857c-6 of
this title.

PRIOR PROVISIONS

A prior section 111 of act July 14, 1955, was renum-
bered section 118 by Pub. L. 91-604, and is classified to
section 7418 of this title.

AMENDMENTS

1978-Subsecs. (d)(1)(A)(i), (g)(4)(B). Pub. L. 95-623,
§ 13(a)(2), substituted "under this section" for "under
subsection (b) of this section".

Subsec. (h)(5). Pub. I 95-623, § 13(a)(1), added par.
(5).

Subsec. (J). Pub. L. 95-623, § 13(a)(3), substituted in
pars. (1)(A) and (2)(A) "standards under this section"
and "under this section" for "standards under subsec-
tion (b) of this section" and "under subsection (b) of
this section". respectively.

1977-Subsec. (a)(1). Pub. L. 95-95, J 109(c)(1)(A),
added subpars. (A), (B), and (C), substituted "For the
purpose of subparagraphs (A)() and (M) and (B), a
standard of performance shall reflect" for "a standard
for emissions of air pollutants which reflects". "and
the percentage reduction achievable" for "achievable".
and "technological system of continuous emission re-
duction which (taking into consideration the cost of
achieving such emission reduction, and any nonair
quality health and environment impact and energy re-
quirements)" for "system of emission reduction which
(taking into account the cost of achieving such reduc-
tion)" in existing provisions, and inserted provision
that, for the purpose of subparagraph (1)(A)(fl), any
cleaning of the fuel or reduction in the pollution char-
acteristics of the fuel after extraction and prior to
combustion may be credited, as determined under reg-
ulations promulgated by the Administrator, to a
source which burns such fuel.

Subsec. (a)(7). Pub. L. 95-95, 1 109(c)(1)(B), added
par. (7) defining "technological system of continuous
emission reduction".

Pub. L 95-95, § 109(f), added par. (7) directing that
under certain circumstances a conversion to coal not
be deemed a modification for purposes of pars. (2) and
(4).

Subsec. (a)(7), (8). Pub. L. 95-190, § 14(a)(7). redesig-
nated second par. (7) as (8).

Subsec. (b)(1)(A). Pub. L. 95-95, § 401(b), substituted
"such list if in his Judgment it causes, or contributes
significantly to, air pollution which may reasonably be
anticipated to endanger" for "such list if he deter-
mines it may contribute significantly to air pollution
which causes or contributes to the endangerment of".

Subsec. (b)(1)(B). Pub. L. 95-95, § 109(c)(2), substi-
tuted "shall, at least every four years, review and, if
appropriate," for "may, from time to time.".

Subsec. (b)(5), (6). Pub. I. 95-95, § 109(c)(3), added
pars. (5) and (6).

Subsec. (c)(1). Pub. I. 95-95, j 109(d)(1), struck out
"(except with respect to new sources owned or operat-
ed by the United States)" after "implement and en-
force such standards".

Subsec. (d)(1). Pub. L. 95-95, j 109(b)(1), substituted
"standards of performance" for "emission standards"
and inserted provisions directing that regulations of
the Administrator permit the State, in applying a
standard of performance to any particular source
under a submitted plan, to take into consideration,
among other factors, the remaining useful life of the
existing source to which the standard applies.

Subsec. (d)(2). Pub. I 95-95, § 109(b)(2). provided
that, in promulgating a standard of performance
under a plan, the Administrator take into consider-
ation, among other factors, the remaining useful lives
of the sources in the-category of sources to which the
standard applies.
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Subseces. (f) to (I). Pub. I. 95-95, § 109(a), added sub-
ses. (M to (I).

Subsecs. (j), (k). Pub. L. 95-190, § 14(a)(8), (9), redes-
ignated subsec. (k) as (j) and, as so redesignated, sub-
stituted "(B)" for "(8)" as designation for second
subpar. in par. (2). Former subsec. (J), added by Pub.
L. 95-95, § 109(e), which related to compliance with ap-
plicable standards of performance, was struck out.

Pub. I. 95-95, § 109(e), added subsec. (k).
1971-Subsec. (b)(1)(B). Pub. L. 92-157 substituted in

first sentence "publish proposed" for "propose".

EFFcECTIv DATE oF 1977 AMzNDMENT
Amendment by Pub. L. 95-95 effective Aug. 7, 1977,

except as otherwise expressly provided, see section
406(d) of Pub. L. 95-95, set out as a note under section
7401 of this title.

PENDING ACTIONS AND PROCmmDNGS

Suits, actions, and other proceedings lawfully com-
menced by or against the Administrator or any other
officer or employee of the United States in his official
capacity or In relation to the discharge of his official
duties under act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in
effect immediately prior to the enactment of Pub. L.
95-95 [Aug. 7, 1977], not to abate by reason of the
taking effect of Pub. L 95-95, see section 406(a) of
Pub. I 95-95, set out as an Effective Date of 1977
Amendment note under section 7401 of this title.

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF RULES, REGULATIONS,
ORDES, DETERMINATIONS, CONTRACTS, CERTIFICA-
TIONS, AuTHORIZATIoNs, DELEGATIONS, AND OTHER
ACTIONS

All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, con-
tracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, or
other actions duly Issued, made, or taken by or pursu-
ant to act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in effect
immediately prior to the date of enactment of Pub. L.
95-95 [Aug. 7, 1977] to continue in full force and effect
until modified or rescinded in accordance with act
July 14, 1955, as amended by Pub. L. 95-95 [this chap-
ter], see section 406(b) of Pub. L. 95-95, set out as an
Effective Date of 1977 Amendment note under section
7401 of this title.

TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS
Enforcement functions of Administrator or other of-

ficial in the Environmental Protection Agency related
to compliance with new source performance standards
under this section with respect to pre-construction,
construction, and initial operation of transportation
system for Canadian and Alaskan natural gas were
transferred to the Federal Inspector, Office of Federal
Inspector for the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation
System, until the first anniversary of date of initial
operation of the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation
System, see Reorg. Plan No. 1 of 1979, eff. July 1,
1979, §§ 102(a), 203(a), 44 P.R. 33663, 33666, 93 Stat.
1373, 1376, set out in the Appendix to Title 5, Govern-
ment Organization and Employees.

SECTION REFERMM TO IN OTHER SECTIONS

This section is referred to in sections 7410, 7412,
7413, 7414, 7416, 7417, 7418, 7420, 7422, 7425, 7475,
7479, 7501, 7604, 7607, 7608, 7616, 7617, 7618, 7625-1,
9601 of this title.
§ 7412. National emission standards for hazardous air

pollutants

(a) Definitions
For purposes of this section-

(1) The term "hazardous air pollutant"
means an air pollutant to which no ambient
air quality standard is applicable and which
in the judgment of the Administrator causes,
or contributes to, air pollution which may

reasonably be anticipated to result in an in-
crease in mortality or an increase in serious
irreversible, or incapacitating reversible, ill-
ness.

(2) The term "new source" means a station-
ary source the construction or modification of
which is commenced after the Administrator
proposes regulations under this section estab-
lishing an emission standard which will be ap-
plicable to such source.

(3) The terms "stationary source", "modifi-
cation", "owner or operator" and "existing
source" shall have the same meaning as such
terms have under section 7411(a) of this title.

(b) List of hazardous air pollutants; emission stand-
ards; pollution control techniques

(1)(A) The Administrator shall, within 90
days after December 31, 1970, publish (and
shall from time to time thereafter revise) a list
which includes each hazardous air pollutant for
which he intends to establish an emission
standard under this section.

(B) Within 180 days after the inclusion of any
air pollutant in such list, the Administrator
shall publish proposed regulations establishing
emission standards for such pollutant together
with a notice of a public hearing within thirty
days. Not later than 180 days after such publi-
cation, the Administrator shall prescribe an
emission standard for such pollutant, unless he
finds, on the basis of information presented at
such hearings, that such pollutant clearly is not
a hazardous air pollutant. The Administrator
shall establish any such standard at the level
which in his judgment provides an ample
margin of safety to protect the public health
from such hazardous air pollutant.

(C) Any emission standard established pursu-
ant to this section shall become effective upon
promulgation.

(2) The Administrator shall, from time to
time, issue information on pollution control
techniques for air pollutant subject to the pro-
visions of this section.

(c) Prohibited acts; exemption
(1) After the effective date of any emission

standard under this section-
(A) no person may construct any new

source or modify any existing source which in
the Administrator's judgment, will emit an
air pollutant to which such standard applies
unless the Administrator finds that such
source if properly operated will not cause
emissions in violation of such standard, and

(B) no air pollutant to which such standard
applies may be emitted from any stationary
source in violation of such standard, except
that in the case of an existing source-

(i) such standard shall not apply until 90
days after its effective date, and

(i) the Administrator may grant a waiver
permitting such source a period of up to
two years after the effective date of a
standard to comply with the standard, if he
finds that such period is necessary for the
installation of controls and that steps will
be taken during the period of the waiver to
assure that the health of persons will be
protected from imminent endangerment.
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‘‘(4) submit a report on the study and responsibil-

ities of the Administrator under paragraphs (1) 

through (3) to— 

‘‘(A) the Committee on Energy and Commerce of 

the House of Representatives; and 

‘‘(B) the Committee on Environment and Public 

Works of the Senate. 

‘‘SEC. 6103. OZONE DESIGNATION REQUIREMENTS. 

‘‘(a) The Governors shall be required to submit the 

designations referred to in section 107(d)(1) of the Clean 

Air Act [42 U.S.C. 7407(d)(1)] within 2 years following 

the promulgation of the July 1997 ozone national ambi-

ent air quality standards. 

‘‘(b) The Administrator shall promulgate final des-

ignations no later than 1 year after the designations re-

quired under subsection (a) are required to be submit-

ted. 

‘‘SEC. 6104. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS. 

‘‘Nothing in sections 6101 through 6103 shall be con-

strued by the Administrator of Environmental Protec-

tion Agency or any court, State, or person to affect any 

pending litigation or to be a ratification of the ozone or 

PM2.5 standards.’’ 

PENDING ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS 

Suits, actions, and other proceedings lawfully com-

menced by or against the Administrator or any other 

officer or employee of the United States in his official 

capacity or in relation to the discharge of his official 

duties under act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in 

effect immediately prior to the enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977], not to abate by reason of the taking 

effect of Pub. L. 95–95, see section 406(a) of Pub. L. 

95–95, set out as an Effective Date of 1977 Amendment 

note under section 7401 of this title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF RULES, REGULATIONS, 

ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, CONTRACTS, CERTIFI-

CATIONS, AUTHORIZATIONS, DELEGATIONS, AND OTHER 

ACTIONS 

All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, con-

tracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, or 

other actions duly issued, made, or taken by or pursu-

ant to act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in effect 

immediately prior to the date of enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977] to continue in full force and effect 

until modified or rescinded in accordance with act July 

14, 1955, as amended by Pub. L. 95–95 [this chapter], see 

section 406(b) of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as an Effective 

Date of 1977 Amendment note under section 7401 of this 

title. 

§ 7408. Air quality criteria and control tech-
niques 

(a) Air pollutant list; publication and revision by 
Administrator; issuance of air quality cri-
teria for air pollutants 

(1) For the purpose of establishing national 

primary and secondary ambient air quality 

standards, the Administrator shall within 30 

days after December 31, 1970, publish, and shall 

from time to time thereafter revise, a list which 

includes each air pollutant— 

(A) emissions of which, in his judgment, 

cause or contribute to air pollution which may 

reasonably be anticipated to endanger public 

health or welfare; 

(B) the presence of which in the ambient air 

results from numerous or diverse mobile or 

stationary sources; and 

(C) for which air quality criteria had not 

been issued before December 31, 1970 but for 

which he plans to issue air quality criteria 

under this section. 

(2) The Administrator shall issue air quality 
criteria for an air pollutant within 12 months 
after he has included such pollutant in a list 
under paragraph (1). Air quality criteria for an 
air pollutant shall accurately reflect the latest 
scientific knowledge useful in indicating the 
kind and extent of all identifiable effects on 
public health or welfare which may be expected 
from the presence of such pollutant in the ambi-
ent air, in varying quantities. The criteria for 
an air pollutant, to the extent practicable, shall 
include information on— 

(A) those variable factors (including atmos-
pheric conditions) which of themselves or in 
combination with other factors may alter the 
effects on public health or welfare of such air 
pollutant; 

(B) the types of air pollutants which, when 
present in the atmosphere, may interact with 
such pollutant to produce an adverse effect on 
public health or welfare; and 

(C) any known or anticipated adverse effects 
on welfare. 

(b) Issuance by Administrator of information on 
air pollution control techniques; standing 
consulting committees for air pollutants; es-
tablishment; membership 

(1) Simultaneously with the issuance of cri-
teria under subsection (a) of this section, the 
Administrator shall, after consultation with ap-
propriate advisory committees and Federal de-
partments and agencies, issue to the States and 
appropriate air pollution control agencies infor-
mation on air pollution control techniques, 
which information shall include data relating to 
the cost of installation and operation, energy re-
quirements, emission reduction benefits, and en-
vironmental impact of the emission control 
technology. Such information shall include such 
data as are available on available technology 
and alternative methods of prevention and con-
trol of air pollution. Such information shall also 
include data on alternative fuels, processes, and 
operating methods which will result in elimi-
nation or significant reduction of emissions. 

(2) In order to assist in the development of in-
formation on pollution control techniques, the 
Administrator may establish a standing consult-
ing committee for each air pollutant included in 
a list published pursuant to subsection (a)(1) of 
this section, which shall be comprised of tech-
nically qualified individuals representative of 
State and local governments, industry, and the 
academic community. Each such committee 
shall submit, as appropriate, to the Adminis-
trator information related to that required by 
paragraph (1). 

(c) Review, modification, and reissuance of cri-
teria or information 

The Administrator shall from time to time re-
view, and, as appropriate, modify, and reissue 
any criteria or information on control tech-
niques issued pursuant to this section. Not later 
than six months after August 7, 1977, the Admin-
istrator shall revise and reissue criteria relating 
to concentrations of NO2 over such period (not 
more than three hours) as he deems appropriate. 
Such criteria shall include a discussion of nitric 
and nitrous acids, nitrites, nitrates, nitros-
amines, and other carcinogenic and potentially 
carcinogenic derivatives of oxides of nitrogen. 
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1 See Codification note below. 2 So in original. The period probably should be a semicolon. 

(d) Publication in Federal Register; availability 
of copies for general public 

The issuance of air quality criteria and infor-

mation on air pollution control techniques shall 

be announced in the Federal Register and copies 

shall be made available to the general public. 

(e) Transportation planning and guidelines 
The Administrator shall, after consultation 

with the Secretary of Transportation, and after 

providing public notice and opportunity for 

comment, and with State and local officials, 

within nine months after November 15, 1990,1 and 

periodically thereafter as necessary to maintain 

a continuous transportation-air quality plan-

ning process, update the June 1978 Transpor-

tation-Air Quality Planning Guidelines and pub-

lish guidance on the development and imple-

mentation of transportation and other measures 

necessary to demonstrate and maintain attain-

ment of national ambient air quality standards. 

Such guidelines shall include information on— 

(1) methods to identify and evaluate alter-

native planning and control activities; 

(2) methods of reviewing plans on a regular 

basis as conditions change or new information 

is presented; 

(3) identification of funds and other re-

sources necessary to implement the plan, in-

cluding interagency agreements on providing 

such funds and resources; 

(4) methods to assure participation by the 

public in all phases of the planning process; 

and 

(5) such other methods as the Administrator 

determines necessary to carry out a continu-

ous planning process. 

(f) Information regarding processes, procedures, 
and methods to reduce or control pollutants 
in transportation; reduction of mobile source 
related pollutants; reduction of impact on 
public health 

(1) The Administrator shall publish and make 

available to appropriate Federal, State, and 

local environmental and transportation agencies 

not later than one year after November 15, 1990, 

and from time to time thereafter— 

(A) information prepared, as appropriate, in 

consultation with the Secretary of Transpor-

tation, and after providing public notice and 

opportunity for comment, regarding the for-

mulation and emission reduction potential of 

transportation control measures related to 

criteria pollutants and their precursors, in-

cluding, but not limited to— 

(i) programs for improved public transit; 

(ii) restriction of certain roads or lanes to, 

or construction of such roads or lanes for use 

by, passenger buses or high occupancy vehi-

cles; 

(iii) employer-based transportation man-

agement plans, including incentives; 

(iv) trip-reduction ordinances; 

(v) traffic flow improvement programs 

that achieve emission reductions; 

(vi) fringe and transportation corridor 

parking facilities serving multiple occu-

pancy vehicle programs or transit service; 

(vii) programs to limit or restrict vehicle 
use in downtown areas or other areas of 
emission concentration particularly during 
periods of peak use; 

(viii) programs for the provision of all 
forms of high-occupancy, shared-ride serv-
ices; 

(ix) programs to limit portions of road sur-
faces or certain sections of the metropolitan 
area to the use of non-motorized vehicles or 
pedestrian use, both as to time and place; 

(x) programs for secure bicycle storage fa-
cilities and other facilities, including bicy-
cle lanes, for the convenience and protection 
of bicyclists, in both public and private 
areas; 

(xi) programs to control extended idling of 
vehicles; 

(xii) programs to reduce motor vehicle 
emissions, consistent with subchapter II of 
this chapter, which are caused by extreme 

cold start conditions; 
(xiii) employer-sponsored programs to per-

mit flexible work schedules; 
(xiv) programs and ordinances to facilitate 

non-automobile travel, provision and utiliza-

tion of mass transit, and to generally reduce 

the need for single-occupant vehicle travel, 

as part of transportation planning and devel-

opment efforts of a locality, including pro-

grams and ordinances applicable to new 

shopping centers, special events, and other 

centers of vehicle activity; 
(xv) programs for new construction and 

major reconstructions of paths, tracks or 

areas solely for the use by pedestrian or 

other non-motorized means of transpor-

tation when economically feasible and in the 

public interest. For purposes of this clause, 

the Administrator shall also consult with 

the Secretary of the Interior; and 
(xvi) program to encourage the voluntary 

removal from use and the marketplace of 

pre-1980 model year light duty vehicles and 

pre-1980 model light duty trucks.2 

(B) information on additional methods or 

strategies that will contribute to the reduc-

tion of mobile source related pollutants during 

periods in which any primary ambient air 

quality standard will be exceeded and during 

episodes for which an air pollution alert, 

warning, or emergency has been declared; 
(C) information on other measures which 

may be employed to reduce the impact on pub-

lic health or protect the health of sensitive or 

susceptible individuals or groups; and 
(D) information on the extent to which any 

process, procedure, or method to reduce or 

control such air pollutant may cause an in-

crease in the emissions or formation of any 

other pollutant. 

(2) In publishing such information the Admin-

istrator shall also include an assessment of— 
(A) the relative effectiveness of such proc-

esses, procedures, and methods; 
(B) the potential effect of such processes, 

procedures, and methods on transportation 

systems and the provision of transportation 

services; and 
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(C) the environmental, energy, and economic 

impact of such processes, procedures, and 

methods. 

(g) Assessment of risks to ecosystems 
The Administrator may assess the risks to 

ecosystems from exposure to criteria air pollut-

ants (as identified by the Administrator in the 

Administrator’s sole discretion). 

(h) RACT/BACT/LAER clearinghouse 
The Administrator shall make information re-

garding emission control technology available 

to the States and to the general public through 

a central database. Such information shall in-

clude all control technology information re-

ceived pursuant to State plan provisions requir-

ing permits for sources, including operating per-

mits for existing sources. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, § 108, as added Pub. 

L. 91–604, § 4(a), Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1678; 

amended Pub. L. 95–95, title I, §§ 104, 105, title IV, 

§ 401(a), Aug. 7, 1977, 91 Stat. 689, 790; Pub. L. 

101–549, title I, §§ 108(a)–(c), (o), 111, Nov. 15, 1990, 

104 Stat. 2465, 2466, 2469, 2470; Pub. L. 105–362, 

title XV, § 1501(b), Nov. 10, 1998, 112 Stat. 3294.) 

CODIFICATION 

November 15, 1990, referred to in subsec. (e), was in 

the original ‘‘enactment of the Clean Air Act Amend-

ments of 1989’’, and was translated as meaning the date 

of the enactment of Pub. L. 101–549, popularly known as 

the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, to reflect the 

probable intent of Congress. 

Section was formerly classified to section 1857c–3 of 

this title. 

PRIOR PROVISIONS 

A prior section 108 of act July 14, 1955, was renum-

bered section 115 by Pub. L. 91–604 and is classified to 

section 7415 of this title. 

AMENDMENTS 

1998—Subsec. (f)(3), (4). Pub. L. 105–362 struck out par. 

(3), which required reports by the Secretary of Trans-

portation and the Administrator to be submitted to 

Congress by Jan. 1, 1993, and every 3 years thereafter, 

reviewing and analyzing existing State and local air 

quality related transportation programs, evaluating 

achievement of goals, and recommending changes to 

existing programs, and par. (4), which required that in 

each report after the first report the Secretary of 

Transportation include a description of the actions 

taken to implement the changes recommended in the 

preceding report. 

1990—Subsec. (e). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(a), inserted 

first sentence and struck out former first sentence 

which read as follows: ‘‘The Administrator shall, after 

consultation with the Secretary of Transportation and 

the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development and 

State and local officials and within 180 days after Au-

gust 7, 1977, and from time to time thereafter, publish 

guidelines on the basic program elements for the plan-

ning process assisted under section 7505 of this title.’’ 

Subsec. (f)(1). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(b), in introductory 

provisions, substituted present provisions for provi-

sions relating to Federal agencies, States, and air pol-

lution control agencies within either 6 months or one 

year after Aug. 7, 1977. 

Subsec. (f)(1)(A). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(b), substituted 

present provisions for provisions relating to informa-

tion prepared in cooperation with Secretary of Trans-

portation, regarding processes, procedures, and meth-

ods to reduce certain pollutants. 

Subsec. (f)(3), (4). Pub. L. 101–549, § 111, added pars. (3) 

and (4). 

Subsec. (g). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(o), added subsec. (g). 
Subsec. (h). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(c), added subsec. (h). 
1977—Subsec. (a)(1)(A). Pub. L. 95–95, § 401(a), sub-

stituted ‘‘emissions of which, in his judgment, cause or 

contribute to air pollution which may reasonably be 

anticipated to endanger public health or welfare’’ for 

‘‘which in his judgment has an adverse effect on public 

health or welfare’’. 
Subsec. (b)(1). Pub. L. 95–95, § 104(a), substituted ‘‘cost 

of installation and operation, energy requirements, 

emission reduction benefits, and environmental impact 

of the emission control technology’’ for ‘‘technology 

and costs of emission control’’. 
Subsec. (c). Pub. L. 95–95, § 104(b), inserted provision 

directing the Administrator, not later than six months 

after Aug. 7, 1977, to revise and reissue criteria relating 

to concentrations of NO2 over such period (not more 

than three hours) as he deems appropriate, with the 

criteria to include a discussion of nitric and nitrous 

acids, nitrites, nitrates, nitrosamines, and other car-

cinogenic and potentially carcinogenic derivatives of 

oxides of nitrogen. 
Subsecs. (e), (f). Pub. L. 95–95, § 105, added subsecs. (e) 

and (f). 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1977 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 95–95 effective Aug. 7, 1977, ex-

cept as otherwise expressly provided, see section 406(d) 

of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as a note under section 7401 of 

this title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF RULES, REGULATIONS, 

ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, CONTRACTS, CERTIFI-

CATIONS, AUTHORIZATIONS, DELEGATIONS, AND OTHER 

ACTIONS 

All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, con-

tracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, or 

other actions duly issued, made, or taken by or pursu-

ant to act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in effect 

immediately prior to the date of enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977] to continue in full force and effect 

until modified or rescinded in accordance with act July 

14, 1955, as amended by Pub. L. 95–95 [this chapter], see 

section 406(b) of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as an Effective 

Date of 1977 Amendment note under section 7401 of this 

title. 

§ 7409. National primary and secondary ambient 
air quality standards 

(a) Promulgation 
(1) The Administrator— 

(A) within 30 days after December 31, 1970, 

shall publish proposed regulations prescribing 

a national primary ambient air quality stand-

ard and a national secondary ambient air 

quality standard for each air pollutant for 

which air quality criteria have been issued 

prior to such date; and 
(B) after a reasonable time for interested 

persons to submit written comments thereon 

(but no later than 90 days after the initial pub-

lication of such proposed standards) shall by 

regulation promulgate such proposed national 

primary and secondary ambient air quality 

standards with such modifications as he deems 

appropriate. 

(2) With respect to any air pollutant for which 

air quality criteria are issued after December 31, 

1970, the Administrator shall publish, simulta-

neously with the issuance of such criteria and 

information, proposed national primary and sec-

ondary ambient air quality standards for any 

such pollutant. The procedure provided for in 

paragraph (1)(B) of this subsection shall apply to 

the promulgation of such standards. 
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(b) Protection of public health and welfare 
(1) National primary ambient air quality 

standards, prescribed under subsection (a) of 

this section shall be ambient air quality stand-

ards the attainment and maintenance of which 

in the judgment of the Administrator, based on 

such criteria and allowing an adequate margin 

of safety, are requisite to protect the public 

health. Such primary standards may be revised 

in the same manner as promulgated. 

(2) Any national secondary ambient air qual-

ity standard prescribed under subsection (a) of 

this section shall specify a level of air quality 

the attainment and maintenance of which in the 

judgment of the Administrator, based on such 

criteria, is requisite to protect the public wel-

fare from any known or anticipated adverse ef-

fects associated with the presence of such air 

pollutant in the ambient air. Such secondary 

standards may be revised in the same manner as 

promulgated. 

(c) National primary ambient air quality stand-
ard for nitrogen dioxide 

The Administrator shall, not later than one 

year after August 7, 1977, promulgate a national 

primary ambient air quality standard for NO2 

concentrations over a period of not more than 3 

hours unless, based on the criteria issued under 

section 7408(c) of this title, he finds that there is 

no significant evidence that such a standard for 

such a period is requisite to protect public 

health. 

(d) Review and revision of criteria and stand-
ards; independent scientific review commit-
tee; appointment; advisory functions 

(1) Not later than December 31, 1980, and at 

five-year intervals thereafter, the Administrator 

shall complete a thorough review of the criteria 

published under section 7408 of this title and the 

national ambient air quality standards promul-

gated under this section and shall make such re-

visions in such criteria and standards and pro-

mulgate such new standards as may be appro-

priate in accordance with section 7408 of this 

title and subsection (b) of this section. The Ad-

ministrator may review and revise criteria or 

promulgate new standards earlier or more fre-

quently than required under this paragraph. 

(2)(A) The Administrator shall appoint an 

independent scientific review committee com-

posed of seven members including at least one 

member of the National Academy of Sciences, 

one physician, and one person representing 

State air pollution control agencies. 

(B) Not later than January 1, 1980, and at five- 

year intervals thereafter, the committee re-

ferred to in subparagraph (A) shall complete a 

review of the criteria published under section 

7408 of this title and the national primary and 

secondary ambient air quality standards pro-

mulgated under this section and shall rec-

ommend to the Administrator any new national 

ambient air quality standards and revisions of 

existing criteria and standards as may be appro-

priate under section 7408 of this title and sub-

section (b) of this section. 

(C) Such committee shall also (i) advise the 

Administrator of areas in which additional 

knowledge is required to appraise the adequacy 

and basis of existing, new, or revised national 

ambient air quality standards, (ii) describe the 

research efforts necessary to provide the re-

quired information, (iii) advise the Adminis-

trator on the relative contribution to air pollu-

tion concentrations of natural as well as anthro-

pogenic activity, and (iv) advise the Adminis-

trator of any adverse public health, welfare, so-

cial, economic, or energy effects which may re-

sult from various strategies for attainment and 

maintenance of such national ambient air qual-

ity standards. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, § 109, as added Pub. 

L. 91–604, § 4(a), Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1679; 

amended Pub. L. 95–95, title I, § 106, Aug. 7, 1977, 

91 Stat. 691.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section was formerly classified to section 1857c–4 of 

this title. 

PRIOR PROVISIONS 

A prior section 109 of act July 14, 1955, was renum-

bered section 116 by Pub. L. 91–604 and is classified to 

section 7416 of this title. 

AMENDMENTS 

1977—Subsec. (c). Pub. L. 95–95, § 106(b), added subsec. 

(c). 
Subsec. (d). Pub. L. 95–95, § 106(a), added subsec. (d). 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1977 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 95–95 effective Aug. 7, 1977, ex-

cept as otherwise expressly provided, see section 406(d) 

of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as a note under section 7401 of 

this title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF RULES, REGULATIONS, 

ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, CONTRACTS, CERTIFI-

CATIONS, AUTHORIZATIONS, DELEGATIONS, AND OTHER 

ACTIONS 

All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, con-

tracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, or 

other actions duly issued, made, or taken by or pursu-

ant to act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in effect 

immediately prior to the date of enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977] to continue in full force and effect 

until modified or rescinded in accordance with act July 

14, 1955, as amended by Pub. L. 95–95 [this chapter], see 

section 406(b) of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as an Effective 

Date of 1977 Amendment note under section 7401 of this 

title. 

TERMINATION OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES 

Advisory committees established after Jan. 5, 1973, to 

terminate not later than the expiration of the 2-year 

period beginning on the date of their establishment, 

unless, in the case of a committee established by the 

President or an officer of the Federal Government, such 

committee is renewed by appropriate action prior to 

the expiration of such 2-year period, or in the case of 

a committee established by the Congress, its duration 

is otherwise provided for by law. See section 14 of Pub. 

L. 92–463, Oct. 6, 1972, 86 Stat. 776, set out in the Appen-

dix to Title 5, Government Organization and Employ-

ees. 

ROLE OF SECONDARY STANDARDS 

Pub. L. 101–549, title VIII, § 817, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 

2697, provided that: 
‘‘(a) REPORT.—The Administrator shall request the 

National Academy of Sciences to prepare a report to 

the Congress on the role of national secondary ambient 

air quality standards in protecting welfare and the en-

vironment. The report shall: 
‘‘(1) include information on the effects on welfare 

and the environment which are caused by ambient 
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concentrations of pollutants listed pursuant to sec-

tion 108 [42 U.S.C. 7408] and other pollutants which 

may be listed; 
‘‘(2) estimate welfare and environmental costs in-

curred as a result of such effects; 
‘‘(3) examine the role of secondary standards and 

the State implementation planning process in pre-

venting such effects; 
‘‘(4) determine ambient concentrations of each such 

pollutant which would be adequate to protect welfare 

and the environment from such effects; 
‘‘(5) estimate the costs and other impacts of meet-

ing secondary standards; and 
‘‘(6) consider other means consistent with the goals 

and objectives of the Clean Air Act [42 U.S.C. 7401 et 

seq.] which may be more effective than secondary 

standards in preventing or mitigating such effects. 
‘‘(b) SUBMISSION TO CONGRESS; COMMENTS; AUTHORIZA-

TION.—(1) The report shall be transmitted to the Con-

gress not later than 3 years after the date of enactment 

of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 [Nov. 15, 1990]. 
‘‘(2) At least 90 days before issuing a report the Ad-

ministrator shall provide an opportunity for public 

comment on the proposed report. The Administrator 

shall include in the final report a summary of the com-

ments received on the proposed report. 
‘‘(3) There are authorized to be appropriated such 

sums as are necessary to carry out this section.’’ 

§ 7410. State implementation plans for national 
primary and secondary ambient air quality 
standards 

(a) Adoption of plan by State; submission to Ad-
ministrator; content of plan; revision; new 
sources; indirect source review program; 
supplemental or intermittent control systems 

(1) Each State shall, after reasonable notice 

and public hearings, adopt and submit to the Ad-

ministrator, within 3 years (or such shorter pe-

riod as the Administrator may prescribe) after 

the promulgation of a national primary ambient 

air quality standard (or any revision thereof) 

under section 7409 of this title for any air pollut-

ant, a plan which provides for implementation, 

maintenance, and enforcement of such primary 

standard in each air quality control region (or 

portion thereof) within such State. In addition, 

such State shall adopt and submit to the Admin-

istrator (either as a part of a plan submitted 

under the preceding sentence or separately) 

within 3 years (or such shorter period as the Ad-

ministrator may prescribe) after the promulga-

tion of a national ambient air quality secondary 

standard (or revision thereof), a plan which pro-

vides for implementation, maintenance, and en-

forcement of such secondary standard in each 

air quality control region (or portion thereof) 

within such State. Unless a separate public 

hearing is provided, each State shall consider its 

plan implementing such secondary standard at 

the hearing required by the first sentence of this 

paragraph. 
(2) Each implementation plan submitted by a 

State under this chapter shall be adopted by the 

State after reasonable notice and public hear-

ing. Each such plan shall— 
(A) include enforceable emission limitations 

and other control measures, means, or tech-

niques (including economic incentives such as 

fees, marketable permits, and auctions of 

emissions rights), as well as schedules and 

timetables for compliance, as may be nec-

essary or appropriate to meet the applicable 

requirements of this chapter; 

(B) provide for establishment and operation 

of appropriate devices, methods, systems, and 

procedures necessary to— 
(i) monitor, compile, and analyze data on 

ambient air quality, and 
(ii) upon request, make such data available 

to the Administrator; 

(C) include a program to provide for the en-

forcement of the measures described in sub-

paragraph (A), and regulation of the modifica-

tion and construction of any stationary source 

within the areas covered by the plan as nec-

essary to assure that national ambient air 

quality standards are achieved, including a 

permit program as required in parts C and D of 

this subchapter; 
(D) contain adequate provisions— 

(i) prohibiting, consistent with the provi-

sions of this subchapter, any source or other 

type of emissions activity within the State 

from emitting any air pollutant in amounts 

which will— 
(I) contribute significantly to nonattain-

ment in, or interfere with maintenance by, 

any other State with respect to any such 

national primary or secondary ambient air 

quality standard, or 
(II) interfere with measures required to 

be included in the applicable implementa-

tion plan for any other State under part C 

of this subchapter to prevent significant 

deterioration of air quality or to protect 

visibility, 

(ii) insuring compliance with the applica-

ble requirements of sections 7426 and 7415 of 

this title (relating to interstate and inter-

national pollution abatement); 

(E) provide (i) necessary assurances that the 

State (or, except where the Administrator 

deems inappropriate, the general purpose local 

government or governments, or a regional 

agency designated by the State or general pur-

pose local governments for such purpose) will 

have adequate personnel, funding, and author-

ity under State (and, as appropriate, local) law 

to carry out such implementation plan (and is 

not prohibited by any provision of Federal or 

State law from carrying out such implementa-

tion plan or portion thereof), (ii) requirements 

that the State comply with the requirements 

respecting State boards under section 7428 of 

this title, and (iii) necessary assurances that, 

where the State has relied on a local or re-

gional government, agency, or instrumental-

ity for the implementation of any plan provi-

sion, the State has responsibility for ensuring 

adequate implementation of such plan provi-

sion; 
(F) require, as may be prescribed by the Ad-

ministrator— 
(i) the installation, maintenance, and re-

placement of equipment, and the implemen-

tation of other necessary steps, by owners or 

operators of stationary sources to monitor 

emissions from such sources, 
(ii) periodic reports on the nature and 

amounts of emissions and emissions-related 

data from such sources, and 
(iii) correlation of such reports by the 

State agency with any emission limitations 
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1 See References in Text note below. 

or standards established pursuant to this 

chapter, which reports shall be available at 

reasonable times for public inspection; 

(G) provide for authority comparable to that 

in section 7603 of this title and adequate con-

tingency plans to implement such authority; 
(H) provide for revision of such plan— 

(i) from time to time as may be necessary 

to take account of revisions of such national 

primary or secondary ambient air quality 

standard or the availability of improved or 

more expeditious methods of attaining such 

standard, and 
(ii) except as provided in paragraph (3)(C), 

whenever the Administrator finds on the 

basis of information available to the Admin-

istrator that the plan is substantially inad-

equate to attain the national ambient air 

quality standard which it implements or to 

otherwise comply with any additional re-

quirements established under this chapter; 

(I) in the case of a plan or plan revision for 

an area designated as a nonattainment area, 

meet the applicable requirements of part D of 

this subchapter (relating to nonattainment 

areas); 
(J) meet the applicable requirements of sec-

tion 7421 of this title (relating to consulta-

tion), section 7427 of this title (relating to pub-

lic notification), and part C of this subchapter 

(relating to prevention of significant deterio-

ration of air quality and visibility protection); 
(K) provide for— 

(i) the performance of such air quality 

modeling as the Administrator may pre-

scribe for the purpose of predicting the ef-

fect on ambient air quality of any emissions 

of any air pollutant for which the Adminis-

trator has established a national ambient 

air quality standard, and 
(ii) the submission, upon request, of data 

related to such air quality modeling to the 

Administrator; 

(L) require the owner or operator of each 

major stationary source to pay to the permit-

ting authority, as a condition of any permit 

required under this chapter, a fee sufficient to 

cover— 
(i) the reasonable costs of reviewing and 

acting upon any application for such a per-

mit, and 
(ii) if the owner or operator receives a per-

mit for such source, the reasonable costs of 

implementing and enforcing the terms and 

conditions of any such permit (not including 

any court costs or other costs associated 

with any enforcement action), 

until such fee requirement is superseded with 

respect to such sources by the Administrator’s 

approval of a fee program under subchapter V 

of this chapter; and 
(M) provide for consultation and participa-

tion by local political subdivisions affected by 

the plan. 

(3)(A) Repealed. Pub. L. 101–549, title I, 

§ 101(d)(1), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2409. 
(B) As soon as practicable, the Administrator 

shall, consistent with the purposes of this chap-

ter and the Energy Supply and Environmental 

Coordination Act of 1974 [15 U.S.C. 791 et seq.], 
review each State’s applicable implementation 
plans and report to the State on whether such 
plans can be revised in relation to fuel burning 
stationary sources (or persons supplying fuel to 
such sources) without interfering with the at-
tainment and maintenance of any national am-
bient air quality standard within the period per-

mitted in this section. If the Administrator de-

termines that any such plan can be revised, he 

shall notify the State that a plan revision may 

be submitted by the State. Any plan revision 

which is submitted by the State shall, after pub-

lic notice and opportunity for public hearing, be 

approved by the Administrator if the revision 

relates only to fuel burning stationary sources 

(or persons supplying fuel to such sources), and 

the plan as revised complies with paragraph (2) 

of this subsection. The Administrator shall ap-

prove or disapprove any revision no later than 

three months after its submission. 
(C) Neither the State, in the case of a plan (or 

portion thereof) approved under this subsection, 

nor the Administrator, in the case of a plan (or 

portion thereof) promulgated under subsection 

(c) of this section, shall be required to revise an 

applicable implementation plan because one or 

more exemptions under section 7418 of this title 

(relating to Federal facilities), enforcement or-

ders under section 7413(d) 1 of this title, suspen-

sions under subsection (f) or (g) of this section 

(relating to temporary energy or economic au-

thority), orders under section 7419 of this title 

(relating to primary nonferrous smelters), or ex-

tensions of compliance in decrees entered under 

section 7413(e) 1 of this title (relating to iron- 

and steel-producing operations) have been grant-

ed, if such plan would have met the require-

ments of this section if no such exemptions, or-

ders, or extensions had been granted. 
(4) Repealed. Pub. L. 101–549, title I, § 101(d)(2), 

Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2409. 
(5)(A)(i) Any State may include in a State im-

plementation plan, but the Administrator may 

not require as a condition of approval of such 

plan under this section, any indirect source re-

view program. The Administrator may approve 

and enforce, as part of an applicable implemen-

tation plan, an indirect source review program 

which the State chooses to adopt and submit as 

part of its plan. 
(ii) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), no 

plan promulgated by the Administrator shall in-

clude any indirect source review program for 

any air quality control region, or portion there-

of. 
(iii) Any State may revise an applicable imple-

mentation plan approved under this subsection 

to suspend or revoke any such program included 

in such plan, provided that such plan meets the 

requirements of this section. 
(B) The Administrator shall have the author-

ity to promulgate, implement and enforce regu-

lations under subsection (c) of this section re-

specting indirect source review programs which 

apply only to federally assisted highways, air-

ports, and other major federally assisted indi-

rect sources and federally owned or operated in-

direct sources. 
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(C) For purposes of this paragraph, the term 

‘‘indirect source’’ means a facility, building, 

structure, installation, real property, road, or 

highway which attracts, or may attract, mobile 

sources of pollution. Such term includes parking 

lots, parking garages, and other facilities sub-

ject to any measure for management of parking 

supply (within the meaning of subsection 

(c)(2)(D)(ii) of this section), including regulation 

of existing off-street parking but such term does 

not include new or existing on-street parking. 

Direct emissions sources or facilities at, within, 

or associated with, any indirect source shall not 

be deemed indirect sources for the purpose of 

this paragraph. 

(D) For purposes of this paragraph the term 

‘‘indirect source review program’’ means the fa-

cility-by-facility review of indirect sources of 

air pollution, including such measures as are 

necessary to assure, or assist in assuring, that a 

new or modified indirect source will not attract 

mobile sources of air pollution, the emissions 

from which would cause or contribute to air pol-

lution concentrations— 

(i) exceeding any national primary ambient 

air quality standard for a mobile source-relat-

ed air pollutant after the primary standard at-

tainment date, or 

(ii) preventing maintenance of any such 

standard after such date. 

(E) For purposes of this paragraph and para-

graph (2)(B), the term ‘‘transportation control 

measure’’ does not include any measure which is 

an ‘‘indirect source review program’’. 

(6) No State plan shall be treated as meeting 

the requirements of this section unless such 

plan provides that in the case of any source 

which uses a supplemental, or intermittent con-

trol system for purposes of meeting the require-

ments of an order under section 7413(d) 1 of this 

title or section 7419 of this title (relating to pri-

mary nonferrous smelter orders), the owner or 

operator of such source may not temporarily re-

duce the pay of any employee by reason of the 

use of such supplemental or intermittent or 

other dispersion dependent control system. 

(b) Extension of period for submission of plans 
The Administrator may, wherever he deter-

mines necessary, extend the period for submis-

sion of any plan or portion thereof which imple-

ments a national secondary ambient air quality 

standard for a period not to exceed 18 months 

from the date otherwise required for submission 

of such plan. 

(c) Preparation and publication by Adminis-
trator of proposed regulations setting forth 
implementation plan; transportation regula-
tions study and report; parking surcharge; 
suspension authority; plan implementation 

(1) The Administrator shall promulgate a Fed-

eral implementation plan at any time within 2 

years after the Administrator— 

(A) finds that a State has failed to make a 

required submission or finds that the plan or 

plan revision submitted by the State does not 

satisfy the minimum criteria established 

under subsection (k)(1)(A) of this section, or 

(B) disapproves a State implementation plan 

submission in whole or in part, 

unless the State corrects the deficiency, and the 

Administrator approves the plan or plan revi-

sion, before the Administrator promulgates such 

Federal implementation plan. 
(2)(A) Repealed. Pub. L. 101–549, title I, 

§ 101(d)(3)(A), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2409. 
(B) No parking surcharge regulation may be 

required by the Administrator under paragraph 

(1) of this subsection as a part of an applicable 

implementation plan. All parking surcharge reg-

ulations previously required by the Adminis-

trator shall be void upon June 22, 1974. This sub-

paragraph shall not prevent the Administrator 

from approving parking surcharges if they are 

adopted and submitted by a State as part of an 

applicable implementation plan. The Adminis-

trator may not condition approval of any imple-

mentation plan submitted by a State on such 

plan’s including a parking surcharge regulation. 
(C) Repealed. Pub. L. 101–549, title I, 

§ 101(d)(3)(B), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2409. 
(D) For purposes of this paragraph— 

(i) The term ‘‘parking surcharge regulation’’ 

means a regulation imposing or requiring the 

imposition of any tax, surcharge, fee, or other 

charge on parking spaces, or any other area 

used for the temporary storage of motor vehi-

cles. 
(ii) The term ‘‘management of parking sup-

ply’’ shall include any requirement providing 

that any new facility containing a given num-

ber of parking spaces shall receive a permit or 

other prior approval, issuance of which is to be 

conditioned on air quality considerations. 
(iii) The term ‘‘preferential bus/carpool 

lane’’ shall include any requirement for the 

setting aside of one or more lanes of a street 

or highway on a permanent or temporary basis 

for the exclusive use of buses or carpools, or 

both. 

(E) No standard, plan, or requirement, relating 

to management of parking supply or pref-

erential bus/carpool lanes shall be promulgated 

after June 22, 1974, by the Administrator pursu-

ant to this section, unless such promulgation 

has been subjected to at least one public hearing 

which has been held in the area affected and for 

which reasonable notice has been given in such 

area. If substantial changes are made following 

public hearings, one or more additional hearings 

shall be held in such area after such notice. 
(3) Upon application of the chief executive of-

ficer of any general purpose unit of local govern-

ment, if the Administrator determines that such 

unit has adequate authority under State or local 

law, the Administrator may delegate to such 

unit the authority to implement and enforce 

within the jurisdiction of such unit any part of 

a plan promulgated under this subsection. Noth-

ing in this paragraph shall prevent the Adminis-

trator from implementing or enforcing any ap-

plicable provision of a plan promulgated under 

this subsection. 
(4) Repealed. Pub. L. 101–549, title I, 

§ 101(d)(3)(C), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2409. 
(5)(A) Any measure in an applicable implemen-

tation plan which requires a toll or other charge 

for the use of a bridge located entirely within 

one city shall be eliminated from such plan by 

the Administrator upon application by the Gov-

ernor of the State, which application shall in-
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2 See References in Text note below. 

clude a certification by the Governor that he 

will revise such plan in accordance with sub-

paragraph (B). 
(B) In the case of any applicable implementa-

tion plan with respect to which a measure has 

been eliminated under subparagraph (A), such 

plan shall, not later than one year after August 

7, 1977, be revised to include comprehensive 

measures to: 
(i) establish, expand, or improve public 

transportation measures to meet basic trans-

portation needs, as expeditiously as is prac-

ticable; and 
(ii) implement transportation control meas-

ures necessary to attain and maintain na-

tional ambient air quality standards, 

and such revised plan shall, for the purpose of 

implementing such comprehensive public trans-

portation measures, include requirements to use 

(insofar as is necessary) Federal grants, State or 

local funds, or any combination of such grants 

and funds as may be consistent with the terms 

of the legislation providing such grants and 

funds. Such measures shall, as a substitute for 

the tolls or charges eliminated under subpara-

graph (A), provide for emissions reductions 

equivalent to the reductions which may reason-

ably be expected to be achieved through the use 

of the tolls or charges eliminated. 
(C) Any revision of an implementation plan for 

purposes of meeting the requirements of sub-

paragraph (B) shall be submitted in coordination 

with any plan revision required under part D of 

this subchapter. 

(d), (e) Repealed. Pub. L. 101–549, title I, 
§ 101(d)(4), (5), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2409 

(f) National or regional energy emergencies; de-
termination by President 

(1) Upon application by the owner or operator 

of a fuel burning stationary source, and after no-

tice and opportunity for public hearing, the 

Governor of the State in which such source is lo-

cated may petition the President to determine 

that a national or regional energy emergency 

exists of such severity that— 
(A) a temporary suspension of any part of 

the applicable implementation plan or of any 

requirement under section 7651j of this title 

(concerning excess emissions penalties or off-

sets) may be necessary, and 
(B) other means of responding to the energy 

emergency may be inadequate. 

Such determination shall not be delegable by 

the President to any other person. If the Presi-

dent determines that a national or regional en-

ergy emergency of such severity exists, a tem-

porary emergency suspension of any part of an 

applicable implementation plan or of any re-

quirement under section 7651j of this title (con-

cerning excess emissions penalties or offsets) 

adopted by the State may be issued by the Gov-

ernor of any State covered by the President’s 

determination under the condition specified in 

paragraph (2) and may take effect immediately. 
(2) A temporary emergency suspension under 

this subsection shall be issued to a source only 

if the Governor of such State finds that— 
(A) there exists in the vicinity of such 

source a temporary energy emergency involv-

ing high levels of unemployment or loss of 

necessary energy supplies for residential 

dwellings; and 

(B) such unemployment or loss can be to-

tally or partially alleviated by such emer-

gency suspension. 

Not more than one such suspension may be is-

sued for any source on the basis of the same set 

of circumstances or on the basis of the same 

emergency. 

(3) A temporary emergency suspension issued 

by a Governor under this subsection shall re-

main in effect for a maximum of four months or 

such lesser period as may be specified in a dis-

approval order of the Administrator, if any. The 

Administrator may disapprove such suspension 

if he determines that it does not meet the re-

quirements of paragraph (2). 

(4) This subsection shall not apply in the case 

of a plan provision or requirement promulgated 

by the Administrator under subsection (c) of 

this section, but in any such case the President 

may grant a temporary emergency suspension 

for a four month period of any such provision or 

requirement if he makes the determinations and 

findings specified in paragraphs (1) and (2). 

(5) The Governor may include in any tem-

porary emergency suspension issued under this 

subsection a provision delaying for a period 

identical to the period of such suspension any 

compliance schedule (or increment of progress) 

to which such source is subject under section 

1857c–10 2 of this title, as in effect before August 

7, 1977, or section 7413(d) 2 of this title, upon a 

finding that such source is unable to comply 

with such schedule (or increment) solely because 

of the conditions on the basis of which a suspen-

sion was issued under this subsection. 

(g) Governor’s authority to issue temporary 
emergency suspensions 

(1) In the case of any State which has adopted 

and submitted to the Administrator a proposed 

plan revision which the State determines— 

(A) meets the requirements of this section, 

and 

(B) is necessary (i) to prevent the closing for 

one year or more of any source of air pollu-

tion, and (ii) to prevent substantial increases 

in unemployment which would result from 

such closing, and 

which the Administrator has not approved or 

disapproved under this section within 12 months 

of submission of the proposed plan revision, the 

Governor may issue a temporary emergency sus-

pension of the part of the applicable implemen-

tation plan for such State which is proposed to 

be revised with respect to such source. The de-

termination under subparagraph (B) may not be 

made with respect to a source which would close 

without regard to whether or not the proposed 

plan revision is approved. 

(2) A temporary emergency suspension issued 

by a Governor under this subsection shall re-

main in effect for a maximum of four months or 

such lesser period as may be specified in a dis-

approval order of the Administrator. The Ad-

ministrator may disapprove such suspension if 
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he determines that it does not meet the require-

ments of this subsection. 

(3) The Governor may include in any tem-

porary emergency suspension issued under this 

subsection a provision delaying for a period 

identical to the period of such suspension any 

compliance schedule (or increment of progress) 

to which such source is subject under section 

1857c–10 2 of this title as in effect before August 

7, 1977, or under section 7413(d) 2 of this title 

upon a finding that such source is unable to 

comply with such schedule (or increment) solely 

because of the conditions on the basis of which 

a suspension was issued under this subsection. 

(h) Publication of comprehensive document for 
each State setting forth requirements of ap-
plicable implementation plan 

(1) Not later than 5 years after November 15, 

1990, and every 3 years thereafter, the Adminis-

trator shall assemble and publish a comprehen-

sive document for each State setting forth all 

requirements of the applicable implementation 

plan for such State and shall publish notice in 

the Federal Register of the availability of such 

documents. 

(2) The Administrator may promulgate such 

regulations as may be reasonably necessary to 

carry out the purpose of this subsection. 

(i) Modification of requirements prohibited 
Except for a primary nonferrous smelter order 

under section 7419 of this title, a suspension 

under subsection (f) or (g) of this section (relat-

ing to emergency suspensions), an exemption 

under section 7418 of this title (relating to cer-

tain Federal facilities), an order under section 

7413(d) 2 of this title (relating to compliance or-

ders), a plan promulgation under subsection (c) 

of this section, or a plan revision under sub-

section (a)(3) of this section; no order, suspen-

sion, plan revision, or other action modifying 

any requirement of an applicable implementa-

tion plan may be taken with respect to any sta-

tionary source by the State or by the Adminis-

trator. 

(j) Technological systems of continuous emission 
reduction on new or modified stationary 
sources; compliance with performance stand-
ards 

As a condition for issuance of any permit re-

quired under this subchapter, the owner or oper-

ator of each new or modified stationary source 

which is required to obtain such a permit must 

show to the satisfaction of the permitting au-

thority that the technological system of contin-

uous emission reduction which is to be used at 

such source will enable it to comply with the 

standards of performance which are to apply to 

such source and that the construction or modi-

fication and operation of such source will be in 

compliance with all other requirements of this 

chapter. 

(k) Environmental Protection Agency action on 
plan submissions 

(1) Completeness of plan submissions 
(A) Completeness criteria 

Within 9 months after November 15, 1990, 

the Administrator shall promulgate mini-

mum criteria that any plan submission must 

meet before the Administrator is required to 

act on such submission under this sub-

section. The criteria shall be limited to the 

information necessary to enable the Admin-

istrator to determine whether the plan sub-

mission complies with the provisions of this 

chapter. 

(B) Completeness finding 
Within 60 days of the Administrator’s re-

ceipt of a plan or plan revision, but no later 

than 6 months after the date, if any, by 

which a State is required to submit the plan 

or revision, the Administrator shall deter-

mine whether the minimum criteria estab-

lished pursuant to subparagraph (A) have 

been met. Any plan or plan revision that a 

State submits to the Administrator, and 

that has not been determined by the Admin-

istrator (by the date 6 months after receipt 

of the submission) to have failed to meet the 

minimum criteria established pursuant to 

subparagraph (A), shall on that date be 

deemed by operation of law to meet such 

minimum criteria. 

(C) Effect of finding of incompleteness 
Where the Administrator determines that 

a plan submission (or part thereof) does not 

meet the minimum criteria established pur-

suant to subparagraph (A), the State shall be 

treated as not having made the submission 

(or, in the Administrator’s discretion, part 

thereof). 

(2) Deadline for action 
Within 12 months of a determination by the 

Administrator (or a determination deemed by 

operation of law) under paragraph (1) that a 

State has submitted a plan or plan revision 

(or, in the Administrator’s discretion, part 

thereof) that meets the minimum criteria es-

tablished pursuant to paragraph (1), if applica-

ble (or, if those criteria are not applicable, 

within 12 months of submission of the plan or 

revision), the Administrator shall act on the 

submission in accordance with paragraph (3). 

(3) Full and partial approval and disapproval 
In the case of any submittal on which the 

Administrator is required to act under para-

graph (2), the Administrator shall approve 

such submittal as a whole if it meets all of the 

applicable requirements of this chapter. If a 

portion of the plan revision meets all the ap-

plicable requirements of this chapter, the Ad-

ministrator may approve the plan revision in 

part and disapprove the plan revision in part. 

The plan revision shall not be treated as meet-

ing the requirements of this chapter until the 

Administrator approves the entire plan revi-

sion as complying with the applicable require-

ments of this chapter. 

(4) Conditional approval 
The Administrator may approve a plan revi-

sion based on a commitment of the State to 

adopt specific enforceable measures by a date 

certain, but not later than 1 year after the 

date of approval of the plan revision. Any such 

conditional approval shall be treated as a dis-

approval if the State fails to comply with such 

commitment. 
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(5) Calls for plan revisions 
Whenever the Administrator finds that the 

applicable implementation plan for any area is 

substantially inadequate to attain or main-

tain the relevant national ambient air quality 

standard, to mitigate adequately the inter-

state pollutant transport described in section 

7506a of this title or section 7511c of this title, 

or to otherwise comply with any requirement 

of this chapter, the Administrator shall re-

quire the State to revise the plan as necessary 

to correct such inadequacies. The Adminis-

trator shall notify the State of the inadequa-

cies, and may establish reasonable deadlines 

(not to exceed 18 months after the date of such 

notice) for the submission of such plan revi-

sions. Such findings and notice shall be public. 

Any finding under this paragraph shall, to the 

extent the Administrator deems appropriate, 

subject the State to the requirements of this 

chapter to which the State was subject when 

it developed and submitted the plan for which 

such finding was made, except that the Ad-

ministrator may adjust any dates applicable 

under such requirements as appropriate (ex-

cept that the Administrator may not adjust 

any attainment date prescribed under part D 

of this subchapter, unless such date has 

elapsed). 

(6) Corrections 
Whenever the Administrator determines 

that the Administrator’s action approving, 

disapproving, or promulgating any plan or 

plan revision (or part thereof), area designa-

tion, redesignation, classification, or reclassi-

fication was in error, the Administrator may 

in the same manner as the approval, dis-

approval, or promulgation revise such action 

as appropriate without requiring any further 

submission from the State. Such determina-

tion and the basis thereof shall be provided to 

the State and public. 

(l) Plan revisions 
Each revision to an implementation plan sub-

mitted by a State under this chapter shall be 

adopted by such State after reasonable notice 

and public hearing. The Administrator shall not 

approve a revision of a plan if the revision would 

interfere with any applicable requirement con-

cerning attainment and reasonable further 

progress (as defined in section 7501 of this title), 

or any other applicable requirement of this 

chapter. 

(m) Sanctions 
The Administrator may apply any of the sanc-

tions listed in section 7509(b) of this title at any 

time (or at any time after) the Administrator 

makes a finding, disapproval, or determination 

under paragraphs (1) through (4), respectively, of 

section 7509(a) of this title in relation to any 

plan or plan item (as that term is defined by the 

Administrator) required under this chapter, 

with respect to any portion of the State the Ad-

ministrator determines reasonable and appro-

priate, for the purpose of ensuring that the re-

quirements of this chapter relating to such plan 

or plan item are met. The Administrator shall, 

by rule, establish criteria for exercising his au-

thority under the previous sentence with respect 

to any deficiency referred to in section 7509(a) of 
this title to ensure that, during the 24-month pe-
riod following the finding, disapproval, or deter-
mination referred to in section 7509(a) of this 
title, such sanctions are not applied on a state-
wide basis where one or more political subdivi-
sions covered by the applicable implementation 
plan are principally responsible for such defi-
ciency. 

(n) Savings clauses 
(1) Existing plan provisions 

Any provision of any applicable implementa-
tion plan that was approved or promulgated by 
the Administrator pursuant to this section as 
in effect before November 15, 1990, shall re-
main in effect as part of such applicable im-
plementation plan, except to the extent that a 
revision to such provision is approved or pro-
mulgated by the Administrator pursuant to 
this chapter. 

(2) Attainment dates 
For any area not designated nonattainment, 

any plan or plan revision submitted or re-
quired to be submitted by a State— 

(A) in response to the promulgation or re-
vision of a national primary ambient air 
quality standard in effect on November 15, 
1990, or 

(B) in response to a finding of substantial 
inadequacy under subsection (a)(2) of this 
section (as in effect immediately before No-
vember 15, 1990), 

shall provide for attainment of the national 
primary ambient air quality standards within 
3 years of November 15, 1990, or within 5 years 
of issuance of such finding of substantial inad-
equacy, whichever is later. 

(3) Retention of construction moratorium in 
certain areas 

In the case of an area to which, immediately 
before November 15, 1990, the prohibition on 
construction or modification of major station-
ary sources prescribed in subsection (a)(2)(I) of 
this section (as in effect immediately before 
November 15, 1990) applied by virtue of a find-

ing of the Administrator that the State con-

taining such area had not submitted an imple-

mentation plan meeting the requirements of 

section 7502(b)(6) of this title (relating to es-

tablishment of a permit program) (as in effect 

immediately before November 15, 1990) or 

7502(a)(1) of this title (to the extent such re-

quirements relate to provision for attainment 

of the primary national ambient air quality 

standard for sulfur oxides by December 31, 

1982) as in effect immediately before November 

15, 1990, no major stationary source of the rel-

evant air pollutant or pollutants shall be con-

structed or modified in such area until the Ad-

ministrator finds that the plan for such area 

meets the applicable requirements of section 

7502(c)(5) of this title (relating to permit pro-

grams) or subpart 5 of part D of this sub-

chapter (relating to attainment of the primary 

national ambient air quality standard for sul-

fur dioxide), respectively. 

(o) Indian tribes 
If an Indian tribe submits an implementation 

plan to the Administrator pursuant to section 
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3 So in original. Probably should be followed by a comma. 

7601(d) of this title, the plan shall be reviewed in 

accordance with the provisions for review set 

forth in this section for State plans, except as 

otherwise provided by regulation promulgated 

pursuant to section 7601(d)(2) of this title. When 

such plan becomes effective in accordance with 

the regulations promulgated under section 

7601(d) of this title, the plan shall become appli-

cable to all areas (except as expressly provided 

otherwise in the plan) located within the exte-

rior boundaries of the reservation, notwith-

standing the issuance of any patent and includ-

ing rights-of-way running through the reserva-

tion. 

(p) Reports 
Any State shall submit, according to such 

schedule as the Administrator may prescribe, 

such reports as the Administrator may require 

relating to emission reductions, vehicle miles 

traveled, congestion levels, and any other infor-

mation the Administrator may deem necessary 

to assess the development 3 effectiveness, need 

for revision, or implementation of any plan or 

plan revision required under this chapter. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, § 110, as added Pub. 

L. 91–604, § 4(a), Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1680; 

amended Pub. L. 93–319, § 4, June 22, 1974, 88 Stat. 

256; Pub. L. 95–95, title I, §§ 107, 108, Aug. 7, 1977, 

91 Stat. 691, 693; Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(1)–(6), Nov. 

16, 1977, 91 Stat. 1399; Pub. L. 97–23, § 3, July 17, 

1981, 95 Stat. 142; Pub. L. 101–549, title I, 

§§ 101(b)–(d), 102(h), 107(c), 108(d), title IV, § 412, 

Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2404–2408, 2422, 2464, 2466, 

2634.) 

REFERENCES IN TEXT 

The Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination 

Act of 1974, referred to in subsec. (a)(3)(B), is Pub. L. 

93–319, June 22, 1974, 88 Stat. 246, as amended, which is 

classified principally to chapter 16C (§ 791 et seq.) of 

Title 15, Commerce and Trade. For complete classifica-

tion of this Act to the Code, see Short Title note set 

out under section 791 of Title 15 and Tables. 
Section 7413 of this title, referred to in subsecs. 

(a)(3)(C), (6), (f)(5), (g)(3), and (i), was amended gener-

ally by Pub. L. 101–549, title VII, § 701, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 

Stat. 2672, and, as so amended, subsecs. (d) and (e) of 

section 7413 no longer relates to final compliance or-

ders and steel industry compliance extension, respec-

tively. 
Section 1857c–10 of this title, as in effect before Au-

gust 7, 1977, referred to in subsecs. (f)(5) and (g)(3), was 

in the original ‘‘section 119, as in effect before the date 

of the enactment of this paragraph’’, meaning section 

119 of act July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, as added June 22, 

1974, Pub. L. 93–319, § 3, 88 Stat. 248, (which was classi-

fied to section 1857c–10 of this title) as in effect prior to 

the enactment of subsecs. (f)(5) and (g)(3) of this section 

by Pub. L. 95–95, § 107, Aug. 7, 1977, 91 Stat. 691, effective 

Aug. 7, 1977. Section 112(b)(1) of Pub. L. 95–95 repealed 

section 119 of act July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, as added 

by Pub. L. 93–319, and provided that all references to 

such section 119 in any subsequent enactment which su-

persedes Pub. L. 93–319 shall be construed to refer to 

section 113(d) of the Clean Air Act and to paragraph (5) 

thereof in particular which is classified to section 

7413(d)(5) of this title. Section 7413 of this title was sub-

sequently amended generally by Pub. L. 101–549, title 

VII, § 701, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2672, see note above. 

Section 117(b) of Pub. L. 95–95 added a new section 119 

of act July 14, 1955, which is classified to section 7419 of 

this title. 

CODIFICATION 

Section was formerly classified to section 1857c–5 of 

this title. 

PRIOR PROVISIONS 

A prior section 110 of act July 14, 1955, was renum-

bered section 117 by Pub. L. 91–604 and is classified to 

section 7417 of this title. 

AMENDMENTS 

1990—Subsec. (a)(1). Pub. L. 101–549, § 101(d)(8), sub-

stituted ‘‘3 years (or such shorter period as the Admin-

istrator may prescribe)’’ for ‘‘nine months’’ in two 

places. 
Subsec. (a)(2). Pub. L. 101–549, § 101(b), amended par. 

(2) generally, substituting present provisions for provi-

sions setting the time within which the Administrator 

was to approve or disapprove a plan or portion thereof 

and listing the conditions under which the plan or por-

tion thereof was to be approved after reasonable notice 

and hearing. 
Subsec. (a)(3)(A). Pub. L. 101–549, § 101(d)(1), struck 

out subpar. (A) which directed Administrator to ap-

prove any revision of an implementation plan if it met 

certain requirements and had been adopted by the 

State after reasonable notice and public hearings. 
Subsec. (a)(3)(D). Pub. L. 101–549, § 101(d)(1), struck 

out subpar. (D) which directed that certain implemen-

tation plans be revised to include comprehensive meas-

ures and requirements. 
Subsec. (a)(4). Pub. L. 101–549, § 101(d)(2), struck out 

par. (4) which set forth requirements for review proce-

dure. 
Subsec. (c)(1). Pub. L. 101–549, § 102(h), amended par. 

(1) generally, substituting present provisions for provi-

sions relating to preparation and publication of regula-

tions setting forth an implementation plan, after op-

portunity for a hearing, upon failure of a State to make 

required submission or revision. 
Subsec. (c)(2)(A). Pub. L. 101–549, § 101(d)(3)(A), struck 

out subpar. (A) which required a study and report on 

necessity of parking surcharge, management of parking 

supply, and preferential bus/carpool lane regulations to 

achieve and maintain national primary ambient air 

quality standards. 
Subsec. (c)(2)(C). Pub. L. 101–549, § 101(d)(3)(B), struck 

out subpar. (C) which authorized suspension of certain 

regulations and requirements relating to management 

of parking supply. 
Subsec. (c)(4). Pub. L. 101–549, § 101(d)(3)(C), struck out 

par. (4) which permitted Governors to temporarily sus-

pend measures in implementation plans relating to ret-

rofits, gas rationing, and reduction of on-street park-

ing. 
Subsec. (c)(5)(B). Pub. L. 101–549, § 101(d)(3)(D), struck 

out ‘‘(including the written evidence required by part 

D),’’ after ‘‘include comprehensive measures’’. 
Subsec. (d). Pub. L. 101–549, § 101(d)(4), struck out sub-

sec. (d) which defined an applicable implementation 

plan for purposes of this chapter. 
Subsec. (e). Pub. L. 101–549, § 101(d)(5), struck out sub-

sec. (e) which permitted an extension of time for at-

tainment of a national primary ambient air quality 

standard. 
Subsec. (f)(1). Pub. L. 101–549, § 412, inserted ‘‘or of any 

requirement under section 7651j of this title (concern-

ing excess emissions penalties or offsets)’’ in subpar. 

(A) and in last sentence. 
Subsec. (g)(1). Pub. L. 101–549, § 101(d)(6), substituted 

‘‘12 months of submission of the proposed plan revi-

sion’’ for ‘‘the required four month period’’ in closing 

provisions. 
Subsec. (h)(1). Pub. L. 101–549, § 101(d)(7), substituted 

‘‘5 years after November 15, 1990, and every three years 

thereafter’’ for ‘‘one year after August 7, 1977, and an-

nually thereafter’’ and struck out at end ‘‘Each such 

document shall be revised as frequently as practicable 

but not less often than annually.’’ 
Subsecs. (k) to (n). Pub. L. 101–549, § 101(c), added sub-

secs. (k) to (n). 
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Subsec. (o). Pub. L. 101–549, § 107(c), added subsec. (o). 
Subsec. (p). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(d), added subsec. (p). 
1981—Subsec. (a)(3)(C). Pub. L. 97–23 inserted ref-

erence to extensions of compliance in decrees entered 

under section 7413(e) of this title (relating to iron- and 

steel-producing operations). 
1977—Subsec. (a)(2)(A). Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(a)(1), sub-

stituted ‘‘(A) except as may be provided in subpara-

graph (I)(i) in the case of a plan’’ for ‘‘(A)(i) in the case 

of a plan’’. 
Subsec. (a)(2)(B). Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(a)(2), substituted 

‘‘transportation controls, air quality maintenance 

plans, and preconstruction review of direct sources of 

air pollution as provided in subparagraph (D)’’ for 

‘‘land use and transportation controls’’. 
Subsec. (a)(2)(D). Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(a)(3), substituted 

‘‘it includes a program to provide for the enforcement 

of emission limitations and regulation of the modifica-

tion, construction, and operation of any stationary 

source, including a permit program as required in parts 

C and D and a permit or equivalent program for any 

major emitting facility, within such region as nec-

essary to assure (i) that national ambient air quality 

standards are achieved and maintained, and (ii) a pro-

cedure’’ for ‘‘it includes a procedure’’. 
Subsec. (a)(2)(E). Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(a)(4), substituted 

‘‘it contains adequate provisions (i) prohibiting any 

stationary source within the State from emitting any 

air pollutant in amounts which will (I) prevent attain-

ment or maintenance by any other State of any such 

national primary or secondary ambient air quality 

standard, or (II) interfere with measures required to be 

included in the applicable implementation plan for any 

other State under part C to prevent significant deterio-

ration of air quality or to protect visibility, and (ii) in-

suring compliance with the requirements of section 

7426 of this title, relating to interstate pollution abate-

ment’’ for ‘‘it contains adequate provisions for inter-

governmental cooperation, including measures nec-

essary to insure that emissions of air pollutants from 

sources located in any air quality control region will 

not interfere with the attainment or maintenance of 

such primary or secondary standard in any portion of 

such region outside of such State or in any other air 

quality control region’’. 
Subsec. (a)(2)(F). Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(a)(5), added cl. 

(vi). 
Subsec. (a)(2)(H). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(1), substituted 

‘‘1977;’’ for ‘‘1977’’. 
Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(a)(6), inserted ‘‘except as provided 

in paragraph (3)(C),’’ after ‘‘or (ii)’’ and ‘‘or to other-

wise comply with any additional requirements estab-

lished under the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977’’ 

after ‘‘to achieve the national ambient air quality pri-

mary or secondary standard which it implements’’. 
Subsec. (a)(2)(I). Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(b), added subpar. 

(I). 
Subsec. (a)(2)(J). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(2), substituted 

‘‘; and’’ for ‘‘, and’’. 
Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(b), added subpar. (J). 
Subsec. (a)(2)(K). Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(b) added subpar. 

(K). 
Subsec. (a)(3)(C). Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(c), added subpar. 

(C). 
Subsec. (a)(3)(D). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(4), added sub-

par. (D). 
Subsec. (a)(5). Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(e), added par. (5). 
Subsec. (a)(5)(D). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(3), struck out 

‘‘preconstruction or premodification’’ before ‘‘review’’. 
Subsec. (a)(6). Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(e), added par. (6). 
Subsec. (c)(1). Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(d)(1), (2), substituted 

‘‘plan which meets the requirements of this section’’ 

for ‘‘plan for any national ambient air quality primary 

or secondary standard within the time prescribed’’ in 

subpar. (A) and, in provisions following subpar. (C), di-

rected that any portion of a plan relating to any meas-

ure described in first sentence of 7421 of this title (re-

lating to consultation) or the consultation process re-

quired under such section 7421 of this title not be re-

quired to be promulgated before the date eight months 

after such date required for submission. 

Subsec. (c)(3) to (5). Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(d)(3), added 

pars. (3) to (5). 
Subsec. (d). Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(f), substituted ‘‘and 

which implements the requirements of this section’’ for 

‘‘and which implements a national primary or second-

ary ambient air quality standard in a State’’. 
Subsec. (f). Pub. L. 95–95, § 107(a), substituted provi-

sions relating to the handling of national or regional 

energy emergencies for provisions relating to the post-

ponement of compliance by stationary sources or class-

es of moving sources with any requirement of applica-

ble implementation plans. 
Subsec. (g). Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(g), added subsec. (g) re-

lating to publication of comprehensive document. 
Pub. L. 95–95, § 107(b), added subsec. (g) relating to 

Governor’s authority to issue temporary emergency 

suspensions. 
Subsec. (h). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(5), redesignated sub-

sec. (g), added by Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(g), as (h). Former 

subsec. (h) redesignated (i). 
Subsec. (i). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(5), redesignated sub-

sec. (h), added by Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(g), as (i). Former 

subsec. (i) redesignated (j) and amended. 
Subsec. (j). Pub. L. 95–190 § 14(a)(5), (6), redesignated 

subsec. (i), added by Pub. L. 95–95, § 108(g), as (j) and in 

subsec. (j) as so redesignated, substituted ‘‘will enable 

such source’’ for ‘‘at such source will enable it’’. 
1974—Subsec. (a)(3). Pub. L. 93–319, § 4(a), designated 

existing provisions as subpar. (A) and added subpar. (B). 
Subsec. (c). Pub. L. 93–319, § 4(b), designated existing 

provisions as par. (1) and existing pars. (1), (2), and (3) 

as subpars. (A), (B), and (C), respectively, of such redes-

ignated par. (1), and added par. (2). 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1977 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 95–95 effective Aug. 7, 1977, ex-

cept as otherwise expressly provided, see section 406(d) 

of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as a note under section 7401 of 

this title. 

PENDING ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS 

Suits, actions, and other proceedings lawfully com-

menced by or against the Administrator or any other 

officer or employee of the United States in his official 

capacity or in relation to the discharge of his official 

duties under act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in 

effect immediately prior to the enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977], not to abate by reason of the taking 

effect of Pub. L. 95–95, see section 406(a) of Pub. L. 

95–95, set out as an Effective Date of 1977 Amendment 

note under section 7401 of this title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF RULES, REGULATIONS, 

ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, CONTRACTS, CERTIFI-

CATIONS, AUTHORIZATIONS, DELEGATIONS, AND OTHER 

ACTIONS 

All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, con-

tracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, or 

other actions duly issued, made, or taken by or pursu-

ant to act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in effect 

immediately prior to the date of enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977] to continue in full force and effect 

until modified or rescinded in accordance with act July 

14, 1955, as amended by Pub. L. 95–95 [this chapter], see 

section 406(b) of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as an Effective 

Date of 1977 Amendment note under section 7401 of this 

title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF IMPLEMENTATION 

PLANS APPROVED AND IN EFFECT PRIOR TO AUG. 7, 

1977 

Nothing in the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 

[Pub. L. 95–95] to affect any requirement of an approved 

implementation plan under this section or any other 

provision in effect under this chapter before Aug. 7, 

1977, until modified or rescinded in accordance with 

this chapter as amended by the Clean Air Act Amend-

ments of 1977, see section 406(c) of Pub. L. 95–95, set out 

as an Effective Date of 1977 Amendment note under sec-

tion 7401 of this title. 
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1 See References in Text note below. 

SAVINGS PROVISION 

Pub. L. 91–604, § 16, Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1713, provided 

that: 

‘‘(a)(1) Any implementation plan adopted by any 

State and submitted to the Secretary of Health, Edu-

cation, and Welfare, or to the Administrator pursuant 

to the Clean Air Act [this chapter] prior to enactment 

of this Act [Dec. 31, 1970] may be approved under sec-

tion 110 of the Clean Air Act [this section] (as amended 

by this Act) [Pub. L. 91–604] and shall remain in effect, 

unless the Administrator determines that such imple-

mentation plan, or any portion thereof, is not consist-

ent with applicable requirements of the Clean Air Act 

[this chapter] (as amended by this Act) and will not 

provide for the attainment of national primary ambi-

ent air quality standards in the time required by such 

Act. If the Administrator so determines, he shall, with-

in 90 days after promulgation of any national ambient 

air quality standards pursuant to section 109(a) of the 

Clean Air Act [section 7409(a) of this title], notify the 

State and specify in what respects changes are needed 

to meet the additional requirements of such Act, in-

cluding requirements to implement national secondary 

ambient air quality standards. If such changes are not 

adopted by the State after public hearings and within 

six months after such notification, the Administrator 

shall promulgate such changes pursuant to section 

110(c) of such Act [subsec. (c) of this section]. 

‘‘(2) The amendments made by section 4(b) [amending 

sections 7403 and 7415 of this title] shall not be con-

strued as repealing or modifying the powers of the Ad-

ministrator with respect to any conference convened 

under section 108(d) of the Clean Air Act [section 7415 

of this title] before the date of enactment of this Act 

[Dec. 31, 1970]. 

‘‘(b) Regulations or standards issued under this title 

II of the Clean Air Act [subchapter II of this chapter] 

prior to the enactment of this Act [Dec. 31, 1970] shall 

continue in effect until revised by the Administrator 

consistent with the purposes of such Act [this chap-

ter].’’ 

FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATOR 

‘‘Federal Energy Administrator’’, for purposes of this 

chapter, to mean Administrator of Federal Energy Ad-

ministration established by Pub. L. 93–275, May 7, 1974, 

88 Stat. 97, which is classified to section 761 et seq. of 

Title 15, Commerce and Trade, but with the term to 

mean any officer of the United States designated as 

such by the President until Federal Energy Adminis-

trator takes office and after Federal Energy Adminis-

tration ceases to exist, see section 798 of Title 15, Com-

merce and Trade. 

Federal Energy Administration terminated and func-

tions vested by law in Administrator thereof trans-

ferred to Secretary of Energy (unless otherwise specifi-

cally provided) by sections 7151(a) and 7293 of this title. 

§ 7411. Standards of performance for new station-
ary sources 

(a) Definitions 
For purposes of this section: 

(1) The term ‘‘standard of performance’’ 

means a standard for emissions of air pollut-

ants which reflects the degree of emission lim-

itation achievable through the application of 

the best system of emission reduction which 

(taking into account the cost of achieving 

such reduction and any nonair quality health 

and environmental impact and energy require-

ments) the Administrator determines has been 

adequately demonstrated. 

(2) The term ‘‘new source’’ means any sta-

tionary source, the construction or modifica-

tion of which is commenced after the publica-

tion of regulations (or, if earlier, proposed reg-

ulations) prescribing a standard of perform-

ance under this section which will be applica-

ble to such source. 
(3) The term ‘‘stationary source’’ means any 

building, structure, facility, or installation 

which emits or may emit any air pollutant. 

Nothing in subchapter II of this chapter relat-

ing to nonroad engines shall be construed to 

apply to stationary internal combustion en-

gines. 
(4) The term ‘‘modification’’ means any 

physical change in, or change in the method of 

operation of, a stationary source which in-

creases the amount of any air pollutant emit-

ted by such source or which results in the 

emission of any air pollutant not previously 

emitted. 
(5) The term ‘‘owner or operator’’ means any 

person who owns, leases, operates, controls, or 

supervises a stationary source. 
(6) The term ‘‘existing source’’ means any 

stationary source other than a new source. 
(7) The term ‘‘technological system of con-

tinuous emission reduction’’ means— 
(A) a technological process for production 

or operation by any source which is inher-

ently low-polluting or nonpolluting, or 
(B) a technological system for continuous 

reduction of the pollution generated by a 

source before such pollution is emitted into 

the ambient air, including precombustion 

cleaning or treatment of fuels. 

(8) A conversion to coal (A) by reason of an 

order under section 2(a) of the Energy Supply 

and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 

[15 U.S.C. 792(a)] or any amendment thereto, 

or any subsequent enactment which super-

sedes such Act [15 U.S.C. 791 et seq.], or (B) 

which qualifies under section 7413(d)(5)(A)(ii) 1 

of this title, shall not be deemed to be a modi-

fication for purposes of paragraphs (2) and (4) 

of this subsection. 

(b) List of categories of stationary sources; 
standards of performance; information on 
pollution control techniques; sources owned 
or operated by United States; particular sys-
tems; revised standards 

(1)(A) The Administrator shall, within 90 days 

after December 31, 1970, publish (and from time 

to time thereafter shall revise) a list of cat-

egories of stationary sources. He shall include a 

category of sources in such list if in his judg-

ment it causes, or contributes significantly to, 

air pollution which may reasonably be antici-

pated to endanger public health or welfare. 
(B) Within one year after the inclusion of a 

category of stationary sources in a list under 

subparagraph (A), the Administrator shall pub-

lish proposed regulations, establishing Federal 

standards of performance for new sources within 

such category. The Administrator shall afford 

interested persons an opportunity for written 

comment on such proposed regulations. After 

considering such comments, he shall promul-

gate, within one year after such publication, 

such standards with such modifications as he 

deems appropriate. The Administrator shall, at 

least every 8 years, review and, if appropriate, 
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revise such standards following the procedure 

required by this subsection for promulgation of 

such standards. Notwithstanding the require-

ments of the previous sentence, the Adminis-

trator need not review any such standard if the 

Administrator determines that such review is 

not appropriate in light of readily available in-

formation on the efficacy of such standard. 

Standards of performance or revisions thereof 

shall become effective upon promulgation. When 

implementation and enforcement of any require-

ment of this chapter indicate that emission lim-

itations and percent reductions beyond those re-

quired by the standards promulgated under this 

section are achieved in practice, the Adminis-

trator shall, when revising standards promul-

gated under this section, consider the emission 

limitations and percent reductions achieved in 

practice. 
(2) The Administrator may distinguish among 

classes, types, and sizes within categories of new 

sources for the purpose of establishing such 

standards. 
(3) The Administrator shall, from time to 

time, issue information on pollution control 

techniques for categories of new sources and air 

pollutants subject to the provisions of this sec-

tion. 
(4) The provisions of this section shall apply to 

any new source owned or operated by the United 

States. 
(5) Except as otherwise authorized under sub-

section (h) of this section, nothing in this sec-

tion shall be construed to require, or to author-

ize the Administrator to require, any new or 

modified source to install and operate any par-

ticular technological system of continuous 

emission reduction to comply with any new 

source standard of performance. 
(6) The revised standards of performance re-

quired by enactment of subsection (a)(1)(A)(i) 

and (ii) 1 of this section shall be promulgated not 

later than one year after August 7, 1977. Any 

new or modified fossil fuel fired stationary 

source which commences construction prior to 

the date of publication of the proposed revised 

standards shall not be required to comply with 

such revised standards. 

(c) State implementation and enforcement of 
standards of performance 

(1) Each State may develop and submit to the 

Administrator a procedure for implementing 

and enforcing standards of performance for new 

sources located in such State. If the Adminis-

trator finds the State procedure is adequate, he 

shall delegate to such State any authority he 

has under this chapter to implement and enforce 

such standards. 
(2) Nothing in this subsection shall prohibit 

the Administrator from enforcing any applicable 

standard of performance under this section. 

(d) Standards of performance for existing 
sources; remaining useful life of source 

(1) The Administrator shall prescribe regula-

tions which shall establish a procedure similar 

to that provided by section 7410 of this title 

under which each State shall submit to the Ad-

ministrator a plan which (A) establishes stand-

ards of performance for any existing source for 

any air pollutant (i) for which air quality cri-

teria have not been issued or which is not in-

cluded on a list published under section 7408(a) 

of this title or emitted from a source category 

which is regulated under section 7412 of this 

title but (ii) to which a standard of performance 

under this section would apply if such existing 

source were a new source, and (B) provides for 

the implementation and enforcement of such 

standards of performance. Regulations of the 

Administrator under this paragraph shall per-

mit the State in applying a standard of perform-

ance to any particular source under a plan sub-

mitted under this paragraph to take into consid-

eration, among other factors, the remaining use-

ful life of the existing source to which such 

standard applies. 
(2) The Administrator shall have the same au-

thority— 
(A) to prescribe a plan for a State in cases 

where the State fails to submit a satisfactory 

plan as he would have under section 7410(c) of 

this title in the case of failure to submit an 

implementation plan, and 
(B) to enforce the provisions of such plan in 

cases where the State fails to enforce them as 

he would have under sections 7413 and 7414 of 

this title with respect to an implementation 

plan. 

In promulgating a standard of performance 

under a plan prescribed under this paragraph, 

the Administrator shall take into consideration, 

among other factors, remaining useful lives of 

the sources in the category of sources to which 

such standard applies. 

(e) Prohibited acts 
After the effective date of standards of per-

formance promulgated under this section, it 

shall be unlawful for any owner or operator of 

any new source to operate such source in viola-

tion of any standard of performance applicable 

to such source. 

(f) New source standards of performance 
(1) For those categories of major stationary 

sources that the Administrator listed under sub-

section (b)(1)(A) of this section before November 

15, 1990, and for which regulations had not been 

proposed by the Administrator by November 15, 

1990, the Administrator shall— 
(A) propose regulations establishing stand-

ards of performance for at least 25 percent of 

such categories of sources within 2 years after 

November 15, 1990; 
(B) propose regulations establishing stand-

ards of performance for at least 50 percent of 

such categories of sources within 4 years after 

November 15, 1990; and 
(C) propose regulations for the remaining 

categories of sources within 6 years after No-

vember 15, 1990. 

(2) In determining priorities for promulgating 

standards for categories of major stationary 

sources for the purpose of paragraph (1), the Ad-

ministrator shall consider— 
(A) the quantity of air pollutant emissions 

which each such category will emit, or will be 

designed to emit; 
(B) the extent to which each such pollutant 

may reasonably be anticipated to endanger 

public health or welfare; and 
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(C) the mobility and competitive nature of 
each such category of sources and the con-
sequent need for nationally applicable new 
source standards of performance. 

(3) Before promulgating any regulations under 
this subsection or listing any category of major 
stationary sources as required under this sub-
section, the Administrator shall consult with 
appropriate representatives of the Governors 
and of State air pollution control agencies. 

(g) Revision of regulations 
(1) Upon application by the Governor of a 

State showing that the Administrator has failed 
to specify in regulations under subsection (f)(1) 
of this section any category of major stationary 
sources required to be specified under such regu-
lations, the Administrator shall revise such reg-
ulations to specify any such category. 

(2) Upon application of the Governor of a 
State, showing that any category of stationary 
sources which is not included in the list under 
subsection (b)(1)(A) of this section contributes 
significantly to air pollution which may reason-

ably be anticipated to endanger public health or 

welfare (notwithstanding that such category is 

not a category of major stationary sources), the 

Administrator shall revise such regulations to 

specify such category of stationary sources. 
(3) Upon application of the Governor of a State 

showing that the Administrator has failed to 

apply properly the criteria required to be con-

sidered under subsection (f)(2) of this section, 

the Administrator shall revise the list under 

subsection (b)(1)(A) of this section to apply prop-

erly such criteria. 
(4) Upon application of the Governor of a State 

showing that— 
(A) a new, innovative, or improved tech-

nology or process which achieves greater con-

tinuous emission reduction has been ade-

quately demonstrated for any category of sta-

tionary sources, and 
(B) as a result of such technology or process, 

the new source standard of performance in ef-

fect under this section for such category no 

longer reflects the greatest degree of emission 

limitation achievable through application of 

the best technological system of continuous 

emission reduction which (taking into consid-

eration the cost of achieving such emission re-

duction, and any non-air quality health and 

environmental impact and energy require-

ments) has been adequately demonstrated, 

the Administrator shall revise such standard of 

performance for such category accordingly. 
(5) Unless later deadlines for action of the Ad-

ministrator are otherwise prescribed under this 

section, the Administrator shall, not later than 

three months following the date of receipt of 

any application by a Governor of a State, ei-

ther— 
(A) find that such application does not con-

tain the requisite showing and deny such ap-

plication, or 
(B) grant such application and take the ac-

tion required under this subsection. 

(6) Before taking any action required by sub-

section (f) of this section or by this subsection, 

the Administrator shall provide notice and op-

portunity for public hearing. 

(h) Design, equipment, work practice, or oper-
ational standard; alternative emission limita-
tion 

(1) For purposes of this section, if in the judg-

ment of the Administrator, it is not feasible to 

prescribe or enforce a standard of performance, 

he may instead promulgate a design, equipment, 

work practice, or operational standard, or com-

bination thereof, which reflects the best techno-

logical system of continuous emission reduction 

which (taking into consideration the cost of 

achieving such emission reduction, and any non- 

air quality health and environmental impact 

and energy requirements) the Administrator de-

termines has been adequately demonstrated. In 

the event the Administrator promulgates a de-

sign or equipment standard under this sub-

section, he shall include as part of such standard 

such requirements as will assure the proper op-

eration and maintenance of any such element of 

design or equipment. 

(2) For the purpose of this subsection, the 

phrase ‘‘not feasible to prescribe or enforce a 

standard of performance’’ means any situation 

in which the Administrator determines that (A) 

a pollutant or pollutants cannot be emitted 

through a conveyance designed and constructed 

to emit or capture such pollutant, or that any 

requirement for, or use of, such a conveyance 

would be inconsistent with any Federal, State, 

or local law, or (B) the application of measure-

ment methodology to a particular class of 

sources is not practicable due to technological 

or economic limitations. 

(3) If after notice and opportunity for public 

hearing, any person establishes to the satisfac-

tion of the Administrator that an alternative 

means of emission limitation will achieve a re-

duction in emissions of any air pollutant at 

least equivalent to the reduction in emissions of 

such air pollutant achieved under the require-

ments of paragraph (1), the Administrator shall 

permit the use of such alternative by the source 

for purposes of compliance with this section 

with respect to such pollutant. 

(4) Any standard promulgated under paragraph 

(1) shall be promulgated in terms of standard of 

performance whenever it becomes feasible to 

promulgate and enforce such standard in such 

terms. 

(5) Any design, equipment, work practice, or 

operational standard, or any combination there-

of, described in this subsection shall be treated 

as a standard of performance for purposes of the 

provisions of this chapter (other than the provi-

sions of subsection (a) of this section and this 

subsection). 

(i) Country elevators 
Any regulations promulgated by the Adminis-

trator under this section applicable to grain ele-

vators shall not apply to country elevators (as 

defined by the Administrator) which have a 

storage capacity of less than two million five 

hundred thousand bushels. 

(j) Innovative technological systems of continu-
ous emission reduction 

(1)(A) Any person proposing to own or operate 

a new source may request the Administrator for 

one or more waivers from the requirements of 
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this section for such source or any portion 
thereof with respect to any air pollutant to en-
courage the use of an innovative technological 
system or systems of continuous emission re-
duction. The Administrator may, with the con-
sent of the Governor of the State in which the 
source is to be located, grant a waiver under this 
paragraph, if the Administrator determines 
after notice and opportunity for public hearing, 
that— 

(i) the proposed system or systems have not 
been adequately demonstrated, 

(ii) the proposed system or systems will op-
erate effectively and there is a substantial 
likelihood that such system or systems will 
achieve greater continuous emission reduction 
than that required to be achieved under the 
standards of performance which would other-
wise apply, or achieve at least an equivalent 
reduction at lower cost in terms of energy, 
economic, or nonair quality environmental 
impact, 

(iii) the owner or operator of the proposed 
source has demonstrated to the satisfaction of 
the Administrator that the proposed system 
will not cause or contribute to an unreason-
able risk to public health, welfare, or safety in 
its operation, function, or malfunction, and 

(iv) the granting of such waiver is consistent 
with the requirements of subparagraph (C). 

In making any determination under clause (ii), 
the Administrator shall take into account any 
previous failure of such system or systems to 
operate effectively or to meet any requirement 
of the new source performance standards. In de-
termining whether an unreasonable risk exists 
under clause (iii), the Administrator shall con-
sider, among other factors, whether and to what 
extent the use of the proposed technological sys-
tem will cause, increase, reduce, or eliminate 
emissions of any unregulated pollutants; avail-
able methods for reducing or eliminating any 
risk to public health, welfare, or safety which 
may be associated with the use of such system; 
and the availability of other technological sys-
tems which may be used to conform to standards 
under this section without causing or contribut-
ing to such unreasonable risk. The Adminis-
trator may conduct such tests and may require 
the owner or operator of the proposed source to 
conduct such tests and provide such information 
as is necessary to carry out clause (iii) of this 
subparagraph. Such requirements shall include a 
requirement for prompt reporting of the emis-

sion of any unregulated pollutant from a system 

if such pollutant was not emitted, or was emit-

ted in significantly lesser amounts without use 

of such system. 
(B) A waiver under this paragraph shall be 

granted on such terms and conditions as the Ad-

ministrator determines to be necessary to as-

sure— 
(i) emissions from the source will not pre-

vent attainment and maintenance of any na-

tional ambient air quality standards, and 
(ii) proper functioning of the technological 

system or systems authorized. 

Any such term or condition shall be treated as 

a standard of performance for the purposes of 

subsection (e) of this section and section 7413 of 

this title. 

(C) The number of waivers granted under this 

paragraph with respect to a proposed techno-

logical system of continuous emission reduction 

shall not exceed such number as the Adminis-

trator finds necessary to ascertain whether or 

not such system will achieve the conditions 

specified in clauses (ii) and (iii) of subparagraph 

(A). 
(D) A waiver under this paragraph shall extend 

to the sooner of— 
(i) the date determined by the Adminis-

trator, after consultation with the owner or 

operator of the source, taking into consider-

ation the design, installation, and capital cost 

of the technological system or systems being 

used, or 
(ii) the date on which the Administrator de-

termines that such system has failed to— 
(I) achieve at least an equivalent continu-

ous emission reduction to that required to 

be achieved under the standards of perform-

ance which would otherwise apply, or 
(II) comply with the condition specified in 

paragraph (1)(A)(iii), 

and that such failure cannot be corrected. 

(E) In carrying out subparagraph (D)(i), the 

Administrator shall not permit any waiver for a 

source or portion thereof to extend beyond the 

date— 
(i) seven years after the date on which any 

waiver is granted to such source or portion 

thereof, or 
(ii) four years after the date on which such 

source or portion thereof commences oper-

ation, 

whichever is earlier. 
(F) No waiver under this subsection shall 

apply to any portion of a source other than the 

portion on which the innovative technological 

system or systems of continuous emission re-

duction is used. 
(2)(A) If a waiver under paragraph (1) is termi-

nated under clause (ii) of paragraph (1)(D), the 

Administrator shall grant an extension of the 

requirements of this section for such source for 

such minimum period as may be necessary to 

comply with the applicable standard of perform-

ance under this section. Such period shall not 

extend beyond the date three years from the 

time such waiver is terminated. 
(B) An extension granted under this paragraph 

shall set forth emission limits and a compliance 

schedule containing increments of progress 

which require compliance with the applicable 

standards of performance as expeditiously as 

practicable and include such measures as are 

necessary and practicable in the interim to min-

imize emissions. Such schedule shall be treated 

as a standard of performance for purposes of 

subsection (e) of this section and section 7413 of 

this title. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, § 111, as added Pub. 

L. 91–604, § 4(a), Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1683; 

amended Pub. L. 92–157, title III, § 302(f), Nov. 18, 

1971, 85 Stat. 464; Pub. L. 95–95, title I, 

§ 109(a)–(d)(1), (e), (f), title IV, § 401(b), Aug. 7, 

1977, 91 Stat. 697–703, 791; Pub. L. 95–190, 

§ 14(a)(7)–(9), Nov. 16, 1977, 91 Stat. 1399; Pub. L. 

95–623, § 13(a), Nov. 9, 1978, 92 Stat. 3457; Pub. L. 
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101–549, title I, § 108(e)–(g), title III, § 302(a), (b), 

title IV, § 403(a), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2467, 2574, 

2631.) 

REFERENCES IN TEXT 

Such Act, referred to in subsec. (a)(8), means Pub. L. 

93–319, June 22, 1974, 88 Stat. 246, as amended, known as 

the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination 

Act of 1974, which is classified principally to chapter 

16C (§ 791 et seq.) of Title 15, Commerce and Trade. For 

complete classification of this Act to the Code, see 

Short Title note set out under section 791 of Title 15 

and Tables. 
Section 7413 of this title, referred to in subsec. (a)(8), 

was amended generally by Pub. L. 101–549, title VII, 

§ 701, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2672, and, as so amended, 

subsec. (d) of section 7413 no longer relates to final 

compliance orders. 
Subsection (a)(1) of this section, referred to in subsec. 

(b)(6), was amended generally by Pub. L. 101–549, title 

VII, § 403(a), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2631, and, as so 

amended, no longer contains subpars. 

CODIFICATION 

Section was formerly classified to section 1857c–6 of 

this title. 

PRIOR PROVISIONS 

A prior section 111 of act July 14, 1955, was renum-

bered section 118 by Pub. L. 91–604 and is classified to 

section 7418 of this title. 

AMENDMENTS 

1990—Subsec. (a)(1). Pub. L. 101–549, § 403(a), amended 

par. (1) generally, substituting provisions defining 

‘‘standard of performance’’ with respect to any air pol-

lutant for provisions defining such term with respect to 

subsec. (b) fossil fuel fired and other stationary sources 

and subsec. (d) particular sources. 

Subsec. (a)(3). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(f), inserted at end 

‘‘Nothing in subchapter II of this chapter relating to 

nonroad engines shall be construed to apply to station-

ary internal combustion engines.’’ 

Subsec. (b)(1)(B). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(e)(1), sub-

stituted ‘‘Within one year’’ for ‘‘Within 120 days’’, 

‘‘within one year’’ for ‘‘within 90 days’’, and ‘‘every 8 

years’’ for ‘‘every four years’’, inserted before last sen-

tence ‘‘Notwithstanding the requirements of the pre-

vious sentence, the Administrator need not review any 

such standard if the Administrator determines that 

such review is not appropriate in light of readily avail-

able information on the efficacy of such standard.’’, 

and inserted at end ‘‘When implementation and en-

forcement of any requirement of this chapter indicate 

that emission limitations and percent reductions be-

yond those required by the standards promulgated 

under this section are achieved in practice, the Admin-

istrator shall, when revising standards promulgated 

under this section, consider the emission limitations 

and percent reductions achieved in practice.’’ 

Subsec. (d)(1)(A)(i). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(a), which di-

rected the substitution of ‘‘7412(b)’’ for ‘‘7412(b)(1)(A)’’, 

could not be executed, because of the prior amendment 

by Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(g), see below. 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(g), substituted ‘‘or emitted from 

a source category which is regulated under section 7412 

of this title’’ for ‘‘or 7412(b)(1)(A)’’. 

Subsec. (f)(1). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(e)(2), amended par. 

(1) generally, substituting present provisions for provi-

sions requiring the Administrator to promulgate regu-

lations listing the categories of major stationary 

sources not on the required list by Aug. 7, 1977, and reg-

ulations establishing standards of performance for such 

categories. 

Subsec. (g)(5) to (8). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(b), redesig-

nated par. (7) as (5) and struck out ‘‘or section 7412 of 

this title’’ after ‘‘this section’’, redesignated par. (8) as 

(6), and struck out former pars. (5) and (6) which read 

as follows: 

‘‘(5) Upon application by the Governor of a State 

showing that the Administrator has failed to list any 

air pollutant which causes, or contributes to, air pollu-

tion which may reasonably be anticipated to result in 

an increase in mortality or an increase in serious irre-

versible, or incapacitating reversible, illness as a haz-

ardous air pollutant under section 7412 of this title the 

Administrator shall revise the list of hazardous air pol-

lutants under such section to include such pollutant. 
‘‘(6) Upon application by the Governor of a State 

showing that any category of stationary sources of a 

hazardous air pollutant listed under section 7412 of this 

title is not subject to emission standards under such 

section, the Administrator shall propose and promul-

gate such emission standards applicable to such cat-

egory of sources.’’ 
1978—Subsecs. (d)(1)(A)(ii), (g)(4)(B). Pub. L. 95–623, 

§ 13(a)(2), substituted ‘‘under this section’’ for ‘‘under 

subsection (b) of this section’’. 
Subsec. (h)(5). Pub. L. 95–623, § 13(a)(1), added par. (5). 
Subsec. (j). Pub. L. 95–623, § 13(a)(3), substituted in 

pars. (1)(A) and (2)(A) ‘‘standards under this section’’ 

and ‘‘under this section’’ for ‘‘standards under sub-

section (b) of this section’’ and ‘‘under subsection (b) of 

this section’’, respectively. 
1977—Subsec. (a)(1). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(c)(1)(A), added 

subpars. (A), (B), and (C), substituted ‘‘For the purpose 

of subparagraphs (A)(i) and (ii) and (B), a standard of 

performance shall reflect’’ for ‘‘a standard for emis-

sions of air pollutants which reflects’’, ‘‘and the per-

centage reduction achievable’’ for ‘‘achievable’’, and 

‘‘technological system of continuous emission reduc-

tion which (taking into consideration the cost of 

achieving such emission reduction, and any nonair 

quality health and environment impact and energy re-

quirements)’’ for ‘‘system of emission reduction which 

(taking into account the cost of achieving such reduc-

tion)’’ in existing provisions, and inserted provision 

that, for the purpose of subparagraph (1)(A)(ii), any 

cleaning of the fuel or reduction in the pollution char-

acteristics of the fuel after extraction and prior to 

combustion may be credited, as determined under regu-

lations promulgated by the Administrator, to a source 

which burns such fuel. 
Subsec. (a)(7). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(c)(1)(B), added par. 

(7) defining ‘‘technological system of continuous emis-

sion reduction’’. 
Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(f), added par. (7) directing that 

under certain circumstances a conversion to coal not 

be deemed a modification for purposes of pars. (2) and 

(4). 
Subsec. (a)(7), (8). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(7), redesig-

nated second par. (7) as (8). 
Subsec. (b)(1)(A). Pub. L. 95–95, § 401(b), substituted 

‘‘such list if in his judgment it causes, or contributes 

significantly to, air pollution which may reasonably be 

anticipated to endanger’’ for ‘‘such list if he determines 

it may contribute significantly to air pollution which 

causes or contributes to the endangerment of’’. 
Subsec. (b)(1)(B). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(c)(2), substituted 

‘‘shall, at least every four years, review and, if appro-

priate,’’ for ‘‘may, from time to time,’’. 
Subsec. (b)(5), (6). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(c)(3), added pars. 

(5) and (6). 
Subsec. (c)(1). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(d)(1), struck out 

‘‘(except with respect to new sources owned or operated 

by the United States)’’ after ‘‘implement and enforce 

such standards’’. 
Subsec. (d)(1). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(b)(1), substituted 

‘‘standards of performance’’ for ‘‘emission standards’’ 

and inserted provisions directing that regulations of 

the Administrator permit the State, in applying a 

standard of performance to any particular source under 

a submitted plan, to take into consideration, among 

other factors, the remaining useful life of the existing 

source to which the standard applies. 
Subsec. (d)(2). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(b)(2), provided that, 

in promulgating a standard of performance under a 

plan, the Administrator take into consideration, 

among other factors, the remaining useful lives of the 
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sources in the category of sources to which the stand-

ard applies. 

Subsecs. (f) to (i). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(a), added sub-

secs. (f) to (i). 

Subsecs. (j), (k). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(8), (9), redesig-

nated subsec. (k) as (j) and, as so redesignated, sub-

stituted ‘‘(B)’’ for ‘‘(8)’’ as designation for second sub-

par. in par. (2). Former subsec. (j), added by Pub. L. 

95–95, § 109(e), which related to compliance with applica-

ble standards of performance, was struck out. 

Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(e), added subsec. (k). 

1971—Subsec. (b)(1)(B). Pub. L. 92–157 substituted in 

first sentence ‘‘publish proposed’’ for ‘‘propose’’. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1977 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 95–95 effective Aug. 7, 1977, ex-

cept as otherwise expressly provided, see section 406(d) 

of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as a note under section 7401 of 

this title. 

REGULATIONS 

Pub. L. 101–549, title IV, § 403(b), (c), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 

Stat. 2631, provided that: 

‘‘(b) REVISED REGULATIONS.—Not later than three 

years after the date of enactment of the Clean Air Act 

Amendments of 1990 [Nov. 15, 1990], the Administrator 

shall promulgate revised regulations for standards of 

performance for new fossil fuel fired electric utility 

units commencing construction after the date on which 

such regulations are proposed that, at a minimum, re-

quire any source subject to such revised standards to 

emit sulfur dioxide at a rate not greater than would 

have resulted from compliance by such source with the 

applicable standards of performance under this section 

[amending sections 7411 and 7479 of this title] prior to 

such revision. 

‘‘(c) APPLICABILITY.—The provisions of subsections (a) 

[amending this section] and (b) apply only so long as 

the provisions of section 403(e) of the Clean Air Act [42 

U.S.C. 7651b(e)] remain in effect.’’ 

TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS 

Enforcement functions of Administrator or other offi-

cial in Environmental Protection Agency related to 

compliance with new source performance standards 

under this section with respect to pre-construction, 

construction, and initial operation of transportation 

system for Canadian and Alaskan natural gas trans-

ferred to Federal Inspector, Office of Federal Inspector 

for the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System, 

until first anniversary of date of initial operation of 

Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System, see Reorg. 

Plan No. 1 of 1979, eff. July 1, 1979, §§ 102(a), 203(a), 44 

F.R. 33663, 33666, 93 Stat. 1373, 1376, set out in the Ap-

pendix to Title 5, Government Organization and Em-

ployees. Office of Federal Inspector for the Alaska Nat-

ural Gas Transportation System abolished and func-

tions and authority vested in Inspector transferred to 

Secretary of Energy by section 3012(b) of Pub. L. 

102–486, set out as an Abolition of Office of Federal In-

spector note under section 719e of Title 15, Commerce 

and Trade. Functions and authority vested in Sec-

retary of Energy subsequently transferred to Federal 

Coordinator for Alaska Natural Gas Transportation 

Projects by section 720d(f) of Title 15. 

PENDING ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS 

Suits, actions, and other proceedings lawfully com-

menced by or against the Administrator or any other 

officer or employee of the United States in his official 

capacity or in relation to the discharge of his official 

duties under act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in 

effect immediately prior to the enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977], not to abate by reason of the taking 

effect of Pub. L. 95–95, see section 406(a) of Pub. L. 

95–95, set out as an Effective Date of 1977 Amendment 

note under section 7401 of this title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF RULES, REGULATIONS, 

ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, CONTRACTS, CERTIFI-

CATIONS, AUTHORIZATIONS, DELEGATIONS, AND OTHER 

ACTIONS 

All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, con-

tracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, or 

other actions duly issued, made, or taken by or pursu-

ant to act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in effect 

immediately prior to the date of enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977] to continue in full force and effect 

until modified or rescinded in accordance with act July 

14, 1955, as amended by Pub. L. 95–95 [this chapter], see 

section 406(b) of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as an Effective 

Date of 1977 Amendment note under section 7401 of this 

title. 

POWER SECTOR CARBON POLLUTION STANDARDS 

Memorandum of President of the United States, June 

25, 2013, 78 F.R. 39535, provided: 

Memorandum for the Administrator of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency 

With every passing day, the urgency of addressing cli-

mate change intensifies. I made clear in my State of 

the Union address that my Administration is commit-

ted to reducing carbon pollution that causes climate 

change, preparing our communities for the conse-

quences of climate change, and speeding the transition 

to more sustainable sources of energy. 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has al-

ready undertaken such action with regard to carbon 

pollution from the transportation sector, issuing Clean 

Air Act standards limiting the greenhouse gas emis-

sions of new cars and light trucks through 2025 and 

heavy duty trucks through 2018. The EPA standards 

were promulgated in conjunction with the Department 

of Transportation, which, at the same time, established 

fuel efficiency standards for cars and trucks as part of 

a harmonized national program. Both agencies engaged 

constructively with auto manufacturers, labor unions, 

States, and other stakeholders, and the resulting 

standards have received broad support. These standards 

will reduce the Nation’s carbon pollution and depend-

ence on oil, and also lead to greater innovation, eco-

nomic growth, and cost savings for American families. 

The United States now has the opportunity to ad-

dress carbon pollution from the power sector, which 

produces nearly 40 percent of such pollution. As a coun-

try, we can continue our progress in reducing power 

plant pollution, thereby improving public health and 

protecting the environment, while supplying the reli-

able, affordable power needed for economic growth and 

advancing cleaner energy technologies, such as effi-

cient natural gas, nuclear power, renewables such as 

wind and solar energy, and clean coal technology. 

Investments in these technologies will also strength-

en our economy, as the clean and efficient production 

and use of electricity will ensure that it remains reli-

able and affordable for American businesses and fami-

lies. 

By the authority vested in me as President by the 

Constitution and the laws of the United States of 

America, and in order to reduce power plant carbon 

pollution, building on actions already underway in 

States and the power sector, I hereby direct the follow-

ing: 

SECTION 1. Flexible Carbon Pollution Standards for 

Power Plants. (a) Carbon Pollution Standards for Fu-

ture Power Plants. On April 13, 2012, the EPA published 

a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking entitled ‘‘Standards 

of Performance for Greenhouse Gas Emissions for New 

Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Generating 

Units,’’ 77 Fed. Reg. 22392. In light of the information 

conveyed in more than two million comments on that 

proposal and ongoing developments in the industry, 

you have indicated EPA’s intention to issue a new pro-

posal. I therefore direct you to issue a new proposal by 
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no later than September 20, 2013. I further direct you to 

issue a final rule in a timely fashion after considering 

all public comments, as appropriate. 

(b) Carbon Pollution Regulation for Modified, Recon-

structed, and Existing Power Plants. To ensure continued 

progress in reducing harmful carbon pollution, I direct 

you to use your authority under sections 111(b) and 

111(d) of the Clean Air Act to issue standards, regula-

tions, or guidelines, as appropriate, that address carbon 

pollution from modified, reconstructed, and existing 

power plants and build on State efforts to move toward 

a cleaner power sector. In addition, I request that you: 

(i) issue proposed carbon pollution standards, regula-

tions, or guidelines, as appropriate, for modified, recon-

structed, and existing power plants by no later than 

June 1, 2014; 

(ii) issue final standards, regulations, or guidelines, 

as appropriate, for modified, reconstructed, and exist-

ing power plants by no later than June 1, 2015; and 

(iii) include in the guidelines addressing existing 

power plants a requirement that States submit to EPA 

the implementation plans required under section 111(d) 

of the Clean Air Act and its implementing regulations 

by no later than June 30, 2016. 

(c) Development of Standards, Regulations, or Guidelines 

for Power Plants. In developing standards, regulations, 

or guidelines pursuant to subsection (b) of this section, 

and consistent with Executive Orders 12866 of Septem-

ber 30, 1993, as amended, and 13563 of January 18, 2011, 

you shall ensure, to the greatest extent possible, that 

you: 

(i) launch this effort through direct engagement with 

States, as they will play a central role in establishing 

and implementing standards for existing power plants, 

and, at the same time, with leaders in the power sector, 

labor leaders, non-governmental organizations, other 

experts, tribal officials, other stakeholders, and mem-

bers of the public, on issues informing the design of the 

program; 

(ii) consistent with achieving regulatory objectives 

and taking into account other relevant environmental 

regulations and policies that affect the power sector, 

tailor regulations and guidelines to reduce costs; 

(iii) develop approaches that allow the use of market- 

based instruments, performance standards, and other 

regulatory flexibilities; 

(iv) ensure that the standards enable continued reli-

ance on a range of energy sources and technologies; 

(v) ensure that the standards are developed and im-

plemented in a manner consistent with the continued 

provision of reliable and affordable electric power for 

consumers and businesses; and 

(vi) work with the Department of Energy and other 

Federal and State agencies to promote the reliable and 

affordable provision of electric power through the con-

tinued development and deployment of cleaner tech-

nologies and by increasing energy efficiency, including 

through stronger appliance efficiency standards and 

other measures. 

SEC. 2. General Provisions. (a) This memorandum shall 

be implemented consistent with applicable law, includ-

ing international trade obligations, and subject to the 

availability of appropriations. 

(b) Nothing in this memorandum shall be construed 

to impair or otherwise affect: 

(i) the authority granted by law to a department, 

agency, or the head thereof; or 

(ii) the functions of the Director of the Office of Man-

agement and Budget relating to budgetary, administra-

tive, or legislative proposals. 

(c) This memorandum is not intended to, and does 

not, create any right or benefit, substantive or proce-

dural, enforceable at law or in equity by any party 

against the United States, its departments, agencies, or 

entities, its officers, employees, or agents, or any other 

person. 

(d) You are hereby authorized and directed to publish 

this memorandum in the Federal Register. 

BARACK OBAMA. 

§ 7412. Hazardous air pollutants 

(a) Definitions 
For purposes of this section, except subsection 

(r) of this section— 

(1) Major source 
The term ‘‘major source’’ means any sta-

tionary source or group of stationary sources 

located within a contiguous area and under 

common control that emits or has the poten-

tial to emit considering controls, in the aggre-

gate, 10 tons per year or more of any hazard-

ous air pollutant or 25 tons per year or more 

of any combination of hazardous air pollut-

ants. The Administrator may establish a less-

er quantity, or in the case of radionuclides dif-

ferent criteria, for a major source than that 

specified in the previous sentence, on the basis 

of the potency of the air pollutant, persist-

ence, potential for bioaccumulation, other 

characteristics of the air pollutant, or other 

relevant factors. 

(2) Area source 
The term ‘‘area source’’ means any station-

ary source of hazardous air pollutants that is 

not a major source. For purposes of this sec-

tion, the term ‘‘area source’’ shall not include 

motor vehicles or nonroad vehicles subject to 

regulation under subchapter II of this chapter. 

(3) Stationary source 
The term ‘‘stationary source’’ shall have the 

same meaning as such term has under section 

7411(a) of this title. 

(4) New source 
The term ‘‘new source’’ means a stationary 

source the construction or reconstruction of 

which is commenced after the Administrator 

first proposes regulations under this section 

establishing an emission standard applicable 

to such source. 

(5) Modification 
The term ‘‘modification’’ means any phys-

ical change in, or change in the method of op-

eration of, a major source which increases the 

actual emissions of any hazardous air pollut-

ant emitted by such source by more than a de 

minimis amount or which results in the emis-

sion of any hazardous air pollutant not pre-

viously emitted by more than a de minimis 

amount. 

(6) Hazardous air pollutant 
The term ‘‘hazardous air pollutant’’ means 

any air pollutant listed pursuant to subsection 

(b) of this section. 

(7) Adverse environmental effect 
The term ‘‘adverse environmental effect’’ 

means any significant and widespread adverse 

effect, which may reasonably be anticipated, 

to wildlife, aquatic life, or other natural re-

sources, including adverse impacts on popu-

lations of endangered or threatened species or 

significant degradation of environmental qual-

ity over broad areas. 

(8) Electric utility steam generating unit 
The term ‘‘electric utility steam generating 

unit’’ means any fossil fuel fired combustion 
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1 See References in Text note below. 

unit of more than 25 megawatts that serves a 

generator that produces electricity for sale. A 

unit that cogenerates steam and electricity 

and supplies more than one-third of its poten-

tial electric output capacity and more than 25 

megawatts electrical output to any utility 

power distribution system for sale shall be 

considered an electric utility steam generat-

ing unit. 

(9) Owner or operator 
The term ‘‘owner or operator’’ means any 

person who owns, leases, operates, controls, or 

supervises a stationary source. 

(10) Existing source 
The term ‘‘existing source’’ means any sta-

tionary source other than a new source. 

(11) Carcinogenic effect 
Unless revised, the term ‘‘carcinogenic ef-

fect’’ shall have the meaning provided by the 

Administrator under Guidelines for Carcino-

genic Risk Assessment as of the date of enact-

ment.1 Any revisions in the existing Guide-

lines shall be subject to notice and oppor-

tunity for comment. 

(b) List of pollutants 
(1) Initial list 

The Congress establishes for purposes of this 

section a list of hazardous air pollutants as 

follows: 

CAS 
number 

Chemical name 

75070 Acetaldehyde 

60355 Acetamide 

75058 Acetonitrile 

98862 Acetophenone 

53963 2-Acetylaminofluorene 

107028 Acrolein 

79061 Acrylamide 

79107 Acrylic acid 

107131 Acrylonitrile 

107051 Allyl chloride 

92671 4-Aminobiphenyl 

62533 Aniline 

90040 o-Anisidine 

1332214 Asbestos 

71432 Benzene (including benzene from gasoline) 

92875 Benzidine 

98077 Benzotrichloride 

100447 Benzyl chloride 

92524 Biphenyl 

117817 Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP) 

542881 Bis(chloromethyl)ether 

75252 Bromoform 

106990 1,3-Butadiene 

156627 Calcium cyanamide 

105602 Caprolactam 

133062 Captan 

63252 Carbaryl 

75150 Carbon disulfide 

56235 Carbon tetrachloride 

463581 Carbonyl sulfide 

120809 Catechol 

133904 Chloramben 

57749 Chlordane 

7782505 Chlorine 

79118 Chloroacetic acid 

532274 2-Chloroacetophenone 

108907 Chlorobenzene 

510156 Chlorobenzilate 

CAS 
number 

Chemical name 

67663 Chloroform 

107302 Chloromethyl methyl ether 

126998 Chloroprene 

1319773 Cresols/Cresylic acid (isomers and mixture) 

95487 o-Cresol 

108394 m-Cresol 

106445 p-Cresol 

98828 Cumene 

94757 2,4-D, salts and esters 

3547044 DDE 

334883 Diazomethane 

132649 Dibenzofurans 

96128 1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane 

84742 Dibutylphthalate 

106467 1,4-Dichlorobenzene(p) 

91941 3,3-Dichlorobenzidene 

111444 Dichloroethyl ether (Bis(2-chloroethyl)ether) 

542756 1,3-Dichloropropene 

62737 Dichlorvos 

111422 Diethanolamine 

121697 N,N-Diethyl aniline (N,N-Dimethylaniline) 

64675 Diethyl sulfate 

119904 3,3-Dimethoxybenzidine 

60117 Dimethyl aminoazobenzene 

119937 3,3′-Dimethyl benzidine 

79447 Dimethyl carbamoyl chloride 

68122 Dimethyl formamide 

57147 1,1-Dimethyl hydrazine 

131113 Dimethyl phthalate 

77781 Dimethyl sulfate 

534521 4,6-Dinitro-o-cresol, and salts 

51285 2,4-Dinitrophenol 

121142 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 

123911 1,4-Dioxane (1,4-Diethyleneoxide) 

122667 1,2-Diphenylhydrazine 

106898 Epichlorohydrin (l-Chloro-2,3-epoxypropane) 

106887 1,2-Epoxybutane 

140885 Ethyl acrylate 

100414 Ethyl benzene 

51796 Ethyl carbamate (Urethane) 

75003 Ethyl chloride (Chloroethane) 

106934 Ethylene dibromide (Dibromoethane) 

107062 Ethylene dichloride (1,2-Dichloroethane) 

107211 Ethylene glycol 

151564 Ethylene imine (Aziridine) 

75218 Ethylene oxide 

96457 Ethylene thiourea 

75343 Ethylidene dichloride (1,1-Dichloroethane) 

50000 Formaldehyde 

76448 Heptachlor 

118741 Hexachlorobenzene 

87683 Hexachlorobutadiene 

77474 Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 

67721 Hexachloroethane 

822060 Hexamethylene-1,6-diisocyanate 

680319 Hexamethylphosphoramide 

110543 Hexane 

302012 Hydrazine 

7647010 Hydrochloric acid 

7664393 Hydrogen fluoride (Hydrofluoric acid) 

123319 Hydroquinone 

78591 Isophorone 

58899 Lindane (all isomers) 

108316 Maleic anhydride 

67561 Methanol 

72435 Methoxychlor 

74839 Methyl bromide (Bromomethane) 

74873 Methyl chloride (Chloromethane) 

71556 Methyl chloroform (1,1,1-Trichloroethane) 

78933 Methyl ethyl ketone (2-Butanone) 

60344 Methyl hydrazine 

74884 Methyl iodide (Iodomethane) 

108101 Methyl isobutyl ketone (Hexone) 

624839 Methyl isocyanate 

80626 Methyl methacrylate 

1634044 Methyl tert butyl ether 

101144 4,4-Methylene bis(2-chloroaniline) 
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CAS 
number 

Chemical name 

75092 Methylene chloride (Dichloromethane) 

101688 Methylene diphenyl diisocyanate (MDI) 

101779 4,4′-Methylenedianiline 

91203 Naphthalene 

98953 Nitrobenzene 

92933 4-Nitrobiphenyl 

100027 4-Nitrophenol 

79469 2-Nitropropane 

684935 N-Nitroso-N-methylurea 

62759 N-Nitrosodimethylamine 

59892 N-Nitrosomorpholine 

56382 Parathion 

82688 Pentachloronitrobenzene (Quintobenzene) 

87865 Pentachlorophenol 

108952 Phenol 

106503 p-Phenylenediamine 

75445 Phosgene 

7803512 Phosphine 

7723140 Phosphorus 

85449 Phthalic anhydride 

1336363 Polychlorinated biphenyls (Aroclors) 

1120714 1,3-Propane sultone 

57578 beta-Propiolactone 

123386 Propionaldehyde 

114261 Propoxur (Baygon) 

78875 Propylene dichloride (1,2-Dichloropropane) 

75569 Propylene oxide 

75558 1,2-Propylenimine (2-Methyl aziridine) 

91225 Quinoline 

106514 Quinone 

100425 Styrene 

96093 Styrene oxide 

1746016 2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 

79345 1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 

127184 Tetrachloroethylene (Perchloroethylene) 

7550450 Titanium tetrachloride 

108883 Toluene 

95807 2,4-Toluene diamine 

584849 2,4-Toluene diisocyanate 

95534 o-Toluidine 

8001352 Toxaphene (chlorinated camphene) 

120821 1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene 

79005 1,1,2-Trichloroethane 

79016 Trichloroethylene 

95954 2,4,5-Trichlorophenol 

88062 2,4,6-Trichlorophenol 

121448 Triethylamine 

1582098 Trifluralin 

540841 2,2,4-Trimethylpentane 

108054 Vinyl acetate 

593602 Vinyl bromide 

75014 Vinyl chloride 

75354 Vinylidene chloride (1,1-Dichloroethylene) 

1330207 Xylenes (isomers and mixture) 

95476 o-Xylenes 

108383 m-Xylenes 

106423 p-Xylenes 

0 Antimony Compounds 

0 Arsenic Compounds (inorganic including ar-

sine) 

0 Beryllium Compounds 

0 Cadmium Compounds 

0 Chromium Compounds 

0 Cobalt Compounds 

0 Coke Oven Emissions 

0 Cyanide Compounds 1 

0 Glycol ethers 2 

0 Lead Compounds 

0 Manganese Compounds 

0 Mercury Compounds 

0 Fine mineral fibers 3 

0 Nickel Compounds 

0 Polycylic Organic Matter 4 

0 Radionuclides (including radon) 5 

CAS 
number 

Chemical name 

0 Selenium Compounds 

NOTE: For all listings above which contain the word 
‘‘compounds’’ and for glycol ethers, the following ap-
plies: Unless otherwise specified, these listings are de-
fined as including any unique chemical substance that 
contains the named chemical (i.e., antimony, arsenic, 
etc.) as part of that chemical’s infrastructure. 

1 X′CN where X = H′ or any other group where a for-
mal dissociation may occur. For example KCN or 
Ca(CN)2. 

2 Includes mono- and di- ethers of ethylene glycol, 
diethylene glycol, and triethylene glycol 
R–(OCH2CH2)n–OR′ where 

n = 1, 2, or 3 
R = alkyl or aryl groups 
R′ = R, H, or groups which, when removed, yield 

glycol ethers with the structure: R–(OCH2CH)n–OH. 
Polymers are excluded from the glycol category. 

3 Includes mineral fiber emissions from facilities 
manufacturing or processing glass, rock, or slag fibers 
(or other mineral derived fibers) of average diameter 1 
micrometer or less. 

4 Includes organic compounds with more than one 
benzene ring, and which have a boiling point greater 
than or equal to 100°C. 

5 A type of atom which spontaneously undergoes 
radioactive decay. 

(2) Revision of the list 
The Administrator shall periodically review 

the list established by this subsection and pub-
lish the results thereof and, where appro-
priate, revise such list by rule, adding pollut-
ants which present, or may present, through 
inhalation or other routes of exposure, a 
threat of adverse human health effects (in-
cluding, but not limited to, substances which 
are known to be, or may reasonably be antici-
pated to be, carcinogenic, mutagenic, tera-
togenic, neurotoxic, which cause reproductive 
dysfunction, or which are acutely or chron-
ically toxic) or adverse environmental effects 
whether through ambient concentrations, bio-
accumulation, deposition, or otherwise, but 
not including releases subject to regulation 
under subsection (r) of this section as a result 
of emissions to the air. No air pollutant which 
is listed under section 7408(a) of this title may 
be added to the list under this section, except 
that the prohibition of this sentence shall not 
apply to any pollutant which independently 
meets the listing criteria of this paragraph 
and is a precursor to a pollutant which is list-
ed under section 7408(a) of this title or to any 
pollutant which is in a class of pollutants list-

ed under such section. No substance, practice, 

process or activity regulated under subchapter 

VI of this chapter shall be subject to regula-

tion under this section solely due to its ad-

verse effects on the environment. 

(3) Petitions to modify the list 
(A) Beginning at any time after 6 months 

after November 15, 1990, any person may peti-

tion the Administrator to modify the list of 

hazardous air pollutants under this subsection 

by adding or deleting a substance or, in case of 

listed pollutants without CAS numbers (other 

than coke oven emissions, mineral fibers, or 

polycyclic organic matter) removing certain 

unique substances. Within 18 months after re-

ceipt of a petition, the Administrator shall ei-

ther grant or deny the petition by publishing 

a written explanation of the reasons for the 

Administrator’s decision. Any such petition 
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2 So in original. Probably should be ‘‘effects’’. 

shall include a showing by the petitioner that 

there is adequate data on the health or envi-

ronmental defects 2 of the pollutant or other 

evidence adequate to support the petition. The 

Administrator may not deny a petition solely 

on the basis of inadequate resources or time 

for review. 

(B) The Administrator shall add a substance 

to the list upon a showing by the petitioner or 

on the Administrator’s own determination 

that the substance is an air pollutant and that 

emissions, ambient concentrations, bio-

accumulation or deposition of the substance 

are known to cause or may reasonably be an-

ticipated to cause adverse effects to human 

health or adverse environmental effects. 

(C) The Administrator shall delete a sub-

stance from the list upon a showing by the pe-

titioner or on the Administrator’s own deter-

mination that there is adequate data on the 

health and environmental effects of the sub-

stance to determine that emissions, ambient 

concentrations, bioaccumulation or deposition 

of the substance may not reasonably be antici-

pated to cause any adverse effects to the 

human health or adverse environmental ef-

fects. 

(D) The Administrator shall delete one or 

more unique chemical substances that contain 

a listed hazardous air pollutant not having a 

CAS number (other than coke oven emissions, 

mineral fibers, or polycyclic organic matter) 

upon a showing by the petitioner or on the Ad-

ministrator’s own determination that such 

unique chemical substances that contain the 

named chemical of such listed hazardous air 

pollutant meet the deletion requirements of 

subparagraph (C). The Administrator must 

grant or deny a deletion petition prior to pro-

mulgating any emission standards pursuant to 

subsection (d) of this section applicable to any 

source category or subcategory of a listed haz-

ardous air pollutant without a CAS number 

listed under subsection (b) of this section for 

which a deletion petition has been filed within 

12 months of November 15, 1990. 

(4) Further information 
If the Administrator determines that infor-

mation on the health or environmental effects 

of a substance is not sufficient to make a de-

termination required by this subsection, the 

Administrator may use any authority avail-

able to the Administrator to acquire such in-

formation. 

(5) Test methods 
The Administrator may establish, by rule, 

test measures and other analytic procedures 

for monitoring and measuring emissions, am-

bient concentrations, deposition, and bio-

accumulation of hazardous air pollutants. 

(6) Prevention of significant deterioration 
The provisions of part C of this subchapter 

(prevention of significant deterioration) shall 

not apply to pollutants listed under this sec-

tion. 

(7) Lead 
The Administrator may not list elemental 

lead as a hazardous air pollutant under this 

subsection. 

(c) List of source categories 
(1) In general 

Not later than 12 months after November 15, 

1990, the Administrator shall publish, and 

shall from time to time, but no less often than 

every 8 years, revise, if appropriate, in re-

sponse to public comment or new information, 

a list of all categories and subcategories of 

major sources and area sources (listed under 

paragraph (3)) of the air pollutants listed pur-

suant to subsection (b) of this section. To the 

extent practicable, the categories and sub-

categories listed under this subsection shall be 

consistent with the list of source categories 

established pursuant to section 7411 of this 

title and part C of this subchapter. Nothing in 

the preceding sentence limits the Administra-

tor’s authority to establish subcategories 

under this section, as appropriate. 

(2) Requirement for emissions standards 
For the categories and subcategories the Ad-

ministrator lists, the Administrator shall es-

tablish emissions standards under subsection 

(d) of this section, according to the schedule in 

this subsection and subsection (e) of this sec-

tion. 

(3) Area sources 
The Administrator shall list under this sub-

section each category or subcategory of area 

sources which the Administrator finds pre-

sents a threat of adverse effects to human 

health or the environment (by such sources in-

dividually or in the aggregate) warranting reg-

ulation under this section. The Administrator 

shall, not later than 5 years after November 

15, 1990, and pursuant to subsection (k)(3)(B) of 

this section, list, based on actual or estimated 

aggregate emissions of a listed pollutant or 

pollutants, sufficient categories or sub-

categories of area sources to ensure that area 

sources representing 90 percent of the area 

source emissions of the 30 hazardous air pol-

lutants that present the greatest threat to 

public health in the largest number of urban 

areas are subject to regulation under this sec-

tion. Such regulations shall be promulgated 

not later than 10 years after November 15, 1990. 

(4) Previously regulated categories 
The Administrator may, in the Administra-

tor’s discretion, list any category or sub-

category of sources previously regulated under 

this section as in effect before November 15, 

1990. 

(5) Additional categories 
In addition to those categories and sub-

categories of sources listed for regulation pur-

suant to paragraphs (1) and (3), the Adminis-

trator may at any time list additional cat-

egories and subcategories of sources of hazard-

ous air pollutants according to the same cri-

teria for listing applicable under such para-

graphs. In the case of source categories and 

subcategories listed after publication of the 
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initial list required under paragraph (1) or (3), 

emission standards under subsection (d) of this 

section for the category or subcategory shall 

be promulgated within 10 years after Novem-

ber 15, 1990, or within 2 years after the date on 

which such category or subcategory is listed, 

whichever is later. 

(6) Specific pollutants 
With respect to alkylated lead compounds, 

polycyclic organic matter, hexachlorobenzene, 

mercury, polychlorinated biphenyls, 2,3,7,8- 

tetrachlorodibenzofurans and 2,3,7,8-tetra-

chlorodibenzo-p-dioxin, the Administrator 

shall, not later than 5 years after November 

15, 1990, list categories and subcategories of 

sources assuring that sources accounting for 

not less than 90 per centum of the aggregate 

emissions of each such pollutant are subject to 

standards under subsection (d)(2) or (d)(4) of 

this section. Such standards shall be promul-

gated not later than 10 years after November 

15, 1990. This paragraph shall not be construed 

to require the Administrator to promulgate 

standards for such pollutants emitted by elec-

tric utility steam generating units. 

(7) Research facilities 
The Administrator shall establish a separate 

category covering research or laboratory fa-

cilities, as necessary to assure the equitable 

treatment of such facilities. For purposes of 

this section, ‘‘research or laboratory facility’’ 

means any stationary source whose primary 

purpose is to conduct research and develop-

ment into new processes and products, where 

such source is operated under the close super-

vision of technically trained personnel and is 

not engaged in the manufacture of products 

for commercial sale in commerce, except in a 

de minimis manner. 

(8) Boat manufacturing 
When establishing emissions standards for 

styrene, the Administrator shall list boat 

manufacturing as a separate subcategory un-

less the Administrator finds that such listing 

would be inconsistent with the goals and re-

quirements of this chapter. 

(9) Deletions from the list 
(A) Where the sole reason for the inclusion 

of a source category on the list required under 

this subsection is the emission of a unique 

chemical substance, the Administrator shall 

delete the source category from the list if it is 

appropriate because of action taken under ei-

ther subparagraphs (C) or (D) of subsection 

(b)(3) of this section. 

(B) The Administrator may delete any 

source category from the list under this sub-

section, on petition of any person or on the 

Administrator’s own motion, whenever the 

Administrator makes the following determina-

tion or determinations, as applicable: 

(i) In the case of hazardous air pollutants 

emitted by sources in the category that may 

result in cancer in humans, a determination 

that no source in the category (or group of 

sources in the case of area sources) emits 

such hazardous air pollutants in quantities 

which may cause a lifetime risk of cancer 

greater than one in one million to the indi-

vidual in the population who is most exposed 

to emissions of such pollutants from the 

source (or group of sources in the case of 

area sources). 
(ii) In the case of hazardous air pollutants 

that may result in adverse health effects in 

humans other than cancer or adverse envi-

ronmental effects, a determination that 

emissions from no source in the category or 

subcategory concerned (or group of sources 

in the case of area sources) exceed a level 

which is adequate to protect public health 

with an ample margin of safety and no ad-

verse environmental effect will result from 

emissions from any source (or from a group 

of sources in the case of area sources). 

The Administrator shall grant or deny a peti-

tion under this paragraph within 1 year after 

the petition is filed. 

(d) Emission standards 
(1) In general 

The Administrator shall promulgate regula-

tions establishing emission standards for each 

category or subcategory of major sources and 

area sources of hazardous air pollutants listed 

for regulation pursuant to subsection (c) of 

this section in accordance with the schedules 

provided in subsections (c) and (e) of this sec-

tion. The Administrator may distinguish 

among classes, types, and sizes of sources 

within a category or subcategory in establish-

ing such standards except that, there shall be 

no delay in the compliance date for any stand-

ard applicable to any source under subsection 

(i) of this section as the result of the authority 

provided by this sentence. 

(2) Standards and methods 
Emissions standards promulgated under this 

subsection and applicable to new or existing 

sources of hazardous air pollutants shall re-

quire the maximum degree of reduction in 

emissions of the hazardous air pollutants sub-

ject to this section (including a prohibition on 

such emissions, where achievable) that the Ad-

ministrator, taking into consideration the 

cost of achieving such emission reduction, and 

any non-air quality health and environmental 

impacts and energy requirements, determines 

is achievable for new or existing sources in the 

category or subcategory to which such emis-

sion standard applies, through application of 

measures, processes, methods, systems or 

techniques including, but not limited to, 

measures which— 

(A) reduce the volume of, or eliminate 

emissions of, such pollutants through proc-

ess changes, substitution of materials or 

other modifications, 

(B) enclose systems or processes to elimi-

nate emissions, 

(C) collect, capture or treat such pollut-

ants when released from a process, stack, 

storage or fugitive emissions point, 

(D) are design, equipment, work practice, 

or operational standards (including require-

ments for operator training or certification) 

as provided in subsection (h) of this section, 

or 
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(E) are a combination of the above. 

None of the measures described in subpara-

graphs (A) through (D) shall, consistent with 

the provisions of section 7414(c) of this title, in 

any way compromise any United States patent 

or United States trademark right, or any con-

fidential business information, or any trade 

secret or any other intellectual property 

right. 

(3) New and existing sources 
The maximum degree of reduction in emis-

sions that is deemed achievable for new 

sources in a category or subcategory shall not 

be less stringent than the emission control 

that is achieved in practice by the best con-

trolled similar source, as determined by the 

Administrator. Emission standards promul-

gated under this subsection for existing 

sources in a category or subcategory may be 

less stringent than standards for new sources 

in the same category or subcategory but shall 

not be less stringent, and may be more strin-

gent than— 

(A) the average emission limitation 

achieved by the best performing 12 percent 

of the existing sources (for which the Ad-

ministrator has emissions information), ex-

cluding those sources that have, within 18 

months before the emission standard is pro-

posed or within 30 months before such stand-

ard is promulgated, whichever is later, first 

achieved a level of emission rate or emission 

reduction which complies, or would comply 

if the source is not subject to such standard, 

with the lowest achievable emission rate (as 

defined by section 7501 of this title) applica-

ble to the source category and prevailing at 

the time, in the category or subcategory for 

categories and subcategories with 30 or more 

sources, or 

(B) the average emission limitation 

achieved by the best performing 5 sources 

(for which the Administrator has or could 

reasonably obtain emissions information) in 

the category or subcategory for categories 

or subcategories with fewer than 30 sources. 

(4) Health threshold 
With respect to pollutants for which a 

health threshold has been established, the Ad-

ministrator may consider such threshold level, 

with an ample margin of safety, when estab-

lishing emission standards under this sub-

section. 

(5) Alternative standard for area sources 
With respect only to categories and sub-

categories of area sources listed pursuant to 

subsection (c) of this section, the Adminis-

trator may, in lieu of the authorities provided 

in paragraph (2) and subsection (f) of this sec-

tion, elect to promulgate standards or require-

ments applicable to sources in such categories 

or subcategories which provide for the use of 

generally available control technologies or 

management practices by such sources to re-

duce emissions of hazardous air pollutants. 

(6) Review and revision 
The Administrator shall review, and revise 

as necessary (taking into account develop-

ments in practices, processes, and control 

technologies), emission standards promulgated 

under this section no less often than every 8 

years. 

(7) Other requirements preserved 
No emission standard or other requirement 

promulgated under this section shall be inter-

preted, construed or applied to diminish or re-

place the requirements of a more stringent 

emission limitation or other applicable re-

quirement established pursuant to section 7411 

of this title, part C or D of this subchapter, or 

other authority of this chapter or a standard 

issued under State authority. 

(8) Coke ovens 
(A) Not later than December 31, 1992, the Ad-

ministrator shall promulgate regulations es-

tablishing emission standards under para-

graphs (2) and (3) of this subsection for coke 

oven batteries. In establishing such standards, 

the Administrator shall evaluate— 
(i) the use of sodium silicate (or equiva-

lent) luting compounds to prevent door 

leaks, and other operating practices and 

technologies for their effectiveness in reduc-

ing coke oven emissions, and their suit-

ability for use on new and existing coke 

oven batteries, taking into account costs 

and reasonable commercial door warranties; 

and 
(ii) as a basis for emission standards under 

this subsection for new coke oven batteries 

that begin construction after the date of 

proposal of such standards, the Jewell design 

Thompson non-recovery coke oven batteries 

and other non-recovery coke oven tech-

nologies, and other appropriate emission 

control and coke production technologies, as 

to their effectiveness in reducing coke oven 

emissions and their capability for produc-

tion of steel quality coke. 

Such regulations shall require at a minimum 

that coke oven batteries will not exceed 8 per 

centum leaking doors, 1 per centum leaking 

lids, 5 per centum leaking offtakes, and 16 sec-

onds visible emissions per charge, with no ex-

clusion for emissions during the period after 

the closing of self-sealing oven doors. Notwith-

standing subsection (i) of this section, the 

compliance date for such emission standards 

for existing coke oven batteries shall be De-

cember 31, 1995. 
(B) The Administrator shall promulgate 

work practice regulations under this sub-

section for coke oven batteries requiring, as 

appropriate— 
(i) the use of sodium silicate (or equiva-

lent) luting compounds, if the Administrator 

determines that use of sodium silicate is an 

effective means of emissions control and is 

achievable, taking into account costs and 

reasonable commercial warranties for doors 

and related equipment; and 
(ii) door and jam cleaning practices. 

Notwithstanding subsection (i) of this section, 

the compliance date for such work practice 

regulations for coke oven batteries shall be 

not later than the date 3 years after November 

15, 1990. 
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(C) For coke oven batteries electing to qual-

ify for an extension of the compliance date for 

standards promulgated under subsection (f) of 

this section in accordance with subsection 

(i)(8) of this section, the emission standards 

under this subsection for coke oven batteries 

shall require that coke oven batteries not ex-

ceed 8 per centum leaking doors, 1 per centum 

leaking lids, 5 per centum leaking offtakes, 

and 16 seconds visible emissions per charge, 

with no exclusion for emissions during the pe-

riod after the closing of self-sealing doors. 

Notwithstanding subsection (i) of this section, 

the compliance date for such emission stand-

ards for existing coke oven batteries seeking 

an extension shall be not later than the date 

3 years after November 15, 1990. 

(9) Sources licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission 

No standard for radionuclide emissions from 

any category or subcategory of facilities li-

censed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

(or an Agreement State) is required to be pro-

mulgated under this section if the Adminis-

trator determines, by rule, and after consulta-

tion with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 

that the regulatory program established by 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission pursuant 

to the Atomic Energy Act [42 U.S.C. 2011 et 

seq.] for such category or subcategory pro-

vides an ample margin of safety to protect the 

public health. Nothing in this subsection shall 

preclude or deny the right of any State or po-

litical subdivision thereof to adopt or enforce 

any standard or limitation respecting emis-

sions of radionuclides which is more stringent 

than the standard or limitation in effect under 

section 7411 of this title or this section. 

(10) Effective date 
Emission standards or other regulations pro-

mulgated under this subsection shall be effec-

tive upon promulgation. 

(e) Schedule for standards and review 
(1) In general 

The Administrator shall promulgate regula-

tions establishing emission standards for cat-

egories and subcategories of sources initially 

listed for regulation pursuant to subsection 

(c)(1) of this section as expeditiously as prac-

ticable, assuring that— 
(A) emission standards for not less than 40 

categories and subcategories (not counting 

coke oven batteries) shall be promulgated 

not later than 2 years after November 15, 

1990; 
(B) emission standards for coke oven bat-

teries shall be promulgated not later than 

December 31, 1992; 
(C) emission standards for 25 per centum of 

the listed categories and subcategories shall 

be promulgated not later than 4 years after 

November 15, 1990; 

(D) emission standards for an additional 25 

per centum of the listed categories and sub-

categories shall be promulgated not later 

than 7 years after November 15, 1990; and 

(E) emission standards for all categories 

and subcategories shall be promulgated not 

later than 10 years after November 15, 1990. 

(2) Priorities 
In determining priorities for promulgating 

standards under subsection (d) of this section, 

the Administrator shall consider— 

(A) the known or anticipated adverse ef-

fects of such pollutants on public health and 

the environment; 

(B) the quantity and location of emissions 

or reasonably anticipated emissions of haz-

ardous air pollutants that each category or 

subcategory will emit; and 

(C) the efficiency of grouping categories or 

subcategories according to the pollutants 

emitted, or the processes or technologies 

used. 

(3) Published schedule 
Not later than 24 months after November 15, 

1990, and after opportunity for comment, the 

Administrator shall publish a schedule estab-

lishing a date for the promulgation of emis-

sion standards for each category and sub-

category of sources listed pursuant to sub-

section (c)(1) and (3) of this section which shall 

be consistent with the requirements of para-

graphs (1) and (2). The determination of prior-

ities for the promulgation of standards pursu-

ant to this paragraph is not a rulemaking and 

shall not be subject to judicial review, except 

that, failure to promulgate any standard pur-

suant to the schedule established by this para-

graph shall be subject to review under section 

7604 of this title. 

(4) Judicial review 
Notwithstanding section 7607 of this title, no 

action of the Administrator adding a pollutant 

to the list under subsection (b) of this section 

or listing a source category or subcategory 

under subsection (c) of this section shall be a 

final agency action subject to judicial review, 

except that any such action may be reviewed 

under such section 7607 of this title when the 

Administrator issues emission standards for 

such pollutant or category. 

(5) Publicly owned treatment works 
The Administrator shall promulgate stand-

ards pursuant to subsection (d) of this section 

applicable to publicly owned treatment works 

(as defined in title II of the Federal Water Pol-

lution Control Act [33 U.S.C. 1281 et seq.]) not 

later than 5 years after November 15, 1990. 

(f) Standard to protect health and environment 
(1) Report 

Not later than 6 years after November 15, 

1990, the Administrator shall investigate and 

report, after consultation with the Surgeon 

General and after opportunity for public com-

ment, to Congress on— 

(A) methods of calculating the risk to pub-

lic health remaining, or likely to remain, 

from sources subject to regulation under 

this section after the application of stand-

ards under subsection (d) of this section; 

(B) the public health significance of such 

estimated remaining risk and the techno-

logically and commercially available meth-

ods and costs of reducing such risks; 

(C) the actual health effects with respect 

to persons living in the vicinity of sources, 
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any available epidemiological or other 

health studies, risks presented by back-

ground concentrations of hazardous air pol-

lutants, any uncertainties in risk assess-

ment methodology or other health assess-

ment technique, and any negative health or 

environmental consequences to the commu-

nity of efforts to reduce such risks; and 

(D) recommendations as to legislation re-

garding such remaining risk. 

(2) Emission standards 

(A) If Congress does not act on any recom-

mendation submitted under paragraph (1), the 

Administrator shall, within 8 years after pro-

mulgation of standards for each category or 

subcategory of sources pursuant to subsection 

(d) of this section, promulgate standards for 

such category or subcategory if promulgation 

of such standards is required in order to pro-

vide an ample margin of safety to protect pub-

lic health in accordance with this section (as 

in effect before November 15, 1990) or to pre-

vent, taking into consideration costs, energy, 

safety, and other relevant factors, an adverse 

environmental effect. Emission standards pro-

mulgated under this subsection shall provide 

an ample margin of safety to protect public 

health in accordance with this section (as in 

effect before November 15, 1990), unless the Ad-

ministrator determines that a more stringent 

standard is necessary to prevent, taking into 

consideration costs, energy, safety, and other 

relevant factors, an adverse environmental ef-

fect. If standards promulgated pursuant to 

subsection (d) of this section and applicable to 

a category or subcategory of sources emitting 

a pollutant (or pollutants) classified as a 

known, probable or possible human carcinogen 

do not reduce lifetime excess cancer risks to 

the individual most exposed to emissions from 

a source in the category or subcategory to less 

than one in one million, the Administrator 

shall promulgate standards under this sub-

section for such source category. 

(B) Nothing in subparagraph (A) or in any 

other provision of this section shall be con-

strued as affecting, or applying to the Admin-

istrator’s interpretation of this section, as in 

effect before November 15, 1990, and set forth 

in the Federal Register of September 14, 1989 

(54 Federal Register 38044). 

(C) The Administrator shall determine 

whether or not to promulgate such standards 

and, if the Administrator decides to promul-

gate such standards, shall promulgate the 

standards 8 years after promulgation of the 

standards under subsection (d) of this section 

for each source category or subcategory con-

cerned. In the case of categories or sub-

categories for which standards under sub-

section (d) of this section are required to be 

promulgated within 2 years after November 15, 

1990, the Administrator shall have 9 years 

after promulgation of the standards under sub-

section (d) of this section to make the deter-

mination under the preceding sentence and, if 

required, to promulgate the standards under 

this paragraph. 

(3) Effective date 
Any emission standard established pursuant 

to this subsection shall become effective upon 

promulgation. 

(4) Prohibition 
No air pollutant to which a standard under 

this subsection applies may be emitted from 

any stationary source in violation of such 

standard, except that in the case of an existing 

source— 

(A) such standard shall not apply until 90 

days after its effective date, and 

(B) the Administrator may grant a waiver 

permitting such source a period of up to 2 

years after the effective date of a standard 

to comply with the standard if the Adminis-

trator finds that such period is necessary for 

the installation of controls and that steps 

will be taken during the period of the waiver 

to assure that the health of persons will be 

protected from imminent endangerment. 

(5) Area sources 
The Administrator shall not be required to 

conduct any review under this subsection or 

promulgate emission limitations under this 

subsection for any category or subcategory of 

area sources that is listed pursuant to sub-

section (c)(3) of this section and for which an 

emission standard is promulgated pursuant to 

subsection (d)(5) of this section. 

(6) Unique chemical substances 
In establishing standards for the control of 

unique chemical substances of listed pollut-

ants without CAS numbers under this sub-

section, the Administrator shall establish 

such standards with respect to the health and 

environmental effects of the substances actu-

ally emitted by sources and direct trans-

formation byproducts of such emissions in the 

categories and subcategories. 

(g) Modifications 
(1) Offsets 

(A) A physical change in, or change in the 

method of operation of, a major source which 

results in a greater than de minimis increase 

in actual emissions of a hazardous air pollut-

ant shall not be considered a modification, if 

such increase in the quantity of actual emis-

sions of any hazardous air pollutant from such 

source will be offset by an equal or greater de-

crease in the quantity of emissions of another 

hazardous air pollutant (or pollutants) from 

such source which is deemed more hazardous, 

pursuant to guidance issued by the Adminis-

trator under subparagraph (B). The owner or 

operator of such source shall submit a showing 

to the Administrator (or the State) that such 

increase has been offset under the preceding 

sentence. 

(B) The Administrator shall, after notice 

and opportunity for comment and not later 

than 18 months after November 15, 1990, pub-

lish guidance with respect to implementation 

of this subsection. Such guidance shall include 

an identification, to the extent practicable, of 

the relative hazard to human health resulting 

from emissions to the ambient air of each of 

the pollutants listed under subsection (b) of 
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this section sufficient to facilitate the offset 

showing authorized by subparagraph (A). Such 

guidance shall not authorize offsets between 

pollutants where the increased pollutant (or 

more than one pollutant in a stream of pollut-

ants) causes adverse effects to human health 

for which no safety threshold for exposure can 

be determined unless there are corresponding 

decreases in such types of pollutant(s). 

(2) Construction, reconstruction and modifica-
tions 

(A) After the effective date of a permit pro-

gram under subchapter V of this chapter in 

any State, no person may modify a major 

source of hazardous air pollutants in such 

State, unless the Administrator (or the State) 

determines that the maximum achievable con-

trol technology emission limitation under this 

section for existing sources will be met. Such 

determination shall be made on a case-by-case 

basis where no applicable emissions limita-

tions have been established by the Adminis-

trator. 

(B) After the effective date of a permit pro-

gram under subchapter V of this chapter in 

any State, no person may construct or recon-

struct any major source of hazardous air pol-

lutants, unless the Administrator (or the 

State) determines that the maximum achiev-

able control technology emission limitation 

under this section for new sources will be met. 

Such determination shall be made on a case- 

by-case basis where no applicable emission 

limitations have been established by the Ad-

ministrator. 

(3) Procedures for modifications 
The Administrator (or the State) shall es-

tablish reasonable procedures for assuring 

that the requirements applying to modifica-

tions under this section are reflected in the 

permit. 

(h) Work practice standards and other require-
ments 

(1) In general 
For purposes of this section, if it is not fea-

sible in the judgment of the Administrator to 

prescribe or enforce an emission standard for 

control of a hazardous air pollutant or pollut-

ants, the Administrator may, in lieu thereof, 

promulgate a design, equipment, work prac-

tice, or operational standard, or combination 

thereof, which in the Administrator’s judg-

ment is consistent with the provisions of sub-

section (d) or (f) of this section. In the event 

the Administrator promulgates a design or 

equipment standard under this subsection, the 

Administrator shall include as part of such 

standard such requirements as will assure the 

proper operation and maintenance of any such 

element of design or equipment. 

(2) Definition 
For the purpose of this subsection, the 

phrase ‘‘not feasible to prescribe or enforce an 

emission standard’’ means any situation in 

which the Administrator determines that— 

(A) a hazardous air pollutant or pollutants 

cannot be emitted through a conveyance de-

signed and constructed to emit or capture 

such pollutant, or that any requirement for, 

or use of, such a conveyance would be incon-

sistent with any Federal, State or local law, 

or 

(B) the application of measurement meth-

odology to a particular class of sources is 

not practicable due to technological and eco-

nomic limitations. 

(3) Alternative standard 
If after notice and opportunity for comment, 

the owner or operator of any source estab-

lishes to the satisfaction of the Administrator 

that an alternative means of emission limita-

tion will achieve a reduction in emissions of 

any air pollutant at least equivalent to the re-

duction in emissions of such pollutant 

achieved under the requirements of paragraph 

(1), the Administrator shall permit the use of 

such alternative by the source for purposes of 

compliance with this section with respect to 

such pollutant. 

(4) Numerical standard required 
Any standard promulgated under paragraph 

(1) shall be promulgated in terms of an emis-

sion standard whenever it is feasible to pro-

mulgate and enforce a standard in such terms. 

(i) Schedule for compliance 
(1) Preconstruction and operating require-

ments 
After the effective date of any emission 

standard, limitation, or regulation under sub-

section (d), (f) or (h) of this section, no person 

may construct any new major source or recon-

struct any existing major source subject to 

such emission standard, regulation or limita-

tion unless the Administrator (or a State with 

a permit program approved under subchapter 

V of this chapter) determines that such 

source, if properly constructed, reconstructed 

and operated, will comply with the standard, 

regulation or limitation. 

(2) Special rule 
Notwithstanding the requirements of para-

graph (1), a new source which commences con-

struction or reconstruction after a standard, 

limitation or regulation applicable to such 

source is proposed and before such standard, 

limitation or regulation is promulgated shall 

not be required to comply with such promul-

gated standard until the date 3 years after the 

date of promulgation if— 

(A) the promulgated standard, limitation 

or regulation is more stringent than the 

standard, limitation or regulation proposed; 

and 

(B) the source complies with the standard, 

limitation, or regulation as proposed during 

the 3-year period immediately after promul-

gation. 

(3) Compliance schedule for existing sources 
(A) After the effective date of any emissions 

standard, limitation or regulation promul-

gated under this section and applicable to a 

source, no person may operate such source in 

violation of such standard, limitation or regu-

lation except, in the case of an existing 

source, the Administrator shall establish a 
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compliance date or dates for each category or 

subcategory of existing sources, which shall 

provide for compliance as expeditiously as 

practicable, but in no event later than 3 years 

after the effective date of such standard, ex-

cept as provided in subparagraph (B) and para-

graphs (4) through (8). 
(B) The Administrator (or a State with a 

program approved under subchapter V of this 

chapter) may issue a permit that grants an ex-

tension permitting an existing source up to 1 

additional year to comply with standards 

under subsection (d) of this section if such ad-

ditional period is necessary for the installa-

tion of controls. An additional extension of up 

to 3 years may be added for mining waste op-

erations, if the 4-year compliance time is in-

sufficient to dry and cover mining waste in 

order to reduce emissions of any pollutant 

listed under subsection (b) of this section. 

(4) Presidential exemption 
The President may exempt any stationary 

source from compliance with any standard or 

limitation under this section for a period of 

not more than 2 years if the President deter-

mines that the technology to implement such 

standard is not available and that it is in the 

national security interests of the United 

States to do so. An exemption under this para-

graph may be extended for 1 or more addi-

tional periods, each period not to exceed 2 

years. The President shall report to Congress 

with respect to each exemption (or extension 

thereof) made under this paragraph. 

(5) Early reduction 
(A) The Administrator (or a State acting 

pursuant to a permit program approved under 

subchapter V of this chapter) shall issue a per-

mit allowing an existing source, for which the 

owner or operator demonstrates that the 

source has achieved a reduction of 90 per cen-

tum or more in emissions of hazardous air pol-

lutants (95 per centum in the case of hazardous 

air pollutants which are particulates) from the 

source, to meet an alternative emission limi-

tation reflecting such reduction in lieu of an 

emission limitation promulgated under sub-

section (d) of this section for a period of 6 

years from the compliance date for the other-

wise applicable standard, provided that such 

reduction is achieved before the otherwise ap-

plicable standard under subsection (d) of this 

section is first proposed. Nothing in this para-

graph shall preclude a State from requiring re-

ductions in excess of those specified in this 

subparagraph as a condition of granting the 

extension authorized by the previous sentence. 
(B) An existing source which achieves the re-

duction referred to in subparagraph (A) after 

the proposal of an applicable standard but be-

fore January 1, 1994, may qualify under sub-

paragraph (A), if the source makes an enforce-

able commitment to achieve such reduction 

before the proposal of the standard. Such com-

mitment shall be enforceable to the same ex-

tent as a regulation under this section. 
(C) The reduction shall be determined with 

respect to verifiable and actual emissions in a 

base year not earlier than calendar year 1987, 

provided that, there is no evidence that emis-

sions in the base year are artificially or sub-

stantially greater than emissions in other 

years prior to implementation of emissions re-

duction measures. The Administrator may 

allow a source to use a baseline year of 1985 or 

1986 provided that the source can demonstrate 

to the satisfaction of the Administrator that 

emissions data for the source reflects verifi-

able data based on information for such 

source, received by the Administrator prior to 

November 15, 1990, pursuant to an information 

request issued under section 7414 of this title. 

(D) For each source granted an alternative 

emission limitation under this paragraph 

there shall be established by a permit issued 

pursuant to subchapter V of this chapter an 

enforceable emission limitation for hazardous 

air pollutants reflecting the reduction which 

qualifies the source for an alternative emis-

sion limitation under this paragraph. An al-

ternative emission limitation under this para-

graph shall not be available with respect to 

standards or requirements promulgated pursu-

ant to subsection (f) of this section and the 

Administrator shall, for the purpose of deter-

mining whether a standard under subsection 

(f) of this section is necessary, review emis-

sions from sources granted an alternative 

emission limitation under this paragraph at 

the same time that other sources in the cat-

egory or subcategory are reviewed. 

(E) With respect to pollutants for which high 

risks of adverse public health effects may be 

associated with exposure to small quantities 

including, but not limited to, chlorinated di-

oxins and furans, the Administrator shall by 

regulation limit the use of offsetting reduc-

tions in emissions of other hazardous air pol-

lutants from the source as counting toward 

the 90 per centum reduction in such high-risk 

pollutants qualifying for an alternative emis-

sions limitation under this paragraph. 

(6) Other reductions 
Notwithstanding the requirements of this 

section, no existing source that has installed— 

(A) best available control technology (as 

defined in section 7479(3) of this title), or 

(B) technology required to meet a lowest 

achievable emission rate (as defined in sec-

tion 7501 of this title), 

prior to the promulgation of a standard under 

this section applicable to such source and the 

same pollutant (or stream of pollutants) con-

trolled pursuant to an action described in sub-

paragraph (A) or (B) shall be required to com-

ply with such standard under this section 

until the date 5 years after the date on which 

such installation or reduction has been 

achieved, as determined by the Administrator. 

The Administrator may issue such rules and 

guidance as are necessary to implement this 

paragraph. 

(7) Extension for new sources 
A source for which construction or recon-

struction is commenced after the date an 

emission standard applicable to such source is 

proposed pursuant to subsection (d) of this sec-

tion but before the date an emission standard 

applicable to such source is proposed pursuant 
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to subsection (f) of this section shall not be re-

quired to comply with the emission standard 

under subsection (f) of this section until the 

date 10 years after the date construction or re-

construction is commenced. 

(8) Coke ovens 
(A) Any coke oven battery that complies 

with the emission limitations established 

under subsection (d)(8)(C) of this section, sub-

paragraph (B), and subparagraph (C), and com-

plies with the provisions of subparagraph (E), 

shall not be required to achieve emission limi-

tations promulgated under subsection (f) of 

this section until January 1, 2020. 

(B)(i) Not later than December 31, 1992, the 

Administrator shall promulgate emission limi-

tations for coke oven emissions from coke 

oven batteries. Notwithstanding paragraph (3) 

of this subsection, the compliance date for 

such emission limitations for existing coke 

oven batteries shall be January 1, 1998. Such 

emission limitations shall reflect the lowest 

achievable emission rate as defined in section 

7501 of this title for a coke oven battery that 

is rebuilt or a replacement at a coke oven 

plant for an existing battery. Such emission 

limitations shall be no less stringent than— 

(I) 3 per centum leaking doors (5 per cen-

tum leaking doors for six meter batteries); 

(II) 1 per centum leaking lids; 

(III) 4 per centum leaking offtakes; and 

(IV) 16 seconds visible emissions per 

charge, 

with an exclusion for emissions during the pe-

riod after the closing of self-sealing oven doors 

(or the total mass emissions equivalent). The 

rulemaking in which such emission limita-

tions are promulgated shall also establish an 

appropriate measurement methodology for de-

termining compliance with such emission lim-

itations, and shall establish such emission 

limitations in terms of an equivalent level of 

mass emissions reduction from a coke oven 

battery, unless the Administrator finds that 

such a mass emissions standard would not be 

practicable or enforceable. Such measurement 

methodology, to the extent it measures leak-

ing doors, shall take into consideration alter-

native test methods that reflect the best tech-

nology and practices actually applied in the 

affected industries, and shall assure that the 

final test methods are consistent with the per-

formance of such best technology and prac-

tices. 

(ii) If the Administrator fails to promulgate 

such emission limitations under this subpara-

graph prior to the effective date of such emis-

sion limitations, the emission limitations ap-

plicable to coke oven batteries under this sub-

paragraph shall be— 

(I) 3 per centum leaking doors (5 per cen-

tum leaking doors for six meter batteries); 

(II) 1 per centum leaking lids; 

(III) 4 per centum leaking offtakes; and 

(IV) 16 seconds visible emissions per 

charge, 

or the total mass emissions equivalent (if the 

total mass emissions equivalent is determined 

to be practicable and enforceable), with no ex-

clusion for emissions during the period after 

the closing of self-sealing oven doors. 

(C) Not later than January 1, 2007, the Ad-

ministrator shall review the emission limita-

tions promulgated under subparagraph (B) and 

revise, as necessary, such emission limitations 

to reflect the lowest achievable emission rate 

as defined in section 7501 of this title at the 

time for a coke oven battery that is rebuilt or 

a replacement at a coke oven plant for an ex-

isting battery. Such emission limitations shall 

be no less stringent than the emission limita-

tion promulgated under subparagraph (B). 

Notwithstanding paragraph (2) of this sub-

section, the compliance date for such emission 

limitations for existing coke oven batteries 

shall be January 1, 2010. 

(D) At any time prior to January 1, 1998, the 

owner or operator of any coke oven battery 

may elect to comply with emission limitations 

promulgated under subsection (f) of this sec-

tion by the date such emission limitations 

would otherwise apply to such coke oven bat-

tery, in lieu of the emission limitations and 

the compliance dates provided under subpara-

graphs (B) and (C) of this paragraph. Any such 

owner or operator shall be legally bound to 

comply with such emission limitations pro-

mulgated under subsection (f) of this section 

with respect to such coke oven battery as of 

January 1, 2003. If no such emission limita-

tions have been promulgated for such coke 

oven battery, the Administrator shall promul-

gate such emission limitations in accordance 

with subsection (f) of this section for such 

coke oven battery. 

(E) Coke oven batteries qualifying for an ex-

tension under subparagraph (A) shall make 

available not later than January 1, 2000, to the 

surrounding communities the results of any 

risk assessment performed by the Adminis-

trator to determine the appropriate level of 

any emission standard established by the Ad-

ministrator pursuant to subsection (f) of this 

section. 

(F) Notwithstanding the provisions of this 

section, reconstruction of any source of coke 

oven emissions qualifying for an extension 

under this paragraph shall not subject such 

source to emission limitations under sub-

section (f) of this section more stringent than 

those established under subparagraphs (B) and 

(C) until January 1, 2020. For the purposes of 

this subparagraph, the term ‘‘reconstruction’’ 

includes the replacement of existing coke oven 

battery capacity with new coke oven batteries 

of comparable or lower capacity and lower po-

tential emissions. 

(j) Equivalent emission limitation by permit 
(1) Effective date 

The requirements of this subsection shall 

apply in each State beginning on the effective 

date of a permit program established pursuant 

to subchapter V of this chapter in such State, 

but not prior to the date 42 months after No-

vember 15, 1990. 

(2) Failure to promulgate a standard 
In the event that the Administrator fails to 

promulgate a standard for a category or sub-
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category of major sources by the date estab-

lished pursuant to subsection (e)(1) and (3) of 

this section, and beginning 18 months after 

such date (but not prior to the effective date 

of a permit program under subchapter V of 

this chapter), the owner or operator of any 

major source in such category or subcategory 

shall submit a permit application under para-

graph (3) and such owner or operator shall also 

comply with paragraphs (5) and (6). 

(3) Applications 
By the date established by paragraph (2), the 

owner or operator of a major source subject to 

this subsection shall file an application for a 

permit. If the owner or operator of a source 

has submitted a timely and complete applica-

tion for a permit required by this subsection, 

any failure to have a permit shall not be a vio-

lation of paragraph (2), unless the delay in 

final action is due to the failure of the appli-

cant to timely submit information required or 

requested to process the application. The Ad-

ministrator shall not later than 18 months 

after November 15, 1990, and after notice and 

opportunity for comment, establish require-

ments for applications under this subsection 

including a standard application form and cri-

teria for determining in a timely manner the 

completeness of applications. 

(4) Review and approval 
Permit applications submitted under this 

subsection shall be reviewed and approved or 

disapproved according to the provisions of sec-

tion 7661d of this title. In the event that the 

Administrator (or the State) disapproves a 

permit application submitted under this sub-

section or determines that the application is 

incomplete, the applicant shall have up to 6 

months to revise the application to meet the 

objections of the Administrator (or the State). 

(5) Emission limitation 
The permit shall be issued pursuant to sub-

chapter V of this chapter and shall contain 

emission limitations for the hazardous air pol-

lutants subject to regulation under this sec-

tion and emitted by the source that the Ad-

ministrator (or the State) determines, on a 

case-by-case basis, to be equivalent to the lim-

itation that would apply to such source if an 

emission standard had been promulgated in a 

timely manner under subsection (d) of this 

section. In the alternative, if the applicable 

criteria are met, the permit may contain an 

emissions limitation established according to 

the provisions of subsection (i)(5) of this sec-

tion. For purposes of the preceding sentence, 

the reduction required by subsection (i)(5)(A) 

of this section shall be achieved by the date on 

which the relevant standard should have been 

promulgated under subsection (d) of this sec-

tion. No such pollutant may be emitted in 

amounts exceeding an emission limitation 

contained in a permit immediately for new 

sources and, as expeditiously as practicable, 

but not later than the date 3 years after the 

permit is issued for existing sources or such 

other compliance date as would apply under 

subsection (i) of this section. 

(6) Applicability of subsequent standards 
If the Administrator promulgates an emis-

sion standard that is applicable to the major 

source prior to the date on which a permit ap-

plication is approved, the emission limitation 

in the permit shall reflect the promulgated 

standard rather than the emission limitation 

determined pursuant to paragraph (5), pro-

vided that the source shall have the compli-

ance period provided under subsection (i) of 

this section. If the Administrator promulgates 

a standard under subsection (d) of this section 

that would be applicable to the source in lieu 

of the emission limitation established by per-

mit under this subsection after the date on 

which the permit has been issued, the Admin-

istrator (or the State) shall revise such permit 

upon the next renewal to reflect the standard 

promulgated by the Administrator providing 

such source a reasonable time to comply, but 

no longer than 8 years after such standard is 

promulgated or 8 years after the date on which 

the source is first required to comply with the 

emissions limitation established by paragraph 

(5), whichever is earlier. 

(k) Area source program 
(1) Findings and purpose 

The Congress finds that emissions of hazard-

ous air pollutants from area sources may indi-

vidually, or in the aggregate, present signifi-

cant risks to public health in urban areas. 

Considering the large number of persons ex-

posed and the risks of carcinogenic and other 

adverse health effects from hazardous air pol-

lutants, ambient concentrations characteris-

tic of large urban areas should be reduced to 

levels substantially below those currently ex-

perienced. It is the purpose of this subsection 

to achieve a substantial reduction in emis-

sions of hazardous air pollutants from area 

sources and an equivalent reduction in the 

public health risks associated with such 

sources including a reduction of not less than 

75 per centum in the incidence of cancer at-

tributable to emissions from such sources. 

(2) Research program 
The Administrator shall, after consultation 

with State and local air pollution control offi-

cials, conduct a program of research with re-

spect to sources of hazardous air pollutants in 

urban areas and shall include within such pro-

gram— 
(A) ambient monitoring for a broad range 

of hazardous air pollutants (including, but 

not limited to, volatile organic compounds, 

metals, pesticides and products of incom-

plete combustion) in a representative num-

ber of urban locations; 
(B) analysis to characterize the sources of 

such pollution with a focus on area sources 

and the contribution that such sources make 

to public health risks from hazardous air 

pollutants; and 
(C) consideration of atmospheric trans-

formation and other factors which can ele-

vate public health risks from such pollut-

ants. 

Health effects considered under this program 

shall include, but not be limited to, carcino-
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genicity, mutagenicity, teratogenicity, neuro-
toxicity, reproductive dysfunction and other 
acute and chronic effects including the role of 
such pollutants as precursors of ozone or acid 
aerosol formation. The Administrator shall re-
port the preliminary results of such research 
not later than 3 years after November 15, 1990. 

(3) National strategy 
(A) Considering information collected pursu-

ant to the monitoring program authorized by 
paragraph (2), the Administrator shall, not 
later than 5 years after November 15, 1990, and 
after notice and opportunity for public com-
ment, prepare and transmit to the Congress a 
comprehensive strategy to control emissions 
of hazardous air pollutants from area sources 
in urban areas. 

(B) The strategy shall— 
(i) identify not less than 30 hazardous air 

pollutants which, as the result of emissions 
from area sources, present the greatest 
threat to public health in the largest num-
ber of urban areas and that are or will be 
listed pursuant to subsection (b) of this sec-
tion, and 

(ii) identify the source categories or sub-
categories emitting such pollutants that are 
or will be listed pursuant to subsection (c) of 
this section. When identifying categories 
and subcategories of sources under this sub-
paragraph, the Administrator shall assure 
that sources accounting for 90 per centum or 
more of the aggregate emissions of each of 
the 30 identified hazardous air pollutants are 
subject to standards pursuant to subsection 
(d) of this section. 

(C) The strategy shall include a schedule of 
specific actions to substantially reduce the 
public health risks posed by the release of haz-
ardous air pollutants from area sources that 
will be implemented by the Administrator 
under the authority of this or other laws (in-
cluding, but not limited to, the Toxic Sub-
stances Control Act [15 U.S.C. 2601 et seq.], the 
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Roden-
ticide Act [7 U.S.C. 136 et seq.] and the Re-
source Conservation and Recovery Act [42 
U.S.C. 6901 et seq.]) or by the States. The 
strategy shall achieve a reduction in the inci-
dence of cancer attributable to exposure to 
hazardous air pollutants emitted by station-
ary sources of not less than 75 per centum, 
considering control of emissions of hazardous 
air pollutants from all stationary sources and 
resulting from measures implemented by the 
Administrator or by the States under this or 
other laws. 

(D) The strategy may also identify research 
needs in monitoring, analytical methodology, 
modeling or pollution control techniques and 
recommendations for changes in law that 
would further the goals and objectives of this 
subsection. 

(E) Nothing in this subsection shall be inter-
preted to preclude or delay implementation of 
actions with respect to area sources of hazard-
ous air pollutants under consideration pursu-
ant to this or any other law and that may be 
promulgated before the strategy is prepared. 

(F) The Administrator shall implement the 

strategy as expeditiously as practicable assur-

ing that all sources are in compliance with all 

requirements not later than 9 years after No-

vember 15, 1990. 

(G) As part of such strategy the Adminis-

trator shall provide for ambient monitoring 

and emissions modeling in urban areas as ap-

propriate to demonstrate that the goals and 

objectives of the strategy are being met. 

(4) Areawide activities 
In addition to the national urban air toxics 

strategy authorized by paragraph (3), the Ad-

ministrator shall also encourage and support 

areawide strategies developed by State or 

local air pollution control agencies that are 

intended to reduce risks from emissions by 

area sources within a particular urban area. 

From the funds available for grants under this 

section, the Administrator shall set aside not 

less than 10 per centum to support areawide 

strategies addressing hazardous air pollutants 

emitted by area sources and shall award such 

funds on a demonstration basis to those States 

with innovative and effective strategies. At 

the request of State or local air pollution con-

trol officials, the Administrator shall prepare 

guidelines for control technologies or manage-

ment practices which may be applicable to 

various categories or subcategories of area 

sources. 

(5) Report 
The Administrator shall report to the Con-

gress at intervals not later than 8 and 12 years 

after November 15, 1990, on actions taken 

under this subsection and other parts of this 

chapter to reduce the risk to public health 

posed by the release of hazardous air pollut-

ants from area sources. The reports shall also 

identify specific metropolitan areas that con-

tinue to experience high risks to public health 

as the result of emissions from area sources. 

(l) State programs 
(1) In general 

Each State may develop and submit to the 

Administrator for approval a program for the 

implementation and enforcement (including a 

review of enforcement delegations previously 

granted) of emission standards and other re-

quirements for air pollutants subject to this 

section or requirements for the prevention and 

mitigation of accidental releases pursuant to 

subsection (r) of this section. A program sub-

mitted by a State under this subsection may 

provide for partial or complete delegation of 

the Administrator’s authorities and respon-

sibilities to implement and enforce emissions 

standards and prevention requirements but 

shall not include authority to set standards 

less stringent than those promulgated by the 

Administrator under this chapter. 

(2) Guidance 
Not later than 12 months after November 15, 

1990, the Administrator shall publish guidance 

that would be useful to the States in develop-

ing programs for submittal under this sub-

section. The guidance shall also provide for 

the registration of all facilities producing, 

processing, handling or storing any substance 

listed pursuant to subsection (r) of this section 
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in amounts greater than the threshold quan-

tity. The Administrator shall include as an 

element in such guidance an optional program 

begun in 1986 for the review of high-risk point 

sources of air pollutants including, but not 

limited to, hazardous air pollutants listed pur-

suant to subsection (b) of this section. 

(3) Technical assistance 
The Administrator shall establish and main-

tain an air toxics clearinghouse and center to 

provide technical information and assistance 

to State and local agencies and, on a cost re-

covery basis, to others on control technology, 

health and ecological risk assessment, risk 

analysis, ambient monitoring and modeling, 

and emissions measurement and monitoring. 

The Administrator shall use the authority of 

section 7403 of this title to examine methods 

for preventing, measuring, and controlling 

emissions and evaluating associated health 

and ecological risks. Where appropriate, such 

activity shall be conducted with not-for-profit 

organizations. The Administrator may con-

duct research on methods for preventing, 

measuring and controlling emissions and eval-

uating associated health and environment 

risks. All information collected under this 

paragraph shall be available to the public. 

(4) Grants 
Upon application of a State, the Adminis-

trator may make grants, subject to such terms 

and conditions as the Administrator deems ap-

propriate, to such State for the purpose of as-

sisting the State in developing and imple-

menting a program for submittal and approval 

under this subsection. Programs assisted 

under this paragraph may include program 

elements addressing air pollutants or ex-

tremely hazardous substances other than 

those specifically subject to this section. 

Grants under this paragraph may include sup-

port for high-risk point source review as pro-

vided in paragraph (2) and support for the de-

velopment and implementation of areawide 

area source programs pursuant to subsection 

(k) of this section. 

(5) Approval or disapproval 
Not later than 180 days after receiving a pro-

gram submitted by a State, and after notice 

and opportunity for public comment, the Ad-

ministrator shall either approve or disapprove 

such program. The Administrator shall dis-

approve any program submitted by a State, if 

the Administrator determines that— 

(A) the authorities contained in the pro-

gram are not adequate to assure compliance 

by all sources within the State with each ap-

plicable standard, regulation or requirement 

established by the Administrator under this 

section; 

(B) adequate authority does not exist, or 

adequate resources are not available, to im-

plement the program; 

(C) the schedule for implementing the pro-

gram and assuring compliance by affected 

sources is not sufficiently expeditious; or 

(D) the program is otherwise not in com-

pliance with the guidance issued by the Ad-

ministrator under paragraph (2) or is not 

likely to satisfy, in whole or in part, the ob-

jectives of this chapter. 

If the Administrator disapproves a State pro-

gram, the Administrator shall notify the State 

of any revisions or modifications necessary to 

obtain approval. The State may revise and re-

submit the proposed program for review and 

approval pursuant to the provisions of this 

subsection. 

(6) Withdrawal 
Whenever the Administrator determines, 

after public hearing, that a State is not ad-

ministering and enforcing a program approved 

pursuant to this subsection in accordance with 

the guidance published pursuant to paragraph 

(2) or the requirements of paragraph (5), the 

Administrator shall so notify the State and, if 

action which will assure prompt compliance is 

not taken within 90 days, the Administrator 

shall withdraw approval of the program. The 

Administrator shall not withdraw approval of 

any program unless the State shall have been 

notified and the reasons for withdrawal shall 

have been stated in writing and made public. 

(7) Authority to enforce 
Nothing in this subsection shall prohibit the 

Administrator from enforcing any applicable 

emission standard or requirement under this 

section. 

(8) Local program 
The Administrator may, after notice and op-

portunity for public comment, approve a pro-

gram developed and submitted by a local air 

pollution control agency (after consultation 

with the State) pursuant to this subsection 

and any such agency implementing an ap-

proved program may take any action author-

ized to be taken by a State under this section. 

(9) Permit authority 
Nothing in this subsection shall affect the 

authorities and obligations of the Adminis-

trator or the State under subchapter V of this 

chapter. 

(m) Atmospheric deposition to Great Lakes and 
coastal waters 

(1) Deposition assessment 
The Administrator, in cooperation with the 

Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and 

Atmosphere, shall conduct a program to iden-

tify and assess the extent of atmospheric depo-

sition of hazardous air pollutants (and in the 

discretion of the Administrator, other air pol-

lutants) to the Great Lakes, the Chesapeake 

Bay, Lake Champlain and coastal waters. As 

part of such program, the Administrator 

shall— 
(A) monitor the Great Lakes, the Chesa-

peake Bay, Lake Champlain and coastal wa-

ters, including monitoring of the Great 

Lakes through the monitoring network es-

tablished pursuant to paragraph (2) of this 

subsection and designing and deploying an 

atmospheric monitoring network for coastal 

waters pursuant to paragraph (4); 
(B) investigate the sources and deposition 

rates of atmospheric deposition of air pollut-

ants (and their atmospheric transformation 

precursors); 
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(C) conduct research to develop and im-

prove monitoring methods and to determine 

the relative contribution of atmospheric pol-

lutants to total pollution loadings to the 

Great Lakes, the Chesapeake Bay, Lake 

Champlain, and coastal waters; 
(D) evaluate any adverse effects to public 

health or the environment caused by such 

deposition (including effects resulting from 

indirect exposure pathways) and assess the 

contribution of such deposition to violations 

of water quality standards established pur-

suant to the Federal Water Pollution Con-

trol Act [33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.] and drinking 

water standards established pursuant to the 

Safe Drinking Water Act [42 U.S.C. 300f et 

seq.]; and 
(E) sample for such pollutants in biota, 

fish, and wildlife of the Great Lakes, the 

Chesapeake Bay, Lake Champlain and coast-

al waters and characterize the sources of 

such pollutants. 

(2) Great Lakes monitoring network 
The Administrator shall oversee, in accord-

ance with Annex 15 of the Great Lakes Water 

Quality Agreement, the establishment and op-

eration of a Great Lakes atmospheric deposi-

tion network to monitor atmospheric deposi-

tion of hazardous air pollutants (and in the 

Administrator’s discretion, other air pollut-

ants) to the Great Lakes. 
(A) As part of the network provided for in 

this paragraph, and not later than December 

31, 1991, the Administrator shall establish in 

each of the 5 Great Lakes at least 1 facility 

capable of monitoring the atmospheric depo-

sition of hazardous air pollutants in both 

dry and wet conditions. 
(B) The Administrator shall use the data 

provided by the network to identify and 

track the movement of hazardous air pollut-

ants through the Great Lakes, to determine 

the portion of water pollution loadings at-

tributable to atmospheric deposition of such 

pollutants, and to support development of 

remedial action plans and other manage-

ment plans as required by the Great Lakes 

Water Quality Agreement. 
(C) The Administrator shall assure that 

the data collected by the Great Lakes at-

mospheric deposition monitoring network is 

in a format compatible with databases spon-

sored by the International Joint Commis-

sion, Canada, and the several States of the 

Great Lakes region. 

(3) Monitoring for the Chesapeake Bay and 
Lake Champlain 

The Administrator shall establish at the 

Chesapeake Bay and Lake Champlain atmos-

pheric deposition stations to monitor deposi-

tion of hazardous air pollutants (and in the 

Administrator’s discretion, other air pollut-

ants) within the Chesapeake Bay and Lake 

Champlain watersheds. The Administrator 

shall determine the role of air deposition in 

the pollutant loadings of the Chesapeake Bay 

and Lake Champlain, investigate the sources 

of air pollutants deposited in the watersheds, 

evaluate the health and environmental effects 

of such pollutant loadings, and shall sample 

such pollutants in biota, fish and wildlife 

within the watersheds, as necessary to charac-

terize such effects. 

(4) Monitoring for coastal waters 
The Administrator shall design and deploy 

atmospheric deposition monitoring networks 

for coastal waters and their watersheds and 

shall make any information collected through 

such networks available to the public. As part 

of this effort, the Administrator shall conduct 

research to develop and improve deposition 

monitoring methods, and to determine the rel-

ative contribution of atmospheric pollutants 

to pollutant loadings. For purposes of this sub-

section, ‘‘coastal waters’’ shall mean estuaries 

selected pursuant to section 320(a)(2)(A) of the 

Federal Water Pollution Control Act [33 U.S.C. 

1330(a)(2)(A)] or listed pursuant to section 

320(a)(2)(B) of such Act [33 U.S.C. 1330(a)(2)(B)] 

or estuarine research reserves designated pur-

suant to section 1461 of title 16. 

(5) Report 
Within 3 years of November 15, 1990, and bi-

ennially thereafter, the Administrator, in co-

operation with the Under Secretary of Com-

merce for Oceans and Atmosphere, shall sub-

mit to the Congress a report on the results of 

any monitoring, studies, and investigations 

conducted pursuant to this subsection. Such 

report shall include, at a minimum, an assess-

ment of— 

(A) the contribution of atmospheric depo-

sition to pollution loadings in the Great 

Lakes, the Chesapeake Bay, Lake Champlain 

and coastal waters; 

(B) the environmental and public health 

effects of any pollution which is attributable 

to atmospheric deposition to the Great 

Lakes, the Chesapeake Bay, Lake Champlain 

and coastal waters; 

(C) the source or sources of any pollution 

to the Great Lakes, the Chesapeake Bay, 

Lake Champlain and coastal waters which is 

attributable to atmospheric deposition; 

(D) whether pollution loadings in the 

Great Lakes, the Chesapeake Bay, Lake 

Champlain or coastal waters cause or con-

tribute to exceedances of drinking water 

standards pursuant to the Safe Drinking 

Water Act [42 U.S.C. 300f et seq.] or water 

quality standards pursuant to the Federal 

Water Pollution Control Act [33 U.S.C. 1251 

et seq.] or, with respect to the Great Lakes, 

exceedances of the specific objectives of the 

Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement; and 

(E) a description of any revisions of the re-

quirements, standards, and limitations pur-

suant to this chapter and other applicable 

Federal laws as are necessary to assure pro-

tection of human health and the environ-

ment. 

(6) Additional regulation 
As part of the report to Congress, the Ad-

ministrator shall determine whether the other 

provisions of this section are adequate to pre-

vent serious adverse effects to public health 

and serious or widespread environmental ef-

fects, including such effects resulting from in-

direct exposure pathways, associated with at-
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mospheric deposition to the Great Lakes, the 

Chesapeake Bay, Lake Champlain and coastal 

waters of hazardous air pollutants (and their 

atmospheric transformation products). The 

Administrator shall take into consideration 

the tendency of such pollutants to bioaccumu-

late. Within 5 years after November 15, 1990, 

the Administrator shall, based on such report 

and determination, promulgate, in accordance 

with this section, such further emission stand-

ards or control measures as may be necessary 

and appropriate to prevent such effects, in-

cluding effects due to bioaccumulation and in-

direct exposure pathways. Any requirements 

promulgated pursuant to this paragraph with 

respect to coastal waters shall only apply to 

the coastal waters of the States which are sub-

ject to section 7627(a) of this title. 

(n) Other provisions 
(1) Electric utility steam generating units 

(A) The Administrator shall perform a study 

of the hazards to public health reasonably an-

ticipated to occur as a result of emissions by 

electric utility steam generating units of pol-

lutants listed under subsection (b) of this sec-

tion after imposition of the requirements of 

this chapter. The Administrator shall report 

the results of this study to the Congress with-

in 3 years after November 15, 1990. The Admin-

istrator shall develop and describe in the Ad-

ministrator’s report to Congress alternative 

control strategies for emissions which may 

warrant regulation under this section. The Ad-

ministrator shall regulate electric utility 

steam generating units under this section, if 

the Administrator finds such regulation is ap-

propriate and necessary after considering the 

results of the study required by this subpara-

graph. 

(B) The Administrator shall conduct, and 

transmit to the Congress not later than 4 

years after November 15, 1990, a study of mer-

cury emissions from electric utility steam 

generating units, municipal waste combustion 

units, and other sources, including area 

sources. Such study shall consider the rate 

and mass of such emissions, the health and en-

vironmental effects of such emissions, tech-

nologies which are available to control such 

emissions, and the costs of such technologies. 

(C) The National Institute of Environmental 

Health Sciences shall conduct, and transmit 

to the Congress not later than 3 years after 

November 15, 1990, a study to determine the 

threshold level of mercury exposure below 

which adverse human health effects are not 

expected to occur. Such study shall include a 

threshold for mercury concentrations in the 

tissue of fish which may be consumed (includ-

ing consumption by sensitive populations) 

without adverse effects to public health. 

(2) Coke oven production technology study 
(A) The Secretary of the Department of En-

ergy and the Administrator shall jointly un-

dertake a 6-year study to assess coke oven pro-

duction emission control technologies and to 

assist in the development and commercializa-

tion of technically practicable and economi-

cally viable control technologies which have 

the potential to significantly reduce emissions 

of hazardous air pollutants from coke oven 

production facilities. In identifying control 

technologies, the Secretary and the Adminis-

trator shall consider the range of existing 

coke oven operations and battery design and 

the availability of sources of materials for 

such coke ovens as well as alternatives to ex-

isting coke oven production design. 
(B) The Secretary and the Administrator are 

authorized to enter into agreements with per-

sons who propose to develop, install and oper-

ate coke production emission control tech-

nologies which have the potential for signifi-

cant emissions reductions of hazardous air 

pollutants provided that Federal funds shall 

not exceed 50 per centum of the cost of any 

project assisted pursuant to this paragraph. 
(C) On completion of the study, the Sec-

retary shall submit to Congress a report on 

the results of the study and shall make recom-

mendations to the Administrator identifying 

practicable and economically viable control 

technologies for coke oven production facili-

ties to reduce residual risks remaining after 

implementation of the standard under sub-

section (d) of this section. 
(D) There are authorized to be appropriated 

$5,000,000 for each of the fiscal years 1992 

through 1997 to carry out the program author-

ized by this paragraph. 

(3) Publicly owned treatment works 
The Administrator may conduct, in coopera-

tion with the owners and operators of publicly 

owned treatment works, studies to character-

ize emissions of hazardous air pollutants emit-

ted by such facilities, to identify industrial, 

commercial and residential discharges that 

contribute to such emissions and to dem-

onstrate control measures for such emissions. 

When promulgating any standard under this 

section applicable to publicly owned treat-

ment works, the Administrator may provide 

for control measures that include pre-

treatment of discharges causing emissions of 

hazardous air pollutants and process or prod-

uct substitutions or limitations that may be 

effective in reducing such emissions. The Ad-

ministrator may prescribe uniform sampling, 

modeling and risk assessment methods for use 

in implementing this subsection. 

(4) Oil and gas wells; pipeline facilities 
(A) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-

section (a) of this section, emissions from any 

oil or gas exploration or production well (with 

its associated equipment) and emissions from 

any pipeline compressor or pump station shall 

not be aggregated with emissions from other 

similar units, whether or not such units are in 

a contiguous area or under common control, 

to determine whether such units or stations 

are major sources, and in the case of any oil or 

gas exploration or production well (with its 

associated equipment), such emissions shall 

not be aggregated for any purpose under this 

section. 
(B) The Administrator shall not list oil and 

gas production wells (with its associated 

equipment) as an area source category under 

subsection (c) of this section, except that the 
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3 So in original. Probably should be ‘‘section’’. 

Administrator may establish an area source 
category for oil and gas production wells lo-
cated in any metropolitan statistical area or 
consolidated metropolitan statistical area 
with a population in excess of 1 million, if the 
Administrator determines that emissions of 
hazardous air pollutants from such wells 
present more than a negligible risk of adverse 
effects to public health. 

(5) Hydrogen sulfide 
The Administrator is directed to assess the 

hazards to public health and the environment 
resulting from the emission of hydrogen sul-
fide associated with the extraction of oil and 
natural gas resources. To the extent prac-
ticable, the assessment shall build upon and 
not duplicate work conducted for an assess-
ment pursuant to section 8002(m) of the Solid 
Waste Disposal Act [42 U.S.C. 6982(m)] and 
shall reflect consultation with the States. The 
assessment shall include a review of existing 
State and industry control standards, tech-
niques and enforcement. The Administrator 
shall report to the Congress within 24 months 
after November 15, 1990, with the findings of 
such assessment, together with any recom-
mendations, and shall, as appropriate, develop 
and implement a control strategy for emis-

sions of hydrogen sulfide to protect human 

health and the environment, based on the find-

ings of such assessment, using authorities 

under this chapter including sections 3 7411 of 

this title and this section. 

(6) Hydrofluoric acid 
Not later than 2 years after November 15, 

1990, the Administrator shall, for those regions 

of the country which do not have comprehen-

sive health and safety regulations with respect 

to hydrofluoric acid, complete a study of the 

potential hazards of hydrofluoric acid and the 

uses of hydrofluoric acid in industrial and 

commercial applications to public health and 

the environment considering a range of events 

including worst-case accidental releases and 

shall make recommendations to the Congress 

for the reduction of such hazards, if appro-

priate. 

(7) RCRA facilities 
In the case of any category or subcategory of 

sources the air emissions of which are regu-

lated under subtitle C of the Solid Waste Dis-

posal Act [42 U.S.C. 6921 et seq.], the Adminis-

trator shall take into account any regulations 

of such emissions which are promulgated 

under such subtitle and shall, to the maximum 

extent practicable and consistent with the 

provisions of this section, ensure that the re-

quirements of such subtitle and this section 

are consistent. 

(o) National Academy of Sciences study 
(1) Request of the Academy 

Within 3 months of November 15, 1990, the 

Administrator shall enter into appropriate ar-

rangements with the National Academy of 

Sciences to conduct a review of— 
(A) risk assessment methodology used by 

the Environmental Protection Agency to de-

termine the carcinogenic risk associated 

with exposure to hazardous air pollutants 

from source categories and subcategories 

subject to the requirements of this section; 

and 

(B) improvements in such methodology. 

(2) Elements to be studied 
In conducting such review, the National 

Academy of Sciences should consider, but not 

be limited to, the following— 

(A) the techniques used for estimating and 

describing the carcinogenic potency to hu-

mans of hazardous air pollutants; and 

(B) the techniques used for estimating ex-

posure to hazardous air pollutants (for hypo-

thetical and actual maximally exposed indi-

viduals as well as other exposed individuals). 

(3) Other health effects of concern 
To the extent practicable, the Academy 

shall evaluate and report on the methodology 

for assessing the risk of adverse human health 

effects other than cancer for which safe 

thresholds of exposure may not exist, includ-

ing, but not limited to, inheritable genetic 

mutations, birth defects, and reproductive 

dysfunctions. 

(4) Report 
A report on the results of such review shall 

be submitted to the Senate Committee on En-

vironment and Public Works, the House Com-

mittee on Energy and Commerce, the Risk As-

sessment and Management Commission estab-

lished by section 303 of the Clean Air Act 

Amendments of 1990 and the Administrator 

not later than 30 months after November 15, 

1990. 

(5) Assistance 
The Administrator shall assist the Academy 

in gathering any information the Academy 

deems necessary to carry out this subsection. 

The Administrator may use any authority 

under this chapter to obtain information from 

any person, and to require any person to con-

duct tests, keep and produce records, and 

make reports respecting research or other ac-

tivities conducted by such person as necessary 

to carry out this subsection. 

(6) Authorization 
Of the funds authorized to be appropriated to 

the Administrator by this chapter, such 

amounts as are required shall be available to 

carry out this subsection. 

(7) Guidelines for carcinogenic risk assessment 
The Administrator shall consider, but need 

not adopt, the recommendations contained in 

the report of the National Academy of Sci-

ences prepared pursuant to this subsection and 

the views of the Science Advisory Board, with 

respect to such report. Prior to the promulga-

tion of any standard under subsection (f) of 

this section, and after notice and opportunity 

for comment, the Administrator shall publish 

revised Guidelines for Carcinogenic Risk As-

sessment or a detailed explanation of the rea-

sons that any recommendations contained in 

the report of the National Academy of Sci-

ences will not be implemented. The publica-
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tion of such revised Guidelines shall be a final 

Agency action for purposes of section 7607 of 

this title. 

(p) Mickey Leland National Urban Air Toxics Re-
search Center 

(1) Establishment 
The Administrator shall oversee the estab-

lishment of a National Urban Air Toxics Re-

search Center, to be located at a university, a 

hospital, or other facility capable of under-

taking and maintaining similar research capa-

bilities in the areas of epidemiology, oncology, 

toxicology, pulmonary medicine, pathology, 

and biostatistics. The center shall be known as 

the Mickey Leland National Urban Air Toxics 

Research Center. The geographic site of the 

National Urban Air Toxics Research Center 

should be further directed to Harris County, 

Texas, in order to take full advantage of the 

well developed scientific community presence 

on-site at the Texas Medical Center as well as 

the extensive data previously compiled for the 

comprehensive monitoring system currently 

in place. 

(2) Board of Directors 
The National Urban Air Toxics Research 

Center shall be governed by a Board of Direc-

tors to be comprised of 9 members, the ap-

pointment of which shall be allocated pro rata 

among the Speaker of the House, the Majority 

Leader of the Senate and the President. The 

members of the Board of Directors shall be se-

lected based on their respective academic and 

professional backgrounds and expertise in 

matters relating to public health, environ-

mental pollution and industrial hygiene. The 

duties of the Board of Directors shall be to de-

termine policy and research guidelines, submit 

views from center sponsors and the public and 

issue periodic reports of center findings and 

activities. 

(3) Scientific Advisory Panel 
The Board of Directors shall be advised by a 

Scientific Advisory Panel, the 13 members of 

which shall be appointed by the Board, and to 

include eminent members of the scientific and 

medical communities. The Panel membership 

may include scientists with relevant experi-

ence from the National Institute of Environ-

mental Health Sciences, the Center for Dis-

ease Control, the Environmental Protection 

Agency, the National Cancer Institute, and 

others, and the Panel shall conduct peer re-

view and evaluate research results. The Panel 

shall assist the Board in developing the re-

search agenda, reviewing proposals and appli-

cations, and advise on the awarding of re-

search grants. 

(4) Funding 
The center shall be established and funded 

with both Federal and private source funds. 

(q) Savings provision 
(1) Standards previously promulgated 

Any standard under this section in effect be-

fore the date of enactment of the Clean Air 

Act Amendments of 1990 [November 15, 1990] 

shall remain in force and effect after such date 

unless modified as provided in this section be-

fore the date of enactment of such Amend-

ments or under such Amendments. Except as 

provided in paragraph (4), any standard under 

this section which has been promulgated, but 

has not taken effect, before such date shall not 

be affected by such Amendments unless modi-

fied as provided in this section before such 

date or under such Amendments. Each such 

standard shall be reviewed and, if appropriate, 

revised, to comply with the requirements of 

subsection (d) of this section within 10 years 

after the date of enactment of the Clean Air 

Act Amendments of 1990. If a timely petition 

for review of any such standard under section 

7607 of this title is pending on such date of en-

actment, the standard shall be upheld if it 

complies with this section as in effect before 

that date. If any such standard is remanded to 

the Administrator, the Administrator may in 

the Administrator’s discretion apply either 

the requirements of this section, or those of 

this section as in effect before the date of en-

actment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 

1990. 

(2) Special rule 
Notwithstanding paragraph (1), no standard 

shall be established under this section, as 

amended by the Clean Air Act Amendments of 

1990, for radionuclide emissions from (A) ele-

mental phosphorous plants, (B) grate calci-

nation elemental phosphorous plants, (C) 

phosphogypsum stacks, or (D) any subcategory 

of the foregoing. This section, as in effect 

prior to the date of enactment of the Clean Air 

Act Amendments of 1990 [November 15, 1990], 

shall remain in effect for radionuclide emis-

sions from such plants and stacks. 

(3) Other categories 
Notwithstanding paragraph (1), this section, 

as in effect prior to the date of enactment of 

the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 [No-

vember 15, 1990], shall remain in effect for 

radionuclide emissions from non-Department 

of Energy Federal facilities that are not li-

censed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-

sion, coal-fired utility and industrial boilers, 

underground uranium mines, surface uranium 

mines, and disposal of uranium mill tailings 

piles, unless the Administrator, in the Admin-

istrator’s discretion, applies the requirements 

of this section as modified by the Clean Air 

Act Amendments of 1990 to such sources of 

radionuclides. 

(4) Medical facilities 
Notwithstanding paragraph (1), no standard 

promulgated under this section prior to No-

vember 15, 1990, with respect to medical re-

search or treatment facilities shall take effect 

for two years following November 15, 1990, un-

less the Administrator makes a determination 

pursuant to a rulemaking under subsection 

(d)(9) of this section. If the Administrator de-

termines that the regulatory program estab-

lished by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

for such facilities does not provide an ample 

margin of safety to protect public health, the 

requirements of this section shall fully apply 

to such facilities. If the Administrator deter-
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mines that such regulatory program does pro-

vide an ample margin of safety to protect the 

public health, the Administrator is not re-

quired to promulgate a standard under this 

section for such facilities, as provided in sub-

section (d)(9) of this section. 

(r) Prevention of accidental releases 
(1) Purpose and general duty 

It shall be the objective of the regulations 

and programs authorized under this subsection 

to prevent the accidental release and to mini-

mize the consequences of any such release of 

any substance listed pursuant to paragraph (3) 

or any other extremely hazardous substance. 

The owners and operators of stationary 

sources producing, processing, handling or 

storing such substances have a general duty in 

the same manner and to the same extent as 

section 654 of title 29 to identify hazards which 

may result from such releases using appro-

priate hazard assessment techniques, to design 

and maintain a safe facility taking such steps 

as are necessary to prevent releases, and to 

minimize the consequences of accidental re-

leases which do occur. For purposes of this 

paragraph, the provisions of section 7604 of 

this title shall not be available to any person 

or otherwise be construed to be applicable to 

this paragraph. Nothing in this section shall 

be interpreted, construed, implied or applied 

to create any liability or basis for suit for 

compensation for bodily injury or any other 

injury or property damages to any person 

which may result from accidental releases of 

such substances. 

(2) Definitions 
(A) The term ‘‘accidental release’’ means an 

unanticipated emission of a regulated sub-

stance or other extremely hazardous substance 

into the ambient air from a stationary source. 
(B) The term ‘‘regulated substance’’ means a 

substance listed under paragraph (3). 
(C) The term ‘‘stationary source’’ means any 

buildings, structures, equipment, installations 

or substance emitting stationary activities (i) 

which belong to the same industrial group, (ii) 

which are located on one or more contiguous 

properties, (iii) which are under the control of 

the same person (or persons under common 

control), and (iv) from which an accidental re-

lease may occur. 
(D) The term ‘‘retail facility’’ means a sta-

tionary source at which more than one-half of 

the income is obtained from direct sales to end 

users or at which more than one-half of the 

fuel sold, by volume, is sold through a cylinder 

exchange program. 

(3) List of substances 
The Administrator shall promulgate not 

later than 24 months after November 15, 1990, 

an initial list of 100 substances which, in the 

case of an accidental release, are known to 

cause or may reasonably be anticipated to 

cause death, injury, or serious adverse effects 

to human health or the environment. For pur-

poses of promulgating such list, the Adminis-

trator shall use, but is not limited to, the list 

of extremely hazardous substances published 

under the Emergency Planning and Commu-

nity Right-to-Know 4 Act of 1986 [42 U.S.C. 

11001 et seq.], with such modifications as the 

Administrator deems appropriate. The initial 

list shall include chlorine, anhydrous ammo-

nia, methyl chloride, ethylene oxide, vinyl 

chloride, methyl isocyanate, hydrogen cya-

nide, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, toluene 

diisocyanate, phosgene, bromine, anhydrous 

hydrogen chloride, hydrogen fluoride, anhy-

drous sulfur dioxide, and sulfur trioxide. The 

initial list shall include at least 100 substances 

which pose the greatest risk of causing death, 

injury, or serious adverse effects to human 

health or the environment from accidental re-

leases. Regulations establishing the list shall 

include an explanation of the basis for estab-

lishing the list. The list may be revised from 

time to time by the Administrator on the Ad-

ministrator’s own motion or by petition and 

shall be reviewed at least every 5 years. No air 

pollutant for which a national primary ambi-

ent air quality standard has been established 

shall be included on any such list. No sub-

stance, practice, process, or activity regulated 

under subchapter VI of this chapter shall be 

subject to regulations under this subsection. 

The Administrator shall establish procedures 

for the addition and deletion of substances 

from the list established under this paragraph 

consistent with those applicable to the list in 

subsection (b) of this section. 

(4) Factors to be considered 
In listing substances under paragraph (3), 

the Administrator— 
(A) shall consider— 

(i) the severity of any acute adverse 

health effects associated with accidental 

releases of the substance; 

(ii) the likelihood of accidental releases 

of the substance; and 

(iii) the potential magnitude of human 

exposure to accidental releases of the sub-

stance; and 

(B) shall not list a flammable substance 

when used as a fuel or held for sale as a fuel 

at a retail facility under this subsection 

solely because of the explosive or flammable 

properties of the substance, unless a fire or 

explosion caused by the substance will result 

in acute adverse health effects from human 

exposure to the substance, including the un-

burned fuel or its combustion byproducts, 

other than those caused by the heat of the 

fire or impact of the explosion. 

(5) Threshold quantity 
At the time any substance is listed pursuant 

to paragraph (3), the Administrator shall es-

tablish by rule, a threshold quantity for the 

substance, taking into account the toxicity, 

reactivity, volatility, dispersibility, combus-

tibility, or flammability of the substance and 

the amount of the substance which, as a result 

of an accidental release, is known to cause or 

may reasonably be anticipated to cause death, 

injury or serious adverse effects to human 

health for which the substance was listed. The 

Administrator is authorized to establish a 
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greater threshold quantity for, or to exempt 

entirely, any substance that is a nutrient used 

in agriculture when held by a farmer. 

(6) Chemical Safety Board 
(A) There is hereby established an independ-

ent safety board to be known as the Chemical 

Safety and Hazard Investigation Board. 
(B) The Board shall consist of 5 members, in-

cluding a Chairperson, who shall be appointed 

by the President, by and with the advice and 

consent of the Senate. Members of the Board 

shall be appointed on the basis of technical 

qualification, professional standing, and dem-

onstrated knowledge in the fields of accident 

reconstruction, safety engineering, human fac-

tors, toxicology, or air pollution regulation. 

The terms of office of members of the Board 

shall be 5 years. Any member of the Board, in-

cluding the Chairperson, may be removed for 

inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance 

in office. The Chairperson shall be the Chief 

Executive Officer of the Board and shall exer-

cise the executive and administrative func-

tions of the Board. 
(C) The Board shall— 

(i) investigate (or cause to be inves-

tigated), determine and report to the public 

in writing the facts, conditions, and circum-

stances and the cause or probable cause of 

any accidental release resulting in a fatal-

ity, serious injury or substantial property 

damages; 
(ii) issue periodic reports to the Congress, 

Federal, State and local agencies, including 

the Environmental Protection Agency and 

the Occupational Safety and Health Admin-

istration, concerned with the safety of 

chemical production, processing, handling 

and storage, and other interested persons 

recommending measures to reduce the like-

lihood or the consequences of accidental re-

leases and proposing corrective steps to 

make chemical production, processing, han-

dling and storage as safe and free from risk 

of injury as is possible and may include in 

such reports proposed rules or orders which 

should be issued by the Administrator under 

the authority of this section or the Sec-

retary of Labor under the Occupational 

Safety and Health Act [29 U.S.C. 651 et seq.] 

to prevent or minimize the consequences of 

any release of substances that may cause 

death, injury or other serious adverse effects 

on human health or substantial property 

damage as the result of an accidental re-

lease; and 
(iii) establish by regulation requirements 

binding on persons for reporting accidental 

releases into the ambient air subject to the 

Board’s investigatory jurisdiction. Report-

ing releases to the National Response Cen-

ter, in lieu of the Board directly, shall sat-

isfy such regulations. The National Response 

Center shall promptly notify the Board of 

any releases which are within the Board’s ju-

risdiction. 

(D) The Board may utilize the expertise and 

experience of other agencies. 
(E) The Board shall coordinate its activities 

with investigations and studies conducted by 

other agencies of the United States having a 
responsibility to protect public health and 
safety. The Board shall enter into a memoran-
dum of understanding with the National 
Transportation Safety Board to assure coordi-
nation of functions and to limit duplication of 
activities which shall designate the National 
Transportation Safety Board as the lead agen-
cy for the investigation of releases which are 
transportation related. The Board shall not be 
authorized to investigate marine oil spills, 
which the National Transportation Safety 
Board is authorized to investigate. The Board 
shall enter into a memorandum of understand-
ing with the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration so as to limit duplication of 
activities. In no event shall the Board forego 
an investigation where an accidental release 
causes a fatality or serious injury among the 
general public, or had the potential to cause 
substantial property damage or a number of 
deaths or injuries among the general public. 

(F) The Board is authorized to conduct re-
search and studies with respect to the poten-
tial for accidental releases, whether or not an 

accidental release has occurred, where there is 

evidence which indicates the presence of a po-

tential hazard or hazards. To the extent prac-

ticable, the Board shall conduct such studies 

in cooperation with other Federal agencies 

having emergency response authorities, State 

and local governmental agencies and associa-

tions and organizations from the industrial, 

commercial, and nonprofit sectors. 
(G) No part of the conclusions, findings, or 

recommendations of the Board relating to any 

accidental release or the investigation thereof 

shall be admitted as evidence or used in any 

action or suit for damages arising out of any 

matter mentioned in such report. 
(H) Not later than 18 months after November 

15, 1990, the Board shall publish a report ac-

companied by recommendations to the Admin-

istrator on the use of hazard assessments in 

preventing the occurrence and minimizing the 

consequences of accidental releases of ex-

tremely hazardous substances. The recom-

mendations shall include a list of extremely 

hazardous substances which are not regulated 

substances (including threshold quantities for 

such substances) and categories of stationary 

sources for which hazard assessments would be 

an appropriate measure to aid in the preven-

tion of accidental releases and to minimize the 

consequences of those releases that do occur. 

The recommendations shall also include a de-

scription of the information and analysis 

which would be appropriate to include in any 

hazard assessment. The Board shall also make 

recommendations with respect to the role of 

risk management plans as required by para-

graph (8)(B) 5 in preventing accidental releases. 

The Board may from time to time review and 

revise its recommendations under this sub-

paragraph. 
(I) Whenever the Board submits a recom-

mendation with respect to accidental releases 

to the Administrator, the Administrator shall 

respond to such recommendation formally and 
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in writing not later than 180 days after receipt 

thereof. The response to the Board’s recom-

mendation by the Administrator shall indicate 

whether the Administrator will— 
(i) initiate a rulemaking or issue such or-

ders as are necessary to implement the rec-

ommendation in full or in part, pursuant to 

any timetable contained in the recommenda-

tion; 6 
(ii) decline to initiate a rulemaking or 

issue orders as recommended. 

Any determination by the Administrator not 

to implement a recommendation of the Board 

or to implement a recommendation only in 

part, including any variation from the sched-

ule contained in the recommendation, shall be 

accompanied by a statement from the Admin-

istrator setting forth the reasons for such de-

termination. 
(J) The Board may make recommendations 

with respect to accidental releases to the Sec-

retary of Labor. Whenever the Board submits 

such recommendation, the Secretary shall re-

spond to such recommendation formally and 

in writing not later than 180 days after receipt 

thereof. The response to the Board’s recom-

mendation by the Administrator 7 shall indi-

cate whether the Secretary will— 
(i) initiate a rulemaking or issue such or-

ders as are necessary to implement the rec-

ommendation in full or in part, pursuant to 

any timetable contained in the recommenda-

tion; 6 
(ii) decline to initiate a rulemaking or 

issue orders as recommended. 

Any determination by the Secretary not to 

implement a recommendation or to implement 

a recommendation only in part, including any 

variation from the schedule contained in the 

recommendation, shall be accompanied by a 

statement from the Secretary setting forth 

the reasons for such determination. 
(K) Within 2 years after November 15, 1990, 

the Board shall issue a report to the Adminis-

trator of the Environmental Protection Agen-

cy and to the Administrator of the Occupa-

tional Safety and Health Administration rec-

ommending the adoption of regulations for the 

preparation of risk management plans and 

general requirements for the prevention of ac-

cidental releases of regulated substances into 

the ambient air (including recommendations 

for listing substances under paragraph (3)) and 

for the mitigation of the potential adverse ef-

fect on human health or the environment as a 

result of accidental releases which should be 

applicable to any stationary source handling 

any regulated substance in more than thresh-

old amounts. The Board may include proposed 

rules or orders which should be issued by the 

Administrator under authority of this sub-

section or by the Secretary of Labor under the 

Occupational Safety and Health Act [29 U.S.C. 

651 et seq.]. Any such recommendations shall 

be specific and shall identify the regulated 

substance or class of regulated substances (or 

other substances) to which the recommenda-
tions apply. The Administrator shall consider 
such recommendations before promulgating 
regulations required by paragraph (7)(B). 

(L) The Board, or upon authority of the 
Board, any member thereof, any administra-
tive law judge employed by or assigned to the 
Board, or any officer or employee duly des-
ignated by the Board, may for the purpose of 
carrying out duties authorized by subpara-
graph (C)— 

(i) hold such hearings, sit and act at such 
times and places, administer such oaths, and 
require by subpoena or otherwise attendance 
and testimony of such witnesses and the pro-
duction of evidence and may require by 
order that any person engaged in the produc-
tion, processing, handling, or storage of ex-
tremely hazardous substances submit writ-
ten reports and responses to requests and 
questions within such time and in such form 
as the Board may require; and 

(ii) upon presenting appropriate creden-
tials and a written notice of inspection au-
thority, enter any property where an acci-
dental release causing a fatality, serious in-
jury or substantial property damage has oc-
curred and do all things therein necessary 

for a proper investigation pursuant to sub-

paragraph (C) and inspect at reasonable 

times records, files, papers, processes, con-

trols, and facilities and take such samples as 

are relevant to such investigation. 

Whenever the Administrator or the Board con-

ducts an inspection of a facility pursuant to 

this subsection, employees and their rep-

resentatives shall have the same rights to par-

ticipate in such inspections as provided in the 

Occupational Safety and Health Act [29 U.S.C. 

651 et seq.]. 
(M) In addition to that described in subpara-

graph (L), the Board may use any information 

gathering authority of the Administrator 

under this chapter, including the subpoena 

power provided in section 7607(a)(1) of this 

title. 
(N) The Board is authorized to establish such 

procedural and administrative rules as are 

necessary to the exercise of its functions and 

duties. The Board is authorized without regard 

to section 6101 of title 41 to enter into con-

tracts, leases, cooperative agreements or other 

transactions as may be necessary in the con-

duct of the duties and functions of the Board 

with any other agency, institution, or person. 
(O) After the effective date of any reporting 

requirement promulgated pursuant to sub-

paragraph (C)(iii) it shall be unlawful for any 

person to fail to report any release of any ex-

tremely hazardous substance as required by 

such subparagraph. The Administrator is au-

thorized to enforce any regulation or require-

ments established by the Board pursuant to 

subparagraph (C)(iii) using the authorities of 

sections 7413 and 7414 of this title. Any request 

for information from the owner or operator of 

a stationary source made by the Board or by 

the Administrator under this section shall be 

treated, for purposes of sections 7413, 7414, 

7416, 7420, 7603, 7604 and 7607 of this title and 

any other enforcement provisions of this chap-
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ter, as a request made by the Administrator 
under section 7414 of this title and may be en-
forced by the Chairperson of the Board or by 
the Administrator as provided in such section. 

(P) The Administrator shall provide to the 
Board such support and facilities as may be 
necessary for operation of the Board. 

(Q) Consistent with subsection 8 (G) and sec-
tion 7414(c) of this title any records, reports or 
information obtained by the Board shall be 
available to the Administrator, the Secretary 
of Labor, the Congress and the public, except 
that upon a showing satisfactory to the Board 
by any person that records, reports, or infor-
mation, or particular part thereof (other than 
release or emissions data) to which the Board 
has access, if made public, is likely to cause 
substantial harm to the person’s competitive 
position, the Board shall consider such record, 
report, or information or particular portion 
thereof confidential in accordance with sec-
tion 1905 of title 18, except that such record, 
report, or information may be disclosed to 
other officers, employees, and authorized rep-
resentatives of the United States concerned 
with carrying out this chapter or when rel-

evant under any proceeding under this chap-

ter. This subparagraph does not constitute au-

thority to withhold records, reports, or infor-

mation from the Congress. 
(R) Whenever the Board submits or trans-

mits any budget estimate, budget request, 

supplemental budget request, or other budget 

information, legislative recommendation, pre-

pared testimony for congressional hearings, 

recommendation or study to the President, 

the Secretary of Labor, the Administrator, or 

the Director of the Office of Management and 

Budget, it shall concurrently transmit a copy 

thereof to the Congress. No report of the 

Board shall be subject to review by the Admin-

istrator or any Federal agency or to judicial 

review in any court. No officer or agency of 

the United States shall have authority to re-

quire the Board to submit its budget requests 

or estimates, legislative recommendations, 

prepared testimony, comments, recommenda-

tions or reports to any officer or agency of the 

United States for approval or review prior to 

the submission of such recommendations, tes-

timony, comments or reports to the Congress. 

In the performance of their functions as estab-

lished by this chapter, the members, officers 

and employees of the Board shall not be re-

sponsible to or subject to supervision or direc-

tion, in carrying out any duties under this 

subsection, of any officer or employee or agent 

of the Environmental Protection Agency, the 

Department of Labor or any other agency of 

the United States except that the President 

may remove any member, officer or employee 

of the Board for inefficiency, neglect of duty 

or malfeasance in office. Nothing in this sec-

tion shall affect the application of title 5 to of-

ficers or employees of the Board. 
(S) The Board shall submit an annual report 

to the President and to the Congress which 

shall include, but not be limited to, informa-

tion on accidental releases which have been 

investigated by or reported to the Board dur-
ing the previous year, recommendations for 
legislative or administrative action which the 
Board has made, the actions which have been 
taken by the Administrator or the Secretary 
of Labor or the heads of other agencies to im-
plement such recommendations, an identifica-
tion of priorities for study and investigation 
in the succeeding year, progress in the devel-
opment of risk-reduction technologies and the 
response to and implementation of significant 
research findings on chemical safety in the 
public and private sector. 

(7) Accident prevention 
(A) In order to prevent accidental releases of 

regulated substances, the Administrator is au-
thorized to promulgate release prevention, de-
tection, and correction requirements which 
may include monitoring, record-keeping, re-
porting, training, vapor recovery, secondary 
containment, and other design, equipment, 
work practice, and operational requirements. 
Regulations promulgated under this paragraph 
may make distinctions between various types, 
classes, and kinds of facilities, devices and 
systems taking into consideration factors in-
cluding, but not limited to, the size, location, 
process, process controls, quantity of sub-
stances handled, potency of substances, and 
response capabilities present at any station-
ary source. Regulations promulgated pursuant 
to this subparagraph shall have an effective 
date, as determined by the Administrator, as-
suring compliance as expeditiously as prac-
ticable. 

(B)(i) Within 3 years after November 15, 1990, 
the Administrator shall promulgate reason-
able regulations and appropriate guidance to 
provide, to the greatest extent practicable, for 
the prevention and detection of accidental re-
leases of regulated substances and for response 
to such releases by the owners or operators of 
the sources of such releases. The Adminis-
trator shall utilize the expertise of the Sec-
retaries of Transportation and Labor in pro-
mulgating such regulations. As appropriate, 
such regulations shall cover the use, oper-
ation, repair, replacement, and maintenance 
of equipment to monitor, detect, inspect, and 
control such releases, including training of 
persons in the use and maintenance of such 
equipment and in the conduct of periodic in-
spections. The regulations shall include proce-
dures and measures for emergency response 
after an accidental release of a regulated sub-
stance in order to protect human health and 
the environment. The regulations shall cover 
storage, as well as operations. The regulations 
shall, as appropriate, recognize differences in 
size, operations, processes, class and cat-
egories of sources and the voluntary actions of 
such sources to prevent such releases and re-
spond to such releases. The regulations shall 
be applicable to a stationary source 3 years 

after the date of promulgation, or 3 years after 

the date on which a regulated substance 

present at the source in more than threshold 

amounts is first listed under paragraph (3), 

whichever is later. 
(ii) The regulations under this subparagraph 

shall require the owner or operator of station-
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ary sources at which a regulated substance is 
present in more than a threshold quantity to 
prepare and implement a risk management 
plan to detect and prevent or minimize acci-
dental releases of such substances from the 
stationary source, and to provide a prompt 
emergency response to any such releases in 
order to protect human health and the envi-
ronment. Such plan shall provide for compli-
ance with the requirements of this subsection 
and shall also include each of the following: 

(I) a hazard assessment to assess the po-
tential effects of an accidental release of any 
regulated substance. This assessment shall 
include an estimate of potential release 
quantities and a determination of downwind 
effects, including potential exposures to af-
fected populations. Such assessment shall 
include a previous release history of the past 
5 years, including the size, concentration, 
and duration of releases, and shall include 
an evaluation of worst case accidental re-
leases; 

(II) a program for preventing accidental 
releases of regulated substances, including 
safety precautions and maintenance, mon-
itoring and employee training measures to 
be used at the source; and 

(III) a response program providing for spe-
cific actions to be taken in response to an 
accidental release of a regulated substance 
so as to protect human health and the envi-
ronment, including procedures for informing 
the public and local agencies responsible for 
responding to accidental releases, emer-
gency health care, and employee training 

measures. 

At the time regulations are promulgated 

under this subparagraph, the Administrator 

shall promulgate guidelines to assist station-

ary sources in the preparation of risk manage-

ment plans. The guidelines shall, to the extent 

practicable, include model risk management 

plans. 
(iii) The owner or operator of each station-

ary source covered by clause (ii) shall register 

a risk management plan prepared under this 

subparagraph with the Administrator before 

the effective date of regulations under clause 

(i) in such form and manner as the Adminis-

trator shall, by rule, require. Plans prepared 

pursuant to this subparagraph shall also be 

submitted to the Chemical Safety and Hazard 

Investigation Board, to the State in which the 

stationary source is located, and to any local 

agency or entity having responsibility for 

planning for or responding to accidental re-

leases which may occur at such source, and 

shall be available to the public under section 

7414(c) of this title. The Administrator shall 

establish, by rule, an auditing system to regu-

larly review and, if necessary, require revision 

in risk management plans to assure that the 

plans comply with this subparagraph. Each 

such plan shall be updated periodically as re-

quired by the Administrator, by rule. 
(C) Any regulations promulgated pursuant 

to this subsection shall to the maximum ex-

tent practicable, consistent with this sub-

section, be consistent with the recommenda-

tions and standards established by the Amer-

ican Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), 
the American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) or the American Society of Testing 
Materials (ASTM). The Administrator shall 
take into consideration the concerns of small 
business in promulgating regulations under 
this subsection. 

(D) In carrying out the authority of this 
paragraph, the Administrator shall consult 
with the Secretary of Labor and the Secretary 
of Transportation and shall coordinate any re-
quirements under this paragraph with any re-
quirements established for comparable pur-
poses by the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration or the Department of Trans-
portation. Nothing in this subsection shall be 
interpreted, construed or applied to impose re-
quirements affecting, or to grant the Adminis-
trator, the Chemical Safety and Hazard Inves-
tigation Board, or any other agency any au-
thority to regulate (including requirements 
for hazard assessment), the accidental release 
of radionuclides arising from the construction 
and operation of facilities licensed by the Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission. 

(E) After the effective date of any regulation 
or requirement imposed under this subsection, 
it shall be unlawful for any person to operate 
any stationary source subject to such regula-

tion or requirement in violation of such regu-

lation or requirement. Each regulation or re-

quirement under this subsection shall for pur-

poses of sections 7413, 7414, 7416, 7420, 7604, and 

7607 of this title and other enforcement provi-

sions of this chapter, be treated as a standard 

in effect under subsection (d) of this section. 
(F) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-

chapter V of this chapter or this section, no 

stationary source shall be required to apply 

for, or operate pursuant to, a permit issued 

under such subchapter solely because such 

source is subject to regulations or require-

ments under this subsection. 
(G) In exercising any authority under this 

subsection, the Administrator shall not, for 

purposes of section 653(b)(1) of title 29, be 

deemed to be exercising statutory authority 

to prescribe or enforce standards or regula-

tions affecting occupational safety and health. 
(H) PUBLIC ACCESS TO OFF-SITE CONSEQUENCE 

ANALYSIS INFORMATION.— 
(i) DEFINITIONS.—In this subparagraph: 

(I) COVERED PERSON.—The term ‘‘covered 

person’’ means— 
(aa) an officer or employee of the 

United States; 
(bb) an officer or employee of an agent 

or contractor of the Federal Govern-

ment; 
(cc) an officer or employee of a State 

or local government; 
(dd) an officer or employee of an agent 

or contractor of a State or local govern-

ment; 
(ee) an individual affiliated with an en-

tity that has been given, by a State or 

local government, responsibility for pre-

venting, planning for, or responding to 

accidental releases; 
(ff) an officer or employee or an agent 

or contractor of an entity described in 

item (ee); and 
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(gg) a qualified researcher under clause 
(vii). 

(II) OFFICIAL USE.—The term ‘‘official 
use’’ means an action of a Federal, State, 
or local government agency or an entity 
referred to in subclause (I)(ee) intended to 
carry out a function relevant to prevent-
ing, planning for, or responding to acciden-
tal releases. 

(III) OFF-SITE CONSEQUENCE ANALYSIS IN-
FORMATION.—The term ‘‘off-site con-
sequence analysis information’’ means 
those portions of a risk management plan, 
excluding the executive summary of the 
plan, consisting of an evaluation of 1 or 
more worst-case release scenarios or alter-
native release scenarios, and any elec-
tronic data base created by the Adminis-
trator from those portions. 

(IV) RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN.—The term 
‘‘risk management plan’’ means a risk 
management plan submitted to the Ad-
ministrator by an owner or operator of a 
stationary source under subparagraph 
(B)(iii). 

(ii) REGULATIONS.—Not later than 1 year 
after August 5, 1999, the President shall— 

(I) assess— 
(aa) the increased risk of terrorist and 

other criminal activity associated with 
the posting of off-site consequence 
analysis information on the Internet; 
and 

(bb) the incentives created by public 
disclosure of off-site consequence analy-
sis information for reduction in the risk 
of accidental releases; and 

(II) based on the assessment under sub-
clause (I), promulgate regulations govern-
ing the distribution of off-site consequence 
analysis information in a manner that, in 
the opinion of the President, minimizes 
the likelihood of accidental releases and 
the risk described in subclause (I)(aa) and 
the likelihood of harm to public health 
and welfare, and— 

(aa) allows access by any member of 
the public to paper copies of off-site con-
sequence analysis information for a lim-
ited number of stationary sources lo-
cated anywhere in the United States, 
without any geographical restriction; 

(bb) allows other public access to off- 
site consequence analysis information as 
appropriate; 

(cc) allows access for official use by a 
covered person described in any of items 
(cc) through (ff) of clause (i)(I) (referred 
to in this subclause as a ‘‘State or local 
covered person’’) to off-site consequence 
analysis information relating to station-
ary sources located in the person’s State; 

(dd) allows a State or local covered 
person to provide, for official use, off- 
site consequence analysis information 
relating to stationary sources located in 
the person’s State to a State or local 
covered person in a contiguous State; 
and 

(ee) allows a State or local covered 

person to obtain for official use, by re-

quest to the Administrator, off-site con-

sequence analysis information that is 

not available to the person under item 

(cc). 

(iii) AVAILABILITY UNDER FREEDOM OF IN-

FORMATION ACT.— 
(I) FIRST YEAR.—Off-site consequence 

analysis information, and any ranking of 

stationary sources derived from the infor-

mation, shall not be made available under 

section 552 of title 5 during the 1-year pe-

riod beginning on August 5, 1999. 
(II) AFTER FIRST YEAR.—If the regula-

tions under clause (ii) are promulgated on 

or before the end of the period described in 

subclause (I), off-site consequence analysis 

information covered by the regulations, 

and any ranking of stationary sources de-

rived from the information, shall not be 

made available under section 552 of title 5 

after the end of that period. 
(III) APPLICABILITY.—Subclauses (I) and 

(II) apply to off-site consequence analysis 

information submitted to the Adminis-

trator before, on, or after August 5, 1999. 

(iv) AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION DURING 

TRANSITION PERIOD.—The Administrator 

shall make off-site consequence analysis in-

formation available to covered persons for 

official use in a manner that meets the re-

quirements of items (cc) through (ee) of 

clause (ii)(II), and to the public in a form 

that does not make available any informa-

tion concerning the identity or location of 

stationary sources, during the period— 
(I) beginning on August 5, 1999; and 
(II) ending on the earlier of the date of 

promulgation of the regulations under 

clause (ii) or the date that is 1 year after 

August 5, 1999. 

(v) PROHIBITION ON UNAUTHORIZED DISCLO-

SURE OF INFORMATION BY COVERED PERSONS.— 
(I) IN GENERAL.—Beginning on August 5, 

1999, a covered person shall not disclose to 

the public off-site consequence analysis in-

formation in any form, or any statewide or 

national ranking of identified stationary 

sources derived from such information, ex-

cept as authorized by this subparagraph 

(including the regulations promulgated 

under clause (ii)). After the end of the 1- 

year period beginning on August 5, 1999, if 

regulations have not been promulgated 

under clause (ii), the preceding sentence 

shall not apply. 
(II) CRIMINAL PENALTIES.—Notwithstand-

ing section 7413 of this title, a covered per-

son that willfully violates a restriction or 

prohibition established by this subpara-

graph (including the regulations promul-

gated under clause (ii)) shall, upon convic-

tion, be fined for an infraction under sec-

tion 3571 of title 18 (but shall not be sub-

ject to imprisonment) for each unauthor-

ized disclosure of off-site consequence 

analysis information, except that sub-

section (d) of such section 3571 shall not 

apply to a case in which the offense results 

in pecuniary loss unless the defendant 

knew that such loss would occur. The dis-
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9 So in original. Probably should be ‘‘(i)(II)’’. 

closure of off-site consequence analysis in-
formation for each specific stationary 
source shall be considered a separate of-
fense. The total of all penalties that may 
be imposed on a single person or organiza-
tion under this item shall not exceed 
$1,000,000 for violations committed during 
any 1 calendar year. 

(III) APPLICABILITY.—If the owner or op-
erator of a stationary source makes off- 
site consequence analysis information re-
lating to that stationary source available 
to the public without restriction— 

(aa) subclauses (I) and (II) shall not 
apply with respect to the information; 
and 

(bb) the owner or operator shall notify 
the Administrator of the public avail-
ability of the information. 

(IV) LIST.—The Administrator shall 
maintain and make publicly available a 
list of all stationary sources that have pro-
vided notification under subclause 
(III)(bb). 

(vi) NOTICE.—The Administrator shall pro-
vide notice of the definition of official use as 
provided in clause (i)(III) 9 and examples of 
actions that would and would not meet that 
definition, and notice of the restrictions on 
further dissemination and the penalties es-
tablished by this chapter to each covered 
person who receives off-site consequence 
analysis information under clause (iv) and 
each covered person who receives off-site 
consequence analysis information for an of-
ficial use under the regulations promulgated 
under clause (ii). 

(vii) QUALIFIED RESEARCHERS.— 
(I) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 180 days 

after August 5, 1999, the Administrator, in 
consultation with the Attorney General, 
shall develop and implement a system for 
providing off-site consequence analysis in-
formation, including facility identifica-
tion, to any qualified researcher, including 
a qualified researcher from industry or 
any public interest group. 

(II) LIMITATION ON DISSEMINATION.—The 
system shall not allow the researcher to 
disseminate, or make available on the 
Internet, the off-site consequence analysis 
information, or any portion of the off-site 
consequence analysis information, re-
ceived under this clause. 

(viii) READ-ONLY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
SYSTEM.—In consultation with the Attorney 
General and the heads of other appropriate 
Federal agencies, the Administrator shall 
establish an information technology system 
that provides for the availability to the pub-
lic of off-site consequence analysis informa-
tion by means of a central data base under 
the control of the Federal Government that 
contains information that users may read, 
but that provides no means by which an 
electronic or mechanical copy of the infor-
mation may be made. 

(ix) VOLUNTARY INDUSTRY ACCIDENT PRE-
VENTION STANDARDS.—The Environmental 

Protection Agency, the Department of Jus-
tice, and other appropriate agencies may 
provide technical assistance to owners and 
operators of stationary sources and partici-
pate in the development of voluntary indus-
try standards that will help achieve the ob-
jectives set forth in paragraph (1). 

(x) EFFECT ON STATE OR LOCAL LAW.— 
(I) IN GENERAL.—Subject to subclause 

(II), this subparagraph (including the regu-
lations promulgated under this subpara-
graph) shall supersede any provision of 
State or local law that is inconsistent with 
this subparagraph (including the regula-
tions). 

(II) AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION UNDER 
STATE LAW.—Nothing in this subparagraph 
precludes a State from making available 
data on the off-site consequences of chemi-
cal releases collected in accordance with 
State law. 

(xi) REPORT.— 
(I) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 3 years 

after August 5, 1999, the Attorney General, 
in consultation with appropriate State, 
local, and Federal Government agencies, 
affected industry, and the public, shall 
submit to Congress a report that describes 
the extent to which regulations promul-
gated under this paragraph have resulted 
in actions, including the design and main-
tenance of safe facilities, that are effective 
in detecting, preventing, and minimizing 
the consequences of releases of regulated 
substances that may be caused by criminal 
activity. As part of this report, the Attor-
ney General, using available data to the 
extent possible, and a sampling of covered 
stationary sources selected at the discre-
tion of the Attorney General, and in con-
sultation with appropriate State, local, 
and Federal governmental agencies, af-
fected industry, and the public, shall re-
view the vulnerability of covered station-
ary sources to criminal and terrorist ac-
tivity, current industry practices regard-
ing site security, and security of transpor-
tation of regulated substances. The Attor-
ney General shall submit this report, con-
taining the results of the review, together 
with recommendations, if any, for reduc-
ing vulnerability of covered stationary 
sources to criminal and terrorist activity, 
to the Committee on Commerce of the 
United States House of Representatives 
and the Committee on Environment and 
Public Works of the United States Senate 
and other relevant committees of Con-
gress. 

(II) INTERIM REPORT.—Not later than 12 
months after August 5, 1999, the Attorney 
General shall submit to the Committee on 
Commerce of the United States House of 
Representatives and the Committee on En-
vironment and Public Works of the United 
States Senate, and other relevant commit-
tees of Congress, an interim report that in-
cludes, at a minimum— 

(aa) the preliminary findings under 
subclause (I); 

(bb) the methods used to develop the 
findings; and 
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(cc) an explanation of the activities ex-

pected to occur that could cause the 

findings of the report under subclause (I) 

to be different than the preliminary find-

ings. 

(III) AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION.—In-

formation that is developed by the Attor-

ney General or requested by the Attorney 

General and received from a covered sta-

tionary source for the purpose of conduct-

ing the review under subclauses (I) and (II) 

shall be exempt from disclosure under sec-

tion 552 of title 5 if such information would 

pose a threat to national security. 

(xii) SCOPE.—This subparagraph— 

(I) applies only to covered persons; and 

(II) does not restrict the dissemination 

of off-site consequence analysis informa-

tion by any covered person in any manner 

or form except in the form of a risk man-

agement plan or an electronic data base 

created by the Administrator from off-site 

consequence analysis information. 

(xiii) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.— 

There are authorized to be appropriated to 

the Administrator and the Attorney General 

such sums as are necessary to carry out this 

subparagraph (including the regulations pro-

mulgated under clause (ii)), to remain avail-

able until expended. 

(8) Research on hazard assessments 
The Administrator may collect and publish 

information on accident scenarios and conse-

quences covering a range of possible events for 

substances listed under paragraph (3). The Ad-

ministrator shall establish a program of long- 

term research to develop and disseminate in-

formation on methods and techniques for haz-

ard assessment which may be useful in im-

proving and validating the procedures em-

ployed in the preparation of hazard assess-

ments under this subsection. 

(9) Order authority 
(A) In addition to any other action taken, 

when the Administrator determines that there 

may be an imminent and substantial endan-

germent to the human health or welfare or the 

environment because of an actual or threat-

ened accidental release of a regulated sub-

stance, the Administrator may secure such re-

lief as may be necessary to abate such danger 

or threat, and the district court of the United 

States in the district in which the threat oc-

curs shall have jurisdiction to grant such re-

lief as the public interest and the equities of 

the case may require. The Administrator may 

also, after notice to the State in which the 

stationary source is located, take other action 

under this paragraph including, but not lim-

ited to, issuing such orders as may be nec-

essary to protect human health. The Adminis-

trator shall take action under section 7603 of 

this title rather than this paragraph whenever 

the authority of such section is adequate to 

protect human health and the environment. 

(B) Orders issued pursuant to this paragraph 

may be enforced in an action brought in the 

appropriate United States district court as if 

the order were issued under section 7603 of this 
title. 

(C) Within 180 days after November 15, 1990, 
the Administrator shall publish guidance for 
using the order authorities established by this 
paragraph. Such guidance shall provide for the 
coordinated use of the authorities of this para-
graph with other emergency powers authorized 
by section 9606 of this title, sections 311(c), 308, 
309 and 504(a) of the Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act [33 U.S.C. 1321(c), 1318, 1319, 
1364(a)], sections 3007, 3008, 3013, and 7003 of the 
Solid Waste Disposal Act [42 U.S.C. 6927, 6928, 
6934, 6973], sections 1445 and 1431 of the Safe 
Drinking Water Act [42 U.S.C. 300j–4, 300i], sec-
tions 5 and 7 of the Toxic Substances Control 
Act [15 U.S.C. 2604, 2606], and sections 7413, 
7414, and 7603 of this title. 

(10) Presidential review 
The President shall conduct a review of re-

lease prevention, mitigation and response au-
thorities of the various Federal agencies and 
shall clarify and coordinate agency respon-
sibilities to assure the most effective and effi-
cient implementation of such authorities and 
to identify any deficiencies in authority or re-
sources which may exist. The President may 
utilize the resources and solicit the recom-
mendations of the Chemical Safety and Hazard 
Investigation Board in conducting such re-
view. At the conclusion of such review, but not 
later than 24 months after November 15, 1990, 
the President shall transmit a message to the 
Congress on the release prevention, mitigation 
and response activities of the Federal Govern-
ment making such recommendations for 
change in law as the President may deem ap-
propriate. Nothing in this paragraph shall be 

interpreted, construed or applied to authorize 

the President to modify or reassign release 

prevention, mitigation or response authorities 

otherwise established by law. 

(11) State authority 
Nothing in this subsection shall preclude, 

deny or limit any right of a State or political 

subdivision thereof to adopt or enforce any 

regulation, requirement, limitation or stand-

ard (including any procedural requirement) 

that is more stringent than a regulation, re-

quirement, limitation or standard in effect 

under this subsection or that applies to a sub-

stance not subject to this subsection. 

(s) Periodic report 
Not later than January 15, 1993 and every 3 

years thereafter, the Administrator shall pre-

pare and transmit to the Congress a comprehen-

sive report on the measures taken by the Agen-

cy and by the States to implement the provi-

sions of this section. The Administrator shall 

maintain a database on pollutants and sources 

subject to the provisions of this section and 

shall include aggregate information from the 

database in each annual report. The report shall 

include, but not be limited to— 
(1) a status report on standard-setting under 

subsections (d) and (f) of this section; 
(2) information with respect to compliance 

with such standards including the costs of 

compliance experienced by sources in various 

categories and subcategories; 
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(3) development and implementation of the 

national urban air toxics program; and 
(4) recommendations of the Chemical Safety 

and Hazard Investigation Board with respect 

to the prevention and mitigation of accidental 

releases. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, § 112, as added Pub. 

L. 91–604, § 4(a), Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1685; 

amended Pub. L. 95–95, title I, §§ 109(d)(2), 110, 

title IV, § 401(c), Aug. 7, 1977, 91 Stat. 701, 703, 791; 

Pub. L. 95–623, § 13(b), Nov. 9, 1978, 92 Stat. 3458; 

Pub. L. 101–549, title III, § 301, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 

Stat. 2531; Pub. L. 102–187, Dec. 4, 1991, 105 Stat. 

1285; Pub. L. 105–362, title IV, § 402(b), Nov. 10, 

1998, 112 Stat. 3283; Pub. L. 106–40, §§ 2, 3(a), Aug. 

5, 1999, 113 Stat. 207, 208.) 

REFERENCES IN TEXT 

The date of enactment, referred to in subsec. (a)(11), 

probably means the date of enactment of Pub. L. 

101–549, which amended this section generally and was 

approved Nov. 15, 1990. 
The Atomic Energy Act, referred to in subsec. (d)(9), 

probably means the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, act 

Aug. 1, 1946, ch. 724, as added by act Aug. 30, 1954, ch. 

1073, § 1, 68 Stat. 919, which is classified principally to 

chapter 23 (§ 2011 et seq.) of this title. For complete 

classification of this Act to the Code, see Short Title 

note set out under section 2011 of this title and Tables. 

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act, referred to 

in subsecs. (e)(5) and (m)(1)(D), (5)(D), is act June 30, 

1948, ch. 758, as amended generally by Pub. L. 92–500, § 2, 

Oct. 18, 1972, 86 Stat. 816, which is classified generally 

to chapter 26 (§ 1251 et seq.) of Title 33, Navigation and 

Navigable Waters. Title II of the Act is classified gener-

ally to subchapter II (§ 1281 et seq.) of chapter 26 of 

Title 33. For complete classification of this Act to the 

Code, see Short Title note set out under section 1251 of 

Title 33 and Tables. 

The Toxic Substances Control Act, referred to in sub-

sec. (k)(3)(C), is Pub. L. 94–469, Oct. 11, 1976, 90 Stat. 

2003, as amended, which is classified generally to chap-

ter 53 (§ 2601 et seq.) of Title 15, Commerce and Trade. 

For complete classification of this Act to the Code, see 

Short Title note set out under section 2601 of Title 15 

and Tables. 

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide 

Act, referred to in subsec. (k)(3)(C), probably means the 

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, 

act June 25, 1947, ch. 125, as amended generally by Pub. 

L. 92–516, Oct. 21, 1972, 86 Stat. 973, which is classified 

generally to subchapter II (§ 136 et seq.) of chapter 6 of 

Title 7, Agriculture. For complete classification of this 

Act to the Code, see Short Title note set out under sec-

tion 136 of Title 7 and Tables. 

The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, re-

ferred to in subsec. (k)(3)(C), probably means the Re-

source Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, Pub. L. 

94–580, Oct. 21, 1976, 90 Stat. 2796, as amended, which is 

classified generally to chapter 82 (§ 6901 et seq.) of this 

title. For complete classification of this Act to the 

Code, see Short Title of 1976 Amendment note set out 

under section 6901 of this title and Tables. 

The Safe Drinking Water Act, referred to in subsec. 

(m)(1)(D), (5)(D), is title XIV of act July 1, 1944, as 

added Dec. 16, 1974, Pub. L. 93–523, § 2(a), 88 Stat. 1660, 

as amended, which is classified generally to subchapter 

XII (§ 300f et seq.) of chapter 6A of this title. For com-

plete classification of this Act to the Code, see Short 

Title note set out under section 201 of this title and 

Tables. 

The Solid Waste Disposal Act, referred to in subsec. 

(n)(7), is title II of Pub. L. 89–272, Oct. 20, 1965, 79 Stat. 

997, as amended generally by Pub. L. 94–580, § 2, Oct. 21, 

1976, 90 Stat. 2795. Subtitle C of the Act is classified 

generally to subchapter III (§ 6921 et seq.) of chapter 82 

of this title. For complete classification of this Act to 

the Code, see Short Title note set out under section 

6901 of this title and Tables. 
Section 303 of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, 

referred to in subsec. (o)(4), probably means section 303 

of Pub. L. 101–549, which is set out below. 
The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, referred to in 

subsec. (q)(1)–(3), probably means Pub. L. 101–549, Nov. 

15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2399. For complete classification of 

this Act to the Code, see Short Title note set out under 

section 7401 of this title and Tables. 
The Emergency Planning and Community Right-To- 

Know Act of 1986, referred to in subsec. (r)(3), is title III 

of Pub. L. 99–499, Oct. 17, 1986, 100 Stat. 1728, which is 

classified generally to chapter 116 (§ 11001 et seq.) of this 

title. For complete classification of this Act to the 

Code, see Short Title note set out under section 11001 

of this title and Tables. 
The Occupational Safety and Health Act, referred to 

in subsec. (r)(6)(C)(ii), (K), (L), probably means the Oc-

cupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, Pub. L. 

91–596, Dec. 29, 1970, 84 Stat. 1590, as amended, which is 

classified principally to chapter 15 (§ 651 et seq.) of Title 

29, Labor. For complete classification of this Act to the 

Code, see Short Title note set out under section 651 of 

Title 29 and Tables. 

CODIFICATION 

In subsec. (r)(6)(N), ‘‘section 6101 of title 41’’ sub-

stituted for ‘‘section 5 of title 41 of the United States 

Code’’ on authority of Pub. L. 111–350, § 6(c), Jan. 4, 2011, 

124 Stat. 3854, which Act enacted Title 41, Public Con-

tracts. 
Section was formerly classified to section 1857c-7 of 

this title. 

AMENDMENTS 

1999—Subsec. (r)(2)(D). Pub. L. 106–40, § 2(5), added 

subpar. (D). 
Subsec. (r)(4). Pub. L. 106–40, § 2, substituted ‘‘Admin-

istrator— 
‘‘(A) shall consider—’’ 

for ‘‘Administrator shall consider each of the following 

criteria—’’ in introductory provisions, redesignated 

subpars. (A) to (C) as cls. (i) to (iii), respectively, of 

subpar. (A) and added subpar. (B). 
Subsec. (r)(7)(H). Pub. L. 106–40, § 3(a), added subpar. 

(H). 
1998—Subsec. (n)(2)(C). Pub. L. 105–362 substituted 

‘‘On completion of the study, the Secretary shall sub-

mit to Congress a report on the results of the study 

and’’ for ‘‘The Secretary shall prepare annual reports 

to Congress on the status of the research program and 

at the completion of the study’’. 
1991—Subsec. (b)(1). Pub. L. 102–187 struck out 

‘‘7783064 Hydrogen sulfide’’ from list of pollutants. 
1990—Pub. L. 101–549 amended section generally, sub-

stituting present provisions for provisions which relat-

ed to: in subsec. (a), definitions; in subsec. (b), list of 

hazardous air pollutants, emission standards, and pol-

lution control techniques; in subsec. (c), prohibited acts 

and exemption; in subsec. (d), State implementation 

and enforcement; and in subsec. (e), design, equipment, 

work practice, and operational standards. 
1978—Subsec. (e)(5). Pub. L. 95–623 added par. (5). 
1977—Subsec. (a)(1). Pub. L. 95–95, § 401(c), substituted 

‘‘causes, or contributes to, air pollution which may rea-

sonably be anticipated to result in an increase in mor-

tality or an increase in serious irreversible, or inca-

pacitating reversible, illness’’ for ‘‘may cause, or con-

tribute to, an increase in mortality or an increase in 

serious irreversible, or incapacitating reversible, ill-

ness’’. 
Subsec. (d)(1). Pub. L. 95–95, § 109(d)(2), struck out 

‘‘(except with respect to stationary sources owned or 

operated by the United States)’’ after ‘‘implement and 

enforce such standards’’. 
Subsec. (e). Pub. L. 95–95, § 110, added subsec. (e). 

CHANGE OF NAME 

Committee on Energy and Commerce of House of 

Representatives treated as referring to Committee on 
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Commerce of House of Representatives by section 1(a) 

of Pub. L. 104–14, set out as a note preceding section 21 

of Title 2, The Congress. Committee on Commerce of 

House of Representatives changed to Committee on En-

ergy and Commerce of House of Representatives, and 

jurisdiction over matters relating to securities and ex-

changes and insurance generally transferred to Com-

mittee on Financial Services of House of Representa-

tives by House Resolution No. 5, One Hundred Seventh 

Congress, Jan. 3, 2001. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1977 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 95–95 effective Aug. 7, 1977, ex-

cept as otherwise expressly provided, see section 406(d) 

of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as a note under section 7401 of 

this title. 

TERMINATION OF REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

For termination, effective May 15, 2000, of provisions 

of law requiring submittal to Congress of any annual, 

semiannual, or other regular periodic report listed in 

House Document No. 103–7 (in which reports required 

under subsecs. (m)(5), (r)(6)(C)(ii), and (s) of this section 

are listed, respectively, as the 8th item on page 162, the 

9th item on page 198, and the 9th item on page 162), see 

section 3003 of Pub. L. 104–66, as amended, set out as a 

note under section 1113 of Title 31, Money and Finance. 

PENDING ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS 

Suits, actions, and other proceedings lawfully com-

menced by or against the Administrator or any other 

officer or employee of the United States in his official 

capacity or in relation to the discharge of his official 

duties under act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in 

effect immediately prior to the enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977], not to abate by reason of the taking 

effect of Pub. L. 95–95, see section 406(a) of Pub. L. 

95–95, set out as an Effective Date of 1977 Amendment 

note under section 7401 of this title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF RULES, REGULATIONS, 

ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, CONTRACTS, CERTIFI-

CATIONS, AUTHORIZATIONS, DELEGATIONS, AND OTHER 

ACTIONS 

All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, con-

tracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, or 

other actions duly issued, made, or taken by or pursu-

ant to act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in effect 

immediately prior to the date of enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977] to continue in full force and effect 

until modified or rescinded in accordance with act July 

14, 1955, as amended by Pub. L. 95–95 [this chapter], see 

section 406(b) of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as an Effective 

Date of 1977 Amendment note under section 7401 of this 

title. 

DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY 

Memorandum of President of the United States, Aug. 

19, 1993, 58 F.R. 52397, provided: 

Memorandum for the Administrator of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency 

WHEREAS, the Environmental Protection Agency, 

the agencies and departments that are members of the 

National Response Team (authorized under Executive 

Order No. 12580, 52 Fed. Reg. 2923 (1987) [42 U.S.C. 9615 

note]), and other Federal agencies and departments un-

dertake emergency release prevention, mitigation, and 

response activities pursuant to various authorities; 

By the authority vested in me as President by the 

Constitution and the laws of the United States of 

America, including section 112(r)(10) of the Clean Air 

Act (the ‘‘Act’’) (section 7412(r)(10) of title 42 of the 

United States Code) and section 301 of title 3 of the 

United States Code, and in order to provide for the 

delegation of certain functions under the Act [42 U.S.C. 

7401 et seq.], I hereby: 

(1) Authorize you, in coordination with agencies and 

departments that are members of the National Re-

sponse Team and other appropriate agencies and de-

partments, to conduct a review of release prevention, 

mitigation, and response authorities of Federal agen-

cies in order to assure the most effective and efficient 

implementation of such authorities and to identify any 

deficiencies in authority or resources that may exist, 

to the extent such review is required by section 

112(r)(10) of the Act; and 
(2) Authorize you, in coordination with agencies and 

departments that are members of the National Re-

sponse Team and other appropriate agencies and de-

partments, to prepare and transmit a message to the 

Congress concerning the release prevention, mitiga-

tion, and response activities of the Federal Government 

with such recommendations for change in law as you 

deem appropriate, to the extent such message is re-

quired by section 112(r)(10) of the Act. 
The authority delegated by this memorandum may be 

further redelegated within the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency. 
You are hereby authorized and directed to publish 

this memorandum in the Federal Register. 

WILLIAM J. CLINTON. 

Memorandum of President of the United States, Jan. 

27, 2000, 65 F.R. 8631, provided: 
Memorandum for the Attorney General[, ] the Admin-

istrator of the Environmental Protection Agency[, and] 

the Director of the Office of Management and Budget 
By the authority vested in me as President by the 

Constitution and laws of the United States of America, 

including section 112(r)(7)(H) of the Clean Air Act 

(‘‘Act’’) (42 U.S.C. 7412(r)(7)(H)), as added by section 3 of 

the Chemical Safety Information, Site Security and 

Fuels Regulatory Relief Act (Public Law 106–40), and 

section 301 of title 3, United States Code, I hereby dele-

gate to: 
(1) the Attorney General the authority vested in the 

President under section 112(r)(7)(H)(ii)(I)(aa) of the Act 

to assess the increased risk of terrorist and other 

criminal activity associated with the posting of off-site 

consequence analysis information on the Internet; 
(2) the Administrator of the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency (EPA) the authority vested in the Presi-

dent under section 112(r)(7)(H)(ii)(I)(bb) of the Act to 

assess the incentives created by public disclosure of off- 

site consequence analysis information for reduction in 

the risk of accidental releases; and 
(3) the Attorney General and the Administrator of 

EPA, jointly, the authority vested in the President 

under section 112(r)(7)(H)(ii)(II) of the Act to promul-

gate regulations, based on these assessments, govern-

ing the distribution of off-site consequence analysis in-

formation. These regulations, in proposed and final 

form, shall be subject to review and approval by the Di-

rector of the Office of Management and Budget. 
The Administrator of EPA is authorized and directed 

to publish this memorandum in the Federal Register. 

WILLIAM J. CLINTON. 

REPORTS 

Pub. L. 106–40, § 3(b), Aug. 5, 1999, 113 Stat. 213, pro-

vided that: 
‘‘(1) DEFINITION OF ACCIDENTAL RELEASE.—In this sub-

section, the term ‘accidental release’ has the meaning 

given the term in section 112(r)(2) of the Clean Air Act 

(42 U.S.C. 7412(r)(2)). 
‘‘(2) REPORT ON STATUS OF CERTAIN AMENDMENTS.—Not 

later than 2 years after the date of enactment of this 

Act [Aug. 5, 1999], the Comptroller General of the 

United States shall submit to Congress a report on the 

status of the development of amendments to the Na-

tional Fire Protection Association Code for Liquefied 

Petroleum Gas that will result in the provision of in-

formation to local emergency response personnel con-

cerning the off-site effects of accidental releases of sub-

stances exempted from listing under section 112(r)(4)(B) 

of the Clean Air Act (as added by section 3). 
‘‘(3) REPORT ON COMPLIANCE WITH CERTAIN INFORMA-

TION SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS.—Not later than 3 years 

after the date of enactment of this Act, the Comptrol-
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ler General of the United States shall submit to Con-

gress a report that— 

‘‘(A) describes the level of compliance with Federal 

and State requirements relating to the submission to 

local emergency response personnel of information 

intended to help the local emergency response per-

sonnel respond to chemical accidents or related envi-

ronmental or public health threats; and 

‘‘(B) contains an analysis of the adequacy of the in-

formation required to be submitted and the efficacy 

of the methods for delivering the information to local 

emergency response personnel.’’ 

REEVALUATION OF REGULATIONS 

Pub. L. 106–40, § 3(c), Aug. 5, 1999, 113 Stat. 213, pro-

vided that: ‘‘The President shall reevaluate the regula-

tions promulgated under this section within 6 years 

after the enactment of this Act [Aug. 5, 1999]. If the 

President determines not to modify such regulations, 

the President shall publish a notice in the Federal Reg-

ister stating that such reevaluation has been completed 

and that a determination has been made not to modify 

the regulations. Such notice shall include an expla-

nation of the basis of such decision.’’ 

PUBLIC MEETING DURING MORATORIUM PERIOD 

Pub. L. 106–40, § 4, Aug. 5, 1999, 113 Stat. 214, provided 

that: 

‘‘(a) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 180 days after the 

date of enactment of this Act [Aug. 5, 1999], each owner 

or operator of a stationary source covered by section 

112(r)(7)(B)(ii) of the Clean Air Act [42 U.S.C. 

7412(r)(7)(B)(ii)] shall convene a public meeting, after 

reasonable public notice, in order to describe and dis-

cuss the local implications of the risk management 

plan submitted by the stationary source pursuant to 

section 112(r)(7)(B)(iii) of the Clean Air Act, including a 

summary of the off-site consequence analysis portion 

of the plan. Two or more stationary sources may con-

duct a joint meeting. In lieu of conducting such a meet-

ing, small business stationary sources as defined in sec-

tion 507(c)(1) of the Clean Air Act [42 U.S.C. 7661f(c)(1)] 

may comply with this section by publicly posting a 

summary of the off-site consequence analysis informa-

tion for their facility not later than 180 days after the 

enactment of this Act. Not later than 10 months after 

the date of enactment of this Act, each such owner or 

operator shall send a certification to the director of the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation stating that such 

meeting has been held, or that such summary has been 

posted, within 1 year prior to, or within 6 months after, 

the date of the enactment of this Act. This section 

shall not apply to sources that employ only Program 1 

processes within the meaning of regulations promul-

gated under section 112(r)(7)(B)(i) of the Clean Air Act. 

‘‘(b) ENFORCEMENT.—The Administrator of the Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency may bring an action in 

the appropriate United States district court against 

any person who fails or refuses to comply with the re-

quirements of this section, and such court may issue 

such orders, and take such other actions, as may be 

necessary to require compliance with such require-

ments.’’ 

RISK ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT COMMISSION 

Pub. L. 101–549, title III, § 303, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 

2574, provided that: 

‘‘(a) ESTABLISHMENT.—There is hereby established a 

Risk Assessment and Management Commission (here-

after referred to in this section as the ‘Commission’), 

which shall commence proceedings not later than 18 

months after the date of enactment of the Clean Air 

Act Amendments of 1990 [Nov. 15, 1990] and which shall 

make a full investigation of the policy implications 

and appropriate uses of risk assessment and risk man-

agement in regulatory programs under various Federal 

laws to prevent cancer and other chronic human health 

effects which may result from exposure to hazardous 

substances. 

‘‘(b) CHARGE.—The Commission shall consider— 
‘‘(1) the report of the National Academy of Sciences 

authorized by section 112(o) of the Clean Air Act [42 

U.S.C. 7412(o)], the use and limitations of risk assess-

ment in establishing emission or effluent standards, 

ambient standards, exposure standards, acceptable 

concentration levels, tolerances or other environ-

mental criteria for hazardous substances that present 

a risk of carcinogenic effects or other chronic health 

effects and the suitability of risk assessment for such 

purposes; 
‘‘(2) the most appropriate methods for measuring 

and describing cancer risks or risks of other chronic 

health effects from exposure to hazardous substances 

considering such alternative approaches as the life-

time risk of cancer or other effects to the individual 

or individuals most exposed to emissions from a 

source or sources on both an actual and worst case 

basis, the range of such risks, the total number of 

health effects avoided by exposure reductions, efflu-

ent standards, ambient standards, exposures stand-

ards, acceptable concentration levels, tolerances and 

other environmental criteria, reductions in the num-

ber of persons exposed at various levels of risk, the 

incidence of cancer, and other public health factors; 
‘‘(3) methods to reflect uncertainties in measure-

ment and estimation techniques, the existence of 

synergistic or antagonistic effects among hazardous 

substances, the accuracy of extrapolating human 

health risks from animal exposure data, and the ex-

istence of unquantified direct or indirect effects on 

human health in risk assessment studies; 
‘‘(4) risk management policy issues including the 

use of lifetime cancer risks to individuals most ex-

posed, incidence of cancer, the cost and technical fea-

sibility of exposure reduction measures and the use of 

site-specific actual exposure information in setting 

emissions standards and other limitations applicable 

to sources of exposure to hazardous substances; and 
‘‘(5) and comment on the degree to which it is pos-

sible or desirable to develop a consistent risk assess-

ment methodology, or a consistent standard of ac-

ceptable risk, among various Federal programs. 
‘‘(c) MEMBERSHIP.—Such Commission shall be com-

posed of ten members who shall have knowledge or ex-

perience in fields of risk assessment or risk manage-

ment, including three members to be appointed by the 

President, two members to be appointed by the Speaker 

of the House of Representatives, one member to be ap-

pointed by the Minority Leader of the House of Rep-

resentatives, two members to be appointed by the Ma-

jority Leader of the Senate, one member to be ap-

pointed by the Minority Leader of the Senate, and one 

member to be appointed by the President of the Na-

tional Academy of Sciences. Appointments shall be 

made not later than 18 months after the date of enact-

ment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 [Nov. 15, 

1990]. 
‘‘(d) ASSISTANCE FROM AGENCIES.—The Administrator 

of the Environmental Protection Agency and the heads 

of all other departments, agencies, and instrumental-

ities of the executive branch of the Federal Govern-

ment shall, to the maximum extent practicable, assist 

the Commission in gathering such information as the 

Commission deems necessary to carry out this section 

subject to other provisions of law. 
‘‘(e) STAFF AND CONTRACTS.— 

‘‘(1) In the conduct of the study required by this 

section, the Commission is authorized to contract (in 

accordance with Federal contract law) with non-

governmental entities that are competent to perform 

research or investigations within the Commission’s 

mandate, and to hold public hearings, forums, and 

workshops to enable full public participation. 
‘‘(2) The Commission may appoint and fix the pay 

of such staff as it deems necessary in accordance with 

the provisions of title 5, United States Code. The 

Commission may request the temporary assignment 

of personnel from the Environmental Protection 

Agency or other Federal agencies. 
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‘‘(3) The members of the Commission who are not 

officers or employees of the United States, while at-

tending conferences or meetings of the Commission 

or while otherwise serving at the request of the 

Chair, shall be entitled to receive compensation at a 

rate not in excess of the maximum rate of pay for 

Grade GS–18, as provided in the General Schedule 

under section 5332 of title 5 of the United States Code, 

including travel time, and while away from their 

homes or regular places of business they may be al-

lowed travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of 

subsistence as authorized by law for persons in the 

Government service employed intermittently. 
‘‘(f) REPORT.—A report containing the results of all 

Commission studies and investigations under this sec-

tion, together with any appropriate legislative recom-

mendations or administrative recommendations, shall 

be made available to the public for comment not later 

than 42 months after the date of enactment of the 

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 [Nov. 15, 1990] and 

shall be submitted to the President and to the Congress 

not later than 48 months after such date of enactment. 

In the report, the Commission shall make recommenda-

tions with respect to the appropriate use of risk assess-

ment and risk management in Federal regulatory pro-

grams to prevent cancer or other chronic health effects 

which may result from exposure to hazardous sub-

stances. The Commission shall cease to exist upon the 

date determined by the Commission, but not later than 

9 months after the submission of such report. 
‘‘(g) AUTHORIZATION.—There are authorized to be ap-

propriated such sums as are necessary to carry out the 

activities of the Commission established by this sec-

tion.’’ 
[References in laws to the rates of pay for GS–16, 17, 

or 18, or to maximum rates of pay under the General 

Schedule, to be considered references to rates payable 

under specified sections of Title 5, Government Organi-

zation and Employees, see section 529 [title I, § 101(c)(1)] 

of Pub. L. 101–509, set out in a note under section 5376 

of Title 5.] 

FLEXIBLE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MERCURY AND AIR 

TOXICS STANDARDS RULE 

Memorandum of President of the United States, Dec. 

21, 2011, 76 F.R. 80727, provided: 
Memorandum for the Administrator of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency 
Today’s issuance, by the Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA), of the final Mercury and Air Toxics 

Standards rule for power plants (the ‘‘MATS Rule’’) 

represents a major step forward in my Administration’s 

efforts to protect public health and the environment. 
This rule, issued after careful consideration of public 

comments, prescribes standards under section 112 of the 

Clean Air Act to control emissions of mercury and 

other toxic air pollutants from power plants, which col-

lectively are among the largest sources of such pollu-

tion in the United States. The EPA estimates that by 

substantially reducing emissions of pollutants that 

contribute to neurological damage, cancer, respiratory 

illnesses, and other health risks, the MATS Rule will 

produce major health benefits for millions of Ameri-

cans—including children, older Americans, and other 

vulnerable populations. Consistent with Executive 

Order 13563 (Improving Regulation and Regulatory Re-

view), the estimated benefits of the MATS Rule far ex-

ceed the estimated costs. 
The MATS Rule can be implemented through the use 

of demonstrated, existing pollution control tech-

nologies. The United States is a global market leader 

in the design and manufacture of these technologies, 

and it is anticipated that U.S. firms and workers will 

provide much of the equipment and labor needed to 

meet the substantial investments in pollution control 

that the standards are expected to spur. 
These new standards will promote the transition to a 

cleaner and more efficient U.S. electric power system. 

This system as a whole is critical infrastructure that 

plays a key role in the functioning of all facets of the 

U.S. economy, and maintaining its stability and reli-

ability is of critical importance. It is therefore crucial 

that implementation of the MATS Rule proceed in a 

cost-effective manner that ensures electric reliability. 

Analyses conducted by the EPA and the Department 

of Energy (DOE) indicate that the MATS Rule is not 

anticipated to compromise electric generating resource 

adequacy in any region of the country. The Clean Air 

Act offers a number of implementation flexibilities, 

and the EPA has a long and successful history of using 

those flexibilities to ensure a smooth transition to 

cleaner technologies. 

The Clean Air Act provides 3 years from the effective 

date of the MATS Rule for sources to comply with its 

requirements. In addition, section 112(i)(3)(B) of the Act 

allows the issuance of a permit granting a source up to 

one additional year where necessary for the installa-

tion of controls. As you stated in the preamble to the 

MATS Rule, this additional fourth year should be 

broadly available to sources, consistent with the re-

quirements of the law. 

The EPA has concluded that 4 years should generally 

be sufficient to install the necessary emission control 

equipment, and DOE has issued analysis consistent 

with that conclusion. While more time is generally not 

expected to be needed, the Clean Air Act offers other 

important flexibilities as well. For example, section 

113(a) of the Act provides the EPA with flexibility to 

bring sources into compliance over the course of an ad-

ditional year, should unusual circumstances arise that 

warrant such flexibility. 

To address any concerns with respect to electric reli-

ability while assuring MATS’ public health benefits, I 

direct you to take the following actions: 

1. Building on the information and guidance that you 

have provided to the public, relevant stakeholders, and 

permitting authorities in the preamble of the MATS 

Rule, work with State and local permitting authorities 

to make the additional year for compliance with the 

MATS Rule provided under section 112(i)(3)(B) of the 

Clean Air Act broadly available to sources, consistent 

with law, and to invoke this flexibility expeditiously 

where justified. 

2. Promote early, coordinated, and orderly planning 

and execution of the measures needed to implement the 

MATS Rule while maintaining the reliability of the 

electric power system. Consistent with Executive Order 

13563, this process should be designed to ‘‘promote pre-

dictability and reduce uncertainty,’’ and should include 

engagement and coordination with DOE, the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission, State utility regu-

lators, Regional Transmission Organizations, the North 

American Electric Reliability Corporation and regional 

electric reliability organizations, other grid planning 

authorities, electric utilities, and other stakeholders, 

as appropriate. 

3. Make available to the public, including relevant 

stakeholders, information concerning any anticipated 

use of authorities: (a) under section 112(i)(3)(B) of the 

Clean Air Act in the event that additional time to com-

ply with the MATS Rule is necessary for the installa-

tion of technology; and (b) under section 113(a) of the 

Clean Air Act in the event that additional time to com-

ply with the MATS Rule is necessary to address a spe-

cific and documented electric reliability issue. This in-

formation should describe the process for working with 

entities with relevant expertise to identify circum-

stances where electric reliability concerns might jus-

tify allowing additional time to comply. 

This memorandum is not intended to, and does not, 

create any right or benefit, substantive or procedural, 

enforceable at law or in equity by any party against 

the United States, its departments, agencies, or enti-

ties, its officers, employees, or agents, or any other 

person. 

You are hereby authorized and directed to publish 

this memorandum in the Federal Register. 

BARACK OBAMA. 
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2 So in original. Probably should be ‘‘with’’. 

to be constructed and operated only if the area 
in question is designated or redesignated as 
class III. 

(2) The Administrator may disapprove the re-
designation of any area only if he finds, after 
notice and opportunity for public hearing, that 
such redesignation does not meet the procedural 
requirements of this section or is inconsistent 
with the requirements of section 7472(a) of this 
title or of subsection (a) of this section. If any 
such disapproval occurs, the classification of the 
area shall be that which was in effect prior to 
the redesignation which was disapproved. 

(c) Indian reservations 
Lands within the exterior boundaries of res-

ervations of federally recognized Indian tribes 
may be redesignated only by the appropriate In-
dian governing body. Such Indian governing 
body shall be subject in all respect to the provi-
sions of subsection (e) of this section. 

(d) Review of national monuments, primitive 
areas, and national preserves 

The Federal Land Manager shall review all na-
tional monuments, primitive areas, and national 
preserves, and shall recommend any appropriate 
areas for redesignation as class I where air qual-
ity related values are important attributes of 
the area. The Federal Land Manager shall report 
such recommendations, within 2 supporting 
analysis, to the Congress and the affected States 
within one year after August 7, 1977. The Federal 
Land Manager shall consult with the appro-
priate States before making such recommenda-
tions. 

(e) Resolution of disputes between State and In-
dian tribes 

If any State affected by the redesignation of 
an area by an Indian tribe or any Indian tribe af-
fected by the redesignation of an area by a State 
disagrees with such redesignation of any area, or 
if a permit is proposed to be issued for any new 
major emitting facility proposed for construc-
tion in any State which the Governor of an af-
fected State or governing body of an affected In-
dian tribe determines will cause or contribute to 
a cumulative change in air quality in excess of 
that allowed in this part within the affected 
State or tribal reservation, the Governor or In-
dian ruling body may request the Administrator 
to enter into negotiations with the parties in-
volved to resolve such dispute. If requested by 
any State or Indian tribe involved, the Adminis-
trator shall make a recommendation to resolve 
the dispute and protect the air quality related 
values of the lands involved. If the parties in-
volved do not reach agreement, the Adminis-
trator shall resolve the dispute and his deter-
mination, or the results of agreements reached 
through other means, shall become part of the 
applicable plan and shall be enforceable as part 
of such plan. In resolving such disputes relating 
to area redesignation, the Administrator shall 
consider the extent to which the lands involved 
are of sufficient size to allow effective air qual-
ity management or have air quality related val-
ues of such an area. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, § 164, as added Pub. 
L. 95–95, title I, § 127(a), Aug. 7, 1977, 91 Stat. 733; 

amended Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(42), (43), Nov. 16, 

1977, 91 Stat. 1402; Pub. L. 101–549, title I, § 108(n), 

Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2469.) 

AMENDMENTS 

1990—Subsec. (a). Pub. L. 101–549, which directed the 

insertion of ‘‘The extent of the areas referred to in 

paragraph (1) and (2) shall conform to any changes in 

the boundaries of such areas which have occurred sub-

sequent to August 7, 1977, or which may occur subse-

quent to November 15, 1990.’’ before ‘‘Any area (other 

than an area referred to in paragraph (1) or (2))’’, was 

executed by making the insertion before ‘‘Any area 

(other than an area referred to in paragraph (1) or (2)’’, 

to reflect the probable intent of Congress. 
1977—Subsec. (b)(2). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(42), inserted 

‘‘or is inconsistent with the requirements of section 

7472(a) of this title or of subsection (a) of this section’’ 

after ‘‘this section’’. 
Subsec. (e). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(43), inserted ‘‘an’’ 

after ‘‘If any State affected by the redesignation of’’. 

§ 7475. Preconstruction requirements 

(a) Major emitting facilities on which construc-
tion is commenced 

No major emitting facility on which construc-

tion is commenced after August 7, 1977, may be 

constructed in any area to which this part ap-

plies unless— 
(1) a permit has been issued for such pro-

posed facility in accordance with this part set-

ting forth emission limitations for such facil-

ity which conform to the requirements of this 

part; 
(2) the proposed permit has been subject to a 

review in accordance with this section, the re-

quired analysis has been conducted in accord-

ance with regulations promulgated by the Ad-

ministrator, and a public hearing has been 

held with opportunity for interested persons 

including representatives of the Administrator 

to appear and submit written or oral presen-

tations on the air quality impact of such 

source, alternatives thereto, control tech-

nology requirements, and other appropriate 

considerations; 
(3) the owner or operator of such facility 

demonstrates, as required pursuant to section 

7410(j) of this title, that emissions from con-

struction or operation of such facility will not 

cause, or contribute to, air pollution in excess 

of any (A) maximum allowable increase or 

maximum allowable concentration for any 

pollutant in any area to which this part ap-

plies more than one time per year, (B) na-

tional ambient air quality standard in any air 

quality control region, or (C) any other appli-

cable emission standard or standard of per-

formance under this chapter; 
(4) the proposed facility is subject to the 

best available control technology for each pol-

lutant subject to regulation under this chapter 

emitted from, or which results from, such fa-

cility; 
(5) the provisions of subsection (d) of this 

section with respect to protection of class I 

areas have been complied with for such facil-

ity; 
(6) there has been an analysis of any air 

quality impacts projected for the area as a re-

sult of growth associated with such facility; 
(7) the person who owns or operates, or pro-

poses to own or operate, a major emitting fa-
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cility for which a permit is required under this 

part agrees to conduct such monitoring as 

may be necessary to determine the effect 

which emissions from any such facility may 

have, or is having, on air quality in any area 

which may be affected by emissions from such 

source; and 

(8) in the case of a source which proposes to 

construct in a class III area, emissions from 

which would cause or contribute to exceeding 

the maximum allowable increments applicable 

in a class II area and where no standard under 

section 7411 of this title has been promulgated 

subsequent to August 7, 1977, for such source 

category, the Administrator has approved the 

determination of best available technology as 

set forth in the permit. 

(b) Exception 
The demonstration pertaining to maximum al-

lowable increases required under subsection 

(a)(3) of this section shall not apply to maxi-

mum allowable increases for class II areas in the 

case of an expansion or modification of a major 

emitting facility which is in existence on Au-

gust 7, 1977, whose allowable emissions of air 

pollutants, after compliance with subsection 

(a)(4) of this section, will be less than fifty tons 

per year and for which the owner or operator of 

such facility demonstrates that emissions of 

particulate matter and sulfur oxides will not 

cause or contribute to ambient air quality levels 

in excess of the national secondary ambient air 

quality standard for either of such pollutants. 

(c) Permit applications 
Any completed permit application under sec-

tion 7410 of this title for a major emitting facil-

ity in any area to which this part applies shall 

be granted or denied not later than one year 

after the date of filing of such completed appli-

cation. 

(d) Action taken on permit applications; notice; 
adverse impact on air quality related values; 
variance; emission limitations 

(1) Each State shall transmit to the Adminis-

trator a copy of each permit application relating 

to a major emitting facility received by such 

State and provide notice to the Administrator of 

every action related to the consideration of such 

permit. 

(2)(A) The Administrator shall provide notice 

of the permit application to the Federal Land 

Manager and the Federal official charged with 

direct responsibility for management of any 

lands within a class I area which may be af-

fected by emissions from the proposed facility. 

(B) The Federal Land Manager and the Federal 

official charged with direct responsibility for 

management of such lands shall have an affirm-

ative responsibility to protect the air quality re-

lated values (including visibility) of any such 

lands within a class I area and to consider, in 

consultation with the Administrator, whether a 

proposed major emitting facility will have an 

adverse impact on such values. 

(C)(i) In any case where the Federal official 

charged with direct responsibility for manage-

ment of any lands within a class I area or the 

Federal Land Manager of such lands, or the Ad-

ministrator, or the Governor of an adjacent 

State containing such a class I area files a no-

tice alleging that emissions from a proposed 

major emitting facility may cause or contribute 

to a change in the air quality in such area and 

identifying the potential adverse impact of such 

change, a permit shall not be issued unless the 

owner or operator of such facility demonstrates 

that emissions of particulate matter and sulfur 

dioxide will not cause or contribute to con-

centrations which exceed the maximum allow-

able increases for a class I area. 
(ii) In any case where the Federal Land Man-

ager demonstrates to the satisfaction of the 

State that the emissions from such facility will 

have an adverse impact on the air quality-relat-

ed values (including visibility) of such lands, 

notwithstanding the fact that the change in air 

quality resulting from emissions from such fa-

cility will not cause or contribute to concentra-

tions which exceed the maximum allowable in-

creases for a class I area, a permit shall not be 

issued. 
(iii) In any case where the owner or operator 

of such facility demonstrates to the satisfaction 

of the Federal Land Manager, and the Federal 

Land Manager so certifies, that the emissions 

from such facility will have no adverse impact 

on the air quality-related values of such lands 

(including visibility), notwithstanding the fact 

that the change in air quality resulting from 

emissions from such facility will cause or con-

tribute to concentrations which exceed the max-

imum allowable increases for class I areas, the 

State may issue a permit. 
(iv) In the case of a permit issued pursuant to 

clause (iii), such facility shall comply with such 

emission limitations under such permit as may 

be necessary to assure that emissions of sulfur 

oxides and particulates from such facility will 

not cause or contribute to concentrations of 

such pollutant which exceed the following maxi-

mum allowable increases over the baseline con-

centration for such pollutants: 

Maximum al-
lowable in-
crease (in 

micrograms 
per cubic 
meter) 

Particulate matter: 

Annual geometric mean .................... 19

Twenty-four-hour maximum ............. 37

Sulfur dioxide: 

Annual arithmetic mean ................... 20

Twenty-four-hour maximum ............. 91

Three-hour maximum ........................ 325

(D)(i) In any case where the owner or operator 

of a proposed major emitting facility who has 

been denied a certification under subparagraph 

(C)(iii) demonstrates to the satisfaction of the 

Governor, after notice and public hearing, and 

the Governor finds, that the facility cannot be 

constructed by reason of any maximum allow-

able increase for sulfur dioxide for periods of 

twenty-four hours or less applicable to any class 

I area and, in the case of Federal mandatory 

class I areas, that a variance under this clause 

will not adversely affect the air quality related 

values of the area (including visibility), the Gov-

ernor, after consideration of the Federal Land 

Manager’s recommendation (if any) and subject 

to his concurrence, may grant a variance from 
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such maximum allowable increase. If such vari-

ance is granted, a permit may be issued to such 

source pursuant to the requirements of this sub-

paragraph. 
(ii) In any case in which the Governor rec-

ommends a variance under this subparagraph in 

which the Federal Land Manager does not con-

cur, the recommendations of the Governor and 

the Federal Land Manager shall be transmitted 

to the President. The President may approve the 

Governor’s recommendation if he finds that 

such variance is in the national interest. No 

Presidential finding shall be reviewable in any 

court. The variance shall take effect if the 

President approves the Governor’s recommenda-

tions. The President shall approve or disapprove 

such recommendation within ninety days after 

his receipt of the recommendations of the Gov-

ernor and the Federal Land Manager. 
(iii) In the case of a permit issued pursuant to 

this subparagraph, such facility shall comply 

with such emission limitations under such per-

mit as may be necessary to assure that emis-

sions of sulfur oxides from such facility will not 

(during any day on which the otherwise applica-

ble maximum allowable increases are exceeded) 

cause or contribute to concentrations which ex-

ceed the following maximum allowable increases 

for such areas over the baseline concentration 

for such pollutant and to assure that such emis-

sions will not cause or contribute to concentra-

tions which exceed the otherwise applicable 

maximum allowable increases for periods of ex-

posure of 24 hours or less on more than 18 days 

during any annual period: 

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE INCREASE 

(In micrograms per cubic meter) 

Period of exposure 
Low 

terrain 
areas 

High 
terrain 

areas 

24-hr maximum ......................................... 36 62 
3-hr maximum .......................................... 130 221 

(iv) For purposes of clause (iii), the term ‘‘high 

terrain area’’ means with respect to any facil-

ity, any area having an elevation of 900 feet or 

more above the base of the stack of such facil-

ity, and the term ‘‘low terrain area’’ means any 

area other than a high terrain area. 

(e) Analysis; continuous air quality monitoring 
data; regulations; model adjustments 

(1) The review provided for in subsection (a) of 

this section shall be preceded by an analysis in 

accordance with regulations of the Adminis-

trator, promulgated under this subsection, 

which may be conducted by the State (or any 

general purpose unit of local government) or by 

the major emitting facility applying for such 

permit, of the ambient air quality at the pro-

posed site and in areas which may be affected by 

emissions from such facility for each pollutant 

subject to regulation under this chapter which 

will be emitted from such facility. 
(2) Effective one year after August 7, 1977, the 

analysis required by this subsection shall in-

clude continuous air quality monitoring data 

gathered for purposes of determining whether 

emissions from such facility will exceed the 

maximum allowable increases or the maximum 

allowable concentration permitted under this 

part. Such data shall be gathered over a period 

of one calendar year preceding the date of appli-

cation for a permit under this part unless the 

State, in accordance with regulations promul-

gated by the Administrator, determines that a 

complete and adequate analysis for such pur-

poses may be accomplished in a shorter period. 

The results of such analysis shall be available at 

the time of the public hearing on the application 

for such permit. 
(3) The Administrator shall within six months 

after August 7, 1977, promulgate regulations re-

specting the analysis required under this sub-

section which regulations— 
(A) shall not require the use of any auto-

matic or uniform buffer zone or zones, 
(B) shall require an analysis of the ambient 

air quality, climate and meteorology, terrain, 

soils and vegetation, and visibility at the site 

of the proposed major emitting facility and in 

the area potentially affected by the emissions 

from such facility for each pollutant regulated 

under this chapter which will be emitted from, 

or which results from the construction or op-

eration of, such facility, the size and nature of 

the proposed facility, the degree of continuous 

emission reduction which could be achieved by 

such facility, and such other factors as may be 

relevant in determining the effect of emissions 

from a proposed facility on any air quality 

control region, 
(C) shall require the results of such analysis 

shall be available at the time of the public 

hearing on the application for such permit, 

and 

(D) shall specify with reasonable particular-

ity each air quality model or models to be 

used under specified sets of conditions for pur-

poses of this part. 

Any model or models designated under such reg-

ulations may be adjusted upon a determination, 

after notice and opportunity for public hearing, 

by the Administrator that such adjustment is 

necessary to take into account unique terrain or 

meteorological characteristics of an area poten-

tially affected by emissions from a source apply-

ing for a permit required under this part. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, § 165, as added Pub. 

L. 95–95, title I, § 127(a), Aug. 7, 1977, 91 Stat. 735; 

amended Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(44)–(51), Nov. 16, 

1977, 91 Stat. 1402.) 

AMENDMENTS 

1977—Subsec. (a)(1). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(44), sub-

stituted ‘‘part;’’ for ‘‘part:’’. 

Subsec. (a)(3). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(45), inserted pro-

vision making applicable requirement of section 7410(j) 

of this title. 

Subsec. (b). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(46), inserted ‘‘cause 

or’’ before ‘‘contribute’’ and struck out ‘‘actual’’ before 

‘‘allowable emissions’’. 

Subsec. (d)(2)(C). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(47)–(49), in cl. 

(ii) substituted ‘‘contribute’’ for ‘‘contrbute’’, in cl. (iii) 

substituted ‘‘quality-related’’ for ‘‘quality related’’ and 

‘‘concentrations which’’ for ‘‘concentrations, which’’, 

and in cl. (iv) substituted ‘‘such facility’’ for ‘‘such 

sources’’ and ‘‘will not cause or contribute to con-

centrations of such pollutant which exceed’’ for ‘‘to-

gether with all other sources, will not exceed’’. 

Subsec. (d)(2)(D). Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(50), (51), in cl. 

(iii) substituted provisions relating to determinations 

of amounts of emissions of sulfur oxides from facilities, 
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for provisions relating to determinations of amounts of 

emissions of sulfur oxides from sources operating under 

permits issued pursuant to this subpar., together with 

all other sources, and added cl. (iv). 

§ 7476. Other pollutants 

(a) Hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, petrochemi-
cal oxidants, and nitrogen oxides 

In the case of the pollutants hydrocarbons, 

carbon monoxide, photochemical oxidants, and 

nitrogen oxides, the Administrator shall con-

duct a study and not later than two years after 

August 7, 1977, promulgate regulations to pre-

vent the significant deterioration of air quality 

which would result from the emissions of such 

pollutants. In the case of pollutants for which 

national ambient air quality standards are pro-

mulgated after August 7, 1977, he shall promul-

gate such regulations not more than 2 years 

after the date of promulgation of such stand-

ards. 

(b) Effective date of regulations 
Regulations referred to in subsection (a) of 

this section shall become effective one year 

after the date of promulgation. Within 21 

months after such date of promulgation such 

plan revision shall be submitted to the Adminis-

trator who shall approve or disapprove the plan 

within 25 months after such date or 1 promulga-

tion in the same manner as required under sec-

tion 7410 of this title. 

(c) Contents of regulations 
Such regulations shall provide specific numer-

ical measures against which permit applications 

may be evaluated, a framework for stimulating 

improved control technology, protection of air 

quality values, and fulfill the goals and purposes 

set forth in section 7401 and section 7470 of this 

title. 

(d) Specific measures to fulfill goals and pur-
poses 

The regulations of the Administrator under 

subsection (a) of this section shall provide spe-

cific measures at least as effective as the incre-

ments established in section 7473 of this title to 

fulfill such goals and purposes, and may contain 

air quality increments, emission density re-

quirements, or other measures. 

(e) Area classification plan not required 
With respect to any air pollutant for which a 

national ambient air quality standard is estab-

lished other than sulfur oxides or particulate 

matter, an area classification plan shall not be 

required under this section if the implementa-

tion plan adopted by the State and submitted 

for the Administrator’s approval or promulgated 

by the Administrator under section 7410(c) of 

this title contains other provisions which when 

considered as a whole, the Administrator finds 

will carry out the purposes in section 7470 of this 

title at least as effectively as an area classifica-

tion plan for such pollutant. Such other provi-

sions referred to in the preceding sentence need 

not require the establishment of maximum al-

lowable increases with respect to such pollutant 

for any area to which this section applies. 

(f) PM–10 increments 
The Administrator is authorized to substitute, 

for the maximum allowable increases in particu-

late matter specified in section 7473(b) of this 

title and section 7475(d)(2)(C)(iv) of this title, 

maximum allowable increases in particulate 

matter with an aerodynamic diameter smaller 

than or equal to 10 micrometers. Such sub-

stituted maximum allowable increases shall be 

of equal stringency in effect as those specified in 

the provisions for which they are substituted. 

Until the Administrator promulgates regula-

tions under the authority of this subsection, the 

current maximum allowable increases in con-

centrations of particulate matter shall remain 

in effect. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, § 166, as added Pub. 

L. 95–95, title I, § 127(a), Aug. 7, 1977, 91 Stat. 739; 

amended Pub. L. 101–549, title I, § 105(b), Nov. 15, 

1990, 104 Stat. 2462.) 

AMENDMENTS 

1990—Subsec. (f). Pub. L. 101–549 added subsec. (f). 

§ 7477. Enforcement 

The Administrator shall, and a State may, 

take such measures, including issuance of an 

order, or seeking injunctive relief, as necessary 

to prevent the construction or modification of a 

major emitting facility which does not conform 

to the requirements of this part, or which is pro-

posed to be constructed in any area designated 

pursuant to section 7407(d) of this title as at-

tainment or unclassifiable and which is not sub-

ject to an implementation plan which meets the 

requirements of this part. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, § 167, as added Pub. 

L. 95–95, title I, § 127(a), Aug. 7, 1977, 91 Stat. 740; 

amended Pub. L. 101–549, title I, § 110(3), title 

VII, § 708, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2470, 2684.) 

AMENDMENTS 

1990—Pub. L. 101–549, § 708, substituted ‘‘construction 

or modification of a major emitting facility’’ for ‘‘con-

struction of a major emitting facility’’. 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 110(3), substituted ‘‘designated pur-

suant to section 7407(d) as attainment or unclassifi-

able’’ for ‘‘included in the list promulgated pursuant to 

paragraph (1)(D) or (E) of subsection (d) of section 7407 

of this title’’. 

§ 7478. Period before plan approval 

(a) Existing regulations to remain in effect 
Until such time as an applicable implementa-

tion plan is in effect for any area, which plan 

meets the requirements of this part to prevent 

significant deterioration of air quality with re-

spect to any air pollutant, applicable regula-

tions under this chapter prior to August 7, 1977, 

shall remain in effect to prevent significant de-

terioration of air quality in any such area for 

any such pollutant except as otherwise provided 

in subsection (b) of this section. 

(b) Regulations deemed amended; construction 
commenced after June 1, 1975 

If any regulation in effect prior to August 7, 

1977, to prevent significant deterioration of air 

quality would be inconsistent with the require-

ments of section 7472(a), section 7473(b) or sec-
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in the case of a concern which is a publicly traded 

company at least 51 percent of the stock of the com-

pany is owned by, one or more individuals who are 

members of the following groups: 
‘‘(I) Black Americans. 
‘‘(II) Hispanic Americans. 
‘‘(III) Native Americans. 
‘‘(IV) Asian Americans. 
‘‘(V) Women. 
‘‘(VI) Disabled Americans. 

‘‘(ii) The presumption established by clause (i) may 

be rebutted with respect to a particular business con-

cern if it is reasonably established that the individual 

or individuals referred to in that clause with respect 

to that business concern are not experiencing impedi-

ments to establishing or developing such concern as 

a result of the individual’s identification as a mem-

ber of a group specified in that clause. 
‘‘(C) The following institutions are presumed to be 

disadvantaged business concerns for purposes of sub-

section (a): 
‘‘(i) Historically black colleges and universities, 

and colleges and universities having a student body 

in which 40 percent of the students are Hispanic. 
‘‘(ii) Minority institutions (as that term is de-

fined by the Secretary of Education pursuant to the 

General Education Provision Act (20 U.S.C. 1221 et 

seq.)). 
‘‘(iii) Private and voluntary organizations con-

trolled by individuals who are socially and eco-

nomically disadvantaged. 
‘‘(D) A joint venture may be considered to be a dis-

advantaged business concern under subsection (a), 

notwithstanding the size of such joint venture, if— 
‘‘(i) a party to the joint venture is a disadvan-

taged business concern; and 
‘‘(ii) that party owns at least 51 percent of the 

joint venture. 
A person who is not an economically disadvantaged 

individual or a disadvantaged business concern, as a 

party to a joint venture, may not be a party to more 

than 2 awarded contracts in a fiscal year solely by 

reason of this subparagraph. 
‘‘(E) Nothing in this paragraph shall prohibit any 

member of a racial or ethnic group that is not listed 

in subparagraph (B)(i) from establishing that they 

have been impeded in establishing or developing a 

business concern as a result of racial or ethnic dis-

crimination. 
‘‘SEC. 1002. USE OF QUOTAS PROHIBITED.—Nothing in 

this title shall permit or require the use of quotas or a 

requirement that has the effect of a quota in determin-

ing eligibility under section 1001.’’ 

§ 7602. Definitions 

When used in this chapter— 
(a) The term ‘‘Administrator’’ means the Ad-

ministrator of the Environmental Protection 

Agency. 
(b) The term ‘‘air pollution control agency’’ 

means any of the following: 
(1) A single State agency designated by the 

Governor of that State as the official State air 

pollution control agency for purposes of this 

chapter. 
(2) An agency established by two or more 

States and having substantial powers or duties 

pertaining to the prevention and control of air 

pollution. 
(3) A city, county, or other local government 

health authority, or, in the case of any city, 

county, or other local government in which 

there is an agency other than the health au-

thority charged with responsibility for enforc-

ing ordinances or laws relating to the preven-

tion and control of air pollution, such other 

agency. 

(4) An agency of two or more municipalities 

located in the same State or in different 

States and having substantial powers or duties 

pertaining to the prevention and control of air 

pollution. 
(5) An agency of an Indian tribe. 

(c) The term ‘‘interstate air pollution control 

agency’’ means— 
(1) an air pollution control agency estab-

lished by two or more States, or 
(2) an air pollution control agency of two or 

more municipalities located in different 

States. 

(d) The term ‘‘State’’ means a State, the Dis-

trict of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto 

Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and American 

Samoa and includes the Commonwealth of the 

Northern Mariana Islands. 
(e) The term ‘‘person’’ includes an individual, 

corporation, partnership, association, State, 

municipality, political subdivision of a State, 

and any agency, department, or instrumentality 

of the United States and any officer, agent, or 

employee thereof. 
(f) The term ‘‘municipality’’ means a city, 

town, borough, county, parish, district, or other 

public body created by or pursuant to State law. 
(g) The term ‘‘air pollutant’’ means any air 

pollution agent or combination of such agents, 

including any physical, chemical, biological, 

radioactive (including source material, special 

nuclear material, and byproduct material) sub-

stance or matter which is emitted into or other-

wise enters the ambient air. Such term includes 

any precursors to the formation of any air pol-

lutant, to the extent the Administrator has 

identified such precursor or precursors for the 

particular purpose for which the term ‘‘air pol-

lutant’’ is used. 
(h) All language referring to effects on welfare 

includes, but is not limited to, effects on soils, 

water, crops, vegetation, manmade materials, 

animals, wildlife, weather, visibility, and cli-

mate, damage to and deterioration of property, 

and hazards to transportation, as well as effects 

on economic values and on personal comfort and 

well-being, whether caused by transformation, 

conversion, or combination with other air pol-

lutants. 
(i) The term ‘‘Federal land manager’’ means, 

with respect to any lands in the United States, 

the Secretary of the department with authority 

over such lands. 
(j) Except as otherwise expressly provided, the 

terms ‘‘major stationary source’’ and ‘‘major 

emitting facility’’ mean any stationary facility 

or source of air pollutants which directly emits, 

or has the potential to emit, one hundred tons 

per year or more of any air pollutant (including 

any major emitting facility or source of fugitive 

emissions of any such pollutant, as determined 

by rule by the Administrator). 
(k) The terms ‘‘emission limitation’’ and 

‘‘emission standard’’ mean a requirement estab-

lished by the State or the Administrator which 

limits the quantity, rate, or concentration of 

emissions of air pollutants on a continuous 

basis, including any requirement relating to the 

operation or maintenance of a source to assure 

continuous emission reduction, and any design, 
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equipment, work practice or operational stand-

ard promulgated under this chapter..1 
(l) The term ‘‘standard of performance’’ means 

a requirement of continuous emission reduction, 

including any requirement relating to the oper-

ation or maintenance of a source to assure con-

tinuous emission reduction. 
(m) The term ‘‘means of emission limitation’’ 

means a system of continuous emission reduc-

tion (including the use of specific technology or 

fuels with specified pollution characteristics). 
(n) The term ‘‘primary standard attainment 

date’’ means the date specified in the applicable 

implementation plan for the attainment of a na-

tional primary ambient air quality standard for 

any air pollutant. 
(o) The term ‘‘delayed compliance order’’ 

means an order issued by the State or by the Ad-

ministrator to an existing stationary source, 

postponing the date required under an applica-

ble implementation plan for compliance by such 

source with any requirement of such plan. 
(p) The term ‘‘schedule and timetable of com-

pliance’’ means a schedule of required measures 

including an enforceable sequence of actions or 

operations leading to compliance with an emis-

sion limitation, other limitation, prohibition, or 

standard. 
(q) For purposes of this chapter, the term ‘‘ap-

plicable implementation plan’’ means the por-

tion (or portions) of the implementation plan, or 

most recent revision thereof, which has been ap-

proved under section 7410 of this title, or pro-

mulgated under section 7410(c) of this title, or 

promulgated or approved pursuant to regula-

tions promulgated under section 7601(d) of this 

title and which implements the relevant re-

quirements of this chapter. 
(r) INDIAN TRIBE.—The term ‘‘Indian tribe’’ 

means any Indian tribe, band, nation, or other 

organized group or community, including any 

Alaska Native village, which is Federally recog-

nized as eligible for the special programs and 

services provided by the United States to Indi-

ans because of their status as Indians. 
(s) VOC.—The term ‘‘VOC’’ means volatile or-

ganic compound, as defined by the Adminis-

trator. 
(t) PM–10.—The term ‘‘PM–10’’ means particu-

late matter with an aerodynamic diameter less 

than or equal to a nominal ten micrometers, as 

measured by such method as the Administrator 

may determine. 
(u) NAAQS AND CTG.—The term ‘‘NAAQS’’ 

means national ambient air quality standard. 

The term ‘‘CTG’’ means a Control Technique 

Guideline published by the Administrator under 

section 7408 of this title. 
(v) NOx.—The term ‘‘NOx’’ means oxides of ni-

trogen. 
(w) CO.—The term ‘‘CO’’ means carbon mon-

oxide. 
(x) SMALL SOURCE.—The term ‘‘small source’’ 

means a source that emits less than 100 tons of 

regulated pollutants per year, or any class of 

persons that the Administrator determines, 

through regulation, generally lack technical 

ability or knowledge regarding control of air 

pollution. 

(y) FEDERAL IMPLEMENTATION PLAN.—The 

term ‘‘Federal implementation plan’’ means a 

plan (or portion thereof) promulgated by the Ad-

ministrator to fill all or a portion of a gap or 

otherwise correct all or a portion of an inad-

equacy in a State implementation plan, and 

which includes enforceable emission limitations 

or other control measures, means or techniques 

(including economic incentives, such as market-

able permits or auctions of emissions allow-

ances), and provides for attainment of the rel-

evant national ambient air quality standard. 
(z) STATIONARY SOURCE.—The term ‘‘station-

ary source’’ means generally any source of an 

air pollutant except those emissions resulting 

directly from an internal combustion engine for 

transportation purposes or from a nonroad en-

gine or nonroad vehicle as defined in section 7550 

of this title. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title III, § 302, formerly § 9, 

as added Pub. L. 88–206, § 1, Dec. 17, 1963, 77 Stat. 

400, renumbered Pub. L. 89–272, title I, § 101(4), 

Oct. 20, 1965, 79 Stat. 992; amended Pub. L. 90–148, 

§ 2, Nov. 21, 1967, 81 Stat. 504; Pub. L. 91–604, 

§ 15(a)(1), (c)(1), Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1710, 1713; 

Pub. L. 95–95, title II, § 218(c), title III, § 301, Aug. 

7, 1977, 91 Stat. 761, 769; Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(76), 

Nov. 16, 1977, 91 Stat. 1404; Pub. L. 101–549, title 

I, §§ 101(d)(4), 107(a), (b), 108(j), 109(b), title III, 

§ 302(e), title VII, § 709, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 

2409, 2464, 2468, 2470, 2574, 2684.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section was formerly classified to section 1857h of 

this title. 

PRIOR PROVISIONS 

Provisions similar to those in subsecs. (b) and (d) of 

this section were contained in a section 1857e of this 

title, act July 14, 1955, ch. 360, § 6, 69 Stat. 323, prior to 

the general amendment of this chapter by Pub. L. 

88–206. 

AMENDMENTS 

1990—Subsec. (b)(1) to (3). Pub. L. 101–549, § 107(a)(1), 

(2), struck out ‘‘or’’ at end of par. (3) and substituted 

periods for semicolons at end of pars. (1) to (3). 
Subsec. (b)(5). Pub. L. 101–549, § 107(a)(3), added par. 

(5). 
Subsec. (g). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(j)(2), inserted at end 

‘‘Such term includes any precursors to the formation of 

any air pollutant, to the extent the Administrator has 

identified such precursor or precursors for the particu-

lar purpose for which the term ‘air pollutant’ is used.’’ 
Subsec. (h). Pub. L. 101–549, § 109(b), inserted before 

period at end ‘‘, whether caused by transformation, 

conversion, or combination with other air pollutants’’. 
Subsec. (k). Pub. L. 101–549, § 303(e), inserted before 

period at end ‘‘, and any design, equipment, work prac-

tice or operational standard promulgated under this 

chapter.’’ 
Subsec. (q). Pub. L. 101–549, § 101(d)(4), added subsec. 

(q). 
Subsec. (r). Pub. L. 101–549, § 107(b), added subsec. (r). 
Subsecs. (s) to (y). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(j)(1), added 

subsecs. (s) to (y). 
Subsec. (z). Pub. L. 101–549, § 709, added subsec. (z). 
1977—Subsec. (d). Pub. L. 95–95, § 218(c), inserted ‘‘and 

includes the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana 

Islands’’ after ‘‘American Samoa’’. 
Subsec. (e). Pub. L. 95–190 substituted ‘‘individual, 

corporation’’ for ‘‘individual corporation’’. 
Pub. L. 95–95, § 301(b), expanded definition of ‘‘person’’ 

to include agencies, departments, and instrumental-

ities of the United States and officers, agents, and em-

ployees thereof. 
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Subsec. (g). Pub. L. 95–95, § 301(c), expanded definition 

of ‘‘air pollutant’’ so as, expressly, to include physical, 

chemical, biological, and radioactive substances or 

matter emitted into or otherwise entering the ambient 

air. 

Subsecs. (i) to (p). Pub. L. 95–95, § 301(a), added sub-

secs. (i) to (p). 

1970—Subsec. (a). Pub. L. 91–604, § 15(c)(1), substituted 

definition of ‘‘Administrator’’ as meaning Adminis-

trator of the Environmental Protection Agency for def-

inition of ‘‘Secretary’’ as meaning Secretary of Health, 

Education, and Welfare. 

Subsecs. (g), (h). Pub. L. 91–604, § 15(a)(1), added sub-

sec. (g) defining ‘‘air pollutant’’, redesignated former 

subsec. (g) as (h) and substituted references to effects 

on soil, water, crops, vegetation, manmade materials, 

animals, wildlife, weather, visibility, and climate for 

references to injury to agricultural crops and livestock, 

and inserted references to effects on economic values 

and on personal comfort and well being. 

1967—Pub. L. 90–148 reenacted section without 

change. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1977 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 95–95 effective Aug. 7, 1977, ex-

cept as otherwise expressly provided, see section 406(d) 

of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as a note under section 7401 of 

this title. 

§ 7603. Emergency powers 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this 

chapter, the Administrator, upon receipt of evi-

dence that a pollution source or combination of 

sources (including moving sources) is presenting 

an imminent and substantial endangerment to 

public health or welfare, or the environment, 

may bring suit on behalf of the United States in 

the appropriate United States district court to 

immediately restrain any person causing or con-

tributing to the alleged pollution to stop the 

emission of air pollutants causing or contribut-

ing to such pollution or to take such other ac-

tion as may be necessary. If it is not practicable 

to assure prompt protection of public health or 

welfare or the environment by commencement 

of such a civil action, the Administrator may 

issue such orders as may be necessary to protect 

public health or welfare or the environment. 

Prior to taking any action under this section, 

the Administrator shall consult with appro-

priate State and local authorities and attempt 

to confirm the accuracy of the information on 

which the action proposed to be taken is based. 

Any order issued by the Administrator under 

this section shall be effective upon issuance and 

shall remain in effect for a period of not more 

than 60 days, unless the Administrator brings an 

action pursuant to the first sentence of this sec-

tion before the expiration of that period. When-

ever the Administrator brings such an action 

within the 60-day period, such order shall re-

main in effect for an additional 14 days or for 

such longer period as may be authorized by the 

court in which such action is brought. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title III, § 303, as added 

Pub. L. 91–604, § 12(a), Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1705; 

amended Pub. L. 95–95, title III, § 302(a), Aug. 7, 

1977, 91 Stat. 770; Pub. L. 101–549, title VII, § 704, 

Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2681.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section was formerly classified to section 1857h–1 of 

this title. 

PRIOR PROVISIONS 

A prior section 303 of act July 14, 1955, was renum-

bered section 310 by Pub. L. 91–604 and is classified to 

section 7610 of this title. 

AMENDMENTS 

1990—Pub. L. 101–549, § 704(2)–(5), struck out subsec. (a) 

designation before ‘‘Notwithstanding any other’’, 

struck out subsec. (b) which related to violation of or 

failure or refusal to comply with subsec. (a) orders, and 

substituted new provisions for provisions following 

first sentence which read as follows: ‘‘If it is not prac-

ticable to assure prompt protection of the health of 

persons solely by commencement of such a civil action, 

the Administrator may issue such orders as may be 

necessary to protect the health of persons who are, or 

may be, affected by such pollution source (or sources). 

Prior to taking any action under this section, the Ad-

ministrator shall consult with the State and local au-

thorities in order to confirm the correctness of the in-

formation on which the action proposed to be taken is 

based and to ascertain the action which such authori-

ties are, or will be, taking. Such order shall be effective 

for a period of not more than twenty-four hours unless 

the Administrator brings an action under the first sen-

tence of this subsection before the expiration of such 

period. Whenever the Administrator brings such an ac-

tion within such period, such order shall be effective 

for a period of forty-eight hours or such longer period 

as may be authorized by the court pending litigation or 

thereafter.’’ 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 704(1), which directed that ‘‘public 

health or welfare, or the environment’’ be substituted 

for ‘‘the health of persons and that appropriate State 

or local authorities have not acted to abate such 

sources’’, was executed by making the substitution for 

‘‘the health of persons, and that appropriate State or 

local authorities have not acted to abate such sources’’ 

to reflect the probable intent of Congress. 

1977—Pub. L. 95–95 designated existing provisions as 

subsec. (a), inserted provisions that, if it is not prac-

ticable to assure prompt protection of the health of 

persons solely by commencement of a civil action, the 

Administrator may issue such orders as may be nec-

essary to protect the health of persons who are, or may 

be, affected by such pollution source (or sources), that, 

prior to taking any action under this section, the Ad-

ministrator consult with the State and local authori-

ties in order to confirm the correctness of the informa-

tion on which the action proposed to be taken is based 

and to ascertain the action which such authorities are, 

or will be, taking, that the order be effective for a pe-

riod of not more than twenty-four hours unless the Ad-

ministrator brings an action under the first sentence of 

this subsection before the expiration of such period, 

and that, whenever the Administrator brings such an 

action within such period, such order be effective for a 

period of forty-eight hours or such longer period as 

may be authorized by the court pending litigation or 

thereafter, and added subsec. (b). 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1977 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 95–95 effective Aug. 7, 1977, ex-

cept as otherwise expressly provided, see section 406(d) 

of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as a note under section 7401 of 

this title. 

PENDING ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS 

Suits, actions, and other proceedings lawfully com-

menced by or against the Administrator or any other 

officer or employee of the United States in his official 

capacity or in relation to the discharge of his official 

duties under act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in 

effect immediately prior to the enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977], not to abate by reason of the taking 

effect of Pub. L. 95–95, see section 406(a) of Pub. L. 
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1 See References in Text note below. 
2 So in original. Probably should be ‘‘this’’. 
3 So in original. 

SEC. 2. Designation of Facilities. (a) The Administrator 

of the Environmental Protection Agency (hereinafter 

referred to as ‘‘the Administrator’’) shall be responsible 

for the attainment of the purposes and objectives of 

this Order. 
(b) In carrying out his responsibilities under this 

Order, the Administrator shall, in conformity with all 

applicable requirements of law, designate facilities 

which have given rise to a conviction for an offense 

under section 113(c)(1) of the Air Act [42 U.S.C. 

7413(c)(1)] or section 309(c) of the Water Act [33 U.S.C. 

1319(c)]. The Administrator shall, from time to time, 

publish and circulate to all Federal agencies lists of 

those facilities, together with the names and addresses 

of the persons who have been convicted of such of-

fenses. Whenever the Administrator determines that 

the condition which gave rise to a conviction has been 

corrected, he shall promptly remove the facility and 

the name and address of the person concerned from the 

list. 
SEC. 3. Contracts, Grants, or Loans. (a) Except as pro-

vided in section 8 of this Order, no Federal agency shall 

enter into any contract for the procurement of goods, 

materials, or services which is to be performed in whole 

or in part in a facility then designated by the Adminis-

trator pursuant to section 2. 
(b) Except as provided in section 8 of this Order, no 

Federal agency authorized to extend Federal assistance 

by way of grant, loan, or contract shall extend such as-

sistance in any case in which it is to be used to support 

any activity or program involving the use of a facility 

then designated by the Administrator pursuant to sec-

tion 2. 
SEC. 4. Procurement, Grant, and Loan Regulations. The 

Federal Procurement Regulations, the Armed Services 

Procurement Regulations, and to the extent necessary, 

any supplemental or comparable regulations issued by 

any agency of the Executive Branch shall, following 

consultation with the Administrator, be amended to re-

quire, as a condition of entering into, renewing, or ex-

tending any contract for the procurement of goods, ma-

terials, or services or extending any assistance by way 

of grant, loan, or contract, inclusion of a provision re-

quiring compliance with the Air Act, the Water Act, 

and standards issued pursuant thereto in the facilities 

in which the contract is to be performed, or which are 

involved in the activity or program to receive assist-

ance. 
SEC. 5. Rules and Regulations. The Administrator shall 

issue such rules, regulations, standards, and guidelines 

as he may deem necessary or appropriate to carry out 

the purposes of this Order. 
SEC. 6. Cooperation and Assistance. The head of each 

Federal agency shall take such steps as may be nec-

essary to insure that all officers and employees of this 

agency whose duties entail compliance or comparable 

functions with respect to contracts, grants, and loans 

are familiar with the provisions of this Order. In addi-

tion to any other appropriate action, such officers and 

employees shall report promptly any condition in a fa-

cility which may involve noncompliance with the Air 

Act or the Water Act or any rules, regulations, stand-

ards, or guidelines issued pursuant to this Order to the 

head of the agency, who shall transmit such reports to 

the Administrator. 
SEC. 7. Enforcement. The Administrator may rec-

ommend to the Department of Justice or other appro-

priate agency that legal proceedings be brought or 

other appropriate action be taken whenever he becomes 

aware of a breach of any provision required, under the 

amendments issued pursuant to section 4 of this Order, 

to be included in a contract or other agreement. 
SEC. 8. Exemptions—Reports to Congress. (a) Upon a de-

termination that the paramount interest of the United 

States so requires— 
(1) The head of a Federal agency may exempt any 

contract, grant, or loan, and, following consultation 

with the Administrator, any class of contracts, grants 

or loans from the provisions of this Order. In any such 

case, the head of the Federal agency granting such ex-

emption shall (A) promptly notify the Administrator of 

such exemption and the justification therefor; (B) re-

view the necessity for each such exemption annually; 

and (C) report to the Administrator annually all such 

exemptions in effect. Exemptions granted pursuant to 

this section shall be for a period not to exceed one year. 

Additional exemptions may be granted for periods not 

to exceed one year upon the making of a new deter-

mination by the head of the Federal agency concerned. 
(2) The Administrator may, by rule or regulation, ex-

empt any or all Federal agencies from any or all of the 

provisions of this Order with respect to any class or 

classes of contracts, grants, or loans, which (A) involve 

less than specified dollar amounts, or (B) have a mini-

mal potential impact upon the environment, or (C) in-

volve persons who are not prime contractors or direct 

recipients of Federal assistance by way of contracts, 

grants, or loans. 
(b) Federal agencies shall reconsider any exemption 

granted under subsection (a) whenever requested to do 

so by the Administrator. 
(c) The Administrator shall annually notify the 

President and the Congress of all exemptions granted, 

or in effect, under this Order during the preceding year. 
SEC. 9. Related Actions. The imposition of any sanc-

tion or penalty under or pursuant to this Order shall 

not relieve any person of any legal duty to comply with 

any provisions of the Air Act or the Water Act. 
SEC. 10. Applicability. This Order shall not apply to 

contracts, grants, or loans involving the use of facili-

ties located outside the United States. 
SEC. 11. Uniformity. Rules, regulations, standards, and 

guidelines issued pursuant to this order and section 508 

of the Water Act [33 U.S.C. 1368] shall, to the maximum 

extent feasible, be uniform with regulations issued pur-

suant to this order, Executive Order No. 11602 of June 

29, 1971 [formerly set out above], and section 306 of the 

Air Act [this section]. 
SEC. 12. Order Superseded. Executive Order No. 11602 of 

June 29, 1971, is hereby superseded. 

RICHARD NIXON. 

§ 7607. Administrative proceedings and judicial 
review 

(a) Administrative subpenas; confidentiality; wit-
nesses 

In connection with any determination under 

section 7410(f) of this title, or for purposes of ob-

taining information under section 7521(b)(4) 1 or 

7545(c)(3) of this title, any investigation, mon-

itoring, reporting requirement, entry, compli-

ance inspection, or administrative enforcement 

proceeding under the 2 chapter (including but 

not limited to section 7413, section 7414, section 

7420, section 7429, section 7477, section 7524, sec-

tion 7525, section 7542, section 7603, or section 

7606 of this title),,3 the Administrator may issue 

subpenas for the attendance and testimony of 

witnesses and the production of relevant papers, 

books, and documents, and he may administer 

oaths. Except for emission data, upon a showing 

satisfactory to the Administrator by such owner 

or operator that such papers, books, documents, 

or information or particular part thereof, if 

made public, would divulge trade secrets or se-

cret processes of such owner or operator, the Ad-

ministrator shall consider such record, report, 

or information or particular portion thereof 

confidential in accordance with the purposes of 

section 1905 of title 18, except that such paper, 

book, document, or information may be dis-
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4 So in original. Probably should be ‘‘subsection,’’. 5 So in original. The word ‘‘to’’ probably should not appear. 

closed to other officers, employees, or author-
ized representatives of the United States con-

cerned with carrying out this chapter, to per-

sons carrying out the National Academy of Sci-

ences’ study and investigation provided for in 

section 7521(c) of this title, or when relevant in 

any proceeding under this chapter. Witnesses 

summoned shall be paid the same fees and mile-

age that are paid witnesses in the courts of the 

United States. In case of contumacy or refusal 

to obey a subpena served upon any person under 

this subparagraph,4 the district court of the 

United States for any district in which such per-

son is found or resides or transacts business, 

upon application by the United States and after 

notice to such person, shall have jurisdiction to 

issue an order requiring such person to appear 

and give testimony before the Administrator to 

appear and produce papers, books, and docu-

ments before the Administrator, or both, and 

any failure to obey such order of the court may 

be punished by such court as a contempt there-

of. 

(b) Judicial review 
(1) A petition for review of action of the Ad-

ministrator in promulgating any national pri-

mary or secondary ambient air quality stand-

ard, any emission standard or requirement 

under section 7412 of this title, any standard of 

performance or requirement under section 7411 

of this title,,3 any standard under section 7521 of 

this title (other than a standard required to be 

prescribed under section 7521(b)(1) of this title), 

any determination under section 7521(b)(5) 1 of 

this title, any control or prohibition under sec-

tion 7545 of this title, any standard under sec-

tion 7571 of this title, any rule issued under sec-

tion 7413, 7419, or under section 7420 of this title, 

or any other nationally applicable regulations 

promulgated, or final action taken, by the Ad-

ministrator under this chapter may be filed only 

in the United States Court of Appeals for the 

District of Columbia. A petition for review of 

the Administrator’s action in approving or pro-

mulgating any implementation plan under sec-

tion 7410 of this title or section 7411(d) of this 

title, any order under section 7411(j) of this title, 

under section 7412 of this title, under section 

7419 of this title, or under section 7420 of this 

title, or his action under section 

1857c–10(c)(2)(A), (B), or (C) of this title (as in ef-

fect before August 7, 1977) or under regulations 

thereunder, or revising regulations for enhanced 

monitoring and compliance certification pro-

grams under section 7414(a)(3) of this title, or 

any other final action of the Administrator 

under this chapter (including any denial or dis-

approval by the Administrator under subchapter 

I of this chapter) which is locally or regionally 

applicable may be filed only in the United 

States Court of Appeals for the appropriate cir-

cuit. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence a 

petition for review of any action referred to in 

such sentence may be filed only in the United 

States Court of Appeals for the District of Co-

lumbia if such action is based on a determina-

tion of nationwide scope or effect and if in tak-

ing such action the Administrator finds and pub-

lishes that such action is based on such a deter-

mination. Any petition for review under this 

subsection shall be filed within sixty days from 

the date notice of such promulgation, approval, 

or action appears in the Federal Register, except 

that if such petition is based solely on grounds 

arising after such sixtieth day, then any peti-

tion for review under this subsection shall be 

filed within sixty days after such grounds arise. 

The filing of a petition for reconsideration by 

the Administrator of any otherwise final rule or 

action shall not affect the finality of such rule 

or action for purposes of judicial review nor ex-

tend the time within which a petition for judi-

cial review of such rule or action under this sec-

tion may be filed, and shall not postpone the ef-

fectiveness of such rule or action. 

(2) Action of the Administrator with respect to 

which review could have been obtained under 

paragraph (1) shall not be subject to judicial re-

view in civil or criminal proceedings for enforce-

ment. Where a final decision by the Adminis-

trator defers performance of any nondiscretion-

ary statutory action to a later time, any person 

may challenge the deferral pursuant to para-

graph (1). 

(c) Additional evidence 
In any judicial proceeding in which review is 

sought of a determination under this chapter re-

quired to be made on the record after notice and 

opportunity for hearing, if any party applies to 

the court for leave to adduce additional evi-

dence, and shows to the satisfaction of the court 

that such additional evidence is material and 

that there were reasonable grounds for the fail-

ure to adduce such evidence in the proceeding 

before the Administrator, the court may order 

such additional evidence (and evidence in rebut-

tal thereof) to be taken before the Adminis-

trator, in such manner and upon such terms and 

conditions as to 5 the court may deem proper. 

The Administrator may modify his findings as 

to the facts, or make new findings, by reason of 

the additional evidence so taken and he shall 

file such modified or new findings, and his rec-

ommendation, if any, for the modification or 

setting aside of his original determination, with 

the return of such additional evidence. 

(d) Rulemaking 
(1) This subsection applies to— 

(A) the promulgation or revision of any na-

tional ambient air quality standard under sec-

tion 7409 of this title, 

(B) the promulgation or revision of an imple-

mentation plan by the Administrator under 

section 7410(c) of this title, 

(C) the promulgation or revision of any 

standard of performance under section 7411 of 

this title, or emission standard or limitation 

under section 7412(d) of this title, any standard 

under section 7412(f) of this title, or any regu-

lation under section 7412(g)(1)(D) and (F) of 

this title, or any regulation under section 

7412(m) or (n) of this title, 

(D) the promulgation of any requirement for 

solid waste combustion under section 7429 of 

this title, 
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(E) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation pertaining to any fuel or fuel additive 

under section 7545 of this title, 
(F) the promulgation or revision of any air-

craft emission standard under section 7571 of 

this title, 
(G) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation under subchapter IV–A of this chapter 

(relating to control of acid deposition), 
(H) promulgation or revision of regulations 

pertaining to primary nonferrous smelter or-

ders under section 7419 of this title (but not in-

cluding the granting or denying of any such 

order), 
(I) promulgation or revision of regulations 

under subchapter VI of this chapter (relating 

to stratosphere and ozone protection), 
(J) promulgation or revision of regulations 

under part C of subchapter I of this chapter 

(relating to prevention of significant deterio-

ration of air quality and protection of 

visibility), 
(K) promulgation or revision of regulations 

under section 7521 of this title and test proce-

dures for new motor vehicles or engines under 

section 7525 of this title, and the revision of a 

standard under section 7521(a)(3) of this title, 
(L) promulgation or revision of regulations 

for noncompliance penalties under section 7420 

of this title, 
(M) promulgation or revision of any regula-

tions promulgated under section 7541 of this 

title (relating to warranties and compliance 

by vehicles in actual use), 
(N) action of the Administrator under sec-

tion 7426 of this title (relating to interstate 

pollution abatement), 
(O) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation pertaining to consumer and commer-

cial products under section 7511b(e) of this 

title, 
(P) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation pertaining to field citations under sec-

tion 7413(d)(3) of this title, 
(Q) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation pertaining to urban buses or the clean- 

fuel vehicle, clean-fuel fleet, and clean fuel 

programs under part C of subchapter II of this 

chapter, 
(R) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation pertaining to nonroad engines or 

nonroad vehicles under section 7547 of this 

title, 
(S) the promulgation or revision of any regu-

lation relating to motor vehicle compliance 

program fees under section 7552 of this title, 
(T) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation under subchapter IV–A of this chapter 

(relating to acid deposition), 
(U) the promulgation or revision of any reg-

ulation under section 7511b(f) of this title per-

taining to marine vessels, and 
(V) such other actions as the Administrator 

may determine. 

The provisions of section 553 through 557 and 

section 706 of title 5 shall not, except as ex-

pressly provided in this subsection, apply to ac-

tions to which this subsection applies. This sub-

section shall not apply in the case of any rule or 

circumstance referred to in subparagraphs (A) or 

(B) of subsection 553(b) of title 5. 

(2) Not later than the date of proposal of any 
action to which this subsection applies, the Ad-
ministrator shall establish a rulemaking docket 
for such action (hereinafter in this subsection 
referred to as a ‘‘rule’’). Whenever a rule applies 
only within a particular State, a second (iden-
tical) docket shall be simultaneously estab-
lished in the appropriate regional office of the 
Environmental Protection Agency. 

(3) In the case of any rule to which this sub-
section applies, notice of proposed rulemaking 
shall be published in the Federal Register, as 
provided under section 553(b) of title 5, shall be 
accompanied by a statement of its basis and 
purpose and shall specify the period available 
for public comment (hereinafter referred to as 
the ‘‘comment period’’). The notice of proposed 
rulemaking shall also state the docket number, 

the location or locations of the docket, and the 

times it will be open to public inspection. The 

statement of basis and purpose shall include a 

summary of— 
(A) the factual data on which the proposed 

rule is based; 
(B) the methodology used in obtaining the 

data and in analyzing the data; and 
(C) the major legal interpretations and pol-

icy considerations underlying the proposed 

rule. 

The statement shall also set forth or summarize 

and provide a reference to any pertinent find-

ings, recommendations, and comments by the 

Scientific Review Committee established under 

section 7409(d) of this title and the National 

Academy of Sciences, and, if the proposal differs 

in any important respect from any of these rec-

ommendations, an explanation of the reasons for 

such differences. All data, information, and doc-

uments referred to in this paragraph on which 

the proposed rule relies shall be included in the 

docket on the date of publication of the pro-

posed rule. 
(4)(A) The rulemaking docket required under 

paragraph (2) shall be open for inspection by the 

public at reasonable times specified in the no-

tice of proposed rulemaking. Any person may 

copy documents contained in the docket. The 

Administrator shall provide copying facilities 

which may be used at the expense of the person 

seeking copies, but the Administrator may 

waive or reduce such expenses in such instances 

as the public interest requires. Any person may 

request copies by mail if the person pays the ex-

penses, including personnel costs to do the copy-

ing. 
(B)(i) Promptly upon receipt by the agency, all 

written comments and documentary informa-

tion on the proposed rule received from any per-

son for inclusion in the docket during the com-

ment period shall be placed in the docket. The 

transcript of public hearings, if any, on the pro-

posed rule shall also be included in the docket 

promptly upon receipt from the person who 

transcribed such hearings. All documents which 

become available after the proposed rule has 

been published and which the Administrator de-

termines are of central relevance to the rule-

making shall be placed in the docket as soon as 

possible after their availability. 
(ii) The drafts of proposed rules submitted by 

the Administrator to the Office of Management 
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and Budget for any interagency review process 
prior to proposal of any such rule, all documents 
accompanying such drafts, and all written com-
ments thereon by other agencies and all written 
responses to such written comments by the Ad-
ministrator shall be placed in the docket no 
later than the date of proposal of the rule. The 
drafts of the final rule submitted for such review 
process prior to promulgation and all such writ-
ten comments thereon, all documents accom-
panying such drafts, and written responses 
thereto shall be placed in the docket no later 
than the date of promulgation. 

(5) In promulgating a rule to which this sub-
section applies (i) the Administrator shall allow 
any person to submit written comments, data, 
or documentary information; (ii) the Adminis-
trator shall give interested persons an oppor-
tunity for the oral presentation of data, views, 
or arguments, in addition to an opportunity to 
make written submissions; (iii) a transcript 
shall be kept of any oral presentation; and (iv) 
the Administrator shall keep the record of such 
proceeding open for thirty days after completion 
of the proceeding to provide an opportunity for 
submission of rebuttal and supplementary infor-
mation. 

(6)(A) The promulgated rule shall be accom-
panied by (i) a statement of basis and purpose 
like that referred to in paragraph (3) with re-
spect to a proposed rule and (ii) an explanation 
of the reasons for any major changes in the pro-
mulgated rule from the proposed rule. 

(B) The promulgated rule shall also be accom-
panied by a response to each of the significant 
comments, criticisms, and new data submitted 
in written or oral presentations during the com-
ment period. 

(C) The promulgated rule may not be based (in 
part or whole) on any information or data which 
has not been placed in the docket as of the date 
of such promulgation. 

(7)(A) The record for judicial review shall con-
sist exclusively of the material referred to in 
paragraph (3), clause (i) of paragraph (4)(B), and 
subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph (6). 

(B) Only an objection to a rule or procedure 
which was raised with reasonable specificity 
during the period for public comment (including 
any public hearing) may be raised during judi-
cial review. If the person raising an objection 
can demonstrate to the Administrator that it 
was impracticable to raise such objection within 
such time or if the grounds for such objection 
arose after the period for public comment (but 
within the time specified for judicial review) 
and if such objection is of central relevance to 
the outcome of the rule, the Administrator shall 
convene a proceeding for reconsideration of the 
rule and provide the same procedural rights as 
would have been afforded had the information 
been available at the time the rule was pro-
posed. If the Administrator refuses to convene 
such a proceeding, such person may seek review 
of such refusal in the United States court of ap-
peals for the appropriate circuit (as provided in 
subsection (b) of this section). Such reconsider-
ation shall not postpone the effectiveness of the 
rule. The effectiveness of the rule may be stayed 
during such reconsideration, however, by the 
Administrator or the court for a period not to 
exceed three months. 

(8) The sole forum for challenging procedural 

determinations made by the Administrator 

under this subsection shall be in the United 

States court of appeals for the appropriate cir-

cuit (as provided in subsection (b) of this sec-

tion) at the time of the substantive review of 

the rule. No interlocutory appeals shall be per-

mitted with respect to such procedural deter-

minations. In reviewing alleged procedural er-

rors, the court may invalidate the rule only if 

the errors were so serious and related to matters 

of such central relevance to the rule that there 

is a substantial likelihood that the rule would 

have been significantly changed if such errors 

had not been made. 

(9) In the case of review of any action of the 

Administrator to which this subsection applies, 

the court may reverse any such action found to 

be— 

(A) arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discre-

tion, or otherwise not in accordance with law; 

(B) contrary to constitutional right, power, 

privilege, or immunity; 

(C) in excess of statutory jurisdiction, au-

thority, or limitations, or short of statutory 

right; or 

(D) without observance of procedure re-

quired by law, if (i) such failure to observe 

such procedure is arbitrary or capricious, (ii) 

the requirement of paragraph (7)(B) has been 

met, and (iii) the condition of the last sen-

tence of paragraph (8) is met. 

(10) Each statutory deadline for promulgation 

of rules to which this subsection applies which 

requires promulgation less than six months 

after date of proposal may be extended to not 

more than six months after date of proposal by 

the Administrator upon a determination that 

such extension is necessary to afford the public, 

and the agency, adequate opportunity to carry 

out the purposes of this subsection. 

(11) The requirements of this subsection shall 

take effect with respect to any rule the proposal 

of which occurs after ninety days after August 7, 

1977. 

(e) Other methods of judicial review not author-
ized 

Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to 

authorize judicial review of regulations or or-

ders of the Administrator under this chapter, ex-

cept as provided in this section. 

(f) Costs 
In any judicial proceeding under this section, 

the court may award costs of litigation (includ-

ing reasonable attorney and expert witness fees) 

whenever it determines that such award is ap-

propriate. 

(g) Stay, injunction, or similar relief in proceed-
ings relating to noncompliance penalties 

In any action respecting the promulgation of 

regulations under section 7420 of this title or the 

administration or enforcement of section 7420 of 

this title no court shall grant any stay, injunc-

tive, or similar relief before final judgment by 

such court in such action. 

(h) Public participation 
It is the intent of Congress that, consistent 

with the policy of subchapter II of chapter 5 of 
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6 So in original. Probably should be ‘‘sections’’. 

title 5, the Administrator in promulgating any 
regulation under this chapter, including a regu-
lation subject to a deadline, shall ensure a rea-
sonable period for public participation of at 
least 30 days, except as otherwise expressly pro-
vided in section 6 7407(d), 7502(a), 7511(a) and (b), 

and 7512(a) and (b) of this title. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title III, § 307, as added 

Pub. L. 91–604, § 12(a), Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1707; 

amended Pub. L. 92–157, title III, § 302(a), Nov. 18, 

1971, 85 Stat. 464; Pub. L. 93–319, § 6(c), June 22, 

1974, 88 Stat. 259; Pub. L. 95–95, title III, §§ 303(d), 

305(a), (c), (f)–(h), Aug. 7, 1977, 91 Stat. 772, 776, 

777; Pub. L. 95–190, § 14(a)(79), (80), Nov. 16, 1977, 

91 Stat. 1404; Pub. L. 101–549, title I, §§ 108(p), 

110(5), title III, § 302(g), (h), title VII, §§ 702(c), 

703, 706, 707(h), 710(b), Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2469, 

2470, 2574, 2681–2684.) 

REFERENCES IN TEXT 

Section 7521(b)(4) of this title, referred to in subsec. 

(a), was repealed by Pub. L. 101–549, title II, § 230(2), 

Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2529. 
Section 7521(b)(5) of this title, referred to in subsec. 

(b)(1), was repealed by Pub. L. 101–549, title II, § 230(3), 

Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 2529. 
Section 1857c–10(c)(2)(A), (B), or (C) of this title (as in 

effect before August 7, 1977), referred to in subsec. 

(b)(1), was in the original ‘‘section 119(c)(2)(A), (B), or 

(C) (as in effect before the date of enactment of the 

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977)’’, meaning section 

119 of act July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, as added June 22, 

1974, Pub. L. 93–319, § 3, 88 Stat. 248, (which was classi-

fied to section 1857c–10 of this title) as in effect prior to 

the enactment of Pub. L. 95–95, Aug. 7, 1977, 91 Stat. 691, 

effective Aug. 7, 1977. Section 112(b)(1) of Pub. L. 95–95 

repealed section 119 of act July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title I, 

as added by Pub. L. 93–319, and provided that all ref-

erences to such section 119 in any subsequent enact-

ment which supersedes Pub. L. 93–319 shall be construed 

to refer to section 113(d) of the Clean Air Act and to 

paragraph (5) thereof in particular which is classified 

to subsec. (d)(5) of section 7413 of this title. Section 

7413(d) of this title was subsequently amended gener-

ally by Pub. L. 101–549, title VII, § 701, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 

Stat. 2672, and, as so amended, no longer relates to 

final compliance orders. Section 117(b) of Pub. L. 95–95 

added a new section 119 of act July 14, 1955, which is 

classified to section 7419 of this title. 
Part C of subchapter I of this chapter, referred to in 

subsec. (d)(1)(J), was in the original ‘‘subtitle C of title 

I’’, and was translated as reading ‘‘part C of title I’’ to 

reflect the probable intent of Congress, because title I 

does not contain subtitles. 

CODIFICATION 

In subsec. (h), ‘‘subchapter II of chapter 5 of title 5’’ 

was substituted for ‘‘the Administrative Procedures 

Act’’ on authority of Pub. L. 89–554, § 7(b), Sept. 6, 1966, 

80 Stat. 631, the first section of which enacted Title 5, 

Government Organization and Employees. 
Section was formerly classified to section 1857h–5 of 

this title. 

PRIOR PROVISIONS 

A prior section 307 of act July 14, 1955, was renum-

bered section 314 by Pub. L. 91–604 and is classified to 

section 7614 of this title. 
Another prior section 307 of act July 14, 1955, ch. 360, 

title III, formerly § 14, as added Dec. 17, 1963, Pub. L. 

88–206, § 1, 77 Stat. 401, was renumbered section 307 by 

Pub. L. 89–272, renumbered section 310 by Pub. L. 90–148, 

and renumbered section 317 by Pub. L. 91–604, and is set 

out as a Short Title note under section 7401 of this 

title. 

AMENDMENTS 

1990—Subsec. (a). Pub. L. 101–549, § 703, struck out par. 

(1) designation at beginning, inserted provisions au-

thorizing issuance of subpoenas and administration of 

oaths for purposes of investigations, monitoring, re-

porting requirements, entries, compliance inspections, 

or administrative enforcement proceedings under this 

chapter, and struck out ‘‘or section 7521(b)(5)’’ after 

‘‘section 7410(f)’’. 

Subsec. (b)(1). Pub. L. 101–549, § 706(2), which directed 

amendment of second sentence by striking ‘‘under sec-

tion 7413(d) of this title’’ immediately before ‘‘under 

section 7419 of this title’’, was executed by striking 

‘‘under section 7413(d) of this title,’’ before ‘‘under sec-

tion 7419 of this title’’, to reflect the probable intent of 

Congress. 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 706(1), inserted at end: ‘‘The filing of 

a petition for reconsideration by the Administrator of 

any otherwise final rule or action shall not affect the 

finality of such rule or action for purposes of judicial 

review nor extend the time within which a petition for 

judicial review of such rule or action under this section 

may be filed, and shall not postpone the effectiveness 

of such rule or action.’’ 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 702(c), inserted ‘‘or revising regula-

tions for enhanced monitoring and compliance certifi-

cation programs under section 7414(a)(3) of this title,’’ 

before ‘‘or any other final action of the Adminis-

trator’’. 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(g), substituted ‘‘section 7412’’ for 

‘‘section 7412(c)’’. 

Subsec. (b)(2). Pub. L. 101–549, § 707(h), inserted sen-

tence at end authorizing challenge to deferrals of per-

formance of nondiscretionary statutory actions. 

Subsec. (d)(1)(C). Pub. L. 101–549, § 110(5)(A), amended 

subpar. (C) generally. Prior to amendment, subpar. (C) 

read as follows: ‘‘the promulgation or revision of any 

standard of performance under section 7411 of this title 

or emission standard under section 7412 of this title,’’. 

Subsec. (d)(1)(D), (E). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), added 

subpar. (D) and redesignated former subpar. (D) as (E). 

Former subpar. (E) redesignated (F). 

Subsec. (d)(1)(F). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redesignated 

subpar. (E) as (F). Former subpar. (F) redesignated (G). 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 110(5)(B), amended subpar. (F) gener-

ally. Prior to amendment, subpar. (F) read as follows: 

‘‘promulgation or revision of regulations pertaining to 

orders for coal conversion under section 7413(d)(5) of 

this title (but not including orders granting or denying 

any such orders),’’. 

Subsec. (d)(1)(G), (H). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redesig-

nated subpars. (F) and (G) as (G) and (H), respectively. 

Former subpar. (H) redesignated (I). 

Subsec. (d)(1)(I). Pub. L. 101–549, § 710(b), which di-

rected that subpar. (H) be amended by substituting 

‘‘subchapter VI of this chapter’’ for ‘‘part B of sub-

chapter I of this chapter’’, was executed by making the 

substitution in subpar. (I), to reflect the probable in-

tent of Congress and the intervening redesignation of 

subpar. (H) as (I) by Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), see below. 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redesignated subpar. (H) as 

(I). Former subpar. (I) redesignated (J). 

Subsec. (d)(1)(J) to (M). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redes-

ignated subpars. (I) to (L) as (J) to (M), respectively. 

Former subpar. (M) redesignated (N). 

Subsec. (d)(1)(N). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redesignated 

subpar. (M) as (N). Former subpar. (N) redesignated (O). 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 110(5)(C), added subpar. (N) and re-

designated former subpar. (N) as (U). 

Subsec. (d)(1)(O) to (T). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redes-

ignated subpars. (N) to (S) as (O) to (T), respectively. 

Former subpar. (T) redesignated (U). 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 110(5)(C), added subpars. (O) to (T). 

Subsec. (d)(1)(U). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redesignated 

subpar. (T) as (U). Former subpar. (U) redesignated (V). 

Pub. L. 101–549, § 110(5)(C), redesignated former sub-

par. (N) as (U). 

Subsec. (d)(1)(V). Pub. L. 101–549, § 302(h), redesignated 

subpar. (U) as (V). 
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Subsec. (h). Pub. L. 101–549, § 108(p), added subsec. (h). 

1977—Subsec. (b)(1). Pub. L. 95–190 in text relating to 

filing of petitions for review in the United States Court 

of Appeals for the District of Columbia inserted provi-

sion respecting requirements under sections 7411 and 

7412 of this title, and substituted provisions authorizing 

review of any rule issued under section 7413, 7419, or 

7420 of this title, for provisions authorizing review of 

any rule or order issued under section 7420 of this title, 

relating to noncompliance penalties, and in text relat-

ing to filing of petitions for review in the United States 

Court of Appeals for the appropriate circuit inserted 

provision respecting review under section 7411(j), 

7412(c), 7413(d), or 7419 of this title, provision authoriz-

ing review under section 1857c–10(c)(2)(A), (B), or (C) to 

the period prior to Aug. 7, 1977, and provisions authoriz-

ing review of denials or disapprovals by the Adminis-

trator under subchapter I of this chapter. 

Pub. L. 95–95, § 305(c), (h), inserted rules or orders is-

sued under section 7420 of this title (relating to non-

compliance penalties) and any other nationally appli-

cable regulations promulgated, or final action taken, 

by the Administrator under this chapter to the enu-

meration of actions of the Administrator for which a 

petition for review may be filed only in the United 

States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, 

added the approval or promulgation by the Adminis-

trator of orders under section 7420 of this title, or any 

other final action of the Administrator under this 

chapter which is locally or regionally applicable to the 

enumeration of actions by the Administrator for which 

a petition for review may be filed only in the United 

States Court of Appeals for the appropriate circuit, in-

serted provision that petitions otherwise capable of 

being filed in the Court of Appeals for the appropriate 

circuit may be filed only in the Court of Appeals for the 

District of Columbia if the action is based on a deter-

mination of nationwide scope, and increased from 30 

days to 60 days the period during which the petition 

must be filed. 

Subsec. (d). Pub. L. 95–95, § 305(a), added subsec. (d). 

Subsec. (e). Pub. L. 95–95, § 303(d), added subsec. (e). 

Subsec. (f). Pub. L. 95–95, § 305(f), added subsec. (f). 

Subsec. (g). Pub. L. 95–95, § 305(g), added subsec. (g). 

1974—Subsec. (b)(1). Pub. L. 93–319 inserted reference 

to the Administrator’s action under section 

1857c–10(c)(2)(A), (B), or (C) of this title or under regula-

tions thereunder and substituted reference to the filing 

of a petition within 30 days from the date of promulga-

tion, approval, or action for reference to the filing of a 

petition within 30 days from the date of promulgation 

or approval. 

1971—Subsec. (a)(1). Pub. L. 92–157 substituted ref-

erence to section ‘‘7545(c)(3)’’ for ‘‘7545(c)(4)’’ of this 

title. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1977 AMENDMENT 

Amendment by Pub. L. 95–95 effective Aug. 7, 1977, ex-

cept as otherwise expressly provided, see section 406(d) 

of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as a note under section 7401 of 

this title. 

TERMINATION OF ADVISORY COMMITTEES 

Advisory committees established after Jan. 5, 1973, to 

terminate not later than the expiration of the 2-year 

period beginning on the date of their establishment, 

unless, in the case of a committee established by the 

President or an officer of the Federal Government, such 

committee is renewed by appropriate action prior to 

the expiration of such 2-year period, or in the case of 

a committee established by the Congress, its duration 

is otherwise provided for by law. See section 14 of Pub. 

L. 92–463, Oct. 6, 1972, 86 Stat. 776, set out in the Appen-

dix to Title 5, Government Organization and Employ-

ees. 

PENDING ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS 

Suits, actions, and other proceedings lawfully com-

menced by or against the Administrator or any other 

officer or employee of the United States in his official 

capacity or in relation to the discharge of his official 

duties under act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in 

effect immediately prior to the enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977], not to abate by reason of the taking 

effect of Pub. L. 95–95, see section 406(a) of Pub. L. 

95–95, set out as an Effective Date of 1977 Amendment 

note under section 7401 of this title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF RULES, REGULATIONS, 

ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, CONTRACTS, CERTIFI-

CATIONS, AUTHORIZATIONS, DELEGATIONS, AND OTHER 

ACTIONS 

All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, con-

tracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, or 

other actions duly issued, made, or taken by or pursu-

ant to act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in effect 

immediately prior to the date of enactment of Pub. L. 

95–95 [Aug. 7, 1977] to continue in full force and effect 

until modified or rescinded in accordance with act July 

14, 1955, as amended by Pub. L. 95–95 [this chapter], see 

section 406(b) of Pub. L. 95–95, set out as an Effective 

Date of 1977 Amendment note under section 7401 of this 

title. 

§ 7608. Mandatory licensing 

Whenever the Attorney General determines, 

upon application of the Administrator— 

(1) that— 

(A) in the implementation of the require-

ments of section 7411, 7412, or 7521 of this 

title, a right under any United States letters 

patent, which is being used or intended for 

public or commercial use and not otherwise 

reasonably available, is necessary to enable 

any person required to comply with such 

limitation to so comply, and 

(B) there are no reasonable alternative 

methods to accomplish such purpose, and 

(2) that the unavailability of such right may 

result in a substantial lessening of competi-

tion or tendency to create a monopoly in any 

line of commerce in any section of the coun-

try, 

the Attorney General may so certify to a dis-

trict court of the United States, which may 

issue an order requiring the person who owns 

such patent to license it on such reasonable 

terms and conditions as the court, after hearing, 

may determine. Such certification may be made 

to the district court for the district in which the 

person owning the patent resides, does business, 

or is found. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title III, § 308, as added 

Pub. L. 91–604, § 12(a), Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1708.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section was formerly classified to section 1857h–6 of 

this title. 

PRIOR PROVISIONS 

A prior section 308 of act July 14, 1955, was renum-

bered section 315 by Pub. L. 91–604 and is classified to 

section 7615 of this title. 

MODIFICATION OR RESCISSION OF RULES, REGULATIONS, 

ORDERS, DETERMINATIONS, CONTRACTS, CERTIFI-

CATIONS, AUTHORIZATIONS, DELEGATIONS, AND OTHER 

ACTIONS 

All rules, regulations, orders, determinations, con-

tracts, certifications, authorizations, delegations, or 

other actions duly issued, made, or taken by or pursu-

ant to act July 14, 1955, the Clean Air Act, as in effect 
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(F) effect of sonic booms on property (in-

cluding values); and 
(G) such other matters as may be of interest 

in the public welfare. 

(b) Investigation techniques; report and recom-
mendations 

In conducting such investigation, the Admin-

istrator shall hold public hearings, conduct re-

search, experiments, demonstrations, and stud-

ies. The Administrator shall report the results 

of such investigation and study, together with 

his recommendations for legislation or other ac-

tion, to the President and the Congress not later 

than one year after December 31, 1970. 

(c) Abatement of noise from Federal activities 
In any case where any Federal department or 

agency is carrying out or sponsoring any activ-

ity resulting in noise which the Administrator 

determines amounts to a public nuisance or is 

otherwise objectionable, such department or 

agency shall consult with the Administrator to 

determine possible means of abating such noise. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title IV, § 402, as added 

Pub. L. 91–604, § 14, Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1709.) 

CODIFICATION 

Another section 402 of act July 14, 1955, as added by 

Pub. L. 101–549, title IV, § 401, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 

2585, is classified to section 7651a of this title. 
Section was formerly classified to section 1858 of this 

title. 

§ 7642. Authorization of appropriations 

There is authorized to be appropriated such 

amount, not to exceed $30,000,000, as may be nec-

essary for the purposes of this subchapter. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title IV, § 403, as added 

Pub. L. 91–604, § 14, Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1710.) 

CODIFICATION 

Another section 403 of act July 14, 1955, as added by 

Pub. L. 101–549, title IV, § 401, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 

2589, is classified to section 7651b of this title. 
Section was formerly classified to section 1858a of 

this title. 

SUBCHAPTER IV–A—ACID DEPOSITION 

CONTROL 

CODIFICATION 

Another title IV of act July 14, 1955, as added by Pub. 

L. 91–604, § 14, Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1709, is classified 

principally to subchapter IV (§ 7641 et seq.) of this chap-

ter. 

§ 7651. Findings and purposes 

(a) Findings 
The Congress finds that— 

(1) the presence of acidic compounds and 

their precursors in the atmosphere and in dep-

osition from the atmosphere represents a 

threat to natural resources, ecosystems, mate-

rials, visibility, and public health; 
(2) the principal sources of the acidic com-

pounds and their precursors in the atmosphere 

are emissions of sulfur and nitrogen oxides 

from the combustion of fossil fuels; 
(3) the problem of acid deposition is of na-

tional and international significance; 
(4) strategies and technologies for the con-

trol of precursors to acid deposition exist now 

that are economically feasible, and improved 

methods are expected to become increasingly 

available over the next decade; 

(5) current and future generations of Ameri-

cans will be adversely affected by delaying 

measures to remedy the problem; 

(6) reduction of total atmospheric loading of 

sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides will en-

hance protection of the public health and wel-

fare and the environment; and 

(7) control measures to reduce precursor 

emissions from steam-electric generating 

units should be initiated without delay. 

(b) Purposes 
The purpose of this subchapter is to reduce the 

adverse effects of acid deposition through reduc-

tions in annual emissions of sulfur dioxide of ten 

million tons from 1980 emission levels, and, in 

combination with other provisions of this chap-

ter, of nitrogen oxides emissions of approxi-

mately two million tons from 1980 emission lev-

els, in the forty-eight contiguous States and the 

District of Columbia. It is the intent of this sub-

chapter to effectuate such reductions by requir-

ing compliance by affected sources with pre-

scribed emission limitations by specified dead-

lines, which limitations may be met through al-

ternative methods of compliance provided by an 

emission allocation and transfer system. It is 

also the purpose of this subchapter to encourage 

energy conservation, use of renewable and clean 

alternative technologies, and pollution preven-

tion as a long-range strategy, consistent with 

the provisions of this subchapter, for reducing 

air pollution and other adverse impacts of en-

ergy production and use. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title IV, § 401, as added 

Pub. L. 101–549, title IV, § 401, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 

Stat. 2584.) 

CODIFICATION 

Another section 401 of act July 14, 1955, as added by 

Pub. L. 91–604, § 14, Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1709, is set out 

as a Short Title note under section 7401 of this title. 

ACID DEPOSITION STANDARDS 

Pub. L. 101–549, title IV, § 404, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 

2632, directed Administrator of Environmental Protec-

tion Agency, not later than 36 months after Nov. 15, 

1990, to transmit to Congress a report on the feasibility 

and effectiveness of an acid deposition standard or 

standards to protect sensitive and critically sensitive 

aquatic and terrestrial resources. 

INDUSTRIAL SO2 EMISSIONS 

Pub. L. 101–549, title IV, § 406, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 

2632, provided that: 

‘‘(a) REPORT.—Not later than January 1, 1995 and 

every 5 years thereafter, the Administrator of the Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency shall transmit to the 

Congress a report containing an inventory of national 

annual sulfur dioxide emissions from industrial sources 

(as defined in title IV of the Act [42 U.S.C. 7651 et seq.]), 

including units subject to section 405(g)(6) of the Clean 

Air Act [42 U.S.C. 7651d(g)(6)], for all years for which 

data are available, as well as the likely trend in such 

emissions over the following twenty-year period. The 

reports shall also contain estimates of the actual emis-

sion reduction in each year resulting from promulga-

tion of the diesel fuel desulfurization regulations under 

section 214 [42 U.S.C. 7548]. 

‘‘(b) 5.60 MILLION TON CAP.—Whenever the inventory 

required by this section indicates that sulfur dioxide 
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emissions from industrial sources, including units sub-

ject to section 405(g)(5) of the Clean Air Act [42 U.S.C. 

7651d(g)(5)], may reasonably be expected to reach levels 

greater than 5.60 million tons per year, the Adminis-

trator of the Environmental Protection Agency shall 

take such actions under the Clean Air Act [42 U.S.C. 

7401 et seq.] as may be appropriate to ensure that such 

emissions do not exceed 5.60 million tons per year. Such 

actions may include the promulgation of new and re-

vised standards of performance for new sources, includ-

ing units subject to section 405(g)(5) of the Clean Air 

Act, under section 111(b) of the Clean Air Act [42 U.S.C. 

7411(b)], as well as promulgation of standards of per-

formance for existing sources, including units subject 

to section 405(g)(5) of the Clean Air Act, under author-

ity of this section. For an existing source regulated 

under this section, ‘standard of performance’ means a 

standard which the Administrator determines is appli-

cable to that source and which reflects the degree of 

emission reduction achievable through the application 

of the best system of continuous emission reduction 

which (taking into consideration the cost of achieving 

such emission reduction, and any nonair quality health 

and environmental impact and energy requirements) 

the Administrator determines has been adequately 

demonstrated for that category of sources. 
‘‘(c) ELECTION.—Regulations promulgated under sec-

tion 405(b) of the Clean Air Act [42 U.S.C. 7651d(b)] shall 

not prohibit a source from electing to become an af-

fected unit under section 410 of the Clean Air Act [42 

U.S.C. 7651i].’’ 
[For termination, effective May 15, 2000, of reporting 

provisions in section 406(a) of Pub. L. 101–549, set out 

above, see section 3003 of Pub. L. 104–66, as amended, set 

out as a note under section 1113 of Title 31, Money and 

Finance, and the 10th item on page 162 of House Docu-

ment No. 103–7.] 

SENSE OF CONGRESS ON EMISSION REDUCTIONS COSTS 

Pub. L. 101–549, title IV, § 407, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 

2633, provided that: ‘‘It is the sense of the Congress that 

the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 [Pub. L. 101–549, 

see Tables for classification], through the allowance 

program, allocates the costs of achieving the required 

reductions in emissions of sulfur dioxide and oxides of 

nitrogen among sources in the United States. Broad 

based taxes and emissions fees that would provide for 

payment of the costs of achieving required emissions 

reductions by any party or parties other than the 

sources required to achieve the reductions are undesir-

able.’’ 

MONITORING OF ACID RAIN PROGRAM IN CANADA 

Pub. L. 101–549, title IV, § 408, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 

2633, provided that: 
‘‘(a) REPORTS TO CONGRESS.—The Administrator of 

the Environmental Protection Agency, in consultation 

with the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Energy, 

and other persons the Administrator deems appro-

priate, shall prepare and submit a report to Congress 

on January 1, 1994, January 1, 1999, and January 1, 2005. 
‘‘(b) CONTENTS.—The report to Congress shall analyze 

the current emission levels of sulfur dioxide and nitro-

gen oxides in each of the provinces participating in 

Canada’s acid rain control program, the amount of 

emission reductions of sulfur dioxide and oxides of ni-

trogen achieved by each province, the methods utilized 

by each province in making those reductions, the costs 

to each province and the employment impacts in each 

province of making and maintaining those reductions. 
‘‘(c) COMPLIANCE.—Beginning on January 1, 1999, the 

reports shall also assess the degree to which each prov-

ince is complying with its stated emissions cap.’’ 

§ 7651a. Definitions 

As used in this subchapter: 
(1) The term ‘‘affected source’’ means a 

source that includes one or more affected 

units. 

(2) The term ‘‘affected unit’’ means a unit 

that is subject to emission reduction require-

ments or limitations under this subchapter. 

(3) The term ‘‘allowance’’ means an author-

ization, allocated to an affected unit by the 

Administrator under this subchapter, to emit, 

during or after a specified calendar year, one 

ton of sulfur dioxide. 

(4) The term ‘‘baseline’’ means the annual 

quantity of fossil fuel consumed by an affected 

unit, measured in millions of British Thermal 

Units (‘‘mmBtu’s’’), calculated as follows: 

(A) For each utility unit that was in com-

mercial operation prior to January 1, 1985, 

the baseline shall be the annual average 

quantity of mmBtu’s consumed in fuel dur-

ing calendar years 1985, 1986, and 1987, as re-

corded by the Department of Energy pursu-

ant to Form 767. For any utility unit for 

which such form was not filed, the baseline 

shall be the level specified for such unit in 

the 1985 National Acid Precipitation Assess-

ment Program (NAPAP) Emissions Inven-

tory, Version 2, National Utility Reference 

File (NURF) or in a corrected data base as 

established by the Administrator pursuant 

to paragraph (3).1 For nonutility units, the 

baseline is the NAPAP Emissions Inventory, 

Version 2. The Administrator, in the Admin-

istrator’s sole discretion, may exclude peri-

ods during which a unit is shutdown for a 

continuous period of four calendar months 

or longer, and make appropriate adjust-

ments under this paragraph. Upon petition 

of the owner or operator of any unit, the Ad-

ministrator may make appropriate baseline 

adjustments for accidents that caused pro-

longed outages. 

(B) For any other nonutility unit that is 

not included in the NAPAP Emissions Inven-

tory, Version 2, or a corrected data base as 

established by the Administrator pursuant 

to paragraph (3),1 the baseline shall be the 

annual average quantity, in mmBtu con-

sumed in fuel by that unit, as calculated 

pursuant to a method which the adminis-

trator shall prescribe by regulation to be 

promulgated not later than eighteen months 

after November 15, 1990. 

(C) The Administrator shall, upon applica-

tion or on his own motion, by December 31, 

1991, supplement data needed in support of 

this subchapter and correct any factual er-

rors in data from which affected Phase II 

units’ baselines or actual 1985 emission rates 

have been calculated. Corrected data shall 

be used for purposes of issuing allowances 

under the 2 subchapter. Such corrections 

shall not be subject to judicial review, nor 

shall the failure of the Administrator to cor-

rect an alleged factual error in such reports 

be subject to judicial review. 

(5) The term ‘‘capacity factor’’ means the 

ratio between the actual electric output from 

a unit and the potential electric output from 

that unit. 
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(6) The term ‘‘compliance plan’’ means, for 

purposes of the requirements of this sub-

chapter, either— 

(A) a statement that the source will com-

ply with all applicable requirements under 

this subchapter, or 

(B) where applicable, a schedule and de-

scription of the method or methods for com-

pliance and certification by the owner or op-

erator that the source is in compliance with 

the requirements of this subchapter. 

(7) The term ‘‘continuous emission monitor-

ing system’’ (CEMS) means the equipment as 

required by section 7651k of this title, used to 

sample, analyze, measure, and provide on a 

continuous basis a permanent record of emis-

sions and flow (expressed in pounds per million 

British thermal units (lbs/mmBtu), pounds per 

hour (lbs/hr) or such other form as the Admin-

istrator may prescribe by regulations under 

section 7651k of this title). 

(8) The term ‘‘existing unit’’ means a unit 

(including units subject to section 7411 of this 

title) that commenced commercial operation 

before November 15, 1990. Any unit that com-

menced commercial operation before Novem-

ber 15, 1990, which is modified, reconstructed, 

or repowered after November 15, 1990, shall 

continue to be an existing unit for the pur-

poses of this subchapter. For the purposes of 

this subchapter, existing units shall not in-

clude simple combustion turbines, or units 

which serve a generator with a nameplate ca-

pacity of 25MWe or less. 

(9) The term ‘‘generator’’ means a device 

that produces electricity and which is re-

ported as a generating unit pursuant to De-

partment of Energy Form 860. 

(10) The term ‘‘new unit’’ means a unit that 

commences commercial operation on or after 

November 15, 1990. 

(11) The term ‘‘permitting authority’’ means 

the Administrator, or the State or local air 

pollution control agency, with an approved 

permitting program under part B 3 of title III 

of the Act. 

(12) The term ‘‘repowering’’ means replace-

ment of an existing coal-fired boiler with one 

of the following clean coal technologies: at-

mospheric or pressurized fluidized bed combus-

tion, integrated gasification combined cycle, 

magnetohydrodynamics, direct and indirect 

coal-fired turbines, integrated gasification 

fuel cells, or as determined by the Adminis-

trator, in consultation with the Secretary of 

Energy, a derivative of one or more of these 

technologies, and any other technology capa-

ble of controlling multiple combustion emis-

sions simultaneously with improved boiler or 

generation efficiency and with significantly 

greater waste reduction relative to the per-

formance of technology in widespread com-

mercial use as of November 15, 1990. Notwith-

standing the provisions of section 7651h(a) of 

this title, for the purpose of this subchapter, 

the term ‘‘repowering’’ shall also include any 

oil and/or gas-fired unit which has been award-

ed clean coal technology demonstration fund-

ing as of January 1, 1991, by the Department of 

Energy. 
(13) The term ‘‘reserve’’ means any bank of 

allowances established by the Administrator 

under this subchapter. 
(14) The term ‘‘State’’ means one of the 48 

contiguous States and the District of Colum-

bia. 
(15) The term ‘‘unit’’ means a fossil fuel- 

fired combustion device. 
(16) The term ‘‘actual 1985 emission rate’’, 

for electric utility units means the annual sul-

fur dioxide or nitrogen oxides emission rate in 

pounds per million Btu as reported in the 

NAPAP Emissions Inventory, Version 2, Na-

tional Utility Reference File. For nonutility 

units, the term ‘‘actual 1985 emission rate’’ 

means the annual sulfur dioxide or nitrogen 

oxides emission rate in pounds per million Btu 

as reported in the NAPAP Emission Inventory, 

Version 2. 
(17)(A) The term ‘‘utility unit’’ means— 

(i) a unit that serves a generator in any 

State that produces electricity for sale, or 
(ii) a unit that, during 1985, served a gener-

ator in any State that produced electricity 

for sale. 

(B) Notwithstanding subparagraph (A), a 

unit described in subparagraph (A) that— 
(i) was in commercial operation during 

1985, but 
(ii) did not, during 1985, serve a generator 

in any State that produced electricity for 

sale shall not be a utility unit for purposes 

of this subchapter. 

(C) A unit that cogenerates steam and elec-

tricity is not a ‘‘utility unit’’ for purposes of 

this subchapter unless the unit is constructed 

for the purpose of supplying, or commences 

construction after November 15, 1990, and sup-

plies, more than one-third of its potential 

electric output capacity and more than 25 

megawatts electrical output to any utility 

power distribution system for sale. 
(18) The term ‘‘allowable 1985 emissions 

rate’’ means a federally enforceable emissions 

limitation for sulfur dioxide or oxides of nitro-

gen, applicable to the unit in 1985 or the limi-

tation applicable in such other subsequent 

year as determined by the Administrator if 

such a limitation for 1985 does not exist. 

Where the emissions limitation for a unit is 

not expressed in pounds of emissions per mil-

lion Btu, or the averaging period of that emis-

sions limitation is not expressed on an annual 

basis, the Administrator shall calculate the 

annual equivalent of that emissions limitation 

in pounds per million Btu to establish the al-

lowable 1985 emissions rate. 
(19) The term ‘‘qualifying phase I tech-

nology’’ means a technological system of con-

tinuous emission reduction which achieves a 

90 percent reduction in emissions of sulfur di-

oxide from the emissions that would have re-

sulted from the use of fuels which were not 

subject to treatment prior to combustion. 
(20) The term ‘‘alternative method of com-

pliance’’ means a method of compliance in ac-

cordance with one or more of the following au-

thorities: 
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(A) a substitution plan submitted and ap-

proved in accordance with subsections 4 

7651c(b) and (c) of this title; 
(B) a Phase I extension plan approved by 

the Administrator under section 7651c(d) of 

this title, using qualifying phase I tech-

nology as determined by the Administrator 

in accordance with that section; or 
(C) repowering with a qualifying clean coal 

technology under section 7651h of this title. 

(21) The term ‘‘commenced’’ as applied to 

construction of any new electric utility unit 

means that an owner or operator has under-

taken a continuous program of construction or 

that an owner or operator has entered into a 

contractual obligation to undertake and com-

plete, within a reasonable time, a continuous 

program of construction. 
(22) The term ‘‘commenced commercial oper-

ation’’ means to have begun to generate elec-

tricity for sale. 
(23) The term ‘‘construction’’ means fabrica-

tion, erection, or installation of an affected 

unit. 
(24) The term ‘‘industrial source’’ means a 

unit that does not serve a generator that pro-

duces electricity, a ‘‘nonutility unit’’ as de-

fined in this section, or a process source as de-

fined in section 7651i(e) 5 of this title. 
(25) The term ‘‘nonutility unit’’ means a 

unit other than a utility unit. 
(26) The term ‘‘designated representative’’ 

means a responsible person or official author-

ized by the owner or operator of a unit to rep-

resent the owner or operator in matters per-

taining to the holding, transfer, or disposition 

of allowances allocated to a unit, and the sub-

mission of and compliance with permits, per-

mit applications, and compliance plans for the 

unit. 
(27) The term ‘‘life-of-the-unit, firm power 

contractual arrangement’’ means a unit par-

ticipation power sales agreement under which 

a utility or industrial customer reserves, or is 

entitled to receive, a specified amount or per-

centage of capacity and associated energy gen-

erated by a specified generating unit (or units) 

and pays its proportional amount of such 

unit’s total costs, pursuant to a contract ei-

ther— 
(A) for the life of the unit; 
(B) for a cumulative term of no less than 

30 years, including contracts that permit an 

election for early termination; or 
(C) for a period equal to or greater than 25 

years or 70 percent of the economic useful 

life of the unit determined as of the time the 

unit was built, with option rights to pur-

chase or re-lease some portion of the capac-

ity and associated energy generated by the 

unit (or units) at the end of the period. 

(28) The term ‘‘basic Phase II allowance allo-

cations’’ means: 
(A) For calendar years 2000 through 2009 

inclusive, allocations of allowances made by 

the Administrator pursuant to section 7651b 

of this title and subsections (b)(1), (3), and 

(4); (c)(1), (2), (3), and (5); (d)(1), (2), (4), and 

(5); (e); (f); (g)(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5); (h)(1); (i) 

and (j) of section 7651d of this title. 

(B) For each calendar year beginning in 

2010, allocations of allowances made by the 

Administrator pursuant to section 7651b of 

this title and subsections (b)(1), (3), and (4); 

(c)(1), (2), (3), and (5); (d)(1), (2), (4) and (5); 

(e); (f); (g)(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5); (h)(1) and 

(3); (i) and (j) of section 7651d of this title. 

(29) The term ‘‘Phase II bonus allowance al-

locations’’ means, for calendar year 2000 

through 2009, inclusive, and only for such 

years, allocations made by the Administrator 

pursuant to section 7651b of this title, sub-

sections (a)(2), (b)(2), (c)(4), (d)(3) (except as 

otherwise provided therein), and (h)(2) of sec-

tion 7651d of this title, and section 7651e of this 

title. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title IV, § 402, as added 

Pub. L. 101–549, title IV, § 401, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 

Stat. 2585.) 

REFERENCES IN TEXT 

Part B of title III of the Act, referred to in par. (11), 

means title III of the Clean Air Act, act July 14, 1955, 

ch. 360, as added, which is classified to subchapter III of 

this chapter, but title III does not contain parts. For 

provisions of the Clean Air Act relating to permits, see 

subchapter V (§ 7661 et seq.) of this chapter. 

CODIFICATION 

Another section 402 of act July 14, 1955, as added by 

Pub. L. 91–604, § 14, Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1709, is classi-

fied to section 7641 of this title. 

§ 7651b. Sulfur dioxide allowance program for ex-
isting and new units 

(a) Allocations of annual allowances for existing 
and new units 

(1) 1 For the emission limitation programs 

under this subchapter, the Administrator shall 

allocate annual allowances for the unit, to be 

held or distributed by the designated representa-

tive of the owner or operator of each affected 

unit at an affected source in accordance with 

this subchapter, in an amount equal to the an-

nual tonnage emission limitation calculated 

under section 7651c, 7651d, 7651e, 7651h, or 7651i of 

this title except as otherwise specifically pro-

vided elsewhere in this subchapter. Except as 

provided in sections 7651d(a)(2), 7651d(a)(3), 7651h 

and 7651i of this title, beginning January 1, 2000, 

the Administrator shall not allocate annual al-

lowances to emit sulfur dioxide pursuant to sec-

tion 7651d of this title in such an amount as 

would result in total annual emissions of sulfur 

dioxide from utility units in excess of 8.90 mil-

lion tons except that the Administrator shall 

not take into account unused allowances carried 

forward by owners and operators of affected 

units or by other persons holding such allow-

ances, following the year for which they were al-

located. If necessary to meeting the restrictions 

imposed in the preceding sentence, the Adminis-

trator shall reduce, pro rata, the basic Phase II 

allowance allocations for each unit subject to 

the requirements of section 7651d of this title. 
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Subject to the provisions of section 7651o of this 

title, the Administrator shall allocate allow-

ances for each affected unit at an affected 

source annually, as provided in paragraphs (2) 

and (3) 1 and section 7651g of this title. Except as 

provided in sections 7651h and 7651i of this title, 

the removal of an existing affected unit or 

source from commercial operation at any time 

after November 15, 1990 (whether before or after 

January 1, 1995, or January 1, 2000) shall not ter-

minate or otherwise affect the allocation of al-

lowances pursuant to section 7651c or 7651d of 

this title to which the unit is entitled. Allow-

ances shall be allocated by the Administrator 

without cost to the recipient, except for allow-

ances sold by the Administrator pursuant to sec-

tion 7651o of this title. Not later than December 

31, 1991, the Administrator shall publish a pro-

posed list of the basic Phase II allowance alloca-

tions, the Phase II bonus allowance allocations 

and, if applicable, allocations pursuant to sec-

tion 7651d(a)(3) of this title for each unit subject 

to the emissions limitation requirements of sec-

tion 7651d of this title for the year 2000 and the 

year 2010. After notice and opportunity for pub-

lic comment, but not later than December 31, 

1992, the Administrator shall publish a final list 

of such allocations, subject to the provisions of 

section 7651d(a)(2) of this title. Any owner or op-

erator of an existing unit subject to the require-

ments of section 7651d(b) or (c) of this title who 

is considering applying for an extension of the 

emission limitation requirement compliance 

deadline for that unit from January 1, 2000, until 

not later than December 31, 2000, pursuant to 

section 7651h of this title, shall notify the Ad-

ministrator no later than March 31, 1991. Such 

notification shall be used as the basis for esti-

mating the basic Phase II allowances under this 

subsection. Prior to June 1, 1998, the Adminis-

trator shall publish a revised final statement of 

allowance allocations, subject to the provisions 

of section 7651d(a)(2) of this title and taking into 

account the effect of any compliance date exten-

sions granted pursuant to section 7651h of this 

title on such allocations. Any person who may 

make an election concerning the amount of al-

lowances to be allocated to a unit or units shall 

make such election and so inform the Adminis-

trator not later than March 31, 1991, in the case 

of an election under section 7651d of this title 

(or June 30, 1991, in the case of an election under 

section 7651e of this title). If such person fails to 

make such election, the Administrator shall set 

forth for each unit owned or operated by such 

person, the amount of allowances reflecting the 

election that would, in the judgment of the Ad-

ministrator, provide the greatest benefit for the 

owner or operator of the unit. If such person is 

a Governor who may make an election under 

section 7651e of this title and the Governor fails 

to make an election, the Administrator shall set 

forth for each unit in the State the amount of 

allowances reflecting the election that would, in 

the judgment of the Administrator, provide the 

greatest benefit for units in the State. 

(b) Allowance transfer system 
Allowances allocated under this subchapter 

may be transferred among designated represent-

atives of the owners or operators of affected 

sources under this subchapter and any other per-
son who holds such allowances, as provided by 
the allowance system regulations to be promul-
gated by the Administrator not later than eight-
een months after November 15, 1990. Such regu-
lations shall establish the allowance system pre-
scribed under this section, including, but not 
limited to, requirements for the allocation, 
transfer, and use of allowances under this sub-
chapter. Such regulations shall prohibit the use 
of any allowance prior to the calendar year for 
which the allowance was allocated, and shall 
provide, consistent with the purposes of this 
subchapter, for the identification of unused al-
lowances, and for such unused allowances to be 

carried forward and added to allowances allo-

cated in subsequent years, including allowances 

allocated to units subject to Phase I require-

ments (as described in section 7651c of this title) 

which are applied to emissions limitations re-

quirements in Phase II (as described in section 

7651d of this title). Transfers of allowances shall 

not be effective until written certification of the 

transfer, signed by a responsible official of each 

party to the transfer, is received and recorded 

by the Administrator. Such regulations shall 

permit the transfer of allowances prior to the is-

suance of such allowances. Recorded pre-alloca-

tion transfers shall be deducted by the Adminis-

trator from the number of allowances which 

would otherwise be allocated to the transferor, 

and added to those allowances allocated to the 

transferee. Pre-allocation transfers shall not af-

fect the prohibition contained in this subsection 

against the use of allowances prior to the year 

for which they are allocated. 

(c) Interpollutant trading 
Not later than January 1, 1994, the Adminis-

trator shall furnish to the Congress a study 

evaluating the environmental and economic 

consequences of amending this subchapter to 

permit trading sulfur dioxide allowances for ni-

trogen oxides allowances. 

(d) Allowance tracking system 
(1) The Administrator shall promulgate, not 

later than 18 months after November 15, 1990, a 

system for issuing, recording, and tracking al-

lowances, which shall specify all necessary pro-

cedures and requirements for an orderly and 

competitive functioning of the allowance sys-

tem. All allowance allocations and transfers 

shall, upon recordation by the Administrator, be 

deemed a part of each unit’s permit require-

ments pursuant to section 7651g of this title, 

without any further permit review and revision. 
(2) In order to insure electric reliability, such 

regulations shall not prohibit or affect tem-

porary increases and decreases in emissions 

within utility systems, power pools, or utilities 

entering into allowance pool agreements, that 

result from their operations, including emer-

gencies and central dispatch, and such tem-

porary emissions increases and decreases shall 

not require transfer of allowances among units 

nor shall it require recordation. The owners or 

operators of such units shall act through a des-

ignated representative. Notwithstanding the 

preceding sentence, the total tonnage of emis-

sions in any calendar year (calculated at the end 

thereof) from all units in such a utility system, 
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power pool, or allowance pool agreements shall 

not exceed the total allowances for such units 

for the calendar year concerned. 

(e) New utility units 
After January 1, 2000, it shall be unlawful for 

a new utility unit to emit an annual tonnage of 

sulfur dioxide in excess of the number of allow-

ances to emit held for the unit by the unit’s 

owner or operator. Such new utility units shall 

not be eligible for an allocation of sulfur dioxide 

allowances under subsection (a)(1) of this sec-

tion, unless the unit is subject to the provisions 

of subsection (g)(2) or (3) of section 7651d of this 

title. New utility units may obtain allowances 

from any person, in accordance with this sub-

chapter. The owner or operator of any new util-

ity unit in violation of this subsection shall be 

liable for fulfilling the obligations specified in 

section 7651j of this title. 

(f) Nature of allowances 
An allowance allocated under this subchapter 

is a limited authorization to emit sulfur dioxide 

in accordance with the provisions of this sub-

chapter. Such allowance does not constitute a 

property right. Nothing in this subchapter or in 

any other provision of law shall be construed to 

limit the authority of the United States to ter-

minate or limit such authorization. Nothing in 

this section relating to allowances shall be con-

strued as affecting the application of, or compli-

ance with, any other provision of this chapter to 

an affected unit or source, including the provi-

sions related to applicable National Ambient Air 

Quality Standards and State implementation 

plans. Nothing in this section shall be construed 

as requiring a change of any kind in any State 

law regulating electric utility rates and charges 

or affecting any State law regarding such State 

regulation or as limiting State regulation (in-

cluding any prudency review) under such a State 

law. Nothing in this section shall be construed 

as modifying the Federal Power Act [16 U.S.C. 

791a et seq.] or as affecting the authority of the 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission under 

that Act. Nothing in this subchapter shall be 

construed to interfere with or impair any pro-

gram for competitive bidding for power supply 

in a State in which such program is established. 

Allowances, once allocated to a person by the 

Administrator, may be received, held, and tem-

porarily or permanently transferred in accord-

ance with this subchapter and the regulations of 

the Administrator without regard to whether or 

not a permit is in effect under subchapter V of 

this chapter or section 7651g of this title with re-

spect to the unit for which such allowance was 

originally allocated and recorded. Each permit 

under this subchapter and each permit issued 

under subchapter V of this chapter for any af-

fected unit shall provide that the affected unit 

may not emit an annual tonnage of sulfur diox-

ide in excess of the allowances held for that 

unit. 

(g) Prohibition 
It shall be unlawful for any person to hold, 

use, or transfer any allowance allocated under 

this subchapter, except in accordance with regu-

lations promulgated by the Administrator. It 

shall be unlawful for any affected unit to emit 

sulfur dioxide in excess of the number of allow-

ances held for that unit for that year by the 

owner or operator of the unit. Upon the alloca-

tion of allowances under this subchapter, the 

prohibition contained in the preceding sentence 

shall supersede any other emission limitation 

applicable under this subchapter to the units for 

which such allowances are allocated. Allowances 

may not be used prior to the calendar year for 

which they are allocated. Nothing in this sec-

tion or in the allowance system regulations 

shall relieve the Administrator of the Adminis-

trator’s permitting, monitoring and enforce-

ment obligations under this chapter, nor relieve 

affected sources of their requirements and li-

abilities under this chapter. 

(h) Competitive bidding for power supply 
Nothing in this subchapter shall be construed 

to interfere with or impair any program for 

competitive bidding for power supply in a State 

in which such program is established. 

(i) Applicability of antitrust laws 
(1) Nothing in this section affects— 

(A) the applicability of the antitrust laws to 

the transfer, use, or sale of allowances, or 
(B) the authority of the Federal Energy Reg-

ulatory Commission under any provision of 

law respecting unfair methods of competition 

or anticompetitive acts or practices. 

(2) As used in this section, ‘‘antitrust laws’’ 

means those Acts set forth in section 12 of title 

15. 

(j) Public Utility Holding Company Act 
The acquisition or disposition of allowances 

pursuant to this subchapter including the issu-

ance of securities or the undertaking of any 

other financing transaction in connection with 

such allowances shall not be subject to the pro-

visions of the Public Utility Holding Company 

Act of 1935.2 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title IV, § 403, as added 

Pub. L. 101–549, title IV, § 401, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 

Stat. 2589.) 

REFERENCES IN TEXT 

The Federal Power Act, referred to in subsec. (f), is 

act June 10, 1920, ch. 285, 41 Stat. 1063, as amended, 

which is classified generally to chapter 12 (§ 791a et 

seq.) of Title 16, Conservation. For complete classifica-

tion of this Act to the Code, see section 791a of Title 16 

and Tables. 

The Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, re-

ferred to in subsec. (j), is title I of act Aug. 26, 1935, ch. 

687, 49 Stat. 803, as amended, which was classified gen-

erally to chapter 2C (§ 79 et seq.) of Title 15, Commerce 

and Trade, prior to repeal by Pub. L. 109–58, title XII, 

§ 1263, Aug. 8, 2005, 119 Stat. 974. For complete classifica-

tion of this Act to the Code, see Tables. 

CODIFICATION 

Another section 403 of act July 14, 1955, as added by 

Pub. L. 91–604, § 14, Dec. 31, 1970, 84 Stat. 1710, is classi-

fied to section 7642 of this title. 

FOSSIL FUEL USE 

Pub. L. 101–549, title IV, § 402, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 Stat. 

2631, provided that: 

‘‘(a) CONTRACTS FOR HYDROELECTRIC ENERGY.—Any 

person who, after the date of the enactment of the 
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Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 [Nov. 15, 1990], en-

ters into a contract under which such person receives 

hydroelectric energy in return for the provision of elec-

tric energy by such person shall use allowances held by 

such person as necessary to satisfy such person’s obli-

gations under such contract. 
‘‘(b) FEDERAL POWER MARKETING ADMINISTRATION.—A 

Federal Power Marketing Administration shall not be 

subject to the provisions and requirements of this title 

[enacting this subchapter, amending sections 7410, 7411, 

and 7479 of this title, and enacting provisions set out as 

notes under sections 7403, 7411, and 7651 of this title] 

with respect to electric energy generated by hydro-

electric facilities and marketed by such Power Market-

ing Administration. Any person who sells or provides 

electric energy to a Federal Power Marketing Adminis-

tration shall comply with the provisions and require-

ments of this title.’’ 

§ 7651c. Phase I sulfur dioxide requirements 

(a) Emission limitations 
(1) After January 1, 1995, each source that in-

cludes one or more affected units listed in table 

A is an affected source under this section. After 

January 1, 1995, it shall be unlawful for any af-

fected unit (other than an eligible phase I unit 

under subsection (d)(2) of this section) to emit 

sulfur dioxide in excess of the tonnage limita-

tion stated as a total number of allowances in 

table A for phase I, unless (A) the emissions re-

duction requirements applicable to such unit 

have been achieved pursuant to subsection (b) or 

(d) of this section, or (B) the owner or operator 

of such unit holds allowances to emit not less 

than the unit’s total annual emissions, except 

that, after January 1, 2000, the emissions limita-

tions established in this section shall be super-

seded by those established in section 7651d of 

this title. The owner or operator of any unit in 

violation of this section shall be fully liable for 

such violation including, but not limited to, li-

ability for fulfilling the obligations specified in 

section 7651j of this title. 
(2) Not later than December 31, 1991, the Ad-

ministrator shall determine the total tonnage of 

reductions in the emissions of sulfur dioxide 

from all utility units in calendar year 1995 that 

will occur as a result of compliance with the 

emissions limitation requirements of this sec-

tion, and shall establish a reserve of allowances 

equal in amount to the number of tons deter-

mined thereby not to exceed a total of 3.50 mil-

lion tons. In making such a determination, the 

Administrator shall compute for each unit sub-

ject to the emissions limitation requirements of 

this section the difference between: 
(A) the product of its baseline multiplied by 

the lesser of each unit’s allowable 1985 emis-

sions rate and its actual 1985 emissions rate, 

divided by 2,000, and 
(B) the product of each unit’s baseline multi-

plied by 2.50 lbs/mmBtu divided by 2,000, 

and sum the computations. The Administrator 

shall adjust the foregoing calculation to reflect 

projected calendar year 1995 utilization of the 

units subject to the emissions limitations of 

this subchapter that the Administrator finds 

would have occurred in the absence of the impo-

sition of such requirements. Pursuant to sub-

section (d) of this section, the Administrator 

shall allocate allowances from the reserve estab-

lished hereinunder until the earlier of such time 

as all such allowances in the reserve are allo-

cated or December 31, 1999. 
(3) In addition to allowances allocated pursu-

ant to paragraph (1), in each calendar year be-

ginning in 1995 and ending in 1999, inclusive, the 

Administrator shall allocate for each unit on 

Table A that is located in the States of Illinois, 

Indiana, or Ohio (other than units at Kyger 

Creek, Clifty Creek and Joppa Steam), allow-

ances in an amount equal to 200,000 multiplied 

by the unit’s pro rata share of the total number 

of allowances allocated for all units on Table A 

in the 3 States (other than units at Kyger Creek, 

Clifty Creek, and Joppa Steam) pursuant to 

paragraph (1). Such allowances shall be excluded 

from the calculation of the reserve under para-

graph (2). 

(b) Substitutions 
The owner or operator of an affected unit 

under subsection (a) of this section may include 

in its section 7651g of this title permit applica-

tion and proposed compliance plan a proposal to 

reassign, in whole or in part, the affected unit’s 

sulfur dioxide reduction requirements to any 

other unit(s) under the control of such owner or 

operator. Such proposal shall specify— 
(1) the designation of the substitute unit or 

units to which any part of the reduction obli-

gations of subsection (a) of this section shall 

be required, in addition to, or in lieu of, any 

original affected units designated under such 

subsection; 
(2) the original affected unit’s baseline, the 

actual and allowable 1985 emissions rate for 

sulfur dioxide, and the authorized annual al-

lowance allocation stated in table A; 
(3) calculation of the annual average ton-

nage for calendar years 1985, 1986, and 1987, 

emitted by the substitute unit or units, based 

on the baseline for each unit, as defined in sec-

tion 7651a(d) 1 of this title, multiplied by the 

lesser of the unit’s actual or allowable 1985 

emissions rate; 
(4) the emissions rates and tonnage limita-

tions that would be applicable to the original 

and substitute affected units under the substi-

tution proposal; 
(5) documentation, to the satisfaction of the 

Administrator, that the reassigned tonnage 

limits will, in total, achieve the same or 

greater emissions reduction than would have 

been achieved by the original affected unit and 

the substitute unit or units without such sub-

stitution; and 
(6) such other information as the Adminis-

trator may require. 

(c) Administrator’s action on substitution pro-
posals 

(1) The Administrator shall take final action 

on such substitution proposal in accordance 

with section 7651g(c) of this title if the substi-

tution proposal fulfills the requirements of this 

subsection. The Administrator may approve a 

substitution proposal in whole or in part and 

with such modifications or conditions as may be 

consistent with the orderly functioning of the 

allowance system and which will ensure the 

emissions reductions contemplated by this sub-
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chapter. If a proposal does not meet the require-

ments of subsection (b) of this section, the Ad-

ministrator shall disapprove it. The owner or 

operator of a unit listed in table A shall not sub-

stitute another unit or units without the prior 

approval of the Administrator. 
(2) Upon approval of a substitution proposal, 

each substitute unit, and each source with such 

unit, shall be deemed affected under this sub-

chapter, and the Administrator shall issue a per-

mit to the original and substitute affected 

source and unit in accordance with the approved 

substitution plan and section 7651g of this title. 

The Administrator shall allocate allowances for 

the original and substitute affected units in ac-

cordance with the approved substitution pro-

posal pursuant to section 7651b of this title. It 

shall be unlawful for any source or unit that is 

allocated allowances pursuant to this section to 

emit sulfur dioxide in excess of the emissions 

limitation provided for in the approved substi-

tution permit and plan unless the owner or oper-

ator of each unit governed by the permit and ap-

proved substitution plan holds allowances to 

emit not less than the units 2 total annual emis-

sions. The owner or operator of any original or 

substitute affected unit operated in violation of 

this subsection shall be fully liable for such vio-

lation, including liability for fulfilling the obli-

gations specified in section 7651j of this title. If 

a substitution proposal is disapproved, the Ad-

ministrator shall allocate allowances to the 

original affected unit or units in accordance 

with subsection (a) of this section. 

(d) Eligible phase I extension units 
(1) The owner or operator of any affected unit 

subject to an emissions limitation requirement 

under this section may petition the Adminis-

trator in its permit application under section 

7651g of this title for an extension of 2 years of 

the deadline for meeting such requirement, pro-

vided that the owner or operator of any such 

unit holds allowances to emit not less than the 

unit’s total annual emissions for each of the 2 

years of the period of extension. To qualify for 

such an extension, the affected unit must either 

employ a qualifying phase I technology, or 

transfer its phase I emissions reduction obliga-

tion to a unit employing a qualifying phase I 

technology. Such transfer shall be accomplished 

in accordance with a compliance plan, submit-

ted and approved under section 7651g of this 

title, that shall govern operations at all units 

included in the transfer, and that specifies the 

emissions reduction requirements imposed pur-

suant to this subchapter. 
(2) Such extension proposal shall— 

(A) specify the unit or units proposed for 

designation as an eligible phase I extension 

unit; 
(B) provide a copy of an executed contract, 

which may be contingent upon the Adminis-

trator approving the proposal, for the design 

engineering, and construction of the qualify-

ing phase I technology for the extension unit, 

or for the unit or units to which the extension 

unit’s emission reduction obligation is to be 

transferred; 

(C) specify the unit’s or units’ baseline, ac-

tual 1985 emissions rate, allowable 1985 emis-

sions rate, and projected utilization for cal-

endar years 1995 through 1999; 
(D) require CEMS on both the eligible phase 

I extension unit or units and the transfer unit 

or units beginning no later than January 1, 

1995; and 
(E) specify the emission limitation and num-

ber of allowances expected to be necessary for 

annual operation after the qualifying phase I 

technology has been installed. 

(3) The Administrator shall review and take 

final action on each extension proposal in order 

of receipt, consistent with section 7651g of this 

title, and for an approved proposal shall des-

ignate the unit or units as an eligible phase I ex-

tension unit. The Administrator may approve an 

extension proposal in whole or in part, and with 

such modifications or conditions as may be nec-

essary, consistent with the orderly functioning 

of the allowance system, and to ensure the emis-

sions reductions contemplated by the 3 sub-

chapter. 
(4) In order to determine the number of pro-

posals eligible for allocations from the reserve 

under subsection (a)(2) of this section and the 

number of allowances remaining available after 

each proposal is acted upon, the Administrator 

shall reduce the total number of allowances re-

maining available in the reserve by the number 

of allowances calculated according to subpara-

graphs (A), (B) and (C) until either no allow-

ances remain available in the reserve for further 

allocation or all approved proposals have been 

acted upon. If no allowances remain available in 

the reserve for further allocation before all pro-

posals have been acted upon by the Adminis-

trator, any pending proposals shall be dis-

approved. The Administrator shall calculate al-

lowances equal to— 
(A) the difference between the lesser of the 

average annual emissions in calendar years 

1988 and 1989 or the projected emissions ton-

nage for calendar year 1995 of each eligible 

phase I extension unit, as designated under 

paragraph (3), and the product of the unit’s 

baseline multiplied by an emission rate of 2.50 

lbs/mmBtu, divided by 2,000; 
(B) the difference between the lesser of the 

average annual emissions in calendar years 

1988 and 1989 or the projected emissions ton-

nage for calendar year 1996 of each eligible 

phase I extension unit, as designated under 

paragraph (3), and the product of the unit’s 

baseline multiplied by an emission rate of 2.50 

lbs/mmBtu, divided by 2,000; and 
(C) the amount by which (i) the product of 

each unit’s baseline multiplied by an emission 

rate of 1.20 lbs/mmBtu, divided by 2,000, ex-

ceeds (ii) the tonnage level specified under 

subparagraph (E) of paragraph (2) of this sub-

section multiplied by a factor of 3. 

(5) Each eligible Phase I extension unit shall 

receive allowances determined under subsection 

(a)(1) or (c) of this section. In addition, for cal-

endar year 1995, the Administrator shall allocate 

to each eligible Phase I extension unit, from the 
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allowance reserve created pursuant to sub-

section (a)(2) of this section, allowances equal to 

the difference between the lesser of the average 

annual emissions in calendar years 1988 and 1989 

or its projected emissions tonnage for calendar 

year 1995 and the product of the unit’s baseline 

multiplied by an emission rate of 2.50 lbs/ 

mmBtu, divided by 2,000. In calendar year 1996, 

the Administrator shall allocate for each eligi-

ble unit, from the allowance reserve created pur-

suant to subsection (a)(2) of this section, allow-

ances equal to the difference between the lesser 

of the average annual emissions in calendar 

years 1988 and 1989 or its projected emissions 

tonnage for calendar year 1996 and the product 

of the unit’s baseline multiplied by an emission 

rate of 2.50 lbs/mmBtu, divided by 2,000. It shall 

be unlawful for any source or unit subject to an 

approved extension plan under this subsection 

to emit sulfur dioxide in excess of the emissions 

limitations provided for in the permit and ap-

proved extension plan, unless the owner or oper-

ator of each unit governed by the permit and ap-

proved plan holds allowances to emit not less 

than the unit’s total annual emissions. 

(6) In addition to allowances specified in para-

graph (5), the Administrator shall allocate for 

each eligible Phase I extension unit employing 

qualifying Phase I technology, for calendar 

years 1997, 1998, and 1999, additional allowances, 

from any remaining allowances in the reserve 

created pursuant to subsection (a)(2) of this sec-

tion, following the reduction in the reserve pro-

vided for in paragraph (4), not to exceed the 

amount by which (A) the product of each eligi-

ble unit’s baseline times an emission rate of 1.20 

lbs/mmBtu, divided by 2,000, exceeds (B) the ton-

nage level specified under subparagraph (E) of 

paragraph (2) of this subsection. 

(7) After January 1, 1997, in addition to any li-

ability under this chapter, including under sec-

tion 7651j of this title, if any eligible phase I ex-

tension unit employing qualifying phase I tech-

nology or any transfer unit under this sub-

section emits sulfur dioxide in excess of the an-

nual tonnage limitation specified in the exten-

sion plan, as approved in paragraph (3) of this 

subsection, the Administrator shall, in the cal-

endar year following such excess, deduct allow-

ances equal to the amount of such excess from 

such unit’s annual allowance allocation. 

(e) Allocation of allowances 
(1) In the case of a unit that receives author-

ization from the Governor of the State in which 

such unit is located to make reductions in the 

emissions of sulfur dioxide prior to calendar 

year 1995 and that is part of a utility system 

that meets the following requirements: (A) the 

total coal-fired generation within the utility 

system as a percentage of total system genera-

tion decreased by more than 20 percent between 

January 1, 1980, and December 31, 1985; and (B) 

the weighted capacity factor of all coal-fired 

units within the utility system averaged over 

the period from January 1, 1985, through Decem-

ber 31, 1987, was below 50 percent, the Adminis-

trator shall allocate allowances under this para-

graph for the unit pursuant to this subsection. 

The Administrator shall allocate allowances for 

a unit that is an affected unit pursuant to sec-

tion 7651d of this title (but is not also an af-
fected unit under this section) and part of a util-
ity system that includes 1 or more affected units 
under section 7651d of this title for reductions in 
the emissions of sulfur dioxide made during the 
period 1995–1999 if the unit meets the require-
ments of this subsection and the requirements 
of the preceding sentence, except that for the 
purposes of applying this subsection to any such 
unit, the prior year concerned as specified 
below, shall be any year after January 1, 1995 
but prior to January 1, 2000. 

(2) In the case of an affected unit under this 
section described in subparagraph (A),4 the al-

lowances allocated under this subsection for 

early reductions in any prior year may not ex-

ceed the amount which (A) the product of the 

unit’s baseline multiplied by the unit’s 1985 ac-

tual sulfur dioxide emission rate (in lbs. per 

mmBtu), divided by 2,000, exceeds (B) the allow-

ances specified for such unit in Table A. In the 

case of an affected unit under section 7651d of 

this title described in subparagraph (A),4 the al-

lowances awarded under this subsection for 

early reductions in any prior year may not ex-

ceed the amount by which (i) the product of the 

quantity of fossil fuel consumed by the unit (in 

mmBtu) in the prior year multiplied by the less-

er of 2.50 or the most stringent emission rate (in 

lbs. per mmBtu) applicable to the unit under the 

applicable implementation plan, divided by 

2,000, exceeds (ii) the unit’s actual tonnage of 

sulfur dioxide emission for the prior year con-

cerned. Allowances allocated under this sub-

section for units referred to in subparagraph 

(A) 4 may be allocated only for emission reduc-

tions achieved as a result of physical changes or 

changes in the method of operation made after 

November 15, 1990, including changes in the type 

or quality of fossil fuel consumed. 
(3) In no event shall the provisions of this 

paragraph 5 be interpreted as an event of force 

majeur 6 or a commercial impractibility 7 or in 

any other way as a basis for excused non-

performance by a utility system under a coal 

sales contract in effect before November 15, 1990. 

TABLE A.—AFFECTED SOURCES AND UNITS IN PHASE I 

AND THEIR SULFUR DIOXIDE ALLOWANCES (TONS) 

State Plant Name 
Gener-
ator 

Phase I 
Allow-
ances 

Alabama .......... Colbert ................ 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

13,570 

15,310 

15,400 

15,410 

37,180 

E.C. Gaston ......... 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

18,100 

18,540 

18,310 

19,280 

59,840 

Florida ............ Big Bend ............. 1 

2 

3 

28,410 

27,100 

26,740 

Crist .................... 6 

7 

19,200 

31,680 
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TABLE A.—AFFECTED SOURCES AND UNITS IN PHASE I 

AND THEIR SULFUR DIOXIDE ALLOWANCES (TONS)—CON-

TINUED 

State Plant Name 
Gener-
ator 

Phase I 
Allow-
ances 

Georgia ............ Bowen ................. 1 

2 

3 

4 

56,320 

54,770 

71,750 

71,740 
Hammond ............ 1 

2 

3 

4 

8,780 

9,220 

8,910 

37,640 
J. McDonough ..... 1 

2 

19,910 

20,600 
Wansley .............. 1 

2 

70,770 

65,430 
Yates ................... 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

7,210 

7,040 

6,950 

8,910 

9,410 

24,760 

21,480 
Illinois ............. Baldwin ............... 1 

2 

3 

42,010 

44,420 

42,550 

Coffeen ................ 1 

2 

11,790 

35,670 

Grand Tower ....... 4 5,910 

Hennepin ............. 2 18,410 

Joppa Steam ....... 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

12,590 

10,770 

12,270 

11,360 

11,420 

10,620 

Kincaid ............... 1 

2 

31,530 

33,810 

Meredosia ........... 3 13,890 

Vermilion ........... 2 8,880 

Indiana ............ Bailly .................. 7 

8 

11,180 

15,630 

Breed ................... 1 18,500 

Cayuga ................ 1 

2 

33,370 

34,130 

Clifty Creek ........ 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

20,150 

19,810 

20,410 

20,080 

19,360 

20,380 

E. W. Stout ......... 5 

6 

7 

3,880 

4,770 

23,610 

F. B. Culley ......... 2 

3 

4,290 

16,970 

F. E. Ratts .......... 1 

2 

8,330 

8,480 

Gibson ................. 1 

2 

3 

4 

40,400 

41,010 

41,080 

40,320 

H. T. Pritchard ... 6 5,770 

Michigan City ..... 12 23,310 

Petersburg .......... 1 

2 

16,430 

32,380 

R. Gallagher ........ 1 

2 

3 

4 

6,490 

7,280 

6,530 

7,650 

Tanners Creek .... 4 24,820 

Wabash River ...... 1 

2 

3 

5 

6 

4,000 

2,860 

3,750 

3,670 

12,280 

TABLE A.—AFFECTED SOURCES AND UNITS IN PHASE I 

AND THEIR SULFUR DIOXIDE ALLOWANCES (TONS)—CON-

TINUED 

State Plant Name 
Gener-
ator 

Phase I 
Allow-
ances 

Warrick ............... 4 26,980 

Iowa ................. Burlington .......... 1 10,710 

Des Moines .......... 7 2,320 

George Neal ........ 1 1,290 

M.L. Kapp ........... 2 13,800 

Prairie Creek ...... 4 8,180 

Riverside ............. 5 3,990 

Kansas ............. Quindaro ............. 2 4,220 

Kentucky ......... Coleman .............. 1 

2 

3 

11,250 

12,840 

12,340 

Cooper ................. 1 

2 

7,450 

15,320 

E.W. Brown ......... 1 

2 

3 

7,110 

10,910 

26,100 

Elmer Smith ....... 1 

2 

6,520 

14,410 

Ghent .................. 1 28,410 

Green River ......... 4 7,820 

H.L. Spurlock ..... 1 22,780 

Henderson II ....... 1 

2 

13,340 

12,310 

Paradise .............. 3 59,170 

Shawnee .............. 10 10,170 

Maryland ......... Chalk Point ........ 1 

2 

21,910 

24,330 

C. P. Crane .......... 1 

2 

10,330 

9,230 

Morgantown ........ 1 

2 

35,260 

38,480 

Michigan ......... J. H. Campbell .... 1 

2 

19,280 

23,060 

Minnesota ........ High Bridge ......... 6 4,270 

Mississippi ....... Jack Watson ....... 4 

5 

17,910 

36,700 

Missouri .......... Asbury ................ 1 16,190 

James River ........ 5 4,850 

Labadie ............... 1 

2 

3 

4 

40,110 

37,710 

40,310 

35,940 

Montrose ............. 1 

2 

3 

7,390 

8,200 

10,090 

New Madrid ......... 1 

2 

28,240 

32,480 

Sibley .................. 3 15,580 

Sioux ................... 1 

2 

22,570 

23,690 

Thomas Hill ........ 1 

2 

10,250 

19,390 

NewHampshire Merrimack .......... 1 

2 

10,190 

22,000 

New Jersey ...... B.L. England ....... 1 

2 

9,060 

11,720 

New York ......... Dunkirk .............. 3 

4 

12,600 

14,060 

Greenidge ............ 4 7,540 

Milliken .............. 1 

2 

11,170 

12,410 

Northport ............ 1 

2 

3 

19,810 

24,110 

26,480 

Port Jefferson ..... 3 

4 

10,470 

12,330 

Ohio ................. Ashtabula ........... 5 16,740 

Avon Lake .......... 8 

9 

11,650 

30,480 

Cardinal .............. 1 

2 

34,270 

38,320 
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TABLE A.—AFFECTED SOURCES AND UNITS IN PHASE I 

AND THEIR SULFUR DIOXIDE ALLOWANCES (TONS)—CON-

TINUED 

State Plant Name 
Gener-
ator 

Phase I 
Allow-
ances 

Conesville ........... 1 

2 

3 

4 

4,210 

4,890 

5,500 

48,770 

Eastlake .............. 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

7,800 

8,640 

10,020 

14,510 

34,070 

Edgewater ........... 4 5,050 

Gen. J.M. Gavin .. 1 

2 

79,080 

80,560 

Kyger Creek ........ 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

19,280 

18,560 

17,910 

18,710 

18,740 

Miami Fort ......... 5 

6 

7 

760 

11,380 

38,510 

Muskingum River 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

14,880 

14,170 

13,950 

11,780 

40,470 

Niles .................... 1 

2 

6,940 

9,100 

Picway ................ 5 4,930 

R.E. Burger ......... 3 

4 

5 

6,150 

10,780 

12,430 

W.H. Sammis ...... 5 

6 

7 

24,170 

39,930 

43,220 

W.C. Beckjord ..... 5 

6 

8,950 

23,020 

Pennsylvania ... Armstrong .......... 1 

2 

14,410 

15,430 

Brunner Island .... 1 

2 

3 

27,760 

31,100 

53,820 

Cheswick ............. 1 39,170 

Conemaugh ......... 1 

2 

59,790 

66,450 

Hatfield’s Ferry .. 1 

2 

3 

37,830 

37,320 

40,270 

Martins Creek ..... 1 

2 

12,660 

12,820 

Portland .............. 1 

2 

5,940 

10,230 

Shawville ............ 1 

2 

3 

4 

10,320 

10,320 

14,220 

14,070 

Sunbury .............. 3 

4 

8,760 

11,450 

Tennessee ........ Allen ................... 1 

2 

3 

15,320 

16,770 

15,670 

Cumberland ........ 1 

2 

86,700 

94,840 

Gallatin .............. 1 

2 

3 

4 

17,870 

17,310 

20,020 

21,260 

TABLE A.—AFFECTED SOURCES AND UNITS IN PHASE I 

AND THEIR SULFUR DIOXIDE ALLOWANCES (TONS)—CON-

TINUED 

State Plant Name 
Gener-
ator 

Phase I 
Allow-
ances 

Johnsonville ....... 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

7,790 

8,040 

8,410 

7,990 

8,240 

7,890 

8,980 

8,700 

7,080 

7,550 

West Virginia .. Albright .............. 3 12,000 

Fort Martin ........ 1 

2 

41,590 

41,200 

Harrison .............. 1 

2 

3 

48,620 

46,150 

41,500 

Kammer .............. 1 

2 

3 

18,740 

19,460 

17,390 

Mitchell .............. 1 

2 

43,980 

45,510 

Mount Storm ...... 1 

2 

3 

43,720 

35,580 

42,430 

Wisconsin ........ Edgewater ........... 4 24,750 

La Crosse/Genoa .. 3 22,700 

Nelson Dewey ...... 1 

2 

6,010 

6,680 

N. Oak Creek ...... 1 

2 

3 

4 

5,220 

5,140 

5,370 

6,320 

Pulliam ............... 8 7,510 

S. Oak Creek ....... 5 

6 

7 

8 

9,670 

12,040 

16,180 

15,790 

(f) Energy conservation and renewable energy 
(1) Definitions 

As used in this subsection: 

(A) Qualified energy conservation measure 
The term ‘‘qualified energy conservation 

measure’’ means a cost effective measure, as 

identified by the Administrator in consulta-

tion with the Secretary of Energy, that in-

creases the efficiency of the use of elec-

tricity provided by an electric utility to its 

customers. 

(B) Qualified renewable energy 
The term ‘‘qualified renewable energy’’ 

means energy derived from biomass, solar, 

geothermal, or wind as identified by the Ad-

ministrator in consultation with the Sec-

retary of Energy. 

(C) Electric utility 
The term ‘‘electric utility’’ means any per-

son, State agency, or Federal agency, which 

sells electric energy. 

(2) Allowances for emissions avoided through 
energy conservation and renewable energy 

(A) In general 
The regulations under paragraph (4) of this 

subsection shall provide that for each ton of 

sulfur dioxide emissions avoided by an elec-
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8 So in original. There is no cl. (ii). 
9 So in original. The comma probably should be a semicolon. 

tric utility, during the applicable period, 

through the use of qualified energy con-

servation measures or qualified renewable 

energy, the Administrator shall allocate a 

single allowance to such electric utility, on 

a first-come-first-served basis from the Con-

servation and Renewable Energy Reserve es-

tablished under subsection (g) of this sec-

tion, up to a total of 300,000 allowances for 

allocation from such Reserve. 

(B) Requirements for issuance 
The Administrator shall allocate allow-

ances to an electric utility under this sub-

section only if all of the following require-

ments are met: 
(i) Such electric utility is paying for the 

qualified energy conservation measures or 

qualified renewable energy directly or 

through purchase from another person. 
(ii) The emissions of sulfur dioxide 

avoided through the use of qualified en-

ergy conservation measures or qualified 

renewable energy are quantified in accord-

ance with regulations promulgated by the 

Administrator under this subsection. 
(iii)(I) Such electric utility has adopted 

and is implementing a least cost energy 

conservation and electric power plan 

which evaluates a range of resources, in-

cluding new power supplies, energy con-

servation, and renewable energy resources, 

in order to meet expected future demand 

at the lowest system cost. 
(II) The qualified energy conservation 

measures or qualified renewable energy, or 

both, are consistent with that plan. 
(III) Electric utilities subject to the ju-

risdiction of a State regulatory authority 

must have such plan approved by such au-

thority. For electric utilities not subject 

to the jurisdiction of a State regulatory 

authority such plan shall be approved by 

the entity with rate-making authority for 

such utility. 
(iv) In the case of qualified energy con-

servation measures undertaken by a State 

regulated electric utility, the Secretary of 

Energy certifies that the State regulatory 

authority with jurisdiction over the elec-

tric rates of such electric utility has es-

tablished rates and charges which ensure 

that the net income of such electric utility 

after implementation of specific cost effec-

tive energy conservation measures is at 

least as high as such net income would 

have been if the energy conservation meas-

ures had not been implemented. Upon the 

date of any such certification by the Sec-

retary of Energy, all allowances which, but 

for this paragraph, would have been allo-

cated under subparagraph (A) before such 

date, shall be allocated to the electric util-

ity. This clause is not a requirement for 

qualified renewable energy. 
(v) Such utility or any subsidiary of the 

utility’s holding company owns or oper-

ates at least one affected unit. 

(C) Period of applicability 
Allowances under this subsection shall be 

allocated only with respect to kilowatt 

hours of electric energy saved by qualified 
energy conservation measures or generated 
by qualified renewable energy after January 
1, 1992 and before the earlier of (i) December 

31, 2000, or (ii) the date on which any electric 

utility steam generating unit owned or oper-

ated by the electric utility to which the al-

lowances are allocated becomes subject to 

this subchapter (including those sources 

that elect to become affected by this sub-

chapter, pursuant to section 7651i of this 

title). 

(D) Determination of avoided emissions 
(i) 8 Application 

In order to receive allowances under this 

subsection, an electric utility shall make 

an application which— 
(I) designates the qualified energy con-

servation measures implemented and the 

qualified renewable energy sources used 

for purposes of avoiding emissions,9 
(II) calculates, in accordance with sub-

paragraphs (F) and (G), the number of 

tons of emissions avoided by reason of 

the implementation of such measures or 

the use of such renewable energy 

sources; and 
(III) demonstrates that the require-

ments of subparagraph (B) have been 

met. 

Such application for allowances by a 

State-regulated electric utility shall re-

quire approval by the State regulatory au-

thority with jurisdiction over such electric 

utility. The authority shall review the ap-

plication for accuracy and compliance 

with this subsection and the rules under 

this subsection. Electric utilities whose re-

tail rates are not subject to the jurisdic-

tion of a State regulatory authority shall 

apply directly to the Administrator for 

such approval. 

(E) Avoided emissions from qualified energy 
conservation measures 

For the purposes of this subsection, the 

emission tonnage deemed avoided by reason 

of the implementation of qualified energy 

conservation measures for any calendar year 

shall be a tonnage equal to the product of 

multiplying— 
(i) the kilowatt hours that would other-

wise have been supplied by the utility dur-

ing such year in the absence of such quali-

fied energy conservation measures, by 
(ii) 0.004, 

and dividing by 2,000. 

(F) Avoided emissions from the use of quali-
fied renewable energy 

The emissions tonnage deemed avoided by 

reason of the use of qualified renewable en-

ergy by an electric utility for any calendar 

year shall be a tonnage equal to the product 

of multiplying— 
(i) the actual kilowatt hours generated 

by, or purchased from, qualified renewable 

energy, by 
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10 So in original. Probably should be section ‘‘7651a(4)’’. 

(ii) 0.004, 

and dividing by 2,000. 

(G) Prohibitions 

(i) No allowances shall be allocated under 

this subsection for the implementation of 

programs that are exclusively informational 

or educational in nature. 

(ii) No allowances shall be allocated for en-

ergy conservation measures or renewable en-

ergy that were operational before January 1, 

1992. 

(3) Savings provision 

Nothing in this subsection precludes a State 

or State regulatory authority from providing 

additional incentives to utilities to encourage 

investment in demand-side resources. 

(4) Regulations 

Not later than 18 months after November 15, 

1990, and in conjunction with the regulations 

required to be promulgated under subsections 

(b) and (c) of this section, the Administrator 

shall, in consultation with the Secretary of 

Energy, promulgate regulations under this 

subsection. Such regulations shall list energy 

conservation measures and renewable energy 

sources which may be treated as qualified en-

ergy conservation measures and qualified re-

newable energy for purposes of this sub-

section. Allowances shall only be allocated if 

all requirements of this subsection and the 

rules promulgated to implement this sub-

section are complied with. The Administrator 

shall review the determinations of each State 

regulatory authority under this subsection to 

encourage consistency from electric utility to 

electric utility and from State to State in ac-

cordance with the Administrator’s rules. The 

Administrator shall publish the findings of 

this review no less than annually. 

(g) Conservation and Renewable Energy Reserve 

The Administrator shall establish a Conserva-

tion and Renewable Energy Reserve under this 

subsection. Beginning on January 1, 1995, the 

Administrator may allocate from the Conserva-

tion and Renewable Energy Reserve an amount 

equal to a total of 300,000 allowances for emis-

sions of sulfur dioxide pursuant to section 7651b 

of this title. In order to provide 300,000 allow-

ances for such reserve, in each year beginning in 

calendar year 2000 and until calendar year 2009, 

inclusive, the Administrator shall reduce each 

unit’s basic Phase II allowance allocation on the 

basis of its pro rata share of 30,000 allowances. If 

allowances remain in the reserve after January 

2, 2010, the Administrator shall allocate such al-

lowances for affected units under section 7651d 

of this title on a pro rata basis. For purposes of 

this subsection, for any unit subject to the emis-

sions limitation requirements of section 7651d of 

this title, the term ‘‘pro rata basis’’ refers to the 

ratio which the reductions made in such unit’s 

allowances in order to establish the reserve 

under this subsection bears to the total of such 

reductions for all such units. 

(h) Alternative allowance allocation for units in 
certain utility systems with optional baseline 

(1) Optional baseline for units in certain sys-
tems 

In the case of a unit subject to the emissions 

limitation requirements of this section which 

(as of November 15, 1990)— 

(A) has an emission rate below 1.0 lbs/ 

mmBtu, 

(B) has decreased its sulfur dioxide emis-

sions rate by 60 percent or greater since 1980, 

and 

(C) is part of a utility system which has a 

weighted average sulfur dioxide emissions 

rate for all fossil fueled-fired units below 1.0 

lbs/mmBtu, 

at the election of the owner or operator of 

such unit, the unit’s baseline may be cal-

culated (i) as provided under section 7651a(d) 10 

of this title, or (ii) by utilizing the unit’s aver-

age annual fuel consumption at a 60 percent 

capacity factor. Such election shall be made 

no later than March 1, 1991. 

(2) Allowance allocation 
Whenever a unit referred to in paragraph (1) 

elects to calculate its baseline as provided in 

clause (ii) of paragraph (1), the Administrator 

shall allocate allowances for the unit pursuant 

to section 7651b(a)(1) of this title, this section, 

and section 7651d of this title (as basic Phase 

II allowance allocations) in an amount equal 

to the baseline selected multiplied by the 

lower of the average annual emission rate for 

such unit in 1989, or 1.0 lbs./mmBtu. Such al-

lowance allocation shall be in lieu of any allo-

cation of allowances under this section and 

section 7651d of this title. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title IV, § 404, as added 

Pub. L. 101–549, title IV, § 401, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 

Stat. 2592.) 

§ 7651d. Phase II sulfur dioxide requirements 

(a) Applicability 
(1) After January 1, 2000, each existing utility 

unit as provided below is subject to the limita-

tions or requirements of this section. Each util-

ity unit subject to an annual sulfur dioxide ton-

nage emission limitation under this section is 

an affected unit under this subchapter. Each 

source that includes one or more affected units 

is an affected source. In the case of an existing 

unit that was not in operation during calendar 

year 1985, the emission rate for a calendar year 

after 1985, as determined by the Administrator, 

shall be used in lieu of the 1985 rate. The owner 

or operator of any unit operated in violation of 

this section shall be fully liable under this chap-

ter for fulfilling the obligations specified in sec-

tion 7651j of this title. 

(2) In addition to basic Phase II allowance al-

locations, in each year beginning in calendar 

year 2000 and ending in calendar year 2009, inclu-

sive, the Administrator shall allocate up to 

530,000 Phase II bonus allowances pursuant to 

subsections (b)(2), (c)(4), (d)(3)(A) and (B), and 

(h)(2) of this section and section 7651e of this 
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title. Not later than June 1, 1998, the Adminis-

trator shall calculate, for each unit granted an 

extension pursuant to section 7651h of this title 

the difference between (A) the number of allow-

ances allocated for the unit in calendar year 

2000, and (B) the product of the unit’s baseline 

multiplied by 1.20 lbs/mmBtu, divided by 2000, 

and sum the computations. In each year, begin-

ning in calendar year 2000 and ending in cal-

endar year 2009, inclusive, the Administrator 

shall deduct from each unit’s basic Phase II al-

lowance allocation its pro rata share of 10 per-

cent of the sum calculated pursuant to the pre-

ceding sentence. 

(3) In addition to basic Phase II allowance al-

locations and Phase II bonus allowance alloca-

tions, beginning January 1, 2000, the Adminis-

trator shall allocate for each unit listed on 

Table A in section 7651c of this title (other than 

units at Kyger Creek, Clifty Creek, and Joppa 

Steam) and located in the States of Illinois, In-

diana, Ohio, Georgia, Alabama, Missouri, Penn-

sylvania, West Virginia, Kentucky, or Tennessee 

allowances in an amount equal to 50,000 multi-

plied by the unit’s pro rata share of the total 

number of basic allowances allocated for all 

units listed on Table A (other than units at 

Kyger Creek, Clifty Creek, and Joppa Steam). 

Allowances allocated pursuant to this paragraph 

shall not be subject to the 8,900,000 ton limita-

tion in section 7651b(a) of this title. 

(b) Units equal to, or above, 75 MWe and 1.20 lbs/ 
mmBtu 

(1) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph 

(3), after January 1, 2000, it shall be unlawful for 

any existing utility unit that serves a generator 

with nameplate capacity equal to, or greater, 

than 75 MWe and an actual 1985 emission rate 

equal to or greater than 1.20 lbs/mmBtu to ex-

ceed an annual sulfur dioxide tonnage emission 

limitation equal to the product of the unit’s 

baseline multiplied by an emission rate equal to 

1.20 lbs/mmBtu, divided by 2,000, unless the 

owner or operator of such unit holds allowances 

to emit not less than the unit’s total annual 

emissions. 

(2) In addition to allowances allocated pursu-

ant to paragraph (1) and section 7651b(a)(1) of 

this title as basic Phase II allowance alloca-

tions, beginning January 1, 2000, and for each 

calendar year thereafter until and including 

2009, the Administrator shall allocate annually 

for each unit subject to the emissions limitation 

requirements of paragraph (1) with an actual 

1985 emissions rate greater than 1.20 lbs/mmBtu 

and less than 2.50 lbs/mmBtu and a baseline ca-

pacity factor of less than 60 percent, allowances 

from the reserve created pursuant to subsection 

(a)(2) of this section in an amount equal to 1.20 

lbs/mmBtu multiplied by 50 percent of the dif-

ference, on a Btu basis, between the unit’s base-

line and the unit’s fuel consumption at a 60 per-

cent capacity factor. 

(3) After January 1, 2000, it shall be unlawful 

for any existing utility unit with an actual 1985 

emissions rate equal to or greater than 1.20 lbs/ 

mmBtu whose annual average fuel consumption 

during 1985, 1986, and 1987 on a Btu basis exceed-

ed 90 percent in the form of lignite coal which is 

located in a State in which, as of July 1, 1989, no 

county or portion of a county was designated 

nonattainment under section 7407 of this title 

for any pollutant subject to the requirements of 

section 7409 of this title to exceed an annual sul-

fur dioxide tonnage limitation equal to the prod-

uct of the unit’s baseline multiplied by the less-

er of the unit’s actual 1985 emissions rate or its 

allowable 1985 emissions rate, divided by 2,000, 

unless the owner or operator of such unit holds 

allowances to emit not less than the unit’s total 

annual emissions. 

(4) After January 1, 2000, the Administrator 

shall allocate annually for each unit, subject to 

the emissions limitation requirements of para-

graph (1), which is located in a State with an in-

stalled electrical generating capacity of more 

than 30,000,000 kw in 1988 and for which was is-

sued a prohibition order or a proposed prohibi-

tion order (from burning oil), which unit subse-

quently converted to coal between January 1, 

1980 and December 31, 1985, allowances equal to 

the difference between (A) the product of the 

unit’s annual fuel consumption, on a Btu basis, 

at a 65 percent capacity factor multiplied by the 

lesser of its actual or allowable emissions rate 

during the first full calendar year after conver-

sion, divided by 2,000, and (B) the number of al-

lowances allocated for the unit pursuant to 

paragraph (1): Provided, That the number of al-

lowances allocated pursuant to this paragraph 

shall not exceed an annual total of five thou-

sand. If necessary to meeting the restriction im-

posed in the preceding sentence the Adminis-

trator shall reduce, pro rata, the annual allow-

ances allocated for each unit under this para-

graph. 

(c) Coal or oil-fired units below 75 MWe and 
above 1.20 lbs/mmBtu 

(1) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph 

(3), after January 1, 2000, it shall be unlawful for 

a coal or oil-fired existing utility unit that 

serves a generator with nameplate capacity of 

less than 75 MWe and an actual 1985 emission 

rate equal to, or greater than, 1.20 lbs/mmBtu 

and which is a unit owned by a utility operating 

company whose aggregate nameplate fossil fuel 

steam-electric capacity is, as of December 31, 

1989, equal to, or greater than, 250 MWe to ex-

ceed an annual sulfur dioxide emissions limita-

tion equal to the product of the unit’s baseline 

multiplied by an emission rate equal to 1.20 lbs/ 

mmBtu, divided by 2,000, unless the owner or op-

erator of such unit holds allowances to emit not 

less than the unit’s total annual emissions. 

(2) After January 1, 2000, it shall be unlawful 

for a coal or oil-fired existing utility unit that 

serves a generator with nameplate capacity of 

less than 75 MWe and an actual 1985 emission 

rate equal to, or greater than, 1.20 lbs/mmBtu 

(excluding units subject to section 7411 of this 

title or to a federally enforceable emissions lim-

itation for sulfur dioxide equivalent to an an-

nual rate of less than 1.20 lbs/mmBtu) and which 

is a unit owned by a utility operating company 

whose aggregate nameplate fossil fuel steam- 

electric capacity is, as of December 31, 1989, less 

than 250 MWe, to exceed an annual sulfur diox-

ide tonnage emissions limitation equal to the 

product of the unit’s baseline multiplied by the 

lesser of its actual 1985 emissions rate or its al-
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1 So in original. Probably should be ‘‘unit’s’’. 

lowable 1985 emissions rate, divided by 2,000, un-
less the owner or operator of such unit holds al-
lowances to emit not less than the unit’s total 
annual emissions. 

(3) After January 1, 2000, it shall be unlawful 
for any existing utility unit with a nameplate 
capacity below 75 MWe and an actual 1985 emis-
sions rate equal to, or greater than, 1.20 lbs/ 
mmBtu which became operational on or before 
December 31, 1965, which is owned by a utility 
operating company with, as of December 31, 1989, 
a total fossil fuel steam-electric generating ca-
pacity greater than 250 MWe, and less than 450 
MWe which serves fewer than 78,000 electrical 
customers as of November 15, 1990, to exceed an 
annual sulfur dioxide emissions tonnage limita-
tion equal to the product of its baseline multi-
plied by the lesser of its actual or allowable 1985 
emission rate, divided by 2,000, unless the owner 
or operator holds allowances to emit not less 
than the units 1 total annual emissions. After 
January 1, 2010, it shall be unlawful for each 
unit subject to the emissions limitation require-
ments of this paragraph to exceed an annual 
emissions tonnage limitation equal to the prod-
uct of its baseline multiplied by an emissions 
rate of 1.20 lbs/mmBtu, divided by 2,000, unless 
the owner or operator holds allowances to emit 
not less than the unit’s total annual emissions. 

(4) In addition to allowances allocated pursu-
ant to paragraph (1) and section 7651b(a)(1) of 
this title as basic Phase II allowance alloca-
tions, beginning January 1, 2000, and for each 
calendar year thereafter until and including 

2009, inclusive, the Administrator shall allocate 

annually for each unit subject to the emissions 

limitation requirements of paragraph (1) with an 

actual 1985 emissions rate equal to, or greater 

than, 1.20 lbs/mmBtu and less than 2.50 lbs/ 

mmBtu and a baseline capacity factor of less 

than 60 percent, allowances from the reserve 

created pursuant to subsection (a)(2) of this sec-

tion in an amount equal to 1.20 lbs/mmBtu mul-

tiplied by 50 percent of the difference, on a Btu 

basis, between the unit’s baseline and the unit’s 

fuel consumption at a 60 percent capacity fac-

tor. 
(5) After January 1, 2000, it shall be unlawful 

for any existing utility unit with a nameplate 

capacity below 75 MWe and an actual 1985 emis-

sions rate equal to, or greater than, 1.20 lbs/ 

mmBtu which is part of an electric utility sys-

tem which, as of November 15, 1990, (A) has at 

least 20 percent of its fossil-fuel capacity con-

trolled by flue gas desulfurization devices, (B) 

has more than 10 percent of its fossil-fuel capac-

ity consisting of coal-fired units of less than 75 

MWe, and (C) has large units (greater than 400 

MWe) all of which have difficult or very difficult 

FGD Retrofit Cost Factors (according to the 

Emissions and the FGD Retrofit Feasibility at 

the 200 Top Emitting Generating Stations, pre-

pared for the United States Environmental Pro-

tection Agency on January 10, 1986) to exceed an 

annual sulfur dioxide emissions tonnage limita-

tion equal to the product of its baseline multi-

plied by an emissions rate of 2.5 lbs/mmBtu, di-

vided by 2,000, unless the owner or operator 

holds allowances to emit not less than the unit’s 

total annual emissions. After January 1, 2010, it 

shall be unlawful for each unit subject to the 

emissions limitation requirements of this para-

graph to exceed an annual emissions tonnage 

limitation equal to the product of its baseline 

multiplied by an emissions rate of 1.20 lbs/ 

mmBtu, divided by 2,000, unless the owner or op-

erator holds for use allowances to emit not less 

than the unit’s total annual emissions. 

(d) Coal-fired units below 1.20 lbs/mmBtu 
(1) After January 1, 2000, it shall be unlawful 

for any existing coal-fired utility unit the lesser 

of whose actual or allowable 1985 sulfur dioxide 

emissions rate is less than 0.60 lbs/mmBtu to ex-

ceed an annual sulfur dioxide tonnage emission 

limitation equal to the product of the unit’s 

baseline multiplied by (A) the lesser of 0.60 lbs/ 

mmBtu or the unit’s allowable 1985 emissions 

rate, and (B) a numerical factor of 120 percent, 

divided by 2,000, unless the owner or operator of 

such unit holds allowances to emit not less than 

the unit’s total annual emissions. 

(2) After January 1, 2000, it shall be unlawful 

for any existing coal-fired utility unit the lesser 

of whose actual or allowable 1985 sulfur dioxide 

emissions rate is equal to, or greater than, 0.60 

lbs/mmBtu and less than 1.20 lbs/mmBtu to ex-

ceed an annual sulfur dioxide tonnage emissions 

limitation equal to the product of the unit’s 

baseline multiplied by (A) the lesser of its ac-

tual 1985 emissions rate or its allowable 1985 

emissions rate, and (B) a numerical factor of 120 

percent, divided by 2,000, unless the owner or op-

erator of such unit holds allowances to emit not 

less than the unit’s total annual emissions. 

(3)(A) In addition to allowances allocated pur-

suant to paragraph (1) and section 7651b(a)(1) of 

this title as basic Phase II allowance alloca-

tions, at the election of the designated rep-

resentative of the operating company, beginning 

January 1, 2000, and for each calendar year 

thereafter until and including 2009, the Adminis-

trator shall allocate annually for each unit sub-

ject to the emissions limitation requirements of 

paragraph (1) allowances from the reserve cre-

ated pursuant to subsection (a)(2) of this section 

in an amount equal to the amount by which (i) 

the product of the lesser of 0.60 lbs/mmBtu or 

the unit’s allowable 1985 emissions rate multi-

plied by the unit’s baseline adjusted to reflect 

operation at a 60 percent capacity factor, di-

vided by 2,000, exceeds (ii) the number of allow-

ances allocated for the unit pursuant to para-

graph (1) and section 7651b(a)(1) of this title as 

basic Phase II allowance allocations. 

(B) In addition to allowances allocated pursu-

ant to paragraph (2) and section 7651b(a)(1) of 

this title as basic Phase II allowance alloca-

tions, at the election of the designated rep-

resentative of the operating company, beginning 

January 1, 2000, and for each calendar year 

thereafter until and including 2009, the Adminis-

trator shall allocate annually for each unit sub-

ject to the emissions limitation requirements of 

paragraph (2) allowances from the reserve cre-

ated pursuant to subsection (a)(2) of this section 

in an amount equal to the amount by which (i) 

the product of the lesser of the unit’s actual 1985 

emissions rate or its allowable 1985 emissions 

rate multiplied by the unit’s baseline adjusted 
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to reflect operation at a 60 percent capacity fac-

tor, divided by 2,000, exceeds (ii) the number of 

allowances allocated for the unit pursuant to 

paragraph (2) and section 7651b(a)(1) of this title 

as basic Phase II allowance allocations. 
(C) An operating company with units subject 

to the emissions limitation requirements of this 

subsection may elect the allocation of allow-

ances as provided under subparagraphs (A) and 

(B). Such election shall apply to the annual al-

lowance allocation for each and every unit in 

the operating company subject to the emissions 

limitation requirements of this subsection. The 

Administrator shall allocate allowances pursu-

ant to subparagraphs (A) and (B) only in accord-

ance with this subparagraph. 
(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of 

this section, at the election of the owner or op-

erator, after January 1, 2000, the Administrator 

shall allocate in lieu of allocation, pursuant to 

paragraph (1), (2), (3), (5), or (6),2 allowances for 

a unit subject to the emissions limitation re-

quirements of this subsection which commenced 

commercial operation on or after January 1, 1981 

and before December 31, 1985, which was subject 

to, and in compliance with, section 7411 of this 

title in an amount equal to the unit’s annual 

fuel consumption, on a Btu basis, at a 65 percent 

capacity factor multiplied by the unit’s allow-

able 1985 emissions rate, divided by 2,000. 
(5) For the purposes of this section, in the case 

of an oil- and gas-fired unit which has been 

awarded a clean coal technology demonstration 

grant as of January 1, 1991, by the United States 

Department of Energy, beginning January 1, 

2000, the Administrator shall allocate for the 

unit allowances in an amount equal to the unit’s 

baseline multiplied by 1.20 lbs/mmBtu, divided 

by 2,000. 

(e) Oil and gas-fired units equal to or greater 
than 0.60 lbs/mmBtu and less than 1.20 lbs/ 
mmBtu 

After January 1, 2000, it shall be unlawful for 

any existing oil and gas-fired utility unit the 

lesser of whose actual or allowable 1985 sulfur 

dioxide emission rate is equal to, or greater 

than, 0.60 lbs/mmBtu, but less than 1.20 lbs/ 

mmBtu to exceed an annual sulfur dioxide ton-

nage limitation equal to the product of the 

unit’s baseline multiplied by (A) the lesser of 

the unit’s allowable 1985 emissions rate or its 

actual 1985 emissions rate and (B) a numerical 

factor of 120 percent divided by 2,000, unless the 

owner or operator of such unit holds allowances 

to emit not less than the unit’s total annual 

emissions. 

(f) Oil and gas-fired units less than 0.60 lbs/ 
mmBtu 

(1) After January 1, 2000, it shall be unlawful 

for any oil and gas-fired existing utility unit the 

lesser of whose actual or allowable 1985 emission 

rate is less than 0.60 lbs/mmBtu and whose aver-

age annual fuel consumption during the period 

1980 through 1989 on a Btu basis was 90 percent 

or less in the form of natural gas to exceed an 

annual sulfur dioxide tonnage emissions limita-

tion equal to the product of the unit’s baseline 

multiplied by (A) the lesser of 0.60 lbs/mmBtu or 
the unit’s allowable 1985 emissions, and (B) a nu-
merical factor of 120 percent, divided by 2,000, 
unless the owner or operator of such unit holds 
allowances to emit not less than the unit’s total 
annual emissions. 

(2) In addition to allowances allocated pursu-
ant to paragraph (1) as basic Phase II allowance 
allocations and section 7651b(a)(1) of this title, 
beginning January 1, 2000, the Administrator 
shall,3 in the case of any unit operated by a util-
ity that furnishes electricity, electric energy, 
steam, and natural gas within an area consisting 
of a city and 1 contiguous county, and in the 
case of any unit owned by a State authority, the 
output of which unit is furnished within that 
same area consisting of a city and 1 contiguous 
county, the Administrator shall allocate for 
each unit in the utility its pro rata share of 7,000 
allowances and for each unit in the State au-
thority its pro rata share of 2,000 allowances. 

(g) Units that commence operation between 1986 
and December 31, 1995 

(1) After January 1, 2000, it shall be unlawful 
for any utility unit that has commenced com-
mercial operation on or after January 1, 1986, 
but not later than September 30, 1990 to exceed 
an annual tonnage emission limitation equal to 
the product of the unit’s annual fuel consump-
tion, on a Btu basis, at a 65 percent capacity fac-
tor multiplied by the unit’s allowable 1985 sulfur 
dioxide emission rate (converted, if necessary, 
to pounds per mmBtu), divided by 2,000 unless 
the owner or operator of such unit holds allow-

ances to emit not less than the unit’s total an-

nual emissions. 
(2) After January 1, 2000, the Administrator 

shall allocate allowances pursuant to section 

7651b of this title to each unit which is listed in 

table B of this paragraph in an annual amount 

equal to the amount specified in table B. 

TABLE B 

Unit Allowances 
Brandon Shores ................................... 8,907 

Miller 4 ................................................ 9,197 

TNP One 2 ........................................... 4,000 

Zimmer 1 ............................................. 18,458 

Spruce 1 .............................................. 7,647 

Clover 1 ............................................... 2,796 

Clover 2 ............................................... 2,796 

Twin Oak 2 .......................................... 1,760 

Twin Oak 1 .......................................... 9,158 

Cross 1 ................................................. 6,401 

Malakoff 1 ........................................... 1,759 

Notwithstanding any other paragraph of this 

subsection, for units subject to this paragraph, 

the Administrator shall not allocate allowances 

pursuant to any other paragraph of this sub-

section, Provided 4 that the owner or operator of 

a unit listed on Table B may elect an allocation 

of allowances under another paragraph of this 

subsection in lieu of an allocation under this 

paragraph. 
(3) Beginning January 1, 2000, the Adminis-

trator shall allocate to the owner or operator of 

any utility unit that commences commercial op-

eration, or has commenced commercial oper-
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ation, on or after October 1, 1990, but not later 
than December 31, 1992 allowances in an amount 
equal to the product of the unit’s annual fuel 
consumption, on a Btu basis, at a 65 percent ca-
pacity factor multiplied by the lesser of 0.30 lbs/ 
mmBtu or the unit’s allowable sulfur dioxide 
emission rate (converted, if necessary, to pounds 
per mmBtu), divided by 2,000. 

(4) Beginning January 1, 2000, the Adminis-
trator shall allocate to the owner or operator of 
any utility unit that has commenced construc-
tion before December 31, 1990 and that com-
mences commercial operation between January 
1, 1993 and December 31, 1995, allowances in an 
amount equal to the product of the unit’s an-
nual fuel consumption, on a Btu basis, at a 65 
percent capacity factor multiplied by the lesser 
of 0.30 lbs/mmBtu or the unit’s allowable sulfur 
dioxide emission rate (converted, if necessary, 
to pounds per mmBtu), divided by 2,000. 

(5) After January 1, 2000, it shall be unlawful 
for any existing utility unit that has completed 
conversion from predominantly gas fired exist-
ing operation to coal fired operation between 
January 1, 1985 and December 31, 1987, for which 
there has been allocated a proposed or final pro-
hibition order pursuant to section 301(b) 5 of the 
Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978 
(42 U.S.C. 8301 et seq,6 repealed 1987) to exceed an 
annual sulfur dioxide tonnage emissions limita-
tion equal to the product of the unit’s annual 
fuel consumption, on a Btu basis, at a 65 percent 
capacity factor multiplied by the lesser of 1.20 
lbs/mmBtu or the unit’s allowable 1987 sulfur di-
oxide emissions rate, divided by 2,000, unless the 
owner or operator of such unit has obtained al-
lowances equal to its actual emissions. 

(6)(A) 7 Unless the Administrator has approved 
a designation of such facility under section 7651i 
of this title, the provisions of this subchapter 
shall not apply to a ‘‘qualifying small power 
production facility’’ or ‘‘qualifying cogeneration 
facility’’ (within the meaning of section 
796(17)(C) or 796(18)(B) of title 16) or to a ‘‘new 
independent power production facility’’ as de-
fined in section 7651o of this title except 8 that 
clause (iii) 9 of such definition in section 7651o of 
this title shall not apply for purposes of this 
paragraph if, as of November 15, 1990, 

(i) an applicable power sales agreement has 
been executed; 

(ii) the facility is the subject of a State reg-
ulatory authority order requiring an electric 
utility to enter into a power sales agreement 
with, purchase capacity from, or (for purposes 
of establishing terms and conditions of the 
electric utility’s purchase of power) enter into 
arbitration concerning, the facility; 

(iii) an electric utility has issued a letter of 
intent or similar instrument committing to 
purchase power from the facility at a pre-
viously offered or lower price and a power 
sales agreement is executed within a reason-
able period of time; or 

(iv) the facility has been selected as a win-
ning bidder in a utility competitive bid solici-
tation. 

(h) Oil and gas-fired units less than 10 percent 
oil consumed 

(1) After January 1, 2000, it shall be unlawful 

for any oil- and gas-fired utility unit whose av-

erage annual fuel consumption during the period 

1980 through 1989 on a Btu basis exceeded 90 per-

cent in the form of natural gas to exceed an an-

nual sulfur dioxide tonnage limitation equal to 

the product of the unit’s baseline multiplied by 

the unit’s actual 1985 emissions rate divided by 

2,000 unless the owner or operator of such unit 

holds allowances to emit not less than the unit’s 

total annual emissions. 
(2) In addition to allowances allocated pursu-

ant to paragraph (1) and section 7651b(a)(1) of 

this title as basic Phase II allowance alloca-

tions, beginning January 1, 2000, and for each 

calendar year thereafter until and including 

2009, the Administrator shall allocate annually 

for each unit subject to the emissions limitation 

requirements of paragraph (1) allowances from 

the reserve created pursuant to subsection (a)(2) 

of this section in an amount equal to the unit’s 

baseline multiplied by 0.050 lbs/mmBtu, divided 

by 2,000. 
(3) In addition to allowances allocated pursu-

ant to paragraph (1) and section 7651b(a)(1) of 

this title, beginning January 1, 2010, the Admin-

istrator shall allocate annually for each unit 

subject to the emissions limitation require-

ments of paragraph (1) allowances in an amount 

equal to the unit’s baseline multiplied by 0.050 

lbs/mmBtu, divided by 2,000. 

(i) Units in high growth States 
(1) In addition to allowances allocated pursu-

ant to this section and section 7651b(a)(1) of this 

title as basic Phase II allowance allocations, be-

ginning January 1, 2000, the Administrator shall 

allocate annually allowances for each unit, sub-

ject to an emissions limitation requirement 

under this section, and located in a State that— 
(A) has experienced a growth in population 

in excess of 25 percent between 1980 and 1988 

according to State Population and Household 

Estimates, With Age, Sex, and Components of 

Change: 1981–1988 allocated by the United 

States Department of Commerce, and 
(B) had an installed electrical generating ca-

pacity of more than 30,000,000 kw in 1988, 

in an amount equal to the difference between 

(A) the number of allowances that would be allo-

cated for the unit pursuant to the emissions 

limitation requirements of this section applica-

ble to the unit adjusted to reflect the unit’s an-

nual average fuel consumption on a Btu basis of 

any three consecutive calendar years between 

1980 and 1989 (inclusive) as elected by the owner 

or operator and (B) the number of allowances al-

located for the unit pursuant to the emissions 

limitation requirements of this section: Pro-

vided, That the number of allowances allocated 

pursuant to this subsection shall not exceed an 

annual total of 40,000. If necessary to meeting 

the 40,000 allowance restriction imposed under 

this subsection the Administrator shall reduce, 

pro rata, the additional annual allowances allo-

cated to each unit under this subsection. 
(2) Beginning January 1, 2000, in addition to al-

lowances allocated pursuant to this section and 

section 7651b(a)(1) of this title as basic Phase II 
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allowance allocations, the Administrator shall 

allocate annually for each unit subject to the 

emissions limitation requirements of subsection 

(b)(1) of this section, (A) the lesser of whose ac-

tual or allowable 1980 emissions rate has de-

clined by 50 percent or more as of November 15, 

1990, (B) whose actual emissions rate is less than 

1.2 lbs/mmBtu as of January 1, 2000, (C) which 

commenced operation after January 1, 1970, (D) 

which is owned by a utility company whose 

combined commercial and industrial kilowatt- 

hour sales have increased by more than 20 per-

cent between calendar year 1980 and November 

15, 1990, and (E) whose company-wide fossil-fuel 

sulfur dioxide emissions rate has declined 40 per 

centum or more from 1980 to 1988, allowances in 

an amount equal to the difference between (i) 

the number of allowances that would be allo-

cated for the unit pursuant to the emissions 

limitation requirements of subsection (b)(1) of 

this section adjusted to reflect the unit’s annual 

average fuel consumption on a Btu basis for any 

three consecutive years between 1980 and 1989 

(inclusive) as elected by the owner or operator 

and (ii) the number of allowances allocated for 

the unit pursuant to the emissions limitation 

requirements of subsection (b)(1) of this section: 

Provided, That the number of allowances allo-

cated pursuant to this paragraph shall not ex-

ceed an annual total of 5,000. If necessary to 

meeting the 5,000-allowance restriction imposed 

in the last clause of the preceding sentence the 

Administrator shall reduce, pro rata, the addi-

tional allowances allocated to each unit pursu-

ant to this paragraph. 

(j) Certain municipally owned power plants 
Beginning January 1, 2000, in addition to al-

lowances allocated pursuant to this section and 

section 7651b(a)(1) of this title as basic Phase II 

allowance allocations, the Administrator shall 

allocate annually for each existing municipally 

owned oil and gas-fired utility unit with name-

plate capacity equal to, or less than, 40 MWe, 

the lesser of whose actual or allowable 1985 sul-

fur dioxide emission rate is less than 1.20 lbs/ 

mmBtu, allowances in an amount equal to the 

product of the unit’s annual fuel consumption 

on a Btu basis at a 60 percent capacity factor 

multiplied by the lesser of its allowable 1985 

emission rate or its actual 1985 emission rate, 

divided by 2,000. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title IV, § 405, as added 

Pub. L. 101–549, title IV, § 401, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 

Stat. 2605.) 

REFERENCES IN TEXT 

Section 301(b) of the Powerplant and Industrial Fuel 

Use Act of 1978, referred to in subsec. (g)(5), is section 

301(b) of Pub. L. 95–620, which is classified to section 

8341(b) of this title. A prior section 301(b) of Pub. L. 

95–620, title III, Nov. 9, 1978, 92 Stat. 3305, which was for-

merly classified to section 8341(b) of this title, was re-

pealed by Pub. L. 97–35, title X, § 1021(a), Aug. 13, 1981, 

95 Stat. 614. 

§ 7651e. Allowances for States with emissions 
rates at or below 0.80 lbs/mmBtu 

(a) Election of Governor 
In addition to basic Phase II allowance alloca-

tions, upon the election of the Governor of any 

State, with a 1985 state-wide annual sulfur diox-

ide emissions rate equal to or less than, 0.80 lbs/ 

mmBtu, averaged over all fossil fuel-fired util-

ity steam generating units, beginning January 

1, 2000, and for each calendar year thereafter 

until and including 2009, the Administrator shall 

allocate, in lieu of other Phase II bonus allow-

ance allocations, allowances from the reserve 

created pursuant to section 7651d(a)(2) of this 

title to all such units in the State in an amount 

equal to 125,000 multiplied by the unit’s pro rata 

share of electricity generated in calendar year 

1985 at fossil fuel-fired utility steam units in all 

States eligible for the election. 

(b) Notification of Administrator 
Pursuant to section 7651b(a)(1) of this title, 

each Governor of a State eligible to make an 

election under paragraph 1 (a) shall notify the 

Administrator of such election. In the event 

that the Governor of any such State fails to no-

tify the Administrator of the Governor’s elec-

tions, the Administrator shall allocate allow-

ances pursuant to section 7651d of this title. 

(c) Allowances after January 1, 2010 
After January 1, 2010, the Administrator shall 

allocate allowances to units subject to the pro-

visions of this section pursuant to section 7651d 

of this title. 

(July 14, 1955, ch. 360, title IV, § 406, as added 

Pub. L. 101–549, title IV, § 401, Nov. 15, 1990, 104 

Stat. 2613.) 

§ 7651f. Nitrogen oxides emission reduction pro-
gram 

(a) Applicability 
On the date that a coal-fired utility unit be-

comes an affected unit pursuant to sections 

7651c, 7651d,1 7651h of this title, or on the date a 

unit subject to the provisions of section 7651c(d) 

or 7651h(b) of this title, must meet the SO2 re-

duction requirements, each such unit shall be-

come an affected unit for purposes of this sec-

tion and shall be subject to the emission limita-

tions for nitrogen oxides set forth herein. 

(b) Emission limitations 
(1) Not later than eighteen months after No-

vember 15, 1990, the Administrator shall by regu-

lation establish annual allowable emission limi-

tations for nitrogen oxides for the types of util-

ity boilers listed below, which limitations shall 

not exceed the rates listed below: Provided, That 

the Administrator may set a rate higher than 

that listed for any type of utility boiler if the 

Administrator finds that the maximum listed 

rate for that boiler type cannot be achieved 

using low NOx burner technology. The maximum 

allowable emission rates are as follows: 

(A) for tangentially fired boilers, 0.45 lb/ 

mmBtu; 

(B) for dry bottom wall-fired boilers (other 

than units applying cell burner technology), 

0.50 lb/mmBtu. 

After January 1, 1995, it shall be unlawful for 

any unit that is an affected unit on that date 
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amended prior to the change. Conver-

sion to coal required for energy consid-

erations, as specified in section 

111(a)(8) of the Act, shall not be consid-

ered a modification. 

(5) The addition or use of any system 

or device whose primary function is the 

reduction of air pollutants, except 

when an emission control system is re-

moved or is replaced by a system which 

the Administrator determines to be 

less environmentally beneficial. 

(6) The relocation or change in own-

ership of an existing facility. 

(f) Special provisions set forth under 

an applicable subpart of this part shall 

supersede any conflicting provisions of 

this section. 

(g) Within 180 days of the completion 

of any physical or operational change 

subject to the control measures speci-

fied in paragraph (a) of this section, 

compliance with all applicable stand-

ards must be achieved. 

(h) No physical change, or change in 

the method of operation, at an existing 

electric utility steam generating unit 

shall be treated as a modification for 

the purposes of this section provided 

that such change does not increase the 

maximum hourly emissions of any pol-

lutant regulated under this section 

above the maximum hourly emissions 

achievable at that unit during the 5 

years prior to the change. 

(i) Repowering projects that are 

awarded funding from the Department 

of Energy as permanent clean coal 

technology demonstration projects (or 

similar projects funded by EPA) are ex-

empt from the requirements of this 

section provided that such change does 

not increase the maximum hourly 

emissions of any pollutant regulated 

under this section above the maximum 

hourly emissions achievable at that 

unit during the five years prior to the 

change. 

(j)(1) Repowering projects that qual-

ify for an extension under section 

409(b) of the Clean Air Act are exempt 

from the requirements of this section, 

provided that such change does not in-

crease the actual hourly emissions of 

any pollutant regulated under this sec-

tion above the actual hourly emissions 

achievable at that unit during the 5 

years prior to the change. 

(2) This exemption shall not apply to 

any new unit that: 
(i) Is designated as a replacement for 

an existing unit; 
(ii) Qualifies under section 409(b) of 

the Clean Air Act for an extension of 

an emission limitation compliance 

date under section 405 of the Clean Air 

Act; and 
(iii) Is located at a different site than 

the existing unit. 
(k) The installation, operation, ces-

sation, or removal of a temporary 

clean coal technology demonstration 

project is exempt from the require-

ments of this section. A temporary clean 
coal control technology demonstration 
project, for the purposes of this section 

is a clean coal technology demonstra-

tion project that is operated for a pe-

riod of 5 years or less, and which com-

plies with the State implementation 

plan for the State in which the project 

is located and other requirements nec-

essary to attain and maintain the na-

tional ambient air quality standards 

during the project and after it is termi-

nated. 
(l) The reactivation of a very clean 

coal-fired electric utility steam gener-

ating unit is exempt from the require-

ments of this section. 

[40 FR 58419, Dec. 16, 1975, as amended at 43 

FR 34347, Aug. 3, 1978; 45 FR 5617, Jan. 23, 

1980; 57 FR 32339, July 21, 1992; 65 FR 61750, 

Oct. 17, 2000] 

§ 60.15 Reconstruction. 
(a) An existing facility, upon recon-

struction, becomes an affected facility, 

irrespective of any change in emission 

rate. 
(b) ‘‘Reconstruction’’ means the re-

placement of components of an exist-

ing facility to such an extent that: 
(1) The fixed capital cost of the new 

components exceeds 50 percent of the 

fixed capital cost that would be re-

quired to construct a comparable en-

tirely new facility, and 
(2) It is technologically and economi-

cally feasible to meet the applicable 

standards set forth in this part. 
(c) ‘‘Fixed capital cost’’ means the 

capital needed to provide all the depre-

ciable components. 
(d) If an owner or operator of an ex-

isting facility proposes to replace com-

ponents, and the fixed capital cost of 
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the new components exceeds 50 percent 

of the fixed capital cost that would be 

required to construct a comparable en-

tirely new facility, he shall notify the 

Administrator of the proposed replace-

ments. The notice must be postmarked 

60 days (or as soon as practicable) be-

fore construction of the replacements 

is commenced and must include the 

following information: 

(1) Name and address of the owner or 

operator. 

(2) The location of the existing facil-

ity. 

(3) A brief description of the existing 

facility and the components which are 

to be replaced. 

(4) A description of the existing air 

pollution control equipment and the 

proposed air pollution control equip-

ment. 

(5) An estimate of the fixed capital 

cost of the replacements and of con-

structing a comparable entirely new fa-

cility. 

(6) The estimated life of the existing 

facility after the replacements. 

(7) A discussion of any economic or 

technical limitations the facility may 

have in complying with the applicable 

standards of performance after the pro-

posed replacements. 

(e) The Administrator will deter-

mine, within 30 days of the receipt of 

the notice required by paragraph (d) of 

this section and any additional infor-

mation he may reasonably require, 

whether the proposed replacement con-

stitutes reconstruction. 

(f) The Administrator’s determina-

tion under paragraph (e) shall be based 

on: 

(1) The fixed capital cost of the re-

placements in comparison to the fixed 

capital cost that would be required to 

construct a comparable entirely new 

facility; 

(2) The estimated life of the facility 

after the replacements compared to the 

life of a comparable entirely new facil-

ity; 

(3) The extent to which the compo-

nents being replaced cause or con-

tribute to the emissions from the facil-

ity; and 

(4) Any economic or technical limita-

tions on compliance with applicable 

standards of performance which are in-

herent in the proposed replacements. 

(g) Individual subparts of this part 

may include specific provisions which 

refine and delimit the concept of recon-

struction set forth in this section. 

[40 FR 58420, Dec. 16, 1975] 

§ 60.16 Priority list. 

PRIORITIZED MAJOR SOURCE CATEGORIES 

Pri-
ority 
Num-
ber 1 

Source Category 

1. Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturing Industry 
(SOCMI) and Volatile Organic Liquid Storage Ves-
sels and Handling Equipment 

(a) SOCMI unit processes 
(b) Volatile organic liquid (VOL) storage vessels and 

handling equipment 
(c) SOCMI fugitive sources 
(d) SOCMI secondary sources 

2. Industrial Surface Coating: Cans 
3. Petroleum Refineries: Fugitive Sources 
4. Industrial Surface Coating: Paper 
5. Dry Cleaning 

(a) Perchloroethylene 
(b) Petroleum solvent 

6. Graphic Arts 
7. Polymers and Resins: Acrylic Resins 
8. Mineral Wool (Deleted) 
9. Stationary Internal Combustion Engines 
10. Industrial Surface Coating: Fabric 
11. Industrial-Commercial-Institutional Steam Generating 

Units. 
12. Incineration: Non-Municipal (Deleted) 
13. Non-Metallic Mineral Processing 
14. Metallic Mineral Processing 
15. Secondary Copper (Deleted) 
16. Phosphate Rock Preparation 
17. Foundries: Steel and Gray Iron 
18. Polymers and Resins: Polyethylene 
19. Charcoal Production 
20. Synthetic Rubber 

(a) Tire manufacture 
(b) SBR production 

21. Vegetable Oil 
22. Industrial Surface Coating: Metal Coil 
23. Petroleum Transportation and Marketing 
24. By-Product Coke Ovens 
25. Synthetic Fibers 
26. Plywood Manufacture 
27. Industrial Surface Coating: Automobiles 
28. Industrial Surface Coating: Large Appliances 
29. Crude Oil and Natural Gas Production 
30. Secondary Aluminum 
31. Potash (Deleted) 
32. Lightweight Aggregate Industry: Clay, Shale, and 

Slate 2 
33. Glass 
34. Gypsum 
35. Sodium Carbonate 
36. Secondary Zinc (Deleted) 
37. Polymers and Resins: Phenolic 
38. Polymers and Resins: Urea-Melamine 
39. Ammonia (Deleted) 
40. Polymers and Resins: Polystyrene 
41. Polymers and Resins: ABS-SAN Resins 
42. Fiberglass 
43. Polymers and Resins: Polypropylene 
44. Textile Processing 
45. Asphalt Processing and Asphalt Roofing Manufacture 
46. Brick and Related Clay Products 
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40 CFR Ch. I (7–1–15 Edition) Pt. 60, Subpt. A, Table 1 

time periods or deadlines may be 

changed by mutual agreement between 

the owner or operator and the Adminis-

trator. An owner or operator who wish-

es to request a change in a time period 

or postmark deadline for a particular 

requirement shall request the adjust-

ment in writing as soon as practicable 

before the subject activity is required 

to take place. The owner or operator 

shall include in the request whatever 

information he or she considers useful 

to convince the Administrator that an 

adjustment is warranted. 

(3) If, in the Administrator’s judg-

ment, an owner or operator’s request 

for an adjustment to a particular time 

period or postmark deadline is war-

ranted, the Administrator will approve 

the adjustment. The Administrator 

will notify the owner or operator in 

writing of approval or disapproval of 

the request for an adjustment within 15 

calendar days of receiving sufficient in-

formation to evaluate the request. 

(4) If the Administrator is unable to 

meet a specified deadline, he or she 

will notify the owner or operator of 

any significant delay and inform the 

owner or operator of the amended 

schedule. 

[59 FR 12428, Mar. 16, 1994, as amended at 64 

FR 7463, Feb. 12, 1998] 

TABLE 1 TO SUBPART A OF PART 60—DE-

TECTION SENSITIVITY LEVELS 

(GRAMS PER HOUR) 

Monitoring frequency per subpart a Detection sen-
sitivity level 

Bi-Monthly ...................................................... 60 
Semi-Quarterly ............................................... 85 
Monthly .......................................................... 100 

a When this alternative work practice is used to identify 
leaking equipment, the owner or operator must choose one of 
the monitoring frequencies listed in this table in lieu of the 
monitoring frequency specified in the applicable subpart. Bi- 
monthly means every other month. Semi-quarterly means 
twice per quarter. Monthly means once per month. 

[73 FR 78211, Dec. 22, 2008] 

Subpart B—Adoption and Sub-
mittal of State Plans for Des-
ignated Facilities 

SOURCE: 40 FR 53346, Nov. 17, 1975, unless 

otherwise noted. 

§ 60.20 Applicability. 

The provisions of this subpart apply 

to States upon publication of a final 

guideline document under § 60.22(a). 

§ 60.21 Definitions. 

Terms used but not defined in this 

subpart shall have the meaning given 

them in the Act and in subpart A: 

(a) Designated pollutant means any air 

pollutant, the emissions of which are 

subject to a standard of performance 

for new stationary sources, but for 

which air quality criteria have not 

been issued and that is not included on 

a list published under section 108(a) or 

section 112(b)(1)(A) of the Act. 

(b) Designated facility means any ex-

isting facility (see § 60.2(aa)) which 

emits a designated pollutant and which 

would be subject to a standard of per-

formance for that pollutant if the ex-

isting facility were an affected facility 

(see § 60.2(e)). 

(c) Plan means a plan under section 

111(d) of the Act which establishes 

emission standards for designated pol-

lutants from designated facilities and 

provides for the implementation and 

enforcement of such emission stand-

ards. 

(d) Applicable plan means the plan, or 

most recent revision thereof, which has 

been approved under § 60.27(b) or pro-

mulgated under § 60.27(d). 

(e) Emission guideline means a guide-

line set forth in subpart C of this part, 

or in a final guideline document pub-

lished under § 60.22(a), which reflects 

the degree of emission reduction 

achievable through the application of 

the best system of emission reduction 

which (taking into account the cost of 

such reduction) the Administrator has 

determined has been adequately dem-

onstrated for designated facilities. 

(f) Emission standard means a legally 

enforceable regulation setting forth an 

allowable rate of emissions into the at-

mosphere, establishing an allowance 

system, or prescribing equipment spec-

ifications for control of air pollution 

emissions. 

(g) Compliance schedule means a le-

gally enforceable schedule specifying a 

date or dates by which a source or cat-

egory of sources must comply with spe-

cific emission standards contained in a 
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plan or with any increments of 

progress to achieve such compliance. 
(h) Increments of progress means steps 

to achieve compliance which must be 

taken by an owner or operator of a des-

ignated facility, including: 
(1) Submittal of a final control plan 

for the designated facility to the appro-

priate air pollution control agency; 
(2) Awarding of contracts for emis-

sion control systems or for process 

modifications, or issuance of orders for 

the purchase of component parts to ac-

complish emission control or process 

modification; 
(3) Initiation of on-site construction 

or installation of emission control 

equipment or process change; 
(4) Completion of on-site construc-

tion or installation of emission control 

equipment or process change; and 
(5) Final compliance. 
(i) Region means an air quality con-

trol region designated under section 107 

of the Act and described in part 81 of 

this chapter. 
(j) Local agency means any local gov-

ernmental agency. 

[40 FR 53346, Nov. 17, 1975, as amended at 70 

FR 28649, May 18, 2005; 77 FR 9447, Feb. 16, 

2012] 

§ 60.22 Publication of guideline docu-
ments, emission guidelines, and 
final compliance times. 

(a) Concurrently upon or after pro-

posal of standards of performance for 

the control of a designated pollutant 

from affected facilities, the Adminis-

trator will publish a draft guideline 

document containing information per-

tinent to control of the designated pol-

lutant form designated facilities. No-

tice of the availability of the draft 

guideline document will be published 

in the FEDERAL REGISTER and public 

comments on its contents will be in-

vited. After consideration of public 

comments and upon or after promulga-

tion of standards of performance for 

control of a designated pollutant from 

affected facilities, a final guideline 

document will be published and notice 

of its availability will be published in 

the FEDERAL REGISTER. 

(b) Guideline documents published 

under this section will provide infor-

mation for the development of State 

plans, such as: 

(1) Information concerning known or 

suspected endangerment of public 

health or welfare caused, or contrib-

uted to, by the designated pollutant. 

(2) A description of systems of emis-

sion reduction which, in the judgment 

of the Administrator, have been ade-

quately demonstrated. 

(3) Information on the degree of emis-

sion reduction which is achievable with 

each system, together with informa-

tion on the costs and environmental ef-

fects of applying each system to des-

ignated facilities. 

(4) Incremental periods of time nor-

mally expected to be necessary for the 

design, installation, and startup of 

identified control systems. 

(5) An emission guideline that re-

flects the application of the best sys-

tem of emission reduction (considering 

the cost of such reduction) that has 

been adequately demonstrated for des-

ignated facilities, and the time within 

which compliance with emission stand-

ards of equivalent stringency can be 

achieved. The Administrator will speci-

fy different emission guidelines or 

compliance times or both for different 

sizes, types, and classes of designated 

facilities when costs of control, phys-

ical limitations, geographical location, 

or similar factors make subcategoriza-

tion appropriate. (6) Such other avail-

able information as the Administrator 

determines may contribute to the for-

mulation of State plans. 

(c) Except as provided in paragraph 

(d)(1) of this section, the emission 

guidelines and compliance times re-

ferred to in paragraph (b)(5) of this sec-

tion will be proposed for comment upon 

publication of the draft guideline docu-

ment, and after consideration of com-

ments will be promulgated in subpart C 

of this part with such modifications as 

may be appropriate. 

(d)(1) If the Administrator deter-

mines that a designated pollutant may 

cause or contribute to endangerment of 

public welfare, but that adverse effects 

on public health have not been dem-

onstrated, he will include the deter-

mination in the draft guideline docu-

ment and in the FEDERAL REGISTER no-

tice of its availability. Except as pro-

vided in paragraph (d)(2) of this sec-

tion, paragraph (c) of this section shall 

be inapplicable in such cases. 
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(2) If the Administrator determines 
at any time on the basis of new infor-
mation that a prior determination 
under paragraph (d)(1) of this section is 
incorrect or no longer correct, he will 
publish notice of the determination in 
the FEDERAL REGISTER, revise the 
guideline document as necessary under 
paragraph (a) of this section, and pro-
pose and promulgate emission guide-
lines and compliance times under para-
graph (c) of this section. 

[40 FR 53346, Nov. 17, 1975, as amended at 54 

FR 52189, Dec. 20, 1989] 

§ 60.23 Adoption and submittal of State 
plans; public hearings. 

(a)(1) Unless otherwise specified in 
the applicable subpart, within 9 

months after notice of the availability 

of a final guideline document is pub-

lished under § 60.22(a), each State shall 

adopt and submit to the Adminis-

trator, in accordance with § 60.4 of sub-

part A of this part, a plan for the con-

trol of the designated pollutant to 

which the guideline document applies. 
(2) Within nine months after notice 

of the availability of a final revised 

guideline document is published as pro-

vided in § 60.22(d)(2), each State shall 

adopt and submit to the Administrator 

any plan revision necessary to meet 

the requirements of this subpart. 
(b) If no designated facility is located 

within a State, the State shall submit 

a letter of certification to that effect 

to the Administrator within the time 

specified in paragraph (a) of this sec-

tion. Such certification shall exempt 

the State from the requirements of this 

subpart for that designated pollutant. 
(c)(1) Except as provided in para-

graphs (c)(2) and (c)(3) of this section, 

the State shall, prior to the adoption of 

any plan or revision thereof, conduct 

one or more public hearings within the 

State on such plan or plan revision. 
(2) No hearing shall be required for 

any change to an increment of progress 

in an approved compliance schedule 

unless the change is likely to cause the 

facility to be unable to comply with 

the final compliance date in the sched-

ule. 
(3) No hearing shall be required on an 

emission standard in effect prior to the 

effective date of this subpart if it was 

adopted after a public hearing and is at 

least as stringent as the corresponding 

emission guideline specified in the ap-

plicable guideline document published 

under § 60.22(a). 

(d) Any hearing required by para-

graph (c) of this section shall be held 

only after reasonable notice. Notice 

shall be given at least 30 days prior to 

the date of such hearing and shall in-

clude: 

(1) Notification to the public by 

prominently advertising the date, 

time, and place of such hearing in each 

region affected; 

(2) Availability, at the time of public 

announcement, of each proposed plan 

or revision thereof for public inspec-

tion in at least one location in each re-

gion to which it will apply; 

(3) Notification to the Administrator; 

(4) Notification to each local air pol-

lution control agency in each region to 

which the plan or revision will apply; 

and 

(5) In the case of an interstate region, 

notification to any other State in-

cluded in the region. 

(e) The State shall prepare and re-

tain, for a minimum of 2 years, a 

record of each hearing for inspection 

by any interested party. The record 

shall contain, as a minimum, a list of 

witnesses together with the text of 

each presentation. 

(f) The State shall submit with the 

plan or revision: 

(1) Certification that each hearing re-

quired by paragraph (c) of this section 

was held in accordance with the notice 

required by paragraph (d) of this sec-

tion; and 

(2) A list of witnesses and their orga-

nizational affiliations, if any, appear-

ing at the hearing and a brief written 

summary of each presentation or writ-

ten submission. 

(g) Upon written application by a 

State agency (through the appropriate 

Regional Office), the Administrator 

may approve State procedures designed 

to insure public participation in the 

matters for which hearings are re-

quired and public notification of the 

opportunity to participate if, in the 

judgment of the Administrator, the 

procedures, although different from the 

requirements of this subpart, in fact 
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provide for adequate notice to and par-
ticipation of the public. The Adminis-
trator may impose such conditions on 
his approval as he deems necessary. 
Procedures approved under this section 
shall be deemed to satisfy the require-
ments of this subpart regarding proce-
dures for public hearings. 

[40 FR 53346, Nov. 17, 1975, as amended at 60 

FR 65414, Dec. 19, 1995] 

§ 60.24 Emission standards and compli-
ance schedules. 

(a) Each plan shall include emission 
standards and compliance schedules. 

(b) (1) Emission standards shall ei-
ther be based on an allowance system 
or prescribe allowable rates of emis-
sions except when it is clearly imprac-
ticable. Such cases will be identified in 

the guideline documents issued under 

§ 60.22. Where emission standards pre-

scribing equipment specifications are 

established, the plan shall, to the de-

gree possible, set forth the emission re-

ductions achievable by implementation 

of such specifications, and may permit 

compliance by the use of equipment de-

termined by the State to be equivalent 

to that prescribed. 
(2) Test methods and procedures for 

determining compliance with the emis-

sion standards shall be specified in the 

plan. Methods other than those speci-

fied in appendix A to this part may be 

specified in the plan if shown to be 

equivalent or alternative methods as 

defined in § 60.2 (t) and (u). 
(3) Emission standards shall apply to 

all designated facilities within the 

State. A plan may contain emission 

standards adopted by local jurisdic-

tions provided that the standards are 

enforceable by the State. 
(c) Except as provided in paragraph 

(f) of this section, where the Adminis-

trator has determined that a des-

ignated pollutant may cause or con-

tribute to endangerment of public 

health, emission standards shall be no 

less stringent than the corresponding 

emission guideline(s) specified in sub-

part C of this part, and final compli-

ance shall be required as expeditiously 

as practicable but no later than the 

compliance times specified in subpart 

C of this part. 
(d) Where the Administrator has de-

termined that a designated pollutant 

may cause or contribute to 

endangerment of public welfare but 

that adverse effects on public health 

have not been demonstrated, States 

may balance the emission guidelines, 

compliance times, and other informa-

tion provided in the applicable guide-

line document against other factors of 

public concern in establishing emission 

standards, compliance schedules, and 

variances. Appropriate consideration 

shall be given to the factors specified 

in § 60.22(b) and to information pre-

sented at the public hearing(s) con-

ducted under § 60.23(c). 

(e)(1) Any compliance schedule ex-

tending more than 12 months from the 

date required for submittal of the plan 

must include legally enforceable incre-

ments of progress to achieve compli-

ance for each designated facility or 

category of facilities. Unless otherwise 

specified in the applicable subpart, in-

crements of progress must include, 

where practicable, each increment of 

progress specified in § 60.21(h) and must 

include such additional increments of 

progress as may be necessary to permit 

close and effective supervision of 

progress toward final compliance. 

(2) A plan may provide that compli-

ance schedules for individual sources or 

categories of sources will be formu-

lated after plan submittal. Any such 

schedule shall be the subject of a public 

hearing held according to § 60.23 and 

shall be submitted to the Adminis-

trator within 60 days after the date of 

adoption of the schedule but in no case 

later than the date prescribed for sub-

mittal of the first semiannual report 

required by § 60.25(e). 

(f) Unless otherwise specified in the 

applicable subpart on a case-by-case 

basis for particular designated facili-

ties or classes of facilities, States may 

provide for the application of less 

stringent emissions standards or longer 

compliance schedules than those other-

wise required by paragraph (c) of this 

section, provided that the State dem-

onstrates with respect to each such fa-

cility (or class of facilities): 

(1) Unreasonable cost of control re-

sulting from plant age, location, or 

basic process design; 

(2) Physical impossibility of install-

ing necessary control equipment; or 
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(3) Other factors specific to the facil-

ity (or class of facilities) that make ap-

plication of a less stringent standard or 

final compliance time significantly 

more reasonable. 

(g) Nothing in this subpart shall be 

construed to preclude any State or po-

litical subdivision thereof from adopt-

ing or enforcing (1) emission standards 

more stringent than emission guide-

lines specified in subpart C of this part 

or in applicable guideline documents or 

(2) compliance schedules requiring 

final compliance at earlier times than 

those specified in subpart C or in appli-

cable guideline documents. 

[40 FR 53346, Nov. 17, 1975, as amended at 60 

FR 65414, Dec. 19, 1995; 65 FR 76384, Dec. 6, 

2000; 70 FR 28649, May 18, 2005; 71 FR 33398, 

June 9, 2006; 72 FR 59204, Oct. 19, 2007; 77 FR 

9447, Feb. 16, 2012] 

§ 60.25 Emission inventories, source 
surveillance, reports. 

(a) Each plan shall include an inven-

tory of all designated facilities, includ-

ing emission data for the designated 

pollutants and information related to 

emissions as specified in appendix D to 

this part. Such data shall be summa-

rized in the plan, and emission rates of 

designated pollutants from designated 

facilities shall be correlated with appli-

cable emission standards. As used in 

this subpart, ‘‘correlated’’ means pre-

sented in such a manner as to show the 

relationship between measured or esti-

mated amounts of emissions and the 

amounts of such emissions allowable 

under applicable emission standards. 

(b) Each plan shall provide for moni-

toring the status of compliance with 

applicable emission standards. Each 

plan shall, as a minimum, provide for: 

(1) Legally enforceable procedures for 

requiring owners or operators of des-

ignated facilities to maintain records 

and periodically report to the State in-

formation on the nature and amount of 

emissions from such facilities, and/or 

such other information as may be nec-

essary to enable the State to determine 

whether such facilities are in compli-

ance with applicable portions of the 

plan. Submission of electronic docu-

ments shall comply with the require-

ments of 40 CFR part 3—(Electronic re-

porting). 

(2) Periodic inspection and, when ap-

plicable, testing of designated facili-

ties. 

(c) Each plan shall provide that infor-

mation obtained by the State under 

paragraph (b) of this section shall be 

correlated with applicable emission 

standards (see § 60.25(a)) and made 

available to the general public. 

(d) The provisions referred to in para-

graphs (b) and (c) of this section shall 

be specifically identified. Copies of 

such provisions shall be submitted with 

the plan unless: 

(1) They have been approved as por-

tions of a preceding plan submitted 

under this subpart or as portions of an 

implementation plan submitted under 

section 110 of the Act, and 

(2) The State demonstrates: 

(i) That the provisions are applicable 

to the designated pollutant(s) for 

which the plan is submitted, and 

(ii) That the requirements of § 60.26 

are met. 

(e) The State shall submit reports on 

progress in plan enforcement to the 

Administrator on an annual (calendar 

year) basis, commencing with the first 

full report period after approval of a 

plan or after promulgation of a plan by 

the Administrator. Information re-

quired under this paragraph must be 

included in the annual report required 

by § 51.321 of this chapter. 

(f) Each progress report shall include: 

(1) Enforcement actions initiated 

against designated facilities during the 

reporting period, under any emission 

standard or compliance schedule of the 

plan. 

(2) Identification of the achievement 

of any increment of progress required 

by the applicable plan during the re-

porting period. 

(3) Identification of designated facili-

ties that have ceased operation during 

the reporting period. 

(4) Submission of emission inventory 

data as described in paragraph (a) of 

this section for designated facilities 

that were not in operation at the time 

of plan development but began oper-

ation during the reporting period. 

(5) Submission of additional data as 

necessary to update the information 

submitted under paragraph (a) of this 

section or in previous progress reports. 
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(6) Submission of copies of technical 
reports on all performance testing on 
designated facilities conducted under 
paragraph (b)(2) of this section, com-
plete with concurrently recorded proc-
ess data. 

[40 FR 53346, Nov. 17, 1975, as amended at 44 

FR 65071, Nov. 9, 1979; 70 FR 59887, Oct. 13, 

2005] 

§ 60.26 Legal authority. 
(a) Each plan shall show that the 

State has legal authority to carry out 

the plan, including authority to: 
(1) Adopt emission standards and 

compliance schedules applicable to des-

ignated facilities. 
(2) Enforce applicable laws, regula-

tions, standards, and compliance sched-

ules, and seek injunctive relief. 
(3) Obtain information necessary to 

determine whether designated facili-

ties are in compliance with applicable 

laws, regulations, standards, and com-

pliance schedules, including authority 

to require recordkeeping and to make 

inspections and conduct tests of des-

ignated facilities. 
(4) Require owners or operators of 

designated facilities to install, main-

tain, and use emission monitoring de-

vices and to make periodic reports to 

the State on the nature and amounts of 

emissions from such facilities; also au-

thority for the State to make such 

data available to the public as reported 

and as correlated with applicable emis-

sion standards. 
(b) The provisions of law or regula-

tions which the State determines pro-

vide the authorities required by this 

section shall be specifically identified. 

Copies of such laws or regulations shall 

be submitted with the plan unless: 
(1) They have been approved as por-

tions of a preceding plan submitted 

under this subpart or as portions of an 

implementation plan submitted under 

section 110 of the Act, and 
(2) The State demonstrates that the 

laws or regulations are applicable to 

the designated pollutant(s) for which 

the plan is submitted. 
(c) The plan shall show that the legal 

authorities specified in this section are 

available to the State at the time of 

submission of the plan. Legal authority 

adequate to meet the requirements of 

paragraphs (a)(3) and (4) of this section 

may be delegated to the State under 

section 114 of the Act. 

(d) A State governmental agency 

other than the State air pollution con-

trol agency may be assigned responsi-

bility for carrying out a portion of a 

plan if the plan demonstrates to the 

Administrator’s satisfaction that the 

State governmental agency has the 

legal authority necessary to carry out 

that portion of the plan. 

(e) The State may authorize a local 

agency to carry out a plan, or portion 

thereof, within the local agency’s juris-

diction if the plan demonstrates to the 

Administrator’s satisfaction that the 

local agency has the legal authority 

necessary to implement the plan or 

portion thereof, and that the author-

ization does not relieve the State of re-

sponsibility under the Act for carrying 

out the plan or portion thereof. 

§ 60.27 Actions by the Administrator. 

(a) The Administrator may, whenever 

he determines necessary, extend the 

period for submission of any plan or 

plan revision or portion thereof. 

(b) After receipt of a plan or plan re-

vision, the Administrator will propose 

the plan or revision for approval or dis-

approval. The Administrator will, 

within four months after the date re-

quired for submission of a plan or plan 

revision, approve or disapprove such 

plan or revision or each portion there-

of. 

(c) The Administrator will, after con-

sideration of any State hearing record, 

promptly prepare and publish proposed 

regulations setting forth a plan, or por-

tion thereof, for a State if: 

(1) The State fails to submit a plan 

within the time prescribed; 

(2) The State fails to submit a plan 

revision required by § 60.23(a)(2) within 

the time prescribed; or 

(3) The Administrator disapproves 

the State plan or plan revision or any 

portion thereof, as unsatisfactory be-

cause the requirements of this subpart 

have not been met. 

(d) The Administrator will, within 

six months after the date required for 

submission of a plan or plan revision, 

promulgate the regulations proposed 

under paragraph (c) of this section with 
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40 CFR Ch. I (7–1–15 Edition) § 60.28 

such modifications as may be appro-
priate unless, prior to such promulga-
tion, the State has adopted and sub-
mitted a plan or plan revision which 
the Administrator determines to be ap-
provable. 

(e)(1) Except as provided in paragraph 
(e)(2) of this section, regulations pro-
posed and promulgated by the Adminis-
trator under this section will prescribe 
emission standards of the same strin-
gency as the corresponding emission 
guideline(s) specified in the final guide-
line document published under § 60.22(a) 
and will require final compliance with 
such standards as expeditiously as 
practicable but no later than the times 
specified in the guideline document. 

(2) Upon application by the owner or 
operator of a designated facility to 
which regulations proposed and pro-
mulgated under this section will apply, 
the Administrator may provide for the 
application of less stringent emission 
standards or longer compliance sched-

ules than those otherwise required by 

this section in accordance with the cri-

teria specified in § 60.24(f). 
(f) Prior to promulgation of a plan 

under paragraph (d) of this section, the 

Administrator will provide the oppor-

tunity for at least one public hearing 

in either: 
(1) Each State that failed to hold a 

public hearing as required by § 60.23(c); 

or 
(2) Washington, DC or an alternate 

location specified in the FEDERAL REG-

ISTER. 

[40 FR 53346, Nov. 17, 1975, as amended at 65 

FR 76384, Dec. 6, 2000] 

§ 60.28 Plan revisions by the State. 
(a) Plan revisions which have the ef-

fect of delaying compliance with appli-

cable emission standards or increments 

of progress or of establishing less strin-

gent emission standards shall be sub-

mitted to the Administrator within 60 

days after adoption in accordance with 

the procedures and requirements appli-

cable to development and submission 

of the original plan. 
(b) More stringent emission stand-

ards, or orders which have the effect of 

accelerating compliance, may be sub-

mitted to the Administrator as plan re-

visions in accordance with the proce-

dures and requirements applicable to 

development and submission of the 

original plan. 

(c) A revision of a plan, or any por-

tion thereof, shall not be considered 

part of an applicable plan until ap-

proved by the Administrator in accord-

ance with this subpart. 

§ 60.29 Plan revisions by the Adminis-
trator. 

After notice and opportunity for pub-

lic hearing in each affected State, the 

Administrator may revise any provi-

sion of an applicable plan if: 

(a) The provision was promulgated by 

the Administrator, and 

(b) The plan, as revised, will be con-

sistent with the Act and with the re-

quirements of this subpart. 

Subpart C—Emission Guidelines 
and Compliance Times 

§ 60.30 Scope. 

The following subparts contain emis-

sion guidelines and compliance times 

for the control of certain designated 

pollutants in accordance with section 

111(d) and section 129 of the Clean Air 

Act and subpart B of this part. 

(a) Subpart Ca [Reserved] 

(b) Subpart Cb—Municipal Waste 

Combustors. 

(c) Subpart Cc—Municipal Solid 

Waste Landfills. 

(d) Subpart Cd—Sulfuric Acid Pro-

duction Plants. 

(e) Subpart Ce—Hospital/Medical/In-

fectious Waste Incinerators. 

[62 FR 48379, Sept. 15, 1997] 

§ 60.31 Definitions. 

Terms used but not defined in this 

subpart have the meaning given them 

in the Act and in subparts A and B of 

this part. 

[42 FR 55797, Oct. 18, 1977] 

Subpart Ca [Reserved] 
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40 CFR Ch. I (7–1–15 Edition) § 60.30c 

Municipal waste combustor technology 

Carbon monoxide 
emissions levels 
(parts per million 

by volume) a 

Averaging time 
(hrs) b 

Fluidized bed, mixed fuel (wood/refuse-derived fuel) ....................................................... 200 c 24 
Bubbling fluidized bed combustor ..................................................................................... 100 4 
Circulating fluidized bed combustor .................................................................................. 100 4 
Pulverized coal/refuse-derived fuel mixed fuel-fired combustor ....................................... 150 4 
Spreader stoker coal/refuse-derived fuel mixed fuel-fired combustor .............................. 200 24 
Semi-suspension refuse-derived fuel-fired combustor/wet refuse-derived fuel process 

conversion ...................................................................................................................... 250 c 24 
Spreader stoker fixed floor refuse-derived fuel-fired combustor/100 percent coal capa-

ble .................................................................................................................................. 250 c 24 

a Measured at the combustor outlet in conjunction with a measurement of oxygen concentration, corrected to 7 percent oxy-
gen, dry basis. Calculated as an arithmetic average. 

b Averaging times are 4-hour or 24-hour block averages. 
c 24-hour block average, geometric mean. 

[71 FR 27334, May 10, 2006] 

Subpart Cc—Emission Guidelines 
and Compliance Times for 
Municipal Solid Waste Land-
fills 

SOURCE: 61 FR 9919, Mar. 12, 1996, unless 

otherwise noted. 

§ 60.30c Scope. 

This subpart contains emission 

guidelines and compliance times for 

the control of certain designated pol-

lutants from certain designated munic-

ipal solid waste landfills in accordance 

with section 111(d) of the Act and sub-

part B. 

§ 60.31c Definitions. 

Terms used but not defined in this 

subpart have the meaning given them 

in the Act and in subparts A, B, and 

WWW of this part. 

Municipal solid waste landfill or MSW 

landfill means an entire disposal facil-

ity in a contiguous geographical space 

where household waste is placed in or 

on land. An MSW landfill may also re-

ceive other types of RCRA Subtitle D 

wastes such as commercial solid waste, 

nonhazardous sludge, conditionally ex-

empt small quantity generator waste, 

and industrial solid waste. Portions of 

an MSW landfill may be separated by 

access roads. An MSW landfill may be 

publicly or privately owned. An MSW 

landfill may be a new MSW landfill, an 

existing MSW landfill or a lateral ex-

pansion. 

§ 60.32c Designated facilities. 
(a) The designated facility to which 

the guidelines apply is each existing 
MSW landfill for which construction, 

reconstruction or modification was 

commenced before May 30, 1991. 
(b) Physical or operational changes 

made to an existing MSW landfill sole-

ly to comply with an emission guide-

line are not considered a modification 

or reconstruction and would not sub-

ject an existing MSW landfill to the re-

quirements of subpart WWW [see 

§ 60.750 of subpart WWW]. 
(c) For purposes of obtaining an oper-

ating permit under title V of the Act, 

the owner or operator of a MSW land-

fill subject to this subpart with a de-

sign capacity less than 2.5 million 

megagrams or 2.5 million cubic meters 

is not subject to the requirement to ob-

tain an operating permit for the land-

fill under part 70 or 71 of this chapter, 

unless the landfill is otherwise subject 

to either part 70 or 71. For purposes of 

submitting a timely application for an 

operating permit under part 70 or 71, 

the owner or operator of a MSW land-

fill subject to this subpart with a de-

sign capacity greater than or equal to 

2.5 million megagrams and 2.5 million 

cubic meters on the effective date of 

EPA approval of the State’s program 

under section 111(d) of the Act, and not 

otherwise subject to either part 70 or 

71, becomes subject to the require-

ments of §§ 70.5(a)(1)(i) or 71.5(a)(1)(i) of 

this chapter 90 days after the effective 

date of such 111(d) program approval, 

even if the design capacity report is 

submitted earlier. 
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Environmental Protection Agency § 60.33c 

(d) When a MSW landfill subject to 

this subpart is closed, the owner or op-

erator is no longer subject to the re-

quirement to maintain an operating 

permit under part 70 or 71 of this chap-

ter for the landfill if the landfill is not 

otherwise subject to the requirements 

of either part 70 or 71 and if either of 

the following conditions are met. 
(1) The landfill was never subject to 

the requirement for a control system 

under § 60.33c(c) of this subpart; or 
(2) The owner or operator meets the 

conditions for control system removal 

specified in § 60.752(b)(2)(v) of subpart 

WWW. 

[61 FR 9919, Mar. 12, 1996, as amended at 63 

FR 32750, June 16, 1998] 

§ 60.33c Emission guidelines for mu-
nicipal solid waste landfill emis-
sions. 

(a) For approval, a State plan shall 

include control of MSW landfill emis-

sions at each MSW landfill meeting the 

following three conditions: 
(1) The landfill has accepted waste at 

any time since November 8, 1987, or has 

additional design capacity available for 

future waste deposition; 
(2) The landfill has a design capacity 

greater than or equal to 2.5 million 

megagrams and 2.5 million cubic me-

ters. The landfill may calculate design 

capacity in either megagrams or cubic 

meters for comparison with the exemp-

tion values. Any density conversions 

shall be documented and submitted 

with the design capacity report; and 
(3) The landfill has a nonmethane or-

ganic compound emission rate of 50 

megagrams per year or more. 
(b) For approval, a State plan shall 

include the installation of a collection 

and control system meeting the condi-

tions provided in § 60.752(b)(2)(ii) of this 

part at each MSW landfill meeting the 

conditions in paragraph (a) of this sec-

tion. The State plan shall include a 

process for State review and approval 

of the site-specific design plans for the 

gas collection and control system(s). 
(c) For approval, a State plan shall 

include provisions for the control of 

collected MSW landfill emissions 

through the use of control devices 

meeting the requirements of paragraph 

(c)(1), (2), or (3) of this section, except 

as provided in § 60.24. 

(1) An open flare designed and oper-

ated in accordance with the parameters 

established in § 60.18; or 

(2) A control system designed and op-

erated to reduce NMOC by 98 weight 

percent; or 

(3) An enclosed combustor designed 

and operated to reduce the outlet 

NMOC concentration to 20 parts per 

million as hexane by volume, dry basis 

at 3 percent oxygen, or less. 

(d) For approval, a State plan shall 

require each owner or operator of an 

MSW landfill having a design capacity 

less than 2.5 million megagrams by 

mass or 2.5 million cubic meters by vol-

ume to submit an initial design capac-

ity report to the Administrator as pro-

vided in § 60.757(a)(2) of subpart WWW 

by the date specified in § 60.35c of this 

subpart. The landfill may calculate de-

sign capacity in either megagrams or 

cubic meters for comparison with the 

exemption values. Any density conver-

sions shall be documented and sub-

mitted with the report. Submittal of 

the initial design capacity report shall 

fulfill the requirements of this subpart 

except as provided in paragraph (d)(1) 

and (d)(2) of this section. 

(1) The owner or operator shall sub-

mit an amended design capacity report 

as provided in § 60.757(a)(3) of subpart 

WWW. [Guidance: Note that if the de-

sign capacity increase is the result of a 

modification, as defined in § 60.751 of 

subpart WWW, that was commenced on 

or after May 30, 1991, the landfill will 

become subject to subpart WWW in-

stead of this subpart. If the design ca-

pacity increase is the result of a 

change in operating practices, density, 

or some other change that is not a 

modification, the landfill remains sub-

ject to this subpart.] 

(2) When an increase in the maximum 

design capacity of a landfill with an 

initial design capacity less than 2.5 

million megagrams or 2.5 million cubic 

meters results in a revised maximum 

design capacity equal to or greater 

than 2.5 million megagrams and 2.5 

million cubic meters, the owner or op-

erator shall comply with paragraph (e) 

of this section. 

(e) For approval, a State plan shall 

require each owner or operator of an 

MSW landfill having a design capacity 

equal to or greater than 2.5 million 
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40 CFR Ch. I (7–1–15 Edition) § 60.34c 

megagrams and 2.5 million cubic me-
ters to either install a collection and 
control system as provided in para-
graph (b) of this section and 
§ 60.752(b)(2) of subpart WWW or cal-
culate an initial NMOC emission rate 
for the landfill using the procedures 
specified in § 60.34c of this subpart and 
§ 60.754 of subpart WWW. The NMOC 
emission rate shall be recalculated an-
nually, except as provided in 

§ 60.757(b)(1)(ii) of subpart WWW. 
(1) If the calculated NMOC emission 

rate is less than 50 megagrams per 

year, the owner or operator shall: 
(i) Submit an annual emission report, 

except as provided for in 

§ 60.757(b)(1)(ii); and 
(ii) Recalculate the NMOC emission 

rate annually using the procedures 

specified in § 60.754(a)(1) of subpart 

WWW until such time as the calculated 

NMOC emission rate is equal to or 

greater than 50 megagrams per year, or 

the landfill is closed. 
(2)(i) If the NMOC emission rate, 

upon initial calculation or annual re-

calculation required in paragraph 

(e)(1)(ii) of this section, is equal to or 

greater than 50 megagrams per year, 

the owner or operator shall install a 

collection and control system as pro-

vided in paragraph (b) of this section 

and § 60.752(b)(2) of subpart WWW. 
(ii) If the landfill is permanently 

closed, a closure notification shall be 

submitted to the Administrator as pro-

vided in § 60.35c of this subpart and 

§ 60.757(d) of subpart WWW. 

[61 FR 9919, Mar. 12, 1996, as amended at 63 

FR 32750, June 16, 1998; 64 FR 9261, Feb. 24, 

1999] 

§ 60.34c Test methods and procedures. 
For approval, a State plan shall in-

clude provisions for: the calculation of 

the landfill NMOC emission rate listed 

in § 60.754, as applicable, to determine 

whether the landfill meets the condi-

tion in § 60.33c(a)(3); the operational 

standards in § 60.753; the compliance 

provisions in § 60.755; and the moni-

toring provisions in § 60.756. 

§ 60.35c Reporting and recordkeeping 
guidelines. 

For approval, a State plan shall in-

clude the recordkeeping and reporting 

provisions listed in §§ 60.757 and 60.758, 

as applicable, except as provided under 

§ 60.24. 

(a) For existing MSW landfills sub-

ject to this subpart the initial design 

capacity report shall be submitted no 

later than 90 days after the effective 

date of EPA approval of the State’s 

plan under section 111(d) of the Act. 

(b) For existing MSW landfills cov-

ered by this subpart with a design ca-

pacity equal to or greater than 2.5 mil-

lion megagrams and 2.5 million cubic 

meters, the initial NMOC emission rate 

report shall be submitted no later than 

90 days after the effective date of EPA 

approval of the State’s plan under sec-

tion 111(d) of the Act. 

[61 FR 9919, Mar. 12, 1996, as amended at 64 

FR 9262, Feb. 24, 1999] 

§ 60.36c Compliance times. 

(a) Except as provided for under para-

graph (b) of this section, planning, 

awarding of contracts, and installation 

of MSW landfill air emission collection 

and control equipment capable of 

meeting the emission guidelines estab-

lished under § 60.33c shall be accom-

plished within 30 months after the date 

the initial NMOC emission rate report 

shows NMOC emissions equal or exceed 

50 megagrams per year. 

(b) For each existing MSW landfill 

meeting the conditions in § 60.33c(a)(1) 

and § 60.33c(a)(2) whose NMOC emission 

rate is less than 50 megagrams per year 

on the effective date of the State emis-

sion standard, installation of collec-

tion and control systems capable of 

meeting emission guidelines in § 60.33c 

shall be accomplished within 30 months 

of the date when the condition in 

§ 60.33c(a)(3) is met (i.e., the date of the 

first annual nonmethane organic com-

pounds emission rate which equals or 

exceeds 50 megagrams per year). 

[61 FR 9919, Mar. 12, 1996, as amended at 63 

FR 32750, June 16, 1998] 

Subpart Cd—Emissions Guidelines 
and Compliance Times for 
Sulfuric Acid Production Units 

SOURCE: 60 FR 65414, Dec. 19, 1995, unless 

otherwise noted. 
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64941 Federal Register / Vol. 80, No. 205 / Friday, October 23, 2015 / Rules and Regulations 

1070 ‘‘National Ambient Air Quality Standards for 
Particulate Matter, Final Rule,’’ 78 FR 3086 (Jan. 15, 
2013). 

1071 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. 
EPA). 2009. Integrated Science Assessment for 
Particulate Matter (Final Report). EPA–600–R–08– 
139F. National Center for Environmental 
Assessment—RTP Division. December. Available on 
the Internet at <http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/cfm/
recordisplay.cfm?deid=216546>. 

1072 Guidance on Considering Environmental 
Justice During the Development of Regulatory 
Actions. http://epa.gov/environmentaljustice/
resources/policy/considering-ej-in-rulemaking-
guide-final.pdf. May 2015. 

by limiting GHG emissions through the 
establishment of CO2 emission 
guidelines for existing affected fossil 
fuel-fired EGUs. 

In addition to reducing CO2 
emissions, the guidelines finalized in 
this rulemaking would reduce other 
emissions from affected EGUs that 
reduce generation due to higher 
adoption of EE and RE. These emission 
reductions will include SO2 and NOX, 
which form ambient PM2.5 and ozone in 
the atmosphere, and HAP, such as 
mercury and hydrochloric acid. In the 
final rule revising the annual PM2.5 
NAAQS,1070 the EPA identified low- 
income populations as being a 
vulnerable population for experiencing 
adverse health effects related to PM 
exposures. Low-income populations 
have been generally found to have a 
higher prevalence of pre-existing 
diseases, limited access to medical 
treatment, and increased nutritional 
deficiencies, which can increase this 
population’s susceptibility to PM- 
related effects.1071 In areas where this 
rulemaking reduces exposure to PM2.5, 
ozone, and methylmercury, low-income 
populations will also benefit from such 
emissions reductions. The RIA for this 
rulemaking, included in the docket for 
this rulemaking, provides additional 
information regarding the health and 
ecosystem effects associated with these 
emission reductions. 

Additionally, as outlined in the 
community and environmental justice 
considerations section IX of this 
preamble, the EPA has taken a number 
of actions to help ensure that this action 
will not have potential 
disproportionately high and adverse 
human health or environmental effects 
on overburdened communities. The 
EPA consulted its May 2015, Guidance 
on Considering Environmental Justice 
During the Development of Regulatory 
Actions, when determining what actions 
to take.1072 As described in the 
community and environmental justice 
considerations section of this preamble 
the EPA also conducted a proximity 
analysis, which is available in the 
docket of this rulemaking and is 

discussed in section IX. Additionally, as 
outlined in sections I and IX of this 
preamble, the EPA has engaged with 
communities throughout this 
rulemaking and has devised a robust 
outreach strategy for continual 
engagement throughout the 
implementation phase of this 
rulemaking. 

K. Congressional Review Act (CRA) 
This final action is subject to the CRA, 

and the EPA will submit a rule report 
to each House of the Congress and to the 
Comptroller General of the United 
States. This action is a ‘‘major rule’’ as 
defined by 5 U.S.C. 804(2). 

XIII. Statutory Authority 
The statutory authority for this action 

is provided by sections 111, 301, 302, 
and 307(d)(1)(C) of the CAA as amended 
(42 U.S.C. 7411, 7601, 7602, 
7607(d)(1)(C)). This action is also 
subject to section 307(d) of the CAA (42 
U.S.C. 7607(d)). 

List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 60 
Environmental protection, 

Administrative practice and procedure, 
Air pollution control, Intergovernmental 
relations, Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements. 

Dated: August 3, 2015. 
Gina McCarthy, 
Administrator. 

For the reasons stated in the 
preamble, title 40, chapter I, part 60 of 
the Code of the Federal Regulations is 
amended as follows: 

PART 60—STANDARDS OF 
PERFORMANCE FOR NEW 
STATIONARY SOURCES 

■ 1. The authority citation for Part 60 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq. 

■ 2. Add subpart UUUU to read as 
follows: 

Subpart—UUUU Emission Guidelines 
for Greenhouse Gas Emissions and 
Compliance Times for Electric Utility 
Generating Units 

Sec. 

Introduction 
60.5700 What is the purpose of this 

subpart? 
60.5705 Which pollutants are regulated by 

this subpart? 
60.5710 Am I affected by this subpart? 
60.5715 What is the review and approval 

process for my State plan? 
60.5720 What if I do not submit a plan or 

my plan is not approvable? 
60.5725 In lieu of a State plan submittal, are 

there other acceptable option(s) for a 

State to meet its CAA section 111(d) 
obligations? 

60.5730 Is there an approval process for a 
negative declaration letter? 

60.5735 What authorities will not be 
delegated to State, local, or tribal 
agencies? 

60.5736 Will the EPA impose any 
sanctions? 

60.5737 What is the Clean Energy Incentive 
Program and how do I participate? 

State and Multi-State Plan Requirements 

60.5740 What must I include in my 
federally enforceable State or multi-State 
plan? 

60.5745 What must I include in my final 
plan submittal? 

60.5750 Can I work with other States to 
develop a multi-State plan? 

60.5760 What are the timing requirements 
for submitting my plan? 

60.5765 What must I include in an initial 
submittal if requesting an extension for 
a final plan submittal? 

60.5770 What schedules, performance 
periods, and compliance periods must I 
include in my plan? 

60.5775 What emission standards must I 
include in my plan? 

60.5780 What State measures may I rely 
upon in support of my plan? 

60.5785 What is the procedure for revising 
my plan? 

60.5790 What must I do to meet my plan 
obligations? 

Emission Rate Credit Requirements 

60.5795 What affected EGUs qualify for 
generation of ERCs? 

60.5800 What other resources qualify for 
issuance of ERCs? 

60.5805 What is the process for the 
issuance of ERCs? 

60.5810 What applicable requirements are 
there for an ERC tracking system? 

Mass Allocations Requirements 

60.5815 What are the requirements for State 
allocation of allowances in a mass-based 
program? 

60.5820 What are my allowance tracking 
requirements? 

60.5825 What is the process for affected 
EGUs to demonstrate compliance in a 
mass-based program? 

Evaluation Measurement and Verification 
Plans and Monitoring and Verification 
Reports 

60.5830 What are the requirements for 
EM&V plans for eligible resources? 

60.5835 What are the requirements for M&V 
reports for eligible resources? 

Applicability of Plans to Affected EGUs 

60.5840 Does this subpart directly affect 
EGU owners and operators in my State? 

60.5845 What affected EGUs must I address 
in my State plan? 

60.5850 What EGUs are excluded from 
being affected EGUs? 

60.5855 What are the CO2 emission 
performance rates for affected EGUs? 

60.5860 What applicable monitoring, 
recordkeeping, and reporting 
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requirements do I need to include in my 
plan for affected EGUs? 

Recordkeeping and Reporting Requirements 
60.5865 What are my recordkeeping 

requirements? 
60.5870 What are my reporting and 

notification requirements? 
60.5875 How do I submit information 

required by these emission guidelines to 
the EPA? 

Definitions 
60.5880 What definitions apply to this 

subpart? 
Table 1 to Subpart UUUU of Part 60—CO2 

Emission Performance Rates (Pounds of 
CO2 per Net MWh) 

Table 2 to Subpart UUUU of Part 60— 
Statewide Rate-based CO2 Emission Goals 
(Pounds of CO2 per Net MWh) 

Table 3 to Subpart UUUU of Part 60— 
Statewide Mass-based CO2 Emission Goals 
(Short Tons of CO2) 

Table 4 to Subpart UUUU of Part 60— 
Statewide Mass-based CO2 Emission Goals 
plus New Source CO2 Emission 
Complement (Short Tons of CO2) 

Introduction 

§ 60.5700 What is the purpose of this 
subpart? 

This subpart establishes emission 
guidelines and approval criteria for 
State or multi-State plans that establish 
emission standards limiting greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions from an affected 
steam generating unit, integrated 
gasification combined cycle (IGCC), or 
stationary combustion turbine. An 
affected steam generating unit, IGCC, or 
stationary combustion turbine shall, for 
the purposes of this subpart, be referred 
to as an affected EGU. These emission 
guidelines are developed in accordance 
with section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act 
and subpart B of this part. To the extent 
any requirement of this subpart is 
inconsistent with the requirements of 
subparts A or B of this part, the 
requirements of this subpart will apply. 

§ 60.5705 Which pollutants are regulated 
by this subpart? 

(a) The pollutants regulated by this 
subpart are greenhouse gases. The 
emission guidelines for greenhouse 
gases established in this subpart are 
expressed as carbon dioxide (CO2) 
emission performance rates and 
equivalent statewide CO2 emission 
goals. 

(b) PSD and Title V Thresholds for 
Greenhouse Gases. 

(1) For the purposes of 
§ 51.166(b)(49)(ii), with respect to GHG 
emissions from facilities, the ‘‘pollutant 
that is subject to the standard 
promulgated under section 111 of the 
Act’’ shall be considered to be the 
pollutant that otherwise is subject to 
regulation under the Act as defined in 

§ 51.166(b)(48) and in any State 
Implementation Plan (SIP) approved by 
the EPA that is interpreted to 
incorporate, or specifically incorporates, 
§ 51.166(b)(48) of this chapter. 

(2) For the purposes of 
§ 52.21(b)(50)(ii), with respect to GHG 
emissions from facilities regulated in 
the plan, the ‘‘pollutant that is subject 
to the standard promulgated under 
section 111 of the Act’’ shall be 
considered to be the pollutant that 
otherwise is subject to regulation under 
the Act as defined in § 52.21(b)(49) of 
this chapter. 

(3) For the purposes of § 70.2 of this 
chapter, with respect to greenhouse gas 
emissions from facilities regulated in 
the plan, the ‘‘pollutant that is subject 
to any standard promulgated under 
section 111 of the Act’’ shall be 
considered to be the pollutant that 
otherwise is ‘‘subject to regulation’’ as 
defined in § 70.2 of this chapter. 

(4) For the purposes of § 71.2, with 
respect to greenhouse gas emissions 
from facilities regulated in the plan, the 
‘‘pollutant that is subject to any 
standard promulgated under section 111 
of the Act’’ shall be considered to be the 
pollutant that otherwise is ‘‘subject to 
regulation’’ as defined in § 71.2 of this 
chapter. 

§ 60.5710 Am I affected by this subpart? 
If you are the Governor of a State in 

the contiguous United States with one 
or more affected EGUs that commenced 
construction on or before January 8, 
2014, you must submit a State or multi- 
State plan to the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) that 
implements the emission guidelines 
contained in this subpart. If you are the 
Governor of a State in the contiguous 
United States with no affected EGUs for 
which construction commenced on or 
before January 8, 2014, in your State, 
you must submit a negative declaration 
letter in place of the State plan. 

§ 60.5715 What is the review and approval 
process for my plan? 

The EPA will review your plan 
according to § 60.27 except that under 
§ 60.27(b) the Administrator will have 
12 months after the date the final plan 
or plan revision (as allowed under 
§ 60.5785) is submitted, to approve or 
disapprove such plan or revision or 
each portion thereof. If you submit an 
initial submittal under § 60.5765(a) in 
lieu of a final plan submittal the EPA 
will follow the procedure in 
§ 60.5765(b). 

§ 60.5720 What if I do not submit a plan or 
my plan is not approvable? 

(a) If you do not submit an approvable 
plan the EPA will develop a Federal 

plan for your State according to § 60.27. 
The Federal plan will implement the 
emission guidelines contained in this 
subpart. Owners and operators of 
affected EGUs not covered by an 
approved plan must comply with a 
Federal plan implemented by the EPA 
for the State. 

(b) After a Federal plan has been 
implemented in your State, it will be 
withdrawn when your State submits, 
and the EPA approves, a final plan. 

§ 60.5725 In lieu of a State plan submittal, 
are there other acceptable option(s) for a 
State to meet its CAA section 111(d) 
obligations? 

A State may meet its CAA section 
111(d) obligations only by submitting a 
final State or multi-State plan submittal 
or a negative declaration letter (if 
applicable). 

§ 60.5730 Is there an approval process for 
a negative declaration letter? 

No. The EPA has no formal review 
process for negative declaration letters. 
Once your negative declaration letter 
has been received, the EPA will place a 
copy in the public docket and publish 
a notice in the Federal Register. If, at a 
later date, an affected EGU for which 
construction commenced on or before 
January 8, 2014 is found in your State, 
you will be found to have failed to 
submit a final plan as required, and a 
Federal plan implementing the emission 
guidelines contained in this subpart, 
when promulgated by the EPA, will 
apply to that affected EGU until you 
submit, and the EPA approves, a final 
State plan. 

§ 60.5735 What authorities will not be 
delegated to State, local, or tribal agencies? 

The authorities that will not be 
delegated to State, local, or tribal 
agencies are specified in paragraphs (a) 
and (b) of this section. 

(a) Approval of alternatives, not 
already approved by this subpart, to the 
CO2 emission performance rates in 
Table 1 to this subpart established 
under § 60.5855. 

(b) Approval of alternatives, not 
already approved by this subpart, to the 
CO2 emissions goals in Tables 2, 3 and 
4 to this subpart established under 
§ 60.5855. 

§ 60.5736 Will the EPA impose any 
sanctions? 

No. The EPA will not withhold any 
existing federal funds from a State on 
account of a State’s failure to submit, 
implement, or enforce an approvable 
plan or plan revision, or to meet any 
other requirements under this subpart or 
subpart B of this part. 
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§ 60.5737 What is the Clean Energy 
Incentive Program and how do I 
participate? 

(a) This subpart establishes the Clean 
Energy Incentive Program (CEIP). 
Participation in this program is 
optional. The program enables States to 
award early action emission rate credits 
(ERCs) and allowances to eligible 
renewable energy (RE) or demand-side 
energy efficiency (EE) projects that 
generate megawatt hours (MWh) or 
reduce end-use energy demand during 
2020 and/or 2021. Eligible projects are 
those that: 

(1) Are located in or benefit a state 
that has submitted a final state plan that 
includes requirements establishing its 
participation in the CEIP; and 

(2) Commence construction in the 
case of RE, or commence operation in 
the case of demand-side EE, following 
the submission of a final state plan to 
the EPA, or after September 6, 2018 for 
a state that chooses not to submit a final 
state plan by that date; and either 

(3) Generate metered MWh from any 
type of wind or solar resources; or 

(4) Result in quantified and verified 
electricity savings (MWh) through 
demand-side EE implemented in low- 
income communities. 

(b) The EPA will award matching 
ERCs or allowances to States that award 
early action ERCs or allowances, up to 
a match limit equivalent to 300 million 
tons of CO2 emissions. The awards will 
be executed as follows: 

(1) For RE projects that generate 
metered MWh from wind or solar 
resources: For every two MWh 
generated, the project will receive one 
early action ERC (or the equivalent 
number of allowances) from the State, 
and the EPA will provide one matching 
ERC (or the equivalent number of 
allowances) to the State to award to the 
project. 

(2) For EE projects implemented in 
low-income communities: For every two 
MWh in end-use demand savings 
achieved, the project will receive two 
early action ERCs (or the equivalent 
number of allowances) from the State, 
and the EPA will provide two matching 
ERCs (or the equivalent number of 
allowances) to the State to award to the 
project. 

(c) You may participate in this 
program by including in your State plan 
a mechanism that enables issuance of 
early action ERCs or allowances by the 
State to parties effectuating reductions 
in the calendar years 2020 and/or 2021 
in a manner that would have no impact 
on the emission performance of affected 
EGUs required to meet rate-based or 
mass-based emission standards during 
the performance periods. This 

mechanism is not required to account 
for matching ERCs or allowances that 
may be issued to the State by the EPA. 

(d) If you are submitting an initial 
submittal by September 6, 2016, and 
you intend to participate in the CEIP, 
you must include a non-binding 
statement of intent to participate in the 
program. If you are submitting a final 
plan by September 6, 2016, and you 
intend to participate in the CEIP, your 
State plan must either include 
requirements establishing the necessary 
infrastructure to implement such a 
program and authorizing your affected 
EGUs to use early action allowances or 
ERCs as appropriate, or you must 
include a non-binding statement of 
intent as part of your supporting 
documentation and revise your plan to 
include the appropriate requirements at 
a later date. 

(e) If you intend to participate in the 
CEIP, your final State plan, or plan 
revision if applicable, must require that 
projects eligible under this program be 
evaluated, monitored, and verified, and 
that resulting ERCs or allowances be 
issued, per applicable requirements of 
the State plan approved by the EPA as 
meeting § 60.5805 through § 60.5835. 

State and Multi-State Plan 
Requirements 

§ 60.5740 What must I include in my 
federally enforceable State or multi State 
plan? 

(a) You must include the components 
described in paragraphs (a)(1) through 
(5) of this section in your plan 
submittal. The final plan must meet the 
requirements and include the 
information required under § 60.5745. 

(1) Identification of affected EGUs. 
Consistent with § 60.25(a), you must 
identify the affected EGUs covered by 
your plan and all affected EGUs in your 
State that meet the applicability criteria 
in § 60.5845. In addition, you must 
include an inventory of CO2 emissions 
from the affected EGUs during the most 
recent calendar year for which data is 
available prior to the submission of the 
plan. 

(2) Emission standards. You must 
include an identification of all emission 
standards for each affected EGU 
according to § 60.5775, compliance 
periods for each emission standard 
according to § 60.5770, and a 
demonstration that the emission 
standards, when taken together, achieve 
the applicable CO2 emission 
performance rates or CO2 emission goals 
described in § 60.5855. Allowance 
systems are an acceptable form of 
emission standards under this subpart. 

(i) Your plan does not need to include 
corrective measures specified in 

paragraph (a)(2)(ii) of this section if your 
plan: 

(A) Imposes emission standards on all 
affected EGUs that, assuming full 
compliance by all affected EGUs, 
mathematically assure achievement of 
the CO2 emission performance rates in 
the plan for each plan period; 

(B) Imposes emission standards on all 
affected EGUS that, assuming full 
compliance by all affected EGUs, 
mathematically assure achievement of 
the CO2 emission goals; or 

(C) Imposes emission standards on all 
affected EGUs that, assuming full 
compliance by all affected EGUs, in 
conjunction with applicable 
requirements under state law for EGUs 
subject to subpart TTTT of this subpart, 
assuming the applicable requirements 
under state law are met by all EGUs 
subject to subpart TTTT of this subpart, 
achieve the applicable mass-based CO2 
emission goals plus new source CO2 
emission complement allowed for in 
§ 60.5790(b)(5). 

(ii) If your plan does not meet the 
requirements of (a)(2)(i) or (iii) of this 
section, your plan must include the 
requirement for corrective measures to 
be implemented if triggered. Upon 
triggering corrective measures, if you do 
not already have them included in your 
approved State plan, you must submit 
corrective measures to EPA for approval 
as a plan revision per the requirements 
of § 60.5785(c). These corrective 
measures must ensure that the interim 
period and final period CO2 emission 
performance rates or CO2 emission goals 
are achieved by your affected EGUs, as 
applicable, and must achieve additional 
emission reductions to offset any 
emission performance shortfall. Your 
plan must include the requirement that 
corrective measures be triggered and 
implemented according to paragraphs 
(a)(2)(ii)(A) through (H) of this section. 

(A) Your plan must include a trigger 
for an exceedance of an interim step 1 
or interim step 2 CO2 emission 
performance rate or CO2 emission goal 
by 10 percent or greater, either on 
average or cumulatively (if applicable). 

(B) Your plan must include a trigger 
for an exceedance of an interim step 1 
goal or interim step 2 goal of 10 percent 
or greater based on either reported CO2 
emissions with applied plus or minus 
net allowance export or import 
adjustments (if applicable), or based on 
the adjusted CO2 emission rate (if 
applicable). 

(C) Your plan must include a trigger 
for a failure to meet an interim period 
goal based on reported CO2 emissions 
with applied plus or minus net 
allowance export or import adjustments 
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(if applicable), or based on the adjusted 
CO2 emission rate (if applicable). 

(D) Your plan must include a trigger 
for a failure to meet the interim period 
or any final reporting period CO2 
emission performance rate or CO2 
emission goal, either on average or 
cumulatively (as applicable). 

(E) Your plan must include a trigger 
for a failure to meet any final reporting 
period goal based on reported CO2 
emissions with applied plus or minus 
net allowance export or import 
adjustments (if applicable). 

(F) Your plan must include a trigger 
for a failure to meet the interim period 
CO2 emission performance rate or CO2 
emission goal based on the adjusted CO2 
emission rate (if applicable). 

(G) Your plan must include a trigger 
for a failure to meet any final reporting 
period CO2 emission performance rate 
or CO2 emission goal based on the 
adjusted CO2 emission rate (if 
applicable). 

(H) A net allowance import 
adjustment represents the CO2 
emissions (in tons) equal to the number 
of net imported CO2 allowances. This 
adjustment is subtracted from reported 
CO2 emissions. Under this adjustment, 
such allowances must be issued by a 
state with an emission budget trading 
program that only applies to affected 
EGUs (or affected EGUs plus EGUs 
covered by subpart TTTT of this part as 
applicable). A net allowance export 
adjustment represents the CO2 
emissions (in tons) equal to the number 
of net exported CO2 allowances. This 
adjustment is added to reported CO2 
emissions. 

(iii) If your plan relies upon State 
measures, in addition to or in lieu of 
emission standards on your affected 
EGUs, then the final State plan must 
include the requirements in paragraph 
(a)(3) of this section and the submittal 
must include the information listed in 
§ 60.5745(a)(6). 

(iv) If your plan requires emission 
standards in addition to relying upon 
State measures, then you must 
demonstrate that the emission standards 
and State measures, when taken 
together, result in the achievement of 
the applicable mass-based CO2 emission 
goal described in § 60.5855 by your 
State’s affected EGUs. 

(3) State measures backstop. If your 
plan relies upon State measures, you 
must submit, as part of the plan in lieu 
of the requirements in paragraph 
(a)(2)(i) and (ii) of this section, a 
federally enforceable backstop that 
includes emission standards for affected 
EGUs that will be put into place, if there 
is a triggering event listed in paragraph 
(a)(3)(i) of this section, within 18 

months of the due date of the report 
required in § 60.5870(b). The emission 
standards on the affected EGUs as part 
of the backstop must be able to meet 
either the CO2 emission performance 
rates or mass-based or rate-based CO2 
emission goal for your State during the 
interim and final periods. You must 
either submit, along with the backstop 
emission standards, provisions to adjust 
the emission standards to make up for 
the prior emission performance 
shortfall, such that no later plan 
revision to modify the emission 
standards is necessary in order to 
address the emission performance 
shortfall, or you must submit, as part of 
the final plan, backstop emission 
standards that assure affected EGUs 
would achieve your State’s CO2 
emission performance rates or emission 
goals during the interim and final 
periods, and then later submit 
appropriate revisions to the backstop 
emission standards adjusting for the 
shortfall through the State plan revision 
process described in § 60.5785. The 
backstop must also include the 
requirements in paragraphs (a)(3)(i) 
through (iii) of this section, as 
applicable. 

(i) You must include a trigger for the 
backstop to go into effect upon: 

(A) A failure to meet a programmatic 
milestone; 

(B) An exceedance of 10 percent or 
greater of an interim step 1 goal or 
interim step 2 goal based on reported 
CO2 emissions, with applied plus or 
minus net allowance export or import 
adjustments (if applicable); 

(C) A failure to meet the interim 
period goal based on reported CO2 
emissions, with applied plus or minus 
net allowance export or import 
adjustments (if applicable); or 

(D) A failure to meet any final 
reporting period goal based on reported 
CO2 emissions, with applied plus or 
minus net allowance export or import 
adjustments (if applicable). 

(ii) You may include in your plan any 
additional triggers so long as they do not 
reduce the stringency of the triggers 
required under paragraph (a)(3)(i) of this 
section. 

(iii) You must include a schedule for 
implementation of the backstop once 
triggered, and you must identify all 
necessary State administrative and 
technical procedures for implementing 
the backstop. 

(4) Identification of applicable 
monitoring, reporting, and 
recordkeeping requirements for each 
affected EGU. You must include in your 
plan all applicable monitoring, 
reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements for each affected EGU and 

the requirements must be consistent 
with or no less stringent than the 
requirements specified in § 60.5860. 

(5) State reporting. You must include 
in your plan a description of the 
process, contents, and schedule for State 
reporting to the EPA about plan 
implementation and progress, including 
information required under § 60.5870. 

(i) You must include in your plan a 
requirement for a report to be submitted 
by July 1, 2021, that demonstrates that 
the State has met, or is on track to meet, 
the programmatic milestone steps 
indicated in the timeline required in 
§ 60.5770. 

(b) You must follow the requirements 
of subpart B of this part and 
demonstrate that they were met in your 
State plan. However, the provisions of 
§ 60.24(f) shall not apply. 

§ 60.5745 What must I include in my final 
plan submittal? 

(a) In addition to the components of 
the plan listed in § 60.5740, a final plan 
submittal to the EPA must include the 
information in paragraphs (a)(1) through 
(13) of this section. This information 
must be submitted to the EPA as part of 
your final plan submittal but will not be 
codified as part of the federally 
enforceable plan upon approval by EPA. 

(1) You must include a description of 
your plan approach and the geographic 
scope of the plan (i.e., State or multi- 
State, geographic boundaries related to 
the plan elements), including, if 
applicable, identification of multi-State 
plan participants. 

(2) You must identify CO2 emission 
performance rates or equivalent 
statewide CO2 emission goals that your 
affected EGUs will achieve. If the 
geographic scope of your plan is a single 
State, then you must identify CO2 
emission performance rates or emission 
goals according to § 60.5855. If your 
plan includes multiple States and you 
elect to set CO2 emission goals, you 
must identify CO2 emission goals 
calculated according to § 60.5750. 

(i) You must specify in the plan 
submittal the CO2 emission performance 
rates or emission goals that affected 
EGUs will meet for the interim period, 
each interim step, and the final period 
(including each final reporting period) 
pursuant to § 60.5770. 

(ii) [Reserved] 
(3) You must include a demonstration 

that the affected EGUs covered by the 
plan are projected to achieve the CO2 
emission performance rates or CO2 
emission goals described in § 60.5855. 

(4) You must include a demonstration 
that each affected EGU’s emission 
standard is quantifiable, non- 
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duplicative, permanent, verifiable, and 
enforceable according to § 60.5775. 

(5) If your plan includes emission 
standards on your affected EGUs 
sufficient to meet either the CO2 
emission performance rates or CO2 
emission goals, you must include in 
your plan submittal the information in 
paragraphs (a)(5)(i) through (v) of this 
section as applicable. 

(i) If your plan applies separate rate- 
based CO2 emission standards for 
affected EGUs (in lbs CO2/MWh) that 
are equal to or lower than the CO2 
emission performance rates listed in 
Table 1 of this subpart or uniform rate- 
based CO2 emission standards equal to 
or lower than the rate-based CO2 
emission goals listed in Table 2 of this 
subpart, then no additional 
demonstration is required beyond 
inclusion of the emission standards in 
the plan. 

(ii) If a plan applies rate-based 
emission standards to individual 
affected EGUs at a lbs CO2/MWh rate 
that differs from the CO2 emission 
performance rates in Table 1 of this 
subpart or the State’s rate-based CO2 
emission goal in Table 2 of this subpart, 
then a further demonstration is required 
that the application of the CO2 emission 
standards will achieve the CO2 emission 
performance rates or State rate-based 
CO2 emission goal. You must 
demonstrate through a projection that 
the adjusted weighted average CO2 
emission rate of affected EGUs, when 
weighted by generation (in MWh), will 
be equal to or less than the CO2 
emission performance rates or the rate- 
based CO2 emission goal. This 
projection must address the interim 
period and the final period. The 
projection in the plan submittal must 
include the information listed in 
paragraph (a)(5)(v) of this section and in 
addition the following: 

(A) An analysis of the change in 
generation of affected EGUs given the 
compliance costs and incentives under 
the application of different emission 
rate standards across affected EGUs in a 
State; 

(B) A projection showing how 
generation is expected to shift between 
affected EGUs and across affected EGUs 
and non-affected EGUs over time; 

(C) Assumptions regarding the 
availability and anticipated use of the 
MWh of electricity generation or 
electricity savings from eligible 
resources that can be issued ERCs; 

(D) The specific calculation (or 
assumption) of how eligible resource 
MWh of electricity generation or savings 
are being used in the projection to 
adjust the reported CO2 emission rate of 
affected EGUs; 

(E) If a state plan provides for the 
ability of renewable energy resources 
located in states with mass-based plans 
to be issued ERCs, consideration in the 
projection that such resources must 
meet geographic eligibility 
requirements, consistent with 
§ 60.5800(a); and 

(F) Any other applicable assumptions 
used in the projection. 

(iii) If a plan establishes mass-based 
emission standards for affected EGUs 
that cumulatively do not exceed the 
State’s EPA-specified mass CO2 
emission goal, then no additional 
demonstration is required beyond 
inclusion of the emission standards in 
the plan. 

(iv) If a plan applies mass-based 
emission standards to individual 
affected EGUs that cumulatively exceed 
the State’s EPA-specified mass CO2 
emission goal, then you must include a 
demonstration that your mass-based 
emission program will be designed such 
that compliance by affected EGUs 
would achieve the State mass-based CO2 
emission goals. This demonstration 
includes the information listed in 
paragraph (a)(5)(v) of this section. 

(v) Your plan demonstration to be 
included in your plan submittal, if 
applicable, must include the 
information listed in paragraphs 
(a)(5)(v)(A) through (L) of this section. 

(A) A summary of each affected EGU’s 
anticipated future operation 
characteristics, including: 

(1) Annual generation; 
(2) CO2 emissions; 
(3) Fuel use, fuel prices (when 

applicable), fuel carbon content; 
(4) Fixed and variable operations and 

maintenance costs (when applicable); 
(5) Heat rates; and 
(6) Electric generation capacity and 

capacity factors. 
(B) An identification of any planned 

new electric generating capacity. 
(C) Analytic treatment of the potential 

for building unplanned new electric 
generating capacity. 

(D) A timeline for implementation of 
EGU-specific actions (if applicable). 

(E) All wholesale electricity prices. 
(F) A geographic representation 

appropriate for capturing impacts and/ 
or changes in the electric system. 

(G) A time period of analysis, which 
must extend through at least 2031. 

(H) An anticipated electricity demand 
forecast (MWh load and MW peak 
demand) at the State and regional level, 
including the source and basis for these 
estimates, and, if appropriate, 
justification and documentation of 
underlying assumptions that inform the 
development of the demand forecast 
(e.g., annual economic and demand 
growth rate or population growth rate). 

(I) A demonstration that each 
emission standard included in your 
plan meets the requirements of 
§ 60.5775. 

(J) Any ERC or emission allowance 
prices, when applicable. 

(K) An identification of planning 
reserve margins. 

(L) Any other applicable assumptions 
used in the projection. 

(6) If your plan relies upon State 
measures, in addition to or in lieu of the 
emission standards required by 
paragraph § 60.5740(a)(2), the final State 
plan submittal must include the 
information under paragraphs (a)(5)(v) 
and (a)(6)(i) through (v) of this section. 

(i) You must include a description of 
all the State measures the State will rely 
upon to achieve the applicable CO2 
emission goals required under 
§ 60.5855(e), the projected impacts of 
the State measures over time, the 
applicable State laws or regulations 
related to such measures, and 
identification of parties or entities 
subject to or implementing such State 
measures. 

(ii) You must include the schedule 
and milestones for the implementation 
of the State measures. If the State 
measures in your plan submittal rely 
upon measures that do not have a direct 
effect on the CO2 emissions measured at 
an affected EGU’s stack, you must also 
demonstrate how the minimum 
emission, monitoring and verification 
(EM&V) requirements listed under 
§ 60.5795 that apply to those programs 
and projects will be met. 

(iii) You must demonstrate that 
federally enforceable emission 
standards for affected EGUs in 
conjunction with any State measures 
relied upon for your plan, are sufficient 
to achieve the mass-based CO2 emission 
goal for the interim period, each interim 
step in that interim period, the final 
period, and each final reporting period. 
In addition, you must demonstrate that 
each emission standard included in 
your plan meets the requirements of 
§ 60.5775 and each State measure 
included in your plan submittal meets 
the requirements of § 60.5780. 

(iv) You must include a CO2 
performance projection of your State 
measures that shows how the measures, 
whether alone or in conjunction with 
any federally enforceable CO2 emission 
standards for affected EGUs, will result 
in the achievement of the future CO2 
performance at affected EGUs. Elements 
of this projection must include those 
specified in paragraph (a)(5)(v) of this 
section, as applicable, and the following 
for the interim period and the final 
period: 
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(A) A baseline demand and supply 
forecast as well as the underlying 
assumptions and data sources of each 
forecast; 

(B) The magnitude of energy and 
emission impacts from all measures 
included in the plan and applicable 
assumptions; 

(C) An identification of State- 
enforceable measures with electricity 
savings and RE generation, in MWh, 
expected for individual and collective 
measures and any assumptions related 
to the quantification of the MWh, as 
applicable. 

(7) Your plan submittal must include 
a demonstration that the reliability of 
the electrical grid has been considered 
in the development of your plan. 

(8) Your plan submittal must include 
a timeline with all the programmatic 
milestone steps the State intends to take 
between the time of the State plan 
submittal and January 1, 2022 to ensure 
the plan is effective as of January 1, 
2022. 

(9) Your plan submittal must 
adequately demonstrate that your State 
has the legal authority (e.g., through 
regulations or legislation) and funding 
to implement and enforce each 
component of the State plan submittal, 
including federally enforceable 
emission standards for affected EGUs, 
and State measures as applicable. 

(10) Your State plan submittal must 
demonstrate that each interim step goal 
required under § 60.5855(c), will be met 
and include in its supporting 
documentation, if applicable, a 
description of the analytic process, 
tools, methods, and assumptions used to 
make this demonstration. 

(11) Your plan submittal must include 
certification that a hearing required 
under § 60.23(c)(1) on the State plan 
was held, a list of witnesses and their 
organizational affiliations, if any, 
appearing at the hearing, and a brief 
written summary of each presentation or 
written submission, pursuant to the 
requirements of § 60.23(d) and (f). 

(12) Your plan submittal must include 
documentation of any conducted 
community outreach and community 
involvement, including engagement 
with vulnerable communities. 

(13) Your plan submittal must include 
supporting material for your plan 
including: 

(i) Materials demonstrating the State’s 
legal authority and funding to 
implement and enforce each component 
of its plan, including emissions 
standards and/or State measures that the 
plan relies upon; 

(ii) Materials supporting that the CO2 
emission performance rates or CO2 
emission goals will be achieved by 

affected EGUs identified under the plan, 
according to paragraph (a)(3) of this 
section; 

(iii) Materials supporting any 
calculations for CO2 emission goals 
calculated according to § 60.5855, if 
applicable; and 

(iv) Any other materials necessary to 
support evaluation of the plan by the 
EPA. 

(b) You must submit your final plan 
to the EPA electronically according to 
§ 60.5875. 

§ 60.5750 Can I work with other States to 
develop a multi-State plan? 

A multi-State plan must include all 
the required elements for a plan 
specified in § 60.5740(a). A multi-State 
plan must meet the requirements of 
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section. 

(a) The multi-State plan must 
demonstrate that all affected EGUs in all 
participating States will meet the CO2 
emission performance rates listed in 
Table 1 of this subpart or an equivalent 
CO2 emission goal according to 
paragraphs (a)(1) or (2) of this section. 
States may only follow the procedures 
in (a)(1) or (2) if they have functionally 
equivalent requirements meeting 
§ 60.5775 and § 60.5790 included in 
their plans. 

(1) For States electing to demonstrate 
performance with a CO2 emission rate- 
based goal, the CO2 emission goals 
identified in the plan according to 
§ 60.5855 will be an adjusted weighted 
(by net energy output) average lbs CO2/ 
MWh emission rate to be achieved by all 
affected EGUs in the multi-State area 
during the plan periods; or 

(2) For States electing to demonstrate 
performance with a CO2 emission mass- 
based goal, the CO2 emission goals 
identified in the multi-State plan 
according to § 60.5855 will be total mass 
CO2 emissions by all affected EGUs in 
the multi-State area during the plan 
periods, representing the sum of all 
individual mass CO2 goals for states 
participating in the multi-state plan. 

(b) Options for submitting a multi- 
State plan include the following: 

(1) States participating in a multi- 
State plan may submit one multi-State 
plan submittal on behalf of all 
participating States. The joint submittal 
must be signed electronically, according 
to § 60.5875, by authorized officials for 
each of the States participating in the 
multi-State plan. In this instance, the 
joint submittal will have the same legal 
effect as an individual submittal for 
each participating State. The joint 
submittal must address plan 
components that apply jointly for all 
participating States and components 
that apply for each individual State in 

the multi-State plan, including 
necessary State legal authority to 
implement the plan, such as State 
regulations and statutes. 

(2) States participating in a multi- 
State plan may submit a single plan 
submittal, signed by authorized officials 
from each participating State, which 
addresses common plan elements. Each 
participating State must, in addition, 
provide individual plan submittals that 
address State-specific elements of the 
multi-State plan. 

(3) States participating in a multi- 
State plan may separately make 
individual submittals that address all 
elements of the multi-State plan. The 
plan submittals must be materially 
consistent for all common plan elements 
that apply to all participating States, 
and also must address individual State- 
specific aspects of the multi-State plan. 
Each individual State plan submittal 
must address all required plan 
components in § 60.5740. 

(c) A State may elect to participate in 
more than one multi-State plan. If your 
State elects to participate in more than 
one multi-State plan then you must 
identify in the State plan submittal 
required under § 60.5745, the subset of 
affected EGUs that are subject to the 
specific multi-State plan or your State’s 
individual plan. An affected EGU can 
only be subject to one plan. 

(d) A State may elect to allow its 
affected EGUs to interact with affected 
EGUs in other States through mass- 
based trading programs or a rate-based 
trading program without entering into a 
formal multi-State plan allowed for 
under this section, so long as such 
programs are part of an EPA-approved 
state plan and meet the requirements of 
paragraphs (d)(1) and (2) of this section, 
as applicable. 

(1) For States that elect to do mass- 
based trading under this option the 
State must indicate in its plan that its 
emission budget trading program will be 
administered using an EPA-approved 
(or EPA-administered) emission and 
allowance tracking system. 

(2) For States that elect to use a rate- 
based trading program which allows the 
affected EGUs to use ERCs from other 
State rate-based trading programs, the 
plan must require affected EGUs within 
their State to comply with emission 
standards equal to the sub-category CO2 
emission performance rates in Table 1 of 
this subpart. 

§ 60.5760 What are the timing 
requirements for submitting my plan? 

(a) You must submit a final plan with 
the information required under 
§ 60.5745 by September 6, 2016, unless 
you are submitting an initial submittal, 
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allowed under § 60.5765, in lieu of a 
final State plan submittal, according to 
paragraph (b) of this section. 

(b) For States seeking a two year 
extension for a final plan submittal, you 
must include the information in 
§ 60.5765(a) in an initial submittal by 
September 6, 2016, to receive an 
extension to submit your final State 
plan submittal by September 6, 2018. 

(c) You must submit all information 
required under paragraphs (a) and (b) of 
this section according to the electronic 
reporting requirements in § 60.5875. 

§ 60.5765 What must I include in an initial 
submittal if requesting an extension for a 
final plan submittal? 

(a) You must sufficiently demonstrate 
that your State is able to undertake steps 
and processes necessary to timely 
submit a final plan by the extended date 
of September 6, 2018, by addressing the 
following required components in an 
initial submittal by September 6, 2016, 
if requesting an extension for a final 
plan submittal: 

(1) An identification of final plan 
approach or approaches under 
consideration and a description of 
progress made to date on the final plan 
components; 

(2) An appropriate explanation of why 
the State requires additional time to 
submit a final plan by September 6, 
2018; and 

(3) A demonstration or description of 
the opportunity for public comment on 
the initial submittal and meaningful 
engagement with stakeholders, 
including vulnerable communities, 
during the time in preparation of the 
initial submittal and the plans for 
engagement during development of the 
final plan. 

(b) You must submit an initial 
submittal allowed in paragraph (a) of 
this section, information required under 
paragraph (c) of this section (only if a 
State elects to submit an initial 
submittal to request an extension for a 
final plan submittal), and a final State 
plan submittal according to § 60.5870. If 
a State submits an initial submittal, an 
extension for a final State plan submittal 
is considered granted and a final State 
plan submittal is due according to 
§ 60.5760(b) unless a State is notified 
within 90 days of the EPA receiving the 
initial submittal that the EPA finds the 
initial submittal does not meet the 
requirements listed in paragraph (a) of 
this section. If the EPA notifies the State 
that the initial submittal does not meet 
such requirements, the EPA will also 
notify the State that it has failed to 
submit the final plan required by 
September 6, 2016. 

(c) If an extension for submission of 
a final plan has been granted, you must 
submit a progress report by September 
6, 2017. The 2017 report must include 
the following: 

(1) A summary of the status of each 
component of the final plan, including 
an update from the 2016 initial 
submittal and a list of which final plan 
components are not complete. 

(2) A commitment to a plan approach 
(e.g., single or multi-State, rate-based or 
mass-based emission performance level, 
rate-based or mass-based emission 
standards), including draft or proposed 
legislation and/or regulations. 

(3) An updated comprehensive 
roadmap with a schedule and 
milestones for completing the final plan, 
including any updates to community 
engagement undertaken and planned. 

§ 60.5770 What schedules, performance 
periods, and compliance periods must I 
include in my plan? 

(a) The affected EGUs covered by your 
plan must meet the CO2 emission 
requirements required under § 60.5855 
for the interim period, interim steps, 
and the final reporting periods 
according to paragraph (b) of this 
section. You must also include in your 
plan compliance periods for each 
affected EGU regulated under the plan 
according to paragraphs (c) and (d) of 
this section. 

(b) Your plan must require your 
affected EGUs to achieve each CO2 
emission performance rate or CO2 
emission goal, as applicable, required 
under § 60.5855 over the periods 
according to paragraphs (b)(1) through 
(3) of this section. 

(1) The interim period. 
(2) Each interim step. 
(3) Each final reporting period. 
(c) The emission standards for 

affected EGUs regulated under the plan 
must include the following compliance 
periods: 

(1) For the interim period, affected 
EGUs must have emission standards 
that have compliance periods that are 
no longer than each interim step and are 
imposed for the entirety of the interim 
step either alone or in combination. 

(2) For the final period, affected EGUs 
must have emission standards that have 
compliance periods that are no longer 
than each final reporting period and are 
imposed for the entirety of the final 
reporting period either alone or in 
combination. 

(3) Compliance periods for each 
interim step and each final reporting 
period may take forms shorter than 
specified in this regulation, provided 
the schedules of compliance collectively 
end on the same schedule as each 
interim step and final reporting period. 

(d) If your plan relies upon State 
measures in lieu of or in addition to 
emission standards for affected EGUs 
regulated under the plan, then the 
performance periods must be identical 
to the compliance periods for affected 
EGUs listed in paragraphs (c)(1) through 
(3) of this section. 

§ 60.5775 What emission standards must I 
include in my plan? 

(a) Emission standard(s) for affected 
EGUs included under your plan must be 
demonstrated to be quantifiable, 
verifiable, non-duplicative, permanent, 
and enforceable with respect to each 
affected EGU. The plan submittal must 
include the methods by which each 
emission standard meets each of the 
following requirements in paragraphs 
(b) through (f) of this section. 

(b) An affected EGU’s emission 
standard is quantifiable if it can be 
reliably measured in a manner that can 
be replicated. 

(c) An affected EGU’s emission 
standard is verifiable if adequate 
monitoring, recordkeeping and 
reporting requirements are in place to 
enable the State and the Administrator 
to independently evaluate, measure, and 
verify compliance with the emission 
standard. 

(d) An affected EGU’s emission 
standard is non-duplicative with respect 
to a State plan if it is not already 
incorporated as an emission standard in 
another State plan unless incorporated 
in multi-State plan. 

(e) An affected EGU’s emission 
standard is permanent if the emission 
standard must be met for each 
compliance period, unless it is replaced 
by another emission standard in an 
approved plan revision, or the State 
demonstrates in an approvable plan 
revision that the emission reductions 
from the emission standard are no 
longer necessary for the State to meet its 
State level of performance. 

(f) An affected EGU’s emission 
standard is enforceable if: 

(1) A technically accurate limitation 
or requirement and the time period for 
the limitation or requirement are 
specified; 

(2) Compliance requirements are 
clearly defined; 

(3) The affected EGUs responsible for 
compliance and liable for violations can 
be identified; 

(4) Each compliance activity or 
measure is enforceable as a practical 
matter; and 

(5) The Administrator, the State, and 
third parties maintain the ability to 
enforce against violations (including if 
an affected EGU does not meet its 
emission standard based on its 
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emissions, its allowances if it is subject 
to a mass-based emission standard, or 
its ERCs if it is subject to a rate-based 
emission standard) and secure 
appropriate corrective actions, in the 
case of the Administrator pursuant to 
CAA sections 113(a)–(h), in the case of 
a State, pursuant to its plan, State law 
or CAA section 304, as applicable, and 
in the case of third parties, pursuant to 
CAA section 304. 

§ 60.5780 What State measures may I rely 
upon in support of my plan? 

You may rely upon State measures in 
support of your plan that are not 
emission standard(s) on affected EGUs, 
provided those State measures meet the 
requirements in paragraph (a) of this 
section. 

(a) Each State measure is quantifiable, 
verifiable, non-duplicative, permanent, 
and enforceable with respect to each 
affected entity (e.g., entities other than 
affected EGUs with no federally 
enforceable obligations under a State 
plan), and your plan supporting 
materials include the methods by which 
each State measure meets each of the 
following requirements in paragraphs 
(a)(1) through (5) of this section. 

(1) A State measure is quantifiable 
with respect to an affected entity if it 
can be reliably measured in a manner 
that can be replicated. 

(2) A State measure is verifiable with 
respect to an affected entity if adequate 
monitoring, recordkeeping and 
reporting requirements are in place to 
enable the State to independently 
evaluate, measure, and verify 
compliance with the State measure. 

(3) A State measure is non-duplicative 
with respect to an affected entity if it is 
not already incorporated as a State 
measure or an emission standard in 
another State plan or State plan 
supporting material unless incorporated 
in a multi-State plan. 

(4) A State measure is permanent with 
respect to an affected entity if the State 
measure must be met for at least each 
compliance period, or unless either it is 
replaced by another State measure in an 
approved plan revision, or the State 
demonstrates in an approved plan 
revision that the emission reductions 
from the State measure are no longer 
necessary for the State’s affected EGUs 
to meet their mass-based CO2 emission 
goal. 

(5) A State measure is enforceable 
against an affected entity if: 

(i) A technically accurate limitation or 
requirement and the time period for the 
limitation or requirement are specified; 

(ii) Compliance requirements are 
clearly defined; 

(iii) The affected entities responsible 
for compliance and liable for violations 
can be identified; 

(iv) Each compliance activity or 
measure is enforceable as a practical 
matter; and 

(v) The State maintains the ability to 
enforce violations and secure 
appropriate corrective actions. 

(b) [Reserved] 

§ 60.5785 What is the procedure for 
revising my plan? 

(a) EPA-approved plans can be 
revised only with approval by the 
Administrator. The Administrator will 
approve a plan revision if it is 
satisfactory with respect to the 
applicable requirements of this subpart 
and any applicable requirements of 
subpart B of this part, including the 
requirement in § 60.5745(a)(3) to 
demonstrate achievement of the CO2 
emission performance rates or CO2 
emission goals in § 60.5855. If one (or 
more) of the elements of the plan set in 
§ 60.5740 require revision with respect 
to achieving the CO2 emission 
performance rates or CO2 emission goals 
in § 60.5855, a request must be 
submitted to the Administrator 
indicating the proposed revisions to the 
plan to ensure the CO2 emission 
performance rates or CO2 emission goals 
are met. In addition, the following 
provisions in paragraphs (b) through (d) 
of this section may apply. 

(b) You may submit revisions to a 
plan to adjust CO2 emission goals 
according to § 60.5855(d). 

(c) If your State is required to submit 
a notification according to § 60.5870(d) 
indicating a triggering of corrective 
measures as described in 
§ 60.5740(a)(2)(i) and your plan does not 
already include corrective measures to 
be implemented if triggered, you must 
revise your State plan to include 
corrective measures to be implemented. 
The corrective measures must ensure 
achievement of the CO2 emission 
performance rates or State CO2 emission 
goal. Additionally, the corrective 
measures must achieve additional CO2 
emission reductions to offset any CO2 
emission performance shortfall relative 
to the overall interim period or final 
period CO2 emission performance rate 
or State CO2 emission goal. The State 
plan revision submission must explain 
how the corrective measures both make 
up for the shortfall and address the State 
plan deficiency that caused the 
shortfall. The State must submit the 
revised plan and explanation to the EPA 
within 24 months after submitting the 
State report required in § 60.5870(a) 
indicating the CO2 emission 
performance deficiency in lieu of the 

requirements of § 60.28(a). The State 
must implement corrective measures 
within 6 months of the EPA’s approval 
of a plan revision adding them. The 
shortfall must be made up as 
expeditiously as practicable. 

(d) If your plan relies upon State 
measures, your backstop is triggered 
under § 60.5740(a)(3)(i), and your State 
measures plan backstop does not 
include a mechanism to make up the 
shortfall, you must revise your backstop 
emission standards to make up the 
shortfall. The shortfall must be made up 
as expeditiously as practicable. 

(e) Reliability Safety Valve: 
(1) In order to trigger a reliability 

safety valve, you must notify the EPA 
within 48 hours of an unforeseen, 
emergency situation that threatens 
reliability, such that your State will 
need a short-term modification of 
emission standards under a State plan 
for a specified affected EGU or EGUs. 
The EPA will consider the notification 
in § 60.5870(g)(1) to be an approved 
short-term modification to the State 
plan without needing to go through the 
full State plan revision process if the 
State provides a second notification to 
the EPA within seven days of the first 
notification. The short-term 
modification under a reliability safety 
valve allows modification to emission 
standards under the State plan for an 
affected EGU or EGUs for an initial 
period of up to 90 days. During that 
period of time, the affected EGU or 
EGUs will need to comply with the 
modified emission standards identified 
in the initial notification required under 
§ 60.5870(g)(1) or amended in the 
second notification required under 
§ 60.5870(g)(2). For the duration of the 
up to 90-day short-term modification, 
the CO2 emissions of the affected EGU 
or EGUs that exceed their obligations 
under the originally approved State plan 
will not be counted against the State’s 
CO2 emission performance rate or CO2 
emission goal. The EPA reserves the 
right to review any such notification 
required under § 60.5870(g), and, in the 
event that the EPA finds such 
notification is improper, the EPA may 
disallow the short-term modification 
and affected EGUs must continue to 
operate under the approved State plan 
emission standards. As described more 
fully in § 60.5870(g)(3), at least seven 
days before the end of the initial 90-day 
reliability safety valve period, the State 
must notify the appropriate EPA 
regional office whether the reliability 
concern has been addressed and the 
affected EGU or EGUs can resume 
meeting the original emission standards 
established in the State plan prior to the 
short-term modification or whether a 
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serious, ongoing reliability issue 
necessitates the affected EGU or EGUs 
emitting beyond the amount allowed 
under the State plan. 

(2) Plan revisions submitted pursuant 
to § 60.5870(g)(3) must meet the 
requirements for State plan revisions 
under § 60.5785(a). 

§ 60.5790 What must I do to meet my plan 
obligations? 

(a) To meet your plan obligations, you 
must demonstrate that your affected 
EGUs are complying with their emission 
standards as specified in § 60.5740, and 
you must demonstrate that the emission 
standards on affected EGUs, alone or in 
conjunction with any State measures, 
are resulting in achievement of the CO2 
emission performance rates or statewide 
CO2 emission goals by affected EGUs 
using the procedures in paragraphs (b) 
through (d) of this section. If your plan 
requires the use of allowances for your 
affected EGUs to comply with their 
mass-based emission standards, you 
must follow the requirements under 
paragraph (b) of this section and 
§ 60.5830. If your plan requires the use 
of ERCs for your affected EGUs to 
comply with their rate-based emission 
standards, you must follow the 
requirements under paragraphs (c) and 
(d) of this section and §§ 60.5795 
through 60.5805. 

(b) If you submit a plan that sets a 
mass-based emission trading program 
for your affected EGUs, the State plan 

must include emission standards and 
requirements that specify the allowance 
system, related compliance 
requirements and mechanisms, and the 
emission budget as appropriate. These 
requirements must include those listed 
in paragraphs (b)(1) through (5) of this 
section. 

(1) CO2 emission monitoring, 
reporting, and recordkeeping 
requirements for affected EGUs. 

(2) Requirements for State allocation 
of allowances consistent with § 60.5815. 

(3) Requirements for tracking of 
allowances, from issuance through 
submission for compliance, consistent 
with § 60.5820. 

(4) The process for affected EGUs to 
demonstrate compliance (allowance 
‘‘true-up’’ with reported CO2 emissions) 
consistent with § 60.5825. 

(5) Requirements that address 
potential increased CO2 emissions from 
new sources, beyond the emissions 
expected from new sources if affected 
EGUs were given emission standards in 
the form of the subcategory-specific CO2 
emission performance rates. You may 
meet this requirement by requiring one 
of the options under paragraphs (b)(5)(i) 
through (iii) of this section. 

(i) You may include, as part of your 
plan’s supporting documentation, 
requirements enforceable as a matter of 
State law regulating CO2 emissions from 
EGUs covered by subpart TTTT of this 
part under the mass-based CO2 goal plus 
new source CO2 emission complement 

applicable to your State in Table 4 of 
this subpart. If you choose this option, 
the term ‘‘mass-based CO2 goal plus new 
source CO2 emission complement’’ shall 
apply rather than ‘‘CO2 mass-based 
goal’’ and the term ‘‘CO2 emission goal’’ 
shall include ‘‘mass-based CO2 goal plus 
new source CO2 emission complement’’ 
in these emission guidelines. 

(ii) You may include requirements in 
your State plan for emission budget 
allowance allocation methods that align 
incentives to generate to affected EGUs 
or EGUs covered by subpart TTTT of 
this part that result in the affected EGUs 
meeting the mass-based CO2 emission 
goal; 

(iii) You may submit for the EPA’s 
approval, an equivalent method which 
requires affected EGUs to meet the 
mass-based CO2 emission goal. The EPA 
will evaluate the approvability of such 
an alternative method on a case by case 
basis. 

(c) If you submit a plan that sets rate- 
based emission standards on your 
affected EGUs, to meet the requirements 
of § 60.5775, you must follow the 
requirements in paragraphs (c)(1) 
through (4) of this section. 

(1) You must require the owner or 
operator of each affected EGU covered 
by your plan to calculate an adjusted 
CO2 emission rate to demonstrate 
compliance with its emission standard 
by factoring stack emissions and any 
ERCs into the following equation: 

Where: 
CO2 emission rate = An affected EGU’s 

adjusted CO2 emission rate that will be 
used to determine compliance with the 
applicable CO2 emission standard. 

MCO2 = Measured CO2 mass in units of 
pounds (lbs) summed over the 
compliance period for an affected EGU. 

MWhop = Total net energy output over the 
compliance period for an affected EGU 
in units of MWh. 

MWhERC = ERC replacement generation for 
an affected EGU in units of MWh (ERCs 
are denominated in whole integers as 
specified in paragraph (d) of this 
section). 

(2) Your plan must specify that an 
ERC qualifies for the compliance 
demonstration specified in paragraph 
(c)(1) of this section if the ERC meets the 
requirements of paragraphs (c)(2)(i) 
through (iv) of this section. 

(i) An ERC must have a unique serial 
number. 

(ii) An ERC must represent one MWh 
of actual energy generated or saved with 
zero associated CO2 emissions. 

(iii) An ERC must only be issued to 
an eligible resource that meets the 
requirements of § 60.5800 or to an 
affected EGU that meets the 
requirements of § 60.5795 and must 
only be issued by a State or its State 
agent through an EPA-approved ERC 
tracking system that meets the 
requirements of § 60.5810, or by the 
EPA through an EPA-administered 
tracking system. 

(iv) An ERC must be surrendered and 
retired only once for purpose of 
compliance with this regulation through 
an EPA-approved ERC tracking system 
that meets the requirements of 
§ 60.5810, or by the EPA through an 
EPA-administered tracking system. 

(3) Your plan must specify that an 
ERC does not qualify for the compliance 
demonstration specified in paragraph 

(c)(1) of this section if it does not meet 
the requirements of paragraph (c)(2) of 
this section or if any State has used that 
same ERC for purposes of demonstrating 
achievement of a CO2 emission 
performance rate or CO2 emission goal. 
The plan must additionally include 
provisions that address requirements for 
revocation or adjustment that apply if 
an ERC issued by the State is 
subsequently found to have been 
improperly issued. 

(4) Your plan must include provisions 
either allowing for or restricting banking 
of ERCs between compliance periods for 
affected EGUs, and provisions not 
allowing any borrowing of any ERCs 
from future compliance periods by 
affected EGUs or eligible resources. 
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Emission Rate Credit Requirements 

§ 60.5795 What affected EGUs qualify for 
generation of ERCs? 

(a) For issuance of ERCs to the 
affected EGUs that generate them, the 
plan must specify the accounting 
method and process for ERC issuance. 
For plans that require that affected 
EGUs meet a rate-based CO2 emission 
goal, where all affected EGUs have 
identical emission standards, you must 
specify the accounting method listed in 
paragraph (a)(1) of this section for 
generating ERCs. For plans that require 
affected EGUs to meet the CO2 emission 
performance rates or CO2 emission goals 
where affected EGUs have emission 
standards that are not equal for all 
affected EGUs, you must specify the 
accounting methods listed in paragraphs 
(a)(1) and (2) of this section for 
generating ERCs. 

(1) You must include the calculation 
method for determining the number of 
ERCs, denominated in MWh, that may 
be generated by and issued to an 
affected EGU that is in compliance with 
its emission standard, based on the 
difference between its emission 
standard and its reported CO2 emission 
rate for the compliance period; and 

(2) You must include the calculation 
method for determining the number of 
ERCs, denominated in MWh, that may 
be issued to affected EGUs that meet the 
definition of a stationary combustion 
turbine based on the displaced 
emissions from affected EGUs not 
meeting the definition of a stationary 
combustion turbine, resulting from the 
difference between its annualized net 
energy output in MWh for the calendar 
year(s) in the compliance period and its 
net energy output in MWh for the 2012 
calendar year (January 1, 2012, through 
December 31, 2012). 

(b) Any ERCs generated through the 
method described as required by 
paragraph (a)(2) of this section must not 
be used by any affected EGUs other than 
steam generating units or IGCCs to 
demonstrate compliance as prescribed 
under § 60.5790(c)(1). 

(c) Any states in a multi-State plan 
that requires the use of ERCs for affected 
EGUs to comply with their emission 
standards must have functionally 
equivalent requirements pursuant to 
paragraphs (a)(1) and (2) of this section 
for generating ERCs. 

§ 60.5800 What other resources qualify for 
issuance of ERCs? 

(a) ERCs may only be issued for 
generation or savings produced on or 
after January 1, 2022, to a resource that 
qualifies as an eligible resource because 
it meets each of the requirements in 

paragraphs (a)(1) through (4) of this 
section. 

(1) Resources qualifying for eligibility 
only include resources that increased 
installed electrical generation nameplate 
capacity, or implemented new electrical 
savings measures, on or after January 1, 
2013. If a resource had a nameplate 
capacity uprate, ERCs may be issued 
only for the difference in generation 
between its uprated nameplate capacity 
and its nameplate capacity prior to the 
uprate. ERCs must not be issued for 
generation for an uprate that followed a 
derate that occurred on or after January 
1, 2013. A resource that is relicensed or 
receives a license extension is 
considered existing capacity and is not 
an eligible resource, unless it receives a 
capacity uprate as a result of the 
relicensing process that is reflected in 
its relicensed permit. In such a case, 
only the difference in nameplate 
capacity between its relicensed permit 
and its prior permit is eligible to be 
issued ERCs. 

(2) The resource must be connected 
to, and deliver energy to or save 
electricity on, the electric grid in the 
contiguous United States. 

(3) The resource must be located in 
either: 

(i) A State whose affected EGUs are 
subject to rate-based emission standards 
pursuant to this regulation; or 

(ii) A State with a mass-based CO2 
emission goal, and the resource can 
demonstrate (e.g., through a power 
purchase agreement or contract for 
delivery) that the electricity generated is 
delivered with the intention to meet 
load in a State with affected EGUs 
which are subject to rate-based emission 
standards pursuant to this regulation, 
and was treated as a generation resource 
used to serve regional load that 
included the State whose affected EGUs 
are subject to rate-based emission 
standards. Notwithstanding any other 
provision of paragraph (a)(4) of this 
section, the only type of eligible 
resource in the State with mass-based 
emission standards is renewable 
generating technologies listed in (a)(4)(i) 
of this section. 

(4) The resource falls into one of the 
following categories of resources: 

(i) Renewable electric generating 
technologies using one of the following 
renewable energy resources: Wind, 
solar, geothermal, hydro, wave, tidal; 

(ii) Qualified biomass; 
(iii) Waste-to-energy (biogenic portion 

only); 
(iv) Nuclear power; 
(v) A non-affected combined heat and 

power (CHP) unit, including waste heat 
power; 

(vi) A demand-side EE or demand- 
side management measure that saves 
electricity and is calculated on the basis 
of quantified ex post savings, not 
‘‘projected’’ or ‘‘claimed’’ savings; or 

(vii) A category identified in a State 
plan and approved by the EPA to 
generate ERCs. 

(b) Any resource that does not meet 
the requirements of this subpart or an 
approved State plan cannot be issued 
ERCs for use by an affected EGU with 
its compliance demonstration required 
under § 60.5790(c). 

(c) ERCs may not be issued to or for 
any of the following: 

(1) New, modified, or reconstructed 
EGUs that are subject to subpart TTTT 
of this part, except CHP units that meet 
the requirements of a CHP unit under 
paragraph (a); 

(2) EGUs that do not meet the 
applicability requirements of §§ 60.5845 
and 60.5850, except CHP units that meet 
the requirements of a CHP unit under 
paragraph (a); 

(3) Measures that reduce CO2 
emissions outside the electric power 
sector, including, for example, GHG 
offset projects representing emission 
reductions that occur in the forestry and 
agriculture sectors, direct air capture, 
and crediting of CO2 emission 
reductions that occur in the 
transportation sector as a result of 
vehicle electrification; and 

(4) Any measure not approved by the 
EPA for issuance of ERCs in connection 
with a specific State plan. 

(d) You must include the appropriate 
requirements in paragraphs (d)(1) 
through (3) of this section for an 
applicable eligible resource in your 
plan. 

(1) If qualified biomass is an eligible 
resource, the plan must include a 
description of why the proposed 
feedstocks or feedstock categories 
should qualify as an approach for 
controlling increases of CO2 levels in 
the atmosphere as well as the proposed 
valuation of biogenic CO2 emissions. In 
addition, for sustainably-derived 
agricultural and forest biomass 
feedstocks, the state plan must 
adequately demonstrate that such 
feedstocks appropriately control 
increases of CO2 levels in the 
atmosphere and methods for adequately 
monitoring and verifying these 
feedstock sources and related 
sustainability practices. For all qualified 
biomass feedstocks, plans must specify 
how biogenic CO2 emissions will be 
monitored and reported, and identify 
specific EM&V, tracking and auditing 
approaches. 

(2) If waste-to-energy is an eligible 
resource, the plan must assess both the 
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capacity to strengthen existing or 
implement new waste reduction, reuse, 
recycling and composting programs, and 
measures to minimize any potential 
negative impacts of waste-to-energy 
operations on such programs. 
Additionally the plan must include a 
method for determining the proportion 
of total MWh generation from a waste- 
to-energy facility that is eligible for use 
in adjusting a CO2 emission rate (i.e., 
that which is generated from biogenic 
materials). 

(3) If carbon capture and utilization 
(CCU) is an eligible resource in a plan, 
the plan must include analysis 
supporting how the proposed qualifying 
CCU technology results in CO2 emission 
mitigation from affected EGUs and 
provide monitoring, reporting, and 
verification requirements to 
demonstrate the reductions. 

(e) States and areas of Indian country 
that do not have any affected EGUs, and 
other countries, may provide ERCs to 
adjust CO2 emissions provided they are 
connected to the contiguous U.S. grid 
and meet the other requirements for 
eligibility and eligible resources and the 
issuance of ERCs included in these 
emission guidelines, except that such 
States and other countries may not 
provide ERCs from resources described 
in § 60.5800(a)(4)(vi). 

§ 60.5805 What is the process for the 
issuance of ERCs? 

If your plan uses ERCs your plan must 
include the process and requirements 
for issuance of ERCs to affected EGUs 
and eligible resources set forth in 
paragraphs (a) through (f) of this section. 

(a) Eligibility application. Your plan 
must require that, to receive ERCs, the 
owner or operator must submit an 
eligibility application to you that 
demonstrates that the requirements of 
your State plan as approved by the EPA 
as meeting § 60.5795 (for an affected 
EGU) or § 60.5800 (for an eligible 
resource) are met, and, in the case of an 
eligible resource, includes at a 
minimum: 

(1) Documentation that the eligibility 
application has only been submitted to 
you, or pursuant to an EPA-approved 
multi-State collaborative approach; 

(2) An EM&V plan that meets the 
requirements of the State plan as 
approved by the EPA as meeting 
§ 60.5830; and 

(3) A verification report from an 
independent verifier that verifies the 
eligibility of the eligible resource to be 
issued an ERC and that the EM&V plan 
meets the requirements of the State plan 
as approved by the EPA of meeting 
§ 60.5805. 

(b) Registration. Your plan must 
require that any affected EGU or eligible 
resource register with an ERC tracking 
system that meets the requirements of 
§ 60.5810 prior to the issuance of ERCs, 
and your plan must specify that you 
will only register an affected EGU or 
eligible resource after you approve its 
eligibility application and determine 
that the requirements of paragraph (a) of 
this section are met. 

(c) M&V reports. For an eligible 
resource registered pursuant to 
paragraph (b) of this section, your plan 
must require that, prior to issuance of 
ERCs by you, the owner or operator 
must submit the following: 

(1) An M&V report that meets the 
requirements of your State plan as 
approved by the EPA as meeting 
§ 60.5835; and 

(2) A verification report from an 
independent verifier that verifies that 
the requirements for the M&V report are 
met. 

(e) Issuance of ERCs. Your plan must 
specify your procedure for issuance of 
ERCs based on your review of an M&V 
report and verification report, and must 
require that ERCs be issued only on the 
basis of energy actually generated or 
saved, and that only one ERC is issued 
for each verified MWh. 

(f) Tracking system. Your plan must 
require that ERCs may only be issued 
through an ERC tracking system 
approved as part of the State plan. 

(g) Error adjustment. Your plan must 
include a mechanism to adjust the 
number of ERCs issued if any are issued 
based on error (clerical, formula input 
error, etc.). 

(h) Qualification status of an eligible 
resource. Your plan must include a 
mechanism to temporarily or 
permanently revoke the qualification 
status of an eligible resource, such that 
it can no longer be issued ERCs for at 
least the duration that it does not meet 
the requirements for being issued ERCs 
in your State plan. 

(i) Qualification status of an 
independent verifier—(1) Eligibility. To 
be an independent verifier, a person 
must be approved by the State as: 

(A) An independent verifier, as 
defined by this regulation; and 

(B) Eligible to verify eligibility 
applications, EM&V plans, and/or M&V 
reports per the requirements of the 
approved State plan as meeting 
§§ 60.5830 and 60.5835 respectively. 

(2) Revocation of qualification. Your 
plan must include a mechanism to 
temporarily or permanently revoke the 
qualification status of an independent 
verifier, such that it can no longer verify 
eligibility applications, EM&V plans or 
M&V reports for at least the duration of 

the period it does not meet the 
requirements of your State plan. 

§ 60.5810 What applicable requirements 
are there for an ERC tracking system? 

(a) Your plan must include provisions 
for an ERC tracking system, if 
applicable, that meets the following 
requirements: 

(1) It electronically records the 
issuance of ERCs, transfers of ERCs 
among accounts, surrender of ERCs by 
affected EGUs as part of a compliance 
demonstration, and retirement or 
cancellation of ERCs; and 

(2) It documents and provides 
electronic, internet-based public access 
to all information that supports the 
eligibility of eligible resources and 
issuance of ERCs and functionality to 
generate reports based on such 
information, which must include, for 
each ERC, an eligibility application, 
EM&V plan, M&V reports, and 
independent verifier verification 
reports. 

(b) If approved in a State plan, an ERC 
tracking system may provide for 
transfers of ERCs to or from another ERC 
tracking system approved in a State 
plan, or provide for transfers of ERCs to 
or from an EPA-administered ERC 
tracking system used to administer a 
Federal plan. 

Mass Allocation Requirements 

§ 60.5815 What are the requirements for 
State allocation of allowances in a mass- 
based program? 

(a) For a mass-based trading program, 
a State plan must include requirements 
for CO2 allowance allocations according 
to paragraphs (b) through (f) of this 
section. 

(b) Provisions for allocation of 
allowances for each compliance period 
prior to the beginning of the compliance 
period. 

(c) Provisions for allocation of set- 
aside allowance, if applicable, must be 
established to ensure that the eligible 
resources must meet the same 
requirements for the ERC eligible 
resource requirements of § 60.5800, and 
the State must include eligibility 
application and verification provisions 
equivalent to those for ERCs in 
§ 60.5805 and EM&V plan and M&V 
report provisions that meet the 
requirements of § 60.5830 and 
§ 60.5835. 

(d) Provisions for adjusting 
allocations if the affected EGUs or 
eligible resources are incorrectly 
allocated CO2 allowances. 

(e) Provisions allowing for or 
restricting banking of allowances 
between compliance periods for affected 
EGUs. 
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(f) Provisions not allowing any 
borrowing of allowances from future 
compliance periods by affected EGUs. 

§ 60.5820 What are my allowance tracking 
requirements? 

(a) Your plan must include provisions 
for an allowance tracking system, if 
applicable, that meets the following 
requirements: 

(1) It electronically records the 
issuance of allowances, transfers of 
allowances among accounts, surrender 
of allowances by affected EGUs as part 
of a compliance demonstration, and 
retirement of allowances; and 

(2) It documents and provides 
electronic, internet-based public access 
to all information that supports the 
eligibility of eligible resources and 
issuance of set aside allowances, if 
applicable, and functionality to generate 
reports based on such information, 
which must include, for each set aside 
allowance, an eligibility application, 
EM&V plan, M&V reports, and 
independent verifier verification 
reports. 

(b) If approved in a State plan, an 
allowance tracking system may provide 
for transfers of allowances to or from 
another allowance tracking system 
approved in a State plan, or provide for 
transfers of allowances to or from an 
EPA-administered allowance tracking 
system used to administer a Federal 
plan. 

§ 60.5825 What is the process for affected 
EGUs to demonstrate compliance in a 
mass-based program? 

(a) A plan must require an affected 
EGU’s owners or operators to 
demonstrate compliance with emission 
standards in a mass based program by 
holding an amount of allowances not 
less than the tons of total CO2 emissions 
for such compliance period from the 
affected EGUs in the account for the 
affected EGU’s emissions in the 
allowance tracking system required 
under § 60.5820 during the applicable 
compliance period. 

(b) In a mass-based trading program a 
plan may allow multiple affected EGUs 
co-located at the same facility to 
demonstrate that they are meeting the 
applicable emission standards on a 
facility-wide basis by the owner or 
operator holding enough allowances to 
cover the CO2 emissions of all the 
affected EGUs at the facility. 

(1) If there are not enough allowances 
to cover the facility’s affected EGUs’ 
CO2 emissions then there must be 
provisions for determining the 
compliance status of each affected EGU 
located at that facility. 

(2) [Reserved] 

Evaluation Measurement and 
Verification Plans and Monitoring and 
Verification Reports 

§ 60.5830 What are the requirements for 
EM&V plans for eligible resources? 

(a) If your plan requires your affected 
EGUs to meet their emission standards 
in accordance with § 60.5790, your plan 
must include requirements that any 
EM&V plan that is submitted in 
accordance with the requirements of 
§ 60.5805, in support of the issuance of 
an ERC or set-aside allowance that can 
be used in accordance with § 60.5790, 
must meet the EM&V criteria approved 
as part of your State plan. 

(b) Your plan must require each 
EM&V plan to include identification of 
the eligible resource. 

(c) Your plan must require that an 
EM&V plan must contain specific 
criteria, as applicable to the specific 
eligible resource. 

(1) For RE resources, your plan must 
include requirements discussing how 
the generation data will be physically 
measured on a continuous basis using, 
for example, a revenue-quality meter. 

(2) For demand-side EE, your plan 
must require that each EM&V plan 
quantify and verify electricity savings 
on a retrospective (ex-post) basis using 
industry best-practice EM&V protocols 
and methods that yield accurate and 
reliable measurements of electricity 
savings. Your plan must also require 
each EM&V plan to include an 
assessment of the independent factors 
that influence the electricity savings, the 
expected life of the savings (in years), 
and a baseline that represents what 
would have happened in the absence of 
the demand-side EE activity. 
Additionally, your plan must require 
that each EM&V plan include a 
demonstration of how the industry best- 
practices protocol and methods were 
applied to the specific activity, project, 
measure, or program covered in the 
EM&V plan, and include an explanation 
of why these protocols or methods were 
selected. EM&V plans must require 
eligible resources to demonstrate how 
all such best-practice approaches will be 
applied for the purposes of quantifying 
and verifying MWh results. Subsequent 
reporting of demand-side EE savings 
values must demonstrate and explain 
how the EM&V plan was followed. 

§ 60.5835 What are the requirements for 
M&V reports for eligible resources? 

(a) If your plan requires your affected 
EGUs to meet their emission standards 
in accordance with § 60.5790, your plan 
must include requirements that any 
M&V report that is submitted in 
accordance with the requirements of 

§ 60.5805, in support of the issuance of 
an ERC or set-aside allocation that can 
be used in accordance with § 60.5790, 
must meet the requirements of this 
section. 

(b) Your plan must require that each 
M&V report include the following: 

(1) For the first M&V report 
submitted, documentation that the 
energy-generating resources, energy- 
saving measures, or practices were 
installed or implemented consistent 
with the description in the approved 
eligibility application required in 
§ 60.5805(a). 

(2) Each M&V report submitted must 
include the following: 

(i) Identification of the time period 
covered by the M&V report; 

(ii) A description of how relevant 
quantification methods, protocols, 
guidelines, and guidance specified in 
the EM&V plan were applied during the 
reporting period to generate the 
quantified MWh of generation or MWh 
of energy savings; 

(iii) Documentation (including data) 
of the energy generation and/or energy 
savings from any activity, project, 
measure, resource, or program 
addressed in the EM&V plan, quantified 
and verified in MWh for the period 
covered by the M&V report, in 
accordance with its EM&V plan, and 
based on ex-post energy generation or 
savings; and 

(iv) Documentation of any change in 
the energy generation or savings 
capability of the eligible resource from 
the description of the resource in the 
approved eligibility application during 
the period covered by the M&V report 
and the date on which the change 
occurred, and/or demonstration that the 
eligible resource continued to meet the 
requirements of § 60.5800. 

Applicability of Plans to Affected EGUs 

§ 60.5840 Does this subpart directly affect 
EGU owners or operators in my State? 

(a) This subpart does not directly 
affect EGU owners or operators in your 
State. However, affected EGU owners or 
operators must comply with the plan 
that a State or States develop to 
implement the emission guidelines 
contained in this subpart. 

(b) If a State does not submit a final 
plan to implement and enforce the 
emission guidelines contained in this 
subpart, or an initial submittal for 
which an extension to submit a final 
plan can be granted, by September 6, 
2016, or the EPA disapproves a final 
plan, the EPA will implement and 
enforce a Federal plan, as provided in 
§ 60.5720, applicable to each affected 
EGU within the State that commenced 
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construction on or before January 8, 
2014. 

§ 60.5845 What affected EGUs must I 
address in my State plan? 

(a) The EGUs that must be addressed 
by your plan are any affected steam 
generating unit, IGCC, or stationary 
combustion turbine that commenced 
construction on or before January 8, 
2014. 

(b) An affected EGU is a steam 
generating unit, IGCC, or stationary 
combustion turbine that meets the 
relevant applicability conditions 
specified in paragraph (b)(1) through (3) 
of this section, as applicable, except as 
provided in § 60.5850. 

(1) Serves a generator or generators 
connected to a utility power distribution 
system with a nameplate capacity 
greater than 25 MW-net (i.e., capable of 
selling greater than 25 MW of 
electricity); 

(2) Has a base load rating (i.e., design 
heat input capacity) greater than 260 GJ/ 
hr (250 MMBtu/hr) heat input of fossil 
fuel (either alone or in combination 
with any other fuel); and 

(3) Stationary combustion turbines 
that meet the definition of either a 
combined cycle or combined heat and 
power combustion turbine. 

§ 60.5850 What EGUs are excluded from 
being affected EGUs? 

EGUs that are excluded from being 
affected EGUs are: 

(a) EGUs that are subject to subpart 
TTTT of this part as a result of 
commencing construction after the 
subpart TTTT applicability date; 

(b) Steam generating units and IGCCs 
that are, and always have been, subject 
to a federally enforceable permit 
limiting annual net-electric sales to one- 
third or less of its potential electric 
output, or 219,000 MWh or less; 

(c) Non-fossil units (i.e., units that are 
capable of combusting 50 percent or 
more non-fossil fuel) that have always 
historically limited the use of fossil 
fuels to 10 percent or less of the annual 
capacity factor or are subject to a 
federally enforceable permit limiting 
fossil fuel use to 10 percent or less of 
the annual capacity factor; 

(d) Stationary combustion turbines 
not capable of combusting natural gas 
(e.g., not connected to a natural gas 
pipeline); 

(e) EGUs that are combined heat and 
power units that have always 
historically limited, or are subject to a 
federally enforceable permit limiting, 
annual net-electric sales to a utility 
distribution system to no more than the 
greater of either 219,000 MWh or the 
product of the design efficiency and the 
potential electric output; 

(f) EGUs that serve a generator along 
with other steam generating unit(s), 
IGCC(s), or stationary combustion 
turbine(s) where the effective generation 
capacity (determined based on a 
prorated output of the base load rating 
of each steam generating unit, IGCC, or 
stationary combustion turbine) is 25 
MW or less; 

(g) EGUs that are a municipal waste 
combustor unit that is subject to subpart 
Eb of this part; and 

(h) EGUs that are a commercial or 
industrial solid waste incineration unit 
that is subject to subpart CCCC of this 
part. 

§ 60.5855 What are the CO2 emission 
performance rates for affected EGUs? 

(a) You must require, in your plan, 
emission standards on affected EGUs to 
meet the CO2 emission performance 
rates listed in Table 1 of this subpart 
except as provided in paragraph (b) of 
this section. In addition, you must set 
CO2 emission performance rates for the 
interim steps, according to paragraph 
(a)(1) of this section, except as provided 
in paragraph (b) of this section. 

(1) You must set CO2 emission 
performance rates for your affected 
EGUs to meet during the interim step 
periods on average and as applicable for 
the two subcategories of affected EGUs. 

(2) [Reserved] 
(b) You may elect to require your 

affected EGUs to meet emission 
standards that differ from the CO2 
emission performance rates listed in 
Table 1 of this subpart, provided that 
you demonstrate that the affected EGUs 
in your State will collectively meet their 
CO2 emission performance rate by 
achieving statewide emission goals that 
are equivalent and no less stringent than 
the CO2 emission performance rates 
listed in Table 1, and provided that your 
equivalent statewide CO2 emission goals 
take one of the following forms: 

(1) Average statewide rate-based CO2 
emission goals listed in Table 2 of this 
subpart, except as provided in 
paragraphs (c) and (d); or 

(2) Cumulative statewide mass-based 
CO2 emission goals listed in Table 3 of 
this subpart, except as provided in 
paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section. 

(c) If your plan meets CO2 emission 
goals listed in paragraphs (b)(1) or (2) of 
this section you must develop your own 
interim step goals and final reporting 
period goal for your affected EGUs to 
meet either on average (in the case of 
rate-based goals) or cumulatively (in the 
case of mass-based goals). Additionally 
the following applies if you develop 
your own goals: 

(1) The interim period and interim 
steps CO2 emission goals must be in the 

same form, either both rate (in units of 
pounds per net MWh) or both mass (in 
tons); and 

(2) You must set interim step goals 
that will either on average or 
cumulatively meet the State’s interim 
period goal, as applicable to a rate-based 
or mass-based CO2 emission goal. 

(d) Your plan’s interim period and 
final period CO2 emission goals required 
to be met pursuant to paragraph (b)(1) 
or (2) of this section, may be changed in 
the plan only according to situations 
listed in paragraphs (d)(1) through (3) of 
this section. If a situation requires a 
plan revision, you must follow the 
procedures in § 60.5785 to submit a plan 
revision. 

(1) If your plan implements CO2 
emission goals, you may submit a plan 
or plan revision, allowed in § 60.5785, 
to make corrections to them, subject to 
EPA’s approval, as a result of changes in 
the inventory of affected EGUs; and 

(2) If you elect to require your affected 
EGUs to meet emission standards to 
meet mass-based CO2 emission goals in 
your plan, you may elect to incorporate, 
as a matter of state law, the mass 
emissions from EGUs that are subject to 
subpart TTTT of this part that are 
considered new affected EGUs under 
subpart TTTT of this part. 

(e) If your plan relies upon State 
measures in addition to or in lieu of 
emission standards, you must only use 
the mass-based goals allowed for in 
paragraph (b)(2) of this section to 
demonstrate that your affected EGUs are 
meeting the required emissions 
performance. 

(f) Nothing in this subpart precludes 
an affected EGU from complying with 
its emission standard or you from 
meeting your obligations under the State 
plan. 

§ 60.5860 What applicable monitoring, 
recordkeeping, and reporting requirements 
do I need to include in my plan for affected 
EGUs? 

(a) Your plan must include 
monitoring for affected EGUs that is no 
less stringent than what is described in 
(a)(1) through (8) of this section. 

(1) The owner or operator of an 
affected EGU (or group of affected EGUs 
that share a monitored common stack) 
that is required to meet rate-based or 
mass-based emission standards must 
prepare a monitoring plan in accordance 
with the applicable provisions in 
§ 75.53(g) and (h) of this chapter, unless 
such a plan is already in place under 
another program that requires CO2 mass 
emissions to be monitored and reported 
according to part 75 of this chapter. 

(2) For rate-based emission standards, 
each compliance period shall include 
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only ‘‘valid operating hours’’ in the 
compliance period, i.e., full or partial 
unit (or stack) operating hours for 
which: 

(i) ‘‘Valid data’’ (as defined in 
§ 60.5880) are obtained for all of the 
parameters used to determine the hourly 
CO2 mass emissions (lbs). For the 
purposes of this subpart, substitute data 
recorded under part 75 of this chapter 
are not considered to be valid data; and 

(ii) The corresponding hourly net 
energy output value is also valid data 
(Note: For operating hours with no 
useful output, zero is considered to be 
a valid value). 

(3) For rate-based emission standards, 
the owner or operator of an affected 
EGU must measure and report the 
hourly CO2 mass emissions (lbs) from 
each affected unit using the procedures 
in paragraphs (a)(3)(i) through (vi) of 
this section, except as otherwise 
provided in paragraph (a)(4) of this 
section. 

(i) The owner or operator of an 
affected EGU must install, certify, 
operate, maintain, and calibrate a CO2 
continuous emissions monitoring 
system (CEMS) to directly measure and 
record CO2 concentrations in the 
affected EGU exhaust gases emitted to 
the atmosphere and an exhaust gas flow 
rate monitoring system according to 
§ 75.10(a)(3)(i) of this chapter. As an 
alternative to direct measurement of 
CO2 concentration, provided that the 
affected EGU does not use carbon 
separation (e.g., carbon capture and 
storage), the owner or operator of an 
affected EGU may use data from a 
certified oxygen (O2) monitor to 
calculate hourly average CO2 
concentrations, in accordance with 
§ 75.10(a)(3)(iii) of this chapter. 
However, when an O2 monitor is used 
this way, it only quantifies the 
combustion CO2; therefore, if the EGU is 
equipped with emission controls that 
produce non-combustion CO2 (e.g., from 
sorbent injection), this additional CO2 
must be accounted for, in accordance 
with section 3 of appendix G to part 75 
of this chapter. If CO2 concentration is 
measured on a dry basis, the owner or 
operator of the affected EGU must also 
install, certify, operate, maintain, and 
calibrate a continuous moisture 
monitoring system, according to 
§ 75.11(b) of this chapter. Alternatively, 
the owner or operator of an affected 
EGU may either use an appropriate fuel- 
specific default moisture value from 
§ 75.11(b) or submit a petition to the 
Administrator under § 75.66 of this 
chapter for a site-specific default 
moisture value. 

(ii) For each ‘‘valid operating hour’’ 
(as defined in paragraph (a)(2) of this 

section), calculate the hourly CO2 mass 
emission rate (tons/hr), either from 
Equation F–11 in Appendix F to part 75 
of this chapter (if CO2 concentration is 
measured on a wet basis), or by 
following the procedure in section 4.2 of 
Appendix F to part 75 of this chapter (if 
CO2 concentration is measured on a dry 
basis). 

(iii) Next, multiply each hourly CO2 
mass emission rate by the EGU or stack 
operating time in hours (as defined in 
§ 72.2 of this chapter), to convert it to 
tons of CO2. Multiply the result by 2,000 
lbs/ton to convert it to lbs. 

(iv) The hourly CO2 tons/hr values 
and EGU (or stack) operating times used 
to calculate CO2 mass emissions are 
required to be recorded under § 75.57(e) 
of this chapter and must be reported 
electronically under § 75.64(a)(6), if 
required by a plan. The owner or 
operator must use these data, or 
equivalent data, to calculate the hourly 
CO2 mass emissions. 

(v) Sum all of the hourly CO2 mass 
emissions values from paragraph 
(a)(3)(ii) of this section over the entire 
compliance period. 

(vi) For each continuous monitoring 
system used to determine the CO2 mass 
emissions from an affected EGU, the 
monitoring system must meet the 
applicable certification and quality 
assurance procedures in § 75.20 of this 
chapter and Appendices A and B to part 
75 of this chapter. 

(4) The owner or operator of an 
affected EGU that exclusively combusts 
liquid fuel and/or gaseous fuel may, as 
an alternative to complying with 
paragraph (a)(3) of this section, 
determine the hourly CO2 mass 
emissions according to paragraphs 
(a)(4)(i) through (a)(4)(vi) of this section. 

(i) Implement the applicable 
procedures in appendix D to part 75 of 
this chapter to determine hourly EGU 
heat input rates (MMBtu/hr), based on 
hourly measurements of fuel flow rate 
and periodic determinations of the gross 
calorific value (GCV) of each fuel 
combusted. The fuel flow meter(s) used 
to measure the hourly fuel flow rates 
must meet the applicable certification 
and quality-assurance requirements in 
sections 2.1.5 and 2.1.6 of appendix D 
to part 75 (except for qualifying 
commercial billing meters). The fuel 
GCV must be determined in accordance 
with section 2.2 or 2.3 of appendix D, 
as applicable. 

(ii) For each measured hourly heat 
input rate, use Equation G–4 in 
Appendix G to part 75 of this chapter to 
calculate the hourly CO2 mass emission 
rate (tons/hr). 

(iii) For each ‘‘valid operating hour’’ 
(as defined in paragraph (a)(2) of this 

section), multiply the hourly tons/hr 
CO2 mass emission rate from paragraph 
(a)(4)(ii) of this section by the EGU or 
stack operating time in hours (as 
defined in § 72.2 of this chapter), to 
convert it to tons of CO2. Then, multiply 
the result by 2,000 lbs/ton to convert it 
to lbs. 

(iv) The hourly CO2 tons/hr values 
and EGU (or stack) operating times used 
to calculate CO2 mass emissions are 
required to be recorded under § 75.57(e) 
of this chapter and must be reported 
electronically under § 75.64(a)(6), if 
required by a plan. You must use these 
data, or equivalent data, to calculate the 
hourly CO2 mass emissions. 

(v) Sum all of the hourly CO2 mass 
emissions values (lb) from paragraph 
(a)(4)(iii) of this section over the entire 
compliance period. 

(vi) The owner or operator of an 
affected EGU may determine site- 
specific carbon-based F-factors (Fc) 
using Equation F–7b in section 3.3.6 of 
appendix F to part 75 of this chapter, 
and may use these Fc values in the 
emissions calculations instead of using 
the default Fc values in the Equation G– 
4 nomenclature. 

(5) For both rate-based and mass- 
based standards, the owner or operator 
of an affected EGU (or group of affected 
units that share a monitored common 
stack) must install, calibrate, maintain, 
and operate a sufficient number of watt 
meters to continuously measure and 
record on an hourly basis net electric 
output. Measurements must be 
performed using 0.2 accuracy class 
electricity metering instrumentation and 
calibration procedures as specified 
under ANSI Standards No. C12.20. 
Further, the owner or operator of an 
affected EGU that is a combined heat 
and power facility must install, 
calibrate, maintain and operate 
equipment to continuously measure and 
record on an hourly basis useful thermal 
output and, if applicable, mechanical 
output, which are used with net electric 
output to determine net energy output. 
The owner or operator must use the 
following procedures to calculate net 
energy output, as appropriate for the 
type of affected EGU(s). 

(i) Determine Pnet the hourly net 
energy output in MWh. For rate-based 
standards, perform this calculation only 
for valid operating hours (as defined in 
paragraph (a)(2) of this section). For 
mass-based standards, perform this 
calculation for all unit (or stack) 
operating hours, i.e., full or partial 
hours in which any fuel is combusted. 

(ii) If there is no net electrical output, 
but there is mechanical or useful 
thermal output, either for a particular 
valid operating hour (for rate-based 
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applications), or for a particular 
operating hour (for mass-based 
applications), the owner or operator of 
the affected EGU must still determine 
the net energy output for that hour. 

(iii) For rate-based applications, if 
there is no (i.e., zero) gross electrical, 
mechanical, or useful thermal output for 
a particular valid operating hour, that 

hour must be used in the compliance 
determination. For hours or partial 
hours where the gross electric output is 
equal to or less than the auxiliary loads, 
net electric output shall be counted as 
zero for this calculation. 

(iv) Calculate Pnet for your affected 
EGU (or group of affected EGUs that 
share a monitored common stack) using 

the following equation. All terms in the 
equation must be expressed in units of 
MWh. To convert each hourly net 
energy output value reported under part 
75 of this chapter to MWh, multiply by 
the corresponding EGU or stack 
operating time. 

Where: 
Pnet = Net energy output of your affected EGU 

for each valid operating hour (as defined 
in 60.5860(a)(2)) in MWh. 

(Pe)ST = Electric energy output plus 
mechanical energy output (if any) of 
steam turbines in MWh. 

(Pe)CT = Electric energy output plus 
mechanical energy output (if any) of 
stationary combustion turbine(s) in 
MWh. 

(Pe)IE = Electric energy output plus 
mechanical energy output (if any) of 
your affected EGU’s integrated 
equipment that provides electricity or 
mechanical energy to the affected EGU or 
auxiliary equipment in MWh. 

(Pe)A = Electric energy used for any auxiliary 
loads in MWh. 

(Pt)PS = Useful thermal output of steam 
(measured relative to SATP conditions, 
as applicable) that is used for 
applications that do not generate 
additional electricity, produce 
mechanical energy output, or enhance 
the performance of the affected EGU. 
This is calculated using the equation 
specified in paragraph (a)(5)(v) of this 
section in MWh. 

(Pt)HR = Non-steam useful thermal output 
(measured relative to SATP conditions, 
as applicable) from heat recovery that is 
used for applications other than steam 
generation or performance enhancement 
of the affected EGU in MWh. 

(Pt)IE = Useful thermal output (relative to 
SATP conditions, as applicable) from 
any integrated equipment is used for 
applications that do not generate 
additional steam, electricity, produce 
mechanical energy output, or enhance 
the performance of the affected EGU in 
MWh. 

TDF = Electric Transmission and Distribution 
Factor of 0.95 for a combined heat and 
power affected EGU where at least on an 
annual basis 20.0 percent of the total 
gross or net energy output consists of 
electric or direct mechanical output and 
20.0 percent of the total net energy 
output consist of useful thermal output 
on a 12-operating month rolling average 
basis, or 1.0 for all other affected EGUs. 

(v) If applicable to your affected EGU 
(for example, for combined heat and 
power), you must calculate (Pt)PS using 
the following equation: 

Where: 
Qm = Measured steam flow in kilograms (kg) 

(or pounds (lbs)) for the operating hour. 
H = Enthalpy of the steam at measured 

temperature and pressure (relative to 
SATP conditions or the energy in the 
condensate return line, as applicable) in 
Joules per kilogram (J/kg) (or Btu/lb). 

CF = Conversion factor of 3.6 x 109 J/MWh 
or 3.413 x 106 Btu/MWh. 

(vi) For rate-based standards, sum all 
of the values of Pnet for the valid 
operating hours (as defined in paragraph 
(a)(2) of this section), over the entire 
compliance period. Then, divide the 
total CO2 mass emissions for the valid 
operating hours from paragraph (a)(3)(v) 
or (a)(4)(v) of this section, as applicable, 
by the sum of the Pnet values for the 
valid operating hours plus any ERC 
replacement generation (as shown in 
§ 60.5790(c)), to determine the CO2 
emissions rate (lb/net MWh) for the 
compliance period. 

(vii) For mass-based standards, sum 
all of the values of Pnet for all operating 
hours, over the entire compliance 
period. 

(6) In accordance with § 60.13(g), if 
two or more affected EGUs 
implementing the continuous emissions 
monitoring provisions in paragraph 
(a)(2) of this section share a common 
exhaust gas stack and are subject to the 
same emissions standard, the owner or 
operator may monitor the hourly CO2 
mass emissions at the common stack in 
lieu of monitoring each EGU separately. 
If an owner or operator of an affected 
EGU chooses this option, the hourly net 
electric output for the common stack 
must be the sum of the hourly net 
electric output of the individual affected 
EGUs and the operating time must be 
expressed as ‘‘stack operating hours’’ (as 
defined in § 72.2 of this chapter). 

(7) In accordance with § 60.13(g), if 
the exhaust gases from an affected EGU 
implementing the continuous emissions 
monitoring provisions in paragraph 
(a)(2) of this section are emitted to the 

atmosphere through multiple stacks (or 
if the exhaust gases are routed to a 
common stack through multiple ducts 
and you elect to monitor in the ducts), 
the hourly CO2 mass emissions and the 
‘‘stack operating time’’ (as defined in 
§ 72.2 of this chapter) at each stack or 
duct must be monitored separately. In 
this case, the owner or operator of an 
affected EGU must determine 
compliance with an applicable 
emissions standard by summing the CO2 
mass emissions measured at the 
individual stacks or ducts and dividing 
by the net energy output for the affected 
EGU. 

(8) Consistent with § 60.5775 or 
§ 60.5780, if two or more affected EGUs 
serve a common electric generator, you 
must apportion the combined hourly net 
energy output to the individual affected 
EGUs according to the fraction of the 
total steam load contributed by each 
EGU. Alternatively, if the EGUs are 
identical, you may apportion the 
combined hourly net electrical load to 
the individual EGUs according to the 
fraction of the total heat input 
contributed by each EGU. 

(b) For mass-based standards, the 
owner or operator of an affected EGU 
must determine the CO2 mass emissions 
(tons) for the compliance period as 
follows: 

(1) For each operating hour, calculate 
the hourly CO2 mass (tons) according to 
paragraph (a)(3) or (4) of this section, 
except that a complete data record is 
required, i.e., CO2 mass emissions must 
be reported for each operating hour. 
Therefore, substitute data values 
recorded under part 75 of this chapter 
for CO2 concentration, stack gas flow 
rate, stack gas moisture content, fuel 
flow rate and/or GCV shall be used in 
the calculations; and 

(2) Sum all of the hourly CO2 mass 
emissions values over the entire 
compliance period. 

(3) The owner or operator of an 
affected EGU must install, calibrate, 
maintain, and operate a sufficient 
number of watt meters to continuously 
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measure and record on an hourly basis 
net electric output. Measurements must 
be performed using 0.2 accuracy class 
electricity metering instrumentation and 
calibration procedures as specified 
under ANSI Standards No. C12.20. 
Further, the owner or operator of an 
affected EGU that is a combined heat 
and power facility must install, 
calibrate, maintain and operate 
equipment to continuously measure and 
record on an hourly basis useful thermal 
output and, if applicable, mechanical 
output, which are used with net electric 
output to determine net energy output 
(Pnet). The owner or operator must 
calculate net energy output according to 
paragraphs (a)(5)(i)(A) and (B) of this 
section. 

(c) Your plan must require the owner 
or operator of each affected EGU 
covered by your plan to maintain the 
records, as described in paragraphs 
(b)(1) and (2) of this section, for at least 
5 years following the date of each 
compliance period, occurrence, 
measurement, maintenance, corrective 
action, report, or record. 

(1) The owner or operator of an 
affected EGU must maintain each record 
on site for at least 2 years after the date 
of each compliance period, occurrence, 
measurement, maintenance, corrective 
action, report, or record, whichever is 
latest, according to § 60.7. The owner or 
operator of an affected EGU may 
maintain the records off site and 
electronically for the remaining year(s). 

(2) The owner or operator of an 
affected EGU must keep all of the 
following records, in a form suitable and 
readily available for expeditious review: 

(i) All documents, data files, and 
calculations and methods used to 
demonstrate compliance with an 
affected EGU’s emission standard under 
§ 60.5775. 

(ii) Copies of all reports submitted to 
the State under paragraph (c) of this 
section. 

(iii) Data that are required to be 
recorded by 40 CFR part 75 subpart F. 

(iv) Data with respect to any ERCs 
generated by the affected EGU or used 
by the affected EGU in its compliance 
demonstration including the 
information in paragraphs (c)(2)(iv)(A) 
and (B) of this section. 

(A) All documents related to any 
ERCs used in a compliance 
demonstration, including each 
eligibility application, EM&V plan, M&V 
report, and independent verifier 
verification report associated with the 
issuance of each specific ERC. 

(B) All records and reports relating to 
the surrender and retirement of ERCs for 
compliance with this regulation, 
including the date each individual ERC 

with a unique serial identification 
number was surrendered and/or retired. 

(d) Your plan must require the owner 
or operator of an affected EGU covered 
by your plan to include in a report 
submitted to you at the end of each 
compliance period the information in 
paragraphs (d)(1) through (5) of this 
section. 

(1) Owners or operators of an affected 
EGU must include in the report all 
hourly CO2 emissions, for each affected 
EGU (or group of affected EGUs that 
share a monitored common stack). 

(2) For rate-based standards, each 
report must include: 

(i) The hourly CO2 mass emission rate 
values (tons/hr) and unit (or stack) 
operating times, (as monitored and 
reported according to part 75 of this 
chapter), for each valid operating hour 
in the compliance period; 

(ii) The net electric output and the net 
energy output (Pnet) values for each valid 
operating hour in the compliance 
period; 

(iii) The calculated CO2 mass 
emissions (lb) for each valid operating 
hour in the compliance period; 

(iv) The sum of the hourly net energy 
output values and the sum of the hourly 
CO2 mass emissions values, for all of the 
valid operating hours in the compliance 
period; 

(v) ERC replacement generation (if 
any), properly justified (see paragraph 
(c)(5) of this section); and 

(vi) The calculated CO2 mass emission 
rate for the compliance period (lbs/net 
MWh). 

(3) For mass-based standards, each 
report must include: 

(i) The hourly CO2 mass emission rate 
value (tons/hr) and unit (or stack) 
operating time, as monitored and 
reported according to part 75 of this 
chapter, for each unit or stack operating 
hour in the compliance period; 

(ii) The calculated CO2 mass 
emissions (tons) for each unit or stack 
operating hour in the compliance 
period; 

(iii) The sum of the CO2 mass 
emissions (tons) for all of the unit or 
stack operating hours in the compliance 
period; 

(iv) The net electric output and the 
net energy output (Pnet) values for each 
unit or stack operating hour in the 
compliance period; and 

(v) The sum of the hourly net energy 
output values for all of the unit or stack 
operating hours in the compliance 
period. 

(vi) Notwithstanding the requirements 
in paragraphs (c)(3)(i) through (c)(3)(iii) 
of this section, if the compliance period 
is a discrete number of calendar years 
(e.g., one year, three years), in lieu of 

reporting the information specified in 
those paragraphs, the owner or operator 
may report: 

(A) The cumulative annual CO2 mass 
emissions (tons) for each year of the 
compliance period, derived from the 
electronic emissions report for the 
fourth calendar quarter of that year, 
submitted to EPA under § 75.64(a) of 
this chapter; and 

(B) The sum of the cumulative annual 
CO2 mass emissions values from 
paragraph (c)(3)(v)(A) of this section, if 
the compliance period includes 
multiple years. 

(4) For each affected EGU’s 
compliance period, the report must also 
include the applicable emission 
standard and demonstration that it met 
the emission standard. An owner or 
operator must also include in the report 
the affected EGU’s calculated emission 
performance as a CO2 emission rate or 
cumulative mass in units of the 
emission standard required in 
§§ 60.5790(b) through (c) and 60.5855, 
as applicable. 

(5) If the owner or operator of an 
affected EGU is complying with an 
emission standard by using ERCs, they 
must include in the report a list of all 
unique ERC serial numbers that were 
retired in the compliance period, and, 
for each ERC, the date an ERC was 
surrendered and retired and eligible 
resource identification information 
sufficient to demonstrate that it meets 
the requirements of § 60.5800 and 
qualifies to be issued ERCs (including 
location, type of qualifying generation 
or savings, date commenced generating 
or saving, and date of generation or 
savings for which the ERC was issued). 

(6) If the owner or operator of an 
affected EGU is complying with an 
emission standard by using allowances, 
they must include in the report a list of 
all unique allowance serial numbers 
that were retired in the compliance 
period, and, for each allowance, the date 
an allowance was surrendered and 
retired and if the allowance was a set- 
aside allowance the eligible resource 
identification information sufficient to 
demonstrate that it meets the 
requirements of § 60.5815(c) and 
qualifies to be issued set-aside 
allowances (including location, type of 
qualifying generation or savings, date 
commenced generating or saving, and 
date of generation or savings for which 
the allowance was issued). 

(e) The owner or operator of an 
affected EGU must follow any 
additional requirements for monitoring, 
recordkeeping and reporting in a plan 
that are required under § 60.5745(a)(4), 
if applicable. 
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(f) If an affected EGU captures CO2 to 
meet the applicable emission limit, the 
owner or operator must report in 
accordance with the requirements of 40 
CFR part 98 subpart PP and either: 

(1) Report in accordance with the 
requirements of 40 CFR part 98 subpart 
RR, if injection occurs on-site; 

(2) Transfer the captured CO2 to an 
EGU or facility that reports in 
accordance with the requirements of 40 
CFR part 98 subpart RR, if injection 
occurs off-site; or 

(3) Transfer the captured CO2 to a 
facility that has received an innovative 
technology waiver from EPA pursuant 
to paragraph (g) of this section. 

(g) Any person may request the 
Administrator to issue a waiver of the 
requirement that captured CO2 from an 
affected EGU be transferred to a facility 
reporting under 40 CFR part 98 subpart 
RR. To receive a waiver, the applicant 
must demonstrate to the Administrator 
that its technology will store captured 
CO2 as effectively as geologic 
sequestration, and that the proposed 
technology will not cause or contribute 
to an unreasonable risk to public health, 
welfare, or safety. In making this 
determination, the Administrator shall 
consider (among other factors) operating 
history of the technology, whether the 
technology will increase emissions or 
other releases of any pollutant other 
than CO2, and permanence of the CO2 
storage. The Administrator may test the 
system itself, or require the applicant to 
perform any tests considered by the 
Administrator to be necessary to show 
the technology’s effectiveness, safety, 
and ability to store captured CO2 
without release. The Administrator may 
grant conditional approval of a 
technology, the approval conditioned on 
monitoring and reporting of operations. 
The Administrator may also withdraw 
approval of the waiver on evidence of 
releases of CO2 or other pollutants. The 
Administrator will provide notice to the 
public of any application under this 
provision, and provide public notice of 
any proposed action on a petition before 
the Administrator takes final action. 

Recordkeeping and Reporting 
Requirements 

§ 60.5865 What are my recordkeeping 
requirements? 

(a) You must keep records of all 
information relied upon in support of 
any demonstration of plan components, 
plan requirements, supporting 
documentation, State measures, and the 
status of meeting the plan requirements 
defined in the plan for each interim step 
and the interim period. After 2029, 
States must keep records of all 

information relied upon in support of 
any continued demonstration that the 
final CO2 emission performance rates or 
CO2 emissions goals are being achieved. 

(b) You must keep records of all data 
submitted by the owner or operator of 
each affected EGU that is used to 
determine compliance with each 
affected EGU emissions standard or 
requirements in an approved State plan, 
consistent with the affected EGU 
requirements listed in § 60.5860. 

(c) If your State has a requirement for 
all hourly CO2 emissions and net 
generation information to be used to 
calculate compliance with an annual 
emissions standard for affected EGUs, 
any information that is submitted by the 
owners or operators of affected EGUs to 
the EPA electronically pursuant to 
requirements in Part 75 meets the 
recordkeeping requirement of this 
section and you are not required to keep 
records of information that would be in 
duplicate of paragraph (b) of this 
section. 

(d) You must keep records at a 
minimum for 10 years, for the interim 
period, and 5 years, for the final period, 
from the date the record is used to 
determine compliance with an 
emissions standard, plan requirement, 
CO2 emission performance rate or CO2 
emissions goal. Each record must be in 
a form suitable and readily available for 
expeditious review. 

§ 60.5870 What are my reporting and 
notification requirements? 

(a) In lieu of the annual report 
required under § 60.25(e) and (f) of this 
part, you must report the information in 
paragraphs (b) through (f) of this 
section. 

(b) You must submit a report covering 
each interim step within the interim 
period and each of the final 2-calendar 
year periods due no later than July 1 of 
the year following the end of the period. 
The interim period reporting starts with 
a report covering interim step 1 due no 
later than July 1, 2025. The final period 
reports start with a biennial report 
covering the first final reporting period 
(which is due by July 1, 2032), a 
2-calendar year average of emissions or 
cumulative sum of emissions used to 
determine compliance with the final 
CO2 emission performance rate or CO2 
emission goal (as applicable). The report 
must include the information in 
paragraphs (b)(1) through (4) of this 
section. 

(1) The report must include the 
emissions performance achieved by all 
affected EGUs during the reporting 
period, consistent with the plan 
approach according to § 60.5745(a), and 
identification of whether each affected 

EGU is in compliance with its emission 
standard and whether the collective of 
all affected EGUs covered by the State 
are on schedule to meet the applicable 
CO2 emission performance rate or 
emission goal during the performance 
periods and compliance periods, as 
specified in the plan. 

(2) The report must include a 
comparison of the CO2 emission 
performance rate or CO2 emission goal 
identified in the State plan for the 
applicable interim step period versus 
the actual average, cumulative, or 
adjusted CO2 emission performance (as 
applicable) achieved by all affected 
EGUs. 

(i) For interim step 3, you do not need 
to include a comparison between the 
applicable interim step 3 CO2 emission 
performance rate or emission goal; you 
must only submit the average, 
cumulative or adjusted CO2 emission 
performance (as applicable) of your 
affected EGUs during that period in 
units of your applicable CO2 emission 
performance rate or emission goal. 

(3) The report must include all other 
required information, as specified in 
your State plan according to 
§ 60.5740(a)(5). 

(4) If applicable, the report must 
include a program review that your 
State has conducted that addresses all 
aspects of the administration of the 
State plan and overall program, 
including State evaluations and 
regulatory decisions regarding eligibility 
applications for ERC resources and M&V 
reports (and associated EM&V 
activities), and State issuance of ERCs. 
The program review must assess 
whether the program is being 
administered properly in accordance 
with the approved plan, whether 
reported annual MWh of generation and 
savings from qualified ERC resources 
are being properly quantified, verified, 
and reported in accordance with 
approved EM&V plans, and whether 
appropriate records are being 
maintained. The program review must 
also address determination of the 
eligibility of verifiers by the State and 
the conduct of independent verifiers, 
including the quality of verifier reviews. 

(c) If your plan relies upon State 
measures, in lieu of or in addition to 
emission standards, then you must 
submit an annual report to the EPA in 
addition to the reports required under 
paragraph (b) of this section for the 
interim period. In the final period, you 
must submit biennial reports consistent 
with those required under paragraph (b) 
of this section. The annual reports in the 
interim period must be submitted no 
later than July 1 following the end of 
each calendar year starting with 2022. 
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The annual and biennial reports must 
include the information in paragraphs 
(c)(1) and (2) of this section for the 
preceding year or two years, as 
applicable. 

(1) You must include in your report 
the status of implementation of federally 
enforceable emission standards (if 
applicable) and State measures. 

(2) You must include information 
regarding the status of the periodic 
programmatic milestones to show 
progress in program implementation. 
The programmatic milestones with 
specific dates for achievement must be 
consistent with the State measures 
included in the State plan submittal. 

(d) If your plan includes the 
requirement for emission standards on 
your affected EGUs, then you must 
submit a notification, if applicable, in 
the report required under paragraph (b) 
of this section to the EPA if your 
affected EGUs trigger corrective 
measures as described in 
§ 60.5740(a)(2)(i). If corrective measures 
are required and were not previously 
submitted with your state plan, you 
must follow the requirements in 
§ 60.5785 for revising your plan to 
implement the corrective measures. 

(e) If your plan relies upon State 
measures, in lieu of or in addition to 
emission standards, than you must 
submit a notification as required under 
paragraphs (e)(1) and (2) of this section. 

(1) You must submit a notification in 
the report required under paragraph (c) 
of this section to the EPA if at the end 
of the calendar year your State did not 
meet a programmatic milestone 
included in your plan submittal. This 
notification must detail the 
implementation of the backstop 
required in your plan to be fully in 
place within 18 months of the due date 
of the report required in paragraph (b) 
of this section. In addition, the 
notification must describe the steps 
taken by the State to inform the affected 
EGUs in its State that the backstop has 
been triggered. 

(2) You must submit a notification in 
the report required under paragraph (b) 
of this section to the EPA if you trigger 
the backstop as described in 
§ 60.5740(a)(3)(i). This notification must 
detail the steps that will be taken by you 
to implement the backstop so that it is 
fully in place within 18 months of the 
due date of the report required in 
paragraph (b) of this section. In 
addition, the notification must describe 
the steps taken by the State to inform 
the affected EGUs that the backstop has 
been triggered. 

(f) You must include in your 2029 
report (which is due by July 1, 2030) the 
calculation of average CO2 emissions 

rate, cumulative sum of CO2 emissions, 
or adjusted CO2 emissions rate (as 
applicable) over the interim period and 
a comparison of those values to your 
interim CO2 emission performance rate 
or emission goal. The calculated value 
must be in units consistent with the 
approach you set in your plan for the 
interim period. 

(g) The notifications listed in 
paragraphs (g)(1) through (3) of this 
section are required for the reliability 
safety valve allowed in § 60.5785(e). 

(1) As required under § 60.5785(e), 
you must submit an initial notification 
to the appropriate EPA regional office 
within 48 hours of an unforeseen, 
emergency situation. The initial 
notification must: 

(i) Include a full description, to the 
extent that it is known, of the 
emergency situation that is being 
addressed; 

(ii) Identify the affected EGU or EGUs 
that are required to run to assure 
reliability; and 

(iii) Specify the modified emission 
standards at which the identified EGU 
or EGUs will operate. 

(2) Within 7 days of the initial 
notification in § 60.5870(g)(1), the State 
must submit a second notification to the 
appropriate EPA regional office that 
documents the initial notification. If the 
State fails to submit this documentation 
on a timely basis, the EPA will notify 
the State, which must then notify the 
affected EGU(s) that they must operate 
or resume operations under the original 
approved State plan emission standards. 
This notification must include the 
following: 

(i) A full description of the reliability 
concern and why an unforeseen, 
emergency situation that threatens 
reliability requires the affected EGU or 
EGUs to operate under modified 
emission standards from those 
originally required in the State plan 
including discussion of why the 
flexibilities provided under the state’s 
plan are insufficient to address the 
concern; 

(ii) A description of how the State is 
coordinating or will coordinate with 
relevant reliability coordinators and 
planning authorities to alleviate the 
problem in an expedited manner; 

(iii) An indication of the maximum 
time that the State anticipates the 
affected EGU or EGUs will need to 
operate in a manner inconsistent with 
its or their obligations under the State’s 
approved plan; 

(iv) A written concurrence from the 
relevant reliability coordinator and/or 
planning authority confirming the 
existence of the imminent reliability 
threat and supporting the temporary 

modification request or an explanation 
of why this kind of concurrence cannot 
be provided; 

(v) The modified emission standards 
or levels that the affected EGU or EGU 
will be operating at for the remainder of 
the 90-day period if it has changed from 
the initial notification; and 

(vi) Information regarding any system- 
wide or other analysis of the reliability 
concern conducted by the relevant 
planning authority, if any. 

(3) At least 7 days before the end of 
the 90-day reliability safety valve 
period, the State must notify the 
appropriate EPA regional office that 
either: 

(i) The reliability concern has been 
addressed and the affected EGU or EGUs 
can resume meeting the original 
emission standards in the State plan 
approved prior to the short-term 
modification; or 

(ii) There still is a serious, ongoing 
reliability issue that necessitates the 
affected EGU or EGUs to emit beyond 
the amount allowed under the State 
plan. In this case, the State must 
provide a notification to the EPA that it 
will be submitting a State plan revision 
according to paragraph § 60.5785(a) of 
this section to address the reliability 
issue. The notification must provide the 
date by which a revised State plan will 
be submitted to EPA and documentation 
of the ongoing emergency with a written 
concurrence from the relevant reliability 
coordinator and/or planning authority 
confirming the continuing urgent need 
for the affected EGU or EGUs to operate 
beyond the requirements of the State 
plan and that there is no other 
reasonable way of addressing the 
ongoing reliability emergency but for 
the affected EGU or EGUs to operate 
under an alternative emission standard 
than originally approved under the State 
plan. After the initial 90-day period, any 
excess emissions beyond what is 
authorized in the original approved 
State plan will count against the State’s 
overall CO2 emission goal or emission 
performance rate for affected EGUs. 

§ 60.5875 How do I submit information 
required by these Emission Guidelines to 
the EPA? 

(a) You must submit to the EPA the 
information required by these emission 
guidelines following the procedures in 
paragraphs (b) through (e) of this 
section. 

(b) All negative declarations, State 
plan submittals, supporting materials 
that are part of a State plan submittal, 
any plan revisions, and all State reports 
required to be submitted to the EPA by 
the State plan must be reported through 
EPA’s State Plan Electronic Collection 
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System (SPeCS). SPeCS is a web 
accessible electronic system accessed at 
the EPA’s Central Data Exchange (CDX) 
(http://www.epa.gov/cdx/). States who 
claim that a State plan submittal or 
supporting documentation includes 
confidential business information (CBI) 
must submit that information on a 
compact disc, flash drive, or other 
commonly used electronic storage 
media to the EPA. The electronic media 
must be clearly marked as CBI and 
mailed to U.S. EPA/OAQPS/CORE CBI 
Office, Attention: State and Local 
Programs Group, MD C539–01, 4930 
Old Page Rd., Durham, NC 27703. 

(c) Only a submittal by the Governor 
or the Governor’s designee by an 
electronic submission through SPeCS 
shall be considered an official submittal 
to the EPA under this subpart. If the 
Governor wishes to designate another 
responsible official the authority to 
submit a State plan, the EPA must be 
notified via letter from the Governor 
prior to the September 6, 2016, deadline 
for plan submittal so that the official 
will have the ability to submit the initial 
or final plan submittal in the SPeCS. If 
the Governor has previously delegated 
authority to make CAA submittals on 
the Governor’s behalf, a State may 
submit documentation of the delegation 
in lieu of a letter from the Governor. The 
letter or documentation must identify 
the designee to whom authority is being 
designated and must include the name 
and contact information for the designee 
and also identify the State plan 
preparers who will need access to 
SPeCS. A State may also submit the 
names of the State plan preparers via a 
separate letter prior to the designation 
letter from the Governor in order to 
expedite the State plan administrative 
process. Required contact information 
for the designee and preparers includes 
the person’s title, organization and 
email address. 

(d) The submission of the information 
by the authorized official must be in a 
non-editable format. In addition to the 
non-editable version all plan 
components designated as federally 
enforceable must also be submitted in 
an editable version. Following initial 
plan approval, States must provide the 
EPA with an editable copy of any 
submitted revision to existing approved 
federally enforceable plan components, 
including State plan backstop measures. 
The editable copy of any such submitted 
plan revision must indicate the changes 
made at the State level, if any, to the 
existing approved federally enforceable 
plan components, using a mechanism 
such as redline/strikethrough. These 
changes are not part of the State plan 
until formal approval by EPA. 

(e) You must provide the EPA with 
non-editable and editable copies of any 
submitted revision to existing approved 
federally enforceable plan components, 
including State plan backstop measures. 
The editable copy of any such submitted 
plan revision must indicate the changes 
made at the State level, if any, to the 
existing approved federally enforceable 
plan components, using a mechanism 
such as redline/strikethrough. These 
changes are not part of the State plan 
until formal approval by EPA. 

Definitions 

§ 60.5880 What definitions apply to this 
subpart? 

As used in this subpart, all terms not 
defined herein will have the meaning 
given them in the Clean Air Act and in 
subparts A, B, and TTTT, of this part. 

Adjusted CO2 Emission Rate Means 
(1) For an affected EGU, the reported 

CO2 emission rate of an affected EGU, 
adjusted as described in § 60.5790(c)(1) 
to reflect any ERCs used by an affected 
EGU to demonstrate compliance with its 
CO2 emission standards; or 

(2) For a State (or states in a multi- 
state plan) calculating a collective CO2 
emission rate achieved under the plan, 
the actual CO2 emission rate during a 
plan reporting period of the affected 
EGUs subject to the rate specified in the 
plan, adjusted by the ERCs used for 
compliance by those EGUs (total CO2 
mass divided by the sum of the total 
MWh and ERCs). 

Affected electric generating unit or 
Affected EGU means a steam generating 
unit, integrated gasification combined 
cycle (IGCC), or stationary combustion 
turbine that meets the relevant 
applicability conditions in section 
§ 60.5845. 

Allowance means an authorization for 
each specified unit of actual CO2 
emitted from an affected EGU or a 
facility during a specified period. 

Allowance system means a control 
program under which the owner or 
operator of each affected EGU is 
required to hold an allowance for each 
specified unit of CO2 emitted from that 
affected EGU or facility during a 
specified period and which limits the 
total amount of such allowances for a 
specified period and allows the transfer 
of such allowances. 

Annual capacity factor means the 
ratio between the actual heat input to an 
EGU during a calendar year and the 
potential heat input to the EGU had it 
been operated for 8,760 hours during a 
calendar year at the base load rating. 

Base load rating means the maximum 
amount of heat input (fuel) that an EGU 
can combust on a steady-state basis, as 

determined by the physical design and 
characteristics of the EGU at ISO 
conditions. For a stationary combustion 
turbine, base load rating includes the 
heat input from duct burners. 

Biomass means biologically based 
material that is living or dead (e.g., 
trees, crops, grasses, tree litter, roots) 
above and below ground, and available 
on a renewable or recurring basis. 
Materials that are biologically based 
include non-fossilized, biodegradable 
organic material originating from 
modern or contemporarily grown plants, 
animals, or microorganisms (including 
plants, products, byproducts and 
residues from agriculture, forestry, and 
related activities and industries, as well 
as the non-fossilized and biodegradable 
organic fractions of industrial and 
municipal wastes, including gases and 
liquids recovered from the 
decomposition of non-fossilized and 
biodegradable organic material). 

CO2 emission goal means a statewide 
rate-based CO2 emission goal or mass- 
based CO2 emission goal specified in 
§ 60.5855. 

Combined cycle unit means an 
electric generating unit that uses a 
stationary combustion turbine from 
which the heat from the turbine exhaust 
gases is recovered by a heat recovery 
steam generating unit to generate 
additional electricity. 

Combined heat and power unit or 
CHP unit, (also known as 
‘‘cogeneration’’) means an electric 
generating unit that uses a steam- 
generating unit or stationary combustion 
turbine to simultaneously produce both 
electric (or mechanical) and useful 
thermal output from the same primary 
energy source. 

Compliance period means a discrete 
time period for an affected EGU to 
comply with either an emission 
standard or State measure. 

Demand-side energy efficiency project 
means an installed piece of equipment 
or system, a modification of an existing 
piece of equipment or system, or a 
strategy intended to affect consumer 
electricity-use behavior, that results in a 
reduction in electricity use (in MWh) at 
an end-use facility, premises, or 
equipment connected to the electricity 
grid. 

Derate means a decrease in the 
available capacity of an electric 
generating unit, due to a system or 
equipment modification or to 
discounting a portion of a generating 
unit’s capacity for planning purposes. 

Eligible resource means a resource 
that meets the requirements of 
§ 60.5800(a). 
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Emission Rate Credit or ERC means a 
tradable compliance instrument that 
meets the requirements of § 60.5790(c). 

EM&V plan means a plan that meets 
the requirements of § 60.5830. 

ERC tracking system means a system 
for the issuance, surrender and 
retirement of ERCs that meets the 
requirements of § 60.5810. 

Final period means the period that 
begins on January 1, 2030, and 
continues thereafter. The final period is 
comprised of final reporting periods, 
each of which may be no longer than 
two calendar years (with a calendar year 
beginning on January 1 and ending on 
December 31). 

Final reporting period means an 
increment of plan performance within 
the final period, with each final 
reporting period being no longer than 
two calendar years (with a calendar year 
beginning on January 1 and ending on 
December 31), with the first final 
reporting period in the final period 
beginning on January 1, 2030, and 
ending no later than December 31, 2031. 

Fossil fuel means natural gas, 
petroleum, coal, and any form of solid 
fuel, liquid fuel, or gaseous fuel derived 
from such material for the purpose of 
creating useful heat. 

Heat recovery steam generating unit 
(HRSG) means a unit in which hot 
exhaust gases from the combustion 
turbine engine are routed in order to 
extract heat from the gases and generate 
useful output. Heat recovery steam 
generating units can be used with or 
without duct burners. 

Independent verifier means a person 
(including any individual, corporation, 
partnership, or association) who has the 
appropriate technical and other 
qualifications to provide verification 
reports. The independent verifier must 
not have, or have had, any direct or 
indirect financial or other interest in the 
subject of its verification report or ERCs 
that could impact their impartiality in 
performing verification services. 

Integrated gasification combined 
cycle facility or IGCC means a combined 
cycle facility that is designed to burn 
fuels containing 50 percent (by heat 
input) or more solid-derived fuel not 
meeting the definition of natural gas 
plus any integrated equipment that 
provides electricity or useful thermal 
output to either the affected facility or 
auxiliary equipment. The Administrator 
may waive the 50 percent solid-derived 
fuel requirement during periods of the 
gasification system construction, startup 
and commissioning, shutdown, or 
repair. No solid fuel is directly burned 
in the unit during operation. 

Interim period means the period of 
eight calendar years from January 1, 

2022, to December 31, 2029. The interim 
period is composed three interim steps, 
interim step 1, interim step 2, and 
interim step 3. 

Interim step means an increment of 
plan performance within the interim 
period. 

Interim step 1 means the period of 
three calendar years from January 1, 
2022, to December 31, 2024. 

Interim step 2 means the period of 
three calendar years from January 1, 
2025, to December 31, 2027. 

Interim step 3 means the period of 
two calendar years from January 1, 
2028, to December 31, 2029. 

ISO conditions means 288 Kelvin (15 
°C), 60 percent relative humidity and 
101.3 kilopascals pressure. 

M&V report means a report that meets 
the requirements of § 60.5835. 

Mechanical output means the useful 
mechanical energy that is not used to 
operate the affected facility, generate 
electricity and/or thermal output, or to 
enhance the performance of the affected 
facility. Mechanical energy measured in 
horsepower hour must be converted into 
MWh by multiplying it by 745.7 then 
dividing by 1,000,000. 

Nameplate capacity means, starting 
from the initial installation, the 
maximum electrical generating output 
that a generator, prime mover, or other 
electric power production equipment 
under specific conditions designated by 
the manufacturer is capable of 
producing (in MWe, rounded to the 
nearest tenth) on a steady-state basis 
and during continuous operation (when 
not restricted by seasonal or other 
deratings) as of such installation as 
specified by the manufacturer of the 
equipment, or starting from the 
completion of any subsequent physical 
change resulting in an increase in the 
maximum electrical generating output 
that the equipment is capable of 
producing on a steady-state basis and 
during continuous operation (when not 
restricted by seasonal or other 
deratings), such increased maximum 
amount (in MWe, rounded to the nearest 
tenth) as of such completion as 
specified by the person conducting the 
physical change. 

Natural gas means a fluid mixture of 
hydrocarbons (e.g., methane, ethane, or 
propane), composed of at least 70 
percent methane by volume or that has 
a gross calorific value between 35 and 
41 megajoules (MJ) per dry standard 
cubic meter (950 and 1,100 Btu per dry 
standard cubic foot), that maintains a 
gaseous State under ISO conditions. In 
addition, natural gas contains 20.0 
grains or less of total sulfur per 100 
standard cubic feet. Finally, natural gas 
does not include the following gaseous 

fuels: Landfill gas, digester gas, refinery 
gas, sour gas, blast furnace gas, coal- 
derived gas, producer gas, coke oven 
gas, or any gaseous fuel produced in a 
process which might result in highly 
variable sulfur content or heating value. 

Net allowance export/import means a 
net transfer of CO2 allowances during an 
interim step, the interim period, or a 
final reporting period which represents 
the net number of CO2 allowances 
(issued by a State) that are transferred 
from the compliance accounts of 
affected EGUs in that state to the 
compliance accounts of affected EGUs 
in another State. This net transfer is 
determined based on compliance 
account holdings at the end of the plan 
performance period. Compliance 
account holdings, as used here, refer to 
the number of CO2 allowances 
surrendered for compliance during a 
plan performance period, as well as any 
remaining CO2 allowances held in a 
compliance account as of the end of a 
plan performance period. 

Net electric output means the amount 
of gross generation the generator(s) 
produce (including, but not limited to, 
output from steam turbine(s), 
combustion turbine(s), and gas 
expander(s)), as measured at the 
generator terminals, less the electricity 
used to operate the plant (i.e., auxiliary 
loads); such uses include fuel handling 
equipment, pumps, fans, pollution 
control equipment, other electricity 
needs, and transformer losses as 
measured at the transmission side of the 
step up transformer (e.g., the point of 
sale). 

Net energy output means: 
(1) The net electric or mechanical 

output from the affected facility, plus 
100 percent of the useful thermal output 
measured relative to SATP conditions 
that is not used to generate additional 
electric or mechanical output or to 
enhance the performance of the unit 
(e.g., steam delivered to an industrial 
process for a heating application). 

(2) For combined heat and power 
facilities where at least 20.0 percent of 
the total gross or net energy output 
consists of electric or direct mechanical 
output and at least 20.0 percent of the 
total gross or net energy output consists 
of useful thermal output on a 12- 
operating month rolling average basis, 
the net electric or mechanical output 
from the affected EGU divided by 0.95, 
plus 100 percent of the useful thermal 
output; (e.g., steam delivered to an 
industrial process for a heating 
application). 

Programmatic milestone means the 
implementation of measures necessary 
for plan progress, including specific 
dates associated with such 
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implementation. Prior to January 1, 
2022, programmatic milestones are 
applicable to all state plan approaches 
and measures. Subsequent to January 1, 
2022, programmatic milestones are 
applicable to state measures. 

Qualified biomass means a biomass 
feedstock that is demonstrated as a 
method to control increases of CO2 
levels in the atmosphere. 

Standard ambient temperature and 
pressure (SATP) conditions means 
298.15 Kelvin (25 °C, 77 °F)) and 100.0 
kilopascals (14.504 psi, 0.987 atm) 
pressure. The enthalpy of water at SATP 
conditions is 50 Btu/lb. 

State agent means an entity acting on 
behalf of the State, with the legal 
authority of the State. 

State measures means measures that 
are adopted, implemented, and enforced 
as a matter of State law. Such measures 
are enforceable only per State law, and 
are not included in and codified as part 
of the federally enforceable State plan. 

Stationary combustion turbine means 
all equipment, including but not limited 
to the turbine engine, the fuel, air, 
lubrication and exhaust gas systems, 
control systems (except emissions 
control equipment), heat recovery 
system, fuel compressor, heater, and/or 
pump, post-combustion emissions 
control technology, and any ancillary 
components and sub-components 
comprising any simple cycle stationary 
combustion turbine, any combined 
cycle combustion turbine, and any 
combined heat and power combustion 
turbine based system plus any 
integrated equipment that provides 
electricity or useful thermal output to 
the combustion turbine engine, heat 
recovery system or auxiliary equipment. 

Stationary means that the combustion 
turbine is not self-propelled or intended 
to be propelled while performing its 
function. It may, however, be mounted 
on a vehicle for portability. If a 
stationary combustion turbine burns any 
solid fuel directly it is considered a 
steam generating unit. 

Steam generating unit means any 
furnace, boiler, or other device used for 
combusting fuel and producing steam 
(nuclear steam generators are not 
included) plus any integrated 
equipment that provides electricity or 
useful thermal output to the affected 
facility or auxiliary equipment. 

Uprate means an increase in available 
electric generating unit power capacity 
due to a system or equipment 
modification. 

Useful thermal output means the 
thermal energy made available for use in 
any heating application (e.g., steam 
delivered to an industrial process for a 
heating application, including thermal 
cooling applications) that is not used for 
electric generation, mechanical output 
at the affected EGU, to directly enhance 
the performance of the affected EGU 
(e.g., economizer output is not useful 
thermal output, but thermal energy used 
to reduce fuel moisture is considered 
useful thermal output), or to supply 
energy to a pollution control device at 
the affected EGU. Useful thermal output 
for affected EGU(s) with no condensate 
return (or other thermal energy input to 
the affected EGU(s)) or where measuring 
the energy in the condensate (or other 
thermal energy input to the affected 
EGU(s)) would not meaningfully impact 
the emission rate calculation is 
measured against the energy in the 
thermal output at SATP conditions. 

Affected EGU(s) with meaningful energy 
in the condensate return (or other 
thermal energy input to the affected 
EGU) must measure the energy in the 
condensate and subtract that energy 
relative to SATP conditions from the 
measured thermal output. 

Valid data means quality-assured data 
generated by continuous monitoring 
systems that are installed, operated, and 
maintained according to part 75 of this 
chapter. For CEMS, the initial 
certification requirements in § 75.20 of 
this chapter and appendix A to part 75 
of this chapter must be met before 
quality-assured data are reported under 
this subpart; for on-going quality 
assurance, the daily, quarterly, and 
semiannual/annual test requirements in 
sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 of appendix B 
to part 75 of this chapter must be met 
and the data validation criteria in 
sections 2.1.5, 2.2.3, and 2.3.2 of 
appendix B to part 75 of this chapter 
apply. For fuel flow meters, the initial 
certification requirements in section 
2.1.5 of appendix D to part 75 of this 
chapter must be met before quality- 
assured data are reported under this 
subpart (except for qualifying 
commercial billing meters under section 
2.1.4.2 of appendix D), and for on-going 
quality assurance, the provisions in 
section 2.1.6 of appendix D to part 75 
of this chapter apply (except for 
qualifying commercial billing meters). 

Waste-to-Energy means a process or 
unit (e.g., solid waste incineration unit) 
that recovers energy from the 
conversion or combustion of waste 
stream materials, such as municipal 
solid waste, to generate electricity and/ 
or heat. 

TABLE 1 TO SUBPART UUUU OF PART 60—CO2 EMISSION PERFORMANCE RATES 
[Pounds of CO2 per net MWh] 

Affected EGU Interim rate Final rate 

Steam generating unit or integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) .............................................................. 1,534 1,305 
Stationary combustion turbine ................................................................................................................................. 832 771 

TABLE 2 TO SUBPART UUUU OF PART 60—STATEWIDE RATE-BASED CO2 EMISSION GOALS 
[Pounds of CO2 per net MWh] 

State Interim emission goal Final emission goal 

Alabama ................................................................................................................................... 1,157 1,018 
Arizona ..................................................................................................................................... 1,173 1,031 
Arkansas .................................................................................................................................. 1,304 1,130 
California .................................................................................................................................. 907 828 
Colorado .................................................................................................................................. 1,362 1,174 
Connecticut .............................................................................................................................. 852 786 
Delaware .................................................................................................................................. 1,023 916 
Florida ...................................................................................................................................... 1,026 919 
Georgia .................................................................................................................................... 1,198 1,049 
Idaho ........................................................................................................................................ 832 771 
Illinois ....................................................................................................................................... 1,456 1,245 
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TABLE 2 TO SUBPART UUUU OF PART 60—STATEWIDE RATE-BASED CO2 EMISSION GOALS—Continued 
[Pounds of CO2 per net MWh] 

State Interim emission goal Final emission goal 

Indiana ..................................................................................................................................... 1,451 1,242 
Iowa ......................................................................................................................................... 1,505 1,283 
Kansas ..................................................................................................................................... 1,519 1,293 
Kentucky .................................................................................................................................. 1,509 1,286 
Lands of the Fort Mojave Tribe ............................................................................................... 832 771 
Lands of the Navajo Nation ..................................................................................................... 1,534 1,305 
Lands of the Uintah and Ouray Reservation ........................................................................... 1,534 1,305 
Louisiana .................................................................................................................................. 1,293 1,121 
Maine ....................................................................................................................................... 842 779 
Maryland .................................................................................................................................. 1,510 1,287 
Massachusetts ......................................................................................................................... 902 824 
Michigan ................................................................................................................................... 1,355 1,169 
Minnesota ................................................................................................................................ 1,414 1,213 
Mississippi ................................................................................................................................ 1,061 945 
Missouri .................................................................................................................................... 1,490 1,272 
Montana ................................................................................................................................... 1,534 1,305 
Nebraska .................................................................................................................................. 1,522 1,296 
Nevada ..................................................................................................................................... 942 855 
New Hampshire ....................................................................................................................... 947 858 
New Jersey .............................................................................................................................. 885 812 
New Mexico ............................................................................................................................. 1,325 1,146 
New York ................................................................................................................................. 1,025 918 
North Carolina .......................................................................................................................... 1,311 1,136 
North Dakota ............................................................................................................................ 1,534 1,305 
Ohio ......................................................................................................................................... 1,383 1,190 
Oklahoma ................................................................................................................................. 1,223 1,068 
Oregon ..................................................................................................................................... 964 871 
Pennsylvania ............................................................................................................................ 1,258 1,095 
Rhode Island ............................................................................................................................ 832 771 
South Carolina ......................................................................................................................... 1,338 1,156 
South Dakota ........................................................................................................................... 1,352 1,167 
Tennessee ............................................................................................................................... 1,411 1,211 
Texas ....................................................................................................................................... 1,188 1,042 
Utah ......................................................................................................................................... 1,368 1,179 
Virginia ..................................................................................................................................... 1,047 934 
Washington .............................................................................................................................. 1,111 983 
West Virginia ............................................................................................................................ 1,534 1,305 
Wisconsin ................................................................................................................................. 1,364 1,176 
Wyoming .................................................................................................................................. 1,526 1,299 

TABLE 3 TO SUBPART UUUU OF PART 60—STATEWIDE MASS-BASED CO2 EMISSION GOALS 
[Short tons of CO2] 

State Interim emission goal 
(2022–2029) 

Final emission goals 
(2 year blocks starting 

with 2030–2031) 

Alabama ................................................................................................................................... 497,682,304 113,760,948 
Arizona ..................................................................................................................................... 264,495,976 60,341,500 
Arkansas .................................................................................................................................. 269,466,064 60,645,264 
California .................................................................................................................................. 408,216,600 96,820,240 
Colorado .................................................................................................................................. 267,103,064 59,800,794 
Connecticut .............................................................................................................................. 57,902,920 13,883,046 
Delaware .................................................................................................................................. 40,502,952 9,423,650 
Florida ...................................................................................................................................... 903,877,832 210,189,408 
Georgia .................................................................................................................................... 407,408,672 92,693,692 
Idaho ........................................................................................................................................ 12,401,136 2,985,712 
Illinois ....................................................................................................................................... 598,407,008 132,954,314 
Indiana ..................................................................................................................................... 684,936,520 152,227,670 
Iowa ......................................................................................................................................... 226,035,288 50,036,272 
Kansas ..................................................................................................................................... 198,874,664 43,981,652 
Kentucky .................................................................................................................................. 570,502,416 126,252,242 
Lands of the Fort Mojave Tribe ............................................................................................... 4,888,824 1,177,038 
Lands of the Navajo Nation ..................................................................................................... 196,462,344 43,401,174 
Lands of the Uintah and Ouray Reservation ........................................................................... 20,491,560 4,526,862 
Louisiana .................................................................................................................................. 314,482,512 70,854,046 
Maine ....................................................................................................................................... 17,265,472 4,147,884 
Maryland .................................................................................................................................. 129,675,168 28,695,256 
Massachusetts ......................................................................................................................... 101,981,416 24,209,494 
Michigan ................................................................................................................................... 424,457,200 95,088,128 
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TABLE 3 TO SUBPART UUUU OF PART 60—STATEWIDE MASS-BASED CO2 EMISSION GOALS—Continued 
[Short tons of CO2] 

State Interim emission goal 
(2022–2029) 

Final emission goals 
(2 year blocks starting 

with 2030–2031) 

Minnesota ................................................................................................................................ 203,468,736 45,356,736 
Missouri .................................................................................................................................... 500,555,464 110,925,768 
Mississippi ................................................................................................................................ 218,706,504 50,608,674 
Montana ................................................................................................................................... 102,330,640 22,606,214 
Nebraska .................................................................................................................................. 165,292,128 36,545,478 
Nevada ..................................................................................................................................... 114,752,736 27,047,168 
New Hampshire ....................................................................................................................... 33,947,936 7,995,158 
New Jersey .............................................................................................................................. 139,411,048 33,199,490 
New Mexico ............................................................................................................................. 110,524,488 24,825,204 
New York ................................................................................................................................. 268,762,632 62,514,858 
North Carolina .......................................................................................................................... 455,888,200 102,532,468 
North Dakota ............................................................................................................................ 189,062,568 41,766,464 
Ohio ......................................................................................................................................... 660,212,104 147,539,612 
Oklahoma ................................................................................................................................. 356,882,656 80,976,398 
Oregon ..................................................................................................................................... 69,145,312 16,237,308 
Pennsylvania ............................................................................................................................ 794,646,616 179,644,616 
Rhode Island ............................................................................................................................ 29,259,080 7,044,450 
South Carolina ......................................................................................................................... 231,756,984 51,997,936 
South Dakota ........................................................................................................................... 31,591,600 7,078,962 
Tennessee ............................................................................................................................... 254,278,880 56,696,792 
Texas ....................................................................................................................................... 1,664,726,728 379,177,684 
Utah ......................................................................................................................................... 212,531,040 47,556,386 
Virginia ..................................................................................................................................... 236,640,576 54,866,222 
Washington .............................................................................................................................. 93,437,656 21,478,344 
West Virginia ............................................................................................................................ 464,664,712 102,650,684 
Wisconsin ................................................................................................................................. 250,066,848 55,973,976 
Wyoming .................................................................................................................................. 286,240,416 63,268,824 

TABLE 4 TO SUBPART UUUU OF PART 60— STATEWIDE MASS-BASED CO2 GOALS PLUS NEW SOURCE CO2 EMISSION 
COMPLEMENT 

[Short tons of CO2] 

State Interim emission goal 
(2022–2029) 

Final emission goals 
(2 year blocks starting 

with 2030–2031) 

Alabama ................................................................................................................................... 504,534,496 115,272,348 
Arizona ..................................................................................................................................... 275,895,952 64,760,392 
Arkansas .................................................................................................................................. 272,756,576 61,371,058 
California .................................................................................................................................. 430,988,824 105,647,270 
Colorado .................................................................................................................................. 277,022,392 63,645,748 
Connecticut .............................................................................................................................. 58,986,192 14,121,986 
Delaware .................................................................................................................................. 41,133,688 9,562,772 
Florida ...................................................................................................................................... 917,904,040 213,283,190 
Georgia .................................................................................................................................... 412,826,944 93,888,808 
Idaho ........................................................................................................................................ 13,155,256 3,278,026 
Illinois ....................................................................................................................................... 604,953,792 134,398,348 
Indiana ..................................................................................................................................... 692,451,256 153,885,208 
Iowa ......................................................................................................................................... 228,426,760 50,563,762 
Kansas ..................................................................................................................................... 200,960,120 44,441,644 
Kentucky .................................................................................................................................. 576,522,048 127,580,002 
Lands of the Fort Mojave Tribe ............................................................................................... 5,186,112 1,292,276 
Lands of the Navajo Nation ..................................................................................................... 202,938,832 45,911,608 
Lands of the Uintah and Ouray Reservation ........................................................................... 21,167,080 4,788,708 
Louisiana .................................................................................................................................. 318,356,976 71,708,642 
Maine ....................................................................................................................................... 17,592,128 4,219,936 
Maryland .................................................................................................................................. 131,042,600 28,996,872 
Massachusetts ......................................................................................................................... 103,782,424 24,606,744 
Michigan ................................................................................................................................... 429,446,408 96,188,604 
Minnesota ................................................................................................................................ 205,761,008 45,862,346 
Mississippi ................................................................................................................................ 221,990,024 51,332,926 
Missouri .................................................................................................................................... 505,904,560 112,105,626 
Montana ................................................................................................................................... 105,704,024 23,913,816 
Nebraska .................................................................................................................................. 167,021,320 36,926,888 
Nevada ..................................................................................................................................... 120,916,064 29,436,214 
New Hampshire ....................................................................................................................... 34,519,280 8,121,182 
New Jersey .............................................................................................................................. 141,919,248 33,752,728 
New Mexico ............................................................................................................................. 114,741,592 26,459,850 
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TABLE 4 TO SUBPART UUUU OF PART 60— STATEWIDE MASS-BASED CO2 GOALS PLUS NEW SOURCE CO2 EMISSION 
COMPLEMENT—Continued 

[Short tons of CO2] 

State Interim emission goal 
(2022–2029) 

Final emission goals 
(2 year blocks starting 

with 2030–2031) 

New York ................................................................................................................................. 272,940,440 63,436,364 
North Carolina .......................................................................................................................... 461,424,928 103,753,712 
North Dakota ............................................................................................................................ 191,025,152 42,199,354 
Ohio ......................................................................................................................................... 667,812,080 149,215,950 
Oklahoma ................................................................................................................................. 361,531,056 82,001,704 
Oregon ..................................................................................................................................... 72,774,608 17,644,106 
Pennsylvania ............................................................................................................................ 804,705,296 181,863,274 
Rhode Island ............................................................................................................................ 29,819,360 7,168,032 
South Carolina ......................................................................................................................... 234,516,064 52,606,510 
South Dakota ........................................................................................................................... 31,963,696 7,161,036 
Tennessee ............................................................................................................................... 257,149,584 57,329,988 
Texas ....................................................................................................................................... 1,707,356,792 396,210,498 
Utah ......................................................................................................................................... 220,386,616 50,601,386 
Virginia ..................................................................................................................................... 240,240,880 55,660,348 
Washington .............................................................................................................................. 97,691,736 23,127,324 
West Virginia ............................................................................................................................ 469,488,232 103,714,614 
Wisconsin ................................................................................................................................. 252,985,576 56,617,764 
Wyoming .................................................................................................................................. 295,724,848 66,945,204 

[FR Doc. 2015–22842 Filed 10–22–15; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 6560–50–P 
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CM/ECF system on all ECF-registered counsel. 
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B. Rulings Under Review 

These consolidated cases involve final agency action of the United States 

Environmental Protection Agency entitled, “Standards of Performance for 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions From New, Modified, and Reconstructed Stationary 

Sources:  Electric Utility Generating Units,” published on October 23, 2015, at 80 

Fed. Reg. 64,510, and “Reconsideration of Standards of Performance for Greenhouse 

Gas Emissions From New, Modified, and Reconstructed Stationary Sources:  Electric 

Utility Generating Units,” published on May 6, 2016, at 81 Fed. Reg. 27,442. 

C. Related Cases  

These consolidated cases have not previously been before this Court or any 

other court.  

Per the Court’s order of March 24, 2016, the following case was severed and is 

being held in abeyance pending potential administrative resolution of biogenic carbon 

dioxide emissions issues in the Final Rule: Biogenic CO2 Coalition v. EPA, No. 15-1480. 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

Petitioners seek review of U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) 

final agency actions entitled “Standards of Performance for Greenhouse Gas 

Emissions From New, Modified, and Reconstructed Stationary Sources: Electric 

Utility Generating Units,” 80 Fed. Reg. 64,510 (Oct. 23, 2015), Joint Appendix (“JA”) 

___-___ (the “Rule”), and “Reconsideration of Standards of Performance for 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions From New, Modified, and Reconstructed Stationary 

Sources: Electric Utility Generating Units,” 81 Fed. Reg. 27,442 (May 6, 2016). 

Petitions for review were timely filed in this Court under section 307(b)(1) of the 

Clean Air Act (the “CAA”), 42 U.S.C. § 7607(b)(1). 

STATEMENT OF ISSUES 

1.  Whether EPA failed to apply the correct legal standard when 

determining whether its “best system of emission reduction” had been “adequately 

demonstrated” under CAA section 111(b), 42 U.S.C. § 7411(b), namely, whether the 

entire selected “system” is commercially available at full-scale facilities;  

2. Whether EPA exceeded its authority under the CAA because, regardless 

of the legal standard applied, it failed to meet its burden of showing that efficient new 

supercritical pulverized coal (“SCPC”) utility boilers implementing partial carbon 

capture and storage (“CCS”) in deep saline formations is in fact the “best system of 

emission reduction” for CO2 at fossil-fuel-fired steam generating units;   
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3.  Whether EPA exceeded its authority under the CAA in selecting its 

“best system of emission reduction” by failing to adequately consider the costs and 

benefits of the Rule;  and 

4.  Whether EPA failed to properly consider whether CO2 emissions are 

“reasonably ... anticipated to endanger public health or welfare,” and whether fossil-

fuel-fired steam generating units “contribute[] significantly” to that endangerment, as 

required for EPA to regulate under the CAA § 111(b), 42 U.S.C. § 7411(b). 

STATUTES AND REGULATIONS 

The Rule is codified in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Subpart TTTT and Parts 70, 71, and 

98. The Statutory and Regulatory Addendum reproduces pertinent portions of cited 

statutes and regulations. 

INTRODUCTION 

This Rule is a cornerstone of EPA’s agenda to eliminate coal-fired power plants 

from the mix of energy generation relied on by States. It is designed—by virtue of an 

impossibly high technology standard—to eliminate the construction of new coal-fired 

power plants. It is also a statutory predicate for the 111(d) Rule (“Power Plan Rule”), 

which is EPA’s tool to eliminate existing coal-fired power plants.  

But like the Power Plan Rule, which has been separately challenged before this 

Court, this Rule far exceeds the agency’s authority. Congress has not granted EPA the 

power to choose winners and losers in the energy marketplace. Indeed, even the 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission is prohibited under the Federal Power Act 
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from exercising such authority. The CAA grants EPA the authority to regulate air 

pollution, but specifically requires that EPA’s standards reflect “demonstrated” levels 

of technology that are also cost-effective, precisely so that pollution regulation does 

not become a cudgel for EPA to force unwanted industries out of business.  

Among many deficiencies, the Rule fails to satisfy the statutory requirement 

that EPA select a “best system of emission reduction” (“BSER”) that has been 

“adequately demonstrated.” Under this Court’s case law, EPA must show that the 

entire selected system is commercially available for implementation at new, full-scale 

facilities. As counsel for EPA recently conceded to this Court, sitting en banc to hear 

challenges to the Power Plan Rule, “the statute directly requires that any system of 

emission reduction be adequately demonstrated,” which means that “any emission 

reduction system that isn’t already in place and successful within an industry can’t be used ....” 

Transcript of Oral Argument, State of West Virginia v. EPA, No. 15-1363, 61 (emphasis 

added). 

Relatedly, EPA is prohibited under the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (“EPAct”) 

from considering facilities that receive certain federal subsidies or tax credits when 

determining whether a system has been “adequately demonstrated”—for the very 

reason that subsidized, emergent technologies have not proven to be commercially 

viable.    

But instead of attempting to show that its BSER is a demonstrated, 

commercially available technology, EPA employs various sleights of hand to attempt 
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to reduce its statutory burden. First, it erroneously asserts that it need only show that 

its BSER is “technically feasible,” rather than commercially available. Second, EPA 

claims that it need not demonstrate the operation of its “system” as an integrated 

whole, but need only show the feasibility of each component part of the system. Third, 

EPA relies on a plainly erroneous interpretation of EPAct to conclude that it may 

consider covered, subsidized facilities to support its adequate demonstration analysis 

so long as it also considers even a scintilla of other evidence. 

EPA cannot cobble together various component technologies that exist only in 

highly-subsidized, pilot-scale, or experimental form and declare the amalgam 

“adequately demonstrated.” Much like the griffin, which combines parts of the bodies 

of different animals into one mythical creature, EPA’s BSER does not exist in the 

integrated form mandated by the agency anywhere in the world, and the closest 

analogues are either small-scale plants or plants that receive significant government 

funding.  

EPA’s purpose behind imposing its unproven BSER on regulated plants is 

clear—to ensure that coal-fired energy has no future in the energy landscape. But 

EPA cannot set unachievable national emissions standards for new fossil-fuel-fired 

steam generating units to transform the energy economy in this manner. The Rule is 

not a faithful application of section 111 and must be vacated. 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

I. Section 111 Of The CAA 

Enacted in 1970 and amended in 1977 and 1990, CAA section 111 authorizes 

EPA to impose nationwide emission limits—a “standard of performance”—on any 

category of new and modified stationary sources that the agency has found “causes, or 

contributes significantly to, air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to 

endanger public health or welfare.” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(b)(1)(A).  

CAA section 111(a)(1) defines “standard of performance” to include several 

important statutory limitations on EPA’s power to set emission standards on 

stationary sources. A “standard of performance” means: 

a standard for emissions of air pollutants which reflects the degree of 
emission limitation achievable through the application of the best system 
of emission reduction which (taking into account the cost of achieving 
such reduction and any nonair quality health and environmental impact 
and energy requirements) the Administrator determines has been 
adequately demonstrated. 
 

42 U.S.C. § 7411(a)(1).  

II. The President’s Climate Action Plan 

After Congress repeatedly rejected legislation authorizing greenhouse gas 

reduction programs, President Obama ordered EPA to use CAA section 111 to force 

steam generating units to make steep reductions in CO2 emissions. See Power Sector 

Carbon Pollution Standards: Memorandum for the Administrator of the Environmental Protection 

Agency, 78 Fed. Reg. 39,535 (June 25, 2013), JA___-___. On October 23, 2015, EPA 
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did as directed, simultaneously adopting two major rules under CAA section 111(b) 

and section 111(d), regulating CO2 emissions from new, modified, reconstructed, and 

existing fossil-fuel-fired steam generating units, respectively. See 80 Fed. Reg. 64,510 

(Oct. 23, 2015), JA___-___; Id. at 64,662 (Oct. 23, 2015), JA___-___. 

A. The Rule 

The Rule requires, among other things, that new fossil-fuel-fired steam 

generating units limit CO2 emissions to 1,400 lb. CO2/MWh-g.1 To justify this 

standard, EPA selected as the BSER “a new highly efficient SCPC [electric generating 

unit (‘EGU’)] implementing partial post-combustion CCS”, 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,542, 

JA___, in “deep saline formations,” id. at 64,579 (“the determination that the BSER is 

adequately demonstrated ... relies on [geologic sequestration] in deep saline 

formations”), JA___. EPA claims that new units can achieve this standard by 

implementing a SCPC unit that captures CO2 post-combustion. Id. at 64,513, JA___. 

EPA concedes in the Rule that even the most efficient, commercially-available new 

fossil-fuel-fired steam generating units will be unable to meet a 1,400 lb. CO2/MWh-g 

standard in the absence of CCS. Id. at 64,548, JA___. EPA also notes that Integrated 

Gasification Combined Cycle technology—though not part of its BSER—can either 

                                           
1 The Rule also establishes a standard for reconstructed and modified steam 
generating units. 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,512, JA___. State Petitioners focus here on the 
requirements for new sources, but agree with Non-State Petitioners that the modified 
and reconstructed standards are unlawful. Non-State Br. III.  
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implement CCS or natural gas co-firing as an alternative method of compliance with 

the Rule. Id. at 64,514, JA___. 

In the preamble to the Rule, EPA acknowledges that it must show that its 

BSER is “adequately demonstrated.” Id. at 64,512, JA___. But contrary to case law, 

EPA concludes that, to satisfy this standard, it need only show that its proposed 

system is “technically feasible.” See, e.g., id. at 64,513, 64,527, 64,538, JA___, ___, ___. 

EPA reasoned that “[t]here is no requirement, as part of the BSER determination, 

that the EPA finds that the technology in question is ‘commercially available.’” Id. at 

64,556, JA___. EPA also rejected the conclusion that it must show that a BSER’s 

component parts can operate as a fully-integrated system. Id. EPA instead construed 

the CAA as allowing it to “legitimately infer that a technology is demonstrated as a 

whole based on operation of component parts which have not, as yet, been fully 

integrated.” Id. 

EPA also relied on a host of federally-subsidized facilities in support of its 

analysis that its BSER had been adequately demonstrated. Id. at 64,548, 64,551-55, 

JA___, ___-___. While EPA did not address EPAct when it proposed the Rule, see 79 

Fed. Reg. 1,430 (Jan. 8, 2014), JA___, that statute has prohibited the agency since 

2005 from even “consider[ing]” technology as adequately demonstrated under CAA 

section 111 where the technology is used at a facility receiving certain federal subsidies 

or tax credits. See Energy Policy Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-58, 119 Stat. 594 

(2005). But rather than withdraw the Rule, as State Petitioners requested in comments, 
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Comments of West Virginia, et al., EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0495-9505, at 8 (May 9, 

2014) (“West Virginia Comments”) (requesting that EPA withdraw its proposal 

because it violated EPAct on its face), JA___, EPA issued a separate request for 

comment on the effect of EPAct, 79 Fed. Reg. 10,750 (Feb. 26, 2014), JA___. And in 

the final Rule, EPA construed the limitations of EPAct narrowly, concluding that 

EPAct “preclude[s] [it] from relying solely on the experience of facilities that received 

[Department of Energy (“DOE”)] assistance, but [does] not [] preclude [it] from 

relying on the experience of such facilities in conjunction with other information.” 80 

Fed. Reg. at 64,541, JA___.  

Despite imposition of this novel BSER on regulated entities, EPA concluded 

that any costs and benefits associated with the Rule would be negligible because 

“existing and anticipated economic conditions are such that few, if any, fossil-fuel-

fired steam-generating EGUs will be built in the foreseeable future.” Id. at 64,515, 

JA___. EPA thus concluded that the Rule would not produce “notable CO2 emission 

changes, energy impacts, monetized benefits, costs, or economic impacts.” Id. at 

64,642, JA___. 

B. The Power Plan Rule 

Having established a section 111(b) rule, EPA then invoked section 111(d) to 

promulgate its Power Plan Rule, which unlawfully set binding emission limitations 

that require sharp CO2 reductions for existing fossil-fuel-fired steam generating units. 

80 Fed. Reg. at 64,662, JA___.  
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State Petitioners challenged the Power Plan Rule in a separate proceeding 

before this Court and sought a stay pending judicial review. See West Virginia v. EPA, 

No. 15-1363 (and consolidated cases) (D.C. Cir. filed Oct. 23, 2015). On February 9, 

2016, the Supreme Court stayed the Power Plan, halting its enforceability and its 

deadlines pending Supreme Court review. Order in Pending Case, West Virginia v. 

EPA, No. 15A773 (U.S. Feb. 9, 2016); see Nken v. Holder, 556 U.S. 418, 428 (2009).  

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

I.  In adopting the Rule, EPA far exceeded the authority provided by Congress 

under section 111(b) of the CAA to set emission standards for new fossil-fuel-fired 

steam generating units. The CAA requires a rigorous showing that the selected “best 

system of emission reduction” be “adequately demonstrated.” The text and structure 

of the CAA, and its consistent interpretation by this Court, make clear that EPA must 

demonstrate that its preferred “system” is commercially available. Sierra Club v. Costle, 

657 F.2d 298, 319 (D.C. Cir. 1981); Portland Cement Ass’n v. Ruckelshaus, 486 F.2d 375, 

391 (D.C. Cir. 1973). 

Rather than hold itself to this well-established standard, EPA has impermissibly 

“relaxed” its statutory burden. Costle, 657 F.2d at 341 n.157. The agency claims that it 

need only show that the individual component parts of its selected system are 

“technically feasible.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,513, JA___. Worse, EPA’s reliance on 

facilities that receive government funding violates Congress’s explicit instruction in 
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EPAct that such facilities shall not be “considered” in determining whether a 

particular system has been “adequately demonstrated.” 26 U.S.C. § 48A(g).  

If permitted to stand, EPA’s interpretation would eliminate an important check 

on the agency’s authority under section 111(b). If EPA can require emission 

reductions based on a system that does not exist at commercial scale anywhere in the 

world, it has the power to deter the construction of new coal-fired plants in favor of 

EPA’s preferred energy sources. That is inconsistent with the statutory text and this 

Court’s cases. And at a minimum, it is a direct intrusion on the States’ traditional 

authority over electricity generation that requires a clear statement from Congress. 

II.  Applying the correct legal standard here, there can be no doubt that EPA’s 

BSER has not been adequately demonstrated. Without small-scale pilot programs and 

facilities that have received federal funding under EPAct, EPA can only identify one 

facility where it claims its BSER is fully operational—Canada’s Boundary Dam. But 

that facility receives substantial government funding, like the EPAct facilities. It is also 

less than one-quarter the size of a full-scale power plant, has suffered massive cost 

overruns, and does not sequester in deep saline formations. It is not sufficient to carry 

EPA’s burden to show adequate demonstration. 

III.  EPA has also failed to adequately consider the costs and benefits of the 

new Rule, as required by the CAA. The Supreme Court and this Court have required 

that EPA engage in a reasoned analysis of costs before engaging in significant 

rulemaking. See Michigan v. EPA, 135 S. Ct. 2699, 2706 (2015); infra III.A. Here, EPA 
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ignored the significant costs that imposing a nationwide CCS-based standard would 

have in deterring the creation of new plants. And EPA adopted the Rule despite 

admitting that it would result in negligible CO2 savings. It violates the CAA for EPA 

to adopt a costly Rule while conceding that the Rule is unlikely to result in any 

discernible benefit.                  

IV.  Finally, EPA bypassed critical statutory conditions that it must satisfy 

before it can even consider the specifics of any 111(b) rule. Specifically, Congress 

required that EPA find that the air pollutant it seeks to regulate “may reasonably be 

anticipated to endanger public health or welfare,” and that the source category to be 

regulated actually “contributes significantly” to that endangerment. 42 U.S.C. 

§ 7411(b)(1)(A). Yet EPA failed to comply with these straightforward prerequisites in 

promulgating the Rule. It erred in concluding that the source category here had 

already been listed, and even assuming the source category had been listed, EPA was 

wrong in asserting that it only needs a “rational basis” to regulate a new pollutant 

from a previously-listed source category. 

STANDING 

State Petitioners have standing because the Rule is a necessary legal predicate 

for EPA’s Power Plan Rule, which requires States to create and submit state plans to 

implement EPA’s CO2 emission limits. 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,669, JA___. The Rule is a 

but-for cause of the States’ obligation to revise or create a section 111(d) state plan, 
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which is an injury-in-fact sufficient for standing. West Virginia v. EPA, 362 F.3d 861, 

868 (D.C. Cir. 2004). 

State Petitioners also have standing because the Rule mandates a BSER that is 

not commercially available, which will deter the construction of new coal-fired steam 

generating units within the States. This intrudes on the States’ “traditional authority 

over the need for additional generating capacity, the type of generating facilities to be 

licensed, land use, ratemaking, and the like.” Pac. Gas & Elec. Co. v. State Energy Res. 

Conservation & Dev. Comm’n, 461 U.S. 190, 212 (1983).  

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

This Court’s decisions “have established a rigorous standard of review under 

section 111.” Nat’l Lime Ass’n v. EPA, 627 F.2d 416, 429 (D.C. Cir. 1980). “EPA must 

affirmatively show” during the rulemaking process that its BSER is adequately 

demonstrated. See id. at 433. This Court must set aside final EPA action that is 

“arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with 

law;” “contrary to constitutional right, power, privilege, or immunity;” or “in excess of 

statutory jurisdiction, authority, or limitations, or short of statutory right.” 42 U.S.C. 

§ 7607(d)(9)(A)–(C). 
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ARGUMENT 

I. EPA Failed To Apply The Correct Legal Standard When Concluding 
That Its BSER Was Adequately Demonstrated. 

In the Rule, EPA concocts a new legal standard that impermissibly and 

significantly reduces its statutory burden. As noted, section 111 requires that a 

standard of performance “reflect[] the degree of emission limitation achievable 

through the application of the [BSER] which ... has been adequately demonstrated.” 

Id. § 7411(a)(1). But EPA concluded that it only needed to show that each individual 

component of its BSER was “technically feasible.” This new standard conflicts with 

the text, history, and structure of the CAA and this Court’s longstanding 

interpretation of section 111(b). As further explained in Part B, EPA’s flawed legal 

analysis renders most of EPA’s supporting evidence inadmissible, and what little 

evidence remains is insufficient to show that its BSER is adequately demonstrated. 

A. Adequate Demonstration Requires Full Commercial-Scale Operation 
Of The Entire Integrated System. 

Contrary to EPA’s assertion, the CAA’s “adequate demonstration” standard 

requires EPA to show commercial availability. As this Court has explained, this 

standard first appeared prior to enactment of the original 1970 CAA in Conference 

Committee, which rejected earlier versions proposed by both the House and Senate. 

Portland Cement, 486 F.2d at 391. The House had initially proposed a standard similar 

to what EPA advocates here, namely, that EPA give “‘appropriate consideration to 
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technological and economic feasibility.’” Id. (emphases added). But that did not become 

law.  

In parsing the legislative history of the “adequate demonstration” requirement, 

this Court identified the “essential question” as “whether the technology would be 

available for installation in new plants.” Id. Thus, under the “final language adopted, 

… it must be ‘adequately demonstrated’ that there will be ‘available technology.’” Id.  

In decisions following the CAA’s enactment, this Court confirmed and 

elaborated on the commercial availability requirement. Notably, in American Petroleum 

Institute v. EPA, this Court rejected the EPA’s reliance on “‘pilot plant data’” to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of carbon adsorption technology, which the EPA 

conceded “‘needs further development before [the technology] will show the high 

degree of effectiveness in large-scale operation that it has already shown in pilot plant 

demonstrations.’” 540 F.2d 1023, 1038 (D.C. Cir. 1976).  

Similarly, in Costle, this Court noted a distinction between an “innovative or 

emerging technology” and an “adequately demonstrated” system. Costle, 657 F.2d at 

341 n.157. In that case, the record indicated that dry scrubbing was not an “adequately 

demonstrated” technology because the record reflected that “‘crucial issues such as 

waste disposal and demonstration of commercial-scale systems, which may continue 

to limit the overall acceptability of this technology, remain to be answered.’” Id. 

(internal citation omitted). There, EPA conceded that there were “‘no full scale dry 

scrubbers ... presently in operation,’” and relied instead on pilot scale test data. Id. 
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(internal citation omitted). But this Court concluded that this evidence provided “no 

basis” to conclude “that dry scrubbing is adequately demonstrated for full scale plants 

throughout this industry.” Id.2  

The distinction drawn in Costle finds additional support in section 111(j) of the 

CAA, which specifically refers to an “innovative technological system” as one which 

has “not been adequately demonstrated.” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(j) (emphasis added). New 

sources may employ such systems only if they show that use of the “innovative” 

system would achieve a “greater” degree of emission reduction and if they can 

demonstrate that the system “will not cause or contribute to an unreasonable risk to 

public health, welfare, or safety in its operation, function, or malfunction.” Id. Because 

such vanguard technologies would not be in ordinary commercial use, and would 

therefore be untested, Congress required additional safeguards before new sources 

could adopt them.   

Furthermore, Congress is “presumed to be aware of an administrative or 

judicial interpretation of a statute and to adopt that interpretation when it re-enacts a 

statute without change.” Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc. v. Curran, 456 U.S. 

                                           
2 In those instances when this Court has permitted EPA to rely in part on pilot-scale 
data, it is only because EPA has proven that such data is “representative of full-scale 
performance.” Id. at 382. And EPA has typically supplemented this data with further 
evidence of full-scale commercial use. See, e.g., id. at 380 (record for achievability of 
standard for baghouse technology included “limited data from one full scale 
commercial sized operation,” among other evidence); Essex Chem. Corp. v. Ruckelshaus, 
486 F.2d 427, 440 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (record included “tests of prototype and full-scale 
control systems,” among other evidence).   
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353, 382 n.66 (1982). Here, Congress amended the CAA in 1977 and 1990, but on 

neither occasion changed the “adequately demonstrated” standard.  

Indeed, if anything, Congress reinforced the commercial availability test when it 

enacted EPAct in 2005. That statute instructed EPA that no facility that received 

certain forms of government funding “shall be considered to be ... adequately 

demonstrated.” 42 U.S.C. § 15962(i). Congress explained that those projects “advance 

efficiency, environmental performance, and cost competitiveness well beyond the level 

of technologies that are in commercial service or have been demonstrated on a scale” that 

DOE “determine[s] is sufficient to demonstrate that commercial service is viable as of 

[the date of enactment].” 42 U.S.C. § 15962(a) (emphasis added). The statute is clear: 

If a facility requires subsidies to exist, it is unlikely to be commercially viable at the 

present time, and therefore, is not “adequately demonstrated.”   

B. EPA’s Attempts To Change The “Adequate Demonstration” 
Standard Are Unlawful. 

EPA attempts to lighten its burden to “affirmatively show” that its BSER is 

adequately demonstrated. See Nat’l Lime Ass’n, 627 F.2d at 433. But none of its 

maneuvers are permitted under the CAA. 

1. The Adequate Demonstration Analysis Requires More Than 
Showing That The System Is Merely Technically Feasible. 

First, EPA improperly attempts to replace the adequately demonstrated 

standard with a completely novel “technical feasibility” standard. See, e.g., 80 Fed. Reg. 

at 64,513, JA___. As noted above, Congress specifically considered and rejected a 
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“technological ... feasibility” standard in drafting the CAA. And unsurprisingly, no 

federal case interpreting section 111 uses the phrases “technically feasible” or 

“technical feasibility” in the context of adequate demonstration of its BSER.  

To be sure, this Court has discussed whether the system EPA selected had the 

“technological feasibility” “to achieve mandated pollution control.” Portland Cement, 

486 F.2d at 388 (examining both adequate demonstration and achievability); see also 

Costle, 657 F.2d at 318-19. But these discussions deal with the separate statutory 

requirement that the emission limits set by EPA be “achievable” by the source. See 

Essex, 486 F.2d at 433. That is, assuming EPA has shown that its BSER is adequately 

demonstrated, EPA must also show that its selected BSER has the ability to 

“achiev[e]” the selected “standard for emissions of air pollutants” set by EPA, id. at 

433.3 That independent limitation on EPA’s authority must not be conflated with the 

prior, foundational inquiry that the selected BSER be “available for installation in new 

plants.” Portland Cement, 486 F.2d at 391. EPA ignores that requirement here.  

EPA suggests that the CAA permits it to adopt unproven systems under the 

guise of “promot[ing] technological development.” See 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,600, JA___. 

That too is incorrect. While this Court has acknowledged that “Section 111 looks 

toward what may fairly be projected for the regulated future, rather than the state of 

the art at present, since it is addressed to standards for new plants,” this Court noted 

                                           
3 For other, independently sufficient reasons, EPA has failed to show that its BSER 
can “achieve” the standard. See Non-State Br. I.C. & III.B. 
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in the same breath that “[t]he essential question [i]s ... whether the technology [is] 

available for installation in new plants.” Portland Cement, 486 F.2d at 391; Costle, 657 

F.2d at 364 n.276 (quoting Portland Cement). Therefore, while EPA need not select a 

technology that represents the current industry standard, it must select a technology 

that currently exists and is commercially viable. It has failed to do so here.  

2. The Adequate Demonstration Analysis Requires System-
Wide Demonstration, Not Demonstration of Individual 
Components. 

EPA also impermissibly attempts to undermine the CAA by applying its 

invented “technical feasibility” standard not to the CCS system as a whole, but to each 

of its “components,” asserting that it is “[un]necessary that the major components be 

demonstrated in an integrated process in order to determine the technical feasibility of 

each component.” See EPA, Docket EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0495, Technical Support 

Document-Effect of EPAct05 on BSER for New Fossil Fuel-fired Boilers and IGCCs (2014) at 

4, https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014-01/documents/ 

2013_proposed_cps_for_new_power_plants_tsd.pdf (“EPAct TSD”), JA___; see also 

79 Fed. Reg. 1471, JA___.  

EPA’s component approach, however, conflicts with EPA’s own 

understanding of the word “system.” As EPA argued in the preamble to the Power 

Plan Rule, the “ordinary, everyday meaning of ‘system’” includes “a set of things or 

parts forming a complex whole;” “a group of interacting, interrelated, or 

interdependent elements;” and “an assemblage or combination of things or parts 
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forming a complex or unitary whole.”4 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,720 & n.314 (collecting 

dictionaries), JA___. These definitions, coupled with the statutory text, confirm that 

EPA must show that the entire, integrated “system ... has been adequately 

demonstrated.” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(a)(1) (emphasis added).    

This conclusion comports with this Court’s precedents instructing that “EPA 

may not base its determination that a technology is adequately demonstrated ... on 

mere speculation or conjecture.” Lignite Energy Council v. EPA, 198 F.3d 930, 934 

(D.C. Cir. 1999). By purporting to show merely that components of a system are 

technically feasible without proving that they can be successfully integrated in a full-

scale commercial plant, EPA impermissibly relies on “‘crystal-ball’ inquiry” to attempt 

to demonstrate its system. Portland Cement, 486 F.2d at 391.  

3. EPA Cannot Rely On EPAct-Subsidized Facilities To Meet 
The Adequate Demonstration Standard. 

Finally, EPA improperly purports to reduce its statutory burden by explicitly 

considering facilities to support its adequate demonstration analysis that are excluded 

under federal law. EPAct authorizes federal assistance in the form of grants, loan 

guarantees, and federal tax credits for investment in certain types of energy 

technology. 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,541, JA___. But it also contains three separate 

provisions—sections 402(i) (covering facilities receiving assistance under the Energy 

                                           
4 Although not relevant here, State Petitioners demonstrated in their briefs challenging 
EPA’s Power Plan Rule that there are other independent limitations on what can 
qualify as a “system” under CAA. Dkt. 1608991, at *13-15, West Virginia v. EPA, No. 
15-1363 (D.C. Cir. filed April 15, 2016).  
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Policy Act of 2005), 421(a) (adding sections 3103(e) and 3104(d) to the Energy Policy 

Act of 1992 to cover facilities receiving assistance under the Clean Air Coal Program), 

and 1307(b) (adding section 48A(g) to the Internal Revenue Code to cover facilities 

receiving the Qualifying Advanced Coal Project Credit)—that contain substantively 

identical language prohibiting EPA from considering any EPAct-assisted facilities 

when determining whether a particular system has been adequately demonstrated.  

EPA admits that these related provisions “were part of the same legislation and 

address the same issue,” and that there is no “indicati[on] that they were meant to 

have different meanings.” EPAct TSD at 13, JA___. One representative section, and 

the last to be enacted into law, provides that: 

No use of technology (or level of emission reduction solely by reason of 
the use of the technology), and no achievement of any emission 
reduction by the demonstration of any technology or performance level, 
by or at one or more facilities with respect to which a credit is allowed 
under this section, shall be considered to indicate that the technology or 
performance level is ... adequately demonstrated for purposes of section 
111 of the Clean Air Act ....  
    

26 U.S.C. § 48A(g); see also 42 U.S.C. §§ 13573(e), 13574(d), 15962(i). 

In interpreting this statute, EPA admits that the provisions collectively cover 

any “technology or emissions reduction for which assistance was given” or the “credit 

is allowed.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,541, JA___. EPA nonetheless attempts to parse each 

of these provisions to reach its strained and implausible reading of the statute. That is, 

EPA concludes that these provisions merely “bar[] consideration where EPAct[]-

assisted facilities were the sole support for the BSER determination,” but permit 
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consideration to “support a BSER determination so long as there is additional 

evidence supporting the determination.” Id.5 EPA makes two arguments in support of 

this reading, neither of which comport with the plain language of the statute. 

First, EPA argues that the phrase “considered to indicate,” which appears only 

in section 48A(g), should be interpreted to mean “deemed to prove.” Response to 

Comment at 2-122, EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0495-11861, JA___; Chloe Kolman 

Memorandum to Section 111(b) Docket on EPAct05 at 5 (July 29, 2015), EPA-HQ-

OAR-2013-0495-11334, JA___. This reading, however, is plainly erroneous. The term 

“considered,” when directed at EPA, has been interpreted as a direction to that agency 

to take a particular factor into account. Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1, 32 n.66 (D.C. 

Cir. 1976) (mandatory “consideration” of factors requires “actual good faith 

consideration of the specified evidence and options”). EPA’s contorted interpretation, 

which would permit it to “consider” EPAct-assisted facilities so long they are not 

“deemed to prove” a technology is adequately demonstrated, cannot be accepted. 

Second, EPA argues that the phrase “solely by reason of,” as it appears in 

sections 402(i) and 421(a) (but not section 48A(g)), indicates that EPA can “rely on 

information from EPAct[] facilities even where that information is a necessary 

component of its determination, so long as the information from these facilities is not 

                                           
5 Contrary to EPA’s assertion, its interpretations of EPAct are due no deference, 
because EPAct is not a statute that EPA has been “entrusted to administer.” Chevron, 
U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, 467 U.S. 837, 844 (1984); see also SW General, 
Inc. v. Nat’l Labor Relations Bd., 796 F.3d 67, 74 n.4 (D.C. Cir. 2015). 
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the sole support for the determination.” Response to Comments at 2-118 to 2-120, 

EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0495-11861, JA___,___; see also 80 Fed. Reg. at 64541, JA___. 

But EPA’s interpretation is contrary to the plain meaning of the statute. If 

consideration of EPAct-assisted pilot-scale projects is a deciding factor that tips the 

balance in favor of EPA finding a technology to be adequate demonstrated, then 

EPA’s adequate demonstration determination is “solely by reason of” its 

consideration of the pilot-scale projects. In other words, EPA would not have been 

able to make a finding of adequate demonstration but for the pilot-scale projects. Thus, 

EPA is prohibited from considering covered facilities to support the Rule.  

EPA effectively claims that the phrase “solely by reason of” introduces a 

“mixed motive” standard of causation, whereby EPA can consider covered facilities 

as long as it considers any other evidence not covered by EPAct. But courts have 

rejected this narrow meaning of “solely by reason of” where context shows that 

Congress intended to adopt a “but-for” causation standard. See, e.g., Price Waterhouse v. 

Hopkins, 490 U.S. 228, 241 (1989) (absence of word “solely” in Title VII indicated that 

Congress intended to adopt mixed-motive standard, rather than but-for standard); 

Severino v. N. Fort Myers Fire Control Dist., 935 F.2d 1179, 1184-85 (11th Cir. 1991) 

(prohibition in Rehabilitation Act against discrimination “solely by reason of ... 

handicap,” 29 U.S.C. § 794(a), must signify “but-for” cause or similar standard). 

Applying the proper standard, EPA must show that it would have made the same 

decision in the absence of considering any EPAct-assisted facilities.  
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This is the only interpretation that makes sense when reading the words “‘in ... 

context and with a view to their place in the overall statutory scheme.’” King v. Burwell, 

135 S. Ct. 2480, 2489 (2015) (quoting FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529 

U.S. 120, 133 (2000)). Otherwise, EPA could always circumvent EPAct merely by 

pointing to some small article of additional evidence to support its adequate 

demonstration analysis. Indeed, EPA does not dispute that under its reading of the 

statute, it could avoid EPAct’s restrictions by “including a mere scintilla of evidence 

from non-EPAct05 facilities,” but merely asserts that such an “extreme hypothetical  

... is not presented here.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,541, JA___. This Court should not allow 

an interpretation that would undermine Congress’s goal of precluding EPA from 

relying on government-subsidized facilities.  

C. To The Extent That There Is Any Ambiguity As To EPA’s Burden, 
The CAA And EPAct Should Be Interpreted To Prevent EPA From 
Intruding On The States’ Traditional Authority Over Energy 
Production. 

If there were any doubt as to the proper interpretation of EPAct or of section 

111 of the CAA, such doubt should be resolved in favor of State Petitioners’ reading, 

which protects the States’ traditional interest in energy policy from federal 

encroachment. It is a “well-established principle that it is incumbent upon the federal 

courts to be certain of Congress’ intent before finding that federal law overrides the 

usual constitutional balance of federal and state powers.” Bond v. United States, 134 S. 

Ct. 2077, 2089 (2014) (internal quotations omitted). “This principle applies when 
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Congress ‘intends to pre-empt the historic powers of the States’ or when it legislates 

in ‘traditionally sensitive areas’ that ‘affec[t] the federal balance.’” Raygor v. Regents of 

Univ. of Minn., 534 U.S. 533, 544 (2002). 

The statutes, as interpreted by EPA, cannot be squared with that principle. 

EPA’s interpretation of section 111(b) and EPAct would allow it to promulgate 

emission requirements premised on technology that is commercially available 

nowhere in the world. In practical effect, this would require States either to expend 

enormous sums on highly experimental and costly control technology or else abandon 

coal in favor of EPA’s preferred forms of energy generation.  

Under either option, EPA’s interpretation of section 111 effectively usurps the 

long-recognized authority that States possess over significant “questions of need, 

reliability, cost and other related state concerns” in the “field of regulating electrical 

utilities.” Pac. Gas, 461 U.S. at 205. The States’ authority over the intrastate generation 

and consumption of energy is “one of the most important … functions traditionally 

associated with the police powers of the States.” Ark. Elec. Coop. Corp. v. Ark. Pub. 

Serv. Comm’n, 461 U.S. 375, 377 (1983). And historically, the “economic aspects of 

electrical generation”—which lie at the very heart of the Rule—“have been regulated 

for many years and in great detail by the states.” Pac. Gas, 461 U.S. at 206. 

Thus, any ambiguity in the CAA or EPAct should be read to preserve the 

States’ traditional authority over energy generation by requiring, at a minimum, that 
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EPA demonstrate that technology is commercially available before imposing it as a 

nationwide standard on new sources under section 111(b). 

II. EPA Failed To Show In The Record That Its BSER Is Adequately 
Demonstrated.  

A. The Record Does Not Contain Any Evidence Of Fully-Integrated, 
Commercial-Scale Operations. 

Had EPA applied the correct legal standard, it could not have provided an 

adequate justification for the Rule, because the record reflects that EPA’s selected 

BSER is not commercially available anywhere in the world. Therefore, the Rule must 

be vacated.  

Most of the evidence that EPA cites to support the Rule cannot be considered 

once the correct legal standard is applied. EPA concedes, as it must, that it 

“prominently discussed” several facilities in the proposed rule (Kemper, Hydrogen 

Energy California Project, and Texas Clean Energy Project) that received both Clean 

Coal Power Initiative funding and section 48A tax credit allocations, and were 

therefore covered by EPAct. EPAct TSD at 20, JA___; 79 Fed. Reg. 10,750 (Feb. 26, 

2014), JA___; 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,526 & n.74, JA___. But as explained above, EPA 

cannot justify the Rule unless it can show that it would have selected the same BSER 

even had it not unlawfully “considered” these highly-subsidized facilities.6 

                                           
6  As Non-State Petitioners explain (Non-State Br. Part I.A.), EPA would not have 
satisfied its burden even if it could consider EPAct-funded facilities. None of these 
projects is fully operational. Additionally, all three would substantially deviate from 
EPA’s BSER, because they would use IGCC technology rather than SCPC, and would 
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EPA also relies on a handful of small-scale demonstration projects that reflect 

non-utility operations, include only one component of the CCS system, or have not 

been completed, in an effort to show that partial CCS is “feasible.” Id. at 64,550-56, 

JA___-___. But as noted above, these small demonstration projects cannot meet the 

adequate demonstration standard where, as here, they are not “representative of full 

scale performance,” Costle, 657 F.2d at 382, and are not bolstered by other evidence of 

full-scale viability. See Non-State Br. I.A.  

EPA also relies on vendor guarantees to support its technical feasibility finding, 

but admits that “it is unlikely that a single technology vendor would provide a 

guarantee for ‘the system as a whole.’” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,555, JA___. EPA cannot 

rely on vendor guarantees relating to particular component parts to show that the 

fully-integrated “system” had been adequately demonstrated. See Essex, 486 F.2d at 

440; Costle, 657 F.2d at 364. 

Eliminating EPAct-covered facilities, pilot-scale facilities, and vendor 

guarantees, EPA’s sole purported evidence of an operating commercial-scale CCS 

system at an EGU is Boundary Dam.7 See 80 Fed. Reg. 64,549–50, JA___-___. EPA 

                                                                                                                                        
inject the CO2 for enhanced oil recovery purposes rather than into deep saline 
formations. See id.  

7 EPA identifies Dakota Gasification, which did not receive EPAct funding, as a “full-
scale commercial operation that is successfully implementing pre-combustion CCS 
technology.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,556, JA___. But as a pre-combustion process that 
manufactures natural gas, Dakota Gasification does not generate power and is not 
representative of the operations of a full-scale commercial system. See Comments of 
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concludes that Boundary Dam, by itself, shows the “technical feasibility of full-scale, 

fully integrated implementation of available post-combustion CCS technology, which 

in this case also appears to be commercially viable.” Id. at 64,550, JA___. But 

Boundary Dam cannot bear the weight that EPA assigns to it. As further discussed by 

Non-State Petitioners (see Non-State Br. at I.A.), Boundary Dam is a small-scale 

facility that does not incorporate all elements of EPA’s BSER, such as sequestration 

in deep saline formations. Id. at 64,556; JA___. It has also been heavily reliant on 

financial assistance from both the Canadian federal government and Saskatchewan 

provincial government. Id. at 64,550–51, JA___-__. It therefore implicates the same 

concerns as the EPAct facilities that Congress expressly forbade EPA to consider, 

namely, it provides no evidence that the enterprise would be commercially viable for 

full-scale, non-subsidized plants. Because EPA “has relied on factors which Congress 

has not intended it to consider” in touting Boundary Dam as commercially available 

technology, it has acted arbitrarily and capriciously. Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n v. State 

Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983). 

B. EPA Fails To Meet Even Its Incorrect, Reduced Legal Standard. 

EPA’s BSER would fail even if its reduced evidentiary burden—showing 

technical feasibility of component parts—were the law. See Non-State Br. I.A. Of 

                                                                                                                                        
the Utility Air Regulatory Group, EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0495, at 5 (May 9, 2014), 
JA___.  
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particular importance to State Petitioners, EPA has utterly failed to demonstrate the 

technical feasibility of storage in deep saline formations on a nationwide basis. 

For a “system of ... emission reduction” to be “demonstrated,” EPA must 

show that the system can be implemented on a nation-wide basis. Costle, 657 F.2d at 

330. But as EPA recognizes, “whether all new steam-generating sources can 

implement” its BSER is “dependent on the geographic scope,” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,541, 

JA___, and large areas of the U.S.—11 States and parts of many more—do not have 

any identified deep saline formations, id. at 64,576-77, JA___-___.  

Formations that may be accessible in the remaining States have not been 

demonstrated to be capable of permanent storage.8 In fact, EPA acknowledges that 

not all formations are suitable for sequestration, that site-specific evaluations are 

critical to selecting a geological site that can permanently contain injected CO2, id. at 

64,573, JA___, and that no effort has been made to identify formations that are 

capable of permanent sequestration. In addition, there is no established industry 

sector operating deep saline formations demonstrated to be capable of permanent 

CO2 storage. Developers of new fossil-fuel-fired units thus face significant unknowns 

in determining how and where to site new units. 

                                           
8 The State of Wisconsin filed a Petition for Reconsideration regarding this issue. See 
Request for Reconsideration of New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) for 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions From Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Steam 
Generating Units, Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0495 (Dec. 22, 2015), 
http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/AirQuality/documents/WI111bReconsiderationRequest201
51222.pdf (“WI Petition”), JA___-___. 
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Furthermore, no CO2 pipeline system exists to transport CO2 throughout the 

country, and the development of any such system will be costly and time-consuming. 

For States such as Wisconsin that lack proven sequestration resources, EPA failed to 

consider the costs of transporting captured CO2 to sequestration sites. WI Petition at 

2, JA___; see also EPA, Basis for Denial of Petitions to Reconsider CAA Section 

111(b) Standards of Performance for Greenhouse Gas Emissions from New, 

Modified, and Reconstructed Fossil Fuel-Fired Electric Utility Generating Units (April 

2016), at 6, JA___. Until deep saline formation disposal sites capable of permanent 

sequestration are identified, developed, and tested by developers of such facilities, and 

until the pipeline infrastructure is developed to move CO2 to such sites, even this 

component of EPA’s system cannot be shown to be “adequately demonstrated.”9  

III. EPA Failed To Adequately Consider The Costs And Benefits Of The 
Rule. 

A. EPA Has A Statutory Obligation To Consider Costs And Benefits 
Under The CAA. 

The CAA requires EPA to consider costs and benefits before imposing a 

nationwide standard under section 111(b). EPA has failed to adequately satisfy this 

                                           
9 EPA argues that any issue regarding geographic availability of geologic sequestration 
is “moot[ed]” by EPA’s assessment that new utility boilers and IGCC units can “co-
fir[e] with natural gas in lieu of installing partial CCS.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,541, JA___. 
But EPA admits that co-firing is not part of its BSER, id. at 64,514, JA___, and 
therefore it cannot moot EPA’s burden to adequately demonstrate its BSER which 
specifically includes sequestration in “deep saline formations,” id. at 64,579, JA___. 
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statutory prerequisite, which provides another, independent basis for vacating the 

Rule. 

Section 111 requires EPA to “tak[e] into account the costs of achieving such 

[emission] reduction,” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(a)(1), which “clearly refers to the possible 

economic impact of the promulgated standards,” Portland Cement, 486 F.2d. at 387. To 

be “adequately demonstrated,” therefore, a system cannot be “exorbitantly costly in 

an economic ... way.” Essex, 486 F.2d at 433; see also Lignite Energy Council, 198 F.3d at 

933; Portland Cement Ass’n v. Train, 513 F.2d 506, 508 (D.C. Cir. 1975). EPA must 

consider not only the costs of installation and maintenance, but also whether those 

costs would be passed on to consumers. See, e.g., Portland Cement, 486 F.2d at 387-88. 

EPA cannot simply consider these costs in a vacuum; rather, it must determine 

whether any costs are justified by corresponding, offsetting benefits. The CAA limits 

EPA’s authority to “prescrib[ing] such regulations as are necessary to carry out” the 

agency’s functions. 42 U.S.C. § 7601(a)(1) (emphasis added). In interpreting analogous 

language elsewhere in the CAA, the Supreme Court held that EPA must, as a 

component of “rational” rulemaking, compare the “economic costs” of a rule to its 

purported “health or environmental benefits.” Michigan, 135 S. Ct. at 2707. 

Indeed, the current Administration has required agencies like EPA to “propose 

or adopt a regulation only upon a reasoned determination that its benefits justify its 

costs,” and to “select, in choosing among alternative regulatory approaches, those 

approaches that maximize net benefits.” Exec. Order No. 13,563, Improving 
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Regulation and Regulatory Review, 76 Fed. Reg. 3,821 (Jan. 18, 2011), JA___. 

Similarly, this Court has held in the analogous context of arbitrary and capricious 

review under the Administrative Procedure Act that it is unlawful for an agency to fail 

to consider a rule’s “cost[s] at the margin,” Bus. Roundtable v. SEC, 647 F.3d 1144, 

1151 (D.C. Cir. 2011), or to fail to consider the existing regulatory and market 

“baseline” in considering whether a rule will yield any incremental benefits, Am. 

Equity Inv. Life Ins. Co. v. SEC, 613 F.3d 166, 177-78 (D.C. Cir. 2009). 

In at least two ways discussed below, EPA has failed to engage in this type of 

reasoned cost-benefit analysis, and therefore, has violated the CAA, requiring that the 

Rule be vacated.  

B. The Rule Should Be Vacated Because EPA Admits That The Rule 
Is Not Projected To Yield Any Benefits. 

First, EPA effectively concedes that the Rule is not “necessary” to carry out the 

purposes of the CAA (42 U.S.C. § 7601(a)(1)), by admitting that the Rule “will result 

in negligible CO2 emission changes, quantified benefits, and costs by 2022 as a result 

of the performance standards for newly constructed EGUs.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,515, 

JA___. EPA predicts that “the owners of newly constructed EGUs will likely choose 

technologies, primarily [natural gas combined cycle], which meet the standards even in 

the absence of this rule due to existing economic conditions as normal business 

practice.” Id. at 64,640, JA___.  
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EPA cannot impose a nationwide emission standard on all new fossil-fuel-fired 

steam generating units if it does not believe that the Rule is likely to actually result in 

reduced levels of pollution. This Court has rejected similar attempts by agencies to 

promulgate superfluous rules where the “baseline” level of regulation would produce 

the same effect. See, e.g., Am. Equity, 613 F.3d at 177-78. EPA’s conclusion that the 

Rule is unnecessary under prevailing economic conditions alone renders it unlawful.  

C. The Rule Should Be Vacated Because EPA’s BSER Is 
Exorbitantly Costly And Therefore Has Not Been Adequately 
Demonstrated.  

A second, independent failure by EPA is that it dramatically underestimated the 

Rule’s costs. EPA failed to recognize that it would be “exorbitantly costly” for a new 

source to actually implement EPA’s BSER. Essex, 486 F.2d at 433.          

EPA claims that any costs will be “negligible” because “substantial new 

construction of uncontrolled fossil steam units is not anticipated under existing 

prevailing and anticipated future economic conditions.” 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,563, 

JA___. But EPA cannot minimize potential costs by arguing that the Rule will not 

have its intended effect. EPA’s rationale “is tantamount to saying the saving grace of 

the rule is that it will not entail costs if it is not used,” which this Court has described 

as “unutterably mindless.” Bus. Roundtable, 647 F.3d at 1156.         

Assuming that the Rule will actually be applied to new sources, as EPA must, 

the costs to such sources and to energy consumers are prohibitive. The projects cited 

by EPA that feature some form of CCS technology are more expensive than originally 
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estimated and depend on government subsidies. For example, at the Kemper facility 

in Mississippi, total project costs have risen significantly from their original estimates, 

and, despite receiving substantial federal funding, the project is several years behind 

schedule. In fact, the facility is not yet fully operational. Moreover, Kemper is 

dependent on numerous “site-specific characteristics” that “cannot be consistently 

replicated on a national level.” Comments of Southern Company, EPA-HQ-OAR-

2013-0495-10101, at 22 (May 9, 2014), JA____. Boundary Dam, likewise, despite 

being less than one-quarter the size of a full-scale power plant, has incurred a total 

cost of C$1.24 billion and required C$240 million in subsidies from the Canadian 

federal and Saskatchewan provincial governments, as well as proceeds from sales of 

carbon captured, merely to stay afloat. Comments of Utility Air Regulatory Group, 

EPA-HQ-OAR-2013-0495-10938, at 129 (May 9, 2014), JA___.   

Furthermore, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Energy Julio Friedmann confirmed 

in congressional testimony the exorbitant costs associated with CCS and testified that 

CCS would increase electricity prices by as much as 80%. West Virginia Comments, at 

6, JA__. EPA and the Congressional Budget Office have made similar findings. See 77 

Fed. Reg. 22,391, 22,415-16 (Apr. 13, 2012), JA___-___; Congressional Budget 

Office, Federal Efforts to Reduce the Cost of Capturing and Storing Carbon Dioxide, 

June 2012, at 7-9, JA___-___. EPA’s failure to meaningfully consider these costs, and 

to reject this system in light of the significant costs to new sources and negligible 

projected environmental benefits, requires that the Rule be vacated.    
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The record also reflects that gas-fired units have been treated differently from 

coal-fired units. “Inter-industry comparison in the case of industries producing 

substitute or alternative products ... bears on the issue of ‘economic cost.’” Portland 

Cement, 486 F.2d at 390. EPA’s failure to justify its differential treatment of new 

baseload gas-fired units versus new baseload gas-fired units violates the CAA’s 

requirement to appropriately consider costs and necessitates vacatur of the Rule. See 

Non-State Br. II (citing Airmark Corp. v. FAA, 758 F.2d 685, 691, 694 (D.C. Cir. 

1985)).  

IV. EPA Failed To Make The Statutorily-Required Endangerment And 
Significant Contribution Findings. 

Finally, EPA exceeded its authority by imposing a new nationwide emission 

standard without first making two findings required by section 111(b) of the CAA. 

EPA’s failure to consider these required factors renders the Rule unlawful. See State 

Farm, 463 U.S. at 43. 

Section 111(b) requires EPA to make two findings before issuing new emission 

limits for new sources. First, EPA must find that the air pollutant it seeks to regulate 

“may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare.” 42 U.S.C. 

§ 7411(b)(1)(A). Second, EPA must find that the source category “contributes 

significantly” to that endangerment. Id.  

EPA bypassed these straightforward prerequisites when, for the first time in 

the Rule, it regulated a new pollutant (CO2) from a new source category (fossil-fuel-
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fired electricity generating units). To accomplish this sleight-of-hand, EPA first 

claimed erroneously that it previously regulated this same source category. 80 Fed. 

Reg. at 64,529, JA___. That is not so. See Non-State Br. IV.  

Separately, EPA claims that the statute empowers it to regulate any pollutant 

from a previously listed source category so long as it made an endangerment finding 

with respect to any pollutant emitted from the source category at some point in the 

past. See id. But EPA’s construction of the statute fails scrutiny. As a textual matter, 

the endangerment requirement modifies, and relates back to, “air pollution,” not 

“sources.” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(b)(1)(A). Only when EPA determines that a particular 

pollutant poses a threat to health or welfare must the agency inquire whether the 

“sources” significantly contribute to that pollution. See id.           

Any other reading, in context, would impermissibly modify and undermine the 

entire statutory scheme. Cf. Burwell, 135 S. Ct. at 2489. It would make no sense for 

Congress to have provided EPA with a blank check to regulate multiple pollutants 

from a given source category so long as it had initially made an endangerment finding 

with respect to a single, unrelated pollutant. But that is the logical result of EPA’s 

interpretation. 

Ultimately, EPA recognizes that its reading of the statute cannot be correct, 

because it adopts and applies an extra-textual test that it claims should apply when it 

regulates new pollutants from previously-listed source categories, i.e., that EPA needs 
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a “rational basis” for the Rule. 80 Fed. Reg. 64,530, JA___. EPA’s invented test 

exceeds its discretion under the CAA, however, for multiple independent reasons. 

First, EPA cannot adopt a new standard that has no mooring whatsoever in the 

text of the CAA, and indeed, conflicts with the standard that the CAA explicitly 

adopts for the same analysis.  

Second, the “rational basis” test also undermines the structure of the statute in 

the same way as EPA’s principal position that the CAA imposes no endangerment 

requirement for new pollutants from previously-listed sources. It is implausible that 

Congress would have imposed one, more rigorous standard to whatever pollutant 

EPA decided to regulate first from a listed source category, and then one more 

relaxed standard for whatever subsequent pollutants EPA decided to regulate from 

that same source category. That conclusion is confirmed by other endangerment 

provisions in the CAA, which EPA concedes require findings for each specific 

pollutant. 80 Fed. Reg. at 64,530 (citing the CAA §§ 202(a)(1), 211(c)(1), 231(a)(2)(A)), 

JA____. 

Third, a “rational basis” test does not address the key question that the 

endangerment findings were designed to answer, namely, the scientific inquiry into 

whether a particular pollutant causes significant harm to health or welfare. See Coal. for 

Responsible Regulation, 684 F.3d 102, 118 (D.C. Cir. 2012). Instead, the “rational basis” 

test is a standard of review that asks whether the government’s selected policy has 

“some legitimate governmental purpose.” Heller v. Doe, 509 U.S. 312, 320 (1993). The 
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Supreme Court, however, has “rebuffed an[y] attempt by EPA itself to inject 

considerations of policy into its [emission] decision[s],” because “[t]he statute speaks 

in terms of endangerment, not in terms of policy.” Coal. for Responsible Regulation, 684 

F.3d at 118 (citing Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 534-35 (2007)). Thus, EPA’s 

invented “rational basis” test addresses itself to the wrong question, and this Court 

should reject it.  

CONCLUSION 
 

For the foregoing reasons, the petitions should be granted and the Rule 

vacated. 
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Donald Trahan 
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Tel:  (225) 219-3985 
Fax:  (225) 219-4068 
donald.trahan@la.gov 
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Counsel for Petitioner State of Louisiana 
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Tel:  (406) 444-7008 
dales@mt.gov 
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   ATTORNEY GENERAL OF NEBRASKA 
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Tel:  (402) 471-2683 
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E. Scott Pruitt 
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P.O. Box 11549 
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O`]! l]je! XX[gYd%%! e]Yfk! Yfl`jY[al]*! Zalm+
eafgmk! [gYd*! kmZZalmeafgmk! [gYd*! da_fal]*! Yf\!
h]Yl,!

&1'!?gZZc]djhZ!\Vh!XVeijgZ!XVeVW^a^in!

O`]! l]je! XX_j]]f`gmk]! _Yk! [Yhlmj]! [YhYZad+
alq%%! e]Yfk! Yf! afl]_jYl]\! _Yka^a[Ylagf! [ge+
Zaf]\![q[d]!l][`fgdg_q!^Y[adalq![YhYZd]!g^!Y\\+
af_! [gehgf]flk! o`a[`! [Yf! [Yhlmj]*! k]hYjYl]!
gf! Y! dgf_+l]je!ZYkak*! akgdYl]*!j]egn]*! Yf\!k]+
im]kl]j! _j]]f`gmk]! _Yk]k! o`a[`! j]kmdl! ^jge!
l`]!_]f]jYlagf!g^!]d][lja[alq,!

&2'!=aZXig^X!\ZcZgVi^dc!jc^i!

O`]! l]je! XX]d][lja[! _]f]jYlagf! mfal%%! e]Yfk!
Yfq!^Y[adalq!Yl!d]Ykl!3.!h]j[]fl!g^!l`]!lglYd!Yf+
fmYd! f]l! gmlhml! g^! o`a[`! ak! ]d][lja[Yd! hgo]j*!
af[dm\af_! Yf! gl`]joak]! ]da_aZd]! ^Y[adalq! o`a[`!
ak!mk]\!af!Yf!af\mkljaYd!Yhhda[Ylagf,!

&3'!AciZ\gViZY!\Vh^[^XVi^dc!XdbW^cZY!XnXaZ!

O`]!l]je!XXafl]_jYl]\!_Yka^a[Ylagf![geZaf]\!
[q[d]%%! e]Yfk! Yf! ]d][lja[! _]f]jYlagf! mfal!
o`a[`!hjg\m[]k!]d][lja[alq!Zq![gfn]jlaf_! [gYd!
lg! kqfl`]kak! _Yk! o`a[`! ak! mk]\! lg! ^m]d! Y! [ge+
Zaf]\+[q[d]! hdYfl! o`a[`! hjg\m[]k! ]d][lja[alq!
^jge! Zgl`! Y! [geZmklagf! lmjZaf]! &af[dm\af_! Y!
[geZmklagf! lmjZaf]-^m]d! []dd! `qZja\'! Yf\! Y!
kl]Ye!lmjZaf],!
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&Y'!IjVa^[n^c\!VYkVcXZY!XdVa!egd_ZXi!egd\gVb!

&-'!=hiVWa^h]bZci!

Igl!dYl]j!l`Yf!/6.!\Yqk!Y^l]j!l`]!\Yl]!g^!]f+
Y[le]fl!g^!l`ak!k][lagf*!l`]!N][j]lYjq*!af![gf+
kmdlYlagf! oal`! l`]! N][j]lYjq! g^! @f]j_q*! k`Ydd!
]klYZdak`! Y! imYda^qaf_! Y\nYf[]\! [gYd! hjgb][l!
hjg_jYe!^gj!l`]!\]hdgqe]fl!g^!Y\nYf[]\![gYd+!
ZYk]\!_]f]jYlagf!l][`fgdg_a]k,!

&.'!;Zgi^[^XVi^dc!

&8'!8eea^XVi^dc!eZg^dY!

@Y[`!Yhhda[Yfl!^gj![]jla^a[Ylagf!mf\]j!l`ak!
hYjY_jYh`!k`Ydd!kmZeal!Yf!Yhhda[Ylagf!e]]l+
af_! l`]! j]imaj]e]flk! g^! kmZhYjY_jYh`! &=',!
<f! Yhhda[Yfl! eYq! gfdq! kmZeal! Yf! Yhhda[Y+
lagf|!

&a'! ^gj! Yf! Yddg[Ylagf! ^jge! l`]! \gddYj!
Yegmfl! kh][a^a]\! af! [dYmk]! &a'! gj! &aa'! g^!
hYjY_jYh`! &1'&='! \mjaf_! l`]! 1+q]Yj! h]jag\!
Z]_affaf_!gf!l`]!\Yl]!l`]!N][j]lYjq!]klYZ+
dak`]k! l`]! hjg_jYe! mf\]j! hYjY_jYh`! &/'*!
Yf\!

&aa'! ^gj! Yf! Yddg[Ylagf! ^jge! l`]! \gddYj!
Yegmfl! kh][a^a]\! af! hYjY_jYh`! &1'&='&aaa'!
\mjaf_! l`]! 1+q]Yj! h]jag\! Z]_affaf_! Yl! l`]!
]Yjda]j!g^!l`]!l]jeafYlagf!g^!l`]!h]jag\!\]+
k[jaZ]\!af![dYmk]!&a'!gj!l`]!\Yl]!hj]k[jaZ]\!
Zq!l`]!N][j]lYjq,!

&9'!JZfj^gZbZcih![dg!Veea^XVi^dch![dg!XZgi^[^)
XVi^dc!

<f! Yhhda[Ylagf! mf\]j! kmZhYjY_jYh`! &<'!
k`Ydd! [gflYaf! km[`! af^gjeYlagf! Yk! l`]! N][+
j]lYjq!eYq!j]imaj]!af!gj\]j!lg!eYc]!Y!\]l]j+
eafYlagf! lg! Y[[]hl! gj! j]b][l! Yf! Yhhda[Ylagf!
^gj! []jla^a[Ylagf! Yk! e]]laf_! l`]! j]imaj]+
e]flk!mf\]j!kmZk][lagf! &]'&/',!<fq!af^gjeY+
lagf! [gflYaf]\! af! l`]! Yhhda[Ylagf! k`Ydd! Z]!
hjgl][l]\! Yk! hjgna\]\! af! k][lagf! 330&Z'&2'! g^!
lald]!3*!Pfal]\!NlYl]k!>g\],!

&;'!L^bZ!id!VXi!jedc!Veea^XVi^dch! [dg!XZgi^[^)
XVi^dc!

O`]!N][j]lYjq!k`Ydd!akkm]!Y!\]l]jeafYlagf!
Yk! lg! o`]l`]j! Yf! Yhhda[Yfl! `Yk! e]l! l`]! j]+
imaj]e]flk!mf\]j!kmZk][lagf!&]'&/'!oal`af!4.!
\Yqk! ^gddgoaf_! l`]! \Yl]! g^! kmZeallYd! g^! l`]!
Yhhda[Ylagf!^gj![]jla^a[Ylagf,!

&<'!L^bZ!id!bZZi!Xg^iZg^V![dg!XZgi^[^XVi^dc!

@Y[`!Yhhda[Yfl!^gj![]jla^a[Ylagf!k`Ydd!`Yn]!
0! q]Yjk! ^jge! l`]! \Yl]! g^! Y[[]hlYf[]! Zq! l`]!
N][j]lYjq!g^!l`]!Yhhda[Ylagf!\mjaf_!o`a[`!lg!
hjgna\]! lg! l`]! N][j]lYjq! ]na\]f[]! l`Yl! l`]!
[jal]jaY! k]l! ^gjl`! af! kmZk][lagf! &]'&0'! `Yn]!
Z]]f!e]l,!

&='!HZg^dY!d[!^hhjVcXZ!

<f!Yhhda[Yfl!o`a[`!j][]an]k!Y![]jla^a[Ylagf!
k`Ydd!`Yn]!3!q]Yjk!^jge!l`]!\Yl]!g^!akkmYf[]!
g^! l`]! []jla^a[Ylagf! af! gj\]j! lg! hdY[]! l`]!
hjgb][l! af! k]jna[]! Yf\! a^! km[`! hjgb][l! ak! fgl!
hdY[]\! af! k]jna[]! Zq! l`Yl! lae]! h]jag\! l`]f!
l`]![]jla^a[Ylagf!k`Ydd!fg!dgf_]j!Z]!nYda\,!

&/'!8\\gZ\ViZ!XgZY^ih!

&8'!Ac!\ZcZgVa!

O`]! Y__j]_Yl]! [j]\alk! Yddgo]\! mf\]j! kmZ+
k][lagf!&Y'!^gj!hjgb][lk![]jla^a]\!Zq!l`]!N][+
j]lYjq! mf\]j! hYjY_jYh`! &0'! eYq! fgl! ]p[]]\!
"0*33.*...*...,!

&9'!HVgi^XjaVg!egd_ZXih!

J^!l`]!\gddYj!Yegmfl!af!kmZhYjY_jYh`!&<'*!
l`]!N][j]lYjq!ak!Yml`gjar]\!lg![]jla^q|!

&a'!"6..*...*...!^gj!afl]_jYl]\!_Yka^a[Ylagf!
[geZaf]\! [q[d]! hjgb][lk! l`]! Yhhda[Ylagf!
^gj! o`a[`! ak! kmZeall]\! \mjaf_! l`]! h]jag\!
\]k[jaZ]\!af!hYjY_jYh`!&0'&<'&a'*!

&aa'! "3..*...*...! ^gj! hjgb][lk! o`a[`! mk]!
gl`]j! Y\nYf[]\! [gYd+ZYk]\! _]f]jYlagf!
l][`fgdg_a]k! l`]! Yhhda[Ylagf! ^gj! o`a[`! ak!
kmZeall]\! \mjaf_! l`]! h]jag\! \]k[jaZ]\! af!
hYjY_jYh`!&0'&<'&a'*!Yf\!

&aaa'!"/*03.*...*...!^gj!Y\nYf[]\![gYd+ZYk]\!
_]f]jYlagf! l][`fgdg_q! hjgb][lk! l`]! Yhhda+
[Ylagf! ^gj! o`a[`! ak! kmZeall]\! \mjaf_! l`]!
h]jag\!\]k[jaZ]\!af!hYjY_jYh`!&0'&<'&aa',!

&0'!JZk^Zl!VcY!gZY^hig^Wji^dc!

&8'!JZk^Zl!

Igl!dYl]j!l`Yf!4!q]Yjk!Y^l]j!l`]!\Yl]!g^!]f+
Y[le]fl!g^!l`ak!k][lagf*!l`]!N][j]lYjq!k`Ydd!
j]na]o! l`]! [j]\alk! Yddg[Yl]\! mf\]j! l`ak! k][+
lagf!Yk!g^!l`]!\Yl]!o`a[`!ak!4!q]Yjk!Y^l]j!l`]!
\Yl]!g^!]fY[le]fl!g^!l`ak!k][lagf,!

&9'!JZY^hig^Wji^dc!

O`]! N][j]lYjq! eYq! j]Yddg[Yl]! [j]\alk!
YnYadYZd]! mf\]j! [dYmk]k! &a'! Yf\! &aa'! g^! hYjY+
_jYh`! &1'&='! a^! l`]! N][j]lYjq! \]l]jeaf]k!
l`Yl|!

&a'! l`]j]! ak! Yf! afkm^^a[a]fl! imYflalq! g^!
imYda^qaf_! Yhhda[Ylagfk! ^gj! []jla^a[Ylagf!
h]f\af_!Yl!l`]!lae]!g^!l`]!j]na]o*!gj!

&aa'! Yfq! []jla^a[Ylagf! eY\]! hmjkmYfl! lg!
hYjY_jYh`!&0'!`Yk!Z]]f!j]ngc]\!hmjkmYfl!lg!
hYjY_jYh`! &0'&?'! Z][Ymk]! l`]! hjgb][l! kmZ+
b][l! lg! l`]! []jla^a[Ylagf! `Yk! Z]]f! \]dYq]\!
Yk!Y!j]kmdl!g^!l`aj\!hYjlq!ghhgkalagf!gj!dala+
_Ylagf!lg!l`]!hjghgk]\!hjgb][l,!

&;'!JZVaadXVi^dc!

D^! l`]! N][j]lYjq! \]l]jeaf]k! l`Yl! [j]\alk!
mf\]j![dYmk]!&a'!gj!&aa'!g^!hYjY_jYh`!&1'&='!Yj]!
YnYadYZd]!^gj!j]Yddg[Ylagf!hmjkmYfl!lg!l`]!j]+
imaj]e]flk! k]l! ^gjl`! af! hYjY_jYh`! &0'*! l`]!
N][j]lYjq! ak! Yml`gjar]\! lg! [gf\m[l! Yf! Y\\a+
lagfYd! hjg_jYe! ^gj! Yhhda[Ylagfk! ^gj! []jla^a+
[Ylagf,!

&1'!<^hXadhjgZ!d[!VaadXVi^dch!

O`]! N][j]lYjq!k`Ydd*! mhgf! eYcaf_!Y! []jla^a+
[Ylagf!mf\]j!l`ak!kmZk][lagf!gj!k][lagf!26=&\'*!
hmZda[dq!\ak[dgk]!l`]!a\]flalq!g^!l`]!Yhhda[Yfl!
Yf\!l`]!Yegmfl!g^!l`]![j]\al![]jla^a]\!oal`!j]+
kh][l!lg!km[`!Yhhda[Yfl,!

&Z'!IjVa^[n^c\!VYkVcXZY!XdVa!egd_ZXih!

&-'!JZfj^gZbZcih!

Agj! hmjhgk]k! g^! kmZk][lagf! &['&/'*! Y! hjgb][l!
k`Ydd!Z]![gfka\]j]\!Y!imYda^qaf_!Y\nYf[]\![gYd!
hjgb][l! l`Yl! l`]! N][j]lYjq! eYq! []jla^q! mf\]j!
kmZk][lagf! &\'&0'! a^! l`]! N][j]lYjq! \]l]jeaf]k!
l`Yl*!Yl!Y!eafaeme|!

&<'! l`]! hjgb][l! mk]k! Yf! Y\nYf[]\! [gYd+!
ZYk]\!_]f]jYlagf!l][`fgdg_q|!

&a'! lg! hgo]j! Y! f]o! ]d][lja[! _]f]jYlagf!
mfal9!gj!

&aa'! lg! j]ljg^al! gj! j]hgo]j! Yf! ]paklaf_!
]d][lja[! _]f]jYlagf! mfal! &af[dm\af_! Yf! ]p+
aklaf_! fYlmjYd! _Yk+^aj]\! [geZaf]\! [q[d]!
mfal'9!

&='! l`]! ^m]d! afhml! ^gj! l`]! hjgb][l*! o`]f!
[gehd]l]\*!ak!Yl!d]Ykl!53!h]j[]fl![gYd9!

&>'! l`]! hjgb][l*! [gfkaklaf_! g^! gf]! gj! egj]!
]d][lja[! _]f]jYlagf! mfalk! Yl! gf]! kal]*! oadd!
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`Yn]! Y! lglYd! fYe]hdYl]! _]f]jYlaf_! [YhY[alq!
g^!Yl!d]Ykl!2..!e]_YoYllk9!

&?'!l`]!Yhhda[Yfl!hjgna\]k!]na\]f[]!l`Yl!Y!
eYbgjalq!g^!l`]!gmlhml!g^!l`]!hjgb][l!ak!j]Y+
kgfYZdq! ]ph][l]\! lg! Z]! Y[imaj]\! gj! mladar]\9!

&@'!l`]!Yhhda[Yfl!hjgna\]k!]na\]f[]!g^!gof+
]jk`ah! gj! [gfljgd! g^! Y! kal]! g^! km^^a[a]fl! kar]!
lg! Yddgo! l`]! hjghgk]\! hjgb][l! lg! Z]! [gf+
kljm[l]\!Yf\!lg!gh]jYl]!gf!Y!dgf_+l]je!ZYkak9!

&A'! l`]! hjgb][l! oadd! Z]! dg[Yl]\! af! l`]!
Pfal]\!NlYl]k9!Yf\!

&B'!af!l`]![Yk]!g^!Yfq!hjgb][l!l`]!Yhhda[Y+
lagf!^gj!o`a[`!ak!kmZeall]\!\mjaf_!l`]!h]jag\!
\]k[jaZ]\! af! kmZk][lagf! &\'&0'&<'&aa'*! l`]!
hjgb][l! af[dm\]k! ]imahe]fl! o`a[`! k]hYjYl]k!
Yf\!k]im]kl]jk!Yl!d]Ykl!43!h]j[]fl!&5.!h]j[]fl!
af!l`]![Yk]!g^!Yf!Yhhda[Ylagf!^gj!j]Yddg[Yl]\!
[j]\alk! mf\]j! kmZk][lagf! &\'&2''! g^! km[`!
hjgb][l%k!lglYd![YjZgf!\agpa\]!]eakkagfk,!

&.'!JZfj^gZbZcih![dg!XZgi^[^XVi^dc!

Agj! l`]! hmjhgk]! g^! kmZk][lagf! &\'&0'&?'*! Y!
hjgb][l! k`Ydd! Z]! ]da_aZd]! ^gj! []jla^a[Ylagf! gfdq!
a^!l`]!N][j]lYjq!\]l]jeaf]k!l`Yl|!

&<'! l`]! Yhhda[Yfl! ^gj! []jla^a[Ylagf! `Yk! j]+
[]an]\! Ydd! A]\]jYd! Yf\! NlYl]! ]fnajgfe]flYd!
Yml`gjarYlagfk!gj!j]na]ok!f][]kkYjq!lg![ge+
e]f[]![gfkljm[lagf!g^!l`]!hjgb][l9!Yf\!

&='! l`]! Yhhda[Yfl! ^gj! []jla^a[Ylagf*! ]p[]hl!
af!l`]![Yk]!g^!Y!j]ljg^al!gj!j]hgo]j!g^!Yf!]p+
aklaf_! ]d][lja[! _]f]jYlagf! mfal*! `Yk! hmj+
[`Yk]\!gj!]fl]j]\!aflg!Y!Zaf\af_![gfljY[l!^gj!
l`]! hmj[`Yk]! g^! l`]! eYaf! kl]Ye! lmjZaf]! gj!
lmjZaf]k! ^gj! l`]! hjgb][l*! ]p[]hl! l`Yl! km[`!
[gfljY[l! eYq! Z]![gflaf_]fl! mhgf! j][]ahl! g^!
Y![]jla^a[Ylagf!mf\]j!kmZk][lagf!&\'&0',!

&/'!Hg^dg^in![dg!XZgiV^c!egd_ZXih!

Df! \]l]jeafaf_! o`a[`! imYda^qaf_! Y\nYf[]\!
[gYd!hjgb][lk!lg![]jla^q!mf\]j!kmZk][lagf!&\'&0'*!
l`]!N][j]lYjq!k`Ydd|!

&<'! []jla^q! [YhY[alq*! af! Y[[gj\Yf[]! oal`!
l`]!hjg[]\mj]k!k]l!^gjl`!af!kmZk][lagf!&\'*!af!
j]dYlan]dq!]imYd!Yegmflk!lg|!

&a'! hjgb][lk! mkaf_! Zalmeafgmk! [gYd! Yk! Y!
hjaeYjq!^]]\klg[c*!

&aa'!hjgb][lk!mkaf_!kmZZalmeafgmk![gYd!Yk!
Y!hjaeYjq!^]]\klg[c*!Yf\!

&aaa'! hjgb][lk! mkaf_! da_fal]! Yk! Y! hjaeYjq!
^]]\klg[c*!

&='!_an]!`a_`!hjagjalq!lg!hjgb][lk!o`a[`!af+
[dm\]*!Yk!\]l]jeaf]\!Zq!l`]!N][j]lYjq|!

&a'!_j]]f`gmk]!_Yk![Yhlmj]![YhYZadalq*!
&aa'!af[j]Yk]\!Zq+hjg\m[l!mladarYlagf*!
&aaa'! Yhhda[Yfl! hYjla[ahYflk! o`g! `Yn]! Y!

j]k]Yj[`! hYjlf]jk`ah! oal`! Yf! ]da_aZd]! ]\m+
[YlagfYd! afklalmlagf! &Yk! \]^af]\! af! k][lagf!
307&]'&3''*!Yf\!

&an'!gl`]j!Z]f]^alk*!Yf\!

&>'! _an]! `a_`]kl! hjagjalq! lg! hjgb][lk! oal`!
l`]! _j]Yl]kl! k]hYjYlagf! Yf\! k]im]kljYlagf!
h]j[]flY_]! g^! lglYd! [YjZgf! \agpa\]! ]eak+
kagfk,!

&['!8YkVcXZY!XdVa)WVhZY!\ZcZgVi^dc!iZX]cdad\n!

&-'!Ac!\ZcZgVa!

Agj! l`]! hmjhgk]! g^! l`ak! k][lagf*! Yf! ]d][lja[!
_]f]jYlagf!mfal!mk]k!Y\nYf[]\![gYd+ZYk]\!_]f+
]jYlagf!l][`fgdg_q!a^|!

&<'!l`]!mfal|!
&a'!mk]k!afl]_jYl]\!_Yka^a[Ylagf![geZaf]\!

[q[d]!l][`fgdg_q*!gj!

&aa'! ]p[]hl! Yk! hjgna\]\! af! hYjY_jYh`! &1'*!
`Yk!Y!\]ka_f!f]l!`]Yl!jYl]!g^!631.!=lm-cR`!
&2.!h]j[]fl!]^^a[a]f[q'*!Yf\!

&='! l`]! mfal! ak! \]ka_f]\! lg! e]]l! l`]! h]j+
^gjeYf[]! j]imaj]e]flk! af! l`]! ^gddgoaf_!
lYZd]8!

HZg[dgbVcXZ!X]VgVXiZg^hi^X6! <Zh^\c!aZkZa![dg!egd_ZXi6!

NJ &h]j[]fl!j]egnYd' ,,,, 77!h]j[]fl!

IJ &]eakkagfk' ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .,.5!dZk-HH=OP!
KH(!&]eakkagfk' ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .,./3!dZk-HH=OP!

C_!&h]j[]fl!j]egnYd' ,,,,,, 7.!h]j[]fl!

Agj! hmjhgk]k! g^! l`]! h]j^gjeYf[]! j]imaj]e]fl!
kh][a^a]\! ^gj! l`]! j]egnYd! g^! NJ af! l`]! lYZd]!
[gflYaf]\! af! kmZhYjY_jYh`! &='*! l`]! NJ j]+
egnYd! \]ka_f! d]n]d! af! l`]! [Yk]! g^! Y! mfal! \]+
ka_f]\! ^gj! l`]! mk]! g^! ^]]\klg[c! kmZklYflaYddq!
Ydd!g^!o`a[`!ak!kmZZalmeafgmk![gYd!k`Ydd!Z]!77!
h]j[]fl!NJ j]egnYd!gj!l`]!Y[`a]n]e]fl!g^!Yf!
]eakkagf!d]n]d!g^!.,.2!hgmf\k!gj!d]kk!g^!NJ h]j!
eaddagf!=lm*!\]l]jeaf]\!gf!Y!1.+\Yq!Yn]jY_],!

&.'!<Zh^\c!cZi!]ZVi!gViZ!

Agj! hmjhgk]k! g^! l`ak! kmZk][lagf*! \]ka_f! f]l!
`]Yl! jYl]! oal`! j]kh][l! lg! Yf! ]d][lja[! _]f]jY+
lagf!mfal!k`Ydd|!

&<'! Z]! e]Ykmj]\! af!=lm! h]j!cadgoYll!`gmj!
&`a_`]j!`]Ylaf_!nYdm]'*!

&='! Z]! ZYk]\! gf! l`]! \]ka_f! YffmYd! `]Yl!
afhml!lg!l`]!mfal!Yf\!l`]!jYl]\!f]l!]d][lja[Yd!
hgo]j*! ^m]dk*! Yf\! [`]ea[Ydk! gmlhml! g^! l`]!
mfal! &\]l]jeaf]\! oal`gml! j]_Yj\! lg! l`]! [g+
_]f]jYlagf!g^!kl]Ye!Zq!l`]!mfal'*!

&>'!Z]!Y\bmkl]\!^gj!l`]!`]Yl![gfl]fl!g^!l`]!
\]ka_f![gYd!lg!Z]!mk]\!Zq!l`]!mfal|!

&a'!a^!l`]!`]Yl![gfl]fl!ak!d]kk!l`Yf!/1*3..!
=lm! h]j! hgmf\*! Zml! _j]Yl]j! l`Yf! 5*...! =lm!
h]j! hgmf\*!Y[[gj\af_!lg!l`]! ^gddgoaf_! ^gj+
emdY8!\]ka_f!f]l!`]Yl!jYl]!;!mfal!f]l!`]Yl!
jYl]!p!V/{V&&/1*3..+\]ka_f![gYd!`]Yl![gfl]fl*!
=lm!h]j!hgmf\'-/*...'(!.,./1WW*!Yf\!

&aa'! a^! l`]! `]Yl! [gfl]fl! ak! d]kk! l`Yf! gj!
]imYd!lg!5*...!=lm!h]j!hgmf\*!Y[[gj\af_!lg!
l`]!^gddgoaf_!^gjemdY8!\]ka_f!f]l!`]Yl!jYl]!
;! mfal! f]l! `]Yl! jYl]! p! V/{V&&/1*3..+\]ka_f!
[gYd! `]Yl! [gfl]fl*! =lm! h]j! hgmf\'-/*...'(!
.,./6WW*!Yf\!

&?'!Z]![gjj][l]\!^gj!l`]!kal]!j]^]j]f[]![gf+
\alagfk!g^|!

&a'!]d]nYlagf!YZgn]!k]Y!d]n]d!g^!3..!^]]l*!
&aa'!Yaj!hj]kkmj]!g^!/2,2!hgmf\k!h]j!kimYj]!

af[`!YZkgdml]*!
&aaa'!l]eh]jYlmj]*!\jq!ZmdZ!g^!41°A*!
&an'!l]eh]jYlmj]*!o]l!ZmdZ!g^!32°A*!Yf\!
&n'!j]dYlan]!`mea\alq!g^!33!h]j[]fl,!

&/'!=m^hi^c\!jc^ih!

Df!l`]![Yk]!g^!Yfq!]d][lja[!_]f]jYlagf!mfal!af!
]pakl]f[]!gf!l`]!\Yl]!g^!l`]!]fY[le]fl!g^!l`ak!
k][lagf*! km[`! mfal! mk]k! Y\nYf[]\! [gYd+ZYk]\!
_]f]jYlagf! l][`fgdg_q! a^*! af! da]m! g^! l`]! j]+
imaj]e]flk! mf\]j! hYjY_jYh`! &/'&<'&aa'*! km[`!
mfal!Y[`a]n]k!Y!eafaeme!]^^a[a]f[q!g^!13!h]j+
[]fl! Yf\! Yf! gn]jYdd! l`]jeYd! \]ka_f! ]^^a[a]f[q!
aehjgn]e]fl*! [gehYj]\! lg! l`]! ]^^a[a]f[q! g^!
l`]!mfal!Yk!gh]jYl]\*!g^!fgl!d]kk!l`Yf|!

&<'! 5! h]j[]flY_]! hgaflk! ^gj! [gYd! g^! egj]!
l`Yf!7*...!=lm*!

&='!4!h]j[]flY_]!hgaflk!^gj![gYd!g^!5*...!lg!
7*...!=lm*!gj!
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&>'!2!h]j[]flY_]!hgaflk!^gj![gYd!g^!d]kk!l`Yf!
5*...!=lm,!

&\'!8eea^XVW^a^in!

Ig!mk]!g^!l][`fgdg_q!&gj! d]n]d!g^!]eakkagf!j]+
\m[lagf!kgd]dq!Zq!j]Ykgf!g^!l`]!mk]!g^!l`]!l][`+
fgdg_q'*!Yf\!fg!Y[`a]n]e]fl!g^!Yfq!]eakkagf!j]+
\m[lagf!Zq!l`]!\]egfkljYlagf!g^!Yfq!l][`fgdg_q!
gj!h]j^gjeYf[]!d]n]d*!Zq!gj!Yl!gf]!gj!egj]!^Y[ada+
la]k! oal`! j]kh][l! lg! o`a[`! Y! [j]\al! ak! Yddgo]\!
mf\]j! l`ak! k][lagf*! k`Ydd! Z]! [gfka\]j]\! lg! af\a+
[Yl]! l`Yl! l`]! l][`fgdg_q! gj! h]j^gjeYf[]! d]n]d!
ak|!

&/'! Y\]imYl]dq! \]egfkljYl]\! ^gj! hmjhgk]k! g^!
k][lagf! ///! g^! l`]! >d]Yf! <aj! <[l! &20! P,N,>,!
52//'9!

&0'! Y[`a]nYZd]! ^gj! hmjhgk]k! g^! k][lagf! /47! g^!
l`Yl!<[l!&20!P,N,>,!5257'9!gj!

&1'!Y[`a]nYZd]!af!hjY[la[]!^gj!hmjhgk]k!g^!k][+
lagf!/5/!g^!km[`!<[l!&20!P,N,>,!53./',!

&]'! ;dbeZi^i^kZ! XZgi^[^XVi^dc! VlVgYh! bdY^[^XV)
i^dc!Vji]dg^in!

Df! aehd]e]flaf_! l`ak! k][lagf! gj! k][lagf! 26=*!
l`]!N][j]lYjq!ak!\aj][l]\!lg!eg\a^q!l`]!l]jek!g^!
Yfq![geh]lalan]![]jla^a[Ylagf!YoYj\!Yf\!Yfq!Yk+
kg[aYl]\! [dgkaf_! Y_j]]e]fl! o`]j]! km[`! eg\a+
^a[Ylagf|!

&/'! ak! [gfkakl]fl! oal`! l`]! gZb][lan]k! g^! km[`!
k][lagf*!

&0'!ak!j]im]kl]\!Zq!l`]!j][aha]fl!g^!l`]![ge+
h]lalan]![]jla^a[Ylagf!YoYj\*!Yf\!

&1'! afngdn]k! egnaf_! l`]! hjgb][l! kal]! lg! ae+
hjgn]! l`]! hgl]flaYd! lg! [Yhlmj]! Yf\! k]im]kl]j!
[YjZgf! \agpa\]! ]eakkagfk*! j]\m[]! [gklk! g^!
ljYfkhgjlaf_! ^]]\klg[c*! Yf\! k]jn]! Y! ZjgY\]j!
[mklge]j!ZYk]*!

mfd]kk!l`]!N][j]lYjq!\]l]jeaf]k!l`Yl!l`]!\gddYj!
Yegmfl!g^!lYp![j]\alk!YnYadYZd]!lg!l`]!lYphYq]j!
mf\]j!km[`!k][lagf!ogmd\!af[j]Yk]!Yk!Y!j]kmdl!g^!
l`]!eg\a^a[Ylagf!gj!km[`!eg\a^a[Ylagf!ogmd\!j]+
kmdl! af! km[`! hjgb][l! fgl! Z]af_! gja_afYddq! []j+
la^a]\,!Df![gfka\]jaf_!Yfq!km[`!eg\a^a[Ylagf*!l`]!
N][j]lYjq!k`Ydd![gfkmdl!oal`!gl`]j!j]d]nYfl!A]\+
]jYd! Y_]f[a]k*! af[dm\af_! l`]! ?]hYjle]fl! g^! @f+
]j_q,!

&^'!JZXVeijgZ!d[!XgZY^i![dg![V^ajgZ!id!hZfjZhiZg!

O`]! N][j]lYjq! k`Ydd! hjgna\]! ^gj! j][Yhlmjaf_!
l`]! Z]f]^al! g^! Yfq! [j]\al! YddgoYZd]! mf\]j! kmZ+
k][lagf! &Y'! oal`! j]kh][l! lg! Yfq! hjgb][l! o`a[`!
^Yadk! lg! YllYaf! gj! eYaflYaf! l`]! k]hYjYlagf! Yf\!
k]im]kljYlagf! j]imaj]e]flk! g^! kmZk][lagf!
&]'&/'&B',!

&<\\]\!KmZ,!G,!/.7{36*!lald]!SDDD*!y /1.5&Z'*!<m_,!6*!
0..3*!//7!NlYl,!7779!Ye]f\]\!KmZ,!G,!/.7{210*!\an,!
<*! lald]! DD*! y 0.1&Y'*! ?][,! 0.*! 0..4*! /0.! NlYl,! 07239!
KmZ,!G,!//.{/50*!y //&Y'&/.'*!?][,!07*!0..5*!/0/!NlYl,!
02639!KmZ,!G,!//.{012*!lald]!SQ*!y /3124&Y'*!HYq!00*!
0..6*! /00! NlYl,! /3019! KmZ,! G,! //.{024*! y 2&Y'*! lald]!
SQ*! y /3124&Y'*! Emf]! /6*! 0..6*! /00! NlYl,! /442*! 00639!
KmZ,!G,!//.{121*!\an,!=*!lald]!D*!y ///&Y'{&\'*!J[l,!1*!
0..6*! /00! NlYl,! 1600*! 16019! KmZ,! G,! ///{3*! \an,! =*!
lald]!D*!y //.1&Z'&0'&>'*!A]Z,!/5*!0..7*!/01!NlYl,!10/,'!

M@A@M@I>@N DI O@SO!

O`]!]fY[le]fl!g^!l`]!M]n]fm]!M][gf[adaYlagf!<[l!g^!

/77.*! j]^]jj]\! lg! af! kmZk][,! &Z'&1'*! ak! l`]! \Yl]! g^! ]fY[l+
e]fl!g^!lald]!SD!g^!KmZ,!G,!/./{3.6*!o`a[`!oYk!Yhhjgn]\!

Ign,!3*!/77.,!
O`]!\Yl]!g^!]fY[le]fl!g^!l`ak!k][lagf*!j]^]jj]\!lg!af!

kmZk][k,!&\'&/'*!&2'&<'!Yf\!&^'&1'*!ak!l`]!\Yl]!g^!]fY[le]fl!

g^!KmZ,!G,!/.7{36*!o`a[`!oYk!Yhhjgn]\!<m_,!6*!0..3,!

>J?DAD><ODJI!

KmZ,! G,! //.{012! Yf\! KmZ,! G,! //.{024! eY\]! a\]fla[Yd!

Ye]f\e]flk!lg!l`ak!k][lagf,!O`]!Ye]f\e]flk!Zq!KmZ,!
G,! //.{012! o]j]! j]h]Yd]\! Zq! k][lagf! 2&Y'! g^! KmZ,! G,!

//.{024,!

<H@I?H@ION!

0..7|NmZk][,! &Z'&0',! KmZ,! G,! ///{3! afk]jl]\! XX&oal`gml!

j]_Yj\! lg! kmZhYjY_jYh`! &?'! l`]j]g^'%%! Y^l]j! XXk][lagf!
26&Y'&2'%%,!

0..6|NmZk][,! &Y'&1',! KmZ,! G,! //.{121*! y ///&Y'*! Y\\]\!
hYj,!&1',!

NmZk][,!&\'&0'&<',!KmZ,!G,!//.{121*!y ///&['&0'*!j]]fY[l]\!

`]Y\af_! oal`gml! [`Yf_]! Yf\! Ye]f\]\! l]pl! _]f]jYddq,!
Kjagj!lg!Ye]f\e]fl*!l]pl!j]Y\!Yk!^gddgok8!XX@Y[`!Yhhda+

[Yfl!^gj![]jla^a[Ylagf!mf\]j!l`ak!hYjY_jYh`!k`Ydd!kmZeal!

Yf! Yhhda[Ylagf! e]]laf_! l`]! j]imaj]e]flk! g^! kmZhYjY+
_jYh`! &=',! <f! Yhhda[Yfl! eYq! gfdq! kmZeal! Yf! Yhhda[Y+

lagf!\mjaf_!l`]!1+q]Yj!h]jag\!Z]_affaf_!gf!l`]!\Yl]!l`]!

N][j]lYjq! ]klYZdak`]k! l`]! hjg_jYe! mf\]j! hYjY_jYh`!
&/',%%!

NmZk][,! &\'&1'&<',!KmZ,!G,!//.{121*! y ///&Z'*! kmZklalml]\!
XX"0*33.*...*...%%!^gj!XX"/*1..*...*...%%,!

NmZk][,!&\'&1'&=',!KmZ,!G,!//.{121*!y ///&['&/'*!j]]fY[l]\!

`]Y\af_! oal`gml! [`Yf_]! Yf\! Ye]f\]\! l]pl! _]f]jYddq,!
Kjagj!lg!Ye]f\e]fl*!l]pl!j]Y\!Yk!^gddgok8!XXJ^!l`]!\gd+

dYj! Yegmfl! af! kmZhYjY_jYh`! &<'*! l`]! N][j]lYjq! ak! Ym+

l`gjar]\!lg![]jla^q|!
XX&a'!"6..*...*...!^gj!afl]_jYl]\!_Yka^a[Ylagf![geZaf]\!

[q[d]!hjgb][lk*!Yf\!
XX&aa'! "3..*...*...! ^gj! hjgb][lk! o`a[`! mk]! gl`]j! Y\+

nYf[]\![gYd+ZYk]\!_]f]jYlagf!l][`fgdg_a]k,%%!
NmZk][,! &\'&3',!KmZ,!G,!//.{121*! y ///&\'*!Y\\]\!hYj,! &3',!
NmZk][,! &]'&/'&B',! KmZ,! G,! //.{121*! y ///&['&1'&<'*! Y\\]\!

kmZhYj,!&B',!
NmZk][,! &]'&1',! KmZ,! G,! //.{121*! y ///&['&3'*! kmZklalml]\!

XX[]jlYaf%%!^gj!XXafl]_jYl]\!_Yka^a[Ylagf![geZaf]\![q[d]%%!
af!`]Y\af_,!

NmZk][,! &]'&1'&='&aaa'*! &an',! KmZ,! G,! //.{121*! y ///&['&2'*!
Y\\]\![d,!&aaa'!Yf\!j]\]ka_fYl]\!^gje]j![d,!&aaa'!Yk!&an',!

NmZk][,! &]'&1'&>',! KmZ,! G,! //.{121*! y ///&['&1'&='*! Y\\]\!
kmZhYj,!&>',!

NmZk][,! &`',! KmZ,! G,! //.{024*! y /3124&Y'*! Y\\]\! kmZk][,!
&`',!

NmZk][,!&a',!KmZ,!G,!//.{121*!y ///&['&1'&>'*!Y\\]\!kmZk][,!
&a',!

0..5|NmZk][,! &\'&2'&='&aa',! KmZ,! G,! //.{/50! kljm[c! gml!
XXkmZk][lagf%%!Z]^gj]!XXhYjY_jYh`%%!af!log!hdY[]k,!

0..4|NmZk][,! &^'&/',! KmZ,! G,! /.7{210! afk]jl]\! [gf[dm\+
af_!hjgnakagfk,!

@AA@>ODQ@ ?<O@ JA 0..7! <H@I?H@IO!

<e]f\e]fl! Zq! KmZ,! G,! ///{3! Yhhda[YZd]! lg! h]jag\k!

Y^l]j! ?][,! 1/*! 0..6*! mf\]j! jmd]k! kaeadYj! lg! l`]! jmd]k! g^!

k][lagf!26&e'!g^!l`ak!lald]!Yk!af!]^^][l!gf!l`]!\Yq!Z]^gj]!
Ign,! 3*! /77.*! k]]! k][lagf! //.1&['&/'! g^! KmZ,! G,! ///{3*! k]l!

gml!Yk!Y!fgl]!mf\]j!k][lagf!03>!g^!l`ak!lald],!

@AA@>ODQ@ ?<O@ JA 0..6! <H@I?H@IO!

KmZ,!G,!//.{121*!\an,!=*!lald]!D*!y ///&]'*!J[l,!1*!0..6*!/00!

NlYl,!1601*!hjgna\]\!l`Yl8!
XX&/'! DI B@I@M<G,|@p[]hl! Yk! gl`]joak]! hjgna\]\! af!

l`ak!kmZk][lagf*!l`]!Ye]f\e]flk!eY\]!Zq!l`ak!k][lagf!
VYe]f\af_!l`ak!k][lagfW!k`Ydd!Yhhdq!lg![j]\alk!l`]!Yhhda+

[Ylagf! ^gj! o`a[`! ak! kmZeall]\! \mjaf_! l`]! h]jag\! \]+

k[jaZ]\!af!k][lagf!26<&\'&0'&<'&aa'!g^!l`]!Dfl]jfYd!M]n]+
fm]!>g\]!g^!/764!Yf\!o`a[`!Yj]!Yddg[Yl]\!gj!j]Yddg[Yl]\!

Y^l]j! l`]! \Yl]! g^! l`]! ]fY[le]fl! g^! l`ak! <[l! VJ[l,! 1*!

0..6W,!
XX&0'! ?DN>GJNPM@ JA <GGJ><ODJIN,|O`]! Ye]f\e]fl!

eY\]! Zq! kmZk][lagf! &\'! VYe]f\af_! l`ak! k][lagfW! k`Ydd!
Yhhdq! lg! []jla^a[Ylagfk! eY\]! Y^l]j! l`]! \Yl]! g^! l`]! ]f+

Y[le]fl!g^!l`ak!<[l,!
XX&1'!>G@MD><G <H@I?H@IO,|O`]!Ye]f\e]fl!eY\]!Zq!

kmZk][lagf! &['&3'! VYe]f\af_!l`ak!k][lagfW!k`Ydd! lYc]!]^+
^][l! Yk! a^! af[dm\]\! af!l`]! Ye]f\e]fl! eY\]!Zq! k][lagf!

/1.5&Z'!g^!l`]!@f]j_q!OYp!Df[]flan]k!<[l!g^!0..3!VKmZ,!G,!

/.7{36W,%%!
<e]f\e]fl! g^! l`ak! k][lagf! Yf\! j]h]Yd! g^! KmZ,! G,!

//.{012! Zq! KmZ,! G,! //.{024! ]^^][lan]! HYq! 00*! 0..6*! l`]!
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\Yl]! g^! ]fY[le]fl! g^! KmZ,! G,! //.{012*! ]p[]hl! Yk! gl`]j+

oak]! hjgna\]\*! k]]! k][lagf! 2! g^! KmZ,! G,! //.{024*! k]l! gml!
Yk!Yf!@^^][lan]!?Yl]!fgl]!mf\]j!k][lagf!65./!g^!Oald]!5*!

<_ja[mdlmj],!

KmZ,! G,! //.{012*! lald]! SQ*! y /3124&Z'*! HYq! 00*! 0..6*! /00!
NlYl,!/301*!Yf\!KmZ,!G,!//.{024*!y 2&Y'*!lald]!SQ*!y /3124&Z'*!

Emf]! /6*! 0..6*! /00! NlYl,! /442*! 0063*! hjgna\]\! l`Yl8! XXO`]!

Ye]f\e]fl! eY\]! Zq! l`ak! k][lagf! VYe]f\af_! l`ak! k][+
lagfW!k`Ydd!lYc]!]^^][l!gf!l`]!\Yl]!g^!l`]!]fY[le]fl!g^!

l`ak!<[l!VEmf]!/6*!0..6W!Yf\!ak!Yhhda[YZd]!lg!Ydd![geh]la+

lan]![]jla^a[Ylagf!YoYj\k!]fl]j]\!aflg!mf\]j!k][lagf!26<!
gj! 26=! g^! l`]! Dfl]jfYd! M]n]fm]! >g\]! g^! /764*! o`]l`]j!

km[`!YoYj\k!o]j]! akkm]\! Z]^gj]*!gf*! gj!Y^l]j! km[`!\Yl]!

g^!]fY[le]fl,%%!
VKmZ,!G,!//.{012!Yf\!KmZ,!G,!//.{024!]fY[l]\!a\]fla[Yd!

hjgnakagfk,!KmZ,!G,!//.{012!oYk!j]h]Yd]\!Zq!k][lagf!2&Y'!

g^!KmZ,!G,!//.{024*! k]l!gml!Yk!Y!fgl]!mf\]j!k][lagf!65./!
g^!Oald]!5*!<_ja[mdlmj],W!

@AA@>ODQ@ ?<O@ JA 0..4! <H@I?H@IO!

KmZ,! G,!/.7{210*!\an,!<*! lald]! DD*! y 0.1&Z'*!?][,! 0.*! 0..4*!

/0.!NlYl,!0723*!hjgna\]\!l`Yl8!XXO`]!Ye]f\e]fl!eY\]!Zq!

l`ak! k][lagf! VYe]f\af_! l`ak! k][lagfW! k`Ydd! lYc]! Yhhdq!
Vka[W!oal`!j]kh][l!lg!Yhhda[Ylagfk!^gj![]jla^a[Ylagf!mf\]j!

k][lagf! 26<&\'&0'! g^! l`]! Dfl]jfYd! M]n]fm]! >g\]! g^! /764!

kmZeall]\!Y^l]j!J[lgZ]j!0*!0..4,%%!

@AA@>ODQ@ ?<O@!

N][lagf!Yhhda[YZd]!lg!h]jag\k!Y^l]j!<m_,!6*!0..3*!mf\]j!

jmd]k!kaeadYj!lg!l`]!jmd]k!g^!k][lagf!26&e'!g^!l`ak!lald]*!
Yk! af! ]^^][l! gf! l`]! \Yq! Z]^gj]!Ign,! 3*! /77.*! k]]!k][lagf!

/1.5&\'!g^!KmZ,!G,!/.7{36*!k]l!gml!Yk!Yf!@^^][lan]!?Yl]!g^!

0..3!<e]f\e]fl!fgl]!mf\]j!k][lagf!24!g^!l`ak!lald],!

v 049*!IjVa^[n^c\!\Vh^[^XVi^dc!egd_ZXi!XgZY^i!

&V'!Ac!\ZcZgVa!

Agj!hmjhgk]k!g^!k][lagf!24*!l`]!imYda^qaf_!_Yk+
a^a[Ylagf! hjgb][l! [j]\al! ^gj! Yfq! lYpYZd]! q]Yj! ak!
Yf!Yegmfl!]imYd!lg!0.!h]j[]fl!&1.!h]j[]fl!af!l`]!
[Yk]! g^! [j]\alk! Yddg[Yl]\! mf\]j! kmZk][lagf!
&\'&/'&=''! g^! l`]! imYda^a]\! afn]kle]fl! ^gj! km[`!
lYpYZd]!q]Yj,!

&W'!IjVa^[^ZY!^ckZhibZci!

&-'!Ac!\ZcZgVa!

Agj!hmjhgk]k!g^!kmZk][lagf!&Y'*!l`]!imYda^a]\!
afn]kle]fl!^gj!Yfq!lYpYZd]!q]Yj!ak!l`]!ZYkak!g^!
]da_aZd]!hjgh]jlq!hdY[]\!af!k]jna[]!Zq!l`]!lYp+
hYq]j! \mjaf_! km[`! lYpYZd]! q]Yj! o`a[`! ak! hYjl!
g^!Y!imYda^qaf_!_Yka^a[Ylagf!hjgb][l|!

&<'&a'! l`]! [gfkljm[lagf*! j][gfkljm[lagf*! gj!
]j][lagf! g^! o`a[`! ak! [gehd]l]\! Zq! l`]! lYp+
hYq]j*!gj!

&aa'! o`a[`! ak! Y[imaj]\! Zq! l`]! lYphYq]j! a^!
l`]!gja_afYd!mk]!g^!km[`!hjgh]jlq![gee]f[]k!
oal`!l`]!lYphYq]j*!Yf\!

&='!oal`!j]kh][l!lg!o`a[`!\]hj][aYlagf! &gj!
YegjlarYlagf! af! da]m! g^! \]hj][aYlagf'! ak! Yd+
dgoYZd],!

&.'!KeZX^Va!gjaZ![dg!XZgiV^c!hjWh^Y^oZY!egdeZgin!

Mmd]k!kaeadYj!lg!k][lagf!26&Y'&2'!&oal`gml!j]+
_Yj\! lg! kmZhYjY_jYh`! &?'! l`]j]g^'! k`Ydd! Yhhdq!
^gj!hmjhgk]k!g^!l`ak!k][lagf,!

&/'! ;ZgiV^c! fjVa^[^ZY! egd\gZhh! ZmeZcY^ijgZh!
gjaZh!bVYZ!Veea^XVWaZ!

Mmd]k! kaeadYj! lg! l`]! jmd]k! g^! kmZk][lagfk!
&['&2'!Yf\!&\'!g^!k][lagf!24!&Yk!af!]^^][l!gf!l`]!
\Yq!Z]^gj]!l`]!]fY[le]fl!g^!l`]!M]n]fm]!M][+
gf[adaYlagf! <[l! g^! /77.'! k`Ydd! Yhhdq! ^gj! hmj+
hgk]k!g^!l`ak!k][lagf,!

&X'!<Z[^c^i^dch!

Agj!hmjhgk]k!g^!l`ak!k][lagf|!

&-'!IjVa^[n^c\!\Vh^[^XVi^dc!egd_ZXi!

O`]! l]je! XXimYda^qaf_! _Yka^a[Ylagf! hjgb][l%%!
e]Yfk!Yfq!hjgb][l!o`a[`|!

&<'!]ehdgqk!_Yka^a[Ylagf!l][`fgdg_q*!
&='! oadd! Z]! [Yjja]\! gml! Zq! Yf! ]da_aZd]! ]f+

lalq*!Yf\!
&>'!Yfq!hgjlagf!g^!l`]!imYda^a]\!afn]kle]fl!

g^! o`a[`! ak! []jla^a]\! mf\]j! l`]! imYda^qaf_!
_Yka^a[Ylagf! hjg_jYe! Yk! ]da_aZd]! ^gj! [j]\al!
mf\]j!l`ak!k][lagf! af!Yf!Yegmfl! &fgl!lg!]p+
[]]\! "43.*...*...'! \]l]jeaf]\! Zq! l`]! N][+
j]lYjq,!

&.'!?Vh^[^XVi^dc!iZX]cdad\n!

O`]! l]je! XX_Yka^a[Ylagf! l][`fgdg_q%%! e]Yfk!
Yfq! hjg[]kk! o`a[`! [gfn]jlk! Y! kgda\! gj! daima\!
hjg\m[l! ^jge! [gYd*! h]ljgd]me! j]ka\m]*! Zag+
eYkk*! gj! gl`]j! eYl]jaYdk! o`a[`! Yj]! j][gn]j]\!
^gj!l`]aj!]f]j_q!gj!^]]\klg[c!nYdm]!aflg!Y!kqf+
l`]kak!_Yk![gehgk]\!hjaeYjadq!g^![YjZgf!egf+
gpa\]! Yf\! `q\jg_]f! ^gj! \aj][l! mk]! gj! kmZk]+
im]fl![`]ea[Yd!gj!h`qka[Yd![gfn]jkagf,!

&/'!=a^\^WaZ!egdeZgin!

O`]! l]je! XX]da_aZd]! hjgh]jlq%%! e]Yfk! Yfq!
hjgh]jlq!o`a[`!ak!Y!hYjl!g^!Y!imYda^qaf_!_Yka^a+
[Ylagf! hjgb][l!Yf\!ak!f][]kkYjq! ^gj!l`]!_Yka^a+
[Ylagf!l][`fgdg_q!g^!km[`!hjgb][l,!

&0'!9^dbVhh!

&8'!Ac!\ZcZgVa!

O`]!l]je!XXZageYkk%%!e]Yfk!Yfq|!
&a'!Y_ja[mdlmjYd!gj!hdYfl!oYkl]*!
&aa'!Zqhjg\m[l!g^!ogg\!gj!hYh]j!eadd!gh]j+

Ylagfk*! af[dm\af_! da_faf! af! kh]fl! hmdhaf_!
daimgjk*!Yf\!

&aaa'! gl`]j! hjg\m[lk! g^! ^gj]kljq! eYafl]+
fYf[],!

&9'!=mXajh^dc!

O`]! l]je! XXZageYkk%%! \g]k! fgl! af[dm\]!
hYh]j!o`a[`!ak![geegfdq!j][q[d]\,!

&1'!;VgWdc!XVeijgZ!XVeVW^a^in!

O`]! l]je! XX[YjZgf! [Yhlmj]! [YhYZadalq%%!
e]Yfk!Y!_Yka^a[Ylagf!hdYfl!\]ka_f!o`a[`!ak!\]+
l]jeaf]\! Zq! l`]! N][j]lYjq! lg! j]^d][l! j]Ykgf+
YZd]! [gfka\]jYlagf! ^gj*! Yf\! Z]! [YhYZd]! g^*! Y[+
[geeg\Ylaf_!l`]!]imahe]fl!dac]dq!lg!Z]!f][+
]kkYjq!lg![Yhlmj]![YjZgf!\agpa\]!^jge!l`]!_Yk+
]gmk! klj]Ye*! ^gj! dYl]j! mk]! gj! k]im]kljYlagf*!
o`a[`! ogmd\! gl`]joak]! Z]! ]eall]\! af! l`]! ^dm]!
_Yk!^jge!Y!hjgb][l!o`a[`!mk]k!Y!fgfj]f]oYZd]!
^m]d,!

&2'!;dVa!

O`]! l]je! XX[gYd%%! e]Yfk! Yfl`jY[al]*! Zalm+
eafgmk! [gYd*! kmZZalmeafgmk! [gYd*! da_fal]*! Yf\!
h]Yl,!

&3'!=a^\^WaZ!Zci^in!

O`]! l]je! XX]da_aZd]! ]flalq%%! e]Yfk! Yfq! h]j+
kgf!o`gk]!Yhhda[Ylagf!^gj![]jla^a[Ylagf!ak!hjaf+
[ahYddq!afl]f\]\! ^gj!mk]! af!Y!\ge]kla[!hjgb][l!
o`a[`! ]ehdgqk! \ge]kla[! _Yka^a[Ylagf! Yhhda[Y+
lagfk!j]dYl]\!lg|!

&<'![`]ea[Ydk*!
&='!^]jladar]jk*!
&>'!_dYkk*!
&?'!kl]]d*!
&@'!h]ljgd]me!j]ka\m]k*!
&A'!^gj]kl!hjg\m[lk*!
&B'! Y_ja[mdlmj]*! af[dm\af_! ^]]\dglk! Yf\!

\Yajq!gh]jYlagfk*!Yf\!

ADD-05
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HV\Z! .41! LALD=! .5yD89GJ! s 02-!

KZZ!JZ[ZgZcXZh!^c!LZmi!cdiZ!WZadl*!

$T%! 5V_[`[efdSf[hW! W`XadUW_W`f4! Ua_b^S[`fe4! [`'
hWef[YSf[a`e4!VWbSdf_W`fS^!SUf[a`!

A[!Vcn!^cY^k^YjVa!l^i]!V!Y^hVW^a^in!WZa^ZkZh!Vcn!
XdcigVXidg!]Vh![V^aZY!dg!gZ[jhZY!id!Xdbean!l^i]!
i]Z! egdk^h^dch! d[! V! XdcigVXi! l^i]! i]Z! Mc^iZY!
KiViZh(! gZaVi^c\! id! ZbeadnbZci! d[! ^cY^k^YjVah!
l^i]! Y^hVW^a^i^Zh(! hjX]! ^cY^k^YjVa! bVn! [^aZ! V!
XdbeaV^ci! l^i]! i]Z! <ZeVgibZci! d[! DVWdg*! L]Z!
<ZeVgibZci! h]Vaa! egdbeian! ^ckZhi^\ViZ! hjX]!
XdbeaV^ci!VcY!h]Vaa!iV`Z!hjX]!VXi^dc!i]ZgZdc!Vh!
i]Z![VXih!VcY!X^gXjbhiVcXZh!lVggVci(!Xdch^hiZci!
l^i]! i]Z! iZgbh! d[! hjX]! XdcigVXi! VcY! i]Z! aVlh!
VcY!gZ\jaVi^dch!Veea^XVWaZ!i]ZgZid*!

$U%!LS[hWd!Tk!EdWe[VW`f4!`Sf[a`S^![`fWdWef!ebWU[S^!
U[dUg_efS`UWe!Xad!iS[hWd!aX!bSdf[Ug^Sd!SYdWW'
_W`fe4! iS[hWd! Tk! HWUdWfSdk! aX! ASTad! aX! SX'
X[d_Sf[hW!SUf[a`!dWcg[dW_W`fe!

&-'! L]Z! gZfj^gZbZcih! d[! i]^h! hZXi^dc! bVn! WZ!
lV^kZY(! ^c! l]daZ! dg! ^c! eVgi(! Wn! i]Z! HgZh^YZci!
l^i]! gZheZXi! id! V! eVgi^XjaVg! XdcigVXi! dg! hjW)
XdcigVXi(!^c!VXXdgYVcXZ!l^i]!\j^YZa^cZh!hZi![dgi]!
^c! gZ\jaVi^dch! l]^X]! i]Z! HgZh^YZci! h]Vaa! egZ)
hXg^WZ(!l]Zc!i]Z!HgZh^YZci!YZiZgb^cZh!i]Vi!heZ)
X^Va! X^gXjbhiVcXZh! ^c! i]Z! cVi^dcVa! ^ciZgZhi! hd!
gZfj^gZ! VcY! hiViZh! ^c! lg^i^c\! i]Z! gZVhdch! [dg!
hjX]!YZiZgb^cVi^dc*!

&.'&8'! L]Z! KZXgZiVgn! d[! DVWdg! bVn! lV^kZ! i]Z!
gZfj^gZbZcih! d[! i]Z! V[[^gbVi^kZ! VXi^dc! XaVjhZ!
gZfj^gZY!Wn!gZ\jaVi^dch!egdbja\ViZY!jcYZg!hjW)
hZXi^dc!&V'!d[!i]^h!hZXi^dc!l^i]!gZheZXi!id!Vcn!d[!
V! eg^bZ! XdcigVXidg%h! dg! hjWXdcigVXidg%h! [VX^a^)
i^Zh!i]Vi!VgZ![djcY!id!WZ!^c!Vaa!gZheZXih!hZeVgViZ!
VcY! Y^hi^cXi! [gdb! VXi^k^i^Zh! d[! i]Z! eg^bZ! Xdc)
igVXidg!dg!hjWXdcigVXidg!gZaViZY!id!i]Z!eZg[dgb)
VcXZ!d[!i]Z!XdcigVXi!dg!hjWXdcigVXi(! ^[!i]Z!KZX)
gZiVgn! d[! DVWdg! Vahd! [^cYh! i]Vi! hjX]! V! lV^kZg!
l^aa! cdi! ^ciZg[ZgZ! l^i]! dg! ^beZYZ! i]Z! Z[[ZX)
ijVi^dc!d[!i]^h!X]VeiZg*!

&9'!KjX]!lV^kZgh!h]Vaa!WZ!Xdch^YZgZY!dcan!jedc!
i]Z! gZfjZhi! d[! i]Z! XdcigVXidg! dg! hjWXdcigVXidg*!
L]Z!KZXgZiVgn!d[!DVWdg!h]Vaa!egdbja\ViZ!gZ\jaV)
i^dch!i]Vi!hZi![dgi]!i]Z!hiVcYVgYh!jhZY![dg!\gVci)
^c\!hjX]!V!lV^kZg*!

$V%! HfS`VSdVe! geWV! [`! VWfWd_[`[`Y! h[a^Sf[a`! aX!
eWUf[a`!

L]Z!hiVcYVgYh!jhZY!id!YZiZgb^cZ!l]Zi]Zg!i]^h!
hZXi^dc! ]Vh! WZZc! k^daViZY! ^c! V! XdbeaV^ci! VaaZ\)
^c\!cdcV[[^gbVi^kZ!VXi^dc!ZbeadnbZci!Y^hXg^b^)
cVi^dc!jcYZg!i]^h!hZXi^dc!h]Vaa!WZ!i]Z!hiVcYVgYh!
Veea^ZY!jcYZg!i^iaZ!A!d[!i]Z!8bZg^XVch!l^i]!<^h)
VW^a^i^Zh!8Xi!d[!-55,!&0.!M*K*;*!-.---!Zi!hZf*'!VcY!
i]Z! egdk^h^dch! d[! hZXi^dch! 1,-! i]gdj\]! 1,0(! VcY!
1-,( d[! i]Z! 8bZg^XVch! l^i]! <^hVW^a^i^Zh! 8Xi! d[!
-55,!&0.!M*K*;*!-..,-x-..,0!VcY!-..-,'(!Vh!hjX]!hZX)
i^dch!gZaViZ!id!ZbeadnbZci*!

$W%! 5ha[VS`UW! aX! Vgb^[USf[hW! WXXadfe! S`V! [`Ua`'
e[efW`U[We!

L]Z!KZXgZiVgn!h]Vaa!YZkZade!egdXZYjgZh!id!Zc)
hjgZ!i]Vi!VYb^c^higVi^kZ!XdbeaV^cih![^aZY!jcYZg!
i]^h!hZXi^dc!VcY!jcYZg!i]Z!8bZg^XVch!l^i]!<^h)
VW^a^i^Zh!8Xi!d[!-55,! S0.! M*K*;*! -.-,-! Zi!hZf*T!VgZ!
YZVai! l^i]! ^c! V! bVccZg! i]Vi! Vkd^Yh! Yjea^XVi^dc!
d[!Z[[dgi!VcY!egZkZcih!^bedh^i^dc!d[!^cXdch^hiZci!
dg! Xdc[a^Xi^c\! hiVcYVgYh! [dg! i]Z! hVbZ! gZfj^gZ)
bZcih! jcYZg! i]^h! hZXi^dc! VcY! i]Z! 8bZg^XVch!
l^i]!<^hVW^a^i^Zh!8Xi!d[!-55,*!

&HjW*! D*! 5/x--.(! i^iaZ! N(! v 1,/(! KZei*! .2(! -53/(! 43!
KiVi*! /5/7! HjW*! D*! 51x2,.(! i^iaZ! A(! v -..&Y'&-'(! Fdk*!

2(! -534(! 5.! KiVi*! .5437! HjW*! D*! 55x1,2(! i^iaZ! A(!
v -,/&Y'&.'&9'(! &;'(! i^iaZ! P(! vv -,,-&['&.'(! &/'(!
-,,.&Z'&/'(! GXi*! .-(! -542(! -,,! KiVi*! -4-,(! -40/(! -4007!
HjW*!D*!-,,x2/,(!i^iaZ! AA(!v .,2&X'(!Fdk*!3(! -544(!-,.!
KiVi*! //-.7! HjW*! D*! -,.x125(! i^iaZ! A(! v -,.&e'&/-'(!
i^iaZ!N(!v 1,1(!GXi*!.5(!-55.(!-,2!KiVi*!0/2,(!00.3*'!

J=>=J=F;=K AF L=PL!

L]Z!8bZg^XVch!l^i]!<^hVW^a^i^Zh!8Xi!d[!-55,(!gZ[ZggZY!

id! ^c! hjWhZXh*! &Y'! VcY! &Z'(! ^h! HjW*! D*! -,-x//2(! Bjan! .2(!
-55,(! -,0! KiVi*! /.3(! l]^X]! ^h! XaVhh^[^ZY! eg^cX^eVaan! id!

X]VeiZg! -.2! &v -.-,-! Zi! hZf*'! d[! L^iaZ! 0.(! L]Z! HjWa^X!

@ZVai]!VcY!OZa[VgZ*!L^iaZ!A!d[!i]Z!8Xi!^h!XaVhh^[^ZY!\Zc)
ZgVaan!id!hjWX]VeiZg!A!&v -.---!Zi!hZf*'!d[!X]VeiZg!-.2!d[!

L^iaZ!0.*!KZXi^dc!1-,!d[!i]Z!8Xi!lVh!gZcjbWZgZY!hZXi^dc!

1--! Wn!HjW*! D*!--,x/.1(! v 2&V'&.'(! KZei*!.1(! .,,4(! -..!KiVi*!
/114*! >dg! XdbeaZiZ! XaVhh^[^XVi^dc! d[! i]^h! 8Xi! id! i]Z!

;dYZ(! hZZ! K]dgi! L^iaZ! cdiZ! hZi! dji! jcYZg! hZXi^dc! -.-,-!

d[!L^iaZ!0.!VcY!LVWaZh*!

8E=F<E=FLK!

-55.yKjWhZX*! &V'*! HjW*! D*! -,.x125(! vv -,.&e'&/-'&8'(!

1,1&V'(! hjWhi^ijiZY! UU"-,(,,,%%! [dg! UU".(1,,%%! ^c! ild! eaVXZh(!

higjX`! dji! UU( ^c! Zbeadn^c\! eZghdch! id! XVggn! dji! hjX]!
XdcigVXi(%%! V[iZg! UUXdciV^c! V! egdk^h^dc! gZfj^g^c\! i]Vi%%(!

VcY!hjWhi^ijiZY!UU^cY^k^YjVah!l^i]!Y^hVW^a^i^Zh%%![dg!UU^c)

Y^k^YjVah!l^i]!]VcY^XVeh!Vh!YZ[^cZY!^c!hZXi^dc!3,2&4'!d[!
i]^h!i^iaZ%%*!

KjWhZX*!&W'*!HjW*!D*!-,.x125(!v -,.&e'&/-'&9'(!hjWhi^ijiZY!

UU^cY^k^YjVa! l^i]! V! Y^hVW^a^in%%! [dg! UU^cY^k^YjVa! l^i]!

]VcY^XVeh%%!VcY!UU^cY^k^YjVah!l^i]!Y^hVW^a^i^Zh%%! [dg!UU^c)
Y^k^YjVah!l^i]!]VcY^XVeh%%*!

KjWhZX*!&X'*!HjW*!D*!-,.x125(!v 1,1&W'(!YZh^\cViZY!Zm^hi)

^c\!egdk^h^dch!Vh!eVg*!&-'!VcY!VYYZY!eVg*!&.'*!
KjWhZXh*! &Y'(! &Z'*! HjW*! D*! -,.x125(! v 1,1&X'(! VYYZY! hjW)

hZXh*!&Y'!VcY!&Z'*!
-544yKjWhZX*!&V'*!HjW*!D*!-,,x2/,(!v .,2&X'&-'(!^chZgiZY!V!

XdbbV!V[iZg!UUid!XVggn!dji!hjX]!XdcigVXi%%*!
KjWhZX*! &W'*! HjW*! D*! -,,x2/,(! v .,2&X'&.'(! hjWhi^ijiZY!

UUgZ[jhZY%%![dg!UUgZ[jhZh%%*!
KjWhZX*! &X'*! HjW*! D*! -,,x2/,(! v .,2&X'&/'(! hjWhi^ijiZY!

UUl]^X]! i]Z! HgZh^YZci%%! [dg! UUl]^X]! L]Z! HgZh^YZci%%! VcY!
UUl]Zc!i]Z!HgZh^YZci%%![dg!UUl]Zc!L]Z!HgZh^YZci%%*!

-542yKjWhZX*! &V'*! HjW*! D*! 55x1,2(! vv -,/&Y'&.'&;'(!

-,,.&Z'&/'(!hjWhi^ijiZY!UU^cY^k^YjVah!l^i]!]VcY^XVeh%%![dg!

UU]VcY^XVeeZY! ^cY^k^YjVah%%! VcY! UUhZXi^dc! 3,2&4'! d[! i]^h!
i^iaZ%%![dg!UUhZXi^dc!3,2&3'!d[!i]^h!i^iaZ%%*!

KjWhZX*! &W'*! HjW*! D*! 55x1,2(! vv -,/&Y'&.'&9'(! &;'(!

-,,-&['&.'(! hjWhi^ijiZY! UU^cY^k^YjVa! l^i]! ]VcY^XVeh%%! [dg!
UU]VcY^XVeeZY! ^cY^k^YjVa%%(! UU^cY^k^YjVah! l^i]! ]VcY^)

XVeh%%! [dg! UU]VcY^XVeeZY!^cY^k^YjVah%%(!VcY!UUV!XdcigVXi%%!

[dg!UU]^h!XdcigVXi%%*!
KjWhZX*! &X'*! HjW*! D*! 55x1,2(! v -,,-&['&/'(! hjWhi^ijiZY!

UUL]Z!HgZh^YZci%%![dg!UU]Z%%!^c!ild!eaVXZh!VcY!hjWhi^ijiZY!

UUi]Z!gZVhdch%%![dg!UU]^h!gZVhdch%%*!
-534yKjWhZX*! &V'*! HjW*! D*! 51x2,.! hjWhi^ijiZY! UUhZXi^dc!

3,2&3'!d[!i]^h!i^iaZ%%![dg!UUhZXi^dc!3,2&2'!d[!i]^h!i^iaZ%%*!

s 02-(! Ca`V[eUd[_[`Sf[a`! g`VWd! ;WVWdS^! YdS`fe!
S`V!bdaYdS_e!

$S%!Eda_g^YSf[a`!aX!dg^We!S`V!dWYg^Sf[a`e!

Fd! di]Zgl^hZ! fjVa^[^ZY! ^cY^k^YjVa! l^i]! V! Y^h)
VW^a^in! ^c! i]Z! Mc^iZY! KiViZh(! Vh! YZ[^cZY! ^c! hZX)
i^dc! 3,1&.,'! d[! i]^h! i^iaZ(! h]Vaa(! hdaZan! Wn! gZVhdc!
d[! ]Zg! dg! ]^h! Y^hVW^a^in(! WZ! ZmXajYZY! [gdb! i]Z!
eVgi^X^eVi^dc!^c(!WZ!YZc^ZY!i]Z!WZcZ[^ih!d[(!dg!WZ!
hjW_ZXiZY! id! Y^hXg^b^cVi^dc! jcYZg! Vcn! egd\gVb!
dg! VXi^k^in! gZXZ^k^c\! >ZYZgVa! [^cVcX^Va! Vhh^hi)
VcXZ! dg! jcYZg! Vcn! egd\gVb! dg! VXi^k^in! Xdc)
YjXiZY! Wn! Vcn! =mZXji^kZ! V\ZcXn! dg! Wn! i]Z!
Mc^iZY! KiViZh! HdhiVa! KZgk^XZ*! L]Z! ]ZVY! d[! ZVX]!
hjX]! V\ZcXn! h]Vaa! egdbja\ViZ! hjX]! gZ\jaVi^dch!
Vh! bVn! WZ! cZXZhhVgn! id! XVggn! dji! i]Z! VbZcY)
bZcih! id! i]^h! hZXi^dc! bVYZ! Wn! i]Z! JZ]VW^a^iV)
i^dc(! ;dbegZ]Zch^kZ! KZgk^XZh(! VcY! <ZkZade)
bZciVa! <^hVW^a^i^Zh! 8Xi! d[! -534*! ;de^Zh! d[! Vcn!
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HV\Z! .42!LALD=! .5yD89GJ!s 02-!

KZZ!JZ[ZgZcXZh!^c!LZmi!cdiZ!WZadl*!

egdedhZY!gZ\jaVi^dc!h]Vaa!WZ!hjWb^iiZY!id!Veegd)
eg^ViZ! Vji]dg^o^c\! Xdbb^iiZZh! d[! i]Z! ;dc\gZhh(!
VcY! hjX]! gZ\jaVi^dc! bVn! iV`Z! Z[[ZXi! cd! ZVga^Zg!
i]Vc! i]Z! i]^gi^Zi]! YVn! V[iZg! i]Z! YViZ! dc! l]^X]!
hjX]!gZ\jaVi^dc!^h!hd!hjWb^iiZY!id!hjX]!Xdbb^i)
iZZh*!

$T%!RREdaYdS_!ad!SUf[h[fk##!VWX[`WV!

>dg! i]Z! ejgedhZh! d[! i]^h! hZXi^dc(! i]Z! iZgb!
UUegd\gVb! dg! VXi^k^in%%! bZVch! Vaa! d[! i]Z! deZg)
Vi^dch!d[y!

&-'&8'!V!YZeVgibZci(!V\ZcXn(!heZX^Va!ejgedhZ!
Y^hig^Xi(!dg!di]Zg!^chigjbZciVa^in!d[!V!KiViZ!dg!
d[!V!adXVa!\dkZgcbZci7!dg!

&9'!i]Z!Zci^in!d[!hjX]!KiViZ!dg!adXVa!\dkZgc)
bZci!i]Vi!Y^hig^WjiZh!hjX]!Vhh^hiVcXZ!VcY!ZVX]!
hjX]! YZeVgibZci! dg! V\ZcXn! &VcY! ZVX]! di]Zg!
KiViZ! dg! adXVa! \dkZgcbZci! Zci^in'! id! l]^X]!
i]Z! Vhh^hiVcXZ! ^h! ZmiZcYZY(! ^c! i]Z! XVhZ! d[! Vh)
h^hiVcXZ!id!V!KiViZ!dg!adXVa!\dkZgcbZci7!

&.'&8'! V! XdaaZ\Z(! jc^kZgh^in(! dg! di]Zg! edhi)
hZXdcYVgn! ^chi^iji^dc(! dg! V! ejWa^X! hnhiZb! d[!
]^\]Zg!ZYjXVi^dc7!dg!

&9'!V!adXVa!ZYjXVi^dcVa!V\ZcXn!&Vh!YZ[^cZY!^c!
hZXi^dc! 34,-! d[! i^iaZ! .,'(! hnhiZb! d[! XVgZZg! VcY!
iZX]c^XVa!ZYjXVi^dc(!dg!di]Zg!hX]dda!hnhiZb7!

&/'&8'!Vc! Zci^gZ! XdgedgVi^dc(!eVgicZgh]^e(!dg!
di]Zg! eg^kViZ! dg\Vc^oVi^dc(! dg! Vc! Zci^gZ! hdaZ!
egdeg^Zidgh]^ey!

&^'! ^[! Vhh^hiVcXZ! ^h! ZmiZcYZY! id! hjX]! Xdg)
edgVi^dc(! eVgicZgh]^e(! eg^kViZ! dg\Vc^oVi^dc(!
dg!hdaZ!egdeg^Zidgh]^e!Vh!V!l]daZ7!dg!

&^^'! l]^X]! ^h! eg^cX^eVaan! Zc\V\ZY! ^c! i]Z!
Wjh^cZhh!d[!egdk^Y^c\!ZYjXVi^dc(!]ZVai]!XVgZ(!
]djh^c\(!hdX^Va!hZgk^XZh(!dg!eVg`h!VcY!gZXgZ)
Vi^dc7!dg!

&9'! i]Z! Zci^gZ! eaVci! dg! di]Zg! XdbeVgVWaZ(!
\Zd\gVe]^XVaan!hZeVgViZ![VX^a^in!id!l]^X]!>ZY)
ZgVa! [^cVcX^Va! Vhh^hiVcXZ! ^h! ZmiZcYZY(! ^c! i]Z!
XVhZ! d[! Vcn! di]Zg! XdgedgVi^dc(! eVgicZgh]^e(!
eg^kViZ!dg\Vc^oVi^dc(!dg!hdaZ!egdeg^Zidgh]^e7!dg!

&0'!Vcn!di]Zg!Zci^in!l]^X]!^h!ZhiVWa^h]ZY!Wn!
ild!dg!bdgZ!d[!i]Z!Zci^i^Zh!YZhXg^WZY!^c!eVgV)
\gVe]!&-'(!&.'(!dg!&/'7!

Vcn!eVgi!d[!l]^X]! ^h!ZmiZcYZY!>ZYZgVa![^cVcX^Va!
Vhh^hiVcXZ*!

$U%! H[Y`[X[US`f! efdgUfgdS^! S^fWdSf[a`e! Tk! e_S^^!
bdah[VWde!

KbVaa!egdk^YZgh!VgZ!cdi!gZfj^gZY!Wn!hjWhZXi^dc!
&V'!d[!i]^h!hZXi^dc!id!bV`Z!h^\c^[^XVci!higjXijgVa!
VaiZgVi^dch! id! i]Z^g! Zm^hi^c\! [VX^a^i^Zh! [dg! i]Z!
ejgedhZ!d[!Vhhjg^c\!egd\gVb!VXXZhh^W^a^in(!^[!Va)
iZgcVi^kZ! bZVch! d[! egdk^Y^c\! i]Z! hZgk^XZh! VgZ!
VkV^aVWaZ*! L]Z! iZgbh! jhZY! ^c! i]^h! hjWhZXi^dc!
h]Vaa!WZ!XdchigjZY!l^i]!gZ[ZgZcXZ!id!i]Z!gZ\jaV)
i^dch!Zm^hi^c\!dc!EVgX]!..(!-544*!

$V%! HfS`VSdVe! geWV! [`! VWfWd_[`[`Y! h[a^Sf[a`! aX!
eWUf[a`!

L]Z!hiVcYVgYh!jhZY!id!YZiZgb^cZ!l]Zi]Zg!i]^h!
hZXi^dc! ]Vh! WZZc! k^daViZY! ^c! V! XdbeaV^ci! VaaZ\)
^c\! ZbeadnbZci! Y^hXg^b^cVi^dc! jcYZg! i]^h! hZX)
i^dc!h]Vaa!WZ!i]Z!hiVcYVgYh!Veea^ZY!jcYZg!i^iaZ!A!
d[!i]Z!8bZg^XVch!l^i]!<^hVW^a^i^Zh!8Xi!d[!-55,!&0.!
M*K*;*! -.---! Zi! hZf*'! VcY! i]Z! egdk^h^dch! d[! hZX)
i^dch!1,-!i]gdj\]!1,0(!VcY!1-,( d[!i]Z!8bZg^XVch!
l^i]! <^hVW^a^i^Zh! 8Xi! d[! -55,! &0.! M*K*;*!

-..,-x-..,0!VcY!-..-,'(!Vh!hjX]!hZXi^dch!gZaViZ!id!
ZbeadnbZci*!

&HjW*! D*! 5/x--.(! i^iaZ! N(! v 1,0(! KZei*! .2(! -53/(! 43!
KiVi*! /507! HjW*! D*! 51x2,.(! i^iaZ! A(! vv --5(! -..&Y'&.'(!
Fdk*! 2(! -534(! 5.! KiVi*! .54.(! .5437! HjW*! D*! 55x1,2(!
i^iaZ! A(! v -,/&Y'&.'&9'(! i^iaZ! P(! v -,,.&Z'&0'(! GXi*! .-(!
-542(!-,,!KiVi*!-4-,(!-4007!HjW*!D*!-,,x.15(!v 0(!EVg*!
..(! -544(! -,.! KiVi*! .57! HjW*! D*! -,,x2/,(! i^iaZ! AA(!
v .,2&Y'(! Fdk*! 3(! -544(! -,.! KiVi*! //-.7! HjW*! D*!
-,.x125(! i^iaZ! A(! v -,.&e'&/.'(! i^iaZ!N(! v 1,2(!GXi*! .5(!
-55.(!-,2!KiVi*!0/2,(!00.47!HjW*!D*!-,/x/4.(!i^iaZ!AAA(!
v /50&^'&.'(! GXi*! .,(! -550(! -,4! KiVi*! 0,.57! HjW*! D*!
-,1x..,(!i^iaZ!AN(!v 0,4&V'&/'(!8j\*!3(!-554(!--.!KiVi*!
-.,/7! HjW*! D*! -,3x--,(! i^iaZ! P(! v -,32&j'&.'(! BVc*! 4(!
.,,.(! --1! KiVi*! .,5/7! HjW*! D*! --/x-.4(! i^iaZ! AN(!
v 012&X'(! Bjan! ..(! .,-0(! -.4! KiVi*! -2317! HjW*! D*!
--0x51(!i^iaZ!AP(!v 5.-1&bbb'&/'(!<ZX*!-,(!.,-1(!-.5!
KiVi*!.-44*'!

J=>=J=F;=K AF L=PL!

L]Z! VbZcYbZcih! id! i]^h! hZXi^dc! bVYZ! Wn! i]Z! JZ]V)

W^a^iVi^dc(!;dbegZ]Zch^kZ!KZgk^XZh(!VcY!<ZkZadebZciVa!
<^hVW^a^i^Zh!8Xi!d[!-534(!gZ[ZggZY!id!^c!hjWhZX*!&V'(!bZVc!

i]Z! VbZcYbZcih! bVYZ! Wn! HjW*! D*! 51x2,.*! KZZ! -534!

8bZcYbZcih!cdiZ!WZadl*!
L]Z!8bZg^XVch!l^i]!<^hVW^a^i^Zh!8Xi!d[!-55,(!gZ[ZggZY!

id! ^c! hjWhZX*! &Y'(! ^h! HjW*! D*! -,-x//2(! Bjan! .2(! -55,(! -,0!

KiVi*! /.3*! L^iaZ! A! d[! i]Z! 8Xi! ^h! XaVhh^[^ZY! \ZcZgVaan! id!
hjWX]VeiZg! A! &v -.---! Zi! hZf*'! d[! X]VeiZg! -.2! d[! L^iaZ! 0.(!

L]Z!HjWa^X!@ZVai]!VcY!OZa[VgZ*!KZXi^dc!1-,!d[!i]Z!8Xi!

lVh!gZcjbWZgZY!hZXi^dc!1--!Wn!HjW*!D*!--,x/.1(!v 2&V'&.'(!
KZei*!.1(!.,,4(!-..!KiVi*!/114*!>dg!XdbeaZiZ!XaVhh^[^XVi^dc!

d[! i]^h! 8Xi! id! i]Z! ;dYZ(! hZZ! K]dgi! L^iaZ! cdiZ! hZi! dji!

jcYZg!hZXi^dc!-.-,-!d[!L^iaZ!0.!VcY!LVWaZh*!

8E=F<E=FLK!

.,-1yKjWhZX*! &W'&.'&9'*!HjW*!D*!--0x51!bVYZ!iZX]c^XVa!
VbZcYbZci! id!gZ[ZgZcXZ! ^c! dg^\^cVa!VXi!l]^X]!VeeZVgh!

^c!iZmi!Vh!gZ[ZgZcXZ!id!hZXi^dc!34,-!d[!i^iaZ!.,*!

.,-0yKjWhZX*! &W'&.'&9'*! HjW*! D*! --/x-.4! hjWhi^ijiZY!
UUXVgZZg! VcY! iZX]c^XVa! ZYjXVi^dc%%! [dg! UUkdXVi^dcVa! ZYj)

XVi^dc%%*!

.,,.yKjWhZX*! &W'&.'&9'*! HjW*! D*! -,3x--,! hjWhi^ijiZY!
UUhZXi^dc!34,-! d[!i^iaZ!.,%%! [dg! UUhZXi^dc! 44,-!d[! i^iaZ! .,%%*!

-554yKjWhZX*!&V'*!HjW*!D*!-,1x..,!hjWhi^ijiZY!UUhZXi^dc!

3,1&.,'%%![dg!UUhZXi^dc!3,2&4'%%*!
-550yKjWhZX*! &W'&.'&9'*! HjW*! D*! -,/x/4.! hjWhi^ijiZY!

UUhZXi^dc! 44,-! d[! i^iaZ! .,%%! [dg! UUhZXi^dc! .45-&-.'! d[! i^iaZ!

.,%%*!
-55.yKjWhZX*! &V'*! HjW*! D*! -,.x125(! v -,.&e'&/.'(! hjW)

hi^ijiZY! UUV! Y^hVW^a^in%%! [dg! UU]VcY^XVeh%%! VcY! UUY^hVW^a)

^in%%![dg!UU]VcY^XVe%%!^c![^ghi!hZciZcXZ*!
KjWhZX*!&Y'*!HjW*!D*!-,.x125(!v 1,2(!VYYZY!hjWhZX*!&Y'*!

-544yKjWhZX*! &V'*! HjW*! D*! -,,x2/,(! v .,2&Y'&-'(! hjW)

hi^ijiZY!UU]Zg!dg!]^h!]VcY^XVe%%![dg!UU]^h!]VcY^XVe%%*!
HjW*! D*! -,,x.15(! v 0&-'(! YZh^\cViZY! Zm^hi^c\! egdk^h^dch!

Vh!hjWhZX*!&V'*!

KjWhZX*!&W'*!HjW*!D*!-,,x.15(!v 0&.'(!VYYZY!hjWhZX*!&W'*!
KjWhZX*! &W'&.'&9'*! HjW*! D*! -,,x2/,(! v .,2&Y'&.'(! hjW)

hi^ijiZY! UUhZXi^dc! .45-&-.'! d[! i^iaZ! .,%%! [dg! UUhZXi^dc!

.410&V'&-,'!d[!i^iaZ!.,%%*!
KjWhZX*!&X'*!HjW*!D*!-,,x.15(!v 0&.'(!VYYZY!hjWhZX*!&X'*!

-542yHjW*! D*! 55x1,2! hjWhi^ijiZY! UU^cY^k^YjVa! l^i]!

]VcY^XVeh%%! [dg! UU]VcY^XVeeZY! ^cY^k^YjVa%%! VcY! UUhZXi^dc!
3,2&4'!d[!i]^h!i^iaZ%%![dg!UUhZXi^dc!3,2&3'!d[!i]^h!i^iaZ%%*!

-534yHjW*!D*!51x2,.!hjWhi^ijiZY!UUhZXi^dc!3,2&3'!d[!i]^h!

i^iaZ%%![dg!UUhZXi^dc!3,2&2'!d[!i]^h!i^iaZ%%!VcY!^chZgiZY!egd)
k^h^dc!egd]^W^i^c\!Y^hXg^b^cVi^dc!jcYZg!Vcn!egd\gVb!dg!

VXi^k^in!XdcYjXiZY!Wn!Vcn!=mZXji^kZ!V\ZcXn!dg!Wn!i]Z!

Mc^iZY!KiViZh!HdhiVa!KZgk^XZ!VcY!gZfj^g^c\!i]Z!]ZVYh!d[!
i]ZhZ! V\ZcX^Zh! id! egdbja\ViZ! gZ\jaVi^dch! egd]^W^i^c\!

Y^hXg^b^cVi^dc*!

=>>=;LAN= <8L= G> .,-1! 8E=F<E=FL!

8bZcYbZci! Wn! HjW*! D*! --0x51! Z[[ZXi^kZ! <ZX*! -,(! .,-1(!

ZmXZei! l^i]! gZheZXi! id! XZgiV^c! cdcXdbeZi^i^kZ! egd)
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HV\Z! .43! LALD=! .5yD89GJ! s 02-T!

\gVbh!VcY!XdbeZi^i^kZ!egd\gVbh(!hZZ!hZXi^dc!1!d[!HjW*!

D*! --0x51(! hZi! dji! Vh! V! cdiZ! jcYZg! hZXi^dc! 2/,-! d[! L^iaZ!
.,(!=YjXVi^dc*!

=>>=;LAN= <8L= G> .,,.! 8E=F<E=FL!

8bZcYbZci! Wn! HjW*! D*! -,3x--,! Z[[ZXi^kZ! BVc*! 4(! .,,.(!

ZmXZei! l^i]! gZheZXi! id! XZgiV^c! cdcXdbeZi^i^kZ! egd)

\gVbh!VcY!XdbeZi^i^kZ!egd\gVbh(!hZZ!hZXi^dc!1!d[!HjW*!
D*!-,3x--,(!hZi!dji!Vh!Vc!=[[ZXi^kZ!<ViZ!cdiZ!jcYZg!hZX)

i^dc!2/,-!d[!L^iaZ!.,(!=YjXVi^dc*!

=P;DMKAGF >JGE ;GN=J8?=!

8bZcYbZci!Wn!HjW*!D*!-,,x.15!cdi!id!WZ!XdchigjZY!id!

ZmiZcY! Veea^XVi^dc! d[! i]^h! X]VeiZg! id! jai^bViZ! WZcZ)

[^X^Vg^Zh! d[! >ZYZgVa! [^cVcX^Va! Vhh^hiVcXZ! ZmXajYZY! [gdb!
XdkZgV\Z! WZ[dgZ! EVg*! ..(! -544(! hZZ! hZXi^dc! 3! d[! HjW*! D*!

-,,x.15(! hZi! dji! Vh! V! ;dchigjXi^dc! cdiZ! jcYZg! hZXi^dc!

-243!d[!L^iaZ!.,(!=YjXVi^dc*!

89GJLAGF F=MLJ8DALQ!

8bZcYbZci!Wn!HjW*!D*!-,,x.15!cdi!id!WZ!XdchigjZY!id!
[dgXZ!dg!gZfj^gZ!Vcn!^cY^k^YjVa!dg!]dhe^iVa!dg!Vcn!di]Zg!

^chi^iji^dc(! egd\gVb(! dg! VXi^k^in! gZXZ^k^c\! >ZYZgVa!

[jcYh! id! eZg[dgb! dg! eVn! [dg! Vc! VWdgi^dc(! hZZ! hZXi^dc! 4!
d[!HjW*!D*!-,,x.15(! hZi!dji!Vh!V!cdiZ!jcYZg!hZXi^dc!-244!

d[!L^iaZ!.,(!=YjXVi^dc*!

;GFKLJM;LAGF G> HJG@A9ALAGF 8?8AFKL <AK;JAEAF8LAGF!

MF<=J >=<=J8D ?J8FLK!

J^\]ih! dg!egdiZXi^dch! d[!i]^h!hZXi^dc! cdi!V[[ZXiZY! Wn!

Vcn!egdk^h^dc!d[!HjW*!D*!54x013(!hZZ!hZXi^dc!-.3!d[!HjW*!
D*! 54x013(! hZi! dji! Vh! V! cdiZ! jcYZg! hZXi^dc! 1-,-! d[! L^iaZ!

0.(!L]Z!HjWa^X!@ZVai]!VcY!OZa[VgZ*!

;GGJ<AF8LAGF G> AEHD=E=FL8LAGF 8F< =F>GJ;=E=FL!

G> HJGNAKAGFK!

>dg!egdk^h^dch!gZaVi^c\!id!i]Z!XddgY^cVi^dc!d[!^beaZ)
bZciVi^dc! VcY! Zc[dgXZbZci! d[! i]Z! egdk^h^dch! d[! i]^h!

hZXi^dc! Wn! i]Z! 8iidgcZn! ?ZcZgVa(! hZZ! hZXi^dc! -x.,-! d[!

=m*!GgY*!Fd*!-..1,(!Fdk*!.(!-54,(!01!>*J*!3.551(!hZi!dji!Vh!
V! cdiZ! jcYZg! hZXi^dc! .,,,Yx-! d[! L^iaZ! 0.(! L]Z! HjWa^X!

@ZVai]!VcY!OZa[VgZ*!

=P=;MLAN= GJ<=J FG*!--5-0!

=m*! GgY*! Fd*! --5-0(! 8eg*! .4(! -532(! 0-! >*J*! -343-(! l]^X]!

gZaViZY!id! cdcY^hXg^b^cVi^dc! ^c! [ZYZgVaan!Vhh^hiZY!egd)
\gVbh(!lVh!gZkd`ZY!Wn!=m*!GgY*!Fd*!-..1,(!Fdk*!.(!-54,(!

01!>*J*!3.551(!hZi!dji!Vh!V!cdiZ!jcYZg!hZXi^dc!.,,,Yx-!d[!

L^iaZ!0.(!L]Z!HjWa^X!@ZVai]!VcY!OZa[VgZ*!

s 02-S(!GW_WV[We!S`V!Sffad`Wk!XWWe!

&V'&-'!L]Z!gZbZY^Zh(!egdXZYjgZh(!VcY!g^\]ih!hZi!
[dgi]! ^c! hZXi^dc! 3-3! d[! i]Z! ;^k^a! J^\]ih! 8Xi! d[!
-520! &0.! M*K*;*! .,,,Zx-2'(! ^cXajY^c\! i]Z! Veea^XV)
i^dc! d[! hZXi^dch! 3,2&['! i]gdj\]! 3,2&`'! &0.! M*K*;*!
.,,,Zx1&['! i]gdj\]! &`''! &VcY! i]Z! Veea^XVi^dc! d[!
hZXi^dc!3,2&Z'&/'!&0.!M*K*;*!.,,,Zx1&Z'&/''!id!XaV^bh!
d[! Y^hXg^b^cVi^dc! ^c! XdbeZchVi^dc'(! h]Vaa! WZ!
VkV^aVWaZ(! l^i]! gZheZXi! id! Vcn! XdbeaV^ci! jcYZg!
hZXi^dc!35-!d[!i]^h!i^iaZ(!id!Vcn!ZbeadnZZ!dg!Ve)
ea^XVci! [dg! ZbeadnbZci! V\\g^ZkZY! Wn! i]Z! [^cVa!
Y^hedh^i^dc!d[!hjX]!XdbeaV^ci(!dg!Wn! i]Z! [V^ajgZ!
id!iV`Z![^cVa!VXi^dc!dc!hjX]!XdbeaV^ci*!Ac![Vh])
^dc^c\! Vc! Zfj^iVWaZ! dg! V[[^gbVi^kZ! VXi^dc! gZb)
ZYn! jcYZg! hjX]! hZXi^dc(! V! Xdjgi! bVn! iV`Z! ^cid!
VXXdjci! i]Z! gZVhdcVWaZcZhh! d[! i]Z! Xdhi! d[! Vcn!
cZXZhhVgn! ldg`! eaVXZ! VXXdbbdYVi^dc(! VcY! i]Z!
VkV^aVW^a^in!d[!VaiZgcVi^kZh!i]ZgZ[dg!dg!di]Zg!Ve)
egdeg^ViZ!gZa^Z[!^c!dgYZg!id!VX]^ZkZ!Vc!Zfj^iVWaZ!
VcY!Veegdeg^ViZ!gZbZYn*!

&.'! L]Z! gZbZY^Zh(! egdXZYjgZh(! VcY! g^\]ih! hZi!
[dgi]! ^c! i^iaZ! NA! d[! i]Z! ;^k^a! J^\]ih! 8Xi! d[! -520!
&0.!M*K*;*!.,,,Y!Zi!hZf*'!&VcY!^c!hjWhZXi^dc!&Z'&/'!
d[!hZXi^dc!3,2!d[!hjX]!8Xi!&0.!M*K*;*!.,,,Zx1'(!Ve)
ea^ZY! id! XaV^bh! d[! Y^hXg^b^cVi^dc! ^c! XdbeZchV)

i^dc'!h]Vaa!WZ!VkV^aVWaZ!id!Vcn!eZghdc!V\\g^ZkZY!
Wn!Vcn!VXi!dg![V^ajgZ!id!VXi!Wn!Vcn!gZX^e^Zci!d[!
>ZYZgVa! Vhh^hiVcXZ! dg! >ZYZgVa! egdk^YZg! d[! hjX]!
Vhh^hiVcXZ!jcYZg!hZXi^dc!350!d[!i]^h!i^iaZ*!

&W'! Ac! Vcn! VXi^dc! dg! egdXZZY^c\! id! Zc[dgXZ! dg!
X]Vg\Z! V! k^daVi^dc! d[! V! egdk^h^dc! d[! i]^h! hjW)
X]VeiZg(! i]Z! Xdjgi(! ^c! ^ih! Y^hXgZi^dc(! bVn! Vaadl!
i]Z! egZkV^a^c\! eVgin(! di]Zg! i]Vc! i]Z! Mc^iZY!
KiViZh(!V!gZVhdcVWaZ!ViidgcZn%h![ZZ!Vh!eVgi!d[!i]Z!
Xdhih*!

&HjW*! D*! 5/x--.(! i^iaZ! N(! v 1,1(! Vh! VYYZY! HjW*! D*!
51x2,.(!i^iaZ!A(!v -.,&V'(!Fdk*!2(!-534(!5.!KiVi*!.54.7!
VbZcYZY!HjW*!D*!---x.(!v 1&X'&-'(!BVc*!.5(!.,,5(!-./!
KiVi*!2*'!

J=>=J=F;=K AF L=PL!

L]Z! ;^k^a! J^\]ih! 8Xi! d[! -520(! gZ[ZggZY! id! ^c! hjWhZX*!
&V'&.'(! ^h!HjW*!D*!44x/1.(!Bjan!.(! -520(! 34!KiVi*!.0-*!L^iaZ!

NA!d[!i]Z!;^k^a!J^\]ih!8Xi!d[!-520!^h!XaVhh^[^ZY!\ZcZgVaan!

id!hjWX]VeiZg!N!&v .,,,Y!Zi!hZf*'!d[!X]VeiZg!.-!d[!L^iaZ!0.(!
L]Z! HjWa^X! @ZVai]! VcY! OZa[VgZ*! >dg! XdbeaZiZ! XaVhh^)

[^XVi^dc! d[! i]^h! 8Xi! id! i]Z! ;dYZ(! hZZ! K]dgi! L^iaZ! cdiZ!

hZi!dji!jcYZg!hZXi^dc!.,,,V!d[!L^iaZ!0.!VcY!LVWaZh*!

8E=F<E=FLK!

.,,5yKjWhZX*!&V'&-'*!HjW*!D*!---x.(!v 1&X'&-'&8'(!^chZgiZY!
UU&VcY! i]Z! Veea^XVi^dc! d[! hZXi^dc! 3,2&Z'&/'! &0.! M*K*;*!

.,,,Zx1&Z'&/''! id! XaV^bh! d[! Y^hXg^b^cVi^dc! ^c! XdbeZchV)

i^dc'%%!V[iZg!UU&0.!M*K*;*!.,,,Zx1&['!i]gdj\]!&`''%%*!
KjWhZX*! &V'&.'*!HjW*!D*!---x.(! v 1&X'&-'&9'(! ^chZgiZY! UU&0.!

M*K*;*!.,,,Y!Zi!hZf*'!&VcY!^c!hjWhZXi^dc!&Z'&/'!d[!hZXi^dc!

3,2!d[!hjX]!8Xi!&0.!M*K*;*!.,,,Zx1'(!Veea^ZY!id!XaV^bh!d[!
Y^hXg^b^cVi^dc!^c!XdbeZchVi^dc'%%!V[iZg!UU-520%%*!

=>>=;LAN= <8L= G> .,,5! 8E=F<E=FL!

8bZcYbZci! Wn! HjW*! D*! ---x.! Z[[ZXi^kZ! Vh! ^[! ZcVXiZY!

EVn! .4(! .,,3(! VcY! Veea^XVWaZ! id! XZgiV^c! XaV^bh! d[! Y^h)
Xg^b^cVi^dc! ^c! XdbeZchVi^dc! eZcY^c\! dc! dg! V[iZg! i]Vi!

YViZ(! hZZ! hZXi^dc! 2! d[! HjW*! D*! ---x.(! hZi! dji! Vh! V! cdiZ!

jcYZg!hZXi^dc!.,,,Zx1!d[!L^iaZ!0.(!L]Z!HjWa^X!@ZVai]!VcY!
OZa[VgZ*!

s 02-T(! GW_ahS^! aX! SdUZ[fWUfgdS^&! fdS`ebadfSf[a`&!
ad! Ua__g`[USf[a`! TSdd[Wde4! fWUZ`[US^! S`V! X['
`S`U[S^! See[efS`UW4! Ua_bW`eSf[a`! aX! WjbWdfe!
ad! Ua`eg^fS`fe4! SgfZad[lSf[a`! aX! Sbbdabd[S'
f[a`e!

&V'! L]Z! KZXgZiVgn! bVn! egdk^YZ! Y^gZXian! dg! Wn!
XdcigVXi! l^i]! KiViZ! kdXVi^dcVa! gZ]VW^a^iVi^dc!
V\ZcX^Zh! dg! ZmeZgih! dg! XdchjaiVcih! dg! \gdjeh!
i]ZgZd[(!iZX]c^XVa!Vhh^hiVcXZy!

&-'!id!eZghdch!deZgVi^c\!Xdbbjc^in!gZ]VW^a^)
iVi^dc!egd\gVbh7!VcY!

&.'!l^i]!i]Z!XdcXjggZcXZ!d[!i]Z!8XXZhh!9dVgY!
ZhiVWa^h]ZY!Wn!hZXi^dc!35.!d[!i]^h!i^iaZ(!id!Vcn!
ejWa^X!dg!cdcegd[^i!V\ZcXn(!^chi^iji^dc(!dg!dg)
\Vc^oVi^dc7!

[dg!i]Z!ejgedhZ!d[!Vhh^hi^c\!hjX]!eZghdch!dg!Zci^)
i^Zh! ^c! gZbdk^c\! VgX]^iZXijgVa(! igVchedgiVi^dc(!
dg! Xdbbjc^XVi^dc!WVgg^Zgh*!8cn!XdcXjggZcXZ!d[!
i]Z! 8XXZhh! 9dVgY! jcYZg! eVgV\gVe]! &.'! h]Vaa! gZ)
[aZXi!^ih!Xdch^YZgVi^dc!d[!Xdhi!hijY^Zh!XVgg^ZY!dji!
Wn!KiViZh*!

&W'! 8cn! hjX]! ZmeZgih! dg! XdchjaiVcih(! l]^aZ!
hZgk^c\!ejghjVci!id!hjX]!XdcigVXih(!h]Vaa!WZ!Zc)
i^iaZY!id!gZXZ^kZ!XdbeZchVi^dc!Vi!gViZh![^mZY!Wn!
i]Z! KZXgZiVgn(! Wji! cdi! ZmXZZY^c\! i]Z! YV^an!
Zfj^kVaZci! d[! i]Z! gViZ! d[! eVn! [dg! aZkZa! 0! d[! i]Z!
KZc^dg! =mZXji^kZ! KZgk^XZ! KX]ZYjaZ! jcYZg! hZX)
i^dc! 1/4.! d[! i^iaZ! 1(! ^cXajY^c\! igVkZa! i^bZ(! VcY!
l]^aZ!hd!hZgk^c\!VlVn![gdb!i]Z^g!]dbZh!dg!gZ\j)
aVg!eaVXZh!d[!Wjh^cZhh(!i]Zn!bVn!WZ!VaadlZY!igVk)
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N\b`! 7018! RGRJC! 31�RFC! NS@JGA! FC?JRF! ?LB! UCJD?PC! v .263/!

&X'!9kj^eh_jo!kdZ[h!W]h[[c[dj!

Rc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg!]`!\pocjmdu`_!oj�!
'0(! \^^`ko! amjh! \! m`adi`m! \! ^jinjgd_\o`_! \k,

kgd^\odji!ajm!\gg!k`mhdon!m`lpdm`_!amjh!oc`!Ci,
qdmjih`io\g!Nmjo`^odji!?b`i^t+!oj!oc`!`so`io!
^jindno`io!rdoc!joc`m!\kkgd^\]g`!g\r;!

'1(!`io`m!dioj!h`hjm\i_\!ja!\bm``h`io!rdoc!
joc`m!D`_`m\g!\b`i^d`n!oj!^jjm_di\o`!^jind_`m,
\odji! ja! m`adi`mt! \kkgd^\odjin! \i_! k`mhdon!
\hjib!D`_`m\g!\b`i^d`n;!\i_!

'2(!`io`m!dioj!h`hjm\i_\!ja!\bm``h`io!rdoc!
\!Qo\o`+!pi_`m!rcd^c!D`_`m\g!\i_!Qo\o`!m`qd`r!
ja!m`adi`mt!k`mhdo!\kkgd^\odjin!rdgg!]`!^jjm_d,
i\o`_!\i_!^ji^pmm`iogt!^jind_`m`_+!oj!oc`! `s,
o`io!km\^od^\]g`-!

&Y'!LjWj[!Wii_ijWdY[!

Rc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!dn!\pocjmdu`_!oj!kmjqd_`!ad,
i\i^d\g! \nndno\i^`! oj! Qo\o`! bjq`mih`ion! oj! a\,
^dgdo\o`! oc`! cdmdib! ja! \__dodji\g! k`mnjii`g! rdoc!
`sk`modn`! di! ad`g_n! m`g`q\io! oj! ^jind_`m\odji! ja!
m`adi`mt!k`mhdon-!

&Z'!Hj^[h!Wii_ijWdY[!

Rc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! dn! \pocjmdu`_! oj! kmjqd_`!
o`^cid^\g+! g`b\g+! jm! joc`m! \nndno\i^`! oj! Qo\o`!
bjq`mih`ion! oj! a\^dgdo\o`! oc`dm! m`qd`r! ja! \kkgd,
^\odjin!oj!]pdg_!i`r!m`adi`md`n-!

'Np]-! J-! 0/8~47+! odog`! GGG+! | 281+! ?pb-! 7+! 1//4+! 008!
Qo\o-!638-(!

QS@AF?NRCP! GT�AM?J!

N?PR ?�AJC?L AM?J NMUCP GLGRG?RGTC!

v .263.+!9kj^eh_pWj_ed!e\!Wffhefh_Wj_edi!

&W'!<b[Wd!YeWb!fem[h!_d_j_Wj_l[!

Rc`m`!\m`!\pocjmdu`_!oj!]`!\kkmjkmd\o`_!oj!oc`!
Q`^m`o\mt!oj!^\mmt!jpo!oc`!\^odqdod`n!\pocjmdu`_!
]t! ocdn! k\mo! #1//+///+///! ajm! `\^c! ja! adn^\g! t`\mn!
1//5! ocmjpbc! 1/03+! oj! m`h\di! \q\dg\]g`! piodg! `s,
k`i_`_-!

&X'!K[fehj!

Rc`!Q`^m`o\mt!nc\gg!np]hdo!oj!Ajibm`nn!oc`!m`,
kjmo! m`lpdm`_! ]t! ocdn! np]n`^odji! ijo! g\o`m! oc\i!
K\m^c!20+!1//6-!Rc`!m`kjmo!nc\gg!di^gp_`+!rdoc!m`,
nk`^o!oj!np]n`^odji!'\(+!\!kg\i!^jio\didib�!

'0(!\!_`o\dg`_!\nn`nnh`io!ja!rc`oc`m!oc`!\b,
bm`b\o`! api_dib! g`q`gn! kmjqd_`_! pi_`m! np],
n`^odji! '\(! \m`! oc`! \kkmjkmd\o`! api_dib! g`q`gn!
ajm!oc\o!kmjbm\h;!

'1(! \! _`o\dg`_! _`n^mdkodji! ja! cjr! kmjkjn\gn!
rdgg!]`!njgd^do`_!\i_!`q\gp\o`_+!di^gp_dib!\!gdno!
ja!\gg!\^odqdod`n!`sk`^o`_!oj!]`!pi_`mo\f`i;!

'2(!\!_`o\dg`_!gdno!ja!o`^cid^\g!hdg`noji`n!ajm!
`\^c! ^j\g! \i_! m`g\o`_!o`^cijgjbt! oc\o!rdgg!]`!
kpmnp`_;!\i_!

'3(!\!_`o\dg`_!_`n^mdkodji!ja!cjr!oc`!kmjbm\h!
rdgg! \qjd_! kmj]g`hn! `iph`m\o`_! di! Ejq`mi,
h`io! ?^^jpio\]dgdot! Maad^`! m`kjmon! ji! oc`!
Ag`\i! Aj\g! R`^cijgjbt! Nmjbm\h+! di^gp_dib!
kmj]g`hn! oc\o! c\q`! m`npgo`_! di! pink`io! api_n!
\i_! kmje`^on! oc\o! a\dg`_! `doc`m! adi\i^d\ggt! jm!
n^d`iodad^\ggt-!

'Np]-! J-! 0/8~47+! odog`! GT+! | 3/0+! ?pb-! 7+! 1//4+! 008!
Qo\o-!638-(!

v .263/+!Ihe`[Yj!Yh_j[h_W!

&W'!Bd!][d[hWb!

Rj!]`!`gdbd]g`!oj!m`^`dq`!\nndno\i^`!pi_`m!ocdn!
k\mo+!\!kmje`^o!nc\gg!\_q\i^`!`aad^d`i^t+!`iqdmji,

h`io\g! k`majmh\i^`+! \i_! ^jno! ^jhk`ododq`i`nn!
r`gg!]`tji_!oc`!g`q`g!ja!o`^cijgjbd`n!oc\o!\m`!di!
^jhh`m^d\g! n`mqd^`! jm! c\q`! ]``i! _`hjinom\o`_!
ji!\!n^\g`!oc\o!oc`!Q`^m`o\mt!_`o`mhdi`n!dn!npa,
ad^d`io! oj! _`hjinom\o`! oc\o! ^jhh`m^d\g! n`mqd^`!
dn!qd\]g`!\n!ja!?pbpno!7+!1//4-!

&X'!M[Y^d_YWb!Yh_j[h_W!\eh!Yb[Wd!YeWb!fem[h!_d_j_W*
j_l[!

&.'!@Wi_\_YWj_ed!fhe`[Yji!

&9'!Bd!][d[hWb!

Gi! \ggj^\odib! oc`! api_n! h\_`! \q\dg\]g`!
pi_`m! n`^odji! 04850'\(! ja! ocdn! odog`+! oc`! Q`^,
m`o\mt! nc\gg! `inpm`! oc\o! \o! g`\no! 6/! k`m^`io!
ja! oc`! api_n! \m`! pn`_! jigt! oj! api_! kmje`^on!
ji! ^j\g,]\n`_! b\ndad^\odji! o`^cijgjbd`n+! di,
^gp_dib�!

'd(!b\ndad^\odji!^jh]di`_!^t^g`;!
'dd(! b\ndad^\odji! ap`g! ^`ggn! \i_! opm]di`!

^jh]di`_!^t^g`;!
'ddd(!b\ndad^\odji!^jkmj_p^odji;!
'dq(! ct]md_! b\ndad^\odji! \i_! ^jh]pnodji;!

\i_!
'q(! joc`m! \_q\i^`_! ^j\g! ]\n`_! o`^c,

ijgjbd`n! ^\k\]g`! ja! kmj_p^dib! \! ^ji,
^`iom\o`_!nom`\h!ja!^\m]ji!_djsd_`-!

&;'!M[Y^d_YWb!c_b[ijed[i!

&_'!I[h_eZ_Y!Z[j[hc_dWj_ed!

&B'!Bd!][d[hWb!

Rc`! Q`^m`o\mt! nc\gg! k`mdj_d^\ggt! n`o!
o`^cid^\g! hdg`noji`n! nk`^datdib! oc`!
`hdnndji! \i_! oc`mh\g! `aad^d`i^t! g`q`gn!
oc\o!^j\g!b\ndad^\odji!kmje`^on!pi_`m!ocdn!
k\mo! nc\gg! ]`! _`ndbi`_+! \i_! m`\nji\]gt!
`sk`^o`_+!oj!\^cd`q`-!

&BB'!Ih[iYh_fj_l[!c_b[ijed[i!

Rc`!o`^cid^\g!hdg`noji`n!nc\gg!]`^jh`!
hjm`! km`n^mdkodq`! _pmdib! oc`! k`mdj_! ja!
oc`!^g`\i!^j\g!kjr`m!didod\odq`-!

&__'!/-/-!]eWbi!

Rc`! Q`^m`o\mt! nc\gg! `no\]gdnc! oc`! k`md,
j_d^! hdg`noji`n! nj! \n! oj! \^cd`q`! ]t! oc`!
t`\m!1/1/!^j\g!b\ndad^\odji!kmje`^on!\]g`�!

'G('\\(!oj!m`hjq`!\o!g`\no!88!k`m^`io!ja!
npgapm!_djsd_`;!jm!

']](! oj! `hdo! ijo! hjm`!oc\i!/-/3! kjpi_!
QM k`m! hdggdji! @op+! ]\n`_! ji! \! 2/,_\t!
\q`m\b`;!

'GG(! oj! `hdo! ijo! hjm`! oc\i! -/4! g]n! ja!
LM k`m!hdggdji!@op;!

'GGG(! oj! \^cd`q`! \o! g`\no! 84! k`m^`io! m`,
_p^odjin!di!h`m^pmt!`hdnndjin;!\i_!

'GT(!oj!\^cd`q`!\!oc`mh\g!`aad^d`i^t!ja!
\o!g`\no�!

'\\(!4/!k`m^`io!ajm!^j\g!ja!hjm`!oc\i!
8+///!@op;!

']](! 37! k`m^`io! ajm! ^j\g! ja! 6+///! oj!
8+///!@op;!\i_!

'^^(! 35! k`m^`io! ajm! ^j\g! ja! g`nn! oc\i!
6+///!@op-!

&/'!Hj^[h!fhe`[Yji!

&9'!9bbeYWj_ed!e\!\kdZi!

Rc`! Q`^m`o\mt! nc\gg! `inpm`! oc\o! pk! oj! 2/!
k`m^`io! ja! oc`! api_n! h\_`! \q\dg\]g`! pi_`m!
n`^odji!04850'\(!ja!ocdn!odog`!\m`!pn`_!oj!api_!
kmje`^on!joc`m!oc\i!ocjn`!_`n^md]`_! di!k\m\,
bm\kc!'0(-!
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N\b`! 702/!RGRJC! 31�RFC! NS@JGA! FC?JRF! ?LB! UCJD?PC!v .263/!

&;'!M[Y^d_YWb!c_b[ijed[i!

&_'!I[h_eZ_Y!Z[j[hc_dWj_ed!

&B'!Bd!][d[hWb!

Rc`!Q`^m`o\mt!nc\gg!k`mdj_d^\ggt!`no\],
gdnc! o`^cid^\g! hdg`noji`n! nk`^datdib! oc`!
`hdnndji! \i_! oc`mh\g! `aad^d`i^t! g`q`gn!
oc\o! kmje`^on! api_`_! pi_`m! ocdn! k\m\,
bm\kc! nc\gg! ]`! _`ndbi`_+! \i_! m`\nji\]gt!
`sk`^o`_+!oj!\^cd`q`-!

&BB'!Ih[iYh_fj_l[!c_b[ijed[i!

Rc`!o`^cid^\g!hdg`noji`n!nc\gg!]`^jh`!
hjm`! km`n^mdkodq`! _pmdib! oc`! k`mdj_! ja!
oc`!^g`\i!^j\g!kjr`m!didod\odq`-!

&__'!/-/-!]eWbi!

Rc`! Q`^m`o\mt! nc\gg! n`o! oc`! k`mdj_d^!
hdg`noji`n! nj! \n! oj! \^cd`q`! ]t! oc`! t`\m!
1/1/!kmje`^on!\]g`�!

'G(!oj!m`hjq`!\o!g`\no!86!k`m^`io!ja!npg,
apm!_djsd_`;!

'GG(!oj!`hdo!ij!hjm`!oc\i!-/7!g]n!ja!LM
k`m!hdggdji!@op;!

'GGG(! oj! \^cd`q`! \o! g`\no! 8/! k`m^`io! m`,
_p^odjin!di!h`m^pmt!`hdnndjin;!\i_!

'GT(!oj!\^cd`q`!\!oc`mh\g!`aad^d`i^t!ja!
\o!g`\no�!

'\\(!32!k`m^`io!ajm!^j\g!ja!hjm`!oc\i!
8+///!@op;!

']](! 30! k`m^`io! ajm! ^j\g! ja! 6+///! oj!
8+///!@op;!\i_!

'^^(! 28! k`m^`io! ajm! ^j\g! ja! g`nn! oc\i!
6+///!@op-!

&0'!<edikbjWj_ed!

@`ajm`! n`oodib! oc`! o`^cid^\g! hdg`noji`n!
pi_`m! k\m\bm\kcn! '0('@(! \i_! '1('@(+! oc`! Q`^,
m`o\mt!nc\gg!^jinpgo!rdoc�!

'?(! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! ja! oc`! Ciqdmji,
h`io\g!Nmjo`^odji!?b`i^t;!\i_!

'@(!dio`m`no`_!`iodod`n+!di^gp_dib�!
'd(!^j\g!kmj_p^`mn;!
'dd(!di_pnomd`n!pndib!^j\g;!
'ddd(! jmb\idu\odjin! oc\o! kmjhjo`! ^j\g! jm!

\_q\i^`_!^j\g!o`^cijgjbd`n;!
'dq(!`iqdmjih`io\g!jmb\idu\odjin;!
'q(! jmb\idu\odjin! m`km`n`iodib! rjmf`mn;!

\i_!
'qd(! jmb\idu\odjin! m`km`n`iodib! ^jinph,

`mn-!

&1'!>n_ij_d]!kd_ji!

Gi!oc`!^\n`!ja!kmje`^on!\o!pidon!di!`sdno`i^`!
ji! ?pbpno! 7+! 1//4+! di! gd`p! ja! oc`! oc`mh\g! `aad,
^d`i^t! m`lpdm`h`ion! _`n^md]`_! di! k\m\bm\kcn!
'0('@('dd('GT(! \i_! '1('@('dd('GT(+! oc`! hdg`noji`n!
nc\gg! ]`! _`ndbi`_! oj! \^cd`q`! \i! jq`m\gg! oc`m,
h\g!_`ndbi!`aad^d`i^t!dhkmjq`h`io+!^jhk\m`_!
oj!oc`!`aad^d`i^t!ja!oc`!pido!\n!jk`m\o`_+!ja!ijo!
g`nn!oc\i�!

'?(! 6! k`m^`io! ajm! ^j\g! ja! hjm`! oc\i! 8+///!
@op;!

'@(!5!k`m^`io!ajm!^j\g!ja!6+///!oj!8+///!@op;!
jm!

'A(!3!k`m^`io!ajm!^j\g!ja!g`nn!oc\i!6+///!@op-!

&2'!9Zc_d_ijhWj_ed!

&9'!>b[lWj_ed!e\!i_j[!

Gi!`q\gp\odib!kmje`^o!kmjkjn\gn!oj!\^cd`q`!
oc`mh\g! `aad^d`i^t! g`q`gn! `no\]gdnc`_! pi_`m!
k\m\bm\kcn! '0('@('d(! \i_! '1('@('d(! \i_! di! _`,

o`mhdidib! kmjbm`nn! ojr\m_n! oc`mh\g! `aad,
^d`i^t! hdg`noji`n! pi_`m! k\m\bm\kcn!
'0('@('dd('GT(+! '1('@('dd('GT(+! \i_! '3(+! oc`! Q`^,
m`o\mt!nc\gg!o\f`!dioj!\^^jpio!\i_!h\f`!\_,
epnoh`ion! ajm! oc`! `g`q\odji! ja! oc`! ndo`! \o!
rcd^c! \! kmje`^o! dn! kmjkjn`_! oj! ]`! ^ji,
nomp^o`_-!

&;'!9ffb_YWX_b_jo!e\!c_b[ijed[i!

Gi! \kkgtdib! oc`! oc`mh\g! `aad^d`i^t! hdg`,
noji`n! pi_`m! k\m\bm\kcn! '0('@('dd('GT(+!
'1('@('dd('GT(+! \i_! '3(! oj! kmje`^on! oc\o! n`k\,
m\o`! \i_! ^\kopm`! \o! g`\no! 4/! k`m^`io! ja! oc`!
kjo`iod\g! `hdnndjin! ja! ^\m]ji! _djsd_`! ]t! \!
a\^dgdot+! oc`! `i`mbt! pn`_! ajm! n`k\m\odji! \i_!
^\kopm`!ja!^\m]ji!_djsd_`!nc\gg!ijo!]`!^jpio,
`_!di!^\g^pg\odib!oc`!oc`mh\g!`aad^d`i^t-!

&<'!I[hc_jj[Z!ki[i!

Gi!^\mmtdib!jpo!ocdn!n`^odji+!oc`!Q`^m`o\mt!
h\t! bdq`! kmdjmdot! oj! kmje`^on! oc\o! di^gp_`+!
\n!k\mo!ja!oc`!kmje`^o�!

'd(! oc`! n`k\m\odji! jm! ^\kopm`! ja! ^\m]ji!
_djsd_`;!jm!

'dd(!oc`!m`_p^odji!ja!oc`!_`h\i_!ajm!i\o,
pm\g!b\n!da!_`kgjt`_-!

&Y'!?_dWdY_Wb!Yh_j[h_W!

Rc`! Q`^m`o\mt! nc\gg! ijo! kmjqd_`! adi\i^d\g! \n,
ndno\i^`!pi_`m!ocdn!k\mo!ajm!\!kmje`^o!pig`nn!oc`!
m`^dkd`io! _j^ph`ion! oj! oc`! n\odna\^odji! ja! oc`!
Q`^m`o\mt!oc\o�!

'0(!oc`!m`^dkd`io!dn!adi\i^d\ggt!m`nkjind]g`;!
'1(!oc`!m`^dkd`io!rdgg!kmjqd_`!npaad^d`io!diajm,

h\odji! oj! oc`! Q`^m`o\mt! oj! `i\]g`! oc`! Q`^,
m`o\mt!oj!`inpm`!oc\o!oc`!api_n!\m`!nk`io!`aad,
^d`iogt!\i_!`aa`^odq`gt;!\i_!

'2(!\!h\mf`o!`sdnon!ajm!oc`!o`^cijgjbt!]`dib!
_`hjinom\o`_! jm! \kkgd`_+! \n! `qd_`i^`_! ]t!
no\o`h`ion! ja! dio`m`no! di! rmdodib! amjh! kjo`i,
od\g!kpm^c\n`mn!ja!oc`!o`^cijgjbt-!

&Z'!?_dWdY_Wb!Wii_ijWdY[!

Rc`! Q`^m`o\mt! nc\gg! kmjqd_`! adi\i^d\g! \nndno,
\i^`!oj!kmje`^on!oc\o+!\n!_`o`mhdi`_!]t!oc`!Q`^,
m`o\mt�!

'0(!h``o!oc`!m`lpdm`h`ion!ja!np]n`^odjin!'\(+!
'](+!\i_!'^(;!\i_!

'1(!\m`!gdf`gt�!
'?(! oj! \^cd`q`! jq`m\gg! ^jno! m`_p^odjin! di!

oc`! pn`! ja! ^j\g! oj! b`i`m\o`! pn`apg! ajmhn! ja!
`i`mbt!jm!^c`hd^\g!a``_noj^fn;!

'@(!oj!dhkmjq`!oc`!^jhk`ododq`i`nn!ja!^j\g!
\hjib! q\mdjpn! ajmhn! ja! `i`mbt! di! jm_`m! oj!
h\dio\di! \! _dq`mndot! ja! ap`g! ^cjd^`n! di! oc`!
Sido`_!Qo\o`n!oj!h``o!`g`^omd^dot!b`i`m\odji!
m`lpdm`h`ion;!\i_!

'A(! oj! _`hjinom\o`! h`ocj_n! \i_! `lpdk,
h`io!oc\o!\m`!\kkgd^\]g`!oj!14!k`m^`io!ja!oc`!
`g`^omd^dot! b`i`m\odib! a\^dgdod`n+! pndib! q\m,
djpn! otk`n! ja! ^j\g+! oc\o! pn`! ^j\g! \n! oc`! kmd,
h\mt!a``_noj^f!\n!ja!?pbpno!7+!1//4-!

&['!<eij*i^Wh_d]!

Gi! ^\mmtdib! jpo!ocdn! k\mo+!oc`!Q`^m`o\mt! nc\gg!
m`lpdm`!^jno!nc\mdib! di!\^^jm_\i^`!rdoc! n`^odji!
05241!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

&\'!LY^[Zkb[Z!Yecfb[j_ed!e\!i[b[Yj[Z!fhe`[Yji!

&.'!Bd!][d[hWb!

Gi!n`g`^odib!\!kmje`^o!ajm!adi\i^d\g!\nndno\i^`!
pi_`m! ocdn! n`^odji+! oc`! Q`^m`o\mt! nc\gg! `no\],
gdnc! \!m`\nji\]g`!k`mdj_! ja!odh`!_pmdib!rcd^c!
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N\b`! 7020! RGRJC! 31�RFC! NS@JGA! FC?JRF! ?LB! UCJD?PC! v .2632!

oc`!jri`m!jm!jk`m\ojm!ja!oc`!kmje`^o!nc\gg!^jh,
kg`o`!oc`!^jinomp^odji!jm!_`hjinom\odji!kc\n`!
ja!oc`!kmje`^o+!\n!oc`!Q`^m`o\mt!_`o`mhdi`n!oj!
]`!\kkmjkmd\o`-!

&/'!<edZ_j_ed!e\!\_dWdY_Wb!Wii_ijWdY[!

Rc`!Q`^m`o\mt!nc\gg!m`lpdm`!\n!\!^ji_dodji!ja!
m`^`dko! ja! \it! adi\i^d\g! \nndno\i^`! pi_`m! ocdn!
k\mo!oc\o!oc`!m`^dkd`io!ja!oc`!\nndno\i^`!`io`m!
dioj! \i! \bm``h`io! rdoc! oc`! Q`^m`o\mt! ijo! oj!
m`lp`no!\i!`so`indji!ja!oc`!odh`!k`mdj_!`no\],
gdnc`_! ajm! oc`! kmje`^o! ]t! oc`! Q`^m`o\mt! pi_`m!
k\m\bm\kc!'0(-!

&0'!>nj[di_ed!e\!j_c[!f[h_eZ!

&9'!Bd!][d[hWb!

Qp]e`^o!oj!np]k\m\bm\kc!'@(+!oc`!Q`^m`o\mt!
h\t! `so`i_! oc`! odh`! k`mdj_! `no\]gdnc`_!
pi_`m! k\m\bm\kc! '0(! da! oc`! Q`^m`o\mt! _`o`m,
hdi`n+! di! oc`! njg`! _dn^m`odji! ja! oc`! Q`^,
m`o\mt+! oc\o! oc`! jri`m! jm! jk`m\ojm! ja! oc`!
kmje`^o!^\iijo!^jhkg`o`!oc`!^jinomp^odji!jm!
_`hjinom\odji! kc\n`! ja! oc`! kmje`^o! rdocdi!
oc`!odh`!k`mdj_!_p`!oj!^dm^phno\i^`n!]`tji_!
oc`!^jiomjg!ja!oc`!jri`m!jm!jk`m\ojm-!

&;'!E_c_jWj_ed!

Rc`!Q`^m`o\mt!nc\gg!ijo!`so`i_!\!odh`!k`,
mdj_!pi_`m!np]k\m\bm\kc!'?(!]t!hjm`!oc\i!3!
t`\mn-!

&]'!?[[!j_jb[!

Rc`! Q`^m`o\mt! h\t! q`no! a``! odog`! jm! joc`m!
kmjk`mot! dio`m`non! \^lpdm`_! pi_`m! ^jno,nc\m`!
^g`\i! ^j\g! kjr`m! didod\odq`! \bm``h`ion! pi_`m!
ocdn! k\mo! di! \it! `iodot+! di^gp_dib! oc`! Sido`_!
Qo\o`n-!

&^'!=WjW!fhej[Yj_ed!

Djm!\!k`mdj_!ijo!`s^``_dib!4!t`\mn!\ao`m!^jh,
kg`odji!ja!oc`!jk`m\odjin!kc\n`!ja!\!^jjk`m\odq`!
\bm``h`io+! oc`! Q`^m`o\mt! h\t! kmjqd_`! \kkmj,
kmd\o`! kmjo`^odjin! 'di^gp_dib! `s`hkodjin! amjh!
np]^c\ko`m!GG!ja!^c\ko`m!4!ja!odog`!4(!\b\dino!oc`!
_dnn`hdi\odji!ja!diajmh\odji!oc\o�!

'0(! m`npgon! amjh! _`hjinom\odji! \^odqdod`n!
^\mmd`_!jpo!pi_`m!oc`!^g`\i!^j\g!kjr`m!didod\,
odq`!kmjbm\h;!\i_!

'1(!rjpg_!]`!\!om\_`!n`^m`o!jm!^jhh`m^d\g!jm!
adi\i^d\g!diajmh\odji!oc\o!dn!kmdqdg`b`_!jm!^ji,
ad_`iod\g!da!oc`!diajmh\odji!c\_!]``i!j]o\di`_!
amjh! \i_! admno! kmj_p^`_! ]t! \! iji,D`_`m\g!
k\mot! k\mod^dk\odib! di!\! ^g`\i! ^j\g! kjr`m! did,
od\odq`!kmje`^o-!

&_'!9ffb_YWX_b_jo!

Lj!o`^cijgjbt+!jm!g`q`g!ja!`hdnndji!m`_p^odji+!
njg`gt!]t!m`\nji!ja!oc`!pn`!ja!oc`!o`^cijgjbt+!jm!
oc`!\^cd`q`h`io!ja!oc`!`hdnndji!m`_p^odji+!]t!0!
jm!hjm`!a\^dgdod`n!m`^`dqdib!\nndno\i^`!pi_`m!ocdn!
?^o+!nc\gg!]`!^jind_`m`_!oj!]`�!

'0(! \_`lp\o`gt! _`hjinom\o`_! ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja!
n`^odji!6300!ja!ocdn!odog`;!

'1(!\^cd`q\]g`!ajm!kpmkjn`n!ja!n`^odji!6368!ja!
ocdn!odog`;!jm!

'2(!\^cd`q\]g`!di!km\^od^`!ajm!kpmkjn`n!ja!n`^,
odji!64/0!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

'Np]-! J-! 0/8~47+! odog`! GT+! | 3/1+! ?pb-! 7+! 1//4+! 008!
Qo\o-!64/;!Np]-!J-!00/~03/+!odog`!TG+!| 542+!B`^-!08+!
1//6+!010!Qo\o-!0584-(!

PCDCPCLACQ GL RCVR!

Rcdn!?^o+!m`a`mm`_!oj! di! np]n`^-! 'd(+! dn!Np]-!J-!0/8~47+!

?pb-!7+!1//4+!008!Qo\o-!483+!\n!\h`i_`_+!fijri!\n!oc`!Ci,

`mbt!Njgd^t!?^o!ja!1//4+!rcd^c!`i\^o`_!ocdn!^c\ko`m!\i_!

`i\^o`_+! \h`i_`_+! \i_! m`k`\g`_! iph`mjpn! joc`m! n`^,
odjin!\i_!ijo`n!di!oc`!Aj_`-!Djm!^jhkg`o`!^g\nndad^\odji!

ja! ocdn! ?^o! oj! oc`! Aj_`+! n``! Qcjmo! Rdog`! ijo`! n`o! jpo!

pi_`m!n`^odji!047/0!ja!ocdn!odog`!\i_!R\]g`n-!

?KCLBKCLRQ!

1//6�Qp]n`^-! ']('0('@('dd('G(-! Np]-! J-! 00/~03/! \__`_!
np]^g-!'G(!\i_!nomp^f!jpo!ajmh`m!np]^g-!'G(!rcd^c!m`\_!\n!

ajggjrn9! [[oj! m`hjq`! \o! g`\no! 88! k`m^`io! ja! npgapm! _djs,

d_`;&&-!

CDDCARGTC B?RC MD 1//6! ?KCLBKCLR!

?h`i_h`io! ]t! Np]-! J-! 00/~03/! `aa`^odq`! ji! oc`! _\o`!
oc\o!dn!0!_\t!\ao`m!B`^-!08+!1//6+!n``!n`^odji!05/0!ja!Np]-!

J-!00/~03/+!n`o!jpo!\n!\i!Caa`^odq`!B\o`!ijo`!pi_`m!n`^,

odji!0713!ja!Rdog`!1+!Rc`!Ajibm`nn-!

v .2630+!K[fehj!

Ljo!g\o`m!oc\i!0!t`\m!\ao`m!?pbpno!7+!1//4+!\i_!
ji^`! `q`mt! 1! t`\mn! oc`m`\ao`m! ocmjpbc! 1/03+! oc`!
Q`^m`o\mt+! di! ^jinpgo\odji! rdoc! joc`m! \kkmj,
kmd\o`! D`_`m\g! \b`i^d`n+! nc\gg! np]hdo! oj! Aji,
bm`nn!\!m`kjmo!_`n^md]dib�!

'0(!oc`!o`^cid^\g!hdg`noji`n!n`o!ajmoc!di!n`^,
odji! 04851! ja! ocdn! odog`! \i_! cjr! ocjn`! hdg`,
noji`n!`inpm`!kmjbm`nn!ojr\m_!h``odib!oc`!m`,
lpdm`h`ion! ja! np]n`^odjin! ']('0('@(! \i_! ']('1(!
ja!n`^odji!04851!ja!ocdn!odog`;!\i_!

'1(! oc`! no\opn! ja! kmje`^on! api_`_! pi_`m! ocdn!
k\mo-!

'Np]-! J-! 0/8~47+! odog`! GT+! | 3/2+! ?pb-! 7+! 1//4+! 008!
Qo\o-!642-(!

v .2631+!<b[Wd!YeWb!Y[dj[hi!e\![nY[bb[dY[!

&W'!Bd!][d[hWb!

?n!k\mo!ja!oc`!^g`\i!^j\g!kjr`m!didod\odq`+!oc`!
Q`^m`o\mt! nc\gg! \r\m_! ^jhk`ododq`+! h`mdo,]\n`_!
bm\ion! oj! dinodopodjin! ja! cdbc`m! `_p^\odji! ajm!
oc`! `no\]gdnch`io! ja! ^`io`mn! ja! `s^`gg`i^`! ajm!
`i`mbt!ntno`hn!ja!oc`!apopm`-!

&X'!;Wi_i!\eh!]hWdji!

Rc`! Q`^m`o\mt! nc\gg! \r\m_! bm\ion! pi_`m! ocdn!
n`^odji!oj! dinodopodjin!ja!cdbc`m!`_p^\odji!oc\o!
ncjr! oc`! bm`\o`no! kjo`iod\g! ajm! \_q\i^dib! i`r!
^g`\i!^j\g!o`^cijgjbd`n-!

'Np]-! J-! 0/8~47+! odog`! GT+! | 3/3+! ?pb-! 7+! 1//4+! 008!
Qo\o-!642-(!

v .2632+!M_c[!b_c_j!\eh!WmWhZ8![nj[di_ed!

Ga! \! Ag`\i! Aj\g! Njr`m! Gidod\odq`! kmje`^o! n`,
g`^o`_!\ao`m!K\m^c!00+!1//8+!ajm!i`bjod\odji!pi_`m!
ocdn!jm! \it!joc`m! ?^o! di! \it! adn^\g! t`\m+! dn! ijo!
\r\m_`_!rdocdi!1!t`\mn!amjh!oc`!_\o`!oc`!\kkgd,
^\odji!r\n!n`g`^o`_+!i`bjod\odjin!nc\gg!^`\n`!\i_!
oc`!D`_`m\g!api_n!^jhhdoo`_!oj!oc`!\kkgd^\odji!
nc\gg! ]`! m`o\di`_! ]t! oc`! B`k\moh`io! ajm! apopm`!
^j\g,m`g\o`_! m`n`\m^c+! _`q`gjkh`io! \i_! _`h,
jinom\odji! kmje`^on+! `s^`ko! oc\o! oc`! odh`! gdhdo!
h\t! ]`! `so`i_`_! \o! oc`! Q`^m`o\mt&n! _dn^m`odji!
ajm!h\oo`mn!jpond_`!oc`!^jiomjg!ja!oc`!\kkgd^\io+!
jm!da!oc`!Q`^m`o\mt!_`o`mhdi`n!oc\o!`so`indji!ja!
oc`!odh`!gdhdo!dn!di!oc`!kp]gd^!dio`m`no-!

'Np]-!J-!000~7+!_dq-!A+!odog`!GGG+!K\m-!00+!1//8+!012!
Qo\o-!505-(!

AMBGDGA?RGML!

Q`^odji!r\n!`i\^o`_!\n!k\mo!ja!oc`!Ci`mbt!\i_!U\o`m!

B`q`gjkh`io!\i_!P`g\o`_!?b`i^d`n!?kkmjkmd\odjin!?^o+!
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N\b`! 5345!RGRJC! 31�RFC! NS@JGA! FC?JRF! ?LB! UCJD?PC!v 41..!

Qp]n`^-!'c(-!Np]-!J-!84~08/+!| 03'\('4(+!m`_`ndbi\o`_!np],

n`^-! 'b(+!\__`_!]t!Np]-!J-!84~84+! | 0/7'b(+!\n!'c(-!Djmh`m!
np]n`^-!'c(!m`_`ndbi\o`_!'d(-!

Qp]n`^-!'d(-!Np]-!J-!84~08/+!| 03'\('4(+!m`_`ndbi\o`_!np],

n`^-! 'c(+! \__`_! ]t!Np]-! J-!84~84+! | 0/7'b(+!\n! 'd(-!Djmh`m!
np]n`^-!'d(!m`_`ndbi\o`_!'e(!\i_!\h`i_`_-!

Qp]n`^-! 'e(-! Np]-! J-! 84~08/! | 03'\('4(+! '5(+! m`_`ndbi\o`_!

np]n`^-!'d(+!\__`_!]t!Np]-!J-!84~84+!| 0/7'b(+!\n!'e(!\i_!di!
np]n`^-! 'e(!\n!nj!m`_`ndbi\o`_+!np]nodopo`_! [[rdgg!`i\]g`!

np^c!njpm^`&&!ajm![[\o!np^c!njpm^`!rdgg!`i\]g`!do&&-!

0863�Qp]n`^-! '\('2(-! Np]-! J-! 82~208+! | 3'\(+! _`ndbi\o`_!
`sdnodib!kmjqdndjin!\n!np]k\m-!'?(!\i_!\__`_!np]k\m-!'@(-!

Qp]n`^-! '^(-! Np]-!J-! 82~208+! | 3'](+!_`ndbi\o`_! `sdnodib!

kmjqdndjin!\n!k\m-!'0(!\i_!`sdnodib!k\mn-!'0(+! '1(+!\i_!'2(!
\n!np]k\mn-!'?(+!'@(+!\i_!'A(+!m`nk`^odq`gt+!ja!np^c!m`_`n,

dbi\o`_!k\m-!'0(+!\i_!\__`_!k\m-!'1(-!

CDDCARGTC B?RC MD 0866! ?KCLBKCLR!

?h`i_h`io!]t!Np]-!J-!84~84!`aa`^odq`!?pb-!6+!0866+!`s,

^`ko!\n!joc`mrdn`!`skm`nngt!kmjqd_`_+!n``!n`^odji!3/5'_(!
ja!Np]-!J-!84~84+!n`o!jpo!\n!\!ijo`!pi_`m!n`^odji!63/0!ja!

ocdn!odog`-!

NCLBGLE ?ARGMLQ ?LB NPMACCBGLEQ!

Qpdon+! \^odjin+! \i_! joc`m! kmj^``_dibn! g\rapggt! ^jh,

h`i^`_! ]t! jm! \b\dino! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! jm! \it! joc`m!
jaad^`m!jm!`hkgjt``!ja!oc`!Sido`_!Qo\o`n!di!cdn!jaad^d\g!

^\k\^dot! jm! di! m`g\odji! oj! oc`! _dn^c\mb`! ja! cdn! jaad^d\g!

_pod`n!pi_`m!\^o!Hpgt!03+!0844+!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o+!\n!di!
`aa`^o! dhh`_d\o`gt! kmdjm! oj! oc`! `i\^oh`io! ja! Np]-! J-!

84~84!Y?pb-!6+!0866Z+!ijo!oj!\]\o`!]t!m`\nji!ja!oc`!o\fdib!

`aa`^o! ja! Np]-! J-! 84~84+! n``! n`^odji! 3/5'\(! ja! Np]-! J-!
84~84+! n`o! jpo! \n!\i! Caa`^odq`! B\o`!ja! 0866! ?h`i_h`io!

ijo`!pi_`m!n`^odji!63/0!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

KMBGDGA?RGML MP PCQAGQQGML MD PSJCQ+! PCESJ?RGMLQ+!

MPBCPQ+! BCRCPKGL?RGMLQ+! AMLRP?ARQ+! ACPRGDG,
A?RGMLQ+! ?SRFMPGX?RGMLQ+! BCJCE?RGMLQ+! ?LB MRFCP!

?ARGMLQ!

?gg! mpg`n+! m`bpg\odjin+! jm_`mn+! _`o`mhdi\odjin+! ^ji,

om\^on+! ^`modad^\odjin+! \pocjmdu\odjin+! _`g`b\odjin+! jm!
joc`m!\^odjin!_pgt!dnnp`_+!h\_`+!jm!o\f`i!]t!jm!kpmnp,

\io!oj!\^o!Hpgt!03+!0844+!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o+!\n!di!`aa`^o!

dhh`_d\o`gt!kmdjm!oj!oc`!_\o`!ja!`i\^oh`io!ja!Np]-!J-!
84~84! Y?pb-! 6+! 0866Z! oj! ^jiodip`! di! apgg! ajm^`! \i_! `aa`^o!

piodg!hj_dad`_!jm!m`n^di_`_!di!\^^jm_\i^`!rdoc!\^o!Hpgt!

03+!0844+!\n!\h`i_`_!]t!Np]-!J-!84~84!Yocdn!^c\ko`mZ+!n``!
n`^odji! 3/5'](! ja! Np]-! J-! 84~84+! n`o! jpo! \n! \i! Caa`^odq`!

B\o`!ja!0866!?h`i_h`io!ijo`!pi_`m!n`^odji!63/0!ja!ocdn!

odog`-!

KMBGDGA?RGML MP PCQAGQQGML MD GKNJCKCLR?RGML!
NJ?LQ ?NNPMTCB ?LB GL CDDCAR NPGMP RM ?SE-! 6+!

0866!

Ljocdib! di! oc`! Ag`\i! ?dm! ?^o! ?h`i_h`ion! ja! 0866!
YNp]-!J-!84~84Z!oj!\aa`^o!\it!m`lpdm`h`io!ja!\i!\kkmjq`_!

dhkg`h`io\odji! kg\i! pi_`m! ocdn! n`^odji! jm! \it! joc`m!

kmjqdndji! di! `aa`^o! pi_`m! ocdn! ^c\ko`m! ]`ajm`! ?pb-! 6+!
0866+! piodg! hj_dad`_! jm! m`n^di_`_! di! \^^jm_\i^`! rdoc!

ocdn!^c\ko`m!\n!\h`i_`_!]t!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o!?h`i_,

h`ion!ja!0866+!n``!n`^odji!3/5'^(!ja!Np]-!J-!84~84+!n`o!jpo!
\n!\i!Caa`^odq`!B\o`!ja!0866!?h`i_h`io!ijo`!pi_`m!n`^,

odji!63/0!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

Q?TGLEQ NPMTGQGML!

Np]-!J-!80~5/3+!| 05+!B`^-!20+!086/+!73!Qo\o-!0602+!kmjqd_`_!

oc\o9!
[['\('0(! ?it! dhkg`h`io\odji! kg\i! \_jko`_! ]t! \it!

Qo\o`! \i_! np]hdoo`_! oj! oc`! Q`^m`o\mt! ja! F`\goc+! C_p,

^\odji+! \i_! U`ga\m`+!jm! oj!oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm!kpmnp\io!
oj!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o!Yocdn!^c\ko`mZ!kmdjm!oj!`i\^oh`io!

ja! ocdn! ?^o! YB`^-! 20+! 086/Z! h\t! ]`! \kkmjq`_! pi_`m! n`^,

odji!00/!ja!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o!Yocdn!n`^odjiZ!'\n!\h`i_`_!
]t!ocdn!?^o(!YNp]-!J-!80~5/3Z!\i_!nc\gg!m`h\di!di!`aa`^o+!

pig`nn! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! _`o`mhdi`n! oc\o! np^c! dhkg`,

h`io\odji!kg\i+!jm!\it!kjmodji!oc`m`ja+!dn!ijo!^jindno,
`io!rdoc!\kkgd^\]g`!m`lpdm`h`ion!ja!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o!

Yocdn! ^c\ko`mZ! '\n! \h`i_`_! ]t! ocdn! ?^o(! \i_! rdgg! ijo!

kmjqd_`! ajm! oc`! \oo\dih`io! ja! i\odji\g! kmdh\mt! \h]d,

`io!\dm!lp\gdot!no\i_\m_n!di!oc`!odh`!m`lpdm`_!]t!np^c!

?^o-!Ga!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!nj!_`o`mhdi`n+!c`!nc\gg+!rdoc,
di!8/!_\tn!\ao`m!kmjhpgb\odji!ja!\it!i\odji\g!\h]d`io!

\dm! lp\gdot! no\i_\m_n!kpmnp\io! oj! n`^odji! 0/8'\(! ja! oc`!

Ag`\i! ?dm!?^o! Yn`^odji! 63/8'\(!ja! ocdn! odog`Z+!ijodat! oc`!
Qo\o`!\i_!nk`^dat! di!rc\o!m`nk`^on!^c\ib`n!\m`!i``_`_!

oj! h``o! oc`! \__dodji\g! m`lpdm`h`ion! ja! np^c! ?^o+! di,

^gp_dib!m`lpdm`h`ion!oj!dhkg`h`io!i\odji\g!n`^ji_\mt!
\h]d`io!\dm!lp\gdot!no\i_\m_n-!Ga!np^c!^c\ib`n!\m`!ijo!

\_jko`_! ]t! oc`! Qo\o`! \ao`m! kp]gd^! c`\mdibn! \i_! rdocdi!

nds! hjiocn! \ao`m! np^c! ijodad^\odji+! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm!
nc\gg! kmjhpgb\o`! np^c! ^c\ib`n! kpmnp\io! oj! n`^odji!

00/'^(!ja!np^c!?^o!Ynp]n`^-!'^(!ja!ocdn!n`^odjiZ-!
[['1(!Rc`!\h`i_h`ion!h\_`!]t!n`^odji!3'](!Y\h`i_dib!

n`^odjin! 63/2! \i_! 6304! ja! ocdn! odog`Z! nc\gg! ijo! ]`! ^ji,
nomp`_!\n!m`k`\gdib!jm!hj_datdib!oc`!kjr`mn!ja!oc`!?_,

hdidnom\ojm! rdoc! m`nk`^o! oj! \it! ^jia`m`i^`! ^jiq`i`_!

pi_`m! n`^odji! 0/7'_(! ja! oc`! Ag`\i! ?dm! ?^o! Yn`^odji! 6304!
ja! ocdn! odog`Z! ]`ajm`! oc`! _\o`! ja! `i\^oh`io! ja! ocdn! ?^o!

YB`^-!20+!086/Z-!
[['](!P`bpg\odjin!jm!no\i_\m_n! dnnp`_!pi_`m!ocdn!odog`!

GG! ja! oc`!Ag`\i!?dm! ?^o! Ynp]^c\ko`m! GG! ja! ocdn! ^c\ko`mZ!
kmdjm!oj!oc`!`i\^oh`io!ja!ocdn!?^o!YB`^-!20+!086/Z!nc\gg!

^jiodip`! di! `aa`^o! piodg! m`qdn`_! ]t! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm!

^jindno`io! rdoc! oc`! kpmkjn`n! ja! np^c! ?^o! Yocdn! ^c\k,
o`mZ-&&!

DCBCP?J CLCPEW ?BKGLGQRP?RMP!

[[D`_`m\g!Ci`mbt!?_hdidnom\ojm&&+!ajm!kpmkjn`n!ja!ocdn!

^c\ko`m+!oj!h`\i!?_hdidnom\ojm!ja!D`_`m\g!Ci`mbt!?_,
hdidnom\odji!`no\]gdnc`_!]t!Np]-!J-!82~164+!K\t!6+!0863+!

77!Qo\o-!86+!rcd^c! dn!^g\nndad`_! oj!n`^odji!650!`o!n`l-!ja!

Rdog`! 04+! Ajhh`m^`! \i_! Rm\_`+! ]po! rdoc! oc`! o`mh! oj!
h`\i! \it! jaad^`m! ja! oc`! Sido`_! Qo\o`n! _`ndbi\o`_! \n!

np^c! ]t! oc`! Nm`nd_`io! piodg! D`_`m\g! Ci`mbt! ?_hdidn,

om\ojm! o\f`n! jaad^`! \i_! \ao`m! D`_`m\g! Ci`mbt! ?_hdidn,
om\odji!^`\n`n!oj!`sdno+!n``!n`^odji!687!ja!Rdog`!04+!Ajh,

h`m^`!\i_!Rm\_`-!
D`_`m\g!Ci`mbt!?_hdidnom\odji!o`mhdi\o`_!\i_!api^,

odjin! q`no`_! ]t! g\r! di! ?_hdidnom\ojm! oc`m`ja! om\in,

a`mm`_!oj!Q`^m`o\mt!ja!Ci`mbt!'pig`nn!joc`mrdn`!nk`^dad,

^\ggt!kmjqd_`_(!]t!n`^odjin!6040'\(!\i_!6182!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

v 41..+!LjWdZWhZi!e\!f[h\ehcWdY[!\eh!d[m!ijWj_ed*
Who!iekhY[i!

&W'!=[\_d_j_edi!

Djm!kpmkjn`n!ja!ocdn!n`^odji9!
'0(! Rc`! o`mh! [[no\i_\m_! ja! k`majmh\i^`&&!

h`\in! \! no\i_\m_! ajm! `hdnndjin! ja! \dm! kjggpo,
\ion!rcd^c!m`ag`^on!oc`!_`bm``!ja!`hdnndji!gdh,
do\odji! \^cd`q\]g`! ocmjpbc! oc`! \kkgd^\odji! ja!
oc`! ]`no! ntno`h! ja! `hdnndji! m`_p^odji! rcd^c!
'o\fdib! dioj! \^^jpio! oc`! ^jno! ja! \^cd`qdib!
np^c! m`_p^odji!\i_!\it!iji\dm!lp\gdot! c`\goc!
\i_!`iqdmjih`io\g!dhk\^o!\i_!`i`mbt!m`lpdm`,
h`ion(!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!_`o`mhdi`n!c\n!]``i!
\_`lp\o`gt!_`hjinom\o`_-!

'1(! Rc`! o`mh! [[i`r! njpm^`&&! h`\in! \it! no\,
odji\mt! njpm^`+! oc`! ^jinomp^odji! jm! hj_dad^\,
odji!ja!rcd^c!dn!^jhh`i^`_!\ao`m!oc`!kp]gd^\,
odji!ja!m`bpg\odjin!'jm+!da!`\mgd`m+!kmjkjn`_!m`b,
pg\odjin(! km`n^md]dib! \! no\i_\m_! ja! k`majmh,
\i^`!pi_`m!ocdn!n`^odji!rcd^c!rdgg!]`!\kkgd^\,
]g`!oj!np^c!njpm^`-!

'2(!Rc`!o`mh![[no\odji\mt!njpm^`&&!h`\in!\it!
]pdg_dib+! nomp^opm`+! a\^dgdot+! jm! dino\gg\odji!
rcd^c! `hdon! jm! h\t! `hdo! \it! \dm! kjggpo\io-!
Ljocdib!di!np]^c\ko`m!GG!ja!ocdn!^c\ko`m!m`g\o,
dib! oj! ijimj\_! `ibdi`n! nc\gg! ]`! ^jinomp`_! oj!
\kkgt! oj! no\odji\mt! dio`mi\g! ^jh]pnodji! `i,
bdi`n-!

'3(! Rc`! o`mh! [[hj_dad^\odji&&! h`\in! \it!
kctnd^\g!^c\ib`!di+!jm!^c\ib`!di!oc`!h`ocj_!ja!
jk`m\odji! ja+! \! no\odji\mt! njpm^`! rcd^c! di,
^m`\n`n!oc`!\hjpio!ja!\it!\dm!kjggpo\io!`hdo,
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Q``!P`a`m`i^`n!di!R`so!ijo`!]`gjr-!

o`_! ]t! np^c! njpm^`! jm! rcd^c! m`npgon! di! oc`!
`hdnndji! ja! \it! \dm! kjggpo\io! ijo! km`qdjpngt!
`hdoo`_-!

'4(!Rc`!o`mh![[jri`m!jm!jk`m\ojm&&!h`\in!\it!
k`mnji!rcj!jrin+!g`\n`n+!jk`m\o`n+!^jiomjgn+!jm!
npk`mqdn`n!\!no\odji\mt!njpm^`-!

'5(! Rc`! o`mh! [[`sdnodib! njpm^`&&! h`\in! \it!
no\odji\mt!njpm^`!joc`m!oc\i!\!i`r!njpm^`-!

'6(! Rc`! o`mh! [[o`^cijgjbd^\g! ntno`h! ja! ^ji,
odipjpn!`hdnndji!m`_p^odji&&!h`\in�!

'?(! \!o`^cijgjbd^\g!kmj^`nn! ajm!kmj_p^odji!
jm! jk`m\odji! ]t! \it! njpm^`! rcd^c! dn! dic`m,
`iogt!gjr,kjggpodib!jm!ijikjggpodib+!jm!

'@(! \! o`^cijgjbd^\g! ntno`h! ajm! ^jiodipjpn!
m`_p^odji! ja! oc`! kjggpodji! b`i`m\o`_! ]t! \!
njpm^`!]`ajm`!np^c!kjggpodji!dn!`hdoo`_!dioj!
oc`! \h]d`io! \dm+! di^gp_dib! km`^jh]pnodji!
^g`\idib!jm!om`\oh`io!ja!ap`gn-!

'7(!?!^jiq`mndji!oj!^j\g!'?(!]t!m`\nji!ja!\i!
jm_`m!pi_`m!n`^odji!1'\(!ja!oc`!Ci`mbt!Qpkkgt!
\i_! Ciqdmjih`io\g! Ajjm_di\odji! ?^o! ja! 0863!
Y04! S-Q-A-! 681'\(Z! jm! \it! \h`i_h`io! oc`m`oj+!
jm! \it! np]n`lp`io! `i\^oh`io! rcd^c! npk`m,
n`_`n! np^c! ?^o! Y04! S-Q-A-! 680! `o! n`l-Z+! jm! '@(!
rcd^c! lp\gdad`n! pi_`m! n`^odji! 6302'_('4('?('dd( !
ja!ocdn!odog`+!nc\gg!ijo!]`!_``h`_!oj!]`!\!hj_d,
ad^\odji! ajm! kpmkjn`n!ja! k\m\bm\kcn! '1(!\i_! '3(!
ja!ocdn!np]n`^odji-!

&X'! E_ij! e\! YWj[]eh_[i! e\! ijWj_edWho! iekhY[i8!
ijWdZWhZi! e\! f[h\ehcWdY[8! _d\ehcWj_ed! ed!
febbkj_ed! Yedjheb! j[Y^d_gk[i8! iekhY[i! emd[Z!
eh!ef[hWj[Z!Xo!Nd_j[Z! LjWj[i8!fWhj_YkbWh!ioi*
j[ci8!h[l_i[Z!ijWdZWhZi!

'0('?(!Rc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg+!rdocdi!8/!_\tn!
\ao`m!B`^`h]`m! 20+!086/+! kp]gdnc! '\i_! amjh!odh`!
oj! odh`! oc`m`\ao`m! nc\gg! m`qdn`(! \! gdno! ja! ^\o,
`bjmd`n!ja!no\odji\mt!njpm^`n-!F`!nc\gg!di^gp_`!\!
^\o`bjmt! ja! njpm^`n! di! np^c! gdno! da! di! cdn! ep_b,
h`io! do! ^\pn`n+! jm! ^jiomd]po`n! ndbidad^\iogt! oj+!
\dm! kjggpodji! rcd^c! h\t! m`\nji\]gt! ]`! \iod^d,
k\o`_!oj!`i_\ib`m!kp]gd^!c`\goc!jm!r`ga\m`-!

'@(! Udocdi! ji`! t`\m! \ao`m! oc`! di^gpndji! ja! \!
^\o`bjmt! ja! no\odji\mt! njpm^`n! di! \! gdno! pi_`m!
np]k\m\bm\kc! '?(+! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! kp],
gdnc! kmjkjn`_! m`bpg\odjin+! `no\]gdncdib! D`_`m\g!
no\i_\m_n!ja!k`majmh\i^`!ajm!i`r!njpm^`n!rdocdi!
np^c! ^\o`bjmt-! Rc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! \aajm_!
dio`m`no`_! k`mnjin! \i! jkkjmopidot! ajm! rmdoo`i!
^jhh`io! ji! np^c! kmjkjn`_! m`bpg\odjin-! ?ao`m!
^jind_`mdib! np^c! ^jhh`ion+! c`! nc\gg! kmjhpg,
b\o`+! rdocdi! ji`! t`\m! \ao`m! np^c! kp]gd^\odji+!
np^c! no\i_\m_n! rdoc! np^c! hj_dad^\odjin! \n! c`!
_``hn! \kkmjkmd\o`-! Rc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg+! \o!
g`\no! `q`mt! 7! t`\mn+! m`qd`r! \i_+! da! \kkmjkmd\o`+!
m`qdn`! np^c! no\i_\m_n! ajggjrdib! oc`! kmj^`_pm`!
m`lpdm`_!]t!ocdn!np]n`^odji! ajm!kmjhpgb\odji!ja!
np^c! no\i_\m_n-! Ljordocno\i_dib! oc`! m`lpdm`,
h`ion! ja! oc`! km`qdjpn! n`io`i^`+! oc`! ?_hdidn,
om\ojm!i``_!ijo!m`qd`r!\it!np^c!no\i_\m_!da!oc`!
?_hdidnom\ojm! _`o`mhdi`n! oc\o! np^c! m`qd`r! dn!
ijo!\kkmjkmd\o`! di! gdbco!ja!m`\_dgt!\q\dg\]g`! di,
ajmh\odji! ji! oc`! `aad^\^t! ja! np^c! no\i_\m_-!
Qo\i_\m_n! ja! k`majmh\i^`! jm! m`qdndjin! oc`m`ja!
nc\gg!]`^jh`!`aa`^odq`!pkji!kmjhpgb\odji-!Uc`i!
dhkg`h`io\odji!\i_!`iajm^`h`io!ja!\it!m`lpdm`,
h`io!ja!ocdn!^c\ko`m!di_d^\o`!oc\o!`hdnndji!gdh,
do\odjin!\i_!k`m^`io!m`_p^odjin!]`tji_!ocjn`!m`,
lpdm`_!]t!oc`!no\i_\m_n!kmjhpgb\o`_!pi_`m!ocdn!

n`^odji! \m`! \^cd`q`_! di! km\^od^`+! oc`! ?_hdidn,
om\ojm! nc\gg+! rc`i! m`qdndib! no\i_\m_n! kmjhpg,
b\o`_! pi_`m! ocdn! n`^odji+! ^jind_`m! oc`! `hdnndji!
gdhdo\odjin! \i_! k`m^`io! m`_p^odjin! \^cd`q`_! di!
km\^od^`-!

'1(!Rc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!h\t!_dnodibpdnc!\hjib!
^g\nn`n+!otk`n+!\i_!ndu`n!rdocdi!^\o`bjmd`n!ja!i`r!
njpm^`n! ajm! oc`! kpmkjn`! ja! `no\]gdncdib! np^c!
no\i_\m_n-!

'2(! Rc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg+! amjh! odh`! oj!
odh`+! dnnp`! diajmh\odji! ji! kjggpodji! ^jiomjg!
o`^cidlp`n!ajm!^\o`bjmd`n!ja!i`r!njpm^`n!\i_!\dm!
kjggpo\ion!np]e`^o!oj!oc`!kmjqdndjin!ja!ocdn!n`^,
odji-!

'3(!Rc`!kmjqdndjin!ja!ocdn!n`^odji!nc\gg!\kkgt!oj!
\it!i`r!njpm^`!jri`_!jm!jk`m\o`_!]t!oc`!Sido`_!
Qo\o`n-!

'4(! Cs^`ko! \n! joc`mrdn`! \pocjmdu`_! pi_`m! np],
n`^odji! 'c(! ja! ocdn! n`^odji+! ijocdib! di! ocdn! n`^,
odji!nc\gg!]`!^jinomp`_!oj!m`lpdm`+!jm!oj!\pocjm,
du`! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! oj! m`lpdm`+! \it! i`r! jm!
hj_dad`_! njpm^`! oj! dino\gg! \i_! jk`m\o`!\it! k\m,
od^pg\m! o`^cijgjbd^\g! ntno`h! ja! ^jiodipjpn!
`hdnndji! m`_p^odji! oj! ^jhkgt! rdoc! \it! i`r!
njpm^`!no\i_\m_!ja!k`majmh\i^`-!

'5(! Rc`! m`qdn`_! no\i_\m_n! ja! k`majmh\i^`! m`,
lpdm`_! ]t! `i\^oh`io! ja! np]n`^odji! '\('0('?('d(!
\i_!'dd( ja!ocdn!n`^odji!nc\gg!]`!kmjhpgb\o`_!ijo!
g\o`m! oc\i! ji`! t`\m! \ao`m! ?pbpno! 6+! 0866-! ?it!
i`r! jm! hj_dad`_! ajnndg! ap`g! adm`_! no\odji\mt!
njpm^`! rcd^c! ^jhh`i^`n! ^jinomp^odji! kmdjm! oj!
oc`! _\o`! ja! kp]gd^\odji! ja! oc`! kmjkjn`_! m`qdn`_!
no\i_\m_n! nc\gg! ijo! ]`! m`lpdm`_! oj! ^jhkgt! rdoc!
np^c!m`qdn`_!no\i_\m_n-!

&Y'! LjWj[! _cfb[c[djWj_ed! WdZ! [d\ehY[c[dj! e\!
ijWdZWhZi!e\!f[h\ehcWdY[!

'0(!C\^c!Qo\o`!h\t!_`q`gjk!\i_!np]hdo!oj!oc`!
?_hdidnom\ojm! \! kmj^`_pm`! ajm! dhkg`h`iodib!
\i_!`iajm^dib!no\i_\m_n!ja!k`majmh\i^`!ajm!i`r!
njpm^`n! gj^\o`_! di! np^c! Qo\o`-! Ga! oc`! ?_hdidn,
om\ojm!adi_n!oc`!Qo\o`!kmj^`_pm`!dn!\_`lp\o`+!c`!
nc\gg! _`g`b\o`! oj! np^c! Qo\o`! \it! \pocjmdot! c`!
c\n!pi_`m!ocdn!^c\ko`m!oj!dhkg`h`io!\i_!`iajm^`!
np^c!no\i_\m_n-!

'1(! Ljocdib! di! ocdn! np]n`^odji! nc\gg! kmjcd]do!
oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!amjh!`iajm^dib!\it!\kkgd^\]g`!
no\i_\m_!ja!k`majmh\i^`!pi_`m!ocdn!n`^odji-!

&Z'! LjWdZWhZi! e\! f[h\ehcWdY[! \eh! [n_ij_d]!
iekhY[i8!h[cW_d_d]!ki[\kb!b_\[!e\!iekhY[!

'0(! Rc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! km`n^md]`! m`bpg\,
odjin! rcd^c! nc\gg! `no\]gdnc! \! kmj^`_pm`! ndhdg\m!
oj! oc\o! kmjqd_`_! ]t! n`^odji! 630/! ja! ocdn! odog`!
pi_`m!rcd^c!`\^c!Qo\o`!nc\gg!np]hdo!oj!oc`!?_,
hdidnom\ojm! \! kg\i! rcd^c! '?(! `no\]gdnc`n! no\i_,
\m_n! ja! k`majmh\i^`! ajm! \it! `sdnodib! njpm^`! ajm!
\it! \dm! kjggpo\io! 'd(! ajm! rcd^c! \dm! lp\gdot! ^md,
o`md\! c\q`! ijo! ]``i! dnnp`_! jm! rcd^c! dn! ijo! di,
^gp_`_! ji! \! gdno! kp]gdnc`_! pi_`m! n`^odji! 63/7'\(!
ja! ocdn! odog`! jm! `hdoo`_! amjh! \! njpm^`! ^\o`bjmt!
rcd^c! dn! m`bpg\o`_! pi_`m! n`^odji! 6301! ja! ocdn!
odog`!]po!'dd(!oj!rcd^c!\!no\i_\m_!ja!k`majmh\i^`!
pi_`m! ocdn! n`^odji! rjpg_! \kkgt! da! np^c! `sdnodib!
njpm^`! r`m`! \! i`r! njpm^`+! \i_! '@(! kmjqd_`n! ajm!
oc`! dhkg`h`io\odji! \i_! `iajm^`h`io! ja! np^c!
no\i_\m_n! ja! k`majmh\i^`-! P`bpg\odjin! ja! oc`!
?_hdidnom\ojm! pi_`m! ocdn! k\m\bm\kc! nc\gg! k`m,
hdo!oc`!Qo\o`!di!\kkgtdib!\!no\i_\m_!ja!k`majmh,
\i^`!oj!\it!k\mod^pg\m!njpm^`!pi_`m!\!kg\i!np],
hdoo`_!pi_`m!ocdn!k\m\bm\kc!oj!o\f`!dioj!^jind_,
`m\odji+!\hjib!joc`m!a\^ojmn+!oc`!m`h\didib!pn`,
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apg! gda`! ja! oc`! `sdnodib! njpm^`! oj! rcd^c! np^c!
no\i_\m_!\kkgd`n-!

'1(!Rc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg!c\q`!oc`!n\h`!\p,
ocjmdot�!

'?(! oj! km`n^md]`! \! kg\i! ajm! \! Qo\o`! di! ^\n`n!
rc`m`!oc`!Qo\o`!a\dgn!oj!np]hdo!\!n\odna\^ojmt!
kg\i!\n!c`!rjpg_!c\q`!pi_`m!n`^odji!630/'^(!ja!
ocdn! odog`! di! oc`! ^\n`! ja! a\dgpm`! oj! np]hdo! \i!
dhkg`h`io\odji!kg\i+!\i_!

'@(!oj!`iajm^`!oc`!kmjqdndjin!ja!np^c!kg\i!di!
^\n`n!rc`m`!oc`!Qo\o`!a\dgn!oj!`iajm^`!oc`h!\n!
c`! rjpg_! c\q`! pi_`m! n`^odjin! 6302! \i_! 6303! ja!
ocdn! odog`! rdoc! m`nk`^o! oj! \i! dhkg`h`io\odji!
kg\i-!

Gi! kmjhpgb\odib! \! no\i_\m_! ja! k`majmh\i^`!
pi_`m! \! kg\i! km`n^md]`_! pi_`m! ocdn! k\m\bm\kc+!
oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg!o\f`!dioj!^jind_`m\odji+!
\hjib! joc`m! a\^ojmn+! m`h\didib! pn`apg! gdq`n! ja!
oc`!njpm^`n! di!oc`!^\o`bjmt!ja!njpm^`n!oj!rcd^c!
np^c!no\i_\m_!\kkgd`n-!

&['!Ihe^_X_j[Z!WYji!

?ao`m! oc`! `aa`^odq`! _\o`! ja! no\i_\m_n! ja! k`m,
ajmh\i^`! kmjhpgb\o`_! pi_`m! ocdn! n`^odji+! do!
nc\gg! ]`! pig\rapg! ajm! \it! jri`m! jm! jk`m\ojm! ja!
\it!i`r!njpm^`!oj!jk`m\o`!np^c!njpm^`!di!qdjg\,
odji! ja! \it! no\i_\m_! ja! k`majmh\i^`! \kkgd^\]g`!
oj!np^c!njpm^`-!

&\'!G[m!iekhY[!ijWdZWhZi!e\!f[h\ehcWdY[!

'0(! Djm! ocjn`! ^\o`bjmd`n! ja! h\ejm! no\odji\mt!
njpm^`n!oc\o!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!gdno`_!pi_`m!np],
n`^odji!']('0('?(!ja!ocdn!n`^odji!]`ajm`!Ljq`h]`m!
04+!088/+!\i_!ajm!rcd^c!m`bpg\odjin!c\_!ijo!]``i!
kmjkjn`_!]t!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!]t!Ljq`h]`m!04+!
088/+!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg�!

'?(! kmjkjn`! m`bpg\odjin! `no\]gdncdib! no\i_,
\m_n! ja! k`majmh\i^`! ajm! \o! g`\no! 14! k`m^`io! ja!
np^c!^\o`bjmd`n!ja!njpm^`n!rdocdi!1!t`\mn!\ao`m!
Ljq`h]`m!04+!088/;!

'@(! kmjkjn`! m`bpg\odjin! `no\]gdncdib! no\i_,
\m_n! ja! k`majmh\i^`! ajm! \o! g`\no! 4/! k`m^`io! ja!
np^c!^\o`bjmd`n!ja!njpm^`n!rdocdi!3!t`\mn!\ao`m!
Ljq`h]`m!04+!088/;!\i_!

'A(! kmjkjn`! m`bpg\odjin! ajm! oc`! m`h\didib!
^\o`bjmd`n!ja!njpm^`n!rdocdi!5!t`\mn!\ao`m!Lj,
q`h]`m!04+!088/-!

'1(!Gi!_`o`mhdidib!kmdjmdod`n!ajm!kmjhpgb\odib!
no\i_\m_n! ajm! ^\o`bjmd`n! ja! h\ejm! no\odji\mt!
njpm^`n!ajm!oc`!kpmkjn`!ja!k\m\bm\kc!'0(+!oc`!?_,
hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg!^jind_`m�!

'?(! oc`! lp\iodot! ja! \dm! kjggpo\io! `hdnndjin!
rcd^c!`\^c!np^c!^\o`bjmt!rdgg!`hdo+!jm!rdgg!]`!
_`ndbi`_!oj!`hdo;!

'@(!oc`!`so`io!oj!rcd^c!`\^c!np^c!kjggpo\io!
h\t! m`\nji\]gt! ]`! \iod^dk\o`_! oj! `i_\ib`m!
kp]gd^!c`\goc!jm!r`ga\m`;!\i_!

'A(! oc`! hj]dgdot! \i_! ^jhk`ododq`! i\opm`! ja!
`\^c! np^c! ^\o`bjmt! ja! njpm^`n! \i_! oc`! ^ji,
n`lp`io! i``_! ajm! i\odji\ggt! \kkgd^\]g`! i`r!
njpm^`!no\i_\m_n!ja!k`majmh\i^`-!

'2(!@`ajm`!kmjhpgb\odib!\it!m`bpg\odjin!pi_`m!
ocdn!np]n`^odji!jm!gdnodib!\it!^\o`bjmt!ja!h\ejm!
no\odji\mt! njpm^`n! \n! m`lpdm`_! pi_`m! ocdn! np],
n`^odji+! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! ^jinpgo! rdoc!
\kkmjkmd\o`! m`km`n`io\odq`n! ja! oc`! Ejq`mijmn!
\i_!ja!Qo\o`!\dm!kjggpodji!^jiomjg!\b`i^d`n-!

&]'!K[l_i_ed!e\!h[]kbWj_edi!

'0(! Skji! \kkgd^\odji! ]t! oc`! Ejq`mijm! ja! \!
Qo\o`!ncjrdib!oc\o!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!c\n!a\dg`_!

oj! nk`^dat! di! m`bpg\odjin! pi_`m! np]n`^odji! 'a('0(!
ja!ocdn!n`^odji!\it!^\o`bjmt!ja!h\ejm!no\odji\mt!
njpm^`n!m`lpdm`_!oj!]`!nk`^dad`_!pi_`m!np^c!m`bp,
g\odjin+!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg!m`qdn`!np^c!m`b,
pg\odjin!oj!nk`^dat!\it!np^c!^\o`bjmt-!

'1(! Skji! \kkgd^\odji! ja! oc`! Ejq`mijm! ja! \!
Qo\o`+! ncjrdib! oc\o! \it! ^\o`bjmt! ja! no\odji\mt!
njpm^`n! rcd^c! dn! ijo! di^gp_`_! di! oc`! gdno! pi_`m!
np]n`^odji! ']('0('?(! ja! ocdn! n`^odji! ^jiomd]po`n!
ndbidad^\iogt!oj!\dm!kjggpodji!rcd^c!h\t!m`\nji,
\]gt!]`!\iod^dk\o`_!oj!`i_\ib`m!kp]gd^!c`\goc!jm!
r`ga\m`! 'ijordocno\i_dib! oc\o! np^c! ^\o`bjmt! dn!
ijo!\!^\o`bjmt!ja!h\ejm!no\odji\mt!njpm^`n(+!oc`!
?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! m`qdn`! np^c! m`bpg\odjin! oj!
nk`^dat!np^c!^\o`bjmt!ja!no\odji\mt!njpm^`n-!

'2(!Skji!\kkgd^\odji!ja!oc`!Ejq`mijm!ja!\!Qo\o`!
ncjrdib! oc\o! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! c\n! a\dg`_! oj!
\kkgt! kmjk`mgt! oc`! ^mdo`md\! m`lpdm`_! oj! ]`! ^ji,
nd_`m`_! pi_`m! np]n`^odji! 'a('1(! ja! ocdn! n`^odji+!
oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! m`qdn`! oc`! gdno! pi_`m!
np]n`^odji!']('0('?(!ja!ocdn!n`^odji!oj!\kkgt!kmjk,
`mgt!np^c!^mdo`md\-!

'3(!Skji!\kkgd^\odji!ja!oc`!Ejq`mijm!ja!\!Qo\o`!
ncjrdib!oc\o�!

'?(! \! i`r+! diijq\odq`+! jm! dhkmjq`_! o`^c,
ijgjbt!jm!kmj^`nn!rcd^c!\^cd`q`n!bm`\o`m!^ji,
odipjpn! `hdnndji! m`_p^odji! c\n! ]``i! \_`,
lp\o`gt!_`hjinom\o`_!ajm!\it!^\o`bjmt!ja!no\,
odji\mt!njpm^`n+!\i_!

'@(!\n!\!m`npgo!ja!np^c!o`^cijgjbt!jm!kmj^`nn+!
oc`!i`r!njpm^`!no\i_\m_!ja!k`majmh\i^`!di!`a,
a`^o! pi_`m! ocdn! n`^odji! ajm! np^c! ^\o`bjmt! ij!
gjib`m!m`ag`^on!oc`!bm`\o`no!_`bm``!ja!`hdnndji!
gdhdo\odji! \^cd`q\]g`! ocmjpbc! \kkgd^\odji! ja!
oc`! ]`no! o`^cijgjbd^\g! ntno`h! ja! ^jiodipjpn!
`hdnndji!m`_p^odji!rcd^c!'o\fdib!dioj!^jind_,
`m\odji!oc`!^jno!ja!\^cd`qdib!np^c!`hdnndji!m`,
_p^odji+! \i_! \it! iji,\dm! lp\gdot! c`\goc! \i_!
`iqdmjih`io\g! dhk\^o! \i_! `i`mbt! m`lpdm`,
h`ion(!c\n!]``i!\_`lp\o`gt!_`hjinom\o`_+!

oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg!m`qdn`!np^c!no\i_\m_!ja!
k`majmh\i^`!ajm!np^c!^\o`bjmt!\^^jm_dibgt-!

'4(!Sig`nn!g\o`m!_`\_gdi`n!ajm!\^odji!ja!oc`!?_,
hdidnom\ojm! \m`!joc`mrdn`!km`n^md]`_! pi_`m!ocdn!
n`^odji+!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg+!ijo!g\o`m!oc\i!
ocm``! hjiocn! ajggjrdib! oc`! _\o`! ja! m`^`dko! ja!
\it! \kkgd^\odji! ]t! \! Ejq`mijm! ja! \! Qo\o`+! `d,
oc`m�!

'?(!adi_!oc\o!np^c!\kkgd^\odji!_j`n!ijo!^ji,
o\di! oc`! m`lpdndo`! ncjrdib! \i_! _`it! np^c! \k,
kgd^\odji+!jm!

'@(! bm\io! np^c! \kkgd^\odji! \i_! o\f`! oc`! \^,
odji!m`lpdm`_!pi_`m!ocdn!np]n`^odji-!

'5(! @`ajm`! o\fdib! \it! \^odji! m`lpdm`_! ]t! np],
n`^odji!'a(!ja!ocdn!n`^odji!jm!]t!ocdn!np]n`^odji+!
oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! kmjqd_`! ijod^`! \i_! jk,
kjmopidot!ajm!kp]gd^!c`\mdib-!

&^'! =[i_]d)! [gk_fc[dj)! meha! fhWYj_Y[)! eh! ef[h*
Wj_edWb!ijWdZWhZ8!Wbj[hdWj_l[![c_ii_ed!b_c_jW*
j_ed!

'0(!Djm!kpmkjn`n!ja!ocdn!n`^odji+!da!di!oc`!ep_b,
h`io!ja!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm+! do! dn!ijo! a`\nd]g`!oj!
km`n^md]`! jm! `iajm^`! \! no\i_\m_! ja! k`majmh\i^`+!
c`!h\t!dino`\_!kmjhpgb\o`!\!_`ndbi+!`lpdkh`io+!
rjmf!km\^od^`+!jm!jk`m\odji\g!no\i_\m_+!jm!^jh,
]di\odji!oc`m`ja+!rcd^c!m`ag`^on!oc`!]`no!o`^cij,
gjbd^\g!ntno`h!ja!^jiodipjpn!`hdnndji!m`_p^odji!
rcd^c! 'o\fdib! dioj! ^jind_`m\odji! oc`! ^jno! ja!
\^cd`qdib!np^c!`hdnndji!m`_p^odji+!\i_!\it!iji,!
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\dm! lp\gdot! c`\goc! \i_! `iqdmjih`io\g! dhk\^o!
\i_!`i`mbt!m`lpdm`h`ion(!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!_`,
o`mhdi`n! c\n! ]``i! \_`lp\o`gt! _`hjinom\o`_-! Gi!
oc`! `q`io! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! kmjhpgb\o`n! \! _`,
ndbi! jm! `lpdkh`io! no\i_\m_! pi_`m! ocdn! np],
n`^odji+!c`!nc\gg!di^gp_`!\n!k\mo!ja!np^c!no\i_\m_!
np^c!m`lpdm`h`ion!\n!rdgg!\nnpm`!oc`!kmjk`m!jk,
`m\odji!\i_!h\dio`i\i^`!ja!\it!np^c!`g`h`io!ja!
_`ndbi!jm!`lpdkh`io-!

'1(! Djm! oc`! kpmkjn`! ja! ocdn! np]n`^odji+! oc`!
kcm\n`! [[ijo! a`\nd]g`! oj! km`n^md]`! jm! `iajm^`! \!
no\i_\m_! ja! k`majmh\i^`&&! h`\in! \it! ndop\odji!
di!rcd^c!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!_`o`mhdi`n!oc\o!'?(!
\! kjggpo\io! jm! kjggpo\ion! ^\iijo! ]`! `hdoo`_!
ocmjpbc!\!^jiq`t\i^`!_`ndbi`_!\i_!^jinomp^o`_!
oj! `hdo! jm! ^\kopm`! np^c! kjggpo\io+! jm! oc\o! \it!
m`lpdm`h`io! ajm+! jm! pn`! ja+! np^c! \! ^jiq`t\i^`!
rjpg_! ]`! di^jindno`io! rdoc! \it! D`_`m\g+! Qo\o`+!
jm! gj^\g! g\r+!jm! '@(! oc`! \kkgd^\odji!ja!h`\npm`,
h`io! h`ocj_jgjbt! oj! \! k\mod^pg\m! ^g\nn! ja!
njpm^`n! dn! ijo! km\^od^\]g`! _p`! oj! o`^cijgjbd^\g!
jm!`^jijhd^!gdhdo\odjin-!

'2(! Ga! \ao`m! ijod^`! \i_! jkkjmopidot! ajm! kp]gd^!
c`\mdib+! \it! k`mnji! `no\]gdnc`n! oj! oc`! n\odna\^,
odji! ja! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! oc\o! \i! \go`mi\odq`!
h`\in!ja! `hdnndji! gdhdo\odji!rdgg!\^cd`q`!\! m`,
_p^odji! di! `hdnndjin! ja! \it! \dm! kjggpo\io! \o!
g`\no!`lpdq\g`io!oj!oc`!m`_p^odji!di!`hdnndjin!ja!
np^c! \dm! kjggpo\io! \^cd`q`_! pi_`m! oc`! m`lpdm`,
h`ion!ja!k\m\bm\kc!'0(+!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg!
k`mhdo!oc`!pn`!ja!np^c!\go`mi\odq`!]t!oc`!njpm^`!
ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja! ^jhkgd\i^`! rdoc! ocdn! n`^odji!
rdoc!m`nk`^o!oj!np^c!kjggpo\io-!

'3(!?it!no\i_\m_!kmjhpgb\o`_!pi_`m!k\m\bm\kc!
'0(!nc\gg!]`!kmjhpgb\o`_!di!o`mhn!ja!no\i_\m_!ja!
k`majmh\i^`! rc`i`q`m! do! ]`^jh`n! a`\nd]g`! oj!
kmjhpgb\o`! \i_! `iajm^`! np^c! no\i_\m_! di! np^c!
o`mhn-!

'4(! ?it! _`ndbi+! `lpdkh`io+! rjmf! km\^od^`+! jm!
jk`m\odji\g!no\i_\m_+!jm!\it!^jh]di\odji!oc`m`,
ja+!_`n^md]`_! di!ocdn!np]n`^odji!nc\gg!]`! om`\o`_!
\n!\!no\i_\m_!ja!k`majmh\i^`!ajm!kpmkjn`n!ja!oc`!
kmjqdndjin!ja!ocdn!^c\ko`m!'joc`m!oc\i!oc`!kmjqd,
ndjin! ja! np]n`^odji! '\(! ja! ocdn! n`^odji! \i_! ocdn!
np]n`^odji(-!

&_'!<ekdjho![b[lWjehi!

?it!m`bpg\odjin!kmjhpgb\o`_!]t!oc`!?_hdidn,
om\ojm!pi_`m!ocdn!n`^odji!\kkgd^\]g`!oj!bm\di!`g`,
q\ojmn! nc\gg! ijo! \kkgt! oj! ^jpiomt! `g`q\ojmn! '\n!
_`adi`_! ]t! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm(! rcd^c! c\q`! \!
nojm\b`! ^\k\^dot! ja! g`nn! oc\i! orj! hdggdji! adq`!
cpi_m`_!ocjpn\i_!]pnc`gn-!

&`'! BddelWj_l[! j[Y^debe]_YWb! ioij[ci! e\! Yedj_dk*
eki![c_ii_ed!h[ZkYj_ed!

'0('?(!?it!k`mnji!kmjkjndib!oj!jri!jm!jk`m\o`!
\!i`r!njpm^`!h\t!m`lp`no!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!ajm!
ji`! jm! hjm`! r\dq`mn! amjh! oc`! m`lpdm`h`ion! ja!
ocdn! n`^odji! ajm! np^c! njpm^`! jm! \it! kjmodji!
oc`m`ja!rdoc!m`nk`^o!oj!\it!\dm!kjggpo\io!oj!`i,
^jpm\b`! oc`! pn`! ja! \i! diijq\odq`! o`^cijgjbd^\g!
ntno`h! jm! ntno`hn! ja! ^jiodipjpn! `hdnndji! m`,
_p^odji-! Rc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! h\t+! rdoc! oc`! ^ji,
n`io! ja! oc`! Ejq`mijm! ja! oc`! Qo\o`! di! rcd^c! oc`!
njpm^`!dn!oj!]`!gj^\o`_+!bm\io!\!r\dq`m!pi_`m!ocdn!
k\m\bm\kc+! da! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! _`o`mhdi`n!
\ao`m!ijod^`!\i_!jkkjmopidot!ajm!kp]gd^!c`\mdib+!
oc\o�!

'd(!oc`!kmjkjn`_!ntno`h!jm!ntno`hn!c\q`!ijo!
]``i!\_`lp\o`gt!_`hjinom\o`_+!

'dd(!oc`!kmjkjn`_!ntno`h!jm!ntno`hn!rdgg!jk,
`m\o`! `aa`^odq`gt! \i_! oc`m`! dn! \! np]no\iod\g!

gdf`gdcjj_! oc\o! np^c! ntno`h! jm! ntno`hn! rdgg!
\^cd`q`!bm`\o`m!^jiodipjpn!`hdnndji!m`_p^odji!
oc\i! oc\o! m`lpdm`_! oj! ]`! \^cd`q`_! pi_`m! oc`!
no\i_\m_n! ja! k`majmh\i^`! rcd^c! rjpg_! joc`m,
rdn`! \kkgt+! jm! \^cd`q`! \o! g`\no! \i! `lpdq\g`io!
m`_p^odji! \o! gjr`m! ^jno! di! o`mhn! ja! `i`mbt+!
`^jijhd^+! jm! iji\dm! lp\gdot! `iqdmjih`io\g!
dhk\^o+!

'ddd(! oc`! jri`m! jm! jk`m\ojm! ja! oc`! kmjkjn`_!
njpm^`!c\n!_`hjinom\o`_!oj!oc`!n\odna\^odji!ja!
oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! oc\o! oc`! kmjkjn`_! ntno`h!
rdgg! ijo! ^\pn`! jm! ^jiomd]po`! oj! \i! pim`\nji,
\]g`!mdnf!oj!kp]gd^!c`\goc+!r`ga\m`+!jm!n\a`ot!di!
don!jk`m\odji+!api^odji+!jm!h\gapi^odji+!\i_!

'dq(!oc`!bm\iodib!ja!np^c!r\dq`m!dn!^jindno`io!
rdoc!oc`!m`lpdm`h`ion!ja!np]k\m\bm\kc!'A(-!

Gi! h\fdib! \it! _`o`mhdi\odji! pi_`m! ^g\pn`! 'dd(+!
oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! o\f`! dioj! \^^jpio! \it!
km`qdjpn! a\dgpm`! ja! np^c! ntno`h! jm! ntno`hn! oj!
jk`m\o`! `aa`^odq`gt! jm! oj! h``o! \it! m`lpdm`h`io!
ja!oc`!i`r!njpm^`!k`majmh\i^`!no\i_\m_n-!Gi!_`,
o`mhdidib! rc`oc`m! \i! pim`\nji\]g`! mdnf! `sdnon!
pi_`m! ^g\pn`! 'ddd(+! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! ^ji,
nd_`m+!\hjib!joc`m!a\^ojmn+!rc`oc`m!\i_!oj!rc\o!
`so`io!oc`!pn`!ja!oc`!kmjkjn`_!o`^cijgjbd^\g!ntn,
o`h! rdgg! ^\pn`+! di^m`\n`+! m`_p^`+! jm! `gdhdi\o`!
`hdnndjin! ja! \it! pim`bpg\o`_! kjggpo\ion;! \q\dg,
\]g`! h`ocj_n! ajm! m`_p^dib! jm! `gdhdi\odib! \it!
mdnf! oj! kp]gd^! c`\goc+! r`ga\m`+! jm! n\a`ot! rcd^c!
h\t!]`!\nnj^d\o`_!rdoc!oc`!pn`!ja!np^c!ntno`h;!
\i_! oc`! \q\dg\]dgdot! ja! joc`m! o`^cijgjbd^\g! ntn,
o`hn!rcd^c!h\t!]`!pn`_!oj!^jiajmh!oj!no\i_\m_n!
pi_`m!ocdn!n`^odji!rdocjpo!^\pndib!jm!^jiomd]po,
dib! oj! np^c! pim`\nji\]g`! mdnf-! Rc`! ?_hdidn,
om\ojm!h\t!^ji_p^o!np^c!o`non!\i_!h\t!m`lpdm`!
oc`!jri`m!jm!jk`m\ojm!ja!oc`!kmjkjn`_!njpm^`!oj!
^ji_p^o!np^c!o`non!\i_!kmjqd_`!np^c!diajmh\odji!
\n! dn! i`^`nn\mt! oj! ^\mmt! jpo! ^g\pn`! 'ddd(! ja! ocdn!
np]k\m\bm\kc-!Qp^c!m`lpdm`h`ion!nc\gg!di^gp_`!\!
m`lpdm`h`io! ajm! kmjhko! m`kjmodib! ja! oc`! `hdn,
ndji!ja!\it!pim`bpg\o`_!kjggpo\io!amjh!\!ntno`h!
da!np^c!kjggpo\io!r\n!ijo!`hdoo`_+!jm!r\n!`hdo,
o`_! di! ndbidad^\iogt! g`nn`m! \hjpion!rdocjpo!pn`!
ja!np^c!ntno`h-!

'@(! ?! r\dq`m! pi_`m! ocdn! k\m\bm\kc! nc\gg! ]`!
bm\io`_!ji!np^c!o`mhn!\i_!^ji_dodjin!\n!oc`!?_,
hdidnom\ojm! _`o`mhdi`n! oj! ]`! i`^`nn\mt! oj! \n,
npm`�!

'd(! `hdnndjin! amjh! oc`! njpm^`! rdgg! ijo! km`,
q`io! \oo\dih`io! \i_! h\dio`i\i^`! ja! \it! i\,
odji\g!\h]d`io!\dm!lp\gdot!no\i_\m_n+!\i_!

'dd(! kmjk`m! api^odjidib! ja! oc`! o`^cijgjbd^\g!
ntno`h!jm!ntno`hn!\pocjmdu`_-!

?it! np^c! o`mh! jm! ^ji_dodji! nc\gg! ]`! om`\o`_! \n!
\! no\i_\m_! ja! k`majmh\i^`! ajm! oc`! kpmkjn`n! ja!
np]n`^odji!'`(!ja!ocdn!n`^odji!\i_!n`^odji!6302!ja!
ocdn!odog`-!

'A(!Rc`!iph]`m!ja!r\dq`mn!bm\io`_!pi_`m!ocdn!
k\m\bm\kc! rdoc! m`nk`^o! oj! \! kmjkjn`_! o`^cij,
gjbd^\g!ntno`h!ja!^jiodipjpn!`hdnndji!m`_p^odji!
nc\gg! ijo! `s^``_! np^c! iph]`m! \n! oc`! ?_hdidn,
om\ojm! adi_n! i`^`nn\mt! oj! \n^`mo\di! rc`oc`m! jm!
ijo! np^c! ntno`h! rdgg! \^cd`q`! oc`! ^ji_dodjin!
nk`^dad`_!di!^g\pn`n!'dd(!\i_!'ddd(!ja!np]k\m\bm\kc!
'?(-!

'B(!?!r\dq`m!pi_`m!ocdn!k\m\bm\kc!nc\gg!`so`i_!
oj!oc`!njji`m!ja�!

'd(! oc`! _\o`! _`o`mhdi`_! ]t! oc`! ?_hdidn,
om\ojm+! \ao`m! ^jinpgo\odji! rdoc! oc`! jri`m! jm!
jk`m\ojm! ja! oc`! njpm^`+! o\fdib! dioj! ^jind_`m,
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\odji!oc`!_`ndbi+!dino\gg\odji+!\i_!^\kdo\g!^jno!
ja! oc`! o`^cijgjbd^\g! ntno`h! jm! ntno`hn! ]`dib!
pn`_+!jm!

'dd(!oc`!_\o`!ji!rcd^c!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!_`,
o`mhdi`n!oc\o!np^c!ntno`h!c\n!a\dg`_!oj�!

'G(!\^cd`q`!\o!g`\no!\i!`lpdq\g`io!^jiodip,
jpn! `hdnndji! m`_p^odji! oj! oc\o! m`lpdm`_! oj!
]`!\^cd`q`_!pi_`m!oc`!no\i_\m_n!ja!k`majmh,
\i^`!rcd^c!rjpg_!joc`mrdn`!\kkgt+!jm!

'GG(!^jhkgt!rdoc!oc`!^ji_dodji!nk`^dad`_!di!
k\m\bm\kc!'0('?('ddd(+!

\i_!oc\o!np^c!a\dgpm`!^\iijo!]`!^jmm`^o`_-!

'C(! Gi! ^\mmtdib! jpo! np]k\m\bm\kc! 'B('d(+! oc`!
?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg!ijo!k`mhdo!\it!r\dq`m!ajm!\!
njpm^`! jm! kjmodji! oc`m`ja! oj! `so`i_! ]`tji_! oc`!
_\o`�!

'd(! n`q`i! t`\mn! \ao`m! oc`! _\o`! ji! rcd^c! \it!
r\dq`m! dn! bm\io`_! oj! np^c! njpm^`! jm! kjmodji!
oc`m`ja+!jm!

'dd(! ajpm! t`\mn! \ao`m! oc`! _\o`! ji! rcd^c! np^c!
njpm^`! jm! kjmodji! oc`m`ja! ^jhh`i^`n! jk`m,
\odji+!

rcd^c`q`m!dn!`\mgd`m-!
'D(! Lj! r\dq`m! pi_`m! ocdn! np]n`^odji! nc\gg!

\kkgt!oj!\it!kjmodji!ja!\!njpm^`!joc`m!oc\i!oc`!
kjmodji! ji! rcd^c! oc`! diijq\odq`! o`^cijgjbd^\g!
ntno`h! jm! ntno`hn! ja! ^jiodipjpn! `hdnndji! m`,
_p^odji!dn!pn`_-!

'1('?(!Ga!\!r\dq`m!pi_`m!k\m\bm\kc!'0(!dn!o`mhd,
i\o`_! pi_`m! ^g\pn`! 'dd(! ja! k\m\bm\kc! '0('B(+! oc`!
?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! bm\io! \i! `so`indji! ja! oc`!
m`lpdm`h`ion!ja!ocdn!n`^odji!ajm!np^c!njpm^`!ajm!
np^c! hdidhph! k`mdj_! \n! h\t! ]`! i`^`nn\mt! oj!
^jhkgt!rdoc!oc`!\kkgd^\]g`!no\i_\m_!ja!k`majmh,
\i^`! pi_`m! ocdn! n`^odji-! Qp^c! k`mdj_! nc\gg! ijo!
`so`i_! ]`tji_! oc`! _\o`! ocm``! t`\mn! amjh! oc`!
odh`!np^c!r\dq`m!dn!o`mhdi\o`_-!

'@(!?i!`so`indji!bm\io`_!pi_`m!ocdn!k\m\bm\kc!
nc\gg!n`o!ajmoc!`hdnndji!gdhdon!\i_!\!^jhkgd\i^`!
n^c`_pg`! ^jio\didib! di^m`h`ion! ja! kmjbm`nn!
rcd^c! m`lpdm`! ^jhkgd\i^`! rdoc! oc`! \kkgd^\]g`!
no\i_\m_n! ja! k`majmh\i^`! \n! `sk`_dodjpngt! \n!
km\^od^\]g`! \i_! di^gp_`! np^c! h`\npm`n! \n! \m`!
i`^`nn\mt!\i_!km\^od^\]g`!di!oc`!dio`mdh!oj!hdi,
dhdu`!`hdnndjin-!Qp^c!n^c`_pg`!nc\gg!]`!om`\o`_!
\n! \! no\i_\m_! ja! k`majmh\i^`! ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja!
np]n`^odji!'`(!ja!ocdn!n`^odji!\i_!n`^odji!6302!ja!
ocdn!odog`-!

'Hpgt!03+!0844+!^c-!25/+!odog`!G+!| 000+!\n!\__`_!Np]-!
J-! 80~5/3+! | 3'\(+! B`^-! 20+! 086/+! 73! Qo\o-! 0572;!
\h`i_`_!Np]-!J-!81~046+!odog`!GGG+!| 2/1'a(+!Ljq-!07+!
0860+! 74! Qo\o-! 353;! Np]-! J-! 84~84+! odog`! G+!
| 0/8'\(~'_('0(+! '`(+! 'a(+! odog`! GT+! | 3/0'](+! ?pb-! 6+!
0866+! 80! Qo\o-! 586~6/2+! 680;! Np]-! J-! 84~08/+!
| 03'\('6(~'8(+! Ljq-! 05+! 0866+! 80! Qo\o-! 0288;! Np]-! J-!
84~512+!| 02'\(+!Ljq-!8+!0867+!81!Qo\o-!2346;!Np]-!J-!
0/0~438+! odog`! G+! | 0/7'`(~'b(+! odog`! GGG+! | 2/1'\(+! '](+!
odog`!GT+!| 3/2'\(+!Ljq-!04+!088/+!0/3!Qo\o-!1356+!1463+!
1520-(!

PCDCPCLACQ GL RCVR!

Qp^c!?^o+!m`a`mm`_!oj!di!np]n`^-!'\('7(+!h`\in!Np]-!J-!
82~208+!Hpi`!11+!0863+!77!Qo\o-!135+!\n!\h`i_`_+!fijri!\n!

oc`! Ci`mbt! Qpkkgt! \i_! Ciqdmjih`io\g! Ajjm_di\odji!

?^o! ja! 0863+! rcd^c! dn! ^g\nndad`_! kmdi^dk\ggt! oj! ^c\ko`m!
05A!'| 680!`o!n`l-(!ja!Rdog`!04+!Ajhh`m^`!\i_!Rm\_`-!Djm!

^jhkg`o`! ^g\nndad^\odji! ja! ocdn! ?^o! oj! oc`! Aj_`+! n``!

Qcjmo! Rdog`! ijo`! n`o! jpo! pi_`m! n`^odji! 680! ja! Rdog`! 04!
\i_!R\]g`n-!

Q`^odji!6302!ja!ocdn!odog`+!m`a`mm`_!oj!di!np]n`^-!'\('7(+!

r\n! \h`i_`_! b`i`m\ggt! ]t! Np]-! J-! 0/0~438+! odog`! TGG+!

| 6/0+! Ljq-! 04+! 088/+! 0/3! Qo\o-! 1561+! \i_+! \n! nj! \h`i_`_+!

np]n`^-! '_(! ja! n`^odji! 6302! ij! gjib`m! m`g\o`n! oj! adi\g!
^jhkgd\i^`!jm_`mn-!

Qp]n`^odji!'\('0(!ja!ocdn!n`^odji+!m`a`mm`_!oj!di!np]n`^-!

']('5(+! r\n! \h`i_`_! b`i`m\ggt! ]t! Np]-! J-! 0/0~438+! odog`!
TGG+! | 3/2'\(+! Ljq-! 04+! 088/+! 0/3! Qo\o-! 1520+! \i_+! \n! nj!

\h`i_`_+!ij!gjib`m!^jio\din!np]k\mn-!

AMBGDGA?RGML!

Q`^odji! r\n! ajmh`mgt! ^g\nndad`_! oj! n`^odji! 0746^~5! ja!

ocdn!odog`-!

NPGMP NPMTGQGMLQ!

?! kmdjm! n`^odji! 000! ja! \^o! Hpgt! 03+! 0844+! r\n! m`iph,

]`m`_! n`^odji! 007! ]t!Np]-! J-! 80~5/3! \i_! dn! ^g\nndad`_! oj!
n`^odji!6307!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

?KCLBKCLRQ!

088/�Qp]n`^-!'\('0(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+! | 3/2'\(+!\h`i_`_!
k\m-! '0(! b`i`m\ggt+! np]nodopodib! kmjqdndjin! _`adidib!

[[no\i_\m_!ja!k`majmh\i^`&&!rdoc!m`nk`^o!oj!\it!\dm!kjg,

gpo\io!ajm!kmjqdndjin!_`adidib!np^c!o`mh!rdoc!m`nk`^o!oj!
np]n`^-!'](!ajnndg!ap`g!adm`_!\i_!joc`m!no\odji\mt!njpm^`n!

\i_!np]n`^-!'_(!k\mod^pg\m!njpm^`n-!
Qp]n`^-!'\('2(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 0/7'a(+!din`mo`_!\o!`i_!

[[Ljocdib! di! np]^c\ko`m! GG! ja! ocdn! ^c\ko`m! m`g\odib! oj!

ijimj\_!`ibdi`n!nc\gg!]`!^jinomp`_!oj!\kkgt!oj!no\odji,
\mt!dio`mi\g!^jh]pnodji!`ibdi`n-&&!

Qp]n`^-! ']('0('@(-! Np]-! J-! 0/0~438+! | 0/7'`('0(+! np],

nodopo`_! [[Udocdi! ji`! t`\m&&! ajm! [[Udocdi! 01/! _\tn&&+!
[[rdocdi! ji`! t`\m&&! ajm! [[rdocdi! 8/! _\tn&&+! \i_! [[`q`mt! 7!

t`\mn&&!ajm![[`q`mt!ajpm!t`\mn&&+!din`mo`_!]`ajm`!g\no!n`i,

o`i^`! [[Ljordocno\i_dib! oc`! m`lpdm`h`ion! ja! oc`! km`,
qdjpn!n`io`i^`+!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!i``_!ijo!m`qd`r!\it!

np^c! no\i_\m_! da! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! _`o`mhdi`n! oc\o!

np^c!m`qd`r!dn!ijo!\kkmjkmd\o`!di!gdbco!ja!m`\_dgt!\q\dg,
\]g`! diajmh\odji! ji! oc`! `aad^\^t! ja! np^c! no\i_\m_-&&+!

\i_! din`mo`_! \o! `i_! [[Uc`i! dhkg`h`io\odji! \i_! `i,

ajm^`h`io!ja!\it! m`lpdm`h`io! ja!ocdn! ^c\ko`m! di_d^\o`!
oc\o! `hdnndji! gdhdo\odjin! \i_! k`m^`io! m`_p^odjin! ]`,

tji_! ocjn`! m`lpdm`_! ]t! oc`! no\i_\m_n! kmjhpgb\o`_!

pi_`m!ocdn!n`^odji!\m`!\^cd`q`_!di!km\^od^`+!oc`!?_hdi,
dnom\ojm! nc\gg+! rc`i! m`qdndib! no\i_\m_n! kmjhpgb\o`_!

pi_`m! ocdn! n`^odji+! ^jind_`m! oc`! `hdnndji! gdhdo\odjin!

\i_!k`m^`io!m`_p^odjin!\^cd`q`_!di!km\^od^`-&&!
Qp]n`^-!'_('0('?('d(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 2/1'\(+!rcd^c!_d,

m`^o`_!oc`!np]nodopodji!ja! [[6301'](&&! ajm! [[6301']('0('?(&&+!
^jpg_!ijo!]`!`s`^po`_+!]`^\pn`!ja!oc`!kmdjm!\h`i_h`io!

]t!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 0/7'b(+!n``!]`gjr-!
Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 0/7'b(+!np]nodopo`_![[jm!`hdoo`_!amjh!

\!njpm^`!^\o`bjmt!rcd^c!dn!m`bpg\o`_!pi_`m!n`^odji!6301!

ja!ocdn!odog`&&!ajm![[jm!6301']('0('?(&&-!
Qp]n`^-!'a('0(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 0/7'`('1(+!\h`i_`_!k\m-!

'0(!b`i`m\ggt+!np]nodopodib!km`n`io!kmjqdndjin!ajm!kmjqd,

ndjin!m`lpdmdib!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!oj!kmjhpgb\o`!m`bp,
g\odjin! gdnodib! oc`! ^\o`bjmd`n! ja! h\ejm! no\odji\mt!

njpm^`n!ijo!ji!oc`!m`lpdm`_!gdno!]t!?pb-!6+!0866+!\i_!m`b,

pg\odjin!`no\]gdncdib!no\i_\m_n!ja!k`majmh\i^`!ajm!np^c!
^\o`bjmd`n-!

Qp]n`^-! 'b('4(! oj! '7(-! Np]-! J-!0/0~438+! | 2/1'](+! m`_`ndb,

i\o`_!k\m-! '6(!\n! '4(!\i_!nomp^f!jpo! [[jm!n`^odji!6301!ja!
ocdn!odog`&&!\ao`m![[ocdn!n`^odji&&+!m`_`ndbi\o`_!k\m-!'7(!\n!

'5(+! \i_! nomp^f! jpo! ajmh`m! k\mn-! '4(!\i_! '5(! rcd^c!m`\_!

\n!ajggjrn9!
[['4(! Skji! \kkgd^\odji! ]t! oc`! Ejq`mijm! ja! \! Qo\o`!

ncjrdib! oc\o! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! c\n! a\dg`_! oj! gdno! \it!
\dm!kjggpo\io!rcd^c!^\pn`n+!jm!^jiomd]po`n!oj+!\dm!kjggp,

odji!rcd^c! h\t!m`\nji\]gt!]`!\iod^dk\o`_! oj!m`npgo! di!

\i!di^m`\n`!di!hjmo\gdot!jm!\i!di^m`\n`!di!n`mdjpn!dmm`,
q`mnd]g`+! jm! di^\k\^do\odib! m`q`mnd]g`+! dggi`nn! \n! \! c\u,

\m_jpn!\dm!kjggpo\io!pi_`m!n`^odji!6301!ja!ocdn!odog`!oc`!

?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg!m`qdn`!oc`!gdno!ja!c\u\m_jpn!\dm!kjg,
gpo\ion!pi_`m!np^c!n`^odji!oj!di^gp_`!np^c!kjggpo\io-!

[['5(! Skji! \kkgd^\odji! ]t! oc`! Ejq`mijm! ja! \! Qo\o`!

ncjrdib! oc\o! \it! ^\o`bjmt! ja! no\odji\mt! njpm^`n! ja! \!
c\u\m_jpn!\dm!kjggpo\io!gdno`_!pi_`m!n`^odji!6301!ja!ocdn!

odog`! dn! ijo! np]e`^o! oj! `hdnndji! no\i_\m_n! pi_`m! np^c!

n`^odji+! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! kmjkjn`! \i_! kmjhpg,
b\o`! np^c! `hdnndji! no\i_\m_n! \kkgd^\]g`! oj! np^c! ^\o,

`bjmt!ja!njpm^`n-&&!
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0867�Qp]n`^n-! '_('0('?('dd(+! 'b('3('@(-! Np]-! J-! 84~512+!

| 02'\('1(+! np]nodopo`_! [[pi_`m! ocdn! n`^odji&&! ajm! [[pi_`m!
np]n`^odji!'](!ja!ocdn!n`^odji&&-!

Qp]n`^-!'c('4(-!Np]-!J-!84~512+!| 02'\('0(+!\__`_!k\m-!'4(-!
Qp]n`^-! 'e(-! Np]-! J-! 84~512+! | 02'\('2(+! np]nodopo`_! di!

k\mn-! '0('?(! \i_! '1('?(! [[no\i_\m_n! pi_`m! ocdn! n`^odji&&!

\i_! [[pi_`m! ocdn! n`^odji&&! ajm! [[no\i_\m_n! pi_`m! np],
n`^odji!'](!ja!ocdn!n`^odji&&!\i_![[pi_`m!np]n`^odji!'](!ja!

ocdn!n`^odji&&+!m`nk`^odq`gt-!
0866�Qp]n`^-!'\('0(-!Np]-!J-!84~84+!| 0/8'^('0('?(+!\__`_!

np]k\mn-!'?(+!'@(+!\i_!'A(+!np]nodopo`_![[Djm!oc`!kpmkjn`!
ja! np]k\m\bm\kcn! '?('d(! \i_! 'dd(! \i_! '@(+! \! no\i_\m_! ja!

k`majmh\i^`! nc\gg! m`ag`^o&&! ajm! [[\! no\i_\m_! ajm! `hdn,

ndjin! ja! \dm! kjggpo\ion! rcd^c! m`ag`^on&&+! [[\i_! oc`! k`m,
^`io\b`! m`_p^odji! \^cd`q\]g`&&! ajm! [[\^cd`q\]g`&&+! \i_!

[[o`^cijgjbd^\g! ntno`h! ja! ^jiodipjpn! `hdnndji! m`_p^,

odji! rcd^c! 'o\fdib! dioj! ^jind_`m\odji! oc`! ^jno! ja!
\^cd`qdib! np^c! `hdnndji! m`_p^odji+! \i_! \it! iji\dm!

lp\gdot!c`\goc!\i_!`iqdmjih`io!dhk\^o!\i_!`i`mbt!m`,

lpdm`h`ion(&&! ajm! [[ntno`h!ja!`hdnndji!m`_p^odji!rcd^c!
'o\fdib!dioj!\^^jpio!oc`!^jno!ja!\^cd`qdib!np^c!m`_p^,

odji(&&! di! `sdnodib! kmjqdndjin+! \i_! din`mo`_! kmjqdndji!

oc\o+! ajm! oc`! kpmkjn`! ja! np]k\m\bm\kc! '0('?('dd(+! \it!
^g`\idib!ja!oc`!ap`g!jm!m`_p^odji!di!oc`!kjggpodji!^c\m,

\^o`mdnod^n! ja! oc`! ap`g! \ao`m! `som\^odji! \i_! kmdjm! oj!

^jh]pnodji!h\t!]`!^m`_do`_+!\n!_`o`mhdi`_!pi_`m!m`bp,
g\odjin!kmjhpgb\o`_!]t!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm+!oj!\!njpm^`!

rcd^c!]pmin!np^c!ap`g-!
Qp]n`^-! '\('6(-! Np]-! J-! 84~84+! | 0/8'^('0('@(+! \__`_! k\m-!

'6(!_`adidib![[o`^cijgjbd^\g!ntno`h!ja!^jiodipjpn!`hdn,
ndji!m`_p^odji&&-!

Np]-! J-! 84~84+! | 0/8'a(+! \__`_! k\m-! '6(! _dm`^odib! oc\o!

pi_`m! ^`mo\di! ^dm^phno\i^`n! \! ^jiq`mndji! oj! ^j\g! ijo!

]`!_``h`_! \!hj_dad^\odji! ajm! kpmkjn`n!ja!k\mn-! '1(!\i_!
'3(-!

Qp]n`^-! '\('6(+! '7(-! Np]-! J-! 84~08/+! | 03'\('6(+! m`_`ndb,

i\o`_!n`^ji_!k\m-!'6(!\n!'7(-!
Qp]n`^-! ']('0('?(-! Np]-! J-! 84~84+! | 3/0'](+! np]nodopo`_!

[[np^c! gdno! da! di! cdn! ep_bh`io! do! ^\pn`n+! jm! ^jiomd]po`n!
ndbidad^\iogt!oj+!\dm!kjggpodji!rcd^c!h\t!m`\nji\]gt!]`!

\iod^dk\o`_!oj!`i_\ib`m&&!ajm![[np^c!gdno!da!c`!_`o`mhdi`n!

do! h\t! ^jiomd]po`! ndbidad^\iogt! oj! \dm! kjggpodji! rcd^c!
^\pn`n!jm!^jiomd]po`n!oj!oc`!`i_\ib`mh`io!ja&&-!

Qp]n`^-!']('0('@(-!Np]-!J-!84~84+!| 0/8'^('1(+!np]nodopo`_!

[[nc\gg+! \o! g`\no!`q`mt! ajpm! t`\mn+! m`qd`r!\i_+! da! \kkmj,

kmd\o`+&&!ajm![[h\t+!amjh!odh`!oj!odh`+&&-!
Qp]n`^-!']('4(+!'5(-!Np]-!J-!84~84+!| 0/8'^('2(+!\__`_!k\mn-!

'4(!\i_!'5(-!
Qp]n`^-! '^('0(-! Np]-! J-! 84~84+! | 0/8'_('0(+! nomp^f! jpo!

[['`s^`ko!rdoc!m`nk`^o!oj!i`r!njpm^`n!jri`_!jm!jk`m\o`_!

]t! oc`! Sido`_! Qo\o`n(&&! \ao`m! [[dhkg`h`io! \i_! `iajm^`!
np^c!no\i_\m_n&&-!

Qp]n`^-! '_('0(-! Np]-! J-! 84~84+! | 0/8']('0(+! np]nodopo`_!

[[no\i_\m_n! ja! k`majmh\i^`&&! ajm! [[`hdnndji! no\i_\m_n&&!

\i_! din`mo`_! kmjqdndjin! _dm`^odib! oc\o! m`bpg\odjin! ja!
oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! k`mhdo! oc`! Qo\o`+! di! \kkgtdib! \!

no\i_\m_!ja!k`majmh\i^`!oj!\it!k\mod^pg\m!njpm^`!pi_`m!

\! np]hdoo`_! kg\i+! oj! o\f`! dioj! ^jind_`m\odji+! \hjib!
joc`m!a\^ojmn+!oc`!m`h\didib!pn`apg!gda`!ja!oc`!`sdnodib!

njpm^`!oj!rcd^c!oc`!no\i_\m_!\kkgd`n-!
Qp]n`^-!'_('1(-!Np]-!J-!84~84+!| 0/8']('1(+!kmjqd_`_!oc\o+!

di! kmjhpgb\odib! \! no\i_\m_! ja! k`majmh\i^`! pi_`m! \!
kg\i+! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! o\f`! dioj! ^jind_`m\odji+!

\hjib!joc`m! a\^ojmn+! oc`!m`h\didib!pn`apg!gdq`n!ja!oc`!

njpm^`n!di!oc`!^\o`bjmt!ja!njpm^`n!oj!rcd^c!oc`!no\i_,
\m_!\kkgd`n-!

Qp]n`^n-! 'a(! oj! 'd(-! Np]-! J-! 84~84+! | 0/8'\(+! \__`_! np],

n`^n-!'a(!oj!'d(-!
Qp]n`^n-!'e(+! 'f(-!Np]-!J-!84~08/+!| 03'\('7(+! '8(+!m`_`ndb,

i\o`_! np]n`^-! 'f(! \n! 'e(! \i_+! \n! nj! m`_`ndbi\o`_+! np],
nodopo`_! [['@(&&! ajm! [['7(&&! \n! _`ndbi\odji! ajm! n`^ji_! np],

k\m-! di! k\m-! '1(-! Djmh`m! np]n`^-! 'e(+! \__`_! ]t! Np]-! J-!

84~84+!| 0/8'`(+!rcd^c!m`g\o`_!oj!^jhkgd\i^`!rdoc!\kkgd^\,
]g`!no\i_\m_n!ja!k`majmh\i^`+!r\n!nomp^f!jpo-!

Np]-!J-!84~84+!| 0/8'`(+!\__`_!np]n`^-!'f(-!
0860�Qp]n`^-! ']('0('@(-! Np]-! J-! 81~046! np]nodopo`_! di!

admno!n`io`i^`![[kp]gdnc!kmjkjn`_&&!ajm![[kmjkjn`&&-!

CDDCARGTC B?RC MD 0866! ?KCLBKCLR!

?h`i_h`io!]t!Np]-!J-!84~84!`aa`^odq`!?pb-!6+!0866+!`s,

^`ko!\n!joc`mrdn`!`skm`nngt!kmjqd_`_+!n``!n`^odji!3/5'_(!

ja!Np]-!J-!84~84+!n`o!jpo!\n!\!ijo`!pi_`m!n`^odji!63/0!ja!
ocdn!odog`-!

PCESJ?RGMLQ!

Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!odog`!GT+!| 3/2'](+!'^(+!Ljq-!04+!088/+!0/3!
Qo\o-!1520+!kmjqd_`_!oc\o9!

[['](! PCTGQCB PCESJ?RGMLQ-�Ljo! g\o`m! oc\i! ocm``!
t`\mn!\ao`m!oc`!_\o`!ja!`i\^oh`io!ja!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o!
?h`i_h`ion! ja! 088/! YLjq-! 04+! 088/Z+! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm!
nc\gg! kmjhpgb\o`! m`qdn`_! m`bpg\odjin! ajm! no\i_\m_n! ja!
k`majmh\i^`! ajm! i`r! ajnndg! ap`g! adm`_! `g`^omd^! podgdot!
pidon!^jhh`i^dib!^jinomp^odji!\ao`m!oc`!_\o`!ji!rcd^c!
np^c!m`bpg\odjin!\m`!kmjkjn`_!oc\o+!\o!\!hdidhph+!m`,
lpdm`! \it! njpm^`! np]e`^o! oj! np^c! m`qdn`_! no\i_\m_n! oj!
`hdo! npgapm! _djsd_`! \o! \! m\o`! ijo! bm`\o`m! oc\i! rjpg_!
c\q`!m`npgo`_!amjh!^jhkgd\i^`!]t!np^c!njpm^`!rdoc!oc`!
\kkgd^\]g`!no\i_\m_n!ja!k`majmh\i^`!pi_`m!ocdn!n`^odji!
Y\h`i_dib! n`^odjin! 6300!\i_! 6368! ja! ocdn! odog`Z!kmdjm! oj!
np^c!m`qdndji-!

[['^(!?NNJGA?@GJGRW-�Rc`!kmjqdndjin!ja!np]n`^odjin!'\(!

Y\h`i_dib! ocdn! n`^odjiZ! \i_! '](! \kkgt! jigt! nj! gjib! \n!

oc`!kmjqdndjin!ja!n`^odji!3/2'`(!ja!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o!Y31!
S-Q-A-!6540]'`(Z!m`h\di!di!`aa`^o-&&!

RP?LQDCP MD DSLARGMLQ!

Ciajm^`h`io!api^odjin!ja!?_hdidnom\ojm!jm!joc`m!jaad,

^d\g! di! Ciqdmjih`io\g! Nmjo`^odji! ?b`i^t! m`g\o`_! oj!
^jhkgd\i^`! rdoc! i`r! njpm^`! k`majmh\i^`! no\i_\m_n!

pi_`m! ocdn! n`^odji! rdoc! m`nk`^o! oj! km`,^jinomp^odji+!

^jinomp^odji+! \i_! didod\g! jk`m\odji! ja! om\inkjmo\odji!
ntno`h! ajm! A\i\_d\i! \i_! ?g\nf\i! i\opm\g! b\n! om\in,

a`mm`_!oj!D`_`m\g!Gink`^ojm+!Maad^`!ja!D`_`m\g!Gink`^ojm!

ajm! oc`! ?g\nf\! L\opm\g! E\n! Rm\inkjmo\odji! Qtno`h+!
piodg! admno! \iidq`mn\mt! ja! _\o`! ja! didod\g! jk`m\odji! ja!

?g\nf\!L\opm\g!E\n!Rm\inkjmo\odji!Qtno`h+!n``!P`jmb-!

Ng\i! Lj-! 0! ja! 0868+! `aa-! Hpgt! 0+! 0868+! || 0/1'\(+! 1/2'\(+! 33!
D-P-! 22552+! 22555+! 82! Qo\o-! 0262+! 0265+! n`o! jpo! di! oc`! ?k,

k`i_ds! oj! Rdog`! 4+! Ejq`mih`io! Mmb\idu\odji! \i_! Ch,

kgjt``n-!Maad^`!ja!D`_`m\g!Gink`^ojm!ajm!oc`!?g\nf\!L\o,
pm\g! E\n! Rm\inkjmo\odji! Qtno`h! \]jgdnc`_! \i_! api^,

odjin! \i_! \pocjmdot! q`no`_! di! Gink`^ojm! om\ina`mm`_! oj!

Q`^m`o\mt! ja! Ci`mbt! ]t! n`^odji! 2/01'](! ja! Np]-! J-!
0/1~375+!n`o!jpo!\n!\i!?]jgdodji!ja!Maad^`!ja!D`_`m\g!Gi,

nk`^ojm! ijo`! pi_`m! n`^odji! 608`! ja! Rdog`! 04+! Ajhh`m^`!

\i_! Rm\_`-! Dpi^odjin! \i_! \pocjmdot! q`no`_! di! Q`^,
m`o\mt! ja! Ci`mbt! np]n`lp`iogt! om\ina`mm`_! oj! D`_`m\g!

Ajjm_di\ojm! ajm! ?g\nf\! L\opm\g! E\n! Rm\inkjmo\odji!

Nmje`^on!]t!n`^odji!61/_'a(!ja!Rdog`!04-!

NCLBGLE ?ARGMLQ ?LB NPMACCBGLEQ!

Qpdon+! \^odjin+! \i_! joc`m! kmj^``_dibn! g\rapggt! ^jh,

h`i^`_! ]t! jm! \b\dino! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! jm! \it! joc`m!
jaad^`m!jm!`hkgjt``!ja!oc`!Sido`_!Qo\o`n!di!cdn!jaad^d\g!

^\k\^dot! jm! di! m`g\odji! oj! oc`! _dn^c\mb`! ja! cdn! jaad^d\g!

_pod`n!pi_`m!\^o!Hpgt!03+!0844+!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o+!\n!di!
`aa`^o! dhh`_d\o`gt! kmdjm! oj! oc`! `i\^oh`io! ja! Np]-! J-!

84~84!Y?pb-!6+!0866Z+!ijo!oj!\]\o`!]t!m`\nji!ja!oc`!o\fdib!

`aa`^o! ja! Np]-! J-! 84~84+! n``! n`^odji! 3/5'\(! ja! Np]-! J-!
84~84+! n`o! jpo! \n!\i! Caa`^odq`! B\o`!ja! 0866! ?h`i_h`io!

ijo`!pi_`m!n`^odji!63/0!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

KMBGDGA?RGML MP PCQAGQQGML MD PSJCQ+! PCESJ?RGMLQ+!

MPBCPQ+! BCRCPKGL?RGMLQ+! AMLRP?ARQ+! ACPRGDG,

A?RGMLQ+! ?SRFMPGX?RGMLQ+! BCJCE?RGMLQ+! ?LB MRFCP!
?ARGMLQ!

?gg! mpg`n+! m`bpg\odjin+! jm_`mn+! _`o`mhdi\odjin+! ^ji,
om\^on+! ^`modad^\odjin+! \pocjmdu\odjin+! _`g`b\odjin+! jm!

joc`m!\^odjin!_pgt!dnnp`_+!h\_`+!jm!o\f`i!]t!jm!kpmnp,

\io!oj!\^o!Hpgt!03+!0844+!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o+!\n!di!`aa`^o!
dhh`_d\o`gt!kmdjm!oj!oc`!_\o`!ja!`i\^oh`io!ja!Np]-!J-!

84~84! Y?pb-! 6+! 0866Z! oj! ^jiodip`! di! apgg! ajm^`! \i_! `aa`^o!

piodg!hj_dad`_!jm!m`n^di_`_!di!\^^jm_\i^`!rdoc!\^o!Hpgt!
03+!0844+!\n!\h`i_`_!]t!Np]-!J-!84~84!Yocdn!^c\ko`mZ+!n``!

n`^odji! 3/5'](! ja! Np]-! J-! 84~84+! n`o! jpo! \n! \i! Caa`^odq`!

B\o`!ja!0866!?h`i_h`io!ijo`!pi_`m!n`^odji!63/0!ja!ocdn!
odog`-!

NMUCP QCARMP A?P@ML NMJJSRGML QR?LB?PBQ!

K`hjm\i_ph!ja!Nm`nd_`io!ja!oc`!Sido`_!Qo\o`n+!Hpi`!

14+!1/02+!67!D-P-!28424+!kmjqd_`_9!
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K`hjm\i_ph! ajm! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! ja! oc`! Ciqdmji,
h`io\g!Nmjo`^odji!?b`i^t!

Udoc!`q`mt!k\nndib!_\t+!oc`!pmb`i^t!ja!\__m`nndib!^gd,
h\o`! ^c\ib`! dio`indad`n-! G! h\_`! ^g`\m! di! ht! Qo\o`! ja!
oc`!Sidji!\__m`nn!oc\o!ht!?_hdidnom\odji! dn!^jhhdo,
o`_! oj! m`_p^dib! ^\m]ji! kjggpodji! oc\o! ^\pn`n! ^gdh\o`!
^c\ib`+! km`k\mdib! jpm! ^jhhpidod`n! ajm! oc`! ^jin`,
lp`i^`n!ja!^gdh\o`!^c\ib`+!\i_!nk``_dib!oc`!om\indodji!
oj!hjm`!npno\di\]g`!njpm^`n!ja!`i`mbt-!

Rc`!Ciqdmjih`io\g!Nmjo`^odji!?b`i^t!'CN?(!c\n!\g,
m`\_t! pi_`mo\f`i! np^c! \^odji! rdoc! m`b\m_! oj! ^\m]ji!
kjggpodji!amjh!oc`!om\inkjmo\odji!n`^ojm+!dnnpdib!Ag`\i!
?dm! ?^o! no\i_\m_n! gdhdodib! oc`! bm``icjpn`! b\n! `hdn,
ndjin! ja! i`r! ^\mn! \i_! gdbco! omp^fn! ocmjpbc! 1/14! \i_!
c`\qt! _pot! omp^fn! ocmjpbc! 1/07-! Rc`! CN?! no\i_\m_n!
r`m`!kmjhpgb\o`_!di!^jiepi^odji!rdoc!oc`!B`k\moh`io!
ja!Rm\inkjmo\odji+!rcd^c+!\o!oc`!n\h`!odh`+!`no\]gdnc`_!
ap`g!`aad^d`i^t!no\i_\m_n!ajm!^\mn!\i_!omp^fn!\n!k\mo!ja!
\!c\mhjidu`_!i\odji\g!kmjbm\h-!@joc!\b`i^d`n!`ib\b`_!
^jinomp^odq`gt! rdoc!\poj! h\ipa\^opm`mn+! g\]jm! pidjin+!
Qo\o`n+! \i_! joc`m! no\f`cjg_`mn+! \i_! oc`! m`npgodib!
no\i_\m_n!c\q`!m`^`dq`_!]mj\_!npkkjmo-!Rc`n`!no\i_\m_n!
rdgg! m`_p^`! oc`! L\odji&n! ^\m]ji! kjggpodji! \i_! _`k`i_,
`i^`! ji! jdg+! \i_! \gnj! g`\_! oj! bm`\o`m! diijq\odji+! `^j,
ijhd^!bmjroc+!\i_!^jno!n\qdibn!ajm!?h`md^\i!a\hdgd`n-!

Rc`! Sido`_! Qo\o`n! ijr! c\n! oc`! jkkjmopidot! oj! \_,
_m`nn! ^\m]ji! kjggpodji! amjh! oc`! kjr`m! n`^ojm+! rcd^c!
kmj_p^`n!i`\mgt!3/!k`m^`io!ja!np^c!kjggpodji-!?n!\!^jpi,
omt+! r`! ^\i! ^jiodip`! jpm! kmjbm`nn! di! m`_p^dib! kjr`m!
kg\io! kjggpodji+! oc`m`]t! dhkmjqdib! kp]gd^! c`\goc! \i_!
kmjo`^odib! oc`! `iqdmjih`io+! rcdg`! npkkgtdib! oc`! m`gd,
\]g`+!\aajm_\]g`!kjr`m!i``_`_!ajm!`^jijhd^!bmjroc!\i_!
\_q\i^dib! ^g`\i`m! `i`mbt! o`^cijgjbd`n+! np^c! \n! `aad,
^d`io! i\opm\g! b\n+! ip^g`\m! kjr`m+! m`i`r\]g`n! np^c! \n!
rdi_!\i_!njg\m!`i`mbt+!\i_!^g`\i!^j\g!o`^cijgjbt-!

Giq`noh`ion!di!oc`n`!o`^cijgjbd`n!rdgg!\gnj!nom`iboc,
`i!jpm! `^jijht+! \n!oc`! ^g`\i!\i_! `aad^d`io! kmj_p^odji!
\i_!pn`!ja!`g`^omd^dot!rdgg!`inpm`!oc\o! do!m`h\din! m`gd,
\]g`!\i_! \aajm_\]g`! ajm! ?h`md^\i! ]pndi`nn`n! \i_! a\hd,
gd`n-!

@t! oc`! \pocjmdot! q`no`_! di! h`! \n! Nm`nd_`io! ]t! oc`!
Ajinodopodji! \i_! oc`! g\rn! ja! oc`! Sido`_! Qo\o`n! ja!
?h`md^\+! \i_! di! jm_`m! oj! m`_p^`! kjr`m! kg\io! ^\m]ji!
kjggpodji+! ]pdg_dib! ji! \^odjin! \gm`\_t! pi_`mr\t! di!
Qo\o`n!\i_!oc`!kjr`m!n`^ojm+!G!c`m`]t!_dm`^o!oc`!ajggjr,
dib9!

QCARGML 0-! <_Xk\U_X! 8TeUba! Fb__hg\ba! IgTaWTeWf! Ybe!

FbjXe! F_Tagf-! '\(! A\m]ji! Njggpodji! Qo\i_\m_n! ajm! Dp,
opm`!Njr`m!Ng\ion-!Mi!?kmdg!02+!1/01+!oc`!CN?!kp]gdnc`_!
\! Ljod^`! ja! Nmjkjn`_! Ppg`h\fdib! `iodog`_! [[Qo\i_\m_n!
ja!N`majmh\i^`!ajm!Em``icjpn`!E\n!Chdnndjin!ajm!L`r!
Qo\odji\mt! Qjpm^`n9! Cg`^omd^! Sodgdot! E`i`m\odib!
Sidon+&&! 66! D`_-! P`b-! 11281-! Gi! gdbco! ja! oc`! diajmh\odji!
^jiq`t`_! di!hjm`!oc\i!orj!hdggdji!^jhh`ion!ji! oc\o!
kmjkjn\g! \i_! jibjdib! _`q`gjkh`ion! di! oc`! di_pnomt+!
tjp!c\q`!di_d^\o`_!CN?&n!dio`iodji!oj!dnnp`!\!i`r!kmj,
kjn\g-!G!oc`m`ajm`!_dm`^o!tjp!oj!dnnp`!\!i`r!kmjkjn\g!]t!

ij!g\o`m!oc\i!Q`ko`h]`m!1/+!1/02-!G!apmoc`m!_dm`^o!tjp!oj!

dnnp`!\!adi\g!mpg`!di!\!odh`gt!a\ncdji!\ao`m!^jind_`mdib!
\gg!kp]gd^!^jhh`ion+!\n!\kkmjkmd\o`-!

'](! 8TeUba! Fb__hg\ba! HXZh_Tg\ba! Ybe! CbW\Y\XW&! HXVba'

fgehVgXW&!TaW!;k\fg\aZ!FbjXe!F_Tagf-!Rj!`inpm`!^jiodip`_!

kmjbm`nn!di!m`_p^dib!c\mhapg!^\m]ji!kjggpodji+!G!_dm`^o!
tjp! oj! pn`! tjpm! \pocjmdot! pi_`m! n`^odjin! 000'](! \i_!

000'_(! ja! oc`! Ag`\i! ?dm! ?^o! oj! dnnp`! no\i_\m_n+! m`bpg\,

odjin+!jm!bpd_`gdi`n+!\n!\kkmjkmd\o`+!oc\o!\__m`nn!^\m]ji!
kjggpodji! amjh! hj_dad`_+! m`^jinomp^o`_+! \i_! `sdnodib!

kjr`m!kg\ion!\i_!]pdg_!ji!Qo\o`!`aajmon!oj!hjq`!ojr\m_!

\!^g`\i`m!kjr`m!n`^ojm-!Gi!\__dodji+!G!m`lp`no!oc\o!tjp9!
'd(!dnnp`!kmjkjn`_!^\m]ji!kjggpodji!no\i_\m_n+!m`bpg\,

odjin+!jm!bpd_`gdi`n+!\n!\kkmjkmd\o`+!ajm!hj_dad`_+!m`^ji,

nomp^o`_+! \i_! `sdnodib! kjr`m! kg\ion! ]t! ij! g\o`m! oc\i!

Hpi`!0+!1/03;!
'dd(! dnnp`! adi\g! no\i_\m_n+! m`bpg\odjin+! jm! bpd_`gdi`n+!

\n! \kkmjkmd\o`+! ajm! hj_dad`_+! m`^jinomp^o`_+! \i_! `sdno,

dib!kjr`m!kg\ion!]t!ij!g\o`m!oc\i!Hpi`!0+!1/04;!\i_!
'ddd(! di^gp_`! di! oc`! bpd_`gdi`n! \__m`nndib! `sdnodib!

kjr`m!kg\ion!\!m`lpdm`h`io!oc\o!Qo\o`n!np]hdo!oj!CN?!
oc`!dhkg`h`io\odji!kg\in!m`lpdm`_!pi_`m!n`^odji!000'_(!

ja!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o!\i_!don!dhkg`h`iodib!m`bpg\odjin!

]t!ij!g\o`m!oc\i!Hpi`!2/+!1/05-!

'^(!9XiX_bc`Xag!bY!IgTaWTeWf&!HXZh_Tg\baf&!be!=h\WX_\aXf!

Ybe! FbjXe! F_Tagf-! Gi! _`q`gjkdib! no\i_\m_n+! m`bpg\odjin+!
jm!bpd_`gdi`n!kpmnp\io!oj!np]n`^odji!'](!ja!ocdn!n`^odji+!
\i_!^jindno`io!rdoc!Cs`^podq`!Mm_`mn!01755!ja!Q`ko`h,

]`m!2/+! 0882+! \n!\h`i_`_+! \i_! 02452! ja! H\ip\mt! 07+! 1/00+!

tjp! nc\gg! `inpm`+! oj! oc`! bm`\o`no! `so`io! kjnnd]g`+! oc\o!
tjp9!

'd(!g\pi^c!ocdn!`aajmo!ocmjpbc!_dm`^o!`ib\b`h`io!rdoc!

Qo\o`n+!\n!oc`t!rdgg!kg\t!\!^`iom\g!mjg`!di!`no\]gdncdib!

\i_!dhkg`h`iodib!no\i_\m_n!ajm!`sdnodib!kjr`m!kg\ion+!
\i_+!\o!oc`!n\h`!odh`+!rdoc!g`\_`mn!di!oc`!kjr`m!n`^ojm+!

g\]jm! g`\_`mn+! iji,bjq`mih`io\g! jmb\idu\odjin+! joc`m!

`sk`mon+! omd]\g! jaad^d\gn+! joc`m! no\f`cjg_`mn+! \i_! h`h,
]`mn!ja!oc`!kp]gd^+!ji!dnnp`n!diajmhdib!oc`!_`ndbi!ja!oc`!

kmjbm\h;!
'dd(! ^jindno`io! rdoc! \^cd`qdib! m`bpg\ojmt! j]e`^odq`n!

\i_!o\fdib! dioj!\^^jpio!joc`m!m`g`q\io!`iqdmjih`io\g!
m`bpg\odjin! \i_! kjgd^d`n! oc\o! \aa`^o! oc`! kjr`m! n`^ojm+!

o\dgjm!m`bpg\odjin!\i_!bpd_`gdi`n!oj!m`_p^`!^jnon;!
'ddd(!_`q`gjk!\kkmj\^c`n!oc\o!\ggjr!oc`!pn`!ja!h\mf`o,!

]\n`_! dinomph`ion+! k`majmh\i^`! no\i_\m_n+! \i_! joc`m!
m`bpg\ojmt!ag`sd]dgdod`n;!

'dq(!`inpm`! oc\o!oc`!no\i_\m_n!`i\]g`!^jiodip`_!m`gd,

\i^`!ji!\!m\ib`!ja!`i`mbt!njpm^`n!\i_!o`^cijgjbd`n;!
'q(! `inpm`! oc\o! oc`! no\i_\m_n! \m`! _`q`gjk`_! \i_! dh,

kg`h`io`_! di! \! h\ii`m! ^jindno`io! rdoc! oc`! ^jiodip`_!
kmjqdndji! ja! m`gd\]g`! \i_! \aajm_\]g`! `g`^omd^! kjr`m! ajm!

^jinph`mn!\i_!]pndi`nn`n;!\i_!
'qd(! rjmf! rdoc! oc`! B`k\moh`io! ja! Ci`mbt! \i_! joc`m!

D`_`m\g!\i_!Qo\o`!\b`i^d`n!oj!kmjhjo`!oc`!m`gd\]g`!\i_!
\aajm_\]g`!kmjqdndji!ja!`g`^omd^!kjr`m!ocmjpbc!oc`!^ji,

odip`_! _`q`gjkh`io! \i_! _`kgjth`io! ja! ^g`\i`m! o`^c,

ijgjbd`n!\i_!]t!di^m`\ndib!`i`mbt!`aad^d`i^t+!di^gp_dib!
ocmjpbc! nomjib`m! \kkgd\i^`! `aad^d`i^t! no\i_\m_n! \i_!

joc`m!h`\npm`n-!
QCA-!1-!=XaXeT_!Febi\f\baf-!'\(!Rcdn!h`hjm\i_ph!nc\gg!

]`!dhkg`h`io`_!^jindno`io!rdoc!\kkgd^\]g`!g\r+!di^gp_,
dib! dio`mi\odji\g!om\_`!j]gdb\odjin+!\i_!np]e`^o!oj!oc`!

\q\dg\]dgdot!ja!\kkmjkmd\odjin-!
'](! Ljocdib! di! ocdn! h`hjm\i_ph! nc\gg! ]`! ^jinomp`_!

oj!dhk\dm!jm!joc`mrdn`!\aa`^o9!
'd(! oc`! \pocjmdot! bm\io`_! ]t! g\r! oj! \! _`k\moh`io+!

\b`i^t+!jm!oc`!c`\_!oc`m`ja;!jm!
'dd(!oc`!api^odjin!ja!oc`!Bdm`^ojm!ja!oc`!Maad^`!ja!K\i,

\b`h`io!\i_!@p_b`o!m`g\odib!oj!]p_b`o\mt+!\_hdidnom\,

odq`+!jm!g`bdng\odq`!kmjkjn\gn-!
'^(! Rcdn! h`hjm\i_ph! dn! ijo! dio`i_`_! oj+! \i_! _j`n!

ijo+! ^m`\o`! \it! mdbco! jm! ]`i`ado+! np]no\iodq`! jm! kmj^`,

_pm\g+! `iajm^`\]g`! \o! g\r! jm! di! `lpdot! ]t! \it! k\mot!

\b\dino!oc`!Sido`_!Qo\o`n+!don!_`k\moh`ion+!\b`i^d`n+!jm!
`iodod`n+!don!jaad^`mn+!`hkgjt``n+!jm!\b`ion+!jm!\it!joc`m!

k`mnji-!
'_(!Wjp!\m`!c`m`]t!\pocjmdu`_!\i_!_dm`^o`_!oj!kp]gdnc!

ocdn!h`hjm\i_ph!di!oc`!D`_`m\g!P`bdno`m-!

@?P?AI M@?K?-!

v 41./+!AWpWhZeki!W_h!febbkjWdji!

&W'!=[\_d_j_edi!

Djm!kpmkjn`n!ja!ocdn!n`^odji+!`s^`ko!np]n`^odji!
'm(!ja!ocdn!n`^odji�!

&.'!FW`eh!iekhY[!

Rc`! o`mh! [[h\ejm! njpm^`&&! h`\in! \it! no\,
odji\mt! njpm^`! jm! bmjpk! ja! no\odji\mt! njpm^`n!
gj^\o`_! rdocdi! \! ^jiodbpjpn! \m`\! \i_! pi_`m!
^jhhji! ^jiomjg!oc\o!`hdon! jm!c\n! oc`! kjo`i,
od\g!oj!`hdo!^jind_`mdib!^jiomjgn+!di!oc`!\bbm`,
b\o`+!0/! ojin! k`m! t`\m!jm!hjm`! ja!\it! c\u\m_,
jpn! \dm! kjggpo\io! jm! 14! ojin! k`m! t`\m! jm! hjm`!
ja! \it! ^jh]di\odji! ja! c\u\m_jpn! \dm! kjggpo,
\ion-!Rc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!h\t!`no\]gdnc!\!g`nn,
`m!lp\iodot+!jm!di!oc`!^\n`!ja!m\_djip^gd_`n!_da,
a`m`io! ^mdo`md\+! ajm! \! h\ejm! njpm^`! oc\i! oc\o!
nk`^dad`_!di!oc`!km`qdjpn!n`io`i^`+!ji!oc`!]\ndn!
ja! oc`! kjo`i^t! ja! oc`! \dm! kjggpo\io+! k`mndno,
`i^`+! kjo`iod\g! ajm! ]dj\^^phpg\odji+! joc`m!
^c\m\^o`mdnod^n! ja! oc`! \dm! kjggpo\io+! jm! joc`m!
m`g`q\io!a\^ojmn-!
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A\gdajmid\!kdgjo!o`no!kmjbm\h!jm!oj!nk`^dat!\n!\k,
kgd^\]g`! oc`! hj_`gn+! gdi`n+! jm! otk`n! ja+! jm! h\m,
f`odib!jm!kmd^`!km\^od^`n+!kjgd^d`n+!jm!nom\o`bd`n!
ajm+!q`cd^g`n!np]e`^o!oj!ocdn!k\mo-!Ljocdib!di!ocdn!
k\mo! nc\gg! ]`! ^jinomp`_! oj! bdq`! oc`! ?_hdidn,
om\ojm!\pocjmdot!oj!h\i_\o`!h\mf`odib!jm!kmd^,
dib!km\^od^`n+!kjgd^d`n+!jm!nom\o`bd`n!ajm!ap`gn-!

&Y'!MWda!WdZ!\k[b!ioij[c!iW\[jo!

Rc`! Q`^m`o\mt! ja! Rm\inkjmo\odji! nc\gg+! di! \^,
^jm_\i^`!rdoc!^c\ko`m!2/0!ja!odog`!38+!kmjhpgb\o`!
\kkgd^\]g`! m`bpg\odjin! m`b\m_dib! oc`! n\a`ot! \i_!
pn`! ja! ap`g! nojm\b`! ^tgdi_`mn! \i_! ap`g! ntno`hn+!
di^gp_dib! \kkmjkmd\o`! o`nodib! \i_! m`o`nodib+! di!
^jiq`mndjin!ja!hjojm!q`cd^g`n-!

&Z'!<edikbjWj_ed!m_j^!=[fWhjc[dj!e\!>d[h]o!WdZ!
=[fWhjc[dj!e\!MhWdifehjWj_ed!

Rc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! ^jjm_di\o`! rdoc! oc`!
Q`^m`o\md`n!ja!oc`!B`k\moh`io!ja!Ci`mbt!\i_!oc`!
B`k\moh`io! ja! Rm\inkjmo\odji! di! ^\mmtdib! jpo!
oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm&n!_pod`n!pi_`m!ocdn!k\mo-!

'Hpgt!03+!0844+!^c-!25/+!odog`!GG+!| 14/+!\n!\__`_!Np]-!
J-!0/0~438+!odog`!GG+!| 118'\(+!Ljq-!04+!088/+!0/3!Qo\o-!
1417-(!

AMBGDGA?RGML!

Gi!np]n`^-!'^(+![[^c\ko`m!2/0!ja!odog`!38&&!np]nodopo`_!ajm!

[[oc`!L\odji\g!Kjojm!T`cd^g`!Rm\aad^!Q\a`ot!?^o!ja!0855!
Y04!S-Q-A-!0270!`o!n`l-Z&&+!h`\idib![[oc`!L\odji\g!Rm\aad^!

\i_!Kjojm!T`cd^g`!Q\a`ot!?^o!ja!0855!Y04!S-Q-A-!0270!`o!

n`l-Z&&+! ji! \pocjmdot! ja! Np]-! J-! 0/2~161+! | 5'](+! Hpgt! 4+!
0883+! 0/7! Qo\o-! 0267+! oc`! admno! n`^odji! ja! rcd^c! `i\^o`_!

np]odog`n!GG+!GGG+!\i_!T!oj!V!ja!Rdog`!38+!Rm\inkjmo\odji-!

QS@AF?NRCP! GGG�ECLCP?J! NPMTGQGMLQ!

v 43-.+!9Zc_d_ijhWj_ed!

&W'!K[]kbWj_edi8!Z[b[]Wj_ed!e\!fem[hi!WdZ!Zkj_[i8!
h[]_edWb!e\\_Y[hi!WdZ![cfbeo[[i!

'0(! Rc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! dn! \pocjmdu`_! oj! km`,
n^md]`!np^c!m`bpg\odjin!\n!\m`!i`^`nn\mt!oj!^\mmt!
jpo! cdn! api^odjin! pi_`m! ocdn! ^c\ko`m-! Rc`! ?_,
hdidnom\ojm! h\t! _`g`b\o`! oj! \it! jaad^`m! jm! `h,
kgjt``!ja!oc`!Ciqdmjih`io\g!Nmjo`^odji!?b`i^t!
np^c!ja!cdn!kjr`mn!\i_!_pod`n!pi_`m!ocdn!^c\ko`m+!
`s^`ko!oc`!h\fdib!ja!m`bpg\odjin!np]e`^o!oj!n`^,
odji! 65/6'_(! ja! ocdn! odog`+! \n! c`! h\t! _``h! i`^,
`nn\mt!jm!`sk`_d`io-!

'1(! Ljo! g\o`m! oc\i! ji`! t`\m! \ao`m! ?pbpno! 6+!
0866+!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg!kmjhpgb\o`!m`bpg\,
odjin!`no\]gdncdib!b`i`m\g!\kkgd^\]g`!kmj^`_pm`n!
\i_!kjgd^d`n!ajm!m`bdji\g!jaad^`mn!\i_!`hkgjt``n!
'di^gp_dib!oc`!P`bdji\g!?_hdidnom\ojm(!oj!ajggjr!
di!^\mmtdib!jpo!\!_`g`b\odji!pi_`m!k\m\bm\kc!'0(+!
da!\it-!Qp^c!m`bpg\odjin!nc\gg!]`!_`ndbi`_�!

'?(!oj!\nnpm`!a\dmi`nn!\i_!pidajmhdot!di!oc`!
^mdo`md\+! kmj^`_pm`n+! \i_! kjgd^d`n! \kkgd`_! ]t!
oc`! q\mdjpn! m`bdjin! di! dhkg`h`iodib! \i_! `i,
ajm^dib!oc`!^c\ko`m;!

'@(! oj! \nnpm`! \o! g`\no! \i! \_`lp\o`! lp\gdot!
\p_do! ja! `\^c! Qo\o`&n! k`majmh\i^`! \i_! \_c`m,
`i^`!oj!oc`!m`lpdm`h`ion!ja!ocdn!^c\ko`m!di!dh,
kg`h`iodib!\i_!`iajm^dib!oc`!^c\ko`m+!k\mod^p,
g\mgt! di! oc`! m`qd`r! ja! i`r! njpm^`n! \i_! di! `i,
ajm^`h`io!ja!oc`!^c\ko`m;!\i_!

'A(! oj! kmjqd_`! \! h`^c\idnh! ajm! d_`iodatdib!
\i_!no\i_\m_dudib!di^jindno`io!jm!q\mtdib!^md,
o`md\+!kmj^`_pm`n+!\i_!kjgd^d`n!]`dib!`hkgjt`_!
]t!np^c!jaad^`mn!\i_!`hkgjt``n!di! dhkg`h`io,
dib!\i_!`iajm^dib!oc`!^c\ko`m-!

&X'! =[jW_b! e\! >dl_hedc[djWb! Ihej[Yj_ed! 9][dYo!
f[hiedd[b!je!W_h!febbkj_ed!Yedjheb!W][dY_[i!

Skji! oc`! m`lp`no! ja! \i! \dm! kjggpodji! ^jiomjg!
\b`i^t+!k`mnjii`g!ja!oc`!Ciqdmjih`io\g!Nmjo`^,
odji!?b`i^t!h\t!]`!_`o\dg`_!oj!np^c!\b`i^t!ajm!
oc`! kpmkjn`! ja! ^\mmtdib! jpo! oc`! kmjqdndjin! ja!
ocdn!^c\ko`m-!

&Y'! IWoc[dji! kdZ[h! ]hWdji8! _dijWbbc[dji8! WZ*
lWdY[i!eh!h[_cXkhi[c[dji!

N\th`ion!pi_`m!bm\ion!h\_`!pi_`m!ocdn!^c\k,
o`m!h\t!]`!h\_`!di!dino\ggh`ion+!\i_!di!\_q\i^`!
jm! ]t! r\t! ja! m`dh]pmn`h`io+! \n! h\t! ]`! _`o`m,
hdi`_!]t!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm-!

&Z'!Mh_XWb!Wkj^eh_jo!

'0(!Qp]e`^o!oj!oc`! kmjqdndjin!ja!k\m\bm\kc! '1(+!
oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm�!

'?(! dn! \pocjmdu`_! oj! om`\o! Gi_d\i! omd]`n! \n!
Qo\o`n!pi_`m!ocdn!^c\ko`m+!`s^`ko!ajm!kpmkjn`n!
ja! oc`! m`lpdm`h`io! oc\o! h\f`n! \q\dg\]g`! ajm!
\kkgd^\odji! ]t! `\^c! Qo\o`! ij! g`nn! oc\i! ji`,!
c\ga! ja! 0! k`m^`io! ja! \iip\g! \kkmjkmd\odjin!
pi_`m!n`^odji!63/4!ja!ocdn!odog`;!\i_!

'@(!h\t!kmjqd_`!\it!np^c!Gi_d\i!omd]`!bm\io!
\i_!^jiom\^o!\nndno\i^`!oj!^\mmt!jpo!api^odjin!
kmjqd_`_!]t!ocdn!^c\ko`m-!

'1(! Rc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! kmjhpgb\o`! m`bp,
g\odjin! rdocdi! 07! hjiocn! \ao`m! Ljq`h]`m! 04+!
088/+!nk`^datdib!ocjn`!kmjqdndjin!ja!ocdn!^c\ko`m!
ajm!rcd^c!do!dn!\kkmjkmd\o`!oj!om`\o!Gi_d\i!omd]`n!
\n! Qo\o`n-! Qp^c! om`\oh`io! nc\gg! ]`! \pocjmdu`_!
jigt!da�!

'?(! oc`! Gi_d\i! omd]`! c\n! \! bjq`midib! ]j_t!
^\mmtdib! jpo! np]no\iod\g! bjq`mih`io\g! _pod`n!
\i_!kjr`mn;!

'@(! oc`! api^odjin! oj! ]`! `s`m^dn`_! ]t! oc`! Gi,
_d\i!omd]`!k`mo\di!oj!oc`!h\i\b`h`io!\i_!kmj,
o`^odji! ja! \dm! m`njpm^`n! rdocdi! oc`! `so`mdjm!
]jpi_\md`n! ja! oc`! m`n`mq\odji! jm! joc`m! \m`\n!
rdocdi!oc`!omd]`&n!epmdn_d^odji;!\i_!

'A(! oc`! Gi_d\i! omd]`! dn! m`\nji\]gt! `sk`^o`_!
oj!]`!^\k\]g`+!di!oc`!ep_bh`io!ja!oc`!?_hdidn,
om\ojm+!ja!^\mmtdib!jpo!oc`!api^odjin!oj!]`!`s,
`m^dn`_!di!\!h\ii`m!^jindno`io!rdoc!oc`!o`mhn!
\i_!kpmkjn`n!ja!ocdn!^c\ko`m!\i_!\gg!\kkgd^\]g`!
m`bpg\odjin-!

'2(!Rc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!h\t!kmjhpgb\o`!m`bpg\,
odjin!rcd^c!`no\]gdnc!oc`!`g`h`ion!ja!omd]\g!dh,
kg`h`io\odji!kg\in!\i_!kmj^`_pm`n! ajm!\kkmjq\g!
jm! _dn\kkmjq\g! ja! omd]\g! dhkg`h`io\odji! kg\in!
\i_!kjmodjin!oc`m`ja-!

'3(!Gi!\it!^\n`!di!rcd^c!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!_`,
o`mhdi`n!oc\o!oc`!om`\oh`io!ja!Gi_d\i!omd]`n!\n!
d_`iod^\g!oj!Qo\o`n! dn! di\kkmjkmd\o`!jm! \_hdidn,
om\odq`gt!dia`\nd]g`+!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!h\t!kmj,
qd_`+! ]t! m`bpg\odji+! joc`m! h`\in! ]t! rcd^c! oc`!
?_hdidnom\ojm!rdgg!_dm`^ogt!\_hdidno`m!np^c!kmj,
qdndjin!nj!\n!oj!\^cd`q`!oc`!\kkmjkmd\o`!kpmkjn`-!

'4(!Siodg! np^c!odh`!\n!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm! kmj,
hpgb\o`n! m`bpg\odjin! kpmnp\io! oj! ocdn! np],
n`^odji+!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!h\t!^jiodip`!oj!kmj,
qd_`!adi\i^d\g!\nndno\i^`!oj!`gdbd]g`!Gi_d\i!omd]`n!
pi_`m!n`^odji!63/4!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

'Hpgt!03+!0844+!^c-!25/+!odog`!GGG+!| 2/0+!ajmh`mgt!| 7+!
\n!\__`_!Np]-!J-!77~1/5+!| 0+!B`^-!06+!0852+!66!Qo\o-!
3//+! m`iph]`m`_! Np]-! J-! 78~161+! odog`! G+! | 0/0'3(+!
M^o-!1/+!0854+!68!Qo\o-!881;!\h`i_`_!Np]-!J-!8/~037+!
| 1+! Ljq-! 10+! 0856+! 70! Qo\o-! 4/3;! Np]-! J-! 80~5/3+!
|| 2']('1(+!04'^('1(+!B`^-!20+!086/+!73!Qo\o-!0566+!0602;!
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N\b`! 553/!RGRJC! 31�RFC! NS@JGA! FC?JRF! ?LB! UCJD?PC!v 43-/!

Np]-! J-! 84~84+! odog`! GGG+! | 2/4'`(+! ?pb-! 6+! 0866+! 80!
Qo\o-!665;!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!odog`!G+!|| 0/6'_(+!0/7'd(+!
Ljq-!04+!088/+!0/3!Qo\o-!1353+!1356-(!

AMBGDGA?RGML!

Q`^odji! r\n! ajmh`mgt! ^g\nndad`_! oj! n`^odji! 0746b! ja!

ocdn!odog`-!

?KCLBKCLRQ!

088/�Qp]n`^-! '\('0(-! Np]-! J-! 0/0~438+! | 0/7'd(+! din`mo`_!

[[np]e`^o!oj!n`^odji!65/6'_(!ja!ocdn!odog`&&!\ao`m! [[m`bpg\,

odjin&&-!
Qp]n`^-!'_(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 0/6'_(+!\__`_!np]n`^-!'_(-!

0866�Qp]n`^-! '\(-! Np]-! J-! 84~84! _`ndbi\o`_! `sdnodib!

kmjqdndjin!\n!k\m-!'0(!\i_!\__`_!k\m-!'1(-!
086/�Qp]n`^-!'\(-!Np]-!J-!80~5/3+!| 04'^('1(+!np]nodopo`_!

[[?_hdidnom\ojm&&! ajm! [[Q`^m`o\mt&&! \i_! [[Ciqdmjih`io\g!

Nmjo`^odji! ?b`i^t&&! ajm! [[B`k\moh`io! ja! F`\goc+! C_p,
^\odji+!\i_!U`ga\m`&&-!

Qp]n`^-!'](-!Np]-!J-!80~5/3+!| 2']('1(+!np]nodopo`_![[Ciqd,

mjih`io\g! Nmjo`^odji! ?b`i^t&&! ajm! [[Np]gd^! F`\goc!
Q`mqd^`&&! \i_! nomp^f! jpo! kmjqdndjin! ^jq`mdib! oc`! k\t,

h`io!ja!n\g\md`n!\i_!\ggjr\i^`n-!

Qp]n`^-!'^(-!Np]-!J-!80~5/3+!| 04'^('1(+!np]nodopo`_![[?_,
hdidnom\ojm&&!ajm![[Q`^m`o\mt&&-!

0856�Np]-! J-! 8/~037! m``i\^o`_! n`^odji! rdocjpo!

^c\ib`-!

CDDCARGTC B?RC MD 0866! ?KCLBKCLR!

?h`i_h`io!]t!Np]-!J-!84~84!`aa`^odq`!?pb-!6+!0866+!`s,

^`ko!\n!joc`mrdn`!`skm`nngt!kmjqd_`_+!n``!n`^odji!3/5'_(!

ja!Np]-!J-!84~84+!n`o!jpo!\n!\!ijo`!pi_`m!n`^odji!63/0!ja!
ocdn!odog`-!

KMBGDGA?RGML MP PCQAGQQGML MD PSJCQ+! PCESJ?RGMLQ+!

MPBCPQ+! BCRCPKGL?RGMLQ+! AMLRP?ARQ+! ACPRGDG,
A?RGMLQ+! ?SRFMPGX?RGMLQ+! BCJCE?RGMLQ+! ?LB MRFCP!

?ARGMLQ!

?gg! mpg`n+! m`bpg\odjin+! jm_`mn+! _`o`mhdi\odjin+! ^ji,

om\^on+! ^`modad^\odjin+! \pocjmdu\odjin+! _`g`b\odjin+! jm!
joc`m!\^odjin!_pgt!dnnp`_+!h\_`+!jm!o\f`i!]t!jm!kpmnp,

\io!oj!\^o!Hpgt!03+!0844+!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o+!\n!di!`aa`^o!

dhh`_d\o`gt!kmdjm!oj!oc`!_\o`!ja!`i\^oh`io!ja!Np]-!J-!
84~84! Y?pb-! 6+! 0866Z! oj! ^jiodip`! di! apgg! ajm^`! \i_! `aa`^o!

piodg!hj_dad`_!jm!m`n^di_`_!di!\^^jm_\i^`!rdoc!\^o!Hpgt!

03+!0844+!\n!\h`i_`_!]t!Np]-!J-!84~84!Yocdn!^c\ko`mZ+!n``!
n`^odji! 3/5'](! ja! Np]-! J-! 84~84+! n`o! jpo! \n! \i! Caa`^odq`!

B\o`!ja!0866!?h`i_h`io!ijo`!pi_`m!n`^odji!63/0!ja!ocdn!

odog`-!

BGQ?BT?LR?ECB @SQGLCQQ AMLACPLQ;! SQC MD OSMR?Q!

NPMFG@GRCB!

Np]-! J-! 0/0~438+! odog`! V+! Ljq-! 04+! 088/+! 0/3! Qo\o-! 16/7+!
kmjqd_`_!oc\o9!

[[QCA-!0//0-!BGQ?BT?LR?ECB!@SQGLCQQ!AMLACPLQ-!

[['\(!GL ECLCP?J-�Gi!kmjqd_dib!ajm!\it!m`n`\m^c!m`g\o,

dib! oj! oc`! m`lpdm`h`ion! ja! oc`! \h`i_h`ion! h\_`! ]t!
oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o!?h`i_h`ion!ja!088/!YNp]-!J-!0/0~438+!

n``! R\]g`n! ajm! ^g\nndad^\odjiZ! rcd^c! pn`n! api_n! ja! oc`!

Ciqdmjih`io\g! Nmjo`^odji! ?b`i^t+! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm!
ja! oc`! Ciqdmjih`io\g! Nmjo`^odji! ?b`i^t! nc\gg+! oj! oc`!

`so`io!km\^od^\]g`+!m`lpdm`!oc\o!ijo!g`nn!oc\i!0/!k`m^`io!

ja!ojo\g!D`_`m\g!api_dib!ajm!np^c!m`n`\m^c!rdgg!]`!h\_`!
\q\dg\]g`!oj!_dn\_q\io\b`_!]pndi`nn!^ji^`min-!

[['](!BCDGLGRGML-�!

[['0('?(!Djm!kpmkjn`n!ja!np]n`^odji!'\(+!oc`!o`mh![_dn,
\_q\io\b`_!]pndi`nn!^ji^`mi&!h`\in!\!^ji^`mi�!

[['d(!rcd^c!dn!\o!g`\no!40!k`m^`io!jri`_!]t!ji`!jm!

hjm`!nj^d\ggt!\i_!`^jijhd^\ggt!_dn\_q\io\b`_!di_d,
qd_p\gn! jm+! di! oc`! ^\n`! ja! \! kp]gd^gt! om\_`_! ^jh,

k\it+! \o! g`\no! 40! k`m^`io! ja! oc`! noj^f! ja! rcd^c! dn!

jri`_! ]t! ji`! jm! hjm`! nj^d\ggt! \i_! `^jijhd^\ggt!
_dn\_q\io\b`_!di_dqd_p\gn;!\i_!

[['dd(! oc`! h\i\b`h`io! \i_! _\dgt! ]pndi`nn! jk`m,

\odjin!ja!rcd^c!\m`!^jiomjgg`_!]t!np^c!di_dqd_p\gn-!
[['@('d(!?!ajm,kmjado!]pndi`nn!^ji^`mi!dn!km`nph`_!oj!

]`! \! _dn\_q\io\b`_! ]pndi`nn! ^ji^`mi! ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja!

np]n`^odji!'\(!da!do!dn!\o!g`\no!40!k`m^`io!jri`_!]t+!jm!

di! oc`! ^\n`! ja! \! ^ji^`mi! rcd^c! dn! \! kp]gd^gt! om\_`_!

^jhk\it!\o!g`\no!40!k`m^`io!ja!oc`!noj^f!ja!oc`!^jh,
k\it! dn! jri`_! ]t+! ji`! jm! hjm`! di_dqd_p\gn! rcj! \m`!

h`h]`mn!ja!oc`!ajggjrdib!bmjpkn9!
[['G(!@g\^f!?h`md^\in-!
[['GG(!Fdnk\id^!?h`md^\in-!
[['GGG(!L\odq`!?h`md^\in-!
[['GT(!?nd\i!?h`md^\in-!
[['T(!Ujh`i-!
[['TG(!Bdn\]g`_!?h`md^\in-!

[['dd(!Rc`!km`nphkodji!`no\]gdnc`_!]t!^g\pn`!'d(!h\t!

]`!m`]poo`_!rdoc!m`nk`^o!oj!\!k\mod^pg\m!]pndi`nn!^ji,

^`mi!da!do!dn!m`\nji\]gt!`no\]gdnc`_!oc\o!oc`!di_dqd_p\g!
jm!di_dqd_p\gn!m`a`mm`_!oj!di!oc\o!^g\pn`!rdoc!m`nk`^o!

oj!oc\o!]pndi`nn!^ji^`mi!\m`!ijo!`sk`md`i^dib!dhk`_d,

h`ion! oj! `no\]gdncdib! jm! _`q`gjkdib! np^c! ^ji^`mi! \n!
\! m`npgo! ja! oc`! di_dqd_p\g&n! d_`iodad^\odji! \n! \! h`h,

]`m!ja!\!bmjpk!nk`^dad`_!di!oc\o!^g\pn`-!
[['A(!Rc`!ajggjrdib!dinodopodjin!\m`!km`nph`_!oj!]`!

_dn\_q\io\b`_!]pndi`nn!^ji^`min!ajm!kpmkjn`n!ja!np],
n`^odji!'\(9!

[['d(! Fdnojmd^\ggt! ]g\^f! ^jgg`b`n! \i_! pidq`mndod`n+!
\i_!^jgg`b`n!\i_!pidq`mndod`n!c\qdib!\!nop_`io!]j_t!

di!rcd^c!3/!k`m^`io!ja!oc`!nop_`ion!\m`!Fdnk\id^-!
[['dd(! Kdijmdot! dinodopodjin! '\n! oc\o! o`mh! dn! _`,

adi`_!]t!oc`!Q`^m`o\mt!ja!C_p^\odji!kpmnp\io!oj!oc`!
E`i`m\g!C_p^\odji! Nmjqdndji!?^o! '1/! S-Q-A-!0110!`o!

n`l-((-!
[['ddd(! Nmdq\o`! \i_! qjgpio\mt! jmb\idu\odjin! ^ji,

omjgg`_! ]t! di_dqd_p\gn! rcj! \m`! nj^d\ggt! \i_! `^j,

ijhd^\ggt!_dn\_q\io\b`_-!
[['B(!?!ejdio!q`iopm`!h\t!]`!^jind_`m`_!oj!]`!\!_dn,

\_q\io\b`_! ]pndi`nn! ^ji^`mi! pi_`m! np]n`^odji! '\(+!

ijordocno\i_dib!oc`!ndu`!ja!np^c!ejdio!q`iopm`+!da�!
[['d(! \! k\mot! oj! oc`! ejdio! q`iopm`! dn! \! _dn\_q\i,

o\b`_!]pndi`nn!^ji^`mi;!\i_!
[['dd(! oc\o! k\mot! jrin! \o! g`\no! 40! k`m^`io! ja! oc`!

ejdio!q`iopm`-!
?! k`mnji! rcj! dn! ijo! \i! `^jijhd^\ggt! _dn\_q\io\b`_!
di_dqd_p\g! jm!\! _dn\_q\io\b`_!]pndi`nn!^ji^`mi+! \n!\!

k\mot!oj!\!ejdio!q`iopm`+!h\t!ijo!]`!\!k\mot!oj!hjm`!

oc\i! 1! \r\m_`_! ^jiom\^on! di! \! adn^\g! t`\m! njg`gt! ]t!
m`\nji!ja!ocdn!np]k\m\bm\kc-!

[['C(! Ljocdib! di! ocdn! k\m\bm\kc! nc\gg! kmjcd]do! \it!
h`h]`m!ja!\!m\^d\g!jm!`ocid^!bmjpk!oc\o!dn!ijo!gdno`_!

di! np]k\m\bm\kc! '@('d(! amjh! `no\]gdncdib! oc\o! oc`t!

c\q`! ]``i! dhk`_`_! di! `no\]gdncdib! jm! _`q`gjkdib! \!
]pndi`nn! ^ji^`mi! \n! \! m`npgo! ja! m\^d\g! jm! `ocid^! _dn,

^mdhdi\odji-!
[[QCA-! 0//1-! SQC MD OSMR?Q NPMFG@GRCB-�Ljocdib! di!

ocdn!odog`!nc\gg!k`mhdo!jm!m`lpdm`!oc`!pn`!ja!lpjo\n!jm!\!
m`lpdm`h`io!oc\o!c\n!oc`!`aa`^o!ja!\!lpjo\!di!_`o`mhdi,

dib!`gdbd]dgdot!pi_`m!n`^odji!0//0-&&!

v 43-/+!=[\_d_j_edi!

Uc`i!pn`_!di!ocdn!^c\ko`m�!
'\(! Rc`! o`mh! [[?_hdidnom\ojm&&! h`\in! oc`! ?_,

hdidnom\ojm! ja! oc`! Ciqdmjih`io\g! Nmjo`^odji!
?b`i^t-!

'](! Rc`! o`mh! [[\dm! kjggpodji! ^jiomjg! \b`i^t&&!
h`\in!\it!ja!oc`!ajggjrdib9!

'0(! ?! ndibg`! Qo\o`! \b`i^t! _`ndbi\o`_! ]t! oc`!
Ejq`mijm!ja!oc\o!Qo\o`!\n!oc`!jaad^d\g!Qo\o`!\dm!
kjggpodji! ^jiomjg! \b`i^t! ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja! ocdn!
^c\ko`m-!

'1(! ?i! \b`i^t! `no\]gdnc`_! ]t! orj! jm! hjm`!
Qo\o`n!\i_!c\qdib!np]no\iod\g!kjr`mn!jm!_pod`n!
k`mo\didib!oj!oc`!km`q`iodji!\i_!^jiomjg!ja!\dm!
kjggpodji-!

'2(!?!^dot+!^jpiot+!jm!joc`m!gj^\g!bjq`mih`io!
c`\goc! \pocjmdot+! jm+! di! oc`! ^\n`! ja! \it! ^dot+!
^jpiot+! jm! joc`m! gj^\g! bjq`mih`io! di! rcd^c!
oc`m`! dn! \i! \b`i^t! joc`m! oc\i! oc`! c`\goc! \p,
ocjmdot!^c\mb`_!rdoc!m`nkjind]dgdot!ajm!`iajm^,
dib!jm_di\i^`n!jm!g\rn!m`g\odib!oj!oc`!km`q`i,
odji! \i_! ^jiomjg! ja! \dm! kjggpodji+! np^c! joc`m!
\b`i^t-!
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Q``!P`a`m`i^`n!di!R`so!ijo`!]`gjr-!

Qj!di!jmdbdi\g-!Nmj]\]gt!ncjpg_!]`![[ocdn&&-!

Qj!di!jmdbdi\g-! Qj!di!jmdbdi\g-!Nmj]\]gt!ncjpg_!]`![[np]n`^odji+&&-!

`hkodji!nc\gg!'?(!kmjhkogt!ijodat!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!ja!

np^c! `s`hkodji! \i_! oc`! epnodad^\odji! oc`m`ajm;! '@(! m`,
qd`r! oc`! i`^`nndot! ajm! `\^c! np^c! `s`hkodji! \iip\ggt;!

\i_! 'A(! m`kjmo! oj! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! \iip\ggt! \gg! np^c!

`s`hkodjin! di! `aa`^o-! Cs`hkodjin! bm\io`_! kpmnp\io! oj!
ocdn!n`^odji!nc\gg!]`!ajm!\!k`mdj_!ijo!oj!`s^``_!ji`!t`\m-!

?__dodji\g! `s`hkodjin!h\t!]`!bm\io`_! ajm!k`mdj_n!ijo!

oj! `s^``_! ji`! t`\m! pkji! oc`! h\fdib! ja! \! i`r! _`o`m,
hdi\odji!]t!oc`!c`\_!ja!oc`!D`_`m\g!\b`i^t!^ji^`mi`_-!

'1(!Rc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!h\t+!]t!mpg`!jm!m`bpg\odji+!`s,
`hko!\it!jm!\gg!D`_`m\g!\b`i^d`n!amjh!\it!jm!\gg!ja!oc`!

kmjqdndjin! ja! ocdn! Mm_`m! rdoc! m`nk`^o! oj! \it! ^g\nn! jm!

^g\nn`n!ja!^jiom\^on+!bm\ion+!jm!gj\in+!rcd^c!'?(!diqjgq`!
g`nn!oc\i!nk`^dad`_!_jgg\m!\hjpion+!jm!'@(!c\q`!\!hdid,

h\g!kjo`iod\g!dhk\^o!pkji!oc`!`iqdmjih`io+!jm!'A(!di,

qjgq`!k`mnjin!rcj!\m`! ijo! kmdh`!^jiom\^ojmn! jm!_dm`^o!
m`^dkd`ion! ja! D`_`m\g! \nndno\i^`! ]t! r\t! ja! ^jiom\^on+!

bm\ion+!jm!gj\in-!
'](! D`_`m\g! \b`i^d`n! nc\gg! m`^jind_`m! \it! `s`hkodji!

bm\io`_!pi_`m!np]n`^odji!'\(!rc`i`q`m!m`lp`no`_!oj!_j!

nj!]t!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm-!
'^(! Rc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! \iip\ggt! ijodat! oc`!

Nm`nd_`io!\i_!oc`! Ajibm`nn! ja! \gg!`s`hkodjin!bm\io`_+!
jm!di!`aa`^o+!pi_`m!ocdn!Mm_`m!_pmdib!oc`!km`^`_dib!t`\m-!

QCA-! 8-! HX_TgXW! 6Vg\baf-! Rc`! dhkjndodji! ja! \it! n\i^,
odji! jm! k`i\got! pi_`m! jm! kpmnp\io! oj! ocdn! Mm_`m! nc\gg!

ijo!m`gd`q`!\it!k`mnji!ja!\it!g`b\g!_pot!oj!^jhkgt!rdoc!

\it!kmjqdndjin!ja!oc`!?dm!?^o!jm!oc`!U\o`m!?^o-!
QCA-! 0/-! 6cc_\VTU\_\gl-! Rcdn! Mm_`m! nc\gg! ijo! \kkgt! oj!

^jiom\^on+! bm\ion+! jm! gj\in! diqjgqdib! oc`! pn`! ja! a\^dgd,
od`n!gj^\o`_!jpond_`!oc`!Sido`_!Qo\o`n-!

QCA-!00-!Ka\Ybe`\gl-!Ppg`n+!m`bpg\odjin+!no\i_\m_n+!\i_!
bpd_`gdi`n!dnnp`_!kpmnp\io!oj!ocdn!jm_`m!\i_!n`^odji!4/7!

ja!oc`!U\o`m!?^o!Y22!S-Q-A-!0257Z!nc\gg+!oj!oc`!h\sdhph!

`so`io!a`\nd]g`+!]`!pidajmh!rdoc!m`bpg\odjin!dnnp`_!kpm,
np\io! oj!ocdn!jm_`m+!Cs`^podq`! Mm_`m! Lj-!005/1! ja!Hpi`!

18+!0860!Yajmh`mgt!n`o!jpo!\]jq`Z+!\i_!n`^odji!2/5!ja!oc`!

?dm!?^o!Yocdn!n`^odjiZ-!
QCA-!01-!EeWXe!IhcXefXWXW-!Cs`^podq`!Mm_`m!Lj-!005/1!ja!

Hpi`!18+!0860+!dn!c`m`]t!npk`mn`_`_-!

PGAF?PB LGVML-!

v 43-4+! 9Zc_d_ijhWj_l[! fheY[[Z_d]i! WdZ! `kZ_Y_Wb!
h[l_[m!

&W'!9Zc_d_ijhWj_l[!ikXf[dWi8!Yed\_Z[dj_Wb_jo8!m_j*
d[ii[i!

Gi! ^jii`^odji! rdoc! \it! _`o`mhdi\odji! pi_`m!
n`^odji!630/'a(!ja!ocdn!odog`+!jm!ajm!kpmkjn`n!ja!j],
o\didib! diajmh\odji! pi_`m! n`^odji! 6410']('3( jm!
6434'^('2(! ja! ocdn! odog`+! \it! diq`nodb\odji+! hji,
dojmdib+! m`kjmodib! m`lpdm`h`io+! `iomt+! ^jhkgd,
\i^`! dink`^odji+! jm! \_hdidnom\odq`! `iajm^`h`io!
kmj^``_dib! pi_`m! oc` ^c\ko`m! 'di^gp_dib! ]po!
ijo!gdhdo`_!oj!n`^odji!6302+!n`^odji!6303+!n`^odji!
631/+!n`^odji!6318+!n`^odji!6366+!n`^odji!6413+!n`^,
odji! 6414+! n`^odji! 6431+! n`^odji! 65/2+! jm! n`^odji!
65/5!ja!ocdn!odog`(++ oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!h\t!dnnp`!
np]k`i\n! ajm! oc`! \oo`i_\i^`! \i_! o`nodhjit! ja!
rdoi`nn`n!\i_!oc`!kmj_p^odji!ja!m`g`q\io!k\k`mn+!
]jjfn+! \i_! _j^ph`ion+! \i_! c`! h\t! \_hdidno`m!
j\ocn-!Cs^`ko!ajm!`hdnndji!_\o\+!pkji!\!ncjrdib!
n\odna\^ojmt!oj!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!]t!np^c!jri`m!
jm!jk`m\ojm!oc\o!np^c!k\k`mn+!]jjfn+!_j^ph`ion+!
jm! diajmh\odji! jm! k\mod^pg\m! k\mo! oc`m`ja+! da!
h\_`! kp]gd^+! rjpg_! _dqpgb`! om\_`! n`^m`on! jm! n`,
^m`o!kmj^`nn`n!ja!np^c!jri`m!jm!jk`m\ojm+!oc`!?_,
hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! ^jind_`m! np^c! m`^jm_+! m`kjmo+!
jm! diajmh\odji! jm! k\mod^pg\m! kjmodji! oc`m`ja!
^jiad_`iod\g! di! \^^jm_\i^`!rdoc! oc`!kpmkjn`n! ja!
n`^odji! 08/4! ja! odog`! 07+! `s^`ko! oc\o! np^c! k\k`m+!
]jjf+! _j^ph`io+! jm! diajmh\odji! h\t! ]`! _dn,

^gjn`_! oj! joc`m! jaad^`mn+! `hkgjt``n+! jm! \pocjm,
du`_! m`km`n`io\odq`n! ja! oc`! Sido`_! Qo\o`n! ^ji,
^`mi`_! rdoc! ^\mmtdib! jpo! ocdn! ^c\ko`m+! oj! k`m,
njin!^\mmtdib!jpo!oc`!L\odji\g!?^\_`ht!ja!Q^d,
`i^`n&! nop_t! \i_! diq`nodb\odji! kmjqd_`_! ajm! di!
n`^odji!6410'^(!ja!ocdn!odog`+!jm!rc`i!m`g`q\io!di!
\it! kmj^``_dib! pi_`m! ocdn! ^c\ko`m-! Udoi`nn`n!
nphhji`_!nc\gg!]`!k\d_!oc`!n\h`!a``n!\i_!hdg`,
\b`!oc\o!\m`!k\d_!rdoi`nn`n!di!oc`!^jpmon!ja!oc`!
Sido`_! Qo\o`n-! Gi! ^\n`! ja! ^jioph\^t! jm! m`apn\g!
oj!j]`t!\!np]k`i\!n`mq`_!pkji!\it!k`mnji!pi_`m!
ocdn! np]k\m\bm\kc+ oc`! _dnomd^o! ^jpmo! ja! oc`!
Sido`_!Qo\o`n!ajm!\it!_dnomd^o!di!rcd^c!np^c!k`m,
nji! dn! ajpi_! jm! m`nd_`n! jm! om\in\^on! ]pndi`nn+!
pkji!\kkgd^\odji!]t!oc`!Sido`_!Qo\o`n!\i_!\ao`m!
ijod^`!oj!np^c!k`mnji+!nc\gg!c\q`!epmdn_d^odji!oj!
dnnp`! \i! jm_`m! m`lpdmdib! np^c! k`mnji! oj! \kk`\m!
\i_!bdq`!o`nodhjit!]`ajm`!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!oj!
\kk`\m! \i_! kmj_p^`! k\k`mn+! ]jjfn+! \i_! _j^p,
h`ion! ]`ajm`! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm+! jm! ]joc+! \i_!
\it!a\dgpm`!oj!j]`t!np^c!jm_`m!ja!oc`!^jpmo!h\t!
]`!kpidnc`_!]t!np^c!^jpmo!\n!\!^jio`hko!oc`m`,
ja-!

&X'!CkZ_Y_Wb!h[l_[m!

'0(! ?! k`ododji! ajm! m`qd`r! ja! \^odji! ja! oc`! ?_,
hdidnom\ojm! di! kmjhpgb\odib! \it! i\odji\g! kmd,
h\mt! jm! n`^ji_\mt! \h]d`io! \dm! lp\gdot! no\i_,
\m_+! \it! `hdnndji! no\i_\m_! jm! m`lpdm`h`io!
pi_`m!n`^odji!6301!ja!ocdn!odog`+!\it!no\i_\m_! ja!
k`majmh\i^`! jm! m`lpdm`h`io! pi_`m! n`^odji! 6300!
ja!ocdn!odog`++ \it!no\i_\m_!pi_`m!n`^odji!6410!ja!
ocdn!odog`! 'joc`m! oc\i! \! no\i_\m_! m`lpdm`_! oj! ]`!
km`n^md]`_!pi_`m!n`^odji!6410']('0(!ja!ocdn!odog`(+!
\it! _`o`mhdi\odji! pi_`m! n`^odji! 6410']('4( ja!
ocdn!odog`+!\it!^jiomjg!jm!kmjcd]dodji!pi_`m!n`^,
odji! 6434! ja! ocdn! odog`+! \it! no\i_\m_! pi_`m! n`^,
odji!6460!ja!ocdn!odog`+!\it!mpg`!dnnp`_!pi_`m!n`^,
odji!6302+!6308+!jm!pi_`m!n`^odji!631/!ja!ocdn!odog`+!
jm! \it! joc`m! i\odji\ggt! \kkgd^\]g`! m`bpg\odjin!
kmjhpgb\o`_+! jm! adi\g! \^odji! o\f`i+! ]t! oc`! ?_,
hdidnom\ojm!pi_`m!ocdn!^c\ko`m!h\t!]`!adg`_!jigt!
di! oc`! Sido`_! Qo\o`n! Ajpmo! ja! ?kk`\gn! ajm! oc`!
Bdnomd^o! ja! Ajgph]d\-! ?! k`ododji! ajm! m`qd`r! ja!
oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm&n!\^odji! di!\kkmjqdib!jm!kmj,
hpgb\odib! \it! dhkg`h`io\odji! kg\i! pi_`m! n`^,
odji! 630/! ja! ocdn! odog`! jm! n`^odji! 6300'_(! ja! ocdn!
odog`+!\it!jm_`m!pi_`m!n`^odji!6300'e(!ja!ocdn!odog`+!
pi_`m! n`^odji! 6301! ja! ocdn! odog`+! pi_`m! n`^odji!
6308! ja! ocdn! odog`+! jm! pi_`m! n`^odji! 631/! ja! ocdn!
odog`+! jm! cdn! \^odji! pi_`m! n`^odji!
0746^~0/'^('1('?(+!'@(+!jm!'A(!ja!ocdn!odog`!'\n!di!`a,
a`^o! ]`ajm`! ?pbpno! 6+! 0866(! jm! pi_`m! m`bpg\odjin!
oc`m`pi_`m+!jm!m`qdndib!m`bpg\odjin!ajm!`ic\i^`_!
hjidojmdib! \i_! ^jhkgd\i^`! ^`modad^\odji! kmj,
bm\hn! pi_`m! n`^odji! 6303'\('2(! ja! ocdn! odog`+! jm!
\it! joc`m! adi\g! \^odji! ja! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm!
pi_`m!ocdn!^c\ko`m! 'di^gp_dib!\it!_`id\g!jm!_dn,
\kkmjq\g!]t!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!pi_`m!np]^c\ko`m!
G!ja!ocdn!^c\ko`m(! rcd^c! dn! gj^\ggt!jm!m`bdji\ggt!
\kkgd^\]g`! h\t! ]`! adg`_! jigt! di! oc`! Sido`_!
Qo\o`n!Ajpmo!ja!?kk`\gn!ajm!oc`!\kkmjkmd\o`!^dm,
^pdo-! Ljordocno\i_dib! oc`! km`^`_dib! n`io`i^`! \!
k`ododji! ajm! m`qd`r! ja! \it! \^odji! m`a`mm`_! oj! di!
np^c! n`io`i^`! h\t! ]`! adg`_! jigt! di! oc`! Sido`_!
Qo\o`n! Ajpmo! ja! ?kk`\gn! ajm! oc`! Bdnomd^o! ja! Aj,
gph]d\! da! np^c! \^odji! dn! ]\n`_! ji! \! _`o`mhdi\,
odji!ja!i\odjird_`!n^jk`!jm!`aa`^o!\i_!da!di!o\f,
dib!np^c!\^odji!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!adi_n!\i_!kp],
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Qj!di!jmdbdi\g-!Rc`!rjm_![[oj&&!kmj]\]gt!ncjpg_!ijo!\kk`\m-!

gdnc`n!oc\o!np^c!\^odji!dn!]\n`_!ji!np^c!\!_`o`m,
hdi\odji-! ?it! k`ododji! ajm! m`qd`r! pi_`m! ocdn!
np]n`^odji!nc\gg!]`!adg`_!rdocdi!ndsot!_\tn!amjh!
oc`!_\o`!ijod^`!ja!np^c!kmjhpgb\odji+!\kkmjq\g+!
jm!\^odji!\kk`\mn!di!oc`!D`_`m\g!P`bdno`m+!`s^`ko!
oc\o! da! np^c! k`ododji! dn! ]\n`_!njg`gt!ji!bmjpi_n!
\mdndib! \ao`m! np^c! ndsod`oc! _\t+! oc`i! \it! k`od,
odji! ajm! m`qd`r! pi_`m! ocdn! np]n`^odji! nc\gg! ]`!
adg`_!rdocdi!ndsot!_\tn!\ao`m!np^c!bmjpi_n!\mdn`-!
Rc`! adgdib! ja! \! k`ododji! ajm! m`^jind_`m\odji! ]t!
oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!ja!\it!joc`mrdn`!adi\g!mpg`!jm!
\^odji! nc\gg! ijo! \aa`^o! oc`! adi\gdot! ja! np^c! mpg`!
jm!\^odji!ajm!kpmkjn`n!ja!ep_d^d\g!m`qd`r!ijm!`s,
o`i_! oc`! odh`! rdocdi! rcd^c! \! k`ododji! ajm! ep_d,
^d\g!m`qd`r!ja!np^c!mpg`!jm!\^odji!pi_`m!ocdn!n`^,
odji!h\t!]`!adg`_+!\i_!nc\gg!ijo!kjnokji`!oc`!`a,
a`^odq`i`nn!ja!np^c!mpg`!jm!\^odji-!

'1(!?^odji!ja!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!rdoc!m`nk`^o!oj!
rcd^c! m`qd`r! ^jpg_! c\q`! ]``i! j]o\di`_! pi_`m!
k\m\bm\kc!'0(!nc\gg!ijo!]`!np]e`^o!oj!ep_d^d\g!m`,
qd`r!di!^dqdg!jm!^mdhdi\g!kmj^``_dibn!ajm!`iajm^`,
h`io-! Uc`m`! \! adi\g! _`^dndji! ]t! oc`! ?_hdidn,
om\ojm!_`a`mn!k`majmh\i^`!ja!\it!iji_dn^m`odji,
\mt!no\opojmt!\^odji!oj!\!g\o`m!odh`+!\it!k`mnji!
h\t! ^c\gg`ib`! oc`! _`a`mm\g! kpmnp\io! oj! k\m\,
bm\kc!'0(-!

&Y'!9ZZ_j_edWb![l_Z[dY[!

Gi! \it! ep_d^d\g! kmj^``_dib! di! rcd^c! m`qd`r! dn!
njpbco!ja!\!_`o`mhdi\odji!pi_`m!ocdn!^c\ko`m!m`,
lpdm`_!oj!]`!h\_`!ji!oc`!m`^jm_!\ao`m!ijod^`!\i_!
jkkjmopidot!ajm!c`\mdib+! da!\it!k\mot!\kkgd`n!oj!
oc`! ^jpmo! ajm! g`\q`! oj! \__p^`! \__dodji\g! `qd,
_`i^`+!\i_!ncjrn!oj!oc`!n\odna\^odji!ja!oc`!^jpmo!
oc\o! np^c! \__dodji\g! `qd_`i^`! dn! h\o`md\g! \i_!
oc\o!oc`m`!r`m`!m`\nji\]g`!bmjpi_n!ajm!oc`!a\dg,
pm`! oj! \__p^`! np^c! `qd_`i^`! di! oc`! kmj^``_dib!
]`ajm`! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm+! oc`! ^jpmo! h\t! jm_`m!
np^c!\__dodji\g!`qd_`i^`!'\i_!`qd_`i^`!di!m`]po,
o\g! oc`m`ja(! oj! ]`! o\f`i! ]`ajm`! oc`! ?_hdidn,
om\ojm+!di!np^c!h\ii`m!\i_!pkji!np^c!o`mhn!\i_!
^ji_dodjin! \n! oj oc`! ^jpmo! h\t! _``h! kmjk`m-!
Rc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! h\t! hj_dat! cdn! adi_dibn! \n!
oj!oc`!a\^on+!jm!h\f`!i`r!adi_dibn+!]t!m`\nji!ja!
oc`! \__dodji\g! `qd_`i^`! nj! o\f`i! \i_! c`! nc\gg!
adg`! np^c! hj_dad`_! jm! i`r! adi_dibn+! \i_! cdn! m`^,
jhh`i_\odji+! da! \it+! ajm! oc`! hj_dad^\odji! jm!
n`oodib!\nd_`!ja!cdn!jmdbdi\g!_`o`mhdi\odji+!rdoc!
oc`!m`opmi!ja!np^c!\__dodji\g!`qd_`i^`-!

&Z'!Kkb[cWa_d]!

'0(!Rcdn!np]n`^odji!\kkgd`n!oj�!
'?(!oc`!kmjhpgb\odji!jm!m`qdndji!ja!\it! i\,

odji\g!\h]d`io!\dm!lp\gdot!no\i_\m_!pi_`m!n`^,
odji!63/8!ja!ocdn!odog`+!

'@(!oc`!kmjhpgb\odji!jm!m`qdndji!ja!\i!dhkg`,
h`io\odji! kg\i! ]t! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! pi_`m!
n`^odji!630/'^(!ja!ocdn!odog`+!

'A(! oc`! kmjhpgb\odji! jm! m`qdndji! ja! \it!
no\i_\m_!ja!k`majmh\i^`! pi_`m! n`^odji!6300!ja!
ocdn! odog`+! jm! `hdnndji! no\i_\m_! jm! gdhdo\odji!
pi_`m!n`^odji!6301'_(!ja!ocdn!odog`+!\it!no\i_\m_!
pi_`m!n`^odji!6301'a(!ja!ocdn!odog`+!jm!\it!m`bp,
g\odji! pi_`m! n`^odji! 6301'b('0('B(! \i_! 'D(! ja!
ocdn! odog`+! jm! \it! m`bpg\odji! pi_`m! n`^odji!
6301'h(!jm!'i(!ja!ocdn!odog`+!

'B(!oc`!kmjhpgb\odji!ja!\it!m`lpdm`h`io!ajm!
njgd_! r\no`! ^jh]pnodji! pi_`m! n`^odji! 6318! ja!
ocdn!odog`+!

'C(!oc`!kmjhpgb\odji!jm!m`qdndji!ja!\it!m`b,
pg\odji!k`mo\didib!oj!\it!ap`g!jm!ap`g!\__dodq`!
pi_`m!n`^odji!6434!ja!ocdn!odog`+!

'D(!oc`!kmjhpgb\odji!jm!m`qdndji!ja!\it!\dm,
^m\ao! `hdnndji! no\i_\m_! pi_`m! n`^odji! 6460! ja!
ocdn!odog`+!

'E(!oc`!kmjhpgb\odji!jm!m`qdndji!ja!\it!m`b,
pg\odji!pi_`m!np]^c\ko`m!GT~?!ja!ocdn!^c\ko`m!
'm`g\odib!oj!^jiomjg!ja!\^d_!_`kjndodji(+!

'F(! kmjhpgb\odji! jm! m`qdndji! ja! m`bpg\odjin!
k`mo\didib! oj! kmdh\mt! ijia`mmjpn! nh`go`m! jm,
_`mn!pi_`m!n`^odji!6308!ja!ocdn!odog`!']po!ijo!di,
^gp_dib! oc`! bm\iodib! jm! _`itdib! ja! \it! np^c!
jm_`m(+!

'G(! kmjhpgb\odji! jm! m`qdndji! ja! m`bpg\odjin!
pi_`m! np]^c\ko`m! TG! ja! ocdn! ^c\ko`m! 'm`g\odib!
oj!nom\ojnkc`m`!\i_!juji`!kmjo`^odji(+!

'H(! kmjhpgb\odji! jm! m`qdndji! ja! m`bpg\odjin!
pi_`m! k\mo! A! ja! np]^c\ko`m! G! ja! ocdn! ^c\ko`m!
'm`g\odib! oj! km`q`iodji! ja! ndbidad^\io! _`o`mdj,
m\odji! ja! \dm! lp\gdot! \i_! kmjo`^odji! ja!
qdnd]dgdot(+!

'I(! kmjhpgb\odji! jm! m`qdndji! ja! m`bpg\odjin!
pi_`m!n`^odji!6410!ja!ocdn!odog`!\i_!o`no!kmj^`,
_pm`n!ajm!i`r!hjojm!q`cd^g`n!jm!`ibdi`n!pi_`m!
n`^odji!6414!ja!ocdn!odog`+!\i_!oc`!m`qdndji!ja!\!
no\i_\m_!pi_`m!n`^odji!6410'\('2(!ja!ocdn!odog`+!

'J(! kmjhpgb\odji! jm! m`qdndji! ja! m`bpg\odjin!
ajm!iji^jhkgd\i^`!k`i\god`n!pi_`m!n`^odji!631/!
ja!ocdn!odog`+!

'K(!kmjhpgb\odji!jm!m`qdndji!ja! \it!m`bpg\,
odjin! kmjhpgb\o`_! pi_`m! n`^odji! 6430! ja! ocdn!
odog`! 'm`g\odib! oj! r\mm\iod`n! \i_! ^jhkgd\i^`!
]t!q`cd^g`n!di!\^op\g!pn`(+!

'L(! \^odji! ja! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! pi_`m! n`^,
odji! 6315! ja! ocdn! odog`! 'm`g\odib! oj! dio`mno\o`!
kjggpodji!\]\o`h`io(+!

'M(!oc`!kmjhpgb\odji!jm!m`qdndji!ja!\it!m`b,
pg\odji! k`mo\didib! oj! ^jinph`m! \i_! ^jhh`m,
^d\g! kmj_p^on! pi_`m! n`^odji! 6400]'`(! ja! ocdn!
odog`+!

'N(!oc`!kmjhpgb\odji!jm!m`qdndji!ja!\it!m`b,
pg\odji!k`mo\didib!oj!ad`g_!^do\odjin!pi_`m!n`^,
odji!6302'_('2(!ja!ocdn!odog`+!

'O(!oc`!kmjhpgb\odji!jm!m`qdndji!ja!\it!m`b,
pg\odji!k`mo\didib!oj!pm]\i!]pn`n!jm!oc`!^g`\i,!
ap`g! q`cd^g`+! ^g`\i,ap`g! ag``o+! \i_! ^g`\i! ap`g!
kmjbm\hn!pi_`m!k\mo!A!ja!np]^c\ko`m!GG!ja!ocdn!
^c\ko`m+!

'P(!oc`!kmjhpgb\odji!jm!m`qdndji!ja!\it!m`b,
pg\odji! k`mo\didib! oj! ijimj\_! `ibdi`n! jm!
ijimj\_! q`cd^g`n! pi_`m! n`^odji! 6436! ja! ocdn!
odog`+!

'Q(!oc`!kmjhpgb\odji!jm!m`qdndji!ja!\it!m`bp,
g\odji! m`g\odib! oj! hjojm! q`cd^g`! ^jhkgd\i^`!
kmjbm\h!a``n!pi_`m!n`^odji!6441!ja!ocdn!odog`+!

'R(!oc`!kmjhpgb\odji!jm!m`qdndji!ja!\it!m`b,
pg\odji!pi_`m!np]^c\ko`m!GT~?!ja!ocdn!^c\ko`m!
'm`g\odib!oj!\^d_!_`kjndodji(+!

'S(!oc`!kmjhpgb\odji!jm!m`qdndji!ja!\it!m`b,
pg\odji!pi_`m!n`^odji!6400]'a(!ja!ocdn!odog`!k`m,
o\didib!oj!h\mdi`!q`nn`gn+!\i_!

'T(!np^c!joc`m!\^odjin!\n!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!
h\t!_`o`mhdi`-!

Rc`! kmjqdndjin! ja! n`^odji! 442! ocmjpbc! 446! \i_!
n`^odji! 6/5! ja! odog`! 4! nc\gg! ijo+! `s^`ko! \n! `s,
km`nngt!kmjqd_`_!di!ocdn!np]n`^odji+!\kkgt!oj!\^,
odjin!oj!rcd^c!ocdn!np]n`^odji!\kkgd`n-!Rcdn!np],
n`^odji!nc\gg!ijo!\kkgt!di!oc`!^\n`!ja!\it!mpg`!jm!
^dm^phno\i^`!m`a`mm`_!oj!di!np]k\m\bm\kcn!'?(!jm!
'@(!ja!np]n`^odji!442'](!ja!odog`!4-!
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'1(!Ljo! g\o`m!oc\i!oc`!_\o`!ja!kmjkjn\g!ja!\it!
\^odji!oj!rcd^c!ocdn!np]n`^odji!\kkgd`n+!oc`!?_,
hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg!`no\]gdnc!\!mpg`h\fdib!_j^f`o!
ajm! np^c! \^odji! 'c`m`di\ao`m! di! ocdn! np]n`^odji!
m`a`mm`_!oj!\n!\![[mpg`&&(-!Uc`i`q`m!\!mpg`!\kkgd`n!
jigt! rdocdi! \! k\mod^pg\m! Qo\o`+! \! n`^ji_! 'd_`i,
od^\g(! _j^f`o! nc\gg! ]`! ndhpgo\i`jpngt! `no\],
gdnc`_! di! oc`! \kkmjkmd\o`! m`bdji\g! jaad^`! ja! oc`!
Ciqdmjih`io\g!Nmjo`^odji!?b`i^t-!

'2(! Gi! oc`! ^\n`! ja! \it! mpg`! oj! rcd^c! ocdn! np],
n`^odji! \kkgd`n+! ijod^`! ja! kmjkjn`_! mpg`h\fdib!
nc\gg! ]`! kp]gdnc`_! di! oc`! D`_`m\g! P`bdno`m+! \n!
kmjqd_`_!pi_`m!n`^odji!442'](!ja!odog`!4+!nc\gg!]`!
\^^jhk\id`_! ]t! \! no\o`h`io! ja! don! ]\ndn! \i_!
kpmkjn`! \i_! nc\gg! nk`^dat! oc`! k`mdj_! \q\dg\]g`!
ajm! kp]gd^! ^jhh`io! 'c`m`di\ao`m! m`a`mm`_! oj! \n!
oc`! [[^jhh`io! k`mdj_&&(-! Rc`! ijod^`! ja! kmjkjn`_!
mpg`h\fdib!nc\gg!\gnj!no\o`!oc`!_j^f`o!iph]`m+!
oc`!gj^\odji!jm!gj^\odjin!ja!oc`!_j^f`o+!\i_!oc`!
odh`n! do! rdgg! ]`! jk`i! oj! kp]gd^! dink`^odji-! Rc`!
no\o`h`io! ja! ]\ndn! \i_! kpmkjn`! nc\gg! di^gp_`! \!
nphh\mt!ja�!

'?(! oc`! a\^op\g! _\o\! ji! rcd^c! oc`! kmjkjn`_!
mpg`!dn!]\n`_;!

'@(! oc`! h`ocj_jgjbt! pn`_! di! j]o\didib! oc`!
_\o\!\i_!di!\i\gtudib!oc`!_\o\;!\i_!

'A(! oc`! h\ejm! g`b\g! dio`mkm`o\odjin! \i_! kjg,
d^t! ^jind_`m\odjin! pi_`mgtdib! oc`! kmjkjn`_!
mpg`-!

Rc`!no\o`h`io!nc\gg!\gnj!n`o!ajmoc!jm!nphh\mdu`!
\i_! kmjqd_`! \! m`a`m`i^`! oj! \it! k`modi`io! adi_,
dibn+! m`^jhh`i_\odjin+! \i_! ^jhh`ion! ]t! oc`!
Q^d`iodad^! P`qd`r! Ajhhdoo``! `no\]gdnc`_! pi_`m!
n`^odji! 63/8'_(! ja! ocdn! odog`! \i_! oc`! L\odji\g!
?^\_`ht!ja!Q^d`i^`n+!\i_+!da!oc`!kmjkjn\g!_daa`mn!
di!\it!dhkjmo\io!m`nk`^o!amjh!\it!ja!oc`n`!m`^,
jhh`i_\odjin+!\i!`skg\i\odji!ja!oc`!m`\njin!ajm!
np^c!_daa`m`i^`n-!?gg!_\o\+!diajmh\odji+!\i_!_j^,
ph`ion! m`a`mm`_! oj! di! ocdn! k\m\bm\kc! ji! rcd^c!
oc`!kmjkjn`_!mpg`!m`gd`n!nc\gg!]`!di^gp_`_!di!oc`!
_j^f`o! ji! oc`! _\o`! ja! kp]gd^\odji! ja! oc`! kmj,
kjn`_!mpg`-!

'3('?(! Rc`! mpg`h\fdib! _j^f`o! m`lpdm`_! pi_`m!
k\m\bm\kc!'1(!nc\gg!]`!jk`i!ajm!dink`^odji!]t!oc`!
kp]gd^! \o! m`\nji\]g`! odh`n! nk`^dad`_! di! oc`! ij,
od^`! ja! kmjkjn`_! mpg`h\fdib-! ?it! k`mnji! h\t!
^jkt! _j^ph`ion! ^jio\di`_! di! oc`! _j^f`o-! Rc`!
?_hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! kmjqd_`! ^jktdib! a\^dgdod`n!
rcd^c!h\t!]`!pn`_!\o!oc`!`sk`in`!ja!oc`!k`mnji!
n``fdib! ^jkd`n+! ]po! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! h\t!
r\dq`!jm!m`_p^`!np^c!`sk`in`n!di!np^c!dino\i^`n!
\n!oc`!kp]gd^!dio`m`no!m`lpdm`n-!?it!k`mnji!h\t!
m`lp`no!^jkd`n!]t!h\dg!da!oc`!k`mnji!k\tn!oc`!`s,
k`in`n+!di^gp_dib!k`mnjii`g!^jnon!oj!_j!oc`!^jkt,
dib-!

'@('d(!Nmjhkogt!pkji!m`^`dko!]t!oc`!\b`i^t+!\gg!
rmdoo`i! ^jhh`ion! \i_! _j^ph`io\mt! diajmh\,
odji!ji!oc`!kmjkjn`_!mpg`!m`^`dq`_!amjh!\it!k`m,
nji!ajm!di^gpndji!di!oc`!_j^f`o!_pmdib!oc`!^jh,
h`io! k`mdj_! nc\gg! ]`! kg\^`_! di! oc`! _j^f`o-! Rc`!
om\in^mdko!ja!kp]gd^!c`\mdibn+!da!\it+!ji!oc`!kmj,
kjn`_! mpg`! nc\gg! \gnj! ]`! di^gp_`_! di! oc`! _j^f`o!
kmjhkogt! pkji! m`^`dko! amjh! oc`! k`mnji! rcj!
om\in^md]`_!np^c!c`\mdibn-!?gg!_j^ph`ion!rcd^c!
]`^jh`! \q\dg\]g`! \ao`m! oc`! kmjkjn`_! mpg`! c\n!
]``i!kp]gdnc`_!\i_!rcd^c!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!_`,
o`mhdi`n! \m`! ja! ^`iom\g! m`g`q\i^`! oj! oc`! mpg`,
h\fdib!nc\gg!]`!kg\^`_!di!oc`!_j^f`o!\n!njji!\n!
kjnnd]g`!\ao`m!oc`dm!\q\dg\]dgdot-!

'dd(!Rc`!_m\aon!ja!kmjkjn`_!mpg`n!np]hdoo`_!]t!
oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!oj!oc`!Maad^`!ja!K\i\b`h`io!

\i_! @p_b`o! ajm! \it! dio`m\b`i^t! m`qd`r! kmj^`nn!
kmdjm!oj!kmjkjn\g!ja!\it!np^c!mpg`+!\gg!_j^ph`ion!
\^^jhk\itdib!np^c!_m\aon+!\i_!\gg!rmdoo`i!^jh,
h`ion!oc`m`ji!]t!joc`m!\b`i^d`n!\i_!\gg!rmdoo`i!
m`nkjin`n!oj!np^c!rmdoo`i!^jhh`ion!]t!oc`!?_,
hdidnom\ojm! nc\gg! ]`! kg\^`_! di! oc`! _j^f`o! ij!
g\o`m!oc\i!oc`!_\o`!ja!kmjkjn\g!ja!oc`!mpg`-!Rc`!
_m\aon!ja!oc`!adi\g!mpg`!np]hdoo`_!ajm!np^c!m`qd`r!
kmj^`nn!kmdjm!oj!kmjhpgb\odji!\i_!\gg!np^c!rmdo,
o`i! ^jhh`ion! oc`m`ji+! \gg! _j^ph`ion! \^^jh,
k\itdib! np^c! _m\aon+! \i_! rmdoo`i! m`nkjin`n!
oc`m`oj! nc\gg! ]`! kg\^`_! di! oc`! _j^f`o! ij! g\o`m!
oc\i!oc`!_\o`!ja!kmjhpgb\odji-!

'4(! Gi! kmjhpgb\odib! \! mpg`! oj! rcd^c! ocdn! np],
n`^odji!\kkgd`n!'d(!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg!\ggjr!
\it! k`mnji! oj! np]hdo! rmdoo`i! ^jhh`ion+! _\o\+!
jm! _j^ph`io\mt! diajmh\odji;! 'dd(! oc`! ?_hdidn,
om\ojm! nc\gg! bdq`! dio`m`no`_! k`mnjin! \i! jkkjm,
opidot! ajm! oc`! jm\g! km`n`io\odji! ja! _\o\+! qd`rn+!
jm! \mbph`ion+! di! \__dodji! oj! \i! jkkjmopidot! oj!
h\f`! rmdoo`i! np]hdnndjin;! 'ddd(! \! om\in^mdko!
nc\gg! ]`! f`ko! ja! \it! jm\g! km`n`io\odji;! \i_! 'dq(!
oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg!f``k!oc`!m`^jm_!ja!np^c!
kmj^``_dib!jk`i!ajm!ocdmot!_\tn!\ao`m!^jhkg`odji!
ja!oc`!kmj^``_dib!oj!kmjqd_`!\i!jkkjmopidot!ajm!
np]hdnndji!ja!m`]poo\g!\i_!npkkg`h`io\mt!diajm,
h\odji-!

'5('?(! Rc`! kmjhpgb\o`_! mpg`! nc\gg! ]`! \^^jh,
k\id`_! ]t! 'd(! \! no\o`h`io! ja! ]\ndn! \i_! kpmkjn`!
gdf`! oc\o! m`a`mm`_! oj! di! k\m\bm\kc! '2(! rdoc! m`,
nk`^o!oj!\!kmjkjn`_!mpg`!\i_!'dd(!\i!`skg\i\odji!
ja!oc`!m`\njin!ajm!\it!h\ejm!^c\ib`n!di!oc`!kmj,
hpgb\o`_!mpg`!amjh!oc`!kmjkjn`_!mpg`-!

'@(!Rc`!kmjhpgb\o`_!mpg`!nc\gg!\gnj!]`!\^^jh,
k\id`_! ]t! \! m`nkjin`! oj! `\^c! ja! oc`! ndbidad^\io!
^jhh`ion+! ^mdod^dnhn+! \i_! i`r! _\o\! np]hdoo`_!
di!rmdoo`i!jm!jm\g!km`n`io\odjin!_pmdib!oc`!^jh,
h`io!k`mdj_-!

'A(!Rc`!kmjhpgb\o`_!mpg`!h\t!ijo!]`!]\n`_!'di!
k\mo!jm!rcjg`(!ji!\it!diajmh\odji!jm!_\o\!rcd^c!
c\n!ijo!]``i!kg\^`_!di!oc`!_j^f`o!\n!ja!oc`!_\o`!
ja!np^c!kmjhpgb\odji-!

'6('?(!Rc`!m`^jm_!ajm!ep_d^d\g!m`qd`r!nc\gg!^ji,
ndno! `s^gpndq`gt! ja! oc`! h\o`md\g! m`a`mm`_! oj! di!
k\m\bm\kc!'2(+!^g\pn`!'d(!ja!k\m\bm\kc!'3('@(+!\i_!
np]k\m\bm\kcn!'?(!\i_!'@(!ja!k\m\bm\kc!'5(-!

'@(! Migt! \i! j]e`^odji! oj! \! mpg`! jm! kmj^`_pm`!
rcd^c! r\n! m\dn`_! rdoc! m`\nji\]g`! nk`^dad^dot!
_pmdib!oc`!k`mdj_!ajm!kp]gd^!^jhh`io!'di^gp_dib!
\it! kp]gd^! c`\mdib(! h\t! ]`! m\dn`_! _pmdib! ep_d,
^d\g! m`qd`r-! Ga! oc`! k`mnji! m\dndib! \i! j]e`^odji!
^\i! _`hjinom\o`! oj! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! oc\o! do!
r\n!dhkm\^od^\]g`!oj!m\dn`!np^c!j]e`^odji!rdocdi!
np^c! odh`! jm! da! oc`! bmjpi_n! ajm! np^c! j]e`^odji!
\mjn`! \ao`m! oc`! k`mdj_! ajm! kp]gd^! ^jhh`io! ']po!
rdocdi! oc`! odh`! nk`^dad`_! ajm! ep_d^d\g! m`qd`r(!
\i_! da! np^c! j]e`^odji! dn! ja! ^`iom\g! m`g`q\i^`! oj!
oc`!jpo^jh`!ja!oc`!mpg`+!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg!
^jiq`i`!\!kmj^``_dib!ajm!m`^jind_`m\odji!ja!oc`!
mpg`! \i_! kmjqd_`! oc`! n\h`! kmj^`_pm\g! mdbcon! \n!
rjpg_! c\q`! ]``i! \aajm_`_! c\_! oc`! diajmh\odji!
]``i! \q\dg\]g`! \o! oc`! odh`! oc`! mpg`! r\n! kmj,
kjn`_-! Ga! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! m`apn`n! oj! ^jiq`i`!
np^c!\!kmj^``_dib+!np^c!k`mnji!h\t!n``f!m`qd`r!
ja!np^c!m`apn\g!di!oc`!Sido`_!Qo\o`n!^jpmo!ja!\k,
k`\gn!ajm!oc`!\kkmjkmd\o`!^dm^pdo!'\n!kmjqd_`_!di!
np]n`^odji! '](!ja!ocdn!n`^odji(-!Qp^c!m`^jind_`m,
\odji!nc\gg!ijo!kjnokji`!oc`!`aa`^odq`i`nn!ja!oc`!
mpg`-!Rc`!`aa`^odq`i`nn!ja!oc`!mpg`!h\t!]`!no\t`_!
_pmdib! np^c! m`^jind_`m\odji+! cjr`q`m+! ]t! oc`!
?_hdidnom\ojm! jm! oc`! ^jpmo! ajm! \! k`mdj_! ijo! oj!
`s^``_!ocm``!hjiocn-!
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Qj!di!jmdbdi\g-!Nmj]\]gt!ncjpg_!]`![[n`^odjin&&-!

'7(! Rc`! njg`! ajmph! ajm! ^c\gg`ibdib! kmj^`_pm\g!
_`o`mhdi\odjin! h\_`! ]t! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm!
pi_`m! ocdn! np]n`^odji! nc\gg! ]`! di! oc`! Sido`_!
Qo\o`n! ^jpmo! ja! \kk`\gn! ajm! oc`! \kkmjkmd\o`! ^dm,
^pdo! '\n! kmjqd_`_! di! np]n`^odji! '](! ja! ocdn! n`^,
odji(! \o! oc`! odh`! ja! oc`! np]no\iodq`! m`qd`r! ja!
oc`! mpg`-! Lj!dio`mgj^pojmt! \kk`\gn! nc\gg!]`! k`m,
hdoo`_! rdoc! m`nk`^o! oj! np^c! kmj^`_pm\g! _`o`m,
hdi\odjin-! Gi! m`qd`rdib! \gg`b`_! kmj^`_pm\g! `m,
mjmn+! oc`! ^jpmo! h\t! diq\gd_\o`! oc`! mpg`! jigt! da!
oc`!`mmjmn!r`m`!nj!n`mdjpn!\i_!m`g\o`_!oj!h\oo`mn!
ja!np^c!^`iom\g!m`g`q\i^`!oj!oc`!mpg`!oc\o!oc`m`!
dn! \! np]no\iod\g! gdf`gdcjj_! oc\o! oc`! mpg`! rjpg_!
c\q`! ]``i! ndbidad^\iogt! ^c\ib`_! da! np^c! `mmjmn!
c\_!ijo!]``i!h\_`-!

'8(! Gi! oc`! ^\n`! ja! m`qd`r! ja! \it! \^odji! ja! oc`!
?_hdidnom\ojm!oj!rcd^c!ocdn!np]n`^odji!\kkgd`n+!
oc`!^jpmo!h\t!m`q`mn`!\it!np^c!\^odji!ajpi_!oj!
]`�!

'?(!\m]dom\mt+!^\kmd^djpn+!\i!\]pn`!ja!_dn^m`,
odji+!jm!joc`mrdn`!ijo!di!\^^jm_\i^`!rdoc!g\r;!

'@(! ^jiom\mt! oj! ^jinodopodji\g! mdbco+! kjr`m+!
kmdqdg`b`+!jm!dhhpidot;!

'A(! di! `s^`nn! ja! no\opojmt! epmdn_d^odji+! \p,
ocjmdot+! jm! gdhdo\odjin+! jm! ncjmo! ja! no\opojmt!
mdbco;!jm!

'B(! rdocjpo! j]n`mq\i^`! ja! kmj^`_pm`! m`,
lpdm`_! ]t! g\r+! da! 'd(! np^c! a\dgpm`! oj! j]n`mq`!
np^c! kmj^`_pm`! dn! \m]dom\mt! jm! ^\kmd^djpn+! 'dd(!
oc`! m`lpdm`h`io! ja! k\m\bm\kc! '6('@(! c\n! ]``i!
h`o+! \i_! 'ddd(! oc`! ^ji_dodji! ja! oc`! g\no! n`i,
o`i^`!ja!k\m\bm\kc!'7(!dn!h`o-!

'0/(!C\^c!no\opojmt!_`\_gdi`!ajm!kmjhpgb\odji!
ja! mpg`n! oj! rcd^c! ocdn! np]n`^odji! \kkgd`n! rcd^c!
m`lpdm`n! kmjhpgb\odji! g`nn! oc\i! nds! hjiocn!
\ao`m! _\o`! ja! kmjkjn\g! h\t! ]`! `so`i_`_! oj! ijo!
hjm`!oc\i!nds!hjiocn!\ao`m!_\o`!ja!kmjkjn\g!]t!
oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! pkji! \! _`o`mhdi\odji! oc\o!
np^c!`so`indji!dn!i`^`nn\mt!oj!\aajm_!oc`!kp]gd^+!
\i_! oc`! \b`i^t+! \_`lp\o`! jkkjmopidot! oj! ^\mmt!
jpo!oc`!kpmkjn`n!ja!ocdn!np]n`^odji-!

'00(!Rc`!m`lpdm`h`ion!ja!ocdn!np]n`^odji!nc\gg!
o\f`!`aa`^o!rdoc!m`nk`^o!oj!\it!mpg`!oc`!kmjkjn\g!
ja!rcd^c!j^^pmn!\ao`m!idi`ot!_\tn!\ao`m!?pbpno!6+!
0866-!

&['! Hj^[h! c[j^eZi!e\! `kZ_Y_Wb! h[l_[m!dej!Wkj^eh*
_p[Z!

Ljocdib! di! ocdn! ^c\ko`m! nc\gg! ]`! ^jinomp`_! oj!
\pocjmdu`! ep_d^d\g! m`qd`r! ja! m`bpg\odjin! jm! jm,
_`mn!ja!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!pi_`m!ocdn!^c\ko`m+!`s,
^`ko!\n!kmjqd_`_!di!ocdn!n`^odji-!

&\'!<eiji!

Gi! \it!ep_d^d\g! kmj^``_dib! pi_`m! ocdn! n`^odji+!
oc`!^jpmo!h\t!\r\m_!^jnon!ja!gdodb\odji!'di^gp_,
dib!m`\nji\]g`!\oojmi`t!\i_!`sk`mo!rdoi`nn!a``n(!
rc`i`q`m! do! _`o`mhdi`n! oc\o! np^c! \r\m_! dn! \k,
kmjkmd\o`-!

&]'! LjWo)! _d`kdYj_ed)! eh! i_c_bWh! h[b_[\! _d! fheY[[Z*
_d]i!h[bWj_d]!je!dedYecfb_WdY[!f[dWbj_[i!

Gi! \it! \^odji! m`nk`^odib! oc`! kmjhpgb\odji! ja!
m`bpg\odjin!pi_`m!n`^odji!631/!ja!ocdn!odog`!jm!oc`!
\_hdidnom\odji!jm!`iajm^`h`io!ja!n`^odji!631/!ja!
ocdn!odog`!ij!^jpmo!nc\gg!bm\io!\it!no\t+!diepi^,
odq`+! jm! ndhdg\m! m`gd`a! ]`ajm`! adi\g! ep_bh`io! ]t!
np^c!^jpmo!di!np^c!\^odji-!

&^'!IkXb_Y!fWhj_Y_fWj_ed!

Go! dn! oc`! dio`io! ja! Ajibm`nn! oc\o+! ^jindno`io!
rdoc!oc`! kjgd^t!ja! np]^c\ko`m!GG!ja!^c\ko`m!4!ja!

odog`! 4+! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! di! kmjhpgb\odib! \it!
m`bpg\odji!pi_`m!ocdn!^c\ko`m+!di^gp_dib!\!m`bp,
g\odji!np]e`^o!oj!\!_`\_gdi`+!nc\gg!`inpm`!\!m`\,
nji\]g`! k`mdj_! ajm! kp]gd^! k\mod^dk\odji! ja! \o!
g`\no!2/!_\tn+!`s^`ko!\n!joc`mrdn`!`skm`nngt!kmj,
qd_`_!di!n`^odji 63/6'_(+!64/1'\(+!6400'\(!\i_!'](+!
\i_!6401'\(!\i_!'](!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

'Hpgt! 03+! 0844+! ^c-! 25/+! odog`! GGG+! | 2/6+! \n! \__`_!
Np]-!J-!80~5/3+!| 01'\(+!B`^-!20+!086/+!73!Qo\o-!06/6;!
\h`i_`_!Np]-!J-!81~046+!odog`!GGG+!| 2/1'\(+!Ljq-!07+!
0860+! 74! Qo\o-! 353;! Np]-! J-! 82~208+! | 5'^(+! Hpi`! 11+!
0863+!77!Qo\o-!148;!Np]-!J-!84~84+!odog`!GGG+!|| 2/2'_(+!
2/4'\(+! '^(+! 'a(~'c(+! ?pb-! 6+! 0866+! 80! Qo\o-! 661+! 665+!
666;! Np]-! J-! 84~08/+! | 03'\('68(+! '7/(+! Ljq-! 05+! 0866+!
80! Qo\o-! 03/3;! Np]-! J-! 0/0~438+! odog`! G+! || 0/7'k(+!
00/'4(+! odog`! GGG+! | 2/1'b(+! 'c(+! odog`! TGG+! || 6/1'^(+!
6/2+!6/5+!6/6'c(+!60/'](+!Ljq-!04+!088/+!0/3!Qo\o-!1358+!
136/+!1463+!1570~1573-(!

PCDCPCLACQ GL RCVR!

Q`^odji! 6410']('3(! ja! ocdn! odog`+! m`a`mm`_! oj! di! np]n`^-!

'\(+! r\n! m`k`\g`_! ]t! Np]-! J-! 0/0~438+! odog`! GG+! | 12/'1(+!

Ljq-!04+!088/+!0/3!Qo\o-!1418-!
Q`^odji! 6410']('4(! ja! ocdn! odog`+! m`a`mm`_! oj! di! np]n`^-!

']('0(+!r\n!m`k`\g`_!]t!Np]-! J-!0/0~438+! odog`! GG+! | 12/'2(+!

Ljq-!04+!088/+!0/3!Qo\o-!1418-!
Q`^odji!0746^~0/'^('1('?(+!'@(+!jm!'A(!ja!ocdn!odog`!'\n!di!

`aa`^o! ]`ajm`! ?pbpno! 6+! 0866(+! m`a`mm`_! oj! di! np]n`^-!
']('0(+! r\n! di! oc`! jmdbdi\g! [[n`^odji! 008'^('1('?(+! '@(+! jm!

'A(! '\n! di! `aa`^o! ]`ajm`! oc`! _\o`! ja! `i\^oh`io! ja! oc`!

Ag`\i! ?dm!?^o!?h`i_h`ion!ja! 0866(&&+!h`\idib!n`^odji!
008!ja!\^o!Hpgt!03+!0844+!^c-!25/+!odog`!G+!\n!\__`_!Hpi`!11+!

0863+!Np]-!J-!82~208+! | 2+! 77!Qo\o-!137+! 'rcd^c!r\n!^g\nnd,

ad`_!oj!n`^odji!0746^~0/!ja!ocdn!odog`(!\n!di!`aa`^o!kmdjm!oj!
oc`!`i\^oh`io!ja!Np]-!J-!84~84+!?pb-!6+!0866+!80!Qo\o-!580+!

`aa`^odq`!?pb-!6+! 0866-! Q`^odji!001']('0(!ja!Np]-!J-!84~84!

m`k`\g`_!n`^odji!008!ja!\^o!Hpgt!03+!0844+!^c-!25/+!odog`!G+!
\n! \__`_! ]t! Np]-! J-! 82~208+! \i_! kmjqd_`_! oc\o! \gg! m`a,

`m`i^`n! oj! np^c! n`^odji! 008! di! \it! np]n`lp`io! `i\^o,

h`io!rcd^c!npk`mn`_`n!Np]-!J-!82~208!nc\gg!]`!^jinomp`_!
oj! m`a`m! oj! n`^odji! 002'_(! ja! oc`! Ag`\i! ?dm! ?^o! \i_! oj!

k\m\bm\kc! '4(! oc`m`ja! di! k\mod^pg\m! rcd^c! dn! ^g\nndad`_!

oj! np]n`^-! '_('4(! ja! n`^odji! 6302! ja! ocdn! odog`-! Q`^odji!
6302'_(! ja! ocdn! odog`! r\n! np]n`lp`iogt! \h`i_`_! b`i`m,

\ggt!]t!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!odog`!TGG+!| 6/0+!Ljq-!04+!088/+!0/3!

Qo\o-! 1561+! \i_+! \n! nj! \h`i_`_+! ij! gjib`m! m`g\o`n! oj!
adi\g!^jhkgd\i^`!jm_`mn-!Q`^odji!006'](!ja!Np]-!J-!84~84!

\__`_! \! i`r! n`^odji! 008! ja! \^o! Hpgt! 03+! 0844+! rcd^c! dn!

^g\nndad`_!oj!n`^odji!6308!ja!ocdn!odog`-!
N\mo!A!ja!np]^c\ko`m!G!ja!ocdn!^c\ko`m+!m`a`mm`_!oj!di!

np]n`^-!'_('0('H(+!r\n!di!oc`!jmdbdi\g![[np]odog`!A!ja!odog`!

G&&+!\i_!r\n!om\ing\o`_!\n!m`\_dib![[k\mo!A!ja!odog`!G&&!oj!

m`ag`^o!oc`!kmj]\]g`! dio`io!ja!Ajibm`nn+!]`^\pn`!odog`! G!
_j`n!ijo!^jio\di!np]odog`n-!

AMBGDGA?RGML!

Gi!np]n`^-!'c(+! [[np]^c\ko`m! GG!ja!^c\ko`m!4!ja!odog`!4&&!

r\n! np]nodopo`_! ajm! [[oc`! ?_hdidnom\odq`! Nmj^`_pm`n!
?^o&&!ji!\pocjmdot!ja!Np]-!J-!78~443+!| 6'](+!Q`ko-!5+!0855+!

7/!Qo\o-! 520+! oc`! admno!n`^odji!ja!rcd^c!`i\^o`_!Rdog`!4+!

Ejq`mih`io!Mmb\idu\odji!\i_!Chkgjt``n-!
Q`^odji! r\n! ajmh`mgt! ^g\nndad`_! oj! n`^odji! 0746c~4! ja!

ocdn!odog`-!

NPGMP NPMTGQGMLQ!

?! kmdjm! n`^odji! 2/6! ja! \^o! Hpgt! 03+! 0844+! r\n! m`iph,

]`m`_! n`^odji! 203! ]t!Np]-! J-! 80~5/3! \i_! dn! ^g\nndad`_! oj!
n`^odji!6503!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

?ijoc`m!kmdjm!n`^odji!2/6!ja!\^o!Hpgt!03+!0844+!^c-!25/+!

odog`! GGG+! ajmh`mgt! | 03+! \n! \__`_! B`^-! 06+! 0852+! Np]-! J-!

77~1/5+! | 0+! 66! Qo\o-! 3/0+! r\n! m`iph]`m`_! n`^odji! 2/6! ]t!
Np]-!J-!78~161+!m`iph]`m`_!n`^odji!20/!]t!Np]-!J-!8/~037+!

\i_!m`iph]`m`_!n`^odji!206!]t!Np]-!J-!80~5/3+!\i_!dn!n`o!

jpo! \n! \! Qcjmo! Rdog`! ijo`! pi_`m! n`^odji! 63/0! ja! ocdn!
odog`-!
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088/�Qp]n`^-!'\(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 6/2+!nomp^f!jpo!k\m-!

'0(! _`ndbi\odji! \o! ]`bdiidib+! din`mo`_! kmjqdndjin! \p,
ocjmdudib! dnnp\i^`! ja! np]kj`i\n! \i_! \_hdidnom\odji! ja!

j\ocn! ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja! diq`nodb\odjin+! hjidojmdib+! m`,

kjmodib! m`lpdm`h`ion+! `iomd`n+! ^jhkgd\i^`! dink`^odjin+!
jm! \_hdidnom\odq`! `iajm^`h`io! kmj^``_dibn! pi_`m! ocdn!

^c\ko`m+! \i_! nomp^f! jpo! [[jm! n`^odji! 6410']('4(&&! \ao`m!

[[n`^odji!630/'a(&&-!
Qp]n`^-!']('0(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 6/5'1(+!rcd^c!_dm`^o`_!

\h`i_h`io!ja!n`^ji_!n`io`i^`!]t!nomdfdib![[pi_`m!n`^,

odji! 6302'_(! ja! ocdn! odog`&&! dhh`_d\o`gt! ]`ajm`! [[pi_`m!

n`^odji! 6308! ja! ocdn! odog`&&+! r\n! `s`^po`_! ]t! nomdfdib!
[[pi_`m!n`^odji!6302'_(!ja!ocdn!odog`+&&!]`ajm`![[pi_`m!n`^,

odji!6308!ja!ocdn!odog`&&+!oj!m`ag`^o!oc`!kmj]\]g`!dio`io!ja!

Ajibm`nn-!
Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 6/5'0(+!din`mo`_!\o!`i_9![[Rc`!adgdib!ja!

\!k`ododji! ajm!m`^jind_`m\odji!]t!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!ja!

\it! joc`mrdn`! adi\g! mpg`! jm! \^odji! nc\gg! ijo! \aa`^o! oc`!
adi\gdot! ja! np^c! mpg`! jm! \^odji! ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja! ep_d^d\g!

m`qd`r!ijm!`so`i_!oc`!odh`!rdocdi!rcd^c!\!k`ododji!ajm!

ep_d^d\g!m`qd`r!ja!np^c!mpg`!jm!\^odji!pi_`m!ocdn!n`^odji!
h\t! ]`! adg`_+! \i_! nc\gg! ijo! kjnokji`! oc`! `aa`^odq`i`nn!

ja!np^c!mpg`!jm!\^odji-&&!
Np]-! J-! 0/0~438+! | 6/1'^(+! din`mo`_! [[jm! m`qdndib! m`bpg\,

odjin! ajm! `ic\i^`_! hjidojmdib! \i_! ^jhkgd\i^`! ^`modad,
^\odji!kmjbm\hn! pi_`m!n`^odji! 6303'\('2(!ja! ocdn! odog`+&&!

]`ajm`! [[jm! \it! joc`m! adi\g! \^odji! ja! oc`! ?_hdidn,

om\ojm&&-!
Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 2/1'b(+!np]nodopo`_![[n`^odji!6301&&!ajm!

[[n`^odji!6301'^(&&-!
Qp]n`^-! ']('1(-! Np]-! J-! 0/0~438+! | 6/6'c(+! din`mo`_! n`i,

o`i^`!\o!`i_!\pocjmdudib!^c\gg`ib`!oj!_`a`mm\gn! ja!k`m,
ajmh\i^`!ja!iji_dn^m`odji\mt!no\opojmt!\^odjin-!

Qp]n`^-!'_('0('A(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 00/'4('?(+!\h`i_`_!

np]k\m-!'A(!b`i`m\ggt-!Nmdjm!oj!\h`i_h`io+!np]k\m-!'A(!
m`\_! \n! ajggjrn9! [[oc`! kmjhpgb\odji! jm! m`qdndji! ja! \it!

no\i_\m_!ja!k`majmh\i^`!pi_`m!n`^odji!6300!ja!ocdn!odog`!

jm!`hdnndji!no\i_\m_!pi_`m!n`^odji!6301!ja!ocdn!odog`+&&-!
Qp]n`^-! '_('0('B(+! 'C(-! Np]-! J-! 0/0~438+! | 2/1'c(+! \__`_!

np]k\m-!'B(!\i_!m`_`ndbi\o`_!ajmh`m!np]k\m-!'B(!\n!'C(-!

Djmh`m!np]k\m-!'C(!m`_`ndbi\o`_!'D(-!
Qp]n`^-!'_('0('D(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 2/1'c(+!m`_`ndbi\o`_!

np]k\m-!'C(!\n!'D(-!Djmh`m!np]k\m-!'D(!m`_`ndbi\o`_!'E(-!
Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 00/'4('@(+!\h`i_`_!np]k\m-!'D(!b`i`m,

\ggt-! Nmdjm! oj! \h`i_h`io+! np]k\m-! 'D(! m`\_! \n! ajggjrn9!

[[kmjhpgb\odji!jm!m`qdndji!ja!m`bpg\odjin!k`mo\didib!oj!
jm_`mn! ajm! ^j\g! ^jiq`mndji! pi_`m! n`^odji! 6302'_('4(! ja!

ocdn!odog`!']po!ijo!di^gp_dib!jm_`mn!bm\iodib!jm!_`itdib!

\it!np^c!jm_`mn(+&&-!
Qp]n`^-!'_('0('E(+!'F(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 2/1'c(+!m`_`ndb,

i\o`_!np]k\mn-!'D(!\i_!'E(!\n!'E(!\i_!'F(+!m`nk`^odq`gt-!

Djmh`m!np]k\m-!'F(!m`_`ndbi\o`_!'G(-!
Qp]n`^-! '_('0('G(-! Np]-! J-! 0/0~438+! | 60/'](+! rcd^c! _d,

m`^o`_! oc\o! np]k\m-! 'F(! ]`! \h`i_`_! ]t! np]nodopodib!

[[np]^c\ko`m! TG! ja! ocdn! ^c\ko`m&&! ajm! [[k\mo! @! ja! np],
^c\ko`m!G!ja!ocdn!^c\ko`m&&+!r\n!`s`^po`_!]t!h\fdib!oc`!

np]nodopodji! di! np]k\m-! 'G(+! oj! m`ag`^o! oc`! kmj]\]g`! di,

o`io! ja! Ajibm`nn! \i_! oc`! dio`mq`idib! m`_`ndbi\odji! ja!
np]k\m-!'F(!\n!'G(!]t!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 2/1'c(+!n``!]`gjr-!

Np]-! J-! 0/0~438+! | 2/1'c(+! m`_`ndbi\o`_! np]k\m-! 'F(! \n!

'G(-!Djmh`m!np]k\m-!'G(!m`_`ndbi\o`_!'H(-!
Qp]n`^-!'_('0('H(!oj!'K(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 2/1'c(+!m`_`n,

dbi\o`_! np]k\mn-! 'G(! oj! 'J(! \n! 'H(! oj! 'K(+! m`nk`^odq`gt-!

Djmh`m!np]k\m-!'K(!m`_`ndbi\o`_!'L(-!
Qp]n`^-!'_('0('L(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 2/1'c(+!m`_`ndbi\o`_!

np]k\m-!'K(!\n!'L(-!Djmh`m!np]k\m-!'L(!m`_`ndbi\o`_!'M(-!

Np]-! J-! 0/0~438+! | 00/'4('A(+! \__`_! np]k\m-! 'L(! \i_! m`,
_`ndbi\o`_!ajmh`m!np]k\m-!'L(!\n!'S(-!

Qp]n`^-!'_('0('M(!oj!'R(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 2/1'c(+!m`_`n,

dbi\o`_! np]k\mn-! 'L(! oj! 'Q(! \n! 'M(! oj! 'R(+! m`nk`^odq`gt-!
Djmh`m!np]k\m-!'R(!m`_`ndbi\o`_!'S(-!

Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 00/'4('A(+!\__`_!np]k\mn-!'M(!oj!'R(-!

Qp]n`^-!'_('0('S(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 2/1'c(+!m`_`ndbi\o`_!
np]k\m-!'R(!\n!'S(-!Djmh`m!np]k\m-!'S(!m`_`ndbi\o`_!'T(-!

Np]-! J-! 0/0~438+! | 00/'4('A(+! m`_`ndbi\o`_! ajmh`m! np],

k\m-!'L(!\n!'S(-!
Qp]n`^-!'_('0('T(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 2/1'c(+!m`_`ndbi\o`_!

np]k\m-!'S(!\n!'T(-!

Qp]n`^-!'c(-!Np]-!J-!0/0~438+!| 0/7'k(+!\__`_!np]n`^-!'c(-!

0866�Qp]n`^-!']('0(-!Np]-!J-!84~08/!di!o`so!m`g\odib!oj!

adgdib!ja!k`ododjin!ajm!m`qd`r!di!oc`!Sido`_!Qo\o`n!Ajpmo!
ja!?kk`\gn!ajm!oc`!Bdnomd^o!ja!Ajgph]d\!din`mo`_!kmjqd,

ndji! m`nk`^odib! m`lpdm`h`ion! pi_`m! n`^odjin! 6300! \i_!

6301!ja!ocdn!odog`+!\i_!np]nodopo`_!kmjqdndjin!\pocjmdudib!
m`qd`r! ja! \it! mpg`! dnnp`_! pi_`m! n`^odji! 6302+! 6308+! jm!

631/! ja! ocdn! odog`+! ajm! kmjqdndjin! \pocjmdudib! m`qd`r! ja!

\it!mpg`!jm!jm_`m!dnnp`_!pi_`m!n`^odji!631/!ja!ocdn!odog`+!
m`g\odib!oj!iji^jhkgd\i^`!k`i\god`n+!\i_!di!o`so!m`g\o,

dib!oj!adgdib!ja!k`ododjin!ajm!m`qd`r!di!oc`!Sido`_!Qo\o`n!

Ajpmo! ja! ?kk`\gn! ajm! oc`! \kkmjkmd\o`! ^dm^pdo! din`mo`_!
kmjqdndji! m`nk`^odib! m`qd`r! pi_`m! n`^odji! 6300'e(+!

6301'^(+!6302'_(+!jm!6308!ja!ocdn!odog`+!kmjqdndji!\pocjmdu,

dib!m`qd`r!pi_`m!n`^odji!0746^~0/'^('1('?(+!'@(+!jm!'A(!oj!
oc`!k`mdj_!kmdjm!oj!?pb-!6+!0866+!\i_!kmjqdndjin!\pocjmdu,

dib! m`qd`r! ja! _`id\gn! jm! _dn\kkmjq\gn! ]t! oc`! ?_hdidn,

om\ojm!pi_`m!np]^c\ko`m!G!ja!ocdn!^c\ko`m-!
Np]-!J-!84~84+! | 2/4'^(+! 'c(+! din`mo`_!mpg`n!jm!jm_`mn!dn,

np`_! pi_`m! n`^odji! 631/! ja! ocdn! odog`! 'm`g\odib! oj! iji,

^jhkgd\i^`! k`i\god`n(! \i_! \it! joc`m! i\odji\ggt! \kkgd,
^\]g`! m`bpg\odjin! kmjhpgb\o`_+! jm! adi\g! \^odji! o\f`i+!

]t! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! pi_`m! ocdn! ^c\ko`m! oj! oc`! `ip,

h`m\odji! ja! \^odjin! ja! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! ajm! rcd^c! \!
k`ododji! ajm! m`qd`r! h\t! ]`! adg`_! jigt! di! oc`! Sido`_!

Qo\o`n! Ajpmo! ja! ?kk`\gn! ajm! oc`! Bdnomd^o! ja! Ajgph]d\+!

\__`_! oc`! \kkmjq\g! jm! kmjhpgb\odji! ]t! oc`! ?_hdidn,
om\ojm!ja!jm_`mn!pi_`m!n`^odji!631/!ja!ocdn!odog`+!jm!\it!

joc`m! adi\g! \^odji! ja! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! pi_`m! ocdn!

^c\ko`m!rcd^c!dn!gj^\ggt!jm!m`bdji\ggt!\kkgd^\]g`!oj!oc`!
`iph`m\odji!ja!\^odjin!]t!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!ajm!rcd^c!

\! k`ododji! ajm! m`qd`r! h\t! ]`! adg`_! jigt! di! oc`! Sido`_!

Qo\o`n!Ajpmo!ja!?kk`\gn!ajm!oc`!\kkmjkmd\o`!^dm^pdo+!di,
n`mo`_! kmjqdndji! oc\o! k`ododjin! joc`mrdn`! ^\k\]g`! ja!

]`dib!adg`_!di!oc`!Ajpmo!ja!?kk`\gn!ajm!oc`!\kkmjkmd\o`!

^dm^pdo!h\t!]`!adg`_!jigt!di!oc`!Ajpmo!ja!?kk`\gn!ajm!oc`!
Bdnomd^o!ja!Ajgph]d\! da! oc`!\^odji! dn!]\n`_!ji!\!_`o`m,

hdi\odji! ja! i\odjird_`! n^jk`+! \i_! di^m`\n`_! amjh! 2/!

_\tn! oj! 5/! _\tn! oc`! k`mdj_! _pmdib! rcd^c! oc`! k`ododji!
hpno!]`!adg`_-!

Qp]n`^-!'_(-!Np]-!J-!84~84+!| 2/4'\(+!\__`_!np]n`^-!'_(-!

Qp]n`^-!'`(-!Np]-!J-!84~84+!| 2/2'_(+!\__`_!np]n`^-!'`(-!
Qp]n`^-!'a(-!Np]-!J-!84~84+!| 2/4'a(+!\__`_!np]n`^-!'a(-!

Qp]n`^-!'b(-!Np]-!J-!84~84+!| 2/4'b(+!\__`_!np]n`^-!'b(-!

0863�Qp]n`^-! ']('0(-! Np]-! J-! 82~208! din`mo`_! m`a`m`i^`!
oj! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm&n! \^odji! pi_`m! n`^odji!

0746^~0/'^('1('?(+!'@(+!jm!'A(!ja!ocdn!odog`!jm!pi_`m!m`bpg\,

odjin!oc`m`pi_`m!\i_!np]nodopo`_!m`a`m`i^`!oj!oc`!adgdib!
ja!\!k`ododji!rdocdi!2/!_\tn!amjh!oc`!_\o`!ja!kmjhpgb\,

odji+!\kkmjq\g+!jm!\^odji!ajm!m`a`m`i^`!oj!oc`!adgdib!ja!\!

k`ododji!rdocdi!2/!_\tn! amjh!oc`!_\o`!ja!kmjhpgb\odji!
jm!\kkmjq\g-!

0860�Qp]n`^-! '\('0(-! Np]-! J-! 81~046! np]nodopo`_! m`a,

`m`i^`! oj! n`^odji! [[6434'^('2(&&! ajm! [[6434'^('3(&&! ja! ocdn!
odog`-!

CDDCARGTC B?RC MD 0866! ?KCLBKCLR!

?h`i_h`io!]t!Np]-!J-!84~84!`aa`^odq`!?pb-!6+!0866+!`s,

^`ko!\n!joc`mrdn`!`skm`nngt!kmjqd_`_+!n``!n`^odji!3/5'_(!

ja!Np]-!J-!84~84+!n`o!jpo!\n!\!ijo`!pi_`m!n`^odji!63/0!ja!
ocdn!odog`-!

RCPKGL?RGML MD ?BTGQMPW AMKKGRRCCQ!

?_qdnjmt!^jhhdoo``n!`no\]gdnc`_!\ao`m!H\i-!4+!0862+!oj!

o`mhdi\o`! ijo! g\o`m! oc\i! oc`! `skdm\odji! ja! oc`! 1,t`\m!

k`mdj_! ]`bdiidib! ji! oc`! _\o`! ja! oc`dm! `no\]gdnch`io+!
pig`nn+! di! oc`! ^\n`! ja! \! ^jhhdoo``! `no\]gdnc`_! ]t! oc`!

Nm`nd_`io!jm!\i!jaad^`m!ja!oc`!D`_`m\g!Ejq`mih`io+!np^c!

^jhhdoo``! dn! m`i`r`_! ]t! \kkmjkmd\o`! \^odji! kmdjm! oj!
oc`! `skdm\odji! ja! np^c! 1,t`\m! k`mdj_+! jm! di! oc`! ^\n`! ja!

\!^jhhdoo``! `no\]gdnc`_!]t! oc`! Ajibm`nn+! don! _pm\odji!

dn!joc`mrdn`!kmjqd_`_!ajm!]t!g\r-!Q``!n`^odji!03!ja!Np]-!
J-!81~352+!M^o-!5+!0861+!75!Qo\o-!665+!n`o!jpo!di!oc`!?kk`i,

_ds! oj! Rdog`! 4+! Ejq`mih`io! Mmb\idu\odji! \i_! Chkgjt,

``n-!

NCLBGLE ?ARGMLQ ?LB NPMACCBGLEQ!

Qpdon+! \^odjin+! \i_! joc`m! kmj^``_dibn! g\rapggt! ^jh,

h`i^`_! ]t! jm! \b\dino! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! jm! \it! joc`m!
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N\b`! 5542! RGRJC! 31�RFC! NS@JGA! FC?JRF! ?LB! UCJD?PC! v 43.-!

jaad^`m!jm!`hkgjt``!ja!oc`!Sido`_!Qo\o`n!di!cdn!jaad^d\g!

^\k\^dot! jm! di! m`g\odji! oj! oc`! _dn^c\mb`! ja! cdn! jaad^d\g!
_pod`n!pi_`m!\^o!Hpgt!03+!0844+!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o+!\n!di!

`aa`^o! dhh`_d\o`gt! kmdjm! oj! oc`! `i\^oh`io! ja! Np]-! J-!

84~84!Y?pb-!6+!0866Z+!ijo!oj!\]\o`!]t!m`\nji!ja!oc`!o\fdib!
`aa`^o! ja! Np]-! J-! 84~84+! n``! n`^odji! 3/5'\(! ja! Np]-! J-!

84~84+! n`o! jpo! \n!\i! Caa`^odq`! B\o`!ja! 0866! ?h`i_h`io!

ijo`!pi_`m!n`^odji!63/0!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

KMBGDGA?RGML MP PCQAGQQGML MD PSJCQ+! PCESJ?RGMLQ+!

MPBCPQ+! BCRCPKGL?RGMLQ+! AMLRP?ARQ+! ACPRGDG,

A?RGMLQ+! ?SRFMPGX?RGMLQ+! BCJCE?RGMLQ+! ?LB MRFCP!
?ARGMLQ!

?gg! mpg`n+! m`bpg\odjin+! jm_`mn+! _`o`mhdi\odjin+! ^ji,

om\^on+! ^`modad^\odjin+! \pocjmdu\odjin+! _`g`b\odjin+! jm!

joc`m!\^odjin!_pgt!dnnp`_+!h\_`+!jm!o\f`i!]t!jm!kpmnp,
\io!oj!\^o!Hpgt!03+!0844+!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o+!\n!di!`aa`^o!

dhh`_d\o`gt!kmdjm!oj!oc`!_\o`!ja!`i\^oh`io!ja!Np]-!J-!

84~84! Y?pb-! 6+! 0866Z! oj! ^jiodip`! di! apgg! ajm^`! \i_! `aa`^o!
piodg!hj_dad`_!jm!m`n^di_`_!di!\^^jm_\i^`!rdoc!\^o!Hpgt!

03+!0844+!\n!\h`i_`_!]t!Np]-!J-!84~84!Yocdn!^c\ko`mZ+!n``!

n`^odji! 3/5'](! ja! Np]-! J-! 84~84+! n`o! jpo! \n! \i! Caa`^odq`!
B\o`!ja!0866!?h`i_h`io!ijo`!pi_`m!n`^odji!63/0!ja!ocdn!

odog`-!

v 43-5+!FWdZWjeho!b_Y[di_d]!

Uc`i`q`m! oc`! ?oojmi`t! E`i`m\g! _`o`mhdi`n+!
pkji!\kkgd^\odji!ja!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm�!

'0(!oc\o�!
'?(! di! oc`! dhkg`h`io\odji! ja! oc`! m`lpdm`,

h`ion! ja! n`^odji! 6300+! 6301+! jm! 6410! ja! ocdn!
odog`+!\!mdbco!pi_`m!\it!Sido`_!Qo\o`n!g`oo`mn!
k\o`io+! rcd^c! dn! ]`dib! pn`_! jm! dio`i_`_! ajm!
kp]gd^!jm!^jhh`m^d\g!pn`!\i_!ijo!joc`mrdn`!
m`\nji\]gt! \q\dg\]g`+! dn! i`^`nn\mt! oj! `i\]g`!
\it! k`mnji! m`lpdm`_! oj! ^jhkgt! rdoc! np^c!
gdhdo\odji!oj!nj!^jhkgt+!\i_!

'@(! oc`m`! \m`! ij! m`\nji\]g`! \go`mi\odq`!
h`ocj_n!oj!\^^jhkgdnc!np^c!kpmkjn`+!\i_!

'1(!oc\o!oc`!pi\q\dg\]dgdot!ja!np^c!mdbco!h\t!
m`npgo! di! \! np]no\iod\g! g`nn`idib! ja! ^jhk`od,
odji!jm!o`i_`i^t!oj!^m`\o`!\!hjijkjgt!di!\it!
gdi`! ja! ^jhh`m^`! di! \it! n`^odji! ja! oc`! ^jpi,
omt+!

oc`! ?oojmi`t! E`i`m\g! h\t! nj! ^`modat! oj! \! _dn,
omd^o! ^jpmo! ja! oc`! Sido`_! Qo\o`n+! rcd^c! h\t!
dnnp`! \i! jm_`m! m`lpdmdib! oc`! k`mnji! rcj! jrin!
np^c! k\o`io! oj! gd^`in`! do! ji! np^c! m`\nji\]g`!
o`mhn!\i_!^ji_dodjin!\n!oc`!^jpmo+!\ao`m!c`\mdib+!
h\t!_`o`mhdi`-!Qp^c!^`modad^\odji!h\t!]`!h\_`!
oj!oc`!_dnomd^o!^jpmo!ajm!oc`!_dnomd^o!di!rcd^c!oc`!
k`mnji!jridib!oc`!k\o`io!m`nd_`n+!_j`n!]pndi`nn+!
jm!dn!ajpi_-!

'Hpgt! 03+! 0844+! ^c-! 25/+! odog`! GGG+! | 2/7+! \n! \__`_!
Np]-!J-!80~5/3+!| 01'\(+!B`^-!20+!086/+!73!Qo\o-!06/7-(!

AMBGDGA?RGML!

Q`^odji! r\n! ajmh`mgt! ^g\nndad`_! oj! n`^odji! 0746c~5! ja!

ocdn!odog`-!

NPGMP NPMTGQGMLQ!

?! kmdjm! n`^odji! 2/7! ja! \^o! Hpgt! 03+! 0844+! r\n! m`iph,
]`m`_! n`^odji! 204! ]t!Np]-! J-! 80~5/3! \i_! dn! ^g\nndad`_! oj!

n`^odji!6504!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

KMBGDGA?RGML MP PCQAGQQGML MD PSJCQ+! PCESJ?RGMLQ+!
MPBCPQ+! BCRCPKGL?RGMLQ+! AMLRP?ARQ+! ACPRGDG,

A?RGMLQ+! ?SRFMPGX?RGMLQ+! BCJCE?RGMLQ+! ?LB MRFCP!

?ARGMLQ!

?gg! mpg`n+! m`bpg\odjin+! jm_`mn+! _`o`mhdi\odjin+! ^ji,
om\^on+! ^`modad^\odjin+! \pocjmdu\odjin+! _`g`b\odjin+! jm!

joc`m!\^odjin!_pgt!dnnp`_+!h\_`+!jm!o\f`i!]t!jm!kpmnp,

\io!oj!\^o!Hpgt!03+!0844+!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o+!\n!di!`aa`^o!

dhh`_d\o`gt!kmdjm!oj!oc`!_\o`!ja!`i\^oh`io!ja!Np]-!J-!

84~84! Y?pb-! 6+! 0866Z! oj! ^jiodip`! di! apgg! ajm^`! \i_! `aa`^o!
piodg!hj_dad`_!jm!m`n^di_`_!di!\^^jm_\i^`!rdoc!\^o!Hpgt!

03+!0844+!\n!\h`i_`_!]t!Np]-!J-!84~84!Yocdn!^c\ko`mZ+!n``!

n`^odji! 3/5'](! ja! Np]-! J-! 84~84+! n`o! jpo! \n! \i! Caa`^odq`!
B\o`!ja!0866!?h`i_h`io!ijo`!pi_`m!n`^odji!63/0!ja!ocdn!

odog`-!

v 43-6+!Ieb_Yo!h[l_[m!

&W'!>dl_hedc[djWb!_cfWYj!

Rc`!?_hdidnom\ojm!nc\gg!m`qd`r!\i_! ^jhh`io!
di! rmdodib! ji! oc`! `iqdmjih`io\g! dhk\^o! ja! \it!
h\oo`m! m`g\odib! oj! _pod`n! \i_! m`nkjind]dgdod`n!
bm\io`_!kpmnp\io!oj!ocdn!^c\ko`m!jm!joc`m!kmjqd,
ndjin!ja!oc`!\pocjmdot!ja!oc`!?_hdidnom\ojm+!^ji,
o\di`_! di! \it! '0(! g`bdng\odji! kmjkjn`_! ]t! \it!
D`_`m\g!_`k\moh`io!jm!\b`i^t+!'1(!i`rgt!\pocjm,
du`_! D`_`m\g! kmje`^on! ajm! ^jinomp^odji! \i_! \it!
h\ejm! D`_`m\g! \b`i^t! \^odji! 'joc`m! oc\i! \!
kmje`^o! ajm! ^jinomp^odji(! oj! rcd^c! n`^odji!
3221'1('A(! ja! ocdn! odog`! \kkgd`n+! \i_! '2(! kmjkjn`_!
m`bpg\odjin! kp]gdnc`_! ]t! \it! _`k\moh`io! jm!
\b`i^t! ja! oc`! D`_`m\g! Ejq`mih`io-! Qp^c! rmdo,
o`i!^jhh`io!nc\gg!]`!h\_`!kp]gd^!\o!oc`!^ji^gp,
ndji!ja!\it!np^c!m`qd`r-!

&X'! NdiWj_i\WYjeho! b[]_ibWj_ed)! WYj_ed)! eh! h[]kbW*
j_ed!

Gi! oc`! `q`io! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! _`o`mhdi`n!
oc\o! \it! np^c! g`bdng\odji+! \^odji+! jm! m`bpg\odji!
dn! pin\odna\^ojmt! amjh! oc`! no\i_kjdio! ja! kp]gd^!
c`\goc! jm! r`ga\m`! jm! `iqdmjih`io\g! lp\gdot+! c`!
nc\gg! kp]gdnc! cdn! _`o`mhdi\odji! \i_! oc`! h\oo`m!
nc\gg! ]`! m`a`mm`_! oj! oc`! Ajpi^dg! ji! Ciqdmji,
h`io\g!Op\gdot-!

'Hpgt! 03+! 0844+! ^c-! 25/+! odog`! GGG+! | 2/8+! \n! \__`_!
Np]-!J-!80~5/3+!| 01'\(+!B`^-!20+!086/+!73!Qo\o-!06/8-(!

AMBGDGA?RGML!

Q`^odji! r\n! ajmh`mgt! ^g\nndad`_! oj! n`^odji! 0746c~6! ja!
ocdn!odog`-!

NPGMP NPMTGQGMLQ!

?! kmdjm! n`^odji! 2/8! ja! \^o! Hpgt! 03+! 0844+! ^c-! 25/+! odog`!
GGG+!ajmh`mgt!| 02+!\n!\__`_!B`^-!06+!0852+!Np]-!J-!77~1/5+!

| 0+! 66!Qo\o-!3/0;! m`iph]`m`_!| 2/5+!M^o-!1/+! 0854+!Np]-!J-!

78~161+! odog`! G+! | 0/0'3(+! 68! Qo\o-! 881;! m`iph]`m`_! | 2/8+!
Ljq-!10+!0856+!Np]-!J-!8/~037+!| 1+!70!Qo\o-!4/5;!m`iph]`m`_!

| 205+! B`^-! 20+! 086/+! Np]-! J-! 80~5/3+! | 01'\(+! 73! Qo\o-! 06/4+!

m`g\o`_!oj!\kkmjkmd\odjin!\i_!r\n! ^g\nndad`_!oj!n`^odji!
0746_!ja!ocdn!odog`+!kmdjm!oj!m`k`\g!]t!n`^odji!2/5!ja!Np]-!

J-!84~84-!Q``!n`^odji!6515!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

KMBGDGA?RGML MP PCQAGQQGML MD PSJCQ+! PCESJ?RGMLQ+!

MPBCPQ+! BCRCPKGL?RGMLQ+! AMLRP?ARQ+! ACPRGDG,
A?RGMLQ+! ?SRFMPGX?RGMLQ+! BCJCE?RGMLQ+! ?LB MRFCP!

?ARGMLQ!

?gg! mpg`n+! m`bpg\odjin+! jm_`mn+! _`o`mhdi\odjin+! ^ji,

om\^on+! ^`modad^\odjin+! \pocjmdu\odjin+! _`g`b\odjin+! jm!
joc`m!\^odjin!_pgt!dnnp`_+!h\_`+!jm!o\f`i!]t!jm!kpmnp,

\io!oj!\^o!Hpgt!03+!0844+!oc`!Ag`\i!?dm!?^o+!\n!di!`aa`^o!

dhh`_d\o`gt!kmdjm!oj!oc`!_\o`!ja!`i\^oh`io!ja!Np]-!J-!
84~84! Y?pb-! 6+! 0866Z! oj! ^jiodip`! di! apgg! ajm^`! \i_! `aa`^o!

piodg!hj_dad`_!jm!m`n^di_`_!di!\^^jm_\i^`!rdoc!\^o!Hpgt!

03+!0844+!\n!\h`i_`_!]t!Np]-!J-!84~84!Yocdn!^c\ko`mZ+!n``!
n`^odji! 3/5'](! ja! Np]-! J-! 84~84+! n`o! jpo! \n! \i! Caa`^odq`!

B\o`!ja!0866!?h`i_h`io!ijo`!pi_`m!n`^odji!63/0!ja!ocdn!

odog`-!

v 43.-+!Hj^[h!Wkj^eh_jo!

&W'! 9kj^eh_jo! WdZ! h[ifedi_X_b_j_[i! kdZ[h! ej^[h!
bWmi!dej!W\\[Yj[Z!

Cs^`ko! \n! kmjqd_`_! di! np]n`^odji! '](! ja! ocdn!
n`^odji+! ocdn! ^c\ko`m! nc\gg! ijo! ]`! ^jinomp`_! \n!
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N\b`! 6731!RGRJC! 31�RFC! NS@JGA! FC?JRF! ?LB! UCJD?PC!v .0240!

Qj!di!jmdbdi\g-!Nmj]\]gt!ncjpg_!]`![[kpmkjn`n&&-!

'| 63/0!`o!n`l-(!ja!ocdn!odog`-!Djm!^jhkg`o`!^g\nndad^\odji!

ja! ocdn! ?^o! oj! oc`! Aj_`+! n``! Qcjmo! Rdog`! ijo`! n`o! jpo!
pi_`m!n`^odji!63/0!ja!ocdn!odog`!\i_!R\]g`n-!

Rcdn! ?^o+! m`a`mm`_! oj! di! np]n`^-! ']('1(+! dn! Np]-! J-!

0/1~375+! M^o-! 13+! 0881+! 0/5! Qo\o-! 1665+! fijri! \n! oc`! Ci,
`mbt!Njgd^t! ?^o! ja!0881-!Djm!^jhkg`o`! ^g\nndad^\odji!ja!

ocdn!?^o!oj!oc`!Aj_`+!n``!Qcjmo!Rdog`!ijo`!n`o!jpo!pi_`m!

n`^odji!021/0!ja!ocdn!odog`!\i_!R\]g`n-!

v .0240+!@[d[hWj_ed!fhe`[Yji!

&W'!>b_]_Xb[!fhe`[Yji!

Nmje`^on!npkkjmo`_!pi_`m!n`^odji!02461'\('0(!ja!
ocdn!odog`!h\t!di^gp_`�!

'0(! `lpdkh`io! jm! kmj^`nn`n! km`qdjpngt! npk,
kjmo`_!]t!\!B`k\moh`io!ja!Ci`mbt!kmjbm\h;!

'1(! \_q\i^`_! ^jh]pnodji! `lpdkh`io! \i_!
kmj^`nn`n! oc\o! oc`! Q`^m`o\mt! _`o`mhdi`n! rdgg!
]`! ^jno,`aa`^odq`! \i_! ^jpg_! np]no\iod\ggt! ^ji,
omd]po`! oj! h``odib! `iqdmjih`io\g! jm! `i`mbt!
i``_n+!di^gp_dib!b\ndad^\odji+!b\ndad^\odji!ap`g!
^`ggn+! b\ndad^\odji! ^jkmj_p^odji+! jsd_\odji!
^jh]pnodji! o`^cidlp`n+! pgom\,npk`m^mdod^\g!
]jdg`mn+!\i_!^c`hd^\g!gjjkdib;!\i_!

'2(! ct]md_! b\ndad^\odji.^jh]pnodji! ntno`hn+!
di^gp_dib! ntno`hn! dio`bm\odib! ap`g! ^`ggn! rdoc!
b\ndad^\odji!jm!^jh]pnodji!pidon-!

&X'!<h_j[h_W!

Rc`! Q`^m`o\mt! nc\gg! `no\]gdnc! ^mdo`md\! ajm! oc`!
n`g`^odji! ja! b`i`m\odji! kmje`^on! pi_`m! n`^odji!
02461'\('0(!ja!ocdn!odog`-!Rc`!Q`^m`o\mt!h\t!hj_,
dat! oc`! ^mdo`md\! \n! \kkmjkmd\o`! oj! m`ag`^o! dh,
kmjq`h`ion! di! `lpdkh`io+! `s^`ko! oc\o! oc`! ^md,
o`md\!nc\gg!ijo!]`!hj_dad`_!oj!]`!g`nn!nomdib`io-!
Rc`!n`g`^odji!^mdo`md\!nc\gg!di^gp_`�!

'0(! kmdjmdodu\odji! ja! kmje`^on! rcjn`! dino\gg\,
odji!dn!gdf`gt!oj!m`npgo!di!ndbidad^\io!\dm!lp\g,
dot! dhkmjq`h`ion! di! iji\oo\dih`io! \dm! lp\g,
dot!\m`\n;!

'1(! kmdjmdodu\odji! ja! kmje`^on! rcjn`! dino\gg\,
odji!dn!gdf`gt!oj!m`npgo!di!gjr`m!`hdnndji!m\o`n!
ja!kjggpodji;!

'2(! kmdjmdodu\odji! ja! kmje`^on! oc\o! m`npgo! di!
oc`! m`kjr`mdib! jm! m`kg\^`h`io! ja! jg_`m+! g`nn!
`aad^d`io!pidon;!

'3(! _j^ph`io`_! ]mj\_! dio`m`no! di! oc`! kmj,
^pm`h`io! ja! oc`! `lpdkh`io! \i_! podgdu\odji! ja!
oc`!kmj^`nn`n!pn`_!di!oc`!kmje`^on!]t!jri`mn!jm!
jk`m\ojmn! ja! a\^dgdod`n! ajm! `g`^omd^dot! b`i`m\,
odji;!

'4(! `lpdkh`io! \i_! kmj^`nn`n! ]`bdiidib! di!
1//5!ocmjpbc!1/00!oc\o!\m`!kmje`^o`_!oj!\^cd`q`!
\!oc`mh\g!`aad^d`i^t!ja�!

'?(! 3/! k`m^`io! ajm! ^j\g! ja! hjm`! oc\i! 8+///!
@op! k`m! kjpi_! ]\n`_! ji! cdbc`m! c`\odib! q\g,
p`n;!

'@(!27!k`m^`io!ajm!^j\g!ja!6+///!oj!8+///!@op!
k`m! kjpi_! k\nn`_! ji! cdbc`m! c`\odib! q\gp`n;!
\i_!

'A(!25!k`m^`io!ajm!^j\g!ja!g`nn!oc\i!6+///!@op!
k`m!kjpi_!]\n`_!ji!cdbc`m!c`\odib!q\gp`n;!

`s^`ko! oc\o! `i`mbt! pn`_! ajm! ^jkmj_p^odji! jm!
^jb`i`m\odji!nc\gg!ijo!]`!^jpio`_!di!^\g^pg\o,
dib! oc`! oc`mh\g! `aad^d`i^t! pi_`m! ocdn! k\m\,
bm\kc;!\i_!

'5(! `lpdkh`io! \i_! kmj^`nn`n! ]`bdiidib! di!
1/01! \i_! 1/02! oc\o! \m`! kmje`^o`_! oj! \^cd`q`! \!
oc`mh\g!`aad^d`i^t!ja�!

'?(! 34! k`m^`io! ajm! ^j\g! ja! hjm`! oc\i! 8+///!
@op! k`m! kjpi_! ]\n`_! ji! cdbc`m! c`\odib! q\g,
p`n;!

'@(!33!k`m^`io!ajm!^j\g!ja!6+///!oj!8+///!@op!
k`m! kjpi_! k\nn`_! ji! cdbc`m! c`\odib! q\gp`n;!
\i_!

'A(!3/!k`m^`io!ajm!^j\g!ja!g`nn!oc\i!6+///!@op!
k`m!kjpi_!]\n`_!ji!cdbc`m!c`\odib!q\gp`n;!

`s^`ko! oc\o! `i`mbt! pn`_! ajm! ^jkmj_p^odji! jm!
^jb`i`m\odji!nc\gg!ijo!]`!^jpio`_!di!^\g^pg\o,
dib! oc`! oc`mh\g! `aad^d`i^t! pi_`m! ocdn! k\m\,
bm\kc-!

&Y'!Ihe]hWc!XWbWdY[!WdZ!fh_eh_jo!

Gi! ^\mmtdib! jpo! oc`! kmjbm\h! pi_`m! n`^odji!
02461'\('0(! ja! ocdn! odog`+! oc`! Q`^m`o\mt! nc\gg! `i,
npm`+!oj!oc`!`so`io!km\^od^\]g`+!oc\o�!

'0(!]`or``i!14!k`m^`io!\i_!64!k`m^`io!ja!oc`!
kmje`^on! npkkjmo`_! \m`! ajm! oc`! njg`! kpmkjn`! ja!
`g`^omd^\g!b`i`m\odji;!\i_!

'1(!kmdjmdot!dn!bdq`i!oj!kmje`^on!oc\o!pn`!`g`^,
omd^\g! b`i`m\odji! `lpdkh`io! \i_! kmj^`nn`n!
oc\o! c\q`! ]``i! _`q`gjk`_! \i_! _`hjinom\o`_!
\i_!\kkgd`_!di!\^op\g!kmj_p^odji!ja!`g`^omd^dot+!
]po! \m`! ijo! t`o! ^jno,^jhk`ododq`+! \i_! oc\o!
\^cd`q`! bm`\o`m! `aad^d`i^t! \i_! `iqdmjih`io\g!
k`majmh\i^`-!

&Z'!9kj^eh_pWj_ed!e\!Wffhefh_Wj_edi!

Rc`m`!\m`!\pocjmdu`_!oj!]`!\kkmjkmd\o`_!oj!oc`!
Q`^m`o\mt!oj!^\mmt!jpo!n`^odji!02461'\('0(!ja!ocdn!
odog`�!

'0(!#14/+///+///!ajm!adn^\g!t`\m!1//6;!
'1(!#24/+///+///!ajm!adn^\g!t`\m!1//7;!
'2(! #3//+///+///! ajm! `\^c! ja! adn^\g! t`\mn! 1//8!

ocmjpbc!1/01;!\i_!
'3(!#2//+///+///!ajm!adn^\g!t`\m!1/02-!

&['!9ffb_YWX_b_jo!

Lj!o`^cijgjbt+!jm!g`q`g!ja!`hdnndji!m`_p^odji+!
nc\gg!]`!om`\o`_!\n!\_`lp\o`gt!_`hjinom\o`_!ajm!
kpmkjn` ja!n`^odji!6300!ja!ocdn!odog`+!\^cd`q\]g`!
ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja! n`^odji! 6368! ja! ocdn! odog`+! jm!
\^cd`q\]g`! di! km\^od^`! ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja! n`^odji!
64/0! ja! ocdn! odog`! njg`gt! ]t! m`\nji! ja! oc`! pn`! ja!
np^c! o`^cijgjbt+! jm! oc`! \^cd`q`h`io! ja! np^c!
`hdnndji!m`_p^odji+!]t!ji`!jm!hjm`!a\^dgdod`n!m`,
^`dqdib! \nndno\i^`! pi_`m! n`^odji! 02461'\('0(! ja!
ocdn!odog`-!

'Np]-!J-!0/1~375+!odog`!VVVG+!| 20/2+!\n!\__`_!Np]-!
J-!0/8~47+!odog`!GT+!| 310'\(+!?pb-!7+!1//4+!008!Qo\o-!
647-(!

v .0241+!9_h!gkWb_jo![d^WdY[c[dj!fhe]hWc!

&W'!>b_]_Xb[!fhe`[Yji!

Nmje`^on!npkkjmo`_!pi_`m!n`^odji!02461'\('1(!ja!
ocdn!odog`!nc\gg�!

'0(! podgdu`! o`^cijgjbd`n! oc\o! h``o! m`g`q\io!
D`_`m\g! \i_! Qo\o`! ^g`\i! \dm! m`lpdm`h`ion! \k,
kgd^\]g`!oj!oc`!pido!jm!a\^dgdot+!di^gp_dib!]`dib!
\_`lp\o`gt! _`hjinom\o`_! ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja! n`^,
odji!6300!ja!ocdn!odog`+!\^cd`q\]g`!ajm!kpmkjn`n!
ja! n`^odji! 6368! ja! ocdn! odog`+! jm! \^cd`q\]g`! di!
km\^od^`! ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja! n`^odji! 64/0! ja! ocdn!
odog`;!jm!

'1(! podgdu`! `lpdkh`io! jm! kmj^`nn`n! oc\o! `s,
^``_! m`g`q\io! D`_`m\g! jm! Qo\o`! ^g`\i! \dm! m`,
lpdm`h`ion!\kkgd^\]g`!oj!oc`!pido!jm!a\^dgdod`n!
di^gp_`_! di! oc`! kmje`^on! ]t! \^cd`qdib! bm`\o`m!
`aad^d`i^t!jm!`iqdmjih`io\g!k`majmh\i^`-!
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N\b`! 6731!RGRJC! 31�RFC! NS@JGA! FC?JRF! ?LB! UCJD?PC!v .0240!

Qj!di!jmdbdi\g-!Nmj]\]gt!ncjpg_!]`![[kpmkjn`n&&-!

'| 63/0!`o!n`l-(!ja!ocdn!odog`-!Djm!^jhkg`o`!^g\nndad^\odji!

ja! ocdn! ?^o! oj! oc`! Aj_`+! n``! Qcjmo! Rdog`! ijo`! n`o! jpo!
pi_`m!n`^odji!63/0!ja!ocdn!odog`!\i_!R\]g`n-!

Rcdn! ?^o+! m`a`mm`_! oj! di! np]n`^-! ']('1(+! dn! Np]-! J-!

0/1~375+! M^o-! 13+! 0881+! 0/5! Qo\o-! 1665+! fijri! \n! oc`! Ci,
`mbt!Njgd^t! ?^o! ja!0881-!Djm!^jhkg`o`! ^g\nndad^\odji!ja!

ocdn!?^o!oj!oc`!Aj_`+!n``!Qcjmo!Rdog`!ijo`!n`o!jpo!pi_`m!

n`^odji!021/0!ja!ocdn!odog`!\i_!R\]g`n-!

v .0240+!@[d[hWj_ed!fhe`[Yji!

&W'!>b_]_Xb[!fhe`[Yji!

Nmje`^on!npkkjmo`_!pi_`m!n`^odji!02461'\('0(!ja!
ocdn!odog`!h\t!di^gp_`�!

'0(! `lpdkh`io! jm! kmj^`nn`n! km`qdjpngt! npk,
kjmo`_!]t!\!B`k\moh`io!ja!Ci`mbt!kmjbm\h;!

'1(! \_q\i^`_! ^jh]pnodji! `lpdkh`io! \i_!
kmj^`nn`n! oc\o! oc`! Q`^m`o\mt! _`o`mhdi`n! rdgg!
]`! ^jno,`aa`^odq`! \i_! ^jpg_! np]no\iod\ggt! ^ji,
omd]po`! oj! h``odib! `iqdmjih`io\g! jm! `i`mbt!
i``_n+!di^gp_dib!b\ndad^\odji+!b\ndad^\odji!ap`g!
^`ggn+! b\ndad^\odji! ^jkmj_p^odji+! jsd_\odji!
^jh]pnodji! o`^cidlp`n+! pgom\,npk`m^mdod^\g!
]jdg`mn+!\i_!^c`hd^\g!gjjkdib;!\i_!

'2(! ct]md_! b\ndad^\odji.^jh]pnodji! ntno`hn+!
di^gp_dib! ntno`hn! dio`bm\odib! ap`g! ^`ggn! rdoc!
b\ndad^\odji!jm!^jh]pnodji!pidon-!

&X'!<h_j[h_W!

Rc`! Q`^m`o\mt! nc\gg! `no\]gdnc! ^mdo`md\! ajm! oc`!
n`g`^odji! ja! b`i`m\odji! kmje`^on! pi_`m! n`^odji!
02461'\('0(!ja!ocdn!odog`-!Rc`!Q`^m`o\mt!h\t!hj_,
dat! oc`! ^mdo`md\! \n! \kkmjkmd\o`! oj! m`ag`^o! dh,
kmjq`h`ion! di! `lpdkh`io+! `s^`ko! oc\o! oc`! ^md,
o`md\!nc\gg!ijo!]`!hj_dad`_!oj!]`!g`nn!nomdib`io-!
Rc`!n`g`^odji!^mdo`md\!nc\gg!di^gp_`�!

'0(! kmdjmdodu\odji! ja! kmje`^on! rcjn`! dino\gg\,
odji!dn!gdf`gt!oj!m`npgo!di!ndbidad^\io!\dm!lp\g,
dot! dhkmjq`h`ion! di! iji\oo\dih`io! \dm! lp\g,
dot!\m`\n;!

'1(! kmdjmdodu\odji! ja! kmje`^on! rcjn`! dino\gg\,
odji!dn!gdf`gt!oj!m`npgo!di!gjr`m!`hdnndji!m\o`n!
ja!kjggpodji;!

'2(! kmdjmdodu\odji! ja! kmje`^on! oc\o! m`npgo! di!
oc`! m`kjr`mdib! jm! m`kg\^`h`io! ja! jg_`m+! g`nn!
`aad^d`io!pidon;!

'3(! _j^ph`io`_! ]mj\_! dio`m`no! di! oc`! kmj,
^pm`h`io! ja! oc`! `lpdkh`io! \i_! podgdu\odji! ja!
oc`!kmj^`nn`n!pn`_!di!oc`!kmje`^on!]t!jri`mn!jm!
jk`m\ojmn! ja! a\^dgdod`n! ajm! `g`^omd^dot! b`i`m\,
odji;!

'4(! `lpdkh`io! \i_! kmj^`nn`n! ]`bdiidib! di!
1//5!ocmjpbc!1/00!oc\o!\m`!kmje`^o`_!oj!\^cd`q`!
\!oc`mh\g!`aad^d`i^t!ja�!

'?(! 3/! k`m^`io! ajm! ^j\g! ja! hjm`! oc\i! 8+///!
@op! k`m! kjpi_! ]\n`_! ji! cdbc`m! c`\odib! q\g,
p`n;!

'@(!27!k`m^`io!ajm!^j\g!ja!6+///!oj!8+///!@op!
k`m! kjpi_! k\nn`_! ji! cdbc`m! c`\odib! q\gp`n;!
\i_!

'A(!25!k`m^`io!ajm!^j\g!ja!g`nn!oc\i!6+///!@op!
k`m!kjpi_!]\n`_!ji!cdbc`m!c`\odib!q\gp`n;!

`s^`ko! oc\o! `i`mbt! pn`_! ajm! ^jkmj_p^odji! jm!
^jb`i`m\odji!nc\gg!ijo!]`!^jpio`_!di!^\g^pg\o,
dib! oc`! oc`mh\g! `aad^d`i^t! pi_`m! ocdn! k\m\,
bm\kc;!\i_!

'5(! `lpdkh`io! \i_! kmj^`nn`n! ]`bdiidib! di!
1/01! \i_! 1/02! oc\o! \m`! kmje`^o`_! oj! \^cd`q`! \!
oc`mh\g!`aad^d`i^t!ja�!

'?(! 34! k`m^`io! ajm! ^j\g! ja! hjm`! oc\i! 8+///!
@op! k`m! kjpi_! ]\n`_! ji! cdbc`m! c`\odib! q\g,
p`n;!

'@(!33!k`m^`io!ajm!^j\g!ja!6+///!oj!8+///!@op!
k`m! kjpi_! k\nn`_! ji! cdbc`m! c`\odib! q\gp`n;!
\i_!

'A(!3/!k`m^`io!ajm!^j\g!ja!g`nn!oc\i!6+///!@op!
k`m!kjpi_!]\n`_!ji!cdbc`m!c`\odib!q\gp`n;!

`s^`ko! oc\o! `i`mbt! pn`_! ajm! ^jkmj_p^odji! jm!
^jb`i`m\odji!nc\gg!ijo!]`!^jpio`_!di!^\g^pg\o,
dib! oc`! oc`mh\g! `aad^d`i^t! pi_`m! ocdn! k\m\,
bm\kc-!

&Y'!Ihe]hWc!XWbWdY[!WdZ!fh_eh_jo!

Gi! ^\mmtdib! jpo! oc`! kmjbm\h! pi_`m! n`^odji!
02461'\('0(! ja! ocdn! odog`+! oc`! Q`^m`o\mt! nc\gg! `i,
npm`+!oj!oc`!`so`io!km\^od^\]g`+!oc\o�!

'0(!]`or``i!14!k`m^`io!\i_!64!k`m^`io!ja!oc`!
kmje`^on! npkkjmo`_! \m`! ajm! oc`! njg`! kpmkjn`! ja!
`g`^omd^\g!b`i`m\odji;!\i_!

'1(!kmdjmdot!dn!bdq`i!oj!kmje`^on!oc\o!pn`!`g`^,
omd^\g! b`i`m\odji! `lpdkh`io! \i_! kmj^`nn`n!
oc\o! c\q`! ]``i! _`q`gjk`_! \i_! _`hjinom\o`_!
\i_!\kkgd`_!di!\^op\g!kmj_p^odji!ja!`g`^omd^dot+!
]po! \m`! ijo! t`o! ^jno,^jhk`ododq`+! \i_! oc\o!
\^cd`q`! bm`\o`m! `aad^d`i^t! \i_! `iqdmjih`io\g!
k`majmh\i^`-!

&Z'!9kj^eh_pWj_ed!e\!Wffhefh_Wj_edi!

Rc`m`!\m`!\pocjmdu`_!oj!]`!\kkmjkmd\o`_!oj!oc`!
Q`^m`o\mt!oj!^\mmt!jpo!n`^odji!02461'\('0(!ja!ocdn!
odog`�!

'0(!#14/+///+///!ajm!adn^\g!t`\m!1//6;!
'1(!#24/+///+///!ajm!adn^\g!t`\m!1//7;!
'2(! #3//+///+///! ajm! `\^c! ja! adn^\g! t`\mn! 1//8!

ocmjpbc!1/01;!\i_!
'3(!#2//+///+///!ajm!adn^\g!t`\m!1/02-!

&['!9ffb_YWX_b_jo!

Lj!o`^cijgjbt+!jm!g`q`g!ja!`hdnndji!m`_p^odji+!
nc\gg!]`!om`\o`_!\n!\_`lp\o`gt!_`hjinom\o`_!ajm!
kpmkjn` ja!n`^odji!6300!ja!ocdn!odog`+!\^cd`q\]g`!
ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja! n`^odji! 6368! ja! ocdn! odog`+! jm!
\^cd`q\]g`! di! km\^od^`! ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja! n`^odji!
64/0! ja! ocdn! odog`! njg`gt! ]t! m`\nji! ja! oc`! pn`! ja!
np^c! o`^cijgjbt+! jm! oc`! \^cd`q`h`io! ja! np^c!
`hdnndji!m`_p^odji+!]t!ji`!jm!hjm`!a\^dgdod`n!m`,
^`dqdib! \nndno\i^`! pi_`m! n`^odji! 02461'\('0(! ja!
ocdn!odog`-!

'Np]-!J-!0/1~375+!odog`!VVVG+!| 20/2+!\n!\__`_!Np]-!
J-!0/8~47+!odog`!GT+!| 310'\(+!?pb-!7+!1//4+!008!Qo\o-!
647-(!

v .0241+!9_h!gkWb_jo![d^WdY[c[dj!fhe]hWc!

&W'!>b_]_Xb[!fhe`[Yji!

Nmje`^on!npkkjmo`_!pi_`m!n`^odji!02461'\('1(!ja!
ocdn!odog`!nc\gg�!

'0(! podgdu`! o`^cijgjbd`n! oc\o! h``o! m`g`q\io!
D`_`m\g! \i_! Qo\o`! ^g`\i! \dm! m`lpdm`h`ion! \k,
kgd^\]g`!oj!oc`!pido!jm!a\^dgdot+!di^gp_dib!]`dib!
\_`lp\o`gt! _`hjinom\o`_! ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja! n`^,
odji!6300!ja!ocdn!odog`+!\^cd`q\]g`!ajm!kpmkjn`n!
ja! n`^odji! 6368! ja! ocdn! odog`+! jm! \^cd`q\]g`! di!
km\^od^`! ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja! n`^odji! 64/0! ja! ocdn!
odog`;!jm!

'1(! podgdu`! `lpdkh`io! jm! kmj^`nn`n! oc\o! `s,
^``_! m`g`q\io! D`_`m\g! jm! Qo\o`! ^g`\i! \dm! m`,
lpdm`h`ion!\kkgd^\]g`!oj!oc`!pido!jm!a\^dgdod`n!
di^gp_`_! di! oc`! kmje`^on! ]t! \^cd`qdib! bm`\o`m!
`aad^d`i^t!jm!`iqdmjih`io\g!k`majmh\i^`-!
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N\b`! 6732! RGRJC! 31�RFC! NS@JGA! FC?JRF! ?LB! UCJD?PC! v .03-0!

Qj!di!jmdbdi\g-!Nmj]\]gt!ncjpg_!]`![[kpmkjn`n!ja!n`^odji&&-!

&X'!Ih_eh_jo!_d!fhe`[Yj!i[b[Yj_ed!

Gi! h\fdib! \i! \r\m_! pi_`m! n`^odji! 02461'\('1(!
ja! ocdn! odog`+! oc`! Q`^m`o\mt! nc\gg! bdq`! kmdjmdot!
oj�!

'0(! kmje`^on! rcjn`! dino\gg\odji! dn! gdf`gt! oj!
m`npgo!di!ndbidad^\io!\dm!lp\gdot!dhkmjq`h`ion!
di!iji\oo\dih`io!\dm!lp\gdot!\m`\n!jm!np]no\i,
od\ggt!m`_p^`!oc`!`hdnndji!g`q`g!ja!^mdo`md\!kjg,
gpo\ion!\i_!h`m^pmt!\dm!`hdnndjin;!

'1(!kmje`^on!ajm!kjggpodji!^jiomjg!oc\o!m`npgo!
di!oc`!hdodb\odji!jm!^jgg`^odji!ja!hjm`!oc\i!0!
kjggpo\io;!\i_!

'2(!kmje`^on!_`ndbi`_!oj!\ggjr!oc`!pn`!ja!oc`!
r\no`! ]tkmj_p^on! jm! joc`m! ]tkmj_p^on! ja! oc`!
`lpdkh`io-!

&Y'!9kj^eh_pWj_ed!e\!Wffhefh_Wj_edi!

Rc`m`!\m`!\pocjmdu`_!oj!]`!\kkmjkmd\o`_!oj!oc`!
Q`^m`o\mt!oj!^\mmt!jpo!n`^odji!02461'\('1(!ja!ocdn!
odog`�!

'0(!#2//+///+///!ajm!adn^\g!t`\m!1//6;!
'1(!#0//+///+///!ajm!adn^\g!t`\m!1//7;!
'2(!#3/+///+///!ajm!adn^\g!t`\m!1//8;!
'3(!#2/+///+///!ajm!adn^\g!t`\m!1/0/;!\i_!
'4(!#2/+///+///!ajm!adn^\g!t`\m!1/00-!

&Z'!9ffb_YWX_b_jo!

Lj! o`^cijgjbt+! jm! g`q`g! ja! `hdnndji!m`_p^odji!
pi_`m! np]n`^odji! '\('1(! ja! ocdn! n`^odji! nc\gg! ]`!
om`\o`_!\n!\_`lp\o`gt!_`hjinom\o`_!ajm!kpmkjn`!
ja!Q`^odji 6300!ja!ocdn!odog`+!\^cd`q\]g`!ajm!kpm,
kjn`n! ja! n`^odji! 6368! ja! ocdn! odog`+!jm!\^cd`q\]g`!
di! km\^od^`! ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja! n`^odji! 64/0! ja! ocdn!
odog`! njg`gt! ]t! m`\nji! ja! oc`! pn`! ja! np^c! o`^c,
ijgjbt+!jm!oc`!\^cd`q`h`io!ja!np^c!`hdnndji!m`,
_p^odji+! ]t! ji`! jm! hjm`! a\^dgdod`n! m`^`dqdib! \n,
ndno\i^`!pi_`m!n`^odji!02461'\('1(!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

'Np]-!J-!0/1~375+!odog`!VVVG+!| 20/3+!\n!\__`_!Np]-!
J-!0/8~47+!odog`!GT+!| 310'\(+!?pb-!7+!1//4+!008!Qo\o-!
648-(!

<A9IM>K! .02yK>LB=>G<R! 9G=! L>KOB<>!
K>JNBK>F>GML! BG! ?>=>K9EER! 9LLBLM>=!
AHNLBG@!

QS@AF?NRCP! G�QR?LB?PBQ! ?LB! M@JGE?RGMLQ!

MD! PCQGBCLAW! GL! DCBCP?JJW! ?QQGQRCB!
FMSQGLE!

Q`^-!

025/0-! Ajhkgd\i^`!]t!jri`mn!\n!^ji_dodji!ja!D`_`m\g!

\nndno\i^`-!
025/1-! Ajhkgd\i^`!rdoc!^mdo`md\!ajm!j^^pk\i^t!\n!m`,

lpdm`h`io!ajm!o`i\i^t-!

025/2-! Cno\]gdnch`io!ja!^mdo`md\!ajm!j^^pk\i^t-!
025/3-! ?nndno`_!\kkgd^\odjin-!

QS@AF?NRCP! GG�?SRFMPGRW! RM! NPMTGBC! NPCD,

CPCLACQ! DMP! CJBCPJW! PCQGBCLRQ! ?LB!
SLGRQ! DMP! BGQ?@JCB! PCQGBCLRQ! GL! ACPR?GL!

QCARGML! 7! ?QQGQRCB! FMSQGLE!

02500-! ?pocjmdot-!

02501-! P`n`mq\odji!ja!pidon!ajm!_dn\]g`_!a\hdgd`n-!
02502-! Q`^ji_\mt!km`a`m`i^`n-!

02503-! E`i`m\g!\q\dg\]dgdot!ja!pidon-!

02504-! Nm`a`m`i^`!rdocdi!bmjpkn-!
02505-! Nmjcd]dodji!ja!`qd^odjin-!

02506-! Rm`\oh`io! ja! ^jq`m`_! n`^odji! 7! cjpndib! ijo!

np]e`^o!oj!`g_`mgt!km`a`m`i^`-!
02507-! Rm`\oh`io! ja! joc`m! a`_`m\ggt! \nndno`_! cjpn,

dib-!

02508-! [[Ajq`m`_!n`^odji!7!cjpndib&&!_`adi`_-!

Q`^-!

0251/-! Qop_t-!

QS@AF?NRCP! GGG�QCPTGAC! AMMPBGL?RMPQ! DMP!

CJBCPJW! ?LB! BGQ?@JCB! PCQGBCLRQ! MD! DCB,

CP?JJW! ?QQGQRCB! FMSQGLE!

02520-! P`lpdm`h`io!oj!kmjqd_`!n`mqd^`!^jjm_di\ojmn-!
02521-! Em\ion! ajm! ^jnon! ja! kmjqd_dib! n`mqd^`! ^jjm_d,

i\ojmn!di!^`mo\di!a`_`m\ggt!\nndno`_!cjpndib-!

QS@AF?NRCP! GT�ECLCP?J! NPMTGQGMLQ!

02530-! B`adidodjin-!
02531-! ?kkgd^\]dgdot-!

02532-! P`bpg\odjin-!

QS@AF?NRCP! T�Q?DCRW! ?LB! QCASPGRW! GL!

NS@JGA! ?LB! ?QQGQRCB! FMSQGLE!

02550-! Q^m``idib!ja!\kkgd^\ion! ajm!a`_`m\ggt!\nndno`_!
cjpndib-!

02551-! R`mhdi\odji!ja!o`i\i^t!\i_!\nndno\i^`!ajm!dg,

g`b\g!_mpb!pn`mn!\i_!\g^jcjg!\]pn`mn!di!a`_,
`m\ggt!\nndno`_!cjpndib-!

02552-! Gi`gdbd]dgdot!ja!_\ib`mjpn!n`s!jaa`i_`mn!ajm!\_,

hdnndji!oj!kp]gd^!cjpndib-!
02553-! B`adidodjin-!

QS@AF?NRCP! G�QR?LB?PBQ! ?LB! M@JGE?,
RGMLQ! MD! PCQGBCLAW! GL! DCBCP?JJW! ?Q,
QGQRCB! FMSQGLE!

v .03-.+! <ecfb_WdY[! Xo! emd[hi! Wi! YedZ_j_ed! e\!
?[Z[hWb!Wii_ijWdY[!

Rc`!Q`^m`o\mt!ja!Fjpndib!\i_!Sm]\i!B`q`gjk,
h`io! nc\gg! m`lpdm`! jri`mn! ja! a`_`m\ggt! \nndno`_!
cjpndib! '\n! np^c! o`mh! dn! _`adi`_! di! n`^odji!
02530'1(!ja!ocdn!odog`(+!\n!\!^ji_dodji!ja!m`^`dqdib!
cjpndib! \nndno\i^`! ajm! np^c! cjpndib+! oj! ^jhkgt!
rdoc! oc`! kmj^`_pm`n! \i_! m`lpdm`h`ion! `no\],
gdnc`_!pi_`m!ocdn!np]^c\ko`m-!

'Np]-! J-! 0/1~44/+! odog`! TG+! | 530+! M^o-! 17+! 0881+! 0/5!
Qo\o-!271/-(!

CDDCARGTC B?RC!

Ac\ko`m!\kkgd^\]g`!pkji!`skdm\odji!ja!5,hjioc!k`mdj_!
]`bdiidib! M^o-! 17+! 0881+! `s^`ko! \n! joc`mrdn`! kmjqd_`_+!

n``!n`^odji!02531!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

v .03-/+! <ecfb_WdY[! m_j^! Yh_j[h_W! \eh! eYYkfWdYo!
Wi!h[gk_h[c[dj!\eh!j[dWdYo!

Gi!n`g`^odib!o`i\ion!ajm!j^^pk\i^t!ja!pidon!di!
a`_`m\ggt! \nndno`_! cjpndib+! \i! jri`m! ja! np^c!
cjpndib! nc\gg! podgdu`! oc`! ^mdo`md\! ajm! j^^pk\i^t!
di! a`_`m\ggt!\nndno`_!cjpndib! `no\]gdnc`_! ]t!oc`!
Q`^m`o\mt+! ]t! m`bpg\odji+! pi_`m! n`^odji! 025/2! ja!
ocdn!odog`-!Ga!\i!jri`m!_`o`mhdi`n!oc\o!\i!\kkgd,
^\io!ajm!j^^pk\i^t!di!oc`!cjpndib!_j`n!ijo!h``o!
np^c! ^mdo`md\+! oc`! jri`m! h\t! _`it! np^c! \kkgd,
^\io!j^^pk\i^t-!

'Np]-! J-! 0/1~44/+! odog`! TG+! | 531+! M^o-! 17+! 0881+! 0/5!
Qo\o-!2710-(!

v .03-0+!>ijWXb_i^c[dj!e\!Yh_j[h_W!\eh!eYYkfWdYo!

&W'!MWia!\ehY[!

&.'!>ijWXb_i^c[dj!

Rj! \nndno! oc`! Q`^m`o\mt! di! `no\]gdncdib! m`\,
nji\]g`!^mdo`md\!ajm!j^^pk\i^t!di!a`_`m\ggt!\n,
ndno`_!cjpndib+!oc`!Q`^m`o\mt!nc\gg!`no\]gdnc!\!
o\nf! ajm^`! oj! m`qd`r! \gg! mpg`n+! kjgd^t! no\o`,
h`ion+!c\i_]jjfn+!o`^cid^\g!\nndno\i^`!h`hj,
m\i_\+!\i_!joc`m!m`g`q\io!_j^ph`ion!dnnp`_!]t!
oc`! B`k\moh`io! ja! Fjpndib! \i_! Sm]\i! B`q`g,
jkh`io!ji!oc`!no\i_\m_n!\i_!j]gdb\odjin!bjq,
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XVI. Statutory Authority 
The statutory authority for this action 

is provided by sections 111, 301, 302, 
and 307(d)(1)(C) of the CAA as amended 
(42 U.S.C. 7411, 7601, 7602, 
7607(d)(1)(C)). This action is also 
subject to section 307(d) of the CAA (42 
U.S.C. 7607(d)). 

List of Subjects 

40 CFR Part 60 
Environmental protection, 

Administrative practice and procedure, 
Air pollution control, Incorporation by 
reference, Intergovernmental relations, 
Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements. 

40 CFR Part 70 
Environmental protection, 

Administrative practice and procedure, 
Air pollution control, Intergovernmental 
relations, Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements. 

40 CFR Part 71 
Environmental protection, 

Administrative practice and procedure, 
Air pollution control, Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

40 CFR Part 98 
Environmental protection, 

Greenhouse gases and monitoring, 
Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements. 

Dated: August 3, 2015. 
Gina McCarthy, 
Administrator. 

For the reasons stated in the 
preamble, title 40, chapter I, parts 60, 
70, 71, and 98 of the Code of the Federal 
Regulations are amended as follows: 

PART 60—STANDARDS OF 
PERFORMANCE FOR NEW 
STATIONARY SOURCES 

■ 1. The authority citation for part 60 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq. 

■ 2. Section 60.17 is amended by: 
■ a. Redesignating paragraphs (d) 
through (t) as paragraphs (e) through (u) 
and adding paragraph (d); 
■ b. In newly redesignated paragraph 
(g), further redesignating paragraph 
(g)(15) as paragraph (g)(17) and adding 
paragraphs (g)(15) and (16); 
■ c. In newly redesignated paragraph 
(h), revising paragraphs (h)(37), (42), 
(46), (138), (187), and (190); and 
■ c. In newly redesignated paragraph 
(m), further redesignating paragraph 
(m)(1) as paragraph (m)(2) and adding 
paragraph (m)(1). 

The revisions and additions read as 
follows: 

§ 60.17 Incorporations by reference. 

* * * * * 
(d) The following material is available 

for purchase from the American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI), 25 
W. 43rd Street, 4th Floor, New York, NY 
10036, Telephone (212) 642–4980, and 
is also available at the following Web 
site: http://www.ansi.org. 

(1) ANSI No. C12.20–2010 American 
National Standard for Electricity 
Meters—0.2 and 0.5 Accuracy Classes 
(Approved August 31, 2010), IBR 
approved for § 60.5535(d). 

(2) [Reserved] 
* * * * * 

(g) * * * 
(15) ASME PTC 22–2014, Gas 

Turbines: Performance Test Codes, 
(Issued December 31, 2014), IBR 
approved for § 60.5580. 

(16) ASME PTC 46–1996, 
Performance Test Code on Overall Plant 
Performance, (Issued October 15, 1997), 
IBR approved for § 60.5580. 
* * * * * 

(h) * * * 
(37) ASTM D388–99 (Reapproved 

2004) ε1 Standard Classification of Coals 
by Rank, IBR approved for §§ 60.41, 
60.45(f), 60.41Da, 60.41b, 60.41c, 
60.251, and 60.5580. 
* * * * * 

(42) ASTM D396–98, Standard 
Specification for Fuel Oils, IBR 
approved for §§ 60.41b, 60.41c, 
60.111(b), 60.111a(b), and 60.5580. 
* * * * * 

(46) ASTM D975–08a, Standard 
Specification for Diesel Fuel Oils, IBR 
approved for §§ 60.41b 60.41c, and 
60.5580. 
* * * * * 

(138) ASTM D3699–08, Standard 
Specification for Kerosine, including 
Appendix X1, (Approved September 1, 
2008), IBR approved for §§ 60.41b, 
60.41c, and 60.5580. 
* * * * * 

(187) ASTM D6751–11b, Standard 
Specification for Biodiesel Fuel Blend 
Stock (B100) for Middle Distillate Fuels, 
including Appendices X1 through X3, 
(Approved July 15, 2011), IBR approved 
for §§ 60.41b, 60.41c, and 60.5580. 
* * * * * 

(190) ASTM D7467–10, Standard 
Specification for Diesel Fuel Oil, 
Biodiesel Blend (B6 to B20), including 
Appendices X1 through X3, (Approved 
August 1, 2010), IBR approved for 
§§ 60.41b, 60.41c, and 60.5580. 
* * * * * 

(m) * * * 
(1) ISO 2314:2009(E), Gas turbines– 

Acceptance tests, Third edition 

(December 15, 2009), IBR approved for 
§ 60.5580. 
* * * * * 
■ 3. Part 60 is amended by adding 
subpart TTTT to read as follows: 

Subpart TTTT—Standards of Performance 
for Greenhouse Gas Emissions for Electric 
Generating Units 

Applicability 
Sec. 
60.5508 What is the purpose of this 

subpart? 
60.5509 Am I subject to this subpart? 

Emission Standards 

60.5515 Which pollutants are regulated by 
this subpart? 

60.5520 What CO2 emissions standard must 
I meet? 

General Compliance Requirements 

60.5525 What are my general requirements 
for complying with this subpart? 

Monitoring and Compliance Determination 
Procedures 

60.5535 How do I monitor and collect data 
to demonstrate compliance? 

60.5540 How do I demonstrate compliance 
with my CO2 emissions standard and 
determine excess emissions? 

Notifications, Reports, and Records 

60.5550 What notifications must I submit 
and when? 

60.5555 What reports must I submit and 
when? 

60.5560 What records must I maintain? 
60.5565 In what form and how long must I 

keep my records? 

Other Requirements and Information 

60.5570 What parts of the general 
provisions apply to my affected EGU? 

60.5575 Who implements and enforces this 
subpart? 

60.5580 What definitions apply to this 
subpart? 

Table 1 of Subpart TTTT of Part 60—CO2 
Emission Standards for Affected Steam 
Generating Units and Integrated 
Gasification Combined Cycle Facilities that 
Commenced Construction after January 8, 
2014 and Reconstruction or Modification 
after June 18, 2014 

Table 2 of Subpart TTTT of Part 60—CO2 
Emission Standards for Affected Stationary 
Combustion Turbines that Commenced 
Construction after January 8, 2014 and 
Reconstruction after June 18, 2014 (Net 
Energy Output-based Standards Applicable 
as Approved by the Administrator) 

Table 3 to Subpart TTTT of Part 60— 
Applicability of Subpart A of Part 60 
(General Provisions) to Subpart TTTT 

Applicability 

§ 60.5508 What is the purpose of this 
subpart? 

This subpart establishes emission 
standards and compliance schedules for 
the control of greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions from a steam generating unit, 
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IGCC, or a stationary combustion 
turbine that commences construction 
after January 8, 2014 or commences 
modification or reconstruction after 
June 18, 2014. An affected steam 
generating unit, IGCC, or stationary 
combustion turbine shall, for the 
purposes of this subpart, be referred to 
as an affected EGU. 

§ 60.5509 Am I subject to this subpart? 
(a) Except as provided for in 

paragraph (b) of this section, the GHG 
standards included in this subpart apply 
to any steam generating unit, IGCC, or 
stationary combustion turbine that 
commenced construction after January 
8, 2014 or commenced reconstruction 
after June 18, 2014 that meets the 
relevant applicability conditions in 
paragraphs (a)(1) and (2) of this section. 
The GHG standards included in this 
subpart also apply to any steam 
generating unit or IGCC that 
commenced modification after June 18, 
2014 that meets the relevant 
applicability conditions in paragraphs 
(a)(1) and (2) of this section. 

(1) Has a base load rating greater than 
260 GJ/h (250 MMBtu/h) of fossil fuel 
(either alone or in combination with any 
other fuel); and 

(2) Serves a generator or generators 
capable of selling greater than 25 MW of 
electricity to a utility power distribution 
system. 

(b) You are not subject to the 
requirements of this subpart if your 
affected EGU meets any of the 
conditions specified in paragraphs (b)(1) 
through (10) of this section. 

(1) Your EGU is a steam generating 
unit or IGCC that is currently and 
always has been subject to a federally 
enforceable permit condition limiting 
annual net-electric sales to no more than 
one-third of its potential electric output 
or 219,000 MWh, whichever is greater. 

(2) Your EGU is capable of 
combusting 50 percent or more non- 
fossil fuel and is also subject to a 
federally enforceable permit condition 
limiting the annual capacity factor for 
all fossil fuels combined of 10 percent 
(0.10) or less. 

(3) Your EGU is a combined heat and 
power unit that is subject to a federally 
enforceable permit condition limiting 
annual net-electric sales to no more than 
either 219,000 MWh or the product of 
the design efficiency and the potential 
electric output, whichever is greater. 

(4) Your EGU serves a generator along 
with other steam generating unit(s), 
IGCC, or stationary combustion 
turbine(s) where the effective generation 
capacity (determined based on a 
prorated output of the base load rating 
of each steam generating unit, IGCC, or 

stationary combustion turbine) is 25 
MW or less. 

(5) Your EGU is a municipal waste 
combustor that is subject to subpart Eb 
of this part. 

(6) Your EGU is a commercial or 
industrial solid waste incineration unit 
that is subject to subpart CCCC of this 
part. 

(7) Your EGU is a steam generating 
unit or IGCC that undergoes a 
modification resulting in an hourly 
increase in CO2 emissions (mass per 
hour) of 10 percent or less (2 significant 
figures). Modified units that are not 
subject to the requirements of this 
subpart pursuant to this subsection 
continue to be existing units under 
section 111 with respect to CO2 
emissions standards. 

(8) Your EGU is a stationary 
combustion turbine that is not capable 
of combusting natural gas (e.g., not 
connected to a natural gas pipeline). 

(9) The proposed Washington County 
EGU project described in Air Quality 
Permit No. 4911–303–0051–P–01–0 
issued by the Georgia Department of 
Natural Resources, Environmental 
Protection Division, Air Protection 
Branch, effective April 8, 2010, 
provided that construction had not 
commenced for NSPS purposes as of 
January 8, 2014. 

(10) The proposed Holcomb EGU 
project described in Air Emission 
Source Construction Permit 0550023 
issued by the Kansas Department of 
Health and Environment, Division of 
Environment, effective December 16, 
2010, provided that construction had 
not commenced for NSPS purposes as of 
January 8, 2014. 

Emission Standards 

§ 60.5515 Which pollutants are regulated 
by this subpart? 

(a) The pollutants regulated by this 
subpart are greenhouse gases. The 
greenhouse gas standard in this subpart 
is in the form of a limitation on 
emission of carbon dioxide. 

(b) PSD and title V thresholds for 
greenhouse gases. (1) For the purposes 
of 40 CFR 51.166(b)(49)(ii), with respect 
to GHG emissions from affected 
facilities, the ‘‘pollutant that is subject 
to the standard promulgated under 
section 111 of the Act’’ shall be 
considered to be the pollutant that 
otherwise is subject to regulation under 
the Act as defined in § 51.166(b)(48) of 
this chapter and in any SIP approved by 
the EPA that is interpreted to 
incorporate, or specifically incorporates, 
§ 51.166(b)(48). 

(2) For the purposes of 40 CFR 
52.21(b)(50)(ii), with respect to GHG 

emissions from affected facilities, the 
‘‘pollutant that is subject to the standard 
promulgated under section 111 of the 
Act’’ shall be considered to be the 
pollutant that otherwise is subject to 
regulation under the Act as defined in 
§ 52.21(b)(49) of this chapter. 

(3) For the purposes of 40 CFR 70.2, 
with respect to greenhouse gas 
emissions from affected facilities, the 
‘‘pollutant that is subject to any 
standard promulgated under section 111 
of the Act’’ shall be considered to be the 
pollutant that otherwise is ‘‘subject to 
regulation’’ as defined in 40 CFR 70.2. 

(4) For the purposes of 40 CFR 71.2, 
with respect to greenhouse gas 
emissions from affected facilities, the 
‘‘pollutant that is subject to any 
standard promulgated under section 111 
of the Act’’ shall be considered to be the 
pollutant that otherwise is ‘‘subject to 
regulation’’ as defined in 40 CFR 71.2. 

§ 60.5520 What CO2 emission standard 
must I meet? 

(a) For each affected EGU subject to 
this subpart, you must not discharge 
from the affected EGU any gases that 
contain CO2 in excess of the applicable 
CO2 emission standard specified in 
Table 1 or 2 of this subpart, consistent 
with paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) of this 
section, as applicable. 

(b) Except as specified in paragraphs 
(c) and (d) of this section, you must 
comply with the applicable gross energy 
output standard, and your operating 
permit must include monitoring, 
recordkeeping, and reporting 
methodologies based on the applicable 
gross energy output standard. For the 
remainder of this subpart (for sources 
that do not qualify under paragraphs (c) 
and (d) of this section), where the term 
‘‘gross or net energy output’’ is used, the 
term that applies to you is ‘‘gross energy 
output.’’ 

(c) As an alternate to meeting the 
requirements in paragraph (b) of this 
section, an owner or operator of a 
stationary combustion turbine may 
petition the Administrator in writing to 
comply with the alternate applicable net 
energy output standard. If the 
Administrator grants the petition, 
beginning on the date the Administrator 
grants the petition, the affected EGU 
must comply with the applicable net 
energy output-based standard included 
in this subpart. Your operating permit 
must include monitoring, 
recordkeeping, and reporting 
methodologies based on the applicable 
net energy output standard. For the 
remainder of this subpart, where the 
term ‘‘gross or net energy output’’ is 
used, the term that applies to you is 
‘‘net energy output.’’ Owners or 
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operators complying with the net 
output-based standard must petition the 
Administrator to switch back to 
complying with the gross energy output- 
based standard. 

(d) Stationary combustion turbines 
subject to a heat input-based standard in 
Table 2 of this subpart that are only 
permitted to burn one or more uniform 
fuels, as described in paragraph (d)(1) of 
this section, are only subject to the 
monitoring requirements in paragraph 
(d)(1). All other stationary combustion 
turbines subject to a heat input based 
standard in Table 2 are subject to the 
requirements in paragraph (d)(2) of this 
section. 

(1) Stationary combustion turbines 
that are only permitted to burn fuels 
with a consistent chemical composition 
(i.e., uniform fuels) that result in a 
consistent emission rate of 160 lb CO2/ 
MMBtu or less are not subject to any 
monitoring or reporting requirements 
under this subpart. These fuels include, 
but are not limited to, natural gas, 
methane, butane, butylene, ethane, 
ethylene, propane, naphtha, propylene, 
jet fuel kerosene, No. 1 fuel oil, No. 2 
fuel oil, and biodiesel. Stationary 

combustion turbines qualifying under 
this paragraph are only required to 
maintain purchase records for permitted 
fuels. 

(2) Stationary combustion turbines 
permitted to burn fuels that do not have 
a consistent chemical composition or 
that do not have an emission rate of 160 
lb CO2/MMBtu or less (e.g., non-uniform 
fuels such as residual oil and non-jet 
fuel kerosene) must follow the 
monitoring, recordkeeping, and 
reporting requirements necessary to 
complete the heat input-based 
calculations under this subpart. 

General Compliance Requirements 

§ 60.5525 What are my general 
requirements for complying with this 
subpart? 

Combustion turbines qualifying under 
§ 60.5520(d)(1) are not subject to any 
requirements in this section other than 
the requirement to maintain fuel 
purchase records for permitted fuel(s). 
For all other affected sources, 
compliance with the applicable CO2 
emission standard of this subpart shall 
be determined on a 12-operating-month 
rolling average basis. See Table 1 or 2 

of this subpart for the applicable CO2 
emission standards. 

(a) You must be in compliance with 
the emission standards in this subpart 
that apply to your affected EGU at all 
times. However, you must determine 
compliance with the emission standards 
only at the end of the applicable 
operating month, as provided in 
paragraph (a)(1) of this section. 

(1) For each affected EGU subject to 
a CO2 emissions standard based on a 12- 
operating-month rolling average, you 
must determine compliance monthly by 
calculating the average CO2 emissions 
rate for the affected EGU at the end of 
the initial and each subsequent 12- 
operating-month period. 

(2) Consistent with § 60.5520(d)(2), if 
your affected stationary combustion 
turbine is subject to an input-based CO2 
emissions standard, you must determine 
the total heat input in million Btus 
(MMBtu) from natural gas (HTIPng) and 
the total heat input from all other fuels 
combined (HTIPo) using one of the 
methods under § 60.5535(d)(2). You 
must then use the following equation to 
determine the applicable emissions 
standard during the compliance period: 

Where: 

CO2 emission standard = the emission 
standard during the compliance period 
in units of lb/MMBtu. 

HTIPng = the heat input in MMBtu from 
natural gas. 

HTIPo = the heat input in MMBtu from all 
fuels other than natural gas. 

120 = allowable emission rate in lb of CO2/ 
MMBtu for heat input derived from 
natural gas. 

160 = allowable emission rate in lb of CO2/ 
MMBtu for heat input derived from all 
fuels other than natural gas. 

(b) At all times you must operate and 
maintain each affected EGU, including 
associated equipment and monitors, in 
a manner consistent with safety and 
good air pollution control practice. The 
Administrator will determine if you are 
using consistent operation and 
maintenance procedures based on 
information available to the 
Administrator that may include, but is 
not limited to, fuel use records, 
monitoring results, review of operation 
and maintenance procedures and 
records, review of reports required by 
this subpart, and inspection of the EGU. 

(c) Within 30 days after the end of the 
initial compliance period (i.e., no more 
than 30 days after the first 12-operating- 
month compliance period), you must 

make an initial compliance 
determination for your affected EGU(s) 
with respect to the applicable emissions 
standard in Table 1 or 2 of this subpart, 
in accordance with the requirements in 
this subpart. The first operating month 
included in the initial 12-operating- 
month compliance period shall be 
determined as follows: 

(1) For an affected EGU that 
commences commercial operation (as 
defined in § 72.2 of this chapter) on or 
after October 23, 2015, the first month 
of the initial compliance period shall be 
the first operating month (as defined in 
§ 60.5580) after the calendar month in 
which emissions reporting is required to 
begin under: 

(i) Section 63.5555(c)(3)(i), for units 
subject to the Acid Rain Program; or 

(ii) Section 63.5555(c)(3)(ii)(A), for 
units that are not in the Acid Rain 
Program. 

(2) For an affected EGU that has 
commenced COMMERCIAL operation 
(as defined in § 72.2 of this chapter) 
prior to October 23, 2015: 

(i) If the date on which emissions 
reporting is required to begin under 
§ 75.64(a) of this chapter has passed 
prior to October 23, 2015, emissions 
reporting shall begin according to 

§ 63.5555(c)(3)(i) (for Acid Rain program 
units), or according to 
§ 63.5555(c)(3)(ii)(B) (for units that are 
not subject to the Acid Rain Program). 
The first month of the initial 
compliance period shall be the first 
operating month (as defined in 
§ 60.5580) after the calendar month in 
which the rule becomes effective; or 

(ii) If the date on which emissions 
reporting is required to begin under 
§ 75.64(a) of this chapter occurs on or 
after October 23, 2015, then the first 
month of the initial compliance period 
shall be the first operating month (as 
defined in § 60.5580) after the calendar 
month in which emissions reporting is 
required to begin under 
§ 63.5555(c)(3)(ii)(A). 

(3) For a modified or reconstructed 
EGU that becomes subject to this 
subpart, the first month of the initial 
compliance period shall be the first 
operating month (as defined in 
§ 60.5580) after the calendar month in 
which emissions reporting is required to 
begin under § 63.5555(c)(3)(iii). 
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Monitoring and Compliance 
Determination Procedures 

§ 60.5535 How do I monitor and collect 
data to demonstrate compliance? 

(a) Combustion turbines qualifying 
under § 60.5520(d)(1) are not subject to 
any requirements in this section other 
than the requirement to maintain fuel 
purchase records for permitted fuel(s). If 
your combustion turbine uses non- 
uniform fuels as specified under 
§ 60.5520(d)(2), you must monitor heat 
input in accordance with paragraph 
(c)(1) of this section, and you must 
monitor CO2 emissions in accordance 
with either paragraph (b), (c)(2), or (c)(5) 
of this section. For all other affected 
sources, you must prepare a monitoring 
plan to quantify the hourly CO2 mass 
emission rate (tons/h), in accordance 
with the applicable provisions in 
§ 75.53(g) and (h) of this chapter. The 
electronic portion of the monitoring 
plan must be submitted using the 
ECMPS Client Tool and must be in 
place prior to reporting emissions data 
and/or the results of monitoring system 
certification tests under this subpart. 
The monitoring plan must be updated as 
necessary. Monitoring plan submittals 
must be made by the Designated 
Representative (DR), the Alternate DR, 
or a delegated agent of the DR (see 
§ 60.5555(c)). 

(b) You must determine the hourly 
CO2 mass emissions in kilograms (kg) 
from your affected EGU(s) according to 
paragraphs (b)(1) through (5) of this 
section, or, if applicable, as provided in 
paragraph (c) of this section. 

(1) For an affected coal-fired EGU or 
for an IGCC unit you must, and for all 
other affected EGUs you may, install, 
certify, operate, maintain, and calibrate 
a CO2 continuous emission monitoring 
system (CEMS) to directly measure and 
record hourly average CO2 
concentrations in the affected EGU 
exhaust gases emitted to the 
atmosphere, and a flow monitoring 
system to measure hourly average stack 
gas flow rates, according to 
§ 75.10(a)(3)(i) of this chapter. As an 
alternative to direct measurement of 
CO2 concentration, provided that your 
EGU does not use carbon separation 
(e.g., carbon capture and storage), you 
may use data from a certified oxygen 
(O2) monitor to calculate hourly average 
CO2 concentrations, in accordance with 
§ 75.10(a)(3)(iii) of this chapter. If you 
measure CO2 concentration on a dry 
basis, you must also install, certify, 
operate, maintain, and calibrate a 
continuous moisture monitoring system, 
according to § 75.11(b) of this chapter. 
Alternatively, you may either use an 
appropriate fuel-specific default 

moisture value from § 75.11(b) or submit 
a petition to the Administrator under 
§ 75.66 of this chapter for a site-specific 
default moisture value. 

(2) For each continuous monitoring 
system that you use to determine the 
CO2 mass emissions, you must meet the 
applicable certification and quality 
assurance procedures in § 75.20 of this 
chapter and appendices A and B to part 
75 of this chapter. 

(3) You must use only unadjusted 
exhaust gas volumetric flow rates to 
determine the hourly CO2 mass 
emissions rate from the affected EGU; 
you must not apply the bias adjustment 
factors described in Section 7.6.5 of 
appendix A to part 75 of this chapter to 
the exhaust gas flow rate data. 

(4) You must select an appropriate 
reference method to setup (characterize) 
the flow monitor and to perform the on- 
going RATAs, in accordance with part 
75 of this chapter. If you use a Type-S 
pitot tube or a pitot tube assembly for 
the flow RATAs, you must calibrate the 
pitot tube or pitot tube assembly; you 
may not use the 0.84 default Type-S 
pitot tube coefficient specified in 
Method 2. 

(5) Calculate the hourly CO2 mass 
emissions (kg) as described in 
paragraphs (b)(5)(i) through (iv) of this 
section. Perform this calculation only 
for ‘‘valid operating hours’’, as defined 
in § 60.5540(a)(1). 

(i) Begin with the hourly CO2 mass 
emission rate (tons/h), obtained either 
from Equation F–11 in Appendix F to 
part 75 of this chapter (if CO2 
concentration is measured on a wet 
basis), or by following the procedure in 
section 4.2 of appendix F to part 75 of 
this chapter (if CO2 concentration is 
measured on a dry basis). 

(ii) Next, multiply each hourly CO2 
mass emission rate by the EGU or stack 
operating time in hours (as defined in 
§ 72.2 of this chapter), to convert it to 
tons of CO2. 

(iii) Finally, multiply the result from 
paragraph (b)(5)(ii) of this section by 
909.1 to convert it from tons of CO2 to 
kg. Round off to the nearest kg. 

(iv) The hourly CO2 tons/h values and 
EGU (or stack) operating times used to 
calculate CO2 mass emissions are 
required to be recorded under § 75.57(e) 
of this chapter and must be reported 
electronically under § 75.64(a)(6) of this 
chapter. You must use these data to 
calculate the hourly CO2 mass 
emissions. 

(c) If your affected EGU exclusively 
combusts liquid fuel and/or gaseous 
fuel, as an alternative to complying with 
paragraph (b) of this section, you may 
determine the hourly CO2 mass 
emissions according to paragraphs (c)(1) 

through (4) of this section. If you use 
non-uniform fuels as specified in 
§ 60.5520(d)(2), you may determine CO2 
mass emissions during the compliance 
period according to paragraph (c)(5) of 
this section. 

(1) If you are subject to an output- 
based standard and you do not install 
CEMS in accordance with paragraph (b) 
of this section, you must implement the 
applicable procedures in appendix D to 
part 75 of this chapter to determine 
hourly EGU heat input rates (MMBtu/h), 
based on hourly measurements of fuel 
flow rate and periodic determinations of 
the gross calorific value (GCV) of each 
fuel combusted. 

(2) For each measured hourly heat 
input rate, use Equation G–4 in 
appendix G to part 75 of this chapter to 
calculate the hourly CO2 mass emission 
rate (tons/h). You may determine site- 
specific carbon-based F-factors (Fc) 
using Equation F–7b in section 3.3.6 of 
appendix F to part 75 of this chapter, 
and you may use these Fc values in the 
emissions calculations instead of using 
the default Fc values in the Equation G– 
4 nomenclature. 

(3) For each ‘‘valid operating hour’’ 
(as defined in § 60.5540(a)(1), multiply 
the hourly tons/h CO2 mass emission 
rate from paragraph (c)(2) of this section 
by the EGU or stack operating time in 
hours (as defined in § 72.2 of this 
chapter), to convert it to tons of CO2. 
Then, multiply the result by 909.1 to 
convert from tons of CO2 to kg. Round 
off to the nearest two significant figures. 

(4) The hourly CO2 tons/h values and 
EGU (or stack) operating times used to 
calculate CO2 mass emissions are 
required to be recorded under § 75.57(e) 
of this chapter and must be reported 
electronically under § 75.64(a)(6) of this 
chapter. You must use these data to 
calculate the hourly CO2 mass 
emissions. 

(5) If you operate a combustion 
turbine firing non-uniform fuels, as an 
alternative to following paragraphs 
(c)(1) through (4) of this section, you 
may determine CO2 emissions during 
the compliance period using one of the 
following methods: 

(i) Units firing fuel gas may determine 
the heat input during the compliance 
period following the procedure under 
§ 60.107a(d) and convert this heat input 
to CO2 emissions using Equation G–4 in 
appendix G to part 75 of this chapter. 

(ii) You may use the procedure for 
determining CO2 emissions during the 
compliance period based on the use of 
the Tier 3 methodology under 
§ 98.33(a)(3) of this chapter. 

(d) Consistent with § 60.5520, you 
must determine the basis of the 
emissions standard that applies to your 
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affected source in accordance with 
either paragraph (d)(1) or (2) of this 
section, as applicable: 

(1) If you operate a source subject to 
an emissions standard established on an 
output basis (e.g., lb of CO2 per gross or 
net MWh of energy output), you must 
install, calibrate, maintain, and operate 
a sufficient number of watt meters to 
continuously measure and record the 
hourly gross electric output or net 
electric output, as applicable, from the 
affected EGU(s). These measurements 
must be performed using 0.2 class 
electricity metering instrumentation and 
calibration procedures as specified 
under ANSI Standards No. C12.20 
(incorporated by reference, see § 60.17). 
For a combined heat and power (CHP) 
EGU, as defined in § 60.5580, you must 
also install, calibrate, maintain, and 
operate meters to continuously (i.e., 
hour-by-hour) determine and record the 
total useful thermal output. For process 
steam applications, you will need to 
install, calibrate, maintain, and operate 
meters to continuously determine and 
record the hourly steam flow rate, 
temperature, and pressure. Your plan 
shall ensure that you install, calibrate, 
maintain, and operate meters to record 
each component of the determination, 
hour-by-hour. 

(2) If you operate a source subject to 
an emissions standard established on a 
heat-input basis (e.g., lb CO2/MMBtu) 
and your affected source uses non- 
uniform heating value fuels as 
delineated under § 60.5520(d), you must 
determine the total heat input for each 
fuel fired during the compliance period 
in accordance with one of the following 
procedures: 

(i) Appendix D to part 75 of this 
chapter; 

(ii) The procedures for monitoring 
heat input under § 60.107a(d); 

(iii) If you monitor CO2 emissions in 
accordance with the Tier 3 methodology 
under § 98.33(a)(3) of this chapter, you 
may convert your CO2 emissions to heat 
input using the appropriate emission 
factor in Table C–1 of part 98 of this 
chapter. If your fuel is not listed in 
Table C–1, you must determine a fuel- 
specific carbon-based F-factor (Fc) in 
accordance with section 12.3.2 of EPA 
Method 19 of appendix A–7 to this part, 
and you must convert your CO2 
emissions to heat input using Equation 
G–4 in appendix G to part 75 of this 
chapter. 

(e) Consistent with § 60.5520, if two 
or more affected EGUs serve a common 
electric generator, you must apportion 
the combined hourly gross or net energy 
output to the individual affected EGUs 
according to the fraction of the total 
steam load contributed by each EGU. 

Alternatively, if the EGUs are identical, 
you may apportion the combined hourly 
gross or net electrical load to the 
individual EGUs according to the 
fraction of the total heat input 
contributed by each EGU. 

(f) In accordance with §§ 60.13(g) and 
60.5520, if two or more affected EGUs 
that implement the continuous emission 
monitoring provisions in paragraph (b) 
of this section share a common exhaust 
gas stack and are subject to the same 
emissions standard in Table 1 or 2 of 
this subpart, you may monitor the 
hourly CO2 mass emissions at the 
common stack in lieu of monitoring 
each EGU separately. If you choose this 
option, the hourly gross or net energy 
output (electric, thermal, and/or 
mechanical, as applicable) must be the 
sum of the hourly loads for the 
individual affected EGUs and you must 
express the operating time as ‘‘stack 
operating hours’’ (as defined in § 72.2 of 
this chapter). If you attain compliance 
with the applicable emissions standard 
in § 60.5520 at the common stack, each 
affected EGU sharing the stack is in 
compliance. 

(g) In accordance with §§ 60.13(g) and 
60.5520 if the exhaust gases from an 
affected EGU that implements the 
continuous emission monitoring 
provisions in paragraph (b) of this 
section are emitted to the atmosphere 
through multiple stacks (or if the 
exhaust gases are routed to a common 
stack through multiple ducts and you 
elect to monitor in the ducts), you must 
monitor the hourly CO2 mass emissions 
and the ‘‘stack operating time’’ (as 
defined in § 72.2 of this chapter) at each 
stack or duct separately. In this case, 
you must determine compliance with 
the applicable emissions standard in 
Table 1 or 2 of this subpart by summing 
the CO2 mass emissions measured at the 
individual stacks or ducts and dividing 
by the total gross or net energy output 
for the affected EGU. 

§ 60.5540 How do I demonstrate 
compliance with my CO2 emissions 
standard and determine excess emissions? 

(a) In accordance with § 60.5520, if 
you are subject to an output-based 
emission standard or you burn non- 
uniform fuels as specified in 
§ 60.5520(d)(2), you must demonstrate 
compliance with the applicable CO2 
emission standard in Table 1 or 2 of this 
subpart as required in this section. For 
the initial and each subsequent 12- 
operating-month rolling average 
compliance period, you must follow the 
procedures in paragraphs (a)(1) through 
(7) of this section to calculate the CO2 
mass emissions rate for your affected 
EGU(s) in units of the applicable 

emissions standard (i.e., either kg/MWh 
or lb/MMBtu). You must use the hourly 
CO2 mass emissions calculated under 
§ 60.5535(b) or (c), as applicable, and 
either the generating load data from 
§ 60.5535(d)(1) for output-based 
calculations or the heat input data from 
§ 60.5535(d)(2) for heat-input-based 
calculations. Combustion turbines firing 
non-uniform fuels that contain CO2 
prior to combustion (e.g., blast furnace 
gas or landfill gas) may sample the fuel 
stream to determine the quantity of CO2 
present in the fuel prior to combustion 
and exclude this portion of the CO2 
mass emissions from compliance 
determinations. 

(1) Each compliance period shall 
include only ‘‘valid operating hours’’ in 
the compliance period, i.e., operating 
hours for which: 

(i) ‘‘Valid data’’ (as defined in 
§ 60.5580) are obtained for all of the 
parameters used to determine the hourly 
CO2 mass emissions (kg) and, if a heat 
input-based standard applies, all the 
parameters used to determine total heat 
input for the hour are also obtained; and 

(ii) The corresponding hourly gross or 
net energy output value is also valid 
data (Note: For hours with no useful 
output, zero is considered to be a valid 
value). 

(2) You must exclude operating hours 
in which: 

(i) The substitute data provisions of 
part 75 of this chapter are applied for 
any of the parameters used to determine 
the hourly CO2 mass emissions or, if a 
heat input-based standard applies, for 
any parameters used to determine the 
hourly heat input; or 

(ii) An exceedance of the full-scale 
range of a continuous emission 
monitoring system occurs for any of the 
parameters used to determine the hourly 
CO2 mass emissions or, if applicable, to 
determine the hourly heat input; or 

(iii) The total gross or net energy 
output (Pgross/net) or, if applicable, the 
total heat input is unavailable. 

(3) For each compliance period, at 
least 95 percent of the operating hours 
in the compliance period must be valid 
operating hours, as defined in paragraph 
(a)(1) of this section. 

(4) You must calculate the total CO2 
mass emissions by summing the valid 
hourly CO2 mass emissions values from 
§ 60.5535 for all of the valid operating 
hours in the compliance period. 

(5) Sources subject to output based 
standards. For each valid operating 
hour of the compliance period that was 
used in paragraph (a)(4) of this section 
to calculate the total CO2 mass 
emissions, you must determine Pgross/net 
(the corresponding hourly gross or net 
energy output in MWh) according to the 
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procedures in paragraphs (a)(3)(i) and 
(ii) of this section, as appropriate for the 
type of affected EGU(s). For an operating 
hour in which a valid CO2 mass 
emissions value is determined 
according to paragraph (a)(1)(i) of this 
section, if there is no gross or net 
electrical output, but there is 
mechanical or useful thermal output, 
you must still determine the gross or net 
energy output for that hour. In addition, 

for an operating hour in which a valid 
CO2 mass emissions value is determined 
according to paragraph (a)(1)(i) of this 
section, but there is no (i.e., zero) gross 
electrical, mechanical, or useful thermal 
output, you must use that hour in the 
compliance determination. For hours or 
partial hours where the gross electric 
output is equal to or less than the 
auxiliary loads, net electric output shall 
be counted as zero for this calculation. 

(i) Calculate Pgross/net for your affected 
EGU using the following equation. All 
terms in the equation must be expressed 
in units of megawatt-hours (MWh). To 
convert each hourly gross or net energy 
output (consistent with § 60.5520) value 
reported under part 75 of this chapter to 
MWh, multiply by the corresponding 
EGU or stack operating time. 

Where: 

Pgross/net = In accordance with § 60.5520, gross 
or net energy output of your affected 
EGU for each valid operating hour (as 
defined in § 60.5540(a)(1)) in MWh. 

(Pe)ST = Electric energy output plus 
mechanical energy output (if any) of 
steam turbines in MWh. 

(Pe)CT = Electric energy output plus 
mechanical energy output (if any) of 
stationary combustion turbine(s) in 
MWh. 

(Pe)IE = Electric energy output plus 
mechanical energy output (if any) of 
your affected EGU’s integrated 
equipment that provides electricity or 
mechanical energy to the affected EGU or 
auxiliary equipment in MWh. 

(Pe)FW = Electric energy used to power boiler 
feedwater pumps at steam generating 
units in MWh. Not applicable to 
stationary combustion turbines, IGCC 
EGUs, or EGUs complying with a net 
energy output based standard. 

(Pe)A = Electric energy used for any auxiliary 
loads in MWh. Not applicable for 
determining Pgross. 

(Pt)PS = Useful thermal output of steam 
(measured relative to SATP conditions, 
as applicable) that is used for 
applications that do not generate 
additional electricity, produce 
mechanical energy output, or enhance 
the performance of the affected EGU. 
This is calculated using the equation 
specified in paragraph (a)(5)(ii) of this 
section in MWh. 

(Pt)HR = Non steam useful thermal output 
(measured relative to SATP conditions, 
as applicable) from heat recovery that is 
used for applications other than steam 
generation or performance enhancement 
of the affected EGU in MWh. 

(Pt)IE = Useful thermal output (relative to 
SATP conditions, as applicable) from 
any integrated equipment is used for 
applications that do not generate 
additional steam, electricity, produce 
mechanical energy output, or enhance 
the performance of the affected EGU in 
MWh. 

TDF = Electric Transmission and Distribution 
Factor of 0.95 for a combined heat and 
power affected EGU where at least on an 
annual basis 20.0 percent of the total 
gross or net energy output consists of 
electric or direct mechanical output and 
20.0 percent of the total gross or net 

energy output consists of useful thermal 
output on a 12-operating-month rolling 
average basis, or 1.0 for all other affected 
EGUs. 

(ii) If applicable to your affected EGU 
(for example, for combined heat and 
power), you must calculate (Pt)PS using 
the following equation: 

Where: 

Qm = Measured steam flow in kilograms (kg) 
(or pounds (lb)) for the operating hour. 

H = Enthalpy of the steam at measured 
temperature and pressure (relative to 
SATP conditions or the energy in the 
condensate return line, as applicable) in 
Joules per kilogram (J/kg) (or Btu/lb). 

CF = Conversion factor of 3.6 × 109 J/MWh 
or 3.413 × 106 Btu/MWh. 

(6) Calculation of annual basis for 
standard. Sources complying with 
energy output-based standards must 
calculate the basis (i.e., denominator) of 
their actual annual emission rate in 
accordance with paragraph (a)(6)(i) of 
this section. Sources complying with 
heat input based standards must 
calculate the basis of their actual annual 
emission rate in accordance with 
paragraph (a)(6)(ii) of this section. 

(i) In accordance with § 60.5520 if you 
are subject to an output-based standard, 
you must calculate the total gross or net 
energy output for the affected EGU’s 
compliance period by summing the 
hourly gross or net energy output values 
for the affected EGU that you 
determined under paragraph (a)(5) of 
this section for all of the valid operating 
hours in the applicable compliance 
period. 

(ii) If you are subject to a heat input- 
based standard, you must calculate the 
total heat input for each fuel fired 
during the compliance period. The 
calculation of total heat input for each 
individual fuel must include all valid 
operating hours and must also be 
consistent with any fuel-specific 
procedures specified within your 

selected monitoring option under 
§ 60.5535(d)(2). 

(7) If you are subject to an output- 
based standard, you must calculate the 
CO2 mass emissions rate for the affected 
EGU(s) (kg/MWh) by dividing the total 
CO2 mass emissions value calculated 
according to the procedures in 
paragraph (a)(4) of this section by the 
total gross or net energy output value 
calculated according to the procedures 
in paragraph (a)(6)(i) of this section. 
Round off the result to two significant 
figures if the calculated value is less 
than 1,000; round the result to three 
significant figures if the calculated value 
is greater than 1,000. If you are subject 
to a heat input-based standard, you 
must calculate the CO2 mass emissions 
rate for the affected EGU(s) (lb/MMBtu) 
by dividing the total CO2 mass 
emissions value calculated according to 
the procedures in paragraph (a)(4) of 
this section by the total heat input 
calculated according to the procedures 
in paragraph (a)(6)(ii) of this section. 
Round off the result to two significant 
figures. 

(b) In accordance with § 60.5520, to 
demonstrate compliance with the 
applicable CO2 emission standard, for 
the initial and each subsequent 12- 
operating-month compliance period, the 
CO2 mass emissions rate for your 
affected EGU must be determined 
according to the procedures specified in 
paragraph (a)(1) through (7) of this 
section and must be less than or equal 
to the applicable CO2 emissions 
standard in Table 1 or 2 of this part, or 
the emissions standard calculated in 
accordance with § 60.5525(a)(2). 

Notification, Reports, and Records 

§ 60.5550 What notifications must I submit 
and when? 

(a) You must prepare and submit the 
notifications specified in §§ 60.7(a)(1) 
and (3) and 60.19, as applicable to your 
affected EGU(s) (see Table 3 of this 
subpart). 
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(b) You must prepare and submit 
notifications specified in § 75.61 of this 
chapter, as applicable, to your affected 
EGUs. 

§ 60.5555 What reports must I submit and 
when? 

(a) You must prepare and submit 
reports according to paragraphs (a) 
through (d) of this section, as 
applicable. 

(1) For affected EGUs that are required 
by § 60.5525 to conduct initial and on- 
going compliance determinations on a 
12-operating-month rolling average 
basis, you must submit electronic 
quarterly reports as follows. After you 
have accumulated the first 12-operating 
months for the affected EGU, you must 
submit a report for the calendar quarter 
that includes the twelfth operating 
month no later than 30 days after the 
end of that quarter. Thereafter, you must 
submit a report for each subsequent 
calendar quarter, no later than 30 days 
after the end of the quarter. 

(2) In each quarterly report you must 
include the following information, as 
applicable: 

(i) Each rolling average CO2 mass 
emissions rate for which the last 
(twelfth) operating month in a 12- 
operating-month compliance period 
falls within the calendar quarter. You 
must calculate each average CO2 mass 
emissions rate for the compliance 
period according to the procedures in 
§ 60.5540. You must report the dates 
(month and year) of the first and twelfth 
operating months in each compliance 
period for which you performed a CO2 
mass emissions rate calculation. If there 
are no compliance periods that end in 
the quarter, you must include a 
statement to that effect; 

(ii) If one or more compliance periods 
end in the quarter, you must identify 
each operating month in the calendar 
quarter where your EGU violated the 
applicable CO2 emission standard; 

(iii) If one or more compliance 
periods end in the quarter and there are 
no violations for the affected EGU, you 
must include a statement indicating this 
in the report; 

(iv) The percentage of valid operating 
hours in each 12-operating-month 
compliance period described in 
paragraph (a)(1)(i) of this section (i.e., 
the total number of valid operating 
hours (as defined in § 60.5540(a)(1)) in 
that period divided by the total number 
of operating hours in that period, 
multiplied by 100 percent); 

(v) Consistent with § 60.5520, the CO2 
emissions standard (as identified in 
Table 1 or 2 of this part) with which 
your affected EGU must comply; and 

(vi) Consistent with § 60.5520, an 
indication whether or not the hourly 
gross or net energy output (Pgross/net) 
values used in the compliance 
determinations are based solely upon 
gross electrical load. 

(3) In the final quarterly report of each 
calendar year, you must include the 
following: 

(i) Consistent with § 60.5520, gross 
energy output or net energy output sold 
to an electric grid, as applicable to the 
units of your emission standard, over 
the four quarters of the calendar year; 
and 

(ii) The potential electric output of the 
EGU. 

(b) You must submit all electronic 
reports required under paragraph (a) of 
this section using the Emissions 
Collection and Monitoring Plan System 
(ECMPS) Client Tool provided by the 
Clean Air Markets Division in the Office 
of Atmospheric Programs of EPA. 

(c)(1) For affected EGUs under this 
subpart that are also subject to the Acid 
Rain Program, you must meet all 
applicable reporting requirements and 
submit reports as required under 
subpart G of part 75 of this chapter. 

(2) For affected EGUs under this 
subpart that are not in the Acid Rain 
Program, you must also meet the 
reporting requirements and submit 
reports as required under subpart G of 
part 75 of this chapter, to the extent that 
those requirements and reports provide 
applicable data for the compliance 
demonstrations required under this 
subpart. 

(3)(i) For all newly-constructed 
affected EGUs under this subpart that 
are also subject to the Acid Rain 
Program, you must begin submitting the 
quarterly electronic emissions reports 
described in paragraph (c)(1) of this 
section in accordance with § 75.64(a) of 
this chapter, i.e., beginning with data 
recorded on and after the earlier of: 

(A) The date of provisional 
certification, as defined in § 75.20(a)(3) 
of this chapter; or 

(B) 180 days after the date on which 
the EGU commences commercial 
operation (as defined in § 72.2 of this 
chapter). 

(ii) For newly-constructed affected 
EGUs under this subpart that are not 
subject to the Acid Rain Program, you 
must begin submitting the quarterly 
electronic reports described in 
paragraph (c)(2) of this section, 
beginning with data recorded on and 
after: 

(A) The date on which reporting is 
required to begin under § 75.64(a) of this 
chapter, if that date occurs on or after 
October 23, 2015; or 

(B) October 23, 2015, if the date on 
which reporting would ordinarily be 
required to begin under § 75.64(a) of this 
chapter has passed prior to October 23, 
2015. 

(iii) For reconstructed or modified 
units, reporting of emissions data shall 
begin at the date on which the EGU 
becomes an affected unit under this 
subpart, provided that the ECMPS 
Client Tool is able to receive and 
process net energy output data on that 
date. Otherwise, emissions data 
reporting shall be on a gross energy 
output basis until the date that the 
Client Tool is first able to receive and 
process net energy output data. 

(4) If any required monitoring system 
has not been provisionally certified by 
the applicable date on which emissions 
data reporting is required to begin under 
paragraph (c)(3) of this section, the 
maximum (or in some cases, minimum) 
potential value for the parameter 
measured by the monitoring system 
shall be reported until the required 
certification testing is successfully 
completed, in accordance with § 75.4(j) 
of this chapter, § 75.37(b) of this 
chapter, or section 2.4 of appendix D to 
part 75 of this chapter (as applicable). 
Operating hours in which CO2 mass 
emission rates are calculated using 
maximum potential values are not 
‘‘valid operating hours’’ (as defined in 
§ 60.5540(a)(1)), and shall not be used in 
the compliance determinations under 
§ 60.5540. 

(d) For affected EGUs subject to the 
Acid Rain Program, the reports required 
under paragraphs (a) and (c)(1) of this 
section shall be submitted by: 

(1) The person appointed as the 
Designated Representative (DR) under 
§ 72.20 of this chapter; or 

(2) The person appointed as the 
Alternate Designated Representative 
(ADR) under § 72.22 of this chapter; or 

(3) A person (or persons) authorized 
by the DR or ADR under § 72.26 of this 
chapter to make the required 
submissions. 

(e) For affected EGUs that are not 
subject to the Acid Rain Program, the 
owner or operator shall appoint a DR 
and (optionally) an ADR to submit the 
reports required under paragraphs (a) 
and (c)(2) of this section. The DR and 
ADR must register with the Clean Air 
Markets Division (CAMD) Business 
System. The DR may delegate the 
authority to make the required 
submissions to one or more persons. 

(f) If your affected EGU captures CO2 
to meet the applicable emission limit, 
you must report in accordance with the 
requirements of 40 CFR part 98, subpart 
PP and either: 
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(1) Report in accordance with the 
requirements of 40 CFR part 98, subpart 
RR, if injection occurs on-site, or 

(2) Transfer the captured CO2 to an 
EGU or facility that reports in 
accordance with the requirements of 40 
CFR part 98, subpart RR, if injection 
occurs off-site. 

(3) Transfer the captured CO2 to a 
facility that has received an innovative 
technology waiver from EPA pursuant 
to paragraph (g) of this section. 

(g) Any person may request the 
Administrator to issue a waiver of the 
requirement that captured CO2 from an 
affected EGU be transferred to a facility 
reporting under 40 CFR part 98, subpart 
RR. To receive a waiver, the applicant 
must demonstrate to the Administrator 
that its technology will store captured 
CO2 as effectively as geologic 
sequestration, and that the proposed 
technology will not cause or contribute 
to an unreasonable risk to public health, 
welfare, or safety. In making this 
determination, the Administrator shall 
consider (among other factors) operating 
history of the technology, whether the 
technology will increase emissions or 
other releases of any pollutant other 
than CO2, and permanence of the CO2 
storage. The Administrator may test the 
system itself, or require the applicant to 
perform any tests considered by the 
Administrator to be necessary to show 
the technology’s effectiveness, safety, 
and ability to store captured CO2 
without release. The Administrator may 
grant conditional approval of a 
technology, with the approval 
conditioned on monitoring and 
reporting of operations. The 
Administrator may also withdraw 
approval of the waiver on evidence of 
releases of CO2 or other pollutants. The 
Administrator will provide notice to the 
public of any application under this 
provision and provide public notice of 
any proposed action on a petition before 
the Administrator takes final action. 

§ 60.5560 What records must I maintain? 
(a) You must maintain records of the 

information you used to demonstrate 
compliance with this subpart as 
specified in § 60.7(b) and (f). 

(b)(1) For affected EGUs subject to the 
Acid Rain Program, you must follow the 
applicable recordkeeping requirements 
and maintain records as required under 
subpart F of part 75 of this chapter. 

(2) For affected EGUs that are not 
subject to the Acid Rain Program, you 
must also follow the recordkeeping 
requirements and maintain records as 
required under subpart F of part 75 of 
this chapter, to the extent that those 
records provide applicable data for the 
compliance determinations required 

under this subpart. Regardless of the 
prior sentence, at a minimum, the 
following records must be kept, as 
applicable to the types of continuous 
monitoring systems used to demonstrate 
compliance under this subpart: 

(i) Monitoring plan records under 
§ 75.53(g) and (h) of this chapter; 

(ii) Operating parameter records 
under § 75.57(b)(1) through (4) of this 
chapter; 

(iii) The records under § 75.57(c)(2) of 
this chapter, for stack gas volumetric 
flow rate; 

(iv) The records under § 75.57(c)(3) of 
this chapter for continuous moisture 
monitoring systems; 

(v) The records under § 75.57(e)(1) of 
this chapter, except for paragraph 
(e)(1)(x), for CO2 concentration 
monitoring systems or O2 monitors used 
to calculate CO2 concentration; 

(vi) The records under § 75.58(c)(1) of 
this chapter, specifically paragraphs 
(c)(1)(i), (ii), and (viii) through (xiv), for 
oil flow meters; 

(vii) The records under § 75.58(c)(4) of 
this chapter, specifically paragraphs 
(c)(4)(i), (ii), (iv), (v), and (vii) through 
(xi), for gas flow meters; 

(viii) The quality-assurance records 
under § 75.59(a) of this chapter, 
specifically paragraphs (a)(1) through 
(12) and (15), for CEMS; 

(ix) The quality-assurance records 
under § 75.59(a) of this chapter, 
specifically paragraphs (b)(1) through 
(4), for fuel flow meters; and 

(x) Records of data acquisition and 
handling system (DAHS) verification 
under § 75.59(e) of this chapter. 

(c) You must keep records of the 
calculations you performed to 
determine the hourly and total CO2 
mass emissions (tons) for: 

(1) Each operating month (for all 
affected EGUs); and 

(2) Each compliance period, 
including, each 12-operating-month 
compliance period. 

(d) Consistent with § 60.5520, you 
must keep records of the applicable data 
recorded and calculations performed 
that you used to determine your affected 
EGU’s gross or net energy output for 
each operating month. 

(e) You must keep records of the 
calculations you performed to 
determine the percentage of valid CO2 
mass emission rates in each compliance 
period. 

(f) You must keep records of the 
calculations you performed to assess 
compliance with each applicable CO2 
mass emissions standard in Table 1 or 
2 of this subpart. 

(g) You must keep records of the 
calculations you performed to 
determine any site-specific carbon- 

based F-factors you used in the 
emissions calculations (if applicable). 

§ 60.5565 In what form and how long must 
I keep my records? 

(a) Your records must be in a form 
suitable and readily available for 
expeditious review. 

(b) You must maintain each record for 
3 years after the date of conclusion of 
each compliance period. 

(c) You must maintain each record on 
site for at least 2 years after the date of 
each occurrence, measurement, 
maintenance, corrective action, report, 
or record, according to § 60.7. Records 
that are accessible from a central 
location by a computer or other means 
that instantly provide access at the site 
meet this requirement. You may 
maintain the records off site for the 
remaining year(s) as required by this 
subpart. 

Other Requirements and Information 

§ 60.5570 What parts of the general 
provisions apply to my affected EGU? 

Notwithstanding any other provision 
of this chapter, certain parts of the 
general provisions in §§ 60.1 through 
60.19, listed in Table 3 to this subpart, 
do not apply to your affected EGU. 

§ 60.5575 Who implements and enforces 
this subpart? 

(a) This subpart can be implemented 
and enforced by the EPA, or a delegated 
authority such as your state, local, or 
tribal agency. If the Administrator has 
delegated authority to your state, local, 
or tribal agency, then that agency (as 
well as the EPA) has the authority to 
implement and enforce this subpart. 
You should contact your EPA Regional 
Office to find out if this subpart is 
delegated to your state, local, or tribal 
agency. 

(b) In delegating implementation and 
enforcement authority of this subpart to 
a state, local, or tribal agency, the 
Administrator retains the authorities 
listed in paragraphs (b)(1) through (5) of 
this section and does not transfer them 
to the state, local, or tribal agency. In 
addition, the EPA retains oversight of 
this subpart and can take enforcement 
actions, as appropriate. 

(1) Approval of alternatives to the 
emission standards. 

(2) Approval of major alternatives to 
test methods. 

(3) Approval of major alternatives to 
monitoring. 

(4) Approval of major alternatives to 
recordkeeping and reporting. 

(5) Performance test and data 
reduction waivers under § 60.8(b). 
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§ 60.5580 What definitions apply to this 
subpart? 

As used in this subpart, all terms not 
defined herein will have the meaning 
given them in the Clean Air Act and in 
subpart A (general provisions of this 
part). 

Annual capacity factor means the 
ratio between the actual heat input to an 
EGU during a calendar year and the 
potential heat input to the EGU had it 
been operated for 8,760 hours during a 
calendar year at the base load rating. 

Base load rating means the maximum 
amount of heat input (fuel) that an EGU 
can combust on a steady state basis, as 
determined by the physical design and 
characteristics of the EGU at ISO 
conditions. For a stationary combustion 
turbine, base load rating includes the 
heat input from duct burners. 

Coal means all solid fuels classified as 
anthracite, bituminous, subbituminous, 
or lignite by ASTM International in 
ASTM D388–99 (Reapproved 2004) e1 
(incorporated by reference, see § 60.17), 
coal refuse, and petroleum coke. 
Synthetic fuels derived from coal for the 
purpose of creating useful heat, 
including, but not limited to, solvent- 
refined coal, gasified coal (not meeting 
the definition of natural gas), coal-oil 
mixtures, and coal-water mixtures are 
included in this definition for the 
purposes of this subpart. 

Combined cycle unit means an 
electric generating unit that uses a 
stationary combustion turbine from 
which the heat from the turbine exhaust 
gases is recovered by a heat recovery 
steam generating unit (HRSG) to 
generate additional electricity. 

Combined heat and power unit or 
CHP unit, (also known as 
‘‘cogeneration’’) means an electric 
generating unit that that use a steam 
generating unit or stationary combustion 
turbine to simultaneously produce both 
electric (or mechanical) and useful 
thermal output from the same primary 
energy source. 

Design efficiency means the rated 
overall net efficiency (e.g., electric plus 
useful thermal output) on a lower 
heating value basis at the base load 
rating, at ISO conditions, and at the 
maximum useful thermal output (e.g., 
CHP unit with condensing steam 
turbines would determine the design 
efficiency at the maximum level of 
extraction and/or bypass). Design 
efficiency shall be determined using one 
of the following methods: ASME PTC 22 
Gas Turbines (incorporated by 
reference, see § 60.17), ASME PTC 46 
Overall Plant Performance (incorporated 
by reference, see § 60.17) or ISO 2314 
Gas turbines—acceptance tests 
(incorporated by reference, see § 60.17). 

Distillate oil means fuel oils that 
comply with the specifications for fuel 
oil numbers 1 and 2, as defined by 
ASTM International in ASTM D396–98 
(incorporated by reference, see § 60.17); 
diesel fuel oil numbers 1 and 2, as 
defined by ASTM International in 
ASTM D975–08a (incorporated by 
reference, see § 60.17); kerosene, as 
defined by ASTM International in 
ASTM D3699 (incorporated by 
reference, see § 60.17); biodiesel as 
defined by ASTM International in 
ASTM D6751 (incorporated by 
reference, see § 60.17); or biodiesel 
blends as defined by ASTM 
International in ASTM D7467 
(incorporated by reference, see § 60.17). 

Electric Generating units or EGU 
means any steam generating unit, IGCC 
unit, or stationary combustion turbine 
that is subject to this rule (i.e., meets the 
applicability criteria) 

Fossil fuel means natural gas, 
petroleum, coal, and any form of solid, 
liquid, or gaseous fuel derived from 
such material for the purpose of creating 
useful heat. 

Gaseous fuel means any fuel that is 
present as a gas at ISO conditions and 
includes, but is not limited to, natural 
gas, refinery fuel gas, process gas, coke- 
oven gas, synthetic gas, and gasified 
coal. 

Gross energy output means: 
(1) For stationary combustion turbines 

and IGCC, the gross electric or direct 
mechanical output from both the EGU 
(including, but not limited to, output 
from steam turbine(s), combustion 
turbine(s), and gas expander(s)) plus 100 
percent of the useful thermal output. 

(2) For steam generating units, the 
gross electric or mechanical output from 
the affected EGU(s) (including, but not 
limited to, output from steam turbine(s), 
combustion turbine(s), and gas 
expander(s)) minus any electricity used 
to power the feedwater pumps plus 100 
percent of the useful thermal output; 

(3) For combined heat and power 
facilities where at least 20.0 percent of 
the total gross energy output consists of 
electric or direct mechanical output and 
20.0 percent of the total gross energy 
output consists of useful thermal output 
on a 12-operating-month rolling average 
basis, the gross electric or mechanical 
output from the affected EGU 
(including, but not limited to, output 
from steam turbine(s), combustion 
turbine(s), and gas expander(s)) minus 
any electricity used to power the 
feedwater pumps (the electric auxiliary 
load of boiler feedwater pumps is not 
applicable to IGCC facilities), that 
difference divided by 0.95, plus 100 
percent of the useful thermal output. 

Heat recovery steam generating unit 
(HRSG) means an EGU in which hot 
exhaust gases from the combustion 
turbine engine are routed in order to 
extract heat from the gases and generate 
useful output. Heat recovery steam 
generating units can be used with or 
without duct burners. 

Integrated gasification combined 
cycle facility or IGCC means a combined 
cycle facility that is designed to burn 
fuels containing 50 percent (by heat 
input) or more solid-derived fuel not 
meeting the definition of natural gas, 
plus any integrated equipment that 
provides electricity or useful thermal 
output to the affected EGU or auxiliary 
equipment. The Administrator may 
waive the 50 percent solid-derived fuel 
requirement during periods of the 
gasification system construction, startup 
and commissioning, shutdown, or 
repair. No solid fuel is directly burned 
in the EGU during operation. 

ISO conditions means 288 Kelvin 
(15°C), 60 percent relative humidity and 
101.3 kilopascals pressure. 

Liquid fuel means any fuel that is 
present as a liquid at ISO conditions 
and includes, but is not limited to, 
distillate oil and residual oil. 

Mechanical output means the useful 
mechanical energy that is not used to 
operate the affected EGU(s), generate 
electricity and/or thermal energy, or to 
enhance the performance of the affected 
EGU. Mechanical energy measured in 
horsepower hour should be converted 
into MWh by multiplying it by 745.7 
then dividing by 1,000,000. 

Natural gas means a fluid mixture of 
hydrocarbons (e.g., methane, ethane, or 
propane), composed of at least 70 
percent methane by volume or that has 
a gross calorific value between 35 and 
41 megajoules (MJ) per dry standard 
cubic meter (950 and 1,100 Btu per dry 
standard cubic foot), that maintains a 
gaseous state under ISO conditions. 
Finally, natural gas does not include the 
following gaseous fuels: Landfill gas, 
digester gas, refinery gas, sour gas, blast 
furnace gas, coal-derived gas, producer 
gas, coke oven gas, or any gaseous fuel 
produced in a process which might 
result in highly variable CO2 content or 
heating value. 

Net-electric sales means: 
(1) The gross electric sales to the 

utility power distribution system minus 
purchased power; or 

(2) For combined heat and power 
facilities where at least 20.0 percent of 
the total gross energy output consists of 
electric or direct mechanical output and 
at least 20.0 percent of the total gross 
energy output consists of useful thermal 
output on an annual basis, the gross 
electric sales to the utility power 
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distribution system minus purchased 
power of the thermal host facility or 
facilities. 

(3) Electricity supplied to other 
facilities that produce electricity to 
offset auxiliary loads are included when 
calculating net-electric sales. 

(4) Electric sales that that result from 
a system emergency are not included 
when calculating net-electric sales. 

Net-electric output means the amount 
of gross generation the generator(s) 
produces (including, but not limited to, 
output from steam turbine(s), 
combustion turbine(s), and gas 
expander(s)), as measured at the 
generator terminals, less the electricity 
used to operate the plant (i.e., auxiliary 
loads); such uses include fuel handling 
equipment, pumps, fans, pollution 
control equipment, other electricity 
needs, and transformer losses as 
measured at the transmission side of the 
step up transformer (e.g., the point of 
sale). 

Net energy output means: 
(1) The net electric or mechanical 

output from the affected EGU plus 100 
percent of the useful thermal output; or 

(2) For combined heat and power 
facilities where at least 20.0 percent of 
the total gross or net energy output 
consists of electric or direct mechanical 
output and at least 20.0 percent of the 
total gross or net energy output consists 
of useful thermal output on a 12- 
operating-month rolling average basis, 
the net electric or mechanical output 
from the affected EGU divided by 0.95, 
plus 100 percent of the useful thermal 
output. 

Operating month means a calendar 
month during which any fuel is 
combusted in the affected EGU at any 
time. 

Petroleum means crude oil or a fuel 
derived from crude oil, including, but 
not limited to, distillate and residual oil. 

Potential electric output means 33 
percent or the base load rating design 
efficiency at the maximum electric 
production rate (e.g., CHP units with 
condensing steam turbines will operate 
at maximum electric production), 
whichever is greater, multiplied by the 
base load rating (expressed in MMBtu/ 
h) of the EGU, multiplied by 106 Btu/ 
MMBtu, divided by 3,413 Btu/KWh, 
divided by 1,000 kWh/MWh, and 
multiplied by 8,760 h/yr (e.g., a 35 
percent efficient affected EGU with a 
100 MW (341 MMBtu/h) fossil fuel heat 
input capacity would have a 306,000 
MWh 12-month potential electric output 
capacity). 

Standard ambient temperature and 
pressure (SATP) conditions means 
298.15 Kelvin (25 °C, 77 °F) and 100.0 
kilopascals (14.504 psi, 0.987 atm) 
pressure. The enthalpy of water at SATP 
conditions is 50 Btu/lb. 

Solid fuel means any fuel that has a 
definite shape and volume, has no 
tendency to flow or disperse under 
moderate stress, and is not liquid or 
gaseous at ISO conditions. This 
includes, but is not limited to, coal, 
biomass, and pulverized solid fuels. 

Stationary combustion turbine means 
all equipment including, but not limited 
to, the turbine engine, the fuel, air, 
lubrication and exhaust gas systems, 
control systems (except emissions 
control equipment), heat recovery 
system, fuel compressor, heater, and/or 
pump, post-combustion emission 
control technology, and any ancillary 
components and sub-components 
comprising any simple cycle stationary 
combustion turbine, any combined 
cycle combustion turbine, and any 
combined heat and power combustion 
turbine based system plus any 
integrated equipment that provides 
electricity or useful thermal output to 
the combustion turbine engine, heat 
recovery system or auxiliary equipment. 
Stationary means that the combustion 
turbine is not self-propelled or intended 
to be propelled while performing its 
function. It may, however, be mounted 
on a vehicle for portability. A stationary 
combustion turbine that burns any solid 
fuel directly is considered a steam 
generating unit. 

Steam generating unit means any 
furnace, boiler, or other device used for 
combusting fuel and producing steam 
(nuclear steam generators are not 
included) plus any integrated 
equipment that provides electricity or 
useful thermal output to the affected 
EGU(s) or auxiliary equipment. 

System emergency means any 
abnormal system condition that the 
Regional Transmission Organizations 
(RTO), Independent System Operators 
(ISO) or control area Administrator 
determines requires immediate 
automatic or manual action to prevent 
or limit loss of transmission facilities or 
generators that could adversely affect 
the reliability of the power system and 
therefore call for maximum generation 
resources to operate in the affected area, 
or for the specific affected EGU to 
operate to avert loss of load. 

Useful thermal output means the 
thermal energy made available for use in 

any heating application (e.g., steam 
delivered to an industrial process for a 
heating application, including thermal 
cooling applications) that is not used for 
electric generation, mechanical output 
at the affected EGU, to directly enhance 
the performance of the affected EGU 
(e.g., economizer output is not useful 
thermal output, but thermal energy used 
to reduce fuel moisture is considered 
useful thermal output), or to supply 
energy to a pollution control device at 
the affected EGU. Useful thermal output 
for affected EGU(s) with no condensate 
return (or other thermal energy input to 
the affected EGU(s)) or where measuring 
the energy in the condensate (or other 
thermal energy input to the affected 
EGU(s)) would not meaningfully impact 
the emission rate calculation is 
measured against the energy in the 
thermal output at SATP conditions. 
Affected EGU(s) with meaningful energy 
in the condensate return (or other 
thermal energy input to the affected 
EGU) must measure the energy in the 
condensate and subtract that energy 
relative to SATP conditions from the 
measured thermal output. 

Valid data means quality-assured data 
generated by continuous monitoring 
systems that are installed, operated, and 
maintained according to part 75 of this 
chapter. For CEMS, the initial 
certification requirements in § 75.20 of 
this chapter and appendix A to part 75 
of this chapter must be met before 
quality-assured data are reported under 
this subpart; for on-going quality 
assurance, the daily, quarterly, and 
semiannual/annual test requirements in 
sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 of appendix B 
to part 75 of this chapter must be met 
and the data validation criteria in 
sections 2.1.5, 2.2.3, and 2.3.2 of 
appendix B to part 75 of this chapter 
apply. For fuel flow meters, the initial 
certification requirements in section 
2.1.5 of appendix D to part 75 of this 
chapter must be met before quality- 
assured data are reported under this 
subpart (except for qualifying 
commercial billing meters under section 
2.1.4.2 of appendix D to part 75), and for 
on-going quality assurance, the 
provisions in section 2.1.6 of appendix 
D to part 75 apply (except for qualifying 
commercial billing meters). 

Violation means a specified averaging 
period over which the CO2 emissions 
rate is higher than the applicable 
emissions standard located in Table 1 or 
2 of this subpart. 
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TABLE 1 OF SUBPART TTTT OF PART 60—CO2 EMISSION STANDARDS FOR AFFECTED STEAM GENERATING UNITS AND 
INTEGRATED GASIFICATION COMBINED CYCLE FACILITIES THAT COMMENCED CONSTRUCTION AFTER JANUARY 8, 
2014 AND RECONSTRUCTION OR MODIFICATION AFTER JUNE 18, 2014 

[Note: Numerical values of 1,000 or greater have a minimum of 3 significant figures and numerical values of less than 1,000 have a minimum of 
2 significant figures] 

Affected EGU CO2 Emission standard 

Newly constructed steam generating unit or integrated gasification 
combined cycle (IGCC).

640 kg CO2/MWh of gross energy output (1,400 lb CO2/MWh). 

Reconstructed steam generating unit or IGCC that has base load rating 
of 2,100 GJ/h (2,000 MMBtu/h) or less.

910 kg of CO2 per MWh of gross energy output (2,000 lb CO2/MWh). 

Reconstructed steam generating unit or IGCC that has a base load rat-
ing greater than 2,100 GJ/h (2,000 MMBtu/h).

820 kg of CO2 per MWh of gross energy output (1,800 lb CO2/MWh). 

Modified steam generating unit or IGCC ................................................. A unit-specific emission limit determined by the unit’s best historical an-
nual CO2 emission rate (from 2002 to the date of the modification); 
the emission limit will be no lower than: 

1. 1,800 lb CO2/MWh-gross for units with a base load rating great-
er than 2,000 MMBtu/h; or 

2. 2,000 lb CO2/MWh-gross for units with a base load rating of 
2,000 MMBtu/h or less. 

TABLE 2 OF SUBPART TTTT OF PART 60—CO2 EMISSION STANDARDS FOR AFFECTED STATIONARY COMBUSTION TUR-
BINES THAT COMMENCED CONSTRUCTION AFTER JANUARY 8, 2014 AND RECONSTRUCTION AFTER JUNE 18, 2014 
(NET ENERGY OUTPUT-BASED STANDARDS APPLICABLE AS APPROVED BY THE ADMINISTRATOR) 

[Note: Numerical values of 1,000 or greater have a minimum of 3 significant figures and numerical values of less than 1,000 have a minimum of 
2 significant figures] 

Affected EGU CO2 Emission standard 

Newly constructed or reconstructed stationary combustion turbine that 
supplies more than its design efficiency or 50 percent, whichever is 
less, times its potential electric output as net-electric sales on both a 
12-operating month and a 3-year rolling average basis and combusts 
more than 90% natural gas on a heat input basis on a 12-operating- 
month rolling average basis.

450 kg of CO2 per MWh of gross energy output (1,000 lb CO2/MWh); 
or 

470 kilograms (kg) of CO2 per megawatt-hour (MWh) of net energy 
output (1,030 lb/MWh). 

Newly constructed or reconstructed stationary combustion turbine that 
supplies its design efficiency or 50 percent, whichever is less, times 
its potential electric output or less as net-electric sales on either a 
12-operating month or a 3-year rolling average basis and combusts 
more than 90% natural gas on a heat input basis on a 12-operating- 
month rolling average basis.

50 kg CO2 per gigajoule (GJ) of heat input (120 lb CO2/MMBtu). 

Newly constructed and reconstructed stationary combustion turbine that 
combusts 90% or less natural gas on a heat input basis on a 12-op-
erating-month rolling average basis.

50 kg CO2/GJ of heat input (120 lb/MMBtu) to 69 kg CO2/GJ of heat 
input (160 lb/MMBtu) as determined by the procedures in § 60.5525. 

TABLE 3 TO SUBPART TTTT OF PART 60—APPLICABILITY OF SUBPART A OF PART 60 (GENERAL PROVISIONS) TO 
SUBPART TTTT 

General 
provisions 

citation 
Subject of citation Applies to subpart 

TTTT Explanation 

§ 60.1 ............ Applicability ................................................................ Yes.
§ 60.2 ............ Definitions .................................................................. Yes ....................... Additional terms defined in § 60.5580. 
§ 60.3 ............ Units and Abbreviations ............................................. Yes.
§ 60.4 ............ Address ...................................................................... Yes ....................... Does not apply to information reported electronically 

through ECMPS. Duplicate submittals are not re-
quired. 

§ 60.5 ............ Determination of construction or modification ........... Yes.
§ 60.6 ............ Review of plans ......................................................... Yes.
§ 60.7 ............ Notification and Recordkeeping ................................. Yes ....................... Only the requirements to submit the notifications in 

§ 60.7(a)(1) and (3) and to keep records of mal-
functions in § 60.7(b), if applicable. 

§ 60.8 ............ Performance tests ...................................................... No.
§ 60.9 ............ Availability of Information ........................................... Yes.
§ 60.10 .......... State authority ............................................................ Yes.
§ 60.11 .......... Compliance with standards and maintenance re-

quirements.
No.

§ 60.12 .......... Circumvention ............................................................ Yes.
§ 60.13 .......... Monitoring requirements ............................................ No ........................ All monitoring is done according to part 75. 
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TABLE 3 TO SUBPART TTTT OF PART 60—APPLICABILITY OF SUBPART A OF PART 60 (GENERAL PROVISIONS) TO 
SUBPART TTTT—Continued 

General 
provisions 

citation 
Subject of citation Applies to subpart 

TTTT Explanation 

§ 60.14 .......... Modification ................................................................ Yes (steam gener-
ating units and 
IGCC facilities).

No (stationary 
combustion tur-
bines.

§ 60.15 .......... Reconstruction ........................................................... Yes.
§ 60.16 .......... Priority list .................................................................. No.
§ 60.17 .......... Incorporations by reference ....................................... Yes.
§ 60.18 .......... General control device requirements ......................... No.
§ 60.19 .......... General notification and reporting requirements ....... Yes ....................... Does not apply to notifications under § 75.61 or to 

information reported through ECMPS. 

PART 70—STATE OPERATING PERMIT 
PROGRAMS 

■ 4. The authority citation for part 70 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7401, et seq. 

■ 5. In § 70.2, the definition of 
‘‘Regulated pollutant (for presumptive 
fee calculation)’’ is amended by: 
■ a. Revising the introductory text; 
■ b. Removing ‘‘or’’ from the end of 
paragraph (2); 
■ c. Removing the period at the end of 
paragraph (3) and adding ‘‘; or’’ in its 
place; and 
■ d. Adding paragraph (4). 

The revision and additions read as 
follows: 

§ 70.2 Definitions. 

* * * * * 
Regulated pollutant (for presumptive 

fee calculation), which is used only for 
purposes of § 70.9(b)(2), means any 
regulated air pollutant except the 
following: 
* * * * * 

(4) Greenhouse gases. 
* * * * * 
■ 6. Section 70.9 is amended by revising 
paragraph (b)(2)(i), and adding 
paragraph (b)(2)(v) to read as follows: 

§ 70.9 Fee determination and certification. 

* * * * * 
(b) * * * 
(2)(i) The Administrator will presume 

that the fee schedule meets the 
requirements of paragraph (b)(1) of this 
section if it would result in the 
collection and retention of an amount 
not less than $25 per year [as adjusted 
pursuant to the criteria set forth in 
paragraph (b)(2)(iv) of this section] 
times the total tons of the actual 
emissions of each regulated pollutant 
(for presumptive fee calculation) 
emitted from part 70 sources and any 

GHG cost adjustment required under 
paragraph (b)(2)(v) of this section. 
* * * * * 

(v) GHG cost adjustment. The amount 
calculated in paragraph (b)(2)(i) of this 
section shall be increased by the GHG 
cost adjustment determined as follows: 
For each activity identified in the 
following table, multiply the number of 
activities performed by the permitting 
authority by the burden hours per 
activity, and then calculate a total 
number of burden hours for all 
activities. Next, multiply the burden 
hours by the average cost of staff time, 
including wages, employee benefits and 
overhead. 

Activity 

Burden 
hours 
per 

activity 

GHG completeness determina-
tion (for initial permit or up-
dated application) .................... 43 

GHG evaluation for a permit 
modification or related permit 
action ....................................... 7 

GHG evaluation at permit re-
newal ....................................... 10 

* * * * * 

PART 71—FEDERAL OPERATING 
PERMIT PROGRAMS 

■ 7. The authority citation for part 71 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7401, et seq. 

■ 8. In § 71.2, the definition of 
‘‘Regulated pollutant (for fee 
calculation)’’ is amended by: 
■ a. Removing ‘‘or’’ from the end of 
paragraph (2); 
■ b. Removing the period at the end of 
paragraph (3) and adding ‘‘; or’’ in its 
place; and 
■ b. Adding paragraph (4). 

The revisions and additions read as 
follows: 

§ 71.2 Definitions. 

* * * * * 
Regulated pollutant (for fee 

calculation), which is used only for 
purposes of § 71.9(c), means any 
‘‘regulated air pollutant’’ except the 
following: 
* * * * * 

(4) Greenhouse gases. 
* * * * * 
■ 9. Section 71.9 is amended by: 
■ a. Revising paragraphs (c)(1), (c)(2)(i), 
(c)(3), and (c)(4); and 
■ b. Adding paragraph (c)(8). 

The revisions and addition read as 
follows: 

§ 71.9 Permit fees. 

* * * * * 
(c) * * * 
(1) For part 71 programs that are 

administered by EPA, each part 71 
source shall pay an annual fee which is 
the sum of: 

(i) $32 per ton (as adjusted pursuant 
to the criteria set forth in paragraph 
(n)(1) of this section) times the total tons 
of the actual emissions of each regulated 
pollutant (for fee calculation) emitted 
from the source, including fugitive 
emissions; and 

(ii) Any GHG fee adjustment required 
under paragraph (c)(8) of this section. 

(2) * * * 
(i) Where the EPA has not suspended 

its part 71 fee collection pursuant to 
paragraph (c)(2)(ii) of this section, the 
annual fee for each part 71 source shall 
be the sum of: 

(A) $24 per ton (as adjusted pursuant 
to the criteria set forth in paragraph 
(n)(1) of this section) times the total tons 
of the actual emissions of each regulated 
pollutant (for fee calculation) emitted 
from the source, including fugitive 
emissions; and 
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(B) Any GHG fee adjustment required 
under paragraph (c)(8) of this section. 
* * * * * 

(3) For part 71 programs that are 
administered by EPA with contractor 
assistance, the per ton fee shall vary 
depending on the extent of contractor 
involvement and the cost to EPA of 
contractor assistance. The EPA shall 
establish a per ton fee that is based on 
the contractor costs for the specific part 
71 program that is being administered, 
using the following formula: 
Cost per ton = (E × 32) + [(1 ¥ E) × $C] 

Where E represents EPA’s proportion 
of total effort (expressed as a percentage 
of total effort) needed to administer the 
part 71 program, 1 ¥ E represents the 
contractor’s effort, and C represents the 
contractor assistance cost on a per ton 
basis. C shall be computed by using the 
following formula: 
C = [ B + T + N] divided by 12,300,000 

Where B represents the base cost 
(contractor costs), where T represents 
travel costs, and where N represents 
nonpersonnel data management and 
tracking costs. In addition, each part 71 
source shall pay a GHG fee adjustment 
for each activity as required under 
paragraph (c)(8) of this section. 

(4) For programs that are delegated in 
part, the fee shall be computed using the 
following formula: 
Cost per ton = (E × 32) + (D × 24) + [(1 

¥ E ¥ D) × $C] 
Where E and D represent, 

respectively, the EPA and delegate 

agency proportions of total effort 
(expressed as a percentage of total effort) 
needed to administer the part 71 
program, 1 ¥ E ¥ D represents the 
contractor’s effort, and C represents the 
contractor assistance cost on a per ton 
basis. C shall be computed using the 
formula for contractor assistance cost 
found in paragraph (c)(3) of this section 
and shall be zero if contractor assistance 
is not utilized. In addition, each part 71 
source shall pay a GHG fee adjustment 
for each activity as required under 
paragraph (c)(8) of this section. 
* * * * * 

(8) GHG fee adjustment. The annual 
fee shall be increased by a GHG fee 
adjustment for any source that has 
initiated an activity listed in the 
following table since the fee was last 
paid. The GHG fee adjustment shall be 
equal to the set fee provided in the table 
for each activity that has been initiated 
since the fee was last paid: 

Activity Set fee 

GHG completeness determina-
tion (for initial permit or up-
dated application) .................... $2,236 

GHG evaluation for a permit 
modification or related permit 
action ....................................... 364 

GHG evaluation at permit re-
newal ....................................... 520 

* * * * * 

PART 98—MANDATORY 
GREENHOUSE GAS REPORTING 

■ 10. The authority citation for part 98 
is revised to read as follows: 

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7401–7671q. 

■ 11. Section 98.426 is amended by 
adding paragraph (h) to read as follows: 

§ 98.426 Data reporting requirements. 

* * * * * 
(h) If you capture a CO2 stream from 

an electricity generating unit that is 
subject to subpart D of this part and 
transfer CO2 to any facilities that are 
subject to subpart RR of this part, you 
must: 

(1) Report the facility identification 
number associated with the annual GHG 
report for the subpart D facility; 

(2) Report each facility identification 
number associated with the annual GHG 
reports for each subpart RR facility to 
which CO2 is transferred; and 

(3) Report the annual quantity of CO2 
in metric tons that is transferred to each 
subpart RR facility. 
■ 12. Section 98.427 is amended by 
adding paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§ 98.427 Records that must be retained. 

* * * * * 
(d) Facilities subject to § 98.426(h) 

must retain records of CO2 in metric 
tons that is transferred to each subpart 
RR facility. 
[FR Doc. 2015–22837 Filed 10–22–15; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 6560–50–P 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

 The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) and the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers (“Corps”) (collectively, “Agencies”) promulgated the Clean 

Water Rule on June 29, 2015.  See Clean Water Rule: Definition of “Waters of the 

United States,” 80 Fed. Reg. 37,054-37,105 (June 29, 2015) (“Final Rule” or 

“Rule”).  The States filed timely petitions for review within 120 days, as required 

under 33 U.S.C. § 1369(B)(1).  This Court held that it has jurisdiction over the 

State petitions under 33 U.S.C. § 1369(B)(1)(F).  See In re U.S. Dep’t of Defense 

and U.S. EPA Final Rule, 817 F.3d 261, 273 (6th Cir. 2016).  The States have 

standing because the Rule’s expansion of the Agencies’ authority under the Clean 

Water Act (“CWA”) imposes significant and sovereign harm upon them.  See, e.g., 

State Petitioners’ Motion for Stay Pending Review & Declarations, No. 15-3799, 

Dkt. 24, at 15-19 (filed Sept. 9, 2015). 

INTRODUCTION 

 This case is about who has authority to regulate isolated land and water 

features that are far removed from any navigable waterway: the federal 

government or the sovereign States.  The CWA, like the United States 

Constitution, reserves that authority to the States.  Yet, in the Rule at issue here, 

the Agencies have asserted federal authority over many of those local resources. 
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When Congress enacted the CWA over forty years ago, it “chose to 

‘recognize, preserve, and protect the primary responsibilities and rights of States 

. . . to plan the development and use . . . of land and water resources.’”  Solid 

Waste Agency of N. Cook Cnty. v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 531 U.S. 159, 174 

(2001) (“SWANCC”) (quoting 33 U.S.C. § 1251(b)).  But it granted to the federal 

government primary jurisdiction over the nation’s “navigable waters,” defined as 

“waters of the United States.”  33 U.S.C. § 1362(7).  The resulting statutory regime 

balances traditional state authority over land use and water resources within their 

borders with the need for uniform federal regulation to protect navigable-in-fact 

waters.   

The Agencies have repeatedly sought to undermine this balance, asserting 

regulatory control over land and water resources far removed from the nation’s 

navigable-in-fact waters.  Twice in the last fifteen years, the Supreme Court has 

rebuked the Agencies for their overreach.  In SWANCC, the Court invalidated a 

federal rule that asserted jurisdiction over isolated, local ponds because the ponds 

were used by migratory birds.  531 U.S. at 174.  Then, in Rapanos v. United States, 

547 U.S. 715 (2006), the Court held that the Agencies could not regulate wetlands 

far removed from navigable-in-fact waters, including those wetlands adjacent to 

ditches and drains that the Agencies deemed tributaries of navigable waters.  Id. at 

742 (Scalia, J., plurality).  In both SWANCC and Rapanos, the Court made clear 
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that, in order to preserve the federal-state regulatory balance, the statutory term 

“waters of the United States” must be given a meaning that is consistent with the 

primary purpose of the CWA—to protect navigable-in-fact waters.  As the Court 

explained, “[t]he term ‘navigable’ has at least the import of showing us what 

Congress had in mind as its authority for enacting the CWA:  its traditional 

jurisdiction over waters that were or had been navigable in fact or which could 

reasonably be so made.”  SWANCC, 531 U.S. at 172; see also Rapanos, 547 U.S. 

at 778 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment) (a “central requirement” of the 

Act is that “the word ‘navigable’ in ‘navigable waters’ be given some 

importance”).  

The Final Rule demonstrates that the Agencies have ignored the lessons of 

SWANCC and Rapanos.  The Agencies now assert jurisdiction over the very same 

waters that the Supreme Court specifically held in those cases were outside the 

Agencies’ authority.  But that is just the tip of the iceberg, as the Rule’s scope far 

exceeds what the Agencies sought to do in SWANCC and Rapanos.  The Rule 

categorically federalizes stream beds that usually carry no water, and features that 

are connected to navigable-in-fact waters, if at all, only once a century.  It reaches 

dry arroyos in New Mexico, ephemeral drainages in Wyoming, swales in Ohio 

farmland, isolated prairie potholes on the North Dakota plains, and thousands of 

square miles of Alaskan land that is frozen most of the year.  The Rule destroys the 
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careful balance between federal and state authority that Congress struck in the 

CWA and that the Constitution mandates. 

The Rule is also a textbook example of procedural failure.  The Agencies 

finalized a rule that looks nothing like the version submitted for public comment, 

all while declaring that the “rule does not have federalism implications,” 80 Fed. 

Reg. at 37,102.  The Corps determined that the Rule would not have significant 

environmental or socioeconomic implications, ignoring its obligations under the 

National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”).  These deficiencies, coupled with 

the sheer magnitude of the federal regulation at issue, make the Rule one of the 

most significant procedural failures in the history of the Administrative Procedure 

Act (“APA”).  

Finally, it is worth noting that for decades, the regulatory definition of the 

foundational term “waters of the United States” in the CWA has been named after 

the term it defines.  But in an attempt to sell the country on an expansive new 

federal regulation, the Agencies coined a new term for their regulatory program—

the “Clean Water Rule.”  This terminology implies that without this Rule, the 

nation’s waters will be “unclean.”  The thirty-one States challenging the Rule take 

deep exception to that implication.  All of the States have robust regulatory 

programs that protect and preserve the natural resources within their boundaries.   
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ISSUES PRESENTED 

1. May the Agencies violate the CWA by asserting federal authority over 

isolated local land and water resources? 

2.  May the Agencies define the statutory term “waters of the United States” 

based on central criteria they did not make available for public comment and that 

are not supported by the administrative record? 

3.  May the Agencies violate the Constitution by adopting a rule that (i) 

deprives the States of their Tenth Amendment rights, (ii) allows the Agencies to 

exercise power beyond the limits of the Commerce Clause, and (iii) is so vague 

that it prohibits ordinary people from understanding the CWA’s jurisdictional 

reach? 

4.  May the Corps violate NEPA by promulgating a major federal rule 

without preparing an environmental impact statement? 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

A. Statutory Background 
  
The CWA provides that “[i]t is the policy of the Congress to recognize, 

preserve, and protect the primary responsibilities and rights of States . . . to plan 

the development and use . . . of land and water resources.”  33 U.S.C. §1251(b).  

Congress granted the Agencies authority only over certain “navigable waters,” see, 
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e.g., id. § 1362(12), defining such waters as “waters of the United States, including 

the territorial seas,” id. § 1362(7). 

The definition of “waters of the United States” determines the scope of 

numerous provisions in the CWA, including obligations imposed upon the States. 

Subject to certain exclusions, any person who causes pollutant discharges into 

“waters of the United States” must obtain a permit under the section 402 National 

Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (“NPDES”) program, id. § 1342, or under 

section 404 of the CWA for the discharge of dredged or fill material, id. § 1344.  

Forty-six States have assumed NPDES permitting responsibilities within their 

borders under 33 U.S.C. § 1342(b), NPDES Program Authorizations, 

https://www.epa.gov/npdes/npdes-program-authorizations (last visited October 31, 

2016); another two have assumed section 404 permitting under 33 U.S.C. 

§ 1344(g), 40 C.F.R. § 233.70-.71.  All States are responsible for developing water 

quality standards for those “waters of the [United] State[s]” that lie within their 

borders.  33 U.S.C. § 1313.  They must report on the condition of those waters to 

EPA every two years, id. § 1315, and if waters are not achieving their designated 

standards, the States must develop detailed pollution diets for the underperforming 

waters and submit those plans to EPA for approval, id. § 1313(d).  Finally, States 

must issue water quality certifications for every federal permit that is issued by 

EPA or the Corps within their borders.  Id. § 1341.  In short, the regulatory 
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obligations of the thirty-one State Petitioners under the CWA are inextricably 

entwined with the scope of federal jurisdiction established by the term “waters of 

the United States.” 

For waters that are not subject to section 402 or 404 permitting 

requirements, the States regulate the water quality and use of such waters under 

their independent sovereign authority.  See, e.g., N.D. Cent. Code §§ 61-28-01 et 

seq.; Mont. Code Ann. §§ 75-5-101 et seq.; N.M. Stat. Ann. §§ 74-6-4 et seq.; Mo. 

Rev. Stat. §§ 644.006 et seq.; Ark. Code Ann. §§ 8-4-101 et seq.; Tex. Water Code 

§§ 26.001 et seq.; Ky. Rev. Stat. §§ 224.70-100 et seq. 

B. Supreme Court Precedent 
 

The Rule is not the first time the Agencies have attempted to expand their 

jurisdiction through unlawful interpretation of the statutory phrase “waters of the 

United States.”  The Supreme Court has twice in the last fifteen years rejected the 

Agencies’ overbroad reading of that phrase. 

In SWANCC, the Court invalidated the Migratory Bird Rule, which asserted 

jurisdiction over waters “[w]hich are or would be used as habitat” by migratory 

birds.  531 U.S. at 164.  The Corps exceeded its authority, the Court held, because 

it claimed authority over “nonnavigable, isolated, intrastate waters,” id. at 172, 

such as seasonal ponds, id. at 163.  The Court supported its determination by 

finding that the Corps’ interpretation would “alter[] the federal-state framework by 
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permitting federal encroachment upon a traditional state power”—specifically, the 

States’ “traditional and primary power over land and water use.”  Id. at 173-74.  

The Court held that Congress had not, in the CWA, “express[ed] a desire to 

readjust the federal-state balance in this manner” or to invoke the “outer limits” of 

its power.  Id. at 172-74. 

In Rapanos, the Court rejected the Corps’ assertion of authority over 

intrastate wetlands that are not significantly connected to navigable-in-fact waters.  

547 U.S. 715.  The Court’s majority consisted of a four-Justice plurality opinion 

and Justice Kennedy’s concurrence in the judgment.  The plurality concluded that 

the CWA “includes only those relatively permanent, standing or continuously 

flowing bodies of water ‘forming geographic features’ that are described in 

ordinary parlance as ‘streams[,] . . . oceans, rivers, [and] lakes,’” Rapanos, 547 

U.S. at 739 (Scalia, J., plurality) (quoting Webster’s New International Dictionary 

2882 (2d ed. 1954)), and “wetlands with a continuous surface connection to” those 

waters, id. at 742.  The plurality said that “channels through which water flows 

intermittently or ephemerally, or channels that periodically provide drainage for 

rainfall” are outside CWA jurisdiction.  Id. at 739.   

Justice Kennedy, in turn, explained that the Agencies only have authority 

over waters that are navigable-in-fact and waters with a “significant nexus” to such 

navigable waters.  547 U.S. at 779 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment) 
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(citing United States v. Appalachian Power Co., 311 U.S. 377, 407-08 (1940)).  A 

water has a “significant nexus” if it “significantly affect[s] the chemical, physical, 

and biological integrity of” a navigable water.  Id. at 779-80.  Under Justice 

Kennedy’s approach, the Agencies are not permitted to assert jurisdiction over all 

“wetlands (however remote)” or all “continuously flowing stream[s] (however 

small).”  Id. at 776; see also id. at 769 (“merest trickle, [even] if continuous” is 

insufficient).  Justice Kennedy also specifically rejected the Corps’ “theory of 

jurisdiction,” namely, any “adjacency to tributaries, however remote and 

insubstantial.”  Id. at 780. 

C. The Proposed Rule 
 

On April 21, 2014, the Agencies published a proposed rule redefining 

“waters of the United States.”  79 Fed. Reg. 22,188 (Apr. 21, 2014) (“Proposed 

Rule”).  The Agencies proposed to categorize primary waters as “all waters which 

are currently used, were used in the past, or may be susceptible to use in interstate 

or foreign commerce,” as well as “[a]ll interstate waters, including interstate 

wetlands” and “the territorial seas.”  Id. at 22,262.  The Proposed Rule then 

provided three additional categories of waters that would fall within the definition 

of “waters of the United States”: (1) all “tributaries” of primary waters would be 

per se jurisdictional; (2) all waters “adjacent” to primary waters would be per se 

jurisdictional, with “adjacency” defined as including all waters lying in a “riparian 
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area” or “flood plain”; and (3) additional waters, on a case-by-case basis, that 

“alone or in combination with other similarly situated waters, including wetlands, 

located in the same region, have a significant nexus to a” primary water, meaning 

they “significantly affect[] the chemical, physical, or biological integrity” of a 

primary water.  Id. at 22,269. 

  The Proposed Rule triggered more than one million comments, including 

comments from the States.  A prevailing theme in many of the State comments was 

that the proposal reached too many local water and land features that are remote 

from navigable waters.  See, e.g., Multi-State Comments 2, ID-7988 (JA__);1 WY 

DEQ Comments 3, ID-18020 (JA__); AK DEC Comments 27, ID-19465 (JA__); 

TX AG Comments 6, ID-5143 (JA__).  The States also expressed concern that the 

Connectivity Study, used as the primary scientific support for the Proposed Rule, 

failed to address adequately the significance of the connection between waters.  

See, e.g., AK DEC Comments 11-12, ID-19465 (JA__); ND Comments 5-6, ID-

15365 (JA__).  The States were also concerned that only a draft of the 

Connectivity Study was available during the comment period.  See AK DEC 

Comments 11, ID-19465 (JA__).  The Agencies failed to release a final and 

                                                 
1 Citations to record materials within this brief are as follows: short title, a pinpoint 
page reference if applicable, an abbreviated EPA docket number, and a reference to 
the joint appendix. 
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significantly revised version of that report until two months after the close of the 

comment period.  See Connectivity Study, ID-20859 (JA__); 80 Fed. Reg. 2,100 

(Jan. 15, 2015). 

Commenters also called for the Corps to comply with NEPA by preparing an 

Environmental Impact Statement (“EIS”) assessing the environmental and 

socioeconomic effects of the Proposed Rule, as compelled by 42 U.S.C. 

§ 4332(2)(C).  See AK DEC Comments 15-16, ID-19465 (JA__).  The Corps 

ignored those comments and instead prepared a more streamlined Environmental 

Assessment (“EA”)2 and corresponding Finding of No Significant Impact 

(“FONSI”),3 determining that the Rule fell below the significance threshold 

triggering the need for full evaluation in an EIS.  And it waited to release those 

reports until six months after the close of the public comment period, shielding the 

Agencies from public scrutiny.   Compare 79 Fed. Reg. 61,590, 61,591 (Oct. 14, 

2014) (comments on proposed rule due November 14, 2014), with Final EA, ID-

20867 (JA__) (released May 26, 2015). 

D. The Final Rule 
 

The Agencies published the Final Rule in the Federal Register on June 29, 

2015.  The Rule incorporates the proposal’s definition of primary waters and 

                                                 
2  Final EA, ID-20867 (JA__). 
3  FONSI, ID-20867 (JA__). 
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largely retains the proposal’s sweeping approach to “tributaries,” but then adopts a 

significantly different approach to “adjacent” waters and case-by-case waters.  

Importantly, several of the central components that guide the Rule’s approach for 

adjacent waters and case-by-case waters are not even discussed, let alone analyzed, 

in the administrative record. 

 In general, the Rule includes three aspects that are relevant for the States’ 

challenge in the present case: 

 Tributaries. The Rule claims per se jurisdiction over “[a]ll tributaries,” 33 

C.F.R. § 328.3(a)(5),4 defined as any “water that contributes flow, either directly or 

through another water” to a primary water and that is “characterized by the 

presence of the physical indicators of a bed and bank and an ordinary high water 

mark,” id. § 328.3(c)(3).  This includes even usually dry channels that provide 

“intermittent or ephemeral” flow through “any number” of links.  80 Fed. Reg. at 

37,076. 

 Adjacent Waters. The Rule asserts automatic jurisdiction over all waters 

“adjacent” to primary waters and their “tributaries.”  33 C.F.R. § 328.3(a)(6).  The 

Rule defines “adjacent” as all waters “bordering, contiguous, or neighboring” 

                                                 
4  The Final Rule’s definition of “waters of the United States” is located in multiple 
parts of the Code of Federal Regulations.  For ease of reference, this brief refers to 
the first location identified in the Rule, 33 C.F.R. Part 328.  
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primary waters, impoundments, or tributaries.  Id. §328.3(c)(1).  This includes 

“waters separated by constructed dikes or barriers, natural river berms, beach 

dunes, and the like.”  Id.  Departing significantly from the Proposed Rule, the Final 

Rule then defines “neighboring” to cover: (1) “all waters” any part of which are 

within 100 feet of the ordinary high water mark of a primary water or “tributary;” 

(2) “all waters” any part of which are within 1,500 feet of the ordinary high water 

mark of a primary water or “tributary” and within its 100-year floodplain; and (3) 

all waters any part of which are within 1,500 feet of the high tide line of a primary 

water.  Id. §328.3(c)(2).   

The Final Rule also adds an exclusion from the adjacent waters categories—

not even mentioned in the Proposed Rule—for “[adjacent w]aters being used for 

established normal farming, ranching, and silviculture activities.”  Id. § 

328.3(c)(1).  The Agencies did not explain why the per se jurisdictional tributaries 

category contains no similar exclusion.   

 Case-by-case Waters. The Final Rule allows the Agencies to exercise 

authority on a case-by-case basis over waters and land features in a way that differs 

significantly from the proposal.  The Rule grants the Agencies authority, on a case-

by-case basis, over those “waters [at least partially] located within the 100-year 

floodplain of a” primary water and “waters [at least partially] located within 4,000 

feet of the high tide line or ordinary high water mark of a” primary water, 
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impoundment, or tributary so long as the Agencies find a significant nexus with a 

primary water.  Id. § 328.3(a)(8).   

Under the Final Rule, a water will be deemed to have a “significant nexus” 

to a primary water if that water, “either alone or in combination with other 

similarly situated waters in the region, significantly affects the chemical, physical, 

or biological integrity of a [primary water]” based on “any single function or 

combination of functions performed by the water.”  Id. § 328.3(c)(5) (emphasis 

added).  For example, if bird species like ducks use hydrologically isolated 

wetlands for foraging and feeding, that use would extend federal jurisdiction to the 

isolated wetland.  See 80 Fed. Reg. at 37,093.  The same would be true if insects 

breed in an isolated wetland or marsh and then terminate their life cycle as food for 

fish or fowl in a non-navigable stream that crosses a state border.  See id.  And 

isolated wetlands or depressions could be deemed jurisdictional precisely because 

of their isolation—if the Agencies determine that such features store water, trap 

sediment, or cycle nutrients, they can be deemed jurisdictional individually or in 

conjunction with other similar waters.  See id.  

E. This Litigation 
 

After the Rule was published in the Federal Register, thirty-one States filed 

petitions for review in courts of appeals.  Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 2112, those 

petitions were consolidated in this Court.  On October 9, 2015, this Court stayed 
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the Rule nationwide, finding that “it is far from clear that the new Rule’s distance 

limitations are harmonious” with Rapanos, and that “the rulemaking process by 

which the distance limitations were adopted is facially suspect.”  In re EPA, 803 

F.3d 804, 807 (6th Cir. 2015).  After granting the stay, this Court held that it has 

jurisdiction under 33 U.S.C. § 1369(B)(1)(F).  In re U.S. Dep’t of Defense and U.S. 

EPA Final Rule, 817 F.3d at 274; id. at 282-83 (Griffin, J., concurring in the 

judgment).  

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT  

I.  The Rule exceeds the Agencies’ authority under the CWA. 

 Agencies can only exercise power that has been delegated to them by 

Congress.  In just the last fifteen years, the Supreme Court has twice rebuked the 

Agencies for regulating beyond the boundaries set by Congress in the CWA, but 

the Agencies continue to defy those boundaries.  In fact, the Rule regulates the 

very same waters the Court held fall outside the scope of the CWA in SWANCC 

and Rapanos. 

The Agencies claim to rely exclusively on Justice Kennedy’s Rapanos 

concurrence, but the Rule plainly violates this approach.  For example, the Rule’s 

tributaries category sweeps in usually dry channels that at most occasionally carry 

the “[t]he merest trickle[s]” into navigable waters.  Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 769 

(Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment).  The adjacency category covers waters 
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simply because they are somewhat near a remote “tributary,” which are the very 

same waters that Justice Kennedy specifically explained fell outside of the CWA.  

See id.  This category also asserts jurisdiction over land features that might link to 

navigable waters, if at all, only during once-in-a-century rainstorms, which exceeds 

any reasonable notion of a “significant nexus.”  And the case-by-case waters 

category sweeps in—among many other features—the very same waters that the 

Supreme Court held were not jurisdictional in SWANCC, a decision that Justice 

Kennedy relied upon heavily. 

 The Rule also fails the test set out in the Rapanos plurality opinion because 

it includes isolated tributaries, non-adjacent waters misleadingly termed 

“adjacent,” and waters on a case-by-case basis that also are without a surface 

connection to relatively permanent navigable waters.  The Agencies do not even 

argue that the Rule satisfies this test, and any such argument would be impossible. 

 Even if the Rule were not prohibited by the Supreme Court’s clear directives 

on the meaning of the phrase “waters if the United States,” the Rule’s assertion of 

broad authority at, and beyond, constitutional limits requires clear congressional 

authorization.  The Supreme Court in SWANCC held that the assertion of federal 

authority in that case was unlawful, in part, to avoid serious constitutional 

concerns.  These concerns apply with much greater urgency to the Rule, which 

covers not only the very same waters at issue in SWANCC, but innumerable other 
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local land and water features, the regulation of which is a core sovereign function 

of the States. 

II.  The Agencies adopted the Rule in plain violation of the APA. 

The Agencies unlawfully built the Final Rule around five distance-based 

components and an unduly narrow exclusion that are not even arguably a “logical 

outgrowth” of the proposal.  The Final Rule’s adjacency and case-by-case waters 

categories are oriented around several distance-based components that were 

nowhere mentioned in the Proposed Rule.  The Agencies’ notice was so lacking as 

to these components that the Agencies have not been able to identify even a single 

comment, out of more than a million, that addresses any of the components.  This 

sort of procedural failure would be unacceptable as to any agency rule, but it is 

particularly egregious given the context of this rulemaking, which defines how 

millions of acres of local land and water features will be regulated.  

 The Agencies’ failure to comply with the APA’s notice-and-comment 

requirements contributed to another APA violation: the failure to offer record 

support for the Final Rule.  The five distance-based components and the unduly 

narrow exclusion lack any record support, forcing the Agencies to rely upon vague 

assertions of “reasonable and practical” distinctions and unspecified “experience” 

to justify their inclusion.  80 Fed. Reg. at 37,085-91.  These conclusory statements 

are insufficient to justify the Rule. 
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 The Agencies’ “significant nexus” analysis in support of the Final Rule is 

similarly problematic.  The Agencies rely heavily on the scientific analysis in their 

Connectivity Study to support their expansive new assertion of jurisdiction.  But 

the science simply supports the unremarkable conclusion that upstream waters are 

connected to downstream waters.  The science does not establish the significance 

of that connection, as the law requires.  

 III.  The Rule violates the Constitution in three principal ways. 

First, it intrudes upon the States’ sovereign interests in regulating their land 

and water resources in violation of the Tenth Amendment, contrary to the core 

federalism principles also reflected in the CWA.  See 33 U.S.C. § 1251(b).  The 

Rule asserts jurisdiction over local land and water features that have only a remote 

connection, if any, to navigable-in-fact waters, turning the Agencies into a “de 

facto” federal “zoning board.”  Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 738 (Scalia, J., plurality).  

This imposes significant burdens on the States, and deprives the States of their 

sovereign land-use authority. 

Second, the Rule exceeds Congress’s constitutional authority under the 

Commerce Clause because it assigns the federal government jurisdiction over 

isolated, intrastate waters with no meaningful impact on or connection to interstate 

commerce.  See SWANCC, 531 U.S. at 173. 
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Third, the Rule violates the Due Process Clause because it is 

unconstitutionally vague.  The Rule defines jurisdictional tributaries based on the 

presence of ordinary high water marks and other difficult-to-identify features, 

which are “so vague that men of common intelligence must necessarily guess at 

[their] meaning and differ as to [their] application,” Ass’n of Cleveland Fire 

Fighters v. City of Cleveland, 502 F.3d 545, 551 (6th Cir. 2007).  Similarly, the 

Rule allows the Agencies to assert jurisdiction over waters on a case-by-case basis 

without providing sufficient guidance for making such a determination, making it 

impossible for ordinary citizens to know when their lands will be swept within the 

CWA on an enforcement agent’s whim.   

IV.  The Corps violated NEPA in at least three ways.  

First, the Corps violated NEPA by failing to prepare an EIS analyzing the 

environmental and socioeconomic effects of the Final Rule.  As one of the most 

far-reaching regulations ever adopted in the environmental arena, the Rule easily 

triggered NEPA’s EIS requirement.  

Second, the Corps relied on a wholly inadequate EA to determine that the 

Final Rule will not have significant effects on the human environment.  The EA 

was devoid of analysis of key factors that, if considered, would have prompted any 

reasonable agency to prepare an EIS.   
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Third, the Corps’ alternatives analysis was similarly defective.  The Corps 

analyzed only two options: the Final Rule and the existing post-Rapanos regulatory 

regime.  The Corps ignored reasonable and feasible alternatives, including several 

raised by the States during the public comment period on the Proposed Rule.  By 

narrowing the range of alternatives considered, the Corps narrowed its scope of 

review, depriving the public and the States of meaningful participation.   

ARGUMENT 

I. THE RULE VIOLATES THE CLEAN WATER ACT.  

The Rule’s interpretation of the statutory term “waters of the United States” 

in the CWA cannot be squared with the Act or the Supreme Court’s understanding 

of that term.  As the CWA makes clear, “waters of the United States” is 

synonymous with “navigable waters.”  33 U.S.C. §§ 1362(7), 1362(12).  This 

means that any reasonable interpretation of “waters of the United States” must 

apply to navigable-in-fact waters and, at the very most, additional waters that 

directly impact the water quality of navigable-in-fact waters.  The plain terms of 

the CWA do not permit the Agencies to sweep in local, isolated waters and land 

features, which have only a tangential relationship to navigable-in-fact waters.  In 

fact, it is a “central requirement” of the Act that “the word ‘navigable’ in 

‘navigable waters’ be given some importance.”  Id. at 778 (Kennedy, J., concurring 

in the judgment).  
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 In two opinions, a majority of the Supreme Court in Rapanos rejected a 

previous attempt by the Corps to define the phrase “waters of the United States” in 

a manner that swept in waters remote from navigable-in-fact waters.  A four justice 

plurality concluded that the phrase applies only to “relatively permanent, standing 

or continuously flowing bodies of water ‘forming geographic features’ that are 

described in ordinary parlance as ‘streams[,] . . . oceans, rivers, [and] lakes.’”  

Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 739 (Scalia, J., plurality).  Justice Kennedy concurred in the 

judgment, explaining instead that “waters of the United States” includes waters 

“navigable in fact or that could reasonably be so made” and waters with a 

“significant nexus” to a navigable-in-fact water.  See id. at 759, 779 (Kennedy, J., 

concurring in the judgment).   

 Under Marks v. United States, 430 U.S. 188 (1977), “[w]hen a fragmented 

Court decides a case[,] . . . the holding of the Court may be viewed as that position 

taken by those Members who concurred in the judgments on the narrowest 

grounds.”  Id. at 193 (citation omitted).  This Court has not yet decided which 

opinion controls under Marks, see United States v. Cundiff, 555 F.3d 200, 208-09 

(6th Cir. 2009), and it need not do so here.  Given that the Agencies justified the 

Rule based solely on Justice Kennedy’s test, the Rule must be held unlawful if it 

fails that test.  See SEC v. Chenery Corp., 318 U.S. 80, 95 (1943).  Even if the 

Agencies are not bound by their reliance on Justice Kennedy’s test, the Rule also 
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fails the plurality’s test.  And, at the very minimum, if any doubt remains as to the 

Rule’s legality under either test, that doubt is settled under avoidance principles—

as invoked by the Supreme Court in SWANCC—because the Rule goes to (and 

beyond) the limits of Congress’s constitutional authority and settles questions of 

deep political significance. 

A. The Rule Fails Justice Kennedy’s Significant Nexus Test.  

In Rapanos, Justice Kennedy concluded that the CWA covers only “waters 

that are or were navigable in fact or that could reasonably be so made” and 

secondary waters with a “significant nexus” to a navigable-in-fact water.  547 U.S. 

at 759 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment).  A significant nexus exists where 

the water “either alone or in combination with similarly situated lands in the 

region, significantly affect[s] the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of” a 

navigable-in-fact water.  Id. at 780.  This means that the CWA does not include 

waters with a “speculative or insubstantial” nexus to navigable waters.  Id. at 780.  

Thus, Justice Kennedy explained that the CWA does not extend to all “wetlands 

(however remote),” all “continuously flowing stream[s] (however small),” id. at 

776, and all waters containing “[t]he merest trickle, [even] if continuous,” id. at 

769.  Justice Kennedy specifically rejected the Corps’ approach of sweeping in all 

wetlands actually adjacent to tributaries of navigable waters, “however remote and 

insubstantial,” id. at 778-79, explaining that the standard’s breadth “preclude[d] its 
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adoption,” id. at 781.  The Rule violates Justice Kennedy’s approach in multiple 

respects.   

 1. Per Se Coverage Of “Tributaries.”  The Rule’s provision that all 

“tributaries” of primary waters are per se “waters of the United States” cannot be 

squared with Justice Kennedy’s approach.  Under the Rule, a tributary is any land 

feature with “a bed and banks and an ordinary high water mark” and that 

“contributes flow”—no matter how ephemeral—“either directly or through another 

water” to a primary water.  33 C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(3).  This covers land features with 

“one or more constructed breaks (such as bridges, culverts, pipes, or dams), or one 

or more natural breaks (such as wetlands along the run of a stream, debris piles, 

boulder fields, or a stream that flows underground).”  Id.  If there is such a break, 

the feature is still a tributary if it has “a bed and banks and an ordinary high water 

mark [that] can be identified upstream of the break.”  Id.  A feature also qualifies 

as a tributary if it contributes flow (even through a chain of “any number” of other 

waters) to a primary water.  Id.; 80 Fed. Reg. at 37,076.  As a result, tributaries 

under the Rule include typically dry land features that indirectly and only 

occasionally contribute even a mere trickle into a navigable water.  See 80 Fed. 

Reg. at 37,076.  This wide-reaching definition fails Justice Kennedy’s test because 

it provides no “assurance” that jurisdictional waters have a significant nexus to a 
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navigable water.  See Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 781 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the 

judgment). 

 First, the Rule sweeps in features based upon the fact that they “contribute[] 

flow,” 33 C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(3), even if the flow is “intermittent” or “ephemeral” 

and “only in response to precipitation events,” 80 Fed. Reg. at 37,076-77; see also 

id. (adding that the presence of such “tributaries” may be “infer[red]” through 

“desktop tools” where not apparent through “direct field observation”).  This 

disregards Justice Kennedy’s concern that the “volume and regularity” of flow are 

relevant to decide whether a feature plays a sufficient role in “the integrity of an 

aquatic system” to establish a significant nexus to a navigable-in-fact water, 

Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 781 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment).  Justice 

Kennedy expressly rejected jurisdiction over features with “[t]he merest trickle 

[even] if continuous.”  Id. at 769.  

Second, the Rule’s ordinary high water mark (“OHWM”) criterion does not 

sufficiently identify “flow” to satisfy Justice Kennedy’s test.  The Rule defines an 

OHWM as “that line on the shore established by the fluctuations of water and 

indicated by physical characteristics such as a clear, natural line impressed on the 

bank, shelving, changes in the character of soil, destruction of terrestrial 

vegetation, the presence of litter and debris, or other appropriate means that 

consider the characteristics of the surrounding areas.”  33 C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(6).  In 
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Rapanos, Justice Kennedy rejected reliance on the OHWM as a “determinative 

measure” for establishing a significant nexus.  547 U.S. at 761, 781 (Kennedy, J., 

concurring in the judgment) (citing 33 C.F.R. § 328.3(e) (2005)).  Justice Kennedy 

concluded that the use of an OHWM as a standard could “provide[] a rough 

measure of the volume and regularity of flow” if it were consistently applied.  Id. 

at 781.  “Yet the breadth of this standard . . . seems to leave wide room for 

regulation of drains, ditches, and streams remote from any navigable-in-fact water 

and carrying only minor water volumes toward it.”  Id.  Such a standard would 

sweep in waters “little more related to navigable-in-fact waters than were the 

isolated ponds held to fall beyond the Act’s scope in SWANCC.”  Id. at 781-82. 

 In fact, the Agencies’ own studies demonstrate that the presence of an 

OHWM has no connection to water flow and fails to provide assurance of a 

significant nexus to navigable waters.  For example, a 2006 Corps study found “no 

direct correlation between the location of OHWM indicators and the inundation 

areas” in the arid southwest.5  Rather, the indicators are “frequently the result of 

moderate to extreme flood events,” and “are not associated with any return interval 

                                                 
5 Robert W. Lichvar et al., U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, Distribution of Ordinary 
High Water Mark (OHWM) Indicators and Their Reliability in Identifying the 
Limits of “Waters of the United States” in Arid Southwestern Channels 14 (2006), 
http://acwc.sdp.sirsi.net/client/search/asset/1001678; see also AMA Comments 10-
11, ID-13951 (JA__).  
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event or with physical channel features found in the field.”  Id.  Similarly, a 2013 

Corps study concluded that “OHWM indicators are distributed randomly 

throughout the [arid west] landscape and are not related to specific channel 

characteristics.”6  The Rawhide Wash in Scottsdale, Arizona provides a compelling 

example of why these studies are accurate.  The Wash only conveyed flow 12 

times over a 15-year period, for a total of 18 hours during that time.  City of 

Scottsdale Comments 3, ID-18024 (JA__).  Like most washes in the city, the flow 

is highly episodic and infiltrates the permeable soils long before it reaches a 

navigable-in-fact water.  Id.  But that does not matter under the Rule, as this and 

similar dry washes in Arizona and throughout the arid southwest would be subject 

to automatic federal jurisdiction under the new tributary definition.  In short, the 

presence of OHWM provides no indication of the regularity of flow and no 

indication of other channel characteristics that could justify a significant nexus.  

 Third, the “bed and banks” requirement is an even less reliable measure of 

water flow than the OHWM rejected by Justice Kennedy.  For example, “erosional 

channels or cuts often will appear to have a distinguishable bed and banks . . . , but 

[those] are not evidence that the channels actually contribute flow to [navigable 

                                                 
6 Lindsey Lefebvre, et al., U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, Survey of OHWM Indicator 
Distribution Patterns across Arid West Landscapes 17 (2013), 
http://acwc.sdp.sirsi.net/client/en_US/search/asset/1017540; see also AMA 
Comments 11, ID-13951 (JA__). 
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waters].”  AMA Comments 9, ID-13951 (JA__); see also WAC Comments 34, ID-

14568 (JA__) (“Bed, banks, and OHWM can be seen even in features without 

ordinary flow.”).  Particularly in the arid west, channels with a bed and banks do 

not necessarily convey even a minimal amount of water.  See Freeport Comments 

2, ID-14135 (JA__); City of Scottsdale Comments 3-5, ID-18024 (JA__).  The bed 

and banks requirement thus provides no assurance that a water “significantly 

affect[s] the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of” a navigable water,  

Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 780 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment).   

 Fourth, any doubt about the propriety of the Rule’s tributaries category is 

dispelled by its inclusion of the remote “drains, ditches and streams” that Justice 

Kennedy explained fall outside the CWA.  Id. at 781.  The Rule covers “[d]itches 

with perennial flow, . . . [d]itches with intermittent flow that are a relocated 

tributary, or are excavated in a tributary, or drain wetlands, . . . [and] [d]itches, 

regardless of flow, that are excavated in or relocate a tributary.”  80 Fed. Reg. at 

37,078 (emphasis added).  These are the “drains, ditches and streams” carrying 

only minor water volumes that Justice Kennedy references.  Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 

781 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment).  The Agencies’ explanation that 

they will identify some ditches based not on current conditions but on the 

“historical presence of tributaries,” 80 Fed. Reg. at 37,078-79, simply confirms 

their failure to comply with the limits of Justice Kennedy’s analysis.   
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 2. Per Se Coverage Of All “Adjacent” Waters.  The Rule’s per se coverage 

of all “adjacent” waters is also irreconcilable with Justice Kennedy’s approach.  

The Rule defines adjacent waters as, inter alia, (1) “all waters [at least partially] 

located within 100 feet of the ordinary high water mark of a” primary water, 

impoundment, or tributary; (2) all “waters located within the 100-year floodplain 

of a” primary water, impoundment, or tributary “and not more than 1,500 feet from 

the ordinary high water mark of such water;” and (3) “all waters [at least partially] 

located within 1,500 feet of the high tide line of a” primary water.  33 C.F.R. § 

328.3(c)(2).  

 As a threshold matter, because the Rule’s per se coverage of “tributaries” is 

unlawful, any assertion of jurisdiction over “adjacent waters” is illegal to the extent 

it relies on a connection with a “tributary.”  As explained above, the Rule’s 

coverage of tributaries violates Justice Kennedy’s test by sweeping in waters 

regardless of frequency, duration, or volume of flow or proximity to navigable 

waters.  It follows that “adjacent waters” included solely on account of their 

connection to a tributary necessarily lack a “significant nexus” to interstate, 

navigable waters.  Indeed, this aspect of the Rule flagrantly violates Justice 

Kennedy’s explicit holding in Rapanos.  Justice Kennedy rejected the Corps’ prior 

approach of asserting jurisdiction over all wetlands actually adjacent to tributaries 

of navigable-in-fact waters.  Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 778-83 (Kennedy, J., concurring 
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in the judgment).  In the Rule, the Agencies double down on this unlawful 

assertion of authority by defining adjacency itself far more broadly than the 

adjacency notion that Justice Kennedy found insufficiently robust when dealing 

with tributaries of navigable-in-fact waters. 

The adjacency definition itself fails to satisfy Justice Kennedy’s test, even 

when not dealing with tributaries.   

Most obviously, the first part of the Rule’s adjacency definition—per se 

coverage of all waters within the 100-year floodplain and within 1,500 feet of a 

primary water or a “tributary,” 33 C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(2)(ii)—extends to small 

ponds, drainages, and wetlands simply because they might have a relationship with 

such water during a once-in-a-century storm.  That plainly violates Justice 

Kennedy’s approach in Rapanos, which requires “assurance” that a water 

“significantly affect[s]” the “chemical, physical, and biological integrity” of a 

“navigable waters in the traditional sense,”  547 U.S. at 779-81 (Kennedy, J., 

concurring in the judgment).  As Justice Kennedy explained, “[a] mere hydrologic 

connection should not suffice in all cases,” because it “may be too insubstantial for 

the hydrologic linkage to establish the required nexus with navigable waters as 

traditionally understood.”  Id. at 784-85.  A once-in-a-hundred-years hydrologic 

connection is surely too insubstantial given its infrequency. 
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Thus, the Rule’s categorical claim of federal jurisdiction over all “adjacent” 

waters as far as 1,500 feet from a “tributary” is far more expansive than the Corps’ 

jurisdictional theory Justice Kennedy rejected in Rapanos as “precluded” by the 

CWA.  See id. at 781; see also id. at 778-79 (Corps cannot regulate simply 

“whenever wetlands lie alongside a ditch or drain, however remote and 

insubstantial, that eventually may flow into traditional navigable waters.”).  And 

the Rule’s labeling these waters as “adjacent” also fails under SWANCC, upon 

which Justice Kennedy relied in Rapanos. After noting that United States v. 

Riverside Bayview Homes, Inc., 474 U.S. 121 (1985), had upheld federal 

jurisdiction “over wetlands that actually abutted on a navigable waterway,” the 

Court in SWANCC rejected jurisdiction over “ponds that are not adjacent to open 

water.”  531 U.S. at 167-68; see also Sackett v. EPA, 132 S. Ct. 1367, 1370 (2012) 

(contrasting abutting waters in Riverside with non-adjacent waters in SWANCC 

and Rapanos); Summit Petroleum Corp. v. U.S. EPA, 690 F.3d 733, 744 (6th Cir. 

2012) (using the Rapanos understanding that “adjacent” does not mean “merely 

‘nearby’” in a Clean Air Act case).   

 The Rule’s other two distance-based adjacency categories—“all waters [at 

least partially] located within 100 feet of the ordinary high water mark of a” 

primary water, impoundment, or tributary, and “all waters [at least partially] 

located within 1,500 feet of the high tide line of a” primary water—are similarly 
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unlawful.  33 C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(2).  EPA’s Science Advisory Board noted that 

“‘the available science supports defining adjacency or determination of adjacency 

on the basis of functional relationships,’ rather than ‘solely on the basis of 

geographical proximity of distance to jurisdictional waters.’”  80 Fed. Reg. at 

37,064 (citation omitted) (emphasis added).  Yet, the Agencies based definitions of 

adjacent waters “solely” on “geographical proximity.”  These definitions do not 

provide the necessary assurance that the covered land features “play an important 

role in the integrity of . . . navigable waters,” Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 781-82 

(Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment). 

 3. Case-By-Case Waters. The Rule’s approach to case-by-case jurisdictional 

waters is also inconsistent with Justice Kennedy’s test.  Under the Rule, the 

Agencies can assert jurisdiction over all waters determined to have a “significant 

nexus to a” primary water, provided that the waters are: (1) “located within the 

100-year floodplain of a” primary water; or (2) “located within 4,000 feet of the 

high tide line or ordinary high water mark of a” primary water, impoundment or 

tributary.  33 C.F.R. § 328.3(a)(8).  Based on the “functions performed by the 

water,” a “significant nexus” exists if the water “either alone or in combination 

with other similarly situated waters in the region, significantly affects the chemical, 

physical, or biological integrity of a [primary water].”  33 C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(5) 

(emphasis added).  The functions include, among others, “[c]ontribution of flow,” 
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“[e]xport of organic matter,” “[e]xport of food resources,” and “[p]rovision of life 

cycle dependent aquatic habitat” for “species located in” primary waters.  Id.  By 

EPA’s own admission, the definition covers “the vast majority of the nation’s 

water features.”  Economic Analysis 11, ID-20866 (JA__).  

 The Rule’s definition of “significant nexus” covers far more waters than 

permitted under Justice Kennedy’s approach.  The Rule permits jurisdiction if a 

water affects just one aspect of a primary water, not just a navigable water: the 

“chemical, physical, or biological integrity” of that water.  Thus, it expressly 

permits the Agencies to find a “significant nexus” based solely on a single 

function, such as “contribution of flow” or “provision of life cycle dependent 

aquatic habitat” for “species located in” primary waters.  33 C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(5).  

This means, for example, that the Rule allows for jurisdiction simply if a water 

affects “dispersal,” 80 Fed. Reg. at 37,063, 37,072, 37,094, which is when 

“[p]lants and invertebrates” “‘hitchhik[e]’” on waterfowl.  Connectivity Study 5-5, 

ID-20859 (JA__). 

In contrast, Justice Kennedy would permit regulation of an intrastate water 

only where it “significantly affects” the “chemical, physical, and biological 

integrity” of a navigable water in the traditional sense.  Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 780 

(Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment) (emphasis added).  The difference is 

illustrated by the Supreme Court’s decision in SWANCC, on which Justice 
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Kennedy relied in developing his test.  In SWANCC, the Supreme Court rejected 

the Corps’ argument that it had jurisdiction over isolated sand and gravel pits based 

merely on the presence of “approximately 121 bird species” that “depend upon 

aquatic environments for a significant portion of their life requirements.”  531 U.S. 

at 164.  As Justice Kennedy explained in Rapanos, the Corps’ argument in 

SWANCC did not establish a sufficient “connection” between the isolated pits and 

navigable waters.  547 U.S. at 779 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment).  But 

under the Rule’s permissive approach to case-by-case waters, the asserted basis for 

jurisdiction in SWANCC would be sufficient.  Several of the bases for jurisdiction 

discussed above—e.g., provision of “life cycle dependent aquatic habitat[s]” and 

impact on “dispersal”—are in practical effect no different from the Corps’ reliance 

in SWANCC on the mere presence of migratory birds (since, for example, such 

birds necessarily engage in “dispersal” as they fly from navigable-in-fact to remote 

waters).  

4. Interstate, Non-Navigable Waters. The Rule also violates Justice 

Kennedy’s test because its definition of primary waters—from which the Rule’s 

definitions of tributaries, adjacency, and case-by-case waters then operate—

includes a category of waters that are not “navigable in fact,” Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 

778 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment), and “could [not] reasonably be so 

made,” id. at 759.  Specifically, the Rule’s primary waters definition covers 
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“interstate waters, including interstate wetlands,” 33 C.F.R. § 328.3(a)(2), even 

where such waters are not “navigable in fact” and “could [not] reasonably be so 

made,” Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 759, 778 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment).  

Under Justice Kennedy’s test, the CWA protects waters that are navigable and 

those additional waters that have a significant nexus to such navigable waters.  

Both Justice Kennedy and the statutory text make clear that non-navigable 

waters—whether they are interstate or not—are not the focus of the CWA.  

Accordingly, the Rule should not premise jurisdiction over non-navigable waters 

on a purported significant nexus to non-navigable interstate waters.  To the extent 

that any category of such interstate waters is covered by the CWA, they could only 

be included under Justice Kennedy’s approach after a showing that they have a 

significant nexus to navigable-in-fact waters.  

B. The Rule Fails The Rapanos Plurality’s Test.  
 
 Although the Agencies are precluded from arguing that the Rapanos 

plurality opinion justifies the Final Rule, see Chenery, 318 U.S. at 95, such an 

argument would fail in any event.  The Rapanos plurality concluded that the CWA 

“includes only those relatively permanent, standing or continuously flowing bodies 

of water ‘forming geographic features’ that are described in ordinary parlance as 

‘streams[,] . . . oceans, rivers, [and] lakes,’” Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 739 (Scalia, J., 

plurality) (quoting Webster’s New International Dictionary 2882 (2d ed. 1954)), 
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and “those wetlands with a continuous surface connection to” those waters, id. at 

742.  It does not include “channels through which water flows intermittently or 

ephemerally, or channels that periodically provide drainage for rainfall.”  Id. at 

739.  The Rule violates these principles for at least four reasons.     

 First, the Rule’s tributary definition includes features with intermittent or 

ephemeral flow in excess of the Rapanos plurality’s reading of the CWA.  The 

Agencies admit that the Rule covers “perennial, intermittent, [and] ephemeral” 

streams with “flowing water only in response to precipitation events in a typical 

year.”  80 Fed. Reg. at 37,076.  But the plurality specifically found it unreasonable 

to read “waters of the United States” to include “channels containing merely 

intermittent or ephemeral flow.”  Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 733 (Scalia, J., plurality).   

 Second, the Rule’s per se coverage of adjacent waters fails the plurality’s 

test because it does not require any continuous surface connection to relatively 

permanent bodies of water.  The Rule includes all waters within the 100-year 

floodplain and within 1,500 feet of the OHWM of a primary water regardless of 

actual connectivity or the significance of that connectivity.  33 C.F.R. 

§ 328.3(c)(2)(ii).  Many waters in these areas are on average connected to a 

primary water only once every one-hundred years, which falls far short of a 

“continuous surface connection” with a relatively permanent water.  In addition, 

the Rule includes waters based solely on a connection to a “tributary,” which as 
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explained earlier can be usually dry channels.  Although there may be a 

connection, that connection is not to a “relatively permanent, standing or flowing 

bod[y] of water.”  See Rapanos, 547 U.S. at  732.  And because the Rule includes 

waters based solely on certain distances, including from any “tributary” in a long 

chain, see 33 C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(2), it sweeps in waters with no surface connection 

to any body of water, let alone a continuous surface connection to a primary water. 

 Third, the Rule’s assertion of case-by-case jurisdiction also covers waters 

with no continuous surface connection to a relatively permanent body of water, in 

violation of the Rapanos plurality.  The Rule’s definition of “significant nexus” 

can be satisfied based on any one of a number of functions, which can be present 

even if a continuous surface connection is absent.  For example, a usually dry 

channel could meet the requirement for “[c]ontribution of flow,” 33 C.F.R. § 

328.3(c)(5), during a rare heavy rainstorm and yet lack “a continuous surface 

connection” with the water.  Similarly, an isolated body of water that is used by 

some wildlife might affect the “[p]rovision of life cycle dependent aquatic habitat 

. . . for species located in a [primary] water,” 33 C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(5), and yet lack 

a “continuous surface connection” with the primary water. 

 Fourth, the Rule’s inclusion of non-navigable interstate waters as a primary 

water, 33 C.F.R. § 328.3(a), also violates the plurality’s approach.  The plurality 

held that the CWA is concerned with protecting “a relatively permanent body of 
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water connected to traditional interstate navigable waters.”  Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 

742 (Scalia, J., plurality).  Clearly, non-navigable interstate waters fall outside of 

that understanding. 

C. The Rule Is Not Clearly Authorized By The CWA.   
 
 Even if the Rule were not plainly foreclosed by the CWA, the Rule would 

still exceed the Agencies’ statutory authority because its transformational exercise 

of authority is not clearly authorized by Congress.  It is well-established that 

“‘Congress legislates against the backdrop’ of certain unexpressed presumptions,” 

Bond v. United States, 134 S. Ct. 2077, 2088 (2014) (citing EEOC v. Arabian Am. 

Oil Co., 499 U.S. 244, 248 (1991)), two of which apply here.  The first is that 

Congress does not delegate to agencies authority at the outer reaches of Congress’s 

power except in clear terms.  SWANCC, 531 U.S. at 172 (citing Edward J. 

DeBartolo Corp. v. Fla. Gulf Coast Bldg. & Constr. Trades Council, 485 U.S. 568, 

575 (1988)).  “This concern is heightened where the administrative interpretation 

alters the federal-state framework by permitting federal encroachment upon a 

traditional state power.”  Id.  The second is that Congress does not grant 

transformative authority to regulate matters of vast political and economic 

significance absent a clear statement.  Util. Air Regulatory Grp. v. EPA, 134 S. Ct. 

2427, 2444 (2014) (“UARG”).  Both of these presumptions require a clear 
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statement from Congress to justify the Rule’s assertion of the broad authority that 

it claims.  Such a statement is clearly missing here.7 

First, clear congressional authorization is required for a rule that raises 

serious federalism concerns.  It is a “well-established principle that it is incumbent 

upon the federal courts to be certain of Congress’ intent before finding that federal 

law overrides the usual constitutional balance of federal and state powers.”  Bond, 

134 S. Ct. at 2089 (internal quotation and citation omitted); see also Gregory v. 

Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 461 (1991).  Thus, if Congress intends to legislate “in 

traditionally sensitive areas, such as legislation affecting the federal balance,” it 

must make its intention plain.  United States v. Bass, 404 U.S. 336, 349 (1971); see 

also BFP v. Resolution Trust Corp., 511 U.S. 531, 544 (1994) (“To displace 

traditional state regulation . . . the federal statutory purpose must be ‘clear and 

manifest.’”); Tennessee v. FCC, 832 F.3d 597, 610 (6th Cir. 2016) (finding that 

“[a]ny attempt by the federal government to interpose itself into [the] state-

subdivision relationship therefore must come about by a clear directive from 

Congress”).  

                                                 
7  For these and other reasons, the Agencies are not entitled to any deference under 
Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 467 U.S. 837 (1984).  
See Opening Br. for the Business & Municipal Pet’rs Part III.C.  
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 The Supreme Court applied this clear statement rule in SWANCC to 

invalidate an assertion of CWA jurisdiction by the Corps far less capacious than 

what is at issue in the Rule.  Finding “nothing approaching a clear statement from 

Congress that it intended [the CWA] to reach an abandoned sand and gravel pit,” 

the Court rejected the agency’s claimed jurisdiction because it “would result in a 

significant impingement of the States’ traditional and primary power over land and 

water use.”  SWANCC, 531 U.S. at 174.  The Court noted that “[r]ather than 

expressing a desire to readjust the federal-state balance in this manner, Congress 

chose to ‘recognize, preserve, and protect the primary responsibilities and rights of 

States . . . to plan the development and use . . . of land and water resources.’”  Id. 

(quoting 33 U.S.C. §1251(b)). 

 Similarly, the plurality in Rapanos applied the clear statement rule to bolster 

its rejection of the Corps’ attempt to extend CWA jurisdiction to “intermittent” and 

“ephemeral flows of water.”  547 U.S. at 737-38 (Scalia, J., plurality).  The 

plurality found that any attempt to federally regulate such water would not only be 

“an unprecedented intrusion into traditional state authority,” but would also 

“stretch[] the outer limits of Congress’ commerce power and raise[] difficult 

questions about the ultimate scope of that power.”  Id. at 738.  That sort of 

authority requires a “clear and manifest statement from Congress,” and “the phrase 

‘the waters of the United States’ hardly qualifies” as such a statement.  Id.; see also 
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id. (“[W]e would expect a clearer statement from Congress to authorize an agency 

theory of jurisdiction that presses the envelope of constitutional validity.”). 

 The Rule likewise reaches and even exceeds the outer bounds of Congress’s 

constitutional authority.  The Rule’s expansion of federal authority over intrastate 

waters will “impinge[] o[n] the States’ traditional and primary power over land and 

water use,” and “readjust the federal-state balance.”  SWANCC, 531 U.S. at 174.  

The Rule’s coverage of intermittent waters, ephemeral waters, and isolated 

sometimes-wet lands “presses the envelope of constitutional validity,” Rapanos, 

547 U.S. at 738 (Scalia, J., plurality) (citation omitted), far more than the 

challenged agency actions in Rapanos and SWANCC.   

 The Agencies cannot point to a clear statement from Congress authorizing 

the expansion of authority they assert.  The CWA provides only that the Agencies 

may require permits for pollutant discharges to “navigable waters” defined as 

“waters of the United States.”  This text does not support the Agencies’ expansive 

interpretation, and certainly does not do so clearly.  See SWANCC, 531 U.S. at 174.  

To the contrary, Congress expressed an intent to “recognize, preserve, and protect 

the primary responsibilities and rights of States . . . to plan the development and 

use . . . of land and water resources,” 33 U.S.C. § 1251(b). 

 Second, recent Supreme Court cases have made clear that agencies cannot 

exercise transformative power over matters of vast economic and political 
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significance without clear congressional authorization.  In UARG, EPA attempted 

to expand two Clean Air Act programs to cover sources based only on their 

greenhouse gas emissions.  The Supreme Court rejected that effort, explaining that 

when an agency seeks to “bring about an enormous and transformative expansion” 

in its authority to make “decisions of vast ‘economic and political significance,’” 

UARG, 134 S. Ct. at 2444, under a “long-extant statute,” it must point to a clear 

statement from Congress, id. (citing FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 

529 U.S. 120, 160 (2000)).  The Supreme Court affirmed this principle last year in 

King v. Burwell, 135 S. Ct. 2480 (2015), holding that courts are not to presume that 

Congress would implicitly delegate to agencies “question[s] of deep ‘economic 

and political significance’” because, if “Congress wished to assign [such] 

question[s] to an agency, it surely would have done so expressly.”  Id. at 2489 

(citation omitted). 

 In the Final Rule, the Agencies assert transformative authority.  The Rule 

seeks to change fundamentally the allocation of federal and state authority in land 

and water use.  As the plurality noted in Rapanos, “extensive federal jurisdiction . . 

. would authorize the [Agencies] to function as [] de facto regulator[s] of immense 

stretches of intrastate land . . . with the scope of discretion that would befit a local 

zoning board.”  547 U.S. at 738 (Scalia, J. plurality).  By the Agencies’ own 

estimate, the Rule will result in an increase in determinations of federal jurisdiction 
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by 2.84 to 4.65 percent.  80 Fed. Reg. at 37,101.  Even accepting as true this under-

inclusive estimation of the Final Rule’s expansion, but see, infra, section IV.A., 

this seemingly small percentage translates to the assertion of authority over a vast 

amount of additional water and sometimes-wet land.  Such an expansion of 

authority conflicts with the findings of Rapanos and SWANCC and allows the 

Agencies to function as a zoning board with the authority to effectively regulate 

road construction, building construction, farming, and numerous other activities 

almost anywhere in the nation. See, e.g., ND Comments 3-4, ID-15365 (JA__); 

Multi-State Comments 12, ID-7988 (JA__).  

 The economic implications of the Rule for the landowners, businesses, and 

public agencies that will be subject to additional federal permitting requirements 

further demonstrate the Rule’s transformative expansion of federal authority.  As 

the Supreme Court observed recently, “[t]he costs of obtaining . . . a permit [from 

the Corps] are significant,” U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs v. Hawkes, Co., 136 S. Ct. 

1807, 1812 (2016), and “the permitting process can be arduous, expensive, and 

long,” id. at 1815 (citing Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 721 (Scalia, J., plurality)).  Indeed, 

“[o]ver $1.7 billion is spent each year by the private and public sectors obtaining 

wetland permits alone.”  Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 721 (Scalia, J., plurality) (quotation 

and citation omitted).  And those are just the costs associated with permitting.  

Among other economic implications, the Rule’s expansion of the Agencies’ 
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authority will result in lost opportunities when permits improperly required under 

the expanded federal regime are delayed or are too costly to justify a project in the 

first place.  See, e.g., AK DEC Comments 14, 16, ID-19465 (JA__, __); WAC 

Comments 78, ID-14568 (JA__).   

 The Agencies cannot point to a clear statement from Congress authorizing 

such a transformative expansion of the Agencies’ authority over local land and 

water use.  The phrase “waters of the United States” in the CWA cannot plausibly 

be construed to clearly authorize the wide reach of the Rule.   

II. THE RULE VIOLATES THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 
ACT. 

The APA includes two important safeguards relevant to this case.  First, an 

agency must make its rules available for meaningful public comment.  5 U.S.C. 

§ 553(b).  Second, a reviewing “court shall . . . hold unlawful and set aside” any 

final rules that are “arbitrary [or] capricious.”  Id. § 706(2)(A).   

There is a critical relationship between these two APA requirements, which 

this Rule starkly demonstrates.  An agency’s failure to abide by the strictures of 

notice-and-comment rulemaking deprives the agency of meaningful comment, 

increases the likelihood of arbitrary decision-making, and frustrates the courts’ 

ability to conduct meaningful review.  For example, when a party challenges a 

final rule in court, that party is generally “limited to the administrative record” in 

making its arguments.  Latin Ams. for Soc. & Econ. Dev. v. Adm’r of the Fed. 
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Highway Admin., 756 F.3d 447, 464-65 (6th Cir. 2014).  In turn, the record the 

party will need to rely upon will often consist of the “responsive data or argument” 

submitted during the notice-and-comment period.  S. Rep. No. 752, 79th Cong., 1st 

Sess. 14 (1945).  That is why one of the principal purposes of the notice-and-

comment requirement is “to give affected parties an opportunity to develop 

evidence in the record to support their objections to the rule and thereby enhance 

the quality of judicial review.”  See Int’l Union, UMWA v. MSHA, 407 F.3d 1250, 

1259 (D.C. Cir. 2005); see also Ohio Dep’t of Human Servs. v. U.S. Dep’t of 

Health & Human Servs., 862 F.2d 1228, 1236 (6th Cir. 1988).  Importantly, when 

an agency adopts a final rule that is not a “logical outgrowth” of the proposal, Long 

Island Care at Home, Ltd. v. Coke, 551 U.S. 158, 174 (2007), the result will often 

be the imposition of significant regulatory requirements on which the record is 

underdeveloped, or in an extreme example like this case, silent.   

The Final Rule here is a textbook example of such a breakdown in the 

APA’s processes.  The Agencies constructed the Rule’s definition of “waters of the 

United States” around five central distance-based components and an unduly 

narrow exclusion that were not even arguably presaged in the proposal.  This 

deprived parties of the opportunity to comment meaningfully on those components, 

thereby undermining informed agency decision-making and meaningful judicial 

review.  These failures, in turn, contributed to the promulgation of a Rule that is 
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unsupported by any record evidence.  These and other failures compel a finding 

that this rulemaking is arbitrary, capricious, and unlawful. 

A. The Agencies Built The Final Rule Around Distance-Based 
Components And An Unduly Narrow Exclusion That Were Never 
Submitted For Public Notice-And-Comment. 

The APA’s notice-and-comment mandate, 5 U.S.C. § 553(b), is “designed 

(1) to ensure that agency regulations are tested via exposure to diverse public 

comment, (2) to ensure fairness to affected parties, and (3) to give affected parties 

an opportunity to develop evidence in the record to support their objections to the 

rule and thereby enhance the quality of judicial review.”  Int’l Union, 407 F.3d at 

1259.  These procedures “ensure that the broadest base of information would be 

provided to the agency by those most interested and perhaps best informed on the 

subject.”  Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Johnson, 22 F.3d 616, 620 (5th Cir. 1994).  To 

secure these critical objectives, the final rule must be a “logical outgrowth” of the 

proposal.  Long Island, 551 U.S. at 174.  A final rule satisfies that test if affected 

parties “should have anticipated that [the] requirement” embodied in the final rule 

might be adopted, including because the agency satisfied its duty of informing the 

public of “the range of alternatives being considered with reasonable specificity.”  

Small Refiner Lead Phase-Down Task Force v. EPA, 705 F.2d 506, 549 (D.C. Cir. 

1983). 
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The D.C. Circuit has explained that adopting a final rule that is not a logical 

outgrowth of the proposal “almost always requires vacatur.”  Allina Health Servs. 

v. Sebelius, 746 F.3d 1102, 1110 (D.C. Cir. 2014).  For example, in Small Refiner, 

EPA “gave general notice that it might make unspecified changes in the definition 

of small refinery.”  705 F.2d at 549.  The D.C. Circuit held that the agency violated 

the APA in the final rule by adopting a date-of-ownership limitation on the 

definition of “small refinery.”  Id. at 548-49.  Similarly, in Shell Oil Co. v. EPA, 

950 F.2d 741 (D.C. Cir. 1991), the court vacated a final rule where the listing of 

hazardous waste went from a “largely supplementary function” in the proposal to a 

“heavy emphasis” in the final rule.  Id. at 751-52.  And in CSX Transportation, Inc. 

v. Surface Transportation Board, 584 F.3d 1076 (D.C. Cir. 2009), the agency 

violated the APA by proposing to allow parties to recommend comparing data 

from the most recent year, but then adopting a rule that allowed data comparison 

over the past four years.  Id. at 1082; accord Int’l Union, 407 F.3d at 1259-60; 

Envtl. Integrity Project v. EPA, 425 F.3d 992, 996 (D.C. Cir. 2005). 

Here, the Final Rule’s definition of “waters of the United States” includes 

five distance-based components and an unduly narrow exclusion that are not a 

logical outgrowth of the proposal.   

1. The first three of these distance-based components involve the definition 

of per se “adjacent waters.”  The Proposed Rule defined “adjacent waters” as all 
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waters within a so-called “riparian area” or “flood plain” of a primary water.  79 

Fed. Reg. at 22,269.  In the Final Rule, the Agencies adopted three entirely new 

distance-based components to define adjacency: (1) waters within 100 feet of a 

primary water, impoundment, or “tributary;” (2) waters within a 100-year 

floodplain and 1,500 feet of a primary water, impoundment, or “tributary;” and (3) 

waters within 1,500 feet of the high-tide line of a primary water.  33 C.F.R. § 

328.3(c)(2). 

None of these three central “adjacency” distance-based components is a 

logical outgrowth of the proposal, because no interested party “should have 

anticipated” them, Small Refiner, 705 F.2d at 549.  Had proper notice been given, 

parties from all sides would have submitted comments, data, and detailed maps, 

addressing the practical import and reasonableness of adopting these particular 

components.  This did not occur because the public had no idea these components 

were being considered.   

Notably, the Agencies cannot identify a single public comment (out of over 

one million submitted) addressing these three distance-based components or the 

other new components discussed below.  The best the Agencies can muster are 

comments discussing the merits and demerits of distance-based concepts in 
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general.  See, e.g., No. 15-3799, Dkt. 50-1, at 5.8  The one internal Corps 

memorandum, No. 15-3799, Dkt. 132-2, that this Court mandated be included in 

the administrative record confirms this point.  Even the Corps was in the dark 

about these significant modifications to the proposed rule until months after the 

close of the public comment period.  See Moyer Memorandum 1, ID-20882 

(JA__).   

The Agencies’ approach thus resulted in a final rule that was never “tested 

via exposure to diverse public comment,” and was adopted in a manner manifestly 

“[un]fair[] to affected parties,” including because it gave “affected parties [no] 

opportunity to develop evidence in the record to support their objections to the 

rule.”  Int’l Union, 407 F.3d at 1259.  It also deprived the Agencies of information 

from those “most interested” and “best informed” regarding this subject matter: the 

regulated community and the state regulators who implement the CWA and related 

state programs at the field level.  Phillips Petroleum, 22 F.3d at 620.   

The Agencies have argued that they did not violate the APA because in the 

Proposed Rule they sought comment on “‘establishing specific geographic limits’ 

                                                 
8  Even if the Agencies now manage to locate a comment or two guessing at one of 
the five standards or the unduly narrow exclusion, this would be of “little 
significance” because “the agency must itself provide notice of [its] proposal.”  
Ass’n of Private Sector Colls. & Univs. v. Duncan, 681 F.3d 427, 462 (D.C. Cir. 
2012).  Indeed, when comments are “sparse and ambiguous at best,” this supports 
the argument that the notice was not adequate.  Shell Oil, 950 F.2d at 751. 
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for adjacency such as ‘distance limitations.’”  Dkt. 47-1, at 5 (quoting 79 Fed. Reg. 

at 22,208-09).  The Agencies’ position appears to be that because they asked about 

the merits of “geographical limitations” in general, they could then adopt, as a final 

rule, any distance-based definition of adjacency whatsoever, including both as to 

the reference point—e.g., “primary water, impoundment, or tributary;” 

“floodplain;” “high tide line;” or any other feature—and to the distance from that 

reference point—“100 feet,” “1,500 feet,” or any other distance—without seeking 

public input.  This approach could be used to justify virtually “any final 

[adjacency] rule” and must be rejected.  Envtl. Integrity, 425 F.3d at 998.  

While the Agencies’ approach would be unlawful regardless of the context, 

it is particularly unacceptable given the scope of this rulemaking.  The decision as 

to what qualifies as a “water of the United States” affects how millions of acres of 

local land and water features are regulated for purposes of the entire CWA.  If the 

Agencies wanted to build the definition of adjacency around distances from certain 

reference points, they were duty-bound to inform the public of “the range of 

alternatives being considered with reasonable specificity,” Small Refiner, 705 F.2d 

at 549, as to both the particular reference points themselves and the particular 

distances.  The Agencies’ failure on this score led to an APA failure orders of 

magnitude more significant than the comparatively banal notice failures involving 

the definition of “small refinery,” Small Refiner, 705 F.2d at 549, whether the 
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listing of wastes would play a “supplementary” or “heavy” role, Shell Oil, 950 

F.2d at 751-52, or whether data from one or four years could be considered, CSX, 

584 F.3d at 1078. 

2. The next two distance-based components that the Agencies unexpectedly 

adopted in the Final Rule relate to case-by-case waters.  The proposal included a 

limitless, unlawful approach to these waters, providing that the CWA applied to 

any water that, in the Agencies’ judgment, had a “significant nexus” to a primary 

water.  79 Fed. Reg. at 22,269.  In the Final Rule, the Agencies sought to address 

the illegality of their proposed approach, but did so in a manner that violated the 

notice-and-comment requirement (among other defects).  Specifically, the 

Agencies provided that their case-by-case analysis would now relate to, as relevant 

here: (1) waters within the 100-year floodplain of a primary water; and (2) waters 

within 4,000 feet of a primary water, impoundment, or tributary.  33 C.F.R. 

§ 328.3(a)(8).  The Agencies’ decision to add these two distance-based 

components to the case-by-case waters inquiry violates the notice-and-comment 

requirement because no regulated parties “should have anticipated,” Small Refiner, 

705 F.2d at 549, that the Agencies would adopt this approach. 

The Agencies’ defense of their actions with regard to adding these two 

components is no more credible than with regard to the three adjacency concepts 

discussed above.  The most the Agencies have been able to muster is a citation to 
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the Proposed Rule’s observation that “‘distance of hydrologic connection’ is one of 

the factors that could be considered when evaluating a connection with a 

downstream water.”  No. 15-3799, Dkt. 50-1, at 6 (quoting 79 Fed. Reg. at 

22,214).  But this opaque sentence appeared to be addressing factors that the 

Agencies would take into account in conducting their all-things-considered, case-

by-case approach.  It did not suggest that the Agencies were considering hard-and-

fast distance requirements for case-by-case waters, let alone inform the public of 

“the range of alternatives being considered with reasonable specificity,” Small 

Refiner, 705 F.2d at 549, as to either the particular reference points or the 

particular distances being considered.  Notably, the subsections of the proposal that 

follow this single sentence consist of three-and-a-half pages discussing potential 

requirements for case-by-case waters, and none of the approaches contemplates 

adopting criteria based upon specific distances from specific reference points.  See 

79 Fed. Reg. at 22,214-17. 

3. The sixth and final standard that the Agencies adopted in the Final Rule 

was that “waters being used for established normal farming, ranching, and 

silviculture activities” were excluded from per se jurisdiction under the Rule’s 

adjacency category, but not from the tributary category.  33 C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(1).  

The Agencies “nowhere even hinted,” CSX, 584 F.3d at 1082, that they were 

considering treating farmland differently as between the adjacency and “tributary” 
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categories.  Had the Agencies informed the public that they were contemplating 

this exclusion, the States and farmers would have submitted comments explaining 

why farmland should be excluded from all per se categories.  

B. The Distance-Based Components And Unduly Narrow Exclusion Are 
Unsupported By The Record. 

The APA’s judicial review provision provides that a final rule must be “set 

aside” if that rule is “arbitrary [or] capricious.”  5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A).  While this 

inquiry is deferential, “[t]he arbitrary-and-capricious standard . . . does not require 

[courts] merely to rubber stamp the [agency’s] decision.”  Kentucky Waterways 

Alliance v. Johnson, 540 F.3d 466, 474 (6th Cir. 2008) (citation omitted).  A rule is 

arbitrary and capricious if it is unsupported by the record, Motor Vehicle Mfrs. 

Ass’n of United States, Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 41-42 (1983), 

does not explain why alternatives were rejected, id., or fails to “treat similar cases 

in a similar manner unless it can provide a legitimate reason for failing to do so,” 

Indep. Petroleum Ass’n of Am. v. Babbitt, 92 F.3d 1248, 1258 (D.C. Cir. 1996).  In 

addition, “conclusory statements will not do; an agency’s statement must be one of 

reasoning.”  Amerijet Int’l, Inc. v. Pistole, 753 F.3d 1343, 1350 (D.C. Cir. 2014) 

(citation omitted).  And judicial review becomes “meaningless where the 

administrative record is insufficient.”  Nat’l Welfare Rights Org. v. Mathews, 533 

F.2d 637, 648 (D.C. Cir. 1976).  All five of the distance-based components and the 
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unduly narrow exclusion that the Agencies unexpectedly adopted in their Final 

Rule fail the APA’s “arbitrary [or] capricious” standard. 

1. With regard to the three adjacency distance-based components, as well as 

the two case-by-case criteria, nothing in the record supports a per se jurisdictional 

finding for all waters and lands (1) within 100 feet of a primary water, 

impoundment, or tributary, (2) within a 100-year floodplain and 1,500 feet of a 

primary water, impoundment, or tributary, or (3) within 1,500 feet of the high tide 

line of a primary water.  33 C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(2).  The same is true for case-by-

case coverage focused upon (1) waters within the 100-year floodplain of a primary 

water, and (2) waters within 4,000 feet of a primary water, impoundment, or 

tributary.  Id. § 328.3(a)(8).   

The Agencies argue that these distance-based components are “reasonable 

and practical,” consistent with unspecified “experience,” and supported by “the 

implementation value of drawing clear lines.”  80 Fed. Reg. at 37,085-91.  Such 

“conclusory statements” are insufficient, Amerijet, 753 F.3d at 1350 (D.C. Cir. 

2014), especially given the Agencies’ necessary concession that the Final Rule 

would be arbitrary and capricious if “the administrative record [failed to] support[] 

the bright-lines that the Agencies crafted,” No. 15-3799, Dkt. 50-1, at 8.    

And while some bright-line distance approaches could—perhaps—survive 

review given a proper administrative record, the record here is entirely 
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“insufficient.”  See Nat’l Welfare, 533 F.2d at 648.  To the extent the record says 

anything about this subject, the Agencies’ Science Advisory Board rejected any 

distance-based approach, arguing that “the available science supports defining 

adjacency or determination of adjacency on the basis of functional relationships, 

not on how close an adjacent water is to a navigable water.”  SAB 2-3, ID-7531 

(JA__). 

More generally, nothing in the record supports the Agencies’ decision to 

choose the specific distances—100 feet, 1,500 feet, 4,000 feet—over any 

alternative distances from any alternative reference points.  Given that the 

Agencies adopted the distance-based components without record support and 

without explaining why alternative distances and reference points were rejected, 

State Farm, 463 U.S. at 41-42, and then justified these components by 

“conclusory” statements, Amerijet, 753 F.3d at 1350, the Rule is plainly unlawful. 

2. The Rule’s exclusion of farmland from the per se adjacent waters 

category, but not the per se tributary category, is also arbitrary and capricious.  The 

Agencies explained that this exclusion was justified in light of “the vital role of 

farmers in providing the nation with food, fiber, and fuel.”  80 Fed. Reg. at 37,080.  

While the States agree with this rationale, that justification applies just as strongly 

to excluding farmland from the per se tributary category.  The Agencies’ failure to 

explain their decision to exclude farmland from one per se category, but not the 
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other, violates the mandate that an agency must “treat similar cases in a similar 

manner unless it can provide a legitimate reason,” Babbitt, 92 F.3d at 1258. 

C. The Rule’s Expansive Interpretation Of “Significant Nexus” Is 
Arbitrary And Capricious.  

The Agencies claim that their Rule is grounded in sound science—indeed, 

the term “science” is repeated ninety times in the preamble to the Rule, with an 

additional sixty-four references to the Agencies’ Connectivity Study.  The 

Agencies also claim that “science,” as documented in the Connectivity Study, 

shows that Justice Kennedy’s significant nexus test is satisfied by the Rule’s 

expansive new definitions of “waters of the United States.”  But the Connectivity 

Study only highlights a fundamental disconnect between the actual science and the 

Agencies’ claimed reliance on that science. 

 According to the Agencies, the scientific basis for the Rule is that water 

flows downhill to create hydrological connections, see 80 Fed. Reg. at 37,063, and 

that the “protection of upstream waters is critical to maintaining the integrity of the 

downstream waters,” id. at 37,056.  This is nothing but a truism, and implies a 

limitless expansion of federal power.  Of course, upstream waters contribute to 

downstream waters, but that only establishes—at most—a “nexus” between the 

two. 

Whether any such nexus is “significant,” which is the key question in the 

Agencies’ conception of how to define “waters of the United States,” is a legal 
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question that, as the Agencies acknowledge, science does not answer.  “While the 

agencies agree defining significant nexus by quantified metrics would improve 

clarity, for the reasons discussed in the Science Report . . . , such an approach is 

not supported by the science at this time.”  RTC, Topic 9, 23, ID-20872 (JA__).  

At best, the science demonstrates that connectivity occurs along a continuum that 

“can be described in terms of frequency, duration, magnitude, timing, and rate of 

change.”  Id. at 19.  But the Agencies never explain anywhere in the record how or 

when these or other scientific factors demonstrate a significant nexus between 

downstream navigable waters that they have the unquestioned authority to protect, 

and the upstream waters that are within the States’ exclusive jurisdiction unless 

those waters have significant nexus to downstream navigable waters.  

Instead, the Agencies admit that while “[t]he science demonstrates that 

waters fall along a gradient of chemical, physical, and biological connection to 

traditional navigable waters, . . . it is the agencies’ task to determine where along 

that gradient to draw lines of jurisdiction under the CWA.”  Id. at 21.  And the 

Agencies made that determination based largely on (erroneous) legal and policy 

considerations, not science.  Id. at 17 (“The rule reflects the judgment of the 

agencies when balancing the science, the statute, the Supreme Court opinions, the 

agencies’ expertise, and the regulatory goals of providing clarity to the public 

while protecting the environment and public health.”).  
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As explained above, those legal grounds are legally insufficient.  The mere 

existence of a hydrological connection—even a continuous one—is insufficient 

under Justice Kennedy’s approach.  Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 769.  But that is all the 

Connectivity Study demonstrates; it can at most be used to establish a nexus, but 

not the significance of that nexus.  The Agencies have therefore failed to 

“articulate a rational connection between the facts found” and the expansive 

definitions in the Final Rule, one of the hallmarks of arbitrary decision-making.  

See Bowman Transp., Inc. v. Arkansas-Best Freight Sys., Inc., 419 U.S. 281, 285 

(1974).   

III. THE RULE VIOLATES THE CONSTITUTION.  

The Final Rule violates the U.S. Constitution in at least three ways.  First, it 

intrudes upon the States’ sovereign interests in regulating their land and water 

resources in violation of the Tenth Amendment.  Second, it exceeds Congress’s 

constitutional authority under the Commerce Clause because it provides for federal 

jurisdiction over isolated, intrastate waters with no meaningful impact on or 

connection to interstate commerce.  And third, it violates the Due Process Clause 

because it is unconstitutionally vague.  As a result, the Rule must be vacated. 

A. The Rule Violates The States’ Tenth Amendment Rights. 

Under the Tenth Amendment, “[t]he powers not delegated to the United 

States by the Constitution . . . are reserved to the States respectively, or to the 
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people.”  U.S. Const., amend. X.  Tenth Amendment concerns are implicated when 

a federal rule regulates the “states as states,” when it addresses matters that are 

indisputably attributes of state sovereignty, and when compliance with the rule 

would directly impair a State’s ability to structure integral operations in areas of 

traditional state functions.  Hodel v. Va. Surface Mining & Reclamation Ass’n, 

Inc., 452 U.S. 264, 286-87 (1981).  The federal system “protects the liberty of all 

persons within a State by ensuring that laws enacted in excess of delegated 

governmental power cannot direct or control their actions. . . . By denying any one 

government complete jurisdiction over all the concerns of public life, federalism 

protects the liberty of the individual from arbitrary power.”  Bond v. United States, 

564 U.S. 211, 222 (2011). 

State authority to regulate and manage local lands and waters is a core 

sovereign interest.  Indeed, state authority in this realm “is perhaps the 

quintessential state activity.”  FERC v. Mississippi, 456 U.S. 742, 768 n.30 (1982).  

That is why Congress so clearly recognized the States’ inherent powers over local 

lands and water resources in the CWA, see 33 U.S.C. § 1251(b), and purposefully 

integrated federalism principles throughout the Act.  In SWANCC, the Supreme 

Court relied on this core “traditional state power” to explain its narrower 

interpretation of the CWA.  531 U.S. at 172-73.  The provision of the rule at issue 

in SWANCC exceeded the Agencies’ authority, the Court held, because it covered 
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“nonnavigable, isolated, intrastate waters” such as seasonal ponds.  Id. at 170-71.  

The Court supported its determination by finding that the Corps’ interpretation 

would “alter[] the federal-state framework by permitting federal encroachment 

upon a traditional state power”—specifically, the States’ “traditional and primary 

power over land and water use.”  Id. at 173-74.    

The Rule’s overbroad assertion of authority over local land and water 

features that have only a remote connection to navigable-in-fact waters invades the 

States’ sovereign authority, in violation of their Tenth Amendment rights.  As 

already discussed, the definitions in the Rule extend federal jurisdiction to remote, 

usually-dry, and entirely intrastate land and water features remote from any 

navigable waterway.  Once the Agencies assert federal jurisdiction, they displace 

state and local land regulation, and act as a “de facto” federal “zoning board.”  

Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 738 (Scalia, J., plurality).  The issue is not merely the breadth 

of jurisdiction asserted by the federal government, but also the scope of regulatory 

power that the federal government would exercise in those areas.  See SWANCC, 

531 U.S. at 173.9  Here, that regulatory power is the “[r]egulation of land use”—“a 

                                                 
9 Indeed, once federal jurisdiction is triggered, the potential scope of that power is 
exceedingly broad.  See, e.g., 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(a) (identifying approximately 25 
“public interest” factors the Corps considers when determining whether to issue a 
section 404 permit, including economic, aesthetics, land use, historic properties, 
safety, and food and fiber production). 
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quintessential state and local power.”  Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 738 (Scalia, J., 

plurality).   

The Rule’s expansion of federal jurisdiction over traditional state lands and 

water resources necessarily regulates “states as states,” Hodel, 452 U.S. at 286-87, 

because of the extensive cooperative federalism principles embodied in the CWA.  

For example, all States are required to develop water quality standards for federal 

jurisdictional waters within their borders.  33 U.S.C. § 1313.  They must also 

review those standards at least every three years, id. § 1313(c), and report to EPA 

on the quality of all federal waters in the State every other year, id. § 1315(b).  

States must also develop complicated total maximum daily loads for any water not 

meeting established water quality standards.  Id. § 1313(d).  States are also 

required to issue water quality certifications for every permit the federal 

government issues within their borders, including section 404 permits issued by the 

Corps.  See id. § 1341(a)(1).  For the forty-six States with authority to implement 

the NPDES program under 33 U.S.C. § 1342, additional federal waters means 

additional permitting responsibilities.  Michigan and New Jersey bear additional 

obligations, as the two States that have assumed authority to issue dredge and fill 

permits under 33 U.S.C. § 1344.  Finally, expanded federal jurisdiction directly 

affects state highway, transmission line, and pipeline projects, triggering federal 

permitting requirements for potential impacts to newly-minted federal waters.  See, 
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e.g., AK DEC Comments 14-15, ID-19465 (JA__); ADOT Comments 1, ID-15215 

(JA__).  

The practical impact upon the States from the Rule’s expansion of federal 

authority is breathtaking.  From prairie potholes in North Dakota, to arroyos in 

New Mexico, ephemeral drainages in Wyoming, and coastal prairie wetlands in 

Texas, the Final Rule extends jurisdiction to virtually every potentially wet area of 

the country.  See 33 C.F.R. § 328.3(b).  In fact, the Rule sweeps so broadly that the 

Agencies find it necessary explicitly to disclaim authority over “puddles” and 

swimming pools “created in dry land.”  Id. § 328.3(b)(4).  The Agencies 

acknowledge that “the vast majority of the nation’s water features are located 

within 4,000 feet of a covered tributary, traditional navigable water, interstate 

water, or territorial sea” and that the 100-year floodplain encompasses an even 

larger area.  Economic Analysis 11, ID-20866 (JA__).  These areas are swept 

within the jurisdictional reach of the Final Rule.    

Alaska presents a telling example.  See AK DEC Comments 18-20, ID-

19465 (JA__).  Forty-three percent of Alaska is wetlands, covering more than 174 

million acres.  Many of those wetlands are frozen much of the year, and are 

underlain with permafrost.  During the warmer seasons, the surface soils become 

inundated when thawing conditions generate near-surface water that cannot 

penetrate the underlying permafrost, causing the soils to exhibit wetland-like 
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characteristics.  These areas can extend for hundreds of miles inland from the main 

navigable-in-fact waterways, as much of northern Alaska is covered in “continuous 

permafrost.”  Id. at 19, Att. 5 (JA__, __).  Under the Rule, these lands are subject 

to federal jurisdiction by virtue of the straddling provision contained in the Rule’s 

definition of neighboring: “The entire water is neighboring if a portion is located 

within 1,500 feet of the ordinary high water mark and within the 100-year 

floodplain.”  33 C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(2)(ii) (emphasis added).  As Alaska warned the 

Agencies, the Proposed Rule would “federalize land use decisions for State, local 

and private lands” in Alaska because “nearly all waters and wetlands in Alaska” 

would be subject “to regulation by the EPA and the Corps.”  AK Gov. Comments 

1, ID-19465 (JA__).  This conclusion applies just as much to the Final Rule.   

The City of Scottsdale, Arizona provides another compelling example in a 

completely different ecological region.  See City of Scottsdale Comments, ID-

18024 (JA__).  The City is replete with ephemeral drainages that flow in response 

to “high intensity and short duration storms.”  Id. at 3 (JA__).  The flow is limited 

in duration, and typically infiltrates through the highly permeable soils long before 

it reaches a navigable-in-fact water, if at all.  See, e.g., id. (describing Rawhide 

Wash as flowing 0.014% of the time over a 15-year period).  And a single storm 

may produce flow in one wash, but others a mile away could be bone dry.  See id.  

But all washes in the region are marked by a bed and banks and an OHWM, 
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sometimes created after a single rain event.  See id.  These dry washes will be per 

se jurisdictional under the Rule, despite historically being treated as non-

jurisdictional under the Agencies’ post-Rapanos guidance.  See id. at 4 (JA__).    

The Rule’s additional regulation will come at a steep financial cost to the 

States.  For example, the Agencies have estimated that the Rule will impose 

additional obligations on the States of between $798,000 and $1.3 million per year 

under the section 401 water quality certification program.  Economic Analysis 19, 

ID-20866 (JA__).  The NPDES storm water permit program will add $360,000 

each year to state budgets, id. at 25 (JA__), and another $270,000 to regulate 

confined animal feeding operations, id. at 27-28 (JA__).  The States believe that 

these and other estimates in the Agencies’ Economic Analysis are grossly 

understated.  See, e.g., AK DEC Comments 17, ID-19465 (JA__); KS Comments 

6, ID-14794 (JA__); WY DEQ Comments 5, ID-18020 (JA__).  Alaska, for 

example, paid approximately $8 million to offset wetland and other impacts 

associated with the development of public projects between 2009 and 2015.  AK 

DEC Comments 16, ID-19465 (JA__).  “The[se] costs will only multiply with the 

additional waters that would become jurisdictional.”  Id.  These costs and increased 

regulatory obligations impair the States’ ability “to structure integral operations in 

areas of traditional state functions.”  Hodel, 452 U.S. at 287-88 (internal quotation 

and citations omitted).  The same is true for local governments.  In Scottsdale, 
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Arizona, for example, the City fears that the per se assertion of jurisdiction over 

the region’s many dry washes will have “detrimental impacts” on “proposed 

development projects” and on “City transportation, parks, and drainage and flood 

control projects.  These impacts would increase the costs of capital projects and put 

a greater strain on an ever tightening City budget.”  City of Scottsdale Comments 

7, ID-18024 (JA__). 

In addition, through the Rule, the Agencies are asserting regulatory authority 

over traditionally state-regulated waters.  This displacement of state authority 

impairs the States’ abilities to establish and enforce their own policies for their 

waters and lands.  For example, waters that fall outside the scope of federal 

jurisdiction remain subject to regulation as state waters through local laws and 

regulations.  See, e.g., N.D. Cent. Code §§ 61-28-01 et seq.; Mont. Code Ann. §§ 

75-5-101 et seq.; N.M. Stat. Ann. §§ 74-6-4 et seq.; Mo. Rev. Stat. §§ 644.006 et 

seq.; Ark. Code Ann. §§ 8-4-101 et seq.; Tex. Water Code §§ 26.001 et seq.; Ky. 

Rev. Stat. §§ 224.70-100 et seq.  Instead of regulating land and water within their 

borders to advance their own sovereign interests, the States must now defer to the 

federal government’s framework and policies established under the CWA.  

B. The Rule Exceeds Congress’s Commerce Clause Authority. 

 The Constitution grants to Congress the power “[t]o regulate Commerce 

with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian Tribes.”  
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U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 3.  That power extends only to three areas: (1) “channels 

of interstate commerce;” (2) the “instrumentalities of interstate commerce;” and (3) 

“activities that substantially affect interstate commerce.”  United States v. Lopez, 

514 U.S. 549, 558-59 (1995).  The Rule imposes federal authority outside of these 

areas, and thus improperly steps into the realm of the States’ regulatory authority.   

1. The CWA’s protection of “navigable waters” rests entirely upon 

Congress’s authority to regulate the “channels of interstate commerce.”  Id.  As the 

Supreme Court explained in SWANCC, the CWA is authorized by Congress’s 

“traditional jurisdiction over waters that were or had been navigable-in-fact or 

which could reasonably be so made.’”  531 U.S. at 172; id. at 168 n.3 (finding no 

indication that “Congress intended to exert anything more than its commerce 

power over navigation”); accord Kaiser Aetna v. United States, 444 U.S. 164, 173 

(1979) (“It has long been settled that Congress has extensive authority over this 

Nation’s waters under the Commerce Clause” as channels of interstate 

commerce.); Gibbons v. Ogden, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 1, 189-97 (1824).  This 

understanding of the CWA’s constitutional basis is mandated by the statutory text, 

which asserts jurisdiction only to protect “navigable waters,” see, e.g., 33 U.S.C. 

§ 1362(12), and does not invoke Congress’s authority to protect instrumentalities 

of commerce or those matters substantially affecting interstate commerce. 
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 The Rule reaches far beyond Congress’s authority to protect in-fact 

navigable waters; that is, those waters that can be used as channels of interstate 

commerce.  While Congress has authority to regulate more than merely the 

channels themselves, regulation under this authority must be carefully limited to 

protecting those channels.  For example, “Congress may exercise its control over 

the non-navigable stretches of a river in order to preserve or promote commerce on 

the navigable portions.”  Oklahoma ex rel. Phillips v. Guy F. Atkinson Co., 313 

U.S. 508, 523 (1941).  But as explained above, the Rule sweeps in numerous local 

land and water features that are not navigable-in-fact and have only an extremely 

tangential, if any, connection to navigable-in-fact waters, including just once every 

one-hundred years.  Given that the Agencies’ assertion of authority in SWANCC 

raised grave constitutional issues because the waters there were somewhat remote 

from navigable-in-fact waters, 531 U.S. at 174, the far more expansive authority 

over local land and water features at issue in the Rule moves from mere concern to 

outright constitutional violation. 

 2. Since the CWA is based exclusively upon Congress’s authority over 

channels of interstate commerce, the Agencies may not rely on the second or 

third—and broadest—category of activities that “substantially affect interstate 

commerce,” Lopez, 514 U.S. at 558-59, or the aggregation doctrine that the Court 

has developed and applied exclusively in the context of that third category, id. at 
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560-61.  Congress has not adopted a comprehensive scheme for water and land use 

management, as it had for the regulation of controlled substances at issue in 

Gonzales v. Raich, 125 S. Ct. 2195 (2005).  Instead, Congress enacted a regime 

tied to one specific category of waters: those that are navigable-in-fact or could 

reasonably be made so. 

 Even if this Court were to analyze the Rule under Lopez’s third prong, 

however, the Rule would not be lawful because it allows for regulation of much 

more than activities that “substantially affect interstate commerce.”  And in so 

doing, the Rule “effectually obliterate[s] the distinction between what is national 

and what is local,”  Lopez, 514 U.S. at 557 (internal quotations omitted).  

Importantly, this is not a limited problem of the “de minimis character of 

individual instances arising under [the Rule],” Raich, 545 U.S. at 17, but rather the 

heart of the Rule’s reach. 

In both Lopez and United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598 (2000), the 

Supreme Court rejected the federal government’s attempt to defend the 

constitutionality of a law regulating non-economic activities based on an argument 

that those non-economic activities, taken in aggregate, would have a substantial 

effect on interstate commerce.  In Lopez, the Court determined that the law reached 

activity—specifically, the possession of a firearm in a school zone—that was “in 

no sense an economic activity.”  514 U.S. at 567.  The Court rejected the argument 
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that Congress had the authority to reach this non-economic activity because, in 

aggregate, guns in school zones would have a substantial effect on interstate 

commerce.  Such aggregation would involve “pil[ing] inference upon inference in 

a manner that would bid fair to convert congressional authority under the 

Commerce Clause to a general police power of the sort retained by the States.”  Id.  

Similarly, in Morrison, the law at issue—the right to bring a civil action in federal 

court for domestic violence victims—targeted “noneconomic activity,” whereas 

every case “in our Nation’s history” that upheld Commerce Clause regulation of 

intrastate activity involved “activity [that was] economic in nature.”  529 U.S. at 

613.  As in Lopez, the federal government’s argument relied on an impermissible 

“but-for causal chain from the initial occurrence of violent crime . . . to every 

attenuated effect upon interstate commerce.”  Morrison, 529 U.S. at 615.  

The Rule, to the extent it would be analyzed under the third prong at all, 

would fail for similar reasons.   

First, the Rule allows the Agencies to regulate non-economic activities, 

which Lopez and Morrison held cannot be aggregated to produce the required 

substantial effect on interstate commerce.  As the Rapanos plurality observed, “[i]n 

deciding whether to grant or deny a permit, the [Corps] exercises the discretion of 

an enlightened despot, relying on such factors as ‘economics,’ ‘aesthetics,’ 

‘recreation,’ and ‘in general, the needs and welfare of the people.’”  547 U.S. at 
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721 (Scalia, J., plurality) (quoting 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(a) (2004)).  Thus, for 

example, the Agencies could prohibit an individual from disposing of leaves or 

brush in a shallow swale on his or her property provided that the swale is within 

1,500 feet of the ordinary high water mark of a “tributary” to a navigable water.  

That is “in no sense an economic activity that might, through repetition elsewhere, 

substantially affect any sort of interstate commerce.”  Lopez, 514 U.S. at 567.   

Second, the Rule fails to “express[ly] . . . limit its reach to [activities that] 

have an explicit connection with or effect on interstate commerce.”  Id. at 562.  

The Rule’s definitions for tributaries, adjacent waters, and case-by-case waters 

sweep in numerous waters and usually-dry lands that lack any meaningful 

connection to interstate commerce.  For example, the tributary definition extends to 

any land feature with “a bed and banks and an ordinary high water mark”—

whether observable in the field or not—and that “contributes flow”—no matter 

how ephemeral—“either directly or through another water” to a primary water.  33 

C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(3) (emphasis added).  This includes usually-dry channels that 

carry a minimal amount of water after a rainstorm to a stream that connects with 

other streams that then eventually flow into a navigable water.  

The Rule’s assertion of case-by-case jurisdiction is based on an analysis that 

has little to nothing to do with commerce.  For example, the Agencies may assert 

authority over a water or land because it “[e]xport[s] . . . organic matter,” 33 
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C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(5)(vii), to a primary water.  In other words, if a bird flies from a 

primary water to another water or piece of dry land and a plant or invertebrate 

“hitchhik[es],” Connectivity Study 5-5, ID-20859 (JA__), on the bird’s feathers 

and travels back to the primary water, that would be sufficient for the Agencies to 

assert jurisdiction under the Rule.  Or if the land feature “[e]xport[s] . . . food 

resources,” 33 C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(5)(viii), because a bird travels to eat, the Agencies 

could deem it jurisdictional under the Rule.  This is precisely the kind of overreach 

the Supreme Court expressly rejected in SWANCC. 

Third, as in Lopez and Morrison, the Rule ultimately relies on an attenuated 

causal chain that “obliterate[s] the distinction between what is national and what is 

local,”  Lopez, 514 U.S. at 557 (quotations omitted).  In Lopez and Morrison, the 

Supreme Court rejected the federal government’s theory “that Congress may 

regulate noneconomic, violent criminal conduct based solely on that conduct’s 

aggregate effect on interstate commerce,” Morrison, 529 U.S. at 617.  The Court 

explained that such reasoning would improperly permit the federal government to 

take over whole “areas of traditional state regulation.”  Id. at 615.  The same is true 

here, where the Rule’s overbroad assertion of authority over local land and water 

features tramples the States’ authority to manage local lands and waters. 
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C. The Rule Is Unconstitutionally Vague. 

A statute or regulation is constitutionally invalid under the Due Process 

Clause if it prohibits conduct “in terms so vague that men of common intelligence 

must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its application.”  Ass’n of 

Cleveland Fire Fighters, 502 F.3d at 551 (citing Connally v. Gen. Constr. Co., 269 

U.S. 385, 391 (1926)).  In Chicago v. Morales, 527 U.S. 41 (1999), for example, 

the Supreme Court found void for vagueness an ordinance that imposed a criminal 

sanction for loitering, defined as “remaining in any one [public] place with no 

apparent purpose,” with one or more people the police officer reasonably believes 

are gang members.  Id. at 47 (quotations and citations omitted).  The Court 

reasoned that it would be difficult for a person to “know if he or she had an 

‘apparent purpose.’”  Id. at 57.  

A law may be unconstitutionally vague for two independent reasons.  “First, 

it may fail to provide the kind of notice that will enable ordinary people to 

understand what conduct it prohibits; second, it may authorize and even encourage 

arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement.”  Id. at 56.  Such vagueness concerns are 

particularly acute where, as with the CWA, the term at issue involves a criminal 

prohibition.  See Johnson v. United States, 135 S. Ct. 2556-57 (2015); 33 U.S.C. § 

1319(c).  Under these standards, the Rule is unconstitutionally vague. 
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First, the Rule “fail[s] to provide the kind of notice that will enable ordinary 

people to understand what conduct it prohibits.”  Morales, 527 U.S. at 56.  For 

example, the Rule’s tributaries category covers any “water that contributes flow, 

either directly or through another water” and that is “characterized by the presence 

of the physical indicators of a bed and banks and an ordinary high water mark.”  33 

C.F.R. § 328.3(c)(3).  But as a Corps’ 2004 report explains, “selection of reliable 

OHWM field indicators [is] challenging” and “especially difficult in arid regions” 

even with respect to present channels.10  Moreover, the Agencies explain that they 

will use remote sensing and desktop tools to determine the OHWM and bed and 

banks of tributaries where “physical characteristics of bed and banks and another 

indicator of [OHWM] are absent in the field.”  80 Fed. Reg. at 37,077.  In other 

words, even where there is no evidence of a bed and bank to the naked eye, the 

Agencies can assert jurisdiction over an indentation on the landscape that appears 

through sophisticated digital photography and satellite imaging to which ordinary 

people do not have access.  See id.   

                                                 
10 R.W. Lichvar & J.S. Wakeley, U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, Review of Ordinary 
High Water Mark Indicators for Delineating Arid Streams in the Southwestern 
United States (2004), http://www.erdc.usace.army.mil/Media/Fact-Sheets/Fact-
Sheet-Article-View/Article/486085/ordinary-high-water-mark-ohwm-research-
development-and-training/; see also AMA Comments 10, ID-13951 (JA__). 
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Relatedly, the Rule’s inclusion of “[d]itches with intermittent flow that are a 

relocated tributary, or are excavated in a tributary, or drain wetlands, [and] 

[d]itches, regardless of flow, that are excavated in or relocate a tributary,” 80 Fed. 

Reg. at 37,078, is similarly unconstitutionally vague.  The Agencies explain that 

these ditches will be identified by the “historical presence of tributaries using a 

variety of resources, such as historical maps, historical aerial photographs, local 

surface water management plans, street maintenance data, wetlands and 

conservation programs and plans, as well as functional assessments and monitoring 

efforts.”  Id. at 37,078-79.  But it is exceedingly difficult under this standard for an 

ordinary individual to know if a ditch will be covered.  Even if the individual has 

the capability to conduct this research, it is unclear how far back in history the 

individual must look for the presence of a previously existing tributary.  

The Rule’s case-by-case waters category presents similar problems for 

ordinary landowners.  That category instructs the Agencies to look at any water 

that is “[at least partially] located within the 100-year floodplain of a” primary 

water or “waters [at least partially] located within 4,000 feet of the high tide line or 

ordinary high water mark of a” primary water, impoundment, or tributary, 33 

C.F.R. § 328.3(a)(8), and then to apply a largely unguided case-by-case analysis, 

looking at whether the water “either alone or in combination with other similarly 

situated waters in the region, significantly affects the chemical, physical, or 
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biological integrity of a [primary water]” based on “any single function or 

combination of functions performed by the water,” id. § 328.3(c)(5) (emphasis 

added).  Given the number of factors that staff are instructed to consider in terms 

of “chemical,” “physical” or “biological” impact, see, e.g., 80 Fed. Reg. at 37,093 

(referencing sediment trapping, nutrient recycling, food export, flood control, and 

multiple other factors), it will not be possible for ordinary people to know how any 

particular jurisdictional inquiry will turn out under the Rule. 

 Second, for many of the same reasons, the Rule is unconstitutionally vague 

because it “authorize[s] and even encourage[s] arbitrary and discriminatory 

enforcement.”  Morales, 527 U.S. at 56.  “[W]here the legislature fails to provide 

. . . minimal guidelines, a criminal statute may permit a standardless sweep that 

allows policemen, prosecutors, and juries to pursue their personal predilections.”  

Kolender v. Lawson, 461 U.S. 352, 358 (1983) (internal quotations omitted).  The 

Supreme Court has concluded that a statute requiring an individual to provide 

“‘credible and reliable’ identification” was vague because it failed “to establish 

standards by which the officers may determine whether the suspect has complied.”  

Id. at 360-61. 

 The Rule does not provide the Agencies’ field staffs with “minimal 

guidelines” for assessing whether waters are subject to the CWA.  For example, 

with regard to the tributaries category, the Rule does not define bed and banks 
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precisely, including allowing the Agencies to arbitrarily determine that a bed and 

banks exist through remote imaging.  Moreover, even the presence of a bed, banks, 

and OHWM provide insufficient restraint against arbitrary enforcement because 

“OHWM indicators are distributed randomly throughout the [arid west] landscape 

and are not related to specific channel characteristics.”  AMA Comments 11, ID-

13951 (JA__) (quoting Lindsey Lefebvre, et al., U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 

Survey of OHWM Indicator Distribution Patterns across Arid West Landscapes 17 

(2013), http://acwc.sdp.sirsi.net/client/en_US/search/asset/1017540).  And the 

case-by-case waters category involves the application of numerous different 

considerations, without clear indication of how any inquiry should turn out. 

 In many situations, a person subject to the law has no way to know whether 

his or her land contains a water of the United States before an enforcement action 

is commenced, unless he or she requests a jurisdictional determination.  And the 

jurisdictional determination process is not required by the CWA.  Hawkes, 136 S. 

Ct. at 1816-17 (Kennedy, J., concurring).  

D. The Agencies’ Repeated Unlawful Interpretations Of “Waters Of 
The United States” Threaten The Constitutionality Of That Term. 

 
 In Johnson v. United States, 135 S. Ct. 2551 (2015), the Supreme Court 

invalidated the residual clause of the Armed Career Criminal Act—“involves 

conduct that presents a serious potential risk of physical injury to another,” 18 

U.S.C. § 924(e)(2)(B)—after several decades of attempting to give that term a 
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definite meaning.  The Supreme Court explained: “the failure of persistent efforts 

. . . to establish a standard” under a broadly worded statutory phrase can lead the 

courts to declare that phrase unconstitutional.  Johnson, 135 S. Ct. at 2558 

(quotation omitted).  

 The Agencies’ repeated failures to provide a lawful definition for the 

statutory term “waters of the United States” threaten that term’s legality.  As 

Justice Kennedy has noted in a recent opinion joined by Justices Thomas and 

Alito, “the [CWA’s] reach is ‘notoriously unclear’ and the consequences to 

landowners . . . can be crushing.”  Hawkes, 136 S. Ct. at 1816 (Kennedy, J., 

concurring) (quoting Sackett v. EPA, 132 S. Ct. 1367, 1375 (2012) (Alito, J., 

concurring)).  This lack of clarity “raise[s] troubling questions regarding the 

Government’s power to cast doubt on the full use and enjoyment of private 

property throughout the Nation.”  Id. at 1817.  

 For the third time now, the Agencies have adopted an interpretation of the 

term “waters of the United States” that cannot withstand constitutional scrutiny, 

including because it is vague and “essentially limitless,” Rapanos, 547 U.S. at 757 

(Roberts, C.J., concurring).  The States join Chief Justice Roberts in urging the 

Agencies, in the strongest possible terms, to stop their repeated unlawful practice 

and to issue a definitional rule that ordinary people can understand and that is 

consistent with “the clearly limiting terms Congress employed in the Clean Water 
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Act.”  Id. at 758.  If the Agencies persist in their pattern of unlawful conduct, the 

Supreme Court may well choose to invalidate the term “waters of the United 

States,” just as it did with the residual clause in Johnson. 

IV. THE RULE VIOLATES THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
POLICY ACT. 

“NEPA is a procedural statute, designed to ensure that federal agencies 

consider the environmental impact of their actions.”  Friends of Tims Ford v. 

Tennessee Valley Auth., 585 F.3d 955, 968 (6th Cir. 2009) (quotations and citation 

omitted).  Unless exempted by statute, all agencies must comply with NEPA.  See 

Pac. Legal Found. v. Andrus, 657 F.2d 829, 833 (6th Cir. 1981); 42 U.S.C. § 4332; 

40 C.F.R. § 1507.1.  EPA enjoys such an exemption for certain activities under the 

CWA, see 33 U.S.C. § 1371(c), but the Corps does not. 

NEPA requires the preparation of an environmental impact statement 

(“EIS”) for “major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human 

environment.”  42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C).  This includes the promulgation of federal 

regulations.  40 C.F.R. § 1502.4(b). 

 As one of the most far-reaching regulations ever adopted in the 

environmental arena, the Rule easily qualifies as a major federal action 

significantly affecting the quality of the human environment.  The Corps, however, 

elected not to prepare an EIS for the Rule, and instead issued a Finding of No 

Significant Impact (“FONSI”) after preparing a legally deficient Environmental 
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Assessment (“EA”).11  That finding—that the Rule has no significant impact on the 

human environment—is arbitrary and capricious and must be set aside.  See 

Crounse Corp. v. I.C.C., 781 F.2d 1176, 1193 (6th Cir. 1986).   

The Corps also violated NEPA by evaluating an unreasonably restricted 

range of alternatives, considering only two—the Rule and a “no action” alternative 

in which the Corps would continue regulating under the existing rule and post-

Rapanos agency guidance.  The failure to consider a reasonable range of 

alternatives to the proposed agency action violates NEPA.  Partners in Forestry 

Co-op., Northwood Alliance, Inc. v. U.S. Forest Serv., 638 F. App’x 456, 464-65 

(6th Cir. 2015).   

A. The Corps Failed To Prepare An Environmental Impact Statement.  

 The Corps’ implausible conclusion that the Rule does not significantly affect 

the quality of the human environment was reached without considering legally-

prescribed, mandatory factors for such assessments.  “NEPA’s regulations state 

that whether a project is ‘significant’ requires agencies to consider both the 

‘context’ and the ‘intensity’ of the project.”  Partners in Forestry Co-op., 638 F. 

App’x at 462 (quoting 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27).  “Context” focuses “on the affected 

geographical region and its interests,” while “intensity” looks “to the severity of 
                                                 
11  Agencies may prepare EAs as an initial step in the NEPA process to determine 
whether an EIS is warranted.  See 40 C.F.R. § 1508.9; Charter Twp. of Huron, 
Mich. v. Richards, 997 F.2d 1168, 1174 (6th Cir. 1993). 
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the proposal’s environmental impact.”  Hodges v. Abraham, 300 F.3d 432, 438 

(4th Cir. 2002). 

The Corps did not consider either the “context” or the “intensity” factors in 

its NEPA analysis.  That alone should invalidate the Corps’ determination.  See 

State Farm, 463 U.S. at 43 (vacatur is required if the agency “entirely failed to 

consider an important aspect of the problem”).  In addition, both factors 

overwhelmingly support a finding that the Rule will significantly affect the quality 

of the human environment. 

Context.  “The significance of an action must be analyzed in several contexts 

such as society as a whole (human, national), the affected region, the affected 

interests, and the locality.”  40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(a).  The Rule is nationwide in 

scope, affecting all fifty States.  In fact, it was the sweeping national effect of this 

regulation that partially prompted this Court to assert jurisdiction.  See In re U.S. 

Dep’t of Def., U.S. E.P.A. Final Rule, 817 F.3d at 274. 

By the Agencies’ own estimates, the Rule will result in “an increase of 

between 2.8 and 4.6 percent in the waters found to be jurisdictional.”  Final EA 21, 

ID-20867 (JA__).  Even if these estimates were accurate, they would have 

profound implications on federal and state regulatory programs, private 

landowners, and the regulated community.  For example, the Agencies have 

performed more than 400,000 jurisdictional determinations since 2008.  80 Fed. 
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Reg. at 37,065.  Small increases in jurisdiction trigger thousands of additional 

federal regulatory interactions between the public and private sector each year. 

But the Agencies’ estimates are grossly understated, and significantly 

mislead the public regarding the true regulatory and economic implications of the 

Final Rule.  For example, Kansas estimated a 460% increase in federal jurisdiction 

in that State alone under the Proposed Rule, with an additional 133,000 miles of 

ephemeral streams subject to per se jurisdiction under the new tributary definition.  

KS Comments App. A, ID-14794 (JA__).  Alaska is concerned that the Rule will 

regulate “nearly all waters and wetlands” within that State.  AK Gov. Comments 1, 

ID-19465 (JA__).  So too is New Mexico.  NM ED Comments 10, ID-16552 

(JA__) (the Rule “would in effect engulf all streams, drainage systems, and 

watersheds within the State”).  Ninety-six percent of Arizona’s streams “flow only 

part of the time or only in direct response to precipitation events,” AZ DEQ 

Comments 2, ID-16437 (JA__), and “approximately 80% of Wyoming’s stream 

miles are intermittent or ephemeral.”  WY DEQ Comments 4, ID-18020 (JA__); 

see also KY Ag. Comm. Comments 1, ID-14055 (JA__) (expressing concern 

regarding 92,000 stream miles in Kentucky).   

The Corps simply ignored this “context” when proclaiming the Rule lacks 

significant effect.  If the Corps had attempted to accurately quantify the actual 

impacts of the Rule, there is no way it could have articulated a “rational 
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connection” between these impacts and its FONSI.  See Bowman Transp., 419 U.S. 

at 285.  Indeed, as the Corps’ own staff recognizes, absent an EIS “it is not 

possible to estimate” or “verify” the percentage of water bodies that would be 

effected by the Rule, and particularly by the changes made between the Proposed 

Rule and Final Rule.  Moyer Memorandum 2, ID-20882 (JA___).  Rather, “[t]his is 

precisely the type of research and analysis that would be undertaken in completing 

an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).”  Id. at 3. 

The Corps also ignored the very large regional variations in the nation’s 

waterways when analyzing the potential effects of its Rule.  For example, the 

Corps believes that the largest expansion of its regulatory program will likely be in 

the “other waters” category.  Final EA 21-22, ID-20967 (JA__) (estimating a 

34.5% increase in positive federal jurisdictional determinations for other waters).  

Geographical and hydrological features—including those covered by the “other 

waters category”—are not evenly distributed across the United States.  See, e.g., 33 

C.F.R. § 328.3(a)(7).  Although the Agencies were well aware of that fact, and 

were reminded of it during the public comment period, see, e.g., AK DEC 

Comments 12, ID-19465 (JA__), they unreasonably failed to address this “context” 

in the EA.  Instead, they relied on broad national averages to estimate the total 

costs and benefits associated with the Rule, marginalizing the potentially disparate 

treatment for individual States.  See, e.g., Final EA 25, ID-20867 (JA__) (“To 
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estimate annual costs and benefits, the agencies uniformly applied the 2.8 and 4.6 

percent incremental change in jurisdiction to the total costs and benefits for the 

Sections 311, 401, 402, . . . and 404 programs to account for an estimated increase 

in permitting and regulatory activities that would result.”). 

Intensity.  The “intensity” factors also support a finding that the Final Rule 

“significantly” affects the human environment.  These factors measure the 

“severity of impact” associated with a federal action, and include:  

(4)  The degree to which the effects on the quality of the human 
environment are likely to be highly controversial. 
. . .  
(6)  The degree to which the action may establish a precedent for 
future actions with significant effects or represents a decision in 
principle about a future consideration. 
. . .  
(10) Whether the action threatens a violation of Federal, State, or local 
law . . . . 
 

40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(b).  The EA does not discuss or address these, or any of the 

ten available factors, a failure that alone supports a finding of arbitrary and 

capricious decision-making.  See State Farm, 463 U.S. at 43 (the agency “entirely 

failed to consider an important aspect of the problem”). 

Focusing on just of few of the ten factors, it is clear that the Rule rises to the 

level of significance that warrants full analysis in an EIS.  For example, the Rule is 

without a doubt highly controversial.  See 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(b)(4).  

“Controversy in the NEPA context does not necessarily denote public opposition to 
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a proposed action, but a substantial dispute as to the size, nature, or effect of the 

action.”  Middle Rio Grande Conservancy Dist. v. Norton, 294 F.3d 1220, 1229 

(10th Cir. 2002) (wide disputes regarding the loss of farmland acreage sufficiently 

controversial to warrant EIS).  This case is nothing if not a dispute over the “size, 

nature, or effect” of the Rule.  This factor alone warrants the preparation of an EIS.  

The Rule also establishes a precedent for future actions with significant 

effects and represents a decision in principle about future considerations, see 40 

C.F.R. § 1508.27(b)(6), because it sets controlling guidelines for hundreds of 

thousands of future regulatory decisions, see 80 Fed. Reg. at 37,065.  Each positive 

jurisdictional determination rendered pursuant to the Rule will have substantial 

legal, economic, and environmental impacts on the property where it is made and 

any projects planned for that property.  See Hawkes Co., 136 S. Ct. at 1814-15.  

Expanding federal jurisdiction necessarily increases this burden.  In Hawkes, for 

example, the required environmental analysis for a CWA permit was estimated at 

$100,000, and it can be much more.  Id at 1815. 

 Finally, as already discussed, the Rule “threatens a violation of Federal, 

State, or local law,” 40 C.F.R. § 1508.28(b)(10), as dozens of organizations and 

States informed the Agencies during the public comment period on the Proposed 

Rule.  See, e.g., Multi-State Comments 2, ID-7988 (JA__); WAC Comments 3-4, 

ID-14568 (JA__).  Many of those same legal concerns were recognized by this 
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Court and the District Court for the District of North Dakota in temporarily staying 

the Final Rule.  See In re EPA, 803 F.3d 804 (6th Cir. 2015); North Dakota v. U.S. 

EPA, 127 F. Supp. 3d 1047 (D.N.D. 2015). 

Taking all of these factors into consideration, there is no plausible 

explanation for failing to prepare an EIS in support of the Final Rule, a fatal flaw 

the Corps should have easily identified during the EA development process.  

B. The Corps Rejected The Need For An Environmental Impact 
Statement Based On A Flawed Environmental Assessment. 

 
The purpose of an EA is to assess the “environmental impacts of proposed 

actions and alternatives” to determine whether an EIS is required.  Richards, 997 

F.2d at 1174 (citing 40 C.F.R. § 1508.9).  In making that assessment, NEPA 

requires “a ‘hard look’ at the environmental consequences” of agency action.  

Crounse Corp., 781 F.2d at 1193.  “A proper consideration of the . . . impacts of a 

project requires some quantified or detailed information; general statements about 

possible effects and some risk do not constitute a hard look absent a justification 

regarding why more definitive information could not be provided.”  Klamath-

Siskiyou Wildlands Ctr. v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 387 F.3d 989, 993-94 (9th Cir. 

2004) (finding an EA inadequate) (quotation omitted).  The EA prepared by the 

Corps falls far short of the “hard look” that NEPA requires. 

For example, the “Environmental Consequences” section of the EA provides 

a brief, two-page description of how much the Rule will cause federal jurisdiction 
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to expand, but then makes no serious attempt to assess the environmental and 

socioeconomic effects of that new federal jurisdiction.  Final EA 21-23, ID-20867 

(JA__).  Instead, the EA’s “analysis” of environmental consequences, comprising 

only four pages, has sections relating to wildlife, recreation, and flood risk 

reduction.  Id. at 24-27 (JA__).  Each of those sections contains only one or two 

short paragraphs, and only one sentence of analysis, each of which is conclusory 

and virtually identical.  Those single sentences of “analysis” assert that the 

extension of federal jurisdiction is expected to benefit the environment, but the 

Corps fails to support this assertion with any evidence or effort to quantify the 

benefits. 

This is but one example: “The additional protections associated with the 

incremental increase in the amount of waters subject to Clean Water Act 

jurisdiction is expected to have a beneficial impact on recreation, based on the 

increase in wildlife available for hunting, fishing, bird watching, and 

photography.”   Id. at 25 (JA__).  Nowhere does the Corps describe why it believes 

the Rule will lead to an increase in wildlife or attempt to quantify that increase.  

And most importantly, the Corps fails to mention whether the States are already 

regulating the same waters under state law and whether the net effect of duplicative 

regulation would have any positive or negative effect on wildlife.  This is precisely 
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the kind of drive-by analysis the courts have rejected under NEPA.  See, e.g., 

Klamath-Siskiyou Wildlands Ctr., 387 F.3d at 996.  

The fundamental purpose of NEPA is to force federal agencies to genuinely 

consider the environmental costs and benefits of major federal actions.  That 

purpose is thwarted here by the Corps’ refusal to make any effort to analyze or 

quantify the environmental, socioeconomic or other effects of its sweeping new 

Rule, including potential effects on the States, their regulatory programs, or their 

regulated communities.  And the Corps’ decision to avoid preparing an EIS, based 

on the flawed EA, prohibited the States from participating in the NEPA process for 

the Rule as “cooperating agencies,” see 40 C.F.R. §§ 1501.6 and 1508.5, further 

eroding the cooperative federalism principles enshrined in our nation’s laws.  See 

George T. Frampton, Memorandum for Heads of Federal Agencies: Designation of 

Non-Federal Agencies To Be Cooperating Agencies 2 (July 28, 1999), available at 

https://ceq.doe.gov/nepa/regs/ceqcoop.pdf (“Considering NEPA’s mandate and the 

authority granted in federal regulation to allow for cooperating agency status for 

state, tribal and local agencies, cooperator status for appropriate non-federal 

agencies should be routinely solicited.”).   

C. The Corps Failed To Consider A Reasonable Range Of Alternatives. 
 

 The flawed EA and the resultant failure to prepare an EIS fundamentally 

undermined the Corps’ NEPA analysis of the Rule, but it was not the only fatal 
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defect.  Agencies are required to consider alternatives to their proposed actions to 

fulfill the mandates of NEPA.  42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C)(iii).  The Corps’ 

alternatives analysis in the EA fails any objective review of that important 

requirement. 

“An agency is required to ‘consider responsible alternatives to its chosen 

policy and to give a reasoned explanation for its rejection of such alternatives.’” 

Am. Radio Relay League, Inc. v. F.C.C., 524 F.3d 227, 242 (D.C. Cir. 2008) 

(citation omitted).  The same holds true whether an agency is preparing an EA or 

an EIS.  Partners in Forestry Co-op., 638 F. App’x at 464. “[T]he purpose of an 

EA, which is defined in regulations of the Council on Environmental Quality 

(CEQ) as a concise document describing the environmental impacts of proposed 

actions and alternatives, 40 C.F.R. § 1508.9 (1992), is to provide the agency with 

the basic information needed to decide on the next step.”  Richards, 997 F.2d at 

1174 (emphasis added).  Agencies do not fulfill their obligation to consider 

alternatives when—as here—they artificially limit themselves to the two options of 

the proposed action and a no-action alternative without considering obvious 

variations.  See Save Our Cumberland Mountains v. Kempthorne, 453 F.3d 334, 

345 (6th Cir. 2006). 

 The Corps considered only one alternative to the Rule, a “no action” 

alternative, where “the current procedures, processes, and definitions used by the 
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USACE to complete jurisdictional determinations would continue to be utilized 

and the process and procedures would not be impacted by the changes to 

jurisdiction with the adoption of the final proposed rule.”  Final EA 23, ID-20867 

(JA__).  Oddly, the Corps did not consider the Proposed Rule as an option in its 

NEPA analysis.  Apparently, the Corps “considered whether to analyze the draft 

rule in th[e] Environmental Assessment, but removed it from further consideration 

because it is no longer a viable option to accomplish the purpose and need for 

action.”  Id. at 13 (JA__).  The Corps did not explain why it was not a “viable 

option” except that the decision was made “upon a review of the substantive 

comments received during the public comment period.”  Id.  

 What is most troubling about the Corps’ limited alternatives analysis is that 

several other perfectly feasible alternatives were available.  Many State Petitioners, 

for example, submitted comments favoring an alternative that would adopt a 

narrower definition of “waters of the United States” that would enable them to 

implement their own state laws and policies to protect their own lands and waters 

using their on-the-ground expertise—such as permitting programs that are capable 

of issuing necessary permits in a reasonable timeframe and at a reasonable cost. 

See, e.g., ND Comments 14-15, ID-15365 (JA__); TX CEQ Comments 4, ID-

14279 (JA__).  The EA was obligated to address the alternative of limiting CWA 

jurisdiction to traditional navigable waterways and waters that are closely tied to 
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those waters: “continuously present, fixed bodies of water, as opposed to ordinarily 

dry channels through which water occasionally or intermittently flows.”  Rapanos, 

547 U.S. at 733 (Scalia, J., plurality).  Such an approach would enable state 

governments to tailor their own laws and regulations more closely to the 

topography of their land and to make local land use decisions more responsive to 

the local community directly affected, while still leaving genuine interstate 

waterways under federal regulation.  See TX CEQ Comments 4, ID-14279 (JA__); 

WY DEQ Comments 7, ID-18020 (JA__).  Although the purpose of the 

rulemaking was to respond to a series of Supreme Court decisions holding that the 

Agencies had been using too broad a definition of “waters of the United States,” 

the Corps did not even consider the possibility of a narrower definition in its EA.  

Several commenters also suggested that instead of adopting a single, unitary 

definition for the entire country, separate definitions could be adopted on a 

regional or state-by-state basis.  See, e.g., AK DEC Comments 11-12, ID-19465 

(JA__); PA DOA Comments 2, ID-14465 (JA__) (“Administering a detailed and 

specific but ‘one-size-fits-all’ definition applicable nationwide in states with 

distinct surface and groundwater attributes, and extremely divergent average 

annual rainfall and snowmelt characteristics will be difficult, and such a rule will 

undermine existing state law protections.”).  Separate definitions would take into 

account the fact that a bed and banks may be indicia of streams in the wetter parts 
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of the country, but that in other regions beds and banks are often found in bone-dry 

washes.  Regions with extensive farmland that becomes flooded only in rare wet 

years, such as the northern plains, could have a definition that takes this into 

account.  ND Comments 6, ID-15365 (JA__).  And the definition of “waters of the 

United States” applicable to Alaska could specifically address the complications 

caused by widespread permafrost.  AK DEC Comments 11-12, ID-19465 (JA__). 

Separate state or regional “waters of the United States” definitions are a perfectly 

reasonable and feasible alternative that should have been addressed in the EA.  

 The Corps failed “to consider responsible alternatives to its chosen policy 

and to give a reasoned explanation for its rejection of such alternatives,” Am. Radio 

Relay League, Inc., 524 F.3d at 242.  The Corps’ decision to ignore—without 

comment—the principle alternatives that had been advocated by the States is 

arbitrary, capricious and contrary to the fundamental objectives of NEPA.   

CONCLUSION 

 For all the reasons articulated above, the Rule should be vacated.   
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`ek\^i`kp! f]! k_\! HXk`fe%j! nXk\ij,! Ce! fi[\i! kf!
XZ_`\m\!k_`j!fYa\Zk`m\!`k!`j!_\i\Yp![\ZcXi\[!k_Xk*!
Zfej`jk\ek!n`k_!k_\!gifm`j`fej!f]!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i}!

&/'!`k!`j!k_\!eXk`feXc!^fXc!k_Xk!k_\![`jZ_Xi^\!
f]! gfcclkXekj! `ekf! k_\! eXm`^XYc\! nXk\ij! Y\!
\c`d`eXk\[!Yp!/7639!

&0'! `k! `j!k_\! eXk`feXc!^fXc!k_Xk!n_\i\m\i!Xk+
kX`eXYc\*! Xe! `ek\i`d! ^fXc! f]! nXk\i! hlXc`kp!
n_`Z_!gifm`[\j!]fi!k_\!gifk\Zk`fe!Xe[!gifgX^X+
k`fe!f]!]`j_*!j_\cc]`j_*!Xe[!n`c[c`]\!Xe[!gifm`[\j!
]fi!i\Zi\Xk`fe!`e!Xe[!fe!k_\!nXk\i!Y\!XZ_`\m\[!
Yp!Dlcp!/*!/7619!

&1'! `k! `j! k_\! eXk`feXc! gfc`Zp! k_Xk! k_\! [`j+
Z_Xi^\!f]!kfo`Z!gfcclkXekj!`e!kfo`Z!Xdflekj!Y\!
gif_`Y`k\[9!

&2'! `k! `j! k_\! eXk`feXc! gfc`Zp! k_Xk! @\[\iXc! ]`+
eXeZ`Xc! Xjj`jkXeZ\! Y\! gifm`[\[! kf! ZfejkilZk!
glYc`Zcp!fne\[!nXjk\!ki\Xkd\ek!nfibj9!

&3'! `k! `j! k_\! eXk`feXc! gfc`Zp! k_Xk! Xi\Xn`[\!
nXjk\! ki\Xkd\ek! dXeX^\d\ek! gcXee`e^! gifZ+

\jj\j!Y\![\m\cfg\[!Xe[!`dgc\d\ek\[!kf!Xjjli\!
X[\hlXk\! Zfekifc! f]! jfliZ\j! f]! gfcclkXekj! `e!
\XZ_!MkXk\9!

&4'!`k!`j!k_\!eXk`feXc!gfc`Zp!k_Xk!X!dXafi!i\+
j\XiZ_! Xe[! [\dfejkiXk`fe! \]]fik! Y\! dX[\! kf!
[\m\cfg!k\Z_efcf^p!e\Z\jjXip!kf!\c`d`eXk\!k_\!
[`jZ_Xi^\!f]!gfcclkXekj!`ekf!k_\!eXm`^XYc\!nX+
k\ij*! nXk\ij! f]! k_\! Zfek`^lflj! qfe\*! Xe[! k_\!
fZ\Xej9!Xe[!

&5'! `k! `j! k_\! eXk`feXc! gfc`Zp! k_Xk! gif^iXdj!
]fi! k_\! Zfekifc! f]! efegf`ek! jfliZ\j! f]! gfccl+
k`fe!Y\![\m\cfg\[!Xe[!`dgc\d\ek\[!`e!Xe!\og\+
[`k`flj! dXee\i! jf! Xj! kf! \eXYc\! k_\! ^fXcj! f]!
k_`j!Z_Xgk\i!kf!Y\!d\k!k_ifl^_!k_\!Zfekifc!f]!
Yfk_! gf`ek! Xe[! efegf`ek! jfliZ\j! f]! gfcclk`fe,!

$U%! 8baZeXff\baT_! eXVbZa\g\ba&! ceXfXeiTg\ba&! TaW!
cebgXVg\ba! bY! ce\`Tel! eXfcbaf\U\_\g\Xf! TaW!
e\Z[gf!bY!IgTgXf!

Ck! `j! k_\! gfc`Zp! f]! k_\! =fe^i\jj! kf! i\Zf^e`q\*!
gi\j\im\*! Xe[! gifk\Zk! k_\! gi`dXip! i\jgfej`Y`c+
`k`\j!Xe[!i`^_kj!f]!MkXk\j!kf!gi\m\ek*!i\[lZ\*!Xe[!
\c`d`eXk\! gfcclk`fe*! kf! gcXe! k_\! [\m\cfgd\ek!
Xe[!lj\!&`eZcl[`e^!i\jkfiXk`fe*!gi\j\imXk`fe*!Xe[!
\e_XeZ\d\ek'! f]! cXe[! Xe[! nXk\i! i\jfliZ\j*! Xe[!
kf! Zfejlck! n`k_! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! `e! k_\! \o\i+
Z`j\!f]!_`j!Xlk_fi`kp!le[\i!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i,!Ck!`j!k_\!
gfc`Zp! f]! =fe^i\jj! k_Xk! k_\! MkXk\j! dXeX^\! k_\!
ZfejkilZk`fe! ^iXek! gif^iXd! le[\i! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i!
Xe[! `dgc\d\ek! k_\! g\id`k! gif^iXdj! le[\i! j\Z+
k`fej!/120!Xe[!/122!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!Ck!`j!]lik_\i!k_\!
gfc`Zp! f]! k_\! =fe^i\jj! kf! jlggfik! Xe[! X`[! i\+
j\XiZ_!i\cXk`e^!kf!k_\!gi\m\ek`fe*!i\[lZk`fe*!Xe[!
\c`d`eXk`fe!f]! gfcclk`fe! Xe[! kf!gifm`[\! @\[\iXc!
k\Z_e`ZXc!j\im`Z\j!Xe[!]`eXeZ`Xc!X`[!kf!MkXk\!Xe[!
`ek\ijkXk\! X^\eZ`\j! Xe[! dle`Z`gXc`k`\j! `e! Zfe+
e\Zk`fe! n`k_! k_\! gi\m\ek`fe*! i\[lZk`fe*! Xe[!
\c`d`eXk`fe!f]!gfcclk`fe,!

$V%! 8baZeXff\baT_! cb_\Vl! gbjTeW! FeXf\WXag\T_! TV'
g\i\g\Xf!j\g[!YbeX\Za!Vbhage\Xf!

Ck! `j! ]lik_\i! k_\! gfc`Zp! f]! =fe^i\jj! k_Xk! k_\!
Ji\j`[\ek*!XZk`e^!k_ifl^_!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!MkXk\!
Xe[! jlZ_! eXk`feXc! Xe[! `ek\ieXk`feXc! fi^Xe`qX+
k`fej! Xj! _\! [\k\id`e\j! Xggifgi`Xk\*! j_Xcc! kXb\!
jlZ_!XZk`fe!Xj!dXp!Y\!e\Z\jjXip!kf! `ejli\!k_Xk!
kf! k_\! ]lcc\jk! \ok\ek! gfjj`Yc\! Xcc! ]fi\`^e! Zfle+
ki`\j! j_Xcc! kXb\! d\Xe`e^]lc! XZk`fe! ]fi! k_\! gi\+
m\ek`fe*!i\[lZk`fe*!Xe[!\c`d`eXk`fe!f]!gfcclk`fe!
`e!k_\`i!nXk\ij!Xe[!`e! `ek\ieXk`feXc!nXk\ij!Xe[!
]fi! k_\! XZ_`\m\d\ek! f]! ^fXcj! i\^Xi[`e^! k_\!
\c`d`eXk`fe! f]! [`jZ_Xi^\! f]! gfcclkXekj! Xe[! k_\!
`dgifm\d\ek! f]! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! kf! Xk! c\Xjk! k_\!
jXd\!\ok\ek!Xj!k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j![f\j!le[\i!`kj!
cXnj,!

$W%! 6W`\a\fgeTgbe! bY! ;ai\eba`XagT_! FebgXVg\ba!
6ZXaVl!gb!TW`\a\fgXe!V[TcgXe!

?oZ\gk!Xj!fk_\in`j\!\ogi\jjcp!gifm`[\[!`e!k_`j!
Z_Xgk\i*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! f]! k_\! ?em`ife+
d\ekXc! Jifk\Zk`fe! ;^\eZp! &_\i\`eX]k\i! `e! k_`j!
Z_Xgk\i! ZXcc\[! WW;[d`e`jkiXkfi%%'! j_Xcc! X[d`e+
`jk\i!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i,!

$X%!FhU_\V!cTeg\V\cTg\ba!\a!WXiX_bc`Xag&!eXi\f\ba&!
TaW!XaYbeVX`Xag!bY!Tal!eXZh_Tg\ba&!XgV(!

JlYc`Z!gXik`Z`gXk`fe!`e!k_\![\m\cfgd\ek*!i\m`+
j`fe*!Xe[!\e]fiZ\d\ek!f]!Xep!i\^lcXk`fe*!jkXe[+
Xi[*!\]]cl\ek!c`d`kXk`fe*!gcXe*!fi!gif^iXd!\jkXY+
c`j_\[!Yp!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fi!Xep!MkXk\!le[\i!
k_`j! Z_Xgk\i! j_Xcc! Y\! gifm`[\[! ]fi*! \eZfliX^\[*!
Xe[! Xjj`jk\[! Yp! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! Xe[! k_\!
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JX^\! 10/! NCNF?! 11}H;PCA;NCIH! ;H>! H;PCA;<F?! Q;N?LM! s +,/+!

MkXk\j,! N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi*! `e! Zffg\iXk`fe! n`k_!
k_\!MkXk\j*!j_Xcc![\m\cfg!Xe[!glYc`j_!i\^lcXk`fej!
jg\Z`]p`e^! d`e`dld! ^l`[\c`e\j! ]fi! glYc`Z! gXi+
k`Z`gXk`fe!`e!jlZ_!gifZ\jj\j,!

$Y%!FebVXWheXf!hg\_\mXW!Ybe!\`c_X`Xag\aZ!V[TcgXe!

Ck!`j!k_\!eXk`feXc!gfc`Zp!k_Xk!kf!k_\!dXo`dld!
\ok\ek! gfjj`Yc\! k_\! gifZ\[li\j! lk`c`q\[! ]fi! `d+
gc\d\ek`e^! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i! j_Xcc! \eZfliX^\! k_\!
[iXjk`Z! d`e`d`qXk`fe! f]! gXg\infib! Xe[! `ek\i+
X^\eZp![\Z`j`fe!gifZ\[li\j*!Xe[! k_\! Y\jk!lj\! f]!
XmX`cXYc\!dXegfn\i!Xe[!]le[j*!jf!Xj!kf!gi\m\ek!
e\\[c\jj! [lgc`ZXk`fe! Xe[! lee\Z\jjXip! [\cXpj! Xk!
Xcc!c\m\cj!f]!^fm\ied\ek,!

$Z%!6hg[be\gl!bY!IgTgXf!biXe!jTgXe!

Ck!`j!k_\!gfc`Zp!f]!=fe^i\jj!k_Xk!k_\!Xlk_fi`kp!
f]! \XZ_! MkXk\! kf! XccfZXk\! hlXek`k`\j! f]! nXk\i!
n`k_`e! `kj! ali`j[`Zk`fe! j_Xcc! efk! Y\! jlg\ij\[\[*!
XYif^Xk\[! fi! fk_\in`j\! `dgX`i\[! Yp! k_`j! Z_Xg+
k\i,! Ck! `j! k_\! ]lik_\i! gfc`Zp! f]! =fe^i\jj! k_Xk!
efk_`e^!`e!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i!j_Xcc!Y\!Zfejkil\[!kf!jl+
g\ij\[\!fi!XYif^Xk\!i`^_kj!kf!hlXek`k`\j!f]!nXk\i!
n_`Z_!_Xm\!Y\\e!\jkXYc`j_\[!Yp!Xep!MkXk\,!@\[+
\iXc! X^\eZ`\j! j_Xcc! Zf+fg\iXk\! n`k_! MkXk\! Xe[!
cfZXc! X^\eZ`\j! kf! [\m\cfg! Zfdgi\_\ej`m\! jfcl+
k`fej!kf!gi\m\ek*!i\[lZ\!Xe[!\c`d`eXk\!gfcclk`fe!
`e! ZfeZ\ik! n`k_! gif^iXdj! ]fi! dXeX^`e^! nXk\i!
i\jfliZ\j,!

&Dle\!1.*!/726*!Z_,!536*!k`kc\!C*!x /./*!Xj!X[[\[!JlY,!
F,!70z3..*!x 0*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!6/49!Xd\e[\[!
JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!xx 3&X'*!04&Y'*!>\Z,!05*!/755*!7/!MkXk,!
/345*!/3539!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!k`kc\!CCC*!x 1/4&Y'*!@\Y,!2*!
/765*!/./!MkXk,!4.,'!

;G?H>G?HNM!

/765}MlYj\Z,!&X'&5',!JlY,!F,!/..z2!X[[\[!gXi,!&5',!
/755}MlYj\Z,! &Y',! JlY,!F,! 73z0/5*! x 04&Y'*! `ej\ik\[!gif+

m`j`fej!\ogi\jj`e^!=fe^i\jj`feXc!gfc`Zp!k_Xk!k_\!MkXk\j!

dXeX^\! k_\! ZfejkilZk`fe! ^iXek! gif^iXd! le[\i! k_`j!
Z_Xgk\i!Xe[!`dgc\d\ek!k_\!g\id`k!gif^iXd!le[\i!j\Z+

k`fej!/120!Xe[!/122!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!
MlYj\Z,!&^',!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!x 3&X'*!X[[\[!jlYj\Z,!&^',!

MBILN NCNF? I@ 0..6! ;G?H>G?HN!

JlY,!F,!//.z143*!x /*!IZk,!6*!0..6*!/00!MkXk,!2.0/*!gifm`[\[!

k_Xk8! WWN_`j! ;Zk! UXd\e[`e^! j\Zk`fej! /046! Xe[! /05/X! f]!
k_`j!k`kc\V!dXp!Y\!Z`k\[!Xj!k_\!WAi\Xk!FXb\j!F\^XZp!L\+

Xlk_fi`qXk`fe!;Zk!f]!0..6%,%%!
JlY,! F,! //.z066*! x /*! Dlcp! 07*! 0..6*! /00! MkXk,! 043.*! gif+

m`[\[!k_Xk8!WWN_`j!;Zk!UXd\e[`e^!j\Zk`fej!/100*!/120*!Xe[!
/140! f]! k_`j! k`kc\V! dXp! Y\! Z`k\[! Xj! k_\! W=c\Xe! <fXk`e^!

;Zk!f]!0..6%,%%!

MBILN NCNF? I@ 0..0! ;G?H>G?HN!

JlY,!F,!/.5z1.1*!x /&X'*!Hfm,!05*!0..0*!//4!MkXk,!0133*!gif+

m`[\[! k_Xk8! WWN_`j! ;Zk! U\eXZk`e^! j\Zk`fe! /05/X! f]! k_`j!
k`kc\*!Xd\e[`e^!j\Zk`fej!/032*!/044*!/046*!/05.*!/063*!/07.*!

/102*! /107*! /11.*! Xe[! /153! f]! k_`j! k`kc\*! \eXZk`e^! gifm`+

j`fej!j\k!flk!Xj!efk\j!le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!j\Zk`fe!/032!f]!
k_`j! k`kc\*! Xe[! j\Zk`fe! ///1! f]! N`kc\! 1/*! Gfe\p! Xe[! @`+

eXeZ\*!Xe[!i\g\Xc`e^!gifm`j`fej!j\k!flk!Xj!X!efk\!le[\i!

j\Zk`fe! 3.! f]! N`kc\! 0.*! ?[lZXk`feV! dXp! Y\! Z`k\[! Xj! k_\!
WAi\Xk!FXb\j!Xe[!FXb\!=_XdgcX`e!;Zk!f]!0..0%,%%!

JlY,! F,! /.5z1.1*! k`kc\! C*! x /./*! Hfm,! 05*! 0..0*! //4! MkXk,!

0133*! gifm`[\[! k_Xk8! WWN_`j! k`kc\! U\eXZk`e^! j\Zk`fe! /05/X!

f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Xe[! Xd\e[`e^! j\Zk`fe! /046! f]! k_`j! k`kc\V!
dXp!Y\!Z`k\[!Xj!k_\!WAi\Xk!FXb\j!F\^XZp!;Zk!f]!0..0%,%%!

JlY,! F,! /.5z1.1*! k`kc\! CC*! x 0./*! Hfm,! 05*! 0..0*! //4! MkXk,!

0136*! gifm`[\[! k_Xk8! WWN_`j! k`kc\! UXd\e[`e^! j\Zk`fe! /05.!

f]!k_`j!k`kc\V!dXp!Y\!Z`k\[!Xj!k_\!W>Xe`\c!JXki`Zb!Gfp+
e`_Xe!FXb\!=_XdgcX`e!<Xj`e!Jif^iXd!;Zk!f]!0..0%,%%!

MBILN NCNF? I@ 0...! ;G?H>G?HNM!

JlY,! F,! /.4z235*! k`kc\! CC*! x 0./*! Hfm,! 5*! 0...*! //2! MkXk,!

/745*! gifm`[\[! k_Xk8! WWN_`j! k`kc\! UXd\e[`e^! j\Zk`fe! /045!

f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Xe[! \eXZk`e^! gifm`j`fej! j\k! flk! Xj! X! efk\!

le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /045! f]! k_`j! k`kc\V! dXp! Y\! Z`k\[! Xj! k_\!
W=_\jXg\Xb\!<Xp!L\jkfiXk`fe!;Zk!f]!0...%,%%!

JlY,! F,! /.4z235*! k`kc\! CP*! x 2./*! Hfm,! 5*! 0...*! //2! MkXk,!

/751*! gifm`[\[! k_Xk8! WWN_`j! k`kc\! UXd\e[`e^! j\Zk`fe! /047!
f]! k_`j! k`kc\V! dXp! Y\! Z`k\[! Xj! k_\! WFfe^! CjcXe[! Mfle[!

L\jkfiXk`fe!;Zk%,%%!

JlY,! F,! /.4z235*! k`kc\! P*! x 3./*! Hfm,! 5*! 0...*! //2! MkXk,!
/751*!gifm`[\[!k_Xk8!WWN_`j!k`kc\!U\eXZk`e^!j\Zk`fe!/051!f]!

k_`j! k`kc\V! dXp! Y\! Z`k\[! Xj! k_\! WFXb\! JfekZ_XikiX`e!

<Xj`e!L\jkfiXk`fe!;Zk!f]!0...%,%%!
JlY,! F,! /.4z235*! k`kc\! PC*! x 4./*! Hfm,! 5*! 0...*! //2! MkXk,!

/753*!gifm`[\[!k_Xk8!WWN_`j!k`kc\!U\eXZk`e^!j\Zk`fe!/1..!f]!

k_`j! k`kc\V! dXp! Y\! Z`k\[! Xj! k_\! W;ck\ieXk`m\! QXk\i!
MfliZ\j!;Zk!f]!0...%,%%!

JlY,!F,!/.4z062*!x /*!IZk,!/.*!0...*!//2!MkXk,!65.*!gifm`[\[!

k_Xk8!WWN_`j!;Zk!U\eXZk`e^!j\Zk`fej!/124!Xe[!/153X!f]!k_`j!
k`kc\! Xe[! Xd\e[`e^! j\Zk`fej! /032*! /1/1*! /1/2*! /140*! Xe[!

/155!f]!k_`j!k`kc\V!dXp!Y\!Z`k\[!Xj!k_\!W<\XZ_\j!?em`ife+

d\ekXc!;jj\jjd\ek!Xe[!=fXjkXc!B\Xck_!;Zk!f]!0...%,%%!

MBILN NCNF? I@ /772! ;G?H>G?HN!

JlY,! F,! /.1z21/*! x /*! IZk,! 1/*! /772*! /.6! MkXk,! 2174*! gif+
m`[\[! k_Xk8! WWN_`j! ;Zk! UXd\e[`e^! j\Zk`fe! /1//! f]! k_`j!

k`kc\V! dXp! Y\! Z`k\[! Xj! k_\! WIZ\Xe! Jfcclk`fe! L\[lZk`fe!

;Zk%,%%!

MBILN NCNF? I@ /77.! ;G?H>G?HN!

JlY,! F,! /./z374*! x /*! Hfm,! /4*! /77.*! /.2! MkXk,! 1...*! gif+
m`[\[!k_Xk8!WWN_`j!;Zk!U\eXZk`e^!j\Zk`fej!/047!Xe[!/05.!f]!

k_`j!k`kc\*!Xd\e[`e^!j\Zk`fej!/046*!/102*!Xe[!/2/4!f]!k_`j!

k`kc\*! Xe[! \eXZk`e^! gifm`j`fej! j\k! flk! Xj! efk\j! le[\i!
k_`j!j\Zk`fe!Xe[!j\Zk`fe!/05.!f]!k_`j!k`kc\V!dXp!Y\!Z`k\[!

Xj!k_\!WAi\Xk!FXb\j!=i`k`ZXc!Jif^iXdj!;Zk!f]!/77.%,%%!

JlY,! F,! /./z374*! k`kc\! CC*! x 0./*! Hfm,! /4*! /77.*! /.2! MkXk,!
1..2*! gifm`[\[! k_Xk8! WWN_`j! gXik! UgifYXYcp! d\Xej! k`kc\*!

\eXZk`e^!j\Zk`fe!/047!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!Xe[!Xd\e[`e^!j\Zk`fe!

/2/4! f]! k_`j! k`kc\V! dXp! Y\! Z`k\[! Xj! k_\! WFfe^! CjcXe[!
Mfle[!Cdgifm\d\ek!;Zk!f]!/77.%,%%!

JlY,!F,!/./z374*! k`kc\! CCC*! x 1./*!Hfm,!/4*!/77.*! /.2!MkXk,!

1..4*!gifm`[\[!k_Xk8!WWN_`j!k`kc\!U\eXZk`e^!j\Zk`fe!/05.!f]!
k_`j! k`kc\*! Xd\e[`e^! j\Zk`fe! /102! f]! k_`j! k`kc\*! Xe[! \e+

XZk`e^!gifm`j`fej!j\k!flk!Xj!X!efk\!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/05.!f]!

k_`j!k`kc\V!dXp!Y\!Z`k\[!Xj!k_\!WFXb\!=_XdgcX`e!Mg\Z`Xc!
>\j`^eXk`fe!;Zk!f]!/77.%,%%!

MBILN NCNF? I@ /766! ;G?H>G?HN!

JlY,!F,!/..z431*! k`kc\!R*!x /../*!Hfm,!/2*! /766*!/.0!MkXk,!

1613*! gifm`[\[! k_Xk8! WWN_`j! k`kc\! UXd\e[`e^! j\Zk`fe! /11.!

f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Xe[! \eXZk`e^! gifm`j`fej! j\k! flk! Xj! efk\j!
le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /11.! f]! k_`j! k`kc\V! dXp! Y\! Z`k\[! Xj! k_\!

WGXjjXZ_lj\kkj!<Xp!Jifk\Zk`fe!;Zk!f]!/766%,%%!

MBILN NCNF? I@ /765! ;G?H>G?HN!

M\Zk`fe!/&X'!f]!JlY,!F,!/..z2!gifm`[\[!k_Xk8!WWN_`j!;Zk!
U\eXZk`e^!j\Zk`fej!/032X*!/045*!/046*!/06/Y*!/107*!/11.*!/155*!

/16/!kf!/165*!Xe[!/2/2X!f]! k_`j!k`kc\*!Xd\e[`e^!k_`j!j\Z+

k`fe!Xe[!j\Zk`fej!/032*!/034*!/040*!/06/*!/060!kf!/063*!/065*!
/066*!/07/*!/1//!kf!/1/1*!/1/2*!/1/5!kf!/100*!/102*!/120*!/122*!

/123*!/14/*!/140*!/143*!/147*!/153*!Xe[!/154!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!Xe[!

\eXZk`e^!gifm`j`fej!j\k!flk!Xj!efk\j!le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!
j\Zk`fej! /062*! /1//*! /1/5*! /1/7*! /11.*! /120*! /123*! /140*! /153*!

Xe[!/2/2X!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!Xe[!j\Zk`fe!/740[z0.!f]!N`kc\!20*!

N_\! JlYc`Z! B\Xck_! Xe[! Q\c]Xi\V! dXp! Y\! Z`k\[! Xj! k_\!
WQXk\i!KlXc`kp!;Zk!f]!/765%,%%!

MBILN NCNF? I@ /76/! ;G?H>G?HN!

JlY,!F,!75z//5*!x /*!>\Z,!07*!/76/*!73!MkXk,!/401*!gifm`[\[!

k_Xk8! WWN_`j!;Zk!U\eXZk`e^!j\Zk`fej!/076*!/077*!Xe[!/1/1X!

f]! k_`j!k`kc\*! Xd\e[`e^! j\Zk`fej!/06/! kf!/063*! /065*! /07/*!
/070*!/074*!/1//*!Xe[!/1/2!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!Xe[!\eXZk`e^!gifm`+

j`fej! j\k! flk! Xj! efk\j! le[\i! j\Zk`fej! /1//! Xe[! /153! f]!

k_`j! k`kc\V! dXp! Y\! Z`k\[! Xj! k_\! WGle`Z`gXc! QXjk\nXk\i!
Ni\Xkd\ek!=fejkilZk`fe!AiXek!;d\e[d\ekj!f]!/76/%,%%!

MBILN NCNF? I@ /755! ;G?H>G?HN!

M\Zk`fe! /! f]! JlY,! F,! 73z0/5! gifm`[\[8! WWN_Xk! k_`j! ;Zk!

U\eXZk`e^! j\Zk`fej! /06/X*! /072! kf! /074*! Xe[! /075! f]! k_`j!
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JX^\! 100!NCNF?! 11}H;PCA;NCIH! ;H>! H;PCA;<F?! Q;N?LM!s +,/+!

k`kc\*! Xd\e[`e^! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! Xe[! j\Zk`fej! /030*! /032! kf!

/034*! /037*! /040*! /041*! /06/*! /060! kf! /066*! /07/*! /070*! /1//*!
/1/2*!/1/3*!/1/5!kf!/1/7*!/10/!kf!/102*!/106*!/12/*!/120*!/122*!

/123*!/140*!/142*!/153*!Xe[!/154!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!\eXZk`e^!gif+

m`j`fej!j\k!flk!Xj!efk\j!le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!Xe[!j\Zk`fej!
/062*!/064*!/1/2*!/10/*!/120*!/122*!Xe[!/154!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!Xe[!

Xd\e[`e^! gifm`j`fej! j\k! flk! Xj! X! efk\! le[\i! k_`j! j\Z+

k`feV!dXp!Y\!Z`k\[!Xj!k_\!W=c\Xe!QXk\i!;Zk!f]!/755%,%%!

MBILN NCNF?!

M\Zk`fe!/!f]!JlY,!F,!70z3..!gifm`[\[!k_Xk8! WWN_Xk!k_`j!

;Zk!U\eXZk`e^!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i*!Xd\e[`e^!j\Zk`fe!02!f]!N`kc\!

/0*!<Xebj!Xe[!<Xeb`e^*!j\Zk`fej!411!Xe[!414!f]!N`kc\!/3*!
=fdd\iZ\!Xe[!NiX[\*!Xe[!j\Zk`fe!5//!f]!]fid\i!N`kc\!1/*!

Gfe\p!Xe[!@`eXeZ\*!Xe[!\eXZk`e^!gifm`j`fej!j\k!flk!Xj!

efk\j! le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! Xe[! j\Zk`fej! /06/! Xe[! /14/! f]!
k_`j!k`kc\V!dXp!Y\!Z`k\[!Xj!k_\!W@\[\iXc!QXk\i!Jfcclk`fe!

=fekifc!;Zk!;d\e[d\ekj!f]!/750%,%%!

M\Zk`fe!3/7*!]fid\icp!j\Zk`fe!3/6*!f]!;Zk!Dle\!1.*!/726*!
Z_,!536*!k`kc\!P*!Xj!X[[\[!IZk,!/6*!/750*!JlY,!F,!70z3..*!x 0*!

64! MkXk,! 674*! Xe[!Xd\e[\[! >\Z,!05*! /755*!JlY,! F,!73z0/5*!

x 0*!7/!MkXk,!/344*!Xe[!i\eldY\i\[!x 3/7*!@\Y,!2*!/765*!JlY,!
F,!/..z2*!k`kc\!P*!x 3.4*!/./!MkXk,!54*!gifm`[\[!k_Xk8!WWN_`j!

;Zk! Uk_`j! Z_Xgk\iV! dXp! Y\! Z`k\[! Xj! k_\! W@\[\iXc! QXk\i!

Jfcclk`fe! =fekifc! ;Zk%! &Zfddfecp! i\]\ii\[! kf! Xj! k_\!
=c\Xe!QXk\i!;Zk',%%!

M;PCHAM JLIPCMCIH!

JlY,!F,!70z3..*!x 2*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!674*!gifm`[\[!

k_Xk8!

WW&X'! Hf! jl`k*! XZk`fe*! fi! fk_\i! gifZ\\[`e^! cXn]lccp!
Zfdd\eZ\[! Yp! fi! X^X`ejk! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fi! Xep!

fk_\i!f]]`Z\i!fi!\dgcfp\\!f]!k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j!`e!_`j!f]+

]`Z`Xc!ZXgXZ`kp!fi!`e!i\cXk`fe!kf!k_\![`jZ_Xi^\!f]!_`j!f]+
]`Z`Xc![lk`\j!le[\i!k_\!@\[\iXc!QXk\i!Jfcclk`fe!=fekifc!

;Zk!Xj!`e!\]]\Zk!`dd\[`Xk\cp!gi`fi!kf!k_\![Xk\!f]!\eXZk+

d\ek!f]!k_`j!;Zk!UIZk,!/6*!/750V!j_Xcc!XYXk\!Yp!i\Xjfe!f]!
k_\!kXb`e^!\]]\Zk!f]!k_\!Xd\e[d\ek!dX[\!Yp!j\Zk`fe!0!

f]! k_`j! ;Zk! Un_`Z_! \eXZk\[! k_`j! Z_Xgk\iV,! N_\! Zflik!

dXp*! fe! `kj!fne! dfk`fe! fi!k_Xk! f]!Xep! gXikp!dX[\!Xk!
Xep! k`d\! n`k_`e! kn\cm\! dfek_j! X]k\i! jlZ_! kXb`e^! \]+

]\Zk*!Xccfn!k_\!jXd\!kf!Y\!dX`ekX`e\[!Yp!fi!X^X`ejk!k_\!

;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fi!jlZ_!f]]`Z\i!fi!\dgcfp\\,!
WW&Y'! ;cc! ilc\j*! i\^lcXk`fej*! fi[\ij*! [\k\id`eXk`fej*!

ZfekiXZkj*! Z\ik`]`ZXk`fej*! Xlk_fi`qXk`fej*! [\c\^Xk`fej*!

fi!fk_\i!XZk`fej![lcp!`jjl\[*!dX[\*!fi!kXb\e!Yp!fi!gli+
jlXek!kf!k_\!@\[\iXc!QXk\i!Jfcclk`fe!=fekifc!;Zk!Xj!`e!

\]]\Zk! `dd\[`Xk\cp! gi`fi! kf! k_\! [Xk\! f]! \eXZkd\ek! f]!

k_`j!;Zk!UIZk,!/6*!/750V*!Xe[!g\ikX`e`e^!kf!Xep!]leZk`fej*!
gfn\ij*! i\hl`i\d\ekj*! Xe[! [lk`\j! le[\i! k_\! @\[\iXc!

QXk\i! Jfcclk`fe! =fekifc! ;Zk! Xj! `e! \]]\Zk! `dd\[`Xk\cp!

gi`fi!kf!k_\![Xk\!f]!\eXZkd\ek!f]!k_`j!;Zk!UIZk,!/6*!/750V!
j_Xcc!Zfek`el\!`e!]lcc!]fiZ\!Xe[!\]]\Zk!X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!f]!

\eXZkd\ek! f]! k_`j! ;Zk! UIZk,! /6*! /750V!lek`c! df[`]`\[! fi!

i\jZ`e[\[!`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!k_\!@\[\iXc!QXk\i!Jfccl+
k`fe!=fekifc!;Zk!Xj!Xd\e[\[!Yp!k_`j!;Zk!Uk_`j!Z_Xgk\iV,!

WW&Z'! N_\! @\[\iXc! QXk\i! Jfcclk`fe! =fekifc! ;Zk! Xj! `e!

\]]\Zk! `dd\[`Xk\cp! gi`fi! kf! k_\! [Xk\! f]! \eXZkd\ek! f]!
k_`j! ;Zk! UIZk,! /6*! /750V! j_Xcc! i\dX`e! Xggc`ZXYc\! kf! Xcc!

^iXekj! dX[\! ]ifd! ]le[j! Xlk_fi`q\[! ]fi! k_\! ]`jZXc! p\Xi!

\e[`e^! Dle\! 1.*! /750*! Xe[! gi`fi! ]`jZXc! p\Xij*! `eZcl[`e^!
Xep! `eZi\Xj\j! `e! k_\! dfe\kXip! Xdflek! f]! Xep! jlZ_!

^iXek!n_`Z_!dXp!Y\!gX`[!]ifd!Xlk_fi`qXk`fej!]fi!]`jZXc!

p\Xij! Y\^`ee`e^! X]k\i! Dle\! 1.*! /750*! \oZ\gk! Xj! jg\Z`]`+
ZXccp! fk_\in`j\! gifm`[\[! `e! j\Zk`fe! 0.0! f]! k_\! @\[\iXc!

QXk\i! Jfcclk`fe! =fekifc! ;Zk! Xj! Xd\e[\[! Yp! k_`j! ;Zk!

Uj\Zk`fe!/060!f]!k_`j!k`kc\V!Xe[! `e!jlYj\Zk`fe! &Z'!f]!j\Z+
k`fe!1!f]!k_`j!;Zk,%%!

M?J;L;<CFCNS!

;Zk! Dle\! 1.*! /726*! Z_,! 536*! k`kc\! P*! x 3/0*! Xj! X[[\[! Yp!

JlY,! F,! 70z3..*! x 0*! IZk,! /6*! /750*! 64! MkXk,! 672*! gifm`[\[!
k_Xk8!WWC]!Xep!gifm`j`fe!f]!k_`j!;Zk!Uk_`j!Z_Xgk\iV*!fi!k_\!

Xggc`ZXk`fe! f]! Xep! gifm`j`fe! f]! k_`j! ;Zk! Uk_`j! Z_Xgk\iV!

kf!Xep!g\ijfe!fi!Z`iZldjkXeZ\*!`j!_\c[!`emXc`[*!k_\!Xg+
gc`ZXk`fe!f]!jlZ_!gifm`j`fe!kf!fk_\i!g\ijfej!fi!Z`iZld+

jkXeZ\j*! Xe[! k_\! i\dX`e[\i! f]! k_`j! ;Zk! Uk_`j! Z_Xgk\iV*!

j_Xcc!efk!Y\!X]]\Zk\[!k_\i\Yp,%%!

H;NCIH;F MB?FF@CMB CH>C=;NIL JLIAL;G!

JlY,! F,! /.0z345*! k`kc\! CCC*! x 1.6*! IZk,! 07*! /770*! /.4! MkXk,!
20649! Xj! Xd\e[\[! Yp! JlY,! F,! /.3z140*! k`kc\! CC*! x 0./&Y'*!

Hfm,!/.*!/776*!//0!MkXk,!1060*!gifm`[\[!k_Xk8!
WW&X'! ?MN;<FCMBG?HN I@ ; L?M?;L=B JLIAL;G,}N_\!

M\Zi\kXip! f]! =fdd\iZ\*! `e! Zffg\iXk`fe! n`k_! k_\! M\Z+

i\kXip!f]!B\Xck_!Xe[!BldXe!M\im`Z\j!Xe[!k_\!;[d`e`j+

kiXkfi! f]! k_\! ?em`ifed\ekXc! Jifk\Zk`fe! ;^\eZp*! j_Xcc!
\jkXYc`j_!Xe[!X[d`e`jk\i!X!3+p\Xi!eXk`feXc!j_\cc]`j_!i\+

j\XiZ_!gif^iXd!&_\i\X]k\i!`e!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!i\]\ii\[!kf!Xj!

k_\! WJif^iXd%'! ]fi! k_\! gligfj\! f]! `dgifm`e^! \o`jk`e^!
ZcXjj`]`ZXk`fe! jpjk\dj! ]fi! j_\cc]`j_! ^ifn`e^! nXk\ij!

lj`e^!k_\! cXk\jk!k\Z_efcf^`ZXc!X[mXeZ\d\ekj! `e!d`Zif+

Y`fcf^p!Xe[!\g`[\d`fcf^`ZXc!d\k_f[j,!Q`k_`e!/0!dfek_j!
X]k\i! k_\![Xk\! f]!\eXZkd\ek!f]! k_`j! ;Zk! UIZk,! 07*! /770V*!

k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!=fdd\iZ\*!`e!Zffg\iXk`fe!n`k_!k_\!X[+

m`jfip!Zfdd`kk\\!\jkXYc`j_\[!le[\i!jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'!Xe[!
k_\! =fejfik`ld*! j_Xcc! [\m\cfg! X! Zfdgi\_\ej`m\! 3+p\Xi!

gcXe! ]fi! k_\! Jif^iXd! n_`Z_! j_Xcc! Xk! X! d`e`dld! gif+

m`[\!]fi}!
WW&/'! Xe! \em`ifed\ekXc! Xjj\jjd\ek! f]! Zfdd\iZ`Xc!

j_\cc]`j_!^ifn`e^! Xi\Xj! `e!k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j*! `eZcl[+
`e^!Xe!\mXclXk`fe!f]!k_\!i\cXk`fej_`gj!Y\kn\\e!`e[`ZX+

kfij!f]!]\ZXc!ZfekXd`eXk`fe!Xe[!_ldXe!\ek\i`Z!gXk_f+

^\ej9!
WW&0'! k_\! \mXclXk`fe! f]! jlZ_! i\cXk`fej_`gj! n`k_! i\+

jg\Zk! kf! gfk\ek`Xc! _\Xck_! _XqXi[j! XjjfZ`Xk\[! n`k_!

_ldXe!Zfejldgk`fe!f]!j_\cc]`j_9!
WW&1'! X! ZfdgXi`jfe! f]! k_\! Zlii\ek! d`ZifY`fcf^`ZXc!

d\k_f[j! lj\[! ]fi! \mXclXk`e^! `e[`ZXkfi! YXZk\i`X! Xe[!
_ldXe! \ek\i`Z! gXk_f^\ej! `e! j_\cc]`j_! Xe[! j_\cc]`j_!

^ifn`e^! nXk\ij! n`k_! e\n! k\Z_efcf^`ZXc! d\k_f[j! [\+

j`^e\[!]fi!k_`j!gligfj\9!
WW&2'! k_\! \mXclXk`fe! f]! Zlii\ek! Xe[! gifa\Zk\[! jpj+

k\dj!]fi!_ldXe!j\nX^\!ki\Xkd\ek!`e!\c`d`eXk`e^!m`+

ilj\j!Xe[!fk_\i!_ldXe!\ek\i`Z!gXk_f^\ej!n_`Z_!XZZl+
dlcXk\!`e!j_\cc]`j_9!

WW&3'!k_\![\j`^e!f]!\g`[\d`fcf^`ZXc!jkl[`\j!kf!i\cXk\!
d`ZifY`fcf^`ZXc! [XkX*! jXe`kXip! jlim\p! [XkX*! Xe[!

_ldXe!j_\cc]`j_!Zfejldgk`fe! [XkX! kf! XZklXc! _XqXi[j!

kf!_\Xck_!XjjfZ`Xk\[!n`k_!jlZ_!Zfejldgk`fe9!Xe[!
WW&4'!i\Zfdd\e[Xk`fej!]fi!i\m`j`e^!@\[\iXc!j_\cc]`j_!

jkXe[Xi[j! Xe[! `dgifm`e^! k_\! ZXgXY`c`k`\j! f]! @\[\iXc!

Xe[! MkXk\! X^\eZ`\j! kf! \]]\Zk`m\cp! dXeX^\! j_\cc]`j_!
Xe[!\ejli\!k_\!jX]\kp!f]!j_\cc]`j_!`ek\e[\[!]fi!_ldXe!

Zfejldgk`fe,!
WW&Y'! ;>PCMILS =IGGCNN??,}&/'! @fi! k_\! gligfj\! f]!

gifm`[`e^! fm\ij`^_k! f]! k_\! Jif^iXd! fe! X! Zfek`el`e^!

YXj`j*!Xe!X[m`jfip!Zfdd`kk\\!&_\i\X]k\i!`e!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!
i\]\ii\[! kf! Xj! k_\! W=fdd`kk\\%'! j_Xcc! Y\! \jkXYc`j_\[!

le[\i! X! d\dfiXe[ld! f]! le[\ijkXe[`e^! Y\kn\\e! k_\!

Cek\ijkXk\!M_\cc]`j_!MXe`kXk`fe!=fe]\i\eZ\!Xe[!k_\!HX+
k`feXc!GXi`e\!@`j_\i`\j!M\im`Z\,!

WW&0'!N_\!=fdd`kk\\!j_Xcc}!
WW&;'!`[\ek`]p!gi`fi`k`\j!]fi!XZ_`\m`e^!k_\!gligfj\!f]!

k_\!Jif^iXd9!
WW&<'!i\m`\n!Xe[!i\Zfdd\e[!XggifmXc!fi![`jXggifmXc!

f]!Jif^iXd!nfib!gcXej!Xe[!gcXej!f]!fg\iXk`fe9!
WW&='! i\m`\n! Xe[! Zfdd\ek! fe! Xcc! jlYZfekiXZkj! Xe[!

^iXekj!kf!Y\!XnXi[\[!le[\i!k_\!Jif^iXd9!
WW&>'! i\Z\`m\! Xe[! i\m`\n! gif^i\jj! i\gfikj! ]ifd! k_\!

=fejfik`ld! Xe[! gif^iXd! jlYZfekiXZkfij! Xe[! ^iXek+

\\j9!Xe[!
WW&?'!gifm`[\!jlZ_!fk_\i!X[m`Z\!fe!k_\!Jif^iXd!Xj!`j!

Xggifgi`Xk\,!
WW&1'!N_\!=fdd`kk\\!j_Xcc!Zfej`jk!f]!Xk!c\Xjk!k\e!d\d+

Y\ij!Xe[!j_Xcc!`eZcl[\}!
WW&;'! k_i\\! d\dY\ij! i\gi\j\ek`e^! X^\eZ`\j! _Xm`e^!

Xlk_fi`kp! le[\i! MkXk\! cXn! kf! i\^lcXk\! k_\! j_\cc]`j_!
`e[ljkip*!f]!n_fd!fe\!j_Xcc!i\gi\j\ek!\XZ_!f]!k_\!;k+

cXek`Z*! JXZ`]`Z*! Xe[! Alc]! f]! G\o`Zf! j_\cc]`j_! ^ifn`e^!

i\^`fej9!
WW&<'! k_i\\! d\dY\ij! i\gi\j\ek`e^! g\ijfej! \e^X^\[!

`e!k_\!j_\cc]`j_!`e[ljkip!`e!k_\!;kcXek`Z*!JXZ`]`Z*!Xe[!
Alc]!f]!G\o`Zf!j_\cc]`j_!^ifn`e^!i\^`fej!&n_f!j_Xcc!Y\!

Xggf`ek\[!]ifd!Xdfe^!Xk! c\Xjk!j`o!i\Zfdd\e[Xk`fej!

Yp! k_\! `e[ljkip! d\dY\ij! f]! k_\! Cek\ijkXk\! M_\cc]`j_!
MXe`kXk`fe! =fe]\i\eZ\! ?o\Zlk`m\! <fXi['*! f]! n_fd!

fe\!j_Xcc!i\gi\j\ek!k_\!j_\cc]`j_!`e[ljkip!`e!\XZ_!i\+

^`fe9!
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JX^\! 101! NCNF?! 11}H;PCA;NCIH! ;H>! H;PCA;<F?! Q;N?LM! s +,/+!

WW&='! k_i\\! d\dY\ij*! f]! n_fd! fe\! j_Xcc! i\gi\j\ek!

\XZ_!f]! k_\! ]fccfn`e^! @\[\iXc! X^\eZ`\j8! k_\!HXk`feXc!
IZ\Xe`Z! Xe[! ;kdfjg_\i`Z! ;[d`e`jkiXk`fe*! k_\! ?em`+

ifed\ekXc!Jifk\Zk`fe!;^\eZp*!Xe[!k_\!@ff[!Xe[!>il^!

;[d`e`jkiXk`fe9!Xe[!
WW&>'! fe\! d\dY\i! i\gi\j\ek`e^! k_\! M_\cc]`j_! Cejk`+

klk\!f]!Hfik_!;d\i`ZX,!
WW&2'!N_\!=_X`idXe!f]!k_\!=fdd`kk\\!j_Xcc!Y\!j\c\Zk\[!

]ifd!Xdfe^!k_\!=fdd`kk\\!d\dY\ij![\jZi`Y\[!`e!gXiX+
^iXg_!&1'&;',!

WW&3'! N_\! =fdd`kk\\! j_Xcc! \jkXYc`j_! Xe[! dX`ekX`e! X!

jlYZfdd`kk\\! f]! jZ`\ek`]`Z! \og\ikj! kf! gifm`[\! X[m`Z\*!

Xjj`jkXeZ\*!Xe[!`e]fidXk`fe!i\c\mXek!kf!i\j\XiZ_!]le[\[!
le[\i! k_\! Jif^iXd*! \oZ\gk! k_Xk! ef! `e[`m`[lXc! n_f! `j!

XnXi[\[*! fi! n_fj\! Xggc`ZXk`fe! `j! Y\`e^! Zfej`[\i\[! ]fi*!

X!^iXek!fi!jlYZfekiXZk!le[\i!k_\!Jif^iXd!dXp!j\im\!fe!
jlZ_! jlYZfdd`kk\\,! N_\! d\dY\ij_`g! f]! k_\! jlY+

Zfdd`kk\\! j_Xcc*! kf! k_\! \ok\ek! giXZk`ZXYc\*! Y\! i\^`fe+

Xccp! YXcXeZ\[! n`k_! \og\ikj! n_f! _Xm\! jZ`\ek`]`Z! befnc+
\[^\!ZfeZ\ie`e^!\XZ_!f]!k_\!;kcXek`Z*!JXZ`]`Z*!Xe[!Alc]!

f]!G\o`Zf!j_\cc]`j_!^ifn`e^!i\^`fej,!MZ`\ek`jkj!]ifd!k_\!

HXk`feXc!;ZX[\dp!f]!MZ`\eZ\j!Xe[!Xggifgi`Xk\!@\[\iXc!
X^\eZ`\j! &`eZcl[`e^! k_\! HXk`feXc! IZ\Xe`Z! Xe[! ;kdfj+

g_\i`Z!;[d`e`jkiXk`fe*!@ff[!Xe[!>il^!;[d`e`jkiXk`fe*!

=\ek\ij! ]fi! >`j\Xj\! =fekifc*! HXk`feXc! Cejk`klk\j! f]!
B\Xck_*! ?em`ifed\ekXc! Jifk\Zk`fe! ;^\eZp*! Xe[! HX+

k`feXc! MZ`\eZ\! @fle[Xk`fe'! j_Xcc! Y\! Zfej`[\i\[! ]fi!

d\dY\ij_`g!fe!k_\!jlYZfdd`kk\\,!
WW&4'!G\dY\ij!f]!k_\!=fdd`kk\\!Xe[!`kj!jZ`\ek`]`Z!jlY+

Zfdd`kk\\! \jkXYc`j_\[! le[\i! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! efk!
Y\!gX`[!]fi!j\im`e^!fe!k_\!=fdd`kk\\!fi!jlYZfdd`kk\\*!

Ylk!j_Xcc!i\Z\`m\!kiXm\c!\og\ej\j!Xj!Xlk_fi`q\[!Yp!j\Z+

k`fe!35.1!f]!k`kc\!3*!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j!=f[\,!
WW&Z'! =IHNL;=N QCNB =IHMILNCOG,}Q`k_`e! 1.! [Xpj!

X]k\i! k_\![Xk\! f]!\eXZkd\ek!f]! k_`j! ;Zk! UIZk,! 07*! /770V*!

k_\! M\Zi\kXip! f]! =fdd\iZ\! j_Xcc! j\\b! kf! \ek\i! `ekf! X!

Zffg\iXk`m\! X^i\\d\ek! fi! ZfekiXZk! n`k_! k_\! =fejfi+
k`ld!le[\i!n_`Z_!k_\!=fejfik`ld!n`cc}!

WW&/'! Y\! k_\! XZX[\d`Z! X[d`e`jkiXk`m\! fi^Xe`qXk`fe!
Xe[!]`jZXc!X^\ek!]fi!k_\!Jif^iXd9!

WW&0'! XnXi[! Xe[! X[d`e`jk\i! jlZ_! ^iXekj! Xe[! jlY+

ZfekiXZkj! Xj! Xi\! Xggifm\[! Yp! k_\! =fdd`kk\\! le[\i!

jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'9!
WW&1'![\m\cfg!Xe[!`dgc\d\ek!X!jZ`\ek`]`Z!g\\i!i\m`\n!

gifZ\jj!]fi!\mXclXk`e^!^iXek!Xe[!jlYZfekiXZkfi!Xggc`+
ZXk`fej!gi`fi!kf!i\m`\n!Yp!k_\!=fdd`kk\\9!

WW&2'!`e!Zffg\iXk`fe!n`k_!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!=fdd\iZ\!

Xe[! k_\! =fdd`kk\\*! gifZli\! k_\! j\im`Z\j! f]! X! jZ`+

\ek`]`Z!gifa\Zk![`i\Zkfi9!
WW&3'! [\m\cfg! Xe[! jlYd`k! Yl[^\kj*! gif^i\jj! i\gfikj*!

nfib!gcXej*!Xe[!gcXej!f]!fg\iXk`fe!]fi!k_\!Jif^iXd!kf!
k_\! M\Zi\kXip! f]! =fdd\iZ\! Xe[! k_\! =fdd`kk\\9! Xe[!

WW&4'! dXb\! XmX`cXYc\! kf! k_\! =fdd`kk\\! jlZ_! jkX]]*!

`e]fidXk`fe*! Xe[! Xjj`jkXeZ\! Xj! k_\! =fdd`kk\\! dXp!

i\XjfeXYcp!i\hl`i\!kf!ZXiip!flk!`kj!XZk`m`k`\j,!
WW&['! ;ONBILCT;NCIH I@ ;JJLIJLC;NCIHM,}&/'! I]! k_\!

jldj!Xlk_fi`q\[!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!2&X'!f]!k_\!HXk`feXc!IZ\+
Xe`Z!Xe[!;kdfjg_\i`Z!;[d`e`jkiXk`fe!GXi`e\!@`j_\i`\j!

Jif^iXd!;lk_fi`qXk`fe!;Zk!&JlYc`Z!FXn!76z0/.9!75!MkXk,!

/2.7'*! k_\i\! Xi\! Xlk_fi`q\[! kf! Y\! Xggifgi`Xk\[! kf! k_\!
M\Zi\kXip!f]!=fdd\iZ\!#3*0..*...!]fi!\XZ_!f]!k_\!]`jZXc!

p\Xij! /771! k_ifl^_! /775! ]fi! ZXiip`e^! flk! k_\! Jif^iXd,!

I]! k_\! Xdflekj! Xggifgi`Xk\[! glijlXek! kf! k_`j! Xlk_fi+
`qXk`fe*!efk!dfi\!k_Xe!3!g\iZ\ek!f]!jlZ_!Xggifgi`Xk`fe!

dXp! Y\! lj\[! ]fi! X[d`e`jkiXk`m\! gligfj\j! Yp! k_\! HX+

k`feXc! IZ\Xe`Z! Xe[! ;kdfjg_\i`Z! ;[d`e`jkiXk`fe,! N_\!
i\dX`e`e^! 73! g\iZ\ek! f]! jlZ_! Xggifgi`Xk`fe! j_Xcc! Y\!

lj\[! kf! d\\k! k_\! X[d`e`jkiXk`m\! Xe[! jZ`\ek`]`Z! fYa\Z+

k`m\j!f]!k_\!Jif^iXd,!
WW&0'! N_\! Cek\ijkXk\! M_\cc]`j_! MXe`kXk`fe! =fe]\i\eZ\!

j_Xcc! efk! X[d`e`jk\i! Xggifgi`Xk`fej! Xlk_fi`q\[! le[\i!

k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! Ylk! dXp! Y\! i\`dYlij\[! ]ifd! jlZ_! Xggif+

gi`Xk`fej!]fi!`kj!\og\ej\j!`e!XiiXe^`e^!]fi!kiXm\c*!d\\k+
`e^j*!nfibj_fgj*!fi!Zfe]\i\eZ\j!e\Z\jjXip!kf!ZXiip!flk!

k_\!Jif^iXd,!
WW&\'!>?@CHCNCIHM,};j!lj\[!`e!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!k_\!k\id}!

WW&/'!W=fejfik`ld%!d\Xej!k_\!Ffl`j`XeX!Oe`m\ij`k`\j!

GXi`e\!=fejfik`ld9!Xe[!
WW&0'!Wj_\cc]`j_%!d\Xej!Xep!jg\Z`\j!f]!fpjk\i*!ZcXd*!fi!

dljj\c!k_Xk!`j!_Xim\jk\[!]fi!_ldXe!Zfejldgk`fe,%%!

FCGCN;NCIH IH J;SG?HNM!

M\Zk`fe! 0! f]! JlY,! F,! /..z2! gifm`[\[! k_Xk8! WWHf! gXp+

d\ekj!dXp!Y\!dX[\!le[\i!k_`j!;Zk!Uj\\!M_fik!N`kc\!f]!
/765!;d\e[d\ek!efk\!XYfm\V!\oZ\gk!kf!k_\!\ok\ek!gif+

m`[\[!`e!X[mXeZ\!`e!Xggifgi`Xk`fe!;Zkj,%%!

M?;@II> JLI=?MMCHA MNO>S9! MO<GCNN;F I@ L?MOFNM!

NI =IHAL?MM HIN F;N?L NB;H D;HO;LS /*! /757!

JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!x 52*!>\Z,!05*!/755*!7/!MkXk,!/4.7*!gifm`[\[!
k_Xk! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! f]! k_\! ?em`ifed\ekXc! Jifk\Z+

k`fe!;^\eZp!Zfe[lZk!X!jkl[p!kf!\oXd`e\!k_\!^\f^iXg_`+

ZXc*!_p[ifcf^`ZXc*!Xe[!Y`fcf^`ZXc!Z_XiXZk\i`jk`Zj!f]!dX+
i`e\! nXk\ij! kf! [\k\id`e\! k_\! \]]\Zkj! f]! j\X]ff[! gifZ+

\jj\j! n_`Z_! [`jgfj\! f]! leki\Xk\[! eXkliXc! nXjk\j! `ekf!

jlZ_! nXk\ij! Xe[! kf! `eZcl[\! `e! k_`j! jkl[p! Xe! \oXd`eX+
k`fe! f]! k\Z_efcf^`\j! n_`Z_! dXp! Y\! lj\[! `e! jlZ_! gifZ+

\jj\j! kf! ]XZ`c`kXk\! k_\! lj\! f]! k_\! elki`\ekj! `e! k_\j\!

nXjk\j! fi! kf! i\[lZ\! k_\! [`jZ_Xi^\! f]! jlZ_! nXjk\j! `ekf!
k_\! dXi`e\! \em`ifed\ek! Xe[! kf! jlYd`k! k_\! i\jlck! f]!

k_`j!jkl[p!kf!=fe^i\jj!efk!cXk\i!k_Xe!DXe,!/*!/757,!

MN;H>;L>M!

@fi! gifm`j`fej! i\cXk`e^! kf! k_\! i\jgfej`Y`c`kp! f]! k_\!

_\X[!f]!\XZ_!?o\Zlk`m\!X^\eZp!]fi!Zfdgc`XeZ\!n`k_!Xg+

gc`ZXYc\! gfcclk`fe! Zfekifc! jkXe[Xi[j*! j\\! ?o,! Ii[,! Hf,!
/0.66*!IZk,!/1*!/756*!21!@,L,!255.5*!j\k!flk!Xj!X!efk\!le[\i!

j\Zk`fe!210/!f]!N`kc\!20*!N_\!JlYc`Z!B\Xck_!Xe[!Q\c]Xi\,!

IP?LMCABN MNO>S!

JlY,!F,!70z3..*!x 3*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!675*!Xlk_fi`q\[!

k_\! =fdgkifcc\i! A\e\iXc! f]! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j! kf! Zfe+
[lZk!X!jkl[p!Xe[!i\m`\n!f]!k_\!i\j\XiZ_*!g`cfk*!Xe[![\d+

fejkiXk`fe!gif^iXdj!i\cXk\[!kf!gi\m\ek`fe!Xe[!Zfekifc!

f]!nXk\i!gfcclk`fe!Zfe[lZk\[*!jlggfik\[*!fi!Xjj`jk\[!Yp!
Xep!@\[\iXc!X^\eZp!glijlXek!kf!Xep!@\[\iXc!cXn!fi!i\^+

lcXk`fe! Xe[! Xjj\jj! Zfe]c`Zkj! Y\kn\\e! k_\j\! gif^iXdj!

Xe[! k_\`i! Zffi[`eXk`fe! Xe[! \]]`ZXZp*! Xe[! kf! i\gfik! kf!
=fe^i\jj!k_\i\fe!Yp!IZk,!/*!/751,!

CHN?LH;NCIH;F NL;>? MNO>S!

JlY,!F,!70z3..*!x 4*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!675*!gifm`[\[!

k_Xk8!

WW&X'!N_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!=fdd\iZ\*!`e!Zffg\iXk`fe!n`k_!
fk_\i!`ek\i\jk\[!@\[\iXc!X^\eZ`\j!Xe[!n`k_!i\gi\j\ekX+

k`m\j!f]!`e[ljkip!Xe[!k_\!glYc`Z*!j_Xcc!le[\ikXb\!`dd\+

[`Xk\cp!Xe!`em\jk`^Xk`fe!Xe[!jkl[p!kf![\k\id`e\}!
WW&/'! k_\! \ok\ek! kf! n_`Z_! gfcclk`fe! XYXk\d\ek! Xe[!

Zfekifc! gif^iXdj! n`cc! Y\! `dgfj\[! fe*! fi! mfclekXi`cp!

le[\ikXb\e! Yp*! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j! dXel]XZkli\ij! `e! k_\!
e\Xi!]lkli\!Xe[!k_\!gifYXYc\!j_fik+!Xe[!cfe^+iXe^\!\]+

]\Zkj!f]!k_\!Zfjkj!f]!jlZ_!gif^iXdj!&Zfdglk\[!kf!k_\!

^i\Xk\jk! \ok\ek! giXZk`ZXYc\! fe! Xe! `e[ljkip+Yp+`e[lj+
kip!YXj`j'!fe!&;'!k_\!gif[lZk`fe!Zfjkj!f]!jlZ_![fd\j+

k`Z! dXel]XZkli\ij*! Xe[! &<'! k_\! dXib\k! gi`Z\j! f]! k_\!

^ff[j!gif[lZ\[!Yp!k_\d9!
WW&0'! k_\! gifYXYc\! \ok\ek! kf! n_`Z_! gfcclk`fe! XYXk\+

d\ek! Xe[! Zfekifc! gif^iXdj! n`cc! Y\! `dgc\d\ek\[! `e!

]fi\`^e!`e[ljki`Xc!eXk`fej!`e!k_\!e\Xi!]lkli\!Xe[!k_\!
\ok\ek! kf! n_`Z_! k_\! gif[lZk`fe! Zfjkj! &Zfdglk\[! kf!

k_\!^i\Xk\jk!\ok\ek!giXZk`ZXYc\!fe!Xe!`e[ljkip+Yp+`e+

[ljkip! YXj`j'! f]! ]fi\`^e! dXel]XZkli\ij! n`cc! Y\! X]+
]\Zk\[!Yp!k_\!Zfjkj!f]!jlZ_!gif^iXdj9!

WW&1'!k_\!gifYXYc\!Zfdg\k`k`m\!X[mXekX^\!n_`Z_!Xep!

Xik`Zc\! dXel]XZkli\[! `e! X! ]fi\`^e! eXk`fe! n`cc! c`b\cp!
_Xm\!`e!i\cXk`fe!kf!X!ZfdgXiXYc\!Xik`Zc\!dX[\!`e!k_\!

Oe`k\[!MkXk\j!`]!k_Xk!]fi\`^e!eXk`fe}!

WW&;'![f\j!efk!i\hl`i\!`kj!dXel]XZkli\ij!kf!`dgc\+
d\ek!gfcclk`fe!XYXk\d\ek!Xe[!Zfekifc!gif^iXdj,!

WW&<'! i\hl`i\j! X! c\jj\i! [\^i\\! f]! gfcclk`fe! XYXk\+

d\ek!Xe[!Zfekifc!`e!`kj!gif^iXdj*!fi!
WW&='! `e! Xep! nXp! i\`dYlij\j! fi! fk_\in`j\! jlY+

j`[`q\j!`kj!dXel]XZkli\ij!]fi!k_\!Zfjkj!f]!jlZ_!gif+

^iXd9!
WW&2'! Xck\ieXk`m\! d\Xej! Yp! n_`Z_! Xep! Zfdg\k`k`m\!

X[mXekX^\!XZZil`e^!kf!k_\!gif[lZkj!f]!Xep!]fi\`^e!eX+

k`fe!Xj!X!i\jlck!f]!Xep!]XZkfi![\jZi`Y\[!`e!gXiX^iXg_!
&1'! dXp! Y\! &;'! XZZliXk\cp! Xe[! hl`Zbcp! [\k\id`e\[*!

Xe[! &<'! \hlXc`q\[*! ]fi! \oXdgc\*! Yp! k_\! `dgfj`k`fe! f]!
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X! jliZ_Xi^\! fi! [lkp*! fe! X! ]fi\`^e! gif[lZk! `e! Xe!
Xdflek!e\Z\jjXip!kf!Zfdg\ejXk\!]fi!jlZ_!X[mXekX^\9!
Xe[!

WW&3'! k_\! `dgXZk*! `]! Xep*! n_`Z_! k_\! `dgfj`k`fe! f]! X!
Zfdg\ejXk`e^!kXi`]]!f]!fk_\i!\hlXc`q`e^!d\Xjli\!dXp!
_Xm\! `e! \eZfliX^`e^! ]fi\`^e! eXk`fej! kf! `dgc\d\ek!
gfcclk`fe!Xe[!XYXk\d\ek!Zfekifc!gif^iXdj,!
WW&Y'!N_\!M\Zi\kXip!j_Xcc!dXb\!Xe!`e`k`Xc!i\gfik!kf!k_\!

Ji\j`[\ek! Xe[! =fe^i\jj! n`k_`e! j`o! dfek_j! X]k\i! k_\!
[Xk\!f]! \eXZkd\ek! f]! k_`j!j\Zk`fe! UIZk,! /6*! /750V!f]! k_\!
i\jlckj!f]!k_\!jkl[p!Xe[!`em\jk`^Xk`fe!ZXii`\[!flk!gli+
jlXek!kf!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!Xe[!j_Xcc!dXb\!X[[`k`feXc!i\gfikj!
k_\i\X]k\i!Xk!jlZ_!k`d\j! Xj!_\![\\dj! Xggifgi`Xk\! kXb+

`e^!`ekf!XZZflek!k_\![\m\cfgd\ek!f]!i\c\mXek![XkX*!Ylk!

efk!c\jj!k_Xe!feZ\!\m\ip!kn\cm\!dfek_j,%%!

CHN?LH;NCIH;F ;AL??G?HNM!

JlY,!F,!70z3..*!x 5*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!676*!gifm`[\[!

k_Xk8! WWN_\! Ji\j`[\ek! j_Xcc! le[\ikXb\! kf! \ek\i! `ekf!

`ek\ieXk`feXc!X^i\\d\ek!kf!Xggcp!le`]fid!jkXe[Xi[j!f]!
g\i]fidXeZ\!]fi!k_\!Zfekifc!f]!k_\![`jZ_Xi^\!Xe[!\d`j+

j`fe! f]! gfcclkXekj! ]ifd! e\n! jfliZ\j*! le`]fid! Zfekifcj!

fm\i! k_\! [`jZ_Xi^\! Xe[! \d`jj`fe! f]! kfo`Z! gfcclkXekj*!
Xe[! le`]fid! Zfekifcj! fm\i! k_\! [`jZ_Xi^\! f]! gfcclkXekj!

`ekf!k_\!fZ\Xe,!@fi!k_`j!gligfj\!k_\!Ji\j`[\ek!j_Xcc!e\+

^fk`Xk\!dlck`cXk\iXc!ki\Xk`\j*!Zfem\ek`fej*!i\jfclk`fej*!
fi!fk_\i!X^i\\d\ekj*!Xe[!]fidlcXk\*!gi\j\ek*!fi!jlggfik!

gifgfjXcj!Xk!k_\!Oe`k\[!HXk`fej!Xe[!fk_\i!Xggifgi`Xk\!

`ek\ieXk`feXc!]fildj,%%!

H;NCIH;F JIFC=C?M ;H> AI;F MNO>S!

JlY,!F,!70z3..*!x /.*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!677*![`i\Zk\[!

Ji\j`[\ek! kf! dXb\! X! ]lcc! Xe[! Zfdgc\k\! `em\jk`^Xk`fe!

Xe[!jkl[p!f]!Xcc!eXk`feXc!gfc`Z`\j!Xe[!^fXcj!\jkXYc`j_\[!
Yp!cXn!kf![\k\id`e\!n_Xk!k_\!i\cXk`fej_`g!j_flc[!Y\!Y\+

kn\\e!k_\j\!gfc`Z`\j!Xe[!^fXcj*!kXb`e^!`ekf!XZZflek!k_\!

i\jfliZ\j!f]!k_\!HXk`fe*!Xe[!kf!i\gfik!i\jlckj!f]!_`j!`e+
m\jk`^Xk`fe! Xe[! jkl[p! kf^\k_\i! n`k_! _`j! i\Zfdd\e[X+

k`fej!kf!=fe^i\jj!efk!cXk\i!k_Xe!knf!p\Xij!X]k\i!IZk,!/6*!

/750,!

?@@C=C?H=S MNO>S!

JlY,!F,!70z3..*!x //*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!677*![`i\Zk\[!

Ji\j`[\ek*!Yp!lk`c`qXk`fe!f]!k_\!A\e\iXc!;ZZflek`e^!I]+

]`Z\*! kf! Zfe[lZk! X! ]lcc! Xe[! Zfdgc\k\! `em\jk`^Xk`fe! Xe[!
jkl[p! f]!nXpj!Xe[! d\Xej! f]!dfjk!\]]\Zk`m\cp!lj`e^! Xcc!

f]!k_\!mXi`flj!i\jfliZ\j*!]XZ`c`k`\j*!Xe[!g\ijfee\c!f]!k_\!

@\[\iXc!Afm\ied\ek!`e!fi[\i!kf!dfjk!\]]`Z`\ekcp!ZXiip!
flk!k_\!gifm`j`fej!f]!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i!Xe[!kf!i\gfik!i\jlckj!

f]!_`j!`em\jk`^Xk`fe!Xe[!jkl[p!kf^\k_\i!n`k_!_`j!i\Zfd+

d\e[Xk`fej!kf!=fe^i\jj!efk!cXk\i!k_Xe!knf!_le[i\[!Xe[!
j\m\ekp![Xpj!X]k\i!IZk,!/6*!/750,!

M?R >CM=LCGCH;NCIH!

JlY,!F,!70z3..*!x /1*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!7.1*!gifm`[\[!
k_Xk8! WWHf! g\ijfe! `e! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j! j_Xcc! fe! k_\!

^ifle[!f]!j\o!Y\!\oZcl[\[!]ifd!gXik`Z`gXk`fe!`e*!Y\![\+

e`\[! k_\! Y\e\]`kj! f]*! fi! Y\! jlYa\Zk\[! kf! [`jZi`d`eXk`fe!
le[\i!Xep!gif^iXd!fi!XZk`m`kp!i\Z\`m`e^!@\[\iXc!Xjj`jk+

XeZ\! le[\i! k_`j! ;Zk! Uj\\! M_fik! N`kc\! efk\! XYfm\V! k_\!

@\[\iXc!QXk\i!Jfcclk`fe!=fekifc!;Zk!Uk_`j!Z_Xgk\iV*!fi!
k_\! ?em`ifed\ekXc! @`eXeZ`e^! ;Zk! Uj\k! flk! Xj! X! efk\!

le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /06/! f]! k_`j! k`kc\V,! N_`j! j\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! Y\!

\e]fiZ\[!k_ifl^_!X^\eZp!gifm`j`fej!Xe[!ilc\j!j`d`cXi!kf!
k_fj\! Xci\X[p! \jkXYc`j_\[*! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! iXZ`Xc! Xe[!

fk_\i![`jZi`d`eXk`fe*!le[\i!k`kc\!PC!f]!k_\!=`m`c!L`^_kj!

;Zk!f]!/742!Uj\Zk`fe!0...[!\k!j\h,!f]!N`kc\!20*!N_\!JlYc`Z!
B\Xck_! Xe[! Q\c]Xi\V,! Bfn\m\i*! k_`j! i\d\[p! `j! efk! \o+

Zclj`m\!Xe[!n`cc!efk!gi\al[`Z\!fi!Zlk!f]]!Xep!fk_\i!c\^Xc!

i\d\[`\j!XmX`cXYc\!kf!X![`jZi`d`eXk\\,%%!

=IHNCAOIOM TIH? I@ OHCN?> MN;N?M!

@fi! \ok\ej`fe! f]! Zfek`^lflj! qfe\! f]! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j*!

j\\!JifZ,!Hf,!50/7*!j\k!flk!Xj!X!efk\!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/11/!

f]!N`kc\!21*!JlYc`Z!FXe[j,!

JL?P?HNCIH*!=IHNLIF*!;H> ;<;N?G?HN I@!

?HPCLIHG?HN;F JIFFONCIH ;N @?>?L;F @;=CFCNC?M!

?o,!Ii[,!Hf,!/0.66*!IZk,!/1*!/756*!21!@,L,!255.5*!j\k!flk!

Xj! X! efk\! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! 210/! f]! N`kc\! 20*! N_\! JlYc`Z!

B\Xck_! Xe[! Q\c]Xi\*! gifm`[\j! ]fi! k_\! gi\m\ek`fe*! Zfe+

kifc*!Xe[!XYXk\d\ek!f]!\em`ifed\ekXc!gfcclk`fe!Xk!]\[+
\iXc!]XZ`c`k`\j,!

?R?=ONCP? IL>?L HI,!//326!

?o,! Ii[,!Hf,! //326*! Dlcp!0.*! /75.*! 13! @,L,! //455*!n_`Z_!

i\cXk\[!kf!k_\![\c\^Xk`fe!f]!Ji\j`[\ek`Xc!]leZk`fej*!nXj!
jlg\ij\[\[! Yp! ?o,! Ii[,! Hf,! //513*! ;l^,! 1*! /751*! 16! @,L,!

0/021*! ]fid\icp! j\k! flk! Xj! X! efk\! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /10/! f]!

k_`j!k`kc\,!

?R,! IL>,! HI,! //520,! >?F?A;NCIH I@ @OH=NCIHM NI M?=+
L?N;LS I@ MN;N? L?MJ?=NCHA NB? H?AINC;NCIH I@!

CHN?LH;NCIH;F ;AL??G?HNM L?F;NCHA NI NB? ?H+

B;H=?G?HN I@ NB? ?HPCLIHG?HN!

?o,! Ii[,! Hf,! //520*! IZk,! 01*! /751*! 16! @,L,! 07235*! gif+
m`[\[8!

Oe[\i!Xe[!Yp!m`ikl\!f]!k_\!Xlk_fi`kp!m\jk\[!`e!d\!Yp!

j\Zk`fe!1./!f]! k`kc\!1!f]!k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j! =f[\!Xe[!Xj!
Ji\j`[\ek!f]!k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j*!C!_\i\Yp!Xlk_fi`q\!Xe[!

\dgfn\i! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! f]! MkXk\*! `e! Zffi[`eXk`fe! n`k_!

k_\! =fleZ`c! fe! ?em`ifed\ekXc! KlXc`kp*! k_\! ?em`ife+
d\ekXc!Jifk\Zk`fe!;^\eZp*!Xe[!fk_\i!Xggifgi`Xk\!@\[+

\iXc!X^\eZ`\j*!kf!g\i]fid*!n`k_flk!k_\!XggifmXc*!iXk`]`+

ZXk`fe*!fi!fk_\i!XZk`fe!f]!k_\!Ji\j`[\ek*! k_\! ]leZk`fej!
m\jk\[! `e! k_\! Ji\j`[\ek! Yp! M\Zk`fe! 5! f]! k_\! @\[\iXc!

QXk\i!Jfcclk`fe!=fekifc!;Zk!;d\e[d\ekj!f]!/750!&JlY+

c`Z! FXn! 70z3..9! 64! MkXk,! 676'! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! `ek\i+
eXk`feXc! X^i\\d\ekj! i\cXk`e^! kf! k_\! \e_XeZ\d\ek! f]!

k_\!\em`ifed\ek,!

LC=B;L> HCRIH,!

>?@CHCNCIH I@ WW;>GCHCMNL;NIL%%!

JlY,!F,!/..z2*!x /&['*!@\Y,!2*!/765*!/./!MkXk,!6*!gifm`[\[!

k_Xk8!WW@fi!gligfj\j!f]!k_`j!;Zk!Uj\\!M_fik!N`kc\!f]!/765!
;d\e[d\ek! efk\! XYfm\V*! k_\! k\id! W;[d`e`jkiXkfi%!

d\Xej!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!f]!k_\!?em`ifed\ekXc!Jifk\Z+

k`fe!;^\eZp,%%!

s +,/,(!8b`ceX[Xaf\iX!cebZeT`f!Ybe!jTgXe!cb__h'
g\ba!Vbageb_!

$T%!FeXcTeTg\ba!TaW!WXiX_bc`Xag!

N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc*! X]k\i! ZXi\]lc! `em\j+
k`^Xk`fe*!Xe[! `e!Zffg\iXk`fe!n`k_!fk_\i!@\[\iXc!
X^\eZ`\j*! MkXk\! nXk\i! gfcclk`fe! Zfekifc! X^\e+
Z`\j*!`ek\ijkXk\!X^\eZ`\j*!Xe[!k_\!dle`Z`gXc`k`\j!
Xe[!`e[ljki`\j!`emfcm\[*!gi\gXi\!fi![\m\cfg!Zfd+
gi\_\ej`m\!gif^iXdj!]fi!gi\m\ek`e^*!i\[lZ`e^*!fi!
\c`d`eXk`e^! k_\! gfcclk`fe! f]! k_\! eXm`^XYc\! nX+
k\ij!Xe[!^ifle[!nXk\ij!Xe[!`dgifm`e^!k_\!jXe`+
kXip! Zfe[`k`fe! f]! jli]XZ\! Xe[! le[\i^ifle[! nX+
k\ij,!Ce!k_\![\m\cfgd\ek!f]!jlZ_!Zfdgi\_\ej`m\!
gif^iXdj! [l\! i\^Xi[! j_Xcc! Y\! ^`m\e! kf! k_\! `d+
gifm\d\ekj! n_`Z_! Xi\! e\Z\jjXip! kf! Zfej\im\!
jlZ_! nXk\ij! ]fi! k_\! gifk\Zk`fe! Xe[! gifgX^Xk`fe!
f]!]`j_!Xe[!XhlXk`Z!c`]\!Xe[!n`c[c`]\*!i\Zi\Xk`feXc!
gligfj\j*!Xe[!k_\!n`k_[iXnXc!f]!jlZ_!nXk\ij!]fi!
glYc`Z! nXk\i! jlggcp*! X^i`ZlckliXc*! `e[ljki`Xc*!
Xe[!fk_\i!gligfj\j,!@fi!k_\!gligfj\!f]!k_`j!j\Z+
k`fe*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! `j! Xlk_fi`q\[! kf! dXb\!
af`ek! `em\jk`^Xk`fej! n`k_! Xep! jlZ_! X^\eZ`\j! f]!
k_\! Zfe[`k`fe! f]! Xep! nXk\ij! `e! Xep! MkXk\! fi!
MkXk\j*!Xe[!f]!k_\![`jZ_Xi^\j!f]!Xep!j\nX^\*!`e+
[ljki`Xc! nXjk\j*! fi! jlYjkXeZ\! n_`Z_! dXp! X[+
m\ij\cp!X]]\Zk!jlZ_!nXk\ij,!

$U%! F_Taa\aZ! Ybe! eXfXeib\ef5! fgbeTZX! Ybe! eXZh_T'
g\ba!bY!fgeXT`Y_bj!

&/'! Ce!k_\! jlim\p!fi! gcXee`e^!f]!Xep!i\j\imf`i!
Yp! k_\! =figj! f]! ?e^`e\\ij*! <li\Xl! f]! L\ZcXdX+
k`fe*! fi! fk_\i! @\[\iXc! X^\eZp*! Zfej`[\iXk`fe!
j_Xcc!Y\!^`m\e!kf!`eZclj`fe!f]!jkfiX^\!]fi!i\^lcX+
k`fe!f]!jki\Xd]cfn*!\oZ\gk!k_Xk!Xep!jlZ_!jkfiX^\!
Xe[! nXk\i! i\c\Xj\j! j_Xcc! efk! Y\! gifm`[\[! Xj! X!
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k`fe*!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!glYc`j_!jlZ_!gif+
gfj\[! c`d`kXk`fe! Xe[! n`k_`e! 7.! [Xpj! f]! jlZ_!
glYc`ZXk`fe!_fc[!X!glYc`Z!_\Xi`e^,!

$,%!FXe`\gf!

$6%!Db!eXTfbaTU_X!eX_Tg\baf[\c!

N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi*! n`k_! k_\! ZfeZlii\eZ\!
f]! k_\! MkXk\*! dXp! `jjl\! X! g\id`k! n_`Z_!
df[`]`\j!k_\!\]]cl\ek!c`d`kXk`fej!i\hl`i\[!Yp!
jlYj\Zk`fe! &X'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! ]fi! gfcclkXekj!
fk_\i! k_Xe! kfo`Z! gfcclkXekj! `]! k_\! Xggc`ZXek!
[\dfejkiXk\j!Xk!jlZ_!_\Xi`e^!k_Xk!&n_\k_\i!
fi! efk! k\Z_efcf^p! fi! fk_\i! Xck\ieXk`m\! Zfe+
kifc!jkiXk\^`\j!Xi\!XmX`cXYc\'!k_\i\!`j!ef!i\X+
jfeXYc\! i\cXk`fej_`g! Y\kn\\e! k_\! \Zfefd`Z!
Xe[! jfZ`Xc! Zfjkj! Xe[! k_\! Y\e\]`kj! kf! Y\! fY+
kX`e\[! &`eZcl[`e^! XkkX`ed\ek! f]! k_\! fYa\Z+
k`m\! f]! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i'! ]ifd! XZ_`\m`e^! jlZ_!
c`d`kXk`fe,!

$7%!HXTfbaTU_X!cebZeXff!

N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi*! n`k_! k_\! ZfeZlii\eZ\!
f]! k_\! MkXk\*! dXp! `jjl\! X! g\id`k! n_`Z_!
df[`]`\j!k_\!\]]cl\ek!c`d`kXk`fej!i\hl`i\[!Yp!
jlYj\Zk`fe! &X'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! ]fi! kfo`Z! gfc+
clkXekj! ]fi! X! j`e^c\! g\i`f[! efk! kf! \oZ\\[! 3!
p\Xij! `]! k_\! Xggc`ZXek! [\dfejkiXk\j! kf! k_\!
jXk`j]XZk`fe! f]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! k_Xk! jlZ_!
df[`]`\[!i\hl`i\d\ekj! &`'!n`cc!i\gi\j\ek!k_\!
dXo`dld! [\^i\\! f]! Zfekifc! n`k_`e! k_\! \Zf+
efd`Z! ZXgXY`c`kp! f]! k_\! fne\i! Xe[! fg\iXkfi!
f]! k_\! jfliZ\*! Xe[! &``'! n`cc! i\jlck! `e! i\Xjfe+
XYc\! ]lik_\i! gif^i\jj! Y\pfe[! k_\! i\hl`i\+
d\ekj! f]! j\Zk`fe! /1//&Y'&0'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! kf+
nXi[! k_\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! jlYj\Zk`fe! &X'! f]!
k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!

$V%!9X_Tl!\a!Tcc_\VTg\ba!bY!bg[Xe!_\`\gTg\baf!

N_\! \jkXYc`j_d\ek! f]! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fej!
le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!efk!fg\iXk\!kf![\cXp!k_\!
Xggc`ZXk`fe! f]! Xep! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fe! \jkXY+
c`j_\[!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/1//!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

&Dle\! 1.*! /726*! Z_,! 536*! k`kc\! CCC*! x 1.0*! Xj! X[[\[!
JlY,! F,! 70z3..*! x 0*! IZk,! /6*! /750*! 64! MkXk,! 6249!
Xd\e[\[! JlY,! F,! /..z2*! k`kc\! CCC*! x 1.6&\'*! @\Y,! 2*!
/765*!/./!MkXk,!17,'!

;G?H>G?HNM!

/765}MlYj\Z,!&X',!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!x 1.6&\'&0'*!`ej\ik\[!WWfi!

Xj! `[\ek`]`\[! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /1/2&T'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\%%! X]k\i!
WW;[d`e`jkiXkfi%%! Xe[! WWglYc`Z! _\Xck_*%%! X]k\i! WWgifk\Z+

k`fe!f]%%,!

MlYj\Z,!&Y',!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!x 1.6&\'&/'*!Xd\e[\[!jlYj\Z,!
&Y'! ^\e\iXccp,! Ji`fi! kf! Xd\e[d\ek*! jlYj\Z,! &Y'! i\X[! Xj!

]fccfnj8!

WW&/'!Ji`fi!kf!\jkXYc`j_d\ek!f]!Xep!\]]cl\ek!c`d`kXk`fe!
glijlXek!kf!jlYj\Zk`fe!&X'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!k_\!;[d`e`j+

kiXkfi!j_Xcc!`jjl\!efk`Z\!f]!`ek\ek!kf!\jkXYc`j_!jlZ_!c`d+

`kXk`fe! Xe[! n`k_`e! e`e\kp! [Xpj! f]! jlZ_! efk`Z\! _fc[! X!
glYc`Z!_\Xi`e^!kf![\k\id`e\!k_\!i\cXk`fej_`g!f]!k_\!\Zf+

efd`Z!Xe[!jfZ`Xc!Zfjkj!f]!XZ_`\m`e^!Xep!jlZ_!c`d`kXk`fe!

fi! c`d`kXk`fej*! `eZcl[`e^! Xep! \Zfefd`Z! fi! jfZ`Xc! [`j+
cfZXk`fe!`e!k_\!X]]\Zk\[!Zfddle`kp!fi!Zfddle`k`\j*!kf!

k_\!jfZ`Xc!Xe[!\Zfefd`Z!Y\e\]`kj!kf!Y\!fYkX`e\[!&`eZcl[+

`e^!k_\!XkkX`ed\ek!f]!k_\!fYa\Zk`m\!f]!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i'!Xe[!
kf! [\k\id`e\! n_\k_\i! fi! efk! jlZ_! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fej!

ZXe!Y\!`dgc\d\ek\[!n`k_!XmX`cXYc\!k\Z_efcf^p!fi!fk_\i!

Xck\ieXk`m\!Zfekifc!jkiXk\^`\j,!
WW&0'! C]! X! g\ijfe! X]]\Zk\[! Yp! jlZ_! c`d`kXk`fe! [\d+

fejkiXk\j! Xk! jlZ_! _\Xi`e^! k_Xk! &n_\k_\i! fi! efk! jlZ_!

k\Z_efcf^p! fi! fk_\i! Xck\ieXk`m\! Zfekifc! jkiXk\^`\j! Xi\!
XmX`cXYc\'! k_\i\! `j! ef! i\XjfeXYc\! i\cXk`fej_`g! Y\kn\\e!

k_\!\Zfefd`Z!Xe[!jfZ`Xc!Zfjkj!Xe[!k_\!Y\e\]`kj!kf!Y\!fY+

kX`e\[! &`eZcl[`e^! XkkX`ed\ek! f]! k_\! fYa\Zk`m\! f]! k_`j!

Z_Xgk\i'*! jlZ_! c`d`kXk`fe! j_Xcc! efk! Y\Zfd\! \]]\Zk`m\!

Xe[! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! X[aljk! jlZ_! c`d`kXk`fe! Xj!
`k!Xggc`\j!kf!jlZ_!g\ijfe,%%!

s +-+-(! MTgXe! dhT_\gl! fgTaWTeWf! TaW! \`c_X`XagT'
g\ba!c_Taf!

$T%!;k\fg\aZ!jTgXe!dhT_\gl!fgTaWTeWf!

&/'! Ce! fi[\i! kf! ZXiip! flk! k_\! gligfj\! f]! k_`j!
Z_Xgk\i*! Xep! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[! Xggc`ZXYc\!
kf! `ek\ijkXk\! nXk\ij! n_`Z_! nXj! X[fgk\[! Yp! Xep!
MkXk\! Xe[! jlYd`kk\[! kf*! Xe[! Xggifm\[! Yp*! fi! `j!
XnX`k`e^!XggifmXc!Yp*!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!glijl+
Xek!kf!k_`j!;Zk!Xj!`e!\]]\Zk!`dd\[`Xk\cp!gi`fi!kf!
IZkfY\i!/6*!/750*!j_Xcc!i\dX`e!`e!\]]\Zk!lec\jj!k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi![\k\id`e\[!k_Xk!jlZ_!jkXe[Xi[!`j!
efk!Zfej`jk\ek!n`k_!k_\!Xggc`ZXYc\!i\hl`i\d\ekj!
f]!k_`j!;Zk!Xj!`e!\]]\Zk!`dd\[`Xk\cp!gi`fi!kf!IZ+
kfY\i! /6*! /750,! C]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! dXb\j! jlZ_!
X! [\k\id`eXk`fe! _\! j_Xcc*! n`k_`e! k_i\\! dfek_j!
X]k\i!IZkfY\i!/6*!/750*!efk`]p!k_\!MkXk\!Xe[!jg\Z`+
]p! k_\! Z_Xe^\j! e\\[\[! kf! d\\k! jlZ_! i\hl`i\+
d\ekj,! C]! jlZ_! Z_Xe^\j! Xi\! efk! X[fgk\[! Yp! k_\!
MkXk\!n`k_`e!e`e\kp![Xpj!X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!f]!jlZ_!
efk`]`ZXk`fe*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! gifdlc+
^Xk\!jlZ_!Z_Xe^\j!`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!jlYj\Zk`fe!
&Y'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!

&0'! ;ep! MkXk\! n_`Z_*! Y\]fi\! IZkfY\i! /6*! /750*!
_Xj! X[fgk\[*! glijlXek! kf! `kj! fne! cXn*! nXk\i!
hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[j! Xggc`ZXYc\! kf! `ekiXjkXk\! nX+
k\ij!j_Xcc!jlYd`k!jlZ_!jkXe[Xi[j!kf!k_\!;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi!n`k_`e!k_`ikp![Xpj!X]k\i!IZkfY\i!/6*!/750,!
?XZ_!jlZ_!jkXe[Xi[!j_Xcc!i\dX`e!`e!\]]\Zk*!`e!k_\!
jXd\! dXee\i! Xe[! kf! k_\! jXd\! \ok\ek! Xj! Xep!
fk_\i! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[! \jkXYc`j_\[! le[\i!
k_`j! Z_Xgk\i! lec\jj! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! [\k\i+
d`e\j! k_Xk! jlZ_! jkXe[Xi[! `j! `eZfej`jk\ek! n`k_!
k_\!Xggc`ZXYc\!i\hl`i\d\ekj!f]!k_`j!;Zk!Xj!`e!\]+
]\Zk!`dd\[`Xk\cp!gi`fi!kf!IZkfY\i!/6*!/750,!C]!k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi! dXb\j! jlZ_! X! [\k\id`eXk`fe! _\!
j_Xcc!efk!cXk\i!k_Xe!k_\!fe\!_le[i\[!Xe[!kn\ek`+
\k_! [Xp! X]k\i! k_\! [Xk\! f]! jlYd`jj`fe! f]! jlZ_!
jkXe[Xi[j*! efk`]p! k_\! MkXk\! Xe[! jg\Z`]p! k_\!
Z_Xe^\j! e\\[\[! kf! d\\k! jlZ_! i\hl`i\d\ekj,! C]!
jlZ_!Z_Xe^\j!Xi\!efk!X[fgk\[!Yp!k_\!MkXk\!n`k_+
`e! e`e\kp! [Xpj! X]k\i! jlZ_! efk`]`ZXk`fe*! k_\! ;[+
d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! gifdlc^Xk\! jlZ_! Z_Xe^\j! `e!
XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!

&1'&;'! ;ep! MkXk\! n_`Z_! gi`fi! kf! IZkfY\i! /6*!
/750*! _Xj! efk! X[fgk\[! glijlXek! kf! `kj! fne! cXnj!
nXk\i!hlXc`kp!jkXe[Xi[j!Xggc`ZXYc\!kf!`ekiXjkXk\!
nXk\ij! j_Xcc*! efk! cXk\i! k_Xe! fe\! _le[i\[! Xe[!
\`^_kp![Xpj!X]k\i!IZkfY\i!/6*!/750*!X[fgk!Xe[!jlY+
d`k!jlZ_!jkXe[Xi[j!kf!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi,!

&<'! C]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! [\k\id`e\j! k_Xk! Xep!
jlZ_! jkXe[Xi[j! Xi\! Zfej`jk\ek! n`k_! k_\!Xggc`ZX+
Yc\!i\hl`i\d\ekj!f]!k_`j!;Zk! Xj! `e! \]]\Zk! `dd\+
[`Xk\cp!gi`fi!kf!IZkfY\i!/6*!/750*!_\!j_Xcc!Xggifm\!
jlZ_!jkXe[Xi[j,!

&='! C]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! [\k\id`e\j! k_Xk! Xep!
jlZ_! jkXe[Xi[j! Xi\! efk! Zfej`jk\ek! n`k_! k_\! Xg+
gc`ZXYc\!i\hl`i\d\ekj!f]!k_`j!;Zk!Xj!`e!\]]\Zk!`d+
d\[`Xk\cp!gi`fi!kf!IZkfY\i!/6*!/750*!_\!j_Xcc*!efk!
cXk\i! k_Xe! k_\! e`e\k`\k_! [Xp! X]k\i! k_\! [Xk\! f]!
jlYd`jj`fe! f]! jlZ_! jkXe[Xi[j*! efk`]p! k_\! MkXk\!
Xe[! jg\Z`]p! k_\! Z_Xe^\j! kf! d\\k! jlZ_! i\hl`i\+
d\ekj,! C]! jlZ_! Z_Xe^\j! Xi\! efk! X[fgk\[! Yp! k_\!
MkXk\!n`k_`e!e`e\kp![Xpj!X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!f]!efk`]`+
ZXk`fe*!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!gifdlc^Xk\!jlZ_!
jkXe[Xi[j!glijlXek!kf!jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'!f]!k_`j!j\Z+
k`fe,!
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$U%!FebcbfXW!eXZh_Tg\baf!

&/'! N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! gifdgkcp! gi\gXi\!
Xe[! glYc`j_! gifgfj\[! i\^lcXk`fej! j\kk`e^! ]fik_!
nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[j! ]fi! X! MkXk\! `e! XZZfi[+
XeZ\! n`k_! k_\! Xggc`ZXYc\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! k_`j!
;Zk!Xj!`e!\]]\Zk!`dd\[`Xk\cp!gi`fi!kf!IZkfY\i!/6*!
/750*!`]}!

&;'! k_\! MkXk\! ]X`cj! kf! jlYd`k! nXk\i! hlXc`kp!
jkXe[Xi[j! n`k_`e! k_\! k`d\j! gi\jZi`Y\[! `e! jlY+
j\Zk`fe!&X'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!

&<'! X! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[! jlYd`kk\[! Yp!
jlZ_!MkXk\!le[\i!jlYj\Zk`fe!&X'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!
`j![\k\id`e\[!Yp!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!efk!kf!Y\!
Zfej`jk\ek!n`k_!k_\!Xggc`ZXYc\!i\hl`i\d\ekj!f]!
jlYj\Zk`fe!&X'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!

&0'! N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! gifdlc^Xk\! Xep!
nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[! glYc`j_\[! `e! X! gifgfj\[!
i\^lcXk`fe!efk!cXk\i!k_Xe!fe\!_le[i\[!Xe[!e`e\+
kp![Xpj!X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!_\!glYc`j_\j!Xep!jlZ_!gif+
gfj\[! jkXe[Xi[*! lec\jj! gi`fi! kf! jlZ_! gifdlc^X+
k`fe*! jlZ_! MkXk\! _Xj! X[fgk\[! X! nXk\i! hlXc`kp!
jkXe[Xi[!n_`Z_!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi![\k\id`e\j!kf!
Y\!`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!jlYj\Zk`fe!&X'!f]!k_`j!j\Z+
k`fe,!

$V%!HXi\Xj5!eXi\fXW!fgTaWTeWf5!chU_\VTg\ba!

&/'!N_\!Afm\iefi!f]!X!MkXk\!fi!k_\!MkXk\!nXk\i!
gfcclk`fe! Zfekifc! X^\eZp! f]! jlZ_! MkXk\! j_Xcc!
]ifd!k`d\!kf!k`d\!&Ylk!Xk!c\Xjk!feZ\!\XZ_!k_i\\!
p\Xi!g\i`f[!Y\^`ee`e^!n`k_!IZkfY\i!/6*!/750'!_fc[!
glYc`Z!_\Xi`e^j!]fi!k_\!gligfj\!f]!i\m`\n`e^!Xg+
gc`ZXYc\! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[j! Xe[*! Xj! Xggif+
gi`Xk\*! df[`]p`e^! Xe[! X[fgk`e^! jkXe[Xi[j,! L\+
jlckj! f]! jlZ_! i\m`\n! j_Xcc! Y\! dX[\! XmX`cXYc\! kf!
k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi,!

&0'&;'! Q_\e\m\i! k_\! MkXk\! i\m`j\j! fi!X[fgkj! X!
e\n!jkXe[Xi[*!jlZ_!i\m`j\[!fi!e\n!jkXe[Xi[!j_Xcc!
Y\!jlYd`kk\[!kf!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi,!MlZ_!i\m`j\[!
fi! e\n! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[! j_Xcc! Zfej`jk! f]!
k_\! [\j`^eXk\[! lj\j! f]! k_\! eXm`^XYc\! nXk\ij! `e+
mfcm\[! Xe[! k_\! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! Zi`k\i`X! ]fi! jlZ_!
nXk\ij! YXj\[! lgfe! jlZ_! lj\j,! MlZ_! jkXe[Xi[j!
j_Xcc!Y\!jlZ_!Xj!kf!gifk\Zk!k_\!glYc`Z!_\Xck_!fi!
n\c]Xi\*!\e_XeZ\!k_\!hlXc`kp!f]!nXk\i!Xe[!j\im\!
k_\! gligfj\j! f]! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i,! MlZ_! jkXe[Xi[j!
j_Xcc! Y\! \jkXYc`j_\[! kXb`e^! `ekf! Zfej`[\iXk`fe!
k_\`i! lj\! Xe[! mXcl\! ]fi! glYc`Z! nXk\i! jlggc`\j*!
gifgX^Xk`fe! f]! ]`j_! Xe[! n`c[c`]\*! i\Zi\Xk`feXc!
gligfj\j*!Xe[!X^i`ZlckliXc*!`e[ljki`Xc*!Xe[!fk_\i!
gligfj\j*! Xe[! Xcjf! kXb`e^! `ekf! Zfej`[\iXk`fe!
k_\`i!lj\!Xe[!mXcl\!]fi!eXm`^Xk`fe,!

&<'! Q_\e\m\i! X! MkXk\! i\m`\nj! nXk\i! hlXc`kp!
jkXe[Xi[j!glijlXek!kf!gXiX^iXg_!&/'!f]!k_`j!jlY+
j\Zk`fe*!fi!i\m`j\j!fi!X[fgkj!e\n!jkXe[Xi[j!gli+
jlXek!kf!k_`j!gXiX^iXg_*!jlZ_!MkXk\!j_Xcc!X[fgk!
Zi`k\i`X! ]fi! Xcc! kfo`Z! gfcclkXekj! c`jk\[! glijlXek!
kf! j\Zk`fe! /1/5&X'&/'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! ]fi! n_`Z_! Zi`+
k\i`X! _Xm\! Y\\e! glYc`j_\[! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /1/2&X'!
f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!k_\![`jZ_Xi^\!fi!gi\j\eZ\!f]!n_`Z_!
`e! k_\! X]]\Zk\[! nXk\ij! Zflc[! i\XjfeXYcp! Y\! \o+
g\Zk\[! kf! `ek\i]\i\! n`k_! k_fj\! [\j`^eXk\[! lj\j!
X[fgk\[! Yp! k_\! MkXk\*! Xj! e\Z\jjXip! kf! jlggfik!
jlZ_![\j`^eXk\[!lj\j,!MlZ_!Zi`k\i`X!j_Xcc!Y\!jg\+
Z`]`Z! eld\i`ZXc! Zi`k\i`X! ]fi! jlZ_! kfo`Z! gfcclk+
Xekj,! Q_\i\! jlZ_! eld\i`ZXc! Zi`k\i`X! Xi\! efk!
XmX`cXYc\*!n_\e\m\i!X!MkXk\!i\m`\nj!nXk\i!hlXc+
`kp! jkXe[Xi[j! glijlXek! kf! gXiX^iXg_! &/'*! fi! i\+
m`j\j! fi! X[fgkj! e\n! jkXe[Xi[j! glijlXek! kf! k_`j!
gXiX^iXg_*!jlZ_!MkXk\!j_Xcc!X[fgk!Zi`k\i`X!YXj\[!
fe!Y`fcf^`ZXc!dfe`kfi`e^!fi!Xjj\jjd\ek!d\k_f[j!
Zfej`jk\ek!n`k_! `e]fidXk`fe!glYc`j_\[!glijlXek!

kf!j\Zk`fe!/1/2&X'&6'!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!Hfk_`e^!`e!k_`j!
j\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!Y\!Zfejkil\[!kf!c`d`k!fi![\cXp!k_\!
lj\!f]!\]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fej!fi!fk_\i!g\id`k!Zfe+
[`k`fej!YXj\[!fe!fi!`emfcm`e^!Y`fcf^`ZXc!dfe`kfi+
`e^!fi!Xjj\jjd\ek!d\k_f[j!fi!gi\m`fljcp!X[fgk+
\[!eld\i`ZXc!Zi`k\i`X,!

&1'! C]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi*! n`k_`e! j`okp! [Xpj!
X]k\i! k_\! [Xk\! f]! jlYd`jj`fe! f]! k_\! i\m`j\[! fi!
e\n! jkXe[Xi[*! [\k\id`e\j! k_Xk! jlZ_! jkXe[Xi[!
d\\kj! k_\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i*! jlZ_!
jkXe[Xi[! j_Xcc! k_\i\X]k\i! Y\! k_\! nXk\i! hlXc`kp!
jkXe[Xi[!]fi!k_\!Xggc`ZXYc\!nXk\ij!f]!k_Xk!MkXk\,!
C]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! [\k\id`e\j! k_Xk! Xep! jlZ_!
i\m`j\[! fi! e\n! jkXe[Xi[! `j! efk! Zfej`jk\ek! n`k_!
k_\! Xggc`ZXYc\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i*! _\!
j_Xcc!efk!cXk\i!k_Xe!k_\!e`e\k`\k_![Xp!X]k\i!k_\!
[Xk\! f]! jlYd`jj`fe! f]! jlZ_! jkXe[Xi[! efk`]p! k_\!
MkXk\! Xe[! jg\Z`]p! k_\! Z_Xe^\j! kf! d\\k! jlZ_! i\+
hl`i\d\ekj,! C]!jlZ_!Z_Xe^\j!Xi\!efk!X[fgk\[!Yp!
k_\! MkXk\! n`k_`e! e`e\kp! [Xpj! X]k\i! k_\! [Xk\! f]!
efk`]`ZXk`fe*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! gifdlc+
^Xk\!jlZ_!jkXe[Xi[!glijlXek!kf!gXiX^iXg_!&2'!f]!
k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe,!

&2'! N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! gifdgkcp! gi\gXi\!
Xe[!glYc`j_!gifgfj\[!i\^lcXk`fej!j\kk`e^!]fik_!X!
i\m`j\[! fi! e\n! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[! ]fi! k_\!
eXm`^XYc\!nXk\ij!`emfcm\[}!

&;'! `]!X! i\m`j\[!fi! e\n! nXk\i! hlXc`kp!jkXe[+
Xi[! jlYd`kk\[! Yp! jlZ_!MkXk\!le[\i! gXiX^iXg_!
&1'!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe!]fi!jlZ_!nXk\ij!`j![\k\i+
d`e\[!Yp!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!efk!kf!Y\!Zfej`jk+
\ek! n`k_! k_\! Xggc`ZXYc\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! k_`j!
Z_Xgk\i*!fi!

&<'!`e!Xep!ZXj\!n_\i\!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi![\+
k\id`e\j!k_Xk!X!i\m`j\[!fi!e\n!jkXe[Xi[!`j!e\Z+
\jjXip!kf!d\\k!k_\!i\hl`i\d\ekj!f]!k_`j!Z_Xg+
k\i,!

N_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!gifdlc^Xk\!Xep!i\m`j\[!
fi! e\n! jkXe[Xi[!le[\i! k_`j! gXiX^iXg_!efk! cXk\i!
k_Xe! e`e\kp! [Xpj! X]k\i! _\! glYc`j_\j! jlZ_! gif+
gfj\[!jkXe[Xi[j*!lec\jj!gi`fi!kf!jlZ_!gifdlc^X+
k`fe*! jlZ_! MkXk\! _Xj! X[fgk\[! X! i\m`j\[! fi! e\n!
nXk\i!hlXc`kp!jkXe[Xi[!n_`Z_!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!
[\k\id`e\j! kf! Y\! `e! XZZfi[XeZ\! n`k_! k_`j! Z_Xg+
k\i,!

$W%! ?WXag\Y\VTg\ba! bY! TeXTf! j\g[! \afhYY\V\Xag! Vba'
geb_f5! `Tk\`h`! WT\_l! _bTW5! VXegT\a! XYY_hXag!
_\`\gTg\baf!eXi\f\ba!

&/'&;'! ?XZ_! MkXk\! j_Xcc! `[\ek`]p! k_fj\! nXk\ij!
n`k_`e!`kj!Yfle[Xi`\j!]fi!n_`Z_!k_\!\]]cl\ek!c`d+
`kXk`fej! i\hl`i\[! Yp! j\Zk`fe! /1//&Y'&/'&;'! Xe[!
j\Zk`fe! /1//&Y'&/'&<'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Xi\! efk! jki`e+
^\ek! \efl^_! kf! `dgc\d\ek! Xep! nXk\i! hlXc`kp!
jkXe[Xi[! Xggc`ZXYc\! kf! jlZ_! nXk\ij,! N_\! MkXk\!
j_Xcc! \jkXYc`j_! X! gi`fi`kp! iXeb`e^! ]fi! jlZ_! nX+
k\ij*!kXb`e^!`ekf!XZZflek!k_\!j\m\i`kp!f]!k_\!gfc+
clk`fe! Xe[! k_\! lj\j! kf! Y\! dX[\! f]! jlZ_! nXk\ij,!

&<'! ?XZ_! MkXk\! j_Xcc! `[\ek`]p! k_fj\! nXk\ij! fi!
gXikj! k_\i\f]! n`k_`e! `kj! Yfle[Xi`\j! ]fi! n_`Z_!
Zfekifcj! fe! k_\idXc! [`jZ_Xi^\j! le[\i! j\Zk`fe!
/1//!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!Xi\!efk!jki`e^\ek!\efl^_!kf!Xj+
jli\! gifk\Zk`fe! Xe[! gifgX^Xk`fe! f]! X! YXcXeZ\[!
`e[`^\eflj! gfglcXk`fe! f]! j_\cc]`j_*! ]`j_*! Xe[!
n`c[c`]\,!

&='! ?XZ_! MkXk\! j_Xcc! \jkXYc`j_! ]fi! k_\! nXk\ij!
`[\ek`]`\[!`e!gXiX^iXg_!&/'&;'!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!
Xe[!`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!k_\!gi`fi`kp!iXeb`e^*!k_\!
kfkXc! dXo`dld! [X`cp! cfX[*! ]fi!k_fj\!gfcclkXekj!
n_`Z_! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! `[\ek`]`\j! le[\i! j\Z+
k`fe! /1/2&X'&0'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Xj! jl`kXYc\! ]fi! jlZ_!
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ZXcZlcXk`fe,!MlZ_!cfX[!j_Xcc! Y\!\jkXYc`j_\[!Xk!X!
c\m\c! e\Z\jjXip! kf! `dgc\d\ek! k_\! Xggc`ZXYc\!
nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[j! n`k_! j\XjfeXc! mXi`+
Xk`fej!Xe[!X! dXi^`e!f]!jX]\kp! n_`Z_!kXb\j! `ekf!
XZZflek! Xep! cXZb! f]! befnc\[^\! ZfeZ\ie`e^! k_\!
i\cXk`fej_`g! Y\kn\\e! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fej! Xe[!
nXk\i!hlXc`kp,!

&>'! ?XZ_! MkXk\! j_Xcc! \jk`dXk\! ]fi! k_\! nXk\ij!
`[\ek`]`\[! `e!gXiX^iXg_! &/'&<'!f]! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe!
k_\!kfkXc!dXo`dld![X`cp!k_\idXc!cfX[!i\hl`i\[!
kf! Xjjli\! gifk\Zk`fe! Xe[! gifgX^Xk`fe! f]! X! YXc+
XeZ\[*! `e[`^\eflj! gfglcXk`fe! f]! j_\cc]`j_*! ]`j_*!
Xe[!n`c[c`]\,!MlZ_!\jk`dXk\j!j_Xcc!kXb\!`ekf!XZ+
Zflek! k_\! efidXc! nXk\i! k\dg\iXkli\j*! ]cfn!
iXk\j*! j\XjfeXc! mXi`Xk`fej*! \o`jk`e^! jfliZ\j! f]!
_\Xk! `eglk*! Xe[! k_\! [`jj`gXk`m\! ZXgXZ`kp! f]! k_\!
`[\ek`]`\[! nXk\ij! fi! gXikj! k_\i\f],! MlZ_! \jk`+
dXk\j! j_Xcc! `eZcl[\! X! ZXcZlcXk`fe! f]! k_\! dXo`+
dld! _\Xk! `eglk! k_Xk! ZXe! Y\! dX[\! `ekf! \XZ_!
jlZ_! gXik! Xe[! j_Xcc! `eZcl[\! X! dXi^`e! f]! jX]\kp!
n_`Z_!kXb\j!`ekf!XZZflek!Xep!cXZb!f]!befnc\[^\!
ZfeZ\ie`e^! k_\! [\m\cfgd\ek! f]! k_\idXc! nXk\i!
hlXc`kp!Zi`k\i`X!]fi!jlZ_!gifk\Zk`fe!Xe[!gifgX^X+
k`fe!`e!k_\!`[\ek`]`\[!nXk\ij!fi!gXikj!k_\i\f],!

&0'! ?XZ_! MkXk\! j_Xcc! jlYd`k! kf! k_\! ;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi! ]ifd! k`d\! kf! k`d\*! n`k_! k_\! ]`ijk! jlZ_!
jlYd`jj`fe! efk! cXk\i! k_Xe! fe\! _le[i\[! Xe[!
\`^_kp![Xpj!X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!f]!glYc`ZXk`fe!f]!k_\!
]`ijk! `[\ek`]`ZXk`fe! f]! gfcclkXekj! le[\i! j\Zk`fe!
/1/2&X'&0'&>'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\*! ]fi! _`j! XggifmXc! k_\!
nXk\ij! `[\ek`]`\[! Xe[! k_\! cfX[j! \jkXYc`j_\[!
le[\i!gXiX^iXg_j!&/'&;'*!&/'&<'*!&/'&='*!Xe[!&/'&>'!
f]! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe,! N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! \`+
k_\i! Xggifm\! fi! [`jXggifm\! jlZ_! `[\ek`]`ZXk`fe!
Xe[! cfX[! efk! cXk\i! k_Xe! k_`ikp! [Xpj! X]k\i! k_\!
[Xk\! f]! jlYd`jj`fe,! C]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! Xg+
gifm\j! jlZ_! `[\ek`]`ZXk`fe! Xe[! cfX[*! jlZ_! MkXk\!
j_Xcc! `eZfigfiXk\! k_\d! `ekf! `kj! Zlii\ek! gcXe!
le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &\'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe,! C]! k_\! ;[+
d`e`jkiXkfi! [`jXggifm\j! jlZ_! `[\ek`]`ZXk`fe! Xe[!
cfX[*! _\! j_Xcc! efk! cXk\i! k_Xe! k_`ikp! [Xpj! X]k\i!
k_\! [Xk\! f]! jlZ_! [`jXggifmXc! `[\ek`]p! jlZ_! nX+
k\ij! `e! jlZ_! MkXk\! Xe[! \jkXYc`j_! jlZ_! cfX[j! ]fi!
jlZ_! nXk\ij! Xj! _\! [\k\id`e\j! e\Z\jjXip! kf! `d+
gc\d\ek! k_\! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[j! Xggc`ZXYc\!
kf!jlZ_!nXk\ij!Xe[!lgfe!jlZ_!`[\ek`]`ZXk`fe!Xe[!
\jkXYc`j_d\ek!k_\!MkXk\!j_Xcc!`eZfigfiXk\!k_\d!
`ekf!`kj!Zlii\ek!gcXe!le[\i!jlYj\Zk`fe!&\'!f]!k_`j!
j\Zk`fe,!

&1'! @fi! k_\! jg\Z`]`Z! gligfj\! f]! [\m\cfg`e^! `e+
]fidXk`fe*! \XZ_! MkXk\! j_Xcc! `[\ek`]p! Xcc! nXk\ij!
n`k_`e!`kj!Yfle[Xi`\j!n_`Z_!`k!_Xj!efk!`[\ek`]`\[!
le[\i! gXiX^iXg_! &/'&;'! Xe[! &/'&<'! f]! k_`j! jlY+
j\Zk`fe! Xe[! \jk`dXk\! ]fi! jlZ_! nXk\ij! k_\! kfkXc!
dXo`dld! [X`cp! cfX[! n`k_! j\XjfeXc! mXi`Xk`fej!
Xe[! dXi^`ej! f]! jX]\kp*! ]fi! k_fj\! gfcclkXekj!
n_`Z_! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! `[\ek`]`\j! le[\i! j\Z+
k`fe! /1/2&X'&0'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Xj! jl`kXYc\! ]fi! jlZ_!
ZXcZlcXk`fe! Xe[! ]fi! k_\idXc! [`jZ_Xi^\j*! Xk! X!
c\m\c!k_Xk!nflc[!Xjjli\!gifk\Zk`fe!Xe[!gifgX^X+
k`fe!f]!X!YXcXeZ\[!`e[`^\eflj!gfglcXk`fe!f]!]`j_*!
j_\cc]`j_*!Xe[!n`c[c`]\,!

&2'!FCGCN;NCIHM IH L?PCMCIH I@ =?LN;CH ?@@FO+
?HN FCGCN;NCIHM,}!

&;'! MN;H>;L> HIN ;NN;CH?>,}@fi! nXk\ij!
`[\ek`]`\[!le[\i!gXiX^iXg_!&/'&;'!n_\i\!k_\!Xg+
gc`ZXYc\! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[! _Xj! efk! p\k!
Y\\e! XkkX`e\[*! Xep! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fe! YXj\[!
fe!X!kfkXc!dXo`dld![X`cp!cfX[!fi!fk_\i!nXjk\!
cfX[! XccfZXk`fe! \jkXYc`j_\[! le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe!
dXp! Y\! i\m`j\[! fecp! `]! &`'! k_\! ZldlcXk`m\! \]+

]\Zk! f]! Xcc! jlZ_! i\m`j\[! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fej!
YXj\[! fe! jlZ_! kfkXc! dXo`dld! [X`cp! cfX[! fi!
nXjk\! cfX[! XccfZXk`fe! n`cc! Xjjli\! k_\! XkkX`e+
d\ek! f]! jlZ_! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[*! fi! &``'!
k_\![\j`^eXk\[!lj\!n_`Z_!`j!efk!Y\`e^!XkkX`e\[!
`j!i\dfm\[!`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!i\^lcXk`fej!\j+
kXYc`j_\[!le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!

&<'!MN;H>;L> ;NN;CH?>,}@fi!nXk\ij!`[\ek`+
]`\[! le[\i! gXiX^iXg_! &/'&;'! n_\i\! k_\! hlXc`kp!
f]! jlZ_! nXk\ij! \hlXcj! fi! \oZ\\[j! c\m\cj! e\Z+
\jjXip! kf! gifk\Zk! k_\! [\j`^eXk\[! lj\! ]fi! jlZ_!
nXk\ij! fi! fk_\in`j\! i\hl`i\[! Yp! Xggc`ZXYc\!
nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[j*! Xep! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kX+
k`fe! YXj\[! fe! X! kfkXc! dXo`dld! [X`cp! cfX[! fi!
fk_\i! nXjk\! cfX[! XccfZXk`fe! \jkXYc`j_\[! le[\i!
k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!fi!Xep!nXk\i!hlXc`kp!jkXe[Xi[!\j+
kXYc`j_\[!le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!fi!Xep!fk_\i!g\i+
d`kk`e^! jkXe[Xi[! dXp! Y\! i\m`j\[! fecp! `]! jlZ_!
i\m`j`fe! `j! jlYa\Zk!kf! Xe[! Zfej`jk\ek!n`k_!k_\!
Xek`[\^iX[Xk`fe! gfc`Zp! \jkXYc`j_\[! le[\i! k_`j!
j\Zk`fe,!

$X%!8bag\ah\aZ!c_Taa\aZ!cebVXff!

&/'! ?XZ_! MkXk\! j_Xcc! _Xm\! X! Zfek`el`e^! gcXe+
e`e^! gifZ\jj! Xggifm\[! le[\i! gXiX^iXg_! &0'! f]!
k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! n_`Z_! `j! Zfej`jk\ek! n`k_! k_`j!
Z_Xgk\i,!

&0'!?XZ_!MkXk\!j_Xcc!jlYd`k!efk!cXk\i!k_Xe!/0.!
[Xpj!X]k\i!IZkfY\i!/6*!/750*!kf!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!
]fi!_`j!XggifmXc!X!gifgfj\[!Zfek`el`e^!gcXee`e^!
gifZ\jj! n_`Z_! `j! Zfej`jk\ek! n`k_! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i,!
Hfk!cXk\i!k_Xe!k_`ikp![Xpj!X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!f]!jlY+
d`jj`fe! f]! jlZ_! X! gifZ\jj! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi!
j_Xcc!\`k_\i!Xggifm\!fi![`jXggifm\!jlZ_!gifZ\jj,!
N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! ]ifd! k`d\! kf! k`d\! i\+
m`\n!\XZ_!MkXk\%j!Xggifm\[!gcXee`e^!gifZ\jj!]fi!
k_\!gligfj\!f]!`ejli`e^!k_Xk!jlZ_!gcXee`e^!gifZ+
\jj! `j!Xk!Xcc!k`d\j!Zfej`jk\ek!n`k_!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i,!
N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! efk! Xggifm\!Xep! MkXk\!
g\id`k! gif^iXd! le[\i! jlYZ_Xgk\i! CP! f]! k_`j!
Z_Xgk\i! ]fi! Xep! MkXk\! n_`Z_! [f\j! efk! _Xm\! Xe!
Xggifm\[!Zfek`el`e^!gcXee`e^!gifZ\jj!le[\i!k_`j!
j\Zk`fe,!

&1'! N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! Xggifm\! Xep! Zfe+
k`el`e^! gcXee`e^! gifZ\jj! jlYd`kk\[! kf! _`d!
le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!n_`Z_!n`cc!i\jlck!`e!gcXej!]fi!
Xcc! eXm`^XYc\! nXk\ij! n`k_`e! jlZ_! MkXk\*! n_`Z_!
`eZcl[\*!Ylk!Xi\!efk!c`d`k\[!kf*!k_\!]fccfn`e^8!

&;'! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fej! Xe[! jZ_\[lc\j! f]!
Zfdgc`XeZ\! Xk! c\Xjk! Xj! jki`e^\ek! Xj! k_fj\! i\+
hl`i\[! Yp! j\Zk`fe! /1//&Y'&/'*! j\Zk`fe! /1//&Y'&0'*!
j\Zk`fe!/1/4*!Xe[!j\Zk`fe!/1/5!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!Xe[!
Xk!c\Xjk!Xj!jki`e^\ek!Xj!Xep!i\hl`i\d\ekj!Zfe+
kX`e\[! `e! Xep! Xggc`ZXYc\! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[+
Xi[!`e!\]]\Zk!le[\i!Xlk_fi`kp!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe9!

&<'!k_\!`eZfigfiXk`fe!f]!Xcc!\c\d\ekj!f]!Xep!
Xggc`ZXYc\!Xi\X+n`[\!nXjk\!dXeX^\d\ek!gcXej!
le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/066!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!Xe[!Xggc`ZXYc\!
YXj`e!gcXej!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/067!f]!k_`j!k`kc\9!

&='!kfkXc!dXo`dld![X`cp!cfX[!]fi!gfcclkXekj!
`e! XZZfi[XeZ\! n`k_! jlYj\Zk`fe! &['! f]! k_`j! j\Z+
k`fe9!

&>'!gifZ\[li\j!]fi!i\m`j`fe9!
&?'! X[\hlXk\! Xlk_fi`kp! ]fi! `ek\i^fm\ie+

d\ekXc!Zffg\iXk`fe9!
&@'! X[\hlXk\! `dgc\d\ekXk`fe*! `eZcl[`e^!

jZ_\[lc\j! f]! Zfdgc`XeZ\*! ]fi! i\m`j\[! fi! e\n!
nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[j*! le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &Z'!
f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe9!

&A'!Zfekifcj!fm\i!k_\![`jgfj`k`fe!f]!Xcc!i\j`[+
lXc! nXjk\! ]ifd! Xep! nXk\i! ki\Xkd\ek! gifZ\jj+
`e^9!
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&B'! Xe! `em\ekfip! Xe[! iXeb`e^*! `e! fi[\i! f]!
gi`fi`kp*! f]! e\\[j! ]fi! ZfejkilZk`fe! f]! nXjk\!
ki\Xkd\ek!nfibj!i\hl`i\[!kf!d\\k!k_\!Xggc`ZX+
Yc\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! j\Zk`fej! /1//! Xe[! /1/0! f]!
k_`j!k`kc\,!

$Y%!;Te_\Xe!Vb`c_\TaVX!

Hfk_`e^! `e! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! Y\! Zfejkil\[! kf!
X]]\Zk! Xep! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fe*! fi! jZ_\[lc\! f]!
Zfdgc`XeZ\! i\hl`i\[! Yp! Xep! MkXk\! kf! Y\! `dgc\+
d\ek\[! gi`fi! kf! k_\! [Xk\j! j\k! ]fik_! `e! j\Zk`fej!
/1//&Y'&/'! Xe[! /1//&Y'&0'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! efi! kf! gi\+
Zcl[\!Xep!MkXk\!]ifd!i\hl`i`e^!Zfdgc`XeZ\!n`k_!
Xep! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fe! fi! jZ_\[lc\! f]! Zfdgc`+
XeZ\!Xk![Xk\j!\Xic`\i!k_Xe!jlZ_![Xk\j,!

$Z%!>XTg!fgTaWTeWf!

QXk\i!hlXc`kp!jkXe[Xi[j!i\cXk`e^!kf!_\Xk!j_Xcc!
Y\! Zfej`jk\ek! n`k_! k_\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! j\Zk`fe!
/104!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

$[%!J[Xe`T_!jTgXe!dhT_\gl!fgTaWTeWf!

@fi! k_\! gligfj\j! f]! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i! k_\! k\id!
WWnXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[j%%! `eZcl[\j! k_\idXc!
nXk\i!hlXc`kp!jkXe[Xi[j,!

$\%!8bTfgT_!eXVeXTg\ba!jTgXe!dhT_\gl!Ve\gXe\T!

$+%!6Wbcg\ba!Ul!IgTgXf!

$6%!?a\g\T_!Ve\gXe\T!TaW!fgTaWTeWf!

Hfk!cXk\i!k_Xe!20!dfek_j!X]k\i!IZkfY\i!/.*!
0...*! \XZ_! MkXk\! _Xm`e^! ZfXjkXc! i\Zi\Xk`fe!
nXk\ij!j_Xcc!X[fgk!Xe[!jlYd`k!kf!k_\!;[d`e+
`jkiXkfi!nXk\i!hlXc`kp!Zi`k\i`X!Xe[!jkXe[Xi[j!
]fi! k_\! ZfXjkXc! i\Zi\Xk`fe! nXk\ij! f]! k_\!
MkXk\!]fi!k_fj\!gXk_f^\ej!Xe[!gXk_f^\e!`e[`+
ZXkfij!]fi!n_`Z_!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!_Xj!glY+
c`j_\[! Zi`k\i`X! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /1/2&X'! f]! k_`j!
k`kc\,!

$7%!DXj!be!eXi\fXW!Ve\gXe\T!TaW!fgTaWTeWf!

Hfk!cXk\i!k_Xe!14!dfek_j!X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!f]!
glYc`ZXk`fe! Yp! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! f]! e\n! fi!
i\m`j\[! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! Zi`k\i`X! le[\i! j\Zk`fe!
/1/2&X'&7'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\*! \XZ_! MkXk\! _Xm`e^!
ZfXjkXc! i\Zi\Xk`fe! nXk\ij! j_Xcc! X[fgk! Xe[!
jlYd`k!kf!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!e\n!fi!i\m`j\[!
nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[j! ]fi! k_\! ZfXjkXc!
i\Zi\Xk`fe!nXk\ij!f]!k_\!MkXk\!]fi!Xcc!gXk_f+
^\ej! Xe[! gXk_f^\e! `e[`ZXkfij! kf! n_`Z_! k_\!
e\n!fi!i\m`j\[!nXk\i!hlXc`kp!Zi`k\i`X!Xi\!Xg+
gc`ZXYc\,!

$,%!<T\_heX!bY!IgTgXf!gb!TWbcg!

$6%!?a!ZXaXeT_!

C]!X!MkXk\!]X`cj!kf!X[fgk!nXk\i!hlXc`kp!Zi`+
k\i`X!Xe[!jkXe[Xi[j!`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!gXiX+
^iXg_!&/'&;'!k_Xk!Xi\!Xj!gifk\Zk`m\!f]!_ldXe!
_\Xck_! Xj! k_\! Zi`k\i`X! ]fi! gXk_f^\ej! Xe[!
gXk_f^\e! `e[`ZXkfij! ]fi! ZfXjkXc! i\Zi\Xk`fe!
nXk\ij! glYc`j_\[! Yp! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi*! k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! gifdgkcp! gifgfj\! i\^l+
cXk`fej!]fi!k_\!MkXk\!j\kk`e^!]fik_!i\m`j\[!fi!
e\n! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[Xi[j! ]fi! gXk_f^\ej!
Xe[! gXk_f^\e! `e[`ZXkfij! [\jZi`Y\[! `e! gXiX+
^iXg_!&/'&;'!]fi!ZfXjkXc!i\Zi\Xk`fe!nXk\ij!f]!
k_\!MkXk\,!

$7%!;kVXcg\ba!

C]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! gifgfj\j! i\^lcXk`fej!
]fi! X! MkXk\! [\jZi`Y\[! `e! jlYgXiX^iXg_! &;'!
le[\i!jlYj\Zk`fe!&Z'&2'&<'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! glYc`j_! Xep! i\m`j\[! fi!

e\n!jkXe[Xi[!le[\i!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe!efk!cXk\i!
k_Xe!20!dfek_j!X]k\i!IZkfY\i!/.*!0...,!

$-%!6cc_\VTU\_\gl!

?oZ\gk! Xj! \ogi\jjcp! gifm`[\[! Yp! k_`j! jlY+
j\Zk`fe*! k_\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! Xe[! gifZ\[li\j! f]!
jlYj\Zk`fe!&Z'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!Xggcp!kf!k_`j!jlY+
j\Zk`fe*! `eZcl[`e^! k_\! i\hl`i\d\ek! `e! jlY+
j\Zk`fe! &Z'&0'&;'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! k_Xk! k_\! Zi`+
k\i`X!gifk\Zk!glYc`Z!_\Xck_!Xe[!n\c]Xi\,!

&Dle\! 1.*! /726*! Z_,! 536*! k`kc\! CCC*! x 1.1*! Xj! X[[\[!
JlY,! F,! 70z3..*! x 0*! IZk,! /6*! /750*! 64! MkXk,! 6249!
Xd\e[\[!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!k`kc\!CCC*!x 1.6&['*!k`kc\!CP*!
x 2.2&Y'*! @\Y,! 2*! /765*! /./! MkXk,! 17*! 469! JlY,! F,!
/.4z062*!x 0*!IZk,!/.*!0...*!//2!MkXk,!65.,'!

L?@?L?H=?M CH N?RN!

N_`j!;Zk*!i\]\ii\[!kf!`e!jlYj\Zj,!&X'&/'*! &0'*! &1'&<'*! &='!

Xe[!&Y'&/'*!d\Xej!XZk!Dle\!1.*!/726*!Z_,!536*!40!MkXk,!//33*!
gi`fi! kf! k_\! jlg\ij\[li\! Xe[! i\\eXZkd\ek! f]! XZk! Dle\!

1.*!/726!Yp!XZk!IZk,!/6*!/750*!JlY,!F,!70z3..*!64!MkXk,!6/4,!

;Zk!Dle\!1.*!/726*!Z_,!536*!Xj!X[[\[!Yp!XZk!IZk,!/6*!/750*!
JlY,!F,!70z3..*!64!MkXk,!6/4*!\eXZk\[!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i,!

;G?H>G?HNM!

0...}MlYj\Z,!&`',!JlY,!F,!/.4z062!X[[\[!jlYj\Z,!&`',!

/765}MlYj\Z,! &Z'&0',!JlY,!F,!/..z2*! x 1.6&['*![\j`^eXk\[!

\o`jk`e^!gifm`j`fe!Xj!jlYgXi,!&;'!Xe[!X[[\[!jlYgXi,!&<',!
MlYj\Z,!&['&2',!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!x 2.2&Y'*!X[[\[!gXi,!&2',!

s +-+-T(!HXi\fXW!jTgXe!dhT_\gl!fgTaWTeWf!

N_\!i\m`\n*!i\m`j`fe*!Xe[!X[fgk`fe!fi!gifdlc+
^Xk`fe!f]!i\m`j\[!fi!e\n!nXk\i!hlXc`kp!jkXe[Xi[j!
glijlXek! kf! j\Zk`fe! 1.1&Z'! f]! k_\! @\[\iXc! QXk\i!
Jfcclk`fe!=fekifc!;Zk!U11!O,M,=,!/1/1&Z'V!j_Xcc!Y\!
Zfdgc\k\[!Yp!k_\![Xk\!k_i\\!p\Xij!X]k\i!>\Z\d+
Y\i!07*! /76/,! Hf! ^iXek! j_Xcc! Y\! dX[\!le[\i! k`kc\!
CC!f]!k_\!@\[\iXc!QXk\i!Jfcclk`fe!=fekifc!;Zk!U11!
O,M,=,! /06/! \k! j\h,V! X]k\i! jlZ_! [Xk\! lek`c! nXk\i!
hlXc`kp!jkXe[Xi[j!Xi\!i\m`\n\[!Xe[!i\m`j\[!gli+
jlXek! kf! j\Zk`fe! 1.1&Z'*! \oZ\gk! n_\i\! k_\! MkXk\!
_Xj! `e! ^ff[! ]X`k_! jlYd`kk\[! jlZ_! i\m`j\[! nXk\i!
hlXc`kp!jkXe[Xi[j!Xe[!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!_Xj!efk!
XZk\[!kf!Xggifm\!fi![`jXggifm\!jlZ_!jlYd`jj`fe!
n`k_`e!fe\!_le[i\[!Xe[!kn\ekp![Xpj!f]!i\Z\`gk,!

&JlY,! F,! 75z//5*! x 02*! >\Z,! 07*! /76/*! 73! MkXk,! /410,'!

L?@?L?H=?M CH N?RN!

N_\!@\[\iXc!QXk\i!Jfcclk`fe!=fekifc!;Zk*!i\]\ii\[!kf!
`e!k\ok*!`j!XZk!Dle\!1.*!/726*!Z_,!536*!Xj!Xd\e[\[!^\e\i+

Xccp!Yp!JlY,!F,!70z3..*!x 0*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!6/4,!N`kc\!

CC! f]! k_\! ;Zk! `j! ZcXjj`]`\[! ^\e\iXccp! kf! jlYZ_Xgk\i! CC!
&x /06/!\k!j\h,'!f]!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i,!@fi!Zfdgc\k\!ZcXjj`]`ZX+

k`fe! f]! k_`j! ;Zk! kf! k_\! =f[\*! j\\! M_fik! N`kc\! efk\! j\k!

flk!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/03/!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!Xe[!NXYc\j,!

=I>C@C=;NCIH!

M\Zk`fe!nXj!\eXZk\[!Xj!gXik!f]!k_\!Gle`Z`gXc!QXjk\+

nXk\i! Ni\Xkd\ek! =fejkilZk`fe! AiXek! ;d\e[d\ekj! f]!

/76/*! Xe[! efk! Xj! gXik! f]! k_\! @\[\iXc! QXk\i! Jfcclk`fe!
=fekifc!;Zk!n_`Z_!Zfdgi`j\j!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i,!

s +-+.(!?aYbe`Tg\ba!TaW!Zh\WX_\aXf!

$T%!8e\gXe\T!WXiX_bc`Xag!TaW!chU_\VTg\ba!

&/'!N_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi*!X]k\i!ZfejlckXk`fe!n`k_!
Xggifgi`Xk\! @\[\iXc! Xe[! MkXk\! X^\eZ`\j! Xe[!
fk_\i!`ek\i\jk\[!g\ijfej*!j_Xcc![\m\cfg!Xe[!glY+
c`j_*!n`k_`e!fe\!p\Xi!X]k\i!IZkfY\i!/6*!/750!&Xe[!
]ifd!k`d\!kf!k`d\!k_\i\X]k\i!i\m`j\'!Zi`k\i`X!]fi!
nXk\i! hlXc`kp! XZZliXk\cp! i\]c\Zk`e^! k_\! cXk\jk!
jZ`\ek`]`Z!befnc\[^\!&;'!fe!k_\!b`e[!Xe[!\ok\ek!
f]! Xcc! `[\ek`]`XYc\! \]]\Zkj! fe! _\Xck_! Xe[! n\c]Xi\!
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$U%! 6iT\_TU\_\gl! gb! chU_\V5! geTWX! fXVeXgf! XkVXc'
g\ba5!cXaT_gl!Ybe!W\fV_bfheX!bY!VbaY\WXag\T_!\a'
Ybe`Tg\ba!

;ep!i\Zfi[j*!i\gfikj*!fi! `e]fidXk`fe!fYkX`e\[!
le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!&/'!j_Xcc*!`e!k_\!ZXj\!f]!\]]cl+
\ek! [XkX*! Y\! i\cXk\[! kf! Xep! Xggc`ZXYc\! \]]cl\ek!
c`d`kXk`fej*! kfo`Z*! gi\ki\Xkd\ek*! fi! e\n! jfliZ\!
g\i]fidXeZ\!jkXe[Xi[j*!Xe[!&0'!j_Xcc!Y\!XmX`cXYc\!
kf!k_\!glYc`Z*!\oZ\gk!k_Xk!lgfe!X!j_fn`e^!jXk`j+
]XZkfip!kf!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!Yp!Xep!g\ijfe!k_Xk!
i\Zfi[j*! i\gfikj*! fi! `e]fidXk`fe*! fi! gXik`ZlcXi!
gXik!k_\i\f]!&fk_\i!k_Xe!\]]cl\ek![XkX'*!kf!n_`Z_!
k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!_Xj!XZZ\jj!le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!
`]! dX[\! glYc`Z! nflc[! [`mlc^\! d\k_f[j! fi! gifZ+
\jj\j! \ek`kc\[! kf! gifk\Zk`fe! Xj! kiX[\! j\Zi\kj! f]!
jlZ_! g\ijfe*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! Zfej`[\i!
jlZ_! i\Zfi[*! i\gfik*! fi! `e]fidXk`fe*! fi! gXik`Zl+
cXi! gfik`fe! k_\i\f]! Zfe]`[\ek`Xc! `e! XZZfi[XeZ\!
n`k_!k_\!gligfj\j!f]!j\Zk`fe!/7.3!f]!k`kc\!/6,!;ep!
Xlk_fi`q\[! i\gi\j\ekXk`m\! f]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi!
&`eZcl[`e^!Xe!Xlk_fi`q\[! ZfekiXZkfi! XZk`e^! Xj! X!
i\gi\j\ekXk`m\!f]!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi'!n_f!befn+
`e^cp! fi! n`cc]lccp! glYc`j_\j*! [`mlc^\j*! [`jZcfj\j*!
fi!dXb\j!befne!`e!Xep!dXee\i!fi!kf!Xep!\ok\ek!
efk!Xlk_fi`q\[!Yp!cXn!Xep!`e]fidXk`fe!n_`Z_!`j!
i\hl`i\[!kf!Y\!Zfej`[\i\[!Zfe]`[\ek`Xc!le[\i!k_`j!
jlYj\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!Y\!]`e\[!efk!dfi\!k_Xe!#/*...!fi!
`dgi`jfe\[!efk!dfi\!k_Xe!/!p\Xi*!fi!Yfk_,!Hfk_+
`e^!`e!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!gif_`Y`k!k_\!;[d`e+
`jkiXkfi! fi! Xe! Xlk_fi`q\[! i\gi\j\ekXk`m\! f]! k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi! &`eZcl[`e^! Xep! Xlk_fi`q\[! Zfe+
kiXZkfi!XZk`e^!Xj!X!i\gi\j\ekXk`m\!f]!k_\!;[d`e+
`jkiXkfi'!]ifd![`jZcfj`e^!i\Zfi[j*!i\gfikj*!fi!`e+
]fidXk`fe! kf! fk_\i! f]]`Z\ij*! \dgcfp\\j*! fi! Xl+
k_fi`q\[! i\gi\j\ekXk`m\j! f]! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j!
ZfeZ\ie\[! n`k_! ZXiip`e^! flk! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i! fi!
n_\e! i\c\mXek! `e! Xep! gifZ\\[`e^! le[\i! k_`j!
Z_Xgk\i,!

$V%!6cc_\VTg\ba!bY!IgTgX!_Tj!

?XZ_!MkXk\!dXp![\m\cfg!Xe[!jlYd`k!kf!k_\!;[+
d`e`jkiXkfi! gifZ\[li\j! le[\i! MkXk\! cXn! ]fi! `e+
jg\Zk`fe*!dfe`kfi`e^*!Xe[!\ekip!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!kf!
gf`ek! jfliZ\j! cfZXk\[! `e! jlZ_! MkXk\,! C]! k_\! ;[+
d`e`jkiXkfi! ]`e[j! k_Xk! k_\! gifZ\[li\j! Xe[! k_\!
cXn! f]! Xep! MkXk\! i\cXk`e^! kf! `ejg\Zk`fe*! dfe+
`kfi`e^*!Xe[!\ekip!Xi\!Xggc`ZXYc\!kf!Xk!c\Xjk!k_\!
jXd\! \ok\ek! Xj! k_fj\! i\hl`i\[! Yp! k_`j! j\Zk`fe*!
jlZ_!MkXk\!`j!Xlk_fi`q\[!kf!Xggcp!Xe[!\e]fiZ\!`kj!
gifZ\[li\j!]fi!`ejg\Zk`fe*!dfe`kfi`e^*!Xe[!\ekip!
n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! gf`ek! jfliZ\j! cfZXk\[! `e! jlZ_!
MkXk\! &\oZ\gk! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! gf`ek! jfliZ\j!
fne\[!fi!fg\iXk\[!Yp!k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j',!

$W%!6VVXff!Ul!8baZeXff!

Hfkn`k_jkXe[`e^! Xep! c`d`kXk`fe! ZfekX`e\[! `e!
k_`j!j\Zk`fe!fi!Xep!fk_\i!gifm`j`fe!f]!cXn*!Xcc!`e+
]fidXk`fe! i\gfik\[! kf! fi! fk_\in`j\! fYkX`e\[!Yp!
k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!&fi!Xep!i\gi\j\ekXk`m\!f]!k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi'!le[\i!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i!j_Xcc!Y\!dX[\!
XmX`cXYc\*!lgfe! ni`kk\e!i\hl\jk!f]!Xep! [lcp! Xl+
k_fi`q\[! Zfdd`kk\\! f]! =fe^i\jj*! kf! jlZ_! Zfd+
d`kk\\,!

&Dle\! 1.*! /726*! Z_,! 536*! k`kc\! CCC*! x 1.6*! Xj! X[[\[!
JlY,! F,! 70z3..*! x 0*! IZk,! /6*! /750*! 64! MkXk,! 6369!
Xd\e[\[!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!x 45&Z'&/'*!>\Z,!05*!/755*!7/!
MkXk,!/4.49!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!k`kc\!CCC*!x 1/.*!k`kc\!CP*!
x 2.4&['&/'*!@\Y,!2*!/765*!/./!MkXk,!2/*!51,'!

;G?H>G?HNM!

/765}MlYj\Z,!&X',!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!x 2.4&['&/'*!jlYjk`klk\[!

WW/123*!Xe[!/142%%!]fi!WWXe[!/142%%!`e!Zc,!&2',!

MlYj\Z,!&X'&<',!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!x 1/.&X'&0'*!`ej\ik\[!WW&`e+
Zcl[`e^!Xe!Xlk_fi`q\[!ZfekiXZkfi!XZk`e^!Xj!X!i\gi\j\ek+
Xk`m\!f]!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi'%%!X]k\i!WWi\gi\j\ekXk`m\%%,!

MlYj\Z,!&Y',!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!x 1/.&X'&/'*!jlYjk`klk\[!X!g\+
i`f[!Xe[!WW;ep!Xlk_fi`q\[!i\gi\j\ekXk`m\!f]!k_\!;[d`e+
`jkiXkfi!&`eZcl[`e^!Xe!Xlk_fi`q\[!ZfekiXZkfi!XZk`e^!Xj!X!
i\gi\j\ekXk`m\!f]!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi'!n_f!befn`e^cp!fi!
n`cc]lccp!glYc`j_\j*![`mlc^\j*![`jZcfj\j*!fi!dXb\j!befne!
`e!Xep!dXee\i!fi!kf!Xep!\ok\ek!efk!Xlk_fi`q\[!Yp!cXn!
Xep!`e]fidXk`fe!n_`Z_!`j!i\hl`i\[!kf!Y\!Zfej`[\i\[!Zfe+
]`[\ek`Xc!le[\i!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!Y\!]`e\[!efk!dfi\!
k_Xe!#/*...!fi!`dgi`jfe\[!efk!dfi\!k_Xe!/!p\Xi*!fi!Yfk_,!
Hfk_`e^! `e!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!gif_`Y`k!k_\!;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi!fi!Xe!Xlk_fi`q\[!i\gi\j\ekXk`m\!f]!k_\!;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi!&`eZcl[`e^!Xep!Xlk_fi`q\[!ZfekiXZkfi!XZk`e^!Xj!X!
i\gi\j\ekXk`m\! f]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi'! ]ifd! [`jZcfj`e^!
i\Zfi[j*! i\gfikj*! fi! `e]fidXk`fe! kf! fk_\i! f]]`Z\ij*! \d+
gcfp\\j*! fi! Xlk_fi`q\[! i\gi\j\ekXk`m\j! f]! k_\! Oe`k\[!
MkXk\j! ZfeZ\ie\[! n`k_! ZXiip`e^! flk! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i! fi!
n_\e! i\c\mXek! `e! Xep! gifZ\\[`e^! le[\i! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i,%%!
]fi! WW* \oZ\gk! k_Xk! jlZ_! i\Zfi[*! i\gfik*! fi! `e]fidXk`fe!
dXp! Y\! [`jZcfj\[! kf! fk_\i! f]]`Z\ij*! \dgcfp\\j*! fi! Xl+
k_fi`q\[!i\gi\j\ekXk`m\j!f]!k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j!ZfeZ\ie\[!
n`k_!ZXiip`e^!flk!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i!fi!n_\e!i\c\mXek!`e!Xep!
gifZ\\[`e^!le[\i!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i,%%!

MlYj\Z,!&[',!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!x 1/.&Y'*!X[[\[!jlYj\Z,!&[',!
/755}MlYj\Z,! &X'&2',!JlY,!F,!73z0/5! `ej\ik\[! WW/122! &i\+

cXk`e^!kf!MkXk\!g\id`k!gif^iXdj'*%%!X]k\i!WWj\Zk`fej!/1/3*!
/10/*!/120*%%!`e!gifm`j`fej!gi\Z\[`e^!jlYgXi,!&;',!

s +-+3(!;aYbeVX`Xag!

$T%!IgTgX!XaYbeVX`Xag5!Vb`c_\TaVX!beWXef!

&/'!Q_\e\m\i*!fe!k_\!YXj`j!f]!Xep!`e]fidXk`fe!
XmX`cXYc\! kf! _`d*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! ]`e[j! k_Xk!
Xep! g\ijfe! `j! `e! m`fcXk`fe! f]! Xep! Zfe[`k`fe! fi!
c`d`kXk`fe! n_`Z_! `dgc\d\ekj! j\Zk`fe! /1//*! /1/0*!
/1/4*!/1/5*!/1/6*!/106*!fi!/123!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!`e!X!g\i+
d`k!`jjl\[!Yp!X!MkXk\!le[\i!Xe!Xggifm\[!g\id`k!
gif^iXd! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /120! fi! /122! f]! k_`j! k`kc\!
_\! j_Xcc! gifZ\\[! le[\i! _`j! Xlk_fi`kp! `e! gXiX+
^iXg_!&1'!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe!fi!_\!j_Xcc!efk`]p!k_\!
g\ijfe! `e! Xcc\^\[! m`fcXk`fe! Xe[! jlZ_! MkXk\! f]!
jlZ_! ]`e[`e^,! C]! Y\pfe[! k_\! k_`ik`\k_! [Xp! X]k\i!
k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi%j! efk`]`ZXk`fe! k_\! MkXk\! _Xj!
efk!Zfdd\eZ\[!Xggifgi`Xk\!\e]fiZ\d\ek!XZk`fe*!
k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!`jjl\!Xe!fi[\i!i\hl`i`e^!
jlZ_! g\ijfe! kf! Zfdgcp! n`k_! jlZ_! Zfe[`k`fe! fi!
c`d`kXk`fe!fi!j_Xcc!Yi`e^!X!Z`m`c!XZk`fe!`e!XZZfi[+
XeZ\!n`k_!jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!

&0'! Q_\e\m\i*! fe! k_\! YXj`j! f]! `e]fidXk`fe!
XmX`cXYc\! kf! _`d*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! ]`e[j! k_Xk!
m`fcXk`fej!f]!g\id`k!Zfe[`k`fej!fi!c`d`kXk`fej!Xj!
j\k!]fik_!`e!gXiX^iXg_!&/'!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe!Xi\!
jf!n`[\jgi\X[!k_Xk!jlZ_!m`fcXk`fej!Xgg\Xi!kf!i\+
jlck!]ifd!X!]X`cli\!f]!k_\!MkXk\!kf!\e]fiZ\!jlZ_!
g\id`k! Zfe[`k`fej! fi! c`d`kXk`fej! \]]\Zk`m\cp*! _\!
j_Xcc! jf! efk`]p! k_\! MkXk\,! C]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi!
]`e[j! jlZ_! ]X`cli\! \ok\e[j! Y\pfe[! k_\! k_`ik`\k_!
[Xp!X]k\i!jlZ_!efk`Z\*!_\!j_Xcc!^`m\!glYc`Z!efk`Z\!
f]! jlZ_! ]`e[`e^,! >li`e^! k_\! g\i`f[! Y\^`ee`e^!
n`k_! jlZ_! glYc`Z! efk`Z\! Xe[! \e[`e^! n_\e! jlZ_!
MkXk\!jXk`j]`\j!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!k_Xk!`k!n`cc!\e+
]fiZ\!jlZ_!Zfe[`k`fej!Xe[!c`d`kXk`fej!&_\i\X]k\i!
i\]\ii\[!kf!`e!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!Xj!k_\!g\i`f[!f]!WW]\[+
\iXccp! Xjjld\[! \e]fiZ\d\ek%%'*! \oZ\gk! n_\i\! Xe!
\ok\ej`fe! _Xj! Y\\e! ^iXek\[! le[\i! gXiX^iXg_!
&3'&<'!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!
\e]fiZ\!Xep!g\id`k!Zfe[`k`fe!fi!c`d`kXk`fe!n`k_!
i\jg\Zk!kf!Xep!g\ijfe}!

&;'!Yp!`jjl`e^!Xe!fi[\i!kf!Zfdgcp!n`k_!jlZ_!
Zfe[`k`fe!fi!c`d`kXk`fe*!fi!

&<'! Yp! Yi`e^`e^! X! Z`m`c! XZk`fe! le[\i! jlY+
j\Zk`fe!&Y'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!

&1'! Q_\e\m\i! fe! k_\! YXj`j! f]! Xep! `e]fidXk`fe!
XmX`cXYc\! kf! _`d! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! ]`e[j! k_Xk!
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Xep! g\ijfe! `j! `e! m`fcXk`fe! f]! j\Zk`fe! /1//*! /1/0*!
/1/4*!/1/5*!/1/6*!/106*!fi!/123!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!fi!`j!`e!
m`fcXk`fe! f]! Xep! g\id`k! Zfe[`k`fe! fi! c`d`kXk`fe!
`dgc\d\ek`e^! Xep! f]! jlZ_! j\Zk`fej! `e! X! g\id`k!
`jjl\[!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!Yp!_`d!fi!
Yp! X! MkXk\! fi! `e! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[! le[\i! j\Zk`fe!
/122! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Yp! X! MkXk\*! _\! j_Xcc! `jjl\! Xe!
fi[\i!i\hl`i`e^!jlZ_!g\ijfe!kf!Zfdgcp!n`k_!jlZ_!
j\Zk`fe!fi!i\hl`i\d\ek*!fi!_\!j_Xcc!Yi`e^!X!Z`m`c!
XZk`fe!`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'!f]!k_`j!
j\Zk`fe,!

&2'!;!Zfgp!f]!Xep!fi[\i!`jjl\[!le[\i!k_`j!jlY+
j\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!Y\!j\ek!`dd\[`Xk\cp!Yp!k_\!;[d`e+
`jkiXkfi!kf!k_\!MkXk\!`e!n_`Z_!k_\!m`fcXk`fe!fZ+
Zlij! Xe[! fk_\i! X]]\Zk\[! MkXk\j,! Ce! Xep! ZXj\! `e!
n_`Z_!Xe!fi[\i!le[\i!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe! &fi!efk`Z\!
kf! X! m`fcXkfi! le[\i! gXiX^iXg_! &/'! f]! k_`j! jlY+
j\Zk`fe'! `j! `jjl\[! kf! X! ZfigfiXk`fe*! X! Zfgp! f]!
jlZ_!fi[\i!&fi!efk`Z\'!j_Xcc!Y\!j\im\[!fe!Xep!Xg+
gifgi`Xk\! ZfigfiXk\! f]]`Z\ij,! ;e! fi[\i! `jjl\[!
le[\i! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! i\cXk`e^! kf! X! m`fcXk`fe! f]!
j\Zk`fe! /1/6! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! j_Xcc! efk! kXb\! \]]\Zk!
lek`c!k_\!g\ijfe!kf!n_fd!`k!`j!`jjl\[!_Xj!_X[!Xe!
fggfikle`kp! kf! Zfe]\i! n`k_! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi!
ZfeZ\ie`e^!k_\!Xcc\^\[!m`fcXk`fe,!

&3'&;'! ;ep! fi[\i! `jjl\[! le[\i! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe!
j_Xcc! Y\! Yp! g\ijfeXc! j\im`Z\*! j_Xcc! jkXk\! n`k_!
i\XjfeXYc\! jg\Z`]`Z`kp! k_\! eXkli\! f]! k_\! m`fcX+
k`fe*!Xe[!j_Xcc!jg\Z`]p!X!k`d\!]fi!Zfdgc`XeZ\!efk!
kf!\oZ\\[!k_`ikp![Xpj! `e!k_\!ZXj\!f]!X!m`fcXk`fe!
f]! Xe! `ek\i`d! Zfdgc`XeZ\!jZ_\[lc\!fi! fg\iXk`fe!
Xe[!dX`ek\eXeZ\!i\hl`i\d\ek!Xe[!efk!kf!\oZ\\[!
X!k`d\!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi![\k\id`e\j!kf!Y\!i\X+
jfeXYc\!`e!k_\!ZXj\!f]!X!m`fcXk`fe!f]!X!]`eXc![\X[+
c`e\*!kXb`e^! `ekf!XZZflek!k_\!j\i`flje\jj!f]!k_\!
m`fcXk`fe! Xe[! Xep! ^ff[! ]X`k_! \]]fikj! kf! Zfdgcp!
n`k_!Xggc`ZXYc\!i\hl`i\d\ekj,!

&<'! N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! dXp*! `]! _\! [\k\id`e\j!
&`'! k_Xk!Xep!g\ijfe!n_f! `j! X!m`fcXkfi!f]*!fi! Xep!
g\ijfe!n_f!`j!fk_\in`j\!efk!`e!Zfdgc`XeZ\!n`k_*!
k_\! k`d\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! le[\i! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i! fi! `e!
Xep!g\id`k!`jjl\[!le[\i!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i*!_Xj!XZk\[!
`e! ^ff[! ]X`k_*! Xe[! _Xj! dX[\! X! Zfdd`kd\ek! &`e!
k_\!]fid!f]!ZfekiXZkj!fi!fk_\i!j\Zli`k`\j'!f]!e\Z+
\jjXip! i\jfliZ\j! kf! XZ_`\m\! Zfdgc`XeZ\! Yp! k_\!
\Xic`\jk!gfjj`Yc\![Xk\!X]k\i!Dlcp!/*!/755*!Ylk!efk!
cXk\i! k_Xe! ;gi`c! /*! /7579! &``'! k_Xk! Xep! \ok\ej`fe!
le[\i!k_`j!gifm`j`fe!n`cc!efk!i\jlck!`e!k_\!`dgf+
j`k`fe! f]! Xep! X[[`k`feXc! Zfekifcj! fe! Xep! fk_\i!
gf`ek! fi! efegf`ek! jfliZ\9! &```'! k_Xk! Xe! Xggc`ZX+
k`fe!]fi!X!g\id`k!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!
nXj! ]`c\[! ]fi! jlZ_! g\ijfe! gi`fi! kf! >\Z\dY\i! 1/*!
/7529! Xe[! &`m'! k_Xk! k_\! ]XZ`c`k`\j! e\Z\jjXip! ]fi!
Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_! jlZ_! i\hl`i\d\ekj! Xi\! le[\i!
ZfejkilZk`fe*!^iXek!Xe!\ok\ej`fe!f]!k_\![Xk\!i\+
]\ii\[! kf! `e! j\Zk`fe! /1//&Y'&/'&;'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! kf!
X![Xk\!n_`Z_!n`cc!XZ_`\m\!Zfdgc`XeZ\!Xk!k_\!\Xi+
c`\jk! k`d\! gfjj`Yc\! Ylk! efk! cXk\i! k_Xe! ;gi`c! /*!
/757,!

&4'! Q_\e\m\i*! fe! k_\! YXj`j! f]! `e]fidXk`fe!
XmX`cXYc\! kf! _`d*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! ]`e[j! &;'!
k_Xk! Xep! g\ijfe! `j! `e! m`fcXk`fe! f]! j\Zk`fe!
/1//&Y'&/'&;'! fi! &='! f]! k_`j! k`kc\*! &<'! k_Xk! jlZ_!
g\ijfe!ZXeefk!d\\k!k_\!i\hl`i\d\ekj!]fi!X!k`d\!
\ok\ej`fe! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /1//&`'&0'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\*!
Xe[! &='! k_Xk! k_\! dfjk! \og\[`k`flj! Xe[! Xggif+
gi`Xk\!d\Xej!f]!Zfdgc`XeZ\!n`k_!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i!Yp!
jlZ_! g\ijfe! `j! kf! [`jZ_Xi^\! `ekf! X! glYc`Zcp!
fne\[! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj*! k_\e*! lgfe! i\hl\jk! f]!
jlZ_! g\ijfe*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! dXp! `jjl\! Xe!
fi[\i!i\hl`i`e^!jlZ_!g\ijfe!kf!Zfdgcp!n`k_!k_`j!

Z_Xgk\i!Xk!k_\!\Xic`\jk![Xk\!giXZk`ZXYc\*!Ylk!efk!
cXk\i! k_Xe! Dlcp! /*! /761*! Yp! [`jZ_Xi^`e^! `ekf! X!
glYc`Zcp! fne\[! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj! `]! jlZ_! nfibj!
ZfeZli!n`k_!jlZ_!fi[\i,!MlZ_!fi[\i!j_Xcc!`eZcl[\!
X!jZ_\[lc\!f]!Zfdgc`XeZ\,!

$U%!8\i\_!TVg\baf!

N_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!`j!Xlk_fi`q\[!kf!Zfdd\eZ\!
X!Z`m`c!XZk`fe!]fi!Xggifgi`Xk\!i\c`\]*! `eZcl[`e^!X!
g\idXe\ek!fi!k\dgfiXip!`ealeZk`fe*!]fi!Xep!m`f+
cXk`fe!]fi!n_`Z_!_\!`j!Xlk_fi`q\[!kf!`jjl\!X!Zfd+
gc`XeZ\! fi[\i! le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &X'! f]! k_`j! j\Z+
k`fe,! ;ep! XZk`fe! le[\i! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! dXp! Y\!
Yifl^_k! `e! k_\! [`jki`Zk! Zflik! f]! k_\! Oe`k\[!
MkXk\j!]fi!k_\![`jki`Zk!`e!n_`Z_!k_\![\]\e[Xek!`j!
cfZXk\[!fi!i\j`[\j!fi!`j![f`e^!Ylj`e\jj*!Xe[!jlZ_!
Zflik! j_Xcc! _Xm\! ali`j[`Zk`fe! kf! i\jkiX`e! jlZ_!
m`fcXk`fe! Xe[! kf! i\hl`i\! Zfdgc`XeZ\,! Hfk`Z\! f]!
k_\!Zfdd\eZ\d\ek!f]!jlZ_!XZk`fe!j_Xcc!Y\!^`m\e!
`dd\[`Xk\cp!kf!k_\!Xggifgi`Xk\!MkXk\,!

$V%!8e\`\aT_!cXaT_g\Xf!

$+%!DXZ_\ZXag!i\b_Tg\baf!

;ep!g\ijfe!n_f}!
&;'! e\^c`^\ekcp! m`fcXk\j! j\Zk`fe! /1//*! /1/0*!

/1/4*!/1/5*!/1/6*!/10/&Y'&1'*!/106*!fi!/123!f]!k_`j!
k`kc\*! fi! Xep! g\id`k! Zfe[`k`fe! fi! c`d`kXk`fe!
`dgc\d\ek`e^!Xep!f]!jlZ_!j\Zk`fej!`e!X!g\i+
d`k!`jjl\[!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!Yp!
k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fi!Yp!X!MkXk\*!fi!Xep!i\+
hl`i\d\ek! `dgfj\[! `e! X! gi\ki\Xkd\ek! gif+
^iXd! Xggifm\[! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /120&X'&1'! fi!
/120&Y'&6'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! fi! `e! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[!
le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /122! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Yp! k_\! M\Z+
i\kXip!f]!k_\!;idp!fi!Yp!X!MkXk\9!fi!

&<'! e\^c`^\ekcp! `ekif[lZ\j! `ekf! X! j\n\i!
jpjk\d! fi! `ekf! X! glYc`Zcp! fne\[! ki\Xkd\ek!
nfibj!Xep!gfcclkXek!fi!_XqXi[flj!jlYjkXeZ\!
n_`Z_! jlZ_! g\ijfe! be\n! fi! i\XjfeXYcp!
j_flc[!_Xm\!befne!Zflc[!ZXlj\!g\ijfeXc! `e+
alip! fi! gifg\ikp! [XdX^\! fi*! fk_\i! k_Xe! `e!
Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_! Xcc! Xggc`ZXYc\! @\[\iXc*!
MkXk\*! fi! cfZXc! i\hl`i\d\ekj! fi! g\id`kj*!
n_`Z_! ZXlj\j! jlZ_! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj! kf! m`f+
cXk\! Xep! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fe! fi! Zfe[`k`fe! `e!
Xep! g\id`k! `jjl\[! kf! k_\! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj!
le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!Yp!k_\!;[d`e+
`jkiXkfi!fi!X!MkXk\9!

j_Xcc! Y\! gle`j_\[! Yp! X! ]`e\! f]! efk! c\jj! k_Xe!
#0*3..! efi! dfi\! k_Xe! #03*...! g\i! [Xp! f]! m`fcX+
k`fe*!fi!Yp!`dgi`jfed\ek!]fi!efk!dfi\!k_Xe!/!
p\Xi*!fi!Yp!Yfk_,!C]!X!Zfem`Zk`fe!f]!X!g\ijfe!`j!
]fi!X!m`fcXk`fe!Zfdd`kk\[!X]k\i!X!]`ijk!Zfem`Z+
k`fe!f]!jlZ_!g\ijfe!le[\i!k_`j!gXiX^iXg_*!gle+
`j_d\ek! j_Xcc! Y\! Yp! X! ]`e\! f]! efk! dfi\! k_Xe!
#3.*...! g\i! [Xp! f]! m`fcXk`fe*! fi! Yp! `dgi`jfe+
d\ek!f]!efk!dfi\!k_Xe!0!p\Xij*!fi!Yp!Yfk_,!

$,%!Aabj\aZ!i\b_Tg\baf!

;ep!g\ijfe!n_f}!
&;'! befn`e^cp! m`fcXk\j! j\Zk`fe! /1//*! /1/0*!

/1/4*!/1/5*!/1/6*!/10/&Y'&1'*!/106*!fi!/123!f]!k_`j!
k`kc\*! fi! Xep! g\id`k! Zfe[`k`fe! fi! c`d`kXk`fe!
`dgc\d\ek`e^!Xep!f]!jlZ_!j\Zk`fej!`e!X!g\i+
d`k!`jjl\[!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!Yp!
k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fi!Yp!X!MkXk\*!fi!Xep!i\+
hl`i\d\ek! `dgfj\[! `e! X! gi\ki\Xkd\ek! gif+
^iXd! Xggifm\[! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /120&X'&1'! fi!
/120&Y'&6'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! fi! `e! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[!
le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /122! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Yp! k_\! M\Z+
i\kXip!f]!k_\!;idp!fi!Yp!X!MkXk\9!fi!
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&<'!befn`e^cp!`ekif[lZ\j!`ekf!X!j\n\i!jpj+
k\d! fi! `ekf! X! glYc`Zcp! fne\[! ki\Xkd\ek!
nfibj!Xep!gfcclkXek!fi!_XqXi[flj!jlYjkXeZ\!
n_`Z_! jlZ_! g\ijfe! be\n! fi! i\XjfeXYcp!
j_flc[!_Xm\!befne!Zflc[!ZXlj\!g\ijfeXc! `e+
alip! fi! gifg\ikp! [XdX^\! fi*! fk_\i! k_Xe! `e!
Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_! Xcc! Xggc`ZXYc\! @\[\iXc*!
MkXk\*! fi! cfZXc! i\hl`i\d\ekj! fi! g\id`kj*!
n_`Z_! ZXlj\j! jlZ_! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj! kf! m`f+
cXk\!Xep!\]]cl\ek!c`d`kXk`fe!fi!Zfe[`k`fe!`e!X!
g\id`k!`jjl\[!kf!k_\!ki\Xkd\ek!nfibj!le[\i!
j\Zk`fe! /120! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Yp! k_\! ;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi!fi!X!MkXk\9!

j_Xcc! Y\! gle`j_\[! Yp! X! ]`e\! f]! efk! c\jj! k_Xe!
#3*...! efi! dfi\! k_Xe! #3.*...! g\i! [Xp! f]! m`fcX+
k`fe*!fi!Yp!`dgi`jfed\ek!]fi!efk!dfi\!k_Xe!1!
p\Xij*! fi! Yp! Yfk_,! C]! X! Zfem`Zk`fe! f]! X! g\ijfe!
`j!]fi!X!m`fcXk`fe!Zfdd`kk\[!X]k\i!X!]`ijk!Zfe+
m`Zk`fe! f]! jlZ_! g\ijfe! le[\i! k_`j! gXiX^iXg_*!
gle`j_d\ek!j_Xcc!Y\!Yp!X!]`e\!f]!efk!dfi\!k_Xe!
#/..*...! g\i! [Xp! f]! m`fcXk`fe*! fi! Yp! `dgi`jfe+
d\ek!f]!efk!dfi\!k_Xe!4!p\Xij*!fi!Yp!Yfk_,!

$-%!Aabj\aZ!XaWTaZXe`Xag!

$6%!=XaXeT_!eh_X!

;ep! g\ijfe! n_f! befn`e^cp! m`fcXk\j! j\Z+
k`fe!/1//*!/1/0*!/1/1*!/1/4*!/1/5*!/1/6*!/10/&Y'&1'*!
/106*!fi!/123!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!fi!Xep!g\id`k!Zfe+
[`k`fe! fi! c`d`kXk`fe! `dgc\d\ek`e^! Xep! f]!
jlZ_! j\Zk`fej! `e! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[! le[\i! j\Z+
k`fe! /120! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Yp! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi!
fi! Yp! X! MkXk\*! fi! `e! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[! le[\i!
j\Zk`fe!/122!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!Yp!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!
k_\! ;idp! fi! Yp! X! MkXk\*! Xe[! n_f! befnj! Xk!
k_Xk! k`d\! k_Xk! _\! k_\i\Yp! gcXZ\j! Xefk_\i!
g\ijfe!`e!`dd`e\ek![Xe^\i!f]![\Xk_!fi!j\i`+
flj!Yf[`cp!`ealip*!j_Xcc*!lgfe!Zfem`Zk`fe*!Y\!
jlYa\Zk!kf!X!]`e\!f]!efk!dfi\!k_Xe!#03.*...!fi!
`dgi`jfed\ek!f]!efk!dfi\!k_Xe!/3!p\Xij*!fi!
Yfk_,! ;! g\ijfe! n_`Z_! `j! Xe! fi^Xe`qXk`fe!
j_Xcc*!lgfe!Zfem`Zk`fe!f]!m`fcXk`e^!k_`j!jlY+
gXiX^iXg_*! Y\! jlYa\Zk! kf! X! ]`e\! f]! efk! dfi\!
k_Xe!#/*...*...,!C]!X!Zfem`Zk`fe!f]!X!g\ijfe!`j!
]fi! X! m`fcXk`fe! Zfdd`kk\[! X]k\i! X! ]`ijk! Zfe+
m`Zk`fe!f]!jlZ_!g\ijfe!le[\i!k_`j!gXiX^iXg_*!
k_\! dXo`dld! gle`j_d\ek! j_Xcc! Y\! [flYc\[!
n`k_!i\jg\Zk!kf!Yfk_!]`e\!Xe[!`dgi`jfed\ek,!

$7%!6WW\g\baT_!cebi\f\baf!

@fi!k_\!gligfj\!f]!jlYgXiX^iXg_!&;'!f]!k_`j!
gXiX^iXg_}!

&`'! `e! [\k\id`e`e^! n_\k_\i! X! [\]\e[Xek!
n_f!`j!Xe!`e[`m`[lXc!be\n!k_Xk!_`j!Zfe[lZk!
gcXZ\[!Xefk_\i!g\ijfe!`e!`dd`e\ek![Xe^\i!
f]![\Xk_!fi!j\i`flj!Yf[`cp!`ealip}!

&C'! k_\! g\ijfe! `j! i\jgfej`Yc\! fecp! ]fi!
XZklXc!XnXi\e\jj!fi!XZklXc!Y\c`\]!k_Xk!_\!
gfjj\jj\[9!Xe[!

&CC'! befnc\[^\! gfjj\jj\[! Yp! X! g\ijfe!
fk_\i!k_Xe!k_\![\]\e[Xek!Ylk!efk!Yp!k_\!
[\]\e[Xek!_`dj\c]!dXp!efk!Y\!Xkki`Ylk\[!
kf!k_\![\]\e[Xek9!

\oZ\gk!k_Xk!`e!gifm`e^!k_\![\]\e[Xek%j!gfj+
j\jj`fe! f]! XZklXc! befnc\[^\*! Z`iZldjkXe+
k`Xc! \m`[\eZ\! dXp! Y\! lj\[*! `eZcl[`e^! \m`+
[\eZ\!k_Xk!k_\![\]\e[Xek!kffb!X]]`idXk`m\!
jk\gj!kf!j_`\c[!_`dj\c]!]ifd!i\c\mXek!`e]fi+
dXk`fe9!

&``'! `k! `j! Xe! X]]`idXk`m\! [\]\ej\! kf! gifj+
\Zlk`fe!k_Xk!k_\!Zfe[lZk!Z_Xi^\[!nXj!Zfe+

j\ek\[! kf! Yp! k_\! g\ijfe! \e[Xe^\i\[! Xe[!
k_Xk!k_\![Xe^\i!Xe[!Zfe[lZk!Z_Xi^\[!n\i\!
i\XjfeXYcp!]fi\j\\XYc\!_XqXi[j!f]}!

&C'!Xe!fZZlgXk`fe*!X!Ylj`e\jj*!fi!X!gif+
]\jj`fe9!fi!

&CC'! d\[`ZXc! ki\Xkd\ek! fi! d\[`ZXc! fi!
jZ`\ek`]`Z! \og\i`d\ekXk`fe! Zfe[lZk\[! Yp!
gif]\jj`feXccp! Xggifm\[! d\k_f[j! Xe[!
jlZ_! fk_\i! g\ijfe! _X[! Y\\e! dX[\! XnXi\!
f]!k_\!i`jbj!`emfcm\[!gi`fi!kf!^`m`e^!Zfe+
j\ek9!

Xe[!jlZ_![\]\ej\!dXp!Y\!\jkXYc`j_\[!le[\i!
k_`j! jlYgXiX^iXg_! Yp! X! gi\gfe[\iXeZ\! f]!
k_\!\m`[\eZ\9!

&```'! k_\! k\id! WWfi^Xe`qXk`fe%%! d\Xej! X!
c\^Xc!\ek`kp*!fk_\i!k_Xe!X!^fm\ied\ek*!\j+
kXYc`j_\[!fi!fi^Xe`q\[!]fi!Xep!gligfj\*!Xe[!
jlZ_! k\id! `eZcl[\j! X! ZfigfiXk`fe*! Zfd+
gXep*! XjjfZ`Xk`fe*! ]`id*! gXike\ij_`g*! af`ek!
jkfZb! ZfdgXep*! ]fle[Xk`fe*! `ejk`klk`fe*!
kiljk*!jfZ`\kp*!le`fe*!fi!Xep!fk_\i!XjjfZ`X+
k`fe!f]!g\ijfej9!Xe[!

&`m'! k_\! k\id! WWj\i`flj! Yf[`cp! `ealip%%!
d\Xej!Yf[`cp!`ealip!n_`Z_!`emfcm\j!X!jlY+
jkXek`Xc!i`jb!f]![\Xk_*!leZfejZ`flje\jj*!\o+
ki\d\! g_pj`ZXc! gX`e*! gifkiXZk\[! Xe[! fYm`+
flj! [`j]`^li\d\ek*! fi! gifkiXZk\[! cfjj! fi!
`dgX`id\ek! f]! k_\! ]leZk`fe! f]! X! Yf[`cp!
d\dY\i*!fi^Xe*!fi!d\ekXc!]XZlckp,!

$.%!<T_fX!fgTgX`Xagf!

;ep!g\ijfe!n_f!befn`e^cp!dXb\j!Xep!]Xcj\!
dXk\i`Xc!jkXk\d\ek*!i\gi\j\ekXk`fe*!fi!Z\ik`]`+
ZXk`fe!`e!Xep!Xggc`ZXk`fe*!i\Zfi[*!i\gfik*!gcXe*!
fi! fk_\i! [fZld\ek! ]`c\[! fi! i\hl`i\[! kf! Y\!
dX`ekX`e\[! le[\i! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i! fi! n_f! befn+
`e^cp! ]Xcj`]`\j*! kXdg\ij! n`k_*! fi! i\e[\ij! `eXZ+
ZliXk\! Xep! dfe`kfi`e^! [\m`Z\! fi! d\k_f[! i\+
hl`i\[! kf! Y\! dX`ekX`e\[! le[\i! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i*!
j_Xcc!lgfe!Zfem`Zk`fe*!Y\!gle`j_\[!Yp!X!]`e\!f]!
efk!dfi\!k_Xe!#/.*...*!fi!Yp!`dgi`jfed\ek!]fi!
efk!dfi\!k_Xe!0!p\Xij*!fi!Yp!Yfk_,!C]!X!Zfem`Z+
k`fe! f]! X! g\ijfe! `j! ]fi! X! m`fcXk`fe! Zfdd`kk\[!
X]k\i! X! ]`ijk! Zfem`Zk`fe! f]! jlZ_! g\ijfe! le[\i!
k_`j!gXiX^iXg_*!gle`j_d\ek!j_Xcc!Y\!Yp!X! ]`e\!
f]! efk! dfi\! k_Xe! #0.*...! g\i! [Xp! f]! m`fcXk`fe*!
fi!Yp!`dgi`jfed\ek!f]!efk!dfi\!k_Xe!2!p\Xij*!
fi!Yp!Yfk_,!

$/%!JeXTg`Xag!bY!f\aZ_X!bcXeTg\baT_!hcfXg!

@fi! gligfj\j! f]! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe*! X! j`e^c\!
fg\iXk`feXc!lgj\k!n_`Z_!c\X[j!kf!j`dlckXe\flj!
m`fcXk`fej! f]! dfi\! k_Xe! fe\!gfcclkXek!gXiXd+
\k\i!j_Xcc!Y\!ki\Xk\[!Xj!X!j`e^c\!m`fcXk`fe,!

$0%!HXfcbaf\U_X!VbecbeTgX!bYY\VXe!Tf!SScXefba##!

@fi!k_\!gligfj\!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!k_\!k\id!
WWg\ijfe%%! d\Xej*! `e! X[[`k`fe!kf!k_\![\]`e`k`fe!
ZfekX`e\[! `e! j\Zk`fe! /140&3'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\*! Xep!
i\jgfej`Yc\!ZfigfiXk\!f]]`Z\i,!

$1%!>TmTeWbhf!fhUfgTaVX!WXY\aXW!

@fi!k_\!gligfj\!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!k_\!k\id!
WW_XqXi[flj! jlYjkXeZ\%%! d\Xej! &;'! Xep! jlY+
jkXeZ\! [\j`^eXk\[! glijlXek! kf! j\Zk`fe!
/10/&Y'&0'&;'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\*! &<'! Xep! \c\d\ek*!
Zfdgfle[*! d`okli\*! jfclk`fe*! fi! jlYjkXeZ\!
[\j`^eXk\[!glijlXek!kf!j\Zk`fe!74.0!f]!k`kc\!20*!
&='!Xep!_XqXi[flj!nXjk\!_Xm`e^!k_\!Z_XiXZk\i+
`jk`Zj! `[\ek`]`\[! le[\i! fi! c`jk\[! glijlXek! kf!
j\Zk`fe! 1../! f]! k_\! Mfc`[! QXjk\! >`jgfjXc! ;Zk!
U20! O,M,=,! 470/V! &Ylk! efk! `eZcl[`e^! Xep! nXjk\!
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Mf!`e!fi`^`eXc,!

k_\!i\^lcXk`fe!f]!n_`Z_!le[\i!k_\!Mfc`[!QXjk\!
>`jgfjXc! ;Zk! U20! O,M,=,! 47./! \k! j\h,V! _Xj! Y\\e!
jljg\e[\[! Yp! ;Zk! f]! =fe^i\jj'*! &>'! Xep! kfo`Z!
gfcclkXek! c`jk\[! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /1/5&X'! f]! k_`j!
k`kc\*!Xe[!&?'!Xep!`dd`e\ekcp!_XqXi[flj!Z_\d+
`ZXc! jlYjkXeZ\! fi! d`okli\! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf!
n_`Z_!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!_Xj!kXb\e!XZk`fe!gli+
jlXek!kf!j\Zk`fe!04.4!f]!k`kc\!/3,!

$W%! 8\i\_! cXaT_g\Xf5! YTVgbef! Vbaf\WXeXW! \a! WXgXe'
`\a\aZ!T`bhag!

;ep! g\ijfe! n_f! m`fcXk\j! j\Zk`fe! /1//*! /1/0*!
/1/4*!/1/5*!/1/6*!/106*!fi!/123!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!fi!Xep!
g\id`k! Zfe[`k`fe! fi! c`d`kXk`fe! `dgc\d\ek`e^!
Xep! f]! jlZ_! j\Zk`fej! `e! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[! le[\i!
j\Zk`fe! /120! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Yp! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi*!
fi! Yp! X! MkXk\*! fi! `e! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[! le[\i! j\Z+
k`fe! /122! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Yp! X! MkXk\** fi! Xep! i\+
hl`i\d\ek! `dgfj\[! `e! X! gi\ki\Xkd\ek! gif^iXd!
Xggifm\[!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/120&X'&1'!fi!/120&Y'&6'!f]!
k_`j!k`kc\*!Xe[!Xep!g\ijfe!n_f!m`fcXk\j!Xep!fi[\i!
`jjl\[!Yp!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!le[\i!jlYj\Zk`fe!&X'!
f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!j_Xcc!Y\!jlYa\Zk!kf!X!Z`m`c!g\eXckp!
efk!kf!\oZ\\[!#03*...!g\i![Xp!]fi!\XZ_!m`fcXk`fe,!
Ce![\k\id`e`e^!k_\!Xdflek!f]!X!Z`m`c!g\eXckp!k_\!
Zflik!j_Xcc!Zfej`[\i!k_\!j\i`flje\jj!f]!k_\!m`fcX+
k`fe!fi!m`fcXk`fej*!k_\!\Zfefd`Z!Y\e\]`k!&`]!Xep'!
i\jlck`e^!]ifd!k_\!m`fcXk`fe*!Xep!_`jkfip!f]!jlZ_!
m`fcXk`fej*!Xep!^ff[+]X`k_!\]]fikj!kf!Zfdgcp!n`k_!
k_\! Xggc`ZXYc\! i\hl`i\d\ekj*! k_\! \Zfefd`Z! `d+
gXZk! f]! k_\! g\eXckp! fe! k_\! m`fcXkfi*! Xe[! jlZ_!
fk_\i! dXkk\ij! Xj! aljk`Z\! dXp! i\hl`i\,! @fi! gli+
gfj\j! f]! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe*! X! j`e^c\! fg\iXk`feXc!
lgj\k!n_`Z_!c\X[j!kf!j`dlckXe\flj!m`fcXk`fej!f]!
dfi\! k_Xe! fe\! gfcclkXek! gXiXd\k\i! j_Xcc! Y\!
ki\Xk\[!Xj!X!j`e^c\!m`fcXk`fe,!

$X%!IgTgX!_\TU\_\gl!Ybe!]hWZ`Xagf!TaW!XkcXafXf!

Q_\e\m\i!X!dle`Z`gXc`kp! `j!X!gXikp!kf!X! Z`m`c!
XZk`fe!Yifl^_k!Yp!k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j!le[\i!k_`j!
j\Zk`fe*!k_\!MkXk\!`e!n_`Z_!jlZ_!dle`Z`gXc`kp!`j!
cfZXk\[! j_Xcc! Y\! af`e\[! Xj! X! gXikp,! MlZ_! MkXk\!
j_Xcc!Y\!c`XYc\!]fi!gXpd\ek!f]!Xep!al[^d\ek*!fi!
Xep! \og\ej\j! `eZlii\[! Xj! X! i\jlck! f]! Zfdgcp`e^!
n`k_!Xep!al[^d\ek*!\ek\i\[!X^X`ejk!k_\!dle`Z`+
gXc`kp!`e!jlZ_!XZk`fe!kf!k_\!\ok\ek!k_Xk!k_\!cXnj!
f]! k_Xk! MkXk\! gi\m\ek! k_\! dle`Z`gXc`kp! ]ifd!
iX`j`e^! i\m\el\j! e\\[\[! kf! Zfdgcp! n`k_! jlZ_!
al[^d\ek,!

$Y%!MebaZYh_! \agebWhVg\ba!bY!cb__hgTag! \agb! geXTg'
`Xag!jbe^f!

Q_\e\m\i*! fe! k_\! YXj`j! f]! Xep! `e]fidXk`fe!
XmX`cXYc\! kf! _`d*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! ]`e[j! k_Xk!
Xe!fne\i!fi!fg\iXkfi!f]!Xep!jfliZ\!`j!`ekif[lZ+
`e^!X!gfcclkXek!`ekf!X!ki\Xkd\ek!nfibj!`e!m`fcX+
k`fe!f]!jlYj\Zk`fe!&['!f]!j\Zk`fe!/1/5!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!
k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi!dXp! efk`]p!k_\! fne\i!fi!fg+
\iXkfi!f]!jlZ_!ki\Xkd\ek!nfibj!Xe[!k_\!MkXk\!f]!
jlZ_! m`fcXk`fe,! C]! k_\! fne\i! fi! fg\iXkfi! f]! k_\!
ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj! [f\j! efk! Zfdd\eZ\! Xggif+
gi`Xk\!\e]fiZ\d\ek!XZk`fe!n`k_`e!1.![Xpj!f]!k_\!
[Xk\! f]! jlZ_! efk`]`ZXk`fe*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi!
dXp!Zfdd\eZ\!X!Z`m`c!XZk`fe!]fi!Xggifgi`Xk\!i\+
c`\]*! `eZcl[`e^! Ylk! efk! c`d`k\[! kf*! X! g\idXe\ek!
fi! k\dgfiXip! `ealeZk`fe*! X^X`ejk! k_\! fne\i! fi!
fg\iXkfi! f]! jlZ_! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj,! Ce! Xep! jlZ_!
Z`m`c! XZk`fe! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! af`e! k_\!
fne\i! fi! fg\iXkfi! f]! jlZ_! jfliZ\! Xj! X! gXikp! kf!
k_\! XZk`fe,! MlZ_!XZk`fe!j_Xcc! Y\!Yifl^_k! `e!k_\!

[`jki`Zk! Zflik! f]! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j! `e! k_\! [`j+
ki`Zk! `e! n_`Z_! k_\! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj! `j! cfZXk\[,!
MlZ_! Zflik! j_Xcc! _Xm\! ali`j[`Zk`fe! kf! i\jkiX`e!
jlZ_!m`fcXk`fe!Xe[!kf!i\hl`i\!k_\!fne\i!fi!fg\i+
Xkfi! f]! k_\! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj! Xe[! k_\! fne\i! fi!
fg\iXkfi! f]! k_\! jfliZ\! kf! kXb\! jlZ_! XZk`fe! Xj!
dXp!Y\!e\Z\jjXip!kf!Zfd\!`ekf!Zfdgc`XeZ\!n`k_!
k_`j! Z_Xgk\i,! Hfk`Z\! f]! Zfdd\eZ\d\ek! f]! Xep!
jlZ_!XZk`fe!j_Xcc!Y\!^`m\e!kf!k_\!MkXk\,!Hfk_`e^!
`e!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!Y\!Zfejkil\[!kf!c`d`k!fi!
gif_`Y`k!Xep!fk_\i!Xlk_fi`kp!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!
dXp!_Xm\!le[\i!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i,!

$Z%!6W`\a\fgeTg\iX!cXaT_g\Xf!

$+%!L\b_Tg\baf!

Q_\e\m\i! fe! k_\! YXj`j! f]! Xep! `e]fidXk`fe!
XmX`cXYc\}!

&;'! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! ]`e[j! k_Xk! Xep! g\i+
jfe!_Xj!m`fcXk\[!j\Zk`fe!/1//*!/1/0*!/1/4*!/1/5*!
/1/6*!/106*!fi!/123!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!fi!_Xj!m`fcXk\[!
Xep! g\id`k! Zfe[`k`fe! fi! c`d`kXk`fe! `dgc\+
d\ek`e^!Xep!f]!jlZ_!j\Zk`fej!`e!X!g\id`k!`j+
jl\[! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /120! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Yp! k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fi!Yp!X!MkXk\*!fi!`e!X!g\id`k!
`jjl\[! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /122! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Yp! X!
MkXk\*!fi!

&<'!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!k_\!;idp!&_\i\`eX]k\i!
`e! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! i\]\ii\[! kf! Xj! k_\! WWM\Z+
i\kXip%%'! ]`e[j! k_Xk! Xep! g\ijfe! _Xj! m`fcXk\[!
Xep!g\id`k!Zfe[`k`fe!fi!c`d`kXk`fe!`e!X!g\i+
d`k!`jjl\[!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/122!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!Yp!
k_\!M\Zi\kXip*!

k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fi! M\Zi\kXip*! Xj! k_\! ZXj\!
dXp! Y\*! dXp*! X]k\i! ZfejlckXk`fe! n`k_! k_\!
MkXk\! `e! n_`Z_! k_\! m`fcXk`fe! fZZlij*! Xjj\jj! X!
ZcXjj!C!Z`m`c!g\eXckp!fi!X!ZcXjj!CC!Z`m`c!g\eXckp!
le[\i!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe,!

$,%!8_TffXf!bY!cXaT_g\Xf!

$6%!8_Tff!?!

N_\!Xdflek!f]!X!ZcXjj!C!Z`m`c!g\eXckp!le[\i!
gXiX^iXg_!&/'!dXp!efk!\oZ\\[!#/.*...!g\i!m`f+
cXk`fe*!\oZ\gk!k_Xk!k_\!dXo`dld!Xdflek!f]!
Xep!ZcXjj!C!Z`m`c!g\eXckp!le[\i!k_`j!jlYgXiX+
^iXg_!j_Xcc!efk!\oZ\\[!#03*...,!<\]fi\!`jjl`e^!
Xe!fi[\i!Xjj\jj`e^!X!Z`m`c!g\eXckp!le[\i!k_`j!
jlYgXiX^iXg_*!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fi!k_\!M\Z+
i\kXip*!Xj!k_\!ZXj\!dXp!Y\*!j_Xcc!^`m\!kf!k_\!
g\ijfe! kf! Y\! Xjj\jj\[! jlZ_! g\eXckp! ni`kk\e!
efk`Z\!f]!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi%j!fi!M\Zi\kXip%j!
gifgfjXc! kf! `jjl\! jlZ_! fi[\i! Xe[! k_\! fggfi+
kle`kp!kf!i\hl\jk*!n`k_`e!1.![Xpj!f]!k_\![Xk\!
k_\!efk`Z\!`j!i\Z\`m\[!Yp!jlZ_!g\ijfe*!X!_\Xi+
`e^! fe! k_\! gifgfj\[! fi[\i,! MlZ_! _\Xi`e^!
j_Xcc! efk! Y\! jlYa\Zk! kf! j\Zk`fe! 332! fi! 334! f]!
k`kc\!3*!Ylk!j_Xcc!gifm`[\!X!i\XjfeXYc\!fggfi+
kle`kp! kf! Y\! _\Xi[! Xe[! kf! gi\j\ek! \m`[\eZ\,!

$7%!8_Tff!??!

N_\! Xdflek! f]! X! ZcXjj! CC! Z`m`c! g\eXckp!
le[\i! gXiX^iXg_! &/'! dXp! efk! \oZ\\[! #/.*...!
g\i![Xp!]fi!\XZ_![Xp![li`e^!n_`Z_!k_\!m`fcX+
k`fe! Zfek`el\j9! \oZ\gk! k_Xk! k_\! dXo`dld!
Xdflek! f]! Xep! ZcXjj! CC! Z`m`c! g\eXckp! le[\i!
k_`j! jlYgXiX^iXg_! j_Xcc! efk! \oZ\\[! #/03*...,!
?oZ\gk! Xj! fk_\in`j\! gifm`[\[! `e! k_`j! jlY+
j\Zk`fe*! X! ZcXjj! CC! Z`m`c! g\eXckp! j_Xcc! Y\! Xj+
j\jj\[! Xe[! Zfcc\Zk\[! `e! k_\! jXd\! dXee\i*!
Xe[!jlYa\Zk!kf!k_\!jXd\!gifm`j`fej*!Xj!`e!k_\!
ZXj\!f]!Z`m`c!g\eXck`\j!Xjj\jj\[!Xe[!Zfcc\Zk\[!
X]k\i!efk`Z\!Xe[!fggfikle`kp!]fi!X!_\Xi`e^!fe!
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k_\!i\Zfi[!`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!j\Zk`fe!332!f]!
k`kc\!3,!N_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!Xe[!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!
dXp!`jjl\!ilc\j!]fi![`jZfm\ip!gifZ\[li\j!]fi!
_\Xi`e^j!le[\i!k_`j!jlYgXiX^iXg_,!

$-%!9XgXe`\a\aZ!T`bhag!

Ce! [\k\id`e`e^! k_\! Xdflek! f]! Xep! g\eXckp!
Xjj\jj\[! le[\i! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe*! k_\! ;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi! fi! k_\! M\Zi\kXip*! Xj! k_\! ZXj\! dXp! Y\*!
j_Xcc! kXb\! `ekf! XZZflek! k_\! eXkli\*! Z`iZld+
jkXeZ\j*!\ok\ek!Xe[!^iXm`kp!f]!k_\!m`fcXk`fe*!fi!
m`fcXk`fej*! Xe[*! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! k_\! m`fcXkfi*!
XY`c`kp!kf!gXp*!Xep!gi`fi!_`jkfip!f]!jlZ_!m`fcX+
k`fej*!k_\![\^i\\!f]!ZlcgXY`c`kp*!\Zfefd`Z!Y\e+
\]`k!fi!jXm`e^j!&`]!Xep'!i\jlck`e^!]ifd!k_\!m`f+
cXk`fe*!Xe[!jlZ_!fk_\i!dXkk\ij!Xj!aljk`Z\!dXp!
i\hl`i\,!@fi!gligfj\j!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!X!j`e+
^c\! fg\iXk`feXc! lgj\k! n_`Z_! c\X[j! kf! j`dlckX+
e\flj! m`fcXk`fej! f]! dfi\! k_Xe! fe\! gfcclkXek!
gXiXd\k\i! j_Xcc! Y\! ki\Xk\[! Xj! X! j`e^c\! m`fcX+
k`fe,!

$.%!H\Z[gf!bY!\agXeXfgXW!cXefbaf!

$6%!FhU_\V!abg\VX!

<\]fi\! `jjl`e^! Xe! fi[\i! Xjj\jj`e^! X! Z`m`c!
g\eXckp! le[\i! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! k_\! ;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi! fi! M\Zi\kXip*! Xj! k_\! ZXj\! dXp! Y\*!
j_Xcc!gifm`[\!glYc`Z!efk`Z\!f]!Xe[!i\XjfeXYc\!
fggfikle`kp!kf!Zfdd\ek!fe!k_\!gifgfj\[!`j+
jlXeZ\!f]!jlZ_!fi[\i,!

$7%!FeXfXagTg\ba!bY!Xi\WXaVX!

;ep! g\ijfe! n_f! Zfdd\ekj! fe! X! gifgfj\[!
Xjj\jjd\ek! f]! X! g\eXckp! le[\i! k_`j! jlY+
j\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!Y\!^`m\e!efk`Z\!f]!Xep!_\Xi`e^!
_\c[! le[\i! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! Xe[! f]! k_\! fi[\i!
Xjj\jj`e^! jlZ_! g\eXckp,! Ce! Xep! _\Xi`e^! _\c[!
le[\i!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!jlZ_!g\ijfe!j_Xcc!_Xm\!
X!i\XjfeXYc\!fggfikle`kp!kf!Y\!_\Xi[!Xe[!kf!
gi\j\ek!\m`[\eZ\,!

$8%!H\Z[gf!bY! \agXeXfgXW!cXefbaf!gb!T![XTe\aZ!

C]! ef! _\Xi`e^! `j! _\c[! le[\i! gXiX^iXg_! &0'!
Y\]fi\! `jjlXeZ\! f]! Xe! fi[\i! Xjj\jj`e^! X! g\e+
Xckp! le[\i! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe*! Xep! g\ijfe! n_f!
Zfdd\ek\[!fe!k_\!gifgfj\[!Xjj\jjd\ek!dXp!
g\k`k`fe*!n`k_`e!1.![Xpj!X]k\i!k_\!`jjlXeZ\!f]!
jlZ_!fi[\i*!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fi!M\Zi\kXip*!
Xj! k_\! ZXj\! dXp! Y\*! kf! j\k! Xj`[\! jlZ_! fi[\i!
Xe[! kf! gifm`[\! X! _\Xi`e^! fe! k_\! g\eXckp,! C]!
k_\! \m`[\eZ\! gi\j\ek\[! Yp! k_\! g\k`k`fe\i! `e!
jlggfik! f]! k_\! g\k`k`fe! `j! dXk\i`Xc! Xe[! nXj!
efk! Zfej`[\i\[! `e! k_\! `jjlXeZ\! f]! k_\! fi[\i*!
k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fi!M\Zi\kXip!j_Xcc!`dd\+
[`Xk\cp! j\k! Xj`[\! jlZ_! fi[\i! Xe[! gifm`[\! X!
_\Xi`e^!`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!gXiX^iXg_!&0'&;'!
`e! k_\! ZXj\! f]! X! ZcXjj! C! Z`m`c! g\eXckp! Xe[!
gXiX^iXg_!&0'&<'!`e!k_\!ZXj\!f]!X!ZcXjj!CC!Z`m`c!
g\eXckp,! C]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fi! M\Zi\kXip!
[\e`\j! X! _\Xi`e^! le[\i! k_`j! jlYgXiX^iXg_*!
k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fi!M\Zi\kXip!j_Xcc!gifm`[\!
kf!k_\!g\k`k`fe\i*!Xe[!glYc`j_!`e!k_\!@\[\iXc!
L\^`jk\i*! efk`Z\!f]! Xe[!k_\!i\Xjfej! ]fi!jlZ_!
[\e`Xc,!

$/%!<\aT_\gl!bY!beWXe!

;e! fi[\i! `jjl\[! le[\i! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! j_Xcc!
Y\Zfd\!]`eXc! 1.! [Xpj! X]k\i! `kj! `jjlXeZ\! lec\jj!
X! g\k`k`fe! ]fi! al[`Z`Xc! i\m`\n! `j! ]`c\[! le[\i!
gXiX^iXg_! &6'! fi! X! _\Xi`e^! `j! i\hl\jk\[! le[\i!
gXiX^iXg_! &2'&=',! C]! jlZ_! X! _\Xi`e^! `j! [\e`\[*!
jlZ_! fi[\i! j_Xcc! Y\Zfd\! ]`eXc! 1.! [Xpj! X]k\i!
jlZ_![\e`Xc,!

$0%!;YYXVg!bY!beWXe!

$6%! B\`\gTg\ba! ba! TVg\baf! haWXe! bg[Xe! fXV'
g\baf!

;Zk`fe!kXb\e!Yp!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fi!k_\!
M\Zi\kXip*! Xj! k_\! ZXj\! dXp! Y\*! le[\i! k_`j!
jlYj\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! efk! X]]\Zk! fi! c`d`k! k_\! ;[+
d`e`jkiXkfi%j!fi!M\Zi\kXip%j!Xlk_fi`kp!kf!\e+
]fiZ\! Xep! gifm`j`fe! f]! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i9! \oZ\gk!
k_Xk!Xep!m`fcXk`fe}!

&`'! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! n_`Z_! k_\! ;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi! fi! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! _Xj! Zfdd\eZ\[!
Xe[! `j! [`c`^\ekcp! gifj\Zlk`e^! Xe! XZk`fe!
le[\i!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!

&``'! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! n_`Z_! X! MkXk\! _Xj!
Zfdd\eZ\[! Xe[! `j! [`c`^\ekcp! gifj\Zlk`e^!
Xe!XZk`fe!le[\i!X!MkXk\!cXn!ZfdgXiXYc\!kf!
k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!fi!

&```'! ]fi! n_`Z_! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi*! k_\!
M\Zi\kXip*! fi! k_\! MkXk\! _Xj! `jjl\[! X! ]`eXc!
fi[\i!efk!jlYa\Zk!kf!]lik_\i!al[`Z`Xc!i\m`\n!
Xe[! k_\! m`fcXkfi! _Xj! gX`[! X! g\eXckp! Xj+
j\jj\[!le[\i!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!fi!jlZ_!Zfd+
gXiXYc\!MkXk\!cXn*!Xj!k_\!ZXj\!dXp!Y\*!

j_Xcc!efk!Y\!k_\!jlYa\Zk!f]!X!Z`m`c!g\eXckp!XZ+
k`fe! le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &['! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! fi!
j\Zk`fe!/10/&Y'!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!fi!j\Zk`fe!/143!f]!
k_`j!k`kc\,!

$7%!6cc_\VTU\_\gl!bY!_\`\gTg\ba!j\g[!eXfcXVg!gb!
V\g\mXa!fh\gf!

N_\!c`d`kXk`fej!ZfekX`e\[!`e!jlYgXiX^iXg_!
&;'! fe! Z`m`c! g\eXckp! XZk`fej! le[\i! j\Zk`fe!
/143!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!j_Xcc!efk!Xggcp!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!
kf!Xep!m`fcXk`fe!]fi!n_`Z_}!

&`'!X! Z`m`c!XZk`fe!le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /143&X'&/'!
f]! k_`j! k`kc\! _Xj! Y\\e! ]`c\[! gi`fi! kf! Zfd+
d\eZ\d\ek! f]! Xe! XZk`fe! le[\i! k_`j! jlY+
j\Zk`fe*!fi!

&``'!efk`Z\!f]!Xe!Xcc\^\[!m`fcXk`fe!f]!j\Z+
k`fe! /143&X'&/'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! _Xj! Y\\e! ^`m\e!
`e! XZZfi[XeZ\! n`k_! j\Zk`fe! /143&Y'&/'&;'! f]!
k_`j!k`kc\!gi`fi!kf!Zfdd\eZ\d\ek!f]!Xe!XZ+
k`fe! le[\i! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! Xe[! Xe! XZk`fe!
le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /143&X'&/'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! n`k_!
i\jg\Zk! kf! jlZ_! Xcc\^\[! m`fcXk`fe! `j! ]`c\[!
Y\]fi\! k_\! /0.k_! [Xp! X]k\i! k_\! [Xk\! fe!
n_`Z_!jlZ_!efk`Z\!`j!^`m\e,!

$1%!;YYXVg!bY!TVg\ba!ba!Vb`c_\TaVX!

Hf!XZk`fe! Yp! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fi! k_\! M\Z+
i\kXip! le[\i! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! X]]\Zk! Xep!
g\ijfe%j!fYc`^Xk`fe!kf!Zfdgcp!n`k_!Xep!j\Zk`fe!
f]! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i! fi! n`k_! k_\! k\idj! Xe[! Zfe[`+
k`fej!f]!Xep!g\id`k!`jjl\[!glijlXek!kf!j\Zk`fe!
/120!fi!/122!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

$2%!@hW\V\T_!eXi\Xj!

;ep!g\ijfe! X^X`ejk! n_fd!X! Z`m`c!g\eXckp! `j!
Xjj\jj\[! le[\i! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! fi! n_f! Zfd+
d\ek\[! fe! k_\! gifgfj\[! Xjj\jjd\ek! f]! jlZ_!
g\eXckp!`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!gXiX^iXg_!&2'!dXp!
fYkX`e!i\m`\n!f]!jlZ_!Xjj\jjd\ek}!

&;'! `e! k_\! ZXj\! f]! Xjj\jjd\ek! f]! X! ZcXjj! C!
Z`m`c! g\eXckp*! `e! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j! >`jki`Zk!
=flik!]fi!k_\!>`jki`Zk!f]!=fcldY`X!fi!`e!k_\!
[`jki`Zk! `e! n_`Z_! k_\! m`fcXk`fe! `j! Xcc\^\[! kf!
_Xm\!fZZlii\[*!fi!

&<'! `e!k_\!ZXj\!f]! Xjj\jjd\ek! f]!X! ZcXjj! CC!
Z`m`c!g\eXckp*! `e!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j!=flik!f]!;g+
g\Xcj!]fi!k_\!>`jki`Zk!f]!=fcldY`X!=`iZl`k!fi!
]fi! Xep! fk_\i! Z`iZl`k! `e! n_`Z_! jlZ_! g\ijfe!
i\j`[\j!fi!kiXejXZkj!Ylj`e\jj*!
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Yp!]`c`e^!X!efk`Z\!f]!Xgg\Xc!`e!jlZ_!Zflik!n`k_+
`e!k_\!1.+[Xp!g\i`f[!Y\^`ee`e^!fe!k_\![Xk\!k_\!
Z`m`c! g\eXckp! fi[\i! `j! `jjl\[! Xe[! Yp! j`dlckX+
e\fljcp!j\e[`e^!X!Zfgp!f]!jlZ_!efk`Z\!Yp!Z\i+
k`]`\[! dX`c! kf! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fi! k_\! M\Z+
i\kXip*! Xj! k_\! ZXj\! dXp! Y\*! Xe[! k_\! ;kkfie\p!
A\e\iXc,! N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fi! k_\! M\Zi\kXip!
j_Xcc! gifdgkcp! ]`c\! `e! jlZ_! Zflik! X! Z\ik`]`\[!
Zfgp!f]!k_\!i\Zfi[!fe!n_`Z_!k_\!fi[\i!nXj! `j+
jl\[,!MlZ_!Zflik!j_Xcc!efk!j\k!Xj`[\!fi!i\dXe[!
jlZ_!fi[\i!lec\jj!k_\i\!`j!efk!jlYjkXek`Xc!\m`+
[\eZ\!`e!k_\!i\Zfi[*!kXb\e!Xj!X!n_fc\*!kf!jlg+
gfik! k_\! ]`e[`e^! f]! X! m`fcXk`fe! fi! lec\jj! k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi%j! fi! M\Zi\kXip%j! Xjj\jjd\ek! f]!
k_\!g\eXckp!Zfejk`klk\j!Xe!XYlj\!f]![`jZi\k`fe!
Xe[!j_Xcc!efk!`dgfj\!X[[`k`feXc!Z`m`c!g\eXck`\j!
]fi!k_\!jXd\!m`fcXk`fe!lec\jj!k_\!;[d`e`jkiX+
kfi%j!fi!M\Zi\kXip%j!Xjj\jjd\ek!f]!k_\!g\eXckp!
Zfejk`klk\j!Xe!XYlj\!f]![`jZi\k`fe,!

$3%!8b__XVg\ba!

C]!Xep!g\ijfe!]X`cj!kf!gXp!Xe!Xjj\jjd\ek!f]!X!
Z`m`c!g\eXckp}!

&;'!X]k\i!k_\!fi[\i!dXb`e^!k_\!Xjj\jjd\ek!
_Xj!Y\Zfd\!]`eXc*!fi!

&<'! X]k\i! X! Zflik! `e! Xe! XZk`fe! Yifl^_k!
le[\i!gXiX^iXg_!&6'!_Xj!\ek\i\[!X!]`eXc!al[^+
d\ek! `e! ]Xmfi! f]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fi! k_\!
M\Zi\kXip*!Xj!k_\!ZXj\!dXp!Y\*!

k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fi! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! j_Xcc! i\+
hl\jk!k_\!;kkfie\p!A\e\iXc!kf!Yi`e^!X!Z`m`c!XZ+
k`fe!`e!Xe!Xggifgi`Xk\![`jki`Zk!Zflik!kf!i\Zfm\i!
k_\! Xdflek! Xjj\jj\[! &gclj! `ek\i\jk! Xk! Zli+
i\ekcp! gi\mX`c`e^! iXk\j! ]ifd! k_\! [Xk\! f]! k_\!
]`eXc! fi[\i! fi! k_\! [Xk\! f]! k_\! ]`eXc! al[^d\ek*!
Xj!k_\!ZXj\!dXp!Y\',!Ce!jlZ_!Xe!XZk`fe*!k_\!mX+
c`[`kp*! Xdflek*! Xe[! Xggifgi`Xk\e\jj! f]! jlZ_!
g\eXckp! j_Xcc! efk! Y\! jlYa\Zk! kf! i\m`\n,! ;ep!
g\ijfe! n_f!]X`cj!kf!gXp! fe!X!k`d\cp!YXj`j!k_\!
Xdflek!f]!Xe!Xjj\jjd\ek!f]!X!Z`m`c!g\eXckp!Xj!
[\jZi`Y\[! `e! k_\! ]`ijk! j\ek\eZ\! f]! k_`j! gXiX+
^iXg_! j_Xcc!Y\!i\hl`i\[!kf!gXp*! `e!X[[`k`fe!kf!
jlZ_! Xdflek! Xe[! `ek\i\jk*! Xkkfie\pj! ]\\j! Xe[!
Zfjkj! ]fi! Zfcc\Zk`fe! gifZ\\[`e^j! Xe[! X! hlXi+
k\icp! efegXpd\ek! g\eXckp! ]fi! \XZ_! hlXik\i!
[li`e^!n_`Z_!jlZ_!]X`cli\!kf!gXp!g\ij`jkj,!MlZ_!
efegXpd\ek! g\eXckp! j_Xcc! Y\! `e! Xe! Xdflek!
\hlXc!kf!0.!g\iZ\ek!f]!k_\!X^^i\^Xk\!Xdflek!f]!
jlZ_! g\ijfe%j! g\eXck`\j! Xe[! efegXpd\ek! g\e+
Xck`\j!n_`Z_!Xi\!legX`[!Xj!f]!k_\!Y\^`ee`e^!f]!
jlZ_!hlXik\i,!

$+*%!IhUcbXaTf!

N_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fi!M\Zi\kXip*!Xj!k_\!ZXj\!
dXp! Y\*! dXp! `jjl\! jlYgf\eXj! ]fi! k_\! Xkk\e[+
XeZ\! Xe[! k\jk`dfep! f]! n`ke\jj\j! Xe[! k_\! gif+
[lZk`fe! f]! i\c\mXek! gXg\ij*! Yffbj*! fi! [fZl+
d\ekj!`e!Zfee\Zk`fe!n`k_!_\Xi`e^j!le[\i!k_`j!
jlYj\Zk`fe,!Ce!ZXj\!f]!ZfekldXZp!fi!i\]ljXc!kf!
fY\p!X!jlYgf\eX!`jjl\[!glijlXek!kf!k_`j!gXiX+
^iXg_!Xe[!j\im\[!lgfe!Xep!g\ijfe*!k_\![`jki`Zk!
Zflik! f]!k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j! ]fi! Xep! [`jki`Zk! `e!
n_`Z_! jlZ_! g\ijfe! `j! ]fle[*! i\j`[\j*! fi! kiXej+
XZkj!Ylj`e\jj*! lgfe!Xggc`ZXk`fe! Yp! k_\!Oe`k\[!
MkXk\j! Xe[! X]k\i! efk`Z\! kf! jlZ_! g\ijfe*! j_Xcc!
_Xm\! ali`j[`Zk`fe! kf! `jjl\! Xe! fi[\i! i\hl`i`e^!
jlZ_! g\ijfe!kf!Xgg\Xi!Xe[!^`m\! k\jk`dfep! Y\+
]fi\!k_\!X[d`e`jkiXk`m\!cXn!al[^\!fi!kf!Xgg\Xi!
Xe[!gif[lZ\![fZld\ekj!Y\]fi\!k_\!X[d`e`jkiX+
k`m\!cXn!al[^\*!fi!Yfk_*!Xe[!Xep!]X`cli\!kf!fY\p!
jlZ_! fi[\i! f]! k_\! Zflik! dXp! Y\! gle`j_\[! Yp!
jlZ_!Zflik!Xj!X!Zfek\dgk!k_\i\f],!

$++%!FebgXVg\ba!bY!Xk\fg\aZ!cebVXWheXf!

Hfk_`e^! `e! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! Z_Xe^\! k_\!
gifZ\[li\j! \o`jk`e^! fe! k_\! [Xp! Y\]fi\! @\Y+
ilXip! 2*! /765*! le[\i! fk_\i! jlYj\Zk`fej! f]! k_`j!
j\Zk`fe!]fi!`jjlXeZ\!Xe[!\e]fiZ\d\ek!f]!fi[\ij!
Yp!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi,!

&Dle\! 1.*! /726*! Z_,! 536*! k`kc\! CCC*! x 1.7*! Xj! X[[\[!
JlY,! F,! 70z3..*! x 0*! IZk,! /6*! /750*! 64! MkXk,! 6379!
Xd\e[\[! JlY,! F,! 73z0/5*! xx 32&Y'*! 33*! 34*! 45&Z'&0'*!
>\Z,! 05*! /755*! 7/! MkXk,! /37/*! /370*! /4.49! JlY,! F,!
/..z2*! k`kc\! CCC*! xx 1/0*! 1/1&X'&/'*! &Y'&/'*! &Z'*! 1/2&X'*!
@\Y,! 2*! /765*! /./! MkXk,! 20*! 23*! 249! JlY,! F,! /./z16.*!
k`kc\!CP*!x 21./&Z'*!;l^,!/6*!/77.*!/.2!MkXk,!315,'!

L?@?L?H=?M CH N?RN!

N_\!Mfc`[! QXjk\!>`jgfjXc! ;Zk*! i\]\ii\[!kf! `e! jlYj\Z,!

&Z'&5'*!`j!k`kc\!CC!f]!JlY,!F,!67z050*!IZk,!0.*!/743*!57!MkXk,!

775*!Xj!Xd\e[\[!^\e\iXccp!Yp!JlY,!F,!72z36.*!x 0*!IZk,!0/*!
/754*!7.!MkXk,!0573*!n_`Z_!`j!ZcXjj`]`\[!^\e\iXccp!kf!Z_Xg+

k\i!60!&x 47./!\k!j\h,'!f]!N`kc\!20*!N_\!JlYc`Z!B\Xck_!Xe[!

Q\c]Xi\,!@fi!Zfdgc\k\!ZcXjj`]`ZXk`fe!f]!k_`j!;Zk!kf!k_\!
=f[\*!j\\!M_fik!N`kc\!efk\!j\k!flk!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!47./!f]!

N`kc\!20!Xe[!NXYc\j,!

;G?H>G?HNM!

/77.}MlYj\Z,! &Z'&/'&;'*! &0'&;'*! &1'&;',! JlY,! F,! /./z16.!
`ej\ik\[!WW/10/&Y'&1'*%%!X]k\i!WW/1/6*%%,!

/765}MlYj\Z,!&Z',!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!x 1/0*!Xd\e[\[!jlYj\Z,!

&Z'! ^\e\iXccp*! i\m`j`e^! gifm`j`fej! f]! gXi,! &/'*! X[[`e^!
gXij,!&0'*! &1'*!&3'*!Xe[!&5'*!i\[\j`^eXk`e^!]fid\i!gXij,!&0'!

Xe[! &2'! Xj! &1'! Xe[! &4'*! i\jg\Zk`m\cp*! Xe[! i\m`j`e^! gifm`+

j`fej!f]!i\[\j`^eXk\[!gXi,!&2',!
MlYj\Z,! &[',! JlY,! F,! /..z2*! x 1/1&X'&/'*! `ej\ik\[! WW* fi!

Xep! i\hl`i\d\ek! `dgfj\[! `e! X! gi\ki\Xkd\ek! gif^iXd!

Xggifm\[! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /120&X'&1'! fi! /120&Y'&6'! f]! k_`j!

k`kc\*%%!X]k\i!j\Zfe[!i\]\i\eZ\!kf!WWMkXk\*%%,!
JlY,! F,! /..z2*! x 1/1&Y'&/'*! jlYjk`klk\[! WW#03*...! g\i! [Xp!

]fi! \XZ_! m`fcXk`fe%%! ]fi! WW#/.*...! g\i! [Xp! f]! jlZ_! m`fcX+

k`fe%%,!
JlY,!F,!/..z2*!x 1/1&Z'*!`ej\ik\[!Xk!\e[!WWCe![\k\id`e`e^!

k_\!Xdflek!f]!X!Z`m`c! g\eXckp! k_\!Zflik!j_Xcc!Zfej`[\i!

k_\!j\i`flje\jj!f]!k_\!m`fcXk`fe!fi!m`fcXk`fej*!k_\!\Zf+

efd`Z!Y\e\]`k!&`]!Xep'!i\jlck`e^!]ifd!k_\!m`fcXk`fe*!Xep!
_`jkfip! f]! jlZ_! m`fcXk`fej*! Xep! ^ff[+]X`k_! \]]fikj! kf!

Zfdgcp!n`k_!k_\!Xggc`ZXYc\!i\hl`i\d\ekj*!k_\!\Zfefd`Z!

`dgXZk! f]! k_\! g\eXckp! fe! k_\! m`fcXkfi*! Xe[! jlZ_! fk_\i!
dXkk\ij! Xj! aljk`Z\! dXp! i\hl`i\,! @fi! gligfj\j! f]! k_`j!

jlYj\Zk`fe*!X!j`e^c\!fg\iXk`feXc!lgj\k!n_`Z_!c\X[j!kf!j`+

dlckXe\flj! m`fcXk`fej! f]! dfi\! k_Xe! fe\! gfcclkXek! gX+
iXd\k\i!j_Xcc!Y\!ki\Xk\[!Xj!X!j`e^c\!m`fcXk`fe,%%!

MlYj\Z,!&^',!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!x 1/2&X'*!X[[\[!jlYj\Z,!&^',!
/755}MlYj\Z,!&X'&/',!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!xx 33&X'*!45&Z'&0'&;'*!

jlYjk`klk\[!WW/1/6*!/106*!fi!/123!f]!k_`j!k`kc\%%!]fi!WWfi!/1/6!
f]!k_`j!k`kc\%%!Xe[!WW/120!fi!/122!f]!k_`j!k`kc\%%!]fi!WW/120!f]!

k_`j!k`kc\%%,!
MlYj\Z,!&X'&0',!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!x 34&X'*!jlYjk`klk\[!WW\o+

Z\gk! n_\i\! Xe! \ok\ej`fe! _Xj! Y\\e!^iXek\[! le[\i! gXiX+

^iXg_!&3'&<'!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!

\e]fiZ\! Xep! g\id`k! Zfe[`k`fe! fi! c`d`kXk`fe%%! ]fi! WWk_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! \e]fiZ\! Xep! g\id`k! Zfe[`k`fe! fi!

c`d`kXk`fe%%,!
MlYj\Z,! &X'&1',!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*! xx 33&Y'*! 45&Z'&0'&<'*! jlY+

jk`klk\[!WW/1/6*!/106*!fi!/123!f]!k_`j!k`kc\%%!]fi!WWfi!/1/6!f]!
k_`j! k`kc\%%! Xe[! `ej\ik\[! WWfi! `e! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[! le[\i!

j\Zk`fe!/122!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!Yp!X!MkXk\%%!X]k\i!WW`e!X!g\id`k!

`jjl\[! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /120! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Yp! _`d! fi! Yp! X!
MkXk\%%,!

MlYj\Z,!&X'&2',!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!x 34&Y'*!jkilZb!flk!gifm`+

j`fe!k_Xk!Xep!fi[\i!`jjl\[!le[\i!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe!_X[!kf!
Y\!Yp!g\ijfeXc!j\im`Z\!Xe[!_X[!kf!jkXk\!n`k_!i\XjfeXYc\!

jg\Z`]`Z`kp! k_\! eXkli\! f]! k_\! m`fcXk`fe! Xe[! X! k`d\! ]fi!

Zfdgc`XeZ\*! efk! kf! \oZ\\[! k_`ikp! [Xpj*! n_`Z_! k_\! ;[+
d`e`jkiXkfi! [\k\id`e\[! kf! Y\! i\XjfeXYc\*! kXb`e^! `ekf!

XZZflek! k_\! j\i`flje\jj! f]! k_\! m`fcXk`fe! Xe[! Xep! ^ff[!

]X`k_! \]]fikj! kf! Zfdgcp! n`k_! Xggc`ZXYc\! i\hl`i\d\ekj,!
M\\!j\Zk`fe!jlYj\Z,!&X'&3'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!

MlYj\Z,! &X'&3'*! &4',! JlY,! F,! 73z0/5*! x 34&Z'*! X[[\[! gXij,!

&3'!Xe[!&4',!
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JX^\! 207! NCNF?! 11}H;PCA;NCIH! ;H>! H;PCA;<F?! Q;N?LM! s +-,*!

MlYj\Z,!&Z'&/',!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!x 45&Z'&0'&='*!jlYjk`klk\[!

WWYp!X!MkXk\!fi!`e!X!g\id`k!`jjl\[!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/122!f]!
k_`j! k`kc\! Yp! X! MkXk\*! j_Xcc! Y\! gle`j_\[%%! ]fi! WWYp! X!

MkXk\*!j_Xcc!Y\!gle`j_\[%%,!

MlYj\Z,! &[',! JlY,! F,! 73z0/5*! xx 33&Z'*! 45&Z'&0'&>'*! jlY+
jk`klk\[!WW/1/6*!/106*!fi!/123!f]!k_`j!k`kc\%%!]fi!WWfi!/1/6!f]!

k_`j! k`kc\%%! Xe[! `ej\ik\[! WWfi! `e! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[! le[\i!

j\Zk`fe!/122!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!Yp!X!MkXk\*%%!X]k\i! WWg\id`k!`j+
jl\[! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /120! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Yp! k_\! ;[d`e`j+

kiXkfi*!fi!Yp!X!MkXk\*%%,!

MlYj\Z,!&]',!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!x 32&Y'*!X[[\[!jlYj\Z,!&]',!

?@@?=NCP? >;N? I@ /77.! ;G?H>G?HN!

;d\e[d\ek!Yp!JlY,!F,!/./z16.!Xggc`ZXYc\!kf!`eZ`[\ekj!
fZZlii`e^!X]k\i!;l^,!/6*!/77.*!j\\!j\Zk`fe!/.0.!f]!JlY,!F,!

/./z16.*!j\k!flk!Xj!Xe!?]]\Zk`m\!>Xk\!efk\!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!

05./!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

M;PCHAM JLIPCMCIH!

JlY,!F,!/..z2*!k`kc\!CCC*!x 1/1&X'&0'*!@\Y,!2*!/765*!/./!MkXk,!

23*! gifm`[\[! k_Xk8! WWHf! MkXk\! j_Xcc! Y\! i\hl`i\[! Y\]fi\!
Dlcp! /*! /766*! kf! df[`]p! X! g\id`k! gif^iXd! Xggifm\[! fi!

jlYd`kk\[!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!2.0!f]!k_\!@\[\iXc!QXk\i!Jfccl+

k`fe! =fekifc! ;Zk! U11! O,M,=,! /120V! Xj! X! i\jlck! f]! k_\!
Xd\e[d\ek!dX[\!Yp!gXiX^iXg_!&/'!UXd\e[`e^!k_`j!j\Z+

k`feV,%%!

>?JIMCN I@ =?LN;CH J?H;FNC?M CHNI ICF MJCFF!

FC;<CFCNS NLOMN @OH>!

J\eXck`\j!gX`[!glijlXek!kf!jlYj\Zk`fe!&Z'!f]!k_`j!j\Z+
k`fe!Xe[!j\Zk`fej!/10/!Xe[!/3./!\k!j\h,!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!kf!Y\!

[\gfj`k\[!`e!k_\!I`c!Mg`cc!F`XY`c`kp!Niljk!@le[!Zi\Xk\[!

le[\i! j\Zk`fe! 73.7! f]! N`kc\! 04*! Cek\ieXc! L\m\el\! =f[\*!
j\\! j\Zk`fe! 21.2! f]! JlY,! F,! /./z16.*! j\k! flk! Xj! X! efk\!

le[\i!j\Zk`fe!73.7!f]!N`kc\!04,!

CH=L?;M?> J?H;FNC?M HIN L?KOCL?> OH>?L MN;N?!

JLIAL;GM!

JlY,!F,!/..z2*!k`kc\!CCC*!x 1/1&Y'&0'*!@\Y,!2*!/765*!/./!MkXk,!

23*! gifm`[\[! k_Xk8! WWN_\! @\[\iXc! QXk\i! Jfcclk`fe! =fe+
kifc! ;Zk! U11! O,M,=,! /03/! \k! j\h,V! j_Xcc! efk! Y\! Zfejkil\[!

Xj! i\hl`i`e^! X! MkXk\! kf! _Xm\! X! Z`m`c! g\eXckp! ]fi! m`fcX+

k`fej![\jZi`Y\[! `e! j\Zk`fe! 1.7&['! f]!jlZ_!;Zk! U11!O,M,=,!
/1/7&['V! n_`Z_! _Xj! k_\! jXd\! dfe\kXip! Xdflek! Xj! k_\!

Z`m`c! g\eXckp! \jkXYc`j_\[! Yp! jlZ_! j\Zk`fe*! Xj! Xd\e[\[!

Yp! gXiX^iXg_! &/'! UXd\e[`e^! k_`j! j\Zk`feV,! Hfk_`e^! `e!
k_`j!gXiX^iXg_!j_Xcc!X]]\Zk!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi%j!Xlk_fi+

`kp!kf!\jkXYc`j_!fi!X[aljk!Yp!i\^lcXk`fe!X!d`e`dld!XZ+

Z\gkXYc\!MkXk\!Z`m`c!g\eXckp,%%!

;=NCIHM <S MOLA?IH A?H?L;F L?F;NCHA NI!
CHN?LMN;N? JIFFONCIH!

;Zk!Dlcp!7*!/734*!Z_,!3/6*!x 3*!5.!MkXk,!3.5*!gifm`[\[!k_Xk!

XZk`fej! Yp! k_\! Mli^\fe! A\e\iXc! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! nXk\i!

gfcclkXekj! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! 0&['! f]! XZk! Dle\! 1.*! /726*! Z_,!
536*!40!MkXk,!//33*!Xj!`e!\]]\Zk!gi`fi!kf!Dlcp!7*!/734*!n_`Z_!

_X[! Y\\e! Zfdgc\k\[! gi`fi! kf! jlZ_! [Xk\*! nflc[! jk`cc! Y\!

jlYa\Zk!kf!k_\!k\idj!f]!j\Zk`fe!0&['!f]!XZk!Dle\!1.*!/726*!
`e!\]]\Zk!gi`fi!kf!k_\!Dlcp!7*!/734!Xd\e[d\ek*!Ylk!k_Xk!

XZk`fej!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!kf!jlZ_!gfcclkXekj!nflc[!e\m\ik_\+

c\jj! jlYj\hl\ekcp! Y\! gfjj`Yc\! `e! XZZfi[XeZ\! n`k_! k_\!
k\idj! f]! XZk! Dle\! 1.*! /726*! Xj! Xd\e[\[! Yp! XZk! Dlcp! 7*!

/734,!

s +-,*(!?agXeaTg\baT_!cb__hg\ba!TUTgX`Xag!

$T%!>XTe\aZ5!cTeg\V\cTg\ba!Ul!YbeX\Za!aTg\baf!

Q_\e\m\i!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi*!lgfe!i\Z\`gkj!f]!
i\gfikj*! jlim\pj*! fi! jkl[`\j! ]ifd! Xep! [lcp! Zfe+
jk`klk\[!`ek\ieXk`feXc!X^\eZp*!_Xj!i\Xjfe!kf!Y\+
c`\m\! k_Xk! gfcclk`fe! `j! fZZlii`e^! n_`Z_! \e[Xe+
^\ij!k_\!_\Xck_!fi!n\c]Xi\!f]!g\ijfej!`e!X!]fi\`^e!
Zflekip*! Xe[! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! f]! MkXk\! i\hl\jkj!
_`d!kf!XYXk\!jlZ_!gfcclk`fe*!_\!j_Xcc!^`m\!]fidXc!
efk`]`ZXk`fe!k_\i\f]!kf!k_\!MkXk\!nXk\i!gfcclk`fe!
Zfekifc! X^\eZp! f]! k_\! MkXk\! fi! MkXk\j! `e! n_`Z_!
jlZ_! [`jZ_Xi^\! fi! [`jZ_Xi^\j! fi`^`eXk\! Xe[! kf!

k_\! Xggifgi`Xk\! `ek\ijkXk\! X^\eZp*! `]! Xep,! B\!
j_Xcc!Xcjf!gifdgkcp!ZXcc!jlZ_!X!_\Xi`e^*!`]!_\!Y\+
c`\m\j! k_Xk! jlZ_! gfcclk`fe! `j! fZZlii`e^! `e! jl]]`+
Z`\ek! hlXek`kp! kf! nXiiXek! jlZ_! XZk`fe*! Xe[! `]!
jlZ_! ]fi\`^e! Zflekip! _Xj! ^`m\e! k_\! Oe`k\[!
MkXk\j! \jj\ek`Xccp! k_\! jXd\! i`^_kj! n`k_! i\jg\Zk!
kf!k_\!gi\m\ek`fe!Xe[!Zfekifc!f]!gfcclk`fe!fZZli+
i`e^!`e!k_Xk!Zflekip!Xj!`j!^`m\e!k_Xk!Zflekip!Yp!
k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe,!N_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi*!k_ifl^_!k_\!
M\Zi\kXip!f]!MkXk\*!j_Xcc!`em`k\!k_\!]fi\`^e!Zfle+
kip!n_`Z_!dXp!Y\!X[m\ij\cp!X]]\Zk\[!Yp!k_\!gfc+
clk`fe!kf!Xkk\e[!Xe[!gXik`Z`gXk\!`e!k_\!_\Xi`e^*!
Xe[!k_\!i\gi\j\ekXk`m\!f]!jlZ_!Zflekip!j_Xcc*!]fi!
k_\!gligfj\!f]!k_\!_\Xi`e^!Xe[!Xep!]lik_\i!gif+
Z\\[`e^! i\jlck`e^! ]ifd! jlZ_! _\Xi`e^*! _Xm\! Xcc!
k_\! i`^_kj! f]! X! MkXk\! nXk\i! gfcclk`fe! Zfekifc!
X^\eZp,!Hfk_`e^!`e!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!Y\!Zfe+
jkil\[!kf!df[`]p*!Xd\e[*!i\g\Xc*!fi!fk_\in`j\!X]+
]\Zk!k_\!gifm`j`fej!f]!k_\!/7.7!<fle[Xip!QXk\ij!
Ni\Xkp!Y\kn\\e!=XeX[X!Xe[!k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j!fi!
k_\! QXk\i! Ok`c`qXk`fe! Ni\Xkp! f]! /722! Y\kn\\e!
G\o`Zf!Xe[!k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j!&37!MkXk,!/0/7'*!i\c+
Xk`m\!kf!k_\!Zfekifc!Xe[!XYXk\d\ek!f]!gfcclk`fe!
`e!nXk\ij!Zfm\i\[!Yp!k_fj\!ki\Xk`\j,!

$U%! <haVg\baf! TaW! eXfcbaf\U\_\g\Xf! bY! 6W`\a\f'
geTgbe!abg!TYYXVgXW!

N_\! ZXcc`e^! f]! X! _\Xi`e^! le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe!
j_Xcc!efk!Y\!Zfejkil\[!Yp!k_\!Zflikj*!k_\!;[d`e+
`jkiXkfi*! fi! Xep! g\ijfe! Xj! c`d`k`e^*! df[`]p`e^*!
fi!fk_\in`j\!X]]\Zk`e^!k_\!]leZk`fej!Xe[!i\jgfe+
j`Y`c`k`\j! f]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! le[\i! k_`j! j\Z+
k`fe! kf! \jkXYc`j_! Xe[! \e]fiZ\! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! i\+
hl`i\d\ekj!le[\i!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i,!

$V%! >XTe\aZ! UbTeW5! Vb`cbf\g\ba5! Y\aW\aZf! bY! YTVg5!
eXVb``XaWTg\baf5! \`c_X`XagTg\ba!bY!UbTeW#f!
WXV\f\ba!

N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! glYc`j_! `e! k_\! @\[+
\iXc!L\^`jk\i!X!efk`Z\!f]!X!glYc`Z!_\Xi`e^!Y\]fi\!
X! _\Xi`e^! YfXi[! f]! ]`m\! fi! dfi\! g\ijfej! Xg+
gf`ek\[!Yp!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi,!;!dXafi`kp!f]!k_\!
d\dY\ij! f]! k_\! YfXi[! Xe[! k_\! Z_X`idXe! n_f!
j_Xcc! Y\! [\j`^eXk\[! Yp! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc!
efk!Y\!f]]`Z\ij!fi!\dgcfp\\j!f]!@\[\iXc*!MkXk\*!fi!
cfZXc!^fm\ied\ekj,!Ie!k_\!YXj`j!f]!k_\!\m`[\eZ\!
gi\j\ek\[!Xk!jlZ_!_\Xi`e^*!k_\!YfXi[!j_Xcc!n`k_+
`e! j`okp! [Xpj! X]k\i! Zfdgc\k`fe! f]! k_\! _\Xi`e^!
dXb\!]`e[`e^j!f]!]XZk!Xj!kf!n_\k_\i!fi!efk!jlZ_!
gfcclk`fe!`j!fZZlii`e^!Xe[!j_Xcc!k_\i\lgfe!Yp![\+
Z`j`fe*! `eZfigfiXk`e^! `kj! ]`e[`e^j! k_\i\`e*! dXb\!
jlZ_!i\Zfdd\e[Xk`fej!kf!XYXk\!k_\!gfcclk`fe!Xj!
dXp!Y\!Xggifgi`Xk\!Xe[!j_Xcc!kiXejd`k!jlZ_![\+
Z`j`fe!Xe[!k_\!i\Zfi[!f]!k_\!_\Xi`e^j!kf!k_\!;[+
d`e`jkiXkfi,! ;cc! jlZ_! [\Z`j`fej! j_Xcc! Y\! glYc`Z,!
Ogfe!i\Z\`gk!f]!jlZ_![\Z`j`fe*!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!
j_Xcc! gifdgkcp! `dgc\d\ek! k_\! YfXi[%j! [\Z`j`fe!
`e! XZZfi[XeZ\! n`k_! k_\! gifm`j`fej! f]! k_`j! Z_Xg+
k\i,!

$W%!HXcbeg!Ul!T__XZXW!cb__hgXe!

Ce! Zfee\Zk`fe! n`k_! Xep! _\Xi`e^! ZXcc\[! le[\i!
k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe*! k_\! YfXi[! `j! Xlk_fi`q\[! kf! i\+
hl`i\!Xep!g\ijfe!n_fj\!Xcc\^\[!XZk`m`k`\j!i\jlck!
`e! [`jZ_Xi^\j! ZXlj`e^! fi! Zfeki`Ylk`e^! kf! gfccl+
k`fe!kf!]`c\!n`k_!`k!`e!jlZ_!]fidj!Xj!`k!dXp!gi\+
jZi`Y\*!X!i\gfik!YXj\[!fe!\o`jk`e^![XkX*! ]lie`j_+
`e^! jlZ_! `e]fidXk`fe! Xj! dXp! i\XjfeXYcp! Y\! i\+
hl`i\[!Xj!kf!k_\!Z_XiXZk\i*!b`e[*!Xe[!hlXek`kp!f]!
jlZ_![`jZ_Xi^\j!Xe[!k_\!lj\!f]!]XZ`c`k`\j!fi!fk_\i!
d\Xej! kf! gi\m\ek! fi! i\[lZ\! jlZ_! [`jZ_Xi^\j! Yp!
k_\!g\ijfe!]`c`e^!jlZ_!X!i\gfik,!MlZ_!i\gfik!j_Xcc!
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JX^\! 266!NCNF?! 11}H;PCA;NCIH! ;H>! H;PCA;<F?! Q;N?LM!s +-.,!

Xd\e[\[!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!xx 4/&Y'*!42*!>\Z,!05*!/755*!
7/!MkXk,!/376*!/377,'!

;G?H>G?HNM!

/755}MlYj\Z,!&X',!JlY,!F,!73z0/5!`ej\ik\[!i\]\i\eZ\!kf!
j\Zk`fe! /1/1! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! `e! gXij,! &/'*! &1'*! &2'*! Xe[! &3'*!

jkilZb! flk! gXi,! &4'! n_`Z_! gifm`[\[! k_Xk! ef! @\[\iXc!

X^\eZp!Y\![\\d\[!Xe!Xggc`ZXek!]fi!gligfj\j!f]!k_`j!jlY+
j\Zk`fe*!Xe[!i\[\j`^eXk\[!gXi,!&5'!Xj!&4',!

s +-.,(! DTg\baT_! cb__hgTag! W\fV[TeZX! X_\`\aTg\ba!
flfgX`!

$T%!FXe`\gf!Ybe!W\fV[TeZX!bY!cb__hgTagf!

&/'!?oZ\gk!Xj!gifm`[\[!`e!j\Zk`fej!/106!Xe[!/122!
f]! k_`j! k`kc\*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! dXp*! X]k\i! fg+
gfikle`kp! ]fi! glYc`Z! _\Xi`e^! `jjl\! X! g\id`k! ]fi!
k_\! [`jZ_Xi^\! f]! Xep! gfcclkXek*! fi! ZfdY`eXk`fe!
f]!gfcclkXekj*!efkn`k_jkXe[`e^!j\Zk`fe!/1//&X'!f]!
k_`j! k`kc\*! lgfe! Zfe[`k`fe! k_Xk! jlZ_! [`jZ_Xi^\!
n`cc!d\\k!\`k_\i!&;'!Xcc!Xggc`ZXYc\!i\hl`i\d\ekj!
le[\i!j\Zk`fej!/1//*!/1/0*!/1/4*!/1/5*!/1/6*!Xe[!/121!
f]! k_`j! k`kc\*! fi! &<'! gi`fi! kf! k_\! kXb`e^! f]! e\Z+
\jjXip!`dgc\d\ek`e^!XZk`fej!i\cXk`e^!kf!Xcc!jlZ_!
i\hl`i\d\ekj*! jlZ_! Zfe[`k`fej! Xj! k_\! ;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi![\k\id`e\j!Xi\!e\Z\jjXip!kf!ZXiip!flk!k_\!
gifm`j`fej!f]!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i,!

&0'! N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! gi\jZi`Y\! Zfe[`+
k`fej!]fi!jlZ_!g\id`kj!kf!Xjjli\!Zfdgc`XeZ\!n`k_!
k_\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! gXiX^iXg_! &/'! f]! k_`j! jlY+
j\Zk`fe*!`eZcl[`e^!Zfe[`k`fej!fe![XkX!Xe[!`e]fi+
dXk`fe!Zfcc\Zk`fe*!i\gfik`e^*!Xe[!jlZ_!fk_\i!i\+
hl`i\d\ekj!Xj!_\![\\dj!Xggifgi`Xk\,!

&1'! N_\! g\id`k! gif^iXd! f]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi!
le[\i!gXiX^iXg_!&/'!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!Xe[!g\i+
d`kj! `jjl\[! k_\i\le[\i*! j_Xcc! Y\! jlYa\Zk! kf! k_\!
jXd\! k\idj*! Zfe[`k`fej*! Xe[! i\hl`i\d\ekj! Xj!
Xggcp!kf!X!MkXk\!g\id`k!gif^iXd!Xe[!g\id`kj!`j+
jl\[!k_\i\le[\i!le[\i!jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'!f]!k_`j!j\Z+
k`fe,!

&2'! ;cc! g\id`kj! ]fi! [`jZ_Xi^\j! `ekf! k_\! eXm`+
^XYc\! nXk\ij! `jjl\[! glijlXek! kf! j\Zk`fe! 2.5! f]!
k_`j! k`kc\! j_Xcc! Y\! [\\d\[! kf! Y\! g\id`kj! `jjl\[!
le[\i!k_`j!jlYZ_Xgk\i*!Xe[!g\id`kj!`jjl\[!le[\i!
k_`j!jlYZ_Xgk\i!j_Xcc!Y\![\\d\[!kf!Y\!g\id`kj!`j+
jl\[! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! 2.5! f]! k_`j! k`kc\*! Xe[! j_Xcc!
Zfek`el\!`e!]fiZ\!Xe[!\]]\Zk!]fi!k_\`i!k\id!lec\jj!
i\mfb\[*! df[`]`\[*! fi! jljg\e[\[! `e! XZZfi[XeZ\!
n`k_!k_\!gifm`j`fej!f]!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i,!

&3'! Hf! g\id`k! ]fi! X! [`jZ_Xi^\! `ekf! k_\! eXm`+
^XYc\!nXk\ij!j_Xcc!Y\!`jjl\[!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!2.5!f]!
k_`j!k`kc\!X]k\i!IZkfY\i!/6*!/750,!?XZ_!Xggc`ZXk`fe!
]fi!X!g\id`k!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!2.5!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!g\e[+
`e^!fe!IZkfY\i!/6*!/750*!j_Xcc!Y\![\\d\[!kf!Y\!Xe!
Xggc`ZXk`fe!]fi!X!g\id`k!le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!N_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!Xlk_fi`q\!X!MkXk\*!n_`Z_!_\!
[\k\id`e\j!_Xj!k_\!ZXgXY`c`kp!f]!X[d`e`jk\i`e^!X!
g\id`k!gif^iXd!n_`Z_!n`cc!ZXiip!flk!k_\!fYa\Z+
k`m\j! f]! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i! kf! `jjl\! g\id`kj! ]fi! [`j+
Z_Xi^\j!`ekf!k_\!eXm`^XYc\!nXk\ij!n`k_`e!k_\!al+
i`j[`Zk`fe!f]!jlZ_!MkXk\,!N_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!dXp!
\o\iZ`j\! k_\! Xlk_fi`kp! ^iXek\[! _`d! Yp! k_\! gi\+
Z\[`e^!j\ek\eZ\!fecp![li`e^!k_\!g\i`f[!n_`Z_!Y\+
^`ej!fe!IZkfY\i!/6*!/750*!Xe[!\e[j!\`k_\i!fe!k_\!
e`e\k`\k_![Xp!X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!f]!k_\!]`ijk!gifdlc+
^Xk`fe!f]!^l`[\c`e\j!i\hl`i\[!Yp!j\Zk`fe!/1/2&`'&0'!
f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!fi!k_\![Xk\!f]!XggifmXc!Yp!k_\!;[+
d`e`jkiXkfi!f]!X!g\id`k!gif^iXd!]fi!jlZ_!MkXk\!
le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &Y'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! n_`Z_\m\i!
[Xk\!]`ijk!fZZlij*!Xe[!ef!jlZ_!Xlk_fi`qXk`fe!kf!X!
MkXk\! j_Xcc! \ok\e[! Y\pfe[! k_\! cXjk! [Xp! f]! jlZ_!
g\i`f[,! ?XZ_! jlZ_! g\id`k! j_Xcc! Y\! jlYa\Zk! kf!

jlZ_! Zfe[`k`fej! Xj! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! [\k\i+
d`e\j!Xi\!e\Z\jjXip!kf!ZXiip!flk!k_\!gifm`j`fej!
f]!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i,!Hf!jlZ_!g\id`k!j_Xcc!`jjl\!`]!k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fYa\Zkj!kf!jlZ_!`jjlXeZ\,!

$U%!IgTgX!cXe`\g!cebZeT`f!

;k! Xep! k`d\! X]k\i! k_\! gifdlc^Xk`fe! f]! k_\!
^l`[\c`e\j! i\hl`i\[! Yp! jlYj\Zk`fe! &`'&0'! f]! j\Z+
k`fe!/1/2!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!k_\!Afm\iefi!f]!\XZ_!MkXk\!
[\j`i`e^! kf! X[d`e`jk\i! `kj! fne! g\id`k! gif^iXd!
]fi! [`jZ_Xi^\j! `ekf! eXm`^XYc\! nXk\ij! n`k_`e! `kj!
ali`j[`Zk`fe!dXp!jlYd`k!kf!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!X!
]lcc!Xe[!Zfdgc\k\![\jZi`gk`fe!f]!k_\!gif^iXd!`k!
gifgfj\j! kf! \jkXYc`j_! Xe[! X[d`e`jk\i! le[\i!
MkXk\!cXn!fi!le[\i!Xe!`ek\ijkXk\!ZfdgXZk,!Ce!X[+
[`k`fe*! jlZ_! MkXk\! j_Xcc! jlYd`k! X! jkXk\d\ek!
]ifd! k_\! Xkkfie\p! ^\e\iXc! &fi! k_\! Xkkfie\p! ]fi!
k_fj\! MkXk\! nXk\i! gfcclk`fe! Zfekifc! X^\eZ`\j!
n_`Z_! _Xm\! `e[\g\e[\ek! c\^Xc! Zflej\c'*! fi! ]ifd!
k_\! Z_`\]! c\^Xc! f]]`Z\i! `e! k_\! ZXj\! f]! Xe! `ek\i+
jkXk\!X^\eZp*!k_Xk!k_\!cXnj!f]!jlZ_!MkXk\*!fi!k_\!
`ek\ijkXk\!ZfdgXZk*!Xj!k_\!ZXj\!dXp!Y\*!gifm`[\!
X[\hlXk\! Xlk_fi`kp! kf! ZXiip! flk! k_\! [\jZi`Y\[!
gif^iXd,!N_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!Xggifm\!\XZ_!
jlYd`kk\[! gif^iXd! lec\jj! _\! [\k\id`e\j! k_Xk!
X[\hlXk\!Xlk_fi`kp![f\j!efk!\o`jk8!

&/'!Nf!`jjl\!g\id`kj!n_`Z_}!
&;'! Xggcp*! Xe[! `ejli\! Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_*! Xep!

Xggc`ZXYc\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! j\Zk`fej! /1//*! /1/0*!
/1/4*!/1/5*!Xe[!/121!f]!k_`j!k`kc\9!

&<'! Xi\! ]fi! ]`o\[! k\idj! efk! \oZ\\[`e^! ]`m\!
p\Xij9!Xe[!

&='!ZXe!Y\!k\id`eXk\[!fi!df[`]`\[! ]fi!ZXlj\!
`eZcl[`e^*!Ylk!efk!c`d`k\[!kf*!k_\!]fccfn`e^8!

&`'! m`fcXk`fe! f]! Xep! Zfe[`k`fe! f]! k_\! g\i+
d`k9!

&``'! fYkX`e`e^! X! g\id`k! Yp! d`ji\gi\j\ekX+
k`fe*!fi!]X`cli\!kf![`jZcfj\!]lccp!Xcc!i\c\mXek!
]XZkj9!

&```'!Z_Xe^\!`e!Xep!Zfe[`k`fe!k_Xk!i\hl`i\j!
\`k_\i! X! k\dgfiXip! fi! g\idXe\ek! i\[lZk`fe!
fi!\c`d`eXk`fe!f]!k_\!g\id`kk\[![`jZ_Xi^\9!

&>'! Zfekifc! k_\! [`jgfjXc! f]! gfcclkXekj! `ekf!
n\ccj9!

&0'&;'! Nf! `jjl\! g\id`kj! n_`Z_! Xggcp*! Xe[! `e+
jli\! Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_*! Xcc! Xggc`ZXYc\! i\hl`i\+
d\ekj!f]!j\Zk`fe!/1/6!f]!k_`j!k`kc\9!fi!

&<'!Nf!`ejg\Zk*!dfe`kfi*!\ek\i*!Xe[!i\hl`i\!i\+
gfikj!kf!Xk!c\Xjk!k_\!jXd\!\ok\ek!Xj!i\hl`i\[!`e!
j\Zk`fe!/1/6!f]!k_`j!k`kc\9!

&1'! Nf! `ejli\! k_Xk! k_\! glYc`Z*! Xe[! Xep! fk_\i!
MkXk\! k_\! nXk\ij! f]! n_`Z_! dXp! Y\! X]]\Zk\[*! i\+
Z\`m\!efk`Z\!f]!\XZ_!Xggc`ZXk`fe!]fi!X!g\id`k!Xe[!
kf!gifm`[\!Xe!fggfikle`kp!]fi!glYc`Z!_\Xi`e^!Y\+
]fi\!X!ilc`e^!fe!\XZ_!jlZ_!Xggc`ZXk`fe9!

&2'! Nf! `ejli\! k_Xk! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! i\Z\`m\j!
efk`Z\! f]! \XZ_! Xggc`ZXk`fe! &`eZcl[`e^! X! Zfgp!
k_\i\f]'!]fi!X!g\id`k9!

&3'! Nf! `ejli\! k_Xk! Xep! MkXk\! &fk_\i! k_Xe! k_\!
g\id`kk`e^!MkXk\'*!n_fj\!nXk\ij!dXp!Y\!X]]\Zk\[!
Yp!k_\!`jjlXeZ\!f]!X!g\id`k!dXp!jlYd`k!ni`kk\e!
i\Zfdd\e[Xk`fej! kf! k_\! g\id`kk`e^! MkXk\! &Xe[!
k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi'! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! Xep! g\id`k!
Xggc`ZXk`fe!Xe[*!`]!Xep!gXik!f]!jlZ_!ni`kk\e!i\Z+
fdd\e[Xk`fej! Xi\! efk! XZZ\gk\[! Yp! k_\! g\id`k+
k`e^!MkXk\*!k_Xk!k_\!g\id`kk`e^!MkXk\!n`cc!efk`]p!
jlZ_! X]]\Zk\[! MkXk\! &Xe[! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi'! `e!
ni`k`e^! f]! `kj! ]X`cli\! kf! jf! XZZ\gk! jlZ_! i\Zfd+
d\e[Xk`fej! kf^\k_\i! n`k_! `kj! i\Xjfej! ]fi! jf!
[f`e^9!
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&4'!Nf! `ejli\!k_Xk! ef!g\id`k!n`cc!Y\! `jjl\[! `]*!
`e! k_\! al[^d\ek! f]! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! f]! k_\! ;idp!
XZk`e^!k_ifl^_!k_\!=_`\]!f]!?e^`e\\ij*!X]k\i!Zfe+
jlckXk`fe!n`k_!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!k_\![\gXikd\ek!
`e! n_`Z_! k_\! =fXjk! AlXi[! `j! fg\iXk`e^*! XeZ_fi+
X^\! Xe[! eXm`^Xk`fe! f]! Xep! f]! k_\! eXm`^XYc\! nX+
k\ij!nflc[!Y\!jlYjkXek`Xccp!`dgX`i\[!k_\i\Yp9!

&5'! Nf! XYXk\! m`fcXk`fej! f]! k_\! g\id`k! fi! k_\!
g\id`k! gif^iXd*! `eZcl[`e^! Z`m`c! Xe[! Zi`d`eXc!
g\eXck`\j!Xe[!fk_\i!nXpj!Xe[!d\Xej!f]!\e]fiZ\+
d\ek9!

&6'! Nf! `ejli\! k_Xk! Xep! g\id`k! ]fi! X! [`jZ_Xi^\!
]ifd!X!glYc`Zcp!fne\[!ki\Xkd\ek!nfibj!`eZcl[\j!
Zfe[`k`fej!kf!i\hl`i\!k_\!`[\ek`]`ZXk`fe!`e!k\idj!
f]!Z_XiXZk\i!Xe[!mfcld\!f]!gfcclkXekj!f]!Xep!j`^+
e`]`ZXek!jfliZ\!`ekif[lZ`e^!gfcclkXekj!jlYa\Zk!kf!
gi\ki\Xkd\ek! jkXe[Xi[j! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /1/5&Y'! f]!
k_`j!k`kc\!`ekf!jlZ_!nfibj!Xe[!X!gif^iXd!kf!Xj+
jli\! Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_! jlZ_! gi\ki\Xkd\ek! jkXe[+
Xi[j! Yp! \XZ_! jlZ_! jfliZ\*! `e! X[[`k`fe! kf! X[\+
hlXk\! efk`Z\! kf! k_\! g\id`kk`e^! X^\eZp! f]! &;'!
e\n!`ekif[lZk`fej!`ekf!jlZ_!nfibj!f]!gfcclkXekj!
]ifd!Xep!jfliZ\!n_`Z_!nflc[!Y\!X!e\n!jfliZ\!Xj!
[\]`e\[!`e!j\Zk`fe!/1/4!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!`]!jlZ_!jfliZ\!
n\i\! [`jZ_Xi^`e^! gfcclkXekj*! &<'! e\n! `ekif[lZ+
k`fej! f]! gfcclkXekj! `ekf! jlZ_! nfibj! ]ifd! X!
jfliZ\!n_`Z_!nflc[!Y\!jlYa\Zk!kf!j\Zk`fe!/1//!f]!
k_`j!k`kc\!`]!`k!n\i\![`jZ_Xi^`e^!jlZ_!gfcclkXekj*!
fi! &='! X! jlYjkXek`Xc! Z_Xe^\! `e! mfcld\! fi! Z_Xi+
XZk\i! f]! gfcclkXekj! Y\`e^! `ekif[lZ\[! `ekf! jlZ_!
nfibj! Yp! X! jfliZ\! `ekif[lZ`e^! gfcclkXekj! `ekf!
jlZ_! nfibj! Xk! k_\! k`d\! f]! `jjlXeZ\! f]! k_\! g\i+
d`k,! MlZ_! efk`Z\! j_Xcc! `eZcl[\! `e]fidXk`fe! fe!
k_\!hlXc`kp!Xe[!hlXek`kp!f]!\]]cl\ek!kf!Y\!`ekif+
[lZ\[!`ekf!jlZ_!ki\Xkd\ek!nfibj!Xe[!Xep!Xek`Z`+
gXk\[!`dgXZk!f]!jlZ_!Z_Xe^\!`e!k_\!hlXek`kp!fi!
hlXc`kp! f]! \]]cl\ek! kf! Y\! [`jZ_Xi^\[! ]ifd! jlZ_!
glYc`Zcp!fne\[!ki\Xkd\ek!nfibj9!Xe[!

&7'! Nf! `ejli\! k_Xk! Xep! `e[ljki`Xc! lj\i! f]! Xep!
glYc`Zcp! fne\[! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj! n`cc! Zfdgcp!
n`k_!j\Zk`fej!/062&Y'*!/1/5*!Xe[!/1/6!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

$V%!IhfcXaf\ba!bY!<XWXeT_!cebZeT`!hcba!fhU`\f'
f\ba! bY! IgTgX! cebZeT`5! j\g[WeTjT_! bY! Tc'
cebiT_!bY!IgTgX!cebZeT`5!eXghea!bY!IgTgX!ceb'
ZeT`!gb!6W`\a\fgeTgbe!

&/'! Hfk! cXk\i! k_Xe! e`e\kp! [Xpj! X]k\i! k_\! [Xk\!
fe! n_`Z_! X! MkXk\! _Xj! jlYd`kk\[! X! gif^iXd! &fi!
i\m`j`fe! k_\i\f]'! glijlXek! kf! jlYj\Zk`fe! &Y'! f]!
k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! jljg\e[!
k_\! `jjlXeZ\! f]! g\id`kj! le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &X'! f]!
k_`j! j\Zk`fe! Xj! kf! k_fj\! [`jZ_Xi^\j! jlYa\Zk! kf!
jlZ_! gif^iXd! lec\jj! _\! [\k\id`e\j! k_Xk! k_\!
MkXk\! g\id`k! gif^iXd! [f\j! efk! d\\k! k_\! i\+
hl`i\d\ekj! f]! jlYj\Zk`fe! &Y'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! fi!
[f\j!efk!Zfe]fid!kf!k_\!^l`[\c`e\j!`jjl\[!le[\i!
j\Zk`fe! /1/2&`'&0'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\,! C]! k_\! ;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi! jf! [\k\id`e\j*! _\! j_Xcc! efk`]p! k_\! MkXk\!
f]! Xep! i\m`j`fej! fi! df[`]`ZXk`fej! e\Z\jjXip! kf!
Zfe]fid!kf!jlZ_!i\hl`i\d\ekj!fi!^l`[\c`e\j,!

&0'! ;ep! MkXk\! g\id`k! gif^iXd! le[\i! k_`j! j\Z+
k`fe!j_Xcc!Xk!Xcc!k`d\j!Y\!`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!k_`j!
j\Zk`fe!Xe[!^l`[\c`e\j!gifdlc^Xk\[!glijlXek!kf!
j\Zk`fe!/1/2&`'&0'!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

&1'! Q_\e\m\i! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! [\k\id`e\j!
X]k\i! glYc`Z! _\Xi`e^! k_Xk! X! MkXk\! `j! efk! X[d`e+
`jk\i`e^! X! gif^iXd! Xggifm\[! le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe!
`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!i\hl`i\d\ekj!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!
_\! j_Xcc! jf! efk`]p! k_\! MkXk\! Xe[*! `]! Xggifgi`Xk\!
Zfii\Zk`m\! XZk`fe! `j! efk! kXb\e! n`k_`e! X! i\Xjfe+
XYc\!k`d\*!efk!kf!\oZ\\[!e`e\kp![Xpj*!k_\!;[d`e+

`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! n`k_[iXn! XggifmXc! f]! jlZ_! gif+
^iXd,!N_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!efk!n`k_[iXn!Xg+
gifmXc!f]!Xep!jlZ_!gif^iXd!lec\jj!_\!j_Xcc!]`ijk!
_Xm\! efk`]`\[! k_\! MkXk\*! Xe[! dX[\! glYc`Z*! `e!
ni`k`e^*!k_\!i\Xjfej!]fi!jlZ_!n`k_[iXnXc,!

&2'! FCGCN;NCIHM IH J;LNC;F J?LGCN JLIAL;G!
L?NOLHM ;H> QCNB>L;Q;FM,};! MkXk\! dXp! i\+
klie! kf! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! X[d`e`jkiXk`fe*! Xe[!
k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! dXp! n`k_[iXn! le[\i! gXiX+
^iXg_!&1'!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe!XggifmXc*!f]}!

&;'!X!MkXk\!gXik`Xc!g\id`k!gif^iXd!Xggifm\[!
le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &e'&1'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! fecp! `]!
k_\!\ek`i\!g\id`k!gif^iXd!Y\`e^!X[d`e`jk\i\[!
Yp!k_\!MkXk\![\gXikd\ek!fi!X^\eZp!Xk!k_\!k`d\!
`j!i\klie\[!fi!n`k_[iXne9!Xe[!

&<'!X!MkXk\!gXik`Xc!g\id`k!gif^iXd!Xggifm\[!
le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &e'&2'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! fecp! `]!
Xe!\ek`i\!g_Xj\[!Zfdgfe\ek!f]!k_\!g\id`k!gif+
^iXd! Y\`e^! X[d`e`jk\i\[! Yp! k_\! MkXk\! Xk! k_\!
k`d\!`j!i\klie\[!fi!n`k_[iXne,!

$W%!Dbg\Y\VTg\ba!bY!6W`\a\fgeTgbe!

&/'!?XZ_!MkXk\!j_Xcc!kiXejd`k!kf!k_\!;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi! X! Zfgp! f]! \XZ_! g\id`k! Xggc`ZXk`fe! i\+
Z\`m\[! Yp! jlZ_! MkXk\! Xe[! gifm`[\! efk`Z\! kf! k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi! f]! \m\ip! XZk`fe! i\cXk\[! kf! k_\!
Zfej`[\iXk`fe!f]!jlZ_!g\id`k!Xggc`ZXk`fe*!`eZcl[+
`e^! \XZ_! g\id`k! gifgfj\[! kf! Y\! `jjl\[! Yp! jlZ_!
MkXk\,!

&0'! Hf! g\id`k! j_Xcc! `jjl\! &;'! `]! k_\! ;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi!n`k_`e!e`e\kp![Xpj!f]!k_\![Xk\!f]!_`j!efk`+
]`ZXk`fe! le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &Y'&3'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe!
fYa\Zkj! `e! ni`k`e^! kf! k_\! `jjlXeZ\! f]! jlZ_! g\i+
d`k*! fi! &<'! `]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! n`k_`e! e`e\kp!
[Xpj! f]! k_\! [Xk\! f]! kiXejd`kkXc! f]! k_\! gifgfj\[!
g\id`k!Yp!k_\!MkXk\!fYa\Zkj!`e!ni`k`e^!kf!k_\!`j+
jlXeZ\! f]! jlZ_! g\id`k! Xj! Y\`e^! flkj`[\! k_\!
^l`[\c`e\j! Xe[! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i,!
Q_\e\m\i!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fYa\Zkj!kf!k_\!`jjl+
XeZ\!f]!X!g\id`k!le[\i!k_`j!gXiX^iXg_!jlZ_!ni`k+
k\e! fYa\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! ZfekX`e! X! jkXk\d\ek! f]! k_\!
i\Xjfej!]fi!jlZ_!fYa\Zk`fe!Xe[!k_\!\]]cl\ek!c`d`+
kXk`fej!Xe[!Zfe[`k`fej!n_`Z_!jlZ_!g\id`k!nflc[!
`eZcl[\!`]!`k!n\i\!`jjl\[!Yp!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi,!

&1'! N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! dXp*! Xj! kf! Xep! g\id`k!
Xggc`ZXk`fe*! nX`m\! gXiX^iXg_! &0'! f]! k_`j! jlY+
j\Zk`fe,!

&2'!Ce!Xep!ZXj\!n_\i\*!X]k\i!>\Z\dY\i!05*!/755*!
k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi*!glijlXek!kf!gXiX^iXg_!&0'!f]!
k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!fYa\Zkj!kf!k_\!`jjlXeZ\!f]!X!g\i+
d`k*! fe! i\hl\jk! f]! k_\! MkXk\*! X! glYc`Z! _\Xi`e^!
j_Xcc! Y\! _\c[! Yp! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fe! jlZ_! fY+
a\Zk`fe,!C]!k_\!MkXk\![f\j!efk!i\jlYd`k!jlZ_!g\i+
d`k! i\m`j\[! kf! d\\k! jlZ_! fYa\Zk`fe! n`k_`e! 1.!
[Xpj! X]k\i! Zfdgc\k`fe! f]! k_\! _\Xi`e^*! fi*! `]! ef!
_\Xi`e^! `j! i\hl\jk\[! n`k_`e! 7.! [Xpj! X]k\i! k_\!
[Xk\! f]! jlZ_! fYa\Zk`fe*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! dXp!
`jjl\! k_\! g\id`k! glijlXek! kf! jlYj\Zk`fe! &X'! f]!
k_`j! j\Zk`fe! ]fi! jlZ_! jfliZ\! `e! XZZfi[XeZ\! n`k_!
k_\!^l`[\c`e\j!Xe[!i\hl`i\d\ekj!f]!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i,!

$X%!MT\iXe!bY!abg\Y\VTg\ba!eXdh\eX`Xag!

Ce! XZZfi[XeZ\! n`k_! ^l`[\c`e\j! gifdlc^Xk\[!
glijlXek! kf! jlYj\Zk`fe! &`'&0'! f]! j\Zk`fe! /1/2! f]!
k_`j! k`kc\*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! `j! Xlk_fi`q\[! kf!
nX`m\!k_\!i\hl`i\d\ekj!f]!jlYj\Zk`fe!&['!f]!k_`j!
j\Zk`fe!Xk!k_\!k`d\!_\!Xggifm\j!X!gif^iXd!gli+
jlXek! kf! jlYj\Zk`fe! &Y'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! ]fi! Xep!
ZXk\^fip!&`eZcl[`e^!Xep!ZcXjj*!kpg\*!fi!j`q\!n`k_+
`e! jlZ_! ZXk\^fip'! f]! gf`ek! jfliZ\j! n`k_`e! k_\!
MkXk\!jlYd`kk`e^!jlZ_!gif^iXd,!
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Mf!`e!fi`^`eXc,!JifYXYcp!j_flc[!efk!Y\!ZXg`kXc`q\[,!

Mf!`e!fi`^`eXc,!JifYXYcp!j_flc[!Y\!gi\Z\[\[!Yp!WWj\Zk`fe%%,!

$Y%!Fb\ag!fbheVX!VTgXZbe\Xf!

N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! gifdlc^Xk\! i\^lcX+
k`fej! \jkXYc`j_`e^! ZXk\^fi`\j! f]! gf`ek! jfliZ\j!
n_`Z_!_\![\k\id`e\j!j_Xcc!efk!Y\!jlYa\Zk!kf!k_\!
i\hl`i\d\ekj!f]!jlYj\Zk`fe!&['!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!`e!
Xep!MkXk\!n`k_!X!gif^iXd!Xggifm\[!glijlXek!kf!
jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!N_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!
dXp![`jk`e^l`j_!Xdfe^!ZcXjj\j*!kpg\j*!Xe[!j`q\j!
n`k_`e!Xep!ZXk\^fip!f]!gf`ek!jfliZ\j,!

$Z%! Eg[Xe! eXZh_Tg\baf! Ybe! fTYX! geTafcbegTg\ba&!
[TaW_\aZ&! VTee\TZX&! fgbeTZX&! TaW! fgbjTZX! bY!
cb__hgTagf!

;ep! g\id`k! `jjl\[! le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! ]fi! k_\!
[`jZ_Xi^\! f]! gfcclkXekj! `ekf! k_\! eXm`^XYc\! nX+
k\ij!]ifd!X!m\jj\c!fi!fk_\i!]cfXk`e^!ZiX]k!j_Xcc!Y\!
jlYa\Zk! kf! Xep! Xggc`ZXYc\! i\^lcXk`fej! gifdlc+
^Xk\[! Yp! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! f]! k_\! [\gXikd\ek! `e!
n_`Z_!k_\!=fXjk!AlXi[!`j!fg\iXk`e^*!\jkXYc`j_`e^!
jg\Z`]`ZXk`fej! ]fi! jX]\! kiXejgfikXk`fe*! _Xe[c`e^*!
ZXii`X^\*!jkfiX^\*!Xe[!jkfnX^\!f]!gfcclkXekj,!

$[%! L\b_Tg\ba! bY! cXe`\g! VbaW\g\baf5! eXfge\Vg\ba! be!
ceb[\U\g\ba! hcba! \agebWhVg\ba! bY! cb__hgTag!
Ul! fbheVX! abg! ceXi\bhf_l! hg\_\m\aZ! geXTg`Xag!
jbe^f!

Ce!k_\!\m\ek!Xep!Zfe[`k`fe!f]!X!g\id`k!]fi![`j+
Z_Xi^\j! ]ifd! X! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj! &Xj! [\]`e\[! `e!
j\Zk`fe! /070! f]! k_`j! k`kc\'! n_`Z_! `j! glYc`Zcp!
fne\[! `j! m`fcXk\[*! X! MkXk\! n`k_! X! gif^iXd! Xg+
gifm\[! le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &Y'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! fi!
k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi*! n_\i\! ef! MkXk\! gif^iXd! `j!
Xggifm\[! fi! n_\i\! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! [\k\i+
d`e\j! glijlXek! kf! j\Zk`fe! /1/7&X'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\!
k_Xk!X!MkXk\!n`k_!Xe!Xggifm\[!gif^iXd!_Xj!efk!
Zfdd\eZ\[! Xggifgi`Xk\! \e]fiZ\d\ek! XZk`fe!
n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! jlZ_! g\id`k*! dXp! gifZ\\[! `e! X!
Zflik! f]! Zfdg\k\ek! ali`j[`Zk`fe! kf! i\jki`Zk! fi!
gif_`Y`k! k_\! `ekif[lZk`fe! f]! Xep! gfcclkXek! `ekf!
jlZ_!ki\Xkd\ek!nfibj!Yp!X!jfliZ\! efk! lk`c`q`e^!
jlZ_! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj! gi`fi! kf! k_\! ]`e[`e^! k_Xk!
jlZ_!Zfe[`k`fe!nXj!m`fcXk\[,!

$\%!<XWXeT_!XaYbeVX`Xag!abg!_\`\gXW!

Hfk_`e^! `e! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! Y\! Zfejkil\[! kf!
c`d`k!k_\!Xlk_fi`kp!f]!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!kf!kXb\!
XZk`fe!glijlXek!kf!j\Zk`fe!/1/7!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

$]%!FhU_\V!\aYbe`Tg\ba!

;! Zfgp! f]! \XZ_! g\id`k! Xggc`ZXk`fe! Xe[! \XZ_!
g\id`k! `jjl\[! le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! Y\! XmX`c+
XYc\! kf! k_\! glYc`Z,! MlZ_! g\id`k! Xggc`ZXk`fe! fi!
g\id`k*! fi! gfik`fe! k_\i\f]*! j_Xcc! ]lik_\i! Y\!
XmX`cXYc\!fe!i\hl\jk!]fi!k_\!gligfj\!f]!i\gif[lZ+
k`fe,!

$^%!8b`c_\TaVX!j\g[!cXe`\gf!

=fdgc`XeZ\! n`k_! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[! glijlXek! kf!
k_`j!j\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!Y\![\\d\[!Zfdgc`XeZ\*!]fi!gli+
gfj\j!f]!j\Zk`fej!/1/7!Xe[!/143!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!n`k_!
j\Zk`fej! /1//*! /1/0*! /1/4*! /1/5*! Xe[! /121! f]! k_`j!
k`kc\*!\oZ\gk!Xep!jkXe[Xi[!`dgfj\[!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!
/1/5! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! ]fi! X! kfo`Z! gfcclkXek! `eali`flj!
kf!_ldXe!_\Xck_,!Oek`c!>\Z\dY\i!1/*!/752*!`e!Xep!
ZXj\! n_\i\! X! g\id`k! ]fi! [`jZ_Xi^\! _Xj! Y\\e! Xg+
gc`\[! ]fi! glijlXek! kf! k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! Ylk! ]`eXc! X[+
d`e`jkiXk`m\![`jgfj`k`fe!f]!jlZ_!Xggc`ZXk`fe!_Xj!
efk! Y\\e! dX[\*! jlZ_! [`jZ_Xi^\! j_Xcc! efk! Y\! X!
m`fcXk`fe!f]!&/'!j\Zk`fe!/1//*!/1/4*!fi!/120!f]!k_`j!
k`kc\*! fi! &0'! j\Zk`fe! 2.5! f]! k_`j! k`kc\*! lec\jj! k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fi! fk_\i! gcX`ek`]]! gifm\j! k_Xk!
]`eXc!X[d`e`jkiXk`m\![`jgfj`k`fe!f]!jlZ_!Xggc`ZX+

k`fe!_Xj!efk!Y\\e!dX[\!Y\ZXlj\!f]!k_\!]X`cli\!f]!
k_\!Xggc`ZXek!kf!]lie`j_!`e]fidXk`fe!i\XjfeXYcp!
i\hl`i\[!fi!i\hl\jk\[!`e!fi[\i!kf!gifZ\jj!k_\!Xg+
gc`ZXk`fe,! @fi! k_\! /6.+[Xp! g\i`f[! Y\^`ee`e^! fe!
IZkfY\i!/6*!/750*!`e!k_\!ZXj\!f]!Xep!gf`ek!jfliZ\!
[`jZ_Xi^`e^!Xep!gfcclkXek!fi!ZfdY`eXk`fe!f]!gfc+
clkXekj! `dd\[`Xk\cp! gi`fi! kf! jlZ_! [Xk\! n_`Z_!
jfliZ\!`j!efk!jlYa\Zk!kf!j\Zk`fe!2.5!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!
k_\![`jZ_Xi^\!Yp!jlZ_!jfliZ\!j_Xcc!efk!Y\!X!m`f+
cXk`fe!f]!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i!`]!jlZ_!X!jfliZ\!Xggc`\j!]fi!
X! g\id`k! ]fi! [`jZ_Xi^\! glijlXek! kf! k_`j! j\Zk`fe!
n`k_`e!jlZ_!/6.+[Xp!g\i`f[,!

$"%!B\`\gTg\ba!ba!cXe`\g!eXdh\eX`Xag!

$+%!6Ze\Vh_gheT_!eXghea!Y_bjf!

N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! efk! i\hl`i\! X! g\i+
d`k! le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! ]fi! [`jZ_Xi^\j! Zfd+
gfj\[! \ek`i\cp! f]! i\klie! ]cfnj! ]ifd! `ii`^Xk\[!
X^i`Zlckli\*! efi! j_Xcc! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! [`+
i\Zkcp! fi! `e[`i\Zkcp*! i\hl`i\! Xep! MkXk\! kf! i\+
hl`i\!jlZ_!X!g\id`k,!

$,%! Igbe`jTgXe! ehabYY! Yeb`! b\_&! ZTf&! TaW! `\a'
\aZ!bcXeTg\baf!

N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! efk! i\hl`i\! X! g\i+
d`k!le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!efi!j_Xcc!k_\!;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi![`i\Zkcp!fi!`e[`i\Zkcp!i\hl`i\!Xep!MkXk\!
kf! i\hl`i\! X! g\id`k*! ]fi! [`jZ_Xi^\j! f]! jkfid+
nXk\i!ilef]]!]ifd!d`e`e^!fg\iXk`fej!fi!f`c!Xe[!
^Xj! \ogcfiXk`fe*! gif[lZk`fe*! gifZ\jj`e^*! fi!
ki\Xkd\ek! fg\iXk`fej! fi! kiXejd`jj`fe! ]XZ`c`+
k`\j*! Zfdgfj\[! \ek`i\cp! f]! ]cfnj! n_`Z_! Xi\!
]ifd! Zfem\pXeZ\j! fi! jpjk\dj! f]! Zfem\pXeZ\j!
&`eZcl[`e^! Ylk! efk! c`d`k\[! kf! g`g\j*! Zfe[l`kj*!
[`kZ_\j*!Xe[!Z_Xee\cj'!lj\[! ]fi!Zfcc\Zk`e^!Xe[!
Zfem\p`e^! gi\Z`g`kXk`fe! ilef]]! Xe[! n_`Z_! Xi\!
efk! ZfekXd`eXk\[! Yp! ZfekXZk! n`k_*! fi! [f! efk!
Zfd\! `ekf! ZfekXZk! n`k_*! Xep! fm\iYli[\e*! iXn!
dXk\i`Xc*! `ek\id\[`Xk\! gif[lZkj*! ]`e`j_\[!
gif[lZk*!Ypgif[lZk*!fi!nXjk\!gif[lZkj!cfZXk\[!
fe!k_\!j`k\!f]!jlZ_!fg\iXk`fej,!

$-%!I\_i\Vh_gheT_!TVg\i\g\Xf!

&;'! HJ>?M! J?LGCN L?KOCL?G?HNM @IL MCF+
PC=OFNOL;F ;=NCPCNC?M,}N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi!
j_Xcc! efk! i\hl`i\! X! g\id`k! le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe!
efi![`i\Zkcp!fi!`e[`i\Zkcp!i\hl`i\!Xep!MkXk\!kf!
i\hl`i\! X! g\id`k! le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! ]fi! X! [`j+
Z_Xi^\!]ifd!ilef]]!i\jlck`e^!]ifd!k_\!Zfe[lZk!
f]! k_\! ]fccfn`e^! j`cm`Zlckli\! XZk`m`k`\j! Zfe+
[lZk\[! `e! XZZfi[XeZ\! n`k_! jkXe[Xi[! `e[ljkip!
giXZk`Z\8!elij\ip!fg\iXk`fej*!j`k\!gi\gXiXk`fe*!
i\]fi\jkXk`fe! Xe[! jlYj\hl\ek! ZlckliXc! ki\Xk+
d\ek*! k_`ee`e^*! gi\jZi`Y\[! Ylie`e^*! g\jk! Xe[!
]`i\! Zfekifc*! _Xim\jk`e^! fg\iXk`fej*! jli]XZ\!
[iX`eX^\*! fi! ifX[! ZfejkilZk`fe! Xe[! dX`ek\+
eXeZ\,!

&<'! INB?L L?KOCL?G?HNM,}Hfk_`e^! `e! k_`j!
gXiX^iXg_! \o\dgkj! X! [`jZ_Xi^\! ]ifd! j`cm`Zlc+
kliXc! XZk`m`kp! ]ifd! Xep! g\id`kk`e^! i\hl`i\+
d\ek! le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/122!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*! \o`jk`e^!
g\id`kk`e^!i\hl`i\d\ekj!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/120!f]!
k_`j!k`kc\*!fi!]ifd!Xep!fk_\i!]\[\iXc!cXn,!

&='! N_\! Xlk_fi`qXk`fe! gifm`[\[! `e! M\Zk`fe !
/143&X'!f]!k_`j!k`kc\![f\j!efk!Xggcp!kf!Xep!efe+!
g\id`kk`e^! gif^iXd! \jkXYc`j_\[! le[\i!
/120&g'&4' f]!k_`j!k`kc\!]fi!k_\!j`cm`Zlckli\!XZ+
k`m`k`\j! c`jk\[! `e! /120&T'&1'&;' f]! k_`j! k`kc\*! fi!
kf!Xep!fk_\i!c`d`kXk`fej!k_Xk!d`^_k!Y\![\\d\[!
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kf!Xggcp!kf!k_\!j`cm`Zlckli\!XZk`m`k`\j!c`jk\[!`e!
/120&T'&1'&;' f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

$`%!6WW\g\baT_!ceXgeXTg`Xag!bY!VbaiXag\baT_!cb_'
_hgTagf!abg!eXdh\eXW!

Nf!k_\!\ok\ek!X!ki\Xkd\ek!nfibj!&Xj![\]`e\[!`e!
j\Zk`fe! /070! f]! k_`j! k`kc\'! n_`Z_! `j! glYc`Zcp!
fne\[!`j!efk!d\\k`e^!k_\!i\hl`i\d\ekj!f]!X!g\i+
d`k!`jjl\[!le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!]fi!jlZ_!ki\Xkd\ek!
nfibj! Xj! X! i\jlck! f]! `eX[\hlXk\! [\j`^e! fi! fg\i+
Xk`fe! f]! jlZ_! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj*! k_\! ;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi*! `e! `jjl`e^! X! g\id`k! le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe*!
j_Xcc! efk! i\hl`i\! gi\ki\Xkd\ek! Yp! X! g\ijfe! `e+
kif[lZ`e^! Zfem\ek`feXc! gfcclkXekj! `[\ek`]`\[!
glijlXek! kf! j\Zk`fe! /1/2&X'&2'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! `ekf!
jlZ_! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj! fk_\i! k_Xe! gi\ki\Xkd\ek!
i\hl`i\[! kf! Xjjli\! Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_! gi\+
ki\Xkd\ek! jkXe[Xi[j! le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &Y'&6'! f]!
k_`j! j\Zk`fe! Xe[! j\Zk`fe! /1/5&Y'&/'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\,!
Hfk_`e^! `e! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! X]]\Zk! k_\! ;[+
d`e`jkiXkfi%j! Xlk_fi`kp! le[\i! j\Zk`fej! /1/5! Xe[!
/1/7! f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!X]]\Zk! MkXk\! Xe[!cfZXc!Xlk_fi+
`kp!le[\i!j\Zk`fej!/1/5&Y'&2'!Xe[!/15.!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!
i\c`\m\! jlZ_! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj! f]! `kj! fYc`^Xk`fej!
kf! d\\k! i\hl`i\d\ekj! \jkXYc`j_\[! le[\i! k_`j!
Z_Xgk\i*!fi!fk_\in`j\!gi\Zcl[\!jlZ_!nfibj!]ifd!
glijl`e^!n_Xk\m\i!]\Xj`Yc\!fgk`fej!Xi\!XmX`cXYc\!
kf! d\\k! `kj! i\jgfej`Y`c`kp! kf! Zfdgcp! n`k_! `kj!
g\id`k!le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!

$a%!FTeg\T_!cXe`\g!cebZeT`!

$+%!IgTgX!fhU`\ff\ba!

N_\! Afm\iefi! f]! X! MkXk\! dXp! jlYd`k! le[\i!
jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!X!g\id`k!gif^iXd!
]fi! X! gfik`fe! f]! k_\! [`jZ_Xi^\j! `ekf! k_\! eXm`+
^XYc\!nXk\ij!`e!jlZ_!MkXk\,!

$,%!C\a\`h`!VbiXeTZX!

;! gXik`Xc! g\id`k! gif^iXd! le[\i! k_`j! jlY+
j\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! Zfm\i*! Xk! X! d`e`dld*! X[d`e`j+
kiXk`fe! f]! X! dXafi! ZXk\^fip! f]! k_\! [`jZ_Xi^\j!
`ekf! k_\! eXm`^XYc\! nXk\ij! f]! k_\! MkXk\! fi! X!
dXafi! Zfdgfe\ek! f]! k_\! g\id`k! gif^iXd! i\+
hl`i\[!Yp!jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!

$-%! 6ccebiT_! bY! `T]be! VTgXZbel! cTeg\T_! cXe`\g!
cebZeT`f!

N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! dXp! Xggifm\! X! gXik`Xc!
g\id`k! gif^iXd! Zfm\i`e^! X[d`e`jkiXk`fe! f]! X!
dXafi! ZXk\^fip! f]! [`jZ_Xi^\j! le[\i! k_`j! jlY+
j\Zk`fe!`]}!

&;'! jlZ_! gif^iXd! i\gi\j\ekj! X! Zfdgc\k\!
g\id`k! gif^iXd! Xe[! Zfm\ij! Xcc! f]! k_\! [`j+
Z_Xi^\j! le[\i! k_\! ali`j[`Zk`fe! f]! X! [\gXik+
d\ek!fi!X^\eZp!f]!k_\!MkXk\9!Xe[!

&<'!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi![\k\id`e\j!k_Xk!k_\!
gXik`Xc!gif^iXd!i\gi\j\ekj!X!j`^e`]`ZXek!Xe[!
`[\ek`]`XYc\! gXik! f]! k_\! MkXk\! gif^iXd! i\+
hl`i\[!Yp!jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!

$.%! 6ccebiT_! bY! `T]be! Vb`cbaXag! cTeg\T_! cXe'
`\g!cebZeT`f!

N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! dXp! Xggifm\! le[\i! k_`j!
jlYj\Zk`fe! X! gXik`Xc! Xe[! g_Xj\[! g\id`k! gif+
^iXd!Zfm\i`e^!X[d`e`jkiXk`fe!f]!X!dXafi!Zfd+
gfe\ek! &`eZcl[`e^! [`jZ_Xi^\! ZXk\^fi`\j'! f]! X!
MkXk\! g\id`k! gif^iXd! i\hl`i\[! Yp! jlYj\Zk`fe!
&Y'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!`]}!

&;'!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi![\k\id`e\j!k_Xk!k_\!
gXik`Xc!gif^iXd!i\gi\j\ekj!X!j`^e`]`ZXek!Xe[!
`[\ek`]`XYc\! gXik! f]! k_\! MkXk\! gif^iXd! i\+
hl`i\[!Yp!jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe9!Xe[!

&<'! k_\! MkXk\! jlYd`kj*! Xe[! k_\! ;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi! Xggifm\j*! X! gcXe! ]fi! k_\! MkXk\! kf! Xj+
jld\! X[d`e`jkiXk`fe! Yp! g_Xj\j! f]! k_\! i\+
dX`e[\i! f]! k_\! MkXk\! gif^iXd! i\hl`i\[! Yp!
jlYj\Zk`fe! &Y'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! Yp! X! jg\Z`]`\[!
[Xk\!efk!dfi\!k_Xe!3!p\Xij!X]k\i!jlYd`jj`fe!
f]!k_\!gXik`Xc!gif^iXd!le[\i!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe!
Xe[!X^i\\j!kf!dXb\!Xcc!i\XjfeXYc\!\]]fikj!kf!
Xjjld\!jlZ_!X[d`e`jkiXk`fe!Yp!jlZ_![Xk\,!

$#%!6ag\'UTV^f_\W\aZ!

$+%!=XaXeT_!ceb[\U\g\ba!

Ce! k_\! ZXj\! f]! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fej! \jkXY+
c`j_\[! fe! k_\! YXj`j! f]! jlYj\Zk`fe! &X'&/'&<'! f]!
k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!X!g\id`k!dXp!efk!Y\!i\e\n\[*!i\+
`jjl\[*! fi! df[`]`\[! fe! k_\! YXj`j! f]! \]]cl\ek!
^l`[\c`e\j! gifdlc^Xk\[! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /1/2&Y'!
f]! k_`j! k`kc\! jlYj\hl\ek! kf! k_\! fi`^`eXc! `jjl+
XeZ\!f]!jlZ_!g\id`k*!kf!ZfekX`e!\]]cl\ek! c`d`+
kXk`fej!n_`Z_!Xi\!c\jj!jki`e^\ek!k_Xe!k_\!Zfd+
gXiXYc\! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fej! `e! k_\! gi\m`flj!
g\id`k,! Ce!k_\! ZXj\!f]!\]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fej!\j+
kXYc`j_\[! fe! k_\! YXj`j! f]! j\Zk`fe! /1//&Y'&/'&='!
fi!j\Zk`fe!/1/1&['!fi!&\'!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!X!g\id`k!
dXp! efk! Y\! i\e\n\[*! i\`jjl\[*! fi! df[`]`\[! kf!
ZfekX`e! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fej! n_`Z_! Xi\! c\jj!
jki`e^\ek!k_Xe!k_\!ZfdgXiXYc\!\]]cl\ek!c`d`kX+
k`fej!`e!k_\!gi\m`flj!g\id`k!\oZ\gk!`e!Zfdgc`+
XeZ\!n`k_!j\Zk`fe!/1/1&['&2'!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

$,%!;kVXcg\baf!

;!g\id`k!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!kf!n_`Z_!gXiX^iXg_!&/'!
Xggc`\j!dXp!Y\!i\e\n\[*!i\`jjl\[*!fi!df[`]`\[!
kf!ZfekX`e!X!c\jj!jki`e^\ek!\]]cl\ek!c`d`kXk`fe!
Xggc`ZXYc\!kf!X!gfcclkXek!`]}!

&;'!dXk\i`Xc!Xe[!jlYjkXek`Xc!Xck\iXk`fej!fi!
X[[`k`fej!kf!k_\!g\id`kk\[! ]XZ`c`kp! fZZlii\[!
X]k\i! g\id`k! `jjlXeZ\! n_`Z_! aljk`]p! k_\! Xg+
gc`ZXk`fe!f]!X!c\jj!jki`e^\ek!\]]cl\ek! c`d`kX+
k`fe9!

&<'&`'! `e]fidXk`fe! `j! XmX`cXYc\! n_`Z_! nXj!
efk!XmX`cXYc\!Xk!k_\!k`d\!f]!g\id`k!`jjlXeZ\!
&fk_\i!k_Xe!i\m`j\[!i\^lcXk`fej*!^l`[XeZ\*!fi!
k\jk! d\k_f[j'! Xe[! n_`Z_! nflc[! _Xm\! aljk`+
]`\[!k_\!Xggc`ZXk`fe!f]!X!c\jj!jki`e^\ek!\]]cl+
\ek! c`d`kXk`fe! Xk! k_\! k`d\! f]! g\id`k! `jjl+
XeZ\9!fi!

&``'! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! [\k\id`e\j! k_Xk!
k\Z_e`ZXc! d`jkXb\j! fi! d`jkXb\e! `ek\igi\kX+
k`fej!f]!cXn!n\i\!dX[\!`e!`jjl`e^!k_\!g\id`k!
le[\i!jlYj\Zk`fe!&X'&/'&<'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe9!

&='! X! c\jj! jki`e^\ek! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fe! `j!
e\Z\jjXip! Y\ZXlj\! f]! \m\ekj! fm\i! n_`Z_! k_\!
g\id`kk\\!_Xj!ef!Zfekifc!Xe[!]fi!n_`Z_!k_\i\!
`j!ef!i\XjfeXYcp!XmX`cXYc\!i\d\[p9!

&>'! k_\! g\id`kk\\! _Xj! i\Z\`m\[! X! g\id`k!
df[`]`ZXk`fe! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /1//&Z'*! /1//&^'*!
/1//&_'*! /1//&`'*! /1//&b'*! /1//&e'*! fi! /104&X'! f]!
k_`j!k`kc\9!fi!

&?'! k_\! g\id`kk\\! _Xj! `ejkXcc\[! k_\! ki\Xk+
d\ek!]XZ`c`k`\j!i\hl`i\[!kf!d\\k!k_\!\]]cl\ek!
c`d`kXk`fej! `e! k_\! gi\m`flj! g\id`k! Xe[! _Xj!
gifg\icp!fg\iXk\[!Xe[!dX`ekX`e\[!k_\!]XZ`c`+
k`\j! Ylk! _Xj! e\m\ik_\c\jj! Y\\e! leXYc\! kf!
XZ_`\m\!k_\!gi\m`flj!\]]cl\ek!c`d`kXk`fej*!`e!
n_`Z_! ZXj\! k_\! c`d`kXk`fej! `e! k_\! i\m`\n\[*!
i\`jjl\[*!fi!df[`]`\[!g\id`k!dXp!i\]c\Zk!k_\!
c\m\c! f]! gfcclkXek! Zfekifc! XZklXccp! XZ_`\m\[!
&Ylk!j_Xcc!efk!Y\!c\jj!jki`e^\ek!k_Xe!i\hl`i\[!
Yp!\]]cl\ek!^l`[\c`e\j!`e!\]]\Zk!Xk!k_\!k`d\!f]!
g\id`k!i\e\nXc*!i\`jjlXeZ\*!fi!df[`]`ZXk`fe',!
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MlYgXiX^iXg_! &<'! j_Xcc! efk! Xggcp! kf! Xep! i\+
m`j\[!nXjk\!cfX[!XccfZXk`fej!fi!Xep!Xck\ieXk`m\!
^ifle[j! ]fi! kiXejcXk`e^! nXk\i! hlXc`kp! jkXe[+
Xi[j! `ekf! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fej*! \oZ\gk! n_\i\!
k_\! ZldlcXk`m\! \]]\Zk! f]! jlZ_! i\m`j\[! XccfZX+
k`fej! i\jlckj! `e! X! [\Zi\Xj\! `e! k_\! Xdflek! f]!
gfcclkXekj! [`jZ_Xi^\[! `ekf! k_\! ZfeZ\ie\[! nX+
k\ij*! Xe[! jlZ_! i\m`j\[! XccfZXk`fej! Xi\! efk! k_\!
i\jlck!f]! X![`jZ_Xi^\i! \c`d`eXk`e^!fi!jlYjkXe+
k`Xccp!i\[lZ`e^!`kj![`jZ_Xi^\!f]!gfcclkXekj![l\!
kf! Zfdgcp`e^! n`k_! k_\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! k_`j!
Z_Xgk\i! fi! ]fi! i\Xjfej! fk_\in`j\! lei\cXk\[! kf!
nXk\i!hlXc`kp,!

$-%!B\`\gTg\baf!

Ce! ef! \m\ek! dXp! X! g\id`k! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf!
n_`Z_! gXiX^iXg_! &/'! Xggc`\j! Y\! i\e\n\[*! i\+
`jjl\[*!fi!df[`]`\[!kf!ZfekX`e!Xe!\]]cl\ek!c`d`+
kXk`fe!n_`Z_!`j!c\jj!jki`e^\ek!k_Xe!i\hl`i\[!Yp!
\]]cl\ek! ^l`[\c`e\j! `e! \]]\Zk! Xk! k_\! k`d\! k_\!
g\id`k!`j!i\e\n\[*!i\`jjl\[*!fi!df[`]`\[,!Ce!ef!
\m\ek!dXp!jlZ_!X!g\id`k!kf![`jZ_Xi^\!`ekf!nX+
k\ij! Y\!i\e\n\[*!i\`jjl\[*!fi!df[`]`\[! kf!Zfe+
kX`e!X!c\jj!jki`e^\ek!\]]cl\ek!c`d`kXk`fe!`]!k_\!
`dgc\d\ekXk`fe! f]! jlZ_! c`d`kXk`fe! nflc[! i\+
jlck!`e!X!m`fcXk`fe!f]!X!nXk\i!hlXc`kp!jkXe[Xi[!
le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /1/1! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Xggc`ZXYc\! kf!
jlZ_!nXk\ij,!

$c%! Cha\V\cT_! TaW! \aWhfge\T_! fgbe`jTgXe! W\f'
V[TeZXf!

$+%!=XaXeT_!eh_X!

Ji`fi! kf! IZkfY\i! /*! /772*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi!
fi!k_\!MkXk\!&`e!k_\!ZXj\!f]!X!g\id`k!gif^iXd!
Xggifm\[!le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe'!j_Xcc!efk!i\hl`i\!
X! g\id`k! le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! ]fi! [`jZ_Xi^\j!
Zfdgfj\[!\ek`i\cp!f]!jkfidnXk\i,!

$,%!;kVXcg\baf!

JXiX^iXg_!&/'!j_Xcc!efk!Xggcp!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!kf!
k_\!]fccfn`e^!jkfidnXk\i![`jZ_Xi^\j8!

&;'! ;! [`jZ_Xi^\! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! n_`Z_! X!
g\id`k!_Xj!Y\\e!`jjl\[!le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!Y\+
]fi\!@\YilXip!2*!/765,!

&<'!;![`jZ_Xi^\!XjjfZ`Xk\[!n`k_! `e[ljki`Xc!
XZk`m`kp,!

&='!;![`jZ_Xi^\!]ifd!X!dle`Z`gXc!j\gXiXk\!
jkfid! j\n\i! jpjk\d! j\im`e^! X! gfglcXk`fe! f]!
03.*...!fi!dfi\,!

&>'!;![`jZ_Xi^\!]ifd!X!dle`Z`gXc!j\gXiXk\!
jkfid! j\n\i! jpjk\d! j\im`e^! X! gfglcXk`fe! f]!
/..*...!fi!dfi\!Ylk!c\jj!k_Xe!03.*...,!

&?'! ;! [`jZ_Xi^\! ]fi! n_`Z_! k_\! ;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi!fi!k_\!MkXk\*!Xj!k_\!ZXj\!dXp!Y\*![\+
k\id`e\j!k_Xk!k_\!jkfidnXk\i![`jZ_Xi^\!Zfe+
ki`Ylk\j! kf! X! m`fcXk`fe! f]! X! nXk\i! hlXc`kp!
jkXe[Xi[! fi! `j! X! j`^e`]`ZXek! Zfeki`Ylkfi! f]!
gfcclkXekj!kf!nXk\ij!f]!k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j,!

$-%!FXe`\g!eXdh\eX`Xagf!

$6%!?aWhfge\T_!W\fV[TeZXf!

J\id`kj!]fi![`jZ_Xi^\j!XjjfZ`Xk\[!n`k_!`e+
[ljki`Xc! XZk`m`kp! j_Xcc! d\\k! Xcc! Xggc`ZXYc\!
gifm`j`fej!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!Xe[!j\Zk`fe!/1//!f]!
k_`j!k`kc\,!

$7%!Cha\V\cT_!W\fV[TeZX!

J\id`kj! ]fi! [`jZ_Xi^\j! ]ifd! dle`Z`gXc!
jkfid!j\n\ij}!

&`'! dXp! Y\! `jjl\[! fe! X! jpjk\d+! fi! ali`j+
[`Zk`fe+n`[\!YXj`j9!

&``'!j_Xcc!`eZcl[\!X!i\hl`i\d\ek!kf!\]]\Z+
k`m\cp! gif_`Y`k!efe+jkfidnXk\i! [`jZ_Xi^\j!
`ekf!k_\!jkfid!j\n\ij9!Xe[!

&```'!j_Xcc! i\hl`i\! Zfekifcj! kf! i\[lZ\!k_\!
[`jZ_Xi^\! f]! gfcclkXekj! kf! k_\! dXo`dld!
\ok\ek!giXZk`ZXYc\*! `eZcl[`e^!dXeX^\d\ek!
giXZk`Z\j*! Zfekifc! k\Z_e`hl\j! Xe[! jpjk\d*!
[\j`^e!Xe[!\e^`e\\i`e^!d\k_f[j*!Xe[!jlZ_!
fk_\i! gifm`j`fej! Xj! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fi!
k_\! MkXk\! [\k\id`e\j! Xggifgi`Xk\! ]fi! k_\!
Zfekifc!f]!jlZ_!gfcclkXekj,!

$.%!FXe`\g!Tcc_\VTg\ba!eXdh\eX`Xagf!

$6%! ?aWhfge\T_! TaW! _TeZX! `ha\V\cT_! W\f'
V[TeZXf!

Hfk! cXk\i! k_Xe! 0! p\Xij! X]k\i! @\YilXip! 2*!
/765*!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!\jkXYc`j_!i\^l+
cXk`fej! j\kk`e^! ]fik_! k_\! g\id`k! Xggc`ZXk`fe!
i\hl`i\d\ekj! ]fi! jkfidnXk\i! [`jZ_Xi^\j! [\+
jZi`Y\[!`e!gXiX^iXg_j!&0'&<'!Xe[!&0'&=',!;ggc`+
ZXk`fej!]fi!g\id`kj!]fi!jlZ_![`jZ_Xi^\j!j_Xcc!
Y\!]`c\[!ef!cXk\i!k_Xe!1!p\Xij!X]k\i!@\YilXip!
2*!/765,!Hfk!cXk\i!k_Xe!2!p\Xij!X]k\i!@\YilXip!
2*! /765*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fi! k_\! MkXk\*! Xj!
k_\! ZXj\! dXp! Y\*! j_Xcc! `jjl\! fi! [\ep! \XZ_!
jlZ_! g\id`k,! ;ep! jlZ_! g\id`k! j_Xcc! gifm`[\!
]fi! Zfdgc`XeZ\! Xj! \og\[`k`fljcp! Xj! giXZ+
k`ZXYc\*! Ylk! `e! ef! \m\ek! cXk\i! k_Xe! 1! p\Xij!
X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!f]!`jjlXeZ\!f]!jlZ_!g\id`k,!

$7%!Eg[Xe!`ha\V\cT_!W\fV[TeZXf!

Hfk! cXk\i! k_Xe! 2! p\Xij! X]k\i! @\YilXip! 2*!
/765*!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!\jkXYc`j_!i\^l+
cXk`fej! j\kk`e^! ]fik_! k_\! g\id`k! Xggc`ZXk`fe!
i\hl`i\d\ekj! ]fi! jkfidnXk\i! [`jZ_Xi^\j! [\+
jZi`Y\[!`e!gXiX^iXg_!&0'&>',!;ggc`ZXk`fej!]fi!
g\id`kj!]fi!jlZ_![`jZ_Xi^\j!j_Xcc!Y\!]`c\[!ef!
cXk\i!k_Xe!3!p\Xij!X]k\i!@\YilXip!2*!/765,!Hfk!
cXk\i!k_Xe!4!p\Xij!X]k\i!@\YilXip!2*!/765*!k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fi!k_\!MkXk\*!Xj!k_\!ZXj\!dXp!
Y\*!j_Xcc!`jjl\!fi![\ep!\XZ_!jlZ_!g\id`k,!;ep!
jlZ_!g\id`k!j_Xcc!gifm`[\!]fi!Zfdgc`XeZ\!Xj!
\og\[`k`fljcp!Xj!giXZk`ZXYc\*!Ylk!`e!ef!\m\ek!
cXk\i!k_Xe!1!p\Xij!X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!f]!`jjlXeZ\!
f]!jlZ_!g\id`k,!

$/%!IghW\Xf!

N_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi*!`e!ZfejlckXk`fe!n`k_!k_\!
MkXk\j*!j_Xcc!Zfe[lZk!X!jkl[p!]fi!k_\!gligfj\j!
f]}!

&;'! `[\ek`]p`e^! k_fj\! jkfidnXk\i! [`j+
Z_Xi^\j! fi! ZcXjj\j! f]! jkfidnXk\i! [`jZ_Xi^\j!
]fi!n_`Z_!g\id`kj!Xi\!efk!i\hl`i\[!glijlXek!
kf! gXiX^iXg_j! &/'! Xe[! &0'! f]! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe9!

&<'! [\k\id`e`e^*! kf! k_\! dXo`dld! \ok\ek!
giXZk`ZXYc\*!k_\!eXkli\!Xe[!\ok\ek!f]!gfcclk+
Xekj!`e!jlZ_![`jZ_Xi^\j9!Xe[!

&='!\jkXYc`j_`e^!gifZ\[li\j!Xe[!d\k_f[j!kf!
Zfekifc!jkfidnXk\i![`jZ_Xi^\j!kf!k_\!\ok\ek!
e\Z\jjXip! kf! d`k`^Xk\! `dgXZkj! fe! nXk\i!
hlXc`kp,!

Hfk! cXk\i! k_Xe! IZkfY\i! /*! /766*! k_\! ;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi!j_Xcc!jlYd`k!kf!=fe^i\jj!X!i\gfik!fe!k_\!
i\jlckj! f]! k_\! jkl[p! [\jZi`Y\[! `e! jlYgXiX+
^iXg_j! &;'! Xe[! &<',! Hfk! cXk\i! k_Xe! IZkfY\i! /*!
/767*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! jlYd`k! kf! =fe+
^i\jj! X! i\gfik! fe! k_\! i\jlckj! f]! k_\! jkl[p! [\+
jZi`Y\[!`e!jlYgXiX^iXg_!&=',!

$0%!HXZh_Tg\baf!

Hfk!cXk\i!k_Xe!IZkfY\i!/*!/771*!k_\!;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi*!`e!ZfejlckXk`fe!n`k_!MkXk\!Xe[!cfZXc!f]+
]`Z`Xcj*! j_Xcc! `jjl\! i\^lcXk`fej! &YXj\[! fe! k_\!
i\jlckj! f]! k_\! jkl[`\j! Zfe[lZk\[! le[\i! gXiX+
^iXg_! &3''! n_`Z_! [\j`^eXk\! jkfidnXk\i! [`j+
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Z_Xi^\j*!fk_\i!k_Xe!k_fj\![`jZ_Xi^\j![\jZi`Y\[!
`e! gXiX^iXg_! &0'*! kf! Y\! i\^lcXk\[! kf! gifk\Zk!
nXk\i!hlXc`kp!Xe[!j_Xcc!\jkXYc`j_!X!Zfdgi\_\e+
j`m\! gif^iXd! kf! i\^lcXk\! jlZ_! [\j`^eXk\[!
jfliZ\j,!N_\!gif^iXd!j_Xcc*!Xk!X!d`e`dld*!&;'!
\jkXYc`j_!gi`fi`k`\j*!&<'!\jkXYc`j_!i\hl`i\d\ekj!
]fi! MkXk\! jkfidnXk\i! dXeX^\d\ek! gif^iXdj*!
Xe[! &='! \jkXYc`j_! \og\[`k`flj! [\X[c`e\j,! N_\!
gif^iXd! dXp! `eZcl[\! g\i]fidXeZ\! jkXe[Xi[j*!
^l`[\c`e\j*! ^l`[XeZ\*! Xe[! dXeX^\d\ek! giXZ+
k`Z\j! Xe[! ki\Xkd\ek! i\hl`i\d\ekj*! Xj! Xggif+
gi`Xk\,!

$d%!8b`U\aXW!fXjXe!biXeY_bjf!

$+%! HXdh\eX`Xag! Ybe! cXe`\gf&! beWXef&! TaW! WX'
VeXXf!

?XZ_! g\id`k*! fi[\i*! fi! [\Zi\\! `jjl\[! glijl+
Xek!kf!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i!X]k\i!>\Z\dY\i!0/*!0...*!]fi!
X![`jZ_Xi^\!]ifd!X!dle`Z`gXc!ZfdY`e\[!jkfid!
Xe[!jXe`kXip!j\n\i!j_Xcc!Zfe]fid!kf!k_\!=fd+
Y`e\[!M\n\i!Im\i]cfn!=fekifc!Jfc`Zp!j`^e\[!Yp!
k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fe! ;gi`c! //*! /772! &`e! k_`j!
jlYj\Zk`fe!i\]\ii\[!kf!Xj!k_\!WW=MI!Zfekifc!gfc+
`Zp%%',!

$,%! MTgXe! dhT_\gl! TaW! WXf\ZaTgXW! hfX! eXi\Xj!
Zh\WTaVX!

Hfk! cXk\i! k_Xe! Dlcp! 1/*! 0../*! Xe[! X]k\i! gif+
m`[`e^!efk`Z\!Xe[!fggfikle`kp!]fi!glYc`Z!Zfd+
d\ek*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! `jjl\! ^l`[XeZ\!
kf!]XZ`c`kXk\!k_\!Zfe[lZk!f]!nXk\i!hlXc`kp!Xe[!
[\j`^eXk\[!lj\!i\m`\nj!]fi!dle`Z`gXc!ZfdY`e\[!
j\n\i!fm\i]cfn!i\Z\`m`e^!nXk\ij,!

$-%!HXcbeg!

Hfk!cXk\i!k_Xe!M\gk\dY\i!/*!0../*!k_\!;[d`e+
`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!kiXejd`k!kf!=fe^i\jj!X!i\gfik!fe!
k_\!gif^i\jj!dX[\!Yp!k_\!?em`ifed\ekXc!Jif+
k\Zk`fe! ;^\eZp*! MkXk\j*! Xe[! dle`Z`gXc`k`\j! `e!
`dgc\d\ek`e^! Xe[! \e]fiZ`e^! k_\! =MI! Zfekifc!
gfc`Zp,!

$e%!9\fV[TeZXf!\aV\WXagT_!gb!g[X!abe`T_!bcXeTg\ba!
bY!eXVeXTg\baT_!iXffX_f!

Hf!g\id`k!j_Xcc!Y\!i\hl`i\[!le[\i!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i!
Yp!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!&fi!X!MkXk\*!`e!k_\!ZXj\!f]!
X!g\id`k!gif^iXd!Xggifm\[!le[\i!jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y''!
]fi!k_\![`jZ_Xi^\!f]!Xep!^iXpnXk\i*!Y`c^\!nXk\i*!
Zffc`e^! nXk\i*! n\Xk_\i! [\Zb! ilef]]*! f`c! nXk\i!
j\gXiXkfi! \]]cl\ek*! fi! \]]cl\ek! ]ifd! gifg\icp!
]leZk`fe`e^! dXi`e\! \e^`e\j*! fi! Xep! fk_\i! [`j+
Z_Xi^\! k_Xk! `j! `eZ`[\ekXc! kf! k_\! efidXc! fg\i+
Xk`fe!f]!X!m\jj\c*! `]!k_\![`jZ_Xi^\!`j!]ifd!X!i\Z+
i\Xk`feXc!m\jj\c,!

&Dle\! 1.*! /726*! Z_,! 536*! k`kc\! CP*! x 2.0*! Xj! X[[\[!
JlY,! F,! 70z3..*! x 0*! IZk,! /6*! /750*! 64! MkXk,! 66.9!
Xd\e[\[!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!xx 11&Z'*!3.*!32&Z'&/'*!43*!44*!
>\Z,! 05*! /755*! 7/! MkXk,! /355*! /366*! /37/*! /377*! /4..9!
JlY,! F,! /..z2*! k`kc\! CP*! xx 2./z2.2&X'*! 2.2&Z'*! ]fi+
d\icp!2.2&['*!2.3*!@\Y,!2*!/765*!/./!MkXk,!43z45*!47*!
i\eldY\i\[! x 2.2&Z'*! JlY,! F,! /.2z44*! k`kc\! CC*!
x 0.0/&\'&0'*! >\Z,! 0/*! /773*! /.7! MkXk,! 5059! JlY,! F,!
/.0z36.*!k`kc\!CCC*!x 142*!IZk,!1/*!/770*!/.4!MkXk,!26409!
JlY,! F,! /.4z332*! x /&X'&2'! U[`m,! <*! k`kc\! C*! x //0&X'V*!
>\Z,! 0/*! 0...*! //2! MkXk,! 0541*! 0541;z0029! JlY,! F,!
//.z066*! x 0*! Dlcp! 07*! 0..6*! /00! MkXk,! 043.9! JlY,! F,!
//1z57*! k`kc\! RCC*! x /01/1*! @\Y,! 5*! 0./2*! /06! MkXk,!
770,'!

;G?H>G?HNM!

0./2}MlYj\Z,!&T'&1',!JlY,!F,!//1z57!X[[\[!gXi,!&1',!

0..6}MlYj\Z,!&i',!JlY,!F,!//.z066!X[[\[!jlYj\Z,!&i',!

0...}MlYj\Z,!&h',!JlY,!F,!/.4z332!X[[\[!jlYj\Z,!&h',!
/770}MlYj\Z,! &g'&/'*! &4',! JlY,! F,! /.0z36.! jlYjk`klk\[!

WWIZkfY\i! /*! /772%%! ]fi! WWIZkfY\i! /*! /770%%! `e! gXi,! &/'! Xe[!

WWIZkfY\i!/*!/771%%!]fi!WWIZkfY\i!/*!/770%%!`e!gXi,!&4',!
/765}MlYj\Z,!&X'&/',!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!x 2.2&Z'*!`ej\ik\[!Zc,!

&;'!Xe[!&<'![\j`^eXk`fej,!
MlYj\Z,!&Z'&/',!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!x 2.1&Y'&0'*!jlYjk`klk\[!WWXj!

kf! k_fj\! [`jZ_Xi^\j%%! ]fi! WWXj! kf! k_fj\! eXm`^XYc\! nX+
k\ij%%,!

MlYj\Z,!&Z'&2',!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!x 2.1&Y'&/'*!X[[\[!gXi,!&2',!
MlYj\Z,! &T',! JlY,! F,! /..z2*! x 2./*! `ej\ik\[! WWF`d`kXk`fe!

fe! g\id`k!i\hl`i\d\ek%%! Xj!jlYj\Z,!_\X[`e^! [\j`^eXk\[!

\o`jk`e^!gifm`j`fej!Xj!gXi,!&/'!Xe[!`ej\ik\[!gXi,!_\X[`e^*!

X[[\[!gXi,!&0'*!Xe[!Xc`^e\[!gXij,!&/'!Xe[!&0',!
MlYj\Zj,!&d'!kf!&g',!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!xx 2.0*!2.1&X'*!2.2&X'*!

2.3*!X[[\[!jlYj\Zj,!&d'!kf!&g',!
/755}MlYj\Z,! &X'&3',! JlY,! F,! 73z0/5*! x 3.*! jlYjk`klk\[!

WWj\Zk`fe!/1/2&`'&0'%%!]fi!WWj\Zk`fe!/1/2&_'&0'%%,!
MlYj\Z,! &Y',! JlY,! F,! 73z0/5*! x 3.*! jlYjk`klk\[! `e! gifm`+

j`fej! gi\Z\[`e^! gXi,! &/'! WWjlYj\Zk`fe! &`'&0'! f]! j\Zk`fe!

/1/2%%!]fi!WWjlYj\Zk`fe!&_'&0'!f]!j\Zk`fe!/1/2%%,!
MlYj\Z,! &Y'&6',! JlY,! F,! 73z0/5*! x 32&Z'&/'*! `ej\ik\[! i\]+

\i\eZ\!kf!`[\ek`]`ZXk`fe! `e!k\idj!f]!Z_XiXZk\i!Xe[!mfc+
ld\!f]!gfcclkXekj!f]!Xep!j`^e`]`ZXek!jfliZ\!`ekif[lZ`e^!

gfcclkXekj! jlYa\Zk! kf! gi\ki\Xkd\ek! jkXe[Xi[j! le[\i!

j\Zk`fe! /1/5&Y'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! `ekf! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj! Xe[!
gif^iXdj! kf! Xjjli\! Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_! gi\ki\Xkd\ek!

jkXe[Xi[j!Yp!\XZ_!jfliZ\,!
MlYj\Z,! &Z'&/'*! &0',! JlY,! F,! 73z0/5*! x 3.*! jlYjk`klk\[!

WWj\Zk`fe!/1/2&`'&0'%%!]fi!WWj\Zk`fe!/1/2&_'&0'%%,!
MlYj\Z,! &['&0',! JlY,! F,! 73z0/5*! x 43&Y'*! `ej\ik\[! gifm`+

j`fe! i\hl`i`e^! k_Xk*! n_\e\m\i! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fY+
a\Zkj!kf!k_\!`jjlXeZ\!f]!X!g\id`k!le[\i!jlYj\Z,!&['&0'!f]!

k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!k_\!ni`kk\e!fYa\Zk`fe!ZfekX`e!X!jkXk\d\ek!

f]!k_\!i\Xjfej!]fi!k_\!fYa\Zk`fe!Xe[!k_\!\]]cl\ek!c`d`kX+
k`fej!Xe[!Zfe[`k`fej!n_`Z_!k_\!g\id`k!nflc[!`eZcl[\!`]!

`k!n\i\!`jjl\[!Yp!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi,!
MlYj\Z,!&['&2',!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!x 43&X'*!X[[\[!gXi,!&2',!
MlYj\Z,! &\',! JlY,! F,! 73z0/5*! x 3.*! jlYjk`klk\[! WWjlY+

j\Zk`fe! &`'&0'! f]! j\Zk`fe! /1/2%%! ]fi! WWjlYj\Zk`fe! &_'&0'! f]!

j\Zk`fe!/1/2%%,!
MlYj\Z,!&_',!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!x 44*!jlYjk`klk\[!WWn_\i\!ef!

MkXk\!gif^iXd!`j!Xggifm\[!fi!n_\i\!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!

[\k\id`e\j!glijlXek!kf!j\Zk`fe!/1/7&X'!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!k_Xk!

X!MkXk\!n`k_!Xe!Xggifm\[!gif^iXd!_Xj!efk!Zfdd\eZ\[!
Xggifgi`Xk\! \e]fiZ\d\ek! XZk`fe! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! jlZ_!

g\id`k*%%!]fi!WWn_\i\!ef!MkXk\!gif^iXd!`j!Xggifm\[*%%,!
MlYj\Z,!&T',!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!x 11&Z'*!X[[\[!jlYj\Z,!&T',!

NL;HM@?L I@ @OH=NCIHM!

@fi!kiXej]\i!f]!Xlk_fi`k`\j*!]leZk`fej*!g\ijfee\c*!Xe[!

Xjj\kj! f]! k_\! =fXjk! AlXi[*! `eZcl[`e^! k_\! Xlk_fi`k`\j!
Xe[!]leZk`fej!f]!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!NiXejgfikXk`fe!i\cXk+

`e^!k_\i\kf*!kf!k_\!>\gXikd\ek!f]!Bfd\cXe[!M\Zli`kp*!

Xe[! ]fi! ki\Xkd\ek! f]! i\cXk\[! i\]\i\eZ\j*! j\\! j\Zk`fej!
246&Y'*!33/&['*! 330&['*!Xe[!335!f]!N`kc\!4*!>fd\jk`Z!M\Zl+

i`kp*! Xe[! k_\! >\gXikd\ek! f]! Bfd\cXe[! M\Zli`kp! L\fi+

^Xe`qXk`fe! JcXe! f]! Hfm\dY\i! 03*! 0..0*! Xj! df[`]`\[*! j\k!
flk!Xj!X!efk\!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!320!f]!N`kc\!4,!

?e]fiZ\d\ek!]leZk`fej!f]!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fi!fk_\i!f]]`+
Z`Xc! f]! k_\! ?em`ifed\ekXc! Jifk\Zk`fe! ;^\eZp! le[\i!

k_`j! j\Zk`fe! i\cXk`e^! kf! Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_! eXk`feXc! gfc+

clkXek! [`jZ_Xi^\! \c`d`eXk`fe! jpjk\d! g\id`kj! n`k_! i\+
jg\Zk!kf!gi\+ZfejkilZk`fe*!ZfejkilZk`fe*!Xe[!`e`k`Xc!fg+

\iXk`fe! f]! kiXejgfikXk`fe! jpjk\d! ]fi! =XeX[`Xe! Xe[!

;cXjbXe!eXkliXc!^Xj!n\i\!kiXej]\ii\[!kf!k_\!@\[\iXc!Ce+
jg\Zkfi*!I]]`Z\!f]!@\[\iXc!Cejg\Zkfi!]fi!k_\!;cXjbX!HXk+

liXc! AXj! NiXejgfikXk`fe! Mpjk\d*! lek`c! k_\! ]`ijk! Xee`+

m\ijXip! f]! k_\! [Xk\! f]! `e`k`Xc! fg\iXk`fe! f]! k_\! ;cXjbX!
HXkliXc! AXj! NiXejgfikXk`fe! Mpjk\d*! j\\! L\fi^,! JcXe!

Hf,!/!f]!/757*!xx /.0&X'*!0.1&X'*!22!@,L,!11441*!11444*!71!MkXk,!

/151*!/154*!\]]\Zk`m\!Dlcp!/*!/757*!j\k!flk!`e!k_\!;gg\e[`o!
kf! N`kc\! 3*! Afm\ied\ek! Ii^Xe`qXk`fe! Xe[! ?dgcfp\\j,!

I]]`Z\!f]!@\[\iXc!Cejg\Zkfi!]fi!k_\!;cXjbX!HXkliXc!AXj!

NiXejgfikXk`fe!Mpjk\d!XYfc`j_\[!Xe[!]leZk`fej!Xe[!Xl+
k_fi`kp!m\jk\[!`e!Cejg\Zkfi!kiXej]\ii\[!kf!M\Zi\kXip!f]!

?e\i^p!Yp!j\Zk`fe!1./0&Y'!f]!JlY,!F,!/.0z264*!j\k!flk!Xj!

Xe! ;Yfc`k`fe! f]! I]]`Z\! f]! @\[\iXc! Cejg\Zkfi!efk\! le[\i!
j\Zk`fe! 5/7\! f]! N`kc\! /3*! =fdd\iZ\! Xe[! NiX[\,! @leZ+

k`fej!Xe[!Xlk_fi`kp!m\jk\[!`e!M\Zi\kXip!f]!?e\i^p!jlY+
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JX^\! 272!NCNF?! 11}H;PCA;NCIH! ;H>! H;PCA;<F?! Q;N?LM!s +-.,!

j\hl\ekcp!kiXej]\ii\[!kf!@\[\iXc!=ffi[`eXkfi! ]fi!;cXj+

bX! HXkliXc! AXj! NiXejgfikXk`fe! Jifa\Zkj! Yp! j\Zk`fe!
50.[&]'!f]!N`kc\!/3,!

J?LGCN L?KOCL?G?HNM @IL >CM=B;LA?M @LIG =?LN;CH!

P?MM?FM!

JlY,!F,!//.z077*!xx /*!0*!Dlcp!1/*!0..6*!/00!MkXk,!0773*!Xj!

Xd\e[\[!Yp!JlY,!F,!///z0/3*! x /*!Dlcp!1.*! 0./.*! /02! MkXk,!
01259! JlY,! F,! //0z0/1*! k`kc\! PCC*! x 5.1*! >\Z,! 0.*! 0./0*! /04!

MkXk,! /36.9! JlY,! F,! //1z06/*! k`kc\! PC*! x 4.0*! >\Z,! /6*! 0./2*!

/06!MkXk,!1.4/*!gifm`[\[!k_Xk8!

WWM?=NCIH!/,!>?@CHCNCIHM,!

WWCe!k_`j!;Zk8!

WW&/'! ;>GCHCMNL;NIL,}N_\! k\id! W;[d`e`jkiXkfi%!
d\Xej!k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi!f]! k_\!?em`ifed\ekXc! Jif+

k\Zk`fe!;^\eZp,!

WW&0'! =IP?L?> P?MM?F,}N_\! k\id! WZfm\i\[! m\jj\c%!
d\Xej!X!m\jj\c!k_Xk!`j}!

WW&;'!c\jj!k_Xe!57!]\\k!`e!c\e^k_9!fi!

WW&<'!X!]`j_`e^!m\jj\c!&Xj![\]`e\[!`e!j\Zk`fe!0/./!f]!
k`kc\! 24*! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j! =f[\'*! i\^Xi[c\jj! f]! k_\!

c\e^k_!f]!k_\!m\jj\c,!

WW&1'! INB?L N?LGM,}N_\! k\idj! WZfek`^lflj! qfe\%*!
W[`jZ_Xi^\%*! WfZ\Xe%*! Xe[! WMkXk\%! _Xm\! k_\! d\Xe`e^j!

^`m\e! k_\! k\idj! `e! j\Zk`fe! 3.0! f]! k_\! @\[\iXc! QXk\i!

Jfcclk`fe!=fekifc!;Zk!&11!O,M,=,!/140',!

WWM?=,!0,!>CM=B;LA?M!CH=C>?HN;F!NI!HILG;F!IJ+
?L;NCIH!I@!P?MM?FM,!

WW&X'!HI J?LGCN L?KOCL?G?HN,}?oZ\gk!Xj!gifm`[\[!`e!

jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'*![li`e^!k_\!g\i`f[!Y\^`ee`e^!fe!k_\![Xk\!

f]!k_\!\eXZkd\ek!f]!k_`j!;Zk!UDlcp!1/*!0..6V!Xe[!\e[`e^!
fe!>\Z\dY\i!/6*!0./5*!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi*!fi!X!MkXk\!`e!

k_\! ZXj\! f]! X! g\id`k! gif^iXd! Xggifm\[! le[\i! j\Zk`fe!

2.0! f]! k_\! @\[\iXc! QXk\i! Jfcclk`fe! =fekifc! ;Zk! &11!
O,M,=,!/120'*!j_Xcc!efk!i\hl`i\!X!g\id`k!le[\i!k_Xk!j\Z+

k`fe!]fi!X!Zfm\i\[!m\jj\c!]fi}!

WW&/'! Xep! [`jZ_Xi^\! f]! \]]cl\ek! ]ifd! gifg\icp! ]leZ+
k`fe`e^!dXi`e\!\e^`e\j9!

WW&0'! Xep! [`jZ_Xi^\! f]! cXle[ip*! j_fn\i*! Xe[! ^Xcc\p!

j`eb!nXjk\j9!fi!
WW&1'! Xep! fk_\i! [`jZ_Xi^\! `eZ`[\ekXc! kf! k_\! efidXc!

fg\iXk`fe!f]!X!Zfm\i\[!m\jj\c,!

WW&Y'!?R=?JNCIHM,}MlYj\Zk`fe!&X'!j_Xcc!efk!Xggcp!n`k_!
i\jg\Zk!kf}!

WW&/'! ilYY`j_*! kiXj_*! ^XiYX^\*! fi! fk_\i! jlZ_! dXk\+

i`Xcj![`jZ_Xi^\[!fm\iYfXi[9!
WW&0'! fk_\i! [`jZ_Xi^\j! n_\e! k_\! m\jj\c! `j! fg\iXk`e^!

`e! X! ZXgXZ`kp! fk_\i! k_Xe! Xj! X! d\Xej! f]! kiXejgfi+

kXk`fe*!jlZ_!Xj!n_\e}!
WW&;'!lj\[!Xj!Xe!\e\i^p!fi!d`e`e^!]XZ`c`kp9!

WW&<'!lj\[!Xj!X!jkfiX^\!]XZ`c`kp!fi!X!j\X]ff[!gifZ+

\jj`e^!]XZ`c`kp9!
WW&='! j\Zli\[! kf! X! jkfiX^\! ]XZ`c`kp! fi! X! j\X]ff[!

gifZ\jj`e^!]XZ`c`kp9!fi!

WW&>'!j\Zli\[!kf!k_\!Y\[!f]!k_\!fZ\Xe*!k_\!Zfek`^+
lflj! qfe\*! fi! nXk\ij! f]! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j! ]fi! k_\!

gligfj\! f]! d`e\iXc! fi! f`c! \ogcfiXk`fe! fi! [\m\cfg+

d\ek9!
WW&1'!Xep![`jZ_Xi^\!f]!YXccXjk!nXk\i9!fi!

WW&2'!Xep![`jZ_Xi^\!`e!X!ZXj\!`e!n_`Z_!k_\!;[d`e`j+

kiXkfi! fi! MkXk\*! Xj! Xggifgi`Xk\*! [\k\id`e\j! k_Xk! k_\!
[`jZ_Xi^\}!

WW&;'!Zfeki`Ylk\j!kf!X!m`fcXk`fe!f]!X!nXk\i!hlXc`kp!

jkXe[Xi[9!fi!
WW&<'!gfj\j!Xe!leXZZ\gkXYc\!i`jb!kf!_ldXe!_\Xck_!

fi!k_\!\em`ifed\ek,%%!

MNILGQ;N?L J?LGCN L?KOCL?G?HNM!

JlY,! F,! /.0z02.*! k`kc\! C*! x /.46*! >\Z,! /6*! /77/*! /.3! MkXk,!
0..5*!gifm`[\[!k_Xk8!

WW&X'! A?H?L;F LOF?,}Hfkn`k_jkXe[`e^! k_\! i\hl`i\+

d\ekj! f]! j\Zk`fej! 2.0&g'&0'&<'*! &='*! Xe[! &>'! f]! k_\! @\[+
\iXc! QXk\i! Jfcclk`fe! =fekifc! ;Zk! U11! O,M,=,!

/120&g'&0'&<'*! &='*! &>'V*!g\id`k!Xggc`ZXk`fe![\X[c`e\j! ]fi!

jkfidnXk\i! [`jZ_Xi^\j! XjjfZ`Xk\[! n`k_! `e[ljki`Xc! XZ+
k`m`k`\j!]ifd!]XZ`c`k`\j!k_Xk!Xi\!fne\[!fi!fg\iXk\[!Yp!X!

dle`Z`gXc`kp!j_Xcc!Y\!\jkXYc`j_\[!Yp!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!

f]! k_\! ?em`ifed\ekXc! Jifk\Zk`fe! ;^\eZp! &_\i\`eX]k\i!

`e!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!i\]\ii\[!kf!Xj!k_\!W;[d`e`jkiXkfi%'!gli+
jlXek!kf!k_\!i\hl`i\d\ekj!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!

WW&Y'!J?LGCN ;JJFC=;NCIHM,}!
WW&/'! CH>CPC>O;F ;JJFC=;NCIHM,}N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi!

j_Xcc! i\hl`i\! `e[`m`[lXc! g\id`k! Xggc`ZXk`fej! ]fi! [`j+
Z_Xi^\j![\jZi`Y\[!`e!jlYj\Zk`fe!&X'!fe!fi!Y\]fi\!IZkf+
Y\i!/*!/7709!\oZ\gk!k_Xk!Xep!dle`Z`gXc`kp!k_Xk!_Xj!gXi+
k`Z`gXk\[! `e!X!k`d\cp!gXik! C!^iflg!Xggc`ZXk`fe! ]fi!Xe!
`e[ljki`Xc!XZk`m`kp![`jZ_Xi^`e^!jkfidnXk\i!k_Xk!`j![\+

e`\[!jlZ_!gXik`Z`gXk`fe! `e!X!^iflg!Xggc`ZXk`fe!fi! ]fi!
n_`Z_! X! ^iflg! Xggc`ZXk`fe! `j! [\e`\[! j_Xcc! efk! Y\! i\+

hl`i\[! kf! jlYd`k! Xe! `e[`m`[lXc! Xggc`ZXk`fe! lek`c! k_\!

/6.k_! [Xp! ]fccfn`e^! k_\! [Xk\! fe! n_`Z_! k_\! [\e`Xc! `j!
dX[\,!

WW&0'! ALIOJ ;JJFC=;NCIHM,}Q`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! ^iflg!

Xggc`ZXk`fej! ]fi! g\id`kj! ]fi! [`jZ_Xi^\j! [\jZi`Y\[! `e!

jlYj\Zk`fe!&X'*!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!i\hl`i\}!
WW&;'! gXik! C! Xggc`ZXk`fej! fe! fi! Y\]fi\! M\gk\dY\i!

1.*!/77/*!\oZ\gk!k_Xk!Xep!dle`Z`gXc`kp!n`k_!X!gfgl+

cXk`fe! f]! c\jj! k_Xe! 03.*...! j_Xcc! efk! Y\! i\hl`i\[! kf!

jlYd`k!X!gXik!C!Xggc`ZXk`fe!Y\]fi\!GXp!/6*!/7709!Xe[!
WW&<'! gXik! CC! Xggc`ZXk`fej! fe! fi! Y\]fi\! IZkfY\i! /*!

/770*! \oZ\gk! k_Xk! Xep! dle`Z`gXc`kp! n`k_! X! gfgl+

cXk`fe! f]! c\jj! k_Xe! 03.*...! j_Xcc! efk! Y\! i\hl`i\[! kf!

jlYd`k!X!gXik!CC!Xggc`ZXk`fe!Y\]fi\!GXp!/5*!/771,!
WW&Z'! GOHC=CJ;FCNC?M QCNB F?MM NB;H /..*...! JIJO+

F;NCIH,}N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! efk! i\hl`i\! Xep!dl+

e`Z`gXc`kp! n`k_! X! gfglcXk`fe! f]! c\jj! k_Xe! /..*...! kf!

Xggcp! ]fi! fi! fYkX`e! X! g\id`k! ]fi! Xep! jkfidnXk\i! [`j+
Z_Xi^\! XjjfZ`Xk\[! n`k_! Xe! `e[ljki`Xc! XZk`m`kp! fk_\i!

k_Xe! Xe! X`igfik*! gfn\igcXek*! fi! leZfekifcc\[! jXe`kXip!

cXe[]`cc!fne\[!fi!fg\iXk\[!Yp!jlZ_!dle`Z`gXc`kp!Y\]fi\!
IZkfY\i! /*! /770*! lec\jj! jlZ_! g\id`k! `j! i\hl`i\[! Yp! j\Z+

k`fe! 2.0&g'&0'&;'! fi! &?'! f]! k_\! @\[\iXc! QXk\i! Jfcclk`fe!

=fekifc!;Zk!U11!O,M,=,!/120&g'&0'&;'*!&?'V,!
WW&['! OH=IHNLIFF?> M;HCN;LS F;H>@CFF >?@CH?>,}!

@fi!k_\!gligfj\j!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!k_\!k\id!WleZfekifcc\[!

jXe`kXip! cXe[]`cc%! d\Xej! X! cXe[]`cc! fi! fg\e! [ldg*!

n_\k_\i!`e!fg\iXk`fe!fi!Zcfj\[*!k_Xk![f\j!efk!d\\k!k_\!
i\hl`i\d\ekj! ]fi! ile+fe! Xe[! ile+f]]! Zfekifcj! \jkXY+

c`j_\[! glijlXek! kf! jlYk`kc\! >! f]! k_\! Mfc`[! QXjk\! >`j+

gfjXc!;Zk!U20!O,M,=,!472/!\k!j\h,V,!
WW&\'!FCGCN;NCIH IH MN;NONILS =IHMNLO=NCIH,}Hfk_+

`e^!`e!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!Y\!Zfejkil\[!kf!X]]\Zk!Xep!Xg+

gc`ZXk`fe! fi! g\id`k! i\hl`i\d\ek*! `eZcl[`e^! Xep! [\X[+
c`e\*!kf!Xggcp!]fi!fi!fYkX`e!X!g\id`k!]fi!jkfidnXk\i![`j+

Z_Xi^\j!jlYa\Zk!kf!j\Zk`fe!2.0&g'&0'&;'!fi!&?'!f]!k_\!@\[+

\iXc! QXk\i! Jfcclk`fe! =fekifc! ;Zk! U11! O,M,=,!
/120&g'&0'&;'*!&?'V,!

WW&]'! L?AOF;NCIHM,}N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! `jjl\!

]`eXc! i\^lcXk`fej! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! ^\e\iXc! g\id`kj! ]fi!

jkfidnXk\i![`jZ_Xi^\j!XjjfZ`Xk\[!n`k_!`e[ljki`Xc!XZk`m+
`kp!fe!fi!Y\]fi\!@\YilXip!/*!/770,%%!

JBIMJB;N? @?LNCFCT?L ?@@FO?HN FCGCN;NCIH!

JlY,! F,! /..z2*! k`kc\! CCC*! x 1.4&Z'*! @\Y,! 2*! /765*! /./! MkXk,!

14*!gifm`[\[!k_Xk8!
WW&/'! CMMO;H=? I@ J?LGCN,};j! jffe! Xj! gfjj`Yc\! X]k\i!

k_\![Xk\!f]!k_\!\eXZkd\ek!f]!k_`j!;Zk!U@\Y,!2*!/765V*!Ylk!

efk! cXk\i! k_Xe! /6.! [Xpj! X]k\i! jlZ_! [Xk\! f]! \eXZkd\ek*!

k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! `jjl\! g\id`kj! le[\i! j\Zk`fe!
2.0&X'&/'&<'!f]!k_\!@\[\iXc!QXk\i!Jfcclk`fe!=fekifc!;Zk!

U11!O,M,=,!/120&X'&/'&<'V!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!kf!]XZ`c`k`\j}!
WW&;'! n_`Z_! n\i\! le[\i! ZfejkilZk`fe! fe! fi! Y\]fi\!

;gi`c!6*!/752*!Xe[!
WW&<'!]fi!n_`Z_!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!`j!gifgfj`e^!kf!i\+

m`j\!k_\!Xggc`ZXY`c`kp!f]!k_\!\]]cl\ek!c`d`kXk`fe!\jkXY+

c`j_\[! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! 1./&Y'! f]! jlZ_! ;Zk! U11! O,M,=,!

/1//&Y'V! ]fi! g_fjg_Xk\! jlYZXk\^fip! f]! k_\! ]\ik`c`q\i!
dXel]XZkli`e^!gf`ek!jfliZ\!ZXk\^fip!kf!\oZcl[\!jlZ_!

]XZ`c`k`\j,!
WW&0'!FCGCN;NCIHM IH MN;NONILS =IHMNLO=NCIH ,}Hfk_+

`e^! `e!k_`j!j\Zk`fe! UXd\e[`e^!j\Zk`fe!/1//!f]!k_`j! k`kc\!
Xe[!\eXZk`e^!k_`j!efk\V!j_Xcc!Y\!Zfejkil\[}!

WW&;'!kf!i\hl`i\!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!kf!g\id`k!k_\![`j+

Z_Xi^\!f]!^pgjld!fi!^pgjld!nXjk\!`ekf!k_\!eXm`^XYc\!

nXk\ij*!
WW&<'!kf!X]]\Zk!k_\!gifZ\[li\j!Xe[!jkXe[Xi[j!Xggc`ZX+

Yc\! kf! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! `e! `jjl`e^! g\id`kj! le[\i!

j\Zk`fe! 2.0&X'&/'&<'! f]! k_\! @\[\iXc! QXk\i! Jfcclk`fe!

=fekifc!;Zk!U11!O,M,=,!/120&X'&/'&<'V*!Xe[!
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WW&='!kf!X]]\Zk!k_\!Xlk_fi`kp!f]!Xep!MkXk\!kf![\ep!fi!

Zfe[`k`fe!Z\ik`]`ZXk`fe! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! 2./!f]! jlZ_! ;Zk!
U11! O,M,=,! /12/V! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! k_\! `jjlXeZ\! f]! g\i+

d`kj!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!2.0&X'&/'&<'!f]!jlZ_!;Zk,%%!

FIA NL;HM@?L @;=CFCNC?M!

JlY,!F,!/..z2*!k`kc\!CP*!x 2.5*!@\Y,!2*!/765*!/./!MkXk,!52*!
gifm`[\[!k_Xk8!

WW&X'! ;AL??G?HN,}N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! Xe[! M\Zi\kXip!

f]! k_\! ;idp! j_Xcc! \ek\i! `ekf! Xe! X^i\\d\ek! i\^Xi[`e^!
Zffi[`eXk`fe!f]!g\id`kk`e^!]fi!cf^!kiXej]\i!]XZ`c`k`\j!kf!

[\j`^eXk\!X!c\X[!X^\eZp!Xe[!kf!gifZ\jj!g\id`kj!i\hl`i\[!

le[\i!j\Zk`fej!2.0!Xe[!2.2!f]!k_\!@\[\iXc!QXk\i!Jfccl+
k`fe!=fekifc!;Zk!U11!O,M,=,!/120*!/122V*!n_\i\!Yfk_!jlZ_!

j\Zk`fej!Xggcp*! ]fi![`jZ_Xi^\j!XjjfZ`Xk\[!n`k_!k_\!Zfe+

jkilZk`fe! Xe[! fg\iXk`fe! f]! cf^! kiXej]\i! ]XZ`c`k`\j,! N_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi! Xe[! M\Zi\kXip! Xi\! Xlk_fi`q\[! kf! XZk! `e!

XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!k_\!k\idj!f]!jlZ_!X^i\\d\ek!kf!Xjjli\!

k_Xk*!kf!k_\!dXo`dld!\ok\ek!giXZk`ZXYc\*![lgc`ZXk`fe*!
e\\[c\jj! gXg\infib! Xe[! [\cXp! `e! k_\! `jjlXeZ\! f]! g\i+

d`kj*!Xe[!`e\hl`kXYc\!\e]fiZ\d\ek!Y\kn\\e!Xe[!Xdfe^!

]XZ`c`k`\j!`e![`]]\i\ek!MkXk\j*!j_Xcc!Y\!\c`d`eXk\[,!
WW&Y'! ;JJFC=;NCIHM ;H> J?LGCNM <?@IL? I=NI<?L 00*!

/763,}Q_\i\!Yfk_!f]!j\Zk`fej!2.0!Xe[!2.2!f]!k_\!@\[\iXc!

QXk\i!Jfcclk`fe!=fekifc!;Zk!U11!O,M,=,!/120*!/122V!Xggcp*!
cf^! kiXej]\i! ]XZ`c`k`\j! n_`Z_! _Xm\! i\Z\`m\[! X! g\id`k!

le[\i! j\Zk`fe! 2.2! f]! jlZ_! ;Zk! Y\]fi\! IZkfY\i! 00*! /763*!

j_Xcc!efk!Y\!i\hl`i\[!kf!jlYd`k!X!e\n!Xggc`ZXk`fe!]fi!X!
g\id`k! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! 2.0! f]! jlZ_! ;Zk,! C]! k_\! ;[d`e`j+

kiXkfi![\k\id`e\j!k_Xk!k_\!k\idj!f]!X!g\id`k!`jjl\[!fe!

fi!Y\]fi\!IZkfY\i!00*!/763*!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!2.2!f]!jlZ_!;Zk!
jXk`j]`\j! k_\! Xggc`ZXYc\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! j\Zk`fej! 1./*!

1.0*!1.4*!1.5*!1.6*!Xe[!2.1!f]!jlZ_!;Zk!U11!O,M,=,!/1//*!/1/0*!

/1/4*! /1/5*! /1/6*! Xe[! /121V*! X! j\gXiXk\! Xggc`ZXk`fe! ]fi! X!
g\id`k! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! 2.0! f]! jlZ_! ;Zk! j_Xcc! efk! k_\i\+

X]k\i!Y\!i\hl`i\[,!Ce!Xep!ZXj\!n_\i\!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!

[\dfejkiXk\j*!X]k\i!Xe!fggfikle`kp!]fi!X!_\Xi`e^*!k_Xk!
k_\! k\idj! f]! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[! fe! fi! Y\]fi\! IZkfY\i! 00*!

/763*!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!2.2!f]!jlZ_!;Zk![f!efk!jXk`j]p!k_\!Xg+

gc`ZXYc\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! j\Zk`fej! 1./*! 1.0*! 1.4*! 1.5*! 1.6*!
Xe[!2.1!f]!jlZ_!;Zk*!df[`]`ZXk`fej!kf!k_\!\o`jk`e^!g\i+

d`k! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! 2.2! f]! jlZ_! ;Zk! kf! `eZfigfiXk\! jlZ_!

Xggc`ZXYc\!i\hl`i\d\ekj!j_Xcc!Y\!`jjl\[!Yp!k_\!;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi! Xj! Xe! Xck\ieXk`m\! kf! `jjlXeZ\! f]!X! j\gXiXk\!e\n!

g\id`k!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!2.0!f]!jlZ_!;Zk,!

WW&Z'! FIA NL;HM@?L @;=CFCNS >?@CH?>,}@fi! k_\! gli+
gfj\j! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! k_\! k\id! Wcf^! kiXej]\i! ]XZ`c`kp%!

d\Xej! X! ]XZ`c`kp! n_`Z_! `j! ZfejkilZk\[! `e! n_fc\! fi! `e!

gXik! `e! nXk\ij! f]! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j! Xe[! n_`Z_! `j! lk`+
c`q\[!]fi!k_\!gligfj\!f]!kiXej]\ii`e^!Zfdd\iZ`Xccp!_Xi+

m\jk\[!cf^j!kf!fi!]ifd!X!m\jj\c!fi!cf^!iX]k*!`eZcl[`e^!k_\!

]fidXk`fe!f]!X!cf^!iX]k,%%!

;FFIQ;<F? >?F;S CH GI>C@SCHA ?RCMNCHA ;JJLIP?>!

MN;N? J?LGCN JLIAL;GM NI =IH@ILG NI /755!

;G?H>G?HN!

JlY,! F,! 73z0/5*! x 32&Z'&0'*! >\Z,! 05*! /755*! 7/! MkXk,! /37/*!
gifm`[\[! k_Xk! Xep! MkXk\! g\id`k! gif^iXd! Xggifm\[!

le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! Y\]fi\! >\Z,! 05*! /755*! n_`Z_! i\hl`i\[!

df[`]`ZXk`fe! kf! Zfe]fid! kf! k_\! Xd\e[d\ek! dX[\! Yp!
j\Zk`fe!32&Z'&/'!f]!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!n_`Z_!Xd\e[\[!jlYj\Z,!

&Y'&6'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!efk!Y\!i\hl`i\[!kf!Y\!df[`]`\[!Y\+

]fi\!k_\!\e[!f]!k_\!fe\!p\Xi!g\i`f[!n_`Z_!Y\^Xe!fe!>\Z,!
05*!/755*!lec\jj!`e!fi[\i!kf!dXb\!k_\!i\hl`i\[!df[`]`ZX+

k`fe!X!MkXk\!dljk!Xd\e[!fi!\eXZk!X!cXn!`e!n_`Z_!ZXj\!

jlZ_!df[`]`ZXk`fe!efk!Y\!i\hl`i\[!]fi!jlZ_!MkXk\!Y\]fi\!
k_\!\e[!f]!k_\!knf!p\Xi!g\i`f[!n_`Z_!Y\^Xe!fe!>\Z,!05*!

/755,!

s +-.-(!EVXTa!W\fV[TeZX!Ve\gXe\T!

$T%!?ffhTaVX!bY!cXe`\gf!

Hf!g\id`k!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!]fi!X!
[`jZ_Xi^\!`ekf!k_\!k\ii`kfi`Xc!j\X*!k_\!nXk\ij!f]!
k_\! Zfek`^lflj! qfe\*! fi! k_\! fZ\Xej! j_Xcc! Y\! `j+
jl\[*! X]k\i! gifdlc^Xk`fe! f]! ^l`[\c`e\j! \jkXY+
c`j_\[! le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &Z'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! \o+
Z\gk! `e! Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_! jlZ_! ^l`[\c`e\j,! Ji`fi!

kf!k_\!gifdlc^Xk`fe!f]!jlZ_!^l`[\c`e\j*!X!g\id`k!
dXp! Y\! `jjl\[! le[\i! jlZ_! j\Zk`fe! /120! f]! k_`j!
k`kc\!`]!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi![\k\id`e\j!`k!kf!Y\!`e!
k_\!glYc`Z!`ek\i\jk,!

$U%!MT\iXe!

N_\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! jlYj\Zk`fe! &['! f]! j\Zk`fe!
/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!dXp!efk!Y\!nX`m\[!`e!k_\!ZXj\!
f]!g\id`kj!]fi![`jZ_Xi^\j!`ekf!k_\!k\ii`kfi`Xc!j\X,!

$V%! =h\WX_\aXf! Ybe! WXgXe`\a\aZ! WXZeTWTg\ba! bY!
jTgXef!

&/'! N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc*! n`k_`e! fe\! _le+
[i\[!Xe[!\`^_kp![Xpj!X]k\i!IZkfY\i!/6*!/750!&Xe[!
]ifd! k`d\! kf! k`d\! k_\i\X]k\i'*! gifdlc^Xk\!
^l`[\c`e\j! ]fi! [\k\id`e`e^! k_\! [\^iX[Xk`fe! f]!
k_\!nXk\ij!f]!k_\!k\ii`kfi`Xc!j\Xj*!k_\!Zfek`^lflj!
qfe\*!Xe[!k_\!fZ\Xej*!n_`Z_!j_Xcc!`eZcl[\8!

&;'! k_\! \]]\Zk! f]! [`jgfjXc! f]! gfcclkXekj! fe!
_ldXe! _\Xck_! fi! n\c]Xi\*! `eZcl[`e^! Ylk! efk!
c`d`k\[! kf! gcXebkfe*! ]`j_*! j_\cc]`j_*! n`c[c`]\*!
j_fi\c`e\j*!Xe[!Y\XZ_\j9!

&<'! k_\! \]]\Zk! f]! [`jgfjXc! f]! gfcclkXekj! fe!
dXi`e\! c`]\! `eZcl[`e^! k_\! kiXej]\i*! ZfeZ\ekiX+
k`fe*! Xe[! [`jg\ijXc! f]! gfcclkXekj! fi! k_\`i! Yp+
gif[lZkj! k_ifl^_! Y`fcf^`ZXc*! g_pj`ZXc*! Xe[!
Z_\d`ZXc! gifZ\jj\j9! Z_Xe^\j! `e! dXi`e\! \Zf+
jpjk\d! [`m\ij`kp*! gif[lZk`m`kp*! Xe[! jkXY`c`kp9!
Xe[! jg\Z`\j! Xe[! Zfddle`kp! gfglcXk`fe!
Z_Xe^\j9!

&='!k_\!\]]\Zk!f]![`jgfjXc*!f]!gfcclkXekj!fe!\j+
k_\k`Z*!i\Zi\Xk`fe*!Xe[!\Zfefd`Z!mXcl\j9!

&>'! k_\! g\ij`jk\eZ\! Xe[! g\idXe\eZ\! f]! k_\!
\]]\Zkj!f]![`jgfjXc!f]!gfcclkXekj9!

&?'! k_\! \]]\Zk! f]! k_\! [`jgfjXc! f]! mXip`e^!
iXk\j*! f]! gXik`ZlcXi! mfcld\j! Xe[! ZfeZ\ekiX+
k`fej!f]!gfcclkXekj9!

&@'! fk_\i! gfjj`Yc\! cfZXk`fej! Xe[! d\k_f[j! f]!
[`jgfjXc! fi! i\ZpZc`e^! f]! gfcclkXekj! `eZcl[`e^!
cXe[+YXj\[!Xck\ieXk`m\j9!Xe[!

&A'! k_\! \]]\Zk! fe! Xck\ieXk\! lj\j! f]! k_\!
fZ\Xej*! jlZ_! Xj! d`e\iXc! \ogcf`kXk`fe! Xe[! jZ`+
\ek`]`Z!jkl[p,!

&0'!Ce!Xep!\m\ek!n_\i\!`ejl]]`Z`\ek!`e]fidXk`fe!
\o`jkj!fe!Xep!gifgfj\[![`jZ_Xi^\!kf!dXb\!X!i\X+
jfeXYc\!al[^d\ek!fe!Xep!f]!k_\!^l`[\c`e\j!\jkXY+
c`j_\[! glijlXek! kf! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! ef! g\id`k!
j_Xcc!Y\!`jjl\[!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

&Dle\! 1.*! /726*! Z_,! 536*! k`kc\! CP*! x 2.1*! Xj! X[[\[!
JlY,!F,!70z3..*!x 0*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!661,'!

>CM=B;LA?M @LIG JICHN MIOL=?M CH OHCN?> MN;N?M!

PCLACH CMF;H>M ;NNLC<ON;<F? NI G;HO@;=NOL? I@!
LOG9! ?R?GJNCIH9! =IH>CNCIHM!

>`jZ_Xi^\j! ]ifd! gf`ek! jfliZ\j! `e! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j!

P`i^`e!CjcXe[j!`e!\o`jk\eZ\!fe!;l^,!3*!/761*!Xkki`YlkXYc\!

kf!k_\!dXel]XZkli\!f]!ild!efk!kf!Y\!jlYa\Zk!kf!k_\!i\+
hl`i\d\ekj!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!le[\i!Z\ikX`e!Zfe[`k`fej*!j\\!

j\Zk`fe!0/2&^'!f]!JlY,! F,!76z45*! j\k!flk!Xj!X!efk\!le[\i!

j\Zk`fe!/1//!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

N?LLCNILC;F M?; ;H> =IHNCAOIOM TIH? I@ OHCN?>!

MN;N?M!

@fi! \ok\ej`fe! f]! k\ii`kfi`Xc! j\X! Xe[! Zfek`^lflj! qfe\!

f]!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j*!j\\!JifZ,!Hf,!3706!Xe[!JifZ,!Hf,!50/7*!

i\jg\Zk`m\cp*!j\k!flk!Xj!efk\j!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/11/!f]!N`kc\!
21*!JlYc`Z!FXe[j,!

s +-..(!FXe`\gf!Ybe!WeXWZXW!be!Y\__!`TgXe\T_!

$T%! 9\fV[TeZX! \agb! aTi\ZTU_X! jTgXef! Tg! fcXV\Y\XW!
W\fcbfT_!f\gXf!

N_\!M\Zi\kXip!dXp!`jjl\!g\id`kj*!X]k\i!efk`Z\!
Xe[!fggfikle`kp!]fi!glYc`Z!_\Xi`e^j!]fi!k_\![`j+
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WW&='!kf!X]]\Zk!k_\!Xlk_fi`kp!f]!Xep!MkXk\!kf![\ep!fi!

Zfe[`k`fe!Z\ik`]`ZXk`fe! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! 2./!f]! jlZ_! ;Zk!
U11! O,M,=,! /12/V! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! k_\! `jjlXeZ\! f]! g\i+

d`kj!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!2.0&X'&/'&<'!f]!jlZ_!;Zk,%%!

FIA NL;HM@?L @;=CFCNC?M!

JlY,!F,!/..z2*!k`kc\!CP*!x 2.5*!@\Y,!2*!/765*!/./!MkXk,!52*!
gifm`[\[!k_Xk8!

WW&X'! ;AL??G?HN,}N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! Xe[! M\Zi\kXip!

f]! k_\! ;idp! j_Xcc! \ek\i! `ekf! Xe! X^i\\d\ek! i\^Xi[`e^!
Zffi[`eXk`fe!f]!g\id`kk`e^!]fi!cf^!kiXej]\i!]XZ`c`k`\j!kf!

[\j`^eXk\!X!c\X[!X^\eZp!Xe[!kf!gifZ\jj!g\id`kj!i\hl`i\[!

le[\i!j\Zk`fej!2.0!Xe[!2.2!f]!k_\!@\[\iXc!QXk\i!Jfccl+
k`fe!=fekifc!;Zk!U11!O,M,=,!/120*!/122V*!n_\i\!Yfk_!jlZ_!

j\Zk`fej!Xggcp*! ]fi![`jZ_Xi^\j!XjjfZ`Xk\[!n`k_!k_\!Zfe+

jkilZk`fe! Xe[! fg\iXk`fe! f]! cf^! kiXej]\i! ]XZ`c`k`\j,! N_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi! Xe[! M\Zi\kXip! Xi\! Xlk_fi`q\[! kf! XZk! `e!

XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!k_\!k\idj!f]!jlZ_!X^i\\d\ek!kf!Xjjli\!

k_Xk*!kf!k_\!dXo`dld!\ok\ek!giXZk`ZXYc\*![lgc`ZXk`fe*!
e\\[c\jj! gXg\infib! Xe[! [\cXp! `e! k_\! `jjlXeZ\! f]! g\i+

d`kj*!Xe[!`e\hl`kXYc\!\e]fiZ\d\ek!Y\kn\\e!Xe[!Xdfe^!

]XZ`c`k`\j!`e![`]]\i\ek!MkXk\j*!j_Xcc!Y\!\c`d`eXk\[,!
WW&Y'! ;JJFC=;NCIHM ;H> J?LGCNM <?@IL? I=NI<?L 00*!

/763,}Q_\i\!Yfk_!f]!j\Zk`fej!2.0!Xe[!2.2!f]!k_\!@\[\iXc!

QXk\i!Jfcclk`fe!=fekifc!;Zk!U11!O,M,=,!/120*!/122V!Xggcp*!
cf^! kiXej]\i! ]XZ`c`k`\j! n_`Z_! _Xm\! i\Z\`m\[! X! g\id`k!

le[\i! j\Zk`fe! 2.2! f]! jlZ_! ;Zk! Y\]fi\! IZkfY\i! 00*! /763*!

j_Xcc!efk!Y\!i\hl`i\[!kf!jlYd`k!X!e\n!Xggc`ZXk`fe!]fi!X!
g\id`k! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! 2.0! f]! jlZ_! ;Zk,! C]! k_\! ;[d`e`j+

kiXkfi![\k\id`e\j!k_Xk!k_\!k\idj!f]!X!g\id`k!`jjl\[!fe!

fi!Y\]fi\!IZkfY\i!00*!/763*!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!2.2!f]!jlZ_!;Zk!
jXk`j]`\j! k_\! Xggc`ZXYc\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! j\Zk`fej! 1./*!

1.0*!1.4*!1.5*!1.6*!Xe[!2.1!f]!jlZ_!;Zk!U11!O,M,=,!/1//*!/1/0*!

/1/4*! /1/5*! /1/6*! Xe[! /121V*! X! j\gXiXk\! Xggc`ZXk`fe! ]fi! X!
g\id`k! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! 2.0! f]! jlZ_! ;Zk! j_Xcc! efk! k_\i\+

X]k\i!Y\!i\hl`i\[,!Ce!Xep!ZXj\!n_\i\!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!

[\dfejkiXk\j*!X]k\i!Xe!fggfikle`kp!]fi!X!_\Xi`e^*!k_Xk!
k_\! k\idj! f]! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[! fe! fi! Y\]fi\! IZkfY\i! 00*!

/763*!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!2.2!f]!jlZ_!;Zk![f!efk!jXk`j]p!k_\!Xg+

gc`ZXYc\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! j\Zk`fej! 1./*! 1.0*! 1.4*! 1.5*! 1.6*!
Xe[!2.1!f]!jlZ_!;Zk*!df[`]`ZXk`fej!kf!k_\!\o`jk`e^!g\i+

d`k! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! 2.2! f]! jlZ_! ;Zk! kf! `eZfigfiXk\! jlZ_!

Xggc`ZXYc\!i\hl`i\d\ekj!j_Xcc!Y\!`jjl\[!Yp!k_\!;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi! Xj! Xe! Xck\ieXk`m\! kf! `jjlXeZ\! f]!X! j\gXiXk\!e\n!

g\id`k!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!2.0!f]!jlZ_!;Zk,!

WW&Z'! FIA NL;HM@?L @;=CFCNS >?@CH?>,}@fi! k_\! gli+
gfj\j! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! k_\! k\id! Wcf^! kiXej]\i! ]XZ`c`kp%!

d\Xej! X! ]XZ`c`kp! n_`Z_! `j! ZfejkilZk\[! `e! n_fc\! fi! `e!

gXik! `e! nXk\ij! f]! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j! Xe[! n_`Z_! `j! lk`+
c`q\[!]fi!k_\!gligfj\!f]!kiXej]\ii`e^!Zfdd\iZ`Xccp!_Xi+

m\jk\[!cf^j!kf!fi!]ifd!X!m\jj\c!fi!cf^!iX]k*!`eZcl[`e^!k_\!

]fidXk`fe!f]!X!cf^!iX]k,%%!

;FFIQ;<F? >?F;S CH GI>C@SCHA ?RCMNCHA ;JJLIP?>!

MN;N? J?LGCN JLIAL;GM NI =IH@ILG NI /755!

;G?H>G?HN!

JlY,! F,! 73z0/5*! x 32&Z'&0'*! >\Z,! 05*! /755*! 7/! MkXk,! /37/*!
gifm`[\[! k_Xk! Xep! MkXk\! g\id`k! gif^iXd! Xggifm\[!

le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! Y\]fi\! >\Z,! 05*! /755*! n_`Z_! i\hl`i\[!

df[`]`ZXk`fe! kf! Zfe]fid! kf! k_\! Xd\e[d\ek! dX[\! Yp!
j\Zk`fe!32&Z'&/'!f]!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!n_`Z_!Xd\e[\[!jlYj\Z,!

&Y'&6'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!efk!Y\!i\hl`i\[!kf!Y\!df[`]`\[!Y\+

]fi\!k_\!\e[!f]!k_\!fe\!p\Xi!g\i`f[!n_`Z_!Y\^Xe!fe!>\Z,!
05*!/755*!lec\jj!`e!fi[\i!kf!dXb\!k_\!i\hl`i\[!df[`]`ZX+

k`fe!X!MkXk\!dljk!Xd\e[!fi!\eXZk!X!cXn!`e!n_`Z_!ZXj\!

jlZ_!df[`]`ZXk`fe!efk!Y\!i\hl`i\[!]fi!jlZ_!MkXk\!Y\]fi\!
k_\!\e[!f]!k_\!knf!p\Xi!g\i`f[!n_`Z_!Y\^Xe!fe!>\Z,!05*!

/755,!

s +-.-(!EVXTa!W\fV[TeZX!Ve\gXe\T!

$T%!?ffhTaVX!bY!cXe`\gf!

Hf!g\id`k!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!]fi!X!
[`jZ_Xi^\!`ekf!k_\!k\ii`kfi`Xc!j\X*!k_\!nXk\ij!f]!
k_\! Zfek`^lflj! qfe\*! fi! k_\! fZ\Xej! j_Xcc! Y\! `j+
jl\[*! X]k\i! gifdlc^Xk`fe! f]! ^l`[\c`e\j! \jkXY+
c`j_\[! le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &Z'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! \o+
Z\gk! `e! Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_! jlZ_! ^l`[\c`e\j,! Ji`fi!

kf!k_\!gifdlc^Xk`fe!f]!jlZ_!^l`[\c`e\j*!X!g\id`k!
dXp! Y\! `jjl\[! le[\i! jlZ_! j\Zk`fe! /120! f]! k_`j!
k`kc\!`]!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi![\k\id`e\j!`k!kf!Y\!`e!
k_\!glYc`Z!`ek\i\jk,!

$U%!MT\iXe!

N_\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! jlYj\Zk`fe! &['! f]! j\Zk`fe!
/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!dXp!efk!Y\!nX`m\[!`e!k_\!ZXj\!
f]!g\id`kj!]fi![`jZ_Xi^\j!`ekf!k_\!k\ii`kfi`Xc!j\X,!

$V%! =h\WX_\aXf! Ybe! WXgXe`\a\aZ! WXZeTWTg\ba! bY!
jTgXef!

&/'! N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc*! n`k_`e! fe\! _le+
[i\[!Xe[!\`^_kp![Xpj!X]k\i!IZkfY\i!/6*!/750!&Xe[!
]ifd! k`d\! kf! k`d\! k_\i\X]k\i'*! gifdlc^Xk\!
^l`[\c`e\j! ]fi! [\k\id`e`e^! k_\! [\^iX[Xk`fe! f]!
k_\!nXk\ij!f]!k_\!k\ii`kfi`Xc!j\Xj*!k_\!Zfek`^lflj!
qfe\*!Xe[!k_\!fZ\Xej*!n_`Z_!j_Xcc!`eZcl[\8!

&;'! k_\! \]]\Zk! f]! [`jgfjXc! f]! gfcclkXekj! fe!
_ldXe! _\Xck_! fi! n\c]Xi\*! `eZcl[`e^! Ylk! efk!
c`d`k\[! kf! gcXebkfe*! ]`j_*! j_\cc]`j_*! n`c[c`]\*!
j_fi\c`e\j*!Xe[!Y\XZ_\j9!

&<'! k_\! \]]\Zk! f]! [`jgfjXc! f]! gfcclkXekj! fe!
dXi`e\! c`]\! `eZcl[`e^! k_\! kiXej]\i*! ZfeZ\ekiX+
k`fe*! Xe[! [`jg\ijXc! f]! gfcclkXekj! fi! k_\`i! Yp+
gif[lZkj! k_ifl^_! Y`fcf^`ZXc*! g_pj`ZXc*! Xe[!
Z_\d`ZXc! gifZ\jj\j9! Z_Xe^\j! `e! dXi`e\! \Zf+
jpjk\d! [`m\ij`kp*! gif[lZk`m`kp*! Xe[! jkXY`c`kp9!
Xe[! jg\Z`\j! Xe[! Zfddle`kp! gfglcXk`fe!
Z_Xe^\j9!

&='!k_\!\]]\Zk!f]![`jgfjXc*!f]!gfcclkXekj!fe!\j+
k_\k`Z*!i\Zi\Xk`fe*!Xe[!\Zfefd`Z!mXcl\j9!

&>'! k_\! g\ij`jk\eZ\! Xe[! g\idXe\eZ\! f]! k_\!
\]]\Zkj!f]![`jgfjXc!f]!gfcclkXekj9!

&?'! k_\! \]]\Zk! f]! k_\! [`jgfjXc! f]! mXip`e^!
iXk\j*! f]! gXik`ZlcXi! mfcld\j! Xe[! ZfeZ\ekiX+
k`fej!f]!gfcclkXekj9!

&@'! fk_\i! gfjj`Yc\! cfZXk`fej! Xe[! d\k_f[j! f]!
[`jgfjXc! fi! i\ZpZc`e^! f]! gfcclkXekj! `eZcl[`e^!
cXe[+YXj\[!Xck\ieXk`m\j9!Xe[!

&A'! k_\! \]]\Zk! fe! Xck\ieXk\! lj\j! f]! k_\!
fZ\Xej*! jlZ_! Xj! d`e\iXc! \ogcf`kXk`fe! Xe[! jZ`+
\ek`]`Z!jkl[p,!

&0'!Ce!Xep!\m\ek!n_\i\!`ejl]]`Z`\ek!`e]fidXk`fe!
\o`jkj!fe!Xep!gifgfj\[![`jZ_Xi^\!kf!dXb\!X!i\X+
jfeXYc\!al[^d\ek!fe!Xep!f]!k_\!^l`[\c`e\j!\jkXY+
c`j_\[! glijlXek! kf! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! ef! g\id`k!
j_Xcc!Y\!`jjl\[!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

&Dle\! 1.*! /726*! Z_,! 536*! k`kc\! CP*! x 2.1*! Xj! X[[\[!
JlY,!F,!70z3..*!x 0*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!661,'!

>CM=B;LA?M @LIG JICHN MIOL=?M CH OHCN?> MN;N?M!

PCLACH CMF;H>M ;NNLC<ON;<F? NI G;HO@;=NOL? I@!
LOG9! ?R?GJNCIH9! =IH>CNCIHM!

>`jZ_Xi^\j! ]ifd! gf`ek! jfliZ\j! `e! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j!

P`i^`e!CjcXe[j!`e!\o`jk\eZ\!fe!;l^,!3*!/761*!Xkki`YlkXYc\!

kf!k_\!dXel]XZkli\!f]!ild!efk!kf!Y\!jlYa\Zk!kf!k_\!i\+
hl`i\d\ekj!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!le[\i!Z\ikX`e!Zfe[`k`fej*!j\\!

j\Zk`fe!0/2&^'!f]!JlY,! F,!76z45*! j\k!flk!Xj!X!efk\!le[\i!

j\Zk`fe!/1//!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

N?LLCNILC;F M?; ;H> =IHNCAOIOM TIH? I@ OHCN?>!

MN;N?M!

@fi! \ok\ej`fe! f]! k\ii`kfi`Xc! j\X! Xe[! Zfek`^lflj! qfe\!

f]!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j*!j\\!JifZ,!Hf,!3706!Xe[!JifZ,!Hf,!50/7*!

i\jg\Zk`m\cp*!j\k!flk!Xj!efk\j!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/11/!f]!N`kc\!
21*!JlYc`Z!FXe[j,!

s +-..(!FXe`\gf!Ybe!WeXWZXW!be!Y\__!`TgXe\T_!

$T%! 9\fV[TeZX! \agb! aTi\ZTU_X! jTgXef! Tg! fcXV\Y\XW!
W\fcbfT_!f\gXf!

N_\!M\Zi\kXip!dXp!`jjl\!g\id`kj*!X]k\i!efk`Z\!
Xe[!fggfikle`kp!]fi!glYc`Z!_\Xi`e^j!]fi!k_\![`j+
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Z_Xi^\!f]![i\[^\[!fi!]`cc!dXk\i`Xc!`ekf!k_\!eXm`+
^XYc\! nXk\ij! Xk! jg\Z`]`\[! [`jgfjXc! j`k\j,! Hfk!
cXk\i!k_Xe!k_\!]`]k\\ek_![Xp!X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!Xe!Xg+
gc`ZXek! jlYd`kj! Xcc! k_\! `e]fidXk`fe! i\hl`i\[! kf!
Zfdgc\k\!Xe!Xggc`ZXk`fe!]fi!X!g\id`k!le[\i!k_`j!
jlYj\Zk`fe*! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! j_Xcc! glYc`j_! k_\! ef+
k`Z\!i\hl`i\[!Yp!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe,!

$U%!IcXV\Y\VTg\ba!Ybe!W\fcbfT_!f\gXf!

MlYa\Zk!kf!jlYj\Zk`fe!&Z'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!\XZ_!
jlZ_! [`jgfjXc! j`k\! j_Xcc! Y\! jg\Z`]`\[! ]fi! \XZ_!
jlZ_!g\id`k!Yp!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!&/'!k_ifl^_!k_\!Xg+
gc`ZXk`fe!f]!^l`[\c`e\j![\m\cfg\[!Yp!k_\!;[d`e+
`jkiXkfi*! `e! ZfealeZk`fe! n`k_! k_\! M\Zi\kXip*!
n_`Z_! ^l`[\c`e\j! j_Xcc! Y\! YXj\[! lgfe! Zi`k\i`X!
ZfdgXiXYc\!kf!k_\!Zi`k\i`X!Xggc`ZXYc\!kf!k_\!k\i+
i`kfi`Xc!j\Xj*!k_\!Zfek`^lflj!qfe\*!Xe[!k_\!fZ\Xe!
le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/121&Z'!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!Xe[!&0'!`e!Xep!
ZXj\! n_\i\! jlZ_! ^l`[\c`e\j! le[\i! ZcXlj\! &/'!
Xcfe\!nflc[!gif_`Y`k!k_\!jg\Z`]`ZXk`fe!f]!X!j`k\*!
k_ifl^_!k_\!Xggc`ZXk`fe!X[[`k`feXccp!f]!k_\!\Zf+
efd`Z!`dgXZk!f]!k_\!j`k\!fe!eXm`^Xk`fe!Xe[!Xe+
Z_fiX^\,!

$V%! 9Xa\T_! be! eXfge\Vg\ba! bY! hfX! bY! WXY\aXW! TeXTf!
Tf!W\fcbfT_!f\gXf!

N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! `j! Xlk_fi`q\[! kf! gif_`Y`k!
k_\! jg\Z`]`ZXk`fe! &`eZcl[`e^! k_\! n`k_[iXnXc! f]!
jg\Z`]`ZXk`fe'! f]! Xep! [\]`e\[! Xi\X! Xj! X! [`jgfjXc!
j`k\*!Xe[!_\!`j!Xlk_fi`q\[!kf![\ep!fi!i\jki`Zk!k_\!
lj\!f]!Xep![\]`e\[!Xi\X!]fi!jg\Z`]`ZXk`fe!&`eZcl[+
`e^!k_\!n`k_[iXnXc!f]!jg\Z`]`ZXk`fe'!Xj!X![`jgfjXc!
j`k\*! n_\e\m\i! _\! [\k\id`e\j*! X]k\i! efk`Z\! Xe[!
fggfikle`kp! ]fi! glYc`Z! _\Xi`e^j*! k_Xk! k_\! [`j+
Z_Xi^\! f]! jlZ_! dXk\i`Xcj! `ekf! jlZ_! Xi\X! n`cc!
_Xm\! Xe! leXZZ\gkXYc\! X[m\ij\!\]]\Zk! fe!dle`Z`+
gXc! nXk\i! jlggc`\j*! j_\cc]`j_! Y\[j! Xe[! ]`j_\ip!
Xi\Xj! &`eZcl[`e^! jgXne`e^! Xe[! Yi\\[`e^! Xi\Xj'*!
n`c[c`]\*! fi! i\Zi\Xk`feXc! Xi\Xj,! <\]fi\! dXb`e^!
jlZ_! [\k\id`eXk`fe*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc!
Zfejlck! n`k_! k_\! M\Zi\kXip,! N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi!
j_Xcc! j\k! ]fik_! `e! ni`k`e^! Xe[! dXb\! glYc`Z! _`j!
]`e[`e^j! Xe[! _`j! i\Xjfej! ]fi! dXb`e^! Xep! [\k\i+
d`eXk`fe!le[\i!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe,!

$W%!SSIXVeXgTel##!WXY\aXW!

N_\! k\id! WWM\Zi\kXip%%! Xj! lj\[! `e! k_`j! j\Zk`fe!
d\Xej! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! f]! k_\! ;idp*! XZk`e^!
k_ifl^_!k_\!=_`\]!f]!?e^`e\\ij,!

$X%!=XaXeT_!cXe`\gf!ba!IgTgX&!eXZ\baT_&!be!aTg\ba'
j\WX!UTf\f!

&/'! Ce! ZXiip`e^! flk! _`j! ]leZk`fej! i\cXk`e^! kf!
k_\! [`jZ_Xi^\! f]! [i\[^\[! fi! ]`cc! dXk\i`Xc! le[\i!
k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!dXp*!X]k\i!efk`Z\!Xe[!
fggfikle`kp! ]fi! glYc`Z! _\Xi`e^*! `jjl\! ^\e\iXc!
g\id`kj!fe!X!MkXk\*!i\^`feXc*!fi!eXk`fen`[\!YXj`j!
]fi! Xep! ZXk\^fip! f]! XZk`m`k`\j! `emfcm`e^! [`j+
Z_Xi^\j! f]! [i\[^\[! fi! ]`cc! dXk\i`Xc! `]! k_\! M\Z+
i\kXip! [\k\id`e\j! k_Xk! k_\! XZk`m`k`\j! `e! jlZ_!
ZXk\^fip! Xi\! j`d`cXi! `e! eXkli\*! n`cc! ZXlj\! fecp!
d`e`dXc! X[m\ij\! \em`ifed\ekXc! \]]\Zkj! n_\e!
g\i]fid\[! j\gXiXk\cp*! Xe[! n`cc! _Xm\! fecp! d`e`+
dXc! ZldlcXk`m\! X[m\ij\! \]]\Zk! fe! k_\! \em`ife+
d\ek,!;ep!^\e\iXc!g\id`k!`jjl\[!le[\i!k_`j!jlY+
j\Zk`fe!j_Xcc! &;'! Y\! YXj\[! fe! k_\! ^l`[\c`e\j! [\+
jZi`Y\[! `e! jlYj\Zk`fe! &Y'&/'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! Xe[!
&<'! j\k! ]fik_! k_\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! Xe[! jkXe[Xi[j!
n_`Z_!j_Xcc!Xggcp!kf!Xep!XZk`m`kp!Xlk_fi`q\[!Yp!
jlZ_!^\e\iXc!g\id`k,!

&0'! Hf! ^\e\iXc! g\id`k! `jjl\[! le[\i! k_`j! jlY+
j\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! Y\! ]fi! X! g\i`f[! f]! dfi\! k_Xe! ]`m\!

p\Xij!X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!f]!`kj!`jjlXeZ\!Xe[!jlZ_!^\e+
\iXc! g\id`k! dXp! Y\! i\mfb\[! fi! df[`]`\[! Yp! k_\!
M\Zi\kXip! `]*! X]k\i! fggfikle`kp! ]fi! glYc`Z! _\Xi+
`e^*!k_\!M\Zi\kXip![\k\id`e\j!k_Xk!k_\!XZk`m`k`\j!
Xlk_fi`q\[! Yp! jlZ_! ^\e\iXc! g\id`k! _Xm\! Xe! X[+
m\ij\!`dgXZk!fe!k_\!\em`ifed\ek!fi!jlZ_!XZk`m`+
k`\j! Xi\! dfi\! Xggifgi`Xk\cp! Xlk_fi`q\[! Yp! `e[`+
m`[lXc!g\id`kj,!

$Y%! Dba'ceb[\U\gXW! W\fV[TeZX! bY! WeXWZXW! be! Y\__!
`TgXe\T_!

&/'!?oZ\gk!Xj!gifm`[\[!`e!gXiX^iXg_!&0'!f]!k_`j!
jlYj\Zk`fe*!k_\![`jZ_Xi^\!f]![i\[^\[!fi!]`cc!dXk\+
i`Xc}!

&;'! ]ifd! efidXc! ]Xid`e^*! j`cm`Zlckli\*! Xe[!
iXeZ_`e^! XZk`m`k`\j! jlZ_! Xj! gcfn`e^*! j\\[`e^*!
Zlck`mXk`e^*! d`efi! [iX`eX^\*! _Xim\jk`e^! ]fi!
k_\!gif[lZk`fe!f]! ]ff[*! ]`Y\i*!Xe[! ]fi\jk!gif[+
lZkj*! fi! lgcXe[! jf`c! Xe[! nXk\i! Zfej\imXk`fe!
giXZk`Z\j9!

&<'! ]fi! k_\! gligfj\! f]! dX`ek\eXeZ\*! `eZcl[+
`e^! \d\i^\eZp! i\ZfejkilZk`fe! f]! i\Z\ekcp!
[XdX^\[!gXikj*!f]!Zlii\ekcp!j\im`Z\XYc\!jkilZ+
kli\j! jlZ_! Xj! [`b\j*! [Xdj*! c\m\\j*! ^if`ej*!
i`giXg*! Yi\XbnXk\ij*! ZXlj\nXpj*! Xe[! Yi`[^\!
XYlkd\ekj! fi! XggifXZ_\j*! Xe[! kiXejgfikXk`fe!
jkilZkli\j9!

&='!]fi!k_\!gligfj\!f]!ZfejkilZk`fe!fi!dX`e+
k\eXeZ\! f]! ]Xid! fi! jkfZb! gfe[j! fi! `ii`^Xk`fe!
[`kZ_\j*! fi! k_\! dX`ek\eXeZ\! f]! [iX`eX^\!
[`kZ_\j9!

&>'! ]fi! k_\! gligfj\! f]! ZfejkilZk`fe! f]! k\d+
gfiXip!j\[`d\ekXk`fe!YXj`ej!fe!X!ZfejkilZk`fe!
j`k\! n_`Z_! [f\j! efk! `eZcl[\! gcXZ\d\ek! f]! ]`cc!
dXk\i`Xc!`ekf!k_\!eXm`^XYc\!nXk\ij9!

&?'!]fi!k_\!gligfj\!f]!ZfejkilZk`fe!fi!dX`e+
k\eXeZ\!f]!]Xid!ifX[j!fi!]fi\jk!ifX[j*!fi!k\d+
gfiXip! ifX[j! ]fi! dfm`e^! d`e`e^! \hl`gd\ek*!
n_\i\! jlZ_! ifX[j! Xi\! ZfejkilZk\[! Xe[! dX`e+
kX`e\[*! `e! XZZfi[XeZ\! n`k_! Y\jk! dXeX^\d\ek!
giXZk`Z\j*! kf! Xjjli\! k_Xk! ]cfn! Xe[! Z`iZlcXk`fe!
gXkk\iej! Xe[! Z_\d`ZXc! Xe[! Y`fcf^`ZXc! Z_XiXZ+
k\i`jk`Zj! f]! k_\! eXm`^XYc\! nXk\ij! Xi\! efk! `d+
gX`i\[*!k_Xk!k_\!i\XZ_!f]!k_\!eXm`^XYc\!nXk\ij!
`j!efk!i\[lZ\[*!Xe[!k_Xk!Xep!X[m\ij\!\]]\Zk!fe!
k_\! XhlXk`Z! \em`ifed\ek! n`cc! Y\! fk_\in`j\!
d`e`d`q\[9!

&@'!i\jlck`e^!]ifd!Xep!XZk`m`kp!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!
kf! n_`Z_! X! MkXk\! _Xj! Xe! Xggifm\[! gif^iXd!
le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /066&Y'&2'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! n_`Z_!
d\\kj! k_\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! jlYgXiX^iXg_j! &<'!
Xe[!&='!f]!jlZ_!j\Zk`fe*!

`j!efk!gif_`Y`k\[!Yp!fi!fk_\in`j\!jlYa\Zk!kf!i\^+
lcXk`fe! le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! fi! j\Zk`fe! /1//&X'! fi!
/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!&\oZ\gk!]fi!\]]cl\ek!jkXe[Xi[j!fi!
gif_`Y`k`fej!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/1/5!f]!k_`j!k`kc\',!

&0'! ;ep! [`jZ_Xi^\! f]! [i\[^\[! fi! ]`cc! dXk\i`Xc!
`ekf! k_\! eXm`^XYc\! nXk\ij! `eZ`[\ekXc! kf!Xep! XZ+
k`m`kp!_Xm`e^!Xj!`kj!gligfj\!Yi`e^`e^!Xe!Xi\X!f]!
k_\!eXm`^XYc\!nXk\ij!`ekf!X!lj\!kf!n_`Z_!`k!nXj!
efk! gi\m`fljcp! jlYa\Zk*! n_\i\! k_\! ]cfn! fi! Z`i+
ZlcXk`fe!f]!eXm`^XYc\!nXk\ij!dXp!Y\!`dgX`i\[!fi!
k_\!i\XZ_!f]!jlZ_!nXk\ij!Y\!i\[lZ\[*!j_Xcc!Y\!i\+
hl`i\[!kf!_Xm\!X!g\id`k!le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!

$Z%!IgTgX!TW`\a\fgeTg\ba!

&/'!N_\!Afm\iefi! f]!Xep! MkXk\![\j`i`e^! kf! X[+
d`e`jk\i! `kj! fne! `e[`m`[lXc! Xe[! ^\e\iXc! g\id`k!
gif^iXd!]fi!k_\![`jZ_Xi^\!f]![i\[^\[!fi!]`cc!dX+
k\i`Xc! `ekf! k_\! eXm`^XYc\! nXk\ij! &fk_\i! k_Xe!
k_fj\! nXk\ij! n_`Z_! Xi\! gi\j\ekcp! lj\[*! fi! Xi\!
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jljZ\gk`Yc\! kf! lj\! `e! k_\`i! eXkliXc! Zfe[`k`fe! fi!
Yp!i\XjfeXYc\!`dgifm\d\ek!Xj!X!d\Xej!kf!kiXej+
gfik! `ek\ijkXk\! fi! ]fi\`^e! Zfdd\iZ\! j_fi\nXi[!
kf!k_\`i!fi[`eXip!_`^_!nXk\i!dXib*!`eZcl[`e^!Xcc!
nXk\ij!n_`Z_!Xi\!jlYa\Zk!kf!k_\!\YY!Xe[!]cfn!f]!
k_\! k`[\! j_fi\nXi[! kf! k_\`i! d\Xe! _`^_! nXk\i!
dXib*! fi! d\Xe! _`^_\i! _`^_! nXk\i! dXib! fe! k_\!
n\jk!ZfXjk*!`eZcl[`e^!n\kcXe[j!X[aXZ\ek!k_\i\kf'!
n`k_`e! `kj! ali`j[`Zk`fe! dXp! jlYd`k! kf! k_\! ;[+
d`e`jkiXkfi! X! ]lcc! Xe[! Zfdgc\k\! [\jZi`gk`fe! f]!
k_\!gif^iXd!`k!gifgfj\j!kf!\jkXYc`j_!Xe[!X[d`e+
`jk\i! le[\i! MkXk\! cXn! fi! le[\i! Xe! `ek\ijkXk\!
ZfdgXZk,!Ce!X[[`k`fe*!jlZ_!MkXk\!j_Xcc!jlYd`k!X!
jkXk\d\ek!]ifd!k_\!Xkkfie\p!^\e\iXc!&fi!k_\!Xk+
kfie\p!]fi!k_fj\!MkXk\!X^\eZ`\j!n_`Z_!_Xm\!`e[\+
g\e[\ek! c\^Xc! Zflej\c'*! fi! ]ifd! k_\! Z_`\]! c\^Xc!
f]]`Z\i!`e!k_\!ZXj\!f]!Xe!`ek\ijkXk\!X^\eZp*!k_Xk!
k_\! cXnj! f]! jlZ_! MkXk\*! fi! k_\! `ek\ijkXk\! Zfd+
gXZk*! Xj! k_\! ZXj\! dXp! Y\*! gifm`[\! X[\hlXk\! Xl+
k_fi`kp!kf!ZXiip!flk!k_\![\jZi`Y\[!gif^iXd,!

&0'!Hfk!cXk\i!k_Xe!k_\!k\ek_![Xp!X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!
f]!k_\!i\Z\`gk!f]!k_\!gif^iXd!Xe[!jkXk\d\ek!jlY+
d`kk\[!Yp!Xep!MkXk\!le[\i!gXiX^iXg_!&/'!f]!k_`j!
jlYj\Zk`fe*!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!gifm`[\!Zfg+
`\j! f]! jlZ_! gif^iXd! Xe[! jkXk\d\ek! kf! k_\! M\Z+
i\kXip!Xe[!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!k_\!Cek\i`fi*!XZk`e^!
k_ifl^_! k_\! >`i\Zkfi! f]! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j! @`j_!
Xe[!Q`c[c`]\!M\im`Z\,!

&1'!Hfk! cXk\i!k_Xe!k_\! e`e\k`\k_![Xp! X]k\i! k_\!
[Xk\!f]! k_\!i\Z\`gk!Yp!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!f]!k_\!
gif^iXd!Xe[!jkXk\d\ek!jlYd`kk\[!Yp!Xep!MkXk\*!
le[\i!gXiX^iXg_!&/'!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!k_\!M\Z+
i\kXip!Xe[!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!k_\!Cek\i`fi*!XZk`e^!
k_ifl^_! k_\! >`i\Zkfi! f]! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j! @`j_!
Xe[! Q`c[c`]\! M\im`Z\*! j_Xcc! jlYd`k! Xep! Zfd+
d\ekj! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! jlZ_! gif^iXd! Xe[! jkXk\+
d\ek!kf!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!`e!ni`k`e^,!

$[%! 9XgXe`\aTg\ba! bY! IgTgX#f! Thg[be\gl! gb! \ffhX!
cXe`\gf!haWXe!IgTgX!cebZeT`5!TccebiT_5!abg\'
Y\VTg\ba5!geTafYXef!gb!IgTgX!cebZeT`!

&/'! Hfk! cXk\i! k_Xe! k_\! fe\+_le[i\[+kn\ek`\k_!
[Xp!X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!f]!k_\!i\Z\`gk!Yp!k_\!;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi!f]!X!gif^iXd!Xe[!jkXk\d\ek!jlYd`kk\[!Yp!
Xep!MkXk\!le[\i!gXiX^iXg_!&/'!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!
k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! [\k\id`e\*! kXb`e^! `ekf!
XZZflek! Xep! Zfdd\ekj! jlYd`kk\[! Yp! k_\! M\Z+
i\kXip!Xe[!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!k_\!Cek\i`fi*!XZk`e^!
k_ifl^_! k_\! >`i\Zkfi! f]! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j! @`j_!
Xe[!Q`c[c`]\!M\im`Z\*!glijlXek!kf!jlYj\Zk`fe!&^'!
f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! n_\k_\i!jlZ_! MkXk\! _Xj!k_\! ]fc+
cfn`e^!Xlk_fi`kp!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!kf!k_\!`jjlXeZ\!f]!
g\id`kj!glijlXek!kf!jlZ_!gif^iXd8!

&;'!Nf!`jjl\!g\id`kj!n_`Z_}!
&`'!Xggcp*!Xe[!Xjjli\!Zfdgc`XeZ\!n`k_*!Xep!

Xggc`ZXYc\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! `e+
Zcl[`e^*! Ylk! efk! c`d`k\[! kf*! k_\! ^l`[\c`e\j!
\jkXYc`j_\[! le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &Y'&/'! f]! k_`j!
j\Zk`fe*! Xe[! j\Zk`fej! /1/5! Xe[! /121! f]! k_`j!
k`kc\9!

&``'! Xi\! ]fi! ]`o\[! k\idj! efk! \oZ\\[`e^! ]`m\!
p\Xij9!Xe[!

&```'! ZXe! Y\! k\id`eXk\[! fi! df[`]`\[! ]fi!
ZXlj\! `eZcl[`e^*!Ylk!efk! c`d`k\[!kf*!k_\!]fc+
cfn`e^8!

&C'!m`fcXk`fe!f]!Xep!Zfe[`k`fe!f]!k_\!g\i+
d`k9!

&CC'!fYkX`e`e^!X!g\id`k!Yp!d`ji\gi\j\ekX+
k`fe*! fi! ]X`cli\! kf! [`jZcfj\! ]lccp! Xcc! i\c+
\mXek!]XZkj9!

&CCC'! Z_Xe^\! `e! Xep! Zfe[`k`fe! k_Xk! i\+
hl`i\j! \`k_\i! X! k\dgfiXip! fi! g\idXe\ek!

i\[lZk`fe! fi! \c`d`eXk`fe! f]! k_\! g\id`kk\[!
[`jZ_Xi^\,!

&<'!Nf!`jjl\!g\id`kj!n_`Z_!Xggcp*!Xe[!Xjjli\!
Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_*! Xcc! Xggc`ZXYc\! i\hl`i\d\ekj!
f]!j\Zk`fe!/1/6!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!fi!kf!`ejg\Zk*!dfe+
`kfi*!\ek\i*!Xe[!i\hl`i\!i\gfikj!kf!Xk!c\Xjk!k_\!
jXd\!\ok\ek!Xj!i\hl`i\[!`e!j\Zk`fe!/1/6!f]!k_`j!
k`kc\,!

&='!Nf!Xjjli\!k_Xk!k_\!glYc`Z*!Xe[!Xep!fk_\i!
MkXk\!k_\!nXk\ij!f]!n_`Z_!dXp!Y\!X]]\Zk\[*!i\+
Z\`m\! efk`Z\! f]! \XZ_! Xggc`ZXk`fe! ]fi! X! g\id`k!
Xe[!kf!gifm`[\!Xe!fggfikle`kp!]fi!glYc`Z!_\Xi+
`e^!Y\]fi\!X!ilc`e^!fe!\XZ_!jlZ_!Xggc`ZXk`fe,!

&>'! Nf! Xjjli\! k_Xk! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! i\+
Z\`m\j! efk`Z\! f]! \XZ_! Xggc`ZXk`fe! &`eZcl[`e^! X!
Zfgp!k_\i\f]'!]fi!X!g\id`k,!

&?'!Nf!Xjjli\!k_Xk!Xep!MkXk\!&fk_\i!k_Xe!k_\!
g\id`kk`e^! MkXk\'*! n_fj\! nXk\ij! dXp! Y\! X]+
]\Zk\[!Yp!k_\!`jjlXeZ\!f]!X!g\id`k!dXp!jlYd`k!
ni`kk\e! i\Zfdd\e[Xk`fej! kf! k_\! g\id`kk`e^!
MkXk\!&Xe[!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi'!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!kf!
Xep!g\id`k!Xggc`ZXk`fe!Xe[*!`]!Xep!gXik!f]!jlZ_!
ni`kk\e!i\Zfdd\e[Xk`fej!Xi\!efk!XZZ\gk\[!Yp!
k_\! g\id`kk`e^! MkXk\*! k_Xk! k_\! g\id`kk`e^!
MkXk\!n`cc!efk`]p!jlZ_!X]]\Zk\[!MkXk\!&Xe[!k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi'! `e! ni`k`e^! f]! `kj! ]X`cli\! kf! jf!
XZZ\gk! jlZ_! i\Zfdd\e[Xk`fej! kf^\k_\i! n`k_!
`kj!i\Xjfej!]fi!jf![f`e^,!

&@'! Nf! Xjjli\! k_Xk! ef! g\id`k! n`cc! Y\! `jjl\[!
`]*!`e!k_\!al[^d\ek!f]!k_\!M\Zi\kXip*!X]k\i!Zfe+
jlckXk`fe! n`k_! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! f]! k_\! [\gXik+
d\ek! `e! n_`Z_! k_\! =fXjk! AlXi[! `j! fg\iXk`e^*!
XeZ_fiX^\! Xe[! eXm`^Xk`fe! f]! Xep! f]! k_\! eXm`+
^XYc\! nXk\ij! nflc[! Y\! jlYjkXek`Xccp! `dgX`i\[!
k_\i\Yp,!

&A'!Nf!XYXk\!m`fcXk`fej!f]!k_\!g\id`k!fi!k_\!
g\id`k! gif^iXd*! `eZcl[`e^! Z`m`c! Xe[! Zi`d`eXc!
g\eXck`\j! Xe[! fk_\i! nXpj! Xe[! d\Xej! f]! \e+
]fiZ\d\ek,!

&B'! Nf! Xjjli\! Zfek`el\[! Zffi[`eXk`fe! n`k_!
@\[\iXc!Xe[!@\[\iXc+MkXk\!nXk\i+i\cXk\[!gcXe+
e`e^!Xe[!i\m`\n!gifZ\jj\j,!

&0'!C]*!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!kf!X!MkXk\!gif^iXd!jlYd`k+
k\[! le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &^'&/'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi![\k\id`e\j!k_Xk!jlZ_!MkXk\}!

&;'!_Xj!k_\!Xlk_fi`kp!j\k!]fik_!`e!gXiX^iXg_!
&/'!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!
Xggifm\! k_\! gif^iXd! Xe[! jf! efk`]p! &`'! jlZ_!
MkXk\! Xe[! &``'!k_\! M\Zi\kXip*!n_f! lgfe!jlYj\+
hl\ek! efk`]`ZXk`fe! ]ifd! jlZ_! MkXk\! k_Xk! `k! `j!
X[d`e`jk\i`e^!jlZ_!gif^iXd*!j_Xcc!jljg\e[!k_\!
`jjlXeZ\! f]! g\id`kj! le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fej! &X'! Xe[!
&\'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!]fi!XZk`m`k`\j!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!kf!
n_`Z_! X! g\id`k! dXp! Y\! `jjl\[! glijlXek! kf!
jlZ_!MkXk\!gif^iXd9!fi!

&<'![f\j!efk!_Xm\!k_\!Xlk_fi`kp!j\k!]fik_!`e!
gXiX^iXg_!&/'!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe*!k_\!;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi!j_Xcc!jf!efk`]p!jlZ_!MkXk\*!n_`Z_!efk`]`+
ZXk`fe! j_Xcc! Xcjf! [\jZi`Y\! k_\! i\m`j`fej! fi!
df[`]`ZXk`fej! e\Z\jjXip! jf! k_Xk! jlZ_! MkXk\!
dXp! i\jlYd`k! jlZ_! gif^iXd! ]fi! X! [\k\id`eX+
k`fe! Yp! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! le[\i! k_`j! jlY+
j\Zk`fe,!

&1'!C]!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!]X`cj!kf!dXb\!X![\k\i+
d`eXk`fe! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! Xep! gif^iXd! jlYd`k+
k\[!Yp!X!MkXk\!le[\i!jlYj\Zk`fe!&^'&/'!f]!k_`j!j\Z+
k`fe! n`k_`e! fe\+_le[i\[+kn\ekp! [Xpj! X]k\i! k_\!
[Xk\! f]! k_\! i\Z\`gk! f]! jlZ_! gif^iXd*! jlZ_! gif+
^iXd! j_Xcc! Y\! [\\d\[! Xggifm\[! glijlXek! kf!
gXiX^iXg_! &0'&;'! f]! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! Xe[! k_\! ;[+
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d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! jf! efk`]p! jlZ_! MkXk\! Xe[! k_\!
M\Zi\kXip! n_f*! lgfe! jlYj\hl\ek! efk`]`ZXk`fe!
]ifd! jlZ_! MkXk\! k_Xk! `k! `j! X[d`e`jk\i`e^! jlZ_!
gif^iXd*! j_Xcc! jljg\e[! k_\! `jjlXeZ\! f]! g\id`kj!
le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &X'! Xe[! &\'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! ]fi!
XZk`m`k`\j!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!kf!n_`Z_!X!g\id`k!dXp!Y\!
`jjl\[!Yp!jlZ_!MkXk\,!

&2'! ;]k\i! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! i\Z\`m\j! efk`]`ZXk`fe!
]ifd! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! le[\i! gXiX^iXg_! &0'! fi!
&1'! f]! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe! k_Xk! X! MkXk\! g\id`k! gif+
^iXd! _Xj! Y\\e! Xggifm\[*! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! j_Xcc!
kiXej]\i! Xep! Xggc`ZXk`fej! ]fi! g\id`kj! g\e[`e^!
Y\]fi\! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! ]fi! XZk`m`k`\j! n`k_! i\jg\Zk!
kf! n_`Z_! X! g\id`k! dXp! Y\! `jjl\[! glijlXek! kf!
jlZ_! MkXk\! gif^iXd! kf! jlZ_! MkXk\! ]fi! Xggif+
gi`Xk\!XZk`fe,!

&3'!Ogfe!efk`]`ZXk`fe!]ifd!X!MkXk\!n`k_!X!g\i+
d`k! gif^iXd! Xggifm\[! le[\i! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe!
k_Xk! jlZ_! MkXk\! `ek\e[j! kf! X[d`e`jk\i! Xe[! \e+
]fiZ\!k_\!k\idj!Xe[!Zfe[`k`fej!f]!X!^\e\iXc!g\i+
d`k!`jjl\[!Yp!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!le[\i!jlYj\Zk`fe!&\'!
f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!kf!XZk`m`k`\j!`e!jlZ_!
MkXk\!kf!n_`Z_!jlZ_!^\e\iXc!g\id`k!Xggc`\j*!k_\!
M\Zi\kXip!j_Xcc!jljg\e[! k_\! X[d`e`jkiXk`fe!Xe[!
\e]fiZ\d\ek!f]!jlZ_!^\e\iXc!g\id`k!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!
kf!jlZ_!XZk`m`k`\j,!

$\%!M\g[WeTjT_!bY!TccebiT_!

Q_\e\m\i! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! [\k\id`e\j! X]k\i!
glYc`Z!_\Xi`e^!k_Xk!X!MkXk\!`j!efk!X[d`e`jk\i`e^!
X!gif^iXd!Xggifm\[!le[\i!jlYj\Zk`fe!&_'&0'&;'!f]!
k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!`e+
Zcl[`e^*!Ylk!efk!c`d`k\[!kf*!k_\!^l`[\c`e\j!\jkXY+
c`j_\[!le[\i!jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'&/'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!jf!efk`]p! k_\! MkXk\*!Xe[*! `]!
Xggifgi`Xk\!Zfii\Zk`m\!XZk`fe!`j!efk!kXb\e!n`k_+
`e!X!i\XjfeXYc\!k`d\*!efk!kf!\oZ\\[!e`e\kp![Xpj!
X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!f]!k_\!i\Z\`gk!f]!jlZ_!efk`]`ZXk`fe*!
k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!&/'!n`k_[iXn!XggifmXc!f]!
jlZ_! gif^iXd! lek`c! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! [\k\i+
d`e\j! jlZ_! Zfii\Zk`m\! XZk`fe! _Xj! Y\\e! kXb\e*!
Xe[! &0'! efk`]p!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!k_Xk! k_\! M\Zi\kXip!
j_Xcc! i\jld\! k_\! gif^iXd! ]fi! k_\! `jjlXeZ\! f]!
g\id`kj!le[\i!jlYj\Zk`fej!&X'!Xe[!&\'!f]!k_`j!j\Z+
k`fe! ]fi! XZk`m`k`\j! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! n_`Z_! k_\!
MkXk\!nXj!`jjl`e^!g\id`kj!Xe[!k_Xk!jlZ_!Xlk_fi+
`kp! f]! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! j_Xcc! Zfek`el\! `e! \]]\Zk!
lek`c!jlZ_!k`d\!Xj!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!dXb\j!k_\!
[\k\id`eXk`fe![\jZi`Y\[!`e!ZcXlj\!&/'!f]!k_`j!jlY+
j\Zk`fe! Xe[! jlZ_! MkXk\! X^X`e! _Xj! Xe! Xggifm\[!
gif^iXd,!

$]%! 8bc\Xf! bY! Tcc_\VTg\baf! Ybe! IgTgX! cXe`\gf! TaW!
cebcbfXW! ZXaXeT_! cXe`\gf! gb! UX! geTaf`\ggXW!
gb!6W`\a\fgeTgbe!

?XZ_! MkXk\! n_`Z_! `j! X[d`e`jk\i`e^! X! g\id`k!
gif^iXd!glijlXek!kf!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!kiXejd`k!
kf! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! &/'! X! Zfgp! f]! \XZ_! g\id`k!
Xggc`ZXk`fe! i\Z\`m\[! Yp! jlZ_! MkXk\! Xe[! gifm`[\!
efk`Z\! kf! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! f]!\m\ip! XZk`fe! i\+
cXk\[!kf!k_\!Zfej`[\iXk`fe!f]!jlZ_!g\id`k!Xggc`+
ZXk`fe*!`eZcl[`e^!\XZ_!g\id`k!gifgfj\[!kf!Y\!`j+
jl\[! Yp! jlZ_! MkXk\*! Xe[! &0'! X! Zfgp! f]! \XZ_! gif+
gfj\[! ^\e\iXc! g\id`k! n_`Z_! jlZ_! MkXk\! `ek\e[j!
kf!`jjl\,!Hfk!cXk\i!k_Xe!k_\!k\ek_![Xp!X]k\i!k_\!
[Xk\!f]!k_\!i\Z\`gk!f]!jlZ_!g\id`k!Xggc`ZXk`fe!fi!
jlZ_! gifgfj\[! ^\e\iXc! g\id`k*! k_\! ;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi!j_Xcc!gifm`[\!Zfg`\j!f]!jlZ_!g\id`k!Xggc`+
ZXk`fe! fi! jlZ_! gifgfj\[! ^\e\iXc! g\id`k! kf! k_\!
M\Zi\kXip!Xe[!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!k_\!Cek\i`fi*!XZk+
`e^! k_ifl^_! k_\! >`i\Zkfi! f]! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j!
@`j_! Xe[! Q`c[c`]\! M\im`Z\,! C]! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi!

`ek\e[j! kf! gifm`[\! ni`kk\e! Zfdd\ekj! kf! jlZ_!
MkXk\!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!kf!jlZ_!g\id`k!Xggc`ZXk`fe!fi!
jlZ_!gifgfj\[!^\e\iXc!g\id`k*!_\!j_Xcc!jf!efk`]p!
jlZ_!MkXk\!efk!cXk\i!k_Xe!k_\!k_`ik`\k_![Xp!X]k\i!
k_\! [Xk\! f]! k_\! i\Z\`gk! f]! jlZ_! Xggc`ZXk`fe! fi!
jlZ_! gifgfj\[! ^\e\iXc! g\id`k! Xe[! gifm`[\! jlZ_!
ni`kk\e!Zfdd\ekj!kf!jlZ_!MkXk\*!X]k\i!Zfej`[\i+
Xk`fe!f]!Xep!Zfdd\ekj!dX[\!`e!ni`k`e^!n`k_!i\+
jg\Zk!kf!jlZ_!Xggc`ZXk`fe!fi!jlZ_!gifgfj\[!^\e+
\iXc!g\id`k!Yp!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!Xe[!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!
f]! k_\! Cek\i`fi*! XZk`e^! k_ifl^_! k_\! >`i\Zkfi! f]!
k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j!@`j_!Xe[!Q`c[c`]\!M\im`Z\*!efk!
cXk\i! k_Xe! k_\! e`e\k`\k_! [Xp! X]k\i! k_\! [Xk\! f]!
jlZ_!i\Z\`gk,! C]!jlZ_!MkXk\!`j!jf!efk`]`\[!Yp!k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi*! `k! j_Xcc! efk! `jjl\! k_\! gifgfj\[!
g\id`k!lek`c!X]k\i!k_\!i\Z\`gk!f]!jlZ_!Zfdd\ekj!
]ifd!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi*!fi!X]k\i!jlZ_!e`e\k`\k_!
[Xp*!n_`Z_\m\i!]`ijk!fZZlij,!MlZ_!MkXk\!j_Xcc!efk!
`jjl\!jlZ_!gifgfj\[!g\id`k!X]k\i!jlZ_!e`e\k`\k_!
[Xp!`]!`k!_Xj!i\Z\`m\[!jlZ_!ni`kk\e!Zfdd\ekj!`e!
n_`Z_!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fYa\Zkj!&;'!kf!k_\!`jjl+
XeZ\!f]!jlZ_!gifgfj\[!g\id`k!Xe[!jlZ_!gifgfj\[!
g\id`k!`j!fe\!k_Xk!_Xj!Y\\e!jlYd`kk\[!kf!k_\!;[+
d`e`jkiXkfi! glijlXek! kf! jlYj\Zk`fe! &_'&/'&?'! f]!
k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!fi! &<'!kf!k_\!`jjlXeZ\!f]!jlZ_!gif+
gfj\[!g\id`k!Xj!Y\`e^!flkj`[\!k_\!i\hl`i\d\ekj!
f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!`eZcl[`e^*!Ylk!efk!c`d`k\[!kf*!k_\!
^l`[\c`e\j! [\m\cfg\[! le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &Y'&/'! f]!
k_`j! j\Zk`fe! lec\jj! `k! df[`]`\j! jlZ_! gifgfj\[!
g\id`k! `e! XZZfi[XeZ\! n`k_! jlZ_! Zfdd\ekj,!
Q_\e\m\i!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fYa\Zkj!kf!k_\!`jjl+
XeZ\! f]! X! g\id`k! le[\i! k_\! gi\Z\[`e^! j\ek\eZ\!
jlZ_! ni`kk\e! fYa\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! ZfekX`e! X! jkXk\+
d\ek! f]! k_\! i\Xjfej! ]fi! jlZ_! fYa\Zk`fe! Xe[! k_\!
Zfe[`k`fej!n_`Z_!jlZ_!g\id`k!nflc[!`eZcl[\!`]!`k!
n\i\! `jjl\[! Yp! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi,! Ce! Xep! ZXj\!
n_\i\!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fYa\Zkj!kf!k_\!`jjlXeZ\!
f]! X! g\id`k*! fe! i\hl\jk! f]! k_\! MkXk\*! X! glYc`Z!
_\Xi`e^! j_Xcc! Y\! _\c[! Yp! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! fe!
jlZ_! fYa\Zk`fe,! C]! k_\! MkXk\! [f\j! efk! i\jlYd`k!
jlZ_! g\id`k! i\m`j\[! kf! d\\k! jlZ_! fYa\Zk`fe!
n`k_`e! 1.! [Xpj! X]k\i! Zfdgc\k`fe! f]! k_\! _\Xi`e^!
fi*! `]! ef! _\Xi`e^! `j! i\hl\jk\[! n`k_`e! 7.! [Xpj!
X]k\i! k_\! [Xk\! f]! jlZ_! fYa\Zk`fe*! k_\! M\Zi\kXip!
dXp!`jjl\!k_\!g\id`k!glijlXek!kf!jlYj\Zk`fe!&X'!
fi! &\'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! Xj! k_\! ZXj\! dXp! Y\*! ]fi!
jlZ_! jfliZ\! `e! XZZfi[XeZ\! n`k_! k_\! ^l`[\c`e\j!
Xe[!i\hl`i\d\ekj!f]!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i,!

$^%!MT\iXe!

Ce! XZZfi[XeZ\! n`k_! ^l`[\c`e\j! gifdlc^Xk\[!
glijlXek! kf! jlYj\Zk`fe! &`'&0'! f]! j\Zk`fe! /1/2! f]!
k_`j! k`kc\*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! `j! Xlk_fi`q\[! kf!
nX`m\!k_\!i\hl`i\d\ekj!f]!jlYj\Zk`fe! &a'!f]!k_`j!
j\Zk`fe!Xk!k_\!k`d\!f]!k_\!XggifmXc!f]!X!gif^iXd!
glijlXek! kf! jlYj\Zk`fe! &_'&0'&;'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe!
]fi! Xep! ZXk\^fip! &`eZcl[`e^! Xep! ZcXjj*! kpg\*! fi!
j`q\! n`k_`e! jlZ_! ZXk\^fip'! f]! [`jZ_Xi^\! n`k_`e!
k_\!MkXk\!jlYd`kk`e^!jlZ_!gif^iXd,!

$"%! 8TgXZbe\Xf! bY! W\fV[TeZXf! abg! fhU]XVg! gb! eX'
dh\eX`Xagf!

N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! gifdlc^Xk\! i\^lcX+
k`fej!\jkXYc`j_`e^!ZXk\^fi`\j!f]![`jZ_Xi^\j!n_`Z_!
_\! [\k\id`e\j! j_Xcc! efk! Y\! jlYa\Zk! kf! k_\! i\+
hl`i\d\ekj! f]! jlYj\Zk`fe! &a'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! `e!
Xep!MkXk\!n`k_!X!gif^iXd!Xggifm\[!glijlXek!kf!
jlYj\Zk`fe! &_'&0'&;'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!N_\!;[d`e+
`jkiXkfi! dXp! [`jk`e^l`j_! Xdfe^! ZcXjj\j*! kpg\j*!
Xe[!j`q\j!n`k_`e!Xep!ZXk\^fip!f]![`jZ_Xi^\j,!
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Mf!`e!fi`^`eXc,!JifYXYcp!j_flc[!Y\!WWXZk`fe%%,!

$`%! 8b``Xagf! ba! cXe`\g! Tcc_\VTg\baf! be! ceb'
cbfXW!ZXaXeT_!cXe`\gf!Ul!IXVeXgTel!bY!g[X!?a'
gXe\be! TVg\aZ! g[ebhZ[! 9\eXVgbe! bY! Ka\gXW!
IgTgXf!<\f[!TaW!M\_W_\YX!IXei\VX!

Hfk!cXk\i!k_Xe!k_\!e`e\k`\k_![Xp!X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!
fe!n_`Z_!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!efk`]`\j!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!
k_\!Cek\i`fi*!XZk`e^!k_ifl^_!k_\!>`i\Zkfi!f]!k_\!
Oe`k\[!MkXk\j!@`j_!Xe[!Q`c[c`]\!M\im`Z\!k_Xk!&/'!
Xe!Xggc`ZXk`fe!]fi!X!g\id`k!le[\i!jlYj\Zk`fe!&X'!
f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! _Xj! Y\\e! i\Z\`m\[! Yp! k_\! M\Z+
i\kXip*! fi! &0'! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! gifgfj\j! kf! `jjl\! X!
^\e\iXc! g\id`k! le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &\'!f]!k_`j! j\Z+
k`fe*! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! f]! k_\! Cek\i`fi*! XZk`e^!
k_ifl^_! k_\! >`i\Zkfi! f]! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j! @`j_!
Xe[! Q`c[c`]\! M\im`Z\*! j_Xcc! jlYd`k! Xep! Zfd+
d\ekj! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! jlZ_! Xggc`ZXk`fe! fi! jlZ_!
gifgfj\[! ^\e\iXc! g\id`k! `e! ni`k`e^! kf! k_\! M\Z+
i\kXip,!

$a%!;aYbeVX`Xag!Thg[be\gl!abg!_\`\gXW!

Hfk_`e^! `e! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! Y\! Zfejkil\[! kf!
c`d`k!k_\!Xlk_fi`kp!f]!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!kf!kXb\!
XZk`fe!glijlXek!kf!j\Zk`fe!/1/7!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

$#%! FhU_\V! TiT\_TU\_\gl! bY! cXe`\gf! TaW! cXe`\g! Tc'
c_\VTg\baf!

;! Zfgp! f]! \XZ_! g\id`k! Xggc`ZXk`fe! Xe[! \XZ_!
g\id`k! `jjl\[! le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! Y\! XmX`c+
XYc\! kf! k_\! glYc`Z,! MlZ_! g\id`k! Xggc`ZXk`fe! fi!
gfik`fe!k_\i\f]*!j_Xcc!]lik_\i!Y\!XmX`cXYc\!fe!i\+
hl\jk!]fi!k_\!gligfj\!f]!i\gif[lZk`fe,!

$c%!8b`c_\TaVX!

=fdgc`XeZ\! n`k_! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[! glijlXek! kf!
k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! `eZcl[`e^! Xep! XZk`m`kp! ZXii`\[! flk!
glijlXek! kf! X! ^\e\iXc! g\id`k! `jjl\[! le[\i! k_`j!
j\Zk`fe*! j_Xcc! Y\! [\\d\[! Zfdgc`XeZ\*! ]fi! gli+
gfj\j!f]!j\Zk`fej!/1/7!Xe[!/143!f]!k_`j!k`kc\*!n`k_!
j\Zk`fej!/1//*!/1/5*!Xe[!/121!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

$d%! C\a\`\mTg\ba! bY! Whc_\VTg\ba&! aXXW_Xff! cTcXe'
jbe^&!TaW!WX_Tlf!\a!\ffhTaVX5!TZeXX`Xagf!

Hfk! cXk\i! k_Xe! k_\! fe\+_le[i\[+\`^_k`\k_! [Xp!
X]k\i! >\Z\dY\i! 05*! /755*! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! j_Xcc!
\ek\i! `ekf! X^i\\d\ekj! n`k_! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi*!
k_\! M\Zi\kXi`\j! f]! k_\! >\gXikd\ekj! f]! ;^i`+
Zlckli\*! =fdd\iZ\*! Cek\i`fi*! Xe[! NiXejgfi+
kXk`fe*!Xe[!k_\!_\X[j! f]! fk_\i!Xggifgi`Xk\! @\[+
\iXc!X^\eZ`\j!kf!d`e`d`q\*!kf!k_\!dXo`dld!\o+
k\ek! giXZk`ZXYc\*! [lgc`ZXk`fe*! e\\[c\jj! gXg\i+
nfib*! Xe[! [\cXpj! `e! k_\! `jjlXeZ\! f]! g\id`kj!
le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!MlZ_!X^i\\d\ekj!j_Xcc!Y\![\+
m\cfg\[!kf!Xjjli\!k_Xk*!kf!k_\!dXo`dld!\ok\ek!
giXZk`ZXYc\*!X![\Z`j`fe!n`k_!i\jg\Zk!kf!Xe!Xggc`+
ZXk`fe! ]fi!X!g\id`k!le[\i!jlYj\Zk`fe! &X'!f]!k_`j!
j\Zk`fe! n`cc! Y\! dX[\! efk! cXk\i! k_Xe! k_\! e`e\+
k`\k_![Xp!X]k\i!k_\![Xk\!k_\!efk`Z\! ]fi!jlZ_!Xg+
gc`ZXk`fe! `j! glYc`j_\[! le[\i! jlYj\Zk`fe! &X'! f]!
k_`j!j\Zk`fe,!

$e%! <XWXeT_! ceb]XVgf! fcXV\Y\VT__l! Thg[be\mXW! Ul!
8baZeXff!

N_\! [`jZ_Xi^\! f]! [i\[^\[! fi! ]`cc! dXk\i`Xc! Xj!
gXik!f]!k_\!ZfejkilZk`fe!f]!X!@\[\iXc!gifa\Zk!jg\+
Z`]`ZXccp! Xlk_fi`q\[! Yp! =fe^i\jj*! n_\k_\i! gi`fi!
kf!fi!fe!fi!X]k\i!>\Z\dY\i!05*!/755*!`j!efk!gif_`Y+
`k\[!Yp!fi!fk_\in`j\!jlYa\Zk!kf!i\^lcXk`fe!le[\i!
k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!fi!X!MkXk\!gif^iXd!Xggifm\[!le[\i!
k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! fi! j\Zk`fe! /1//&X'! fi! /120! f]! k_`j!
k`kc\! &\oZ\gk! ]fi! \]]cl\ek! jkXe[Xi[j! fi! gif_`Y`+
k`fej!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/1/5!f]!k_`j!k`kc\'*!`]!`e]fidX+
k`fe! fe! k_\! \]]\Zkj! f]! jlZ_! [`jZ_Xi^\*! `eZcl[`e^!

Zfej`[\iXk`fe!f]! k_\! ^l`[\c`e\j! [\m\cfg\[! le[\i!
jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'&/'!f]!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!`j!`eZcl[\[!`e!Xe!
\em`ifed\ekXc! `dgXZk! jkXk\d\ek! ]fi! jlZ_!
gifa\Zk!glijlXek!kf!k_\!HXk`feXc!?em`ifed\ekXc!
Jfc`Zp! ;Zk! f]! /747! U20! O,M,=,! 210/! \k! j\h,V! Xe[!
jlZ_! \em`ifed\ekXc! `dgXZk! jkXk\d\ek! _Xj! Y\\e!
jlYd`kk\[! kf! =fe^i\jj! Y\]fi\! k_\! XZklXc! [`j+
Z_Xi^\!f]![i\[^\[!fi!]`cc!dXk\i`Xc!`e!Zfee\Zk`fe!
n`k_!k_\!ZfejkilZk`fe! f]! jlZ_!gifa\Zk! Xe[! gi`fi!
kf!\`k_\i!Xlk_fi`qXk`fe!f]!jlZ_!gifa\Zk!fi!Xe!Xg+
gifgi`Xk`fe!f]!]le[j!]fi!jlZ_!ZfejkilZk`fe,!

$f%!L\b_Tg\ba!bY!cXe`\gf!

&/'! Q_\e\m\i! fe! k_\! YXj`j! f]! Xep! `e]fidXk`fe!
XmX`cXYc\! kf! _`d! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! ]`e[j! k_Xk! Xep!
g\ijfe!`j!`e!m`fcXk`fe!f]!Xep!Zfe[`k`fe!fi!c`d`kX+
k`fe! j\k! ]fik_! `e! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[! Yp! k_\! M\Z+
i\kXip! le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe*! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! j_Xcc!
`jjl\! Xe! fi[\i! i\hl`i`e^! jlZ_! g\ijfe! kf! Zfdgcp!
n`k_! jlZ_! Zfe[`k`fe! fi! c`d`kXk`fe*! fi! k_\! M\Z+
i\kXip! j_Xcc! Yi`e^! X! Z`m`c! XZk`fe! `e! XZZfi[XeZ\!
n`k_!gXiX^iXg_!&1'!f]!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe,!

&0'!;!Zfgp!f]!Xep!fi[\i!`jjl\[!le[\i!k_`j!jlY+
j\Zk`fe! j_Xcc! Y\! j\ek! `dd\[`Xk\cp! Yp! k_\! M\Z+
i\kXip!kf!k_\!MkXk\!`e!n_`Z_!k_\!m`fcXk`fe!fZZlij!
Xe[! fk_\i! X]]\Zk\[! MkXk\j,! ;ep! fi[\i! `jjl\[!
le[\i!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!Y\!Yp!g\ijfeXc!j\im+
`Z\! Xe[! j_Xcc! jkXk\! n`k_! i\XjfeXYc\! jg\Z`]`Z`kp!
k_\! eXkli\! f]! k_\! m`fcXk`fe*! jg\Z`]p! X! k`d\! ]fi!
Zfdgc`XeZ\*!efk!kf!\oZ\\[!k_`ikp![Xpj*!n_`Z_!k_\!
M\Zi\kXip![\k\id`e\j!`j!i\XjfeXYc\*!kXb`e^!`ekf!
XZZflek!k_\!j\i`flje\jj!f]!k_\!m`fcXk`fe!Xe[!Xep!
^ff[!]X`k_!\]]fikj!kf!Zfdgcp!n`k_!Xggc`ZXYc\!i\+
hl`i\d\ekj,!Ce!Xep!ZXj\!`e!n_`Z_!Xe!fi[\i!le[\i!
k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe!`j!`jjl\[!kf!X!ZfigfiXk`fe*!X!Zfgp!
f]!jlZ_!fi[\i!j_Xcc!Y\!j\im\[!fe!Xep!Xggifgi`Xk\!
ZfigfiXk\!f]]`Z\ij,!

&1'!N_\!M\Zi\kXip!`j!Xlk_fi`q\[!kf!Zfdd\eZ\!X!
Z`m`c! XZk`fe! ]fi! Xggifgi`Xk\! i\c`\]*! `eZcl[`e^! X!
g\idXe\ek!fi!k\dgfiXip!`ealeZk`fe!]fi!Xep!m`f+
cXk`fe!]fi!n_`Z_!_\!`j!Xlk_fi`q\[!kf!`jjl\!X!Zfd+
gc`XeZ\! fi[\i! le[\i! gXiX^iXg_! &/'! f]! k_`j! jlY+
j\Zk`fe,!;ep!XZk`fe!le[\i!k_`j!gXiX^iXg_!dXp!Y\!
Yifl^_k! `e! k_\! [`jki`Zk! Zflik! f]! k_\! Oe`k\[!
MkXk\j!]fi!k_\![`jki`Zk!`e!n_`Z_!k_\![\]\e[Xek!`j!
cfZXk\[!fi!i\j`[\j!fi!`j![f`e^!Ylj`e\jj*!Xe[!jlZ_!
Zflik! j_Xcc! _Xm\! ali`j[`Zk`fe! kf! i\jkiX`e! jlZ_!
m`fcXk`fe! Xe[! kf! i\hl`i\! Zfdgc`XeZ\,! Hfk`Z\! f]!
k_\!Zfdd\eZ\d\ek!f]!jlZ_!XZkfe j_Xcc!Y\!^`m\e!
`dd\[`Xk\cp!kf!k_\!Xggifgi`Xk\!MkXk\,!

&2'! ;ep! g\ijfe! n_f! m`fcXk\j! Xep! Zfe[`k`fe! fi!
c`d`kXk`fe! `e! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[! Yp! k_\! M\Zi\kXip!
le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe*!Xe[!Xep!g\ijfe!n_f!m`fcXk\j!
Xep! fi[\i! `jjl\[! Yp! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! le[\i! gXiX+
^iXg_! &/'! f]! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe*! j_Xcc! Y\! jlYa\Zk! kf!
X!Z`m`c!g\eXckp!efk!kf!\oZ\\[!#03*...!g\i![Xp!]fi!
\XZ_!m`fcXk`fe,! Ce! [\k\id`e`e^! k_\!Xdflek!f]! X!
Z`m`c! g\eXckp! k_\! Zflik! j_Xcc! Zfej`[\i! k_\! j\i`+
flje\jj! f]! k_\! m`fcXk`fe! fi! m`fcXk`fej*! k_\! \Zf+
efd`Z!Y\e\]`k! &`]!Xep'!i\jlck`e^! ]ifd!k_\!m`fcX+
k`fe*! Xep! _`jkfip! f]! jlZ_! m`fcXk`fej*! Xep! ^ff[+!
]X`k_! \]]fikj! kf! Zfdgcp! n`k_! k_\! Xggc`ZXYc\! i\+
hl`i\d\ekj*!k_\!\Zfefd`Z!`dgXZk!f]!k_\!g\eXckp!
fe! k_\! m`fcXkfi*! Xe[! jlZ_! fk_\i! dXkk\ij! Xj! alj+
k`Z\!dXp!i\hl`i\,!

$g%!DTi\ZTU_X!jTgXef!j\g[\a!IgTgX!]he\fW\Vg\ba!

Hfk_`e^!`e!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!gi\Zcl[\!fi![\ep!
k_\! i`^_k! f]! Xep! MkXk\! fi! `ek\ijkXk\! X^\eZp! kf!
Zfekifc!k_\![`jZ_Xi^\!f]![i\[^\[!fi!]`cc!dXk\i`Xc!
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`e! Xep! gfik`fe! f]! k_\! eXm`^XYc\! nXk\ij! n`k_`e!
k_\!ali`j[`Zk`fe!f]!jlZ_!MkXk\*!`eZcl[`e^!Xep!XZ+
k`m`kp! f]! Xep! @\[\iXc! X^\eZp*! Xe[! \XZ_! jlZ_!
X^\eZp! j_Xcc! Zfdgcp! n`k_! jlZ_! MkXk\! fi! `ek\i+
jkXk\! i\hl`i\d\ekj! Yfk_! jlYjkXek`m\! Xe[! gifZ\+
[liXc!kf!Zfekifc!k_\![`jZ_Xi^\!f]![i\[^\[!fi!]`cc!
dXk\i`Xc! kf!k_\! jXd\!\ok\ek!k_Xk!Xep!g\ijfe! `j!
jlYa\Zk!kf!jlZ_!i\hl`i\d\ekj,!N_`j!j\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!
efk! Y\! Zfejkil\[! Xj! X]]\Zk`e^! fi! `dgX`i`e^! k_\!
Xlk_fi`kp! f]! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! kf! dX`ekX`e! eXm`^X+
k`fe,!

&Dle\! 1.*! /726*! Z_,! 536*! k`kc\! CP*! x 2.2*! Xj! X[[\[!
JlY,! F,! 70z3..*! x 0*! IZk,! /6*! /750*! 64! MkXk,! 6629!
Xd\e[\[!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!x 45&X'*!&Y'*!>\Z,!05*!/755*!
7/!MkXk,!/4..9!JlY,!F,!/..z2*!k`kc\!CCC*!x 1/1&['*!@\Y,!
2*!/765*!/./!MkXk,!23,'!

L?@?L?H=?M CH N?RN!

N_\! HXk`feXc! ?em`ifed\ekXc! Jfc`Zp! ;Zk! f]! /747*! i\+

]\ii\[!kf!`e!jlYj\Z,!&i'*!`j!JlY,!F,!7/z/7.*!DXe,!/*!/75.*!61!
MkXk,! 630*! Xj! Xd\e[\[*! n_`Z_! `j! ZcXjj`]`\[! ^\e\iXccp! kf!

Z_Xgk\i!33!&x 210/!\k!j\h,'!f]!N`kc\!20*!N_\!JlYc`Z!B\Xck_!

Xe[!Q\c]Xi\,!@fi!Zfdgc\k\!ZcXjj`]`ZXk`fe!f]!k_`j!;Zk!kf!
k_\! =f[\*! j\\! M_fik! N`kc\! efk\! j\k! flk! le[\i! j\Zk`fe!

210/!f]!N`kc\!20!Xe[!NXYc\j,!

;G?H>G?HNM!

/765}MlYj\Z,!&j',!JlY,!F,!/..z2!i\[\j`^eXk\[!gXi,!&3'!Xj!
&2'*!jlYjk`klk\[!WW#03*...!g\i![Xp!]fi!\XZ_!m`fcXk`fe%%!]fi!

WW#/.*...! g\i! [Xp! f]! jlZ_! m`fcXk`fe%%*! `ej\ik\[! gifm`j`fe!

jg\Z`]p`e^! ]XZkfij! kf! Zfej`[\i! `e! [\k\id`e`e^! k_\! g\e+
Xckp!Xdflek*!Xe[!jkilZb!flk!]fid\i!gXi,!&2'!n_`Z_!i\X[!

Xj!]fccfnj8!
WW&;'!;ep!g\ijfe!n_f!n`cc]lccp!fi!e\^c`^\ekcp!m`fcXk\j!

Xep! Zfe[`k`fe! fi! c`d`kXk`fe! `e! X! g\id`k! `jjl\[! Yp! k_\!
M\Zi\kXip!le[\i!k_`j!j\Zk`fe!j_Xcc!Y\!gle`j_\[!Yp!X!]`e\!

f]!efk!c\jj!k_Xe!#0*3..!efi!dfi\!k_Xe!#03*...!g\i![Xp!f]!

m`fcXk`fe*! fi! Yp! `dgi`jfed\ek! ]fi! efk! dfi\! k_Xe! fe\!
p\Xi*! fi! Yp! Yfk_,! C]! k_\! Zfem`Zk`fe! `j! ]fi! X! m`fcXk`fe!

Zfdd`kk\[!X]k\i!X!]`ijk!Zfem`Zk`fe!f]!jlZ_!g\ijfe!le[\i!

k_`j! gXiX^iXg_*! gle`j_d\ek! j_Xcc! Y\! Yp! X! ]`e\! f]! efk!
dfi\!k_Xe!#3.*...!g\i![Xp!f]!m`fcXk`fe*!fi!Yp!`dgi`jfe+

d\ek!]fi!efk!dfi\!k_Xe!knf!p\Xij*!fi!Yp!Yfk_,!
WW&<'! @fi! k_\! gligfj\j! f]! k_`j! gXiX^iXg_*! k_\! k\id!

Wg\ijfe%! j_Xcc! d\Xe*! `e! X[[`k`fe! kf! k_\! [\]`e`k`fe! Zfe+

kX`e\[! `e! j\Zk`fe! /140&3'! f]! k_`j! k`kc\*! Xep! i\jgfej`Yc\!

ZfigfiXk\!f]]`Z\i,%%!
/755}MlYj\Z,!&X',!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!x 45&X'&/'*!jlYjk`klk\[!

WWN_\!M\Zi\kXip%%!]fi!WWN_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!k_\!;idp*!XZk+

`e^!k_ifl^_!k_\!=_`\]!f]!?e^`e\\ij*%%!Xe[!`ej\ik\[!gif+

m`j`fe! k_Xk*! efk! cXk\i! k_Xe! k_\! ]`]k\\ek_! [Xp! X]k\i! k_\!
[Xk\!Xe!Xggc`ZXek!jlYd`kj!Xcc!k_\!`e]fidXk`fe!i\hl`i\[!

kf!Zfdgc\k\!Xe!Xggc`ZXk`fe!]fi!X!g\id`k!le[\i!k_`j!jlY+

j\Zk`fe*! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! glYc`j_! k_\! efk`Z\! i\hl`i\[! Yp!
k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe,!

MlYj\Zj,!&Y'*! &Z',!JlY,!F,!73z0/5*! x 45&X'&0'*! jlYjk`klk\[!

WWk_\!M\Zi\kXip%%!]fi!WWk_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!k_\!;idp%%,!
MlYj\Zj,! &['! kf! &k',! JlY,! F,! 73z0/5*! x 45&Y'*! X[[\[! jlY+

j\Zj,!&['!kf!&k',!

NL;HM@?L I@ @OH=NCIHM!

@fi!kiXej]\i!f]!Xlk_fi`k`\j*!]leZk`fej*!g\ijfee\c*!Xe[!

Xjj\kj! f]! k_\! =fXjk! AlXi[*! `eZcl[`e^! k_\! Xlk_fi`k`\j!

Xe[!]leZk`fej!f]!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!NiXejgfikXk`fe!i\cXk+
`e^!k_\i\kf*!kf!k_\!>\gXikd\ek!f]!Bfd\cXe[!M\Zli`kp*!

Xe[! ]fi! ki\Xkd\ek! f]! i\cXk\[! i\]\i\eZ\j*! j\\! j\Zk`fej!

246&Y'*!33/&['*! 330&['*!Xe[!335!f]!N`kc\!4*!>fd\jk`Z!M\Zl+
i`kp*! Xe[! k_\! >\gXikd\ek! f]! Bfd\cXe[! M\Zli`kp! L\fi+

^Xe`qXk`fe! JcXe! f]! Hfm\dY\i! 03*! 0..0*! Xj! df[`]`\[*! j\k!

flk!Xj!X!efk\!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!320!f]!N`kc\!4,!
?e]fiZ\d\ek!]leZk`fej!f]!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fi!fk_\i!f]]`+

Z`Xc! f]! k_\! ?em`ifed\ekXc! Jifk\Zk`fe! ;^\eZp! Xe[! f]!

M\Zi\kXip! fi! fk_\i! f]]`Z`Xc! `e! >\gXikd\ek! f]! k_\! Cek\+

i`fi! i\cXk`e^! kf! i\m`\n! f]! k_\! =figj! f]! ?e^`e\\ij%!
[i\[^\[!Xe[!]`cc!dXk\i`Xc!g\id`kj!Xe[!jlZ_!]leZk`fej!f]!

M\Zi\kXip!f]!k_\!;idp*!=_`\]!f]!?e^`e\\ij*!fi!fk_\i!f]+

]`Z`Xc!`e!=figj!f]!?e^`e\\ij!f]!k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j!;idp!

i\cXk`e^! kf! Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_! [i\[^\[! Xe[! ]`cc! dXk\i`Xc!

g\id`kj! `jjl\[! le[\i! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! gi\+!
ZfejkilZk`fe*! ZfejkilZk`fe*! Xe[! `e`k`Xc! fg\iXk`fe! f]!

kiXejgfikXk`fe!jpjk\d!]fi!=XeX[`Xe!Xe[!;cXjbXe!eXkl+

iXc!^Xj!n\i\!kiXej]\ii\[!kf!k_\!@\[\iXc!Cejg\Zkfi*!I]]`Z\!
f]!@\[\iXc!Cejg\Zkfi!]fi!k_\!;cXjbX!HXkliXc!AXj!NiXej+

gfikXk`fe! Mpjk\d*! lek`c! k_\! ]`ijk! Xee`m\ijXip! f]! k_\!

[Xk\! f]! `e`k`Xc! fg\iXk`fe! f]! k_\! ;cXjbX! HXkliXc! AXj!
NiXejgfikXk`fe! Mpjk\d*! j\\! L\fi^,! JcXe! Hf,! /! f]! /757*!

xx /.0&X'*!&Y'*!&\'*!0.1&X'*!22!@,L,!11441*!11444*!71!MkXk,!/151*!

/154*! \]]\Zk`m\! Dlcp! /*! /757*! j\k! flk! `e! k_\! ;gg\e[`o! kf!
N`kc\! 3*! Afm\ied\ek! Ii^Xe`qXk`fe! Xe[! ?dgcfp\\j,! I]+

]`Z\! f]! @\[\iXc! Cejg\Zkfi! ]fi! k_\! ;cXjbX! HXkliXc! AXj!

NiXejgfikXk`fe!Mpjk\d!XYfc`j_\[!Xe[!]leZk`fej!Xe[!Xl+
k_fi`kp!m\jk\[!`e!Cejg\Zkfi!kiXej]\ii\[!kf!M\Zi\kXip!f]!

?e\i^p!Yp!j\Zk`fe!1./0&Y'!f]!JlY,!F,!/.0z264*!j\k!flk!Xj!

Xe! ;Yfc`k`fe! f]! I]]`Z\! f]! @\[\iXc! Cejg\Zkfi!efk\! le[\i!
j\Zk`fe! 5/7\! f]! N`kc\! /3*! =fdd\iZ\! Xe[! NiX[\,! @leZ+

k`fej!Xe[!Xlk_fi`kp!m\jk\[!`e!M\Zi\kXip!f]!?e\i^p!jlY+

j\hl\ekcp!kiXej]\ii\[!kf!@\[\iXc!=ffi[`eXkfi! ]fi!;cXj+
bX! HXkliXc! AXj! NiXejgfikXk`fe! Jifa\Zkj! Yp! j\Zk`fe!

50.[&]'!f]!N`kc\!/3,!

GCNCA;NCIH ;H> GCNCA;NCIH <;HECHA L?AOF;NCIHM!

JlY,!F,!/.6z/14*![`m,!;*!k`kc\!CCC*!x 1/2&Y'*!Hfm,!02*!0..1*!

//5!MkXk,!/21/*!gifm`[\[!k_Xk8!

WW&/'!Nf!\ejli\! fggfikle`k`\j! ]fi!@\[\iXc!X^\eZp!gXi+
k`Z`gXk`fe! `e!d`k`^Xk`fe!YXeb`e^*!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!k_\!

;idp*! XZk`e^! k_ifl^_! k_\! =_`\]! f]! ?e^`e\\ij*! j_Xcc!

`jjl\! i\^lcXk`fej! \jkXYc`j_`e^! g\i]fidXeZ\! jkXe[Xi[j!
Xe[!Zi`k\i`X! ]fi!k_\!lj\*!Zfej`jk\ek!n`k_!j\Zk`fe!2.2!f]!

k_\! @\[\iXc! QXk\i! Jfcclk`fe! =fekifc! ;Zk! &11! O,M,=,!

/122'*!f]!fe+j`k\*!f]]+j`k\*!Xe[!`e+c`\l!]\\!d`k`^Xk`fe!Xe[!
d`k`^Xk`fe! YXeb`e^! Xj! Zfdg\ejXk`fe! ]fi! cfjk! n\kcXe[j!

]leZk`fej! `e! g\id`kj! `jjl\[! Yp! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! f]! k_\!

;idp! le[\i! jlZ_! j\Zk`fe,! Nf! k_\! dXo`dld! \ok\ek!
giXZk`ZXYc\*!k_\!i\^lcXkfip!jkXe[Xi[j!Xe[!Zi`k\i`X!j_Xcc!

dXo`d`q\!XmX`cXYc\!Zi\[`kj!Xe[!fggfikle`k`\j! ]fi!d`k`+

^Xk`fe*! gifm`[\! ]c\o`Y`c`kp! ]fi! i\^`feXc! mXi`Xk`fej! `e!
n\kcXe[! Zfe[`k`fej*! ]leZk`fej! Xe[! mXcl\j*! Xe[! Xggcp!

\hl`mXc\ek!jkXe[Xi[j!Xe[!Zi`k\i`X!kf!\XZ_!kpg\!f]!Zfd+

g\ejXkfip!d`k`^Xk`fe,!
WW&0'! @`eXc! i\^lcXk`fej! j_Xcc! Y\! `jjl\[! efk! cXk\i! k_Xe!

knf! p\Xij! X]k\i! k_\! [Xk\! f]! k_\! \eXZkd\ek! f]! k_`j! ;Zk!

UHfm,!02*!0..1V,%%!

L?AOF;NILS JLIAL;G!

JlY,!F,!/.4z155*!x /&X'&0'!Uk`kc\!CV*!IZk,!05*!0...*!//2!MkXk,!

/22/*!/22/;z41*!gifm`[\[!`e!gXik!k_Xk8!WW@fi!\og\ej\j!e\Z+

\jjXip!]fi!X[d`e`jkiXk`fe!f]!cXnj!g\ikX`e`e^!kf!i\^lcX+
k`fe! f]! eXm`^XYc\! nXk\ij! Xe[! n\kcXe[j*! #/03*...*...*! kf!

i\dX`e! XmX`cXYc\! lek`c! \og\e[\[8! CZW^QLML*! N_Xk! k_\!

M\Zi\kXip!f]!k_\!;idp*!XZk`e^!k_ifl^_!k_\!=_`\]!f]!?e+
^`e\\ij*!`j![`i\Zk\[!kf!lj\!]le[j!Xggifgi`Xk\[!_\i\`e!kf8!

&/'!Yp!GXiZ_!/*!0../*!jlggc\d\ek!k_\!i\gfik*!=fjk!;eXcp+

j`j! @fi! k_\! /777! JifgfjXc! kf! Cjjl\! Xe[! Gf[`]p! HXk`fe+
n`[\!J\id`kj*! kf!i\]c\Zk!k_\!HXk`fen`[\!J\id`kj!XZkl+

Xccp! `jjl\[! fe! GXiZ_! 7*! 0...*! `eZcl[`e^! Z_Xe^\j! `e! k_\!

XZi\X^\! c`d`kj*! gi\ZfejkilZk`fe! efk`]`ZXk`fe! i\hl`i\+
d\ekj! Xe[! ^\e\iXc! Zfe[`k`fej! Y\kn\\e! k_\! ilc\! gif+

gfj\[! fe! Dlcp! 0/*! /777*! Xe[! k_\! ilc\! gifdlc^Xk\[! Xe[!

glYc`j_\[! `e! k_\! @\[\iXc! L\^`jk\i9! &0'! X]k\i! Zfej`[\i+
Xk`fe!f]!k_\!Zfjk!XeXcpj`j!]fi!k_\!/777!gifgfjXc!kf!`jjl\!

Xe[! df[`]p! eXk`fen`[\! g\id`kj! Xe[! k_\! jlggc\d\ek!

gi\gXi\[!glijlXek!kf!k_`j!;Zk!UB,L,!3261*!Xj!\eXZk\[!Yp!
j\Zk`fe!/&X'&0'! f]!JlY,! F,!/.4z155*! j\\! NXYc\j! ]fi!ZcXjj`+

]`ZXk`feV!Xe[!Yp!M\gk\dY\i!1.*!0../*!gi\gXi\*!jlYd`k!kf!

=fe^i\jj!Xe[!glYc`j_!`e!k_\!@\[\iXc!L\^`jk\i!X!J\id`k!
JifZ\jj`e^!GXeX^\d\ek!JcXe!Yp!n_`Z_!k_\!=figj!f]!?e+

^`e\\ij!n`cc!_Xe[c\!k_\!X[[`k`feXc!nfib!XjjfZ`Xk\[!n`k_!

Xcc!gifa\Zk\[!`eZi\Xj\j!`e!k_\!eldY\i!f]!`e[`m`[lXc!g\i+
d`k! Xggc`ZXk`fej! Xe[! gi\ZfejkilZk`fe! efk`]`ZXk`fej! i\+

cXk\[!kf!k_\!e\n!Xe[!i\gcXZ\d\ek!g\id`kj!Xe[!^\e\iXc!

Zfe[`k`fej,! N_\! J\id`k! JifZ\jj`e^! GXeX^\d\ek! JcXe!
j_Xcc! `eZcl[\! jg\Z`]`Z! fYa\Zk`m\! ^fXcj! Xe[! Zi`k\i`X! Yp!

n_`Z_! k_\!=figj!f]! ?e^`e\\ij%! gif^i\jj!kfnXi[j!i\[lZ+

`e^!Xep!g\id`k!YXZbcf^!ZXe!Y\!d\Xjli\[9!&1'!Y\^`ee`e^!
fe! >\Z\dY\i! 1/*! 0../*! Xe[! fe! X! Y`XeelXc! YXj`j! k_\i\+

X]k\i*! i\gfik! kf! =fe^i\jj! Xe[! glYc`j_! `e! k_\! @\[\iXc!
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L\^`jk\i*!Xe!XeXcpj`j!f]!k_\!g\i]fidXeZ\!f]!`kj!gif^iXd!

Xj!d\Xjli\[!X^X`ejk!k_\!Zi`k\i`X!j\k!flk!`e!k_\!J\id`k!
JifZ\jj`e^! GXeX^\d\ek! JcXe9! &2'! `dgc\d\ek! X! /+p\Xi!

g`cfk! gif^iXd! kf! glYc`j_! hlXik\icp! fe! k_\! O,M,! ;idp!

=figj! f]! ?e^`e\\i%j! L\^lcXkfip! Jif^iXd! n\Yj`k\! Xcc!
L\^lcXkfip!;eXcpj`j!Xe[!GXeX^\d\ek!Mpjk\dj!&L;GM'!

[XkX!]fi!k_\!Mflk_!JXZ`]`Z!>`m`j`fe!Xe[!Hfik_!;kcXek`Z!

>`m`j`fe!Y\^`ee`e^!n`k_`e!1.! [Xpj!f]! k_\! \eXZkd\ek!f]!
k_`j!;Zk!UIZk,!05*!0...V9!Xe[!&3'!glYc`j_!`e!>`m`j`fe!I]]`Z\!

n\Yj`k\j! Xcc! ]`e[`e^j*! ilc`e^j*! Xe[! [\Z`j`fej! i\e[\i\[!

le[\i!k_\!X[d`e`jkiXk`m\!Xgg\Xcj!gifZ\jj!]fi!k_\!=figj!
f]! ?e^`e\\ij! L\^lcXkfip! Jif^iXd! Xj! \jkXYc`j_\[! `e!

JlYc`Z!FXn!/.4z4.!U//1!MkXk,!264V8!CZW^QLML!N]Z\PMZ*!N_Xk*!

k_ifl^_! k_\! g\i`f[! \e[`e^! fe! M\gk\dY\i! 1.*! 0..1*! k_\!
=figj!f]!?e^`e\\ij!j_Xcc!Xccfn!Xep!Xgg\ccXek!kf!b\\g!X!

m\iYXk`d!i\Zfi[!f]!k_\!gifZ\\[`e^j!f]!k_\!Xgg\Xcj!Zfe+

]\i\eZ\! le[\i! k_\! X]fi\d\ek`fe\[! X[d`e`jkiXk`m\! Xg+
g\Xcj! gifZ\jj8! CZW^QLML! N]Z\PMZ*! N_Xk! n`k_`e! 1.! [Xpj! f]!

k_\!\eXZkd\ek!f]!k_`j!;Zk*!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!k_\!;idp*!

XZk`e^!k_ifl^_!k_\!=_`\]!f]!?e^`e\\ij*!j_Xcc!i\hl`i\!Xcc!
O,M,! ;idp! =figj! f]! ?e^`e\\ij! >`m`j`fej! Xe[! >`jki`Zkj!

kf!i\Zfi[!k_\![Xk\!fe!n_`Z_!X!j\Zk`fe!2.2!`e[`m`[lXc!g\i+

d`k! Xggc`ZXk`fe! fi! eXk`fen`[\! g\id`k! efk`]`ZXk`fe! `j!
]`c\[!n`k_!k_\!=figj!f]!?e^`e\\ij8!CZW^QLML!N]Z\PMZ*!N_Xk!

k_\!=figj!f]!?e^`e\\ij*!n_\e!i\gfik`e^!g\id`k!gifZ\jj+

`e^! k`d\j*! j_Xcc! kiXZb! Yfk_! k_\![Xk\! X! g\id`k! Xggc`ZX+
k`fe! `j! ]`ijk! i\Z\`m\[! Xe[! k_\! [Xk\! k_\! Xggc`ZXk`fe! `j!

Zfej`[\i\[!Zfdgc\k\*!Xj!n\cc!Xj!k_\!i\Xjfe!k_Xk!k_\!Xg+

gc`ZXk`fe!`j!efk!Zfej`[\i\[!Zfdgc\k\!lgfe!]`ijk!jlYd`j+
j`fe,%%!

;ONBILCNS NI >?F?A;N? NI MN;N? I@ Q;MBCHANIH!

@OH=NCIHM I@ NB? M?=L?N;LS L?F;NCHA NI F;E?!

=B?F;H*! Q;MBCHANIH!

JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!x 54*!>\Z,!05*!/755*!7/!MkXk,!/4/.*!gifm`[\[!
k_Xk8! WWN_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!k_\!;idp*!XZk`e^!k_ifl^_!k_\!

=_`\]! f]! ?e^`e\\ij*! `j! Xlk_fi`q\[! kf! [\c\^Xk\! kf! k_\!

MkXk\!f]!QXj_`e^kfe!lgfe!`kj!i\hl\jk!Xcc!fi!Xep!gXik!f]!
k_fj\!]leZk`fej!m\jk\[!`e!jlZ_!M\Zi\kXip!Yp!j\Zk`fe!2.2!

f]! k_\! @\[\iXc! QXk\i! Jfcclk`fe! =fekifc! ;Zk! Uk_`j! j\Z+

k`feV!Xe[!Yp!j\Zk`fej!7*!/.*!Xe[!/1!f]!k_\!;Zk!f]!GXiZ_!
1*!/677! Uj\Zk`fej!2./*!2.1*!Xe[!2.5!f]!k_`j!k`kc\V*! i\cXk`e^!

kf! FXb\! =_\cXe*! QXj_`e^kfe*! `]! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! [\k\i+

d`e\j! &/'! k_Xk! jlZ_! MkXk\! _Xj! k_\! Xlk_fi`kp*! i\jgfe+
j`Y`c`kp*!Xe[!ZXgXY`c`kp!kf!ZXiip!flk!jlZ_!]leZk`fej*!Xe[!

&0'!k_Xk!jlZ_![\c\^Xk`fe!`j!`e!k_\!glYc`Z!`ek\i\jk,!MlZ_!

[\c\^Xk`fe! j_Xcc! Y\! jlYa\Zk! kf! jlZ_! k\idj! Xe[! Zfe[`+
k`fej!Xj!k_\!M\Zi\kXip![\\dj!e\Z\jjXip*!`eZcl[`e^*!Ylk!

efk! c`d`k\[! kf*! jljg\ej`fe! Xe[! i\mfZXk`fe! ]fi! ZXlj\! f]!

jlZ_![\c\^Xk`fe,%%!

=IHNCAOIOM TIH? I@ OHCN?> MN;N?M!

@fi! \ok\ej`fe! f]! Zfek`^lflj! qfe\! f]! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j*!
j\\!JifZ,!Hf,!50/7*!j\k!flk!Xj!X!efk\!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/11/!

f]!N`kc\!21*!JlYc`Z!FXe[j,!

s +-./(!9\fcbfT_!be!hfX!bY!fXjTZX!f_hWZX!

$T%!FXe`\g!

Hfkn`k_jkXe[`e^! Xep! fk_\i! gifm`j`fe! f]! k_`j!
Z_Xgk\i! fi! f]! Xep! fk_\i! cXn*! `e! Xep! ZXj\! n_\i\!
k_\![`jgfjXc!f]!j\nX^\!jcl[^\!i\jlck`e^!]ifd!k_\!
fg\iXk`fe! f]! X! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj! Xj! [\]`e\[! `e!
j\Zk`fe!/070!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!&`eZcl[`e^!k_\!i\dfmXc!
f]!`e+gcXZ\!j\nX^\!jcl[^\!]ifd!fe\!cfZXk`fe!Xe[!
`kj! [\gfj`k! Xk! Xefk_\i! cfZXk`fe'! nflc[! i\jlck! `e!
Xep!gfcclkXek!]ifd!jlZ_!j\nX^\!jcl[^\!\ek\i`e^!
k_\!eXm`^XYc\!nXk\ij*!jlZ_![`jgfjXc!`j!gif_`Y`k\[!
\oZ\gk!`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!X!g\id`k!`jjl\[!Yp!k_\!
;[d`e`jkiXkfi!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

$U%!?ffhTaVX!bY!cXe`\g5!eXZh_Tg\baf!

N_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!j_Xcc!`jjl\!i\^lcXk`fej!^fm+
\ie`e^!k_\!`jjlXeZ\!f]!g\id`kj!]fi!k_\![`jgfjXc!f]!
j\nX^\! jcl[^\! jlYa\Zk! kf! jlYj\Zk`fe! &X'! f]! k_`j!
j\Zk`fe!Xe[!j\Zk`fe!/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!MlZ_!i\^l+
cXk`fej!j_Xcc!i\hl`i\!k_\!Xggc`ZXk`fe!kf!jlZ_![`j+

gfjXc! f]! \XZ_! Zi`k\i`fe*! ]XZkfi*! gifZ\[li\*! Xe[!
i\hl`i\d\ek!Xggc`ZXYc\!kf!X!g\id`k!`jjl\[!le[\i!
j\Zk`fe!/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

$V%!IgTgX!cXe`\g!cebZeT`!

?XZ_!MkXk\![\j`i`e^!kf!X[d`e`jk\i!`kj!fne!g\i+
d`k! gif^iXd! ]fi! [`jgfjXc! f]! j\nX^\! jcl[^\! jlY+
a\Zk! kf! jlYj\Zk`fe! &X'! f]! k_`j! j\Zk`fe! n`k_`e! `kj!
ali`j[`Zk`fe! dXp! [f! jf! `e! XZZfi[XeZ\! n`k_! j\Z+
k`fe!/120!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

$W%!HXZh_Tg\baf!

$+%!HXZh_Tg\baf!

N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi*! X]k\i! ZfejlckXk`fe! n`k_!
Xggifgi`Xk\! @\[\iXc! Xe[! MkXk\! X^\eZ`\j! Xe[!
fk_\i! `ek\i\jk\[! g\ijfej*! j_Xcc! [\m\cfg! Xe[!
glYc`j_*! n`k_`e! fe\! p\Xi! X]k\i! >\Z\dY\i! 05*!
/755*!Xe[!]ifd!k`d\!kf!k`d\!k_\i\X]k\i*!i\^lcX+
k`fej! gifm`[`e^! ^l`[\c`e\j! ]fi! k_\! [`jgfjXc! f]!
jcl[^\!Xe[!k_\!lk`c`qXk`fe!f]!jcl[^\!]fi!mXi`flj!
gligfj\j,!MlZ_!i\^lcXk`fej!j_Xcc}!

&;'! `[\ek`]p!lj\j!]fi!jcl[^\*!`eZcl[`e^![`j+
gfjXc9!

&<'! jg\Z`]p! ]XZkfij! kf! Y\! kXb\e! `ekf! XZ+
Zflek!`e![\k\id`e`e^!k_\!d\Xjli\j!Xe[!giXZ+
k`Z\j!Xggc`ZXYc\!kf!\XZ_!jlZ_!lj\!fi![`jgfjXc!
&`eZcl[`e^! glYc`ZXk`fe! f]! `e]fidXk`fe! fe!
Zfjkj'9!

&='! `[\ek`]p! ZfeZ\ekiXk`fej! f]! gfcclkXekj!
n_`Z_! `ek\i]\i\! n`k_! \XZ_! jlZ_! lj\! fi! [`j+
gfjXc,!

N_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!`j!Xlk_fi`q\[!kf!i\m`j\!Xep!
i\^lcXk`fe!`jjl\[!le[\i!k_`j!jlYj\Zk`fe,!

$,%! ?WXag\Y\VTg\ba! TaW! eXZh_Tg\ba! bY! gbk\V! cb_'
_hgTagf!

$6%!Ea!UTf\f!bY!TiT\_TU_X!\aYbe`Tg\ba!

$\%!FebcbfXW!eXZh_Tg\baf!

Hfk!cXk\i!k_Xe!Hfm\dY\i!1.*!/764*!k_\!;[+
d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! `[\ek`]p!k_fj\!kfo`Z! gfc+
clkXekj!n_`Z_*!fe!k_\!YXj`j!f]!XmX`cXYc\!`e+
]fidXk`fe! fe! k_\`i! kfo`Z`kp*! g\ij`jk\eZ\*!
ZfeZ\ekiXk`fe*! dfY`c`kp*! fi! gfk\ek`Xc! ]fi!
\ogfjli\*!dXp!Y\!gi\j\ek!`e!j\nX^\!jcl[^\!
`e!ZfeZ\ekiXk`fej!n_`Z_!dXp!X[m\ij\cp!X]+
]\Zk!glYc`Z!_\Xck_!fi!k_\!\em`ifed\ek*!Xe[!
gifgfj\! i\^lcXk`fej! jg\Z`]p`e^! XZZ\gkXYc\!
dXeX^\d\ek! giXZk`Z\j! ]fi! j\nX^\! jcl[^\!
ZfekX`e`e^! \XZ_! jlZ_! kfo`Z! gfcclkXek! Xe[!
\jkXYc`j_`e^! eld\i`ZXc! c`d`kXk`fej! ]fi!
\XZ_!jlZ_!gfcclkXek!]fi!\XZ_!lj\!`[\ek`]`\[!
le[\i!gXiX^iXg_!&/'&;',!

$\\%!<\aT_!eXZh_Tg\baf!

Hfk!cXk\i!k_Xe!;l^ljk!1/*!/765*!Xe[!X]k\i!
fggfikle`kp!]fi!glYc`Z!_\Xi`e^*!k_\!;[d`e+
`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! gifdlc^Xk\! k_\! i\^lcXk`fej!
i\hl`i\[!Yp!jlYgXiX^iXg_!&;'&`',!

$7%!Eg[Xef!

$\%!FebcbfXW!eXZh_Tg\baf!

Hfk!cXk\i!k_Xe!Dlcp!1/*!/765*!k_\!;[d`e+
`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! `[\ek`]p! k_fj\! kfo`Z! gfcclk+
Xekj! efk! `[\ek`]`\[! le[\i! jlYgXiX^iXg_!
&;'&`'! n_`Z_! dXp! Y\! gi\j\ek! `e! j\nX^\!
jcl[^\! `e! ZfeZ\ekiXk`fej! n_`Z_! dXp! X[+
m\ij\cp!X]]\Zk!glYc`Z!_\Xck_!fi!k_\!\em`ife+
d\ek*! Xe[! gifgfj\! i\^lcXk`fej! jg\Z`]p`e^!
XZZ\gkXYc\!dXeX^\d\ek!giXZk`Z\j!]fi!j\n+
X^\!jcl[^\!ZfekX`e`e^!\XZ_!jlZ_!kfo`Z!gfc+
clkXek! Xe[! \jkXYc`j_`e^! eld\i`ZXc! c`d`kX+
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WW&<'! Xe! X^^i\^Xk\! XYfm\^ifle[! jkfiX^\! ZXgXZ`kp!

^i\Xk\i!k_Xe!fi!\hlXc!kf!0.*...!^Xccfej9!fi!
WW&='!X!i\gfikXYc\!f`c![`jZ_Xi^\!_`jkfip9!fi!

WW&0'!Xccfn!Z\ik`]`ZXk`fe!Yp!k_\!fne\i!fi!fg\iXkfi!f]!

k_\!]Xid!&m`X!j\c]+Z\ik`]`ZXk`fe'!]fi!X!]Xid!n`k_}!
WW&;'! Xe! X^^i\^Xk\! XYfm\^ifle[! jkfiX^\! ZXgXZ`kp!

c\jj!k_Xe!0.*...!^Xccfej!Xe[!^i\Xk\i!k_Xe!k_\!c\jj\i!

f]}!
WW&`'!4*...!^Xccfej9!Xe[!

WW&``'!k_\!X[aljkd\ek!hlXek`kp!\jkXYc`j_\[!le[\i!

jlYj\Zk`fe!&['&0'9!Xe[!
WW&<'!ef!i\gfikXYc\!f`c![`jZ_Xi^\!_`jkfip9!Xe[!

WW&1'! efk! i\hl`i\! Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_! k_\! ilc\! Yp! Xep!

]Xid}!
WW&;'! n`k_! Xe! X^^i\^Xk\! XYfm\^ifle[! jkfiX^\! ZX+

gXZ`kp! ^i\Xk\i!k_Xe!0*3..!^Xccfej!Xe[! c\jj!k_Xe!k_\!

c\jj\i!f]}!
WW&`'!4*...!^Xccfej9!Xe[!

WW&``'!k_\!X[aljkd\ek!hlXek`kp!\jkXYc`j_\[!le[\i!

jlYj\Zk`fe!&['&0'9!Xe[!
WW&<'!ef!i\gfikXYc\!f`c![`jZ_Xi^\!_`jkfip9!Xe[!

WW&2'! efk! i\hl`i\! Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_! k_\! ilc\! Yp! Xep!

]Xid!n`k_!Xe!X^^i\^Xk\!XYfm\^ifle[!jkfiX^\!ZXgXZ`kp!
f]!c\jj!k_Xe!0*3..!^Xccfej,!

WW&Z'!=;F=OF;NCIH I@ ;AAL?A;N? ;<IP?ALIOH> MNIL+

;A? =;J;=CNS,}@fi!gligfj\j!f]!jlYj\Zk`fe! &Y'*! k_\!X^+
^i\^Xk\! XYfm\^ifle[! jkfiX^\! ZXgXZ`kp! f]! X! ]Xid! \o+

Zcl[\j}!

WW&/'!Xcc! ZfekX`e\ij!fe!j\gXiXk\! gXiZ\cj! k_Xk!_Xm\!X!
ZXgXZ`kp!k_Xk!`j!/*...!^Xccfej!fi!c\jj9!Xe[!

WW&0'!Xcc!ZfekX`e\ij! _fc[`e^! Xe`dXc! ]\\[! `e^i\[`\ekj!

Xggifm\[! ]fi! lj\! `e! c`m\jkfZb! ]\\[! Yp! k_\! =fdd`j+
j`fe\i!f]!@ff[!Xe[!>il^j,!

WW&['!MNO>S,}!

WW&/'! CH A?H?L;F,}Hfk! cXk\i! k_Xe! /! p\Xi! X]k\i! k_\!
[Xk\!f]!\eXZkd\ek!f]!k_`j!;Zk!UDle\!/.*!0./2V*!k_\!;[+

d`e`jkiXkfi*! `e! ZfejlckXk`fe! n`k_! k_\! M\Zi\kXip! f]!

;^i`Zlckli\*! j_Xcc! Zfe[lZk! X! jkl[p! kf! [\k\id`e\! k_\!
Xggifgi`Xk\!\o\dgk`fe!le[\i!gXiX^iXg_j!&0'!Xe[!&1'!f]!

jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'*!n_`Z_!j_Xcc!Y\!efk!dfi\!k_Xe!4*...!^Xc+

cfej!Xe[!efk!c\jj!k_Xe!0*3..!^Xccfej*!YXj\[!fe!X!j`^e`]`+
ZXek!i`jb!f]![`jZ_Xi^\!kf!nXk\i,!

WW&0'! ;>DOMNG?HN,}Hfk! cXk\i! k_Xe! /6! dfek_j! X]k\i!

k_\! [Xk\! fe! n_`Z_! k_\! jkl[p! [\jZi`Y\[! `e! gXiX^iXg_!
&/'! `j! Zfdgc\k\*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi*! `e! ZfejlckXk`fe!

n`k_!k_\!M\Zi\kXip!f]!;^i`Zlckli\*!j_Xcc!gifdlc^Xk\!X!

ilc\!kf!X[aljk!k_\!\o\dgk`fe!c\m\cj![\jZi`Y\[!`e!gXiX+
^iXg_j!&0'!Xe[!&1'!f]!jlYj\Zk`fe!&Y'!`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!

k_\!jkl[p,%%!

?HPCLIHG?HN;F =IOLN @?;MC<CFCNS MNO>S!

JlY,!F,!70z3..*!x 7*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!677*!Xlk_fi`q\[!

k_\!Ji\j`[\ek*!XZk`e^!k_ifl^_!k_\!;kkfie\p!A\e\iXc*!kf!

jkl[p!k_\!]\Xj`Y`c`kp!f]!\jkXYc`j_`e^!X!j\gXiXk\!Zflik!fi!
Zflik! jpjk\d! n`k_! ali`j[`Zk`fe! fm\i! \em`ifed\ekXc!

dXkk\ij! Xe[! i\hl`i\[! _`d! kf! i\gfik! k_\! i\jlckj! f]! _`j!

jkl[p*!kf^\k_\i!n`k_!_`j!i\Zfdd\e[Xk`fej*!kf!=fe^i\jj!
efk!cXk\i!k_Xe!fe\!p\Xi!X]k\i!IZk,!/6*!/750,!

NL;HM@?L I@ JO<FC= B?;FNB M?LPC=? I@@C=?LM!

JlY,!F,!67z012*!x 0&Y'z&b'*!IZk,!0*!/743*!57!MkXk,!7.2*!7.3*!

Xlk_fi`q\[! k_\! kiXej]\i! f]! Z\ikX`e! Zfdd`jj`fe\[! f]]`+

Z\ij!f]!k_\!JlYc`Z!B\Xck_!M\im`Z\!kf!ZcXjj`]`\[!gfj`k`fej!
`e! k_\! @\[\iXc! QXk\i! Jfcclk`fe! =fekifc! ;[d`e`jkiX+

k`fe*!efn!k_\!?em`ifed\ekXc!Jifk\Zk`fe!;^\eZp*!n_\i\!

jlZ_!kiXej]\i!nXj!i\hl\jk\[!n`k_`e!j`o!dfek_j!X]k\i!k_\!
\jkXYc`j_d\ek!f]!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXk`fe!Xe[!dX[\!Z\ikX`e!

X[d`e`jkiXk`m\! gifm`j`fej! i\cXk`e^! kf! g\ej`fe! Xe[! i\+

k`i\d\ek! i`^_kj!f]! k_\!kiXej]\i\\j*! j`Zb! c\Xm\!Y\e\]`kj*!

^iflg! c`]\! `ejliXeZ\*! Xe[! Z\ikX`e! fk_\i! d`jZ\ccXe\flj!
gifm`j`fej,!

s +-0,(!9XY\a\g\baf!

?oZ\gk! Xj! fk_\in`j\! jg\Z`]`ZXccp! gifm`[\[*!
n_\e!lj\[!`e!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i8!

&/'! N_\! k\id! WWMkXk\! nXk\i! gfcclk`fe! Zfekifc!
X^\eZp%%! d\Xej! k_\! MkXk\! X^\eZp! [\j`^eXk\[! Yp!
k_\!Afm\iefi!_Xm`e^!i\jgfej`Y`c`kp!]fi!\e]fiZ`e^!

MkXk\! cXnj! i\cXk`e^! kf! k_\! XYXk\d\ek! f]! gfccl+
k`fe,!

&0'! N_\! k\id! WW`ek\ijkXk\! X^\eZp%%! d\Xej! Xe!
X^\eZp!f]!knf!fi!dfi\!MkXk\j!\jkXYc`j_\[!Yp!fi!
glijlXek! kf!Xe!X^i\\d\ek!fi! ZfdgXZk! Xggifm\[!
Yp!k_\!=fe^i\jj*!fi!Xep!fk_\i!X^\eZp!f]!knf!fi!
dfi\! MkXk\j*! _Xm`e^! jlYjkXek`Xc! gfn\ij! fi! [l+
k`\j!g\ikX`e`e^!kf!k_\!Zfekifc!f]!gfcclk`fe!Xj![\+
k\id`e\[!Xe[!Xggifm\[!Yp!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi,!

&1'!N_\!k\id!WWMkXk\%%!d\Xej!X!MkXk\*!k_\!>`j+
ki`Zk!f]!=fcldY`X*!k_\!=fddfen\Xck_!f]!Jl\ikf!
L`Zf*! k_\! P`i^`e! CjcXe[j*! AlXd*! ;d\i`ZXe!
MXdfX*! k_\! =fddfen\Xck_! f]! k_\! Hfik_\ie!
GXi`XeX!CjcXe[j*!Xe[!k_\!Niljk!N\ii`kfip!f]!k_\!
JXZ`]`Z!CjcXe[j,!

&2'! N_\! k\id! WWdle`Z`gXc`kp%%! d\Xej! X! Z`kp*!
kfne*!Yfifl^_*!Zflekp*!gXi`j_*![`jki`Zk*!XjjfZ`X+
k`fe*! fi! fk_\i! glYc`Z! Yf[p! Zi\Xk\[! Yp! fi! glijl+
Xek! kf! MkXk\! cXn! Xe[! _Xm`e^! ali`j[`Zk`fe! fm\i!
[`jgfjXc! f]! j\nX^\*! `e[ljki`Xc! nXjk\j*! fi! fk_\i!
nXjk\j*! fi! Xe! Ce[`Xe! ki`Y\! fi! Xe! Xlk_fi`q\[! Ce+
[`Xe!ki`YXc!fi^Xe`qXk`fe*!fi!X![\j`^eXk\[!Xe[!Xg+
gifm\[!dXeX^\d\ek!X^\eZp!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/066!f]!
k_`j!k`kc\,!

&3'! N_\! k\id! WWg\ijfe%%! d\Xej! Xe! `e[`m`[lXc*!
ZfigfiXk`fe*! gXike\ij_`g*! XjjfZ`Xk`fe*! MkXk\*!
dle`Z`gXc`kp*! Zfdd`jj`fe*! fi! gfc`k`ZXc! jlY[`m`+
j`fe!f]!X!MkXk\*!fi!Xep!`ek\ijkXk\!Yf[p,!

&4'!N_\!k\id!WWgfcclkXek%%!d\Xej![i\[^\[!jgf`c*!
jfc`[! nXjk\*! `eZ`e\iXkfi! i\j`[l\*! j\nX^\*! ^Xi+
YX^\*! j\nX^\! jcl[^\*! dle`k`fej*! Z_\d`ZXc!
nXjk\j*! Y`fcf^`ZXc! dXk\i`Xcj*! iX[`fXZk`m\! dXk\+
i`Xcj*! _\Xk*! ni\Zb\[! fi! [`jZXi[\[! \hl`gd\ek*!
ifZb*!jXe[*!Z\ccXi![`ik!Xe[!`e[ljki`Xc*!dle`Z`gXc*!
Xe[! X^i`ZlckliXc! nXjk\! [`jZ_Xi^\[! `ekf! nXk\i,!
N_`j!k\id![f\j!efk!d\Xe!&;'!WWj\nX^\!]ifd!m\j+
j\cj!fi!X![`jZ_Xi^\!`eZ`[\ekXc!kf!k_\!efidXc!fg+
\iXk`fe!f]!X!m\jj\c!f]!k_\!;id\[!@fiZ\j%%!n`k_`e!
k_\! d\Xe`e^! f]! j\Zk`fe! /100! f]! k_`j! k`kc\9! fi! &<'!
nXk\i*! ^Xj*! fi! fk_\i! dXk\i`Xc! n_`Z_! `j! `ea\Zk\[!
`ekf!X!n\cc!kf!]XZ`c`kXk\!gif[lZk`fe!f]!f`c!fi!^Xj*!
fi! nXk\i! [\i`m\[! `e! XjjfZ`Xk`fe! n`k_! f`c! fi! ^Xj!
gif[lZk`fe!Xe[![`jgfj\[!f]!`e!X!n\cc*!`]!k_\!n\cc!
lj\[! \`k_\i! kf! ]XZ`c`kXk\! gif[lZk`fe! fi! ]fi! [`j+
gfjXc! gligfj\j! `j! Xggifm\[! Yp! Xlk_fi`kp! f]! k_\!
MkXk\! `e! n_`Z_! k_\! n\cc! `j! cfZXk\[*! Xe[! `]! jlZ_!
MkXk\![\k\id`e\j!k_Xk!jlZ_!`ea\Zk`fe!fi![`jgfjXc!
n`cc! efk! i\jlck! `e! k_\! [\^iX[Xk`fe! f]! ^ifle[! fi!
jli]XZ\!nXk\i!i\jfliZ\j,!

&5'! N_\! k\id! WWeXm`^XYc\! nXk\ij%%! d\Xej! k_\!
nXk\ij!f]!k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j*!`eZcl[`e^!k_\!k\ii`+
kfi`Xc!j\Xj,!

&6'!N_\!k\id!WWk\ii`kfi`Xc!j\Xj%%!d\Xej!k_\!Y\ck!
f]! k_\! j\Xj! d\Xjli\[! ]ifd! k_\! c`e\! f]! fi[`eXip!
cfn!nXk\i!Xcfe^!k_Xk!gfik`fe!f]!k_\!ZfXjk!n_`Z_!
`j! `e! [`i\Zk! ZfekXZk! n`k_! k_\! fg\e! j\X! Xe[! k_\!
c`e\!dXib`e^!k_\!j\XnXi[!c`d`k!f]!`ecXe[!nXk\ij*!
Xe[!\ok\e[`e^!j\XnXi[!X![`jkXeZ\!f]!k_i\\!d`c\j,!

&7'!N_\!k\id!WWZfek`^lflj!qfe\%%!d\Xej!k_\!\e+
k`i\!qfe\!\jkXYc`j_\[!fi!kf!Y\!\jkXYc`j_\[!Yp!k_\!
Oe`k\[!MkXk\j!le[\i!Xik`Zc\!02!f]!k_\!=fem\ek`fe!
f]!k_\!N\ii`kfi`Xc!M\X!Xe[!k_\!=fek`^lflj!Tfe\,!

&/.'! N_\! k\id! WWfZ\Xe%%! d\Xej! Xep! gfik`fe! f]!
k_\!_`^_!j\Xj!Y\pfe[!k_\!Zfek`^lflj!qfe\,!

&//'!N_\!k\id!WW\]]cl\ek!c`d`kXk`fe%%!d\Xej!Xep!
i\jki`Zk`fe!\jkXYc`j_\[!Yp!X!MkXk\!fi!k_\!;[d`e+
`jkiXkfi!fe!hlXek`k`\j*!iXk\j*!Xe[!ZfeZ\ekiXk`fej!
f]!Z_\d`ZXc*!g_pj`ZXc*!Y`fcf^`ZXc*!Xe[!fk_\i!Zfe+
jk`kl\ekj! n_`Z_! Xi\! [`jZ_Xi^\[! ]ifd! gf`ek!
jfliZ\j!`ekf!eXm`^XYc\!nXk\ij*!k_\!nXk\ij!f]!k_\!
Zfek`^lflj! qfe\*! fi! k_\! fZ\Xe*! `eZcl[`e^! jZ_\[+
lc\j!f]!Zfdgc`XeZ\,!
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&/0'! N_\! k\id! WW[`jZ_Xi^\! f]! X! gfcclkXek%%! Xe[!
k_\! k\id! WW[`jZ_Xi^\! f]! gfcclkXekj%%! \XZ_! d\Xej!
&;'! Xep! X[[`k`fe! f]! Xep! gfcclkXek! kf! eXm`^XYc\!
nXk\ij! ]ifd! Xep! gf`ek! jfliZ\*! &<'! Xep! X[[`k`fe!
f]!Xep!gfcclkXek!kf!k_\!nXk\ij!f]!k_\!Zfek`^lflj!
qfe\! fi! k_\! fZ\Xe! ]ifd! Xep! gf`ek! jfliZ\! fk_\i!
k_Xe!X!m\jj\c!fi!fk_\i!]cfXk`e^!ZiX]k,!

&/1'! N_\! k\id! WWkfo`Z! gfcclkXek%%! d\Xej! k_fj\!
gfcclkXekj*! fi! ZfdY`eXk`fej! f]! gfcclkXekj*! `e+
Zcl[`e^! [`j\Xj\+ZXlj`e^! X^\ekj*!n_`Z_! X]k\i! [`j+
Z_Xi^\!Xe[!lgfe!\ogfjli\*!`e^\jk`fe*!`e_XcXk`fe!
fi! Xjj`d`cXk`fe! `ekf! Xep! fi^Xe`jd*! \`k_\i! [`+
i\Zkcp!]ifd!k_\!\em`ifed\ek!fi!`e[`i\Zkcp!Yp!`e+
^\jk`fe!k_ifl^_!]ff[!Z_X`ej*!n`cc*!fe!k_\!YXj`j!f]!
`e]fidXk`fe! XmX`cXYc\! kf! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi*!
ZXlj\! [\Xk_*! [`j\Xj\*! Y\_Xm`fiXc! XYefidXc`k`\j*!
ZXeZ\i*! ^\e\k`Z! dlkXk`fej*! g_pj`fcf^`ZXc! dXc+
]leZk`fej! &`eZcl[`e^! dXc]leZk`fej! `e! i\gif[lZ+
k`fe'! fi! g_pj`ZXc! [\]fidXk`fej*! `e! jlZ_! fi^X+
e`jdj!fi!k_\`i!f]]jgi`e^,!

&/2'! N_\! k\id! WWgf`ek! jfliZ\%%! d\Xej! Xep! [`j+
Z\ie`Yc\*! Zfe]`e\[! Xe[! [`jZi\k\! Zfem\pXeZ\*! `e+
Zcl[`e^!Ylk!efk!c`d`k\[!kf!Xep!g`g\*![`kZ_*!Z_Xe+
e\c*! klee\c*! Zfe[l`k*! n\cc*! [`jZi\k\! ]`jjli\*! Zfe+
kX`e\i*!ifcc`e^!jkfZb*!ZfeZ\ekiXk\[!Xe`dXc! ]\\[+
`e^! fg\iXk`fe*! fi! m\jj\c! fi! fk_\i! ]cfXk`e^! ZiX]k*!
]ifd!n_`Z_!gfcclkXekj!Xi\!fi!dXp!Y\![`jZ_Xi^\[,!
N_`j! k\id! [f\j! efk! `eZcl[\! X^i`ZlckliXc! jkfid+
nXk\i![`jZ_Xi^\j!Xe[!i\klie!]cfnj!]ifd!`ii`^Xk\[!
X^i`Zlckli\,!

&/3'! N_\! k\id! WWY`fcf^`ZXc! dfe`kfi`e^%%! j_Xcc!
d\Xe!k_\![\k\id`eXk`fe!f]!k_\!\]]\Zkj!fe!XhlXk+
`Z! c`]\*! `eZcl[`e^! XZZldlcXk`fe! f]! gfcclkXekj! `e!
k`jjl\*!`e!i\Z\`m`e^!nXk\ij![l\!kf!k_\![`jZ_Xi^\!
f]! gfcclkXekj! &;'! Yp! k\Z_e`hl\j!Xe[! gifZ\[li\j*!
`eZcl[`e^! jXdgc`e^! f]! fi^Xe`jdj! i\gi\j\ekXk`m\!
f]! Xggifgi`Xk\! c\m\cj! f]! k_\! ]ff[! Z_X`e! Xggif+
gi`Xk\!kf!k_\!mfcld\!Xe[!k_\!g_pj`ZXc*!Z_\d`ZXc*!
Xe[! Y`fcf^`ZXc! Z_XiXZk\i`jk`Zj! f]! k_\! \]]cl\ek*!
Xe[!&<'!Xk!Xggifgi`Xk\!]i\hl\eZ`\j!Xe[!cfZXk`fej,!

&/4'! N_\! k\id! WW[`jZ_Xi^\%%! n_\e! lj\[! n`k_flk!
hlXc`]`ZXk`fe!`eZcl[\j!X![`jZ_Xi^\!f]!X!gfcclkXek*!
Xe[!X![`jZ_Xi^\!f]!gfcclkXekj,!

&/5'!N_\!k\id!WWjZ_\[lc\!f]!Zfdgc`XeZ\%%!d\Xej!
X! jZ_\[lc\! f]! i\d\[`Xc! d\Xjli\j! `eZcl[`e^! Xe!
\e]fiZ\XYc\! j\hl\eZ\! f]! XZk`fej! fi! fg\iXk`fej!
c\X[`e^! kf! Zfdgc`XeZ\! n`k_! Xe! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kX+
k`fe*!fk_\i!c`d`kXk`fe*!gif_`Y`k`fe*!fi!jkXe[Xi[,!

&/6'! N_\! k\id! WW`e[ljki`Xc! lj\i%%! d\Xej! k_fj\!
`e[ljki`\j! `[\ek`]`\[! `e! k_\! MkXe[Xi[! Ce[ljki`Xc!
=cXjj`]`ZXk`fe! GXelXc*! <li\Xl! f]! k_\! <l[^\k*!
/745*! Xj! Xd\e[\[! Xe[! jlggc\d\ek\[*! le[\i! k_\!
ZXk\^fip! f]! WW>`m`j`fe! >}GXel]XZkli`e^%%! Xe[!
jlZ_!fk_\i!ZcXjj\j!f]!j`^e`]`ZXek!nXjk\!gif[lZ\ij!
Xj*! Yp! i\^lcXk`fe*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! [\\dj! Xg+
gifgi`Xk\,!

&/7'! N_\! k\id! WWgfcclk`fe%%! d\Xej! k_\! dXe+!
dX[\! fi! dXe+`e[lZ\[! Xck\iXk`fe! f]! k_\! Z_\d`+
ZXc*!g_pj`ZXc*!Y`fcf^`ZXc*!Xe[!iX[`fcf^`ZXc! `ek\^+
i`kp!f]!nXk\i,!

&0.'! N_\! k\id! WWd\[`ZXc! nXjk\%%! d\Xej! `jfcX+
k`fe!nXjk\j9!`e]\Zk`flj!X^\ekj9!_ldXe!Ycff[!Xe[!
Ycff[! gif[lZkj9! gXk_fcf^`ZXc! nXjk\j9! j_Xigj9!
Yf[p! gXikj9! ZfekXd`eXk\[! Y\[[`e^9! jli^`ZXc!
nXjk\j!Xe[!gfk\ek`Xccp!ZfekXd`eXk\[!cXYfiXkfip!
nXjk\j9! [`Xcpj`j! nXjk\j9! Xe[! jlZ_! X[[`k`feXc!
d\[`ZXc! `k\dj! Xj! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! gi\+
jZi`Y\!Yp!i\^lcXk`fe,!

&0/'!=I;MN;F L?=L?;NCIH Q;N?LM,}!
&;'! CH A?H?L;F,}N_\! k\id! WWZfXjkXc! i\Zi\+

Xk`fe!nXk\ij%%!d\Xej}!

&`'!k_\!Ai\Xk!FXb\j9!Xe[!
&``'!dXi`e\!ZfXjkXc!nXk\ij!&`eZcl[`e^!ZfXjk+

Xc! \jklXi`\j'! k_Xk! Xi\! [\j`^eXk\[! le[\i! j\Z+
k`fe!/1/1&Z'!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!Yp!X!MkXk\!]fi!lj\!]fi!
jn`dd`e^*!YXk_`e^*!jli]`e^*!fi!j`d`cXi!nXk\i!
ZfekXZk!XZk`m`k`\j,!

&<'! ?R=FOMCIHM,}N_\! k\id! WWZfXjkXc! i\Zi\+
Xk`fe!nXk\ij%%![f\j!efk!`eZcl[\}!

&`'!`ecXe[!nXk\ij9!fi!
&``'! nXk\ij! lgjki\Xd! f]! k_\! dflk_! f]! X!

i`m\i!fi!jki\Xd!_Xm`e^!Xe!le`dgX`i\[!eXkl+
iXc!Zfee\Zk`fe!n`k_!k_\!fg\e!j\X,!

&00'!@FI;N;<F? G;N?LC;F,}!
&;'!CH A?H?L;F,}N_\!k\id!WW]cfXkXYc\!dXk\+

i`Xc%%!d\Xej!Xep!]fi\`^e!dXkk\i!k_Xk!dXp!]cfXk!
fi!i\dX`e!jljg\e[\[!`e!k_\!nXk\i!Zfclde,!

&<'! CH=FOMCIHM,}N_\! k\id! WW]cfXkXYc\! dXk\+
i`Xc%%!`eZcl[\j}!

&`'!gcXjk`Z9!
&``'!Xcld`eld!ZXej9!
&```'!nff[!gif[lZkj9!
&`m'!Yfkkc\j9!Xe[!
&m'!gXg\i!gif[lZkj,!

&01'! J;NBIA?H CH>C=;NIL,}N_\! k\id! WWgXk_f+
^\e!`e[`ZXkfi%%!d\Xej!X!jlYjkXeZ\!k_Xk!`e[`ZXk\j!
k_\!gfk\ek`Xc!]fi!_ldXe!`e]\Zk`flj![`j\Xj\,!

&02'! ICF ;H> A;M ?RJFIL;NCIH ;H> JLI>O=+
NCIH,}N_\! k\id! WWf`c! Xe[! ^Xj! \ogcfiXk`fe*! gif+
[lZk`fe*! gifZ\jj`e^*! fi! ki\Xkd\ek! fg\iXk`fej! fi!
kiXejd`jj`fe! ]XZ`c`k`\j%%! d\Xej! Xcc! ]`\c[! XZk`m`+
k`\j! fi! fg\iXk`fej! XjjfZ`Xk\[! n`k_! \ogcfiXk`fe*!
gif[lZk`fe*!gifZ\jj`e^*!fi!ki\Xkd\ek!fg\iXk`fej*!
fi! kiXejd`jj`fe! ]XZ`c`k`\j*! `eZcl[`e^! XZk`m`k`\j!
e\Z\jjXip! kf! gi\gXi\! X! j`k\! ]fi! [i`cc`e^! Xe[! ]fi!
k_\! dfm\d\ek! Xe[! gcXZ\d\ek! f]! [i`cc`e^! \hl`g+
d\ek*!n_\k_\i!fi!efk!jlZ_!]`\c[!XZk`m`k`\j!fi!fg+
\iXk`fej! dXp! Y\! Zfej`[\i\[! kf! Y\! ZfejkilZk`fe!
XZk`m`k`\j,!

&03'!L?=L?;NCIH;F P?MM?F,}!
&;'! CH A?H?L;F,}N_\! k\id! WWi\Zi\Xk`feXc!

m\jj\c%%!d\Xej!Xep!m\jj\c!k_Xk!`j}!
&`'! dXel]XZkli\[! fi! lj\[! gi`dXi`cp! ]fi!

gc\Xjli\9!fi!
&``'!c\Xj\[*!i\ek\[*!fi!Z_Xik\i\[!kf!X!g\ijfe!

]fi!k_\!gc\Xjli\!f]!k_Xk!g\ijfe,!

&<'!?R=FOMCIH,}N_\!k\id!WWi\Zi\Xk`feXc!m\j+
j\c%%![f\j!efk!`eZcl[\!X!m\jj\c!k_Xk!`j!jlYa\Zk!kf!
=fXjk!AlXi[!`ejg\Zk`fe!Xe[!k_Xk}!

&`'!`j!\e^X^\[!`e!Zfdd\iZ`Xc!lj\9!fi!
&``'!ZXii`\j!gXp`e^!gXjj\e^\ij,!

&04'!NL?;NG?HN QILEM,}N_\!k\id!WWki\Xkd\ek!
nfibj%%!_Xj!k_\!d\Xe`e^!^`m\e!k_\!k\id!`e!j\Z+
k`fe!/070!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

&Dle\!1.*!/726*!Z_,!536*!k`kc\!P*!x 3.0*!Xj!X[[\[!JlY,!
F,!70z3..*!x 0*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!6649!Xd\e[\[!
JlY,!F,!73z0/5*!x 11&Y'*!>\Z,!05*!/755*!7/!MkXk,!/3559!
JlY,! F,! /..z2*! k`kc\! P*! xx 3.0&X'*! 3.1*! @\Y,! 2*! /765*!
/./! MkXk,! 539! JlY,! F,! /..z466*! k`kc\! CCC*! x 10.0&X'*!
Hfm,!/6*!/766*!/.0!MkXk,!2/329!JlY,!F,!/.2z/.4*![`m,!
;*!k`kc\!CCC*!x 103&Z'&1'*!@\Y,!/.*!/774*!//.!MkXk,!0379!
JlY,! F,! /.4z062*! x 3*! IZk,! /.*! 0...*! //2! MkXk,! 6539!
JlY,! F,! /.7z36*! k`kc\! CCC*! x 101*! ;l^,! 6*! 0..3*! //7!
MkXk,! 4729! JlY,! F,! //.z066*! x 1*! Dlcp! 07*! 0..6*! /00!
MkXk,!043.9!JlY,!F,!//1z/0/*!k`kc\!P*!x 3./0&Y'*!Dle\!
/.*!0./2*!/06!MkXk,!/106,'!

;G?H>G?HNM!

0./2}JXi,!&04',!JlY,!F,!//1z/0/!X[[\[!gXi,!&04',!
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JX^\! 3.7! NCNF?! 11}H;PCA;NCIH! ;H>! H;PCA;<F?! Q;N?LM! s +-0.!

0..6}JXi,!&03',!JlY,!F,!//.z066!X[[\[!gXi,!&03',!

0..3}JXi,!&02',!JlY,!F,!/.7z36!X[[\[!gXi,!&02',!
0...}JXij,!&0/'!kf!&01',!JlY,!F,!/.4z062!X[[\[!gXij,!&0/'!

kf!&01',!

/774}JXi,!&4'&;',!JlY,!F,!/.2z/.4!jlYjk`klk\[!WW Wj\nX^\!
]ifd!m\jj\cj!fi!X![`jZ_Xi^\!`eZ`[\ekXc!kf!k_\!efidXc!fg+

\iXk`fe!f]!X!m\jj\c!f]!k_\!;id\[!@fiZ\j% %%!]fi!WW Wj\nX^\!

]ifd!m\jj\cj% %%,!
/766}JXi,!&0.',!JlY,!F,!/..z466!X[[\[!gXi,!&0.',!

/765}JXi,! &1',! JlY,! F,! /..z2*! x 3.0&X'*! `ej\ik\[! WWk_\!

=fddfen\Xck_!f]!k_\!Hfik_\ie!GXi`XeX!CjcXe[j*%%!X]k\i!
WWMXdfX*%%,!

JXi,! &/2',! JlY,! F,! /..z2*! x 3.1*! `ej\ik\[! WWX^i`ZlckliXc!

jkfidnXk\i![`jZ_Xi^\j!Xe[%%!X]k\i!WW[f\j!efk!`eZcl[\%%,!
/755}JXi,! &/2',!JlY,!F,!73z0/5! `ej\ik\[!gifm`j`fe!k_Xk!

WWgf`ek!jfliZ\%%![f\j!efk!`eZcl[\!i\klie!]cfnj!]ifd!`ii`+

^Xk\[!X^i`Zlckli\,!

?@@?=NCP? >;N? I@ 0./2! ;G?H>G?HN!

;d\e[d\ek! Yp! JlY,! F,! //1z/0/! \]]\Zk`m\! IZk,! /*! 0./2*!

j\\!j\Zk`fe!3./0&Z'!f]!JlY,!F,!//1z/0/*! j\k!flk!Xj!X!efk\!
le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/070!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!

N?LGCH;NCIH I@ NLOMN N?LLCNILS I@ NB? J;=C@C=!

CMF;H>M!

@fi!k\id`eXk`fe!f]!Niljk!N\ii`kfip!f]!k_\!JXZ`]`Z!Cj+
cXe[j*! j\\! efk\! j\k! flk! gi\Z\[`e^! j\Zk`fe! /46/! f]! N`kc\!

26*!N\ii`kfi`\j!Xe[!CejlcXi!Jfjj\jj`fej,!

N?LLCNILC;F M?; ;H> =IHNCAOIOM TIH? I@ OHCN?>!

MN;N?M!

@fi! \ok\ej`fe! f]! k\ii`kfi`Xc! j\X! Xe[! Zfek`^lflj! qfe\!

f]!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j*!j\\!JifZ,!Hf,!3706!Xe[!JifZ,!Hf,!50/7*!
i\jg\Zk`m\cp*!j\k!flk!Xj!efk\j!le[\i!j\Zk`fe!/11/!f]!N`kc\!

21*!JlYc`Z!FXe[j,!

>?@CHCNCIH I@ WWJICHN MIOL=?%%!

JlY,! F,! /..z2*! k`kc\! P*! x 3.5*! @\Y,! 2*! /765*! /./! MkXk,! 56*!
gifm`[\[!k_Xk8!WW@fi!gligfj\j!f]!k_\!@\[\iXc!QXk\i!Jfc+

clk`fe! =fekifc! ;Zk! U11! O,M,=,! /03/! \k! j\h,V*! k_\! k\id!

Wgf`ek! jfliZ\%! `eZcl[\j! X! cXe[]`cc! c\XZ_Xk\! Zfcc\Zk`fe!
jpjk\d,%%!

s +-0-(!MTgXe!Fb__hg\ba!8bageb_!6Wi\fbel!7bTeW!

$T%!;fgTU_\f[`Xag5!Vb`cbf\g\ba5!gXe`f!bY!bYY\VX!

&/'!N_\i\!`j!_\i\Yp!\jkXYc`j_\[!`e!k_\!?em`ife+
d\ekXc! Jifk\Zk`fe! ;^\eZp! X! QXk\i! Jfcclk`fe!
=fekifc! ;[m`jfip! <fXi[*! Zfdgfj\[! f]! k_\! ;[+
d`e`jkiXkfi!fi!_`j![\j`^e\\*!n_f!j_Xcc!Y\!=_X`i+
dXe*!Xe[!e`e\!d\dY\ij!Xggf`ek\[!Yp!k_\!Ji\j`+
[\ek*!efe\!f]!n_fd!j_Xcc!Y\!@\[\iXc!f]]`Z\ij!fi!
\dgcfp\\j,!N_\!Xggf`ek\[!d\dY\ij*!_Xm`e^![l\!
i\^Xi[!]fi!k_\!gligfj\j!f]!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i*!j_Xcc!Y\!
j\c\Zk\[! ]ifd! Xdfe^! i\gi\j\ekXk`m\j! f]! mXi`flj!
MkXk\*! `ek\ijkXk\*!Xe[! cfZXc!^fm\ied\ekXc!X^\e+
Z`\j*! f]! glYc`Z! fi! gi`mXk\! `ek\i\jkj! Zfeki`Ylk`e^!
kf*!X]]\Zk\[!Yp*!fi!ZfeZ\ie\[!n`k_!gfcclk`fe*!Xe[!
f]! fk_\i! glYc`Z! Xe[! gi`mXk\! X^\eZ`\j*! fi^Xe`qX+
k`fej*! fi! ^iflgj! [\dfejkiXk`e^! Xe! XZk`m\! `ek\i+
\jk!`e!k_\!]`\c[!f]!gfcclk`fe!gi\m\ek`fe!Xe[!Zfe+
kifc*!Xj!n\cc!Xj!fk_\i!`e[`m`[lXcj!n_f!Xi\!\og\ik!
`e!k_`j!]`\c[,!

&0'&;'! ?XZ_! d\dY\i! Xggf`ek\[! Yp! k_\! Ji\j`+
[\ek!j_Xcc!_fc[!f]]`Z\!]fi!X!k\id!f]!k_i\\!p\Xij*!
\oZ\gk! k_Xk! &`'! Xep! d\dY\i! Xggf`ek\[! kf! ]`cc! X!
mXZXeZp!fZZlii`e^!gi`fi!kf!k_\!\og`iXk`fe!f]!k_\!
k\id! ]fi! n_`Z_! _`j! gi\[\Z\jjfi! nXj! Xggf`ek\[!
j_Xcc! Y\! Xggf`ek\[! ]fi! k_\! i\dX`e[\i! f]! jlZ_!
k\id*!Xe[!&``'!k_\!k\idj!f]!f]]`Z\!f]!k_\!d\dY\ij!
]`ijk! kXb`e^! f]]`Z\! X]k\i! Dle\! 1.*! /734*! j_Xcc! \o+
g`i\!Xj!]fccfnj8!k_i\\!Xk!k_\!\e[!f]!fe\!p\Xi!X]k\i!
jlZ_! [Xk\*! k_i\\! Xk! k_\! \e[! f]! knf! p\Xij! X]k\i!
jlZ_! [Xk\*! Xe[! k_i\\! Xk! k_\! \e[! f]! k_i\\! p\Xij!
X]k\i! jlZ_! [Xk\*! Xj! [\j`^eXk\[! Yp! k_\! Ji\j`[\ek!

Xk!k_\!k`d\!f]!Xggf`ekd\ek*!Xe[!&```'!k_\!k\id!f]!
Xep! d\dY\i! le[\i! k_\! gi\Z\[`e^! gifm`j`fej!
j_Xcc! Y\! \ok\e[\[! lek`c! k_\! [Xk\! fe! n_`Z_! _`j!
jlZZ\jjfi%j!Xggf`ekd\ek!`j!\]]\Zk`m\,!Hfe\!f]!k_\!
d\dY\ij!Xggf`ek\[!Yp!k_\!Ji\j`[\ek!j_Xcc!Y\!\c`+
^`Yc\! ]fi! i\Xggf`ekd\ek! n`k_`e! fe\! p\Xi! X]k\i!
k_\!\e[!f]!_`j!gi\Z\[`e^!k\id,!

&<'!N_\!d\dY\ij!f]!k_\!<fXi[!n_f!Xi\!efk!f]+
]`Z\ij! fi! \dgcfp\\j! f]! k_\! Oe`k\[! MkXk\j*! n_`c\!
Xkk\e[`e^!Zfe]\i\eZ\j!fi!d\\k`e^j!f]!k_\!<fXi[!
fi! n_`c\!j\im`e^!Xk!k_\!i\hl\jk!f]!k_\!;[d`e`j+
kiXkfi*!j_Xcc!Y\!\ek`kc\[!kf!i\Z\`m\!Zfdg\ejXk`fe!
Xk! X! iXk\! kf! Y\! ]`o\[! Yp! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi*! Ylk!
efk! \oZ\\[`e^! #/..! g\i! [`\d*! `eZcl[`e^! kiXm\c+!
k`d\*!Xe[!n_`c\!XnXp!]ifd!k_\`i!_fd\j!fi!i\^l+
cXi!gcXZ\j!f]!Ylj`e\jj!k_\p!dXp!Y\!Xccfn\[!kiXm+
\c! \og\ej\j*! `eZcl[`e^! g\i! [`\d! `e! c`\l! f]! jlY+
j`jk\eZ\*!Xj!Xlk_fi`q\[!Yp!cXn!]fi!g\ijfej!`e!k_\!
Afm\ied\ek!j\im`Z\!\dgcfp\[!`ek\id`kk\ekcp,!

$U%!<haVg\baf!

N_\! <fXi[! j_Xcc! X[m`j\*! Zfejlck! n`k_*! Xe[!
dXb\!i\Zfdd\e[Xk`fej!kf!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!fe!
dXkk\ij! f]! gfc`Zp! i\cXk`e^! kf! k_\! XZk`m`k`\j! Xe[!
]leZk`fej!f]!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!le[\i!k_`j!Z_Xg+
k\i,!

$V%!8_Xe\VT_!TaW!gXV[a\VT_!Tff\fgTaVX!

MlZ_!Zc\i`ZXc!Xe[!k\Z_e`ZXc!Xjj`jkXeZ\!Xj!dXp!
Y\! e\Z\jjXip! kf! [`jZ_Xi^\! k_\! [lk`\j! f]! k_\!
<fXi[! j_Xcc! Y\! gifm`[\[! ]ifd! k_\! g\ijfee\c! f]!
k_\!?em`ifed\ekXc!Jifk\Zk`fe!;^\eZp,!

&Dle\!1.*!/726*!Z_,!536*!k`kc\!P*!x 3.1*!Xj!X[[\[!JlY,!
F,!70z3..*!x 0*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!665,'!

L?@?L?H=?M CH N?RN!

NiXm\c!\og\ej\j*!`eZcl[`e^!g\i![`\d!`e!c`\l!f]!jlYj`jk+

\eZ\! Xj! Xlk_fi`q\[! Yp! cXn*! i\]\ii\[! kf! `e! jlYj\Z,!

&X'&0'&<'*!gifYXYcp!d\Xej!k_\!XccfnXeZ\j!Xlk_fi`q\[!Yp!
j\Zk`fe! 35.1! f]! N`kc\! 3*! Afm\ied\ek! Ii^Xe`qXk`fe! Xe[!

?dgcfp\\j,!

=IHNCHO;NCIH I@ N?LG I@ I@@C=?!

JlY,!F,!65z66*!x 4&Z'*!Dlcp!0.*!/74/*!53!MkXk,!0.5*!gifm`[\[!

k_Xk!d\dY\ij!f]!k_\!QXk\i!Jfcclk`fe!=fekifc!;[m`jfip!
<fXi[! _fc[`e^! f]]`Z\! `dd\[`Xk\cp! gi\Z\[`e^! Dlcp! 0.*!

/74/!n\i\!kf!i\dX`e! `e!f]]`Z\!Xj!d\dY\ij!f]!k_\!<fXi[!

Xj!\jkXYc`j_\[!Yp!j\Zk`fe!4&X'!f]!JlY,!F,!65z66!lek`c!k_\!
\og`iXk`fe! f]! k_\! k\idj! f]! f]]`Z\! ]fi! n_`Z_! k_\p! n\i\!

fi`^`eXccp!Xggf`ek\[,!

N?LGM I@ I@@C=? I@ G?G<?LM I@ Q;N?L JIFFONCIH!

=IHNLIF ;>PCMILS <I;L>!

;Zk!Dlcp!7*!/734*!Z_,!3/6*!x 1*!5.!MkXk,!3.5*!gifm`[\[!k_Xk!

k_\!k\idj!f]!f]]`Z\!f]!d\dY\ij!f]!k_\!QXk\i!Jfcclk`fe!

=fekifc!;[m`jfip!<fXi[*!_fc[`e^!f]]`Z\!fe!Dlcp!7*!/734*!
n\i\!kf!k\id`eXk\!Xk!k_\!Zcfj\!f]!Ylj`e\jj!fe!k_Xk![Xk\,!

N?LGCH;NCIH I@ ;>PCMILS <I;L>M!

;[m`jfip!YfXi[j!`e!\o`jk\eZ\!fe!DXe,!3*!/751*!kf!k\id`+

eXk\!efk!cXk\i!k_Xe!k_\!\og`iXk`fe!f]!k_\!0+p\Xi!g\i`f[!

]fccfn`e^!DXe,!3*!/751*!lec\jj*!`e!k_\!ZXj\!f]!X!YfXi[!\j+
kXYc`j_\[!Yp!k_\!Ji\j`[\ek!fi!Xe!f]]`Z\i!f]!k_\!@\[\iXc!

Afm\ied\ek*!jlZ_!YfXi[!`j!i\e\n\[!Yp!Xggifgi`Xk\!XZ+

k`fe!gi`fi!kf!k_\!\og`iXk`fe!f]!jlZ_!0+p\Xi!g\i`f[*!fi!`e!
k_\!ZXj\!f]!X!YfXi[!\jkXYc`j_\[!Yp!k_\!=fe^i\jj*!`kj![l+

iXk`fe! `j! fk_\in`j\! gifm`[\[! ]fi! Yp! cXn,! M\\! j\Zk`fej!

1&0'!Xe[!/2!f]!JlY,!F,!70z241*!IZk,!4*!/750*!64!MkXk,!55.*!554*!
j\k!flk!`e!k_\!;gg\e[`o!kf!N`kc\!3*!Afm\ied\ek!Ii^Xe`+

qXk`fe!Xe[!?dgcfp\\j,!

s +-0.(!;`XeZXaVl!cbjXef!

$T%!;`XeZXaVl!cbjXef!

Hfkn`k_jkXe[`e^! Xep! fk_\i! gifm`j`fe! f]! k_`j!
Z_Xgk\i*! k_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! lgfe! i\Z\`gk! f]! \m`+
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JX^\! 3/2!NCNF?! 11}H;PCA;NCIH! ;H>! H;PCA;<F?! Q;N?LM!s +-1+!

Mf!`e!fi`^`eXc,!JifYXYcp!j_flc[!Y\!WWj\Zk`fe*%%,!

c`k`ZXc!jlY[`m`j`fe!fi!`ek\ijkXk\!X^\eZp!dXp!efk!
X[fgk! fi! \e]fiZ\! Xep! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fe*! fi!
fk_\i!c`d`kXk`fe*!\]]cl\ek!jkXe[Xi[*!gif_`Y`k`fe*!
gi\ki\Xkd\ek! jkXe[Xi[*! fi! jkXe[Xi[! f]! g\i]fid+
XeZ\! n_`Z_! `j! c\jj! jki`e^\ek! k_Xe! k_\! \]]cl\ek!
c`d`kXk`fe*! fi! fk_\i! c`d`kXk`fe*! \]]cl\ek! jkXe[+
Xi[*! gif_`Y`k`fe*! gi\ki\Xkd\ek! jkXe[Xi[*! fi!
jkXe[Xi[! f]! g\i]fidXeZ\! le[\i! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i9! fi!
&0'!Y\!Zfejkil\[!Xj! `dgX`i`e^!fi! `e!Xep!dXee\i!
X]]\Zk`e^!Xep!i`^_k!fi!ali`j[`Zk`fe!f]!k_\!MkXk\j!
n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! k_\! nXk\ij! &`eZcl[`e^! Yfle[Xip!
nXk\ij'!f]!jlZ_!MkXk\j,!

&Dle\!1.*!/726*!Z_,!536*!k`kc\!P*!x 3/.*!Xj!X[[\[!JlY,!
F,!70z3..*!x 0*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!671,'!

s +-1+(! 6hg[be\gl! haWXe! bg[Xe! _Tjf! TaW! eXZh_T'
g\baf!

$T%! ?`cT\e`Xag! bY! Thg[be\gl! be! YhaVg\baf! bY! bYY\'
V\T_f!TaW!TZXaV\Xf5!geXTgl!cebi\f\baf!

N_`j!Z_Xgk\i!j_Xcc!efk!Y\!Zfejkil\[!Xj!&/'!c`d+
`k`e^!k_\!Xlk_fi`kp!fi!]leZk`fej!f]!Xep!f]]`Z\i!fi!
X^\eZp!f]!k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j!le[\i!Xep!fk_\i!cXn!
fi!i\^lcXk`fe!efk!`eZfej`jk\ek!n`k_!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i9!
&0'! X]]\Zk`e^! fi! `dgX`i`e^! k_\! Xlk_fi`kp! f]! k_\!
M\Zi\kXip! f]! k_\! ;idp! &;'! kf! dX`ekX`e! eXm`^X+
k`fe! fi! &<'! le[\i! k_\! ;Zk! f]! GXiZ_! 1*! /677*! &1.!
MkXk,!///0'9!\oZ\gk!k_Xk!Xep!g\id`k!`jjl\[!le[\i!
j\Zk`fe!/122!f]!k_`j!k`kc\!j_Xcc!Y\!ZfeZclj`m\!Xj!kf!
k_\!\]]\Zk!fe!nXk\i!hlXc`kp!f]!Xep![`jZ_Xi^\!i\+
jlck`e^! ]ifd!Xep!XZk`m`kp!jlYa\Zk!kf!j\Zk`fe!2.1!
f]! k_`j! k`kc\*! fi! &1'! X]]\Zk`e^! fi! `dgX`i`e^! k_\!
gifm`j`fej!f]!Xep!ki\Xkp!f]!k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j,!

$U%! 9\fV[TeZXf! bY! cb__hgTagf! \agb! aTi\ZTU_X! jT'
gXef!

>`jZ_Xi^\j! f]! gfcclkXekj! `ekf! k_\! eXm`^XYc\!
nXk\ij!jlYa\Zk!kf!k_\!L`m\ij!Xe[!BXiYfij!;Zk!f]!
/7/.! &14! MkXk,! 3719! 11! O,M,=,! 20/'! Xe[! k_\! Mlg\i+
m`jfip!BXiYfij!;Zk!f]!/666!&03!MkXk,!0.79!11!O,M,=,!
22/z23/Y'! j_Xcc! Y\! i\^lcXk\[! glijlXek! kf! k_`j!
Z_Xgk\i*!Xe[!efk!jlYa\Zk!kf!jlZ_!;Zk!f]!/7/.!Xe[!
k_\!;Zk!f]!/666!\oZ\gk!Xj!kf!\]]\Zk!fe!eXm`^Xk`fe!
Xe[!XeZ_fiX^\,!

$V%! 6Vg\ba! bY! g[X! 6W`\a\fgeTgbe! WXX`XW! `T]be!
<XWXeT_! TVg\ba5! VbafgehVg\ba! bY! g[X! DTg\baT_!
;ai\eba`XagT_!Fb_\Vl!6Vg!bY!+303!

&/'! ?oZ\gk! ]fi! k_\! gifm`j`fe! f]! @\[\iXc! ]`eXe+
Z`Xc! Xjj`jkXeZ\! ]fi! k_\! gligfj\! f]! Xjj`jk`e^! k_\!
ZfejkilZk`fe!f]!glYc`Zcp!fne\[!ki\Xkd\ek!nfibj!
Xj! Xlk_fi`q\[! Yp! j\Zk`fe! /06/! f]! k_`j! k`kc\*! Xe[!
k_\! `jjlXeZ\! f]! X! g\id`k! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /120! f]!
k_`j!k`kc\!]fi!k_\![`jZ_Xi^\!f]!Xep!gfcclkXek!Yp!X!
e\n! jfliZ\! Xj! [\]`e\[! `e! j\Zk`fe! /1/4! f]! k_`j!
k`kc\*!ef!XZk`fe!f]!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!kXb\e!gli+
jlXek! kf! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i! j_Xcc! Y\! [\\d\[! X! dXafi!
@\[\iXc! XZk`fe! j`^e`]`ZXekcp! X]]\Zk`e^! k_\! hlXc+
`kp!f]!k_\!_ldXe!\em`ifed\ek!n`k_`e!k_\!d\Xe+
`e^!f]!k_\!HXk`feXc!?em`ifed\ekXc!Jfc`Zp!;Zk!f]!
/747!&61!MkXk,!630'!U20!O,M,=,!210/!\k!j\h,V9!Xe[!

&0'! Hfk_`e^! `e! k_\! HXk`feXc! ?em`ifed\ekXc!
Jfc`Zp!;Zk!f]!/747!&61!MkXk,!630'!j_Xcc!Y\![\\d\[!
kf}!

&;'!Xlk_fi`q\!Xep!@\[\iXc!X^\eZp!Xlk_fi`q\[!
kf!c`Z\ej\!fi!g\id`k!k_\!Zfe[lZk!f]!Xep!XZk`m+
`kp!n_`Z_!dXp!i\jlck!`e!k_\![`jZ_Xi^\!f]!X!gfc+
clkXek!`ekf!k_\!eXm`^XYc\!nXk\ij!kf!i\m`\n!Xep!
\]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fe! fi! fk_\i! i\hl`i\d\ek! \j+
kXYc`j_\[!glijlXek!kf!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i!fi!k_\!X[\+
hlXZp! f]! Xep! Z\ik`]`ZXk`fe! le[\i! j\Zk`fe! /12/!
f]!k_`j!k`kc\9!fi!

&<'!Xlk_fi`q\!Xep!jlZ_!X^\eZp!kf!`dgfj\*!Xj!
X! Zfe[`k`fe! gi\Z\[\ek! kf! k_\! `jjlXeZ\! f]! Xep!
c`Z\ej\! fi! g\id`k*! Xep! \]]cl\ek! c`d`kXk`fe!
fk_\i! k_Xe! Xep! jlZ_! c`d`kXk`fe! \jkXYc`j_\[!
glijlXek!kf!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i,!

$W%! 8baf\WXeTg\ba! bY! \agXeaTg\baT_! jTgXe! cb__h'
g\ba!Vbageb_!TZeXX`Xagf!

Hfkn`k_jkXe[`e^! k_`j! Z_Xgk\i! fi! Xep! fk_\i!
gifm`j`fe!f]!cXn*!k_\!;[d`e`jkiXkfi!&/'!j_Xcc!efk!
i\hl`i\! Xep! MkXk\! kf! Zfej`[\i! `e! k_\! [\m\cfg+
d\ek!f]!k_\!iXeb`e^!`e!fi[\i!f]!gi`fi`kp!f]!e\\[j!
]fi!k_\!ZfejkilZk`fe!f]!ki\Xkd\ek!nfibj! &Xj![\+
]`e\[!`e!jlYZ_Xgk\i!CC!f]!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i'*!Xep!nXk\i!
gfcclk`fe! Zfekifc! X^i\\d\ek! n_`Z_! dXp! _Xm\!
Y\\e!\ek\i\[!`ekf!Y\kn\\e!k_\!Oe`k\[!MkXk\j!Xe[!
Xep!fk_\i!eXk`fe*!Xe[!&0'!j_Xcc!efk!Zfej`[\i!Xep!
jlZ_!X^i\\d\ek!`e!k_\!XggifmXc!f]!Xep!jlZ_!gi`+
fi`kp!iXeb`e^,!

&Dle\!1.*!/726*!Z_,!536*!k`kc\!P*!x 3//*!Xj!X[[\[!JlY,!
F,!70z3..*!x 0*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!6719!Xd\e[\[!
JlY,!F,!71z021*!x 1*!DXe,!0*!/752*!65!MkXk,!/.47,'!

L?@?L?H=?M CH N?RN!

;Zk!f]!GXiZ_!1*!/677*!i\]\ii\[!kf!`e!jlYj\Z,!&X'*!`j!XZk!
GXi,!1*!/677*!Z_,!203*!1.!MkXk,!//0/*!Xj!Xd\e[\[*!n_`Z_!\e+

XZk\[!j\Zk`fej!2./*! 2.1*! 2.2*! 2.4*! 2.5*! 2.6*! 2.7*! 2//! kf!2/4*!

2/6*! 3.0*! 327*! Xe[! 465! f]! k_`j! k`kc\! Xe[! Xd\e[\[! j\Zk`fe!
464!f]!k_`j!k`kc\,!@fi!Zfdgc\k\!ZcXjj`]`ZXk`fe!f]!k_`j!;Zk!

kf!k_\!=f[\*!j\\!NXYc\j,!
N_\!L`m\ij!Xe[!BXiYfij!;Zk!f]!/7/.*!i\]\ii\[!kf!`e!jlY+

j\Z,! &Y'*! gifYXYcp! d\Xej! XZk! Dle\! 01*! /7/.*! Z_,! 137*! 14!
MkXk,!371,!

N_\! Mlg\im`jfip! BXiYfij! ;Zk! f]! /666*! i\]\ii\[! kf! `e!

jlYj\Z,!&Y'*!gifYXYcp!d\Xej!XZk!Dle\!07*!/666*!Z_,!274*!03!
MkXk,! 0.7*! Xj! Xd\e[\[*! n_`Z_! `j! ZcXjj`]`\[! ^\e\iXccp! kf!

jlYZ_Xgk\i! CCC! &x 22/! \k! j\h,'! f]! Z_Xgk\i! 7! f]! k_`j! k`kc\,!

@fi!Zfdgc\k\!ZcXjj`]`ZXk`fe!f]!k_`j!;Zk!kf!k_\!=f[\*!j\\!
NXYc\j,!

N_\! HXk`feXc! ?em`ifed\ekXc! Jfc`Zp! ;Zk! f]! /747*! i\+

]\ii\[!kf!`e!jlYj\Z,!&Z'*!`j!JlY,!F,!7/z/7.*!DXe,!/*!/75.*!61!

MkXk,! 630*! Xj! Xd\e[\[*! n_`Z_! `j! ZcXjj`]`\[! ^\e\iXccp! kf!
Z_Xgk\i!33!&x 210/!\k!j\h,'!f]!N`kc\!20*!N_\!JlYc`Z!B\Xck_!

Xe[!Q\c]Xi\,!@fi!Zfdgc\k\!ZcXjj`]`ZXk`fe!f]!k_`j!;Zk!kf!

k_\! =f[\*! j\\! M_fik! N`kc\! efk\! j\k! flk! le[\i! j\Zk`fe!
210/!f]!N`kc\!20!Xe[!NXYc\j,!

;G?H>G?HNM!

/752}MlYj\Z,!&[',!JlY,!F,!71z021!X[[\[!jlYj\Z,!&[',!

s +-1,(!BTUbe!fgTaWTeWf!

N_\! ;[d`e`jkiXkfi! j_Xcc! kXb\! jlZ_! XZk`fe! Xj!
dXp!Y\!e\Z\jjXip!kf!`ejli\!k_Xk!Xcc!cXYfi\ij!Xe[!
d\Z_Xe`Zj! \dgcfp\[! Yp! ZfekiXZkfij! fi! jlY+
ZfekiXZkfij! fe! ki\Xkd\ek! nfibj! ]fi! n_`Z_!
^iXekj!Xi\!dX[\!le[\i!k_`j!Z_Xgk\i!j_Xcc!Y\!gX`[!
nX^\j!Xk!iXk\j!efk!c\jj!k_Xe!k_fj\!gi\mX`c`e^!]fi!
k_\! jXd\! kpg\! f]! nfib! fe! j`d`cXi! ZfejkilZk`fe!
`e!k_\!`dd\[`Xk\!cfZXc`kp*!Xj![\k\id`e\[!Yp!k_\!
M\Zi\kXip!f]!FXYfi*!`e!XZZfi[XeZ\!n`k_!j\Zk`fej!
1/2/z1/22*!1/24*!Xe[!1/25!f]!k`kc\!2.,!N_\!M\Zi\kXip!
f]! FXYfi! j_Xcc! _Xm\*! n`k_! i\jg\Zk! kf! k_\! cXYfi!
jkXe[Xi[j! jg\Z`]`\[! `e! k_`j! jlYj\Zk`fe* k_\! Xl+
k_fi`kp! Xe[! ]leZk`fej! j\k! ]fik_! `e! L\fi^Xe`qX+
k`fe!JcXe!HldY\i\[!/2!f]!/73.!&/3!@,L,!1/54'!Xe[!
j\Zk`fe!1/23!f]!k`kc\!2.,!

&Dle\!1.*!/726*!Z_,!536*!k`kc\!P*!x 3/1*!Xj!X[[\[!JlY,!
F,!70z3..*!x 0*!IZk,!/6*!/750*!64!MkXk,!672,'!

L?@?L?H=?M CH N?RN!

L\fi^Xe`qXk`fe!JcXe!HldY\i\[!/2!f]!/73.*!i\]\ii\[!kf!

`e!k\ok*!`j!L\fi^,!JcXe!Hf,!/2!f]!/73.*!\]],!GXp!02*!/73.*!
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N\b`! 4311!RGRJC! 31�RFC! NS@JGA! FC?JRF! ?LB! UCJD?PC!v 100.!

'\\(! [[u`mj! `hdnndji! q`cd^g`&&! h`\in! \! q`cd^g`! oc\o!
kmj_p^`n!u`mj!`sc\pno!`hdnndjin!ja!\it!^mdo`md\!kjggpo,
\io! 'jm! km`^pmnjm! kjggpo\io(! jm! bm``icjpn`! b\n! pi_`m!
\it!kjnnd]g`!jk`m\odji\g!hj_`n!jm!^ji_dodjin-!

QCA-! 1/-! =XaXeT_! Febi\f\baf-! '\(! Ljocdib! di! ocdn! jm_`m!
nc\gg!]`!^jinomp`_!oj!dhk\dm!jm!joc`mrdn`!\aa`^o9!

'd(! oc`! \pocjmdot! bm\io`_! ]t! g\r! oj! \i! `s`^podq`! _`,
k\moh`io+!\b`i^t+!jm!oc`!c`\_!oc`m`ja;!jm!

'dd(! oc`!api^odjin!ja!oc`!Bdm`^ojm!ja!MK@!m`g\odib!oj!
]p_b`o\mt+!\_hdidnom\odq`+!jm!g`bdng\odq`!kmjkjn\gn-!

'](!Rcdn!jm_`m!nc\gg!]`!dhkg`h`io`_!di!\!h\ii`m!^ji,
ndno`io!rdoc!\kkgd^\]g`!g\r!\i_!np]e`^o!oj!oc`!\q\dg\]dg,
dot!ja!\kkmjkmd\odjin-!

'^(!Rcdn!jm_`m!dn!ijo!dio`i_`_!oj+!\i_!_j`n!ijo+!^m`\o`!
\it!mdbco!jm!]`i`ado+!np]no\iodq`!jm!kmj^`_pm\g+!`iajm^`,
\]g`! \o! g\r! jm! di! `lpdot! ]t! \it! k\mot! \b\dino! oc`!
Sido`_! Qo\o`n+! don! _`k\moh`ion+! \b`i^d`n+! jm! `iodod`n+!
don!jaad^`mn+!`hkgjt``n+!jm!\b`ion+!jm!\it!joc`m!k`mnji-!

@?P?AI M@?K?-!

QS@AF?NRCP! G�NMJGAGCQ! ?LB! EM?JQ!

v 100.+! <ed]h[ii_edWb! Z[YbWhWj_ed! e\! dWj_edWb! [d*
l_hedc[djWb!feb_Yo!

'\(!Rc`!Ajibm`nn+!m`^jbidudib!oc`!kmjajpi_!dh,
k\^o! ja! h\i&n! \^odqdot! ji! oc`! dio`mm`g\odjin! ja!
\gg!^jhkji`ion!ja!oc`!i\opm\g!`iqdmjih`io+!k\m,
od^pg\mgt! oc`! kmjajpi_! diagp`i^`n! ja! kjkpg\odji!
bmjroc+! cdbc,_`indot! pm]\idu\odji+! di_pnomd\g!
`sk\indji+! m`njpm^`! `skgjdo\odji+! \i_! i`r! \i_!
`sk\i_dib!o`^cijgjbd^\g!\_q\i^`n!\i_!m`^jbidu,
dib! apmoc`m! oc`! ^mdod^\g! dhkjmo\i^`! ja! m`nojmdib!
\i_! h\dio\didib! `iqdmjih`io\g! lp\gdot! oj! oc`!
jq`m\gg! r`ga\m`! \i_! _`q`gjkh`io! ja! h\i+! _`,
^g\m`n! oc\o! do! dn! oc`! ^jiodipdib! kjgd^t! ja! oc`!
D`_`m\g!Ejq`mih`io+! di! ^jjk`m\odji! rdoc! Qo\o`!
\i_! gj^\g! bjq`mih`ion+! \i_! joc`m! ^ji^`mi`_!
kp]gd^!\i_!kmdq\o`!jmb\idu\odjin+!oj!pn`!\gg!km\^,
od^\]g`!h`\in!\i_!h`\npm`n+!di^gp_dib!adi\i^d\g!
\i_!o`^cid^\g!\nndno\i^`+!di!\!h\ii`m!^\g^pg\o`_!
oj! ajno`m! \i_! kmjhjo`! oc`! b`i`m\g! r`ga\m`+! oj!
^m`\o`! \i_! h\dio\di! ^ji_dodjin! pi_`m! rcd^c!
h\i! \i_! i\opm`! ^\i! `sdno! di! kmj_p^odq`! c\m,
hjit+!\i_!apgadgg!oc`!nj^d\g+!`^jijhd^+!\i_!joc`m!
m`lpdm`h`ion! ja! km`n`io! \i_! apopm`! b`i`m\odjin!
ja!?h`md^\in-!

'](!Gi!jm_`m!oj!^\mmt!jpo!oc`!kjgd^t!n`o!ajmoc!di!
ocdn!^c\ko`m+! do! dn! oc`!^jiodipdib!m`nkjind]dgdot!
ja!oc`!D`_`m\g!Ejq`mih`io!oj!pn`!\gg!km\^od^\]g`!
h`\in+!^jindno`io!rdoc!joc`m!`nn`iod\g!^jind_`m,
\odjin!ja!i\odji\g!kjgd^t+!oj!dhkmjq`!\i_!^jjm_d,
i\o`!D`_`m\g!kg\in+!api^odjin+!kmjbm\hn+!\i_!m`,
njpm^`n!oj!oc`!`i_!oc\o!oc`!L\odji!h\t�!

'0(!apgadgg!oc`!m`nkjind]dgdod`n!ja!`\^c!b`i`m\,
odji!\n!ompno``!ja!oc`!`iqdmjih`io!ajm!np^^``_,
dib!b`i`m\odjin;!

'1(! \nnpm`! ajm! \gg! ?h`md^\in! n\a`+! c`\gocapg+!
kmj_p^odq`+! \i_! `noc`od^\ggt! \i_! ^pgopm\ggt!
kg`\ndib!npmmjpi_dibn;!

'2(!\oo\di!oc`!rd_`no!m\ib`!ja!]`i`ad^d\g!pn`n!
ja! oc`! `iqdmjih`io! rdocjpo! _`bm\_\odji+! mdnf!
oj! c`\goc! jm! n\a`ot+! jm! joc`m! pi_`ndm\]g`! \i_!
pidio`i_`_!^jin`lp`i^`n;!

'3(!km`n`mq`!dhkjmo\io!cdnojmd^+!^pgopm\g+!\i_!
i\opm\g! \nk`^on! ja! jpm! i\odji\g! c`mdo\b`+! \i_!
h\dio\di+! rc`m`q`m! kjnnd]g`+! \i! `iqdmjih`io!
rcd^c! npkkjmon! _dq`mndot! \i_! q\md`ot! ja! di_d,
qd_p\g!^cjd^`;!

'4(!\^cd`q`!\!]\g\i^`!]`or``i!kjkpg\odji!\i_!
m`njpm^`!pn`!rcd^c!rdgg!k`mhdo!cdbc!no\i_\m_n!
ja!gdqdib!\i_!\!rd_`!nc\mdib!ja!gda`&n!\h`idod`n;!
\i_!

'5(! `ic\i^`! oc`! lp\gdot! ja! m`i`r\]g`! m`,
njpm^`n!\i_!\kkmj\^c!oc`!h\sdhph!\oo\di\]g`!
m`^t^gdib!ja!_`kg`o\]g`!m`njpm^`n-!

'^(! Rc`! Ajibm`nn! m`^jbidu`n! oc\o! `\^c! k`mnji!
ncjpg_! `iejt! \! c`\gocapg! `iqdmjih`io! \i_! oc\o!
`\^c!k`mnji!c\n!\!m`nkjind]dgdot!oj!^jiomd]po`!oj!
oc`! km`n`mq\odji! \i_! `ic\i^`h`io! ja! oc`! `iqd,
mjih`io-!

'Np]-!J-!80~08/+!odog`!G+!| 0/0+!H\i-!0+!086/+!72!Qo\o-!
741-(!

AMKKGQQGML ML NMNSJ?RGML EPMURF ?LB RFC!

?KCPGA?L DSRSPC!

Np]-! J-! 80~102+! || 0~8+! K\m-!05+! 086/+! 73! Qo\o-! 56~58+!`n,

o\]gdnc`_! oc`! Ajhhdnndji! ji! Njkpg\odji! Emjroc! \i_!
oc`!?h`md^\i!Dpopm`!oj!^ji_p^o!\i_!nkjinjm!np^c!nop_,

d`n! \i_! m`n`\m^c! \i_! h\f`! np^c! m`^jhh`i_\odjin! \n!

hdbco! ]`! i`^`nn\mt! oj! kmjqd_`! diajmh\odji! \i_! `_p,
^\odji!oj!\gg!g`q`gn!ja!bjq`mih`io!di!oc`!Sido`_!Qo\o`n+!

\i_!oj!jpm!k`jkg`!m`b\m_dib!\!]mj\_!m\ib`!ja!kmj]g`hn!

\nnj^d\o`_! rdoc! kjkpg\odji! bmjroc! \i_! oc`dm! dhkgd^\,
odjin! ajm!?h`md^\&n! apopm`;!km`n^md]`_!oc`!^jhkjndodji!

ja!oc`!Ajhhdnndji;!kmjqd_`_!ajm!oc`!\kkjdioh`io!ja!don!

h`h]`mn+!\i_!oc`!_`ndbi\odji!ja!\!Ac\dmh\i!\i_!Td^`!
Ac\dmh\i;! m`lpdm`_! \! h\ejmdot! ja! oc`! h`h]`mn! ja! oc`!

Ajhhdnndji!oj!^jinodopo`!\!lpjmph+!]po!\ggjr`_!\!g`nn,

`m! iph]`m! oj! ^ji_p^o! c`\mdibn;! km`n^md]`_! oc`! ^jh,
k`in\odji!ja!h`h]`mn!ja!oc`!Ajhhdnndji;!m`lpdm`_!oc`!

Ajhhdnndji! oj! ^ji_p^o! \i! dilpdmt! dioj! ^`mo\di! km`,

n^md]`_! \nk`^on! ja! kjkpg\odji! bmjroc! di! oc`! Sido`_!
Qo\o`n!\i_!don!ajm`n``\]g`!nj^d\g!^jin`lp`i^`n;!kmjqd_`_!

ajm!oc`!\kkjdioh`io!ja!\i!Cs`^podq`!Bdm`^ojm!\i_!joc`m!

k`mnjii`g! \i_! km`n^md]`_! oc`dm! ^jhk`in\odji;! \pocjm,
du`_!oc`!Ajhhdnndji!oj!`io`m!dioj!^jiom\^on!rdoc!kp],

gd^!\b`i^d`n+!kmdq\o`!admhn+!dinodopodjin+!\i_!di_dqd_p\gn!

ajm! oc`! ^ji_p^o! ja! m`n`\m^c! \i_! npmq`tn+! oc`! km`k\m\,
odji! ja! m`kjmon+! \i_! joc`m! \^odqdod`n! i`^`nn\mt! oj! oc`!

_dn^c\mb`!ja!don!_pod`n+!\i_!oj!m`lp`no!amjh!\it!D`_`m\g!

_`k\moh`io! jm! \b`i^t! \it! diajmh\odji! \i_! \nndno\i^`!
do!_``hn!i`^`nn\mt!oj!^\mmt!jpo!don!api^odjin;!m`lpdm`_!

oc`!E`i`m\g!Q`mqd^`n!?_hdidnom\odji!oj!kmjqd_`!\_hdi,

dnom\odq`! n`mqd^`n! ajm! oc`! Ajhhdnndji! ji! \! m`dh]pmn,
\]g`! ]\ndn;! m`lpdm`_! oc`! Ajhhdnndji! oj! np]hdo! \i! di,

o`mdh! m`kjmo! oj! oc`! Nm`nd_`io! \i_! oc`! Ajibm`nn! ji`!

t`\m!\ao`m!do!r\n!`no\]gdnc`_!\i_!oj!np]hdo!don!adi\g!m`,
kjmo!orj!t`\mn!\ao`m!K\m-!05+!086/;!o`mhdi\o`_!oc`!Ajh,

hdnndji!ndsot!_\tn!\ao`m!oc`! _\o`! ja!oc`!np]hdnndji!ja!

don!adi\g!m`kjmo;!\i_!\pocjmdu`_!oj!]`!\kkmjkmd\o`_+!jpo!
ja! \it! hji`t! di! oc`! Rm`\npmt! ijo! joc`mrdn`! \kkmj,

kmd\o`_+! np^c! \hjpion! \n! hdbco! ]`! i`^`nn\mt! oj! ^\mmt!

jpo!oc`!kmjqdndjin!ja!Np]-!J-!80~102-!

CVCASRGTC MPBCP LM-!004/6!

Cs-!Mm_-!Lj-!004/6+!`aa-!D`]-!3+!086/+!24!D-P-!1462+!rcd^c!

m`g\o`_! oj! km`q`iodji+! ^jiomjg+! \i_! \]\o`h`io! ja! \dm!
\i_!r\o`m!kjggpodji!\o!a`_`m\g!a\^dgdod`n!r\n!npk`mn`_`_!

]t!Cs-!Mm_-!Lj-!00641+!`aa-!B`^-!06+!0862+!27!D-P-!23682+!ajm,

h`mgt!n`o!jpo!]`gjr-!

CVCASRGTC MPBCP LM-!00641!

Cs-! Mm_-! Lj-! 00641+! B`^-! 06+! 0862+! 27! D-P-! 23682+! rcd^c!

m`g\o`_! oj! oc`! km`q`iodji+! ^jiomjg+! \i_! \]\o`h`io! ja!
`iqdmjih`io\g! kjggpodji! \o! D`_`m\g! a\^dgdod`n+! r\n! m`,

qjf`_!]t!Cs-!Mm_-!Lj-!01/77+!M^o-!02+!0867+!32!D-P-!366/6+!

n`o!jpo!\n!\!ijo`!pi_`m!n`^odji!3210!ja!ocdn!odog`-!

v 100/+! <eef[hWj_ed! e\! W][dY_[i8! h[fehji8! WlW_b*
WX_b_jo! e\! _d\ehcWj_ed8! h[Yecc[dZWj_edi8!
_dj[hdWj_edWb! WdZ! dWj_edWb! YeehZ_dWj_ed! e\!
[\\ehji!

Rc`! Ajibm`nn! \pocjmdu`n! \i_! _dm`^on! oc\o+! oj!
oc`!apgg`no!`so`io!kjnnd]g`9!'0(!oc`!kjgd^d`n+!m`bp,
g\odjin+! \i_! kp]gd^! g\rn! ja! oc`! Sido`_! Qo\o`n!
nc\gg!]`!dio`mkm`o`_!\i_!\_hdidno`m`_!di!\^^jm_,
\i^`!rdoc!oc`!kjgd^d`n!n`o!ajmoc!di!ocdn!^c\ko`m+!
\i_! '1(! \gg! \b`i^d`n! ja! oc`! D`_`m\g! Ejq`mih`io!
nc\gg�!

'?(! podgdu`! \! ntno`h\od^+! dio`m_dn^dkgdi\mt!
\kkmj\^c!rcd^c!rdgg!dinpm`!oc`!dio`bm\o`_!pn`!
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Qj!di!jmdbdi\g-!Rc`!k`mdj_!kmj]\]gt!ncjpg_!]`!\!n`hd^jgji-!

ja!oc`!i\opm\g!\i_!nj^d\g!n^d`i^`n!\i_!oc`!`i,
qdmjih`io\g!_`ndbi!\mon!di!kg\iidib!\i_!di!_`,
^dndjih\fdib! rcd^c! h\t! c\q`! \i! dhk\^o! ji!
h\i&n!`iqdmjih`io;!

'@(!d_`iodat!\i_!_`q`gjk!h`ocj_n!\i_!kmj^`,
_pm`n+!di!^jinpgo\odji!rdoc!oc`!Ajpi^dg!ji!Ci,
qdmjih`io\g! Op\gdot! `no\]gdnc`_! ]t! np],
^c\ko`m! GG! ja! ocdn! ^c\ko`m+! rcd^c! rdgg! dinpm`!
oc\o! km`n`iogt! pilp\iodad`_! `iqdmjih`io\g!
\h`idod`n! \i_! q\gp`n! h\t! ]`! bdq`i! \kkmj,
kmd\o`! ^jind_`m\odji! di! _`^dndjih\fdib! \gjib!
rdoc!`^jijhd^!\i_!o`^cid^\g!^jind_`m\odjin;!

'A(! di^gp_`! di! `q`mt! m`^jhh`i_\odji! jm! m`,
kjmo! ji! kmjkjn\gn! ajm! g`bdng\odji! \i_! joc`m!
h\ejm! D`_`m\g! \^odjin! ndbidad^\iogt! \aa`^odib!
oc`! lp\gdot! ja! oc`! cph\i! `iqdmjih`io+! \! _`,
o\dg`_! no\o`h`io! ]t! oc`! m`nkjind]g`! jaad^d\g!
ji�!

'd(! oc`! `iqdmjih`io\g! dhk\^o! ja! oc`! kmj,
kjn`_!\^odji+!

'dd(! \it! \_q`mn`! `iqdmjih`io\g! `aa`^on!
rcd^c!^\iijo!]`!\qjd_`_!ncjpg_!oc`!kmjkjn\g!
]`!dhkg`h`io`_+!

'ddd(!\go`mi\odq`n!oj!oc`!kmjkjn`_!\^odji+!
'dq(! oc`! m`g\odjincdk! ]`or``i! gj^\g! ncjmo,!

o`mh! pn`n! ja! h\i&n! `iqdmjih`io! \i_! oc`!
h\dio`i\i^`!\i_!`ic\i^`h`io!ja! gjib,o`mh!
kmj_p^odqdot+!\i_!

'q(!\it!dmm`q`mnd]g`!\i_!dmm`omd`q\]g`!^jh,
hdoh`ion! ja! m`njpm^`n! rcd^c! rjpg_! ]`! di,
qjgq`_! di! oc`! kmjkjn`_! \^odji! ncjpg_! do! ]`!
dhkg`h`io`_-!

Nmdjm! oj! h\fdib! \it! _`o\dg`_! no\o`h`io+! oc`!
m`nkjind]g`!D`_`m\g!jaad^d\g!nc\gg!^jinpgo!rdoc!
\i_!j]o\di!oc`!^jhh`ion!ja!\it!D`_`m\g!\b`i,
^t!rcd^c!c\n!epmdn_d^odji!]t!g\r!jm!nk`^d\g!`s,
k`modn`!rdoc!m`nk`^o!oj!\it!`iqdmjih`io\g!dh,
k\^o! diqjgq`_-! Ajkd`n! ja! np^c! no\o`h`io! \i_!
oc`! ^jhh`ion! \i_! qd`rn! ja! oc`! \kkmjkmd\o`!
D`_`m\g+! Qo\o`+! \i_! gj^\g! \b`i^d`n+! rcd^c! \m`!
\pocjmdu`_! oj! _`q`gjk! \i_! `iajm^`! `iqdmji,
h`io\g! no\i_\m_n+! nc\gg! ]`! h\_`! \q\dg\]g`! oj!
oc`! Nm`nd_`io+! oc`! Ajpi^dg! ji! Ciqdmjih`io\g!
Op\gdot! \i_! oj! oc`! kp]gd^! \n! kmjqd_`_! ]t! n`^,
odji! 441! ja! odog`! 4+! \i_! nc\gg! \^^jhk\it! oc`!
kmjkjn\g! ocmjpbc! oc`! `sdnodib! \b`i^t! m`qd`r!
kmj^`nn`n;!

'B(! ?it! _`o\dg`_! no\o`h`io! m`lpdm`_! pi_`m!
np]k\m\bm\kc!'A(!\ao`m!H\ip\mt!0+!086/+!ajm!\it!
h\ejm!D`_`m\g!\^odji!api_`_!pi_`m!\!kmjbm\h!
ja!bm\ion!oj!Qo\o`n!nc\gg!ijo!]`!_``h`_!oj!]`!
g`b\ggt!dinpaad^d`io!njg`gt!]t!m`\nji!ja!c\qdib!
]``i!km`k\m`_!]t!\!Qo\o`!\b`i^t!jm!jaad^d\g+!da9!

'd(! oc`! Qo\o`! \b`i^t! jm! jaad^d\g! c\n! no\o`,
rd_`! epmdn_d^odji! \i_! c\n! oc`! m`nkjind]dgdot!
ajm!np^c!\^odji+!

'dd(! oc`! m`nkjind]g`! D`_`m\g! jaad^d\g! apm,
idnc`n! bpd_\i^`! \i_! k\mod^dk\o`n! di! np^c!
km`k\m\odji+!

'ddd(! oc`! m`nkjind]g`! D`_`m\g! jaad^d\g! di_`,
k`i_`iogt!`q\gp\o`n!np^c!no\o`h`io!kmdjm!oj!
don!\kkmjq\g!\i_!\_jkodji+!\i_!

'dq(! \ao`m! H\ip\mt! 0+! 0865+! oc`! m`nkjind]g`!
D`_`m\g! jaad^d\g! kmjqd_`n! `\mgt! ijodad^\odji!
oj+!\i_!njgd^don!oc`!qd`rn!ja+!\it!joc`m!Qo\o`!
jm! \it! D`_`m\g! g\i_! h\i\b`h`io! `iodot! ja!
\it!\^odji!jm!\it!\go`mi\odq`!oc`m`oj!rcd^c!
h\t! c\q`! ndbidad^\io! dhk\^on! pkji! np^c!
Qo\o`! jm! \aa`^o`_! D`_`m\g! g\i_! h\i\b`h`io!
`iodot! \i_+! da! oc`m`! dn! \it! _dn\bm``h`io! ji!
np^c!dhk\^on+!km`k\m`n!\!rmdoo`i!\nn`nnh`io!

ja!np^c!dhk\^on!\i_!qd`rn!ajm!di^jmkjm\odji!
dioj!np^c!_`o\dg`_!no\o`h`io-!

Rc`!kmj^`_pm`n!di!ocdn!np]k\m\bm\kc!nc\gg!ijo!
m`gd`q`! oc`! D`_`m\g! jaad^d\g! ja! cdn! m`nkjind]dg,
dod`n!ajm!oc`!n^jk`+!j]e`^odqdot+!\i_!^jio`io!ja!
oc`! `iodm`! no\o`h`io! jm! ja! \it! joc`m! m`nkji,
nd]dgdot! pi_`m! ocdn! ^c\ko`m;! \i_! apmoc`m+! ocdn!
np]k\m\bm\kc! _j`n! ijo! \aa`^o! oc`! g`b\g! npaad,
^d`i^t! ja! no\o`h`ion! km`k\m`_! ]t! Qo\o`! \b`i,
^d`n!rdoc!g`nn!oc\i!no\o`rd_`!epmdn_d^odji- !

'C(! nop_t+! _`q`gjk+! \i_! _`n^md]`! \kkmjkmd\o`!
\go`mi\odq`n!oj!m`^jhh`i_`_!^jpmn`n!ja!\^odji!
di! \it! kmjkjn\g! rcd^c! diqjgq`n! pim`njgq`_!
^jiagd^on!^ji^`midib!\go`mi\odq`!pn`n!ja!\q\dg,
\]g`!m`njpm^`n;!

'D(! m`^jbidu`! oc`! rjmg_rd_`! \i_! gjib,m\ib`!
^c\m\^o`m! ja! `iqdmjih`io\g! kmj]g`hn! \i_+!
rc`m`!^jindno`io!rdoc!oc`!ajm`dbi!kjgd^t!ja!oc`!
Sido`_!Qo\o`n+!g`i_!\kkmjkmd\o`!npkkjmo!oj!did,
od\odq`n+!m`njgpodjin+!\i_!kmjbm\hn!_`ndbi`_!oj!
h\sdhdu`!dio`mi\odji\g!^jjk`m\odji!di!\iod^d,
k\odib!\i_!km`q`iodib!\!_`^gdi`!di!oc`!lp\gdot!
ja!h\ifdi_&n!rjmg_!`iqdmjih`io;!

'E(!h\f`!\q\dg\]g`!oj!Qo\o`n+!^jpiod`n+!hp,
id^dk\gdod`n+! dinodopodjin+! \i_! di_dqd_p\gn+! \_,
qd^`! \i_! diajmh\odji! pn`apg! di! m`nojmdib+!
h\dio\didib+!\i_!`ic\i^dib!oc`!lp\gdot!ja!oc`!
`iqdmjih`io;!

'F(! didod\o`! \i_! podgdu`! `^jgjbd^\g! diajmh\,
odji! di! oc`! kg\iidib! \i_! _`q`gjkh`io! ja! m`,
njpm^`,jmd`io`_!kmje`^on;!\i_!

'G(! \nndno! oc`! Ajpi^dg! ji! Ciqdmjih`io\g!
Op\gdot! `no\]gdnc`_! ]t! np]^c\ko`m! GG! ja! ocdn!
^c\ko`m-!

'Np]-!J-!80~08/+!odog`!G+!| 0/1+!H\i-!0+!086/+!72!Qo\o-!
742;!Np]-!J-!83~72+!?pb-!8+!0864+!78!Qo\o-!313-(!

?KCLBKCLRQ!

0864�Qp]k\mn-! 'B(! oj! 'G(-! Np]-! J-! 83~72! \__`_! np]k\m-!

'B(! \i_! m`_`ndbi\o`_! ajmh`m! np]k\mn-! 'B(! oj! 'F(! \n! 'C(!
oj!'G(+!m`nk`^odq`gt-!

ACPR?GL AMKKCPAG?J QN?AC J?SLAF ?ARGTGRGCQ!

Np]-! J-! 0/3~77+! odog`! GT+! | 3/0+! B`^-! 18+! 0884+! 0/8! Qo\o-!

844+!kmjqd_`_!oc\o9![[Rc`!gd^`indib!ja!\!g\pi^c!q`cd^g`!jm!

g\pi^c!ndo`!jk`m\ojm!'di^gp_dib!\it!\h`i_h`io+!`so`i,
ndji+!jm!m`i`r\g!ja!oc`! gd^`in`(!pi_`m!Yajmh`mZ!^c\ko`m!

6/0! ja! odog`! 38+! Sido`_! Qo\o`n! Aj_`! Yijr! ^c\ko`m! 4/8!

'| 4/8/0! `o! n`l-(! ja! Rdog`! 40+! L\odji\g! \i_! Ajhh`m^d\g!
Qk\^`!Nmjbm\hnZ+!nc\gg!ijo!]`!^jind_`m`_!\!h\ejm!D`_,

`m\g! \^odji! ajm! kpmkjn`n! ja! n`^odji! 0/1'A(! ja! oc`! L\,

odji\g! Ciqdmjih`io\g! Njgd^t! ?^o! ja! 0858! '31! S-Q-A-!
3221'A((!da�!

[['0(!oc`!B`k\moh`io!ja!oc`!?mht!c\n! dnnp`_!\!k`m,

hdo!ajm!oc`!\^odqdot;!\i_!
[['1(! oc`! ?mht! Ajmkn! ja! Cibdi``mn! c\n! ajpi_! oc\o!

oc`!\^odqdot!c\n!ij!ndbidad^\io!dhk\^o-&&!

CV-!MPB-!LM-!02241-!D?AGJGR?RGML MD AMMNCP?RGTC!
AMLQCPT?RGML!

Cs-! Mm_-! Lj-! 02241+! ?pb-! 15+! 1//3+! 58! D-P-! 41878+! kmj,

qd_`_9!

@t! oc`! \pocjmdot! q`no`_! di! h`! \n! Nm`nd_`io! ]t! oc`!
Ajinodopodji! \i_! oc`! g\rn! ja! oc`! Sido`_! Qo\o`n! ja!

?h`md^\+!do!dn!c`m`]t!jm_`m`_!\n!ajggjrn9!

QCARGML 0-!FhecbfX-!Rc`!kpmkjn`!ja!ocdn!jm_`m!dn!oj!`i,
npm`!oc\o!oc`!B`k\moh`ion!ja!oc`!Gio`mdjm+!?bmd^pgopm`+!

Ajhh`m^`+!\i_!B`a`in`!\i_!oc`!Ciqdmjih`io\g!Nmjo`^,

odji! ?b`i^t! dhkg`h`io! g\rn! m`g\odib! oj! oc`! `iqdmji,
h`io!\i_!i\opm\g!m`njpm^`n!di!\!h\ii`m!oc\o!kmjhjo`n!

^jjk`m\odq`! ^jin`mq\odji+! rdoc! \i! `hkc\ndn! ji! \kkmj,
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kmd\o`! di^gpndji!ja! gj^\g! k\mod^dk\odji! di!D`_`m\g! _`^d,

ndjih\fdib+!di!\^^jm_\i^`!rdoc!oc`dm!m`nk`^odq`!\b`i^t!
hdnndjin+!kjgd^d`n+!\i_!m`bpg\odjin-!

QCA-!1-!9XY\a\g\ba-!?n!pn`_!di!ocdn!jm_`m+!oc`!o`mh![[^j,

jk`m\odq`! ^jin`mq\odji&&! h`\in! \^odjin! oc\o! m`g\o`! oj!
pn`+!`ic\i^`h`io+!\i_!`iejth`io!ja!i\opm\g!m`njpm^`n+!

kmjo`^odji! ja! oc`! `iqdmjih`io+! jm! ]joc+! \i_! oc\o! di,

qjgq`! ^jgg\]jm\odq`! \^odqdot! \hjib! D`_`m\g+! Qo\o`+!
gj^\g+! \i_! omd]\g! bjq`mih`ion+! kmdq\o`! ajm,kmjado! \i_!

ijikmjado!dinodopodjin+!joc`m!ijibjq`mih`io\g!`iodod`n!

\i_!di_dqd_p\gn-!
QCA-!2-!<XWXeT_!6Vg\i\g\Xf-!Rj!^\mmt!jpo!oc`!kpmkjn`!ja!

ocdn!jm_`m+!oc`!Q`^m`o\md`n!ja!oc`!Gio`mdjm+!?bmd^pgopm`+!

Ajhh`m^`+! \i_! B`a`in`! \i_! oc`! ?_hdidnom\ojm! ja! oc`!
Ciqdmjih`io\g! Nmjo`^odji! ?b`i^t!nc\gg+! oj!oc`! `so`io!

k`mhdoo`_!]t!g\r!\i_!np]e`^o!oj!oc`!\q\dg\]dgdot!ja!\k,

kmjkmd\odjin!\i_!di!^jjm_di\odji!rdoc!`\^c!joc`m!\n!\k,
kmjkmd\o`9!

'\(!^\mmt!jpo!oc`!kmjbm\hn+!kmje`^on+!\i_!\^odqdod`n!ja!

oc`!\b`i^t!oc\o!oc`t!m`nk`^odq`gt!c`\_!oc\o!dhkg`h`io!
g\rn!m`g\odib!oj!oc`!`iqdmjih`io!\i_!i\opm\g!m`njpm^`n!

di!\!h\ii`m!oc\o9!

'd(!a\^dgdo\o`n!^jjk`m\odq`!^jin`mq\odji;!
'dd(! o\f`n! \kkmjkmd\o`! \^^jpio! ja! \i_! m`nk`^on! oc`!

dio`m`non! ja! k`mnjin! rdoc! jri`mncdk! jm! joc`m! g`b\ggt!

m`^jbidu`_! dio`m`non! di! g\i_! \i_! joc`m! i\opm\g! m`,
njpm^`n;!

'ddd(! kmjk`mgt! \^^jhhj_\o`n! gj^\g! k\mod^dk\odji! di!

D`_`m\g!_`^dndjih\fdib;!\i_!
'dq(! kmjqd_`n! oc\o! oc`! kmjbm\hn+! kmje`^on+! \i_! \^,

odqdod`n! \m`! ^jindno`io! rdoc! kmjo`^odib! kp]gd^! c`\goc!

\i_!n\a`ot;!
'](!m`kjmo!\iip\ggt!oj!oc`!Ac\dmh\i!ja!oc`!Ajpi^dg!ji!

Ciqdmjih`io\g!Op\gdot!ji!\^odjin!o\f`i!oj!dhkg`h`io!

ocdn!jm_`m;!\i_!
'^(! kmjqd_`! api_dib! oj! oc`! Maad^`! ja! Ciqdmjih`io\g!

Op\gdot!K\i\b`h`io!Dpi_!'31!S-Q-A-!3264(!ajm!oc`!Aji,

a`m`i^`!ajm!rcd^c!n`^odji!3!ja!ocdn!jm_`m!kmjqd_`n-!
QCA-! 3-! M[\gX! >bhfX! 8baYXeXaVX! ba! 8bbcXeTg\iX! 8ba'

fXeiTg\ba-! Rc`! Ac\dmh\i! ja! oc`! Ajpi^dg! ji! Ciqdmji,

h`io\g! Op\gdot! nc\gg+! oj! oc`! `so`io! k`mhdoo`_! ]t! g\r!
\i_!np]e`^o!oj!oc`!\q\dg\]dgdot!ja!\kkmjkmd\odjin9!

'\(! ^jiq`i`! ijo! g\o`m! oc\i! 0! t`\m! \ao`m! oc`! _\o`! ja!

ocdn! jm_`m+! \i_! oc`m`\ao`m! \o! np^c! odh`n! \n! oc`! Ac\dm,
h\i! _``hn! \kkmjkmd\o`+! \! Ucdo`! Fjpn`! Ajia`m`i^`! ji!

Ajjk`m\odq`!Ajin`mq\odji!'Ajia`m`i^`(!oj!a\^dgdo\o`!oc`!

`s^c\ib`!ja!diajmh\odji!\i_!\_qd^`!m`g\odib!oj!'d(!^jjk,
`m\odq`!^jin`mq\odji!\i_!'dd(!h`\in!ajm!\^cd`q`h`io!ja!

oc`!kpmkjn`!ja!ocdn!jm_`m;!\i_!

'](!`inpm`!oc\o!oc`!Ajia`m`i^`!j]o\din!diajmh\odji!di!
\!h\ii`m!oc\o!n``fn!amjh!Ajia`m`i^`!k\mod^dk\ion!oc`dm!

di_dqd_p\g!\_qd^`!\i_!_j`n!ijo!diqjgq`!^jgg`^odq`!ep_b,

h`io!jm!^jin`inpn!\_qd^`!jm!_`gd]`m\odji-!
QCA-! 4-! =XaXeT_! Febi\f\ba-! Rcdn! jm_`m! dn! ijo! dio`i_`_!

oj+! \i_! _j`n! ijo+! ^m`\o`! \it! mdbco! jm! ]`i`ado+! np],

no\iodq`!jm!kmj^`_pm\g+!`iajm^`\]g`!\o!g\r!jm!di!`lpdot!
]t! \it! k\mot! \b\dino! oc`! Sido`_! Qo\o`n+! don! _`k\mo,

h`ion+!\b`i^d`n+!dinomph`io\gdod`n!jm!`iodod`n+! don!jaad,

^`mn+!`hkgjt``n!jm!\b`ion+!jm!\it!joc`m!k`mnji-!

ECMPEC U-!@SQF-!

v 100/W+! K[f[Wb[Z+! IkX+! E+! ..1x61)! Z_l+! 9)! j_jb[! B)!
v .0-1&`'&/')!=[Y+!1)!/-.2)!./6!LjWj+!.053!

Q`^odji+!Np]-!J-!001~030+!_dq-!?+!odog`!G+!| 0208+!Hpgt!5+!
1/01+! 015! Qo\o-! 440+! m`g\o`_! oj! \^^`g`m\o`_! _`^dndji,

h\fdib!di!`iqdmjih`io\g!m`qd`rn-!

CDDCARGTC B?RC MD PCNC?J!

P`k`\g! `aa`^odq`!M^o-! 0+! 1/04+! n``!n`^odji! 0//2! ja!Np]-!
J-! 003~83+! n`o! jpo! \n! \i! Caa`^odq`! B\o`! ja! 1/04! ?h`i_,

h`io!ijo`!pi_`m!n`^odji!4202!ja!Rdog`!4+!Ejq`mih`io!Mm,

b\idu\odji!\i_!Chkgjt``n-!

v 1000+! <ed\ehc_jo! e\! WZc_d_ijhWj_l[! fheY[Zkh[i!
je!dWj_edWb![dl_hedc[djWb!feb_Yo!

?gg! \b`i^d`n! ja! oc`! D`_`m\g! Ejq`mih`io! nc\gg!
m`qd`r!oc`dm!km`n`io!no\opojmt!\pocjmdot+!\_hdi,

dnom\odq`! m`bpg\odjin+! \i_! ^pmm`io! kjgd^d`n! \i_!
kmj^`_pm`n! ajm! oc`! kpmkjn`! ja! _`o`mhdidib!
rc`oc`m!oc`m`!\m`!\it!_`ad^d`i^d`n!jm!di^jindno,
`i^d`n! oc`m`di! rcd^c! kmjcd]do! apgg! ^jhkgd\i^`!
rdoc!oc`!kpmkjn`n!\i_!kmjqdndjin!ja!ocdn!^c\ko`m!
\i_!nc\gg!kmjkjn`!oj!oc`!Nm`nd_`io!ijo!g\o`m!oc\i!
Hpgt!0+!0860+!np^c!h`\npm`n!\n!h\t!]`!i`^`nn\mt!
oj! ]mdib! oc`dm! \pocjmdot! \i_! kjgd^d`n! dioj! ^ji,
ajmhdot! rdoc! oc`! dio`io+! kpmkjn`n+! \i_! kmj^`,
_pm`n!n`o!ajmoc!di!ocdn!^c\ko`m-!

'Np]-!J-!80~08/+!odog`!G+!| 0/2+!H\i-!0+!086/+!72!Qo\o-!
743-(!

v 1001+!Hj^[h!ijWjkjeho!eXb_]Wj_edi!e\!W][dY_[i!

Ljocdib! di! n`^odji! 3221! jm! 3222! ja! ocdn! odog`!
nc\gg!di!\it!r\t!\aa`^o!oc`!nk`^dad^!no\opojmt!j],
gdb\odjin! ja! \it! D`_`m\g! \b`i^t! '0(! oj! ^jhkgt!
rdoc! ^mdo`md\! jm! no\i_\m_n! ja! `iqdmjih`io\g!
lp\gdot+! '1(! oj! ^jjm_di\o`! jm! ^jinpgo! rdoc! \it!
joc`m! D`_`m\g! jm!Qo\o`! \b`i^t+! jm! '2(!oj! \^o+! jm!
m`am\di!amjh!\^odib!^jiodib`io!pkji!oc`!m`^jh,
h`i_\odjin!jm!^`modad^\odji!ja!\it!joc`m!D`_`m\g!
jm!Qo\o`!\b`i^t-!

'Np]-!J-!80~08/+!odog`!G+!| 0/3+!H\i-!0+!086/+!72!Qo\o-!
743-(!

v 1002+! >\\ehji! ikffb[c[djWb! je! [n_ij_d]! Wkj^eh*
_pWj_edi!

Rc`!kjgd^d`n!\i_!bj\gn!n`o!ajmoc!di!ocdn!^c\ko`m!
\m`!npkkg`h`io\mt!oj!ocjn`!n`o!ajmoc!di!`sdnodib!
\pocjmdu\odjin!ja!D`_`m\g!\b`i^d`n-!

'Np]-!J-!80~08/+!odog`!G+!| 0/4+!H\i-!0+!086/+!72!Qo\o-!
743-(!

QS@AF?NRCP! GG�AMSLAGJ! ML!
CLTGPMLKCLR?J! OS?JGRW!

v 101.+!Hc_jj[Z!

AMBGDGA?RGML!

Q`^odji+! Np]-! J-! 80~08/+! odog`! GG+! | 1/0+! H\i-! 0+! 086/+! 72!

Qo\o-! 743+! rcd^c! m`lpdm`_! oc`! Nm`nd_`io!oj! om\inhdo!oj!
Ajibm`nn! \iip\ggt! \i! Ciqdmjih`io\g! Op\gdot! P`kjmo+!

o`mhdi\o`_+!`aa`^odq`!K\t!04+!1///+!kpmnp\io!oj!n`^odji!

2//2! ja! Np]-! J-! 0/3~55+! \n! \h`i_`_+! n`o! jpo! \n! \! ijo`!
pi_`m!n`^odji!0002!ja!Rdog`!20+!Kji`t!\i_!Ddi\i^`-!Q``+!

\gnj+!do`h!0!ji!k\b`!30!ja!Fjpn`!Bj^ph`io!Lj-!0/2~6-!

v 101/+! >ijWXb_i^c[dj8! c[cX[hi^_f8! <^W_hcWd8!
Wffe_djc[dji!

Rc`m`!dn!^m`\o`_!di!oc`!Cs`^podq`!Maad^`!ja!oc`!
Nm`nd_`io! \! Ajpi^dg! ji! Ciqdmjih`io\g! Op\gdot!
'c`m`di\ao`m! m`a`mm`_! oj! \n! oc`! [[Ajpi^dg&&(-! Rc`!
Ajpi^dg!nc\gg!]`!^jhkjn`_!ja!ocm``!h`h]`mn!rcj!
nc\gg! ]`! \kkjdio`_! ]t! oc`! Nm`nd_`io! oj! n`mq`! \o!
cdn!kg`\npm`+!]t!\i_!rdoc!oc`!\_qd^`!\i_!^jin`io!
ja!oc`!Q`i\o`-!Rc`!Nm`nd_`io!nc\gg!_`ndbi\o`!ji`!
ja!oc`!h`h]`mn!ja!oc`!Ajpi^dg!oj!n`mq`!\n!Ac\dm,
h\i-! C\^c! h`h]`m! nc\gg! ]`! \! k`mnji! rcj+! \n! \!
m`npgo! ja! cdn! om\didib+! `sk`md`i^`+! \i_! \oo\di,
h`ion+!dn!`s^`kodji\ggt!r`gg!lp\gdad`_!oj!\i\gtu`!
\i_! dio`mkm`o! `iqdmjih`io\g! om`i_n! \i_! diajm,
h\odji! ja! \gg! fdi_n;! oj! \kkm\dn`! kmjbm\hn! \i_!
\^odqdod`n! ja! oc`! D`_`m\g! Ejq`mih`io! di! oc`!
gdbco! ja! oc`! kjgd^t! n`o! ajmoc! di! np]^c\ko`m! G! ja!
ocdn! ^c\ko`m;! oj! ]`! ^jin^djpn! ja! \i_! m`nkjindq`!
oj!oc`!n^d`iodad^+!`^jijhd^+!nj^d\g+!`noc`od^+!\i_!
^pgopm\g! i``_n! \i_! dio`m`non! ja! oc`! L\odji;! \i_!
oj! ajmhpg\o`! \i_! m`^jhh`i_! i\odji\g! kjgd^d`n!
oj! kmjhjo`! oc`! dhkmjq`h`io! ja! oc`! lp\gdot! ja!
oc`!`iqdmjih`io-!
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48215! Hgfgtcn! Tgikuvgt 0 Xqn/! 91-! Pq/! 235 0 Oqpfc{-! Lwpg! 3;-! 3126 0 Twngu!

jwocp!jgcnvj!qt!gpxktqpogpvcn!ghhgevu!
qp!okpqtkv{!qt!nqy.kpeqog!rqrwncvkqpu-!
dgecwug!kv!fqgu!pqv!cfxgtugn{!chhgev!vjg!
ngxgn!qh!rtqvgevkqp!rtqxkfgf!vq!jwocp!
jgcnvj!qt!vjg!gpxktqpogpv/!

Vjg!twng!fghkpgu!vjg!ueqrg!qh!ycvgtu!
rtqvgevgf!wpfgt!vjg!EYC/!Vjg!
kpetgcugf!enctkv{!tgictfkpi!vjg!
fghkpkvkqp!qh!��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu��!ku!kpvgpfgf!vq!dgpghkv!cnn!
tgiwncvqtu-!uvcmgjqnfgtu-!cpf!kpvgtguvgf!
rctvkgu/!Kp!cffkvkqp-!vjku!twng!ku!pcvkqpcn!
kp!ueqrg!cpf-!vjgtghqtg-!ku!pqv!urgekhke!
vq!c!rctvkewnct!igqitcrjke!ctgc/!

Kp!vjg!urktkv!qh!G/Q/!239;9-!kprwv!htqo!
gpxktqpogpvcn!lwuvkeg!uvcmgjqnfgtu!ycu!
tgswguvgf!fwtkpi!vjg!twng!fgxgnqrogpv!
rtqeguu-!vjtqwij!c!ugtkgu!qh!uvcmgjqnfgt!
oggvkpiu!dgvyggp!Crtkn!cpf!Pqxgodgt!
3125/!Qp!Oc{!23-!3125-!GRC!jgnf!c!
hqewugf!vgngeqphgtgpeg!ykvj!pqp.!
vtcfkvkqpcn!uvcmgjqnfgtu-!kpenwfkpi!
gpxktqpogpvcn!lwuvkeg!cpf!hckvj.dcugf!
uvcmgjqnfgtu-!vq!uqnkekv!vjgkt!kpfkxkfwcn!
kprwv!qp!vjg!rtqrqugf!twng/!Vjg!
cigpekgu!jcxg!wugf!vjg!hggfdcem!htqo!
rwdnke!qwvtgcej!cu!vjg!uqwteg!qh!gctn{!
iwkfcpeg!cpf!tgeqoogpfcvkqpu!hqt!
tghkpkpi!vjg!rtqrqugf!twng/!Uvcmgjqnfgt!
kprwv!tgegkxgf!fwtkpi!rwdnke!qwvtgcej!
gxgpvu!kp!eqodkpcvkqp!ykvj!vjg!ytkvvgp!
eqoogpvu!tgegkxgf!fwtkpi!vjg!rwdnke!
eqoogpv!rgtkqf!jcxg!tgujcrgf!gcej!qh!
vjg!fghkpkvkqpu!kpenwfgf!kp!vqfc{�u!twng-!
cpf!kpeqtrqtcvg!kpetgcugf!enctkv{!hqt!
tgiwncvqtu-!uvcmgjqnfgtu-!cpf!vjg!
tgiwncvgf!rwdnke!vq!cuukuv!vjgo!kp!
kfgpvkh{kpi!ycvgtu!cu!��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu/��!

Vjg!cigpekgu!rtgrctgf!c!tgrqtv!
uwooctk|kpi!vjgkt!qwvtgcej!vq!vjg!
gpxktqpogpvcn!lwuvkeg!eqoowpkv{-!
cpcn{uku!qh!rqvgpvkcn!korcevu-!cpf!jqy!
vjgug!tguwnvu!kphqtogf!vjg!fgxgnqrogpv!
qh!vjg!twng/!Vjku!tgrqtv-!Gpxktqpogpvcn!
Lwuvkeg!Tgrqtv!hqt!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!Twng<!
Fghkpkvkqp!qh!��Ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu��!Wpfgt!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!Cev=!
Hkpcn!Twng!)Fqemgv!Kf/!Pq/!GRC�JS�!
QY�3122�1991*-!ku!cxckncdng!kp!vjg!
fqemgv!hqt!vjku!twng/!

M/!Eqpitguukqpcn!Tgxkgy!Cev!

Vjku!cevkqp!ku!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!
Eqpitguukqpcn!Tgxkgy!Cev!)ETC*-!cpf!
vjg!cigpekgu!yknn!uwdokv!c!twng!tgrqtv!vq!
gcej!Jqwug!qh!vjg!Eqpitguu!cpf!vq!vjg!
Eqorvtqnngt!Igpgtcn!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu/!Vjku!cevkqp!ku!c!��oclqt!twng��!cu!
fghkpgf!d{!6!W/U/E/!915)3*!dcugf!qp!
rqvgpvkcn!kpfktgev!equvu/!

N/!Gpxktqpogpvcn!Fqewogpvcvkqp!

Kp!vjku!lqkpv!twngocmkpi-!vjg!cigpekgu!
guvcdnkuj!c!fghkpkvkqpcn!twng!vjcv!enctkhkgu!
vjg!ueqrg!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!Cev/!Vjg!
fghkpkvkqp!yknn!crrn{!vq!cnn!rtqxkukqpu!qh!
vjg!Cev-!cpf!vjku!tgiwncvkqp!urgekhkecnn{!
cogpfu!GRC!tgiwncvkqpu!korngogpvkpi!

ugevkqpu!412-!415-!417-!422-!513!cpf!
515-!yjkng!vjg!Cto{!ku!ocmkpi!
uwduvcpvkxgn{!kfgpvkecn!tgxkukqpu!vq!kvu!
tgiwncvkqpu!wpfgt!ugevkqp!515!qh!vjg!
EYC/!Ugevkqp!622)e*!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!
Cev!rtqxkfgu!vjcv-!gzegrv!hqt!egtvckp!
cevkqpu!pqv!tgngxcpv!jgtg-!pq!cevkqp!d{!
GRC!eqpuvkvwvgu!�c!oclqt!hgfgtcn!cevkqp!
ukipkhkecpvn{!chhgevkpi!vjg!swcnkv{!qh!vjg!
jwocp!gpxktqpogpv!ykvjkp!vjg!ogcpkpi!
qh!]PGRC_��/!

Vjg!Cto{!jcu!rtgrctgf!c!hkpcn!
gpxktqpogpvcn!cuuguuogpv!cpf!Hkpfkpiu!
qh!Pq!Ukipkhkecpv!Korcev!eqpukuvgpv!ykvj!
vjg!Pcvkqpcn!Gpxktqpogpvcn!Rqnke{!Cev!
)PGRC*/!Vjg!Cto{!jcu!fgvgtokpgf!vjcv!
vjg!twng!ku!pqv!c!oclqt!hgfgtcn!cevkqp!
ukipkhkecpvn{!chhgevkpi!vjg!swcnkv{!qh!vjg!
jwocp!gpxktqpogpv!vjcv!yqwnf!tgswktg!
vjg!rtgrctcvkqp!qh!cp!gpxktqpogpvcn!
korcev!uvcvgogpv/!Vjg!cuuguuogpv!ku!
eqpvckpgf!kp!vjg!tgeqtf!hqt!vjku!
twngocmkpi/!Hwtvjgtoqtg-!crrtqrtkcvg!
gpxktqpogpvcn!fqewogpvcvkqp-!
kpenwfkpi!cp!GKU!yjgp!tgswktgf-!ku!
rtgrctgf!d{!vjg!Eqtru!hqt!igpgtcn!
rgtokvu!cpf!urgekhkecnn{!hqt!gcej!cpf!
gxgt{!uvcpfctf!kpfkxkfwcn!rgtokv!
crrnkecvkqp!dghqtg!ocmkpi!hkpcn!rgtokv!
fgekukqpu/!

O/!Lwfkekcn!Tgxkgy!

Ugevkqp!61;)d*)2*!qh!vjg!EYC!
rtqxkfgu!hqt!lwfkekcn!tgxkgy!kp!vjg!
eqwtvu!qh!crrgcnu!qh!urgekhkecnn{!
gpwogtcvgf!cevkqpu!qh!vjg!
Cfokpkuvtcvqt/!Vjg!Uwrtgog!Eqwtv!cpf!
nqygt!eqwtvu!jcxg!tgcejgf!fkhhgtgpv!
eqpenwukqpu!qp!vjg!v{rgu!qh!cevkqpu!vjcv!
hcnn!ykvjkp!ugevkqp!61;/!Eqorctg-!G/K/!fw!
Rqpv!fg!Pgoqwtu!cpf!Eq/!x/!Vtckp-!541!
W/U/!223!)2;88*=!PTFE!x/!GRC-!784!H/3f!
511!)F/E/!Ekt/!2;93*=!Pcvkqpcn!Eqvvqp!
Eqwpekn!qh!Cogt/!x/!GRC-!664!H/4f!
;38)7vj!Ekt/!311;*!egtv!fgpkgf!66;!W/U/!
;47!)3121*!ykvj-!Pqtvjyguv!
Gpxktqpogpvcn!Cfxqecvgu!x/!GRC-!648!
H/4f!2117!);vj!Ekt/!3119*=!Htkgpfu!qh!vjg!
Gxgtincfgu!x/!GRC-!7;;!H/4f!2391!)22vj!
Ekt/!3123*!egtv!fgpkgf!66;!W/U/!;47!
)3121*/!

Ugg!FCVGU ugevkqp!hqt!kphqtocvkqp!
tgictfkpi!vjg!vkokpi!hqt!uggmkpi!lwfkekcn!
tgxkgy!qh!vjku!twng/!

Nkuv!qh!Uwdlgevu!

44!EHT!Rctv!439!

Gpxktqpogpvcn!rtqvgevkqp-!
Cfokpkuvtcvkxg!rtcevkeg!cpf!rtqegfwtg-!
Kpvgtiqxgtpogpvcn!tgncvkqpu-!Pcxkicvkqp-!
Ycvgt!rqnnwvkqp!eqpvtqn-!Ycvgtyc{u/!

51!EHT!Rctvu!221-!223-!227-!228-!233-!
341-!343-!411-!412-!cpf!512!

Gpxktqpogpvcn!rtqvgevkqp-!Ycvgt!
rqnnwvkqp!eqpvtqn/!

Fcvgf<!Oc{!38-!3126/!

Ikpc!OeEctvj{-!

Cfokpkuvtcvqt-!Gpxktqpogpvcn!Rtqvgevkqp!
Cigpe{/!

Fcvgf<!Oc{!38-!3126/!

Lq.Gnngp!Fcte{-!

Cuukuvcpv!Ugetgvct{!qh!vjg!Cto{-!)Ekxkn!Yqtmu*-!
Fgrctvogpv!qh!vjg!Cto{/!

Vkvng!44�Pcxkicvkqp!cpf!Pcxkicdng!
Ycvgtu!

Hqt!vjg!tgcuqpu!ugv!qwv!kp!vjg!
rtgcodng-!vkvng!44-!ejcrvgt!KK!qh!vjg!Eqfg!
qh!Hgfgtcn!Tgiwncvkqpu!ku!cogpfgf!cu!
hqnnqyu<!

RCTV!439�FGHKPKVKQP!QH!YCVGTU!
QH!VJG!WPKVGF!UVCVGU!

! 2/!Vjg!cwvjqtkv{!ekvcvkqp!hqt!rctv!439!
ku!tgxkugf!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

Cwvjqtkv{<!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!

! 3/!Ugevkqp!439/4!ku!cogpfgf!d{!
tgxkukpi!rctcitcrju!)c*!vjtqwij!)e*-!
tgoqxkpi!rctcitcrju!)f*!cpf!)g*-!cpf!
tgfgukipcvkpi!rctcitcrj!)h*!cu!rctcitcrj!
)f*!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

¨ 439/4 Fghkpkvkqpu/!

+! +! +! +! +!
)c*!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!

Cev-!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!cpf!kvu!
korngogpvkpi!tgiwncvkqpu-!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!
gzenwukqpu!kp!rctcitcrj!)d*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp-!vjg!vgto!��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu��!ogcpu<!

)2*!Cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!ctg!ewttgpvn{!
wugf-!ygtg!wugf!kp!vjg!rcuv-!qt!oc{!dg!
uwuegrvkdng!vq!wug!kp!kpvgtuvcvg!qt!hqtgkip!
eqoogteg-!kpenwfkpi!cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!
ctg!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!gdd!cpf!hnqy!qh!vjg!
vkfg=!

)3*!Cnn!kpvgtuvcvg!ycvgtu-!kpenwfkpi!
kpvgtuvcvg!ygvncpfu=!

)4*!Vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu=!
)5*!Cnn!korqwpfogpvu!qh!ycvgtu!

qvjgtykug!kfgpvkhkgf!cu!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!wpfgt!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)6*!Cnn!vtkdwvctkgu-!cu!fghkpgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)e*)4*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!qh!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!
vjtqwij!)4*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)7*!Cnn!ycvgtu!cflcegpv!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!vjtqwij!
)6*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!
rqpfu-!ncmgu-!qzdqyu-!korqwpfogpvu-!
cpf!ukoknct!ycvgtu=!

)8*!Cnn!ycvgtu!kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)8*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!yjgtg!vjg{!
ctg!fgvgtokpgf-!qp!c!ecug.urgekhke!dcuku-!
vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!vjtqwij!
)4*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Vjg!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!gcej!qh!rctcitcrju!)c*)8*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!ctg!ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!
cpf!ujcnn!dg!eqodkpgf-!hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku-!kp!vjg!
ycvgtujgf!vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!
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vjtqwij!)4*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!
eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)c*)7*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!yjgp!
rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!
Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!
cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!
)c*)7*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!pq!
ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku!
ku!tgswktgf/!

)k*!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu/!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu!
ctg!c!eqorngz!qh!incekcnn{!hqtogf!
ygvncpfu-!wuwcnn{!qeewttkpi!kp!
fgrtguukqpu!vjcv!ncem!rgtocpgpv!pcvwtcn!
qwvngvu-!nqecvgf!kp!vjg!wrrgt!Okfyguv/!

)kk*!Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u/!
Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u!ctg!
rqpfgf-!fgrtguukqpcn!ygvncpfu!vjcv!
qeewt!cnqpi!vjg!Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)kkk*!Rqequkpu/!Rqequkpu!ctg!gxgtitggp!
ujtwd!cpf!vtgg!fqokpcvgf!ygvncpfu!
hqwpf!rtgfqokpcpvn{!cnqpi!vjg!Egpvtcn!
Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)kx*!Yguvgtp!xgtpcn!rqqnu/!Yguvgtp!
xgtpcn!rqqnu!ctg!ugcuqpcn!ygvncpfu!
nqecvgf!kp!rctvu!qh!Ecnkhqtpkc!cpf!
cuuqekcvgf!ykvj!vqrqitcrjke!fgrtguukqp-!
uqknu!ykvj!rqqt!ftckpcig-!oknf-!ygv!
ykpvgtu!cpf!jqv-!ft{!uwoogtu/!

)x*!Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu/!
Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu!ctg!
htgujycvgt!ygvncpfu!vjcv!qeewt!cu!c!
oqucke!qh!fgrtguukqpu-!tkfigu-!
kpvgtoqwpf!hncvu-!cpf!okoc!oqwpf!
ygvncpfu!nqecvgf!cnqpi!vjg!Vgzcu!Iwnh!
Eqcuv/!

)9*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.!
{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!vjtqwij!)4*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!
5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!
qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!vjtqwij!
)6*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!
fgvgtokpgf!qp!c!ecug.urgekhke!dcuku!vq!
jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!vjtqwij!
)4*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Hqt!ycvgtu!
fgvgtokpgf!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!
vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!vjtqwij!)4*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp!qt!ykvjkp!5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!
vkfg!nkpg!qt!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!
Ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!
pqv!dg!eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrj!)c*)7*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!yjgp!
rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!
Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!
cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!
)c*)7*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!pq!
ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku!
ku!tgswktgf/!

)d*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!ctg!pqv!��ycvgtu!qh!
vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!gxgp!yjgtg!vjg{!
qvjgtykug!oggv!vjg!vgtou!qh!rctcitcrju!
)c*)5*!vjtqwij!)9*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)2*!Ycuvg!vtgcvogpv!u{uvgou-!
kpenwfkpi!vtgcvogpv!rqpfu!qt!nciqqpu!
fgukipgf!vq!oggv!vjg!tgswktgogpvu!qh!
vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!Cev/!

)3*!Rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!etqrncpf/!
Pqvykvjuvcpfkpi!vjg!fgvgtokpcvkqp!qh!
cp!ctgc�u!uvcvwu!cu!rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!
etqrncpf!d{!cp{!qvjgt!Hgfgtcn!cigpe{-!
hqt!vjg!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!Cev-!
vjg!hkpcn!cwvjqtkv{!tgictfkpi!Engcp!
Ycvgt!Cev!lwtkufkevkqp!tgockpu!ykvj!
GRC/!

)4*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!fkvejgu<!
)k*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!grjgogtcn!hnqy!vjcv!

ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{!qt!
gzecxcvgf!kp!c!vtkdwvct{/!

)kk*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!kpvgtokvvgpv!hnqy!vjcv!
ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{-!gzecxcvgf!
kp!c!vtkdwvct{-!qt!ftckp!ygvncpfu/!

)kkk*!Fkvejgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!hnqy-!gkvjgt!
fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt-!kpvq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!
vjtqwij!)4*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)5*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!hgcvwtgu<!
)k*!Ctvkhkekcnn{!kttkicvgf!ctgcu!vjcv!

yqwnf!tgxgtv!vq!ft{!ncpf!ujqwnf!
crrnkecvkqp!qh!ycvgt!vq!vjcv!ctgc!egcug=!

)kk*!Ctvkhkekcn-!eqpuvtwevgf!ncmgu!cpf!
rqpfu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf!uwej!cu!hcto!
cpf!uvqem!ycvgtkpi!rqpfu-!kttkicvkqp!
rqpfu-!ugvvnkpi!dcukpu-!hkgnfu!hnqqfgf!hqt!
tkeg!itqykpi-!nqi!engcpkpi!rqpfu-!qt!
eqqnkpi!rqpfu=!

)kkk*!Ctvkhkekcn!tghngevkpi!rqqnu!qt!
uykookpi!rqqnu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)kx*!Uocnn!qtpcogpvcn!ycvgtu!etgcvgf!
kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)x*!Ycvgt.hknngf!fgrtguukqpu!etgcvgf!kp!
ft{!ncpf!kpekfgpvcn!vq!okpkpi!qt!
eqpuvtwevkqp!cevkxkv{-!kpenwfkpi!rkvu!
gzecxcvgf!hqt!qdvckpkpi!hknn-!ucpf-!qt!
itcxgn!vjcv!hknn!ykvj!ycvgt=!

)xk*!Gtqukqpcn!hgcvwtgu-!kpenwfkpi!
iwnnkgu-!tknnu-!cpf!qvjgt!grjgogtcn!
hgcvwtgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!oggv!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!
qh!vtkdwvct{-!pqp.ygvncpf!uycngu-!cpf!
ncyhwnn{!eqpuvtwevgf!itcuugf!ycvgtyc{u=!
cpf!

)xkk*!Rwffngu/!
)6*!Itqwpfycvgt-!kpenwfkpi!

itqwpfycvgt!ftckpgf!vjtqwij!
uwduwthceg!ftckpcig!u{uvgou/!

)7*!Uvqtoycvgt!eqpvtqn!hgcvwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!vq!eqpxg{-!vtgcv-!qt!uvqtg!
uvqtoycvgt!vjcv!ctg!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf/!

)8*!Ycuvgycvgt!tge{enkpi!uvtwevwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!fgvgpvkqp!cpf!
tgvgpvkqp!dcukpu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!itqwpfycvgt!tgejctig!dcukpu=!
rgteqncvkqp!rqpfu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!cpf!ycvgt!fkuvtkdwvct{!
uvtwevwtgu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi/!

)e*!Fghkpkvkqpu/!Kp!vjku!ugevkqp-!vjg!
hqnnqykpi!fghkpkvkqpu!crrn{<!

)2*!Cflcegpv/!Vjg!vgto!cflcegpv!
ogcpu!dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!
pgkijdqtkpi!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!vjtqwij!)6*!qh!vjku!

ugevkqp-!kpenwfkpi!ycvgtu!ugrctcvgf!d{!
eqpuvtwevgf!fkmgu!qt!dcttkgtu-!pcvwtcn!
tkxgt!dgtou-!dgcej!fwpgu-!cpf!vjg!nkmg/!
Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!cflcegpe{-!cp!qrgp!
ycvgt!uwej!cu!c!rqpf!qt!ncmg!kpenwfgu!
cp{!ygvncpfu!ykvjkp!qt!cdwvvkpi!kvu!
qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Cflcegpe{!ku!
pqv!nkokvgf!vq!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ncvgtcnn{!vq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!
vjtqwij!)6*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Cflcegpv!
ycvgtu!cnuq!kpenwfg!cnn!ycvgtu!vjcv!
eqppgev!ugiogpvu!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!vjtqwij!)6*!qt!ctg!
nqecvgf!cv!vjg!jgcf!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!vjtqwij!)6*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp!cpf!ctg!dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!
qt!pgkijdqtkpi!uwej!ycvgt/!Ycvgtu!dgkpi!
wugf!hqt!guvcdnkujgf!pqtocn!hctokpi-!
tcpejkpi-!cpf!uknxkewnvwtg!cevkxkvkgu!)44!
W/U/E/!2455)h**!ctg!pqv!cflcegpv/!

)3*!Pgkijdqtkpi/!Vjg!vgto!pgkijdqtkpi!
ogcpu<!

)k*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!
qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!
vjtqwij!)6*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm=!

)kk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.!
{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!vjtqwij!)6*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp!cpf!pqv!oqtg!vjcp!2-611!hggv!
htqo!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!
uwej!ycvgt/!Vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!
pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!
ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm!cpf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.{gct!
hnqqfrnckp=!

)kkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!
hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!qt!)c*)4*!
qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!ykvjkp!
2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!qt!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!

)4*!Vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu/!Vjg!
vgtou!vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu!gcej!
ogcp!c!ycvgt!vjcv!eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy-!
gkvjgt!fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt!
)kpenwfkpi!cp!korqwpfogpv!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrj!)c*)5*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp*-!vq!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!
vjtqwij!)4*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!vjcv!ku!
ejctcevgtk|gf!d{!vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!vjg!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!qh!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!
cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjgug!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!fgoqpuvtcvg!vjgtg!ku!
xqnwog-!htgswgpe{-!cpf!fwtcvkqp!qh!hnqy!
uwhhkekgpv!vq!etgcvg!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!cpf!
cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm-!cpf!vjwu!
vq!swcnkh{!cu!c!vtkdwvct{/!C!vtkdwvct{!ecp!
dg!c!pcvwtcn-!ocp.cnvgtgf-!qt!ocp.ocfg!
ycvgt!cpf!kpenwfgu!ycvgtu!uwej!cu!
tkxgtu-!uvtgcou-!ecpcnu-!cpf!fkvejgu!pqv!
gzenwfgf!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)d*!qh!vjku!
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ugevkqp/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!
cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!
pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh-!hqt!
cp{!ngpivj-!vjgtg!ctg!qpg!qt!oqtg!
eqpuvtwevgf!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!dtkfigu-!
ewnxgtvu-!rkrgu-!qt!fcou*-!qt!qpg!qt!oqtg!
pcvwtcn!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!ygvncpfu!cnqpi!
vjg!twp!qh!c!uvtgco-!fgdtku!rkngu-!dqwnfgt!
hkgnfu-!qt!c!uvtgco!vjcv!hnqyu!
wpfgtitqwpf*!uq!nqpi!cu!c!dgf!cpf!
dcpmu!cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!
ecp!dg!kfgpvkhkgf!wruvtgco!qh!vjg!dtgcm/!
C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!cu!c!
vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!pqv!
nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh!kv!
eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy!vjtqwij!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!vjcv!fqgu!pqv!oggv!vjg!
fghkpkvkqp!qh!vtkdwvct{!qt!vjtqwij!c!pqp.!
lwtkufkevkqpcn!ycvgt!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!vjtqwij!)4*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp/!

)5*!Ygvncpfu/!Vjg!vgto!ygvncpfu!
ogcpu!vjqug!ctgcu!vjcv!ctg!kpwpfcvgf!qt!
ucvwtcvgf!d{!uwthceg!qt!itqwpfycvgt!cv!
c!htgswgpe{!cpf!fwtcvkqp!uwhhkekgpv!vq!
uwrrqtv-!cpf!vjcv!wpfgt!pqtocn!
ektewouvcpegu!fq!uwrrqtv-!c!rtgxcngpeg!
qh!xgigvcvkqp!v{rkecnn{!cfcrvgf!hqt!nkhg!
kp!ucvwtcvgf!uqkn!eqpfkvkqpu/!Ygvncpfu!
igpgtcnn{!kpenwfg!uycoru-!octujgu-!
dqiu-!cpf!ukoknct!ctgcu/!

)6*!Ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu/!Vjg!vgto!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!ogcpu!vjcv!c!ycvgt-!
kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!gkvjgt!cnqpg!qt!kp!
eqodkpcvkqp!ykvj!qvjgt!ukoknctn{!
ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
ukipkhkecpvn{!chhgevu!vjg!ejgokecn-!
rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!kpvgitkv{!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!
vjtqwij!)4*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Vjg!vgto!��kp!
vjg!tgikqp��!ogcpu!vjg!ycvgtujgf!vjcv!
ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!vjtqwij!)4*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp/!Hqt!cp!ghhgev!vq!dg!ukipkhkecpv-!
kv!owuv!dg!oqtg!vjcp!urgewncvkxg!qt!
kpuwduvcpvkcn/!Ycvgtu!ctg!ukoknctn{!
ukvwcvgf!yjgp!vjg{!hwpevkqp!cnkmg!cpf!
ctg!uwhhkekgpvn{!enqug!vq!hwpevkqp!
vqigvjgt!kp!chhgevkpi!fqypuvtgco!ycvgtu/!
Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!fgvgtokpkpi!yjgvjgt!qt!
pqv!c!ycvgt!jcu!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!vjg!
ycvgt�u!ghhgev!qp!fqypuvtgco!rctcitcrj!
)c*)2*!vjtqwij!)4*!ycvgtu!ujcnn!dg!
cuuguugf!d{!gxcnwcvkpi!vjg!cswcvke!
hwpevkqpu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!
)e*)6*)k*!vjtqwij!)kz*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!C!
ycvgt!jcu!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!yjgp!cp{!
ukping!hwpevkqp!qt!eqodkpcvkqp!qh!
hwpevkqpu!rgthqtogf!d{!vjg!ycvgt-!cnqpg!
qt!vqigvjgt!ykvj!ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!
ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!eqpvtkdwvgu!
ukipkhkecpvn{!vq!vjg!ejgokecn-!rj{ukecn-!
qt!dkqnqikecn!kpvgitkv{!qh!vjg!pgctguv!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!
vjtqwij!)4*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Hwpevkqpu!
tgngxcpv!vq!vjg!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
gxcnwcvkqp!ctg!vjg!hqnnqykpi<!

)k*!Ugfkogpv!vtcrrkpi-!
)kk*!Pwvtkgpv!tge{enkpi-!

)kkk*!Rqnnwvcpv!vtcrrkpi-!
vtcpuhqtocvkqp-!hknvgtkpi-!cpf!vtcpurqtv-!

)kx*!Tgvgpvkqp!cpf!cvvgpwcvkqp!qh!hnqqf!
ycvgtu-!

)x*!Twpqhh!uvqtcig-!
)xk*!Eqpvtkdwvkqp!qh!hnqy-!
)xkk*!Gzrqtv!qh!qticpke!ocvvgt-!
)xkkk*!Gzrqtv!qh!hqqf!tguqwtegu-!cpf!
)kz*!Rtqxkukqp!qh!nkhg!e{eng!fgrgpfgpv!

cswcvke!jcdkvcv!)uwej!cu!hqtcikpi-!
hggfkpi-!pguvkpi-!dtggfkpi-!urcypkpi-!qt!
wug!cu!c!pwtugt{!ctgc*!hqt!urgekgu!nqecvgf!
kp!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)c*)2*!
vjtqwij!)4*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)7*!Qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjg!
vgto!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!ogcpu!
vjcv!nkpg!qp!vjg!ujqtg!guvcdnkujgf!d{!vjg!
hnwevwcvkqpu!qh!ycvgt!cpf!kpfkecvgf!d{!
rj{ukecn!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!uwej!cu!c!engct-!
pcvwtcn!nkpg!kortguugf!qp!vjg!dcpm-!
ujgnxkpi-!ejcpigu!kp!vjg!ejctcevgt!qh!
uqkn-!fguvtwevkqp!qh!vgttguvtkcn!xgigvcvkqp-!
vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!nkvvgt!cpf!fgdtku-!qt!
qvjgt!crrtqrtkcvg!ogcpu!vjcv!eqpukfgt!
vjg!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!qh!vjg!uwttqwpfkpi!
ctgcu/!

)8*!Jkij!vkfg!nkpg/!Vjg!vgto!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!ogcpu!vjg!nkpg!qh!kpvgtugevkqp!qh!vjg!
ncpf!ykvj!vjg!ycvgt�u!uwthceg!cv!vjg!
oczkowo!jgkijv!tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!
vkfg/!Vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!oc{!dg!
fgvgtokpgf-!kp!vjg!cdugpeg!qh!cevwcn!
fcvc-!d{!c!nkpg!qh!qkn!qt!uewo!cnqpi!ujqtg!
qdlgevu-!c!oqtg!qt!nguu!eqpvkpwqwu!
fgrqukv!qh!hkpg!ujgnn!qt!fgdtku!qp!vjg!
hqtgujqtg!qt!dgto-!qvjgt!rj{ukecn!
octmkpiu!qt!ejctcevgtkuvkeu-!xgigvcvkqp!
nkpgu-!vkfcn!icigu-!qt!qvjgt!uwkvcdng!
ogcpu!vjcv!fgnkpgcvg!vjg!igpgtcn!jgkijv!
tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!vkfg/!Vjg!nkpg!
gpeqorcuugu!urtkpi!jkij!vkfgu!cpf!qvjgt!
jkij!vkfgu!vjcv!qeewt!ykvj!rgtkqfke!
htgswgpe{!dwv!fqgu!pqv!kpenwfg!uvqto!
uwtigu!kp!yjkej!vjgtg!ku!c!fgrctvwtg!
htqo!vjg!pqtocn!qt!rtgfkevgf!tgcej!qh!
vjg!vkfg!fwg!vq!vjg!rknkpi!wr!qh!ycvgt!
cickpuv!c!eqcuv!d{!uvtqpi!ykpfu!uwej!cu!
vjqug!ceeqorcp{kpi!c!jwttkecpg!qt!
qvjgt!kpvgpug!uvqto/!

+! +! +! +! +!

Vkvng!51�Rtqvgevkqp!qh!Gpxktqpogpv!

Hqt!tgcuqpu!ugv!qwv!kp!vjg!rtgcodng-!
vkvng!51-!ejcrvgt!K!qh!vjg!Eqfg!qh!Hgfgtcn!
Tgiwncvkqpu!ku!cogpfgf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

RCTV!221�FKUEJCTIG!QH!QKN!

! 4/!Vjg!cwvjqtkv{!ekvcvkqp!hqt!rctv!221!
ku!tgxkugf!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

Cwvjqtkv{<!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/-!44!W/U/E/!
2432)d*)4*!cpf!)d*)5*!cpf!2472)c*=!G/Q/!22846-!
49!HT!32354-!4!EHT!rctvu!2;82�2;86!Eqor/-!
r/!8;4/!

! 5/!Ugevkqp!221/2!ku!cogpfgf!d{!
tgoqxkpi!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!qh!��ygvncpfu��!
cpf!tgxkukpi!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!qh!��pcxkicdng!
ycvgtu��!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

¨ 221/2 Fghkpkvkqpu/!

+! +! +! +! +!
Pcxkicdng!ycvgtu!ogcpu!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!

Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu-!kpenwfkpi!vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!
ugcu/!

)2*!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!
Cev-!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!cpf!kvu!
korngogpvkpi!tgiwncvkqpu-!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!
gzenwukqpu!kp!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp-!vjg!vgto!��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu��!ogcpu<!

)k*!Cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!ctg!ewttgpvn{!
wugf-!ygtg!wugf!kp!vjg!rcuv-!qt!oc{!dg!
uwuegrvkdng!vq!wug!kp!kpvgtuvcvg!qt!hqtgkip!
eqoogteg-!kpenwfkpi!cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!
ctg!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!gdd!cpf!hnqy!qh!vjg!
vkfg=!

)kk*!Cnn!kpvgtuvcvg!ycvgtu-!kpenwfkpi!
kpvgtuvcvg!ygvncpfu=!

)kkk*!Vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu=!
)kx*!Cnn!korqwpfogpvu!qh!ycvgtu!

qvjgtykug!kfgpvkhkgf!cu!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!wpfgt!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)x*!Cnn!vtkdwvctkgu-!cu!fghkpgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)4*)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!qh!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp=!

)xk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!cflcegpv!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ygvncpfu-!rqpfu-!ncmgu-!qzdqyu-!
korqwpfogpvu-!cpf!ukoknct!ycvgtu=!

)xkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!kp!rctcitcrju!
)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!
yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!fgvgtokpgf-!qp!c!ecug.!
urgekhke!dcuku-!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!gcej!
qh!rctcitcrju!)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp!ctg!ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!cpf!
ujcnn!dg!eqodkpgf-!hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku-!kp!vjg!
ycvgtujgf!vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!
eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgp!
rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!
Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!
cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!
)2*)xk*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!
pq!ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)C*!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu/!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu!
ctg!c!eqorngz!qh!incekcnn{!hqtogf!
ygvncpfu-!wuwcnn{!qeewttkpi!kp!
fgrtguukqpu!vjcv!ncem!rgtocpgpv!pcvwtcn!
qwvngvu-!nqecvgf!kp!vjg!wrrgt!Okfyguv/!

)D*!Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u/!
Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u!ctg!
rqpfgf-!fgrtguukqpcn!ygvncpfu!vjcv!
qeewt!cnqpi!vjg!Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)E*!Rqequkpu/!Rqequkpu!ctg!gxgtitggp!
ujtwd!cpf!vtgg!fqokpcvgf!ygvncpfu!
hqwpf!rtgfqokpcpvn{!cnqpi!vjg!Egpvtcn!
Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!
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48218!Hgfgtcn! Tgikuvgt 0 Xqn/! 91-! Pq/! 235 0 Oqpfc{-! Lwpg! 3;-! 3126 0 Twngu!

)F*!Yguvgtp!xgtpcn!rqqnu/!Yguvgtp!
xgtpcn!rqqnu!ctg!ugcuqpcn!ygvncpfu!
nqecvgf!kp!rctvu!qh!Ecnkhqtpkc!cpf!
cuuqekcvgf!ykvj!vqrqitcrjke!fgrtguukqp-!
uqknu!ykvj!rqqt!ftckpcig-!oknf-!ygv!
ykpvgtu!cpf!jqv-!ft{!uwoogtu/!

)G*!Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu/!
Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu!ctg!
htgujycvgt!ygvncpfu!vjcv!qeewt!cu!c!
oqucke!qh!fgrtguukqpu-!tkfigu-!
kpvgtoqwpf!hncvu-!cpf!okoc!oqwpf!
ygvncpfu!nqecvgf!cnqpi!vjg!Vgzcu!Iwnh!
Eqcuv/!

)xkkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!
5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!
qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!
fgvgtokpgf!qp!c!ecug.urgekhke!dcuku!vq!
jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!ycvgtu!
fgvgtokpgf!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!
vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!qt!ykvjkp!5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!
jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm/!Ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!
rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!eqodkpgf!ykvj!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgp!rgthqtokpi!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!Kh!ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!cnuq!cp!
cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*-!
vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!pq!ecug.!
urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku!ku!
tgswktgf/!

)3*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!ctg!pqv!��ycvgtu!qh!
vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!gxgp!yjgtg!vjg{!
qvjgtykug!oggv!vjg!vgtou!qh!rctcitcrju!
)2*)kx*!vjtqwij!)xkkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)k*!Ycuvg!vtgcvogpv!u{uvgou!)qvjgt!
vjcp!eqqnkpi!rqpfu!oggvkpi!vjg!etkvgtkc!
qh!vjku!rctcitcrj*!ctg!pqv!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu/!

)kk*!Rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!etqrncpf/!
Pqvykvjuvcpfkpi!vjg!fgvgtokpcvkqp!qh!
cp!ctgc�u!uvcvwu!cu!rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!
etqrncpf!d{!cp{!qvjgt!Hgfgtcn!cigpe{-!
hqt!vjg!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!Cev-!
vjg!hkpcn!cwvjqtkv{!tgictfkpi!Engcp!
Ycvgt!Cev!lwtkufkevkqp!tgockpu!ykvj!
GRC/!

)kkk*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!fkvejgu<!
)C*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!grjgogtcn!hnqy!vjcv!

ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{!qt!
gzecxcvgf!kp!c!vtkdwvct{/!

)D*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!kpvgtokvvgpv!hnqy!vjcv!
ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{-!gzecxcvgf!
kp!c!vtkdwvct{-!qt!ftckp!ygvncpfu/!

)E*!Fkvejgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!hnqy-!gkvjgt!
fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt-!kpvq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)kx*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!hgcvwtgu<!
)C*!Ctvkhkekcnn{!kttkicvgf!ctgcu!vjcv!

yqwnf!tgxgtv!vq!ft{!ncpf!ujqwnf!
crrnkecvkqp!qh!ycvgt!vq!vjcv!ctgc!egcug=!

)D*!Ctvkhkekcn-!eqpuvtwevgf!ncmgu!cpf!
rqpfu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf!uwej!cu!hcto!
cpf!uvqem!ycvgtkpi!rqpfu-!kttkicvkqp!
rqpfu-!ugvvnkpi!dcukpu-!hkgnfu!hnqqfgf!hqt!
tkeg!itqykpi-!nqi!engcpkpi!rqpfu-!qt!
eqqnkpi!rqpfu=!

)E*!Ctvkhkekcn!tghngevkpi!rqqnu!qt!
uykookpi!rqqnu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)F*!Uocnn!qtpcogpvcn!ycvgtu!etgcvgf!
kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)G*!Ycvgt.hknngf!fgrtguukqpu!etgcvgf!kp!
ft{!ncpf!kpekfgpvcn!vq!okpkpi!qt!
eqpuvtwevkqp!cevkxkv{-!kpenwfkpi!rkvu!
gzecxcvgf!hqt!qdvckpkpi!hknn-!ucpf-!qt!
itcxgn!vjcv!hknn!ykvj!ycvgt=!

)H*!Gtqukqpcn!hgcvwtgu-!kpenwfkpi!
iwnnkgu-!tknnu-!cpf!qvjgt!grjgogtcn!
hgcvwtgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!oggv!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!
qh!vtkdwvct{-!pqp.ygvncpf!uycngu-!cpf!
ncyhwnn{!eqpuvtwevgf!itcuugf!ycvgtyc{u=!
cpf!

)I*!Rwffngu/!
)x*!Itqwpfycvgt-!kpenwfkpi!

itqwpfycvgt!ftckpgf!vjtqwij!
uwduwthceg!ftckpcig!u{uvgou/!

)xk*!Uvqtoycvgt!eqpvtqn!hgcvwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!vq!eqpxg{-!vtgcv-!qt!uvqtg!
uvqtoycvgt!vjcv!ctg!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf/!

)xkk*!Ycuvgycvgt!tge{enkpi!uvtwevwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!fgvgpvkqp!cpf!
tgvgpvkqp!dcukpu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!itqwpfycvgt!tgejctig!dcukpu=!
rgteqncvkqp!rqpfu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!cpf!ycvgt!fkuvtkdwvct{!
uvtwevwtgu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi/!

)4*!Kp!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!vjg!hqnnqykpi!
vgtou!crrn{<!

)k*!Cflcegpv/!Vjg!vgto!cflcegpv!ogcpu!
dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ycvgtu!ugrctcvgf!d{!eqpuvtwevgf!fkmgu!qt!
dcttkgtu-!pcvwtcn!tkxgt!dgtou-!dgcej!
fwpgu-!cpf!vjg!nkmg/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
cflcegpe{-!cp!qrgp!ycvgt!uwej!cu!c!
rqpf!qt!ncmg!kpenwfgu!cp{!ygvncpfu!
ykvjkp!qt!cdwvvkpi!kvu!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm/!Cflcegpe{!ku!pqv!nkokvgf!vq!
ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ncvgtcnn{!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)2*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Cflcegpv!ycvgtu!
cnuq!kpenwfg!cnn!ycvgtu!vjcv!eqppgev!
ugiogpvu!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qt!ctg!
nqecvgf!cv!vjg!jgcf!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!ctg!dqtfgtkpi-!
eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!uwej!ycvgt/!
Ycvgtu!dgkpi!wugf!hqt!guvcdnkujgf!
pqtocn!hctokpi-!tcpejkpi-!cpf!
uknxkewnvwtg!cevkxkvkgu!)44!W/U/E/!2455)h**!
ctg!pqv!cflcegpv/!

)kk*!Pgkijdqtkpi/!Vjg!vgto!
pgkijdqtkpi!ogcpu<!

)C*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!
qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm=!

)D*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.!
{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!pqv!oqtg!vjcp!2-611!hggv!
htqo!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!
uwej!ycvgt/!Vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!
pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!
ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm!cpf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.{gct!
hnqqfrnckp=!

)E*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!
hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!qt!)kkk*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!ykvjkp!
2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!qt!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!

)kkk*!Vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu/!Vjg!
vgtou!vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu!gcej!
ogcp!c!ycvgt!vjcv!eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy-!
gkvjgt!fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt!
)kpenwfkpi!cp!korqwpfogpv!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrj!)2*)kx*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp*-!vq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!vjcv!ku!
ejctcevgtk|gf!d{!vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!vjg!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!qh!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!
cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjgug!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!fgoqpuvtcvg!vjgtg!ku!
xqnwog-!htgswgpe{-!cpf!fwtcvkqp!qh!hnqy!
uwhhkekgpv!vq!etgcvg!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!cpf!
cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm-!cpf!vjwu!
vq!swcnkh{!cu!c!vtkdwvct{/!C!vtkdwvct{!ecp!
dg!c!pcvwtcn-!ocp.cnvgtgf-!qt!ocp.ocfg!
ycvgt!cpf!kpenwfgu!ycvgtu!uwej!cu!
tkxgtu-!uvtgcou-!ecpcnu-!cpf!fkvejgu!pqv!
gzenwfgf!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!
swcnkhkgu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!
vtkdwvct{!kh-!hqt!cp{!ngpivj-!vjgtg!ctg!qpg!
qt!oqtg!eqpuvtwevgf!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
dtkfigu-!ewnxgtvu-!rkrgu-!qt!fcou*-!qt!qpg!
qt!oqtg!pcvwtcn!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
ygvncpfu!cnqpi!vjg!twp!qh!c!uvtgco-!
fgdtku!rkngu-!dqwnfgt!hkgnfu-!qt!c!uvtgco!
vjcv!hnqyu!wpfgtitqwpf*!uq!nqpi!cu!c!dgf!
cpf!dcpmu!cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!ecp!dg!kfgpvkhkgf!wruvtgco!qh!vjg!
dtgcm/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!
cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!
pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh!kv!
eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy!vjtqwij!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!vjcv!fqgu!pqv!oggv!vjg!
fghkpkvkqp!qh!vtkdwvct{!qt!vjtqwij!c!pqp.!
lwtkufkevkqpcn!ycvgt!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!
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)kx*!Ygvncpfu/!Vjg!vgto!ygvncpfu!
ogcpu!vjqug!ctgcu!vjcv!ctg!kpwpfcvgf!qt!
ucvwtcvgf!d{!uwthceg!qt!itqwpfycvgt!cv!
c!htgswgpe{!cpf!fwtcvkqp!uwhhkekgpv!vq!
uwrrqtv-!cpf!vjcv!wpfgt!pqtocn!
ektewouvcpegu!fq!uwrrqtv-!c!rtgxcngpeg!
qh!xgigvcvkqp!v{rkecnn{!cfcrvgf!hqt!nkhg!
kp!ucvwtcvgf!uqkn!eqpfkvkqpu/!Ygvncpfu!
igpgtcnn{!kpenwfg!uycoru-!octujgu-!
dqiu-!cpf!ukoknct!ctgcu/!

)x*!Ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu/!Vjg!vgto!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!ogcpu!vjcv!c!ycvgt-!
kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!gkvjgt!cnqpg!qt!kp!
eqodkpcvkqp!ykvj!qvjgt!ukoknctn{!
ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
ukipkhkecpvn{!chhgevu!vjg!ejgokecn-!
rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!kpvgitkv{!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!vgto!
��kp!vjg!tgikqp��!ogcpu!vjg!ycvgtujgf!
vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!cp!ghhgev!vq!dg!
ukipkhkecpv-!kv!owuv!dg!oqtg!vjcp!
urgewncvkxg!qt!kpuwduvcpvkcn/!Ycvgtu!ctg!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!yjgp!vjg{!hwpevkqp!
cnkmg!cpf!ctg!uwhhkekgpvn{!enqug!vq!
hwpevkqp!vqigvjgt!kp!chhgevkpi!
fqypuvtgco!ycvgtu/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
fgvgtokpkpi!yjgvjgt!qt!pqv!c!ycvgt!jcu!
c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!vjg!ycvgt�u!ghhgev!qp!
fqypuvtgco!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!ycvgtu!
ujcnn!dg!cuuguugf!d{!gxcnwcvkpi!vjg!
cswcvke!hwpevkqpu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)4*)x*)C*!vjtqwij!)K*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!jcu!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!yjgp!cp{!ukping!hwpevkqp!qt!
eqodkpcvkqp!qh!hwpevkqpu!rgthqtogf!d{!
vjg!ycvgt-!cnqpg!qt!vqigvjgt!ykvj!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
eqpvtkdwvgu!ukipkhkecpvn{!vq!vjg!
ejgokecn-!rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!
kpvgitkv{!qh!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!Hwpevkqpu!tgngxcpv!vq!vjg!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!gxcnwcvkqp!ctg!vjg!
hqnnqykpi<!

)C*!Ugfkogpv!vtcrrkpi-!
)D*!Pwvtkgpv!tge{enkpi-!
)E*!Rqnnwvcpv!vtcrrkpi-!vtcpuhqtocvkqp-!

hknvgtkpi-!cpf!vtcpurqtv-!
)F*!Tgvgpvkqp!cpf!cvvgpwcvkqp!qh!hnqqf!

ycvgtu-!
)G*!Twpqhh!uvqtcig-!
)H*!Eqpvtkdwvkqp!qh!hnqy-!
)I*!Gzrqtv!qh!qticpke!ocvvgt-!
)J*!Gzrqtv!qh!hqqf!tguqwtegu-!cpf!
)K*!Rtqxkukqp!qh!nkhg!e{eng!fgrgpfgpv!

cswcvke!jcdkvcv!)uwej!cu!hqtcikpi-!
hggfkpi-!pguvkpi-!dtggfkpi-!urcypkpi-!qt!
wug!cu!c!pwtugt{!ctgc*!hqt!urgekgu!nqecvgf!
kp!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)xk*!Qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjg!
vgto!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!ogcpu!
vjcv!nkpg!qp!vjg!ujqtg!guvcdnkujgf!d{!vjg!
hnwevwcvkqpu!qh!ycvgt!cpf!kpfkecvgf!d{!
rj{ukecn!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!uwej!cu!c!engct-!
pcvwtcn!nkpg!kortguugf!qp!vjg!dcpm-!

ujgnxkpi-!ejcpigu!kp!vjg!ejctcevgt!qh!
uqkn-!fguvtwevkqp!qh!vgttguvtkcn!xgigvcvkqp-!
vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!nkvvgt!cpf!fgdtku-!qt!
qvjgt!crrtqrtkcvg!ogcpu!vjcv!eqpukfgt!
vjg!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!qh!vjg!uwttqwpfkpi!
ctgcu/!

)xkk*!Jkij!vkfg!nkpg/!Vjg!vgto!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!ogcpu!vjg!nkpg!qh!kpvgtugevkqp!qh!vjg!
ncpf!ykvj!vjg!ycvgt�u!uwthceg!cv!vjg!
oczkowo!jgkijv!tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!
vkfg/!Vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!oc{!dg!
fgvgtokpgf-!kp!vjg!cdugpeg!qh!cevwcn!
fcvc-!d{!c!nkpg!qh!qkn!qt!uewo!cnqpi!ujqtg!
qdlgevu-!c!oqtg!qt!nguu!eqpvkpwqwu!
fgrqukv!qh!hkpg!ujgnn!qt!fgdtku!qp!vjg!
hqtgujqtg!qt!dgto-!qvjgt!rj{ukecn!
octmkpiu!qt!ejctcevgtkuvkeu-!xgigvcvkqp!
nkpgu-!vkfcn!icigu-!qt!qvjgt!uwkvcdng!
ogcpu!vjcv!fgnkpgcvg!vjg!igpgtcn!jgkijv!
tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!vkfg/!Vjg!nkpg!
gpeqorcuugu!urtkpi!jkij!vkfgu!cpf!qvjgt!
jkij!vkfgu!vjcv!qeewt!ykvj!rgtkqfke!
htgswgpe{!dwv!fqgu!pqv!kpenwfg!uvqto!
uwtigu!kp!yjkej!vjgtg!ku!c!fgrctvwtg!
htqo!vjg!pqtocn!qt!rtgfkevgf!tgcej!qh!
vjg!vkfg!fwg!vq!vjg!rknkpi!wr!qh!ycvgt!
cickpuv!c!eqcuv!d{!uvtqpi!ykpfu!uwej!cu!
vjqug!ceeqorcp{kpi!c!jwttkecpg!qt!
qvjgt!kpvgpug!uvqto/!

+! +! +! +! +!

RCTV!223�QKN!RQNNWVKQP!
RTGXGPVKQP!

! 6/!Vjg!cwvjqtkv{!ekvcvkqp!hqt!rctv!223!
ku!tgxkugf!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

Cwvjqtkv{<!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!

! 7/!Ugevkqp!223/3!ku!cogpfgf!d{!
tgoqxkpi!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!qh!��ygvncpfu��!
cpf!tgxkukpi!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!qh!
��Pcxkicdng!ycvgtu��!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

¨ 223/3 Fghkpkvkqpu/!

+! +! +! +! +!
Pcxkicdng!ycvgtu!ogcpu!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!

Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu-!kpenwfkpi!vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!
ugcu/!

)2*!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!
Cev-!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!cpf!kvu!
korngogpvkpi!tgiwncvkqpu-!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!
gzenwukqpu!kp!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp-!vjg!vgto!��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!ogcpu<!

)k*!Cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!ctg!ewttgpvn{!
wugf-!ygtg!wugf!kp!vjg!rcuv-!qt!oc{!dg!
uwuegrvkdng!vq!wug!kp!kpvgtuvcvg!qt!hqtgkip!
eqoogteg-!kpenwfkpi!cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!
ctg!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!gdd!cpf!hnqy!qh!vjg!
vkfg=!

)kk*!Cnn!kpvgtuvcvg!ycvgtu-!kpenwfkpi!
kpvgtuvcvg!ygvncpfu=!

)kkk*!Vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu=!
)kx*!Cnn!korqwpfogpvu!qh!ycvgtu!

qvjgtykug!kfgpvkhkgf!cu!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!wpfgt!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)x*!Cnn!vtkdwvctkgu-!cu!fghkpgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)4*)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!qh!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp=!

)xk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!cflcegpv!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ygvncpfu-!rqpfu-!ncmgu-!qzdqyu-!
korqwpfogpvu-!cpf!ukoknct!ycvgtu=!

)xkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!kp!rctcitcrju!
)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!
yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!fgvgtokpgf-!qp!c!ecug.!
urgekhke!dcuku-!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!gcej!
qh!rctcitcrju!)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp!ctg!ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!cpf!
ujcnn!dg!eqodkpgf-!hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku-!kp!vjg!
ycvgtujgf!vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!
eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!yjgp!
rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!
Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!
cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!
)2*)xk*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!
pq!ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)C*!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu/!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu!
ctg!c!eqorngz!qh!incekcnn{!hqtogf!
ygvncpfu-!wuwcnn{!qeewttkpi!kp!
fgrtguukqpu!vjcv!ncem!rgtocpgpv!pcvwtcn!
qwvngvu-!nqecvgf!kp!vjg!wrrgt!Okfyguv/!

)D*!Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u/!
Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u!ctg!
rqpfgf-!fgrtguukqpcn!ygvncpfu!vjcv!
qeewt!cnqpi!vjg!Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)E*!Rqequkpu/!Rqequkpu!ctg!gxgtitggp!
ujtwd!cpf!vtgg!fqokpcvgf!ygvncpfu!
hqwpf!rtgfqokpcpvn{!cnqpi!vjg!Egpvtcn!
Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)F*!Yguvgtp!xgtpcn!rqqnu/!Yguvgtp!
xgtpcn!rqqnu!ctg!ugcuqpcn!ygvncpfu!
nqecvgf!kp!rctvu!qh!Ecnkhqtpkc!cpf!
cuuqekcvgf!ykvj!vqrqitcrjke!fgrtguukqp-!
uqknu!ykvj!rqqt!ftckpcig-!oknf-!ygv!
ykpvgtu!cpf!jqv-!ft{!uwoogtu/!

)G*!Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu/!
Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu!ctg!
htgujycvgt!ygvncpfu!vjcv!qeewt!cu!c!
oqucke!qh!fgrtguukqpu-!tkfigu-!
kpvgtoqwpf!hncvu-!cpf!okoc!oqwpf!
ygvncpfu!nqecvgf!cnqpi!vjg!Vgzcu!Iwnh!
Eqcuv/!

)xkkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!
5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!
qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!
fgvgtokpgf!qp!c!ecug.urgekhke!dcuku!vq!
jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!ycvgtu!
fgvgtokpgf!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!
vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
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211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!qt!ykvjkp!5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!
jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm/!Ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!
rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!eqodkpgf!ykvj!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgp!rgthqtokpi!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!Kh!ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!cnuq!cp!
cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*-!
vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!pq!ecug.!
urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku!ku!
tgswktgf/!

)3*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!ctg!pqv!��ycvgtu!qh!
vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!gxgp!yjgtg!vjg{!
qvjgtykug!oggv!vjg!vgtou!qh!rctcitcrju!
)2*)kx*!vjtqwij!)xkkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)k*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!fkvejgu<!
)C*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!grjgogtcn!hnqy!vjcv!

ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{!qt!
gzecxcvgf!kp!c!vtkdwvct{/!

)D*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!kpvgtokvvgpv!hnqy!vjcv!
ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{-!gzecxcvgf!
kp!c!vtkdwvct{-!qt!ftckp!ygvncpfu/!

)E*!Fkvejgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!hnqy-!gkvjgt!
fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt-!kpvq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)kk*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!hgcvwtgu<!
)C*!Ctvkhkekcnn{!kttkicvgf!ctgcu!vjcv!

yqwnf!tgxgtv!vq!ft{!ncpf!ujqwnf!
crrnkecvkqp!qh!ycvgt!vq!vjcv!ctgc!egcug=!

)D*!Ctvkhkekcn-!eqpuvtwevgf!ncmgu!cpf!
rqpfu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf!uwej!cu!hcto!
cpf!uvqem!ycvgtkpi!rqpfu-!kttkicvkqp!
rqpfu-!ugvvnkpi!dcukpu-!hkgnfu!hnqqfgf!hqt!
tkeg!itqykpi-!nqi!engcpkpi!rqpfu-!qt!
eqqnkpi!rqpfu=!

)E*!Ctvkhkekcn!tghngevkpi!rqqnu!qt!
uykookpi!rqqnu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)F*!Uocnn!qtpcogpvcn!ycvgtu!etgcvgf!
kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)G*!Ycvgt.hknngf!fgrtguukqpu!etgcvgf!kp!
ft{!ncpf!kpekfgpvcn!vq!okpkpi!qt!
eqpuvtwevkqp!cevkxkv{-!kpenwfkpi!rkvu!
gzecxcvgf!hqt!qdvckpkpi!hknn-!ucpf-!qt!
itcxgn!vjcv!hknn!ykvj!ycvgt=!

)H*!Gtqukqpcn!hgcvwtgu-!kpenwfkpi!
iwnnkgu-!tknnu-!cpf!qvjgt!grjgogtcn!
hgcvwtgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!oggv!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!
qh!vtkdwvct{-!pqp.ygvncpf!uycngu-!cpf!
ncyhwnn{!eqpuvtwevgf!itcuugf!ycvgtyc{u=!
cpf!

)I*!Rwffngu/!
)kkk*!Itqwpfycvgt-!kpenwfkpi!

itqwpfycvgt!ftckpgf!vjtqwij!
uwduwthceg!ftckpcig!u{uvgou/!

)kx*!Uvqtoycvgt!eqpvtqn!hgcvwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!vq!eqpxg{-!vtgcv-!qt!uvqtg!
uvqtoycvgt!vjcv!ctg!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf/!

)x*!Ycuvgycvgt!tge{enkpi!uvtwevwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!fgvgpvkqp!cpf!
tgvgpvkqp!dcukpu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!itqwpfycvgt!tgejctig!dcukpu=!
rgteqncvkqp!rqpfu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!cpf!ycvgt!fkuvtkdwvct{!
uvtwevwtgu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi/!

)4*!Kp!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!vjg!hqnnqykpi!
vgtou!crrn{<!

)k*!Cflcegpv/!Vjg!vgto!cflcegpv!ogcpu!
dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ycvgtu!ugrctcvgf!d{!eqpuvtwevgf!fkmgu!qt!
dcttkgtu-!pcvwtcn!tkxgt!dgtou-!dgcej!
fwpgu-!cpf!vjg!nkmg/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
cflcegpe{-!cp!qrgp!ycvgt!uwej!cu!c!
rqpf!qt!ncmg!kpenwfgu!cp{!ygvncpfu!
ykvjkp!qt!cdwvvkpi!kvu!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm/!Cflcegpe{!ku!pqv!nkokvgf!vq!
ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ncvgtcnn{!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Cflcegpv!ycvgtu!
cnuq!kpenwfg!cnn!ycvgtu!vjcv!eqppgev!
ugiogpvu!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qt!ctg!
nqecvgf!cv!vjg!jgcf!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!ctg!dqtfgtkpi-!
eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!uwej!ycvgt/!
Ycvgtu!dgkpi!wugf!hqt!guvcdnkujgf!
pqtocn!hctokpi-!tcpejkpi-!cpf!
uknxkewnvwtg!cevkxkvkgu!)44!W/U/E/!2455)h**!
ctg!pqv!cflcegpv/!

)kk*!Pgkijdqtkpi/!Vjg!vgto!
pgkijdqtkpi!ogcpu<!

)C*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!
qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm=!

)D*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.!
{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!pqv!oqtg!vjcp!2-611!hggv!
htqo!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!
uwej!ycvgt/!Vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!
pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!
ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm!cpf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.{gct!
hnqqfrnckp=!

)E*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!
hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!qt!)2*)kkk*!
qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!ykvjkp!
2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!qt!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!

)kkk*!Vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu/!Vjg!
vgtou!vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu!gcej!
ogcp!c!ycvgt!vjcv!eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy-!
gkvjgt!fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt!
)kpenwfkpi!cp!korqwpfogpv!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrj!)2*)kx*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp*-!vq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!vjcv!ku!
ejctcevgtk|gf!d{!vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!vjg!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!qh!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!
cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjgug!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!fgoqpuvtcvg!vjgtg!ku!
xqnwog-!htgswgpe{-!cpf!fwtcvkqp!qh!hnqy!

uwhhkekgpv!vq!etgcvg!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!cpf!
cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm-!cpf!vjwu!
vq!swcnkh{!cu!c!vtkdwvct{/!C!vtkdwvct{!ecp!
dg!c!pcvwtcn-!ocp.cnvgtgf-!qt!ocp.ocfg!
ycvgt!cpf!kpenwfgu!ycvgtu!uwej!cu!
tkxgtu-!uvtgcou-!ecpcnu-!cpf!fkvejgu!pqv!
gzenwfgf!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!
swcnkhkgu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!
vtkdwvct{!kh-!hqt!cp{!ngpivj-!vjgtg!ctg!qpg!
qt!oqtg!eqpuvtwevgf!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
dtkfigu-!ewnxgtvu-!rkrgu-!qt!fcou*-!qt!qpg!
qt!oqtg!pcvwtcn!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
ygvncpfu!cnqpi!vjg!twp!qh!c!uvtgco-!
fgdtku!rkngu-!dqwnfgt!hkgnfu-!qt!c!uvtgco!
vjcv!hnqyu!wpfgtitqwpf*!uq!nqpi!cu!c!dgf!
cpf!dcpmu!cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!ecp!dg!kfgpvkhkgf!wruvtgco!qh!vjg!
dtgcm/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!
cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!
pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh!kv!
eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy!vjtqwij!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!vjcv!fqgu!pqv!oggv!vjg!
fghkpkvkqp!qh!vtkdwvct{!qt!vjtqwij!c!pqp.!
lwtkufkevkqpcn!ycvgt!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!

)kx*!Ygvncpfu/!Vjg!vgto!ygvncpfu!
ogcpu!vjqug!ctgcu!vjcv!ctg!kpwpfcvgf!qt!
ucvwtcvgf!d{!uwthceg!qt!itqwpfycvgt!cv!
c!htgswgpe{!cpf!fwtcvkqp!uwhhkekgpv!vq!
uwrrqtv-!cpf!vjcv!wpfgt!pqtocn!
ektewouvcpegu!fq!uwrrqtv-!c!rtgxcngpeg!
qh!xgigvcvkqp!v{rkecnn{!cfcrvgf!hqt!nkhg!
kp!ucvwtcvgf!uqkn!eqpfkvkqpu/!Ygvncpfu!
igpgtcnn{!kpenwfg!uycoru-!octujgu-!
dqiu-!cpf!ukoknct!ctgcu/!

)x*!Ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu/!Vjg!vgto!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!ogcpu!vjcv!c!ycvgt-!
kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!gkvjgt!cnqpg!qt!kp!
eqodkpcvkqp!ykvj!qvjgt!ukoknctn{!
ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
ukipkhkecpvn{!chhgevu!vjg!ejgokecn-!
rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!kpvgitkv{!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!vgto!
��kp!vjg!tgikqp��!ogcpu!vjg!ycvgtujgf!
vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!cp!ghhgev!vq!dg!
ukipkhkecpv-!kv!owuv!dg!oqtg!vjcp!
urgewncvkxg!qt!kpuwduvcpvkcn/!Ycvgtu!ctg!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!yjgp!vjg{!hwpevkqp!
cnkmg!cpf!ctg!uwhhkekgpvn{!enqug!vq!
hwpevkqp!vqigvjgt!kp!chhgevkpi!
fqypuvtgco!ycvgtu/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
fgvgtokpkpi!yjgvjgt!qt!pqv!c!ycvgt!jcu!
c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!vjg!ycvgt�u!ghhgev!qp!
fqypuvtgco!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!ycvgtu!
ujcnn!dg!cuuguugf!d{!gxcnwcvkpi!vjg!
cswcvke!hwpevkqpu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)4*)x*)C*!vjtqwij!)K*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!jcu!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!yjgp!cp{!ukping!hwpevkqp!qt!
eqodkpcvkqp!qh!hwpevkqpu!rgthqtogf!d{!
vjg!ycvgt-!cnqpg!qt!vqigvjgt!ykvj!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
eqpvtkdwvgu!ukipkhkecpvn{!vq!vjg!
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ejgokecn-!rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!
kpvgitkv{!qh!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp/!Hwpevkqpu!tgngxcpv!vq!vjg!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!gxcnwcvkqp!ctg!vjg!
hqnnqykpi<!

)C*!Ugfkogpv!vtcrrkpi-!
)D*!Pwvtkgpv!tge{enkpi-!
)E*!Rqnnwvcpv!vtcrrkpi-!vtcpuhqtocvkqp-!

hknvgtkpi-!cpf!vtcpurqtv-!
)F*!Tgvgpvkqp!cpf!cvvgpwcvkqp!qh!hnqqf!

ycvgtu-!
)G*!Twpqhh!uvqtcig-!
)H*!Eqpvtkdwvkqp!qh!hnqy-!
)I*!Gzrqtv!qh!qticpke!ocvvgt-!
)J*!Gzrqtv!qh!hqqf!tguqwtegu-!cpf!
)K*!Rtqxkukqp!qh!nkhg!e{eng!fgrgpfgpv!

cswcvke!jcdkvcv!)uwej!cu!hqtcikpi-!
hggfkpi-!pguvkpi-!dtggfkpi-!urcypkpi-!qt!
wug!cu!c!pwtugt{!ctgc*!hqt!urgekgu!nqecvgf!
kp!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)xk*!Qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjg!
vgto!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!ogcpu!
vjcv!nkpg!qp!vjg!ujqtg!guvcdnkujgf!d{!vjg!
hnwevwcvkqpu!qh!ycvgt!cpf!kpfkecvgf!d{!
rj{ukecn!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!uwej!cu!c!engct-!
pcvwtcn!nkpg!kortguugf!qp!vjg!dcpm-!
ujgnxkpi-!ejcpigu!kp!vjg!ejctcevgt!qh!
uqkn-!fguvtwevkqp!qh!vgttguvtkcn!xgigvcvkqp-!
vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!nkvvgt!cpf!fgdtku-!qt!
qvjgt!crrtqrtkcvg!ogcpu!vjcv!eqpukfgt!
vjg!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!qh!vjg!uwttqwpfkpi!
ctgcu/!

)xkk*!Jkij!vkfg!nkpg/!Vjg!vgto!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!ogcpu!vjg!nkpg!qh!kpvgtugevkqp!qh!vjg!
ncpf!ykvj!vjg!ycvgt�u!uwthceg!cv!vjg!
oczkowo!jgkijv!tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!
vkfg/!Vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!oc{!dg!
fgvgtokpgf-!kp!vjg!cdugpeg!qh!cevwcn!
fcvc-!d{!c!nkpg!qh!qkn!qt!uewo!cnqpi!ujqtg!
qdlgevu-!c!oqtg!qt!nguu!eqpvkpwqwu!
fgrqukv!qh!hkpg!ujgnn!qt!fgdtku!qp!vjg!
hqtgujqtg!qt!dgto-!qvjgt!rj{ukecn!
octmkpiu!qt!ejctcevgtkuvkeu-!xgigvcvkqp!
nkpgu-!vkfcn!icigu-!qt!qvjgt!uwkvcdng!
ogcpu!vjcv!fgnkpgcvg!vjg!igpgtcn!jgkijv!
tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!vkfg/!Vjg!nkpg!
gpeqorcuugu!urtkpi!jkij!vkfgu!cpf!qvjgt!
jkij!vkfgu!vjcv!qeewt!ykvj!rgtkqfke!
htgswgpe{!dwv!fqgu!pqv!kpenwfg!uvqto!
uwtigu!kp!yjkej!vjgtg!ku!c!fgrctvwtg!
htqo!vjg!pqtocn!qt!rtgfkevgf!tgcej!qh!
vjg!vkfg!fwg!vq!vjg!rknkpi!wr!qh!ycvgt!
cickpuv!c!eqcuv!d{!uvtqpi!ykpfu!uwej!cu!
vjqug!ceeqorcp{kpi!c!jwttkecpg!qt!
qvjgt!kpvgpug!uvqto/!

+! +! +! +! +!

RCTV!227�FGUKIPCVKQP!QH!
JC\CTFQWU!UWDUVCPEG!

! 8/!Vjg!cwvjqtkv{!ekvcvkqp!hqt!rctv!227!
ku!tgxkugf!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

Cwvjqtkv{<!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!

! 9/!Ugevkqp!227/4!ku!cogpfgf!d{!
tgxkukpi!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!qh!��Pcxkicdng!
ycvgtu��!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

¨ 227/4 Fghkpkvkqpu/!

+! +! +! +! +!
Pcxkicdng!ycvgtu!ku!fghkpgf!kp!ugevkqp!

613)8*!qh!vjg!Cev!vq!ogcp!��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu-!kpenwfkpi!vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!
ugcu/��!

)2*!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!
Cev-!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!cpf!kvu!
korngogpvkpi!tgiwncvkqpu-!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!
gzenwukqpu!kp!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp-!vjg!vgto!��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!ogcpu<!

)k*!Cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!ctg!ewttgpvn{!
wugf-!ygtg!wugf!kp!vjg!rcuv-!qt!oc{!dg!
uwuegrvkdng!vq!wug!kp!kpvgtuvcvg!qt!hqtgkip!
eqoogteg-!kpenwfkpi!cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!
ctg!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!gdd!cpf!hnqy!qh!vjg!
vkfg=!

)kk*!Cnn!kpvgtuvcvg!ycvgtu-!kpenwfkpi!
kpvgtuvcvg!ygvncpfu=!

)kkk*!Vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu=!
)kx*!Cnn!korqwpfogpvu!qh!ycvgtu!

qvjgtykug!kfgpvkhkgf!cu!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!wpfgt!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)x*!Cnn!vtkdwvctkgu-!cu!fghkpgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)4*)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!qh!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp=!

)xk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!cflcegpv!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ygvncpfu-!rqpfu-!ncmgu-!qzdqyu-!
korqwpfogpvu-!cpf!ukoknct!ycvgtu=!

)xkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!kp!rctcitcrju!
)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!
yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!fgvgtokpgf-!qp!c!ecug.!
urgekhke!dcuku-!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!gcej!
qh!rctcitcrju!)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp!ctg!ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!cpf!
ujcnn!dg!eqodkpgf-!hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku-!kp!vjg!
ycvgtujgf!vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!
eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgp!
rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!
Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!
cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!
)2*)xk*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!
pq!ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)C*!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu/!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu!
ctg!c!eqorngz!qh!incekcnn{!hqtogf!
ygvncpfu-!wuwcnn{!qeewttkpi!kp!
fgrtguukqpu!vjcv!ncem!rgtocpgpv!pcvwtcn!
qwvngvu-!nqecvgf!kp!vjg!wrrgt!Okfyguv/!

)D*!Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u/!
Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u!ctg!
rqpfgf-!fgrtguukqpcn!ygvncpfu!vjcv!
qeewt!cnqpi!vjg!Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)E*!Rqequkpu/!Rqequkpu!ctg!gxgtitggp!
ujtwd!cpf!vtgg!fqokpcvgf!ygvncpfu!
hqwpf!rtgfqokpcpvn{!cnqpi!vjg!Egpvtcn!
Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)F*!Yguvgtp!xgtpcn!rqqnu/!Yguvgtp!
xgtpcn!rqqnu!ctg!ugcuqpcn!ygvncpfu!
nqecvgf!kp!rctvu!qh!Ecnkhqtpkc!cpf!
cuuqekcvgf!ykvj!vqrqitcrjke!fgrtguukqp-!
uqknu!ykvj!rqqt!ftckpcig-!oknf-!ygv!
ykpvgtu!cpf!jqv-!ft{!uwoogtu/!

)G*!Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu/!
Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu!ctg!
htgujycvgt!ygvncpfu!vjcv!qeewt!cu!c!
oqucke!qh!fgrtguukqpu-!tkfigu-!
kpvgtoqwpf!hncvu-!cpf!okoc!oqwpf!
ygvncpfu!nqecvgf!cnqpi!vjg!Vgzcu!Iwnh!
Eqcuv/!

)xkkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!
5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!
qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!
fgvgtokpgf!qp!c!ecug.urgekhke!dcuku!vq!
jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!ycvgtu!
fgvgtokpgf!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!
vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!qt!ykvjkp!5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!
jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm/!Ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!
rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!eqodkpgf!ykvj!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgp!rgthqtokpi!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!Kh!ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!cnuq!cp!
cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*-!
vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!pq!ecug.!
urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku!ku!
tgswktgf/!

)3*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!ctg!pqv!��ycvgtu!qh!
vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!gxgp!yjgtg!vjg{!
qvjgtykug!oggv!vjg!vgtou!qh!rctcitcrju!
)2*)kx*!vjtqwij!)xkkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)k*!Rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!etqrncpf/!
Pqvykvjuvcpfkpi!vjg!fgvgtokpcvkqp!qh!
cp!ctgc�u!uvcvwu!cu!rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!
etqrncpf!d{!cp{!qvjgt!Hgfgtcn!cigpe{-!
hqt!vjg!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!Cev-!
vjg!hkpcn!cwvjqtkv{!tgictfkpi!Engcp!
Ycvgt!Cev!lwtkufkevkqp!tgockpu!ykvj!
GRC/!

)kk*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!fkvejgu<!
)C*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!grjgogtcn!hnqy!vjcv!

ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{!qt!
gzecxcvgf!kp!c!vtkdwvct{/!

)D*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!kpvgtokvvgpv!hnqy!vjcv!
ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{-!gzecxcvgf!
kp!c!vtkdwvct{-!qt!ftckp!ygvncpfu/!

)E*!Fkvejgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!hnqy-!gkvjgt!
fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt-!kpvq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)kkk*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!hgcvwtgu<!
)C*!Ctvkhkekcnn{!kttkicvgf!ctgcu!vjcv!

yqwnf!tgxgtv!vq!ft{!ncpf!ujqwnf!
crrnkecvkqp!qh!ycvgt!vq!vjcv!ctgc!egcug=!
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)D*!Ctvkhkekcn-!eqpuvtwevgf!ncmgu!cpf!
rqpfu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf!uwej!cu!hcto!
cpf!uvqem!ycvgtkpi!rqpfu-!kttkicvkqp!
rqpfu-!ugvvnkpi!dcukpu-!hkgnfu!hnqqfgf!hqt!
tkeg!itqykpi-!nqi!engcpkpi!rqpfu-!qt!
eqqnkpi!rqpfu=!

)E*!Ctvkhkekcn!tghngevkpi!rqqnu!qt!
uykookpi!rqqnu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)F*!Uocnn!qtpcogpvcn!ycvgtu!etgcvgf!
kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)G*!Ycvgt.hknngf!fgrtguukqpu!etgcvgf!kp!
ft{!ncpf!kpekfgpvcn!vq!okpkpi!qt!
eqpuvtwevkqp!cevkxkv{-!kpenwfkpi!rkvu!
gzecxcvgf!hqt!qdvckpkpi!hknn-!ucpf-!qt!
itcxgn!vjcv!hknn!ykvj!ycvgt=!

)H*!Gtqukqpcn!hgcvwtgu-!kpenwfkpi!
iwnnkgu-!tknnu-!cpf!qvjgt!grjgogtcn!
hgcvwtgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!oggv!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!
qh!vtkdwvct{-!pqp.ygvncpf!uycngu-!cpf!
ncyhwnn{!eqpuvtwevgf!itcuugf!ycvgtyc{u=!
cpf!

)I*!Rwffngu/!
)kx*!Itqwpfycvgt-!kpenwfkpi!

itqwpfycvgt!ftckpgf!vjtqwij!
uwduwthceg!ftckpcig!u{uvgou/!

)x*!Uvqtoycvgt!eqpvtqn!hgcvwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!vq!eqpxg{-!vtgcv-!qt!uvqtg!
uvqtoycvgt!vjcv!ctg!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf/!

)xk*!Ycuvgycvgt!tge{enkpi!uvtwevwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!fgvgpvkqp!cpf!
tgvgpvkqp!dcukpu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!itqwpfycvgt!tgejctig!dcukpu=!
rgteqncvkqp!rqpfu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!cpf!ycvgt!fkuvtkdwvct{!
uvtwevwtgu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi/!

)4*!Kp!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!vjg!hqnnqykpi!
vgtou!crrn{<!

)k*!Cflcegpv/!Vjg!vgto!cflcegpv!ogcpu!
dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ycvgtu!ugrctcvgf!d{!eqpuvtwevgf!fkmgu!qt!
dcttkgtu-!pcvwtcn!tkxgt!dgtou-!dgcej!
fwpgu-!cpf!vjg!nkmg/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
cflcegpe{-!cp!qrgp!ycvgt!uwej!cu!c!
rqpf!qt!ncmg!kpenwfgu!cp{!ygvncpfu!
ykvjkp!qt!cdwvvkpi!kvu!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm/!Cflcegpe{!ku!pqv!nkokvgf!vq!
ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ncvgtcnn{!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Cflcegpv!ycvgtu!
cnuq!kpenwfg!cnn!ycvgtu!vjcv!eqppgev!
ugiogpvu!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qt!ctg!
nqecvgf!cv!vjg!jgcf!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!ctg!dqtfgtkpi-!
eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!uwej!ycvgt/!
Ycvgtu!dgkpi!wugf!hqt!guvcdnkujgf!
pqtocn!hctokpi-!tcpejkpi-!cpf!
uknxkewnvwtg!cevkxkvkgu!)44!W/U/E/!2455)h**!
ctg!pqv!cflcegpv/!

)kk*!Pgkijdqtkpi/!Vjg!vgto!
pgkijdqtkpi!ogcpu<!

)C*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!
qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!gpvktg!

ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm=!

)D*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.!
{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!pqv!oqtg!vjcp!2-611!hggv!
htqo!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!
uwej!ycvgt/!Vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!
pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!
ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm!cpf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.{gct!
hnqqfrnckp=!

)E*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!
hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!qt!)2*)kkk*!
qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!ykvjkp!
2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!qt!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!

)kkk*!Vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu/!Vjg!
vgtou!vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu!gcej!
ogcp!c!ycvgt!vjcv!eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy-!
gkvjgt!fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt!
)kpenwfkpi!cp!korqwpfogpv!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrj!)2*)kx*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp*-!vq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!vjcv!ku!
ejctcevgtk|gf!d{!vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!vjg!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!qh!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!
cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjgug!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!fgoqpuvtcvg!vjgtg!ku!
xqnwog-!htgswgpe{-!cpf!fwtcvkqp!qh!hnqy!
uwhhkekgpv!vq!etgcvg!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!cpf!
cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm-!cpf!vjwu!
vq!swcnkh{!cu!c!vtkdwvct{/!C!vtkdwvct{!ecp!
dg!c!pcvwtcn-!ocp.cnvgtgf-!qt!ocp.ocfg!
ycvgt!cpf!kpenwfgu!ycvgtu!uwej!cu!
tkxgtu-!uvtgcou-!ecpcnu-!cpf!fkvejgu!pqv!
gzenwfgf!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!
swcnkhkgu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!
vtkdwvct{!kh-!hqt!cp{!ngpivj-!vjgtg!ctg!qpg!
qt!oqtg!eqpuvtwevgf!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
dtkfigu-!ewnxgtvu-!rkrgu-!qt!fcou*-!qt!qpg!
qt!oqtg!pcvwtcn!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
ygvncpfu!cnqpi!vjg!twp!qh!c!uvtgco-!
fgdtku!rkngu-!dqwnfgt!hkgnfu-!qt!c!uvtgco!
vjcv!hnqyu!wpfgtitqwpf*!uq!nqpi!cu!c!dgf!
cpf!dcpmu!cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!ecp!dg!kfgpvkhkgf!wruvtgco!qh!vjg!
dtgcm/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!
cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!
pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh!kv!
eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy!vjtqwij!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!vjcv!fqgu!pqv!oggv!vjg!
fghkpkvkqp!qh!vtkdwvct{!qt!vjtqwij!c!pqp.!
lwtkufkevkqpcn!ycvgt!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!

)kx*!Ygvncpfu/!Vjg!vgto!ygvncpfu!
ogcpu!vjqug!ctgcu!vjcv!ctg!kpwpfcvgf!qt!
ucvwtcvgf!d{!uwthceg!qt!itqwpfycvgt!cv!
c!htgswgpe{!cpf!fwtcvkqp!uwhhkekgpv!vq!
uwrrqtv-!cpf!vjcv!wpfgt!pqtocn!

ektewouvcpegu!fq!uwrrqtv-!c!rtgxcngpeg!
qh!xgigvcvkqp!v{rkecnn{!cfcrvgf!hqt!nkhg!
kp!ucvwtcvgf!uqkn!eqpfkvkqpu/!Ygvncpfu!
igpgtcnn{!kpenwfg!uycoru-!octujgu-!
dqiu-!cpf!ukoknct!ctgcu/!

)x*!Ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu/!Vjg!vgto!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!ogcpu!vjcv!c!ycvgt-!
kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!gkvjgt!cnqpg!qt!kp!
eqodkpcvkqp!ykvj!qvjgt!ukoknctn{!
ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
ukipkhkecpvn{!chhgevu!vjg!ejgokecn-!
rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!kpvgitkv{!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!vgto!
��kp!vjg!tgikqp��!ogcpu!vjg!ycvgtujgf!
vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!cp!ghhgev!vq!dg!
ukipkhkecpv-!kv!owuv!dg!oqtg!vjcp!
urgewncvkxg!qt!kpuwduvcpvkcn/!Ycvgtu!ctg!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!yjgp!vjg{!hwpevkqp!
cnkmg!cpf!ctg!uwhhkekgpvn{!enqug!vq!
hwpevkqp!vqigvjgt!kp!chhgevkpi!
fqypuvtgco!ycvgtu/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
fgvgtokpkpi!yjgvjgt!qt!pqv!c!ycvgt!jcu!
c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!vjg!ycvgt�u!ghhgev!qp!
fqypuvtgco!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!ycvgtu!
ujcnn!dg!cuuguugf!d{!gxcnwcvkpi!vjg!
cswcvke!hwpevkqpu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)4*)x*)C*!vjtqwij!)K*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!jcu!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!yjgp!cp{!ukping!hwpevkqp!qt!
eqodkpcvkqp!qh!hwpevkqpu!rgthqtogf!d{!
vjg!ycvgt-!cnqpg!qt!vqigvjgt!ykvj!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
eqpvtkdwvgu!ukipkhkecpvn{!vq!vjg!
ejgokecn-!rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!
kpvgitkv{!qh!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!Hwpevkqpu!tgngxcpv!vq!vjg!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!gxcnwcvkqp!ctg!vjg!
hqnnqykpi<!

)C*!Ugfkogpv!vtcrrkpi-!
)D*!Pwvtkgpv!tge{enkpi-!
)E*!Rqnnwvcpv!vtcrrkpi-!vtcpuhqtocvkqp-!

hknvgtkpi-!cpf!vtcpurqtv-!
)F*!Tgvgpvkqp!cpf!cvvgpwcvkqp!qh!hnqqf!

ycvgtu-!
)G*!Twpqhh!uvqtcig-!
)H*!Eqpvtkdwvkqp!qh!hnqy-!
)I*!Gzrqtv!qh!qticpke!ocvvgt-!
)J*!Gzrqtv!qh!hqqf!tguqwtegu-!cpf!
)K*!Rtqxkukqp!qh!nkhg!e{eng!fgrgpfgpv!

cswcvke!jcdkvcv!)uwej!cu!hqtcikpi-!
hggfkpi-!pguvkpi-!dtggfkpi-!urcypkpi-!qt!
wug!cu!c!pwtugt{!ctgc*!hqt!urgekgu!nqecvgf!
kp!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)xk*!Qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjg!
vgto!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!ogcpu!
vjcv!nkpg!qp!vjg!ujqtg!guvcdnkujgf!d{!vjg!
hnwevwcvkqpu!qh!ycvgt!cpf!kpfkecvgf!d{!
rj{ukecn!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!uwej!cu!c!engct-!
pcvwtcn!nkpg!kortguugf!qp!vjg!dcpm-!
ujgnxkpi-!ejcpigu!kp!vjg!ejctcevgt!qh!
uqkn-!fguvtwevkqp!qh!vgttguvtkcn!xgigvcvkqp-!
vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!nkvvgt!cpf!fgdtku-!qt!
qvjgt!crrtqrtkcvg!ogcpu!vjcv!eqpukfgt!
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vjg!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!qh!vjg!uwttqwpfkpi!
ctgcu/!

)xkk*!Jkij!vkfg!nkpg/!Vjg!vgto!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!ogcpu!vjg!nkpg!qh!kpvgtugevkqp!qh!vjg!
ncpf!ykvj!vjg!ycvgt�u!uwthceg!cv!vjg!
oczkowo!jgkijv!tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!
vkfg/!Vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!oc{!dg!
fgvgtokpgf-!kp!vjg!cdugpeg!qh!cevwcn!
fcvc-!d{!c!nkpg!qh!qkn!qt!uewo!cnqpi!ujqtg!
qdlgevu-!c!oqtg!qt!nguu!eqpvkpwqwu!
fgrqukv!qh!hkpg!ujgnn!qt!fgdtku!qp!vjg!
hqtgujqtg!qt!dgto-!qvjgt!rj{ukecn!
octmkpiu!qt!ejctcevgtkuvkeu-!xgigvcvkqp!
nkpgu-!vkfcn!icigu-!qt!qvjgt!uwkvcdng!
ogcpu!vjcv!fgnkpgcvg!vjg!igpgtcn!jgkijv!
tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!vkfg/!Vjg!nkpg!
gpeqorcuugu!urtkpi!jkij!vkfgu!cpf!qvjgt!
jkij!vkfgu!vjcv!qeewt!ykvj!rgtkqfke!
htgswgpe{!dwv!fqgu!pqv!kpenwfg!uvqto!
uwtigu!kp!yjkej!vjgtg!ku!c!fgrctvwtg!
htqo!vjg!pqtocn!qt!rtgfkevgf!tgcej!qh!
vjg!vkfg!fwg!vq!vjg!rknkpi!wr!qh!ycvgt!
cickpuv!c!eqcuv!d{!uvtqpi!ykpfu!uwej!cu!
vjqug!ceeqorcp{kpi!c!jwttkecpg!qt!
qvjgt!kpvgpug!uvqto/!

+! +! +! +! +!

RCTV!228�FGVGTOKPCVKQP!QH!
TGRQTVCDNG!SWCPVKVKGU!HQT!
JC\CTFQWU!UWDUVCPEGU!

! ;/!Vjg!cwvjqtkv{!ekvcvkqp!hqt!rctv!228!
ku!tgxkugf!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

Cwvjqtkv{<!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!cpf!
Gzgewvkxg!Qtfgt!22846-!uwrgtugfgf!d{!
Gzgewvkxg!Qtfgt!23888-!67!HT!65868/!

! 21/!Ugevkqp!228/2!ku!cogpfgf!d{!
tgxkukpi!rctcitcrj!)k*!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

¨ 228/2 Fghkpkvkqpu/!

+! +! +! +! +!
)k*!Pcxkicdng!ycvgtu!ku!fghkpgf!kp!

ugevkqp!613)8*!qh!vjg!Cev!vq!ogcp!
��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu-!kpenwfkpi!
vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu/��!

)2*!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!
Cev-!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!cpf!kvu!
korngogpvkpi!tgiwncvkqpu-!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!
gzenwukqpu!kp!rctcitcrj!)k*)3*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp-!vjg!vgto!��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu��!ogcpu<!

)k*!Cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!ctg!ewttgpvn{!
wugf-!ygtg!wugf!kp!vjg!rcuv-!qt!oc{!dg!
uwuegrvkdng!vq!wug!kp!kpvgtuvcvg!qt!hqtgkip!
eqoogteg-!kpenwfkpi!cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!
ctg!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!gdd!cpf!hnqy!qh!vjg!
vkfg=!

)kk*!Cnn!kpvgtuvcvg!ycvgtu-!kpenwfkpi!
kpvgtuvcvg!ygvncpfu=!

)kkk*!Vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu=!
)kx*!Cnn!korqwpfogpvu!qh!ycvgtu!

qvjgtykug!kfgpvkhkgf!cu!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!wpfgt!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)x*!Cnn!vtkdwvctkgu-!cu!fghkpgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)k*)4*)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!qh!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)xk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!cflcegpv!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!

)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!
rqpfu-!ncmgu-!qzdqyu-!korqwpfogpvu-!
cpf!ukoknct!ycvgtu=!

)xkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!kp!rctcitcrju!
)k*)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!
yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!fgvgtokpgf-!qp!c!ecug.!
urgekhke!dcuku-!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp/!Vjg!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!gcej!qh!
rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!
vjku!ugevkqp!ctg!ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!cpf!
ujcnn!dg!eqodkpgf-!hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku-!kp!vjg!
ycvgtujgf!vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!
eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)k*)2*)xk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!yjgp!
rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!
Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!
cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!
)k*)2*)xk*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!
pq!ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)C*!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu/!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu!
ctg!c!eqorngz!qh!incekcnn{!hqtogf!
ygvncpfu-!wuwcnn{!qeewttkpi!kp!
fgrtguukqpu!vjcv!ncem!rgtocpgpv!pcvwtcn!
qwvngvu-!nqecvgf!kp!vjg!wrrgt!Okfyguv/!

)D*!Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u/!
Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u!ctg!
rqpfgf-!fgrtguukqpcn!ygvncpfu!vjcv!
qeewt!cnqpi!vjg!Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)E*!Rqequkpu/!Rqequkpu!ctg!gxgtitggp!
ujtwd!cpf!vtgg!fqokpcvgf!ygvncpfu!
hqwpf!rtgfqokpcpvn{!cnqpi!vjg!Egpvtcn!
Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)F*!Yguvgtp!xgtpcn!rqqnu/!Yguvgtp!
xgtpcn!rqqnu!ctg!ugcuqpcn!ygvncpfu!
nqecvgf!kp!rctvu!qh!Ecnkhqtpkc!cpf!
cuuqekcvgf!ykvj!vqrqitcrjke!fgrtguukqp-!
uqknu!ykvj!rqqt!ftckpcig-!oknf-!ygv!
ykpvgtu!cpf!jqv-!ft{!uwoogtu/!

)G*!Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu/!
Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu!ctg!
htgujycvgt!ygvncpfu!vjcv!qeewt!cu!c!
oqucke!qh!fgrtguukqpu-!tkfigu-!
kpvgtoqwpf!hncvu-!cpf!okoc!oqwpf!
ygvncpfu!nqecvgf!cnqpi!vjg!Vgzcu!Iwnh!
Eqcuv/!

)xkkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!)k*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!
cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!5-111!hggv!
qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp!yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!fgvgtokpgf!qp!c!
ecug.urgekhke!dcuku!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp/!Hqt!ycvgtu!fgvgtokpgf!vq!jcxg!
c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!
c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!kh!c!rqtvkqp!
ku!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.{gct!
hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!

ugevkqp!qt!ykvjkp!5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!
vkfg!nkpg!qt!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!
Ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!
pqv!dg!eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrj!)k*)2*)xk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!
yjgp!rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
cpcn{uku/!Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!
rctcitcrj!ctg!cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!
wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)k*)2*)xk*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!
cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!pq!ecug.urgekhke!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)3*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!ctg!pqv!��ycvgtu!qh!
vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!gxgp!yjgtg!vjg{!
qvjgtykug!oggv!vjg!vgtou!qh!rctcitcrju!
)k*)2*)kx*!vjtqwij!)xkkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)k*!Ycuvg!vtgcvogpv!u{uvgou-!)qvjgt!
vjcp!eqqnkpi!rqpfu!oggvkpi!vjg!etkvgtkc!
qh!vjku!rctcitcrj*!ctg!pqv!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu/!

)kk*!Rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!etqrncpf/!
Pqvykvjuvcpfkpi!vjg!fgvgtokpcvkqp!qh!
cp!ctgc�u!uvcvwu!cu!rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!
etqrncpf!d{!cp{!qvjgt!Hgfgtcn!cigpe{-!
hqt!vjg!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!Cev-!
vjg!hkpcn!cwvjqtkv{!tgictfkpi!Engcp!
Ycvgt!Cev!lwtkufkevkqp!tgockpu!ykvj!
GRC/!

)kkk*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!fkvejgu<!
)C*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!grjgogtcn!hnqy!vjcv!

ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{!qt!
gzecxcvgf!kp!c!vtkdwvct{/!

)D*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!kpvgtokvvgpv!hnqy!vjcv!
ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{-!gzecxcvgf!
kp!c!vtkdwvct{-!qt!ftckp!ygvncpfu/!

)E*!Fkvejgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!hnqy-!gkvjgt!
fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt-!kpvq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)kx*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!hgcvwtgu<!
)C*!Ctvkhkekcnn{!kttkicvgf!ctgcu!vjcv!

yqwnf!tgxgtv!vq!ft{!ncpf!ujqwnf!
crrnkecvkqp!qh!ycvgt!vq!vjcv!ctgc!egcug=!

)D*!Ctvkhkekcn-!eqpuvtwevgf!ncmgu!cpf!
rqpfu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf!uwej!cu!hcto!
cpf!uvqem!ycvgtkpi!rqpfu-!kttkicvkqp!
rqpfu-!ugvvnkpi!dcukpu-!hkgnfu!hnqqfgf!hqt!
tkeg!itqykpi-!nqi!engcpkpi!rqpfu-!qt!
eqqnkpi!rqpfu=!

)E*!Ctvkhkekcn!tghngevkpi!rqqnu!qt!
uykookpi!rqqnu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)F*!Uocnn!qtpcogpvcn!ycvgtu!etgcvgf!
kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)G*!Ycvgt.hknngf!fgrtguukqpu!etgcvgf!kp!
ft{!ncpf!kpekfgpvcn!vq!okpkpi!qt!
eqpuvtwevkqp!cevkxkv{-!kpenwfkpi!rkvu!
gzecxcvgf!hqt!qdvckpkpi!hknn-!ucpf-!qt!
itcxgn!vjcv!hknn!ykvj!ycvgt=!

)H*!Gtqukqpcn!hgcvwtgu-!kpenwfkpi!
iwnnkgu-!tknnu-!cpf!qvjgt!grjgogtcn!
hgcvwtgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!oggv!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!
qh!vtkdwvct{-!pqp.ygvncpf!uycngu-!cpf!
ncyhwnn{!eqpuvtwevgf!itcuugf!ycvgtyc{u=!
cpf!

)I*!Rwffngu/!
)x*!Itqwpfycvgt-!kpenwfkpi!

itqwpfycvgt!ftckpgf!vjtqwij!
uwduwthceg!ftckpcig!u{uvgou/!

)xk*!Uvqtoycvgt!eqpvtqn!hgcvwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!vq!eqpxg{-!vtgcv-!qt!uvqtg!
uvqtoycvgt!vjcv!ctg!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf/!
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)xkk*!Ycuvgycvgt!tge{enkpi!uvtwevwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!fgvgpvkqp!cpf!
tgvgpvkqp!dcukpu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!itqwpfycvgt!tgejctig!dcukpu=!
rgteqncvkqp!rqpfu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!cpf!ycvgt!fkuvtkdwvct{!
uvtwevwtgu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi/!

)4*!Kp!vjku!rctcitcrj-!vjg!hqnnqykpi!
vgtou!crrn{<!

)k*!Cflcegpv/!Vjg!vgto!cflcegpv!ogcpu!
dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ycvgtu!ugrctcvgf!d{!eqpuvtwevgf!fkmgu!qt!
dcttkgtu-!pcvwtcn!tkxgt!dgtou-!dgcej!
fwpgu-!cpf!vjg!nkmg/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
cflcegpe{-!cp!qrgp!ycvgt!uwej!cu!c!
rqpf!qt!ncmg!kpenwfgu!cp{!ygvncpfu!
ykvjkp!qt!cdwvvkpi!kvu!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm/!Cflcegpe{!ku!pqv!nkokvgf!vq!
ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ncvgtcnn{!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Cflcegpv!ycvgtu!cnuq!
kpenwfg!cnn!ycvgtu!vjcv!eqppgev!ugiogpvu!
qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!
)k*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qt!ctg!nqecvgf!cv!vjg!
jgcf!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!
)k*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!cpf!
ctg!dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!
pgkijdqtkpi!uwej!ycvgt/!Ycvgtu!dgkpi!
wugf!hqt!guvcdnkujgf!pqtocn!hctokpi-!
tcpejkpi-!cpf!uknxkewnvwtg!cevkxkvkgu!)44!
W/U/E/!2455)h**!ctg!pqv!cflcegpv/!

)kk*!Pgkijdqtkpi/!Vjg!vgto!
pgkijdqtkpi!ogcpu<!

)C*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!
qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm=!

)D*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.!
{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp!cpf!pqv!oqtg!vjcp!2-611!hggv!
htqo!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!
uwej!ycvgt/!Vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!
pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!
ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm!cpf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.{gct!
hnqqfrnckp=!

)E*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!
hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!qt!)kkk*!
qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!ykvjkp!
2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!qt!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!

)kkk*!Vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu/!Vjg!
vgtou!vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu!gcej!
ogcp!c!ycvgt!vjcv!eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy-!
gkvjgt!fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt!
)kpenwfkpi!cp!korqwpfogpv!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrj!)k*)2*)kx*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp*-!vq!

c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!vjcv!ku!
ejctcevgtk|gf!d{!vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!vjg!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!qh!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!
cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjgug!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!fgoqpuvtcvg!vjgtg!ku!
xqnwog-!htgswgpe{-!cpf!fwtcvkqp!qh!hnqy!
uwhhkekgpv!vq!etgcvg!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!cpf!
cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm-!cpf!vjwu!
vq!swcnkh{!cu!c!vtkdwvct{/!C!vtkdwvct{!ecp!
dg!c!pcvwtcn-!ocp.cnvgtgf-!qt!ocp.ocfg!
ycvgt!cpf!kpenwfgu!ycvgtu!uwej!cu!
tkxgtu-!uvtgcou-!ecpcnu-!cpf!fkvejgu!pqv!
gzenwfgf!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)k*)3*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!
cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!
pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh-!hqt!
cp{!ngpivj-!vjgtg!ctg!qpg!qt!oqtg!
eqpuvtwevgf!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!dtkfigu-!
ewnxgtvu-!rkrgu-!qt!fcou*-!qt!qpg!qt!oqtg!
pcvwtcn!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!ygvncpfu!cnqpi!
vjg!twp!qh!c!uvtgco-!fgdtku!rkngu-!dqwnfgt!
hkgnfu-!qt!c!uvtgco!vjcv!hnqyu!
wpfgtitqwpf*!uq!nqpi!cu!c!dgf!cpf!
dcpmu!cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!
ecp!dg!kfgpvkhkgf!wruvtgco!qh!vjg!dtgcm/!
C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!cu!c!
vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!pqv!
nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh!kv!
eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy!vjtqwij!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!vjcv!fqgu!pqv!oggv!vjg!
fghkpkvkqp!qh!vtkdwvct{!qt!vjtqwij!c!pqp.!
lwtkufkevkqpcn!ycvgt!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!
vjku!ugevkqp/!

)kx*!Ygvncpfu/!Vjg!vgto!ygvncpfu!
ogcpu!vjqug!ctgcu!vjcv!ctg!kpwpfcvgf!qt!
ucvwtcvgf!d{!uwthceg!qt!itqwpfycvgt!cv!
c!htgswgpe{!cpf!fwtcvkqp!uwhhkekgpv!vq!
uwrrqtv-!cpf!vjcv!wpfgt!pqtocn!
ektewouvcpegu!fq!uwrrqtv-!c!rtgxcngpeg!
qh!xgigvcvkqp!v{rkecnn{!cfcrvgf!hqt!nkhg!
kp!ucvwtcvgf!uqkn!eqpfkvkqpu/!Ygvncpfu!
igpgtcnn{!kpenwfg!uycoru-!octujgu-!
dqiu-!cpf!ukoknct!ctgcu/!

)x*!Ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu/!Vjg!vgto!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!ogcpu!vjcv!c!ycvgt-!
kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!gkvjgt!cnqpg!qt!kp!
eqodkpcvkqp!ykvj!qvjgt!ukoknctn{!
ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
ukipkhkecpvn{!chhgevu!vjg!ejgokecn-!
rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!kpvgitkv{!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Vjg!vgto!
��kp!vjg!tgikqp��!ogcpu!vjg!ycvgtujgf!
vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Hqt!cp!ghhgev!vq!dg!
ukipkhkecpv-!kv!owuv!dg!oqtg!vjcp!
urgewncvkxg!qt!kpuwduvcpvkcn/!Ycvgtu!ctg!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!yjgp!vjg{!hwpevkqp!
cnkmg!cpf!ctg!uwhhkekgpvn{!enqug!vq!
hwpevkqp!vqigvjgt!kp!chhgevkpi!
fqypuvtgco!ycvgtu/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
fgvgtokpkpi!yjgvjgt!qt!pqv!c!ycvgt!jcu!
c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!vjg!ycvgt�u!ghhgev!qp!
fqypuvtgco!)k*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!ycvgtu!
ujcnn!dg!cuuguugf!d{!gxcnwcvkpi!vjg!
cswcvke!hwpevkqpu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!

rctcitcrju!)k*)4*)x*)C*!vjtqwij!)K*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp/!C!ycvgt!jcu!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
yjgp!cp{!ukping!hwpevkqp!qt!
eqodkpcvkqp!qh!hwpevkqpu!rgthqtogf!d{!
vjg!ycvgt-!cnqpg!qt!vqigvjgt!ykvj!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
eqpvtkdwvgu!ukipkhkecpvn{!vq!vjg!
ejgokecn-!rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!
kpvgitkv{!qh!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)k*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!
vjku!ugevkqp/!Hwpevkqpu!tgngxcpv!vq!vjg!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!gxcnwcvkqp!ctg!vjg!
hqnnqykpi<!

)C*!Ugfkogpv!vtcrrkpi-!

)D*!Pwvtkgpv!tge{enkpi-!

)E*!Rqnnwvcpv!vtcrrkpi-!vtcpuhqtocvkqp-!
hknvgtkpi-!cpf!vtcpurqtv-!

)F*!Tgvgpvkqp!cpf!cvvgpwcvkqp!qh!hnqqf!
ycvgtu-!

)G*!Twpqhh!uvqtcig-!

)H*!Eqpvtkdwvkqp!qh!hnqy-!

)I*!Gzrqtv!qh!qticpke!ocvvgt-!

)J*!Gzrqtv!qh!hqqf!tguqwtegu-!cpf!

)K*!Rtqxkukqp!qh!nkhg!e{eng!fgrgpfgpv!
cswcvke!jcdkvcv!)uwej!cu!hqtcikpi-!
hggfkpi-!pguvkpi-!dtggfkpi-!urcypkpi-!qt!
wug!cu!c!pwtugt{!ctgc*!hqt!urgekgu!nqecvgf!
kp!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!
)k*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)xk*!Qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjg!
vgto!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!ogcpu!
vjcv!nkpg!qp!vjg!ujqtg!guvcdnkujgf!d{!vjg!
hnwevwcvkqpu!qh!ycvgt!cpf!kpfkecvgf!d{!
rj{ukecn!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!uwej!cu!c!engct-!
pcvwtcn!nkpg!kortguugf!qp!vjg!dcpm-!
ujgnxkpi-!ejcpigu!kp!vjg!ejctcevgt!qh!
uqkn-!fguvtwevkqp!qh!vgttguvtkcn!xgigvcvkqp-!
vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!nkvvgt!cpf!fgdtku-!qt!
qvjgt!crrtqrtkcvg!ogcpu!vjcv!eqpukfgt!
vjg!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!qh!vjg!uwttqwpfkpi!
ctgcu/!

)xkk*!Jkij!vkfg!nkpg/!Vjg!vgto!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!ogcpu!vjg!nkpg!qh!kpvgtugevkqp!qh!vjg!
ncpf!ykvj!vjg!ycvgt�u!uwthceg!cv!vjg!
oczkowo!jgkijv!tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!
vkfg/!Vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!oc{!dg!
fgvgtokpgf-!kp!vjg!cdugpeg!qh!cevwcn!
fcvc-!d{!c!nkpg!qh!qkn!qt!uewo!cnqpi!ujqtg!
qdlgevu-!c!oqtg!qt!nguu!eqpvkpwqwu!
fgrqukv!qh!hkpg!ujgnn!qt!fgdtku!qp!vjg!
hqtgujqtg!qt!dgto-!qvjgt!rj{ukecn!
octmkpiu!qt!ejctcevgtkuvkeu-!xgigvcvkqp!
nkpgu-!vkfcn!icigu-!qt!qvjgt!uwkvcdng!
ogcpu!vjcv!fgnkpgcvg!vjg!igpgtcn!jgkijv!
tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!vkfg/!Vjg!nkpg!
gpeqorcuugu!urtkpi!jkij!vkfgu!cpf!qvjgt!
jkij!vkfgu!vjcv!qeewt!ykvj!rgtkqfke!
htgswgpe{!dwv!fqgu!pqv!kpenwfg!uvqto!
uwtigu!kp!yjkej!vjgtg!ku!c!fgrctvwtg!
htqo!vjg!pqtocn!qt!rtgfkevgf!tgcej!qh!
vjg!vkfg!fwg!vq!vjg!rknkpi!wr!qh!ycvgt!
cickpuv!c!eqcuv!d{!uvtqpi!ykpfu!uwej!cu!
vjqug!ceeqorcp{kpi!c!jwttkecpg!qt!
qvjgt!kpvgpug!uvqto/!

+! +! +! +! +!
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48225! Hgfgtcn! Tgikuvgt 0 Xqn/! 91-! Pq/! 235 0 Oqpfc{-! Lwpg! 3;-! 3126 0 Twngu!

RCTV!233�GRC!CFOKPKUVGTGF!
RGTOKV!RTQITCOU<!VJG!PCVKQPCN!
RQNNWVCPV!FKUEJCTIG!
GNKOKPCVKQP!U[UVGO!

! 22/!Vjg!cwvjqtkv{!ekvcvkqp!hqt!rctv!233!
eqpvkpwgu!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

Cwvjqtkv{<!Vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!Cev-!44!W/U/E/!
2362!gv!ugs/!

! 23/!Ugevkqp!233/3!ku!cogpfgf!d{<!
! c/!Nkhvkpi!vjg!uwurgpukqp!qh!vjg!ncuv!
ugpvgpeg!qh!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!qh!��Ycvgtu!qh!
vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!rwdnkujgf!Lwn{!32-!
2;91!)56!HT!59731*=!
! d/!Tgoqxkpi!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!qh!
��ygvncpfu��!cpf!tgxkukpi!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!
qh!��Ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!cpf!
! e/!Uwurgpfkpi!vjg!ncuv!ugpvgpeg!qh!vjg!
fghkpkvkqp!qh!��Ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu��!rwdnkujgf!Lwn{!32-!2;91!)56!HT!
59731*/!

Vjg!tgxkukqp!tgcfu!cu!hqnnqyu<!

¨ 233/3 Fghkpkvkqpu/!

+! +! +! +! +!
Ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!qt!ycvgtu!

qh!vjg!W/U/!ogcpu<!
)2*!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!

Cev-!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!cpf!kvu!
korngogpvkpi!tgiwncvkqpu-!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!
gzenwukqpu!kp!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp-!vjg!vgto!��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!ogcpu<!

)k*!Cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!ctg!ewttgpvn{!
wugf-!ygtg!wugf!kp!vjg!rcuv-!qt!oc{!dg!
uwuegrvkdng!vq!wug!kp!kpvgtuvcvg!qt!hqtgkip!
eqoogteg-!kpenwfkpi!cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!
ctg!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!gdd!cpf!hnqy!qh!vjg!
vkfg=!

)kk*!Cnn!kpvgtuvcvg!ycvgtu-!kpenwfkpi!
kpvgtuvcvg!ygvncpfu=!

)kkk*!Vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu=!
)kx*!Cnn!korqwpfogpvu!qh!ycvgtu!

qvjgtykug!kfgpvkhkgf!cu!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!wpfgt!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)x*!Cnn!vtkdwvctkgu-!cu!fghkpgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)4*)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!qh!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)xk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!cflcegpv!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ygvncpfu-!rqpfu-!ncmgu-!qzdqyu-!
korqwpfogpvu-!cpf!ukoknct!ycvgtu=!

)xkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!kp!rctcitcrju!
)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!
yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!fgvgtokpgf-!qp!c!ecug.!
urgekhke!dcuku-!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!gcej!
qh!rctcitcrju!)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp!ctg!ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!cpf!
ujcnn!dg!eqodkpgf-!hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku-!kp!vjg!
ycvgtujgf!vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Ycvgtu!

kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!
eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgp!
rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!
Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!
cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!
)2*)xk*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!
pq!ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)C*!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu/!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu!
ctg!c!eqorngz!qh!incekcnn{!hqtogf!
ygvncpfu-!wuwcnn{!qeewttkpi!kp!
fgrtguukqpu!vjcv!ncem!rgtocpgpv!pcvwtcn!
qwvngvu-!nqecvgf!kp!vjg!wrrgt!Okfyguv/!

)D*!Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u/!
Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u!ctg!
rqpfgf-!fgrtguukqpcn!ygvncpfu!vjcv!
qeewt!cnqpi!vjg!Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)E*!Rqequkpu/!Rqequkpu!ctg!gxgtitggp!
ujtwd!cpf!vtgg!fqokpcvgf!ygvncpfu!
hqwpf!rtgfqokpcpvn{!cnqpi!vjg!Egpvtcn!
Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)F*!Yguvgtp!xgtpcn!rqqnu/!Yguvgtp!
xgtpcn!rqqnu!ctg!ugcuqpcn!ygvncpfu!
nqecvgf!kp!rctvu!qh!Ecnkhqtpkc!cpf!
cuuqekcvgf!ykvj!vqrqitcrjke!fgrtguukqp-!
uqknu!ykvj!rqqt!ftckpcig-!oknf-!ygv!
ykpvgtu!cpf!jqv-!ft{!uwoogtu/!

)G*!Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu/!
Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu!ctg!
htgujycvgt!ygvncpfu!vjcv!qeewt!cu!c!
oqucke!qh!fgrtguukqpu-!tkfigu-!
kpvgtoqwpf!hncvu-!cpf!okoc!oqwpf!
ygvncpfu!nqecvgf!cnqpi!vjg!Vgzcu!Iwnh!
Eqcuv/!

)xkkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!
5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!
qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!
fgvgtokpgf!qp!c!ecug.urgekhke!dcuku!vq!
jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!ycvgtu!
fgvgtokpgf!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!
vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!qt!
ykvjkp!5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!
qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!
eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgp!
rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!
Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!
cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!
)2*)xk*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!
pq!ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)3*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!ctg!pqv!��ycvgtu!qh!
vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!gxgp!yjgtg!vjg{!
qvjgtykug!oggv!vjg!vgtou!qh!rctcitcrju!
)2*)kx*!vjtqwij!)xkkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)k*!Ycuvg!vtgcvogpv!u{uvgou-!kpenwfkpi!
vtgcvogpv!rqpfu!qt!nciqqpu!fgukipgf!vq!

oggv!vjg!tgswktgogpvu!qh!vjg!Engcp!
Ycvgt!Cev/!Vjku!gzenwukqp!crrnkgu!qpn{!
vq!ocpocfg!dqfkgu!qh!ycvgt!yjkej!
pgkvjgt!ygtg!qtkikpcnn{!etgcvgf!kp!ycvgtu!
qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!)uwej!cu!fkurqucn!
ctgc!kp!ygvncpfu*!pqt!tguwnvgf!htqo!vjg!
korqwpfogpv!qh!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu/!]Ugg!Pqvg!2!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/_!

)kk*!Rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!etqrncpf/!
Pqvykvjuvcpfkpi!vjg!fgvgtokpcvkqp!qh!
cp!ctgc�u!uvcvwu!cu!rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!
etqrncpf!d{!cp{!qvjgt!Hgfgtcn!cigpe{-!
hqt!vjg!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!Cev-!
vjg!hkpcn!cwvjqtkv{!tgictfkpi!Engcp!
Ycvgt!Cev!lwtkufkevkqp!tgockpu!ykvj!
GRC/!

)kkk*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!fkvejgu<!
)C*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!grjgogtcn!hnqy!vjcv!

ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{!qt!
gzecxcvgf!kp!c!vtkdwvct{/!

)D*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!kpvgtokvvgpv!hnqy!vjcv!
ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{-!gzecxcvgf!
kp!c!vtkdwvct{-!qt!ftckp!ygvncpfu/!

)E*!Fkvejgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!hnqy-!gkvjgt!
fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt-!kpvq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)kx*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!hgcvwtgu<!
)C*!Ctvkhkekcnn{!kttkicvgf!ctgcu!vjcv!

yqwnf!tgxgtv!vq!ft{!ncpf!ujqwnf!
crrnkecvkqp!qh!ycvgt!vq!vjcv!ctgc!egcug=!

)D*!Ctvkhkekcn-!eqpuvtwevgf!ncmgu!cpf!
rqpfu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf!uwej!cu!hcto!
cpf!uvqem!ycvgtkpi!rqpfu-!kttkicvkqp!
rqpfu-!ugvvnkpi!dcukpu-!hkgnfu!hnqqfgf!hqt!
tkeg!itqykpi-!nqi!engcpkpi!rqpfu-!qt!
eqqnkpi!rqpfu=!

)E*!Ctvkhkekcn!tghngevkpi!rqqnu!qt!
uykookpi!rqqnu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)F*!Uocnn!qtpcogpvcn!ycvgtu!etgcvgf!
kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)G*!Ycvgt.hknngf!fgrtguukqpu!etgcvgf!kp!
ft{!ncpf!kpekfgpvcn!vq!okpkpi!qt!
eqpuvtwevkqp!cevkxkv{-!kpenwfkpi!rkvu!
gzecxcvgf!hqt!qdvckpkpi!hknn-!ucpf-!qt!
itcxgn!vjcv!hknn!ykvj!ycvgt=!

)H*!Gtqukqpcn!hgcvwtgu-!kpenwfkpi!
iwnnkgu-!tknnu-!cpf!qvjgt!grjgogtcn!
hgcvwtgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!oggv!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!
qh!vtkdwvct{-!pqp.ygvncpf!uycngu-!cpf!
ncyhwnn{!eqpuvtwevgf!itcuugf!ycvgtyc{u=!
cpf!

)I*!Rwffngu/!
)x*!Itqwpfycvgt-!kpenwfkpi!

itqwpfycvgt!ftckpgf!vjtqwij!
uwduwthceg!ftckpcig!u{uvgou/!

)xk*!Uvqtoycvgt!eqpvtqn!hgcvwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!vq!eqpxg{-!vtgcv-!qt!uvqtg!
uvqtoycvgt!vjcv!ctg!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf/!

)xkk*!Ycuvgycvgt!tge{enkpi!uvtwevwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!fgvgpvkqp!cpf!
tgvgpvkqp!dcukpu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!itqwpfycvgt!tgejctig!dcukpu=!
rgteqncvkqp!rqpfu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!cpf!ycvgt!fkuvtkdwvct{!
uvtwevwtgu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi/!

)4*!Kp!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!vjg!hqnnqykpi!
vgtou!crrn{<!
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)k*!Cflcegpv/!Vjg!vgto!cflcegpv!ogcpu!
dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ycvgtu!ugrctcvgf!d{!eqpuvtwevgf!fkmgu!qt!
dcttkgtu-!pcvwtcn!tkxgt!dgtou-!dgcej!
fwpgu-!cpf!vjg!nkmg/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
cflcegpe{-!cp!qrgp!ycvgt!uwej!cu!c!
rqpf!qt!ncmg!kpenwfgu!cp{!ygvncpfu!
ykvjkp!qt!cdwvvkpi!kvu!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm/!Cflcegpe{!ku!pqv!nkokvgf!vq!
ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ncvgtcnn{!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Cflcegpv!ycvgtu!
cnuq!kpenwfg!cnn!ycvgtu!vjcv!eqppgev!
ugiogpvu!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qt!ctg!
nqecvgf!cv!vjg!jgcf!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!ctg!dqtfgtkpi-!
eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!uwej!ycvgt/!
Ycvgtu!dgkpi!wugf!hqt!guvcdnkujgf!
pqtocn!hctokpi-!tcpejkpi-!cpf!
uknxkewnvwtg!cevkxkvkgu!)44!W/U/E/!2455)h**!
ctg!pqv!cflcegpv/!

)kk*!Pgkijdqtkpi/!Vjg!vgto!
pgkijdqtkpi!ogcpu<!

)C*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!
qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm=!

)D*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.!
{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!pqv!oqtg!vjcp!2-611!hggv!
htqo!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!
uwej!ycvgt/!Vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!
pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!
ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm!cpf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.{gct!
hnqqfrnckp=!

)E*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!
hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!qt!)kkk*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!ykvjkp!
2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!qt!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!

)kkk*!Vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu/!Vjg!
vgtou!vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu!gcej!
ogcp!c!ycvgt!vjcv!eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy-!
gkvjgt!fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt!
)kpenwfkpi!cp!korqwpfogpv!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrj!)2*)kx*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp*-!vq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!vjcv!ku!
ejctcevgtk|gf!d{!vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!vjg!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!qh!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!
cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjgug!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!fgoqpuvtcvg!vjgtg!ku!
xqnwog-!htgswgpe{-!cpf!fwtcvkqp!qh!hnqy!
uwhhkekgpv!vq!etgcvg!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!cpf!
cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm-!cpf!vjwu!

vq!swcnkh{!cu!c!vtkdwvct{/!C!vtkdwvct{!ecp!
dg!c!pcvwtcn-!ocp.cnvgtgf-!qt!ocp.ocfg!
ycvgt!cpf!kpenwfgu!ycvgtu!uwej!cu!
tkxgtu-!uvtgcou-!ecpcnu-!cpf!fkvejgu!pqv!
gzenwfgf!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!
swcnkhkgu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!
vtkdwvct{!kh-!hqt!cp{!ngpivj-!vjgtg!ctg!qpg!
qt!oqtg!eqpuvtwevgf!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
dtkfigu-!ewnxgtvu-!rkrgu-!qt!fcou*-!qt!qpg!
qt!oqtg!pcvwtcn!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
ygvncpfu!cnqpi!vjg!twp!qh!c!uvtgco-!
fgdtku!rkngu-!dqwnfgt!hkgnfu-!qt!c!uvtgco!
vjcv!hnqyu!wpfgtitqwpf*!uq!nqpi!cu!c!dgf!
cpf!dcpmu!cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!ecp!dg!kfgpvkhkgf!wruvtgco!qh!vjg!
dtgcm/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!
cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!
pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh!kv!
eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy!vjtqwij!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!vjcv!fqgu!pqv!oggv!vjg!
fghkpkvkqp!qh!vtkdwvct{!qt!vjtqwij!c!pqp.!
lwtkufkevkqpcn!ycvgt!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!

)kx*!Ygvncpfu/!Vjg!vgto!ygvncpfu!
ogcpu!vjqug!ctgcu!vjcv!ctg!kpwpfcvgf!qt!
ucvwtcvgf!d{!uwthceg!qt!itqwpfycvgt!cv!
c!htgswgpe{!cpf!fwtcvkqp!uwhhkekgpv!vq!
uwrrqtv-!cpf!vjcv!wpfgt!pqtocn!
ektewouvcpegu!fq!uwrrqtv-!c!rtgxcngpeg!
qh!xgigvcvkqp!v{rkecnn{!cfcrvgf!hqt!nkhg!
kp!ucvwtcvgf!uqkn!eqpfkvkqpu/!Ygvncpfu!
igpgtcnn{!kpenwfg!uycoru-!octujgu-!
dqiu-!cpf!ukoknct!ctgcu/!

)x*!Ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu/!Vjg!vgto!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!ogcpu!vjcv!c!ycvgt-!
kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!gkvjgt!cnqpg!qt!kp!
eqodkpcvkqp!ykvj!qvjgt!ukoknctn{!
ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
ukipkhkecpvn{!chhgevu!vjg!ejgokecn-!
rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!kpvgitkv{!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!vgto!
��kp!vjg!tgikqp��!ogcpu!vjg!ycvgtujgf!
vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!cp!ghhgev!vq!dg!
ukipkhkecpv-!kv!owuv!dg!oqtg!vjcp!
urgewncvkxg!qt!kpuwduvcpvkcn/!Ycvgtu!ctg!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!yjgp!vjg{!hwpevkqp!
cnkmg!cpf!ctg!uwhhkekgpvn{!enqug!vq!
hwpevkqp!vqigvjgt!kp!chhgevkpi!
fqypuvtgco!ycvgtu/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
fgvgtokpkpi!yjgvjgt!qt!pqv!c!ycvgt!jcu!
c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!vjg!ycvgt�u!ghhgev!qp!
fqypuvtgco!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!ycvgtu!
ujcnn!dg!cuuguugf!d{!gxcnwcvkpi!vjg!
cswcvke!hwpevkqpu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)4*)x*)C*!vjtqwij!)K*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!jcu!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!yjgp!cp{!ukping!hwpevkqp!qt!
eqodkpcvkqp!qh!hwpevkqpu!rgthqtogf!d{!
vjg!ycvgt-!cnqpg!qt!vqigvjgt!ykvj!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
eqpvtkdwvgu!ukipkhkecpvn{!vq!vjg!
ejgokecn-!rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!
kpvgitkv{!qh!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!

kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!Hwpevkqpu!tgngxcpv!vq!vjg!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!gxcnwcvkqp!ctg!vjg!
hqnnqykpi<!

)C*!Ugfkogpv!vtcrrkpi-!
)D*!Pwvtkgpv!tge{enkpi-!
)E*!Rqnnwvcpv!vtcrrkpi-!vtcpuhqtocvkqp-!

hknvgtkpi-!cpf!vtcpurqtv-!
)F*!Tgvgpvkqp!cpf!cvvgpwcvkqp!qh!hnqqf!

ycvgtu-!
)G*!Twpqhh!uvqtcig-!
)H*!Eqpvtkdwvkqp!qh!hnqy-!
)I*!Gzrqtv!qh!qticpke!ocvvgt-!
)J*!Gzrqtv!qh!hqqf!tguqwtegu-!cpf!
)K*!Rtqxkukqp!qh!nkhg!e{eng!fgrgpfgpv!

cswcvke!jcdkvcv!)uwej!cu!hqtcikpi-!
hggfkpi-!pguvkpi-!dtggfkpi-!urcypkpi-!qt!
wug!cu!c!pwtugt{!ctgc*!hqt!urgekgu!nqecvgf!
kp!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)xk*!Qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjg!
vgto!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!ogcpu!
vjcv!nkpg!qp!vjg!ujqtg!guvcdnkujgf!d{!vjg!
hnwevwcvkqpu!qh!ycvgt!cpf!kpfkecvgf!d{!
rj{ukecn!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!uwej!cu!c!engct-!
pcvwtcn!nkpg!kortguugf!qp!vjg!dcpm-!
ujgnxkpi-!ejcpigu!kp!vjg!ejctcevgt!qh!
uqkn-!fguvtwevkqp!qh!vgttguvtkcn!xgigvcvkqp-!
vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!nkvvgt!cpf!fgdtku-!qt!
qvjgt!crrtqrtkcvg!ogcpu!vjcv!eqpukfgt!
vjg!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!qh!vjg!uwttqwpfkpi!
ctgcu/!

)xkk*!Jkij!vkfg!nkpg/!Vjg!vgto!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!ogcpu!vjg!nkpg!qh!kpvgtugevkqp!qh!vjg!
ncpf!ykvj!vjg!ycvgt�u!uwthceg!cv!vjg!
oczkowo!jgkijv!tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!
vkfg/!Vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!oc{!dg!
fgvgtokpgf-!kp!vjg!cdugpeg!qh!cevwcn!
fcvc-!d{!c!nkpg!qh!qkn!qt!uewo!cnqpi!ujqtg!
qdlgevu-!c!oqtg!qt!nguu!eqpvkpwqwu!
fgrqukv!qh!hkpg!ujgnn!qt!fgdtku!qp!vjg!
hqtgujqtg!qt!dgto-!qvjgt!rj{ukecn!
octmkpiu!qt!ejctcevgtkuvkeu-!xgigvcvkqp!
nkpgu-!vkfcn!icigu-!qt!qvjgt!uwkvcdng!
ogcpu!vjcv!fgnkpgcvg!vjg!igpgtcn!jgkijv!
tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!vkfg/!Vjg!nkpg!
gpeqorcuugu!urtkpi!jkij!vkfgu!cpf!qvjgt!
jkij!vkfgu!vjcv!qeewt!ykvj!rgtkqfke!
htgswgpe{!dwv!fqgu!pqv!kpenwfg!uvqto!
uwtigu!kp!yjkej!vjgtg!ku!c!fgrctvwtg!
htqo!vjg!pqtocn!qt!rtgfkevgf!tgcej!qh!
vjg!vkfg!fwg!vq!vjg!rknkpi!wr!qh!ycvgt!
cickpuv!c!eqcuv!d{!uvtqpi!ykpfu!uwej!cu!
vjqug!ceeqorcp{kpi!c!jwttkecpg!qt!
qvjgt!kpvgpug!uvqto/!

+! +! +! +! +!

RCTV!341�UGEVKQP!515)d*)2*!
IWKFGNKPGU!HQT!URGEKHKECVKQP!QH!
FKURQUCN!UKVGU!HQT!FTGFIGF!QT!
HKNN!OCVGTKCN!

! 24/!Vjg!cwvjqtkv{!ekvcvkqp!hqt!rctv!341!
ku!tgxkugf!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

Cwvjqtkv{<!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!

! 25/!Ugevkqp!341/4!ku!cogpfgf!d{<!
! c/!Tgoqxkpi!rctcitcrj!)d*!cpf!
tgugtxgf!rctcitcrju!)h*-!)i*-!)l*!cpf!)n*/!
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! d/!Tgfgukipcvkpi!rctcitcrju!)e*!
vjtqwij!)g*!cu!rctcitcrju!)d*!vjtqwij!
)f*/!
! e/!Tgfgukipcvkpi!rctcitcrju!)j*!cpf!)k*!
cu!rctcitcrju!)g*!cpf!)h*/!
! f/!Tgfgukipcvkpi!rctcitcrj!)m*!cu!
rctcitcrj!)i*/!
! g/!Tgfgukipcvkpi!rctcitcrju!)o*!
vjtqwij!)s*!cu!rctcitcrju!)j*!vjtqwij!)n*/!
! h/!Tgfgukipcvkpi!rctcitcrj!)s.2*!cu!
rctcitcrj!)o*/!
! i/!Tgfgukipcvkpi!rctcitcrj!)t*!cu!
rctcitcrj!)p*/!
! j/!Tgfgukipcvkpi!rctcitcrj!)u*!cu!
rctcitcrj!)q*/!
! k/!Tgxkukpi!pgyn{!tgfgukipcvgf!
rctcitcrj!)q*/!
! l/!Tgoqxkpi!rctcitcrj!)v*/!

Vjg!tgxkukqp!tgcfu!cu!hqnnqyu<!

¨ 341/4 Fghkpkvkqpu/!

+! +! +! +! +!
)q*!Vjg!vgto!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!

Uvcvgu!ogcpu<!
)2*!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!

Cev-!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!cpf!kvu!
korngogpvkpi!tgiwncvkqpu-!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!
gzenwukqpu!kp!rctcitcrj!)q*)3*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp-!vjg!vgto!��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu��!ogcpu<!

)k*!Cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!ctg!ewttgpvn{!
wugf-!ygtg!wugf!kp!vjg!rcuv-!qt!oc{!dg!
uwuegrvkdng!vq!wug!kp!kpvgtuvcvg!qt!hqtgkip!
eqoogteg-!kpenwfkpi!cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!
ctg!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!gdd!cpf!hnqy!qh!vjg!
vkfg=!

)kk*!Cnn!kpvgtuvcvg!ycvgtu-!kpenwfkpi!
kpvgtuvcvg!ygvncpfu=!

)kkk*!Vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu=!
)kx*!Cnn!korqwpfogpvu!qh!ycvgtu!

qvjgtykug!kfgpvkhkgf!cu!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!wpfgt!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)x*!Cnn!vtkdwvctkgu-!cu!fghkpgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)q*)4*)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!qh!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)xk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!cflcegpv!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!
rqpfu-!ncmgu-!qzdqyu-!korqwpfogpvu-!
cpf!ukoknct!ycvgtu=!

)xkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!kp!rctcitcrju!
)q*)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!
yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!fgvgtokpgf-!qp!c!ecug.!
urgekhke!dcuku-!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp/!Vjg!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!gcej!qh!
rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!
vjku!ugevkqp!ctg!ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!cpf!
ujcnn!dg!eqodkpgf-!hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku-!kp!vjg!
ycvgtujgf!vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!
eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)q*)2*)xk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!yjgp!
rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!

Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!
cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!
)q*)2*)xk*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!
pq!ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)C*!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu/!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu!
ctg!c!eqorngz!qh!incekcnn{!hqtogf!
ygvncpfu-!wuwcnn{!qeewttkpi!kp!
fgrtguukqpu!vjcv!ncem!rgtocpgpv!pcvwtcn!
qwvngvu-!nqecvgf!kp!vjg!wrrgt!Okfyguv/!

)D*!Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u/!
Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u!ctg!
rqpfgf-!fgrtguukqpcn!ygvncpfu!vjcv!
qeewt!cnqpi!vjg!Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)E*!Rqequkpu/!Rqequkpu!ctg!gxgtitggp!
ujtwd!cpf!vtgg!fqokpcvgf!ygvncpfu!
hqwpf!rtgfqokpcpvn{!cnqpi!vjg!Egpvtcn!
Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)F*!Yguvgtp!xgtpcn!rqqnu/!Yguvgtp!
xgtpcn!rqqnu!ctg!ugcuqpcn!ygvncpfu!
nqecvgf!kp!rctvu!qh!Ecnkhqtpkc!cpf!
cuuqekcvgf!ykvj!vqrqitcrjke!fgrtguukqp-!
uqknu!ykvj!rqqt!ftckpcig-!oknf-!ygv!
ykpvgtu!cpf!jqv-!ft{!uwoogtu/!

)G*!Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu/!
Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu!ctg!
htgujycvgt!ygvncpfu!vjcv!qeewt!cu!c!
oqucke!qh!fgrtguukqpu-!tkfigu-!
kpvgtoqwpf!hncvu-!cpf!okoc!oqwpf!
ygvncpfu!nqecvgf!cnqpi!vjg!Vgzcu!Iwnh!
Eqcuv/!

)xkkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!
vjku!ugevkqp!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!
ykvjkp!5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!
qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!
fgvgtokpgf!qp!c!ecug.urgekhke!dcuku!vq!
jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Hqt!ycvgtu!
fgvgtokpgf!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!
vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!
vjku!ugevkqp!qt!ykvjkp!5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!
jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm/!Ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!
rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!eqodkpgf!ykvj!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrj!)q*)2*)xk*!
qh!vjku!ugevkqp!yjgp!rgthqtokpi!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!Kh!ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!cnuq!cp!
cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!
)q*)2*)xk*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!
pq!ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)3*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!ctg!pqv!��ycvgtu!qh!
vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!gxgp!yjgtg!vjg{!
qvjgtykug!oggv!vjg!vgtou!qh!rctcitcrju!
)q*)2*)kx*!vjtqwij!)xkkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)k*!Ycuvg!vtgcvogpv!u{uvgou-!kpenwfkpi!
vtgcvogpv!rqpfu!qt!nciqqpu!fgukipgf!vq!
oggv!vjg!tgswktgogpvu!qh!vjg!Engcp!
Ycvgt!Cev!ctg!pqv!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu/!

)kk*!Rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!etqrncpf/!
Pqvykvjuvcpfkpi!vjg!fgvgtokpcvkqp!qh!
cp!ctgc�u!uvcvwu!cu!rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!
etqrncpf!d{!cp{!qvjgt!Hgfgtcn!cigpe{-!
hqt!vjg!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!Cev-!
vjg!hkpcn!cwvjqtkv{!tgictfkpi!Engcp!
Ycvgt!Cev!lwtkufkevkqp!tgockpu!ykvj!
GRC/!

)kkk*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!fkvejgu<!
)C*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!grjgogtcn!hnqy!vjcv!

ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{!qt!
gzecxcvgf!kp!c!vtkdwvct{/!

)D*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!kpvgtokvvgpv!hnqy!vjcv!
ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{-!gzecxcvgf!
kp!c!vtkdwvct{-!qt!ftckp!ygvncpfu/!

)E*!Fkvejgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!hnqy-!gkvjgt!
fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt-!kpvq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)kx*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!hgcvwtgu<!
)C*!Ctvkhkekcnn{!kttkicvgf!ctgcu!vjcv!

yqwnf!tgxgtv!vq!ft{!ncpf!ujqwnf!
crrnkecvkqp!qh!ycvgt!vq!vjcv!ctgc!egcug=!

)D*!Ctvkhkekcn-!eqpuvtwevgf!ncmgu!cpf!
rqpfu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf!uwej!cu!hcto!
cpf!uvqem!ycvgtkpi!rqpfu-!kttkicvkqp!
rqpfu-!ugvvnkpi!dcukpu-!hkgnfu!hnqqfgf!hqt!
tkeg!itqykpi-!nqi!engcpkpi!rqpfu-!qt!
eqqnkpi!rqpfu=!

)E*!Ctvkhkekcn!tghngevkpi!rqqnu!qt!
uykookpi!rqqnu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)F*!Uocnn!qtpcogpvcn!ycvgtu!etgcvgf!
kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)G*!Ycvgt.hknngf!fgrtguukqpu!etgcvgf!kp!
ft{!ncpf!kpekfgpvcn!vq!okpkpi!qt!
eqpuvtwevkqp!cevkxkv{-!kpenwfkpi!rkvu!
gzecxcvgf!hqt!qdvckpkpi!hknn-!ucpf-!qt!
itcxgn!vjcv!hknn!ykvj!ycvgt=!

)H*!Gtqukqpcn!hgcvwtgu-!kpenwfkpi!
iwnnkgu-!tknnu-!cpf!qvjgt!grjgogtcn!
hgcvwtgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!oggv!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!
qh!vtkdwvct{-!pqp.ygvncpf!uycngu-!cpf!
ncyhwnn{!eqpuvtwevgf!itcuugf!ycvgtyc{u=!
cpf!

)I*!Rwffngu/!
)x*!Itqwpfycvgt-!kpenwfkpi!

itqwpfycvgt!ftckpgf!vjtqwij!
uwduwthceg!ftckpcig!u{uvgou/!

)xk*!Uvqtoycvgt!eqpvtqn!hgcvwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!vq!eqpxg{-!vtgcv-!qt!uvqtg!
uvqtoycvgt!vjcv!ctg!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf/!

)xkk*!Ycuvgycvgt!tge{enkpi!uvtwevwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!fgvgpvkqp!cpf!
tgvgpvkqp!dcukpu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!itqwpfycvgt!tgejctig!dcukpu=!
rgteqncvkqp!rqpfu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!cpf!ycvgt!fkuvtkdwvct{!
uvtwevwtgu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi/!

)4*!Kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!)q*-!vjg!hqnnqykpi!
fghkpkvkqpu!crrn{<!

)k*!Cflcegpv/!Vjg!vgto!cflcegpv!ogcpu!
dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ycvgtu!ugrctcvgf!d{!eqpuvtwevgf!fkmgu!qt!
dcttkgtu-!pcvwtcn!tkxgt!dgtou-!dgcej!
fwpgu-!cpf!vjg!nkmg/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
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cflcegpe{-!cp!qrgp!ycvgt!uwej!cu!c!
rqpf!qt!ncmg!kpenwfgu!cp{!ygvncpfu!
ykvjkp!qt!cdwvvkpi!kvu!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm/!Cflcegpe{!ku!pqv!nkokvgf!vq!
ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ncvgtcnn{!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Cflcegpv!ycvgtu!cnuq!
kpenwfg!cnn!ycvgtu!vjcv!eqppgev!ugiogpvu!
qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!
)q*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qt!ctg!nqecvgf!cv!vjg!
jgcf!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!
)q*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!cpf!
ctg!dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!
pgkijdqtkpi!uwej!ycvgt/!Ycvgtu!dgkpi!
wugf!hqt!guvcdnkujgf!pqtocn!hctokpi-!
tcpejkpi-!cpf!uknxkewnvwtg!cevkxkvkgu!)44!
W/U/E/!2455)h**!ctg!pqv!cflcegpv/!

)kk*!Pgkijdqtkpi/!Vjg!vgto!
pgkijdqtkpi!ogcpu<!

)C*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!
qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm=!

)D*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.!
{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp!cpf!pqv!oqtg!vjcp!2-611!hggv!
htqo!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!
uwej!ycvgt/!Vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!
pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!
ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm!cpf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.{gct!
hnqqfrnckp=!

)E*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!
hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!qt!)kkk*!
qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!ykvjkp!
2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!qt!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!

)kkk*!Vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu/!Vjg!
vgtou!vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu!gcej!
ogcp!c!ycvgt!vjcv!eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy-!
gkvjgt!fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt!
)kpenwfkpi!cp!korqwpfogpv!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrj!)q*)2*)kx*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp*-!vq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!vjcv!ku!
ejctcevgtk|gf!d{!vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!vjg!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!qh!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!
cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjgug!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!fgoqpuvtcvg!vjgtg!ku!
xqnwog-!htgswgpe{-!cpf!fwtcvkqp!qh!hnqy!
uwhhkekgpv!vq!etgcvg!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!cpf!
cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm-!cpf!vjwu!
vq!swcnkh{!cu!c!vtkdwvct{/!C!vtkdwvct{!ecp!
dg!c!pcvwtcn-!ocp.cnvgtgf-!qt!ocp.ocfg!
ycvgt!cpf!kpenwfgu!ycvgtu!uwej!cu!
tkxgtu-!uvtgcou-!ecpcnu-!cpf!fkvejgu!pqv!
gzenwfgf!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)q*)3*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!
cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!
pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh-!hqt!

cp{!ngpivj-!vjgtg!ctg!qpg!qt!oqtg!
eqpuvtwevgf!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!dtkfigu-!
ewnxgtvu-!rkrgu-!qt!fcou*-!qt!qpg!qt!oqtg!
pcvwtcn!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!ygvncpfu!cnqpi!
vjg!twp!qh!c!uvtgco-!fgdtku!rkngu-!dqwnfgt!
hkgnfu-!qt!c!uvtgco!vjcv!hnqyu!
wpfgtitqwpf*!uq!nqpi!cu!c!dgf!cpf!
dcpmu!cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!
ecp!dg!kfgpvkhkgf!wruvtgco!qh!vjg!dtgcm/!
C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!cu!c!
vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!pqv!
nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh!kv!
eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy!vjtqwij!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!vjcv!fqgu!pqv!oggv!vjg!
fghkpkvkqp!qh!vtkdwvct{!qt!vjtqwij!c!pqp.!
lwtkufkevkqpcn!ycvgt!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!
vjku!ugevkqp/!

)kx*!Ygvncpfu/!Vjg!vgto!ygvncpfu!
ogcpu!vjqug!ctgcu!vjcv!ctg!kpwpfcvgf!qt!
ucvwtcvgf!d{!uwthceg!qt!itqwpfycvgt!cv!
c!htgswgpe{!cpf!fwtcvkqp!uwhhkekgpv!vq!
uwrrqtv-!cpf!vjcv!wpfgt!pqtocn!
ektewouvcpegu!fq!uwrrqtv-!c!rtgxcngpeg!
qh!xgigvcvkqp!v{rkecnn{!cfcrvgf!hqt!nkhg!
kp!ucvwtcvgf!uqkn!eqpfkvkqpu/!Ygvncpfu!
igpgtcnn{!kpenwfg!uycoru-!octujgu-!
dqiu-!cpf!ukoknct!ctgcu/!

)x*!Ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu/!Vjg!vgto!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!ogcpu!vjcv!c!ycvgt-!
kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!gkvjgt!cnqpg!qt!kp!
eqodkpcvkqp!ykvj!qvjgt!ukoknctn{!
ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
ukipkhkecpvn{!chhgevu!vjg!ejgokecn-!
rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!kpvgitkv{!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Vjg!vgto!
��kp!vjg!tgikqp��!ogcpu!vjg!ycvgtujgf!
vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Hqt!cp!ghhgev!vq!dg!
ukipkhkecpv-!kv!owuv!dg!oqtg!vjcp!
urgewncvkxg!qt!kpuwduvcpvkcn/!Ycvgtu!ctg!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!yjgp!vjg{!hwpevkqp!
cnkmg!cpf!ctg!uwhhkekgpvn{!enqug!vq!
hwpevkqp!vqigvjgt!kp!chhgevkpi!
fqypuvtgco!ycvgtu/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
fgvgtokpkpi!yjgvjgt!qt!pqv!c!ycvgt!jcu!
c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!vjg!ycvgt�u!ghhgev!qp!
fqypuvtgco!)q*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!ycvgtu!
ujcnn!dg!cuuguugf!d{!gxcnwcvkpi!vjg!
cswcvke!hwpevkqpu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)q*)4*)x*)C*!vjtqwij!)K*!qh!
vjku!ugevkqp/!C!ycvgt!jcu!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!yjgp!cp{!ukping!hwpevkqp!qt!
eqodkpcvkqp!qh!hwpevkqpu!rgthqtogf!d{!
vjg!ycvgt-!cnqpg!qt!vqigvjgt!ykvj!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
eqpvtkdwvgu!ukipkhkecpvn{!vq!vjg!
ejgokecn-!rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!
kpvgitkv{!qh!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!
vjku!ugevkqp/!Hwpevkqpu!tgngxcpv!vq!vjg!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!gxcnwcvkqp!ctg!vjg!
hqnnqykpi<!

)C*!Ugfkogpv!vtcrrkpi-!
)D*!Pwvtkgpv!tge{enkpi-!
)E*!Rqnnwvcpv!vtcrrkpi-!vtcpuhqtocvkqp-!

hknvgtkpi-!cpf!vtcpurqtv-!

)F*!Tgvgpvkqp!cpf!cvvgpwcvkqp!qh!hnqqf!
ycvgtu-!

)G*!Twpqhh!uvqtcig-!
)H*!Eqpvtkdwvkqp!qh!hnqy-!
)I*!Gzrqtv!qh!qticpke!ocvvgt-!
)J*!Gzrqtv!qh!hqqf!tguqwtegu-!cpf!
)K*!Rtqxkukqp!qh!nkhg!e{eng!fgrgpfgpv!

cswcvke!jcdkvcv!)uwej!cu!hqtcikpi-!
hggfkpi-!pguvkpi-!dtggfkpi-!urcypkpi-!qt!
wug!cu!c!pwtugt{!ctgc*!hqt!urgekgu!nqecvgf!
kp!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)q*)2*!
vjtqwij!)4*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)xk*!Qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjg!
vgto!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!ogcpu!
vjcv!nkpg!qp!vjg!ujqtg!guvcdnkujgf!d{!vjg!
hnwevwcvkqpu!qh!ycvgt!cpf!kpfkecvgf!d{!
rj{ukecn!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!uwej!cu!c!engct-!
pcvwtcn!nkpg!kortguugf!qp!vjg!dcpm-!
ujgnxkpi-!ejcpigu!kp!vjg!ejctcevgt!qh!
uqkn-!fguvtwevkqp!qh!vgttguvtkcn!xgigvcvkqp-!
vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!nkvvgt!cpf!fgdtku-!qt!
qvjgt!crrtqrtkcvg!ogcpu!vjcv!eqpukfgt!
vjg!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!qh!vjg!uwttqwpfkpi!
ctgcu/!

)xkk*!Jkij!vkfg!nkpg/!Vjg!vgto!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!ogcpu!vjg!nkpg!qh!kpvgtugevkqp!qh!vjg!
ncpf!ykvj!vjg!ycvgt�u!uwthceg!cv!vjg!
oczkowo!jgkijv!tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!
vkfg/!Vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!oc{!dg!
fgvgtokpgf-!kp!vjg!cdugpeg!qh!cevwcn!
fcvc-!d{!c!nkpg!qh!qkn!qt!uewo!cnqpi!ujqtg!
qdlgevu-!c!oqtg!qt!nguu!eqpvkpwqwu!
fgrqukv!qh!hkpg!ujgnn!qt!fgdtku!qp!vjg!
hqtgujqtg!qt!dgto-!qvjgt!rj{ukecn!
octmkpiu!qt!ejctcevgtkuvkeu-!xgigvcvkqp!
nkpgu-!vkfcn!icigu-!qt!qvjgt!uwkvcdng!
ogcpu!vjcv!fgnkpgcvg!vjg!igpgtcn!jgkijv!
tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!vkfg/!Vjg!nkpg!
gpeqorcuugu!urtkpi!jkij!vkfgu!cpf!qvjgt!
jkij!vkfgu!vjcv!qeewt!ykvj!rgtkqfke!
htgswgpe{!dwv!fqgu!pqv!kpenwfg!uvqto!
uwtigu!kp!yjkej!vjgtg!ku!c!fgrctvwtg!
htqo!vjg!pqtocn!qt!rtgfkevgf!tgcej!qh!
vjg!vkfg!fwg!vq!vjg!rknkpi!wr!qh!ycvgt!
cickpuv!c!eqcuv!d{!uvtqpi!ykpfu!uwej!cu!
vjqug!ceeqorcp{kpi!c!jwttkecpg!qt!
qvjgt!kpvgpug!uvqto/!

+! +! +! +! +!

RCTV!343�515!RTQITCOU!
FGHKPKVKQPU=!GZGORV!CEVKXKVKGU!
PQV!TGSWKTKPI!515!RGTOKVU!

! 26/!Vjg!cwvjqtkv{!ekvcvkqp!hqt!rctv!341!
ku!tgxkugf!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

Cwvjqtkv{<!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!

! 27/!Ugevkqp!343/3!ku!cogpfgf!d{!
tgoqxkpi!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!qh!��ygvncpfu��!
cpf!tgxkukpi!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!qh!��Ycvgtu!qh!
vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

¨ 343/3 Fghkpkvkqpu/!

+! +! +! +! +!
Ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!ogcpu<!
)2*!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!

Cev-!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!cpf!kvu!
korngogpvkpi!tgiwncvkqpu-!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!
gzenwukqpu!kp!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
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fghkpkvkqp-!vjg!vgto!��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!ogcpu<!

)k*!Cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!ctg!ewttgpvn{!
wugf-!ygtg!wugf!kp!vjg!rcuv-!qt!oc{!dg!
uwuegrvkdng!vq!wug!kp!kpvgtuvcvg!qt!hqtgkip!
eqoogteg-!kpenwfkpi!cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!
ctg!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!gdd!cpf!hnqy!qh!vjg!
vkfg=!

)kk*!Cnn!kpvgtuvcvg!ycvgtu-!kpenwfkpi!
kpvgtuvcvg!ygvncpfu=!

)kkk*!Vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu=!
)kx*!Cnn!korqwpfogpvu!qh!ycvgtu!

qvjgtykug!kfgpvkhkgf!cu!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!wpfgt!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)x*!Cnn!vtkdwvctkgu-!cu!fghkpgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)4*)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!qh!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp=!

)xk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!cflcegpv!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ygvncpfu-!rqpfu-!ncmgu-!qzdqyu-!
korqwpfogpvu-!cpf!ukoknct!ycvgtu=!

)xkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!kp!rctcitcrju!
)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!
yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!fgvgtokpgf-!qp!c!ecug.!
urgekhke!dcuku-!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!gcej!
qh!rctcitcrju!)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp!ctg!ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!cpf!
ujcnn!dg!eqodkpgf-!hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku-!kp!vjg!
ycvgtujgf!vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!
eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgp!
rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!
Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!
cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!
)2*)xk*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!
pq!ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)C*!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu/!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu!
ctg!c!eqorngz!qh!incekcnn{!hqtogf!
ygvncpfu-!wuwcnn{!qeewttkpi!kp!
fgrtguukqpu!vjcv!ncem!rgtocpgpv!pcvwtcn!
qwvngvu-!nqecvgf!kp!vjg!wrrgt!Okfyguv/!

)D*!Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u/!
Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u!ctg!
rqpfgf-!fgrtguukqpcn!ygvncpfu!vjcv!
qeewt!cnqpi!vjg!Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)E*!Rqequkpu/!Rqequkpu!ctg!gxgtitggp!
ujtwd!cpf!vtgg!fqokpcvgf!ygvncpfu!
hqwpf!rtgfqokpcpvn{!cnqpi!vjg!Egpvtcn!
Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)F*!Yguvgtp!xgtpcn!rqqnu/!Yguvgtp!
xgtpcn!rqqnu!ctg!ugcuqpcn!ygvncpfu!
nqecvgf!kp!rctvu!qh!Ecnkhqtpkc!cpf!
cuuqekcvgf!ykvj!vqrqitcrjke!fgrtguukqp-!
uqknu!ykvj!rqqt!ftckpcig-!oknf-!ygv!
ykpvgtu!cpf!jqv-!ft{!uwoogtu/!

)G*!Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu/!
Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu!ctg!
htgujycvgt!ygvncpfu!vjcv!qeewt!cu!c!
oqucke!qh!fgrtguukqpu-!tkfigu-!

kpvgtoqwpf!hncvu-!cpf!okoc!oqwpf!
ygvncpfu!nqecvgf!cnqpi!vjg!Vgzcu!Iwnh!
Eqcuv/!

)xkkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!
5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!
qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!
fgvgtokpgf!qp!c!ecug.urgekhke!dcuku!vq!
jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!ycvgtu!
fgvgtokpgf!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!
vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!qt!ykvjkp!5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!
jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm/!Ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!
rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!eqodkpgf!ykvj!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgp!rgthqtokpi!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!Kh!ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!cnuq!cp!
cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!
qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!
ycvgt!cpf!pq!ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)3*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!ctg!pqv!��ycvgtu!qh!
vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!gxgp!yjgtg!vjg{!
qvjgtykug!oggv!vjg!vgtou!qh!rctcitcrju!
)2*)kx*!vjtqwij!)xkkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)k*!Ycuvg!vtgcvogpv!u{uvgou-!kpenwfkpi!
vtgcvogpv!rqpfu!qt!nciqqpu!fgukipgf!vq!
oggv!vjg!tgswktgogpvu!qh!vjg!Engcp!
Ycvgt!Cev!ctg!pqv!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu/!

)kk*!Rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!etqrncpf/!
Pqvykvjuvcpfkpi!vjg!fgvgtokpcvkqp!qh!
cp!ctgc�u!uvcvwu!cu!rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!
etqrncpf!d{!cp{!qvjgt!Hgfgtcn!cigpe{-!
hqt!vjg!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!Cev-!
vjg!hkpcn!cwvjqtkv{!tgictfkpi!Engcp!
Ycvgt!Cev!lwtkufkevkqp!tgockpu!ykvj!
GRC/!

)kkk*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!fkvejgu<!
)C*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!grjgogtcn!hnqy!vjcv!

ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{!qt!
gzecxcvgf!kp!c!vtkdwvct{/!

)D*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!kpvgtokvvgpv!hnqy!vjcv!
ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{-!gzecxcvgf!
kp!c!vtkdwvct{-!qt!ftckp!ygvncpfu/!

)E*!Fkvejgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!hnqy-!gkvjgt!
fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt-!kpvq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)kx*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!hgcvwtgu<!
)C*!Ctvkhkekcnn{!kttkicvgf!ctgcu!vjcv!

yqwnf!tgxgtv!vq!ft{!ncpf!ujqwnf!
crrnkecvkqp!qh!ycvgt!vq!vjcv!ctgc!egcug=!

)D*!Ctvkhkekcn-!eqpuvtwevgf!ncmgu!cpf!
rqpfu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf!uwej!cu!hcto!
cpf!uvqem!ycvgtkpi!rqpfu-!kttkicvkqp!
rqpfu-!ugvvnkpi!dcukpu-!hkgnfu!hnqqfgf!hqt!

tkeg!itqykpi-!nqi!engcpkpi!rqpfu-!qt!
eqqnkpi!rqpfu=!

)E*!Ctvkhkekcn!tghngevkpi!rqqnu!qt!
uykookpi!rqqnu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)F*!Uocnn!qtpcogpvcn!ycvgtu!etgcvgf!
kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)G*!Ycvgt.hknngf!fgrtguukqpu!etgcvgf!kp!
ft{!ncpf!kpekfgpvcn!vq!okpkpi!qt!
eqpuvtwevkqp!cevkxkv{-!kpenwfkpi!rkvu!
gzecxcvgf!hqt!qdvckpkpi!hknn-!ucpf-!qt!
itcxgn!vjcv!hknn!ykvj!ycvgt=!

)H*!Gtqukqpcn!hgcvwtgu-!kpenwfkpi!
iwnnkgu-!tknnu-!cpf!qvjgt!grjgogtcn!
hgcvwtgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!oggv!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!
qh!vtkdwvct{-!pqp.ygvncpf!uycngu-!cpf!
ncyhwnn{!eqpuvtwevgf!itcuugf!ycvgtyc{u=!
cpf!

)I*!Rwffngu/!
)x*!Itqwpfycvgt-!kpenwfkpi!

itqwpfycvgt!ftckpgf!vjtqwij!
uwduwthceg!ftckpcig!u{uvgou/!

)xk*!Uvqtoycvgt!eqpvtqn!hgcvwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!vq!eqpxg{-!vtgcv-!qt!uvqtg!
uvqtoycvgt!vjcv!ctg!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf/!

)xkk*!Ycuvgycvgt!tge{enkpi!uvtwevwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!fgvgpvkqp!cpf!
tgvgpvkqp!dcukpu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!itqwpfycvgt!tgejctig!dcukpu=!
rgteqncvkqp!rqpfu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!cpf!ycvgt!fkuvtkdwvct{!
uvtwevwtgu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi/!

)4*!Kp!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!vjg!hqnnqykpi!
vgtou!crrn{<!

)k*!Cflcegpv/!Vjg!vgto!cflcegpv!ogcpu!
dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ycvgtu!ugrctcvgf!d{!eqpuvtwevgf!fkmgu!qt!
dcttkgtu-!pcvwtcn!tkxgt!dgtou-!dgcej!
fwpgu-!cpf!vjg!nkmg/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
cflcegpe{-!cp!qrgp!ycvgt!uwej!cu!c!
rqpf!qt!ncmg!kpenwfgu!cp{!ygvncpfu!
ykvjkp!qt!cdwvvkpi!kvu!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm/!Cflcegpe{!ku!pqv!nkokvgf!vq!
ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ncvgtcnn{!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Cflcegpv!ycvgtu!
cnuq!kpenwfg!cnn!ycvgtu!vjcv!eqppgev!
ugiogpvu!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qt!ctg!
nqecvgf!cv!vjg!jgcf!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!ctg!dqtfgtkpi-!
eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!uwej!ycvgt/!
Ycvgtu!dgkpi!wugf!hqt!guvcdnkujgf!
pqtocn!hctokpi-!tcpejkpi-!cpf!
uknxkewnvwtg!cevkxkvkgu!)44!W/U/E/!2455)h**!
ctg!pqv!cflcegpv/!

)kk*!Pgkijdqtkpi/!Vjg!vgto!
pgkijdqtkpi!ogcpu<!

)C*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!
qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm=!
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)D*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.!
{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!pqv!oqtg!vjcp!2-611!hggv!
htqo!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!
uwej!ycvgt/!Vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!
pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!
ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm!cpf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.{gct!
hnqqfrnckp=!

)E*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!
hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!qt!)2*)kkk*!
qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!ykvjkp!
2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!qt!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!

)kkk*!Vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu/!Vjg!
vgtou!vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu!gcej!
ogcp!c!ycvgt!vjcv!eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy-!
gkvjgt!fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt!
)kpenwfkpi!cp!korqwpfogpv!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrj!)2*)kx*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp*-!vq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!vjcv!ku!
ejctcevgtk|gf!d{!vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!vjg!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!qh!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!
cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjgug!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!fgoqpuvtcvg!vjgtg!ku!
xqnwog-!htgswgpe{-!cpf!fwtcvkqp!qh!hnqy!
uwhhkekgpv!vq!etgcvg!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!cpf!
cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm-!cpf!vjwu!
vq!swcnkh{!cu!c!vtkdwvct{/!C!vtkdwvct{!ecp!
dg!c!pcvwtcn-!ocp.cnvgtgf-!qt!ocp.ocfg!
ycvgt!cpf!kpenwfgu!ycvgtu!uwej!cu!
tkxgtu-!uvtgcou-!ecpcnu-!cpf!fkvejgu!pqv!
gzenwfgf!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!
swcnkhkgu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!
vtkdwvct{!kh-!hqt!cp{!ngpivj-!vjgtg!ctg!qpg!
qt!oqtg!eqpuvtwevgf!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
dtkfigu-!ewnxgtvu-!rkrgu-!qt!fcou*-!qt!qpg!
qt!oqtg!pcvwtcn!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
ygvncpfu!cnqpi!vjg!twp!qh!c!uvtgco-!
fgdtku!rkngu-!dqwnfgt!hkgnfu-!qt!c!uvtgco!
vjcv!hnqyu!wpfgtitqwpf*!uq!nqpi!cu!c!dgf!
cpf!dcpmu!cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!ecp!dg!kfgpvkhkgf!wruvtgco!qh!vjg!
dtgcm/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!
cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!
pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh!kv!
eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy!vjtqwij!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!vjcv!fqgu!pqv!oggv!vjg!
fghkpkvkqp!qh!vtkdwvct{!qt!vjtqwij!c!pqp.!
lwtkufkevkqpcn!ycvgt!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!

)kx*!Ygvncpfu/!Vjg!vgto!ygvncpfu!
ogcpu!vjqug!ctgcu!vjcv!ctg!kpwpfcvgf!qt!
ucvwtcvgf!d{!uwthceg!qt!itqwpfycvgt!cv!
c!htgswgpe{!cpf!fwtcvkqp!uwhhkekgpv!vq!
uwrrqtv-!cpf!vjcv!wpfgt!pqtocn!
ektewouvcpegu!fq!uwrrqtv-!c!rtgxcngpeg!
qh!xgigvcvkqp!v{rkecnn{!cfcrvgf!hqt!nkhg!
kp!ucvwtcvgf!uqkn!eqpfkvkqpu/!Ygvncpfu!

igpgtcnn{!kpenwfg!uycoru-!octujgu-!
dqiu-!cpf!ukoknct!ctgcu/!

)x*!Ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu/!Vjg!vgto!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!ogcpu!vjcv!c!ycvgt-!
kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!gkvjgt!cnqpg!qt!kp!
eqodkpcvkqp!ykvj!qvjgt!ukoknctn{!
ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
ukipkhkecpvn{!chhgevu!vjg!ejgokecn-!
rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!kpvgitkv{!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!vgto!
��kp!vjg!tgikqp��!ogcpu!vjg!ycvgtujgf!
vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!cp!ghhgev!vq!dg!
ukipkhkecpv-!kv!owuv!dg!oqtg!vjcp!
urgewncvkxg!qt!kpuwduvcpvkcn/!Ycvgtu!ctg!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!yjgp!vjg{!hwpevkqp!
cnkmg!cpf!ctg!uwhhkekgpvn{!enqug!vq!
hwpevkqp!vqigvjgt!kp!chhgevkpi!
fqypuvtgco!ycvgtu/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
fgvgtokpkpi!yjgvjgt!qt!pqv!c!ycvgt!jcu!
c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!vjg!ycvgt�u!ghhgev!qp!
fqypuvtgco!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!ycvgtu!
ujcnn!dg!cuuguugf!d{!gxcnwcvkpi!vjg!
cswcvke!hwpevkqpu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)4*)x*)C*!vjtqwij!)K*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!jcu!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!yjgp!cp{!ukping!hwpevkqp!qt!
eqodkpcvkqp!qh!hwpevkqpu!rgthqtogf!d{!
vjg!ycvgt-!cnqpg!qt!vqigvjgt!ykvj!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
eqpvtkdwvgu!ukipkhkecpvn{!vq!vjg!
ejgokecn-!rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!
kpvgitkv{!qh!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!Hwpevkqpu!tgngxcpv!vq!vjg!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!gxcnwcvkqp!ctg!vjg!
hqnnqykpi<!

)C*!Ugfkogpv!vtcrrkpi-!
)D*!Pwvtkgpv!tge{enkpi-!
)E*!Rqnnwvcpv!vtcrrkpi-!vtcpuhqtocvkqp-!

hknvgtkpi-!cpf!vtcpurqtv-!
)F*!Tgvgpvkqp!cpf!cvvgpwcvkqp!qh!hnqqf!

ycvgtu-!
)G*!Twpqhh!uvqtcig-!
)H*!Eqpvtkdwvkqp!qh!hnqy-!
)I*!Gzrqtv!qh!qticpke!ocvvgt-!
)J*!Gzrqtv!qh!hqqf!tguqwtegu-!cpf!
)K*!Rtqxkukqp!qh!nkhg!e{eng!fgrgpfgpv!

cswcvke!jcdkvcv!)uwej!cu!hqtcikpi-!
hggfkpi-!pguvkpi-!dtggfkpi-!urcypkpi-!qt!
wug!cu!c!pwtugt{!ctgc*!hqt!urgekgu!nqecvgf!
kp!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)xk*!Qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjg!
vgto!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!ogcpu!
vjcv!nkpg!qp!vjg!ujqtg!guvcdnkujgf!d{!vjg!
hnwevwcvkqpu!qh!ycvgt!cpf!kpfkecvgf!d{!
rj{ukecn!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!uwej!cu!c!engct-!
pcvwtcn!nkpg!kortguugf!qp!vjg!dcpm-!
ujgnxkpi-!ejcpigu!kp!vjg!ejctcevgt!qh!
uqkn-!fguvtwevkqp!qh!vgttguvtkcn!xgigvcvkqp-!
vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!nkvvgt!cpf!fgdtku-!qt!
qvjgt!crrtqrtkcvg!ogcpu!vjcv!eqpukfgt!
vjg!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!qh!vjg!uwttqwpfkpi!
ctgcu/!

)xkk*!Jkij!vkfg!nkpg/!Vjg!vgto!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!ogcpu!vjg!nkpg!qh!kpvgtugevkqp!qh!vjg!

ncpf!ykvj!vjg!ycvgt�u!uwthceg!cv!vjg!
oczkowo!jgkijv!tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!
vkfg/!Vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!oc{!dg!
fgvgtokpgf-!kp!vjg!cdugpeg!qh!cevwcn!
fcvc-!d{!c!nkpg!qh!qkn!qt!uewo!cnqpi!ujqtg!
qdlgevu-!c!oqtg!qt!nguu!eqpvkpwqwu!
fgrqukv!qh!hkpg!ujgnn!qt!fgdtku!qp!vjg!
hqtgujqtg!qt!dgto-!qvjgt!rj{ukecn!
octmkpiu!qt!ejctcevgtkuvkeu-!xgigvcvkqp!
nkpgu-!vkfcn!icigu-!qt!qvjgt!uwkvcdng!
ogcpu!vjcv!fgnkpgcvg!vjg!igpgtcn!jgkijv!
tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!vkfg/!Vjg!nkpg!
gpeqorcuugu!urtkpi!jkij!vkfgu!cpf!qvjgt!
jkij!vkfgu!vjcv!qeewt!ykvj!rgtkqfke!
htgswgpe{!dwv!fqgu!pqv!kpenwfg!uvqto!
uwtigu!kp!yjkej!vjgtg!ku!c!fgrctvwtg!
htqo!vjg!pqtocn!qt!rtgfkevgf!tgcej!qh!
vjg!vkfg!fwg!vq!vjg!rknkpi!wr!qh!ycvgt!
cickpuv!c!eqcuv!d{!uvtqpi!ykpfu!uwej!cu!
vjqug!ceeqorcp{kpi!c!jwttkecpg!qt!
qvjgt!kpvgpug!uvqto/!

+! +! +! +! +!

RCTV!411�PCVKQPCN!QKN!CPF!
JC\CTFQWU!UWDUVCPEGU!
RQNNWVKQP!EQPVKPVGPE[!RNCP!

! 28/!Vjg!cwvjqtkv{!ekvcvkqp!hqt!rctv!411!
ku!tgxkugf!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

Cwvjqtkv{<!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!

! 29/!Ugevkqp!411/6!ku!cogpfgf!d{!
tgxkukpi!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!qh!��pcxkicdng!
ycvgtu��!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

¨ 411/6 Fghkpkvkqpu/!

+! +! +! +! +!
Pcxkicdng!ycvgtu!ogcpu!vjg!ycvgtu!qh!

vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu-!kpenwfkpi!vjg!
vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu/!

)2*!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!
Cev-!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!cpf!kvu!
korngogpvkpi!tgiwncvkqpu-!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!
gzenwukqpu!kp!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp-!vjg!vgto!��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!ogcpu<!

)k*!Cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!ctg!ewttgpvn{!
wugf-!ygtg!wugf!kp!vjg!rcuv-!qt!oc{!dg!
uwuegrvkdng!vq!wug!kp!kpvgtuvcvg!qt!hqtgkip!
eqoogteg-!kpenwfkpi!cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!
ctg!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!gdd!cpf!hnqy!qh!vjg!
vkfg=!

)kk*!Cnn!kpvgtuvcvg!ycvgtu-!kpenwfkpi!
kpvgtuvcvg!ygvncpfu=!

)kkk*!Vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu=!
)kx*!Cnn!korqwpfogpvu!qh!ycvgtu!

qvjgtykug!kfgpvkhkgf!cu!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!wpfgt!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)x*!Cnn!vtkdwvctkgu-!cu!fghkpgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)4*)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!qh!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp=!

)xk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!cflcegpv!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ygvncpfu-!rqpfu-!ncmgu-!qzdqyu-!
korqwpfogpvu-!cpf!ukoknct!ycvgtu=!

)xkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!kp!rctcitcrju!
)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!
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yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!fgvgtokpgf-!qp!c!ecug.!
urgekhke!dcuku-!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!gcej!
qh!rctcitcrju!)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp!ctg!ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!cpf!
ujcnn!dg!eqodkpgf-!hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku-!kp!vjg!
ycvgtujgf!vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!
eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgp!
rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!
Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!
cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!
)2*)xk*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!
pq!ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)C*!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu/!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu!
ctg!c!eqorngz!qh!incekcnn{!hqtogf!
ygvncpfu-!wuwcnn{!qeewttkpi!kp!
fgrtguukqpu!vjcv!ncem!rgtocpgpv!pcvwtcn!
qwvngvu-!nqecvgf!kp!vjg!wrrgt!Okfyguv/!

)D*!Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u/!
Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u!ctg!
rqpfgf-!fgrtguukqpcn!ygvncpfu!vjcv!
qeewt!cnqpi!vjg!Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)E*!Rqequkpu/!Rqequkpu!ctg!gxgtitggp!
ujtwd!cpf!vtgg!fqokpcvgf!ygvncpfu!
hqwpf!rtgfqokpcpvn{!cnqpi!vjg!Egpvtcn!
Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)F*!Yguvgtp!xgtpcn!rqqnu/!Yguvgtp!
xgtpcn!rqqnu!ctg!ugcuqpcn!ygvncpfu!
nqecvgf!kp!rctvu!qh!Ecnkhqtpkc!cpf!
cuuqekcvgf!ykvj!vqrqitcrjke!fgrtguukqp-!
uqknu!ykvj!rqqt!ftckpcig-!oknf-!ygv!
ykpvgtu!cpf!jqv-!ft{!uwoogtu/!

)G*!Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu/!
Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu!ctg!
htgujycvgt!ygvncpfu!vjcv!qeewt!cu!c!
oqucke!qh!fgrtguukqpu-!tkfigu-!
kpvgtoqwpf!hncvu-!cpf!okoc!oqwpf!
ygvncpfu!nqecvgf!cnqpi!vjg!Vgzcu!Iwnh!
Eqcuv/!

)xkkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!
5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!
qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!
fgvgtokpgf!qp!c!ecug.urgekhke!dcuku!vq!
jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!ycvgtu!
fgvgtokpgf!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!
vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!qt!ykvjkp!5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!
jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm/!Ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!
rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!eqodkpgf!ykvj!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!

vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgp!rgthqtokpi!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!Kh!ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!cnuq!cp!
cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*-!
vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!pq!ecug.!
urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku!ku!
tgswktgf/!

)3*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!ctg!pqv!��ycvgtu!qh!
vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!gxgp!yjgtg!vjg{!
qvjgtykug!oggv!vjg!vgtou!qh!rctcitcrju!
)2*)kx*!vjtqwij!)xkkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)k*!Ycuvg!vtgcvogpv!u{uvgou!)qvjgt!
vjcp!eqqnkpi!rqpfu!oggvkpi!vjg!etkvgtkc!
qh!vjku!rctcitcrj*!ctg!pqv!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu/!

)kk*!Rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!etqrncpf/!
Pqvykvjuvcpfkpi!vjg!fgvgtokpcvkqp!qh!
cp!ctgc�u!uvcvwu!cu!rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!
etqrncpf!d{!cp{!qvjgt!Hgfgtcn!cigpe{-!
hqt!vjg!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!Cev-!
vjg!hkpcn!cwvjqtkv{!tgictfkpi!Engcp!
Ycvgt!Cev!lwtkufkevkqp!tgockpu!ykvj!
GRC/!

)kkk*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!fkvejgu<!
)C*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!grjgogtcn!hnqy!vjcv!

ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{!qt!
gzecxcvgf!kp!c!vtkdwvct{/!

)D*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!kpvgtokvvgpv!hnqy!vjcv!
ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{-!gzecxcvgf!
kp!c!vtkdwvct{-!qt!ftckp!ygvncpfu/!

)E*!Fkvejgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!hnqy-!gkvjgt!
fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt-!kpvq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)kx*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!hgcvwtgu<!
)C*!Ctvkhkekcnn{!kttkicvgf!ctgcu!vjcv!

yqwnf!tgxgtv!vq!ft{!ncpf!ujqwnf!
crrnkecvkqp!qh!ycvgt!vq!vjcv!ctgc!egcug=!

)D*!Ctvkhkekcn-!eqpuvtwevgf!ncmgu!cpf!
rqpfu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf!uwej!cu!hcto!
cpf!uvqem!ycvgtkpi!rqpfu-!kttkicvkqp!
rqpfu-!ugvvnkpi!dcukpu-!hkgnfu!hnqqfgf!hqt!
tkeg!itqykpi-!nqi!engcpkpi!rqpfu-!qt!
eqqnkpi!rqpfu=!

)E*!Ctvkhkekcn!tghngevkpi!rqqnu!qt!
uykookpi!rqqnu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)F*!Uocnn!qtpcogpvcn!ycvgtu!etgcvgf!
kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)G*!Ycvgt.hknngf!fgrtguukqpu!etgcvgf!kp!
ft{!ncpf!kpekfgpvcn!vq!okpkpi!qt!
eqpuvtwevkqp!cevkxkv{-!kpenwfkpi!rkvu!
gzecxcvgf!hqt!qdvckpkpi!hknn-!ucpf-!qt!
itcxgn!vjcv!hknn!ykvj!ycvgt=!

)H*!Gtqukqpcn!hgcvwtgu-!kpenwfkpi!
iwnnkgu-!tknnu-!cpf!qvjgt!grjgogtcn!
hgcvwtgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!oggv!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!
qh!vtkdwvct{-!pqp.ygvncpf!uycngu-!cpf!
ncyhwnn{!eqpuvtwevgf!itcuugf!ycvgtyc{u=!
cpf!

)I*!Rwffngu/!
)x*!Itqwpfycvgt-!kpenwfkpi!

itqwpfycvgt!ftckpgf!vjtqwij!
uwduwthceg!ftckpcig!u{uvgou/!

)xk*!Uvqtoycvgt!eqpvtqn!hgcvwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!vq!eqpxg{-!vtgcv-!qt!uvqtg!
uvqtoycvgt!vjcv!ctg!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf/!

)xkk*!Ycuvgycvgt!tge{enkpi!uvtwevwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!fgvgpvkqp!cpf!
tgvgpvkqp!dcukpu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!

tge{enkpi=!itqwpfycvgt!tgejctig!dcukpu=!
rgteqncvkqp!rqpfu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!cpf!ycvgt!fkuvtkdwvct{!
uvtwevwtgu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi/!

)4*!Kp!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!vjg!hqnnqykpi!
vgtou!crrn{<!

)k*!Cflcegpv/!Vjg!vgto!cflcegpv!ogcpu!
dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ycvgtu!ugrctcvgf!d{!eqpuvtwevgf!fkmgu!qt!
dcttkgtu-!pcvwtcn!tkxgt!dgtou-!dgcej!
fwpgu-!cpf!vjg!nkmg/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
cflcegpe{-!cp!qrgp!ycvgt!uwej!cu!c!
rqpf!qt!ncmg!kpenwfgu!cp{!ygvncpfu!
ykvjkp!qt!cdwvvkpi!kvu!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm/!Cflcegpe{!ku!pqv!nkokvgf!vq!
ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ncvgtcnn{!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Cflcegpv!ycvgtu!
cnuq!kpenwfg!cnn!ycvgtu!vjcv!eqppgev!
ugiogpvu!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qt!ctg!
nqecvgf!cv!vjg!jgcf!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!ctg!dqtfgtkpi-!
eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!uwej!ycvgt/!
Ycvgtu!dgkpi!wugf!hqt!guvcdnkujgf!
pqtocn!hctokpi-!tcpejkpi-!cpf!
uknxkewnvwtg!cevkxkvkgu!)44!W/U/E/!2455)h**!
ctg!pqv!cflcegpv/!

)kk*!Pgkijdqtkpi/!Vjg!vgto!
pgkijdqtkpi!ogcpu<!

)C*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!
qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm=!

)D*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.!
{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!pqv!oqtg!vjcp!2-611!hggv!
htqo!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!
uwej!ycvgt/!Vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!
pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!
ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm!cpf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.{gct!
hnqqfrnckp=!

)E*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!
hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!qt!)2*)kkk*!
qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!ykvjkp!
2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!qt!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!

)kkk*!Vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu/!Vjg!
vgtou!vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu!gcej!
ogcp!c!ycvgt!vjcv!eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy-!
gkvjgt!fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt!
)kpenwfkpi!cp!korqwpfogpv!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrj!)2*)kx*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp*-!vq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!vjcv!ku!
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48232!Hgfgtcn! Tgikuvgt 0 Xqn/! 91-! Pq/! 235 0 Oqpfc{-! Lwpg! 3;-! 3126 0 Twngu!

ejctcevgtk|gf!d{!vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!vjg!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!qh!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!
cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjgug!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!fgoqpuvtcvg!vjgtg!ku!
xqnwog-!htgswgpe{-!cpf!fwtcvkqp!qh!hnqy!
uwhhkekgpv!vq!etgcvg!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!cpf!
cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm-!cpf!vjwu!
vq!swcnkh{!cu!c!vtkdwvct{/!C!vtkdwvct{!ecp!
dg!c!pcvwtcn-!ocp.cnvgtgf-!qt!ocp.ocfg!
ycvgt!cpf!kpenwfgu!ycvgtu!uwej!cu!
tkxgtu-!uvtgcou-!ecpcnu-!cpf!fkvejgu!pqv!
gzenwfgf!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!
swcnkhkgu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!
vtkdwvct{!kh-!hqt!cp{!ngpivj-!vjgtg!ctg!qpg!
qt!oqtg!eqpuvtwevgf!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
dtkfigu-!ewnxgtvu-!rkrgu-!qt!fcou*-!qt!qpg!
qt!oqtg!pcvwtcn!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
ygvncpfu!cnqpi!vjg!twp!qh!c!uvtgco-!
fgdtku!rkngu-!dqwnfgt!hkgnfu-!qt!c!uvtgco!
vjcv!hnqyu!wpfgtitqwpf*!uq!nqpi!cu!c!dgf!
cpf!dcpmu!cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!ecp!dg!kfgpvkhkgf!wruvtgco!qh!vjg!
dtgcm/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!
cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!
pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh!kv!
eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy!vjtqwij!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!vjcv!fqgu!pqv!oggv!vjg!
fghkpkvkqp!qh!vtkdwvct{!qt!vjtqwij!c!pqp.!
lwtkufkevkqpcn!ycvgt!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!

)kx*!Ygvncpfu/!Vjg!vgto!ygvncpfu!
ogcpu!vjqug!ctgcu!vjcv!ctg!kpwpfcvgf!qt!
ucvwtcvgf!d{!uwthceg!qt!itqwpfycvgt!cv!
c!htgswgpe{!cpf!fwtcvkqp!uwhhkekgpv!vq!
uwrrqtv-!cpf!vjcv!wpfgt!pqtocn!
ektewouvcpegu!fq!uwrrqtv-!c!rtgxcngpeg!
qh!xgigvcvkqp!v{rkecnn{!cfcrvgf!hqt!nkhg!
kp!ucvwtcvgf!uqkn!eqpfkvkqpu/!Ygvncpfu!
igpgtcnn{!kpenwfg!uycoru-!octujgu-!
dqiu-!cpf!ukoknct!ctgcu/!

)x*!Ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu/!Vjg!vgto!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!ogcpu!vjcv!c!ycvgt-!
kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!gkvjgt!cnqpg!qt!kp!
eqodkpcvkqp!ykvj!qvjgt!ukoknctn{!
ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
ukipkhkecpvn{!chhgevu!vjg!ejgokecn-!
rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!kpvgitkv{!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!vgto!
��kp!vjg!tgikqp��!ogcpu!vjg!ycvgtujgf!
vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!cp!ghhgev!vq!dg!
ukipkhkecpv-!kv!owuv!dg!oqtg!vjcp!
urgewncvkxg!qt!kpuwduvcpvkcn/!Ycvgtu!ctg!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!yjgp!vjg{!hwpevkqp!
cnkmg!cpf!ctg!uwhhkekgpvn{!enqug!vq!
hwpevkqp!vqigvjgt!kp!chhgevkpi!
fqypuvtgco!ycvgtu/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
fgvgtokpkpi!yjgvjgt!qt!pqv!c!ycvgt!jcu!
c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!vjg!ycvgt�u!ghhgev!qp!
fqypuvtgco!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!ycvgtu!
ujcnn!dg!cuuguugf!d{!gxcnwcvkpi!vjg!
cswcvke!hwpevkqpu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)4*)x*)C*!vjtqwij!)K*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!jcu!c!ukipkhkecpv!

pgzwu!yjgp!cp{!ukping!hwpevkqp!qt!
eqodkpcvkqp!qh!hwpevkqpu!rgthqtogf!d{!
vjg!ycvgt-!cnqpg!qt!vqigvjgt!ykvj!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
eqpvtkdwvgu!ukipkhkecpvn{!vq!vjg!
ejgokecn-!rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!
kpvgitkv{!qh!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!Hwpevkqpu!tgngxcpv!vq!vjg!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!gxcnwcvkqp!ctg!vjg!
hqnnqykpi<!

)C*!Ugfkogpv!vtcrrkpi-!
)D*!Pwvtkgpv!tge{enkpi-!
)E*!Rqnnwvcpv!vtcrrkpi-!vtcpuhqtocvkqp-!

hknvgtkpi-!cpf!vtcpurqtv-!
)F*!Tgvgpvkqp!cpf!cvvgpwcvkqp!qh!hnqqf!

ycvgtu-!
)G*!Twpqhh!uvqtcig-!
)H*!Eqpvtkdwvkqp!qh!hnqy-!
)I*!Gzrqtv!qh!qticpke!ocvvgt-!
)J*!Gzrqtv!qh!hqqf!tguqwtegu-!cpf!
)K*!Rtqxkukqp!qh!nkhg!e{eng!fgrgpfgpv!

cswcvke!jcdkvcv!)uwej!cu!hqtcikpi-!
hggfkpi-!pguvkpi-!dtggfkpi-!urcypkpi-!qt!
wug!cu!c!pwtugt{!ctgc*!hqt!urgekgu!nqecvgf!
kp!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)xk*!Qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjg!
vgto!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!ogcpu!
vjcv!nkpg!qp!vjg!ujqtg!guvcdnkujgf!d{!vjg!
hnwevwcvkqpu!qh!ycvgt!cpf!kpfkecvgf!d{!
rj{ukecn!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!uwej!cu!c!engct-!
pcvwtcn!nkpg!kortguugf!qp!vjg!dcpm-!
ujgnxkpi-!ejcpigu!kp!vjg!ejctcevgt!qh!
uqkn-!fguvtwevkqp!qh!vgttguvtkcn!xgigvcvkqp-!
vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!nkvvgt!cpf!fgdtku-!qt!
qvjgt!crrtqrtkcvg!ogcpu!vjcv!eqpukfgt!
vjg!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!qh!vjg!uwttqwpfkpi!
ctgcu/!

)xkk*!Jkij!vkfg!nkpg/!Vjg!vgto!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!ogcpu!vjg!nkpg!qh!kpvgtugevkqp!qh!vjg!
ncpf!ykvj!vjg!ycvgt�u!uwthceg!cv!vjg!
oczkowo!jgkijv!tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!
vkfg/!Vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!oc{!dg!
fgvgtokpgf-!kp!vjg!cdugpeg!qh!cevwcn!
fcvc-!d{!c!nkpg!qh!qkn!qt!uewo!cnqpi!ujqtg!
qdlgevu-!c!oqtg!qt!nguu!eqpvkpwqwu!
fgrqukv!qh!hkpg!ujgnn!qt!fgdtku!qp!vjg!
hqtgujqtg!qt!dgto-!qvjgt!rj{ukecn!
octmkpiu!qt!ejctcevgtkuvkeu-!xgigvcvkqp!
nkpgu-!vkfcn!icigu-!qt!qvjgt!uwkvcdng!
ogcpu!vjcv!fgnkpgcvg!vjg!igpgtcn!jgkijv!
tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!vkfg/!Vjg!nkpg!
gpeqorcuugu!urtkpi!jkij!vkfgu!cpf!qvjgt!
jkij!vkfgu!vjcv!qeewt!ykvj!rgtkqfke!
htgswgpe{!dwv!fqgu!pqv!kpenwfg!uvqto!
uwtigu!kp!yjkej!vjgtg!ku!c!fgrctvwtg!
htqo!vjg!pqtocn!qt!rtgfkevgf!tgcej!qh!
vjg!vkfg!fwg!vq!vjg!rknkpi!wr!qh!ycvgt!
cickpuv!c!eqcuv!d{!uvtqpi!ykpfu!uwej!cu!
vjqug!ceeqorcp{kpi!c!jwttkecpg!qt!
qvjgt!kpvgpug!uvqto/!

+! +! +! +! +!

! 2;/!Kp!crrgpfkz!G!vq!rctv!411-!ugevkqp!
2/6!Fghkpkvkqpu!ku!cogpfgf!d{!tgxkukpi!
vjg!fghkpkvkqp!qh!��pcxkicdng!ycvgtu��!vq!
tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

Crrgpfkz!G!vq!Rctv!411�Qkn!Urknn!
Tgurqpug!

+! +! +! +! +!

2/6 Fghkpkvkqpu/!+ + +!

Pcxkicdng!ycvgtu!ogcpu!vjg!ycvgtu!qh!
vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu-!kpenwfkpi!vjg!
vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu/!

)2*!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!
Cev-!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!cpf!kvu!
korngogpvkpi!tgiwncvkqpu-!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!
gzenwukqpu!kp!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp-!vjg!vgto!��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!ogcpu<!

)k*!Cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!ctg!ewttgpvn{!
wugf-!ygtg!wugf!kp!vjg!rcuv-!qt!oc{!dg!
uwuegrvkdng!vq!wug!kp!kpvgtuvcvg!qt!hqtgkip!
eqoogteg-!kpenwfkpi!cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!
ctg!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!gdd!cpf!hnqy!qh!vjg!
vkfg=!

)kk*!Cnn!kpvgtuvcvg!ycvgtu-!kpenwfkpi!
kpvgtuvcvg!ygvncpfu=!

)kkk*!Vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu=!
)kx*!Cnn!korqwpfogpvu!qh!ycvgtu!

qvjgtykug!kfgpvkhkgf!cu!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!wpfgt!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)x*!Cnn!vtkdwvctkgu-!cu!fghkpgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)4*)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!qh!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp=!

)xk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!cflcegpv!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ygvncpfu-!rqpfu-!ncmgu-!qzdqyu-!
korqwpfogpvu-!cpf!ukoknct!ycvgtu=!

)xkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!kp!rctcitcrju!
)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!
yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!fgvgtokpgf-!qp!c!ecug.!
urgekhke!dcuku-!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!gcej!
qh!rctcitcrju!)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp!ctg!ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!cpf!
ujcnn!dg!eqodkpgf-!hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku-!kp!vjg!
ycvgtujgf!vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!
eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgp!
rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!
Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!
cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!
)2*)xk*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!
pq!ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)C*!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu/!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu!
ctg!c!eqorngz!qh!incekcnn{!hqtogf!
ygvncpfu-!wuwcnn{!qeewttkpi!kp!
fgrtguukqpu!vjcv!ncem!rgtocpgpv!pcvwtcn!
qwvngvu-!nqecvgf!kp!vjg!wrrgt!Okfyguv/!

)D*!Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u/!
Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u!ctg!
rqpfgf-!fgrtguukqpcn!ygvncpfu!vjcv!
qeewt!cnqpi!vjg!Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)E*!Rqequkpu/!Rqequkpu!ctg!gxgtitggp!
ujtwd!cpf!vtgg!fqokpcvgf!ygvncpfu!
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hqwpf!rtgfqokpcpvn{!cnqpi!vjg!Egpvtcn!
Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)F*!Yguvgtp!xgtpcn!rqqnu/!Yguvgtp!
xgtpcn!rqqnu!ctg!ugcuqpcn!ygvncpfu!
nqecvgf!kp!rctvu!qh!Ecnkhqtpkc!cpf!
cuuqekcvgf!ykvj!vqrqitcrjke!fgrtguukqp-!
uqknu!ykvj!rqqt!ftckpcig-!oknf-!ygv!
ykpvgtu!cpf!jqv-!ft{!uwoogtu/!

)G*!Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu/!
Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu!ctg!
htgujycvgt!ygvncpfu!vjcv!qeewt!cu!c!
oqucke!qh!fgrtguukqpu-!tkfigu-!
kpvgtoqwpf!hncvu-!cpf!okoc!oqwpf!
ygvncpfu!nqecvgf!cnqpi!vjg!Vgzcu!Iwnh!
Eqcuv/!

)xkkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!
5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!
qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!
fgvgtokpgf!qp!c!ecug.urgekhke!dcuku!vq!
jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!ycvgtu!
fgvgtokpgf!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!
vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!qt!ykvjkp!5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!
jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm/!Ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!
rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!eqodkpgf!ykvj!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgp!rgthqtokpi!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!Kh!ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!cnuq!cp!
cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*-!
vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!pq!ecug.!
urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku!ku!
tgswktgf/!

)3*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!ctg!pqv!��ycvgtu!qh!
vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!gxgp!yjgtg!vjg{!
qvjgtykug!oggv!vjg!vgtou!qh!rctcitcrju!
)2*)kx*!vjtqwij!)xkkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)k*!Ycuvg!vtgcvogpv!u{uvgou!)qvjgt!
vjcp!eqqnkpi!rqpfu!oggvkpi!vjg!etkvgtkc!
qh!vjku!rctcitcrj*!ctg!pqv!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu/!

)kk*!Rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!etqrncpf/!
Pqvykvjuvcpfkpi!vjg!fgvgtokpcvkqp!qh!
cp!ctgc�u!uvcvwu!cu!rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!
etqrncpf!d{!cp{!qvjgt!Hgfgtcn!cigpe{-!
hqt!vjg!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!Cev-!
vjg!hkpcn!cwvjqtkv{!tgictfkpi!Engcp!
Ycvgt!Cev!lwtkufkevkqp!tgockpu!ykvj!
GRC/!

)kkk*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!fkvejgu<!
)C*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!grjgogtcn!hnqy!vjcv!

ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{!qt!
gzecxcvgf!kp!c!vtkdwvct{/!

)D*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!kpvgtokvvgpv!hnqy!vjcv!
ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{-!gzecxcvgf!
kp!c!vtkdwvct{-!qt!ftckp!ygvncpfu/!

)E*!Fkvejgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!hnqy-!gkvjgt!
fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt-!kpvq!

c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)kx*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!hgcvwtgu<!
)C*!Ctvkhkekcnn{!kttkicvgf!ctgcu!vjcv!

yqwnf!tgxgtv!vq!ft{!ncpf!ujqwnf!
crrnkecvkqp!qh!ycvgt!vq!vjcv!ctgc!egcug=!

)D*!Ctvkhkekcn-!eqpuvtwevgf!ncmgu!cpf!
rqpfu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf!uwej!cu!hcto!
cpf!uvqem!ycvgtkpi!rqpfu-!kttkicvkqp!
rqpfu-!ugvvnkpi!dcukpu-!hkgnfu!hnqqfgf!hqt!
tkeg!itqykpi-!nqi!engcpkpi!rqpfu-!qt!
eqqnkpi!rqpfu=!

)E*!Ctvkhkekcn!tghngevkpi!rqqnu!qt!
uykookpi!rqqnu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)F*!Uocnn!qtpcogpvcn!ycvgtu!etgcvgf!
kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)G*!Ycvgt.hknngf!fgrtguukqpu!etgcvgf!kp!
ft{!ncpf!kpekfgpvcn!vq!okpkpi!qt!
eqpuvtwevkqp!cevkxkv{-!kpenwfkpi!rkvu!
gzecxcvgf!hqt!qdvckpkpi!hknn-!ucpf-!qt!
itcxgn!vjcv!hknn!ykvj!ycvgt=!

)H*!Gtqukqpcn!hgcvwtgu-!kpenwfkpi!
iwnnkgu-!tknnu-!cpf!qvjgt!grjgogtcn!
hgcvwtgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!oggv!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!
qh!vtkdwvct{-!pqp.ygvncpf!uycngu-!cpf!
ncyhwnn{!eqpuvtwevgf!itcuugf!ycvgtyc{u=!
cpf!

)I*!Rwffngu/!
)x*!Itqwpfycvgt-!kpenwfkpi!

itqwpfycvgt!ftckpgf!vjtqwij!
uwduwthceg!ftckpcig!u{uvgou/!

)xk*!Uvqtoycvgt!eqpvtqn!hgcvwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!vq!eqpxg{-!vtgcv-!qt!uvqtg!
uvqtoycvgt!vjcv!ctg!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf/!

)xkk*!Ycuvgycvgt!tge{enkpi!uvtwevwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!fgvgpvkqp!cpf!
tgvgpvkqp!dcukpu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!itqwpfycvgt!tgejctig!dcukpu=!
rgteqncvkqp!rqpfu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!cpf!ycvgt!fkuvtkdwvct{!
uvtwevwtgu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi/!

)4*!Kp!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!vjg!hqnnqykpi!
vgtou!crrn{<!

)k*!Cflcegpv/!Vjg!vgto!cflcegpv!ogcpu!
dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ycvgtu!ugrctcvgf!d{!eqpuvtwevgf!fkmgu!qt!
dcttkgtu-!pcvwtcn!tkxgt!dgtou-!dgcej!
fwpgu-!cpf!vjg!nkmg/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
cflcegpe{-!cp!qrgp!ycvgt!uwej!cu!c!
rqpf!qt!ncmg!kpenwfgu!cp{!ygvncpfu!
ykvjkp!qt!cdwvvkpi!kvu!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm/!Cflcegpe{!ku!pqv!nkokvgf!vq!
ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ncvgtcnn{!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Cflcegpv!ycvgtu!
cnuq!kpenwfg!cnn!ycvgtu!vjcv!eqppgev!
ugiogpvu!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qt!ctg!
nqecvgf!cv!vjg!jgcf!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!ctg!dqtfgtkpi-!
eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!uwej!ycvgt/!
Ycvgtu!dgkpi!wugf!hqt!guvcdnkujgf!
pqtocn!hctokpi-!tcpejkpi-!cpf!
uknxkewnvwtg!cevkxkvkgu!)44!W/U/E/!2455)h**!
ctg!pqv!cflcegpv/!

)kk*!Pgkijdqtkpi/!Vjg!vgto!
pgkijdqtkpi!ogcpu<!

)C*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!
qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm=!

)D*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.!
{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!pqv!oqtg!vjcp!2-611!hggv!
htqo!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!
uwej!ycvgt/!Vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!
pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!
ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm!cpf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.{gct!
hnqqfrnckp=!

)E*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!
hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!qt!)2*)kkk*!
qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!ykvjkp!
2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!qt!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!

)kkk*!Vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu/!Vjg!
vgtou!vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu!gcej!
ogcp!c!ycvgt!vjcv!eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy-!
gkvjgt!fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt!
)kpenwfkpi!cp!korqwpfogpv!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrj!)2*)kx*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp*-!vq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!vjcv!ku!
ejctcevgtk|gf!d{!vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!vjg!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!qh!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!
cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjgug!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!fgoqpuvtcvg!vjgtg!ku!
xqnwog-!htgswgpe{-!cpf!fwtcvkqp!qh!hnqy!
uwhhkekgpv!vq!etgcvg!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!cpf!
cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm-!cpf!vjwu!
vq!swcnkh{!cu!c!vtkdwvct{/!C!vtkdwvct{!ecp!
dg!c!pcvwtcn-!ocp.cnvgtgf-!qt!ocp.ocfg!
ycvgt!cpf!kpenwfgu!ycvgtu!uwej!cu!
tkxgtu-!uvtgcou-!ecpcnu-!cpf!fkvejgu!pqv!
gzenwfgf!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!
swcnkhkgu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!
vtkdwvct{!kh-!hqt!cp{!ngpivj-!vjgtg!ctg!qpg!
qt!oqtg!eqpuvtwevgf!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
dtkfigu-!ewnxgtvu-!rkrgu-!qt!fcou*-!qt!qpg!
qt!oqtg!pcvwtcn!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
ygvncpfu!cnqpi!vjg!twp!qh!c!uvtgco-!
fgdtku!rkngu-!dqwnfgt!hkgnfu-!qt!c!uvtgco!
vjcv!hnqyu!wpfgtitqwpf*!uq!nqpi!cu!c!dgf!
cpf!dcpmu!cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!ecp!dg!kfgpvkhkgf!wruvtgco!qh!vjg!
dtgcm/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!
cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!
pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh!kv!
eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy!vjtqwij!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!vjcv!fqgu!pqv!oggv!vjg!
fghkpkvkqp!qh!vtkdwvct{!qt!vjtqwij!c!pqp.!
lwtkufkevkqpcn!ycvgt!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
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kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!

)kx*!Ygvncpfu/!Vjg!vgto!ygvncpfu!
ogcpu!vjqug!ctgcu!vjcv!ctg!kpwpfcvgf!qt!
ucvwtcvgf!d{!uwthceg!qt!itqwpfycvgt!cv!
c!htgswgpe{!cpf!fwtcvkqp!uwhhkekgpv!vq!
uwrrqtv-!cpf!vjcv!wpfgt!pqtocn!
ektewouvcpegu!fq!uwrrqtv-!c!rtgxcngpeg!
qh!xgigvcvkqp!v{rkecnn{!cfcrvgf!hqt!nkhg!
kp!ucvwtcvgf!uqkn!eqpfkvkqpu/!Ygvncpfu!
igpgtcnn{!kpenwfg!uycoru-!octujgu-!
dqiu-!cpf!ukoknct!ctgcu/!

)x*!Ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu/!Vjg!vgto!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!ogcpu!vjcv!c!ycvgt-!
kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!gkvjgt!cnqpg!qt!kp!
eqodkpcvkqp!ykvj!qvjgt!ukoknctn{!
ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
ukipkhkecpvn{!chhgevu!vjg!ejgokecn-!
rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!kpvgitkv{!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!vgto!
��kp!vjg!tgikqp��!ogcpu!vjg!ycvgtujgf!
vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!cp!ghhgev!vq!dg!
ukipkhkecpv-!kv!owuv!dg!oqtg!vjcp!
urgewncvkxg!qt!kpuwduvcpvkcn/!Ycvgtu!ctg!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!yjgp!vjg{!hwpevkqp!
cnkmg!cpf!ctg!uwhhkekgpvn{!enqug!vq!
hwpevkqp!vqigvjgt!kp!chhgevkpi!
fqypuvtgco!ycvgtu/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
fgvgtokpkpi!yjgvjgt!qt!pqv!c!ycvgt!jcu!
c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!vjg!ycvgt�u!ghhgev!qp!
fqypuvtgco!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!ycvgtu!
ujcnn!dg!cuuguugf!d{!gxcnwcvkpi!vjg!
cswcvke!hwpevkqpu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)4*)x*)C*!vjtqwij!)K*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!jcu!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!yjgp!cp{!ukping!hwpevkqp!qt!
eqodkpcvkqp!qh!hwpevkqpu!rgthqtogf!d{!
vjg!ycvgt-!cnqpg!qt!vqigvjgt!ykvj!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
eqpvtkdwvgu!ukipkhkecpvn{!vq!vjg!
ejgokecn-!rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!
kpvgitkv{!qh!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!Hwpevkqpu!tgngxcpv!vq!vjg!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!gxcnwcvkqp!ctg!vjg!
hqnnqykpi<!

)C*!Ugfkogpv!vtcrrkpi-!
)D*!Pwvtkgpv!tge{enkpi-!
)E*!Rqnnwvcpv!vtcrrkpi-!vtcpuhqtocvkqp-!

hknvgtkpi-!cpf!vtcpurqtv-!
)F*!Tgvgpvkqp!cpf!cvvgpwcvkqp!qh!hnqqf!

ycvgtu-!
)G*!Twpqhh!uvqtcig-!
)H*!Eqpvtkdwvkqp!qh!hnqy-!
)I*!Gzrqtv!qh!qticpke!ocvvgt-!
)J*!Gzrqtv!qh!hqqf!tguqwtegu-!cpf!
)K*!Rtqxkukqp!qh!nkhg!e{eng!fgrgpfgpv!

cswcvke!jcdkvcv!)uwej!cu!hqtcikpi-!
hggfkpi-!pguvkpi-!dtggfkpi-!urcypkpi-!qt!
wug!cu!c!pwtugt{!ctgc*!hqt!urgekgu!nqecvgf!
kp!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)xk*!Qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjg!
vgto!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!ogcpu!
vjcv!nkpg!qp!vjg!ujqtg!guvcdnkujgf!d{!vjg!
hnwevwcvkqpu!qh!ycvgt!cpf!kpfkecvgf!d{!

rj{ukecn!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!uwej!cu!c!engct-!
pcvwtcn!nkpg!kortguugf!qp!vjg!dcpm-!
ujgnxkpi-!ejcpigu!kp!vjg!ejctcevgt!qh!
uqkn-!fguvtwevkqp!qh!vgttguvtkcn!xgigvcvkqp-!
vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!nkvvgt!cpf!fgdtku-!qt!
qvjgt!crrtqrtkcvg!ogcpu!vjcv!eqpukfgt!
vjg!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!qh!vjg!uwttqwpfkpi!
ctgcu/!

)xkk*!Jkij!vkfg!nkpg/!Vjg!vgto!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!ogcpu!vjg!nkpg!qh!kpvgtugevkqp!qh!vjg!
ncpf!ykvj!vjg!ycvgt�u!uwthceg!cv!vjg!
oczkowo!jgkijv!tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!
vkfg/!Vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!oc{!dg!
fgvgtokpgf-!kp!vjg!cdugpeg!qh!cevwcn!
fcvc-!d{!c!nkpg!qh!qkn!qt!uewo!cnqpi!ujqtg!
qdlgevu-!c!oqtg!qt!nguu!eqpvkpwqwu!
fgrqukv!qh!hkpg!ujgnn!qt!fgdtku!qp!vjg!
hqtgujqtg!qt!dgto-!qvjgt!rj{ukecn!
octmkpiu!qt!ejctcevgtkuvkeu-!xgigvcvkqp!
nkpgu-!vkfcn!icigu-!qt!qvjgt!uwkvcdng!
ogcpu!vjcv!fgnkpgcvg!vjg!igpgtcn!jgkijv!
tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!vkfg/!Vjg!nkpg!
gpeqorcuugu!urtkpi!jkij!vkfgu!cpf!qvjgt!
jkij!vkfgu!vjcv!qeewt!ykvj!rgtkqfke!
htgswgpe{!dwv!fqgu!pqv!kpenwfg!uvqto!
uwtigu!kp!yjkej!vjgtg!ku!c!fgrctvwtg!
htqo!vjg!pqtocn!qt!rtgfkevgf!tgcej!qh!
vjg!vkfg!fwg!vq!vjg!rknkpi!wr!qh!ycvgt!
cickpuv!c!eqcuv!d{!uvtqpi!ykpfu!uwej!cu!
vjqug!ceeqorcp{kpi!c!jwttkecpg!qt!
qvjgt!kpvgpug!uvqto/!

+! +! +! +! +!

RCTV!413�FGUKIPCVKQP-!
TGRQTVCDNG!SWCPVKVKGU-!CPF!
PQVKHKECVKQP!

! 31/!Vjg!cwvjqtkv{!ekvcvkqp!hqt!rctv!413!
ku!tgxkugf!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

Cwvjqtkv{<!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!

! 32/!Ugevkqp!413/4!ku!cogpfgf!d{!
tgxkukpi!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!qh!��Pcxkicdng!
ycvgtu��!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

¨ 413/4 Fghkpkvkqpu/!

+! +! +! +! +!
Pcxkicdng!ycvgtu!ogcpu!vjg!ycvgtu!qh!

vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu-!kpenwfkpi!vjg!
vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu/!

)2*!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!
Cev-!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!cpf!kvu!
korngogpvkpi!tgiwncvkqpu-!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!
gzenwukqpu!kp!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp-!vjg!vgto!��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!ogcpu<!

)k*!Cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!ctg!ewttgpvn{!
wugf-!ygtg!wugf!kp!vjg!rcuv-!qt!oc{!dg!
uwuegrvkdng!vq!wug!kp!kpvgtuvcvg!qt!hqtgkip!
eqoogteg-!kpenwfkpi!cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!
ctg!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!gdd!cpf!hnqy!qh!vjg!
vkfg=!

)kk*!Cnn!kpvgtuvcvg!ycvgtu-!kpenwfkpi!
kpvgtuvcvg!ygvncpfu=!

)kkk*!Vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu=!
)kx*!Cnn!korqwpfogpvu!qh!ycvgtu!

qvjgtykug!kfgpvkhkgf!cu!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!wpfgt!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)x*!Cnn!vtkdwvctkgu-!cu!fghkpgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)4*)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!qh!

ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp=!

)xk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!cflcegpv!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ygvncpfu-!rqpfu-!ncmgu-!qzdqyu-!
korqwpfogpvu-!cpf!ukoknct!ycvgtu=!

)xkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!kp!rctcitcrju!
)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!
yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!fgvgtokpgf-!qp!c!ecug.!
urgekhke!dcuku-!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!gcej!
qh!rctcitcrju!)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp!ctg!ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!cpf!
ujcnn!dg!eqodkpgf-!hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku-!kp!vjg!
ycvgtujgf!vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!
eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgp!
rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!
Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!
cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!
)2*)xk*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!
pq!ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)C*!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu/!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu!
ctg!c!eqorngz!qh!incekcnn{!hqtogf!
ygvncpfu-!wuwcnn{!qeewttkpi!kp!
fgrtguukqpu!vjcv!ncem!rgtocpgpv!pcvwtcn!
qwvngvu-!nqecvgf!kp!vjg!wrrgt!Okfyguv/!

)D*!Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u/!
Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u!ctg!
rqpfgf-!fgrtguukqpcn!ygvncpfu!vjcv!
qeewt!cnqpi!vjg!Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)E*!Rqequkpu/!Rqequkpu!ctg!gxgtitggp!
ujtwd!cpf!vtgg!fqokpcvgf!ygvncpfu!
hqwpf!rtgfqokpcpvn{!cnqpi!vjg!Egpvtcn!
Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)F*!Yguvgtp!xgtpcn!rqqnu/!Yguvgtp!
xgtpcn!rqqnu!ctg!ugcuqpcn!ygvncpfu!
nqecvgf!kp!rctvu!qh!Ecnkhqtpkc!cpf!
cuuqekcvgf!ykvj!vqrqitcrjke!fgrtguukqp-!
uqknu!ykvj!rqqt!ftckpcig-!oknf-!ygv!
ykpvgtu!cpf!jqv-!ft{!uwoogtu/!

)G*!Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu/!
Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu!ctg!
htgujycvgt!ygvncpfu!vjcv!qeewt!cu!c!
oqucke!qh!fgrtguukqpu-!tkfigu-!
kpvgtoqwpf!hncvu-!cpf!okoc!oqwpf!
ygvncpfu!nqecvgf!cnqpi!vjg!Vgzcu!Iwnh!
Eqcuv/!

)xkkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!
5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!
qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!
fgvgtokpgf!qp!c!ecug.urgekhke!dcuku!vq!
jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!ycvgtu!
fgvgtokpgf!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!
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vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!qt!ykvjkp!5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!
jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm/!Ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!
rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!eqodkpgf!ykvj!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp!yjgp!rgthqtokpi!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!Kh!ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!cnuq!cp!
cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)2*)xk*-!
vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!pq!ecug.!
urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku!ku!
tgswktgf/!

)3*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!ctg!pqv!��ycvgtu!qh!
vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!gxgp!yjgtg!vjg{!
qvjgtykug!oggv!vjg!vgtou!qh!rctcitcrju!
)2*)kx*!vjtqwij!)xkkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)k*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!fkvejgu<!
)C*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!grjgogtcn!hnqy!vjcv!

ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{!qt!
gzecxcvgf!kp!c!vtkdwvct{/!

)D*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!kpvgtokvvgpv!hnqy!vjcv!
ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{-!gzecxcvgf!
kp!c!vtkdwvct{-!qt!ftckp!ygvncpfu/!

)E*!Fkvejgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!hnqy-!gkvjgt!
fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt-!kpvq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!

)kk*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!hgcvwtgu<!
)C*!Ctvkhkekcnn{!kttkicvgf!ctgcu!vjcv!

yqwnf!tgxgtv!vq!ft{!ncpf!ujqwnf!
crrnkecvkqp!qh!ycvgt!vq!vjcv!ctgc!egcug=!

)D*!Ctvkhkekcn-!eqpuvtwevgf!ncmgu!cpf!
rqpfu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf!uwej!cu!hcto!
cpf!uvqem!ycvgtkpi!rqpfu-!kttkicvkqp!
rqpfu-!ugvvnkpi!dcukpu-!hkgnfu!hnqqfgf!hqt!
tkeg!itqykpi-!nqi!engcpkpi!rqpfu-!qt!
eqqnkpi!rqpfu=!

)E*!Ctvkhkekcn!tghngevkpi!rqqnu!qt!
uykookpi!rqqnu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)F*!Uocnn!qtpcogpvcn!ycvgtu!etgcvgf!
kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)G*!Ycvgt.hknngf!fgrtguukqpu!etgcvgf!kp!
ft{!ncpf!kpekfgpvcn!vq!okpkpi!qt!
eqpuvtwevkqp!cevkxkv{-!kpenwfkpi!rkvu!
gzecxcvgf!hqt!qdvckpkpi!hknn-!ucpf-!qt!
itcxgn!vjcv!hknn!ykvj!ycvgt=!

)H*!Gtqukqpcn!hgcvwtgu-!kpenwfkpi!
iwnnkgu-!tknnu-!cpf!qvjgt!grjgogtcn!
hgcvwtgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!oggv!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!
qh!vtkdwvct{-!pqp.ygvncpf!uycngu-!cpf!
ncyhwnn{!eqpuvtwevgf!itcuugf!ycvgtyc{u=!
cpf!

)I*!Rwffngu/!
)kkk*!Itqwpfycvgt-!kpenwfkpi!

itqwpfycvgt!ftckpgf!vjtqwij!
uwduwthceg!ftckpcig!u{uvgou/!

)kx*!Uvqtoycvgt!eqpvtqn!hgcvwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!vq!eqpxg{-!vtgcv-!qt!uvqtg!
uvqtoycvgt!vjcv!ctg!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf/!

)x*!Ycuvgycvgt!tge{enkpi!uvtwevwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!fgvgpvkqp!cpf!
tgvgpvkqp!dcukpu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!itqwpfycvgt!tgejctig!dcukpu=!
rgteqncvkqp!rqpfu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!cpf!ycvgt!fkuvtkdwvct{!

uvtwevwtgu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi/!

)4*!Kp!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!vjg!hqnnqykpi!
vgtou!crrn{<!

)k*!Cflcegpv/!Vjg!vgto!cflcegpv!ogcpu!
dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ycvgtu!ugrctcvgf!d{!eqpuvtwevgf!fkmgu!qt!
dcttkgtu-!pcvwtcn!tkxgt!dgtou-!dgcej!
fwpgu-!cpf!vjg!nkmg/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
cflcegpe{-!cp!qrgp!ycvgt!uwej!cu!c!
rqpf!qt!ncmg!kpenwfgu!cp{!ygvncpfu!
ykvjkp!qt!cdwvvkpi!kvu!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm/!Cflcegpe{!ku!pqv!nkokvgf!vq!
ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ncvgtcnn{!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Cflcegpv!ycvgtu!
cnuq!kpenwfg!cnn!ycvgtu!vjcv!eqppgev!
ugiogpvu!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qt!ctg!
nqecvgf!cv!vjg!jgcf!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!ctg!dqtfgtkpi-!
eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!uwej!ycvgt/!
Ycvgtu!dgkpi!wugf!hqt!guvcdnkujgf!
pqtocn!hctokpi-!tcpejkpi-!cpf!
uknxkewnvwtg!cevkxkvkgu!)44!W/U/E/!2455)h**!
ctg!pqv!cflcegpv/!

)kk*!Pgkijdqtkpi/!Vjg!vgto!
pgkijdqtkpi!ogcpu<!

)C*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!
qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm=!

)D*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.!
{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!cpf!pqv!oqtg!vjcp!2-611!hggv!
htqo!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!
uwej!ycvgt/!Vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!
pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!
ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm!cpf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.{gct!
hnqqfrnckp=!

)E*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!
hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!qt!)kkk*!qh!
vjku!fghkpkvkqp-!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!ykvjkp!
2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!qt!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!

)kkk*!Vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu/!Vjg!
vgtou!vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu!gcej!
ogcp!c!ycvgt!vjcv!eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy-!
gkvjgt!fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt!
)kpenwfkpi!cp!korqwpfogpv!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrj!)2*)kx*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp*-!vq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!vjcv!ku!
ejctcevgtk|gf!d{!vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!vjg!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!qh!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!
cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjgug!

rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!fgoqpuvtcvg!vjgtg!ku!
xqnwog-!htgswgpe{-!cpf!fwtcvkqp!qh!hnqy!
uwhhkekgpv!vq!etgcvg!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!cpf!
cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm-!cpf!vjwu!
vq!swcnkh{!cu!c!vtkdwvct{/!C!vtkdwvct{!ecp!
dg!c!pcvwtcn-!ocp.cnvgtgf-!qt!ocp.ocfg!
ycvgt!cpf!kpenwfgu!ycvgtu!uwej!cu!
tkxgtu-!uvtgcou-!ecpcnu-!cpf!fkvejgu!pqv!
gzenwfgf!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)3*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!
swcnkhkgu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!
vtkdwvct{!kh-!hqt!cp{!ngpivj-!vjgtg!ctg!qpg!
qt!oqtg!eqpuvtwevgf!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
dtkfigu-!ewnxgtvu-!rkrgu-!qt!fcou*-!qt!qpg!
qt!oqtg!pcvwtcn!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!
ygvncpfu!cnqpi!vjg!twp!qh!c!uvtgco-!
fgdtku!rkngu-!dqwnfgt!hkgnfu-!qt!c!uvtgco!
vjcv!hnqyu!wpfgtitqwpf*!uq!nqpi!cu!c!dgf!
cpf!dcpmu!cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!ecp!dg!kfgpvkhkgf!wruvtgco!qh!vjg!
dtgcm/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!
cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!
pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh!kv!
eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy!vjtqwij!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!vjcv!fqgu!pqv!oggv!vjg!
fghkpkvkqp!qh!vtkdwvct{!qt!vjtqwij!c!pqp.!
lwtkufkevkqpcn!ycvgt!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!

)kx*!Ygvncpfu/!Vjg!vgto!ygvncpfu!
ogcpu!vjqug!ctgcu!vjcv!ctg!kpwpfcvgf!qt!
ucvwtcvgf!d{!uwthceg!qt!itqwpfycvgt!cv!
c!htgswgpe{!cpf!fwtcvkqp!uwhhkekgpv!vq!
uwrrqtv-!cpf!vjcv!wpfgt!pqtocn!
ektewouvcpegu!fq!uwrrqtv-!c!rtgxcngpeg!
qh!xgigvcvkqp!v{rkecnn{!cfcrvgf!hqt!nkhg!
kp!ucvwtcvgf!uqkn!eqpfkvkqpu/!Ygvncpfu!
igpgtcnn{!kpenwfg!uycoru-!octujgu-!
dqiu-!cpf!ukoknct!ctgcu/!

)x*!Ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu/!Vjg!vgto!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!ogcpu!vjcv!c!ycvgt-!
kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!gkvjgt!cnqpg!qt!kp!
eqodkpcvkqp!ykvj!qvjgt!ukoknctn{!
ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
ukipkhkecpvn{!chhgevu!vjg!ejgokecn-!
rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!kpvgitkv{!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Vjg!vgto!
��kp!vjg!tgikqp��!ogcpu!vjg!ycvgtujgf!
vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!fghkpkvkqp/!Hqt!cp!ghhgev!vq!dg!
ukipkhkecpv-!kv!owuv!dg!oqtg!vjcp!
urgewncvkxg!qt!kpuwduvcpvkcn/!Ycvgtu!ctg!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!yjgp!vjg{!hwpevkqp!
cnkmg!cpf!ctg!uwhhkekgpvn{!enqug!vq!
hwpevkqp!vqigvjgt!kp!chhgevkpi!
fqypuvtgco!ycvgtu/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
fgvgtokpkpi!yjgvjgt!qt!pqv!c!ycvgt!jcu!
c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!vjg!ycvgt�u!ghhgev!qp!
fqypuvtgco!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!ycvgtu!
ujcnn!dg!cuuguugf!d{!gxcnwcvkpi!vjg!
cswcvke!hwpevkqpu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)4*)x*)C*!vjtqwij!)K*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!C!ycvgt!jcu!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!yjgp!cp{!ukping!hwpevkqp!qt!
eqodkpcvkqp!qh!hwpevkqpu!rgthqtogf!d{!
vjg!ycvgt-!cnqpg!qt!vqigvjgt!ykvj!
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ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
eqpvtkdwvgu!ukipkhkecpvn{!vq!vjg!
ejgokecn-!rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!
kpvgitkv{!qh!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
fghkpkvkqp/!Hwpevkqpu!tgngxcpv!vq!vjg!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!gxcnwcvkqp!ctg!vjg!
hqnnqykpi<!

)C*!Ugfkogpv!vtcrrkpi-!
)D*!Pwvtkgpv!tge{enkpi-!
)E*!Rqnnwvcpv!vtcrrkpi-!vtcpuhqtocvkqp-!

hknvgtkpi-!cpf!vtcpurqtv-!
)F*!Tgvgpvkqp!cpf!cvvgpwcvkqp!qh!hnqqf!

ycvgtu-!
)G*!Twpqhh!uvqtcig-!
)H*!Eqpvtkdwvkqp!qh!hnqy-!
)I*!Gzrqtv!qh!qticpke!ocvvgt-!
)J*!Gzrqtv!qh!hqqf!tguqwtegu-!cpf!
)K*!Rtqxkukqp!qh!nkhg!e{eng!fgrgpfgpv!

cswcvke!jcdkvcv!)uwej!cu!hqtcikpi-!
hggfkpi-!pguvkpi-!dtggfkpi-!urcypkpi-!qt!
wug!cu!c!pwtugt{!ctgc*!hqt!urgekgu!nqecvgf!
kp!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)xk*!Qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjg!
vgto!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!ogcpu!
vjcv!nkpg!qp!vjg!ujqtg!guvcdnkujgf!d{!vjg!
hnwevwcvkqpu!qh!ycvgt!cpf!kpfkecvgf!d{!
rj{ukecn!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!uwej!cu!c!engct-!
pcvwtcn!nkpg!kortguugf!qp!vjg!dcpm-!
ujgnxkpi-!ejcpigu!kp!vjg!ejctcevgt!qh!
uqkn-!fguvtwevkqp!qh!vgttguvtkcn!xgigvcvkqp-!
vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!nkvvgt!cpf!fgdtku-!qt!
qvjgt!crrtqrtkcvg!ogcpu!vjcv!eqpukfgt!
vjg!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!qh!vjg!uwttqwpfkpi!
ctgcu/!

)xkk*!Jkij!vkfg!nkpg/!Vjg!vgto!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!ogcpu!vjg!nkpg!qh!kpvgtugevkqp!qh!vjg!
ncpf!ykvj!vjg!ycvgt�u!uwthceg!cv!vjg!
oczkowo!jgkijv!tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!
vkfg/!Vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!oc{!dg!
fgvgtokpgf-!kp!vjg!cdugpeg!qh!cevwcn!
fcvc-!d{!c!nkpg!qh!qkn!qt!uewo!cnqpi!ujqtg!
qdlgevu-!c!oqtg!qt!nguu!eqpvkpwqwu!
fgrqukv!qh!hkpg!ujgnn!qt!fgdtku!qp!vjg!
hqtgujqtg!qt!dgto-!qvjgt!rj{ukecn!
octmkpiu!qt!ejctcevgtkuvkeu-!xgigvcvkqp!
nkpgu-!vkfcn!icigu-!qt!qvjgt!uwkvcdng!
ogcpu!vjcv!fgnkpgcvg!vjg!igpgtcn!jgkijv!
tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!vkfg/!Vjg!nkpg!
gpeqorcuugu!urtkpi!jkij!vkfgu!cpf!qvjgt!
jkij!vkfgu!vjcv!qeewt!ykvj!rgtkqfke!
htgswgpe{!dwv!fqgu!pqv!kpenwfg!uvqto!
uwtigu!kp!yjkej!vjgtg!ku!c!fgrctvwtg!
htqo!vjg!pqtocn!qt!rtgfkevgf!tgcej!qh!
vjg!vkfg!fwg!vq!vjg!rknkpi!wr!qh!ycvgt!
cickpuv!c!eqcuv!d{!uvtqpi!ykpfu!uwej!cu!
vjqug!ceeqorcp{kpi!c!jwttkecpg!qt!
qvjgt!kpvgpug!uvqto/!

+! +! +! +! +!

RCTV!512�IGPGTCN!RTQXKUKQPU!

! 33/!Vjg!cwvjqtkv{!ekvcvkqp!hqt!rctv!512!
ku!tgxkugf!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

Cwvjqtkv{<!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!

! 34/!Ugevkqp!512/22!ku!cogpfgf!d{!
tgxkukpi!rctcitcrj!)n*!vq!tgcf!cu!hqnnqyu<!

¨ 512/22 Igpgtcn!fghkpkvkqpu/!

+! +! +! +! +!
)n*!Vjg!vgto!pcxkicdng!ycvgtu!ogcpu!

vjg!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu-!
kpenwfkpi!vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu/!

)2*!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!
Cev-!44!W/U/E/!2362!gv!ugs/!cpf!kvu!
korngogpvkpi!tgiwncvkqpu-!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!
gzenwukqpu!kp!rctcitcrj!)n*)3*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp-!vjg!vgto!��ycvgtu!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!
Uvcvgu��!ogcpu<!

)k*!Cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!ctg!ewttgpvn{!
wugf-!ygtg!wugf!kp!vjg!rcuv-!qt!oc{!dg!
uwuegrvkdng!vq!wug!kp!kpvgtuvcvg!qt!hqtgkip!
eqoogteg-!kpenwfkpi!cnn!ycvgtu!yjkej!
ctg!uwdlgev!vq!vjg!gdd!cpf!hnqy!qh!vjg!
vkfg=!

)kk*!Cnn!kpvgtuvcvg!ycvgtu-!kpenwfkpi!
kpvgtuvcvg!ygvncpfu=!

)kkk*!Vjg!vgttkvqtkcn!ugcu=!
)kx*!Cnn!korqwpfogpvu!qh!ycvgtu!

qvjgtykug!kfgpvkhkgf!cu!ycvgtu!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!wpfgt!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)x*!Cnn!vtkdwvctkgu-!cu!fghkpgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)n*)4*)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!qh!
ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp=!

)xk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!cflcegpv!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!
rqpfu-!ncmgu-!qzdqyu-!korqwpfogpvu-!
cpf!ukoknct!ycvgtu=!

)xkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!kp!rctcitcrju!
)n*)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!
yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!fgvgtokpgf-!qp!c!ecug.!
urgekhke!dcuku-!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp/!Vjg!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!gcej!qh!
rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)xkk*)C*!vjtqwij!)G*!qh!
vjku!ugevkqp!ctg!ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!cpf!
ujcnn!dg!eqodkpgf-!hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!c!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku-!kp!vjg!
ycvgtujgf!vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Ycvgtu!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!pqv!dg!
eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrj!)n*)2*)xk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!yjgp!
rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku/!
Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ctg!
cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!
)n*)2*)xk*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!
pq!ecug.urgekhke!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)C*!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu/!Rtcktkg!rqvjqngu!
ctg!c!eqorngz!qh!incekcnn{!hqtogf!
ygvncpfu-!wuwcnn{!qeewttkpi!kp!
fgrtguukqpu!vjcv!ncem!rgtocpgpv!pcvwtcn!
qwvngvu-!nqecvgf!kp!vjg!wrrgt!Okfyguv/!

)D*!Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u/!
Ectqnkpc!dc{u!cpf!Fgnoctxc!dc{u!ctg!
rqpfgf-!fgrtguukqpcn!ygvncpfu!vjcv!
qeewt!cnqpi!vjg!Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)E*!Rqequkpu/!Rqequkpu!ctg!gxgtitggp!
ujtwd!cpf!vtgg!fqokpcvgf!ygvncpfu!
hqwpf!rtgfqokpcpvn{!cnqpi!vjg!Egpvtcn!
Cvncpvke!eqcuvcn!rnckp/!

)F*!Yguvgtp!xgtpcn!rqqnu/!Yguvgtp!
xgtpcn!rqqnu!ctg!ugcuqpcn!ygvncpfu!
nqecvgf!kp!rctvu!qh!Ecnkhqtpkc!cpf!
cuuqekcvgf!ykvj!vqrqitcrjke!fgrtguukqp-!
uqknu!ykvj!rqqt!ftckpcig-!oknf-!ygv!
ykpvgtu!cpf!jqv-!ft{!uwoogtu/!

)G*!Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu/!
Vgzcu!eqcuvcn!rtcktkg!ygvncpfu!ctg!
htgujycvgt!ygvncpfu!vjcv!qeewt!cu!c!
oqucke!qh!fgrtguukqpu-!tkfigu-!
kpvgtoqwpf!hncvu-!cpf!okoc!oqwpf!
ygvncpfu!nqecvgf!cnqpi!vjg!Vgzcu!Iwnh!
Eqcuv/!

)xkkk*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!
211.{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!)n*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!
cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!5-111!hggv!
qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qt!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp!yjgtg!vjg{!ctg!fgvgtokpgf!qp!c!
ecug.urgekhke!dcuku!vq!jcxg!c!ukipkhkecpv!
pgzwu!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp/!Hqt!ycvgtu!fgvgtokpgf!vq!jcxg!
c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!
c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!kh!c!rqtvkqp!
ku!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.{gct!
hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp!qt!ykvjkp!5-111!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!
vkfg!nkpg!qt!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!
Ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!ujcnn!
pqv!dg!eqodkpgf!ykvj!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrj!)n*)2*)xk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!
yjgp!rgthqtokpi!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
cpcn{uku/!Kh!ycvgtu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!vjku!
rctcitcrj!ctg!cnuq!cp!cflcegpv!ycvgt!
wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)n*)2*)xk*-!vjg{!ctg!cp!
cflcegpv!ycvgt!cpf!pq!ecug.urgekhke!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!cpcn{uku!ku!tgswktgf/!

)3*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!ctg!pqv!��ycvgtu!qh!
vjg!Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu��!gxgp!yjgtg!vjg{!
qvjgtykug!oggv!vjg!vgtou!qh!rctcitcrju!
)n*)2*)kx*!vjtqwij!)xkkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)k*!Rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!etqrncpf/!
Pqvykvjuvcpfkpi!vjg!fgvgtokpcvkqp!qh!
cp!ctgc�u!uvcvwu!cu!rtkqt!eqpxgtvgf!
etqrncpf!d{!cp{!qvjgt!Hgfgtcn!cigpe{-!
hqt!vjg!rwtrqugu!qh!vjg!Engcp!Ycvgt!Cev-!
vjg!hkpcn!cwvjqtkv{!tgictfkpi!Engcp!
Ycvgt!Cev!lwtkufkevkqp!tgockpu!ykvj!
GRC/!

)kk*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!fkvejgu<!
)C*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!grjgogtcn!hnqy!vjcv!

ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{!qt!
gzecxcvgf!kp!c!vtkdwvct{/!

)D*!Fkvejgu!ykvj!kpvgtokvvgpv!hnqy!vjcv!
ctg!pqv!c!tgnqecvgf!vtkdwvct{-!gzecxcvgf!
kp!c!vtkdwvct{-!qt!ftckp!ygvncpfu/!

)E*!Fkvejgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!hnqy-!gkvjgt!
fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt-!kpvq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)kkk*!Vjg!hqnnqykpi!hgcvwtgu<!
)C*!Ctvkhkekcnn{!kttkicvgf!ctgcu!vjcv!

yqwnf!tgxgtv!vq!ft{!ncpf!ujqwnf!
crrnkecvkqp!qh!ycvgt!vq!vjcv!ctgc!egcug=!
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)D*!Ctvkhkekcn-!eqpuvtwevgf!ncmgu!cpf!
rqpfu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf!uwej!cu!hcto!
cpf!uvqem!ycvgtkpi!rqpfu-!kttkicvkqp!
rqpfu-!ugvvnkpi!dcukpu-!hkgnfu!hnqqfgf!hqt!
tkeg!itqykpi-!nqi!engcpkpi!rqpfu-!qt!
eqqnkpi!rqpfu=!

)E*!Ctvkhkekcn!tghngevkpi!rqqnu!qt!
uykookpi!rqqnu!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)F*!Uocnn!qtpcogpvcn!ycvgtu!etgcvgf!
kp!ft{!ncpf=!

)G*!Ycvgt.hknngf!fgrtguukqpu!etgcvgf!kp!
ft{!ncpf!kpekfgpvcn!vq!okpkpi!qt!
eqpuvtwevkqp!cevkxkv{-!kpenwfkpi!rkvu!
gzecxcvgf!hqt!qdvckpkpi!hknn-!ucpf-!qt!
itcxgn!vjcv!hknn!ykvj!ycvgt=!

)H*!Gtqukqpcn!hgcvwtgu-!kpenwfkpi!
iwnnkgu-!tknnu-!cpf!qvjgt!grjgogtcn!
hgcvwtgu!vjcv!fq!pqv!oggv!vjg!fghkpkvkqp!
qh!vtkdwvct{-!pqp.ygvncpf!uycngu-!cpf!
ncyhwnn{!eqpuvtwevgf!itcuugf!ycvgtyc{u=!
cpf!

)I*!Rwffngu/!
)kx*!Itqwpfycvgt-!kpenwfkpi!

itqwpfycvgt!ftckpgf!vjtqwij!
uwduwthceg!ftckpcig!u{uvgou/!

)x*!Uvqtoycvgt!eqpvtqn!hgcvwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!vq!eqpxg{-!vtgcv-!qt!uvqtg!
uvqtoycvgt!vjcv!ctg!etgcvgf!kp!ft{!ncpf/!

)xk*!Ycuvgycvgt!tge{enkpi!uvtwevwtgu!
eqpuvtwevgf!kp!ft{!ncpf=!fgvgpvkqp!cpf!
tgvgpvkqp!dcukpu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!itqwpfycvgt!tgejctig!dcukpu=!
rgteqncvkqp!rqpfu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi=!cpf!ycvgt!fkuvtkdwvct{!
uvtwevwtgu!dwknv!hqt!ycuvgycvgt!
tge{enkpi/!

)4*!Kp!vjku!rctcitcrj!)n*-!vjg!hqnnqykpi!
vgtou!crrn{<!

)k*!Cflcegpv/!Vjg!vgto!cflcegpv!ogcpu!
dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!pgkijdqtkpi!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!kpenwfkpi!
ycvgtu!ugrctcvgf!d{!eqpuvtwevgf!fkmgu!qt!
dcttkgtu-!pcvwtcn!tkxgt!dgtou-!dgcej!
fwpgu-!cpf!vjg!nkmg/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
cflcegpe{-!cp!qrgp!ycvgt!uwej!cu!c!
rqpf!qt!ncmg!kpenwfgu!cp{!ygvncpfu!
ykvjkp!qt!cdwvvkpi!kvu!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm/!Cflcegpe{!ku!pqv!nkokvgf!vq!
ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ncvgtcnn{!vq!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Cflcegpv!ycvgtu!cnuq!
kpenwfg!cnn!ycvgtu!vjcv!eqppgev!ugiogpvu!
qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!
)n*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qt!ctg!nqecvgf!cv!vjg!
jgcf!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!
)n*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!cpf!
ctg!dqtfgtkpi-!eqpvkiwqwu-!qt!
pgkijdqtkpi!uwej!ycvgt/!Ycvgtu!dgkpi!
wugf!hqt!guvcdnkujgf!pqtocn!hctokpi-!
tcpejkpi-!cpf!uknxkewnvwtg!cevkxkvkgu!)44!
W/U/E/!2455)h**!ctg!pqv!cflcegpv/!

)kk*!Pgkijdqtkpi/!Vjg!vgto!
pgkijdqtkpi!ogcpu<!

)C*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!
qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!

nqecvgf!ykvjkp!211!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm=!

)D*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.!
{gct!hnqqfrnckp!qh!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)x*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp!cpf!pqv!oqtg!vjcp!2-611!hggv!
htqo!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!
uwej!ycvgt/!Vjg!gpvktg!ycvgt!ku!
pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!nqecvgf!
ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!
ycvgt!octm!cpf!ykvjkp!vjg!211.{gct!
hnqqfrnckp=!

)E*!Cnn!ycvgtu!nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!
hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!qh!c!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!qt!)kkk*!
qh!vjku!ugevkqp-!cpf!cnn!ycvgtu!ykvjkp!
2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!
octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!Vjg!gpvktg!
ycvgt!ku!pgkijdqtkpi!kh!c!rqtvkqp!ku!
nqecvgf!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!qt!ykvjkp!2-611!hggv!qh!vjg!qtfkpct{!
jkij!ycvgt!octm!qh!vjg!Itgcv!Ncmgu/!

)kkk*!Vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu/!Vjg!
vgtou!vtkdwvct{!cpf!vtkdwvctkgu!gcej!
ogcp!c!ycvgt!vjcv!eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy-!
gkvjgt!fktgevn{!qt!vjtqwij!cpqvjgt!ycvgt!
)kpenwfkpi!cp!korqwpfogpv!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrj!)n*)2*)kx*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp*-!vq!
c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp!vjcv!ku!
ejctcevgtk|gf!d{!vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!vjg!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!qh!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!
cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjgug!
rj{ukecn!kpfkecvqtu!fgoqpuvtcvg!vjgtg!ku!
xqnwog-!htgswgpe{-!cpf!fwtcvkqp!qh!hnqy!
uwhhkekgpv!vq!etgcvg!c!dgf!cpf!dcpmu!cpf!
cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm-!cpf!vjwu!
vq!swcnkh{!cu!c!vtkdwvct{/!C!vtkdwvct{!ecp!
dg!c!pcvwtcn-!ocp.cnvgtgf-!qt!ocp.ocfg!
ycvgt!cpf!kpenwfgu!ycvgtu!uwej!cu!
tkxgtu-!uvtgcou-!ecpcnu-!cpf!fkvejgu!pqv!
gzenwfgf!wpfgt!rctcitcrj!)n*)3*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp/!C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!
cu!c!vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!
pqv!nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh-!hqt!
cp{!ngpivj-!vjgtg!ctg!qpg!qt!oqtg!
eqpuvtwevgf!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!dtkfigu-!
ewnxgtvu-!rkrgu-!qt!fcou*-!qt!qpg!qt!oqtg!
pcvwtcn!dtgcmu!)uwej!cu!ygvncpfu!cnqpi!
vjg!twp!qh!c!uvtgco-!fgdtku!rkngu-!dqwnfgt!
hkgnfu-!qt!c!uvtgco!vjcv!hnqyu!
wpfgtitqwpf*!uq!nqpi!cu!c!dgf!cpf!
dcpmu!cpf!cp!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!
ecp!dg!kfgpvkhkgf!wruvtgco!qh!vjg!dtgcm/!
C!ycvgt!vjcv!qvjgtykug!swcnkhkgu!cu!c!
vtkdwvct{!wpfgt!vjku!fghkpkvkqp!fqgu!pqv!
nqug!kvu!uvcvwu!cu!c!vtkdwvct{!kh!kv!
eqpvtkdwvgu!hnqy!vjtqwij!c!ycvgt!qh!vjg!
Wpkvgf!Uvcvgu!vjcv!fqgu!pqv!oggv!vjg!
fghkpkvkqp!qh!vtkdwvct{!qt!vjtqwij!c!pqp.!
lwtkufkevkqpcn!ycvgt!vq!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!
vjku!ugevkqp/!

)kx*!Ygvncpfu/!Vjg!vgto!ygvncpfu!
ogcpu!vjqug!ctgcu!vjcv!ctg!kpwpfcvgf!qt!
ucvwtcvgf!d{!uwthceg!qt!itqwpfycvgt!cv!
c!htgswgpe{!cpf!fwtcvkqp!uwhhkekgpv!vq!
uwrrqtv-!cpf!vjcv!wpfgt!pqtocn!
ektewouvcpegu!fq!uwrrqtv-!c!rtgxcngpeg!

qh!xgigvcvkqp!v{rkecnn{!cfcrvgf!hqt!nkhg!
kp!ucvwtcvgf!uqkn!eqpfkvkqpu/!Ygvncpfu!
igpgtcnn{!kpenwfg!uycoru-!octujgu-!
dqiu-!cpf!ukoknct!ctgcu/!

)x*!Ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu/!Vjg!vgto!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!ogcpu!vjcv!c!ycvgt-!
kpenwfkpi!ygvncpfu-!gkvjgt!cnqpg!qt!kp!
eqodkpcvkqp!ykvj!qvjgt!ukoknctn{!
ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
ukipkhkecpvn{!chhgevu!vjg!ejgokecn-!
rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!kpvgitkv{!qh!c!
ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!
vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Vjg!vgto!
��kp!vjg!tgikqp��!ogcpu!vjg!ycvgtujgf!
vjcv!ftckpu!vq!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!
kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!
)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!Hqt!cp!ghhgev!vq!dg!
ukipkhkecpv-!kv!owuv!dg!oqtg!vjcp!
urgewncvkxg!qt!kpuwduvcpvkcn/!Ycvgtu!ctg!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!yjgp!vjg{!hwpevkqp!
cnkmg!cpf!ctg!uwhhkekgpvn{!enqug!vq!
hwpevkqp!vqigvjgt!kp!chhgevkpi!
fqypuvtgco!ycvgtu/!Hqt!rwtrqugu!qh!
fgvgtokpkpi!yjgvjgt!qt!pqv!c!ycvgt!jcu!
c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu-!vjg!ycvgt�u!ghhgev!qp!
fqypuvtgco!)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!ycvgtu!
ujcnn!dg!cuuguugf!d{!gxcnwcvkpi!vjg!
cswcvke!hwpevkqpu!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!
rctcitcrju!)n*)4*)x*)C*!vjtqwij!)K*!qh!vjku!
ugevkqp/!C!ycvgt!jcu!c!ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!
yjgp!cp{!ukping!hwpevkqp!qt!
eqodkpcvkqp!qh!hwpevkqpu!rgthqtogf!d{!
vjg!ycvgt-!cnqpg!qt!vqigvjgt!ykvj!
ukoknctn{!ukvwcvgf!ycvgtu!kp!vjg!tgikqp-!
eqpvtkdwvgu!ukipkhkecpvn{!vq!vjg!
ejgokecn-!rj{ukecn-!qt!dkqnqikecn!
kpvgitkv{!qh!vjg!pgctguv!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!
kp!rctcitcrju!)n*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!
vjku!ugevkqp/!Hwpevkqpu!tgngxcpv!vq!vjg!
ukipkhkecpv!pgzwu!gxcnwcvkqp!ctg!vjg!
hqnnqykpi<!

)C*!Ugfkogpv!vtcrrkpi-!
)D*!Pwvtkgpv!tge{enkpi-!
)E*!Rqnnwvcpv!vtcrrkpi-!vtcpuhqtocvkqp-!

hknvgtkpi-!cpf!vtcpurqtv-!
)F*!Tgvgpvkqp!cpf!cvvgpwcvkqp!qh!hnqqf!

ycvgtu-!
)G*!Twpqhh!uvqtcig-!
)H*!Eqpvtkdwvkqp!qh!hnqy-!
)I*!Gzrqtv!qh!qticpke!ocvvgt-!
)J*!Gzrqtv!qh!hqqf!tguqwtegu-!cpf!
)K*!Rtqxkukqp!qh!nkhg!e{eng!fgrgpfgpv!

cswcvke!jcdkvcv!)uwej!cu!hqtcikpi-!
hggfkpi-!pguvkpi-!dtggfkpi-!urcypkpi-!qt!
wug!cu!c!pwtugt{!ctgc*!hqt!urgekgu!nqecvgf!
kp!c!ycvgt!kfgpvkhkgf!kp!rctcitcrju!
)n*)2*)k*!vjtqwij!)kkk*!qh!vjku!ugevkqp/!

)xk*!Qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm/!Vjg!
vgto!qtfkpct{!jkij!ycvgt!octm!ogcpu!
vjcv!nkpg!qp!vjg!ujqtg!guvcdnkujgf!d{!vjg!
hnwevwcvkqpu!qh!ycvgt!cpf!kpfkecvgf!d{!
rj{ukecn!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!uwej!cu!c!engct-!
pcvwtcn!nkpg!kortguugf!qp!vjg!dcpm-!
ujgnxkpi-!ejcpigu!kp!vjg!ejctcevgt!qh!
uqkn-!fguvtwevkqp!qh!vgttguvtkcn!xgigvcvkqp-!
vjg!rtgugpeg!qh!nkvvgt!cpf!fgdtku-!qt!
qvjgt!crrtqrtkcvg!ogcpu!vjcv!eqpukfgt!
vjg!ejctcevgtkuvkeu!qh!vjg!uwttqwpfkpi!
ctgcu/!
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48238!Hgfgtcn! Tgikuvgt 0 Xqn/! 91-! Pq/! 235 0 Oqpfc{-! Lwpg! 3;-! 3126 0 Twngu!

)xkk*!Jkij!vkfg!nkpg/!Vjg!vgto!jkij!vkfg!
nkpg!ogcpu!vjg!nkpg!qh!kpvgtugevkqp!qh!vjg!
ncpf!ykvj!vjg!ycvgt�u!uwthceg!cv!vjg!
oczkowo!jgkijv!tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!
vkfg/!Vjg!jkij!vkfg!nkpg!oc{!dg!
fgvgtokpgf-!kp!vjg!cdugpeg!qh!cevwcn!
fcvc-!d{!c!nkpg!qh!qkn!qt!uewo!cnqpi!ujqtg!
qdlgevu-!c!oqtg!qt!nguu!eqpvkpwqwu!
fgrqukv!qh!hkpg!ujgnn!qt!fgdtku!qp!vjg!

hqtgujqtg!qt!dgto-!qvjgt!rj{ukecn!
octmkpiu!qt!ejctcevgtkuvkeu-!xgigvcvkqp!
nkpgu-!vkfcn!icigu-!qt!qvjgt!uwkvcdng!
ogcpu!vjcv!fgnkpgcvg!vjg!igpgtcn!jgkijv!
tgcejgf!d{!c!tkukpi!vkfg/!Vjg!nkpg!
gpeqorcuugu!urtkpi!jkij!vkfgu!cpf!qvjgt!
jkij!vkfgu!vjcv!qeewt!ykvj!rgtkqfke!
htgswgpe{!dwv!fqgu!pqv!kpenwfg!uvqto!
uwtigu!kp!yjkej!vjgtg!ku!c!fgrctvwtg!

htqo!vjg!pqtocn!qt!rtgfkevgf!tgcej!qh!
vjg!vkfg!fwg!vq!vjg!rknkpi!wr!qh!ycvgt!
cickpuv!c!eqcuv!d{!uvtqpi!ykpfu!uwej!cu!
vjqug!ceeqorcp{kpi!c!jwttkecpg!qt!
qvjgt!kpvgpug!uvqto/!

+! +! +! +! +!
]HT!Fqe/!3126�24546!Hkngf!7�37�26=!9<56!co_!

DKNNKPI!EQFG! 7671�61�R!
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	1 - Cross State - eme_v_epa
	2 - Mercury
	3 - Mercury
	4 - Ozone
	5 - SSM
	6
	7 - oil and gas
	8 - endangerment
	9 - CPP 1
	10 - CPP 2
	11 - CPP 3
	12 - CPP 4
	13 - NSPS for GHGs
	14 - CWR



